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To Report University Campus Emergencies








Repairs to Buildings and Equipment 333-0340
Repairs to Utilities 333-0340
Routing Office 333-0340
Truck Service 333-0340
OFFICE HOURS— URBANA-CHAMPAIGN CAMPUS
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign administrative offices are open
daily from 8:00 a.m. to 12.00 noon and 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Fri-
day, but not on Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.
An information center is located in the north entrance lobby of the lllini
Union Building. The center is open from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. daily, includ-
ing Saturdays, and from 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Sundays. The center's
telephone number is 333-4666.
The person charging this material is re-
sponsible for its return to the library from
which it was withdrawn on or before the
Latest Date stamped below.
Theft, mutilation, and underlining of books
are reasons for disciplinary action and may
result in dismissal from the University.






Sept. 11, Mon.-Sept. 17, Sun New Student Program.
Sept. 13, Wed., 2:30-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
Sept. 14, Thurs., 8:00 a.m. -Sept. 16,
Sat., 12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Sept. 16, Sat., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of commuting teachers.
Sept. 16, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Michigan State University).
Sept. 19, Tues.. 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 23, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Southern
California).
Sept. 29, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Oct. 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Oct. 7. Sat Football (Illinois vs. Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity).
Oct. 9, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday).
Oct. 1 6, Mon October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 21, Sat Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. University
of Michigan).
Nov. 1, Wed Financial aid applications for spring semester
1973 available.
Xov. 7. Tues Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks instruction
completed).
Xov. 9, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Xov. 10. Fri Xonacademic holiday (day before Veterans Day).
Xov. 11, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Indiana Uni-
versity).
Xov. 1 1 , Sat Veterans Day.
Xov. 13. Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw from
a course without penalty.
Xov. 13. Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to change Pass-Fail Option to Reg-
ular Grade Option.
Xov. 14. Tues.-X'ov. 21, Tues Advance enrollment for Spring 1973 continuing
students.
Xov. 18, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Wisconsin).
Xov. 22. Wed., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Xov. 23, Thurs. -Xov. 24, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Xov. 28, Tues., 1 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Xov. 30, Thurs Deadline for submitting spring semester 1973
financial aid applications.
Dec. 3, Sun Illinois Day (state admitted to the Union, 1818).
Dec. 6, Wed Latest date for students currently enrolled to
apply for student teaching assignment in fall
or spring semester 1973-74.
Dec. 12, Tues Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
Dec. 18, Mon Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks instruction
completed).
Dec. 22. Fri.. 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation begins.
Dee. 25, Mon Christmas (all-campus holiday).
Jan. 1, Mon New Year (all-campus holiday).
Jan. 3, Wed., 1 :00 p.m Christmas vacation ends.
Tan. 4, Thurs 1973-74 financial aid applications available.
Tan. 13. Sat Last day of instruction.
Tan. 15. Mon.-Jan. 23, Tues Semester examinations.
Feb. 15, Thurs February graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Second Semester, 1972-73
Jan. 29. Mon. -Feb. 4. Sun New Student Program.
Jan. 31, Wed., 8:00 and 10:00 a.m Early registration (special permit required).
Tan. 31, Wed., 11:00 a.m.-Feb. 2,
Fri., 12 :00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
Feb. 1 , Thurs Summer session 1973 financial aid applications
available.
Feb. 5. Mon.. 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Feb. 12, Mon Lincoln's birthday (not a holiday).
Feb. 15, Thurs Graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
Feb. 15, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition (except non-
refundable portion) if withdrawing from the
University or reducing program range.
Feb. 19, Mon., 5:00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Feb. 19, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Feb. 19, Mon Washington's birthday (not a holiday).
March 1 , Thurs Latest date to return Summer 1973 financial aid
applications. Latest date to return 1973-74
financial aid applications for first priority
processing.
March 2, Fri University Day (University opened, 1868 — not
a holiday).
March 26, Mon Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (seven weeks instruction
completed).
March 29, Thurs., 5:00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
April 2, Mon Latest date to change Pass-Fail Option to Reg-
ular Grade Option.
April 2, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to with-
draw from a course without penalty.
April 14, Sat., 1 :00 p.m Spring vacation begins.
April 20, Fri Good Friday (all-campus holiday).
April 23, Mon., 1 :00 p.m Spring vacation ends.
April 25, Wed.-May 2, Wed Advance enrollment for Fall 1973 continuing
students.
May 4, Fri Honors Day (classes dismissed at 12 :00 noon)
.
May 4, Fri.-May 6, Sun Campus Mother's Day weekend.
May 4, Fri. 5 :00 p.m Latest date to withdraw without petitioning for
readmission.
May 8, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (twelve weeks instruction
completed).
May 24, Thurs.-May 25, Fri Registration for 1973 Summer Session off-campus
courses and College of Law, including pay-
ment of tuition and fees.
May 26, Sat Last day of instruction.
May 28, Mon Memorial Day (all-campus holiday).
May 29, Tues. -June 6, Wed Semester examinations.
June 1, Fri Last day to apply for an Illinois State Scholar-
ship Commission monetary award.
June 9, Sat Commencement.
Eight-Week Summer Session, 1973
May 24, Thurs.-May 25, Fri Registration for 1973 Summer Session off-
campus courses and College of Law, including
payment of tuition and fees.
June 11, Mon.
-July 12, Thurs Advance enrollment for new and readmitted
students.
June 11, Mon.-July 18, Wed First session summer Law Program.
June 13, Wed., 3:00-5:00 p.m Early registration (special permit required).
June 14, Thurs., 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and
June 15, Fri., 8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Registration of graduate and undergraduate
students.
June 15, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from first five and one-half week Law term
(first five days).
June 18, Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
June 21, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from eleven-week Law term (first ten days).
June 22, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range in eight-week session (first five days).
June 25, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect Pass-Fail Option (first
week).
June 25, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course (first week).
June 29, Fri Deadline for submitting 1973-74 financial aid
application.
July 4, Wed Independence Day (all-campus holiday).
July 16, Mon Beginning of second four-week courses.
July 16, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to change from Pass-Fail Option to
Regular Grade Basis.
July 16, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to withdraw
from a course without penalty.
July 17, Tues Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing
for military service (four weeks instruction
completed), except College of Law.
July 19, Thurs. -Aug. 25, Sat Second session summer Law Program.
July 20, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second four-week courses only "{first five
days).
July 24, Tues., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from second five and one-half week Law ses-
sion (first five days).
July 25. Wed., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to withdraw from the University
without petitioning for readmission.
July 31, Tues Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing for
military service (six weeks instruction com-
pleted), except College of Law.
Aug. 8, Wed Last day of instruction in eight-week session.
Aug. 9, Thurs.-Aug. 11, Sat Summer session final examinations.
Aug. 13, Mon August graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
First Semester, 1973-74
Aug. 20, Mon.-Aug. 26, Sun Xew Student Program.
Aug. 22, Wed., 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 a.m Early Registration (special permit required).
Aug 22. Wed., 11:00 a.m.-Aug. 24, Fri.,
12:00 noon Registration of undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students.
Aug. 27 , Mon., 7:00 a.m Instruction begins.
Sept. 3, Mon Labor Day (all-campus holiday).
Sept. 7, Fri., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for refund of tuition and fees (ex-
cept nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing
from the University or reducing program
range.
Sept. 10, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduates to add a new
course.
Sept. 10, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date to elect the Pass-Fail Option (first
two weeks of instruction).
Sept. 29, Sat I Men's Day (Football: Illinois vs. West
Virginia University).
Oct. 6, Sat Football (Illinois vs. Stanford University).
Oct. 8, Mon Columbus Day (not a holiday).
Oct. 13, Sat Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Purdue Uni-
versity).
Oct. 15, Mon October graduation date (no Commencement
exercises).
Oct. 20, Sat Homecoming (Football : Illinois vs. Michigan
State University).
Oct. 18, Thurs., 5 :00 p.m Midsemester grades due.
Nov. 1, Thurs Financial aid applications for spring semester
1974 available.
Xov. 10, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Michigan).
Nov. 12. Mon Xonacademic holiday (day after Veterans Day).
Xov. 17, Sat Football (Illinois vs. University of Minnesota).
Xov. 19, Mon., 5 :00 p.m Latest date for undergraduate students to with-
draw without petitioning for readmission.
Xov. 20, Tues., 5 :00 p.m Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Xov. 22, Thurs.-Xov. 23, Fri Thanksgiving (all-campus holidays).
Xov. 26, Mon., 7:00 a.m Thanksgiving vacation ends.
Xov. 30, Fri Deadline for submitting spring semester 1974
financial aid applications.
Dec. 3, Mon Illinois Day— state admitted to Union, 1818
(not a holiday).
Dec. 14, Fri Last day of instruction.
Dec. 15, Sat. -Dec. 22, Sat Semester examinations.
Dec. 25. Tues Christmas (all-campus holiday).
Jan. 1, Tues Xew Year's Day (all-campus holiday).
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
UNIVERSITY TELEPHONE SERVICE
HOW TO MAKE CALLS FROM UNIVERSITY TELEPHONES
Calls within the University (to all numbers beginning 333- or 332-)
1. Listen for dial tone.
2. Dial the last five digits of the listed number. For example : To call 333-0920, dial
3-0920.
Calls to the State Geological Survey
Dial 189, then the desired extension. For example : Dial 189-XXX.
Calls to Champaign-Urbana
Dial 9, then the complete seven-digit number. For example: To call 352-9981, dial
9-352-9981.
Long Distance Calls
For information pertaining to direct distance dialing for long distance station-to-
station calls, for calls to Chicago and Springfield over the Tie Lines, and for Wide
Area Telephone Service calls to all other cities in Illinois over the W.A.T.S. lines,
please refer to pages 7, 8, and 9.
Conference Calls
For conference calls between one or more persons on the campus or away from the
campus, dial and give the Operator the details of your call.
Service Calls
Information
For University numbers not in the Staff Directory, dial for Operator.
For numbers of students not in the Student Directory, dial 3-0920.
For general University information, dial 3-4666.
For local numbers not in the Champaign-Urbana directory, dial 9, then 411.
Ass/stance in Making a Call
Within the University, dial for Operator.
Outside the University, dial 9, then for Operator.
Telephone Repair Service
Dial 9, then 352-9954.
Transfer of an Incoming Call
Depress button (switchhook) in cradle of your telephone for one second, and give
the number, if known, to which to transfer the call.
Changes or Additions to Your Telephone Service
Dial 3-1161.
Telephone Accounting
For inquiries about telephone accounting, call Lois Overmyer, 3-2275.
University of Illinois Division of Telecommunications
Lois Overmyer, 3-2275.
TIE LINES TO CHICAGO AND SPRINGFIELD FOR OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS
HOW TO USE THE TIE LINES
Calls to Medical Center and Chicago Circle
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 175.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial the last four digits of the telephone number
of the party you are calling.
3. For example : To call 663-7127, dial 175 + 7127.
Calls for City of Chicago (Suburbs NOT included)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 175.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial 9 and the seven-digit Chicago telephone num-
ber of the party you are calling.
3. For example: To call 924-1212, dial 175 + 9 + 924-1212.
Calls to State of Illinois Capitol
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 176.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial the four-digit CENTREX number of the
party you are calling.
3. For example : To call 525-7813, dial 176 + 7813.
Calls to City of Springfield
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 176.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial 9 and the seven-digit Springfield telephone
number of the party you are calling.
3. For example : To call 544-9981, dial 176 + 9 + 544-9981.
Information and Assistance When Number Is Not Known
1. For calls to Medical Center or Chicago, dial 175 + 0.
2. For calls to State Capitol in Springfield, dial 176 + 0.
3. For information pertaining to all other numbers in cities of Chicago and Springfield,
consult page 8.
Note
Callers will receive a busy signal when all lines are in use.
WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE LINES (W.A.T.S.) TO ILLINOIS CITIES (EXCEPT CHICAGO
AND SPRINGFIELD) FOR OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS CALLS ONLY
There is no toll charge for a call placed on the W.A.T.S. lines if a line is available;
however, if all lines are busy the call will automatically advance and be completed
over the regular long distance network. Those calls completed over the regular long
distance network will be IDENTIFIED BY ORIGINATING TELEPHONE
NUMBER, contain full billing detail, and will be billed to the same appropriation as
the telephone number from which the call was placed. The department will then be
able to determine whether the call was a University business call or a PERSONAL
call.
Delays will be virtually eliminated, but remember non-business calls can be identified
and then billed to the individual placing the call. It will be the responsibility of the
department to notify Telephone Accounting of the date, place, and number called,
number from which the call originated, dollar amount, and phone number for proper
third party billing. Appropriate action will be taken against individuals who abuse
the policy regarding personal calls.
If it is necessary to place a personal long distance call from a University 333-xxxx
telephone, dial 9 then for operator and provide her with the residence line phone
T-iiimrn=»t- fa -1171-11^*11 trio /-nil ic t r\ r\o rlinrnrpHnumber to which the call is to be charged.
The W.A.T.S. lines are NOT to be used for calls to Chicago and Springfield. Tie
Lines are available for toll-free calls to these two cities. Instructions on how to use
the Tie Lines are printed above.
Illinois Bell Telephone Company tariffs prohibit the users of W.A.T.S. lines and Tie
Lines from obtaining information by refusing to accept person-to-person or collect
calls for the purpose of identifying the calling party and calling back on a W.A.T.S. or
Tie Line. (This practice is in clear violation of Illinois Bell tariffs and can lead to
discontinuance of the service for the violator.)
HOW TO USE THE W.A.T.S. LINES
Calls Within Area 217
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. When you receive the second dial tone, dial 1, then the complete number you are
calling. For example : To call Decatur, Illinois, dial 182 -j- 1 + seven digits of
number.
Calls Elsewhere in Illinois (other than Area 217)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. When you receive the second dial tone, dial 1, then the proper area code, then the
complete number you are calling. For example : To call Peoria, Illinois, dial 182
-f
1 + 309 + seven digits of number.
If the telephone number of the party desired is not known, you should obtain the num-
ber by dialing 9, then 1, then the area code (if appropriate), then 555-1212. You should
then proceed with the instructions indicated above for calls within Illinois.
Calls to Places in Illinois Which Can Not Be Dialed Direct
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. When you receive the second dial tone, dial and place call with the Special Oper-
ator. The number 028-1611 will be required by the Special Operator to complete
this type of call.
There is no charge for these calls.
Note
The W.A.T.S., Chicago, and Springfield lines are for OFFICIAL BUSINESS
ONLY. Departments will be charged for calls made to Illinois cities and elsewhere
over long distance lines.
THIRD NUMBER BILLED TOLLS
The University of Illinois Division of Telecommunications must comply with the re-
strictions established by the State of Illinois Department of General Services, Division
of Telecommunications, and such restrictions do not permit third number billed tolls
to be billed to the University of Illinois administrative lines. (A third number billed
toll is a long distance call billed to a University telephone number other than the call-
ing or called number.)
COLLECT CALLS
Collect calls should be accepted only in emergency circumstances.
DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING FOR STATION-TO-STATION CALLS
You can dial direct to most cities in the United States and Canada. A list of frequently
called cities and their area codes appears on the introductory pages of the Champaign-
Urbana Telephone Directory. Area codes for cities in Illinois are listed on pages 11
and 12. Champaign-Urbana is located in area 217. If the place you want to call is not
listed, dial 9, then for Operator and ask if the city can be dialed direct.
LONG DISTANCE CALLS (OUTSIDE ILLINOIS)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 9.
2. Dial 1.
3. Dial the proper area code.
4. Dial the computer number you are calling. For example : To call New York City,
dial 9 + 1 + 212 + seven digits of number.
You will be charged for these calls.
WRONG NUMBERS REACHED ON ANY DIRECT-DIALED LONG DISTANCE CALL
1. If you reach a wrong number, ask what city you have reached.
2. Immediately dial 9, then 0, and tell the Operator what happened. You will not be
charged for the call to the city reached in error if this procedure is followed
immediately.
IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE OUT-OF-TOWN NUMBER YOU ARE CALLING
You can dial direct for Directory Assistance in many cities across the United States.
There is no charge for these calls.
The Directory Assistance Number— 555-1212— is the same in every city that you can
dial direct.
For Directory Assistance in area 217, dial 9, then dial 1, then 555-1212.
To call Directory Assistance in a distant city, dial 9, then 1, then the appropriate area
code, then the standard Directory Assistance Number 555-1212.
A list of some United States and Canadian cities and their area codes appears on the
introductory pages of the Champaign-Urbana Telephone Directory.
ANYONE . . . ANYWHERE . . . CAN CALL YOU DIRECT IF THEY KNOW YOUR NUMBER
Give your complete seven-figure individual telephone number to everyone who calls you
at the University. It will enable them to reach you quickly.
It will be helpful to those who contact you if you include your telephone number on
letters and other material you mail.
Remind persons in distant cities that your area code is 217.
Remember, your telephone number is not 333-1000. This is the University of Illinois
Directory listed number.
AREA CODES IN ILLINOIS
The following is a list of area codes for cities in Illinois. Where an asterisk is shown,
no area code is required.
Algonquin 815 Bartlett 312 Belvidere 815
Alton 618 Batavia 312 Bensenville 312
Arlington Heights. . . .312 Beecher 312 Berwyn 312
Aurora 312 Belleville 618 Bloomington 309





















































































































































Extended Area Service (E.A.S.) is still available for official University business calls
to the communities listed below. Calls may continue to be made without charge to
telephones located in these communities.
Bondville Ivesdale Philo Sevmour
Fisher Mahomet Rantoul Sidnev
Flatville Ogden Royal Thomasboro
Gifford Penfield Sadorus Tolono



















































F.A.A.—Fine and Applied Arts
F.A.B.—Fine and Applied Arts Building















I.B.R.—Institute of Boiler and Radiator
Manufacturers
I.H.—Illini Hall












































































Abbott Power Plant, Engineer's Ofc
Ofc
Operator's Desk
Academic Year Institute, Mathematics:
Director Wilson M. Zaring, 221 A.H.
Ofc Phyllis Smith, 221 A.H.
Associate Director Peter G. Braunfeld, 221 A.H.
Accident Compensation:
Supervisor Max N. Pike, 303 McKinley Hospital
Ofc Helen L. Stutzman, 303 McKinley Hospital
Accountancy:
Head of Dept E. Joe DeMaris, 360 Commerce(W)
Secy Mildred B. Brumfield, 360 Commerce(W)
Accounts Receivable (Students), Ofc. of Business Affairs 100b Adm.
Acquisition Dept., Library 220a Lib.<
Librarian Marilyn M. Satterlee, 220a Lib.
Administrative Data Processing, Campus Ofc. of:
Director Walter W. Williams, 54 Adm.
Secy Amy Lue Brady, 54 Adm.
Assistant Director for Systems
Management/Development Herbert W. Bomzer, 54 Adm.
Ofc 54 Adm.
Business Manager William R. Farnell, Jr., 54 Adm.
Personnel Records Mary E. Creech, 54 Adm.
Data Area Managers:
Operations James L. Davis, 54 Adm.
Financial Data William R. Starkey, 54 Adm.
Institutional and Special Data Richard G. Waldbillig, 54 Adm.
Student Data Jerry E. Bolin, 54 Adm.
Management Analysis P. David Peters, 54 Adm.
Administrative Studies, Ofc. of:
Director John E. Terwilliger, 909 S. Sixth, C.
Secy Donna Staley, 909 S. Sixth, C.
Assistant Director Walter C. Tousey, 909 S. Sixth, C.
Statistical Reports John H. Fung, 909 S. Sixth, C.
Admissions and Records:
Director Jane W. Loeb, 108 Adm.
Secy Constance E. Rose, 108 Adm.
Executive Associate Director Richard Dremuk, 176 Adm.
Associate Directors Robert F. Corcoran, 178 Adm.
James R. Payne, 180 Adm.
Assistant Directors Frank A. Bridgewater, 108 Adm.
Gary R. Engelgau, 408 M.M.B.
Charles T. Maxey, 312 M.M.B.
Brian L. Wallen, 176 Adm.
Assistants to the Director Loren E. Decker, 408 M.M.B.
Edward J. Smith, 408 M.M.B.
Walter H. Washington, 177 Adm.-
Internal Operations Gary R. Engelgau, 408 M.M.B.
Mailing Unit Lucille I. Felgenhour, 10 Adm.
Office Publications Loren E. Decker, 408 M.M.B.
Personnel Records Frank A. Bridgewater, 108 Adm.
Residency Determination Frank A. Bridgewater, 108 Adm.
Systems and Procedures Paula A. Gatzke, 176 Adm.
Martynas Zvilius, 176 Adm.
Systems Development Brian L. Wallen, 176 Adm.
Admissions:
Undergraduate Admissions:
Associate Director Robert F. Corcoran, 178 Adm.
Information Center Eileen M. Chapman, 177 Adm.'
Admission Officers:
Pre-College Programs Louise M. Jones, 71 Adm.
Jane Y. Azim, 69 Adm.
Mary I. Dean, 177 Adm.
William F. Fierke, 177 Adm.
Barbara J. Seagle, 177 Adm.
SEOP Admissions Walter H. Washington, 177 Adm.
Systems and Procedures Paula A. Gatzke, 176 Adm.
Admissions Operations Walser E. Harms, 177 Adm.
Articulation James T. Hashbarger, 71 Adm.
Graduate and Foreign Admissions:
General Information 312 M.M.B.
Executive Associate Director Richard Dremuk, 176 Adm.









































































Admissions and Records (continued)
:
Secy Willeta M. Donaldson, 176 Adm. 333-0999
Foreign Admissions Fe F. B. Marzan, 312 M.M.B. 333-0306
Domestic and Extramural Georgean E. Arsons, 312 M.M.B. 333-0306
Case Compilation and Files Lenore A. Valentine, 312 M.M.B. 333-0307
Admissions Data System Coding and Records Alice E. Maier, 408 M.M.B. 333-0306
Systems and Procedures Analyst Paula A. Gatzke, 176 Adm. 333-0999
Advanced Placement Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm. 333-0221
C.P.A. Information . Edward J. Smith, 408 M.M.B. 333-1565
Records, Registration, and Statistics:
Information 69 Adm. 333-0210
Associate Director James R. Payne, 180 Adm. 333-2036
Academic Records Myra C. Rucker, 69 Adm. 333-0994
Advance Enrollment, Continuing Students 69 Adm. 333-2530
Diplomas May R. Sanders, 69 Adm. 333-0214
Enrollment Statistics, Registration Arrangements, and Student I.D. Cards
O. Dwayne Denhart, 408 M.M.B. 333-0218
Extramural Registration and Records May R. Sanders, 69 Adm. 333-0214
Selective Service Records 69 Adm. 333-0219
Systems and Procedures Martynas Zvilius, 176 Adm. 333-0999
Transcripts and Certification Berenice M. McGinty, 69 Adm. 333-0216
Tuition and Fee Assessment Vivian L. Wood, 108 Adm. 333-4381
Advanced Computation, Center for:
Director Daniel L. Slotnick, 347 A.C.B. 333-0925
Secy Frieda M. Anderson, 345 A.C.B. 333-0385
Associate Director Michael S. Sher, 337 A.C.B. 333-2979
Business Ofc Raymond F. Borelli, 138 A.C.B. 333-6375
Advanced Study, Center for:
Director Daniel Alpert, 912 \V. Illinois, U. 333-6729
Staff Associate Peggy Harris, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6284
Advertising:
Head of Dept S. Watson Dunn, 101 G.H. 333-1603
Ofc Ruth McKnight, 103a G.H. 333-1602
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering:
Head of Dept Henry S. Stillwell, 101 T.B. 333-2650
Dept. Ofc Rosalyn K. Munds, 101 T.B. 333-2651
Secy Dorothy E. Nugent, 10 T.B. 333-4984
Student Records Elizabeth C. Anderson, 105 T.B. 333-3674
Aerodynamics Lab Aero. Lab. A and B 333-3364
Combustion Lab 112a M.E.L. 333-3769
Magnetohydrodynamics Lab 106 Woodshop and Foundry 333-2593
Propulsion Lab Aero. Lab. A and B 333-1 104
Shock Tube Lab Aero. Lab. B 333-1333
Shop Aero. Lab. A 333-1 104
Structures Lab Aero. Lab. B 333-3826
Student Records 105 T.B. 333-3674
Aeronomy Lab 312 E.E.R.L. 333-4151
Rocket Program Aeronomy Lab. 333-4152
Aeronomy Field Station Thomasboro 643-7311
Affirmative Action Ofc:
Director James Ransom, Jr., P.S.B. 333-2147
Secy Cleasta L. Lewis, P.S.B. 333-8490
Counseling and Employee Relations T. R. Adkisson, P.S.B. 333-8657
Skill Development and Supportive Services Jerry Lewis, P.S.B. 333-4650
Emergency Employment Act Coordinator Charles F. McGee, P.S.B. "333-4650
Emergency Employment Act Counselor Fred T. Cobb, Jr., P.S.B. 333-4660
Clarence J. Davidson, P.S.B. 333-4660
Community Affairs and Grants David M. Sims, P.S.B. 333-8352
Clerical Learner Program:
Supervisor Fredrika Pharr, 627i/2 S. Wright, C. 333-681
1
Secy Patricia A. Ashe, 627i/2 S. Wright, C. 333-8342
African Studies:
Chairman Victor C. Uchendu, Rm. 101, 1208 W. California, U. 333-6335
Ofc Rm. 101, 1208 W. California, U. 333-6335
Afro-American Academic Program:
Director Walter L. Strong, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7781
Ofc Barbara A. Hamilton, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7781
Visiting Scholars Program:
Coordinator Elaine Shouse, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7657
Staff Associate Bennie M. Lewis, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7657
Afro-American Campus-Community Relations:
Director Rochell Broome, 346 S.S.B. 333-2009
Afro-American Cultural Center:
Director Robert J. Ray, 1003 W. Nevada, U. 333-2092
Ofc Elois Butts, 1003 W. Nevada, U. 333-2092
Assistant Director of Administration Loretha M. Harmon, 1003 W. Nevada, U. 333-2092
Assistant Director of Programming Agnes H. Greene, 1003 W. Nevada, U. 333-2092
Agricultural Communications, Ofc. of:
Head of Ofc Hadley Read, 67 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Ofc Bonnie J. Froehlich, 67 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Instructional Media Edwin W. Vernon, 62 Mumford Hall 333-7 1 1
7
Instructional Resources John H. Behrens, 64 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Media Services Helen Fry, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
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Research Rodolfo N. Salcedo, 5 1 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Teaching
James F. Evans (on leave of absence until Sept. 1, 1973), 58 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Agricultural Economics:
Head of Dept Richard L. Feltner, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Secy Genevieve L. Handke, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1882
Accounts Steven C. Sanderson, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1804
Extension Fay M. Sims, 311 Mumford Hall 333-0502
Research 304 Mumford Hall 333-1810
Teaching James R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1830
Agricultural Finance J. Milton Holcomb, 310a Mumford Hall 333-6193
Agricultural Policy and Outlook Lawrence H. Simerl, 312 Mumford Hall 333-0148
Agricultural Law Norman G. P. Krausz, 151 Bevier Hall 333-1829
Farm Business-Farm Management Delmar F. Wilken, 452 Mumford Hall 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts Allan G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Marketing:
Farm Supplies R. Joseph Mutti, 309 Mumford Hall 333-1818
Food Merchandising George M. England, 300c Mumford Hall 333-1812
Fruits and Vegetables Ross A. Kelly, 300a Mumford Hall 333-182 3
Grain Leslie F. Stice, 421 Mumford Hall 333-4132
Livestock M. Brice Kirtley, 431 Mumford Hall 333-6582
Milk James W. Gruebele, 433 Mumford Hall 333-0725
Poultry James R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall 333-1830
Prices and Statistics George G. Judge, 302b Mumford Hall 333-2857
Rural Sociology Frederick C. Fliegel, 302a Mumford Hall 333-4211
Agricultural Education Paul E. Hemp, 357 Education 333-3166
Agricultural Engineering:
Head of Dept Frank B. Lanham, 241 Agr. Eng. 333-3570
Ofc Georgianna Noel, 245 Agr. Eng. 333-3571
Extension 202 Agr. Eng. 333-3572
Farm Machinery John C. Siemens, 101 Agr. Eng. 333-2854
Farm Structures and Housing Donald G. Jedele, Agr. Eng. 333-2611
Processing Harvey J. Hirning, 236 Agr. Eng. 333-0511
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage. . .Carroll J. W. Drablos, 206 Agr. Eng. 333-0945
Farm Machinery Design and Development Roger R. Yoerger, 107 Agr. Eng. 333-3000
Farm Structures and Housing Edwin L. Hansen, 212 Agr. Eng. 333-2504
Processing Elwood F. Olver, 228 Agr. Eng. 333-3010
Shop Roy Brockett, Agr. Eng. 333-2734
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage. ... Benjamin A. Jones, Jr., 208 Agr. Eng. 333-0944
Agricultural Finance J. Milton Holcomb, 310a Mumford Hall 333-6193
Agricultural Law Norman G. P. Krausz, 151 Bevier Hall 333-1829
Agricultural Policy and Outlook Lawrence H. Simerl, 312 Mumford Hall 333-0148
Agriculture, College of:
Dean Orville G. Bentley, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Assistant to the Dean Kathyrn Hill, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Secy Marcella Nance, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Cooperative Extension:
Director; Associate Dean of College John B. Claar, 122 Mumford Hall 333-2660
Secy L. Katherine Darland, 122 Mumford Hall 333-2661
Associate Director Moyle S. Williams, 116 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Assistant Directors Martha L. Dunlap, 339 Bevier Hall 333-7242
Elroy E. Golden, 120 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Hadley Read, 67 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Harvey J. Schweitzer, 208 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Acting Assistant Director Frances Webb, 528 Bevier Hall 333-0520
Assistant to the Director W. Allen Bouslog, 118 Mumford Hall 333-2662
Leader, 4-H Club — Rural Youth Richard O. Lyon, 47 Mumford Hall 333-0910
Extension Education Gertrude E. Kaiser, 212 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Special Projects Fred A. Painter, 329 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Personnel Officer Carol Rebbe, 115 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Chief, Ofc. of Recreation and Park Resources Joseph J. Bannon, 312 Armory 333-1567
Natural Resources Robert D. Walker, 213 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Experiment Station:
Director; Associate Dean of College Glenn W. Salisbury, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Secy Nedra Cole, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Associate Director Raymond J. Miller, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Assistant Director Harvey J. Schweitzer, 208 Mumford Hall 333-0240
Assistant to the Director Douglas B. Bauling, 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240
International Programs:
Director; Associate Dean of College. .. .Wilbur D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Secy Hazel S. Brooks, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Assistant Director Earl R. Leng, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Resident Instruction:
Director; Associate Dean of College Karl E. Gardner, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Adm. Secy Mary Applegate, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Assistant Deans Cecil D. Smith, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Warren K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Student Records Glenda J. Conlee, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Agriculture Business Ofc:
Division Chief Accountant Robert E. Sullivan, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0001
Secy Katherine R. Hoeffliger, 1 1 1 Mumford Hall 333-0003
General Accounting Robert R. Renfrew, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0003
Payrolls and Appointments Eunice M. Mayhood, 111 Mumford Hall 333-0002
Communications, Head Hadley Read, 67 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Ofc Bonnie Froehlich, 67 Mumford Hall 333-4780
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Agriculture, College of (continued) :
Instructional Media Edwin W. Vernon, 62 Mumford Hall 333-7117
Instructional Resources John H. Behrens, 64 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Media Services Delbert T. Dahl, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Teaching and Research James F. Evans, 60 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Conference Room 426 Mumford Hall 333-2631
Files Mary Graham, 102 Mumford Hall 333-0462
Library 226 Mumford Hall 333-2416
Mumford Hall Mail 57 Mumford Hall 333-6635
Placement Ofc Warren K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Publications, Head Adrian W. Janes, 123 Mumford Hall 333-2548
Ofc 123 Mumford Hall 333-2007
Duplicating Services 406 Mumford Hall 333-3107
Services Building Agr. Services Bldg. 333-3980
Mumford Hall Mail 57 Mumford Hall 333-6635
Recreation and Park Resources Joseph J. Bannon, 312 Armorv 333-1567
Safety Ordie L. Hogsett, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Salesroom James F. Bonnell, 143 Davenport Hall 333-3404
Natural Resources Robert D. Walker, 213 Mumford Hall 333-2664
Special Projects Fred A. Painter, 329 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Student Records Glenda J. Conlee, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Vocational Agriculture Service John W. Matthews, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3870
See also departmental listings.
Agronomy:
Head of Dept Robert W. Howell, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Secy Janice T. Small, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Associate Head of Dept Charles M. Brown, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Adm. Assistant Joseph B. Kellv, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Accounts Elvera E. Keen, W-201f T.H. 333-3423
Farm Crops:
Corn Breeding and Genetics D. Eugene Alexander, S-110 T.H. 333-4254
Crop Extension Walter O. Scott, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Crop Production Joseph A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Breeding Darrell A. Miller, S-310 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Crop Extension Don W. Graffis, W-301 T.H. 333-4424
Forage Production Joseph A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Physiology Richard A. Hageman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Small Grains Breeding Charles M. Brown, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Soybean Genetics Henry H. Hadley, C-113 T.H. 333-4254
Teaching Ambrose W. Burger, N-115 T.H. 333-4254
Weed Extension Ellery L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research Fred W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Greenhouse Agronomy Greenhouse 333-2418
Services Laboratories:
Computer Terminal Samuel G. Carmer, W-515 T.H. 333-8170
Plant Analysis Theodore R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Soil Testing Theodore R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Statistical Robert D. Seif, W-501 T.H. 333-0158
Soils:
Chemistry L. Touby Kurtz, S-508 T.H. 333-4376
Classification Extension William R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Experiment Fields L. Fred Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility L. Fred Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility Extension Samuel R. Aldrich, N-307 T.H. 333-4424
Management Extension William R. Oschwald, N-315 T.H. 333-4424
Mineralogy Alvin H. Beavers, S-406 T.H. 333-4250
Organic Matter Frank J. Stevenson, N-415 T.H. 333-3650
Organic Waste Thomas D. Hinesly, S-412 T.H. 333-4250
Physics Charles W. Boast, S-216 T.H. 333-4370
Survey Mapping and Reports Joe B. Fehrenbacher, N-405 T.H. 333-3650
Teaching -. John J. Hassett, N-lll T.H. 333-4254
Testing Lab Theodore R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
South Farm M. Gene Oldham, South Farm 333-2965
Air Force Aerospace Studies:
Head of Dept Col. Joseph J. Dejonghe, 229 Armorv 333-0113
Ofc 230 Armory 333-0113
Adm. Officer Capt. Jerome O. Jerome, 224 Armorv 333-1927
Sergeant Major T/Sgt. Victor H. Leake, 232 Armory 333-1927





Aircraft Maintenance Ofc 333-0072
Airport Plant and Services 333 3204





Ozark Air Lines, Airport Ofc 359-5271
Reservations 352-5291
Allen Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-1 100




Director Gary E. Eickman, Monticelloj 762-7011
Allerton Park (See Robert Allerton Park)
Alpha House 1207 W. Springfield, U. 344-1034
Alpha Phi Omega 330 I.U. 333-1431
Alumni Association:
Executive Director James E. Vermette, 227 I.U. 333-1474
Secy Evelyn Dahl, 227 I.U. 333-1472
Ofc 227 I.U. 333-1471
Directors Donald R. Dodds, 227 I.U. 333-1471
Louis D. Liay, 227 I.U. 333-1471
Office Manager Clotilde H. Sion, 227 I.U. 333-1477
Bookkeeping Lorene Ducey, 227 I.U. 333-1475
Editor Joe C. Sutton, 227 I.U. 333-1473
Associate Editor Ruth E. Weinard, 227 I.U. 333-1473
Records Dept Jane Tingley, 227 I.U. 333-1476
Reunion Secy Joyce Smith, 227 I.U. 333-1472
AMBULANCE (to call an ambulance);
Non-Emergency Service 333-1212
Emergency Service 1-1-1
American Association of Teachers of French (National Headquarters):
Executive Secretary Francis W. Nachtmann, 2136 F.L.B. 333-0400
American Association of University Professors:
President Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
American Business Communication Association:
Executive Director Francis W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Editor George H. Douglas, 317b D.K.H. 333-2960
American Civil Liberties Union 278 I.U.(S) 333-7120
American Philological Association:
Secretary-Treasurer John J. Bateman, 3016 F.L.B. 333-9303
Assistants 3014 F.L.B. 333-9303
Analog Computer Lab 263 E.E.B. 333-1935
Animal Care Lab 241 V. M. 333-2564
Animal Facility, Zoology Merle L. Harris, 71 Morrill Hall 333-6864
Animal Science:
Head of Dept Donald E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Secy Maribelle Dean, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1044
Accounts Winston C. Mank, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1044
Departmental Office:
Animal Genetics Alberta McClara, 101 An. Gen. 333-2900
Animal Sciences Lab Alma E. White, 124 A. S.L. 333-3131
Davenport Hall Carolyn Carter, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1684
Stock Pavilion Mary Skidmore, 110 S.P. 333-1780
Departmental Study Areas:
Animal Nutrition Donald E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Beef Cattle Alvin L. Neumann, S.P. 333-1784
Body Composition Timothy G. Lohman, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1686
Environmental Physiology Stanley E. Curtis, 126 A. S.L. 333-7861
Extension:
Livestock Harry G. Russell, 326 Mumford Hall 333-0013
Poultry Samuel F. Ridlen, 322 Mumford Hall 333-2207
Genetics Benjamin A. Rasmusen, 110 An. Gen. 333-2900
Horses Waco W. Albert, 104 S.P. 333-1785
Meat Science John R. Romans, 132 Davenport Hall 333-1684
Muscle Biology 160 A. S.L. 333-1045
Nutritional Biochemistry Richard M. Forbes, 120 A. S.L. 333-3130
Physiology Andrew V. Nalbandov, 102 An. Gen. 333-2900
Poultry Donald J. Bray, 324 Mumford Hall 333-3456
Sheep Upson S. Garrigus, 103 S.P. 333-1784
Statistics Horace W. Norton, 327 Mumford Hall 333-0625
Swine Aldon H. Jensen, 319 Mumford Hall 333-2669
Farms and Barns:
Animal Science Farms Jon R. Wolf, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Beef Cattle Barn Douglas L. Hixon, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Dixon Springs Frank C. Hinds, 264 A. S.L. 333-4189
Feed Storage Wayne E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Horse Barn Jon R. Wolf, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm Dennis M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Poultry Farm Robert D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
Sheep Farm Bennie B. Doane, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0265
Swine Farm David W. Seibert, S. First, C. 333-0153
Laboratories:
Abattoir S.P. 333-1447
Counter Lab Timothy G. Lohman, S. Fourth, C. 333-1 168
Glassblowing James R. Starr, 11 A. S.L. 333-0787
Meat Chemical Lab 243 A. S.L. 333-4459
Meat Processing Lab 149 Davenport Hall 333-2068
Physiology Research Lab Andrew V. Nalbandov, S. Fourth, C. 333-0197
Poultry Lab 242 A. S.L. 333-4366
Ruminant Lab 264 A. S.L. 333-1334
Swine Lab 234 A. S.L. 333-4366
Salesroom James F. Bonnell, 143 Davenport Hall 333-3404
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Antenna Lab 400 E.E.B.
Anthropology:
Department Information Rhonda Kornegay, 109c Davenport Hall
Archaeology Charles J. Bareis, 396b Davenport Hall
Biological Anthropology Eugene Giles, 110 Davenport Hall
Ethnology and Social Anthropology Frederic K. Lehman, 209h Davenport Hall
Head of Dept Clark E. Cunningham, 109e Davenport Hall
Associate Head of Dept 109f Davenport Hall
Adm. Secy Neva Long, 109d Davenport Hall
Accounts Delores Biehl, 109d Davenport Hall
Archaeology Lab 64b L.H.
Highway Salvage Archaeology Project 396b Davenport Hall
Honors Adviser John C. McGregor, 109b Davenport Hall
Illinois Archaeology Survey 396b Davenport Hall
Laboratory and Museum Coordinator Joan Lathrap, 188a Davenport Hall
Library John A. Walker, 100 Lib.
Steward Anthropological Society 293 Davenport Hall
Student Affairs:
Student Records Theresa Guiney, 109c Davenport Hall
Graduate Program Frederic K. Lehman, 209h Davenport Hall
Undergraduate Program Harold M. Ross, 395 Davenport Hall
Aquatic Biology, S.N.H. Surv 271 N.R.j
Archaeology Lab., Anthropology 64a L.H.
Architecture:
Head of Dept Jack H. Swing, 106 Arch.
Secy Barbara A. Schaede, 106 Arch.
Information and Reception Laura Zeilenga, 104 Arch.
Associate Head of Dept Richard T. Tavis, 117 Arch.
Secy Joan Sokolowski, 117 Arch.
Assistant Head of Dept Robert T. Mooney, 115 Arch.
Secy, and Graduate Records , Phyllis Whitson, 104 Arch.
Undergraduate Records Phyllis Whitson, 104 Arch.
Academic Coordinators:
Architectural Administration and Building Construction
George T. Clayton, 404 Arch.
Architectural Design James F. Knight, 308 Arch.
Basic Design Claude A. Winkelhake, 123 F.A.B.
Design Option William L. Fash, 412 Arch.
Environmental Technology George T. Clavton, 404 Arch.
History Walter L. Creese, 103 Arch.
Structures Linwood J. Brightbill, 105 Arch.
Theory, Supportive, and Elective Courses Paul H. Coy, 312 Arch.
Librarian Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch.
Slide Librarian 201 Arch.
Placement Coordinator William J. O'Connell, 406 Arch.
Professional Relations Coordinator Jack S. Baker, 306 Arch.
Public Service Coordinator Walter H. Lewis, 408a Arch.
Research Coordinator Hub White, 412 Arch.
Special Programs:
Academy for Code Administration Walter H. Lewis, 408a Arch.
National Clearinghouse for Correctional Programming and Architecture:
Director Fred D. Moyer, 1102 W. Main, U.
Associate Director Edith Flynn, 1 102 W. Main, U.
Ofc 1102 W. Main.U.
Student Coordinators:
Graduate William L. Fash, 412 Arch.
Undergraduate Robert L. Wright, 304 Arch.
Versailles David Wickersheimer, 309 Arch.
Archives, University Maynard J. Brichford, 19 Lib.
Armed Forces ROTC (See Military Education Council)
Army ROTC (See Military Science)
Art and Design:
Head of Dept James R. Shiplev, 143 F.A.B.
Secy Marjorie J. Schlatter, 143 F.A.B.
Associate Head of Dept Eugene C. Wicks, 139b F.A.B.
Art Education, Graduate George W. Hardiman, 120 F.A.B.
Undergraduate H. James Marshall, 116 F.A.B.
Art Historv Jerrold Ziff, 217 D.K.H.
Crafts Studio Donald E. Frith, 152 N.E.L.
Freehand Drawing for Architects Nicholas Britsky, 117 F.A.B.
Graduate Programs Coordinator Harold A. Schultz, 140 F.A.B.
Graduate Painting and Printmaking Studio 26 E. Springfield, C.
Graduate Sculpture Studio 2122 Griffith Dr., C.
Graphic Design Ravmond Perlman, 138 F.A.B.
Industrial Design Edward J. Zagorski, 128 F.A.B.
Library Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch.
Lithography Studio Daniel F. Socha, 103a Surveying
Painting, Graduate Jerome A. Savage, 136 F.A.B.
Undergraduate Glenn R. Bradshaw, 136 F.A.B.
Placement Ofc Eugene C. Wicks, 139b F.A.B.
Sculpture Frank Gallo, 142 F.A.B.
Art Education, Graduate George W. Hardiman, 120 F.A.B.











































































Art History Jerrold Ziff, 217 D.K.H. 333-4497
Arts, Visual, Extension in Walter M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Asian Languages (See Asian Studies Center)
Asian Studies Center:
Director Robert B. Crawford, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Ofc Hertha Vandiver, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Associate Director Harold A. Gould, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Graduate Adviser William L. MacDonald, 1208 W. California, U. 333-0451
Libraries:
Far Eastern Ernst Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
South and- West Asia Narindar K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib. 333-2492
Assembly Hall:
Director Thomas P. Parkinson, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Secy Mary Claire Smith, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Assistant Director Wayne N. Hecht, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Accountant James F. Moluf, Assembly Hall 333-2954
Box Office Manager Glenn W. Crane, Assembly Hall 333-3141
Events Manager Charles A. Halpin, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Maintenance Manager Lowell L. Diel, Assembly Hall 333-3144
Operations Manager Michael M. Pierce, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Promotion Manager David R. Lierman, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Public Relations Pat Metzger, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Stage Manager James C. Tucker, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Building Superintendent Donald W. Holmes, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Astronomy:
Head of Dept Icko Iben, Observatory 333-3090
Ofc Murle Edwards, Observatory 333-3090
Campus Observatory 333-3090
Prairie Observatory Oakland 346-3314
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Athletic Association:
Director Cecil N. Coleman, 112 Assembly Hall 333-3630
Secy Lynda D. Carroll, 112 Assembly Hall 333-3631
Associate Directors Richard P. Tamburo, 112 Assembly Hall 333-3631
Ray Eliot, 121 Assembly Hall 333-2241
Assistant Director Lynn Snyder, 121 Assembly Hall 333-2240
Business Manager R. William Sticklen, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1280
Secy Dorothy Damewood, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1281
Assistant Business Manager Glen E. Fender, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1282
Bookkeeper Beverly A. Greger, 113 Assembly Hall 333-1282
Coaches:
Baseball Lee P. Eilbracht, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Basketball Harv F. Schmidt, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Fencing Art Schankin, 104 Huff Gym 333-4410
Football, Head Coach Bob Blackman, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1400
Secy Linda Michael, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1400
Assistant Coaches 123 Assembly Hall 333-1402
Freshman Coach Carl R. Meyer, 123 Assembly Hall 333-1401
Golf Ladd Pash, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Gymnastics Charles P. Pond, 300 Men's Old Gym 333-2795
Swimming Don Sammons, G30 I.M.P.E. 333-7670
Tennis William Wright, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3400
Track Robert C. Wright, 123 Assembly Hall 333-3401
Wrestling Jack R. Robinson, 110 Men's Old Gym 333-1252
Operations and Maintenance Stadium 333-2303
Sports Information Director Norm Sheya, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1390
Secy Esther M. Fletcher, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1391
Assistant Sports Information Director James P. Flynn, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1392
Stadium Garage 333-2303
Stadium Storeroom 333-2063
Ticket Manager George A. Legg, 100 Assembly Hall 333-3470
Trainer Robert S. Behnke, Stadium 333-2279
Atmospheric Research Lab.
Director Yoshimitsu Ogura, 5-113 C.S.L. 333-2192
Ofc Claire Farris, 5-111 C.S.L. 333-2046
Atmospheric Science Lab John E. Pearson, 401 T.B. 333-3160
Atmospheric Sciences, State Water Surv 271a W.R. 333-4260
Audio-Visual Aids 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Auditing Division, Vice-President for Financial Affairs B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Automobile Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Auxiliary Services:
Director Paul J. Doebel, 420 I.U. 333-2920
Secy Virginia J. Drake, 420 I.U. 333-2921
Assistant to Director William F. Wiese, 420 I.U. 333-4937
Assembly Hall:
Director Thomas P. Parkinson, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Secy.
.
Mary Claire Smith, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Housing Division:
Director Sammy Rebecca, 420 S.S.B. 333-0610
Secy Carolyn Hearn, 420 S.S.B. 333-0611
Illini Union:
Director Earl Finder, 165 I.U. 333-0160




Director Joseph E. Blaze, 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-7216
Secy. Sandra Roberts, 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-7217
Telecommunications
:
Adm. and Accounting Ofc Lois Overmyer, 420 I.U. 333-2275
Aviation, Institute of:
Director's Ofc Terminal Bldg., Airport 333-2410
Director Ralph E. Flexman, Airport 333-2411
Associate Director Jesse W. Stonecipher, Airport 333-2410
Adm. Aide Jean Wright, Airport 333-2410
Business Manager John M. Johnson, Airport 333-6471
Academics:
Chief, Maintenance Training W. Dale Trulock, Airport 333-3052
Ofc Marian Armstrong, Airport 333-3035
Chief, Pilot Training Omer Benn, Airport 333-2162
Ofc Carolyn Hebron, Airport 333-2127
Ground School Thomas \V. Emanuel, 317 E.H. 333-6132
Aircraft Maintenance:
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Forrest L. Lancaster, Airport 333-0072
Assistant Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Weldon E. Garrelts, Airport 333-0072
Ofc Patricia Estergard, Airport 333-0072
Stockroom Airport 333-0412
GAT Room Airport 333-1769
Airport Plant and Services:
Airport Manager Xehvin C. Grimm, Airport 333-3205
Assistant Airport Manager Nicholas C. Merrill, Airport 333-3204
Ofc Melinda Clem, Airport 333-3204
Garage 333-0995
Aviation Research Lab.:
Associate Director for Research and Head Stanley X. Roscoe, Airport 333-7899
Associate Head Charles O. Hopkins, Airport 333-7899
Ofc Carolyn Gardner, Airport 333-3162
Flight Services:
Manager Robert L. Avers, Airport 333-3908
Ofc Vicki Johnson, Airport 333-3907
SATS Hangar 333-0942
Babcock Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Bands:
Director Harrv Begian, 144 Band 333-3026
Ofc Claudine A. Hayes, 140 Band 333-3025
Assistant Directors Everett D. Kisinger, 132 Band 333-3027
Guy M. Duker, 136 Band 333-3028
Library John E. Cranford, 157 Band 333-3029
Barns (See Farms and Barns)
Barton Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Basic Medical Sciences, School of (See Medicine, College of)
Beef Cattle (See Animal Science)
Beekeeping Elbert R. Jaycox, 107 H.F. Lab. 333-2948
Bicycle Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Billiard Room, Illini Union (from University phones only) Ground Floor, I.U.(X) 333-2526
Binding Division, Library William T. Henderson, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Bioacoustics Research 204 E.E. Annex 333-1640
Biochemistry (See Chemical Sciences, School of)
Biological Computer Lab 216 E.E.R.L. 333-2654
Biological Control Lab., S.N.H. Surv Douglas K. Sell, B.C.L. 333-2359
Biology (See Life Sciences, School of)
Biology Library Elisabeth B. Davis, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Biophysics (See Life Sciences, School of)
Black Curriculum Project 130 Comm. Annex 333-6513
Carnegie Corporation Preschool Reading Project 379 Education 333-1670
Reading Research and Instruction Center 10 Education 333-4577
Science Center and Lab 4 Education 333-1599
Black Engineering Student Association 302 E.H. 333-3558
Black Students Association 295 I.U.(S) 333-2304
Blaisdell Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Board of Trustees:
Secy Earl W. Porter, 354 Adm. 333-1920
Ofc Virginia J. Hendrix, 354 Adm. 333-1921
Assistant Secy Romayne C. Wicklund, 354 Adm. 333-0053
Book Center, Illini Union James L. Anderson, 135 I.U.(N) 333-3903
Book Repair, Library Carolyn J. Gammon, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Bookstacks, Library Wendell A. Barbour, 203 Lib. 333-0313
Bookstore, Illini Union :
Manager Leon D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
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Assistant Managers Alexander Barrowman, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Jane Mautz, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Richard L. Smith, 715 S. Wright, C. 333-2050
Book Center James L. Anderson, 135 I.U.(N) 333-3903
Botany (See Life Sciences, School of)
Botany, S.N.H. Surv 385 N.R.{fff;gf«
Bowling Lanes, Illini Union Robert W. Hoover, Ground Floor, I.U.(S) 333-2415
Broadcasting Division, Director Frank E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Browsing Room, Illini Union Anne S. Martel, 133 LU.(N) 333-2475
Bureau of Business Management 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Bureau of Economic and Business Research 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Bureau of Educational Research 288 Education 333-3023
Bureau of Institutional Research, University 240 Illini Tower 333-3851
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Bursar's Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 162 Adm. 333-2184
Busey Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-0860
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Business Administration:
Head of Dept Kenneth P. Uhl, 350 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Secy Margaret Sanford, 250 Commerce(W) 333-4240
Director of Graduate Studies Kendrith M. Rowland, 350 Commerce(W) 333-4555
Business and Technical Writing:
Chairman Francis W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Secy Louise W. Steele, 313 D.K.H. 333-1006
Business Management, Bureau of:
Director Joseph O. Weisenberg, 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Secy Elsa L. Singbusch, 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Business Ofc:
University Ofc. (See Vice-President for Financial Affairs)
Campus Ofc. of Business Affairs:
Director of Business Affairs Sidney M. Stafford, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Secy Eva C. Rosenfield, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Assistant Director Harold G. Poindexter, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Assistant to the Director 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Academic Budget Vincent O. Greene, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Katherine Bailey, 104 Coble Hall 333-6797
Accounting Division:
Chief Accountant Robert N. Parker, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Ofc Kay Roberts, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Assistant Chief Accountant — Operations Robert H. Suter, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Ofc Betty J. Ayers, 279 Adm. 333-0781
Assistant Chief Accountant — Systems David L. Smith, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Assistant Chief Accountant — Financial Reports Rita Peters, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervising Accountant Michael L. Crowell, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Account Code System Harold E. Scharlau, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervisor of Affiliated Organizations Accounting Maurice L. Jones, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Organizations Records Edward Schoenburg, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Supervisor of Credits and Collections Robert W. Hamilton, 257 Adm. 333-0780
Supervisor of Disbursements Charles O. Parvin, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Vouchers — Approvals and Information Ralph L. Miller, 279 Adm. 333-0780
Inventory — Movable Equipment Charles J. Culver, 245 Adm. 333-0786
Accounts Receivable 257 Adm. 333-4438
Files — Departmental Copies Betty Wagner, 271 Adm. 333-0783
Forms 279 Adm. 333-4568
Gifts and Investments Joseph A. Garza, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Mail Remittance and Distribution Wanda M. Whitton, 247 Adm. 333-2655
Stores Vouchers Audrey L. Orr, 248 Adm. 333-4568
Bursar's Division:
Bursar William M. Griffith, 162 Adm. 333-2184
Assistant Bursars Roily W. Zimmer, 162 Adm. 333-2184
David W. Snyder, 162 Adm. 333-2184
Cashier:
Supervisor Dale T. Boyer, 100b Adm. 333-4870
Mail Transactions 100b Adm. 333-4871
Window Transactions 100b Adm. 333-4871
Gifts, Grants, and Contracts:
Information Martha A. Glenn, 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Negotiations John J. Kamerer, 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Joan Pierce, 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Accounting:
Supervisor S. Edward Read, 208 Davenport House 333-4880
AEC, College Work Study, Depts. of Defense
and Interior Milton L. Forsberg, 206 Davenport House 333-4880
NASA, AID, State of Illinois, U.S. Property,
Cost System Paul Kerkhoff, 113 Davenport House 333-2186
National Science Foundation Donna M. Menacher, 110 Davenport House 333-2186
HEW, Misc. Contracts and Grants. Joseph Schumacher, 201 Davenport House 333-4880
Payroll:
Manager of Payroll Services John C. Mahaffey, 126 Adm. 333-2443
Assistant Manager Clyde M. Taylor, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Academic Staff Wanda Suits, 125 Adm. 333-2190
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Business Ofc. (continued):
Assistants and Fellows (A through K) Mary A. Houk, 100bAdm. 333-6520
(L through Z) Helen J. Polk, 100b Adm. 333-6520
Nonacademic Betty Cekander, 100b Adm. 333-2 182
Students, Miscellaneous Hourly Mary Crowley, 100b Adm. 333-2183
Voluntary Deductions Carol Smith, 125 Adm. 333-2191
Check Delivery and Address Changes Ralph H. Spencer, 132 Adm. 333-8851
Student Accounts Receivable and Student Loans:
Manager, Student Loans and Receivables Robert C. Dillier, 163 Adm. 333-1159
Students Accounts Receivable Karen K. Duncan, 100b Adm. 333-2180
Student Loans Alice M. Loftus, 100b Adm. 333-1159
Virginia F. Rock, 168 Adm. 333-4849
Insurance Ofc:
Manager of Insurance, Employee Benefits James R. Gallivan, Coble Hall 333-3113
Campus Coordinator of Insurance James A. White, Coble Hall 333-3112
Faculty-Staff Benefits Coble Hall 333-3111
Faculty-Staff Health Insurance Claims Coble Hall 333-4736
Student Health Insurance Coble Hall 333-3110
Purchasing Division:
Director of Purchases Lester E. Elliott, 228 Adm. 333-3580
Ofc Bemice E. Bothwell, 228 Adm. 333-3581
Assistant Director of Purchases George W. Kiningham, 228 Adm. 333-3582
Purchasing Operations, Manager John W. Gomperts, 223 Adm. 333-3585
Systems 228 Adm. 333-3583
Accountant Michael T. Voegtle, 228 Adm. 333-3583
Buyers (General Categories) —
Service and Research:
Optical, Data Processing, Federal Surplus Donald L. Hartman, 223 Adm. 333-3587
Lab. Equip, and Supplies, Chemicals Wendell E. Crawford, 223 Adm. 333-3588
Electronic Equip, and Supplies Robert C. Baker, 223 Adm. 333-3589
Radiochemicals, Medical Supplies and Equip Mark L. Sapoznik, 223 Adm. 333-0095
Ofc. Supplies and Furnishings:
Food— Equipment and Supplies, Laundry Max M. Matthews, 223 Adm. 333-3586
Ofc. Machines and Furniture Richard A. Martin, 223 Adm. 333-3584
Ofc. Supplies, Photo Items, Visual Aids F. Dean Garland, 223 Adm. 333-0777
Bus. Forms, Textiles, Safety Items, Appliances. .. .Ronald C. Jones, 223 Adm. 333-0776
Maintenance, Repair, Operations:
Metals, Electrical, Plumbing Items Marvin M. Davis, 223 Adm. 333-0778
Agricultural, Refrigeration, Janitor Items Robert Reuter, 223 Adm. 333-0775
Hardware, Paint, Lumber, Automotive Harold B. Chew, 223 Adm. 333-3591
Foods Raymond F. Hott, 3a Central Food Stores 333-1408
Transportation — Air, Rail, Truck, Bus William H. Whetstone, 223 Adm. 333-3592
Expediting/Order Status Richard F. Canaday, 223 Adm. 333-3594
Robert J. Cheek, 223 Adm. 333-3594
Traffic — Accounts Payable:
Manager William H. Whetstone, 223 Adm. 333-3592
Traffic-Routing Jimmey L. Kaiser, 223 Adm. 333-3561
Invoices Raymond G. Drollinger, 223 Adm. 333-3593
Continuous Orders Sarah F. Block, 223 Adm. 333-3597
Military Property Custodian William E. Wells, 114 Armory 333-0137
Ofc. Machine Repair . . 223 Adm. 333-3590
Receiving and Stores Operations (Central Receiving Building, 1609 S. Oak, C):
Manager, Operations Lawrence E. Bailey, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
Central Receiving Station Charles L. Hoch, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1653
Storerooms
:
General Chemical Stores, Mgr Lawrence E. Bailey, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
Richard L. Hardman, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0096
55 N.L. 333-8168
Warehouse, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-2602
Office Supply Store, Mgr Leland W. Williamson, Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Cafeteria, Home Economics Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Samantha A. Peterson, 297 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Calendar, University 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Campus Mail Clarence N. Taylor, 74 Adm. 333-2029
Capital Programs, Ofc. for:
Director Vernon L. Kretschmer, 276 Adm. 333-3620
Secy Eileen P. Wilske, 276 Adm. 333-3621
Associate Director J. Fred Green, 610 S. Sixth, C. 333-2440
Assistant Director Edward S. Sefcik, 276 Adm. 333-3623
Accountant Richard W. Baker, 276 Adm. 333-3622
Assistants to Director:
Administration Donald B. Winterbottom, 276 Adm. 333-3624
Land Acquisition Eugene S. Pitcher, 276 Adm. 333-3625
Campus Development Donald J. Molnar, 610 S. Sixth, C. 333-2440
Ofc. for Construction Contract Compliance:
Director Ramon F. Vogel, 251 Illini Tower 333-7927
Card Division, Library Doris A. Osterbur, 246a Lib. 333-2348
Career Development and Placement Ofc.
Director David S. Bechtel, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Secy Henrietta E. Izard, 2 S.S.B. 333-2534
Assistant Director Syble E. Henderson, 2 S.S.B. 333-0820
See also Placement Offices.
Car Pool and South Garage 333-3910
Car Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
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Carr Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Cashier, Bus. Affairs Ofc 100b Adm. 333-4870
Catalog Dept., Library 246 Lib. 333-3399
Librarian Betty M. E. Croft, 246d Lib. 333-3285
Center, Russian and East European:
Director Ralph T. Fisher, Jr., Rm. 154, 1208 W. California, U. 333-1244
Ofc Beatrice E. Harrell, Rm. 153, 1208 W. California, U. 333-1244
Library Laurence H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Center for Advanced Computation:
Director Daniel L. Slotnick, 347 A.C.B. 333-0925
Secy Frieda M. Anderson, 345 A.C.B. 333-0385
Associate Director Michael S. Sher, 337 A.C.3. 333-2979
Business Ofc Raymond F. Borelli, 138 A.C.B. 333-6375
Center for Advanced Study:
Director Daniel Alpert, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6729
Staff Associate Peggy Harris, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6284
Center for Asian Studies:
Director Robert B. Crawford, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Ofc Hertha Vandiver, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Associate Director Harold A. Gould, 1208 W. California, U. 333-4850
Libraries
:
Far Eastern Ernst Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
South and West Asia Narindar K. Aggarwal, 225 Lib. 333-2492
Graduate Adviser William L. MacDonald, 1208 W. California, U. 333-0451
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation:
Director J. Thomas Hastings, 270c Education 333-3770
Adm. Secy Lois M. Williamson, 270d Education 333-3771
Associate Director Robert E. Stake, 270b Education 333-0988
Center for International Comparative Studies:
Director Joseph B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director Robert E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Center for International Education and Research in Accounting:
Director Vernon K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Secy Fonda Warren, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Center for Latin American Studies:
Director Merlin H. Forster, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Ofc Dorothy Osborne, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Associate Director Carl W. Deal, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Central Receiving Station, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc 1609 S. Oak, C. 333-1653
Ceramic Engineering:
Head of Dept Arthur L. Friedberg, 203 Cer. 333-0965
Secy Mary K. Volden, 204 Cer. 333-1770
Dept. Ofc .' 204 Cer. 333-1771
Ceramics-Materials Research Lab 428 M.R.L. 333-3458
Graduate Students Third Floor Hall, Cer. 333-6341
Storeroom George W. Conlee, 104 Cer. 333-3009
Chancellor's Ofc:
Chancellor Jack W. Peltason, 112 E.B. 333-6290
Adm. Secy Carolyn J. Higgs, 112 E.B. 333-6292
Adm. Assistant Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Associate Chancellor for Affirmative Action Miriam S. Shelden, 130 S.S.B. 333-2121
Secy Sally K. Gamboa, 130 S.S.B. 333-2121
Assistants to the Chancellor Dan R. McClelland, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
Ofc Martha A. Geissler, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
Joseph H. Smith, 112 E.B. 333-6815
Secy Connie J. Carter, 112 E.B. 333-6815
William K. Williams, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Ofc Patricia L. Phillips, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Morton W. Weir, 107 Coble Hall 333-6677
Secy. Marjorie E. Tingley, 107 Coble Hall 333-6678
Associate Vice-Chancellor for Research and Development
George A. Russell, 330 Adm. 333-4861
Ofc Ann Wade, 330 Adm. 333-0034
Assistant Vice-Chancellors Carolyn G. Burrell, 107 Coble Hall 333-2759
Anthony F. Graziano, 107 Coble Hall 333-4493
Ofc Corla A. Hagenbruch, 107 Coble Hall 333-4493
Roger E. Martin, 107 Coble Hall 333-4523
Secy Bobby L. Wilson, 107 Coble Hall 333-4523
Walter L. Strong, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7781
Ofc Barbara Hamilton, 512 E. Chalmers, C. 333-7781
Staff Associate David P. Eisenman, 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6664
Vice-Chancellor for Adm. Affairs John W. Briscoe, 112 E.B. 333-6536
Ofc Beverly J. Frederick, 112 E.B. 333-6537
Assistant Vice-Chancellor Paul S. Riegel, 112 E.B. 333-6394
Secy Janice F. Parrill, 112 E.B. 333-6394
Assistant to the Vice-Chancellor Robert E. Hartz, 133 Davenport House 333-4238
Ofc Martha A. Geissler, 133 Davenport House 333-4238
Vice-Chancellor for Campus Affairs Hugh M. Satterlee, 310 S.S.B. 333-1300
Secy Carroll A. Hales, 310 S.S.B. 333-1301
Summer Session 333-6295
Adm. Assistant Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
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Charged Particle Research Lab 405 M.M.B. 333-0890
Chemical Engineering (See Chemical Sciences, School of)
Chemical Sciences, School of:
Director Herbert S. Gutowsky, 108 NX. 333-0710
Ofc 106 N.L. 333-0711
Adm. Aide Elsie M. Wilson, 110c N.L. 333-0712
Business Ofc Larry G. Hess, 105 N.L. 333-1237
Library Ruth T. Power, 257 N.L. 333-3737
Placement Ofc Margaret N. Durham, 107 N.L. 333-1050
Biochemistry:
Head of Dept Lowell P. Hager, 413 R.A.L. 333-3945
Ofc Lee Johnstone, 415 R.A.L. 333-2013
Adm. Assistant Bruce Marshall, 318b R.A.L. 333-2012
Undergraduate and Honors Advising John M. Clark, 309 R.A.L. 333-3966
Chemical Engineering:
Head of Dept James \V. Westwater, 113 R.A.L. 333-3641
Ofc Marjorie Honn, 1 14 R.A.L. 333-3640
Undergraduate and Honors Advising John L. Hudson, 208 R.A.L. 333-0275
Chemistry:
Head of Dept Herbert S. Gutowsky, 108 N.L. 333-0710
Assoc. Head John P. Hummel, 263 N.L. 333-0937
Ofc Cynthia Hardig, 106 N.L. 333-0710
Undergraduate Honors Advising Douglas E. Applequist, 354b R.A.L. 333-2356
Undergraduate Advising R. Linn Belford, 366c N.L. 333-2553
Ofc 107 C.A. 333-6845
Analytical 166 R.A.L. 333-0675
Biophysical 76a N.L. 333-3374
Chemical Physics 365a N.L. 333-6490
Inorganic 456 N.L. 333-0296
Organic 268 N.L. 333-2255
Physical 168 N.L. 333-0539
General Chemistry (Chemistry 100, 101, 102, 107, 108):
Director Gilbert P. Haight, Jr., 107 C.A. 333-3015
Ofc Lois Guiher, 107 C.A. 333-3015
Assistant to the Director Edward L. Curran, 207 C.A. 333-7227
Chemistry (See Chemical Sciences, School of)
Chemistry, Mineral Resources Research, State Geol. Surv 361 N.R. 189-232
Analytical Chemistry Roy J. Helfinstine, 337 N.R. 189-233
Geochemistry Glenn C. Finger, 361 N.R. 189-232
Minerals Engineering Neil F. Shimp, 368 N.R. 189-281
Chiang Mai-Illinois Cooperation:
Coordinator Clark E. Cunningham, 330 Illini Tower 333-9253
Ofc Clarissa B. Barnes, 309 Illini Tower 333-9253
Chief Telephone Operator Stella A. Cameron, 45 Clark Hall 333-0133
Child Behavior Lab Sidney W. Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. 333-1369
Child Development Queenie B. Mills, 210 CD. 333-0896
Ofc LaDema B. Esarey, 206 CD. 333-3869
Nursery School Information 333-3869
Children's Research Center:
Director Robert L. Sprague, 117 C.R.C. 333-4123
Ofc 333-4123
Choral Ofc K.C.P.A. 333-3206
Circulation Dept., Library 203 Lib. 333-2934
Librarian Jean H. Seyfarth, 203 Lib. 333-2079
Citizens Committee, Director Charles E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Civil Defense William F. Wiese, 420 I.U. 333-4937
Civil Defense Instructors Training 117 I.H. 333-4138
Civil Engineering:
Department Information 1114 C.E.B. 333-3814
Head of Dept Nathan M. Newmark, 1114a C.E.B. 333-3813
Associate Head of Dept John D. Haltiwanger, 1116 C.E.B. 333-3291
Adm. Secy 1114 C.E.B. 333-3814
Student Records Kathryn J. Davis, 1105 C.E.B. 333-3811
Engineering Hall Suboffice Ellis Danner, 201a E.H. 333-3819
Ofc Betty H. Wise, 201 E.H. 333-3820
Research Contracts Administrator Delbert E. McCulley, 1203 C.E.B. 333-3817
Concrete Research Clyde E. Kesler, 2129e C.E.B. 333-3394
Lab 1220 C.E.B. 333-6920
Construction Engineering LeRoy T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Drafting Ofc Eldon E. Boatz, B-112 C.E.B. 333-6983
Duplicating Ofc Donald F. Jensen, B-114 C.E.B. 333-6925
Highway Pavements and Materials Moreland Herrin, 111b T.L. 333-0858
Ofc Juanita J. Rawlings, 111 T.L. 333-3921
Highway Materials Lab Thomas L. Irvin 333-3637
Hydrosystems Engineering and Lab Ven T. Chow, 2527c Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0107
Ofc Norma J. Barton, 2527 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0687
Lab W. Hall C Maxwell, 2527a Hydrosystems Lab. 333-4935
Watershed Experimentation System Ben C Yen, Hydr. Eng. Lab. 333-4161
Instrumentation and Electronics Vincent J. McDonald, 1243 C.E.B. 333-6917
Management and Systems Ronald W. Woodhead, 2122 C.E.B. 333-0047
Metz Reference Room Lois M. Dallas, B-106 C.E.B. 333-1516
Pavement Test Track 333-3637
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Photogrammetry and Geodesy Houssam M. Karara, 3122 C.E.B. 333-4311
Photogrammetric and Geodetic Research 205 Woodshop 333-2436
Sanitary and Environmental Engineering Richard S. Engelbrecht, 3230 C.E.B. 333-3822
Lab Betty L. Schleicher, 4144 C.E.B. 333-0728
Soil Mechanics and Foundations Ralph B. Peck, 2230b C.E.B. 333-2542
Rock Mechanics Alfred J. Hendron, 2230c C.E.B. 333-2541
Stockroom 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913
Structural Dynamics George K. Sinnamon, 1106 C.E.B. 333-3926
Lab Stanley L. Paul, Structural Dynamics Lab. 333-491
1
Structural Engineering:
Concrete Chester P. Siess, 3129b C.E.B. 333-3924
Metals William H. Munse, 2129 C.E.B. 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue James E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C.E.B. 333-3928
Machine Shop Owen H. Ray, 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913
Surveying Milton O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Systems Lab.
Manager LeRoy T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Assistant Manager Albert C. Brooks, 2151 C.E.B. 333-2465
Ofc Barbara A. Reuter, 2147 C.E.B. 333-382
Lab 2145 C.E.B. 333-2058
Lab. Preparation Room 2144 C.E.B. 333-6378
Traffic Engineering John E. Baerwald, 418 E.H. 333-2170
Lab 408 E.H. 333-6809
Civil Service System of Illinois, University:
Director Walter G. Ingerski, 50 E. Gerty Dr., C. 333-3150
Assistant to the Director Ralph W. Ivens, 50 E. Gerty Dr., C. 333-3150
Clark Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Classical Civilization 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Classics:
Head of Dept John J. Bateman, 4072b F.L.B. 333-1008
Ofc Gerry G. Eisenberg, 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Executive Secretary H. Michael Dunn, 4072a F.L.B. 333-1008
Honors Adviser Daniel J. Taylor, 4047 F.L.B. 333-7116
Latin Teacher Education Richard T. Scanlan, 4072d F.L.B. 333-1008
Library Suzanne M. Griffiths, 419 Lib. 333-1124
Religious Studies Program William R. Schoedel, 4016 F.L.B. 333-0473
Classroom Assignments Virgil E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Clay Minerals Research, State Geol. Surv W. Arthur White, 129 N.R. 189-208
Climatologist for Illinois, National Weather Service 161 W.R. 333-2213
Climatology and Weather Records, State Water Surv 259 W.R. 333-4966
Clothing and Textiles Helen K. Zwolanek, 133 Bevier Hall 333-0114
Coal Research, State Geol. Surv M. E. Hopkins, 209 N.R. 189-260
Coking Research, State Geol. Surv Roy J. Helfinstine, 368 N.R. 189-281
College Democrats 268 I.U.(S) 333-8281
Commencement Committee
:
Chairman Dan R. McClelland, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
Ofc Martha A. Geissler, 133 Davenport House 333-6814
Commerce and Business Administration, College of:
Student Records 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Secy Maxine Zbinden, 260 Commerce!W) 333-2747
Dean Vernon K. Zimmerman, 260 Commerce(W) 333-2747
Associate Deans Undergraduate T. Emerson Cammack, 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Public Service John L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
Administrative Thomas A. Yancey, 260 Commerce (W) 333-2747
Assistant to Associate Dean William B. Locander, 214 D.K.H. 333-2740
Library Esther M. Clausen, 101 Lib. 333-3619
Placement John L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
Coordinator of Faculty Research George G. Judge, 263 Commerce(W) 333-4534
See also departmental listings.
Communications, College of:
Dean Theodore Peterson, 1 19 G.H. 333-2350
Adm. Secy Zerla M. Young, 119 G.H. 333-2350
Associate Dean William W. Alfeld, 119 G.H. 333-2351
Library Eleanor Blum, 122 G.H. 333-2216
Photographic Lab Richard L. Hildwein, 13 G.H. 333-2103
Placement Arthur E. Strang, 117 G.H. 344-0277
See also departmental listings.
Communications Graduate Program, Chairman. . .James W. Carey, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Communications Research, Institute of:
Director James W. Carey, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Ofc 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-1549
Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics Charles E. Osgood, 120 G.H. 333-1259
637 Psych. Bldg. 333-1547
Comparative Literature Graduate Program, Chairman Herbert Knust, 2070 F.L.B. 333-4987
Comptroller, Board of Trustees Herbert O. Farber, 342 Adm. 333-2400
See also Vice-President for Financial Affairs.
Computer-based Education Research Laboratory:
Director Donald L. Bitzer, 252a E.R.L. 333-1138
Assistant to the Director Nancy Risser, 360 E.R.L. 333-6210
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Computer-based Education Research Laboratory (continued) :
Ofc Lynda Parkinson, 252 E.R.L. 333-6210
Dolores Carroll, 252 E.R.L. 333-6210
Associate Director of Planning Franklin M. Propst, 358 E.R.L. 333-0527
Associate Director of Administration Franklin M. Propst, 358 E.R.L. 333-0527
Assistant to Associate Director Larry Blankenship, 356a E.R.L. 333-0527
Ofc Sandi Barr, 356 E.R.L. 333-0527
Associate Director for Technology Dominic Skaperdas, 370 E.R.L. 333-6500
Associate Director for Education Robert Davis, 202 E.R.L. 333-7466
Associate Director Daniel Alpert, 368 E.R.L. 333-7465
Computer Science:
Departmental Information 333-4428
Departmental Business Manager Lee Whyte, 238 D.C.L. 333-3278
Ofc Charlotte J. Brownfield, 238 D.C.L. 333-6804
Laboratory Manager Stanley J. Rankin, 236 D.C.L. 333-6530
Program Adm. Assistant Clyde F. Helm, 236 D.C.L. 333-0028
Mailing Center Erna A. Wright, 222 D.C.L. 333-6464
Head of Dept James N. Snyder, 252 D.C.L. 333-3426
Secy Gayanne Carpenter, 252 D.C.L. 333-3427
Ofc Ruby B. Taylor, 252 D.C.L. 333-3425
Circuit and Hardware Research Wolfgang J. Poppelbaum, 230 D.C.L. 333-0871
Ofc Barbara E. Bunting, 232 D.C.L. 333-1878
Systems Research Charles W. Gear, 234 D.C.L. 333-0195
Ofc Barbara A. Armstrong, 232 D.C.L. 333-6454
Library 260 D.C.L. 333-6777
Assistantships and Fellowships William J. Kubitz, 210 D.C.L. 333-6249
Ofc Glenna D. Ganow, 252 D.C.L. 333-3527
Graduate Studies James N. Snyder, 252 D.C.L. 333-3426
Ofc Gayanne Carpenter, 252 D.C.L. 333-3427
Undergraduate Studies H. George Friedman, 128 D.C.L. 333-7505
Ofc Elizabeth Colgan, 252 D.C.L. 333-4428
Computer Science Course Graders 154 D.C.L. 333-4201
152 D.C.L. 333-0643
Storeroom Victor B. Apke, 53a D.C.L. 333-1514
Computing Services Ofc:
General Information 333-6465
Director Dillon E. Mapother, 103 E.H. 333-7862
Ofc Jean A. McNish, 103 E.H. 333-9201
Associate Director David L. Stonehill, 177 D.C.L. 333-4103
Ofc Joyce M. Vaughn, 179 D.C.L. 333-0969
Adm. Aide Ramona R. Pogue, 181 D.C.L. 333-4349
User Services Merlin J. Foster, 175 D.C.L. 333-6618
User Accounting Lorraine H. Kupczyk, 167 D.C.L. 333-6760
General Consulting Services Gerald P. Beck, Jr., 166 D.C.L. 333-6492
Consultant on Duty in Digital Computer Lab 166 D.C.L. 333-6133
Consultant on Duty in Commerce West 83 Commerce(W) 333-4500
Statistical Services Joseph L. Kolman, 138 D.C.L. 333-2171
Statistical Consultants on Duty 138 D.C.L. 333-2170
Systems Programming 333-0969
Engineering, Communications, and Physical Planning. .Clifford E. Carter, 195 D.C.L. 333-3723
Teletype Repairs 179 D.C.L. 333-0969
Computer Operations Jack W. Knott, 168 D.C.L. 333-6562
Computer Routing Room 129 D.C.L. 333-6203
Touchtone Inquiry 333-4009
Keypunch Services Norma I. Jenkins, 162 D.C.L. 333-2814
Keypunch Routing Ofc 162 D.C.L. 333-6184
Concert and Entertainment Board Ofc 264 I.U.(S) 333-0457
Concrete Research Clyde E. Kesler, 2129e C.E.B. 333-3394
Lab 1220 C.E.B. 333-6920
Conferences and Short Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext 116 I.H. 333-2881
Construction Engineering LeRoy T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Construction Engineering Research Lab., U.S. Army:
Director Col. R. W. Reisacher, Interstate Res. Park, Newmark Dr., C. 352-6511
Control Systems Research Lab 231 E.E.B. 333-4341
Cooperative Extension Service (See Agriculture)
Coordinated Science Lab.:
Director Clarence L. Coates, Jr., 287 C.S.L. 333-2510
Adm. Secy Rosalya F. Schmidt, 291 C.S.L. 333-2511
Associate Directors Robert T. Chien, 4-113 C.S.L. 333-6200
George G. Judge, 278 C.S.L. 333-0417
Assistant to the Director Wilbert C. Prothe, 280 C.S.L. 333-2515
Computer Room 2-1 10 C.S.L. 333-6447
Drafting Room Robert F. MacFarlane, 165 C.S.L. 333-1664
Electronics Shop 215 C.S.L. 333-1446
Glass Shop William I. Lawrence, 151 C.S.L. 333-3603
Library Olga J. Wise, 269a C.S.L. 333-4368
Machine Shop Lyle E. Bandy, 108 C.S.L. 333-3696
Photofabrication and Photography Rembert T. Gladin, 87 C.S.L. 333-3464
Special Projects Lab Nicholas Vassos, 140 C.S.L. 333-1710
Storeroom Clayborn M. Lofton, 164 C.S.L. 333-1799
Correspondence Courses:
Information 104 I.H. 333-1321
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Director Paul H. Tippy, 104 I.H. 333-1320
Chief Clerk Darlene T. White, 104 I.H. 333-3758
Lessons and Examinations 104 I.H. 333-3016
Corrosion Research, State Water Surv 137 W.R. 333-2214
Council for Research in Music Education 57 E. Armory, C. 333-1027
Counseling Service (See Psychological and Counseling Center)
Crafts Studio Donald E. Frith, 152 N.E.L. 333-4686
Credit Union 512 S. Third, C.j^-0414
(352-0414
Treasurer-Manager Glen A. Pickens, 512 S. Third, CJ333-0590
1333-0591
Crippled Children, Division of Services for 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Medical Social Consultant Carolyn S. Seaman, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Nursing Consultant B. Maxeiner, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6528
Speech and Hearing Consultant 2125 S. First, C. 333-6529
Curriculum Lab.:
Director Robert B. Davis, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Associate Director Russell E. Zwoyer, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Development Project (UICSM):
Acting Director Russell E. Zwoyer, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Executive Assistant to the Director William M. Golden, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Social Studies Curriculum Development Project:
Director. . Ella C. Leppert, 215 U.H.S. 333-8203
University High School:
Principal Anthony F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
Secy Bonnie Malcor, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Assistant Principal David F. Hendrix, 101 U.H.S. 333-2870
Washington School Project on Mathematics and Science:
Director Peter B. Shoresman, 606 E. Grove, C. 333-1906
Czech 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Daily Illini Basement, I.H. 333-3730
Dairy Science:
Head of Dept Kenneth E. Harshbarger, 315 A.S.L. 333-3462
Secy E. Ruth Taylor, 315 A.S.L. 333-3463
Accounts Steven J. Dunn, 315 A.S.L. 333-3460
Barns, Round St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-0582
South Lincoln Avenue Roy L. Shirley, S. Lincoln, U. 333-0472
Biochemistry Bruce L. Larson, 324 A.S.L. 333-0223
Dairy Cattle Emmett E. Ormiston, 215 A.S.L. 333-2625
Extension Leo R. Fryman, 336 A.S.L. 333-2928
Genetics Michael Grossman, 215 A.S.L. 333-2626
Microbiology Marvin P. Bryant, 458 A.S.L. 333-2090
Nutrition Carl L. Davis, 315 A.S.L. 333-1836
Lab Round Barns 333-2296
Physiology Ray L. Hays, 425 A.S.L. 333-0814
Dairy Technology (See Food Science)
Dance:
Head of Dept Olive J. Kostock, 4-305 K.C.P.A. 333-1011
Ofc 4-305 K.C.P.A. 333-1010
Graduate Program, Director Margaret Erlanger, 901 W. Illinois, U. 333-6565
Daniels Hall (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall) 1010 W. Green, U. 333-0464
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Dean of Students:
Dean of Students and Acting Vice-Chancellor
for Campus Affairs Hugh M. Satterlee, 310 S.S.B. 333-1300
Secy Carroll A. Hales, 310 S.S.B. 333-1301
Associate Deans Stanley R. Levy, 310 S.S.B. 333-1302
John Scouffas, 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Adm. Aide Antoinette La Voie, 310 S.S.B. 333-1302
Editor Elizabeth A. McKenzie, 310 S.S.B. 333-1309
Campus Information Services 115 I.U.(N) 333-4666
Information and Referral Center 104a Lib. 333-6548
Tour Ofc 115 I.U.(N) 333-3668
Foreign Student-Staff Affairs Ofc 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Health Professions Information Ofc 2 S.S.B. 333-7072
Housing Ofc 420 S.S.B. 333-0610
Placement, Coordinating 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Student Discipline Ofc 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Student Financial Aids Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Student Organizations and Activities 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Student Personnel Ofc 130 S.S.B. 333-0050
Student Programs and Services 1 10 S.S.B. 333-7060
Delta House 903 W. Nevada, U. 344-1931
Discipline (See Student Discipline)
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center:
Assistant Director Simpson 695-2441
Superintendent, Extension Programs Simpson 695-2441
Ofc Charlotte R. Benard, Simpson 695-2441
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Dramatic Productions:
Supervisor Clara M. Behringer, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Ellen J. Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Business Ofc Lynn D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Economic and Business Research, Bureau of:
Director V Lewis Bassie, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Secy Janet L. Porter, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Economic Entomology, S.N.H. Surv 163 N.R.{^3;<>656
Economics:
Chairman of Dept Paul T. Hartman, 330 Commerce(W) 333-0120
Secy Leanne Karr, 330 Commerce!W) 333-0120
Vice Chairman of Dept Richard J. Arnould, 331 Commerce!W) 333-4558
Adm. Clerk Helen L. Howard, 330 Commerce!W) 333-0120
Stenographic Pool Nancy Carpenter, 146 Commerce!W) 333-7082
Center for Economic Education Donald W. Paden, 226 D.K.H. 333-2682
Ofc Veronica Livesay, 226 D.K.H. 333-2681
Education, College of:
Information, Undergraduate 120 Education 333-2800
Information, Graduate 110 Education 333-0962
Dean J. Myron Atkin, 110 Education 333-0960
Adm. Aide Betty A. Richards, 110 Education 333-0960
Adm. Assistant Delmar E. Burgin, 110 Education 333-0961
Secy Martha D. Baxter, 110 Education 333-0960
Associate Deans:
Administration Jack E. Thomas, 110 Education 333-0961
Secy Linda Johnson, 110 Education 333-0961
Instruction J. Marlowe Slater, 120 Education 333-2801
Secy Jeannette Bialeschki, 120 Education 333-2800
Research and Service Arden Grotelueschen, 130 Education 333-3532
Secy 130 Education 333-3532
Bureau of Educational Research William P. McLure, 288 Education 333-3023
Graduate Study, Coordinator Robert E. Pingry, 110 Education 333-0964
Assistant Coordinator Floyd Pennington, 110 Education 333-0963
Undergraduate Study:
Undergraduate Counseling 120 Education 333-2800
Student Records 120 Education 333-2800
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation:
Director J. Thomas Hastings, 270 Education 333-3770
Adm. Secy Lois M. Williamson, 270 Education 333-3771
Associate Director Robert E. Stake, 270 Education 333-0988
Curriculum Lab., Director Robert Davis, 379 Education 333-0150
Higher Education, Chairman E. W. Anderson, 341 Armory 333-1535
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children:
Director Keith G. Scott, 149 C.R.C. 333-6577
Adm. Secy Irene Lampkin, 149 C.R.C. 333-6577
Library John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
School-College Services Thomas L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Publications, Illinois Teacher 342 Education 333-2736
Stenographic Dept Marcella McCleary, 370 Education 333-3863
Student Teaching William D. Johnson, 236 Education 333-4898
University High School, Principal Anthony F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
See also departmental lutings.
Educational Administration and Supervision:
Chairman of Dept Frederick M. Raubinger, 320 Education 333-2155
Ofc Leota Babcock, 314 Education 333-2155
Educational Placement Ofc:
Director Thomas L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0740
Ofc Betty A. Everence, 140 Education 333-0740
Ofc. Coordinator Lawrence D. Week, 140 Education 333-0740
Placement Consultants Dennis G. W'iseman, 140 Education 333-0740
Richard McConaughy, 140 Education 333-0740
Alain G. Holt, 140 Education 333-0740
Charles J. Cantor, 140 Education 333-0740
Beverlv Seigel, 140 Education 333-0740
John Cooksey, 140 Education 333-0740
Educational Psychology:
Chairman of Dept Martin L. Maehr, 210 Education 333-2245
Ofc Cleta A. Conerty, 210 Education 333-2245
Educational Research, Bureau of:
Director William P. McLure, 288 Education 333-3023
Secy Mary Ruth McCall, 288 Education 333-3023
Educational Resources Information Center:
Director Lilian G. Katz, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1386
Secy Mildred E. Goff, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U. 333-1386
Electrical Engineering:
Head of Dept Edward C. Jordan, 158 E.E.B. 333-2300
Ofc Marcia Peterman, 155 E.E.B. 333-2301
Associate Heads of Dept Edward W. Ernst, 152 E.E.B. 333-2302
Oscar L. Gaddy, 152 E.E.B. 333-2302
Departmental Business Manager Harold B. Lawler, 147 E.E.B. 333-2810
Graduate Student Counseling Willis L. Emery, 156 E.E.B. 333-0207
Gilbert H. Fett, 156 E.E.B. 333-0207
Undergraduate Student Counseling Milton H. Crothers, 156 E.E.B. 333-0716
P. Ray Egbert, 156 E.E.B. 333-0716
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Undergraduate Laboratories:
Analog Computer Millard S. McVay, 263 E.E.B. 333-1935
Microelectronics George E. Anner, 133 E.E.B. 333-0444
Quantum Electronics Henry Merkelo, 267 E.E.B. 333-4181
Research Laboratories:
Aeronomy Sidney A. Bowhill, 312d E.E.R.L. 333-4150
Otc Belva Edwards, 312 E.E.R.L. 333-4151
Rocket Program Leslie G. Smith, 43a E.E.B. 333-4153
Eugene A. Mechtly, 43b E.E.B. 333-4152
Rocket Payload Shop 50e E.E.B. 333-4157
Dynamics Program Marvin A. Geller, 312g E.E.R.L. 333-4154
Technical Services George W. Henry, Jr., 312k E.E.R.L. 333-4156
Large Radar Facility Jay D. Gooch, 312k E.E.R.L. 333-4156
Aeronomy Field Station Thomasboro 643-7311
Antenna Georges Deschamps, 461 E.E.B. 333-1202
John D. Dyson, 451 E.E.B. 333-1201
Y. T. Lo, 441 E.E.B. 333-1202
Paul E. Mayes, 455 E.E.B. 333-1200
Raj Mittra, 447 E.E.B. 333-1200
Bioacoustics Research Harlow W. Ades, 308 E.E. Annex 333-3440
Floyd Dunn, 208 E.E. Annex 333-3133
Francis J. Fry, 313 E.E. Annex 333-4913
Charles A. Cain, 213 E.E. Annex 333-1640
Biological Computer Heinz vonFoerster, 216 E.E.R.L. 333-2654
Charged Particle Charles D. Hendricks, Jr., 405 M.M.B. 333-0891
Control System Research Benjamin C. Kuo, 231 E.E.B. 333-4341
Electro-Optical Oscar L. Gaddy, 215 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
Don F. Holshouser, 215 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
Electro-Physics Paul D. Coleman, 200f E.E.R.L. 333-2765
G-20 Digital Computer Edward W. Ernst, 152 E.E.B. 333-2302
Arnold W. Dipert, 143 E.E.B. 333-0705
Gaseous Electronics Joseph T. Verdeyen, 104 G.E.B. 333-2480
110 E.E.R.L. 333-1840
Blake E. Cherrington, 129 G.E.B. 333-2481
Henry Merkelo, 117 G.E.B. 333-2482
Ionospheric Research K. C. Yeh, 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Danville Field Station Danville 446-7616
Geophysical Observatory 333-0023
Music and Electronics James W. Beauchamp, 329c E.E.B. 333-2413
Radio Astronomy George W. Swenson, Jr., 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Radiolocation Albert D. Bailey, 301a E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Edward W. Ernst, 301c E.E.R.L. 333-2310
N. Narayana Rao, 301d E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Walter W. Wood, 300c E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Bondville Road Field Station Bondville 863-2335
Monticello Road Field Station Savoy 359-5696
Thomasboro Field Station Thomasboro 643-2080
Solid State Devices Nick Holonyak, Jr., 214 E.E.R.L. 333-4149
Solid State Electronics C. Tang Sah, 210 E.E.R.L. 333-2496
Service Areas:
Electronics Shop Jack S. Jacobsen, 265 E.E.B. 333-2173
Electro-Chemical Lab Edward D. Boose, 223 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Glass Shop Keith A. Kuehl, 224 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Machine Shop Carl M. Boley, 66 E.E.B. 333-1954
Publications Ofc Lilian H. Beck, 37 E.E.B. 333-2516
Shipping and Receiving Fred W. Hanson, 66d E.E.B. 333-4905
Special Processes Lab Allen B. Wilson, 226 E.E.R.L. 333-2107
Storeroom Donald D. Pritchard, 100 E.E.R.L. 333-1916
Electron Microscope Facility, University (See Life Sciences, School of)
Electro-Optical Lab 215 E.E.R.L. 333-1959
Electro-Physics Lab 200g E.E.R.L. 333-2765
Elementary Education:
Chairman of Dept James D. Raths, 306a Education 333-2560
Ofc 304 Education 333-2560
Alternate Teacher Education Program Fred A. Rodgers, 315 Education 333-1844
Ofc Carolyn M. Allen, 333 Education 333-1929
Carnegie Corporation Preschool Reading Project 116 Commerce Annex 333-1670
Curriculum Materials Center 16 Education 333-4577
Graduate Program Ofc Clarissa J. Crissman, 306 Education 333-2560
Open Education Fellowship Program:
Co-Directors Theodore Manolakes and Bernard Spodek, 257 Armory 333-6513
Ofc Jean F. Patterson, 257 Armory 333-6513
Student Teaching and Lab. Experiences Booker T. Gardner, 303 Education 333-2561
Ofc Geraldine B. Evans, 304 Education 333-2561
Supervisors 390 Education 333-3757
Reading Research and Instruction Center:
Director Karl R. Koenke, 10 Education 333-4577
Ofc lOf Education 333-4577









Supervisor Donald W. Swift, P.S.B. 333-3109
Clerical Anne C. Daley, P.S.B. 333-2137
Service Irene K. Dorsey, P.S.B. 333-2137
Technical-Professional John Stevenson, P.S.B. 333-2138
Student:
Ofc Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0601
Payroll Authorization Martha L. Dwyer, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0714
Engineering, College and Station:
Dean Daniel C. Drucker, 106 E.H. 333-2150
Adm. Secy Verna L. Finder, 106 E.H. 333-2151
Director, Station, and Associate Dean Ross J. Martin, 106 E.H. 333-2152
Associate Dean Howard L. Wakeland, 207 E.H. 333-2282
Ofc 207 E.H. 333-2281
Assistant Deans David R. Opperman, 207 E.H. 333-2283
Robert W. Bokenkamp, 207 E.H. 333-2280
H. George Friedman, Jr., 207 E.H. 333-2280
Associate Director, Station John J. Desmond, 102 E.H. 333-2153
Coordinators of Industrial Relations Marvin E. Krasnow, 202 E.H. 333-3836
M. Kenneth Blanchard, 202 E.H. 333-3836
Library Leonard Coburn, 221 E.H. 333-3576
Measurement Program (Instruments and Standards Lab.) 130 E.H. 333-1943
Placement Pauline V. Chapman, 109 E.H. 333-1960
Publications, Director Lynn W. Barry, 112 E.H. 333-1510
Document Center 208 E.H. 333-1510
Print Shop 212 E.H. 333-1511
Illustration and Design David C. Hunter, 210 E.H. 333-3796
See also departmental listings.
Engineering, Extension in Jimmy W. Sevier, 112 I.H. 333-6634
Engineering Geology, State Geol. Surv W. Calhoun Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
English:
Information 100 EB.j^-J^
Head of Dept George Hendrick, 100 E.B. 333-2390
Secy Bonita Higgerson, 100 E.B. 333-2390
Adm. Aide Marv Kay Peer, 100 E.B. 333-2391
Associate Head Nina Baym, 100 E.B. 333-4642
Executive Secy Joseph B. Trahern, 100 E.B. 333-4642
Secv 100 E.B. 333-4642
Business and Technical Writing Francis W. Weeks, 313 D.K.H. 333-1007
Secy Louise Steele, 313 D.K.H. 333-1006
English Major Advisers, Chairman John A. Hamilton, 109 E.B. 333-3251
Teacher Training Advisers, Chairman Paul H. Jacobs, 109 E.B. 333-3251
Secy Marjorie Ridgley, 111 E.B. 333-3251
Undergraduate Studies, Director Richard K. Barksdale, 121 E.B. 333-2392
Introductory Courses, Director Leon Waldorf, 121 E.B. 333-9583
Secy Beverly Seward, 121 E.B. 333-2392
Graduate Studies, Director, 1st Semester Edward H. Davidson, 102b E.B. 333-3646
2nd Semester Jackson J. Campbell, 102b E.B. 333-3646
Ofc Rhonda Wintjen, 102b E.B. 333-3646
Carol Johnson, 102b E.B. 333-3646
Library Eva Faye Benton, 321 Lib. 333-2220
Writing Clinic Albert C. Tillman, 311 E.B. 333-1656
Writing Lab., Ofc 1210 W. California, U. 333-2085
Entomology (See Life Sciences, School of)
Entomology, S.N.H. Surv.
Biocontrol Lab B.C.L. 333-2359
Extension 169 N.R. 333-6650
Identification and Surveys 287 NR J333l6847
Research 163 N.R. 333-6656
Environmental Geology, State Geol. Surv.
Chemical Research Neil F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Geological Research Robert E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Environmental Studies Program:
Information 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Director Ben B. Ewing, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Associate Director John E. Pearson, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Center for Human Ecology, Director Norman D. Levine, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Water Resources Center, Assistant Director Harry G. Wenzel, Jr., 2535 H.S.L. 333-0536
Equal Opportunity Officer, University
Barry Munitz, 415f Administrative Ofc. Bldg., Medical Center Campus 996-7955
378 Adm. 333-3159
Evans Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-0860
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Executive Development Center:
Director William F. Egloff, 214 D.K.H. 333-4552
Secy 214 D.K.H. 333-4552
Extension Division, University:
Dean Stanley C. Robinson, 118 I.H. 333-1460
Secy Marjorie Mosbarger, 118 I.H. 333-1460
Associate Dean Wendell G. Anderson, 118 I.H. 333-1460
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Secy. (Extension Payroll Information) Virginia Stahl, 118 I.H. 333-1460
Assistant Dean Dennis A. Dahl, 118 I.H. 333-1460
Civil Defense Instructors Training John P. Liggett, 117 I.H. 333-4138
Conference Centers 333-3287
Allerton House Monticello{^3-3287
Hott Memorial Center Monticelloj?—"™??(/OZ-7011
Correspondence Courses:
Information 104 I.H. 333-1321
Director Paul H. Tippy, 104 I.H. 333-1320
Chief Clerk Darlene White, 104 I.H. 333-3758
Lessons and Examinations 104 I.H. 333-3016
Duplicating Service Unit Robert J. Silver, 209 Arcade 333-0605
Engineering, Extension in Jimmy W. Seyler, 112 I.H. 333-6634
Extension Travel Ruth Rank, 1 18 I.H. 333-1463
Extramural Classes Scott B. York, 101 I.H. 333-3060
Ofc 101 I.H. 333-3061
Firemanship Training Willford J. Eckert, 103 I.H. 333-3800
Graphic Arts Unit Max Paris, 300 Arcade 333-0605
Information Services Helen S. Farlow, 208 Arcade 333-0517
International Affairs, Extension in J. Terry Iversen, 103a I.H. 333-1465
Music, Extension in:
Head H. Dale Kimpton, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1580
Elementary and Junior High School Music Education
Robert E. Thomas, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Illinois Summer Youth Music Robert L. Schaefer, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Instructional Materials John A. O'Connor, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Off-Campus Performances, Clinics Arthur L. Johnson, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
String Education Thomas J. Wisniewski, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Donald L. Miller, 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1581
Police Training Institute:
Director Charles R. Taylor, 359 Armory 333-2337
Assistant Director John F. Schaich, 359 Armory 333-2337
Short Courses and Conferences 116 I.H. 333-2881
Director Warren J. Wilhelm, 116 I.H. 333-2880
Assistant Director Edward C. Kalb, 116 I.H. 333-2884
Conference Coordinators Elmer F. Edwards, 116 I.H. 333-2886
Jimmy W. Seyler, 116 I.H. 333-2882
Special Programs Jimmy W. Seyler, 116 I.H. 333-2882
Visual Aids Service 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Director Thomas H. Boardman, 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Assistant Director James E. Sexson, 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1362
Booking 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Visual Arts, Extension in Walter J. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Ofc 127 F.A.B. 333-0418
Extension Service, Cooperative (See Agriculture)
Extramural Classes 101 I.H. 333-3061
Faculty Letter 369 Adm. 333-1562
Farm Cost Accounts Allan G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Farm Crops:
Corn Breeding and Genetics D. Eugene Alexander, S-110 T.H. 333-4254
Crop Extension Walter O. Scott, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Crop Production Joseph A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Breeding Darrell A. Miller, S-310 T.H. 333-4373
Forage Crop Extension Don W. Grams, W-301 T.H. 333-4424
Forage Production Joseph A. Jackobs, S-312 T.H. 333-4373
Physiology Richard H. Hageman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Small Grains Breeding Charles M. Brown, W-201 T.H. 333-3420
Soybean Genetics Henry H. Hadley, C-113 T.H. 333-4254
Teaching Ambrose W. Burger, N-115 T.H. 333-4254
Weed Extension Ellery L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research Fred W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Farm Machinery Design and Development Roger R. Yoerger, 107 Agr. Eng. 333-3000
Farm Management:
Farm Business — Farm Management Delmar F. Wilken, 452 Mumford Hall 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts Allan G. Mueller, 450 Mumford Hall 333-0753
Farm Structures and Housing Edwin L. Hansen, 212 Agr. Eng. 333-2504
Farms and Barns:
Agronomy Seed House M. Gene Oldham, South Farm 333-2965
Animal Science Jon R. Wolf, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Beef Cattle Barn Douglas L. Hixson, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Dairy Cattle Barns St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-0582
S. Lincoln, U. 333-0472
Feed Storage Wayne E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
Horse Barn Jon R. Wolf, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0347
Horticulture Farm Philo Rd., U. 333-0109
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm Dennis M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Poultry Farm Robert D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
Sheep Barn Bennie B. Doane, St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0265
Swine Barns David W. Seibert, S. First, C. 333-0153
Fatigue of Metals George M. Sinclair, 321b T.L. 333-3173
Federation of International Students Association 294 I.U.(S) 333-9775
Feed Storage Wayne E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
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Film Society, Information 344-1770
Film Studies 333-1110
Filtration Plant 333-3465
If no answer call 333-0340
Finance:
Head of Dept James W. Leonard, 340 Commerce(W) 333-2110
Secy Janie Fetrow, 340 Commerce(W) 333-2110
Fine and Applied Arts, College of:
Student Information 333-6061
General Information 333-1661
Acting Dean Jack H. McKenzie, 110 Arch. 333-1660
Secy Jeanette M. Lytle, 110 Arch. 333-1662
Associate Dean Robert P. Link, 114 Arch. 333-6062
Assistant Deans George D. Peters, 1 14 Arch. 333-6063
Thomas G. Kovacs, 114 Arch. 333-6064
Libraries:
City Planning and Landscape Architecture Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Music William M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H. 333-1173
Ricker Library of Art and Architecture Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
See also departmental listings.
FIRE (to report a campus fire) 333-2424
Firemanship Training 103 I.H. 333-3800
FIRST AID Emergency Room, McKinley Health Center 333-2700
Fisheries Research, S.N.H. Surv {333-6890
Flagg Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Food Processing Lab. (See Food Science)
Food Science:
Head of Dept Arthur J. Siedler, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Secy Mary M. Ellis, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Dairy Technology 104 D. Mfrs. 333-4441
Food Chemistry Burnsides Res. Lab. 333-1874
Food Microbiology 580 Bevier Hall 333-0516
Food Processing Lab S. Wing, H.F. Lab. 333-1870
Nutrition 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Foods and Nutrition Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier Hall 333-1325
Ofc Lois M. Brownfield, 443 Bevier Hall 333-1326
Foods Research Lab Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier Hall 333-0892
Forbes Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Foreign Student-Staff Affairs:
Director Howard J. Caquelin, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Secy Cindy Lynch, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Counselor Carole J. Van Osdol, 310 S.S.B. 333-1303
Foreign Students:
English as a Second Language, Director Katherine O. Aston, 3070 F.L.B. 333-1507
Ofc Jacqueline C. Davis, 3070 F.L.B. {fffl^jjj
Foreign Visitors, Special Programs for:
Director Thomas A. McCowen, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Ofc 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Forestry:
Head of Dept William R. Boggess, 222 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Ofc Dorothy E. Hanke, 219 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Assistants' Ofc. \ 206 F.S.L. 333-2776
Adhesives and Wood Anatomy John K. Guiher, 203a F.S.L. 333-6271
Dendrology Ralph W. Lorenz, 215 Mumford Hall 333-2772
Extension Lawson B. Culver, 211 Mumford Hall 333-2777
Ofc Merrian E. Lourash, 219 Mumford Hall 333-2771
Forest Ecology Gary L. Rolfe, 399a Bevier Hall 333-7489
Forest Economics I. Irving Holland, 216 Mumford Hall 333-2774
Forest Entomology Robert G. Rennels, 200a F.S.L. 333-2775
Forest Genetics Jalmer J. Jokela, 203 F.S.L. 333-6270
Forest Management Theodore R. Yocom, 202a F.S.L. 333-6258
Forest Recreation Robert A. Young, 211 Mumford Hall 333-2778
Forest Soils and Hydrology William R. Boggess, 222 Mumford Hall 333-2770
Tree Physiology A. Robert Gilmore, 399 Bevier Hall 333-4308
Wood Science Charles S. Walters, 217 Mumford Hall 333-2773
Lab F.S.L. 333-2406
Foundation, University:
Executive Director Joseph W. Skehen, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Secy Janice Rogers, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Chief Clerk Betty Peters, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Staff Associate James C. Colvin, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Associate Directors R. Ross Mayor, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Robert A. Gordon, Jr., 224 I.U. 333-0810
E. Eugene Vance, 224 I.U. 333-0810
Grants-in-Aid Project Director John G. Pace, 333 I.U. 333-6595
Associate Director T. Dwight Eddleman, 333 I.U. 333-6595
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Foundry , 112 Foundry 333-1779
Four-H Club-Rural Youth Richard O. Lyon, 47 Mumford Hall 333-0910
Memorial Camp, Superintendent Frank Turok 333-3287
Monticello 762-2721
Ofc Monticello 762-2721
Caretaker Robert J. Dowdle, Monticello 762-2359
Caretaker (summer) Monticello 762-2741
Freehand Drawing for Architects Nicholas Britsky, 117 F.A.B. 333-0908
French:
Head of Dept Bruce H. Mainous, 2090h F.L.B. 333-2020
Ofc M. Elizabeth Fleming, 2090g F.L.B. 333-2021
Executive Secy Stanley L. Shinall, 2090f F.L.B. 333-2021
French 101, 102, 103, 104, 400, 401 Wilga Rivers, 20901 F.L.B. 333-2021
French Teacher Education Stanley L. Shinall, 2090f F.L.B. 333-2021
Honors Adviser Frederic M. Jenkins, 2012 F.L.B. 333-2021
Illinois Year Abroad Program Herbert C. Deley, 2090c F.L.B. 333-2022
Job Placement Officer Robert J. Nelson, 2128 F.L.B. 333-2021
Library Carl L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
French House 901 S. Lincoln, U. 344-0385
Gamma House 307 E. Daniel, C. 344-1779
Garages:
Athletic Association 333-2303
South and Car Pool 333-3910
Natural Resources 333-6849
State Natural History Survey 333-6849
Garner Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see Student Directory.
Gaseous Electronics Lab 104 G.E.L. 333-2480
110 E.E.R.L. 333-1840
General Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc.
Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
55 N.L. 333-8168
General Engineering:
Head of Dept Jerry S. Dobrovolny, 115 T.B. 333-2730
Adm. Clerk Ethelmae Hale, 117 T.B. 333-2730
Atmosphere Science Lab John E. Pearson, 401 T.B. 333-3160
Junior Engineering Technical Society David C. O'Bryant, 214 T.B. 333-0726
Secy Amaryllis Butler, 214 T.B. 333-0726
Genetics:
Animal Genetics Benjamin A. Rasmusen, 102 An. Gen. 333-2900
Life Sciences, School of John W. Drake, 387 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Plant Breeding Daniel F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Plant Genetics S-108 T.H. 333-4254
Geography
:
Head of Dept John Thompson, 220 Davenport Hall 333-1881
Associate Head Jerome D. Fellmann, 122 Davenport Hall 333-3135
Ofc Marjorie Beauregard, 220 Davenport Hall 333-1880
Honors Adviser (Departmental and James Scholars)
John A. Jakle, 225 Davenport Hall 333-6860
Library 418b Lib. 333-0827
Geological Survey (See State Geological Survey)
Geology:
Information 249 N.H. 333-3540
Head of Dept Fred A. Donath, 249 N.H. 333-3542
Adm. Secy Dorothy G. Smith, 249 N.H. 333-3542
Assistant to Head of Dept William G. Goodman, 249 N.H. 333-3541
Accounts 249 N.H. 333-3541
Educational Coordinator W. Hilton Johnson, 255 N.H. 333-4389
Graduate Records Candace B. Jenisio, 249 N.H. 333-3540
Undergraduate Records Janice C. Nicholson, 232 N.H. 333-3540
Honors Adviser Daniel B. Blake, 126 N.H. 333-6376
Cartographer David R. Phillips, 414 N.H. 333-6696
Electronics Shop David L. Foster, 155 N.H. 333-1163
Library Harriet W. Smith, 223 N.H. 333-1266
Machine Shop John F. Bauerle, 117 N.H. 333-6698
Thin Section Lab Jack O. Pullen, 121 N.H. 333-6379
Geophysics Research, State Geol. Surv Robert E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Germanic Languages and Literatures:
Departmental Secy Lissa Pearson, 3072 F.L.B. 333-1288
Executive Secy Karl-Heinz Schoeps, 3072c F.L.B. 333-1288
Head of Dept Harry G. Haile, 3072d F.L.B. 333-9353
Assistants 3080 F.L.B. 333-7654
German 101, 102, 103 Richard Figge, 3080a F.L.B. 333-7654
German Teacher Education U. Henry Gerlach, 3040 F.L.B. 333-6330
Honors Adviser Henri Stegemeier, 3024 F.L.B. 333-6255
Master of Arts in Teaching, German 104 Ruth Lorbe, 3030 F.L.B. 333-2637
Graduate Adviser Harry G. Haile, 3072d F.L.B. 333-1288
Library Carl L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
Glassblowing, Animal Science James R. Starr, 11 A.S.L. 333-0787
Golf Course Pro Shop Savoy 359-5613
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Government and Public Affairs, Institute of:
Director Samuel K. Gove, 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Secy Jean M. Baker, 1201 \V. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Chicago Ofc, Secy.
Roberta Barker, 4060 Behavioral Sciences Bldg., Chicago Circle Campus 996-2794
Graduate College:
Information, General 330 Adm. 333-0035
Student Records Elizabeth Brown, 321 Adm. 333-0032
Theses Elizabeth Brown, 315 Adm. 333-6278
Appointments Ofc Ruth Ann Reinhart, 304 Adm. 333-0038
Fellowship Ofc Helen Peterson, 305 Adm. 333-0036
Research Board Eileene Foil, 338 Adm. 333-0037
Acting Dean George A. Russell, 338 Adm. 333-0034
Ofc Ann Wade, 338 Adm. 333-0034
Darlene Evans, 330 Adm. 333-6808
Helen Hay, 330 Adm. 333-0030
Associate Deans Franz E. Hohn, 337 Adm. 333-6807
Harold R. Snvder, 338 Adm. 333-0037
Assistant Dean Roger G. Clark, 314 Adm. .333-2983
Staff Associate Robert W. Anderson, 330 Adm. 333-1227
Minority Student Affairs 337 Adm. 333-4860
Graduate Student Association 299 I.U.(S) 333-6353
Graphic Design Raymond Perlman, 138 F.A.B. 333-1619
Greek 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Greenhouses:
Agronomy 333-2418





Groundwater Geology, State Geol. Surv Robert E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Groundwater Hydrology, State Water Surv 238 W.R. 333-0239
Gymnasiums.:
Information and Reservations 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Gymnasiums and Pool Schedules 119 I.M.f'.E. 333-3806
Health and Safety Education:
Head of Dept William H. Creswell, Tr., 117 Huff Gvm. 333-2307
Ofc Anne Klink. 117 Huff Gvm. 333-2307
Sherry Lentek, 117 Huff Gym. 333-2307
Health Education Lab., Director Donald B. Stone, 114 Huff Gym. 333-0173
Safety Education Consultant Aurelio E. Florio, 212 Huff Gym. 333-1139
Safety and Driver Education Lab., Director Warren J. Huffman, 116 Huff Gym. 333-0144
Undergraduate Adviser for Men and Women John A. Conley, 80 Huff Gym. 333-2106
Health Professions Information Ofc 2 S.S.B. 333-7079
Health Science 64 McKinley Health Center 333-2723
Health Service ( McKinley)
:
Director Laurence M. Hursh, 195 McKinlev Health Center 333-2711
Secy Marilyn J. Lewis, 195 McKinley Health Center 333-2711
Information McKinley Health Centerj^j"^^
Associate Director Marion D. Kinzie, 191 McKinley Health Center 333-2714
Appointment Desk Betty J. Clapper, 107 McKinley Health Center 333-2716
Administrator .' Francis Fillingim, 199 McKinlev Health Center 333-0180
Secv Virginia F. Starwalt, 199 McKinley Health Center 333-0180
Admissions Ofc Norma L. Currv, 103 McKinlev Health Center 333-3263
Birth Control Information McKinlev Health Center 333-8652
Business Ofc Cecil E. Swinehart, 115 McKinlev Health Center 333-9238
Dietitian Maria C. Jordan. 13 McKinlev Health Center 333-8920
Emergencv Calls McKinlev Health Center 333-2700
Employee On-the-job Accidents McKinley Health Center 333-2714
Environmental Health Division :
Head of Div Henry H. Koertge, 65 McKinley Health Center 333-2755
Health Science Division:
Head of Div Henrv I. Teigler, 171 McKinlev Health Center 333-2830
Secv Suella J. Hill, 64 McKinlev Health Center 333-2723
Medical Laboratory Supervisor Lucille B.' Isdale, 86 McKinlev Health Center 333-2750
Medical Records Librarian Charlotte Bossi, 180 McKinley Health Center 333-2720
Mental Health Division:
Appointment Secv Anne H. Huff, 143 McKinlev Health Center 333-2705
Head of Div....'. Theodore A. Kiersch, 141 McKinley Health Center 333-2710
Nursing Service Director Catherine H. Blackwell, 1 11 McKinlev Health Center 333-9773
Physical Therapist Nancy J. Malpass, 74 McKinley Health Center 333-2751
X-ray Department Jerome S. Carlson, 77 McKinley Health Center 333-2752
Heating Repairs 333-0340
Herbarium, Curator Willard W. Payne, 350 N.H. 333-2522
Highway Pavements and Materials Moreland Herrin, 111b T.L. 333-0858
Ofc Juanita J. Rawlings, 11 1 T.L. 333-3921
Highway Materials Lab Thomas L. Irvin, Highway Materials Lab. 333-3637
Highway Salvage Archaeology Project, Anthropology 396b Davenport Hall 333-1708
Highway Traffic Safety Center, Director John E. Baerwald, 418 E.H. 333-1270
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Historical Survey, Director Robert M. Sutton, la Lib. 333-1777
History:
Chairman of Dept Robert M. Sutton, 309 G.H. 333-4193
Associate Chairman John R. Dahl, 300c G.H. 333-4195
Secy Judith A. Corray, 309 G.H. 333-1155
Graduate Advisers Clark C. Spence, 300 G.H. 333-4327
Paul W. Schroeder, 300b G.H. 333-0829
Undergraduate Studies, Director Bennett D. Hill, 446f G.H. 333-8660
Undergraduate Advising Secy Carma J. Diel, 300 G.H. 333-4145
Honors Advisers Bennett D. Hill, 446f G.H. 333-8660
, Robert A. Waller, 419c G.H. 333-1747
Teacher Training Program in History, Director ....John R. Dahl, 300c G.H. 333-4195
Master of Arts in the Teaching of Social Studies, Director. . John R. Dahl, 300c G.H. 333-4195
Library Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Teaching Assistants 333-2099
History and Philosophy of Education:
Chairman of Dept Joe R. Burnett, 366 Education 333-4398
Ofc Lois S. Pelczar, 363 Education 333-2446
Home Economics:
Acting Head of Dept Helen D. Turner, 260 Bevier Hall 333-3790
Secy Nadine C. Askins, 260 Bevier Hall 333-3791
Accounts Dorothy E. Porter, 260g Bevier Hall 333-3794
Extension:
Acting Assistant Director Frances E. Webb, 528a Bevier Hall 333-0520
Ofc A. Rita Ferris, 528 Bevier Hall 333-0521
Clothing Marjorie E. Mead, 557 Bevier Hall 333-2069
Family Economics Barbara B. Bubar, 547 Bevier Hall 333-0060
Family Life Clareta Walker, 563 Bevier Hall 333-3196
Foods and Nutrition Geraldine E. Acker, 533 Bevier Hall 333-1654
Health Education Lawrence B. O'Reilly, 555 Bevier Hall 333-3065
Home Furnishings K. Virginia Seidel, 563 Bevier Hall 333-3196
Home Management Dorothy A. Goss, 557 Bevier Hall 333-2069
Housing and Environmental Design Ronald M. Raetzman, 539 Bevier Hall 333-2447
Library Barbara C. Sergent, 314 Bevier Hall 333-0748
Student Records and Placement Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Ofc. Audrey L. Hicks, 268 Bevier Hall 333-0254
Teaching and Research:
Cafeteria Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Child Development Queenie B. Mills, 210 CD. 333-0896
Clothing and Textiles Helen K. Zwolanek, 133 Bevier Hall 333-0114
Foods and Nutrition Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier Hall 333-1325
Foods Research Lab Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier Hall 333-0892
Home Economics Education Mary E. Mather, 350 Education 333-3038
Home Management Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Institution Management Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Nutrition Esther L. Brown, 343 Bevier Hall 333-1659
Restaurant Management Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Spice Box Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier Hall 333-2024
Home Economics Education Mary E. Mather, 350 Education 333-3038
Home Economics Extension 528 Bevier Hall 333-0521
Home Management Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Honors Programs, University:
Information:
Edmund J. James Scholars Carol S. Cox, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0824
Honors Day Desk (Ofc. of Admissions and Records) .. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm. 333-0221
Off-Campus Awards Robert E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0825
Acting Director King Broadrick, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0825
Associate Director Robert E. Underwood, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-0825
Hopkins Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Horticulture:
Head of Dept Charles J. Birkeland, 125 Mumford Hall 333-0350
Secy Arlene A. Wakefield, 124 Mumford Hall 333-0351
Accounts Carol A. Dallas, 124 Mumford Hall 333-0352
Extension:
Beekeeping Elbert R. Jaycox, 107d H.F. Lab. 333-2948
Fruits Daniel B. Meador, 104 H.F. Lab. 333-1522
Landscape Design William R. Nelson, Jr., 200 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Ornamental Horticulture Marvin C. Carbonneau, 202 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Turfgrasses Alfred J. Turgeon, 202 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Vegetable Crops Joseph S. Vandemark, 208 Veg. Crops 333-1969
Farm Foreman Harold McGee, South Farm 333-0109
Field Lab 103 H.F. Lab. 333-1520
Ornamental Horticulture Jack B. Gartner, 100 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Ofc Lavella Wrisk, 100 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Greenhouse Donald C. Saupe, 5 Orn. Hort. 333-8707
Plant Breeding Daniel F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Pomology Daniel F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Ofc Barbara Woodward, 103 H.F. Lab. 333-1520
Vegetable Crops Walter E. Spittstoesser, 206b Veg. Crops 333-6666
Ofc Judith A. Elder, 101 Veg. Crops 333-1965
Horticulture Field Lab 103 H.F.L. 333-1520





Information 420 S.S.B. 333-1421
Director Sammy J. Rebecca, 420 S.S.B. 333-0610
Secy Carolyn Hearn, 420 S.S.B. 333-0611
Associate Director for Adm. Affairs Lawrence J. Gaffney, 420 S.S.B. 333-1428
Secy Kathy Dehne, 420 S.S.B. 333-1429
Associate Director of Food Services S. Kent Dohrman, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Secy 333-1406
Associate Director for Student Affairs 420 S.S.B. 333-0616
Secy Beth Klumb, 420 S.S.B. 333-0617
Assistant to the Director of Housing Lonnie E. Clark, 420 S.S.B. 333-7753
Secy Karen Glance, 420 S.S.B. 333-7754
Administrative Affairs:
Associate Director of Housing Lawrence J. Gaffney, 420 S.S.B. 333-1428
Secy Kathleen T. Dehne, 420 S.S.B. 333-1429
Business Ofc.
:
Business Manager Joseph A. Miller, 420 S.S.B. 333-1755
Secy Diane K. Chapel, 420 S.S.B. 333-1751
Accounting 420 S.S.B. 333-1757
Housing Operations and Assignments Carroll J. Hubble, 420 S.S.B. 333-1750
Payrolls C. Pearl Johnson, 420 S.S.B. 333-1760
Housing Information, Approved and Off-Campus Housing:
Housing Information — General 420 S.S.B. 333-1420
Coordinator of Men's Housing Albert Kaufman, 420 S.S.B. 333-7041
Coordinator of Women's Housing Dee W. Frame, 420 S.S.B. 333-1426
Housing Consultants Malcolm E. Green, 420 S.S.B. 333-2274
F. William Kenzler, 420 S.S.B. 333-1424
Robert C. Ross, 420 S.S.B. 333-1423
Adran L. Wilson, 420 S.S.B. 333-4394
Family and Staff Housing:
Manager Jack B. Smith, 1842-A Orchard PL, U. 333-4365
Assistant Evelyn R. Meyers, 1842-A Orchard PL, U. 333-4365
Custodial Operations:
Superintendent Robert R. Tucker, 7 L.A.R. 333-4771
Ofc Kitty I. Johnson, 7 L.A.R. 333-4772
Custodial Foremen:
Family Housing, Orchard Area John J. Anders, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2953
Student-Staff Apartments Willard R. Cox, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4633
Graduate Housing:
Daniels Hall Willard R. Cox, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4633
Sherman Hall Mel W. Schriefer, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0869
Undergraduate Housing:
Allen, Busey-Evans, Lincoln Avenue,
Co-ops James T. Cambron, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-4661
Florida Avenue Halls (Oglesby,
Trelease) H. Otto Williams, 1001 S. Cottage Ct., U. 333-0845
Fourth Street Halls (Clark, Barton, Flagg, Lundgren,
Noble, Taft, Van Doren) Mel W. Schriefer, 1215 S. Fourth, C. 333-0869
Gregory Drive Halls (Forbes, Garner,
Hopkins) Clyde W. Brown, Garner Hall 333-1393
Illinois Street Halls (Townsend,
Wardall) Willard R. Cox, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4633
Peabody Drive Halls (Scott, Snyder,
Weston) Vauldon Minyard, Snyder Hall 333-1439
Pennsylvania Avenue Halls (Babcock, Blaisdell,
Carr, Saunders) John J. Anders, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2952
Maintenance Inspectors:
Supervisors Robert R. Fonner, 15 L.A.R. 333-3452
Claude M. Harrell, 10 L.A.R. 333-3451
Ofc M. Althea Stockwell, 14 L.A.R. 333-3450
Maintenance Inspectors:
Family Housing,
Supervisor Francis W. Good, Housing Maint. Shop, Orchard Apts., U. 333-7027
Orchard Robert E. Fortney, Housing Maint. Shop, Orchard Apts., U. 333-2779
James E. Overmyer, Housing Maint. Shop, Orchard Apts., U. 333-2779
Student-Staff Apartments David B. Stay ton, 1107 W. Green, U. 333-0245
Graduate Housing Edward E. Durbin, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2265
Undergraduate Housing:
Allen, Lincoln Avenue Meryl D. Dawson, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-3453
Busey-Evans, Co-ops Edward E. Durbin, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-3454
Florida Avenue Halls (Oglesby,
Trelease) Leo J. Clennon, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0846
Fourth Street Halls (Clark, Barton, Flagg, Lundgren,
Noble, Taft, Van Doren) Henry O. Bray, Snyder Hall, C. 333-2344
Gregory Drive Halls (Townsend,
Wardall) Richard H. Kirby, Garner Hall, C. 333-1394
Illinois Street Halls (Townsend,
Wardall) Harold L. Reiss, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4646
Peabody Drive Halls (Scott, Snyder,
Weston) Henry O. Bray, Snyder Hall, C. 333-2344
Pennsylvania Avenue Halls (Babcock, Blaisdell,
Carr, Saunders) Herman M. Klemick, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2645
Central Food Stores Richard A. Jolley, C.F.S. 333-1410
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Fire Inspector Dallas Robertson, 1842-A Orchard PI., U. 333-4365
Inventory, Interior Design, Transportation:
Supervisor Samuel K. Brownfield, Al Allen Hall 333-1395
Ofc Mary Margaret Jones, Al Allen Hall 333-1395
Interior Design William J. Donaldson, 8 L.A.R. 333-1002
Food Services:
Director of Food Services S. Kent Dohrman, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Secy Central Food Stores 333-1406
Assistant Director for Residence Halls Olivia R. Magtira, Central Food Stores 333-1407
Manager of Snack Bars Patrick C. Conlin, Snack Bar 333-2176
Manager of Central Food Stores John L. Hayes, Central Food Stores 333-1406
Assistant to the Director Maria H. Ramos, Central Food Stores 333-1407
Manager of Vending Services Robert L. Hart, Central Food Stores 333-1409
Central Food Stores:
Accounting John L. Hayes, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Purchasing Ray F. Hott, Central Food Stores 333-1408
Meat Department Howard F. Hall, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Bakery Department Larry E. Nosier, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Produce Department James R. Houser, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Dry Stores Department John H. Blackwell, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Test Kitchen D. Ira Reddy, Central Food Stores 333-1410
Undergraduate Residence Hall Food Service Offices:
Florida Avenue Residence Halls (Oglesby, Trelease)
Manager James Adkisson, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0843
Supervisors:
Mary Alexander, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0843
Helen Frump, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0843
Nancy Stewart, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0843
Gregory Drive Halls (Forbes, Garner, Hopkins)
Manager Florence B. Allen, Garner Hall 333-3670
Supervisors:
Carolyne Wilson, Garner Hall 333-3670
Arnold L. Yarber, Garner Hall 333-3670
Jerry C. Young, Garner Hall 333-3670
Illinois Street Residence Halls (Townsend, Wardall)
Manager Ladyne K. Dendy, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4630
Supervisors:
Dorothy Applegate, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4630
Ruth Hendricks, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4630
Sharon A. Taylor, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4630
Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls (Allen, Busey-Evans, Cooperative Houses,
Lincoln Avenue Residence)
Allen Hall and Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls:
Manager Wilma L. Nosier, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-0310
Supervisors:
Berneta P. Scheib, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-0310
Wreatha H. Peters, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-0310
Genevieve Stratton, 1005 W. Gregory, U. 333-0310
Busey-Evans Halls:
Manager Almita S. MacGregor, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-0575
Supervisors:
Darlene J. Weldon, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-0575
Effie Wilson, 1111 W. Nevada, U. 333-0575
Peabody Drive Halls (Scott, Snyder, Weston)
Manager Lenora Morgan, Snyder Hall 333-1290
Supervisors:
Zenaida E. Durkin, Snyder Hall 333-1290
lever O. Moore, Snyder Hall 333-1290
Emma L. Shelton, Snyder Hall 333-1290
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls (Babcock, Blaisdell, Carr, Saunders)
Manager Ruby Waldron, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2160
Supervisors:
Maurice D. Stutes, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2160
Adaline Harden, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2160
John W. Funk, 902 College Ct., U. 333-2160
Student Affairs: University Residence Halls
Assistant Director of Housing: Champaign
Residence Halls Frank Nasca, Snack Bar 333-4868
Secy Ellen Rice, Snack Bar 333-4868
Assistant to Director of Champaign
Residence Halls Jean Kelley, Snack Bar 333-4868
Assistant Director of Housing: Urbana Residence Halls.. David Pierce, 155 L.A.R. 333-3886
Secy Donna Martin, 155 L.A.R. 333-3886
Assistant to Director of Urbana Residence Halls. .. .Jeffrey Henderson, 155 L.A.R. 333-3886
Resident Directors, Champaign Residence Halls:
Barton Hall Anna Stacey, 100 Clark Hall 333-2166
Clark Hall Anna Stacey, 100 Clark Hall 333-2166
Flagg Hall Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren Hall 333-0532
Forbes Hall John Robinson, 182 Forbes Hall 333-4134
Garner Hall Mary Luckey, 1 52 Garner Hall 333-4275
Hopkins Hall Mary Ann Jones, 102 Hopkins Hall 333-4275
Lundgren Hall Anna Stacey, 100 Clark Hall 333-2166
Noble Hall Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren Hall 333-0532
Scott Hall Mary Pollock, 102 Scott Hall 333-4274
Snyder Hall Philip Daniel, 130 Snyder Hall 333-4133
Taft Hall Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren Hall 333-0532
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Housing Division (continued):
Van Doren Hall Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren Hall 333-0532
Weston Hall Yvonne Taylor, 152 Weston Hall 333-4439
Resident Directors, Urbana Residence Halls:
Allen Hall Lynn Rapin, 153 Allen Hall 333-1100
Alpha House Sarah Hurley, 1207 W. Springfield, U. 333-1034
Babcock Hall Freeman Hrabowski, 129 Babcock Hall 333-0541
Blaisdell Hall Marilyn Michal, 129 Saunders Hall 333-0650
Busey Hall Catherine Wells, 119 Busey Hall 333-1862
Carr Hall Freeman Hrabowski, 129 Babcock Hall 333-0541
Delta House Lelia Curtis, 903 W. Nevada, U. 344-1921
Evans Hall Catherine Wells, 119 Busey Hall 333-1862
French House Juanita Havfll, 901 S. Lincoln, U. 344-5955
Gamma House Helen Whitney, 307 E. Daniel, C. 344-0829
Lincoln Ave. Res. Hall June Mitchell, 146 L.A.R. 333-0712
Oglesby Hall Bernard Pleskoff, 117 Oglesby Hall 333-0840
Saunders Hall Marilyn Michal, 129 Saunders Hall 333-0650
Townsend Hall Michael Leary, 183 Townsend Hall 333-4643
Trelease Hall Julie Anthony, 117 Trelease Hall 333-0849
Unit I William Plater, 68 Allen Hall 333-8351
Wardall Hall Ruth Gresham, 1 1 1 Wardall Hall 333-4644
Residence Hall Offices:
Champaign Residence Halls Snack Bar 333-4868
Secy Leah Revell, Snack Bar 333-4868
Reaullua Consoer, Snack Bar 333-4868
Urbana Residence Halls:
Allen, Unit I Joyce Bacone, 70 Allen Hall 333-8351
Babcock, Blaisdell, Carr, Saunders Helen Brookey, 906 College Ct., U. 333-2950
Busey, Evans, Co-op Houses Jacqueline McCall, 119 Evans Hall 333-0860
Lincoln Avenue Residence Halls Jacqueline McCall, 142 Allen Hall 333-1100
Oglesby, Trelease Karen Hackett, 1001 S. College Ct., U. 333-0840
Townsend, Wardall Sharen Slade, 1010 W. Illinois, U. 333-4640
Student Affairs Staff:
Staff Recruiting and Training E. James Petty, 420 S.S.B. 333-0770
Secy Jean Block, 420 S.S.B. 333-0770
Charles Novak, 420 S.S.B. 333-0770
Rocky Coe, 420 S.S.B. 333-0770
Programming Shirley Strong, 174 Weston Hall 333-0940
Secy Marsha Betts, 174 Weston Hall 333-0940
Barbara Barnes, 174 Weston Hall 333-0940
Residence Hall Operations M. Joseph Archer, 420 S.S.B. 333-2054
Secy Elizabeth Klumb, 420 S.S.B. 333-0616
Room Assignment 24 Garner Hall 333-3018
Graduate Residence Halls:
Coordinator of Graduate Housing Cal Shull, 420 S.S.B. 333-0819
Secv Thelma Primmer, 420 S.S.B. 333-0819
Daniels Hall
Resident Director William Kenzler, 1010 W. Green, U. 333-2129
Secy Margaret Eiskamp, 1010 W. Green, U. 333-0464
Sherman Hall
Resident Director Edith Campbell, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-4635
Secy Helen Goings, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
Conference Housing Robert Barger, 7 Noble Hall 333-1766
Secy Patricia Madding, 7 Noble Hall 333-1766
F. S. Staley, 7 Noble Hall 333-1766
Housing Research and Development:
Chairman Robert D. Katz, 1204 W. Nevada, U. 333-7330
Ofc Ann Talbott, 1204 W. Nevada, U. 333-7330
Human Ecology, Center for:
Director Norman D. Levine, 911 W. High, U. 333-4178
Humanities, Divisionof 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Hydraulic Systems, State Water Surv 53 W.R. 333-2212
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics Research James M. Robertson, 125 T.L. 333-1957
Hydrology, State Water Surv.
Head of Section 245 W.R. 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration 140 W.R. 333-0238
Groundwater Hydrology 238 W.R. 333-0239
Reservoir Development, Surface Water Resources 55 W.R. 333-1495
Reservoir Sedimentation 242 W.R. 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology 242 W.R. 333-0237
Hydrosystems Engineering and Lab Ven T. Chow, 2527c H.S.L. 333-0107
Ofc Norma J. Barton, 2527 H.S.L. 333-0687
Lab W. Hall C. Maxwell, 2527a H.S.L. 333-4935
Watershed Experimentation System Ben C. Yen, Hydr. Eng. Lab. 333-4161
Ice Rink 406 E. Armory, C. 344-1764
ILLIAC IV Project:
Director David E. Mclntyre, 162 E.R.L. 333-6453
Business Ofc Raymond F. Borelli, 336 A.C.B. 333-6375
Illini Girl Service (See Stenographic Services)
Illini Grove:











. Wertz, 165 I.U.(E
Ulini Publishing Company:
Accountant Almario T. Salonga, Basement, I.H
General Manager Richard H. Sublette, Basement, I.H
Office Manager Jacquelin McClellan, Basement, I.H
Daily Ulini:
Circulation Barbara Wereszczynski, Basement,
Classified Advertising Janice Hoffman, Basement,
Display Advertising William Shaw, Basement,
News and Editorial Basement,
Sports Basement,
Illio:
Business Ofc Basement, I.H
Editorial Ofc 203 Arcade
Editor 203 Arcade
Technograph 302 E.H
WPGU Basement Weston Hal





Assistant Director John W.
Assistants to the Director Jerry S.
Charles E
Accounting:
Accountant Kermit M. Clark, 165 I.U.(E
Customer Accounts 165 I.U.(E
Invoice-Vouchers and Purchase Orders 165 I.U.(E
Billiard Room (from University phones only) Ground Floor, I.U.(N
Book Center James L. Anderson, 135 I.U.(N
Bookstore Leon D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C
Bowling Lanes Robert W. Hoover, Ground Floor, I.U. (S
Browsing Room Anne S. Martel, 133 I.U.(N
Campus Information Services (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday through Saturda
and 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Sunday) Robert E. Lumsden, 115 I.U.(N
Chief Building Operating Engineer James H. Evans, 115 I.U. (N
Engine Room Ground Floor, I.U. (N
Food Service:
Ofc Cheryl A. Cain, 165 LU.(E
After 5 : 00 p.m. and weekends
Manager Marjorie S. Arkwright, 165 I.U.(E
Assistant Managers Alice S. Hurt, 165 I.U.(E
Vivian P. Larson, 165 I.U.(E
Catering 165 I.U.(E
Coffee Service 165 I.U.(E
Main Kitchen Ground Floor, I.U. (E
Reservations 165 I.U.(E
Graphic Services H. Frank Tiedemann, 125c I.U.(N
Guest Rooms:
Supervisor Matthew W. Glenn, 125 I.U.(N
Reservations : 125 I.U.(N
To contact guests
Lost and Found (open 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday) 115 I.U.(N
Main Desk (newspapers, candy, etc) P. Wayne Utterback, 174 I.U. (W
Night Supervisor Robert L. McNabb, 165 I.U.(E
Personnel Jerry S. Becker, 165 I.U.(E
Ofc Lucia M. Green, 165 I.U. (E
Program Department:
Director David M. Hubler, 284 I.U. (S
Ofc Gynel C. Orr, 284 I.U.(S
Receptionist 284 I.U.(S
Assistant Program Directors Anton R. Courier, 284 I.U. (S
Velda S. Freehill, 284 I.U. (S
John R. Morrison, 284 I.U. (S
Susan Yung, 284 I.U. (S
Public Relations Melinda T. Birchmore, 165 I.U.(E
Receiving Room Helen L. Wheatley, Ground Floor, I.U.(N
Receptionist Amanda J. Smith, 165 I.U.(E
Reservations:
Colonial Dining Room 165 I.U.(E
Guest Rooms 125 I.U.(N
Meeting Rooms 165 I.U.(E
Safety and Security Douglas J. Davis, 324 I.U. (N
Student Activities, Ulini Union 284 I.U.(S
Ulini Union Board of Directors 284 I.U.(S
Ticket Ofc P. Wayne Utterback, 174 I.U.(W
Vending (All campus buildings except Housing Division)
Charles E. Wertz, 165 I.U. (E
Illinois Alumni News 227 I.U
Illinois Archaeological Survey, Anthropology 396 Davenport Hal









































































Illinois Teaching Experiences Lab William D. Johnson, 236 Education 333-4898
Secy. Diane Milke, 236 Education 333-4898
Illinois Technograph 302 E.II. 333-3558
Illio:
Business Ofc Basement, I.H. 333-1284
Editorial Ofc 205 Arcade 333-0535
Independent Housing Association 274 I.U. 333-0899
Individual Plans of Study:
Acting Director Roland \V. Holmes, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U. 333-7492
Staff Associate Pamela T. Eversole, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U. 333-7492
Staff Assistant Pamela \V. Fiorio, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U. 333-7492
Ofc Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U. 333-7492
Industrial Design Edward J. Zagorski, 128 F.A.B. 333-1459
(333-2757
Industrial Education Robert M. Tomlinson, 51 E. Armory, C.< ,,.,".Li
Industrial Minerals and Construction Materials, State Geol. Surv.
James C. Bradbury, 309 N.R. 189-236
INFORMATION:
Faculty, Staff, and Office Telephone Numbers (numbers beginning with 333-)
:
From within the University 333-0920
From outside the University 333-1000
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
Campus Information Services (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday and
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Sunday) 115 I.U.(N) 333-4666
Public Information Ofc 131 Davenport House 333-1085
Student Activities Information 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Insect Survey, S.N.H. Surv 287 ^-R-j^."^?3
Institute, Academic Year, Mathematics 221 A.H. 333-2168
(See also Academic Year Institute, Mathematics)
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children 147 Children's Research Centerj ,"...,
(See also Research on Exceptional Children, Institute for)
Institute of Aviation Terminal Bldg., Airport 333-2410
(See also Aviation, Institute of)
Institute of Communications Research 1207 \V. Orgeon, U. 333-1549
(See also Communications Research, Institute of)
Institute of Government and Public Affairs 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
(See also Government and Public Affairs, Institute of)
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations 333-1482
(See also Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of)
Institute, Police Training 359 Armory 333-2337
(See also Police Training Institute)
Institution Management Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Institutional Research, University Bureau of:
Director Gustav J. Froehlich, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
Ofc Diana R. Bravman, 240 Illini Tower 333-3851
Associate Director Franklin L. Duff, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
Staff Associate Robert C. Carey, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation, Center for:
Director J. Thomas Hastings, 270c Education 333-3770
Adm. Secy Lois M. Williamson, 270d Education 333-3771
Associate Director Robert E. Stake, 270b Education 333-0988
Instructional Resources Ofc:
Director Charles J. Mclntyre, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Secy Susanne Sinnamon, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Course Development Div., Head H. Richard Smock, 205 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3370
Instructional Materials Div., Head Dan L. Isaacs, 405 E.H. 333-3690
College of Education Lab 37 Education 333-0269
Engineering Hall Lab 405 E.H. 333-3690
English Lab 208 E.B. 333-2577
Measurement and Research Div., Head Lawrence M. Aleamoni, 307 E.H. 333-3490
Television Div., Head Robert C. Boston, 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
Instruments and Standards Lab., Engineering (See Measurement Program)
Insurance Ofc:
Manager of Insurance, Employee Benefits James R. Gallivan, Coble Hall 333-3113
Campus Coordinator of Insurance James A. White, Coble Hall 333-3112
Faculty-Staff Benefits Coble Hall 333-3111
Faculty-Staff Health Insurance Claims Coble Hall 333-4736
Student Health Insurance Coble Hall 333-3110
Interfraternity Council 274 I.U.(S) 333-3703
International Affairs, Extension in 103a I.H. 333-1465
International Agricultural Programs:
Director Wilbur D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Secy Hazel S. Brooks, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Assistant Director Earl R. Leng, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
International Comparative Studies, Center for:
Director Joseph B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director Robert E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
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International Education and Research in Accounting, Center for:
Director Vernon K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Secy Fonda Warren, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
International Programs and Studies:
Director George K. Brinegar, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Secy Clarissa B. Barnes, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Associate Directors Harry C. Triandis, 309 Illini Tower 333-1894
Earl R. Leng, 309 Illini Tower 333-6420
Barbara A. Yates, 309 Illini Tower 333-6104
Assistant Director Thomas A. McCowen, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Center for International Comparative Studies:
Director. . . : Joseph B. Casagrande, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Ofc Anita Lipschutz, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Associate Director Robert E. Scott, 301 Illini Tower 333-1994
Chiang Mai-Illinois Cooperation:
Coordinator Clark E. Cunningham, 330 Illini Tower 333-9253
Ofc Clarissa B. Barnes, 309 Illini Tower 333-9253
Graduate and Foreign Admissions:
Associate Director Richard Dremuk, 312 Met. & Min. 333-0999
Assistant Director Charles T. Maxey, 312 Met. & Min. 333-0306
Overseas Projects Ofc.
Director Thomas A. McCowen, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Ofc 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Assistant Directors Thomas H. Hoemeke, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Wilbur D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall, 333-6420
Special Programs for Foreign Visitors:
Director Thomas A. McCowen, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Ofc 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Students Abroad Ofc.
Director Harlan N. Henson, 309 Illini Tower 333-6322
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-6322
Tehran Research Unit — Campus:
Coordinator Bruno Nettl, 330 Illini Tower 333-1977
Assistant Coordinator Thomas H. Hoemeke, 367 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-1977
Tehran Illinois Research Unit:
Director Mehry Ahy, 352 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-1977
Intramural Activities, Division of:
Information:
Pool and Gymnasium Schedules 333-3806
Pool and Gymasium Reservations 333-3268
P.E. Course Information 333-1680
Director David O. Matthews, 170 I.M.P.E. 333-3513
Secy Erlene B. Russell, 170 I.M.P.E. 333-3512
Men's Activities, Supervisor Raymond J. McGuire, 170 I.M.P.E. 333-3511
Secy Barbara Hein, 172 I.M.P.E. 333-3510
Women's Activities, Supervisor Helen Jamison, 172 I.M.P.E. 333-3510
Co-Recreational Activities, Supervisor Jesse A. Clements, 172 I.M.P.E. 333-3510
Officials, Supervisor Jesse A. Clements, 172 I.M.P.E. 333-3510
Faculty/Staff Competitive Sports David O. Matthews, 170 I.M.P.E. 333-3513
Inventory Supervisor, Bus. Affairs Ofc Charles J. Culver, 245 Adm. 333-0786
Ionospheric Research Lab 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Geophysical Observatory 333-0023
Field Station Danville 446-7616
Italian 4080 F.L.B. 333-3391
James Scholars Center (See University Honors Programs)
Janitor Service 333-0340
Journalism:
Head of Dept Jay W. Jensen, 120a G.H. 333-0709
Ofc 119 G.H. 333-0709
Journals:
American Journal of Psychology, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Assistant Editor Sharon Ferguson, 434 Psych. Bldg. 333-3504
Animal Behavior, Editor Jerry Hirsch, 627 Psych. Bldg. 333-0373
Assistant Editor Edwin M. Banks, 383 Morrill Hall 333-4884
Business Communication George H. Douglas, 317b D.K.H. 333-2960
Comparative Literature Studies, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor A. Owen Aldridge, 2070 F.L.B. 333-0830
Educational Theory Barbara Bergan, 117 Com. Annex 333-3003
Illinois Journal of Mathematics, Technical Editor Carol Ash, 306 A.H. 333-3410
Ofc Carolyn J. Bloemker, 306 A.H. 333-3410
Editors Mary-Elizabeth Hamstrom, 327 Coble Hall 333-4797
Mahlon M. Day, 305 A.H. 333-1448
John H. Walter, 308 A.H. 333-2341
International Journal of Accounting, Editor
Vernon K. Zimmerman, 320 Commerce(W) 333-4545
Journal of Aesthetic Education, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Editor Ralph A. Smith, 288b Education 333-6584
Journal of American Statistical Association, Editor Robert Ferber, 411 D.K.H. 333-4273
Asst. to Editor
Susan S. Meir, 4075d Behavioral Sciences Bldg., Chicago Circle Campus 996-5300
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, Bus. Ofc 100 U.P. 333-0950
Board of Editors Jack Stillinger, 107 E.B. 333-3989
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Journals (continued):
Law Forum 127 Law 333-6756
Associate Editor Zelda Derber, 125 Law 333-0104
Library Trends, Bus. Ofc 100 U. P. 333-0950
Managing Editor Herbert Goldhor, 329 Lib. 333-3280
Assistant to Editor Barbara DiNovo, 215 Armory 333-1359
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business V Lewis Bassie, 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Radio Science:
Ofc Belva Edwards, 312 E.E.R.L. 333-4151
Editor Sidney A. Bowhill, 312d E.E.R.L. 333-4150
Copy Editor William H. Schmidt, 312e E.E.R.L. 333-6268
Slavic and East European Journal, Editor Frank Y. Gladney, 2142 F.L.B. 333-1204
Key Inventory P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4916
Krannert Art Museum:
Director Allen S. Weller, 14 K.A.M. 333-6818
Associate Director Muriel B. Christison, 171 K.A.M. 333-1860
Assistant Curator Nada C. Conway, 169 K.A.M. 333-1861
Registrar Patricia R. Hausman, 163 K.A.M. 333-1860
Business Secy Marv B. DeLong, 163 K.A.M. 333-1861
Preparator James W. Sowers, 72 K.A.M. 333-2078
Assistant Preparator James Ducey, 74 K.A.M. 333-2078
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts:
Director K.C.P. A. 333-6720
Assistant Director for Bus. Affairs Walter F. Manske, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Building Superintendent William F. Nash, K.C.P.A. 333-6702
Costume Designer Susan Benson, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Costume Shop Manager Micheal Gibbons, K.C.P.A. 333-2703
Kabuki Theatre Director Shozo Sato, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Lighting Director Ray Caton, K.C.P.A. 333-6709
Production Manager Gordon B. Smith, K.C.P.A. 333-6402
Promotion and Publicity Manager Jerry G. Tessin, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Space Administrator Richard M. McKinzie, K.C.P.A. 333-6700
Specialist in Audio Services Jaap K. Spek, K.C.P.A. 333-6709
Technical Director 333-6402
Tickets, Krannert Center Box Office, Manager Paul J. Bunting, K.C.P.A. 333-6280
Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of:
Information 333-1482
Director Melvin Rothbaum, 249 L.I.R. 333-1480
Secy Mary L. Murray, 247 L.I.R. 333-1480
Assistant to the Director Marion S. Holshouser, 205 L.I.R. 333-1534
Admission Ofc Phyllis J. Sloat, 247 L.I.R. 333-1534
Chairman Walter H. Franke, 219 L.I.R. 333-2388
Clerical Ofc, Supervisor Anice J. Birge, 223 L.I.R. 333-2386
Editorial Ofc, Editor Dorothy M. Wetzel, 125 L.I.R. 333-1488
Extension Services, Ofc Linda L. Drummond, 247 L.I.R. 333-0980
Labor Coordinator Phillips L. Garman, 243 L.I.R. 333-0980
Acting Management Coordinator Richard M. Mannweiler, 211 L.I.R. 333-0981
Chicago Labor Programs Coordinator
..Stanley Rosen, 1315 Science and Engineering Bldg., Chicago Circle Campus 996-2623
Library Margaret Chaplan, 147 L.I.R. 333-2380
Placement Marion S. Holshouser, 205 L.I.R. 333-1534
Research Assistants and Fellows 333-0984
Laboratory Animal Care:
Director W. Morgan Newton, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Secy Elizabeth Blundy, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Program Adm. Assistant Thomas R. Wainwright, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Coordinator Joseph E. Hacker III, 241 V.M. 333-2564
Landscape Architecture:
Head of Dept Robert B. Riley, 205 Mumford Hall 333-0175
Ofc Donna R. Schultz, 205 Mumford Hall 333-0176
Library Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Placement Ofc Richard L. Holaday, 201 Mumford Hall 333-0177
Landscape Design, Agriculture William R. Nelson, Jr., 200 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Language Lab.
:
Coordinator M. Keith Mvers, G93 F.L.B. 333-2862
Ofc Elizabeth W. Schultz, G89 F.L.B. 333-2862
Delores Das, G89 F.L.B. 333-1719
Assistant to the Director Robert A. Ariew, G70E F.L.B. 333-1719
Technical Services James R. Payne III, G89A F.L.B. 333-1719
Supervisor of Audio Laboratory Rachel D. Manwell, G89 F.L.B. 333-1719
Large Animal Clinic, Vet. Med 333-2000
Latin 4072 F.L.B. 333-1008
Latin American Studies Center:
Director Merlin H. Forster, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Ofc Dorothy Osborne, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Associate Director Carl W. Deal, 1208 W. California, U. 333-3182
Law, College of:
Dean John E. Cribbet, 209 Law 333-0930
Secy Rosemary V. Tucker, 209 Law 333-0931
Associate Dean Wayne R. LaFave, 127 Law 333-8713
Assistant Deans Robert G. Brown, 209 Law 333-0932
Donald M. Hartshorn, 209 Law 333-0932
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Ofc. Supervisor Brenda K. Nolan, 209 Law 333-0931
Admissions and Records:
Adm. Secy Marian H. Martin, 111 Law
Chief Clerk C. Margaret Wascher, 1 1 1 Law
Law Forum, Editor 107 Law
Associate Editor Zelda Derber, 125 Law
Library:
Librarian Edward F. Hess, Jr., 104g Law "
Secy 104h Law
Information
Acquisitions M. Kathleen Price, 104a Law
Circulation Desk Steven S. Y. Huang, 104d Law
Documents Sandra M. Meyer, 104k Law
Foreign Law Materials Chin Kim, 104j Law
Reference M. Kathleen Price, 104k Law
Technical Processing Kathryn A. Webster, 104a Law
_
Legal Counsel (See University Counsel's Ofc.)
Levis Faculty Center








Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of:
Student Ofc. (Student Records) Betty B. Smith, 270 L.H. 333-1705
Associate Deans:







Program Development Roger K. Applebee, 294 L.H
Undergraduate Affairs Robert A. Waller, 294 L.H
Assistant Deans:
Harold F. Cahalan, 270 L.H. 333-4923
D. Kim Cox, 270 L.H. 333-6628
Gaylord F. Hatch, 270 L.H. 333-1158
W. Peter Hood, 270 L.H. 333-7494
R. Bruce Hinely, 270 L.H. 333-1703
Assistants:
Alvin G. Klein, 270 L.H. 333-1705
Joan Solaun, 270 L.H. 333-1705
Theresa M. Sullivan, 270 L.H. 333-1705
Assistant to Dean James C. Schroeder, 294 L.H. 333-1704
Honors Program, Executive Secy William R. Feyerharm, 270 L.H. 333-7717
Dean Robert W. Rogers, 294 L.H. 333-1350
Secy Elizabeth Campbell, 294 L.H. 333-1351
Business Manager William A. Klink, 294 L.H. 333-7711
General Curriculum:
Ofc Delores J. Grice, 912 S
Director of General Curriculum,
Assistant Dean of College Patrick L. Miller, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Staff Associate Sara Miles, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Admissions and Records Officer Frances E. Fowler, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Assistants:
Howard M. Bain, 912 S. Fifth, C.
John H. Carpenter, 912 S. Fifth, C.
, Bruce J. Carroll, 912 S. Fifth, C.
David J. Carroll, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Marilyn A. Gass, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Margaret M. Gillman, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Larry D. Huffman, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Gary M. Pavela, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Christy K. Schmidt, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Susan H. Shirley, 912 S. Fifth, C.
Marjorie K. Willensky, 912 S. Fifth, C.
English as a Second Language:
Director Katharine O. Aston, 3070 F.L.B.
Ofc Jacqueline C. Davis, 3070 F.L.B.
Individual Plans of Study:
Acting Director, Assistant Dean
of College Roland W. Holmes, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U.
Staff Associate Pamela T. Eversole, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U.
Staff Assistant Pamela W. Fiorio, Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U.
Ofc Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U.
Unit I
:
Acting Director William M. Plater, Allen Hall
Associate Directors Harold R. Walsh, Allen Hall
Lynn S. Rapin, Allen Hall
Ofc Joyce Bacone, Allen Hall
Library:
University Librarian Lucien W. White, 230 Lib.
Secy Clarabelle Gunning, 230 Lib.
Deloris A. Holiman, 230 Lib.
Adm. Assistant Jerry L. Parsons, 230 Lib.
Associate University Librarian Robert W. Oram, 230 Lib.
Directors:
Personnel Robert F. Delzell, 305 Lib.
Public Services William W. Garton, 301 Lib.





































Acquisition Dept 220a Lib.||||;|J^
Librarian Marilyn M. Satterlee, 220a Lib. 333-1054
Gifts and Exchanges Mary Ann Bowman, 220a Lib. 333-2875
Latin-American Section Carl \V. Deal, lllw Lib. 333-2786
Catalog Dept 264 Lib. 333-3399
Librarian Bettv M. E. Croft, 264 Lib. 333-3285
Card Division Doris A. Osterbur, 246a Lib. 333-2348
Circulation Dept 203 Lib. 333-2934
Librarian Jean H. Seyfarth, 203 Lib. 333-2079
Assistant Circulation Librarian, Bookstacks Wendell A. Barbour, 203 Lib. 333-0313
Assistant Circulation Librarian, Circulation Desk Stella F. Mosborg, 203 Lib. 333-2934
Extramural Loans 231 Lib. 333-3999
Illinois Interlibrary Lending Elaine M. Albright, 405 Lib. 333-1958
Interlibrary Lending Robert \V. Kidder, 203 Lib. 333-3773
Departmental Libraries:
Agriculture Nancy L. Davis, 226 Mumford Hall 333-2416
Architecture Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
Biologv Elisabeth B. Davis, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Chemistry Ruth T. Power, 257 N.L. 333-3737
City Planning Marv A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Classics S'uzanne M. Griffiths, 419a Lib. 333-1124
Commerce Esther M. Clausen, 101 Lib. 333-3619
Communications Eleanor Blum, 122 G.H. 333-2216
Education and Social Sciences John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Engineering Leonard Coburn, 221 E.H. 333-3576
English Eva F. Benton, 321 Lib. 333-2220
Geological Survey Mary P. Krick, 469 N.R. 189-252
Geology Harriet W. Smith, 223 X.H. 333-1266
History and Philosophy Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Home Economics Barbara C. Sergent, 314 Bevier Hall 333-0748
Illini Union Browsing Room Anne S. Martel, 133 I.U. 333-2475
Illinois Historical Survey la Lib. 333-1777
Labor and Industrial Relations Margaret A. Chaplan, 145 L.I.R. 333-2380
Landscape Architecture Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Law Edward H. Hess, Jr., 104 Law 333-2914
General Information 104 Law 333-2914
Library Science Kathleen Draper, 308 Lib. 333-3805
Map and Geography 418b Lib. 333-0827
Mathematics Nancy D. Anderson, 216 A.H. 333-0258
Modern Languages Carl L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
Music William M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H. 333-6161
Natural History Survey Doris F. Dodds, 196 N.R. 333-3240
Newspaper Charles B. Elston, 1 Lib. 333-1509
Philosophy Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Physical Education M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib. 333-3615
Physics Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 Phvsics Bldg. 333-2101
Political Science John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Psychology John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Rare Book Room N. Frederick Nash, 346 Lib. 333-3777
Social Work John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Sociology John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Undergraduate Jan E. Seifert, U.L. 333-1031
University Archives Maynard J. Brichford, 19 Lib. 333-0798
University High School Joan E. Van Nord, 201 U.H.S. 333-1589
Urban Planning (See City Planning and Landscape Architecture)
Veterinary Medicine Joan T. Hicks, 250 V.M. 333-2193
Photographic Services John K. Aikin, 44 Lib. 333-3569
Reference Dept 200 Lib. 333-2290
Librarian Martha Landis, 200 Lib. 333-2291
Card Catalog Information 203 Lib. 333-3258
Periodical Section 200 Lib. 333-1900
Serials Dept 220s Lib. 333-4164
Librarian William H. Huff, 220s Lib. 333-4163
Serials Acquisitions 220s Lib. 333-4164
Librarian Norman B. Brown, 220s Lib. 333-4118
Serials Cataloging 220s Lib. 333-3856
Serials Records 220s Lib. 333-0252
Binding Div 12 Lib. 333-1997
Librarian William T. Henderson, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Book Repair Carolyn Gammon, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Marking Phyllis Kellev, 12 Lib. 333-1997
Documents Div John M. Littlewood, 220d Lib. 333-3441
Shipping and Receiving Room Charles K. Gifford, 22 Lib. 333-1113
Special Languages Dept 225 Lib. 333-1349
Librarian Laurence H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Far Eastern Library Ernst Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
Slavic Cataloging Section Dmvtro M. Shtohrvn, 225 Lib. 333-1340
South and West Asian Library Narindar K. Aggarwal, 225b Lib. 333-2492
Library Research Center Lucille M. Wert, 220 Armory 333-1980
Library Science, Graduate School of:
Director Herbert Goldhor, 329 Lib. 333-3280
Assistant Director Robert E. Brown, 329 Lib. 333-3281
Adm. Assistant Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
General Ofc 329 Lib. 333-3281
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Library Kathleen Draper, 308 Lib. 333-3804
Library Research Center Lucille M. Wert, 220 Armory 333-1980
Placement Ofc Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
Life Sciences, School of:
Acting Director Joseph R. Larsen, 387 Morrill Hall 333-0835
Ofc Nan Brown, 387 Morrill Hall 333-3044
Assistant Director for Academic Affairs Helen E. Hess, 395 Morrill Hall 333-8208
Assistant Director for Business Affairs Paul F. Mortensen, 391 Morrill Hall 333-3047
Accounting and Purchasing Rafael B. Rivera, 297 Morrill Hall 333-3046
Building Operations Mike Blair, 391 Morrill Hall 333-2224
Biology, Executive Officer David L. Nanney, 481 Morrill Hall 333-2308
Biology Advising and Student Records Lee Mawicke, 393 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Biology Teacher Education Programs Ava Bishop, 393 Morrill Hall 333-6287
Biology Library Elisabeth Davis, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
Biology Shop A. Stewart Wilson, 59 Burrill Hall 333-0609
Biology Instrument Labs Francis Dilley, 359 Burrill Hall 333-2288
Scientific Artist Alice Prickett, 341 N.H. 333-2448
Botany:
Head of Dept John B. Hanson, 289 Morrill Hall 333-3260
Ofc Evelyn V. Menges, 289 Morrill Hall 333-3261
Botany Annex Greenhouse 1209 W. Springfield, U. 333-3828
Herbarium, Curator Willard W. Payne, 350 N.H. 333-2522
Honors Adviser Fakhri A. Bazzaz, 139 Morrill Hall 333-6177
North Greenhouse 333-3058
Entomology:
Head of Dept Joseph R. Larsen, 318c Morrill Hall 333-2910
Ofc Ruth A. Plymire, 320 Morrill Hall 333-2910
Microbiology:
Head of Dept Ralph D. DeMoss, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
Ofc Dorothy A. Retzolk, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
Honors Adviser Samuel Kaplan, 164 Burrill Hall 333-2044
Natural History Museum:
Director Donald F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Assistant to the Director Dorothy M. Smith, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits Harry C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
Physiology and Biophysics:
Head of Dept William W. Sleator, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1734
Ofc Phyllis Mannering, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1735
Financial Records Edythe Davis, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1733
Honors Adviser Robert E. Johnson, 524 Burrill Hall 333-1735
Biophysics Gordon L. Jendrasiak, 300a N.L. 333-2582
Ofc Darlene Bouck, 300a N.L. 333-1630
University Electron Microscope Facility:
Acting Director Roderick MacLeod, 84a Bevier Hall 333-0127
Ofc Olive Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Zoology:
Head of Dept Robert L. Metcalf, 515 Morrill Hall 333-3431
Adm. Assistant Charles M. Flewelling, 515 Morrill Hall 333-3431
Ofc 515 Morrill Hall 333-3431
Graduate Affairs 333-3430
Financial Records 333-3430
Vivarium Office 202a Vivarium 333-1631
Honors Adviser Edward H. Brown, 439 Morrill Hall 333-4944
Animal Care Supervisor Merle L. Harris, 71 Morrill Hall 333-6864
Shop Gus Kosowski, 3 Vivarium 333-2355
Storeroom Robert W. Hinton, 329 N.H. 333-2329
Lincoln Avenue Residence (University Residence Hall) 333-0200
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Linguistics
:
Head of Dept Braj B. Kachru, 4088b F.L.B. 333-3563
Ofc A. Sue Dennis, 4088 F.L.B. 333-4166
Assistant to Head of Dept Josephine L. Wilcock, 4098 F.L.B. 333-1433
Dardic Language Project Braj B. Kachru, 3148 F.L.B. 333-7129
Graduate Admissions Josephine L. Wilcock, 4098 F.L.B. 333-1433
Library Han Sohn, 4092 F.L.B. 333-2630
Phonetics Lab Chin-W. Kim, G88b F.L.B. 333-2630
Livestock Extension Harry G. Russell, 326 Mumford Hall 333-0013
Long-Range Planning and Analysis, University Office of:
Director Peter J. Czajkowski, 208 Illini Tower 333-1167
Secy Cheryl A. Kopmann, 208 Illini Tower 333-1 167
Lost and Found (open 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through Friday) ... 115 I.U.(N) 333-1629
Lundgren Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Mail, Campus Clarence N. Taylor, 74 Adm. 333-2029
Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Mail Readdressing Service, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications
1002 W. Green, U. 333-8175
Management Information Systems, University Office of:
Director Richard L. Mann, 251 Illini Tower 333-0320
Secy Judy A. Strack, 251 Illini Tower 333-0320
Map and Geography Library Robert B. Sperling, 418b Lib. 333-0827
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Marketing, Agricultural:
Farm Supplies R. Joseph Mutti, 309 Mumford Hall
Food Merchandising George M. England, 300c Mumford Hall
Fruits and Vegetables Ross M. Kelly, 300a Mumford Hall
Grain Leslie F. Stice, 421 Mumford Hall
Livestock M. Brice Kirtley, 431 Mumford Hall
Milk James W. Gruebele, 433 Mumford Hall
Poultry James R. Roush, 304 Mumford Hall
Materials Research Laboratory:
Director Robert J. Maurer, 206 M.R.L.
Secy E. Ann Wells, 202 M.R.L.
Business Manager John K. Stanley, 201 M.R.L.
Purchasing Services Clyde A. Burkhead, 264 M.R.L.
Storeroom Carroll L. Sarver, 190n M.R.L.
Shop Ofc Fred S. Wise, 148b M.R.L.
Mathematics:
Head of Dept Paul T. Bateman, 273 A.H.
Ofc Betty Turner, 273 A.H.
Executive Secy William A. Ferguson, 274 A.H.
Academic Year Institute Wilson M. Zaring, 221 A.H.
Graduate Student Supervisor James W. Armstrong, 263 A.H.
Library Nancy Anderson, 216 A.H.
Undergraduate and Honors Adviser Hiram Paley, 265 A.H.
McKinley Health Center and McKinley Hospital (See Health Service)
Measurement Program (Instruments and Standards Laboratory), Engineering:
Acting Director William O. Risley, 130 N.E.L.
Instrument Repair and Stockroom 130 N.E.L.
Meat Laboratories 149 Davenport Hall
Meat Science John R. Romans, 132 Davenport Hall
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering:
Head of Dept Helmut H. Korst, 148 M.E.B.
Ofc Delitha F. Feltz, 144 M.E.B.
Associate Head of Dept James W. Bayne, 154 M.E.B.
Registration Information Margaret E. Walden, 152 M.E.B.
Alumni Secy Ross P. Strout, 104 M.E.L.
Business Ofc George E. Morris, 142 M.E.B.
Instrument Room Marion F. Sadorus, 106 M.E.L.
Inventory Clerk David H. McKinney, 102 M.E.L.
Laboratories
:
Dynamics Frederick G. Turpin, 358 M.E.B.
Electronics Shop Joseph L. Link, 65 M.E.B.
Foundry James L. Leach, 112 Foundry
Heat Transfer Bei T. Chao, 35 M.E.B.
Heat Treatment of Metals Joseph E. Greene, 114 M.E.B.
Internal Combustion Engine William L. Hull, 101 M.E.B.
Machine Design Carl S. Larson, 362 M.E.B.
Machine Tool Kenneth J. Trigger, 217 M.E.B.
Ergonomics Research Bruce A. Hertig, 119 M.E.L.
Power Eugene F. Hebrank, 208 M.E.L.
Thermodynamics Shao L. Soo, 51 M.E.B.
Machine Shops:
Automotive William L. Hull, 102 M.E.B.
Machine Tool 217 M.E.B.
Power Lab 110 M.E.L.
Publications Ofc June W. Kempka, 43 M.E.B.
Receiving Ofc Marion F. Sadorus, 106 M.E.L.
Medicine, College of— Basic Medical Sciences, School of:
Dean Daniel K. Bloomfield, 1205 W. California, U.
Adm. Secy Ellen L. Rhode, 1205 W. California, U
Associate Dean John D. Anderson, 1205 W. California, U.
Assistant Dean Thomas E. Gamble, 1205 W. California, U.
Curriculum William E. Sorlie, 1205 W. California, U.
Allied Health Lois Langdon, 1206 W. California, U.
Metallurgy and Mining Engineering:
Head of Dept Charles A. Wert, 201 M.M.B.
Adm. Secy Marion M. Huber, 201 M.M.B.
Dept. Business Ofc Jerry A. Fisk, 203 M.M.B.
Machine Shop 150 M.M.B.
Receiving Room 216 M.M.B.
Microbiology (See Life Sciences, School of)
Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activities, Inc.:
Treasurer Sidney M. Stafford, 104 Coble Hall
Ofc Eva C. Rosenfield, 104 Coble Hall
Accountant 104 Coble Hall
Military Education Council (Armed Forces ROTC):
Acting Chairman James E. Stallnieyer, 2118 C.E.B.








































































Air Force Aerospace Studies (Air Force ROTC) 232 Armory 333-1927
Military Science (Army ROTC) Ill Armory 333-1550
Naval Science (Naval ROTC) 239 Armory 333-1062
Military Science:
Professor of Military Science Col. Thomas R. Woodley, 107 Armory 333-0125
Executive Officer Lt. Col. John M. Tanner, 110 Armory 333-1551
Secy Mary E. Beach, 110 Armory 333-1551
Sergeant Major MSG Charles E. Petrie, 111 Armory 333-1550
Cadet Administration Elfrieda V. Staley, 113 Armory 333-3418
Miller, George A., University Lecture Committee, Information 912 W. Illinois, U. 333-6138
Mineral Beneficiation, State Geol. Surv Henry P. Ehrlinger, 366 N.R. 189-291
Mineral Economics, State Geol. Surv Hubert E. Risser, 200 N.R. 189-264
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm Dennis M. Woods, S. Fourth, C. 333-2223
Motion Picture Production Center 501 S. Wright, C.j^^^gs
Director of Center James VV. Hall, 501 S. Wright, C.j^3-0279
Motorcycle Registration 507 E. Daniel, C. 333-3530
Museums:
Art (Krannert), Director Allen S. Weller, 14 K.A.M. 333-6818
Associate Director Muriel B. Christison, 169 K.A.M. 333-1860
Natural History, Director Donald F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Exhibits Harry C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
World Heritage, Director Oscar H. Dodson, 484 L.H. 333-2360
Music Education 3038 Music Bldg. 333-3565
Music, Extension in 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1580
Music, School of:
Information Connie F. Versema, 2134 Music Bldg. 333-2620
Director L. Thomas Fredrickson, 3054 Music Bldg. 333-2620
Secy Carolyn Dodd, 3050 Music Bldg. 333-2620
Assistant Directors Robert E. Gray, 3058 Music Bldg. 333-2620
A. Morris Carter, 3034 Music Bldg. 333-2620
Paul S. Pettinga, 3058 Music Bldg. 333-2620
Choral Ofc Darlene Ash, 4-133 K.C.P.A. 333-3206
Extension in Music Theory Annex 333-1581
Graduate Records Paula Miebach, 3046 Music Bldg. 333-1712
Library 220 S.M.H. 333-1173
Librarian William M. McClellan, 220 S.M.H. 333-6161
Record Room 295 U.L. 333-2713
Music Education 3038 Music Bldg. 333-3565
Opera Ofc 2-139 K.C.P.A. 333-3254
Orchestra Ofc 2-123 K.C.P.A. 333-3208
Recording Facilities 1042 Music Bldg. 333-1 137
Natural Areas, Committee on S. Charles Kendeigh, 104 Vivarium 333-1632
Natural History Museum:
Director Donald F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Assistant to Director Dorothy M. Smith, 435 N.H. 333-6438
438 N.H. 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits Harry C. Henriksen, 320 N.H. 333-1149
438 N.H. 333-2517
Museum Ofc Arlene Webb, 438 N.H. 333-2517
Natural History Survey (See State Natural History Survey)
Naval Research Ofc.
Resident Representative James P. Cathey, 605 S. Goodwin, U. 333-2430
Secy Joan M. Casteel, 605 S. Goodwin, U. 333-2430
Naval ROTC (See Naval Science)
Naval Science:
Head of Dept Captain Christopher Withers, 236 Armory 333-1061
Ofc Georgia Kadenko, 239 Armory 333-1062
Executive Officer Commander Leonard H. Nettnin, 238 Armory 333-1061
Marine Officer Instructor Maj. Robert L. Vogt, 236b Armory 333-1062
Storekeeper SKC Richard N. Cressey, 236c Armory 333-1062
Yeoman YNC David M. L. Alchin, 239 Armory 333-1062
Neuron Activation Analysis, State Geol. Surv Rodney R. Ruch, 322 N.R. 189-229
Newspaper Library Charles B. Elstoti, 1 Lib. 333-1509
Noble Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Nonacademic Personnel, University Ofc.
Director Oscar S. Smith, 302 Illini Tower 333-2590
Secy Janet Hall, 302 Illini Tower 333-2590
Assistants to Director 302 Illini Tower 333-2789
Leonard J. Gordon, 302 Illini Tower 333-2538
Edward S. Sawtelle, 302 Illini Tower 333-4915
Personnel Officers Hilary W. Moore, 302 Illini Tower 333-2585
Karen L. White, 302 Illini Tower 333-2585
Adm. Assistant Jean Somers, 302 Illini Tower 333-2788
See Personnel Services Ofc. for nonacademic campus employment.
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North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools:
Chairman, Illinois State Committee on Secondary Schools
John S. Kemp, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Secy M. Aileen Wyninger, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Chairman Jerry L. Loyet, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Nuclear Engineering:
Chairman of Program Marvin E. Wyman, 216 N.E.L. 333-2295
Ofc Patricia A. Roosevelt, 214 N.E.L. 333-2295
Graduate Appointments VaLera P. Leemon, 214 N.E.L. 333-2295
Business Ofc Carol M. Mathis, 212 N.E.L. 333-2264
Leonard S. Peterson, 212 N.E.L. 333-2264
Nuclear Reactor Lab Gerald P. fieckj^-0866
Nutrition:
Animal Donald E. Becker, 328 Mumford Hall 333-1045
Dairy Carl L. Davis, 315 A.S.L. 333-1836
Food Science Harold H. Draper, 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Home Economics Esther L. Brown, 343 Bevier Hall 333-1659
Nutritional Biochemistry Richard M. Forbes, 120 A.S.L. 333-3130
Nutritional Sciences Harold H. Draper, 437 Bevier Hall 333-2527
Observatory 333-3090
Occupational Therapy Virginia Dunn, 1115 W. Oregon, U. 333-7780
Office Machine Repair, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc 223 Adm. 333-3590
Office Supply Storeroom, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Oglesby Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-0840
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Oil and Gas Research, State Geol. Surv Donald C. Bond, 238 N.R. 189-242
Ombudsman William K. Williams, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Ofc Patricia L. Phillips, 322 I.U. 333-1345
Operation and Maintenance Division:
Director Leonard G. Hernecheck, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2500
Secy Mary A. Mason, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2501
Assistant to Director Edward A. Cousins, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1417
Files and Personnel Records Beverly J. Brownfield, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2368
Accounting Section:
Accountants Clyde B. Roberts, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1469
John C. Ambrose, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4909
Lloyd C. Lain, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1287
Keys P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4916
Payrolls Edith J. McBride, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-6480
Operations and Building Maintenance,
Superintendent J. Curtis Gabbard, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-3295
Building Maintenance:
Structural Engineer Leo A. Corby, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-3830
Supervisor of Building Craftsmen George L. Purcell, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1090
Assistant Mechanical Engineer Clarence E. Gotschall, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2334
Junior Mechanical Engineer William C. Lane, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2334
Electrical Engineer Robert L. Smith, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4159
Mechanical Construction Supt James R. Metcalf, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-2867
Engineering Technician II Richard S. Levine, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-7089
Project Engineer William D. Greenwood, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4158
Building Inspectors Donald S. Charlton, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-6574
Robert W. Jacobson, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4116
Joseph G. Peters, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1 188
Department Job Orders 333-0343
Light Bulb Replacement 333-0340
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs 333-0340
Operations:
Superintendent of Building Services Jack T. Harroun, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1491
Supervisor of Building Services Willard T. Garrison, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1492
Civil Engineer James H. Trail, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4122
University Car Pool Orrie L. Fairchild, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-3910
Auto Reservations 333-3910
Horticulturist Bruce L. Johnson, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-0828
Janitor Service, Truck Service, and Grounds Maintenance 333-0340
Project Engineer Ormal E. Witte, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-0828
Public Functions Harold I. Haugaard, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1490
Harry L. Thrush, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-6417
Universitv Mail Office 74 Administration 333-2029
Projection Service 333-0340
Routing Office James E. Russell, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-0344
Department Job Orders 333-0343
Repair and Truck Service 333-0340
Fire Service Jack T. Harroun, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1491
Storeroom:
Ofc P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1150
Chief Clerk James C. Fisher, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1150
Stores Supervisor Don L. Wolf, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1150
Electrical and Metal Supplies P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4332
Hardware, Plumbing, and Industrial Supplies P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4333
Janitorial, Paint, Grounds and Lumber Supplies P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4330
Receiving P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4334
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Utilities, Superintendent George P. Porter, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-3437
Abbott Power Plant, Power Plant Mech. Engr Theodore A. Bradbury 333-0723
Ofc 333-2082
Operator's Desk 333-1923
Drafting Louis G. Lariviere, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-0923
Electrical Distribution:
Electrical Engineers William W. Hinshaw, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1584
Robert C. Murdock, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1364
Jobie D. Spencer, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1430
Estimates William W. Hinshaw, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1584
Robert C. Murdock, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1364
Thomas C. Smith, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-0785
Robert W. French, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1554
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning:
Mechanical Engineers William H. Lawyer, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4117
John L. Hoffman, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4469
Norman W. Reinbold, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-9837
Mechanical Construction Superintendents David W. Trewin, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-3267
John L. Hoffman, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-4469
Water Distribution & Surveying, Civil Engineer. .Wm. E. Folts, P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1095
Pest Control and Fumigation 333-0340
Water Supply and Treatment 333-1095
Ornamental Horticulture Jack B. Gartner, 100 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Overseas Projects Ofc:
Director Thomas A. McCowen, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Ofc 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Assistant Directors Thomas H. Hoemeke, 367 Illini Tower 333-1990
Wilbur D. Buddemeier, 113 Mumford Hall 333-6420
Ozark Air Lines, Airport Ofc 359-5271
Reservations 352-5291
Painting, Graduate Jerome A. Savage, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Jerome A. Savage, 26 E. Springfield, C. 333-2764
Undergraduate Glenn R. Bradshaw, 136 F.A.B. 333-0634
Panhellenic 274 I.U.(S) 333-3742
Parking and Transportation:
Director Joseph E. Blaze, 507 E. Daniel 333-7216
Secy Sandra Roberts, 507 E. Daniel 333-7217
Payroll, Campus Office of Business Affairs:
Manager of Payroll Services John C. Mahaffey, 128 Adm. 333-2443
Assistant Manager C. McNeill Taylor, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Academic Staff Wanda Suits, 125 Adm. 333-2190
Assistants and Fellows (A through K) Mary Houk, 100b Adm. 333-6520
(L through Z) Helen J. Polk, 100b Adm. 333-6520
Nonacademic Betty Cekander, 100b Adm. 333-2182
Students, Miscellaneous Hourly Mary Crowley, 100b Adm. 333-2183
Voluntary Deductions Carol Smith, 125 Adm. 333-2191
Check Delivery and Address Changes Ralph Spencer, 132 Adm. 333-8851
Personnel Services Ofc:
Information 333-2139
Director Toby Y. Kahr, P.S.B. 333-3101
Secy Susan R. Parker, P.S.B. 333-3101
Associate Director Earl W. Faught, P.S.B. 333-3105
Administration and Records, Supervisor Grace M. Gifford, P.S.B. 333-2143
Chief Clerks Patricia J. Fifer, P.S.B. 333-2142
Doris K. Wylie, P.S.B. 333-2145
Classification and Salary Administration, Supervisor Karen D. Krueger, P.S.B. 333-4417
Personnel Assistant Virginia M. Anderson, P.S.B. 333-2432
Personnel Officers Robert L. Hartman, P.S.B. 333-2432
Paul S. Hursey, P.S.B. 333-2136
Ron E. Berkman, P.S.B. 333-2136
Employment Services, Supervisor Donald W. Swift, P.S.B. 333-3109
Personnel Officers, Clerical Anne C. Daley, P.S.B. 333-2137
Service Irene K. Dorsey, P.S.B. 333-2137
Technical, Professional John Stevenson, P.S.B. 333-2138
Employee Relations and Training, Supervisor James W. McCreedy, P.S.B. 333-8341
Personnel Officers Allen G. Dries, P.S.B. 333-6110
William D. Meier, P.S.B. 333-6110
Barbara J. Gay, P.S.B. 333-6110
Testing, Supervisor Beryl L. Freund, P.S.B. 333-0199
Visiting Nurse Lola G. Myers, P.S.B. 333-4395
Pest Control Service 333-0340
Petroleum Engineering, State Geol. Surv Richard F. Mast, 425a N.R. 189-295
Philosophy:
Chairman of Dept James D. Wallace, 105 G.H. 333-2889
Ofc Marjorie Beasley, 105 G.H. 333-2890
Vice-Chairman of Dept Frank W. Neely, 105G G.H. 333-0253
Honors Adviser Louis Werner, 1051 G.H. 333-6626
Library Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib. 333-1091
Photoelastic Research Charles E. Taylor, 300 T.L. 333-2659
Photogrammetry and Geodesy Houssam K. Karara, 3122 C.E.B. 333-4311
Photogrammetric and Geodetic Research 205 Woodshop 333-2436
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Photographic Service 713 S. Wright, C. 333-4677
To secure photographer 333-7832
Physical Education:
Information:
Pool and Gymnasiums 333-3268
Physical Activity Courses (PE 100-149) 333-1680
Professional Preparation Courses (PE 150 and above) 333-0470
Graduate Courses (PE 300 and above) 333-2460
Head of Dept., Executive Officer
of Graduate Program Rollin G. Wright, 120 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Assistant Head of Dept Jack E. Razor, 121 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Adm. Assistant James E. Hunter, 121 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Secy Jean Ellis, 120 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Evelyn McClellan, 120 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Physical Activity Program, Director Flo Grebner, 180 I.M.P.E. 333-1680
Assistant to Director Gary Wieneke, 180 I.M.P.E. 333-1680
Secy Frances Hoffman, 180 I.M.P.E. 333-1680
Patricia Mabley, 180 I.M.P.E. 333-1680
Professional Preparation Program, Director Phyllis Hill, 117 Freer Gym. 333-0470
Undergraduate Advisers:
Freshmen Thomas E. Flanigan, 129 Freer Gym. 333-6866
Karol Kahrs, 112 Freer Gym. 333-3672
Nancy K. Parker, 129 Freer Gvm. 333-6866
John D. Smith, 112 Freer Gym. 333-3672
Sophomores William J. Considine, 131 Freer Gym. 333-7009
Nell C. Jackson, 131 Freer Gym. 333-7009
Juniors James E. Bell, 128 Freer Gym. 333-9136
Joanna Davenport, 128 Freer Gym. 333-9136
Seniors 126 Freer Gym. 333-3357
Jo Mancuso, 126 Freer Gym. 333-3357
Secy Nancy K. Slaton, 117 Freer Gym. 333-0470
Eileen Johnson, 117 Freer Gym. 333-0470
Biomechanics Laboratory, Director Charles Dillman, 400 Huff Gym. 333-3682
Exercise Therapy Clinic, Director Robert E. Shelton, 106 M.O.G. Annex 333-3347
Secy Ann Fottler, 106 M.O.G. Annex 333-3347
Human Movement Research Lab., Director Marjorie Souder, 461 Freer Gym. 333-3906
Measurement and Evaluation Lab., Director ... .Richard H. Pohndorf, 300 Huff Gym. 333-2808
Oral History Research Ofc Marianna Trekell, 155 Freer Gym. 333-3765
Physical Fitness Institute, Director Thomas K. Cureton, 141 Armory 333-1730
Physical Fitness Research Lab., Director Benjamin H. Massey, 213 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Assistant Director Richard Boileau, 228 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Medical Technician Jeanne O'Connor, 305 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Research Engineer Ralph Geeseman, 305 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Secy Dorothy Sullivan, 213 Huff Gym. 333-1103
Sports Psychology Research Lab., Director Alfred W. Hubbard, 300 Huff Gym. 333-2808
Women's Extramural Sports Assoc Mary Ann Bender, 127 Freer Gym. 333-6508
Physical Education, College of:
Dean King J. McCristal, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2131
Secy Diana Mitchell, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2131
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Asbury C. Moore, 106 Huff Gym. 333-2129
Associate Dean for Facilities Roy J. Keller, 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
Assistant Dean for Informal Recreation Donald E. Arnold, 119 I.M.P.E. 333-3806
Graduate Records 121 Huff Gym. 333-2460
Library M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib. 333-3615
Supply Room Clarence F. Hale, 95 Huff Gvm. 333-3118
Stanley A. Chapman, 109 Old Gym. 333-3956
Swimming Pools and Gymnasiums Schedules 119 I.M.P.E. 333-3806
Life Guard Service, Supervisor Thomas F. Krizan, G-30a I.M.P.E. 333-8017
Undergraduate Student Records Connie Kroll, 107 Huff Gym. 333-2130
See also departmental listings.
Physical Plant Planning and Construction (See Capital Programs, Office for)
Physics:
Head of Dept Ralph O. Simmons, 209 Physics Bldg. 333-3760
Associate Heads of Dept Ernest M. Lyman, 215b Physics Bldg. 333-4354
James H. Smith, 215a Physics Bldg. 333-4227
Adm. Aide Bess G. Matteson, 212a Physics Bldg. 333-3761
Graduate Student Appointments Roxanne Daley, 215 Physics Bldg. 333-3645
Business Manager James L. Pence, 205 Physics Bldg. 333-0570
Purchasing Services Harry C. Gersbaugh, 203 Physics Bldg. 333-0572
Library Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 Physics Bldg. 333-2101
Physics Research Lab 209 Physics Res. Lab. 333-3190
Physics 100-level Courses Ofc Ruth I. Large, 233 Physics Bldg. 333-4361
Radiation Hazards Health Physicist Jerome J. Steerman, 61 Physics Bldg. 333-3013
If no answer, call 333-1591
Shop and Drafting Services Fred S. Wise, 104a Physics Bldg. 333-1376
Undergraduate Records Doris A. Davis, 231 Physics Bldg. 333-3114
Physics Research Lab Stadium Dr., C. 333-3190
Physiology and Biophysics (See Life Sciences, School of)
Placement Offices:
Career Development and Placement Ofc.
Director David S. Bechtel, 2 S.S.B. 333-0821
Secy Henrietta E. Izard, 2 S.S.B. 333-2534
Assistant Director Syble E. Henderson, 2 S.S.B. 333-0820
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Specialized Placement Offices:
Agriculture Warren K. Wessels, 104 Mumford Hall 333-3380
Architecture Robert T. Mooney, 115 Arch. 333-1330
Art Eugene C. Wicks, 139b F.A.B. 333-6632
Chemical Sciences Margaret N. Durham, 107 N.L. 333-1050
Commerce and Business Adm John L. Johnson, 101 D.K.H. 333-2840
Communications Arthur E. Strang, 119 G.H. 333-2874
Education Thomas L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Engineering Pauline V. Chapman, 109 E.H. 333-1960
Home Economics Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier Hall 333-3793
Labor and Industrial Relations Marion Holshouser, 205 L.I.R. 333-1534
Landscape Architecture Richard L. Holaday, 210 Mumford Hall 333-0179
Law Donald M. Hartshorn, 209 Law 333-0932
Library Science Helen Knights, 415 Lib. 333-0734
Urban and Regional Planning William 1. Goodman, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Testing (See Testing, Placement)
Planning and Allocation, Ofc. of Associate Vice-President for:
Associate Vice-President Martin L. Zeigler, 248 Illini Tower 333-0404
Secy Betty C. McMullen, 248 Illini Tower 333-0404
Adm. Assistant Charles E. Tucker, Jr., 248 Illini Tower 333-0404
Bureau of Institutional Research, University Ofc. of:
Director Gustav J. Froehlich, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
Secy Diana R. Brayman, 240 Illini Tower 333-3850
Long-Range Planning and Analysis, University Ofc. of:
Director Peter J. Czajkowski, 208 Illini Tower 333-1167
Secy Cheryl A. Kopmann, 208 Illini Tower 333-1167
Management Information Systems, University Ofc. of:
Director Richard L. Mann, 251 Illini Tower 333-0320
Secy Judy A. Strack, 251 Illini Tower 333-0320
Short-Range Planning and Control, University Ofc. of:
Director Stephen F. Jablonsky, 201 Illini Tower 333-0398
Secy Winifred L. Coatney, 201 Illini Tower 333-0398
Special Studies, University Ofc. of:
Director Harlan D. Bareither, 226 Illini Tower 333-6600
Secy Geraldine M. Penninger, 226 Illini Tower 333-6600
Plant Breeding:
Agronomy S-108 T.H. 333-4254
Horticulture Daniel F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Plant Pathology:
Head of Dept Richard E. Ford, 218 Mumford Hall 333-3170
Secy M. Arleah Dix, 218 Mumford Hall 333-3171
Ofc 218 Mumford Hall 333-3172
Plant Pathology, S.N.H. Surv 385 N.R.{^_"^
Plumbing Repairs 333-0340
POLICE (to call the campus police):
Non-Emergency Service 333-1212
Emergency Service 1-1-1
Police Training Institute 359 Armory 333-2337
Polish 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Political Science:
Acting Head of Dept Betty Glad, 361 L.H. 333-3880
Asst. to Head Justine D. Schoeplein, 361 L.H. 333-3881
Ofc Ruth Gartner, 361 L.H. 333-3881
Honors Adviser Stephen A. Douglas, 371 L.H. 333-1144
Library John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Pomology Daniel F. Dayton, 103a Veg. Crops 333-1966
Pools:
Pools and Gymnasiums Schedules 119 I.M.P.E. 333-3806
Supervisor of Aquatics Thomas F. Krizan, G-30a I.M.P.E. 333-8017
Information and Informal Recreation Schedule 117 I.M.P.E. 333-3806
University Life Guard Service G-30a I.M.P.E. 333-8017
Reservations 110 Huff Gym. 333-3268
English Building Pool — Deck 333-3746
Huff Gymnasium Pool— Deck 333-3099
Men's Old Gymnasium Pool — Ofc 333-3064
Freer Gymnasium Pool — Deck 333-7134
I.M.P.E. Indoor Pool — Ofc 333-8073
I.M.P.E. Outdoor Pool — Ofc 333-8073
Portuguese 4080 F.L.B. 333-3391
Postal Stores, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Poultry Donald J. Bray, 324 Mumford Hall 333-3456
Poultry Farm Robert D. Rowland, St. Mary's Rd., U. 333-3439
President's Ofc:
General Ofc 364 Adm. 333-3071
President John E. Corbally Jr., 364 Adm. 333-3070
Executive Assistant to the President George H. Bargh, 364 Adm. 333-3074
Assistant to the President Charles E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
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President's Ofc. (continued):
Administrative Assistant, Legislative Relations
William H. Rice, 136 Davenport House 333-1086
Appointments with the President Margaret R. Selin, 364 Adm. 333-3071
Faculty Letter Editor Lucille Turigliatto, 369 Adm. 333-1562
Faculty Records Thelma I. Radwell, 364 Adm. 333-3075
Secy Frances G. Dickman, 364 Adm. 333-3073
Staff Assistant Shirley B. Pfaller, 364 Adm. 333-3076
Press, University:
Director Miodrag Muntyan, 115 U.P. 333-0952
Secy Harriet P. Stockanes, 100 U.P. 333-0950
Associate Director and Editor Richard L. Wentworth, 124 U.P. 333-0957
Assistant Director, Chicago Circle
Frank O. Williams, 800 Science and Engineering Ofc. Bldg. 996-5080
Assistant Director, Sales Allan L. Steinberg, 101 U.P. 333-0955
Business Manager Elmer M. Edwards, 102a U.P. 333-0950
Editorial Division, Manager Elizabeth G. Dulany, 121 U.P. 333-0957
Art and Design R. Larry Slanker, 119 U.P. 333-0951
Production Mary Ruth Kelley, 119 U.P. 333-0951
Promotion Christie B. Schuetz, 102b U.P. 333-0955
Journals, AJP, JAE Sharon Ferguson, 434 Psych. 333-3504
JEGP Rachel E. Anderson, 121 U.P. 333-0957
Prices and Statistics, Agriculture George G. Judge, 302b Mumford Hall 333-2857
Printing Division, Ofc. of Campus Publications 234 U.P. 333-0428
Processing Elwood F. Olver, 228 Agr. Eng. 333-3010
Projection Service 333-0340
Provost's Ofc. (See University Planning and Resource Allocation, Ofc. of)
Psychological and Counseling Center:
Appointment Desk 206 S.S.B. 333-3705
333-3704
Psychological, Educational, Vocational, and Marriage Counseling 206 S.S.B. 333-3704
Reading and Study Methods Boyd B. Jackson, 219 S.S.B. 333-3707
Testing and Scoring Services 249 S.S.B. 333-3706
Business Ofc 215 S.S.B. 333-3702
Director William M. Gilbert, 213 S.S.B. 333-3700
Secy Margaret Jo Donnelly, 215 S.S.B. 333-3701
Associate Director Thomas N. Ewing, 212 S.S.B. 333-3719
Psychological Clinic 158 C.R.C. 333-0040
Psychology:
Information:
Academic Advising and Current Courses:
Undergraduate John Fiore, 12 Psvch. Bldg. 333-6478
Graduate Marion Lindhjem, 305 Psych. Bldg. 333-2169
Graduate Admissions and Records 305 Psych. Bldg. 333-2169
General Information 308 Psych. Bldg. 333-0631
Experimental Subjects 308 Psych. Bldg. 333-0631
Animal Caretaker 838 Psych. Bldg. 333-4472
Business Ofc Edna Glass, 314 Psych. Bldg. 333-0630
Contracts and Grants Ruth Thornton, 318 Psych. Bldg. 333-0647
Purchase Orders Carol Erickson, 318 Psych. Bldg. 333-0647
Secretarial Services Genevieve Baker, 321 Psych. Bldg. 333-0022
Duplication Services Ruth Brumm, 334 Psych. Bldg. 333-3361
Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics William May, 634 Psych. Bldg. 333-1547
Child Behavior Lab Sidney Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. 333-1369
Children's Center Preschool Nita Eriksen, 79 C.R.C. 333-3996
Computer Programmer Esther Williams, 453 Psych. Bldg. 333-7531
Computer Facilities 453 Psych. Bldg. 333-7815
Acting Head of Dept Joseph E. McGrath, 315a Psych. Bldg. 333-0632
Secy 315 Psych. Bldg. 333-0632
Acting Associate Head of Dept Constantine Trahiotis, 323 Psych. Bldg. 333-4198
Psychological Clinic Warren Steinman, 188 C.R.C. 333-6578
Dept. Shop Oskar Richter, 39 Psych. Bldg. 333-2580
Public Address System Service 333-0340
Publications:
Agricultural Experiment Station
and Cooperative Extension Service 123 Mumford Hall 333-2007
Aviation, Institute of Airport 333-2410
Business Management, Bureau of 214 D.K.H. 333-2570
Economics and Business Research, Bureau of 408 D.K.H. 333-2330
Educational Research, Bureau of 288 Education 333-3023
Engineering 112 E.H. 333-1510
Government and Public Affairs, Institute of 1201 W. Nevada, U. 333-3340
Home Economics Extension 528 Bevier Hall 333-2026
Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of 125 L.I.R. 333-1488
Press, University 100 U.P. 333-0950
Small Homes Council-Building Research Council 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1802
State Geological Survey 139 N.R. 189-205
State Natural History Survey 172 N.R. 333-6880
State Water Survey 153a W.R. 333-4950
Sec also Journals and Daily Illini.
Publications, Campus, Ofc:
Assistant Director Ronald R. Day, 135 U.P. 333-9200
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Art and Design Herbert L. Sterrett, 134 U.P. 333-9200
Mailing Service:
Supervisor Laurence M. Bowden, 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6102
Ofc Nethel M. Zane, 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Mail Readdressing Service 1002 W. Green, U. 333-8175
Postal Stores . 1002 W. Green, U. 333-6101
Printing Division:
Superintendent John Opolka, 234 U.P. 333-0427
Ofc Opal O. Maris, 234 U.P. 333-0428
Public Information:
University Ofc.
University Director Charles E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Adm. Secy Helen H. Ogata, 139 Davenport House 333-0671
Secy Agnes W. Wilson, 141 Davenport House 333-6312
Editor Virginia T. Lawler, 141 Davenport House 333-0672
Radio and Television Coordinator Maxine C. Engert, 142 Davenport House 333-0880
Campus Ofc.
Director Robert VV. Evans, 134 Davenport House 333-1085
Secy Nancy L. Jahr, 131 Davenport House 333-1085
Associate Director G. Frederick Mohn, 131 Davenport House 333-6248
Assistant Directors Roger C. Carroll, 142 Davenport House 333-8550
Tom W. Day, 121 Davenport House 333-0568
Arthur R. Wildhagen, 125 Davenport House 333-0566
Dorothy W. Williams, 122 Davenport House 333-0567
Mailroom Mary R. Armstrong, 115 Davenport House 333-0569
Purchasing Division, Bus. Affairs Ofc 223 Adm. 333-3505
Radiation Hazards:
Health Physicist Jerome J. Steerman, 61 Physics Bldg. 333-3013
If no answer, call 333-3761
Radio and Television:
Head of Dept Patrick E. Welch, 121b G.H. 333-2352
Ofc Betty Cutchin, 119 G.H. 333-2352
Radio Astronomy Lab 60 E.E.B. 333-2930
Vermilion River Observatory Danville 446-7373
Radiocarbon Dating Lab., State Geol. Surv Dennis D. Coleman, 21 N.R. 189-223
Radioisotope Lab Robert F. Nystroin, 139 Davenport Hall 333-0476
Radiolocation Lab 301 E.E.R.L. 333-2310
Bondville Road Field Station Bondville 863-2335
Monticello Road Field Station Savoy 359-5696
Thomasboro Field Station Thomasboro 643-2080
Radio Station:
Director of Broadcasting Frank E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Chief Engineer Rob R. Beldon, 228 G.H. 333-0850
Educational Program Director Russell Walsh, 234 G.H. 333-0850
Music Director Kenneth L. Cutler, 231 G.H. 333-0850
News Director John E. Cramer, 236 G.H. 333-0850
Studios 228 G.H. 333-0850
Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
Railway Wheel Research Harry R. Wetenkamp, 224 T.L. 333-2313
Rare Book Room N. Frederick Nash, 346 Lib. 333-3777
Recording Facilities 1042 Music Bldg. 333-1137
Recording Service, Recording Engineer 41 G.H. 333-0850
Recreation and Park Administration:
Head of Dept Allen V. Sapora, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0105
Assistant to Head of Dept George Lowrey, Jr., 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Secy Nesbit Siems, 104 Huff Gym. 333-0105
Ofc ' 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Curriculum and Instruction:
Undergraduate Professional Program Director ... Charles W. Pezoldt, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Undergraduate Advisers:
Therapeutic Option Marshall D. Banks, 240 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Dan W. Kennedy, 204 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Outdoor Option Howard E. Weaver, 204 Huff Gym. 333-4410
General Option David N. Miller, 204 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Graduate Studies Director George Lowrey, Jr., 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Field Practicum Supervision David N. Miller, 204 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Field Services:
Chief, Ofc. of Recreation and Park Resources Joseph J. Bannon, 310 Armory 333-1567
Recreation Specialists:
Therapeutic Recreation Jerry D. Kelley, 306 Armory 333-1824
Personnel Development Elmo B. Meroney, 308 Armory 333-1824
Community Resources Robert Humke, 309 Armory 333-1824
Recreation Research:
Motor Performance and Play Research Laboratory Michael J. Ellis, 88 C.R.C. 333-6563
Michael G. Wade, 93 C.R.C. 333-6563
Rainer Martens, 91 C.R.C. 333-6563
Anthony F. Gramza, 41 C.R.C. 333-6563
Leisure Behavior Research Lab Doyle W. Bishop, 205A Huff Gym. 333-4411
Claudine Jeanrenaud, 205 Huff Gym. 333-4411
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Recreation and Park Administration (continued):
Teaching Assistants Don Warder, 130 Armory 333-7101
Ernest Olson, 130 Armory 333-7101
Len Cleary, 204 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Robert Gillikin, 104 Huff Gym. 333-4410
Recreation and Park Resources, Agriculture Joseph J. Bannon, Chief, 312 Armory 333-1567
Therapeutic Recreation Jerry D. Kelley, 312 Armory 333-1824
Personnel Development Specialist Elmo B. Meroney, Jr., 312 Armory 333-1824
Community Rec. Specialist Robert P. Humke, 312 Armory 333-2945
Reference Dept., Library 200 Lib. 333-2290
Librarian Martha Landis, 200 Lib. 333-2291
Periodical Section 200 Lib. 333-1900
Registered Organizations Vern J. Hampton, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Regulations, Campus, Ofc:
Director John Scouffas, 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Ofc Beth Ann Avers, 310 S.S.B. 333-3853
Rehabilitation-Education Services, Division of:
General Ofc. and Information Rehab. -Educ. Center 333-1970
Director Timothy J. Nugent, Rehab. -Educ. Center 333-4600
Secy Carolyn Corn, Rehab. -Educ. Center 333-4600
Associate Director, Admissions, Student Personnel
Joseph F. Konitzki, Rehab. -Educ. Center 333-4602
Secv Leta M. Cox, Rehab. -Educ. Center 333-4602
Business Ofc Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-1971
Counseling Frank D. Maglione, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4622
Equipment and Facilities Robert L. Wright, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4616
Federal-State Agency Functions Eden Nicholas, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4620
Medical Services Marion D. Kinzie, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4618
Occupational Therapy and Prosthetics Patricia J. McLean, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4613
Physical Therapy and Functional Training. .. Charles D. Elmer, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4608
Recreation and Athletics Stan Labanowich, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4606
Services for Blind and Deaf Ronald F. Texley, Rehab.-Educ. Center 333-4604
Religious Studies Program:
Director, Program in Religious Studies William R. Schoedel, 4016 F.L.B. 333-0473
Repairs:
Instrument Service 130 N.E.L. 333-1941
Light Bulb Replacement 333-0340
Office Machines, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc 221 Adm. 333-3590
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs 333-0340
Telephone Changes in Service 333-1161
Telephone Repairs 352-9954
Research Grants and Contracts, Ofc. of Business Affairs 105 Davenport House 333-2186
Research in Music Education, Council for 57 E. Armory, C. 333-1027
Research on Exceptional Children, Institute for:
Acting Director Keith G. Scott, 149 C.R.C. 333-6577




Colonial Dining Room 165 I.IJ.(E) 333-0690
Guest Rooms 125 I.U.(N) 333-1241
Meeting Rooms 165 I.U.(E) 333-0691
University:
Classroom Assignments Virgil E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Illini Grove:
Monday through Friday (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) 333-1230
University Buildings Sue Maxwell, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
University Club 1201 W. Oregon, U. 333-1578
Residence Halls (See Housing)
Restaurant Management Beulah A. Hunzicker, 293 Bevier Hall 333-2233
Retirement System, State Universities:
Executive Director and Secy, of Board Edward S. Gibala, 50 E. Gertv Dr., C. 333-3860
Assistant Secy L. Carl Goad, 50 E. Gertv Dr., C. 333-3860
Adm. Assistant Donald Hoffmeister, 50 E. Gertv Dr., C. 333-3860
Accountant James J. Dickev, 50 E. Gertv Dr., C. 333-3860
Accountant-Statistician Max W. Hinton, 50 E. Gertv Dr., C. 333-3860
Supervisor of Claims Charles W. Gordon, 50 E. Gerty Dr., C. 333-3860
Rhetoric Ofc 100 E.B. 333-2392
Ricker Library Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch. 333-0224
Robert Allerton Park:
Park Director Walter M. Keith, 205 Mumford Hall 333-4147
Assistant Director Frank Turok, Monticello J5JH5??
( 702-2721
Memorial Camp, Pfc. (summer only) Monticello 762-2741
Caretaker Robert J. Dowdle, Monticello 762-2359
See also Allerton House.
Rolling Load Testing Room Railway Wheel Lab. 333-3797
ROTC (See Military Education Council)
Routing Ofc P.P. Service Bldg. 333-0340
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Ruminants Division (See Animal Science)
Rural Sociology Frederick C. Fliegel, 302a Mumford Hall 333-4211
Russian 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Russian and East European Center:
Director Ralph T. Fisher, Jr., Rm. 154, 1208 W. California, U. 333-1244
Ofc Beatrice E. Harrell, Rm. 153, 1208 W. California, U. 333-1244
Library Laurence H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Safety Coordinator, Ofc. of:
Acting Safety Coordinator Charles B. Wingstrom, 222a Armory 333-1 106
Secy A. Jane Bretzlaff, 222a Armory 333-1106
Safety Officers James R. Glaze, 222b Armory 333-1 106
George W. Harper, 222b Armory 333-1 106
Safety Education (See Health and Safety Education)
Salesroom, Animal Science James F. Bonnell, 143 Davenport Hall 333-3404
Sanitary and Environmental Engineering Richard S. Engelbrecht, 3230 C.E.B. 333-3822
Lab Betty L. Schleicher, 4144 C.E.B. 333-0728
Saunders Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-2950
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Scholarship Information Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
School and College Relations, University Ofc. of:
Director E. Eugene Oliver, 351 Illini Tower 333-2030
Secy Elizabeth L. Bailie, 351 Illini Tower 333-2030
Assistant Director Donald J. Wermers, 359 Illini Tower 333-2030
School and College Relations:
Coordinator; Chairman of Illinois State Committee, Commission on Secondary
School, North Central Association John S. Kemp, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Secy M. Aileen Wyninger, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Assistant Coordinator; Assistant Chairman of Illinois State Committee, Commis-
sion on Seconday Schools, North Central Association
Jerry L. Loyet, 338 Illini Tower 333-1120
Research Coordinator Ira W. Langston IV, 348 Illini Tower 333-1171
University-Junior College Relations, Coodinator
Ernest F. Anderson, 348 Illini Tower 333-2032
Editor G. Gail Crotts, 348 Illini Tower 333-1171
Scott Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Secondary and Continuing Education:
Acting Chairman of Dept Roger K. Brown, 395 Education 333-0227
Ofc Linda S. Rawlings, 395 Education 333-0227
Instructional Materials Center 17 Education 333-1499
Science Education Center 4 Education 333-1599
Secondary School Mathematics Curriculum Development Project (UICSM), Curriculum Lab.:
Director Russell E. Zwoyer, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secy Rita M. Schmidt, 1210 W. Springfield, U. 333-0150
Secretary of the University:
Secretary Earl W. Porter, 354 Adm. 333-3493
Ofc Sara M. Richman, 354 Adm. 333-3493
Assistant Secretary Romayne C. Wicklund, 354 Adm. 333-0053
Security, Campus:
Director Paul J. Doebel, 420 I.U. 333-2920
Secy Virginia J. Drake, 420 I.U. 333-2921
Coordinator Max A. Irvin, Service Bldg. Annex 333-3213
Secy Cheryl Johnson, Service Bldg. Annex 333-3213
Patrol Branch:
Police Chief John Kleberg, Service Bldg. Annex 333-1216
Assistant Chief Verne A. Kroes, Service Bldg. Annex 333-1217
Investigations Branch:
Investigators Charles D. Moore, Service Bldg. Annex 333-3213
Paul W. Dollins, Service Bldg. Annex 333-3213
Planning and Services Branch:
Supervisor Richard D. Burch, Service Bldg. Annex 333-3213
Selective Service:
Information and Counseling Jack Riley, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Records C. Jean Longwell, 69 Adm. 333-0219
Senate, Urbana-Champaign:
Secretary-Clerk Garv R. Engelgau, 408 M.M.B. 333-6805
Ofc Avice Woodard, 408 M.M.B. 333-6805
Serbo-Croatian 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Serials Dept., Library 220s Lib. 333-4164
Librarian William H. Huff, 220s Lib. 333-4163
Sherman Hall (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall) 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Short Courses and Conferences 116 I.H. 333-2881
Short-Range Planning and Control, University Office of:
Director Stephen F. Jablonsky, Jr., 201 Illini Tower 333-0398
Ofc 201 Illini Tower 333-0398
Capital Budget Coordinator Dan Y. Buehler, 201 Illini Tower 333-0398
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Skating Rink 406 E. Armory, C. 344-1764
Slavic Languages and Literatures:
Head of Dept Clavton L. Dawson, 3092e F.L.B. 333-0681
Bilingual Assistant John Dunkelberger, 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
Honors Adviser (Departmental and James Scholars):
Kurt A. Klein (first sem.) 3106 F.L.B. 333-3443
Steven P. Hill (second sem.) 3107 F.L.B. 333-8238
Undergraduate Adviser Michael Curran, 3117 F.L.B. 333-1493
Russian Teacher Education Adviser:
Kurt A. Klein (first sem.) 3106 F.L.B. 333-3443
Steven P. Hill (second sem.) 3107 F.L.B. 333-8238
Graduate Adviser Clayton L. Dawson, 3092e F.L.B. 333-0681
Special Languages Library Laurence H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Slavic and East European Journal Frank Y. Gladney, 2142 F.L.B. 333-1204
Small Animal Clinic, Vet. Med 333-7001
Small Homes Council-Building Research Council:
Director Rudard A. Jones, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1800
Ofc Jeannette C. Montgomery, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1801
Editor Henrv R. Spies, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-0358
Publications 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1802
Snyder Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Social Studies Curriculum Development Project, Curriculum Lab 215 U.H.S. 333-8203
Social Work, Jane Addams Graduate School of:
Director Mark P. Hale, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2260
Secy Mildred C. Schalk, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Assistant Director and Admissions Charles H. Henderson, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Financial Records, Secv Linda Sergent, 1207 \V. Oregon, U. 333-2261
Library John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Sociology:
Head of Dept Frederick C. Fliegel, 326 L.H. 333-1950
Administrative Secv Norma E. Robinson, 326 L.H. 333-1950
Ofc 326 L.H. 333-1951
Associate Head of Dept Sidnev J. Kronus, 332 L.H. 333-1953
Library John A. Walker, 100 Lib. 333-2305
Statistical Lab 94 L.H. 333-1742
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage Benjamin A. Jones, Jr., 208 Agr. Eng. 333-0944
Soil Mechanics and Foundations Ralph B. Peck, 2230b C.E.B. 333-2542
Rock Mechanics Alfred J. Hendron, 2230c C.E.B. 333-2541
Soils:
Chemistry L. Touby Kurtz, S-508 T.H. 333-4376
Classification Extension William R. Oschwald, X-315 T.H. 333-4424
Experiment Fields L. Fred Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility L. Fred Welch, S-316 T.H. 333-4373
Fertility Extension Samuel R. Aldrich, X-307 T.H. 333-4424
Management Extension William R. Oschwald, X-315 T.H. 333-4424
Mineralogy Alvin H. Beavers, S-406 T.H. 333-4250
Organic Matter Frank J. Stevenson, S-408 T.H. 333-3650
Organic Waste Thomas D. Hineslv, S-412 T.H. 333-4250
Physics Charles W. Boast, S-216 T.H. 333-4370
Survey Mapping and Reports Joe B. Fehrenbacher, X-405 T.H. 333-3650
Teaching John J. Hassett, X-lll T.H. 333-4254
Testing Lab Theodore R. Peck, W-511 T.H. 333-4376
Solid State Devices Lab 214 E.E.R.L. 333-4149
Solid State Electronics Lab 202 E.E.R.L. 333-2496
South Garage and Car Pool 333-3910
Southwest Campus Residents' Association 38 Weston Hall 333-1180
Soybean Lab Richard L. Cooper, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Space Utilization, Ofc. of:
Director William E. Stallman, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Secy Barbara Esworthy, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Assistant Directors Don A. Wack, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
John R. Cain, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Assistants to Director Glenn R. Bandy, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
Winston E. Flvnn, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Gilbert D. Schleef, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
Robert L. Walker, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Classroom Assignments Virgil E. Troehler, 237 Davenport House 333-1233
Reservations Sue Maxwell, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Mary Anderson, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
Spanish, Italian and Portuguese:
Head of Dept Anthony M. Pasquariello, 4080d F.L.B. 333-3390
Assistant to the Head L. Frances Carter, 4080c F.L.B. 333-3390
Ofc Teresa Molina, 4080 F.L.B. 333-3391
Secv Florence Robb, 4080g F.L.B. 333-3390
Coordinator of Graduate Programs J. H. D. Allen, 4080e F.L.B. 333-3391
Coordinator of Undergraduate Programs David R. Hershberg, 4122 F.L.B. 333-8280
Illinois Year Abroad Program David R. Hershberg, 4122 F.L.B. 333-8280
Honors Adviser W. Curtis Blavlock, 4040 F.L.B. 333-8057




Library Carl L. Parmenter, 425 Lib. 333-0076
Special Education:
Chairman of Dept G. Max Spriggs, 1005 W. Nevada, U. 333-0260
Ofc June Chambliss, 1005 W. Nevada, U. 333-0260
Special Languages Dept., Library 225 Lib. 333-1349
Librarian Laurance H. Miller, 225 Lib. 333-1348
Far Eastern Library Ernst Wolff, 227 Lib. 333-1501
Slavic Cataloging Section Dmytro M. Shtohryn, 225 Lib. 333-1340
South and West Asia Library Narindar K. Aggarwal, 225b Lib. 333-2492
Special Programs, Univ. Ext. Div 116 I.H. 333-2882
Special Studies:
Director Harlan D. Bareither, 226 Illini Tower 333-6600
Secy Geraldine M. Penninger, 226 Illini Tower 333-6600
Speech:
Head of Dept Roger E. Nebergall, 247b L.H. 333-2683
Ofc Ruth S. Bowman, 247c L.H. 333-2683
Debate Director Judy Hample, 131 L.H. 333-0551
Speech and Hearing Clinic John J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C. 333-2230
Hearing Clinic Earl W. Stark, 336 I.H. 333-3103
Speech Communication Lab Ruth A. Clark, 231 L.H. 333-1542
Speech Research Lab Willard R. Zemlin, 338 I.H. 333-3050
Undergraduate Advising Chairman, Speech Education Robert L. Ince, 136 L.H. 333-3617
Undergraduate Advising Chairman, General Joseph W. Wenzel, 175 L.H. 333-4383
Speech and Hearing Clinic:
Director John J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C. 333-2230
Ofc Betty Kempton, 601 E. John, C. 333-2231
Hearing Clinic Earl W. Stark, 336 I.H. 333-3103
Speech Research Lab Willard R. Zemlin, 338 I.H. 333-3050
Ofc Carol L. Palmer, 332 I.H. 333-3050
Spice Box, Home Economics Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier Hall 333-2024
Stadium:
Dressing Room 333-2279
Equipment Rooms, East 333-2063
West 333-1926
Garage S.W. Tower, Stadium 333-2303
Training Room 333-2279
Staff Observer 302 Illini Tower 333-2788
Star Course Ofc 266 I.U.(S) 333-0457
State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
Laboratory Manager James A. Miller, 2125 S. First, C. 333-6907
State Geological Survey (from University phone dial 189 plus extension) 344-1481
Chief John C. Frye, 121 N.R. 189-211
Ofc Helen E. McMorris, 121 N.R. 189-212
Assistant Chief Hubert E. Risser, 118 N.R. 189-264
Adm. Engineer George R. Eadie, 116 N.R. 189-274
Fiscal Assistant to Chief Velda A. Millard, 111 N.R. 189-257
Administrative Group:
Administrator George R. Eadie, 116 N.R. 189-274
Ofc Paula Manny, 117 N.R. 189-203
Drafting Room Marie Martin, 113 N.R. 189-270
Editors Betty M. Lynch, 404 N.R. 189-254
Mary Ann Noonan, 409 N.R. 189-287
Educational Extension David L. Reinertsen, 100 N.R. 189-215
Garage N.R. Garage 333-6849
Information Pamela M. Glastras, 139 N.R. 189-205
Instrument Shop Merle Ridgley, N.R. Garage 189-253
Library Mary P. Krick, 469 N.R. 189-252
Mailing and Receiving Room Wayne W. Nofftz, 136 N.R. 189-216
Publications 139 N.R. 189-205
Chemical Group:
Principal Chemist Glenn C. Finger, 361 N.R. 189-232
Ofc Thelma J. Chapman, 361 N.R. 189-232
Analytical Chemistry Neil F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Applied Research Lab G.S.R.L. 344-1483
Coking Research Roy J. Helfinstine, 368 N.R. 189-281
Combustion Engineering Roy J. Helfinstine, G.S.R.L. 189-281
Environmental Research Coordinator Neil F. Shimp, 337 N.R. 189-233
Geochemistry Glenn C. Finger, 361 N.R. 189-232
Mineral Beneficiation Henry P. Ehrlinger, 366 N.R. 189-291
Minerals Engineering Roy J. Helfinstine, 368 N.R. 189-281
Neutron Activation Analysis Rodney R. Ruch, 322 N.R. 189-229
Physical Chemistry Josephus Thomas, Jr., 221 N.R. 189-220
Radiocarbon Dating Lab Dennis D. Coleman, 21 N.R. 189-223
X-ray Diffraction Analysis Josephus Thomas, Jr., 221 N.R. 189-220
Geological Group:
Principal Geologist Jack A. Simon, 213 N.R. 189-206
Ofc Frances H. Alsterlund, 211 N.R. 189-230
Clay Resources W. Arthur White, 129b N.R. 189-208
Coal Resources M. E. Hopkins, 209 N.R. 189-260
Engineering Geology W. Calhoun Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
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State Geological Survey (continued)
:
Environmental Geology Coordinator Robert E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Geological Records Hannah Kistler, 227 N.R. 189-219
Geological Samples Library Robert W. Frame, 101a N.R.S.A. 333-3567
Geological Survey Annex Robert W. Frame, 101a N.R.S.A. 333-3567
Ofc Patricia L. Johnson, 101 N.R.S.A. 333-3567
Geophysical Exploration Merlyn B. Buhle, 433 N.R. 189-244
Ground-Water Geology Robert E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R. 189-221
Industrial Minerals and Construction Materials James C. Bradbury, 309 N.R. 189-236
Northeast Illinois Ofc George M. Hughes, Warrenville 312-393-1466
Oil and Gas Donald C. Bond, 238 N.R. 189-242
Stratigraphy and Areal Geology Charles Collinson, 239 N.R. 189-201
Topographic Mapping W. Calhoun Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
Mineral Economics Group:
Principal Mineral Economist Hubert E. Risser, 200 N.R. 189-264
Ofc Portia Smith, 200 N.R. 189-263
State Natural History Survey 333-6880
Administrative:
Chief George Sprugel, Jr., 175 N.R.{|*|;*||°
Ofc Alice K. Adams, 179 N.R. 333-6831
Adm. Services Robert O. Watson, 184 N.R.{^3"<>832
Assistant for Operations Robert O. Ellis, 174 N.R. 333-6836
Financial Records Melvin E. Schwartz, 183 N.R. 333-6834
Inventory and Trust Accounts Wilma G. Dillman, 185 N.R. 333-6835
Animal Collections (See Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification)
Aquatic Biology:
Aquatic Biologist and Head George W. Bennett, 271 N.R.||||^|||g
Ofc Mary F. Martin, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Pollution Ecology, Illinois River Richard E. Sparks, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Experimental Fish Populations and Fish Farming D. Homer Buck, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Fish Hybridization and Pollution Biology William F. Childers, 275 N.R. 333-6889
Game Fish Ecology Donald F. Hansen, 276 N.R. 333-6889
Lake Management George W. Bennett, 271 N.R. 333-6889
Pollution Chemistry and Aquatic Weed Control Robert C. Hiltibran, 273 N.R. 333-6889
Stream Management R. Weldon Larimore, 277 N.R. 333-6889
Biological Control Lab. (See Economic Entomology)
Botany and Plant Pathology:
Plant Pathologist and Head J. Cedric Carter, 387 N.R.{*||^||*
Ofc Betty A. Nelson, 385 N.R. 333-6887
Collections and Identifications Robert A. Evers, 393 N.R. 333-6886
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Diseases Junius L. Forsberg, 383 N.R. 333-6887
Mycological Collections J. Leland Crane, 391 N.R. 333-6887
Shade and Forest Tree Diseases J. Cedric Carter, 387 N.R. 333-6887
Economic Entomology:
Entomologist and Head William M. Luckmann, 163
^^{333^6657
Ofc Sue E. Watkins, 163 N.R. 333-6656
Corn Insects Donald E. Kuhlman, 165 N.R. 333-6653
Corn and Soybean Insects Howard B. Petty, 171 N.R. 333-6652
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Insects James E. Appleby, 105 N.R.S.A. 333-6824
Insect Behavior and Ecology Marcus Kogan, B.C.L. 333-1005
Insects of Man and Animals; Stored Grain Insects. .Stevenson Moore III, 171 N.R. 333-6651
Insect Pathology Joseph V. Maddox, 107 N.R.S.A. 333-6823
Insecticide Residue Investigations Willis N. Bruce, 165 N.R. 333-6825
Insecticide Testing Ralph E. Sechriest, 74 N.R. 333-6826
Meadow and Pasture Insects Edward J. Armbrust, E.L. 333-7430
Orchard Insects Ronald H. Meyer, E.L. 333-7430
Vegetable Crop Insects Roscoe Randell, 165 N.R. 333-6653
Fisheries Research (See Aquatic Biology)
Game Research and Management (See Wildlife Research)
Garage 333-6849
Greenhouse James W. Sergent, N.R. Greenhouse 333-6895
Information Jane K. Sadorus, 174 N.R. 333-6880
Insect Collections and Identification (See Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification)
Insect Control (See Economic Entomology)
Library Doris F. Dodds, 196 N.R. 333-6892
Photography (See Publications and Public Relations)
Plant Diseases (See Botany and Plant Pathology)
Publications Distribution J. William Lusk, 172 N.R. 333-6880
Publications and Public Relations:
Technical Editor Owen F. Glissendorf, 189 N.R. 333-6882
Photography Wilmer D. Zehr, 466 N.R. 333-6883
Wildlife Research:
Wildlife Specialist and Head Glen C. Sanderson, 279 N.R. 333-6870
Ofc F. Eleanore Wilson, 279 N.R. 333-6855
333-6856
333-6857
Electronics and Radiotelemetry William W. Cochran, 495 N.R. 333-6857
Mammalogy:
Squirrel Research Charles M. Nixon, 493 N.R. 333-6856
Game Mammals William R. Edwards, 493 N.R. 333-6956
Non-game Mammals Glen C. Sanderson, 281 N.R. 333-6870
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Ornithology:
Canada Goose Research Harold C. Hanson, 283 N.R. 333-6855
Game Birds Ronald F. Labisky, 284 N.R. 333-6855
Non-game Birds Richard R. Graber, 491 N.R. 333-6856
Orientation and Migration Frank C. Bellrose, 279 N.R. 333-6856
Pesticides Lab William L. Anderson, 497 N.R. 333-6857
Pittman-Robertson Cooperative Research Glen C. Sanderson, 281 N.R. 333-6870
Wildlife Population and Ecology William R. Edwards, 493 N.R. 333-6856
State Universities Retirement System (See Retirement System, State Universities)
State Water Survey:
Administrative:
Chief -. William C. Ackermann, 155 W.R. 333-2210
Ofc Joye M. Dutton, 153 W.R. 333-2211
Reception Karen L. Harrison, 153a W.R. 333-4950
Assistant to the Chief Glenn E. Stout, 159 W.R. 333-3683
Data Processing Marvin C. Clevenger, 62a W.R. 333-4968
Graphic Arts John W. Brother, Jr., 253 W.R. 333-8814
Library Adele S. Douglass, 145 W.R. 333-4956
Shop James A. Harry, 70 W.R. 333-6221
Adm. Services Lawrence A. Sticher, 154 W.R. 333-4977
Fiscal Records — State Patricia E. Slack, 154 W.R. 333-4978
Fiscal Records — Contract Research Sue E. Sturmon, 154 W.R. 333-4977
Technical Editor J. Loreena Ivens, 165 W.R. 333-2850
Atmospheric Sciences:
Head of Section Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., 271a W.R. 333-4260
Climatology and Weather Records Douglas M. A. Jones, 259 W.R. 333-4966
Precipitation Physics Richard G. Semonin, 271b W.R. 333-4967
Rainfall Studies Floyd A. Huff, 267 W.R. 333-4261
Severe Weather Studies Griffith M. Morgan, Jr., 269 W.R. 333-4963
Urban Studies Stanley A. Changnon, Jr., 271a W.R. 333-4260
Climatologist for Illinois, National Weather Service. .Donald E. Wuerch, 161 W.R. 333-2213
Chemistry:
Head of Section Thurston E. Larson, 137 W.R. 333-2214
Institutional Water Treatment Russell W. Lane, 138 W.R. 333-4954
Research Frank W. Sollo, 128 W.R. 333-2780
Stream Quality Studies Robert H. Harmeson, 51 W.R. 333-2594
Water Analyses Laurel M. Henley, 228 W.R. 333-0802
Hydraulic Systems:
Head of Section Harold W. Humphreys, 53 W.R. 333-2212
Hydrology:
Head of Section Harman F. Smith, 245 W.R. 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration Wyendham J. Roberts, 140 W.R. 333-0238
Ground-Water Information and Records William H. Walker, 240 W.R. 333-0236
Ground-Water Hydrology Richard J. Schicht, 238 W.R. 333-0239
Reservoir Development, Surface Water Resources Julius H. Dawes, 55 W.R. 333-1495
Reservoir Sedimentation John B. Stall, 242 W.R. 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology John B. Stall, 242 W.R. 333-0237
Warrenville Ofc, Northeast Illinois Study Robert T. Sasman, Warrenville 393-1607
Water Quality, Head of Section Ralph L. Evans, Peoria 674-5725
Stenographic Services 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-1601
Illini Clerical Service 1203 W. Oregon, U. 333-4752
Stock Pavilion, Ofc Mary Skidmore, 110 S.P. 333-1780
Storerooms:
Animal Science Charles H. Anders, 118 A.S.L. 333-3131
Ceramic Engineering George W. Conlee, 104 Cer. 333-3009
Computer Science Victor B. Apke, 53a D.C.L. 333-1514
Coordinated Science Lab Clayborn M. Lofton, 164 C.S.L. 333-1799
Electrical Engineering Donald D. Pritchard, 100 E.E.R.L. 333-1916
Feed Storage Wayne E. Roberts, S. Fourth, C. 333-0042
General Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc. . .Central Receiving Bldg. 333-0815
Sub-stores 55 N.L. 333-8168
Ofc. Supply Stores, Purchasing Div., Bus. Affairs Ofc Central Receiving Bldg. 333-1040
Photographic Stores 713 S. Wright, C. 333-4677
Physiology and Biophysics Russell J. Gillogly, 428 Burrill Hall 333-1285
Operation and Maintenance Div P.P. Serv. Bldg. 333-1150
Zoology Robert W. Hinton, 329 N.H. 333-2329
Structural Engineering:
Concrete Chester P. Siess, 3129b C.E.B. 333-3924
Metals William H. Munse, 2129b C.E.B. 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue James E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C.E.B. 333-3928
Machine Shop Owen H. Ray, 1135 C.E.B. 333-6913
Student Counseling Service (See Psychological and Counseling Center)
Student Discipline:
Senate Committee Ofc.
Executive Director W. Thomas Morgan, 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Secy Grace R. Meyers, 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Assistant Director Johnny L. Abram, 331 S.S.B. 333-3680
Committee Chairmen:
Senate Committee Lloyd G. Humphreys, 425 Psych. Bldg. 333-7277
Subcommittee on Undergraduate Student Conduct 333-3680
Student Employment Ofc Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0601
Coordinator Cherie D. Lenz, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0603
Payroll Authorization Martha L. Dwyer, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0714
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Student Financial Aids Ofc:
Director Edward T. Sanford, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Secy Eleanor C. Simms, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Associate Director Anthony M. Engels, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Assistant Director, Operations Lewis E. Aukes, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Accounting Dale I. Creekmur, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Assistant Director Delores Y. Myers, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Counselors Jesse J. Hamilton, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Nancy H. Bunnett, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
County Scholarships Evelyn F. Hart, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-1605
Undergraduate Scholarships Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Veterans Benefits Virginia I. Nowning, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Associate Director John R. Griffin, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0600
Loan Coordinator Ken A. Blue, Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-1307
Student Employment Coordinator Cherie D. Lenz, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0603
Ofc Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0601
College Work-Study Cherie D. Lenz, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0603
Payroll Authorization Martha L. Dwyer, Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0714
Student Loans Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-1307
Student Personnel Ofc:
Information 130 S.S.B. 333-0050
Dean Miriam A. Shelden, 130 S.S.B. 333-2121
Secy Sally K. Gamboa, 130 S.S.B. 333-2121
Associate Deans Eunice M. Dowse, 130 S.S.B. 333-0057
Clarence Shelley, 130 S.S.B. 333-0054
Assistant Deans:
General Counseling Mary E. Harrison, 130 S.S.B. 333-0055
Married Students Betty L. Hembrough, 130 S.S.B. 333-3137
Selective Service and Veterans Affairs Jack Riley, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Assistant to the Dean:
Committee on Status of Women Susan Pfeffer, 130 S.S.B. 333-0050
Veterans Affairs:
Veterans Service Officers David J. Fontilla, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Joseph A. Walker, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Educational Opportunities Program (EOP)
:
Director Clarence Shelley, 1 30 S.S.B. 333-0054
Associate Director Jean F. Hill, 130 S.S.B. 333-0059
Assistant Deans:
Coordinator, Junior Year Program Ethel Jones, 130 S.S.B. 333-0050
Coordinator, Expanded Encounter with Learning Project
John W. Milton, 1210 W. California, U. 333-6130
Counselors Ernest R. Morris, 130 S.S.B. 333-0054
Sandra N. Jones, 130 S.S.B. 333-0056
Assistants to the Dean:
Spanish Speaking Students Genero Lara, 130 S.S.B. 333-0051
Coordinator, EOP Tutoring Office Christine Cheatom, 130 S.S.B. 333-3210
Student Programs and Services:
Dean Daniel J. Perrino, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Secy Susan S. Rose, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Associate Dean Vern J. Hampton, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Assistant Deans Ken Allen, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Willard L. Broom, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Jaclyn Kras, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Executive Secy., Dads Association Stanley W. Rahn, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Executive Secy., Mothers Association Elouise A. Worthy, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Coordinator, Student Relations Program Bruce D. Nesbitt, 110 S.S.B. 333-7060
Coordinator, Campus Information Services Robert E. Lumsden, 115 I.U. 333-4666
Assistant Coordinator Phyllis J. Compton, 115 I.U. 333-4666
Student Teaching (See Teacher Education)
Students Abroad Ofc.
Director Harlan N. Henson, 309 Illini Tower 333-6322
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-6322
Summer Session:
Adm. Assistant Mildred M. Luther, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Ofc Diane K. Levy, 107 Coble Hall 333-6295
Surveying Milton O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Survey Research Lab.:
Director Robert Ferber, 411 D.K.H. 333-4273
Secy Kathy M. Brown, 414 D.K.H. 333-4279
Adm. Aide Margaret L. Greene, 418 D.K.H. 333-8788
Project Planning and Coordination Joe L. Spaeth, 432 D.K.H. 333-9202
Field Operations Mathew Hauck, 425 D.K.H. 333-6489
Sampling Seymour Sudman, 427 D.K.H. 333-4276
Data Reduction Dorothy J. Nemanich, 433 D.K.H. 333-6774
Data Processing Michael Burmester, 3 D.K.H. 333-3494
Social Science Data Archive Noel Uri, 11 D.K.H. 333-6572
Swine Aldon H. Jensen, 319 Mumford Hall 333-2696
Swine Barns David W. Seibert, S. First, C. 333-0153
Systems Lab., Manager LeRoy T. Boyer, 2150 C.E.B. 333-4982
Assistant Manager Albert C. Brooks, 2151 C.E.B. 333-2465
Ofc Barbara A. Reuter, 2147 C.E.B. 333-3821
Lab 2145 C.E.B. 333-2058
Lab. Preparation Room 2144 C.S.B. 333-6378
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Taft Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Teacher Education, Urbana Council on:
Coordinator J. Marlowe Slater, 120 Education 333-2801
Ofc 120 Education 333-2800
Counseling Services Raymond E. Williams, 120 Education 333-2802
Counselor Susan Woodall, 120 Education 333-2800
Educational Placement Thomas L. McGreal, 140 Education 333-0742
Student Teaching:
Elementary Education 304 Education 333-2561
Special Education 1005 W. Nevada, U. 333-0260
Others 333-4898
Illinois Teaching Experiences Lab William D. Johnson, 276 Education 333-4898
Teaching Techniques Lab 103 Com. Annex 333-6491
Technograph, Illinois, Ofc 301 E.H. 333-3558
Tehran Illinois Research Unit:
Director Mehry Ahy, 352 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-1977
Tehran Research Unit:
Campus Coordinator Bruno Nettl, 330 Illini Towerj^^96l3
Assistant Coordinator Thomas H. Hoemeke, 367 Illini Tower 333-1977
Ofc Carol Mullis, 309 Illini Tower 333-1977
Telecommunications
:
Adm. and Accounting Ofc Lois E. Overmyer, 420 Illini Union 333-2275
Chief Operator Stella A. Cameron, 45 Clark Hall 333-0133
Repair Service 352-9954
Changes or Additions in Telephone Service 333-1161
Student and Staff Telephone Number Information 333-0920
Television Station:
Director of Broadcasting Frank E. Schooley, 227 G.H. 333-0850
Assistant Manager of Station Robert C. Boston, 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
Studio 302 N. Goodwin, U. 333-1070
Testing Office:
Information: Times and places of national testing programs — GED, MCAT, GRE 333-3706
Placement and Proficiency Administration 333-3706
Placement and Proficiency Scores 333-3490
Aptitude, Interest, Personality 333-3704
Theatre:
Chairman of Dept Barnard W. Hewitt, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Secy A. Betty Hess, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Theatre, University:
Director Clara M. Behringer, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Ellen J. Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Bus. Ofc Lynn D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics:
Head of Dept Richard T. Shield, 212 T.L. 333-2321
Secy Margaret R. McWhorter, 212 T.L. 333-2322
Adm. Associate Harold S. French, 213 T.L. 333-2323
Graduate Student Advising Robert E. Miller, 217 T.L. 333-4130
Undergraduate Student Advising John W. Murdock, 124 T.L. 333-3395
Concrete Lab T.L. 333-2838
Concrete Research Clyde E. Kesler, 2129 C.E.B. 333-3394
Fatigue of Metals George M. Sinclair, 321b T.L. 333-3173
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics Research James M. Robertson, 125 T.L. 333-1957
Instrument Room Walter A. Carlson, 302j T.L. 333-2636
Machine Shop E. Robert Yates, 319 T.L. 333-3515
Photoelastic Research Charles E. Taylor, 300 T.L. 333-2659
Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
Railway Wheel Research Harry R. Wetenkamp, 224 T.L. 333-2313
Rolling Load Testing Room Railway Wheel Lab. 333-3797
Theory Annex:
Extension in Music 608 S. Mathews, U. 333-1580
Three-Year Baccalaureate Study:
Director King Broadrick, 1205 W. Oregon, U.{||£JJ™
Secy Alice Albin, 1205 W. Oregon, U.j|^JJ*J
Assistant Director Dale Brandenburg, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-1179
307c E.H. 333-3490
Research Assistant Tom Hardin, 1205 W. Oregon, U. 333-1179
Tickets:
Assembly Hall Box Ofc Assembly Hall 333-3141
Athletic Association Box Ofc Assembly Hall 333-3470
Illini Union Box Ofc First Floor, I.U.(W) 333-1262
Krannert Center Box Ofc K.C.P.A. 333-6280
Topographic Mapping, State Geol. Surv W. Calhoun Smith, 300 N.R. 189-266
Townsend Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4640
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Traffic Engineering John E. Baerwald 418 E.H. 333-1270
Lab 408 E.H. 333-6809
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Transfer Student Association 329 I.U.(N) 333-9492
Trelease Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-0840
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Trustees, Board of, Ofc 354 Adm. 333-1921
Turfgrasses Alfred J. Turgeon, 202 Orn. Hort. 333-2123
Ukrainian 3092 F.L.B. 333-0680
Sec also Slavic Languages and Literatures.
Undergraduate Library Jan E. Seifert, U.L. 333-1031
Undergraduate Scholarships Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Undergraduate Student Association '. 297 I.U.(S) 333-0112
Associated Student Travel Service 298 I.U.(S) 333-6353
United States Department of Agriculture:
Adm. Ofc 271 Bevier Hall 367-4221
Agricultural Research Service:
Cereal Viruses Henrvk Jedlinski, 248 Davenport Hall 333-1117
Corn Physiology Curtis M. Wilson, 213 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Farm Electrification Hoyle B. Puckett, 226 Agr. Eng. 333-0808
Harvesting and Farm Processing \V. Ralph Nave, 105 Agr. Eng. 333-6459
Xematologist (Soybeans) Dale I. Edwards, 107f H.F. Lab. 333-0996
Plant Pest Control B. Burhl McClung, 223 P.O. Bldg., U. 367-2370
Plant Physiologist Joseph T. Woolley, W-218 T.H. 333-3470
Regional Sovbean Lab., Director Richard L. Cooper, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Ofc Donna Lillev, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Soil and Water Conservation Dovle B. Peters, S-210 T.H. 333-4370
Ofc Geraldine E. Miller, S-212 T.H. 333-4370
Soybean Microbiologist Lynn E. Gray, 167 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Sovbean Diseases Donald W. Chamberlain, 243 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Weeds Loyd M. Wax, 215 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soil Conservation Service, State Conservationist
Howard M. Busch, 200 W. Church, C. 356-3785
Unit for Foreign Language Studies and Research:
Director Bruce H. Mainous, G70 F.L.B. 333-9776
Associate Director M. Keith Myers, G93 F.L.B. 333-1719
Ofc Harriet Hatchel, G10 F.L.B. 333-9776
Unit I: Liberal Arts and Sciences:
Acting Director William M. Plater, Allen Hall 333-8351
Associate Directors Harold R. Walsh, Allen Hall 333-8351
Lynn Rapin, Allen Hall 333-8351
Ofc Joyce Bacone, Allen Hall 333-8351
University Calendar 237 Davenport House 333-1230
University Club:
Ofc 1201 W. Oregon, U. 333-1578
University Counsel's Ofc.
University Counsel James J. Costello, 266 Adm. 333-0563
Adm. Aide Mary N. Schumm, 266 Adm. 333-0563
Campus Legal Counsel and Associate University Counsel 258 Adm. 333-0560
Secy Linda Myers, 258 Adm. 333-0560
Assistant Campus Legal Counsels Earl L. Palmberg, 258 Adm. 333-0560
Warren H. Glockner, 258 Adm. 333-0560
University Extension (See Extension)
University High School:
Principal Anthony F. Gregorc, 103 U.H.S. 333-2870
Secy Bonnie J. Malcor, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Associate Principal David F. Hendrix, 101 U.H.S. 333-2870
Assistant Principal Robert W. Giles, 101 U.H.S. 333-2870
Ofc 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Bookkeeper June Mank, 102 U.H.S. 333-2870
Art Muriel Hesse, 306 U.H.S. 333-2847
English Charlene Tibbetts, 1207 W. Stoughton, U. 333-4490
Foreign Language Carol Bond, 214 U.H.S. 333-8203
Guidance Robert E. Bovd, 104a U.H.S. 333-2873
Ofc Diana Franco, 104a U.H.S. 333-2873
Library Joan E. Van Xord, 201 U.H.S. 333-1589
Mathematics Steven Szabo, 104 U.H.S. 333-4447
Music Hurshelene Griffin, 306 U.H.S. 333-2847
Physical Education L. Mel Sion, 113 U.H.S. 333-2871
Public Relations Warren L. Royer, 105 U.H.S. 333-2871
Science Douglas Dirks, 309 U.H.S. 333-2847
Social Studies Ella C. Leppert, 215 U.H.S. 333-8203
Voc. Tech Kathryn W. Smith, 112 U.H.S. 333-8348
University Honors Programs (See Honors Programs, University)
University Planning and Resource Allocation, Ofc. of:
Vice-President for Planning and Allocation Ronald W. Bradv, 349 Adm. 333-1560
Adm. Assistant Ruth M. Anderson, 349 Adm. 333-1561
Secy Myla M. Messman, 349 Adm. 333-1560
Assistant to the Vice-President — University Administrative
Data Processing Joseph A. Catrambone, 363 Adm. 333-1562
Deputv Director for Communications —
University ADP William T. Rotthamel, 363 Adm. 333-1562
Research Associate Judith A. Hancock, 349 Adm. 333-1562
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Associate Vice-President for Planning
and Allocation Martin L. Zeigler, 248 Illini Tower 333-0404
(See separate entry for Planning and Allocation, Ofc. of Associate Vice-President for,
for divisions under that office.)
University Press (See Press)
University Professors for Academic Order William R. Horsfall, 320 Morrill Hall 333-2493
University Theatre:
Director Clara M. Behringer, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3538
Ofc Ellen J. Sprenkel, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-2371
Bus. Ofc Lynn D. Sweet, 4-122 K.C.P.A. 333-3523
Urban and Regional Planning:
Head of Dept Michael P. Brooks, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Secy 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Chief Clerk Alice Rodgers, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Associate Head Eric C. Freund, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Research,
Director Michael P. Brooks, 909 W. Nevada, U. 333-3890
Library Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Urban Hispanic Students for Involvement 284 I.U.(S) 333-7333
Utilities (See Operation and Maintenance Division)
Van Doren Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Vegetable Crops Walter E. Splittstoesser, 206b Veg. Crops 333-6666
Vending (All campus buildings except
Housing Division) Charles E. Wertz, 165 I.U.(E) 333-0693
Veterans Affairs, Information and Counseling Jack Riley, 130 S.S.B. 333-0058
Veterans Association 293 I.U.(S) 333-6254
Veterans Educational Benefits Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C. 333-0100
Veterinary Biological Structure:
Head of Dept James E. Lovell, 335 V.M. 333-1025
Secy Beth Murdock, 333 V.M. 333-1025
Veterinary Clinical Medicine:
Head of Dept Allan J. Cawley, 244 S.A.C. 333-7434
Ofc Patricia Korbus, 242 S.A.C. 333-7434
Ambulatory Clinic 194 S.A.C. 333-7232
Large Animal Clinicians:
David W. Banov, 208 L.A.C. 333-2000
Leroy G. Biehl, 287 S.A.C. 333-7232
Bruce O. Brodie, 282 S.A.C. 333-7232
C. Andrew Carson, 204 L.A.C. 333-2000
Bennie G. Erwin, 203 L.A.C. 333-2000
David P. Hamilton, 206 L.A.C. 333-2000
Gerald H. Hankes, S.A.C. 333-7001
Harry J. Hardenbrook, 210 L.A.C. 333-2000
Ray D. Hatch, 286 S.A.C. 333-7232
Vaylord D. Ladwig, 284 S.A.C. 333-7232
Donald R. Lingard, 207 L.A.C. 333-2000
Theodore F. Lock, 288 S.A.C. 333-7232
John P. Manning, 219 L.A.C. 333-2000
Dale R. Nelson, 206 L.A.C. 333-2000
Loren J. Rickard, 204 L.A.C. 333-2000
John C. Thurmon, 219 L.A.C. 333-2000
Larry R. Woodcock, 287 S.A.C. 333-7232
Small Animal Clinicians:
Thomas J. Burke, 108 S.A.C. 333-7001
Claude L. Gendreau, 102 S.A.C. 333-7001
Lloyd C. Helper, 104 S.A.C. 333-7001
John D. Henry, 116 S.A.C. 333-7001
Calvert B. Jeffers, 263 S.A.C. 333-7001
Jea H. Lee, 45 S.A.C. 333-7001
Dennis W. Macy, 112 S.A.C. 333-7001
Eugene E. Musselman, 114 S.A.C. 333-7001
Richard D. Park, 265 S.A.C. 333-7001
Alan J. Parker, 262 S.A.C. 333-7001
David A. Richie, 263 S.A.C. 333-7001
Alfred G. Schiller, 261 S.A.C. 333-7001
Sandra T. Siwe, 264 S.A.C. 333-7001
Erwin Small, 110 S.A.C. 333-7001
Charles W. Smith, 106 S.A.C. 333-7001




From campus telephones 333-7001
From other telephones 344-5030
Veterinary Medicine, College of:
Dean L. Meyer Jones, 131 V.M. 333-2760
Secy Shirley A. Seets, 131 V.M. 333-2760
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Loyd E. Boley, 137 V.M. 333-1192
Secy Joyce A. Walle, 137 V.M. 333-1192
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Veterinary Medicine, College of (continued) :
Associate Dean for Research and Graduate Training Kenneth \V. Sloan, 141 V.M. 333-4291
Secy Rosalind D. McKenzie, 141 V.M. 333-4291
Assistant Dean Richard B. Morgan, 131 V.M. 333-2762
Secy Cindy J. Alexander, 131 V.M. 333-2762
Accounting Doris M. Richards, 153 V.M. 333-2298
Diagnostic Service Martin E. Bergeland, V.M. Annex 333-1620
Editor Terry W. Rathgeber, 269 V.M. 333-4945
Extension J. Ronald Pickard, 281 S.A.C. 333-2907
Information 155 V.M. 333-1937
Library Joan T. Hicks, 250 V.M. 333-2193
See also departmental listings.
Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene:
Head of Dept Lyle E. Hanson, 57 V.M. 333-2449
Secv Eileen J. Walters, 57 V.M. 333-2449
Div. of Pathology James D. Conrov, 36c V.M. 333-3533
Div. of Microbiology Walter L. Myers, 208 V.M. Annex 333-4857
Div. of Parasitology Norman D. Levine, 143 V.M. 333-2766
Div. of Public Health and Preventive Medicine George T. Woods, 63 V.M. 333-0141
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology:
Head of Dept Roger P. Link, 263 V.M. 333-2506
Secv Marvann Schiff, 259 V.M. 333-2506
Pharrhacologv Richard F. Bevill, 235 V.M. 333-2506
' William G. Huber, 267 V.M. 333-0353
Physiology Gary L. Jackson, 367a V.M. 333-0745
'. Dav'id L. Smetzer, 265 V.M. 333-3749
A. Robert Twardock, 235 V.M. 333-1109
Radiobiology Richard Bubar, 261 V.M. 333-6693
'. A. Robert Twardock, 235 V.M. 333-1109
Veterinary Research 141 V.M. 333-4291
Veterinary Research Farm S. Race St. Rd., U. 333-1445
Vice-Chancellors (See Chancellor's Ofc.)
Vice-President for Academic Development and Coordination. .. Barry Munitz, 378 Adm. 333-3159
415f Adm. Ofc. Bldg., Medical Center Campus 996-7955
Vice-President for Financial Affairs:
Vice-President Herbert O. Farber, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Ofc Edna T. Nichols, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant Vice-President Morris S. Kessler, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Assistant Robert D. Franks, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Investments and Patents Alwvnne G. Paulson, 342 Adm. 333-2400
Auditor Wilbur T. Thorn, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Ofc Rita J. Gossett, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Associate Auditor Lansing K. Johansen, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Assistant to Auditor— Systems C. Richard Nash, B-6 Coble Hall 333-0900
Capital Programs, Ofc. for Vernon L. Kretschmer, 276 Adm. 333-3620
Manager of Insurance and Employee Benefits James R. Gallivan, B-3 Coble Hall 333-3113
Nonacademic Personnel, University Ofc Oscar S. Smith, 302 Illini Tower 333-2590
See Business Affairs for Campus Office.
Vice-President for Governmental Relations and Public Service:
Vice-President Eldon L. Johnson, 377 Adm. 333-3077
Ofc Dorothy L. McAndrews, 377 Adm. 333-3077
Rose M. Holmes, 377 Adm. 333-3078
Vice-President for Planning and Allocation (See University Planning
and Resource Allocation, Ofc. of)
Visual Aids Assistance, Office of Instructional Resources 405 E.H. 333-3690
Visual Aids Service 1325 S. Oak, C. 333-1360
Visual Arts, Extension in Walter M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B. 333-0419
Vivarium 202a Vivarium 333-1631
Vocational Agriculture Service John W. Matthews, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3870
Ofc Willadean McElwee, 434 Mumford Hall 333-3871
Vocational and Technical Education:
Chairman of Dept Llovd J. Phipps, 340 Education 333-0807
Ofc Evelyn L. Stewart, 345 Education 333-0807
Volunteer Illini Projects 328 I.U.(N) 333-1020
Wardall Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4640
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
Washington School Elementary Mathematics and Science Project (UICSM),
Curriculum Lab 606 E. Grove, C. 333-1960
Water Analyses, State Water Surv 229 W.R. 333-0802
Water Resources Center, Director Benjamin B. Ewing, 2535 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0536
Water Survey (See State Water Survey)
Weather Records, State Water Surv 259 W.R. 333-4966
Weed Extension Ellery L. Knake, N-305 T.H. 333-4424
Weed Research Fred W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Weston Hall (University Residence Hall) 333-4868
For residents' numbers, see the Student Directory.
WILL Radio Station 228 G.H. 333-0850
WILL Television Station 1110 W. Main, U. 333-1070
W P G U: News, Information, Sports 333-2016
Advertising Director 333-2019
Writing Clinic Albert C. Tillman, 311 E.B. 333-1656
Young Republicans 268 I.U. (S) 333-9400
Zoology (See Life Sciences, School of)
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UNIVERSITY OFFICES IN CHICAGO
CHICAGO CIRCLE
Location: University Hall, 601 S. Morgan St., Chicago 60607.
Chicago Circle Center, 750 S. Halsted St., Chicago 60607.
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 4348, Chicago 60680.
Telephone Area Code: 312.
President:
John E. Corbally Jr., President of the University 2732 Lmversity Hall 996-3308
Chancellor:
Warren B. Cheston, Chancellor 2833 University Hall 996-3300
Eugene Eidenberg, Vice-Chancellor 2832 University Hall 996-3200
Robert P. Bentz, Vice-Chancellor for Operations 2800 University Hall 996-4884
Robert L. Hess, Acting Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs. . .2715 Universitv Hall 996-3225
Nan E. McGehee, Associate Chancellor 2801 University Hall 996-4878
Administrative Data Processing:
Ronald C. Trilling, Director 509 University Hall 996-4447
Administrative Studies:
Vernon A. Miller, Director 2600 University Hall 996-5400
Admissions and Records:
William C. Price, Director 1120 Library 996-4377
Alumni Relations:
Frank J. Geltner, Jr., Director 701 Chicago Circle Center 996-8535
Architecture and Art, College of:
Bertram M. Berenson, Dean 3100 Architecture and Art Bldg. 996-5611
Auxiliary Services:
James J. Overlock, Director 709 Chicago Circle Center 996-5050
Business Administration, College of:
Irvin L. Heckmann, Dean 2532 University Hall 996-2671
Business Affairs:
James E. Osborn, Director 401 University Hall 996-2860
Chicago Circle Center (Union):
Dale X. Brostrom, Director 231 Chicago Circle Center 996-2626
Computer Center:
Thomas H. Brown, Director 2257F Science-Engineering Laboratories 996-2472
Education, College of:
Van Cleve Morris, Dean 3109 Education and Communications Bldg. 996-8698
Educational Assistance Program:
James C. Griggs, Jr., Director 1234 Science and Engineering Offices 996-5040
Engineering, College of:
George Bugliarello, Dean 102 Science and Engineering Offices 996-2400
Extension, Division of University:
Turns H. Dekker, Associate Dean 2601 University Hall 996-2353
Graduate College:
Jan Rocek, Dean 1513 University Hall 996-3320
Instructional Resources, Office of:
Roger L. Pscherer, Acting Director 1325 Science and Engineering Offices 996-4800
Legal Counsel:
James E. Harmon, Campus Legal Counsel 2731 University Hall 996-2758
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of:
Dean B. Doner, Dean 315 University Hall 996-3361
Library:
William B. Ernst, Jr., Director 1-290 Library 996-2716
Military Sciences:
Director of Military Officer Education Program. . .716 Science and Engineering Offices 996-3451
Neighborhood Relations:
James C. Griggs, Jr., Acting Director 1300 Science and Engineering Offices 996-5010
Personnel Services:
Lee J. Votava, Director 701 University Hall 996-2600
Physical Education, School of:
Sheldon L. Fordham, Director 351 Physical Education Bldg. 996-2770
Physical Plant:
Frank W. Houck, Director 122 Services Bldg. 996-7111
Publications:
Mildred Rose, Director 2631 University Hall 996-3324
Public Information:
Grover E. Shipton, Director 2630 University Hall 996-3456
Safety Office:
Ray Ketchmark, Safety Officer 1310 Science and Engineering Offices 996-2530
Senate Office:
Kirker Smith, Clerk 2712 University Hall 996-2926
Social Work, Jane Addams Graduate School of:
George W. Magner, Associate Director. .. .4507 Education and Communications Bldg. 996-3219
Space Utilization, Office of:
Thomas A. Lothian, Director 1204 University Hall 996-8600
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Student Affairs:
Oscar Miller, Dean 828 University Hall 996-3100
Warren O. Brown, Associate Dean and Dean of Men 801 University Hall 996-3123
Marie L. Johnson, Associate Dean and Dean of Women 829 University Hall 996-3133
Robert E. Mahonev, Director of Financial Aid 1320 University Hall 996-5563
Laurette A. Kirstein, Director of Foreign Student Affairs 800 University Hall 996-3121
Vidvuds Medenis, M.D., Director of Health Service 1130 University Hall 996-3393
Harold Klehr, Associate Dean and Director of
the Student Counseling Service 1031 University Hall 996-3487
Susan S. Erskine, Director of Student
Organizations and Activities 712 Chicago Circle Center 996-4500
Ronald Q. Swaim, Director of Placement Services 4056 Behavioral Sciences Bldg. 996-2300
University Honors Programs:
Samuel Schrage, Director 218 Science and Engineering Offices 996-3453
Urban Studies, Center for:
Stuart Schar, Acting Director 1180 Behavioral Sciences Bldg. 996-8722
MEDICAL CENTER
All street addresses are Chicago 60612.
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 6998, Chicago 60680.
Telephone Area Code: 312.
President
John E. Corballv Jr., President of the University 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7654
Barry Munitz, Vice-President 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7955
Chancellor:
Joseph S. Begando, Chancellor 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7654
Donald J. Caseley, Vice-Chancellor 1737 W. Polk St. 996-6400
Anthony J. Diekema, Associate Chancellor 1737 W. Polk St. 996-8060
Administrative Data Processing:
Ottie P. Carter, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7257
Administrative Studies:
Larry L. Phemister, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7727
Admissions and Records:
Dale E. Mattson, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7755
Alumni Relations and Records:
Dorothy C. Dilorio, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7645
Business Ofc.
David W. Bonham, Director of Business Affairs 1737 W. Polk St. 996-4950
Dentistry, College of:
Seymour H. Yale, Dean 801 S. Paulina St. 996-7520
Eye and Ear Infirmary, Illinois:
George F. Geocaris, Associate Administrator 1855 W. Taylor St. 996-6544
Facility Planning and Development:
Donald C. Neville, Director 715 S. Wood St. 996-7141
Graduate College:
Ralph Daniels, Acting Dean 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7686
Health Service:
Marvin J. Colbert, Director 840 S. Wood St. 996-7420
Illustration Studios:
A. Hooker Goodwin, Head 833 S. Wood St. 996-7337
Legal Counsel:
James P. Martin, Campus Legal Counsel 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7762
Library of the Health Sciences:
Irwin H. Pizer, University Librarian 1853 W. Polk St. 996-7332
Medical Research Lab.
Robert F. Locke, Administrator 1840 W. Taylor St. 996-7040
Medicine, College of:
William J. Grove, Executive Dean 1853 W. Polk St. 996-3500
The Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine:
Alexander M. Schmidt, Dean 1853 W. Polk St. 996-7890
Associated Medical Sciences, School of:
Thomas F. Zimmerman, Dean 808 S. Wood St. 996-6695
Basic Medical Sciences, School of (Medical Center):
Truman O. Anderson, Dean 1853 W. Polk St. 996-7018
Basic Medical Sciences, School of (Urbana-Champaign) :
Daniel K. Bloomfield, Dean 1205 W. California Ave., Urbana, Illinois 61801 217-333-9284
Peoria School of Medicine:
Nicholas J. Cotsonas, Dean 1401 W. Main St., Peoria, Illinois 61606 309-674-8477
Rockford School of Medicine:
Robert L. Evans, Dean 1601 Parkview Ave., Rockford, Illinois 61101 815-397-2639
Nursing, College of:
Mary M. Lohr, Dean 845 S. Damen Ave. 996-7800
Personnel Services:
George F. McGregor, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7575
Pharmacy, College of:
August P. Lemberger, Dean 833 S. Wood St. 996-7240
Physical Plant:
Frank W. Houck, Director, Chicago Campuses 1140 S. Morgan St. 996-7111
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Public Information:
Max I. Light, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7680
Research Resources Lab.
John P. Marbarger, Director 901 S. Wolcott Ave. 996-7600
Safety:
Ray S. Stephens, Safety Coordinator 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7411
Services for Crippled Children, Division of:
Edward F. Lis, Director 840 S. Wood St. 996-7756
Space Utilization:
James F. Pfister, Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-7140
Student Affairs:
Robert L. Sheverbush, Jr., Acting Dean of Student Affairs 1737 W. Polk St. 996-4940
Mary E. Reeves, Dean of Women 1737 W. Polk St. 996-4940
Tuberculosis Research, Institution for:
Ray G. Crispen, Acting Director 1853 W. Polk St. 996-6293
University Extension Conference Program:
Herman H. Slayman, Extension Specialist 715 S. Wood St. 996-7729
University of Illinois Foundation:
Donald L. Blank, Associate Director 1737 W. Polk St. 996-6433
University of Illinois Hospital:
H. Martin Engle, Vice-Chancellor for Health Services 840 S. Wood St. 996-6801
University Services:
Clarence C. Leverenz, Director 818 S. Wolcott Ave. 996-7777
ILLINI CENTER
1828 University Hall, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago 60680





The asterisk (*) precedes the names of persons who are married. The name of the husband or wife
is shown in parentheses following the name of the staff member.
The dagger (f) indicates persons not employed by the University but by state and federal bureaus
and cooperating organizations.
All cities are in Illinois unless another state is indicated.
All addresses in Urbana have Zip Code 61801, those in Champaign 61820.
Telephone numbers for both Urbana and Champaign have Area Code 217.
Aadsen, Duane Rodney, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
476 Physics Bldg., 333-3687; 290j Mat. Res. Lab. —802 Richards Lane, C, 359-3496.
*Aaltonen, Elaine M. (Matti T.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Cass County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
210 S. Main, Virginia (62691), 452-3211. —734 E. State, Jacksonville (62650), 245-4355.
*Abashian, Alexander (Dorothy), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
2211 Pond, U., 367-7971.
*Abbott, Hollis Ruel (Beverly J.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —102 Maple, Potomac (61865), 987-4315.
Abdel-Aziz, Youssef, M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4152 Civil Eng., 333-6851. —605 S. Fourth, C, 359-9682.
•Abeliovich, Aharon (Tamar), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
161 Burrill Hall, 333-1736, 333-2044. —Apt. C, 2008 Hazelwood Ct., U.
*Abdelnour, Jamal G. (Mariana), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3143 Civil Eng., 333-7268. — 1820-C Orchard PI., U., 344-0587.
•Abell, Ellen Lee (Bernard J.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
312 Mumford Hall, 333-0148. —110 S. Dodson Dr., U., 367-5648.
Abell, Louise C. Abell, Martin Work Program Participant, Gallatin County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 487, Ridgway (62979), 618-272-4562. —R.R. 1, Box 39, Ridgway (62979), 618-272-7274.
•Abell, Nancy J. (Steven), Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-3856. — 1807-B Orchard PL, U., 344-1349.
Abernathy, Donna Gale, Clerk-Typist III, School of Chemical Sciences.
164 East Chem., 333-4473. —R.R. 1, Fithian (61844), 776-3845.
Abernathy, Kathy June, Clerk-Typist I, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-4871. —R.R.I Fithian (61844), 776-3845.
*Abney, Deborah S. (Frank), Keypunch Operator II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —17 Tulip Lane, Rantoul, 893-1281.
*Abram, Johnny L. (Gerald), Investigation Officer, Senate Committee on Student Discipline.
331 Student Services, 333-3680. —324 S. Chanute, Rantoul (61866), 892-8644.
Abram, (Mrs.) Mary Bell, Clerk-Typist I, College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —1401 Hedge Rd., C, 359-7904.
*Abrams, Kathleen Ann (Kenneth L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Business Administration.
350 Commerce (W), 333-4240. —202 S. Dodson Dr., U., 367-6791.
Abreu, Eva J., B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4123 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —URH-346 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2252.
*Achuta, Murthy, Ponnathapura Narasimhaiah (Chanchala), M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Animal
Science.
258 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0326. —1114 W. Springfield, U., 344-0564.
Acker, Geraldine Enod, M.S., Prof, of Food and Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
533 Bevier Hall, 333-1654. —605 W. Vermont, U., 344-1269.
Ackerman, Bernice, Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
261 Water Resources, 333-1702. —Apt. 306, 1004 E. Harding, 328-1573.
tAckerman, Sharon, Clerk-Typist II,State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-4264. —404 E. High Street, U., 367-4635.
'tAckermann, William C. (Margaret A.), B.S., D.Sc, Chief, State Water Survey.
153 Water Resources, 333-2210. —701 Hamilton Dr., C, 352-8664.
*Acosta, Maria (Johnny), Work Program Participant,, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
762 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-663-4893. —923 W. Addison, Chicago, (60659).
*Adachi, Kakuichiro (Tazuko), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2220 Civil Eng., 333-6943. —Apt. B, 2074 S. Orchard, U., 367-8968.
"tAdair, Ernest Reed (Marian E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
Instrument Shop, Natural Resources, 189-253, 344-1481. —17 Lange, Savoy (61874),
359-5643.
*tAdair, Marian E. (Ernest R.), Meteorological Aide, State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-4963. —17 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5643.
tAdam, John Robert, Ph.D., Assoc. Scientist, State Water Survey.
59 Water Resources, 333-4964. —614 W. Springfield, C, 359-4102.
•Adamczyk, Andrew Anthony (Elizabeth Kay), M.S., Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
102 Aero. Lab., B, 333-8136: 333-1123. —Apt. 10, 2018 Fletcher, U., 367-5881.
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*Adams, Alice K. (Oscar W., Jr.), Secy., State N.H. Survey.
179 Natural Resources, 333-6831. —607 E. Colorado, U., 367-5664.
•Adams, Jack Ashton (Marjorie M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
411 Psych. Bldg., 333-6591. —11 Shuman Circle, U., 328-2130.
*Adams, James R. (Eula M.), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2712 W. Kirby, C, 359-3417.
*Adams, Jerome Thomas (Janet), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
359 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —Apt. D, 1832 Orchard Place, U., 367-2624.
*Adams, John M. (Nancy C), B.A., Asst., Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —707 S. Broadway, U., 367-5023.
*tAdams, John Rodger (Barbara F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
55 Water Resources, 333-1495. —406 W. Nevada, U., 328-3980.
*Adams, Leverett A. (Mary L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology, Emeritus.
6341 Dowling Dr., La Jolla, California (92037), 454-2537.
•Adams, Linda Marie (Thomas W.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Business Adm.
339 Commerce (W), 333-4547. —Newmah, 837-2739.
*Adams, Robert Franklin (Kay), Chief Clerk, Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7637. —905 Stratford Dr., C.
•Adamstone, Frank B. (E. Margaret), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology, Emeritus.
491 Morrill Hall, 333-2286. —1113 W. Charles, C, 352-2856.
*Addy, Alva Leroy (Sandra R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
25 M.E. Bldg., 333-1126. —1706 Golfview Dr., U., 365-2162.
•Adelman, Bette Orovan (Gary), B.A., Res. Asst., World Heritage Museum.
484 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —910 W. White, C, 359-1256.
•Adelman, Gary S. (Bette O.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
125 English, 333-4287. —910 W. White, C, 359-1256.
•Adelman, William John (Nora J.), M.A., Assoc. Prof., Chicago Labor Education Program, Div.
of Univ. Ext. and Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
P.O. Box 4348, Chicago (60680), 996-2623. —303 Park, Bensenville (60106), 766-5074.
Aden, Kathryn, M.S., Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education, 333-3757. —1317 Larkspur Lane, C, 359-3400.
*Ades, Claire Frenkel (Harlow W.), Tech. Editor, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
306 E.E. Annex, 333-3440. —508 E. Sunnycrest Ct., U., 328-2768.
*Ades, Harlow Whiting (Claire F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, of Physiology and
Biophysics, and of Psychology.
308 E.E. Annex, 333-3440. —508 E. Sunnycrest Ct, U., 328-2768.
*Ades, Martha Lamkin (William E.), B.A., Data Processing Analyst I, Center for Advanced
Computation.
115 Adv. Comp., 333-7616. —804 Fairlawn, U., 344-7910.
•tAdkisson, Cheryl W. (Theodore), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
31 Natural Resources, 189-208, 344-1481. —709 W. Nevada, U., 344-5920.
•Adkisson, James A. (Eleanor), Food Service Administrator II, Housing Div.
Florida Ave. Residence Halls, 333-0843. —1809 Crescent Dr., C, 352-6310.
•Adkisson, Theodore Roosevelt (Cheryl W.), Equal Opportunity Officer I, Affirmative Action for
Equal Opportunity Ofc.
136 Personnel Services Bldg., 333-8657. —709 W. Nevada, U., 344-5920.
*Adler, Felix T. (Donatella G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics and of Nuclear Engineering.
407 Physics Bldg., 333-0875. —20 G. H. Baker Dr., U., 367-9855.
Adler, (Mrs.) Hilda, Kitchen Helper, Illini Union, Retired.
116 Corona, Long Beach, California (90803), 433-0829.
*Adrian, Rodney U. (Jo Anne), Motion Picture Production Mgr., Motion Picture Production
Center.
501 S. Wright, C, 333-0293. —2508 1/2 S. Anderson, U., 3440532.
•Adrian, Ronald J. (Jane E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
121 Talbot Lab., 333-1793. —1802 Carle Dr., U.
Adzima, Leonard Joseph, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305a Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
Aegerter, Julia J., B.S.E., Asst. in P.E.
400 Huff Gym., 333-3682. —Apt. A3, 1607 Valley Rd., C, 359-0625.
•Aeschleman, Jacquelyn Herbert (David L.), Secy., Peoria County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 688-8228. —3707 N. Grand Blvd., Peoria (61614),
688-7683.
*Agans, Donald Lee (Geraldine L.), Elevator Mechanic Foreman, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —210 Prospect, Savoy (61874), 359-5690.
•Aggarwal, Narindar Kumar (Indra), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration, Special
Languages Dept., Library.
225B Library, 333-2492. —1914 S. Vine, U., 328-3252.
•Ahart, John Cameron (Alice), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Theatre.
4-107 K.C.P.A., 333-4272. —903 Harmon, U., 367-1723.
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*Ahlers, Beverly Jean (James), Typing Clerk III, Dept. of Home Economics.
260 Bevier Hall, 333-3792. —Box 93, Sidney (61877), 688-2253.
*Aiex, Anoar (Nola K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Portuguese.
4156 Foreign Lang., 333-8277. —4 Shuman Circle, U., 367-8097.
Aigen, Allen A., B.S. Asst. in Geology.
101 Natural History, 333-4564. —URH-467 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4852.
*Aikin, John Keith (Katharina), M.S., Asst. Prof., Photographic Services, Library.
44 Library, 333-3569. —304 Sunnycrest Ct. W., U., 367-6987.
•Ajolore, Olusola (Bamidele), M.A., Asst. in Linguistics.
4106 Foreign Lang., 333-6468. —1818 Orchard PI., U., 367-5001.
*Akai, Jane A. (Terrence J.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
42 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. D, 1924 S. Orchard, U., 367-9924.
*Akai, Terrence J. (Jane A.), B.S., Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
20 Transportation, 333-3146. — 1924-D S. Orchard, U., 367-9924.
Akan, Osman A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2515 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-4162. —Apt. 307, 502 E. Healey, C, 359-8016.
*Akers, Dorothea (Robert), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Coop. Ext. Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —1344 Eighth Ave., East Moline
(61244), 755-9189.
*Akers, Gerald (Janet L.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
181 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —501 Pfeffer Rd., U., 367-0940.
*Akerman, Margo L. (M. Alfred), B.A., Asst. in Journalism.
42 Gregory Hall, 333-0128. —Apt. 3, 57 E. Chalmers, C, 352-3882.
*Akerman, M. Alfred (Margo L.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —Apt. 3, 57 E. Chalmers, C, 352-3882.
Akins, Rhonda Gale, Secy., Crawford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
205 S. Webster, Box 655, Robinson (62454) 544-3618. —R. R. 1, Oblong (62449), 592-3939.
•Akitt, Donald Paul (Betty J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
329A E.E. Bldg., 333-1721.; 1-139 C.S.L., 333-1721. —5 Canterbury Ct., C, 356-1707.
Akst George, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
313 Coble Hall, 333-6217.
•Alagna, William F. (Connie J.), Cold Storage Operator, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1528. —R.R. 3, U., 367-9884.
*AI-Bagdadi, Fakhri A. Karim (Lone J.), M.S., Instr. In Vet. Biological Structure.
336 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —Apt. 130, 107 W. Green, U., 344-5674.
Albarran, Mario F„ B.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
4-114 C.S.L., 333-6721. —504 W. Illinois, U., 344-7655.
*Albers, Dick Johnson (Erna), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R., Penfield, 595-3730.
*Albert, Nancy G. (Thomas), M.M., Library Clerk II, Physical Education Library.
146 Library, 333-3615. —907 W. Columbia, C, 352-6927.
•Albert, Waco W. (Betty J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science.
102 Stock Pavilion, 333-1785. —611 S. Prairie, C, 352-7116.
Alberts, Donald James, Chief Clerk, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1758. —1212 Philo Rd., U., 367-3512.
Albino, Brian E., Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —604 E. Armory, C.
*Albrecht, Elizabeth Mae (Arlyn E.), M.S., Lecturer in Speech and Hearing Science.
Speech and Hearing Clinic, 333-2230. —2008 Silver Court E., U., 367-6877.
*Albrecht, Felix Robert (Isidora), Dipl. Math., Prof, of Mathematics.
369 Altgeld Hall, 333-0870. —1003 S. Douglas, U., 344-2073.
•Albrecht, Isidora (Felix), Dipl.biol., Res. Assoc, in Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1734. —1003 S. Douglas, U., 344-2073.
*Albright, Elaine M. (John B.), M.L.S., Instr. in Library Adm.; Illinois Research & Reference
Librn.
405 Library, 333-1958. —510 W. Oregon, U., 367-2884.
•Albright, William Graydon (Mary), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
321 E.E. Bldg., 333-4208. —312 S. Prospect, C, 356-3557.
'tAlchin, David Morris Lee (Glynora L.), YNC, USN, Adm. Asst., Dept. of Naval Science.
239 Armory, 333-1062. —405 Pfeffer Rd., U., 367-3972.
*Alcorn, Charles Wesley (Mildred A.), Adm. Secy., College of Physical Education, Retired.
1807 Melinda Lane, C, 356-9116.
*Alcorn, Mildred A. (Charles W.), Maid, Housing Division. On leave of absence.
420 Student Services. —304 North, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2572.
Aldrich, Charles, III, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
390e Mat. Res. Lab., 333-8562. —URH-856 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4929.
'Aldrich, Samuel Roy (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Fertility Extension, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-305 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —2105 Zuppke Dr., U., 367-8029.
•Aldridge, Adriana G. (Alfred O.), Ph.D., Instr. in Spanish.
4021 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —101 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7160.
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•Aldridge, Alfred Owen (Adriana), Ph.D., D.U.P.. Prof, of Comparative Literature.
2054 Foreign Lang.. 333-4987, —101 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7160.
'Aleamoni, Lawrence Massud (Marjorie C). Ph.D., Head of Measurement and Research Div.,
Instructional Resources Ofc; Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —1725 Georgetown Dr., C, 352-8135.
'Alexander, Alvin E. (Dorothea A.), Carpenter Subforeman. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1615 Normandy Dr.. C, 356-5589.
•Alexander, Carl Adrian (Violett M.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —716 W. Harvard, C, 352-1650.
Alexander, Charles Reid, B.M., Asst. in Music.
106 Stiven House. 333-3356. —Apt. 10, 1108 W. Nevada, U., 367-1631.
•Alexander, Cindy J. (Ben). Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Vet. Med.
131 Vet. Med.. 333-2762. —Apt. 420, 108 Holiday Park Dr.. 356-0318.
•Alexander, Denton Eugene (Elizabeth). Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-110 Turner Hall. 333-4254. —701 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6256.
Alexander, Frederick Wayne, Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —446 N. Market, Monticello (61856).
•Alexander, Harold Harman (Marjorie A.), M.F.A., Assoc. Prof, of Interior Design and Housing,
Dept. of Home Econ.
269 Bevier Hall, 333-1956. —806 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 344-2024.
•Alexander, John David (Norma A.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Pedology, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-407 Turner Hall. 333-3650. —711 Haines Blvd., C. 356-4649.
Alexander, (Mrs.) Leona Frances, Adm. Secy., College of Physical Education,
Retired.
R.R. 2, Malvern. Ark.
•Alexander, Leslie A. (Juanita B.). Herder. Dept. of Dairy Science.
S. Lincoln Avenue Dairy Barns, 333-0472. —White Heath (61884), 687-5410.
Alexander, Mary Ann, B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm. 333-3840. —Apt. 4-E, 53 E. John, C. 356-9803.
•Alexander, Melancthon Herbert (Hazel G.). M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science. Emeritus.
1110 S. New. C. 352-5054.
•Alexander, Stephanie (Ralph). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
317 Altgeld Hall. 333-3414. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2793.
Alfeld, William Woodrow, M.I.A., Asst. Prof, of Journalism; Asst. to Dean of College of
Communications.
119 Gregory Hall, 333-2351. —404 W. California, U.
Algee, Linda Joyce, Clerk-Typist II, Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —Apt. 27, 914 N. Third, C.
Alger, Nelda Elizabeth, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
549 Morrill Hall, 333-4971. —2206 Southmoor, C. 356-6584.
Alisandrelli, Michael Joseph, A. A., Commercial Artist II. Instructional Resources Ofc.
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —Apt. 1, 625 1/2 E. Green, C.
Alison, I. Kathleen, M.S., Extension Communications Specialist and Instr. in Agricultural
Communications.
69 Mumford Hall. 333-4780. —Apt. 8. 1512 Lincolnshire, C. 359-3129.
Alkire, Ola, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Sercvices. 333-4771. —222 1/2 N. Grant. Potomac (61865), 987-4081.
•Alkire, Richard Collin (Betty Ann), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
297 East Chem.. 333-0063. —705 W. White. C. 359-6610.
•Allen, Alfred William (Dorothy), M.S., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering and of Nuclear
Engineering.
302 Ceramics. 333-2937. —1802 Pleasant. U., 367-2947.
Allen, Ann Leora, Payroll Clerk III. Housing Division, Retired.
708 W. Oregon. U., 344-5200.
Allen, Carolyn M., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Elem. Educ.
333 Education, 333-1929. —Apt. 1. 607 S. Lynn, C, 359-3719.
'Allen, Charles Moore (Madge). Ed.D., Prof, of Educational Administration and Supervision,
Emeritus.
502 S. Lynn, C, 356-3065.
*tAllen, Edward L. (Louisa M.). M.A., Staff Assoc, National Board on Graduate Education.
346 Armory. 333-7157. —904 Shurts, U., 367-4627.
•Allen, Florence Beasley (William J.). Food Service Administrator II. Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —1212 Julie Dr., C. 359-8816.
Allen, H. Kenneth, Ph.D.. Professor of Economics. Emeritus.
1501 W. University, C, 352-5405.
•Allen, Hubert L. (Marion). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Classics.
4068 Foreign Lang., 333-7278. —1024 W. Daniel. C. 352-4402.
'Allen, James Sircom (Mary Emily). Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
131 Physics, j/3-2758: 210A Pyysics Res. Lab., 333-3192 —5 Shuman Circle. U.. 367-3381.
•Allen, Jerome (Myra J.). Painter Subforeman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1102 E. Florida. U.. 367-1360.
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•Alien, Joseph (Lucile W.), M.A., M.L.S., Music Libr. and Asst. Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
Apt. 24, 375 Harvard, Cambridge, Mass. (02138).
*Allen, Joseph Heatly Dulles, Jr. (Louise H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish, Portuguese, and
Linguistics.
4080E Foreign Lang., 333-3390. —2119 Noel Dr., C, 356-4941.
Allen, Judith, Typing Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0994. —1622 W. Clark, C, 356-5181.
•Allen, Ken (Susan), A.B., Asst. Dean of Student Programs and Services.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —1822 Alder Lane, C, 359-7649.
•Allen, Lola Mae (Kenneth W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
245 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7001. —2705 W. William, C, 352-1690.
*tAllen, Mabel M. (James), Secy., Dept. of Naval Science.
239 Armory, C, 333-1062. —Ill W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-2726.
Allen, (Mrs.) Margaret Phillips, Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
210 Davenport House, 333-4880. —505 S. Coler, U., 344-6678.
Allen, Paul C, B.A., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —URH-50 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2299.
Allen, Patricia Kay, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm., 333-0413. —208 Coffeen, Homer (61849), 896-2164.
•Allen, Richard O. (Pat R.) Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
329 English, 333-1606. —706 Breen, C, 352-0161.
•Allen, Robert Franklin (Mary L.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —611 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2610.
•Allen, Walter Coleman (Diane H.), M.S., Assoc. Prof., Grad. School of Library Science.
312 Library, 333-0646. —1115 W. Union, C, 356-2602.
•Allender, David W. (Carolyn G.), M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics & Mat. Res. Lab.
390d Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4574. —14 Dunellen, U., 328-2771.
*Alles, Wesley F. (Barbara), M.S., Asst. in Health Education
117 Huff Gym. —714 Ventura Rd., C, 359-4822.
•Alley, Maretta H. (Oren L.), Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —R. 1. Murphysboro (62966), 684-2532.
•tAllgaier, George John (Janet), B. A., Junior Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
207 Natural Resources, 189-260, 344-1481. —307 N. Washington, Mansfield (61854),
489-5531.
•Allhands, Jessie V. (Tyler), M.A., Instr. in Mathematics.
202 Coble Hall, 333-2267. —1107 Brighton Dr., 367-1954.
•Allhands, Tyler (Jessie V.), M.A., Instr. in Mathematics.
202 Coble Hall, 333-2267. —1107 Brighton Dr., U., 367-1954.
•Allison, Otis Harold (Mary L.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 688-2578.
•Allison, Sara F. (Francis H.), Secy., Knox County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
95 N. Seminary, Galesburg, 342-5108. —1772 Indiana Dr., Galesburg (61401), 342-2855.
•Alrny, Gerald Marks (Ruth V.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
309 Physics Bldg., 333-3774. —509 S. Ridgeway, C, 352-2675.
*Almy, Gerald Marks (Ruth), Ph.D. Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
309 Physics Bldg., 333-3774. —509 S. Ridgeway, C, 352-2675.
•Alpers, Melvin O. (Grace E.), Ironworker, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
716 S. Prairie, C, 352-9356.
•Alpert, Daniel (Natalie B.), Ph.D., Dir. of Center for Advanced Study; Assoc. Dir. of
Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.; Prof, of Physics.
912 W. Illinois, U., 333-6729; 362 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-7465. —402 W. Pennsylvania, U.,
344-1726.
•Alpert, Joel S. (Bonnie), M.A., Asst. in Student Teaching.
376 Education, 333-3643. —Apt. 6, 402 E. Michigan, U., 344-0634.
•Alpert, Natalie B. (Daniel), B.A., Instr. in Landscape Architecture.
Rm. 107, 1203 W. Nevada, U., 333-0179; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —402 W.
Pennsylvania, U., 344-1726.
•Alsberg, Peter Allyn (Jane), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Dept. of Computer Science and Center for
Advanced Computation.
329 Advanced Computation, 333-3055. —5 Buena Vista Court, U., 328-2171.
•Alsip, Russell H. (Kristine L.), B.A., Asst. in Health & Safety Education.
117 Huff Gym., 333-1139, 333-2307. —217 Paddock Dr. East, C, 356-3087.
•Alsip, Vivian I. (Jesse W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Computer Science.
282 D.C.L., 333-6773. —Ogden (61859), 582-2780.
tAlsterlund, (Mrs.) Frances H., A.B., Res. Assoc, State Geological Survey.
211 Natural Resources, 189-230, 344-1481. —Box 2102, Station A, C, 359-1989.
*Alsup, Mrs. Dorothy Mae (Delmar C), Secy., DeWitt County, Cooperative Extension Service.
803 W. Leander, Clinton (61727), 935-5764. —R.R. 1, Kenney (61749), 944-2426.
•Altenbernd, A. Lynn (Mary B.), Ph.D., Prof, of English. Head of Dept.
126 English, 333-4104. —710 W. Washington, U., 344-6919.
•Alterovitz, Samuel A. (Dalia), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
290f Mat. Res. Lab. 333-0191. —Apt. B, 1971 S. Orchard, U„ 344-4197.
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*Althaus, Francis Edward (Sondra S.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Dairy Science.
458 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —2709 Lawndale, C, 356-1102.
*Althaus, Gerald A. (Anita), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Microbiology.
330 Burrill Hall, 333-0425. —308 E. Washington, Philo (61864).
*Althaus, Joseph Edward (Monica M.), Janitor, Housing Division, Retired.
611 W. Stoughton, U., 367-3616.
*Althoff, Paul Bernard (Eda Belle), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —405 S. Edwin, C, 356-9474.
•Altieri, Sean Curley (Daniel), M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4050 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —907 S. Maple, U., 328-3983.
*Altstetter, Carl Joseph (Nadja), Sc.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy, Dept. of Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering.
302 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4985. —911 W. Daniel, C, 359-1886.
Altstiel, Larry Douglas, B.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W-423 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —902 W. Kirby, C, 356-9763.
Alverson, David L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
448 Mumford Hall, 333-2638. —508 W. Michigan, U., 344-5550.
Amado, Richard S., B.A., Asst. in Special Education.
Rm. 205, 1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260; Child Behavior Lab., 333-1369. —Apt. 5, 1513 W.
Kirby, C, 359-8320.
•Ambrose, John Charles (Vivian L.), Accountant II, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg, 333-4909. —1606 Parkhaven, C, 356-9558.
Ambrose, Sharon Kay, B.A., Library Clerk III, Undergraduate Library.
Undergrad Library, 333-1031. —Apt. 304, 906 E. Harding, U., 328-3887.
*Amdor, Elwood Fred (Mary M.), Construction Laborer Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —304 S. East, Mansfield (61854), 489-3601.
Amdor, Karen Lorraine, Secy., College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —314 Royal Ct., C, 356-5363.
*tAmdor, Patricia Jean (Fred), Secy., Coaches' Ofc, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3400. —Box 341, Mansfield (61854), 489-3891.
*tAmdor, Paul J. (Patricia), Agri. Res. Technician, Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
178 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —301 S. McKinley, Mansfield (61854), 489-4971.
*Amdor, Russell L. (Murrel D.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —314 Royal Ct., C, 356-5363.
*Ament, Donald, (Helen), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —Villa Grove (61956), 832-2191.
*Amirhor, Parviz (Jacqueline), M.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4125 Civil Eng., 333-6978. —Apt. 301, 2114 S. Orchard, U., 344-7754.
*Ammons, Mark W. (Elizabeth), M.A., Asst. in Speech.
244 Lincoln Hall, 333-8967 —301 S. Elm, C, 359-6590.
*Amos, William James (Helen), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 43, Henning (61848), 286-3310.
•Anders, Charles Henry (Margaret A.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
114 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3131. —508 S. David, Sidney (61877), 688-2174.
tAnders, Earl Frederick, Asst. Supt. of Maintenance, Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall, 333-2303. —59 E. Healey, C, 352-9562.
•Anders, John Jacob (Dora), Building Services Foreman, Housing Div.
2 Blaisdell Hall, 333-2953. —1505 Delmont Ct., U., 367-0595.
*Andersen, Kenneth Eldon (Mary Ann), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech; Assoc. Head of Dept.
247A Lincoln Hall, 333-2684, 333-4263. —2002 Galen Dr., C, 359-5392.
Andersen, Sally Smith, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
215 English, 333-6431. —1004 S. Locust, C, 356-5963.
•Anderson, Alice Long (Carl), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4119 Foreign Lang., 333-8055 —2617 Idlewide Dr., Springfield.
•Anderson, Alvin Theodore (Vera), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
1311 Grandview Dr., C, 356-3663.
•Anderson, Ansel Cochran, (Janet A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
129 Physics Bldg., 333-2866. —1911 McDonald, C, 356-2433.
•Anderson, Arthur G. (Gerry W.), C.E., Ph.D., Prof, of Management, Emeritus.
2506 Via Viesta, La Jolla, California (92037) 714-454-0876.
Anderson, Bonnie Ellen, Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
226 Education, 333-2604. —R.R. 1, White Heath (61884), 762-7496.
•Anderson, Chester Reed (Frances A.), M.A., Prof, of Business and Technical Writing, Emeritus.
313 D.K.H., 333-1006. —1008 W. Healey, C, 356-9264.
tAnderson, D. Jim, Storekeeper I, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —814 W. Stoughton, U. ( 328-1333.
•Anderson, Dennis Owen (Eleanor Lee), Comb. Offset Pressman, Cameraman, & Platemaker,
Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —3105 Ridgewood Dr., C.
•Anderson, Earl Wayne (Virginia N.), Police Sergeant, Campus Security.
101 N. Mathews, U. —608 W. Washington, U., 344-6908.
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tAnderson, Edna M. (James), Meteorological Aide II, State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-7506. —1110 Hollycrest Dr., C, 356-5577.
Anderson, Edward L, B.A., Asst. in German.
3080 Foreign Lang., —URH-1059 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4976.
tAnderson, Elizabeth Ann, (Clark G.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
227 Natural Resources, 189-219, 344-1481. —1008 E. Delaware, U., 344-2373.
'Anderson, Elizabeth Cloyd (Edward M.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
105 Transportation, 333-3674. —906 E. Florida, U., 367-5354.
'Anderson, Ernest F. (Jacqueline), Ed.D., Coordinator of University-Junior College Relations;
Assoc. Prof, and Chairman, Div. of Higher Education.
348 Illini Tower, 333-2032; 344 Armory, 333-1535. —1002 Eliot Dr., U., 365-3100.
'Anderson, Frieda M. (Maynard), Secy., Center for Advanced Computation.
345 Advanced Computation, 333-0385. —P.O. Box 7, Mahomet (61853), 586-2415.
'Anderson, Gary Lee (Martha S.), M.S., Asst. in Music.
4-129 K.C.P.A., 333-3206. —Apt. 343, 210 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-0042.
'Anderson, Gary O. (Mary E.), M.S., Asst. in Geography.
274 Davenport Hall, 333-3129. —803 N. Busey, U., 344-7569.
Anderson, Harry Warren, Supervisor of Operation, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3030. —908 N. Busey, U., 367-3269.
'Anderson, Jacqueline Hill (Ernest F.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Home Economics.
299 Bevier Hall, 333-0490. —1002 Eliot Dr., U., 328-3100.
'Anderson, James Robert (Ruth Ann), M.U.P., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532, 333-7330. —1802 Shadowlawn Dr., C, 359-7517.
Anderson, Janet Ivy, M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
113 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —307 W. Oregon, U., 344-3993.
'Anderson, Jennifer Anne (David E.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Botany.
617 Morrill Hall, 333-0665. —1109 W. Green, C, 356-0339.
'Anderson, John Denton (Jane C), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of School of Basic Medical Sciences;
Prof, of Physiology.
1205 W. California, U., 333-9293, 333-9284. —1305 W. Clark, C, 356-3201.
'Anderson, Johnnie B. (Ezell), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Praririe, Decatur (62522), 422-6809, 422-4766. —1714 N. Main, Decatur (62526),
423-2494.
'Anderson, Loretta Elizabeth (Leodas), Work Program Participant, McLean County, Coop. Ext.
Serv.
202 E. Locust, Bloomington, 828-9513. —507 S. Roosevelt, Bloomington (61701), 829-8034.
Anderson, Lynn R., B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Agricultural Economics.
310 Mumford Hall, 333-3998. —304 Phillips Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-4438.
Anderson, Mark J., M.S., Asst. in Biology.
239 Morrill Hall, 333-0246. —Apt. 8, 307 E. Healy, C, 359-9650.
'Anderson, Mary E. (Gary O.), B.S., Clerk Stenog. II, Space Utilization Ofc.
237 Davenport House, 333-1230. —803 N. Busey, U., 344-7569.
'Anderson, Nancy Downing (Thomas F.), M.S., Mathematics Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
216 Altgeld Hall, 333-0258. —2116 Burlison Dr., U., 344-2177.
Anderson, Norma J„ Clerk Stenog. II, Equal Employment Opportunity for Construction.
267 Illini Tower, 333-7927.
tAnderson, Oscar H. (Mary), Meteorological Aide II, State Water Survey.
269 Water Resources, 333-7506. —510 E. Washington, U., 328-3587.
Anderson, Rachel Elizabeth, A.B., Asst. Editor, University Press.
121 University Press, 333-0957. —105 E. John, C, 356-5626.
'Anderson, Raymond C. (Pauline J.), B.B.A., Data Processing Analyst I, Campus Administrative
Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6385. —2410 Carrelton Dr., C, 359-6570.
'Anderson, Raymond Eugene (June M.), Master Aircraft and Aircraft Engine Mechanic, Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —706 E. Washington, U., 328-2955.
'Anderson, Raymond Wallace (Grace P.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 695-2456.
'Anderson, Richard Chase (Jenny S.), Ed.D., Prof, of Education and of Psychology.
226 Education, 333-2604. —702 S. Lynn, C, 352-7842.
'Anderson, Richard Ernest (Carolyn B.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
180 C.S.L., 333-6812, 333-6144. —Apt. C, 2068 Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-5136.
'Anderson, Richard John (Martha B.), Ed.D.. Assoc. Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social
Work.
Rm. 315, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —203 W. Iowa, U., 367-4929.
'Anderson, Rick Jay (M. Gay), B.Sc, Electron Microscope Technologist II, Mat. Res. Lab.
B-67 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2897, 333-3888. —2113 W. Kirby, C, 359-4082.
'Anderson, Robert, (Mary), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1203 N. Linview, Dr., U., 344-2119.
'Anderson, Robert Edward, (Waltravo Z.), B.S., Instr. in Economics.
483 Commerce (W), 333-4595. —Apt. 208. 817 Oakland, U., 367-9773.
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'Anderson, Robert W. (Mildred J.). M.S.. Staff Assoc. Graduate College.
330 Adm.. 333-1227. —209 W. Green. U\. 367-8595.
'Anderson, Robie Taft (Agnes). Asst. Farmer. Dept. of Animal Science.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —Robbs (62980). 695-2332.
•Anderson, Ronald W. (Evelyn). B.S.E.E.. Dir. of Electronic Services, School of Chemical
Sciences.
121 Noyes Lab.. 333-1720. —2306 Glenoak Dr.. C. 359-3163.
Anderson, Rosie, Kitchen Helper. Mini Union.
165 Illini Union. 333-0700. —113 W. Stanage. C. 352-8793.
Anderson, Ross Byron, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
301 Mumford Hall. 333-1813. —Apt. 22. 1003 E. Colorado. U\. 344-5728.
Anderson, Ruth Marie, A.M.. Adm. Asst. I. Ofc. of University Planning and Resource
Allocation.
349 Adm.. 333-1561. —804 W. Delaware. U.. 344-0512.
•Anderson, Ruth W. (James R.). M.S.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Psychologv.
305 Psych. Bldg.. 333-2169. —1802 Shadowlawn. C. 359-7517.
Anderson, Stuart D., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3147 Civil Eng.. 333-8787. —Apt. 1-B. 1205 W. Main. U.. 367-7877.
•Anderson, Thomas Frank (Nancy D.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geology.
111A Natural History. 333-0355. —2116 Burlison Dr.. U\. 344-2177.
•Anderson, Thomas Hugh (Watha S.). Ed.D.. Asst. Prof.. Dept. of Educ. Psych, and in Div. of
Univ. Ext.
226b Education. 333-8287. —2001 Clover Lane. C. 356-1256.
'Anderson, Verlin Buford (Mary L.). Physical Science Staff Asst.. Dept. of Physics.
203 Physics Bldg.. 333-0572. —1704 Lincoln Rd.. C. 356-0292.
•Anderson, Virginia M. (David P.). Personnel Asst. III. Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services. 333-2432. —403 Davidson Dr.. C. 356-1568.
*tAnderson, Virginia Norma (Earl W.), Adm. Aide. University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3150. —608 W. Washington. U\. 344-6908.
*fAnderson, Walter L. (Lorraine). M.S.. Asst. Football Coach. Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall. 333-1404. 333-1402. —1202 Harrington Dr.. C. 359-6403.
•Anderson, Wendell G. (Cleo). Ed.D.. Assoc. Dean of Div. of Univ. Ext.: Prof, of Adult
Education.
118 Illini Hall. 333-1460. —1001 Brighton. U\. 367-5263.
•tAnderson, William Leno (Donna E.). M.A.. Assoc. Wildlife Specialist. State N.H. Survey.
236 Natural Resources Study Annex. 333-6857. —Box 141-A. R.R. 2. Tolono (61880),
485-5253.
•Anderson, William Levi (Doris V.). Painter. Subforeman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —716 W. Maple. C. 356-4283.
Andres, Robert J., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
Ill] Talbot Lab.. 333-6162. —Apt. 106. 3ld"E. Chalmers. C.
•Andrew, C. Clayton (Helen B.). Chief Eng. Draftsman. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
6045 Wickwood Rd.. Peoria (61614). 691-4459.
•Andrew, F rank Winston (Rose S.). B.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering. Emeritus.
228 Agr. Eng. —R.R. 3. C. 356-2885.
•Andrews, A. M. (Donna). B.S.. Asst. Prof.. Police Training Institute. Div. of Univ. Ext.
326 AND 359 Armory. 333-2338. —2707 Alton Dr.. C. 352-7328.
Andrews, Jeffrey L„ M.A.. Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang.. 333-2020. —URH-566 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4873.
•Andrews, Joyce Ann (William H.). B.S.. Space Administrator II. Univ. Ofc. of Short-Range
Planning and Control.
201 Illini Tower. 333-0398. —1210 Theodore Dr.. C. 356-0935.
•Andrews, Karen Kay (John). Clerk-Steng. III. School of Chemical Sciences.
266 Adams Lab.. 333-2803. —411 N. Central. Tolono (61880). 485-3295.
Andrews, Michael J., Resident Adviser. Townsend Hall.
URH-126 Townsend Hall. U.. 332-4006.
Andrews, Ramona Mae, Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Elec. Eng.
154 E.E. Bldg.. 333-3958. —1006 East Washington. U.. 384-5568.
Anell, Esther Willard, B.L.S.. Bibliographer (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Library. Emerita.
215 E. Washington. Pontiac (61764).
•Ang, Alfredo H.S. (Mvrtle). Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3129 Civil Engineering Bldg.. 333-6951. —2204 Combes. U.. 367-8250.
•Angevine, Roger Lee, (Sue P.). M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
324 Altgeld Hall. 333-2677. —707 W. Church. U.. 328-1650.
•Ankenbrand, Brenda LaJean (Eugene R.). Secv.. Bursals Div.. Business Ofc.
162 Adm.. 333-2184. —1511 Westfield Dr.. C.. 352-9398.
*Anner, George Edmund (Cynthia M.). M.S.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
371C E.E. Bldg.. 333-4187.; 1-129 C.S.L.. 333-3481. —1103 Silver. U.. 367-8694.
Anspach, Karlyne A'ice, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics.
137 Bevier Hall. 333-0322. —502 E. Healey. C. 356-5041.
"Anthony, Julianne Venckus (Wellington F.). Advanced Certificate. Resident Director. Trelease
Hall.
Ofc. Florida Ave. Residence Hall. 333-0840. —URH-117 Trelease Hall. L\. 332-5428.
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•Antonie, James S., M.F.A., Instr. in Art.
216 Fine Arts. —308 Locust, U., 344-1933.
*Antonsen, Elmer Harold (Hannelore G.), Ph.D., Prof, of German and of Linguistics. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
2129 Mears Rd., Chapel Hill, N.C. (27514). 356-8745.
*Appel, Carole S. (Kenneth I.), M.A., Asst. Editor, University Press.
121 University Press, 333-0957. —206 Pell Circle, U., 344-4131.
*Appel, Kenneth Ira (Carole S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
301 Altgeld Hall, 333-2042. —206 Pell Circle, U., 344-4131.
*Apperson, Arthur Louis (Christine W.), Automotive Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1404 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-4348.
*Apperson, Nancy Ann (Lee A.), Clerk-Typist II, Bureau of Econ. and Bus. Res.
408 D.K.H., 333-2330. —1101 Kinch, U., 344-2249.
Apperson, Viola Eudora, Linen Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services —705 N. Orchard, U., 367-2648.
•Apperson, Wilbur August Paul (Polly), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Paxton, 396-4251.
*Appl, Ivan Dale (Rose E.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —225 E. Prospect, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2644.
*Appl, Stanley L. (Ruth E.), Automotive Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1313 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 356-0713.
•Apple, Lena Elaine (Dick D.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-306 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —R.R. 1, Oakland (61943).
*Applebaum, Stella (Wilbur), B.S., Asst. Prof, of Dance.
4-305 K.C.P.A., 333-1010. —609 W. California, U., 344-0380.
•Applebee, Roger Kenyon (Margaret A.), Ed.M., Assoc. Dean of College of L.A.S.; Assoc. Prof,
of English.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-0838. —2106 Vawter, U., 367-1239.
Appleby, James Elson, Ph.D., Assoc. Entomologist, State N.H. Survey; Assoc. Prof, of
Agricultural Entomology.
Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-6821. —URH-Daniels Hall, U., 332-2438.
Applegate, Dorothy I., Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4630. —1108 Duncan Rd., C, 359-7021.
*Applegate, Leonard L. (Betty R.), Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
136-138 Adams Lab., 333-1337. —2302 Southwood Dr., C.
•Applegate, Lester Burnell, (Mary), M.S., Assoc. Prof., Inst, of Aviation.
Academic Ofc, Airport, 333-3035. —1501 W. Charles, C, 352-4410.
•Applegate, Mary Svetez (Lester B.), Adm. Secy., College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3380. —1501 W. Charles, C, 352-4410.
•Applequist, Douglas Einar (Linda D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
345B Adams Lab., 333-2356. —204 Pell Circle, U., 344-2389.
Arbatsky, Zigrida, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Computer Science.
260 D.C.L., 333-6777. —430 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 328-3103.
Arbuckle, Karen Suzanne, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4110. —Apt. 14, 1500 Anthony Dr., C, 359-4617.
Archdeacon, Maude, Adm. Clerk, Board of Trustees Office, Retired.
806 E. Green, U., 367-1837.
•Archer, Luther Bunyan (Gladys G.), M.S., E.E., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
322D E.E. Bldg. —803 La Sell Dr., C, 352-2077.
Archer, M. Joseph, M.A., Coordinator of Residence Hall Operations.
436 Student Services, 333-2054. —2060 S. Orchard, U., 344-3272.
•Ardern, Frederick James (Clarissa), B.S., Tab. Machine Operator I, Administrative Data
Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4840. —539 W. Center, Paxton (60957), 379-2035.
Arend, Edna Schroeder, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Physical Education.
110 Huff Gym., 333-3268. —714 W. Delaware, U., 344-0278.
Argoudelis, Chris Jacob, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Food Science. On leave of Absence.
204 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1877. —1200 S. Vine, U., 344-5021.
Argyrakis, Panayiotis, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
180 Noyes Lab., 333-7193. —Apt. 7, 608 St. State, C, 359-8121.
*Arie, Thomas Harold (Betty J.), Agr. Gardener, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-0109. —905 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-1246.
•Ariew, Robert Abel (Denise), M.A., Asst. to Dir. of Language Lab.
357A Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500; 670E Foreign Lang., 333-1719. —1601 N. Kiler Dr., C,
356-2053.
•Ariew, Roger (Susan), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400a Gregory Hall, 333-7382. -1207 Garden Lane, C, 356-8529.
Arkwright, Marjorie Starr, M.S., Food Service Administrator IV, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-1140. - 605 S. McKinley, C, 356-5806.
*Arlt, Phyllis B. (Carl), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Speech and Hearing Science.
510 E. Chalmers, C, 333-2968. —1301 Eliot Dr., U., 367-7110.
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*Arlt, Phyllis Betts (Carl T.), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
510 E. Chalmers, C, 333-2968. —1301 Eliot Dr., U., 367-7110.
tArmbrust, Edward John Ph.D., Assoc. Entomologist, State N.H. Survey; Assoc. Prof, of
Agricultural Entomology.
100 Entomology Lab., 333-7430. —P.O. Box 23, Sandorus (61872), 598-7171.
•Armengol, Armando (Miriam), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4133 Foreign Lang., 333-8055; 357b Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —Apt. 303, 2111 Hazelwood
Dr., U., 344-7020.
*Armes, Claudine C. (John R.) Appliance Operator II, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-0753. —705 S. Main, Homer (61849), 896-2585.
Armes, Nancy R., M.A., Asst. in English.
241 English, 333-3086. —Apt. 22, 602 E. Stoughton, C, 352-7154.
*tArmon, William John (Rose), M.S., Assoc. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
311 Natural Resources, 189-214, 344-1481. —504 S. Lincoln, U., 344-5103.
Armond, Paul A., Jr., B.S., Asst. in Botany.
249 Morrill Hall, 333-2798. —URH-347 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4810.
•Armstrong, Barbara Ann (James E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Computer Science.
232 D.C.L., 333-6454. —R.R. 3, U., 367-0645. 367-6846.
•Armstrong, Elmer James (Marian L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, Tuscola (61953), 253-3490.
•Armstrong, James Warren, (Dianna Kay), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
263 Altgeld Hall, 333-3354. —1406 Maplecrest Dr., C, 352-6974.
•Armstrong, Joseph Charles (Sharon K.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —203 S. Munroe, Bondville (61815), 863-2010.
•Armstrong, Marian Louise (E. J.), Clerk-Typist III, Inst, of Aviation.
Academic Ofc, Airport, 333-3035. —R.R. 3, Tuscola (61953), 253-3490.
Armstrong, Mary R., Clerk-Typist III, Public Information Ofc.
115 Davenport House, 333-0569. —503 S. Webber, U., 344-1863.
•Armstrong, O. Melody (Melvin L.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Mathematics.
259 Altgeld Hall, 333-3354. —Apt. 286, 306 Holiday Park Dr., C.
•Arnett, Delia Mae (Raymond), Work Program Participant, Vermilion County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville, 442-8615. —Ridge Farm (61870), 247-2288.
•Arnold, Charles Y. (Marianna V.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vegetable Crops, Dept. of Horticulture.
201 Vegetable Crops, 333-1905. —401 George Huff Dr., U., 367-2612.
•Arnold, Donald E. (Kathleen J.), Ph.D., Asst. Dean for Informal Recreation and Asst. Prof.,
College of P.E.
119 I.M.P.E. Bldg., 333-3806. —10 Stanford PL, C, 352-7867.
Arnold, Donald Hollis, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. McHenry County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 431, Woodstock (60098), 815-338-3737. —452 W. South, Woodstock (60098).
•tArnold, Lee Delmar (Betty), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
Geol. Surv. Res. Lab., 189-210, 344-1481. —2604 W. Kirby, C, 352-6351.
•Arnold, Lester Eugene (Barbara A.), M.S., Assoc. Forester, Dept. of Forestry.
Dixon Springs Agri Center R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2317. —R.R. 2, Simpson
(62985), 618-695-2441.
Arnold, Robert James, M.S., Asst., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work; Res. Asst., Dept.
of Secondary and Continuing Educ.
1115 W. Oregon, U., 333-1638; 10a Education, 333-4577. —610 LaSell Dr., C, 359-8543.
•Arnold, Sara Chilton (Charles L.), B.A., Technical Editor, Campus Publications.
135 University Press, 333-9200. —206 1/2 W. Green, U., 367-0071.
•Arnote, Shirley (R. Wayne), Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-1971. —1910 McDonald Dr., C, 356-4982.
•Arnould, Richard Julius (Carol), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics and of Business.
193 Commerce (West), 333-4519. — 1111 W. William, C,
•Arnstein, Walter L. (Charlotte), Ph.D., Prof, of History. On leave of absence 1st semester of
1972-73.
301 Gregory Hall, 333-4194. —1506 Maplecrest Dr., C, 352-4763.
•Arntzen, Charles Joel (Kathleen), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Botany.
271 Morrill Hall. 333-2097. —1001 W. John. C, 359-5157.
*Arpi, Bo L. (Cecilia),9dgnPh.D., Visiting Prof, of Business Administration.
385 Commerce (W)., 333-4562. —(From Jan. 1, 1973) 1201 McHenry, U., 356-4303.
•Arredondo, Amelia A. (Alfredo), Work Program Participant, LaSalle County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —Apt. 121, 9th Ave., Mendota (61342).
815-539-9936.
Arsenty, Richard P., M.S., Res. Asst., School of Life Sciences.
420 Natural History, 333-4851. —1304 E. Michigan, U., 367-9879.
*Arter, David B. (Judy), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
50 Noyes Lab., 333-6722. —Apt. 204, 2116 S. Orchard, U., 328-2647.
tArter, Irene, Clerk-Typist II, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —509 W. Green, U., 328-2013.
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*Arthur, Bernice Leona (John H.)- Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653). 312-663-4891; Apt. 108 4844 S. State, Chicago (60609),
268-5121. —9118 S. Princeton, Chicago (60620), 928-8646.
•Arts, Arnold M. (Charlene M.), B.S., Major, U.S.A., Asst. Prof, of Military Science.
205 Armory, 333-1550, 333-1551. —1717 Parkhaven Dr., C, 352-1515.
Arvedson, Evelyn H. (Mrs.), M.S., Library Tech. Asst., University Archives, Library.
19 Library, 333-0798. —2603 Trafalgar Square, C, 352-1768.
*Ascoli, Giulio, (Marian L.) Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
415 Physics Bldg., 333-3988. —607 W. Oregon, U., 344-5318.
*Ash, Carol (Robert), M.A., Instr. in Mathematics; Asst. Editor, Illinois Journal of Mathematics.
306 Altgeld Hall, 333-3410. —310 W. Nevada, U., 367-3723.
Ash, (Mrs.) Darlene Anne, Clerk-Typist III, School of Music.
4-129 K.C.P.A., 333-3206. —1404 Jackson Rd., U., 367-1610.
*Ash, Robert B. (Carol), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics; Res. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
311 Coble Hall, 333-6246. —310 W. Nevada, U., 367-3723.
*Ashbaugh, Noel (Louise), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
316 Talbot Lab., 333-3656. —Apt. 1, 801 S. Mattis, C, 352-4326.
*Ashbaugh, Pauline I. (Jim), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Physics.
312 Physics Bldg., 333-2271. —Apt. 20, 800 S. Mattis, C.
*Ashby, Rebecca Jane (Franklin), Clerk-Typist III, Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —118 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-0595.
*Ashby, William Ross (Elsie), M.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Biophysics, Emeritus.
"Westons,- Old Down Hill, Tockington, Bristol, England.
*Ashe, Patricia Ann (William), Clerk-Stenog. II, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
627 1/2 S. Wright, C, 333-6811, 333-8342. —1605 N. Summit Ridge Rd., C, 359-4503.
*Asher, Nancy Weinberg (Steven), M.S.W., Instr. in Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —1012 W. Daniel, U., 359-8853.
*Asher, Steven (Nancy), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
210f Education, 333-2533; 912 W. Illinois, U., 333-6331. —1012 W. Daniel, C, 359-8533.
*Ashley, Richard F. (Jane K.), Ph.D., Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene
312 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-0330. —Apt. 2, 2014 Vawter, U., 344-1768.
Ashmore, Constance Marie, M.S., Asst. Reference Librn; Instr. in Library Administration.
200 Library, 333-2290. —1203 E. Florida, U., 344-1051.
•Ashmore, Jo Anne (Michael E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Audio-Visual Aids, Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1362. —817 E. Lincoln, Monticello (61856), 762-2751.
•Askins, Nadine C. (Maurice W.), Chief Clerk, Dept. of Home Econ.
260 Bevier Hall, 333-3791. —1307 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-0941.
Asprooth, Ellen M., M.S., Ofc. Mgr., Graduate Student Association.
299 Illini Union, 333-6353. —705 W. Stoughton, U., 328-1383.
•Asselin, Gilles Philippe (Michelle), B.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgical Engineering.
102 Met. and Min., 333-0839. —Apt. 216, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-6079.
Asselmeier, Lillian Dorothy, Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Univ. Ext.
415 E. Main, Belleville (62220), 235-3980. —6822 State, East St. Louis (62203), 398-4344.
Aston, Katharine Oline, Ph.D., Prof, of English; Dir. of Programs in English as a Second
Language.
3070C Foreign Lang. 333-1507. —1905 N. Cunningham, U., 367-0265.
Astrologes, Gary, S.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
243 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —URH-260 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4801.
•Atchison, Terry Dell (Mary E.). Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Coles County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 159, 703 Monroe, Charleston (61920), 217-345-7034. —925 W. Polk, The Oaks,
Charleston (61920), 217-345-7837.
Ate, Louis C, Jr., Ph.D., Clinical Counselor, Psychological and Counseling Center; Asst. Prof, of
Psychology.
238 Student Services, 333-3720. —806 N. McKinley, C, 352-1006.
*Atkin, J. Myron (Ann), Ph.D., Dean of College of Education; Prof, of Science Education, Dept.
of Elem. Educ.
110 Education, 333-0960. —1109 S. Westlawn, C, 356-4239.
Atkins, Linda, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —154 Thomas Terry Apts., Lovejoy (62059).
*Aton, Thomas J. (Beatrice), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368; 308 Physics, 333-1930. —1021 S. Anderson. U., 344-7633.
•Atterberry, Martha L. (D. Keith), M.S., Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education. —2721 Western, Mattoon (61938), 235-5166.
•Atterson, Lori Jean (Timothy C), Clerk-Stenog. II, Computing Services Ofc.
179 D.C.L., 333-0969. —Shadowwood Trailer Park, 29 Forsythia Dr., C, 359-7679.
•Atwood, Herbert (Betty J.), Ed.M., Accountant I, College of Agriculture.
111 Mumford Hall, 333-0002; 567 Bevier Hall, 333-0130. —1004 W. Hill Street, C, 352-5535.
•Atwood, Jim D. (Mary L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
450 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —Apt. 1-4, 908 S. Crescent Dr., C, 359-8568.
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*Atwood, Mary Lyn (Jim D.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Apt. 1-4, 908 S. Crescent Dr., C, 359-8568.
*Au, Chi-Kwan E. (Bit-Mi B.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
390n Mat. Res. Lab., 333-8077. —Apt. A, 2017 S. Orchard, U., 328-3984.
Au, Joseph Jim-Sai, M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Min., Met., and Pet. Eng. and Mat. Res. Lab.
313 Met. and Min., 333-4940. —Apt. 23, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 367-8674.
Au, Yue-Kong, M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
208 Met. and Min., 333-3365. —1204 W. Stoughton, U., 367-8674.
*Auble, Joe Conrad (JoAnn), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2301 Rodney Dr., C.
*Auer, Harold Dean (Cassandra S.), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —210 N. Kentucky, Atwood (61956), 578-3028.
*Augustine, Pearle Eggerth (Lowell C), Secy., Macon County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1150 W. Pershing Rd., Decatur (62526), 877-6042. —R.R. 2, Box 156, Blue Mound (62513),
692-2366.
*Aukes, Lewis E. (Polly), M.A., Asst. Dir., Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —380 Highland Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-2629.
*Auletta, Robert (Carol), M.F.A., Instr. in Theatre.
4-108 K.C.P.A., 333-4165. —Apt. 3-3, 1007 S. Mattis, C, 352-8547.
Aurenche, Jean-Pierre Patrick, M.A., Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg., 333-2807. —810 W. Stoughton, U., 367-3365.
*Austin, Mardelle J (William D.), Chief Clerk, Photographic Services, Library.
44 Library, 333-3569. —102 W. State, Mahomet (61853) 586-2125.
Austin, Robert Hamilton, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
389 Physics Bldg., 333-7834. —909 W. Main, U., 367-6295.
Austin, Yvonne Kay, Secy., Livingston County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
222 1/2 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764), 815-842-1776. —744 W. Grove, Pontiac (61764),
815-844-6672.
*Auten, James Hudson (Anne), M.Ed., Instr., Police Training Institute.
324 Armory, 333-2337. —1508 Dobbins Dr., C, 356-4387.
Auth, Michael, Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —R.R. 1, Ivesdale (61851), 564-4771.
tAvcin, Matthew John M.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
463 Natural Resources, 289-201, 344-1481. —Apt. 24, 905 S. First, C.
tAvcin, Susan Bosworth, B.A., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
237 Natural Resources, 189-201, 344-1481. —Apt. 23, 1005 S. Sixth, C, 344-1774.
*Averbuch, Aaron J. (Trudy), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Electrical Engineering.
223 E.E. Annex, 333-1643. —2116 S. Plymouth, C, 359-2886.
*Avery, James Paul (Susan K.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 41, 1001 E. Colorado, U., 344-5274.
*Avery, Susan K. (James P.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 41, 1001 E. Colorado, U.
*Avner, Elaine Sweital (Richard A.), Ph.D., Specialist in Automated Education, Computer-Based
Education Research Lab.
364 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —Apt. D 1, 1607 Valley Rd., C.
*Avner, Richard Allen (Elaine S.), Res. Assoc, Computer-based Education Research Lab.
364 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —Apt. D-l, 1607 Valley Rd., C.
*Awoyale, J. O. Yiwola, B.A., Asst. in Linguistics.
4092 Foreign Lang., 333-2630. —URH-104 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2131
*Axel, Peter (Shirley T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
307 Physics Bldg., 333-2077; 206 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —1109 S. Douglas, U.,
344-6358.
*Axford, Roy Arthur (Anne R.), Sc.D., Prof, of Nuclear Engineering.
206 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4399. —2017 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-8026.
*Ayala, Carmen (John LeDesma), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-663-4893. —1934 1/2 N. Humboldt, Chicago.
*tAyars, James Sterling (Rebecca C), B.S., Tech. Editor and Head of Section of Publications and
Public Relations, State N.H. Survey, Emeritus.
510 W. Iowa, U., 344-6577.
*Ayers, Betty Jean (Ralph D.), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9461.
*Ayers, Gene Curtis (Juanita E.), A.A., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics.
529 Burrill Hall, 333-7271. —3109 W. William, C, 352-1961.
*Ayers, Robert Lauder (June A.), B.S., Mgr. of Flight Services, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3908. —Bellamy Ct., C, 356-0104.
Ayrault, Guy, M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
160 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4919. —1007 S. Oak, C, 359-6484.
Azevedo, Milton M., M.A., Lecturer in Spanish and Portuguese.
4118 Foreign Lang., 333-8279. —Apt. 9C, 1517 W. Kirby, C, 352-3824.
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Ayyangar, Ranganayaki, M.A., Asst. Prof, of Music.
4000 Music, 333-2620. —507 W. Oregon, U., 328-2855.
Azim, Jane Young, B.A., Editor, Admissions and Records.
176 Adm., 333-0302. —159 Paddock Dr. E., C, 356-2723.
B
*Baalman, Robert W., B.S., Area Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman, Coop. Ext. Serv.
306 S. Stewart, Geneseo (61254), 944-4817.
•Babakhanian, Ararat (Grace), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
331 Altgeld Hall, 333-2768. —706 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5559.
•Babakhanian, Grace (Ararat), AM., Asst. in English.
225 English, 333-2976. —706 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5559.
BabamOv, Vasil, M.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
180 Noyes Lab., 333-7193. —Apt. 213, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-0033.
*Babb, Daniel S. (Velma), M.S., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
7085 Oak Leaf Dr., Santa Rosa, California (95405), 707-539-6945.
*Babb, Jackie G. (Dorothy M.), Food Processor, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1454. —202 N. Spruce, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9124.
Babbini, (Mrs.) Barbara Elizabeth, M.A., Educational Specialist, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional
Children.
35 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —110 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-1417.
•Babcock, Cheryl R. (Michael D.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for International Educ. and Res. in
Accounting.
320 Commerce (W), 333-4545. —808 E. Pennsylvania, U., 344-4821.
Babcock, (Mrs.) Leota Beth, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Educ. Adm. and Supervision.
314 Education, 333-2155. —Apt. 12, 1511 W. Kirby, C, 352-7137.
•Babcock, Murray Lewis (Velva L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
108B E.E. Res. Lab., 333-1667. —2122 Seaton Ct., C, 356-0479.
*Bach, Paltiel Joseph (Judith S.), M.Arch., Res. Assoc, in Architecture.
1102 W. Main, U., 333-0312. —605 E. Colorado, U., 344-2064.
•Bachert, Faye Sporleder (Orville H.), Secy., Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —706 N. Lincoln, U., 367-3853.
•Bachman, Philip L (Karen B.), B.Arch., Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts, 333-1709; 403a Architecture. —1219 Joanne Lane, C, 359-5431.
"tBachman, Robert Leroy (Mary H.), A.B., Contract Administrator, Office of Naval Research.
Rm. 108, 605 S. Goodwin, U., 333-2430. —907 Westfield Dr., C. 352-8845.
•Bachman, Susan R. (George T.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Path, and Hygiene.
46 Vet. Med., 333-3577. —Apt. 22b, 1201 E. Florida, U., 344-5705.
•Backey, James Earl (Celia M.), B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
407 East Chem., 333-1169. —Apt. 30, 201 N. Lynn, C, 359-9147.
•Backy, Fote Edgar (Nada), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, C.
•Bacon, Linda P. (Ned A.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1385. —Apt. 5, 2017 Vawter, U.
•Bacon, Ned A. (Linda P.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3119 Civil Eng., 333-6959. —Apt. 5, 2017 Vawter, U., 344-7602.
•Bacone, Joyce A. (John) B.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of L.A.S.
70 Allen Hall, 333-8351. —Apt. 7, 808 N. Lincoln, U.
Badal, Julia Caroline, M.A., Asst. in Geology.
128 Natural History, 333-4561. —620 W. Healey, C, 356-8966.
Bader, Richard M., B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Engineering: Resident Adviser, Housing Div.
330 Agr. Eng., 333-4216. —URH-714 Oglesby Hall, U., 332-5246.
•Badger, Carroll John (Muriel H.). B.S., Assoc, in Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy. Retired.
R.R. 5, Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-244-3813.
•Baenger, Rudolf W. (Silke), M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4050 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 8, 109 E. Chalmers, C, 328-2180.
*Baer, Reinhold (Marianne E.), Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus.
8053 Zurich, Eierbrechtstrasse 29, Switzerland.
*Baer, Stephen C. (Marsha S.), A.A., Commercial Artist I, Instructional Resources Ofc.
1110 W. Main, 333-1070. —405 E. Buckner, Tuscola (61953), 253-4891.
•Baerwald, John E. (Elaine), Ph.D., Prof, of Transportation and Traffic Engineering, Dept. of Civil
Eng.; Dir. of Highway Traffic Safety Center.
418 Engineering Hall. 333-1270, 333-1271. —1421 Mayfair Rd., C. 352-3077.
•Bagby, Beatrice Hill (John F.). B.S., Asst. State 4-H Program Leader. Cooperative Extension
Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —R.R. 2. C, 352-4426.
•Bagby, Felicia Rodriguez (D. Gordon), M.L.S.. Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. 14, 508 S. Mattis, C, 356-8982.
*Bahls, James Edward (Alice R.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —R.R. 2. St. Joseph (61873), 694-4507.
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*Baie, Barbara Sue (Terry C), Secy., DeKalb County, Cooperative Extension Service.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194. —711 S. Main, Apt. 101-B, Sycamore (60178),
815-895-9618.
*Bailar, John Christian, Jr. (Florence), Ph.D., Sc.D., Prof, of Chemistry, Emeritus.
159 Noyes Lab., 333-1624. —304 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-1301.
*Bailey, James S. (Barbara), B.S.C.E., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2109 Civil Eng., 333-6930.
""Bailey, Albert David (Madalin D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
301A E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310,; 326B E.E. Bldg. —307 S. McKinley, C, 356-2650.
"Bailey, Buel Lee (Doris), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Glendale (62937),
618-695-2643.
"Bailey, Catherine Marie (Keith D.), Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
264 Adams Lab., 333-0066. —17 Dunellen Dr., U. 367-8569.
*Bailey, Donald Frederick (Mary C), Tab. Mach. Operator II, Campus Ofc. of Administrative
Data Processing.
54 Administration, 333-4835. —506 N. Edwin, C, 359-6429.
*Bailey, James Louis (Joan M.), M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
203 S.M.H., 333-4393. —602 W. Vermont, U., 344-5759.
*Bailey, John R. (Mildred), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R., Simpson (62985),
618-695-2318.
"Bailey, Juanita Selma (Thomas), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —633 Francis, Phoenix (60426),
312-339-1296.
Bailey, Katherine, Accounting Clerk III, Business Affairs Ofc.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —52 E. Green, C, 352-6402.
*Bailey, Lawrence Edward (Opal), Coordinator, Central Receiving Bldg. Operation; Mgr., Gen.
Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
204 Central Receiving, 333-0080. —2112 Roland Dr., C, 356-8171.
Bailey, Ola, M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —1108 S. Lincoln, U., 367-5842.
*Bailey, Robert Ellis (Pamela M.), M.A., Asst. in English.
241 English, 333-3086. —605 S. Birch, U., 367-7415.
*Bailey, Walter Floyd (Carlene G.), B.S., Accountant II, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —1407 W. John, C, 356-2197.
Bailie, Elizabeth L., Adm. Secy., University Office of School and College Relations.
351 Illini Tower, 333-2030. —1520 Marigold Lane, C, 352-6048.
*Baines, Joan (Delt O.), Card Punch Operator II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-9570. —7 Meadow Ct., C, 356-8806.
*Bair, Willard Eugene (Imogene C), D.Eng., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
168 M.E. Bldg., 333-1079. —405 Sunnycrest Ct., U., 367-2422.
*Baker, Bernard J. (Marlene A.), Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —104 E. Reynolds, Tolono (61880), 485-3135.
*Baker, Chester Bird (Virginia H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
302C Mumford Hall, 333-1815. —601 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-0395.
*Baker, David E. (Pamela A.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Coop. Ext. Serv.
202 E. Locust, Bloomington, 309-828-6494. —1221 N. Hamilton, Lincoln, 217-732-9778.
*Baker, David Hiram (Lois A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Animal Science.
317 Mumford Hall, 333-0243. —1904 Rebecca Dr., C, 359-4789.
Baker, Dennis J., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
157 Noyes Lab., 333-3764. —Apt. 3, 502 W. Springfield, C, 356-3625.
Baker, Genevieve, Secy., Dept. of Psychology.
321 Psych. Bldg., 333-0022. —9 Lange, Savoy, 359-5625.
*Baker, Helen June (Robert), Clerk-Typist I, Survey Res. Lab.
433 D.K.H., 333-6774. —1727 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-8286.
•Baker, Jean M. (Fred R.), Secy., Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —2601 Roland Dr., C, 356-8416.
*Baker, Jeffrey E. (Carol S.), B. A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400B Gregory Hall, 333-7382. —Apt. A-3, 156 Paddock Dr. East. C, 352-0855.
Baker, John A., B.S., Graduate Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3214 Civil Eng., 333-6974. —904 N. Broadway, U., 328-2297.
*Baker, Mildred Alice (Howard L.), Office Appliance Operator I, Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1360. —602 Maple, Tolono (61880), 485-5531.
Baker, R. Kendall, Ph.D., Lecturer in Botany.
303 Natural History, 333-9357. —903 McHenry, U., 367-2658.
*Baker, Richard W. (Nancy J.), Accountant I, Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm.. 333-3622. —2207 Glenoak Dr.. C, 359-5374.
*Baker, Robert Carnes (Judith L.), B.S., Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Office.
223 Adm., 333-3589. —2316 Barberry Dr., C, 352-5496.
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*Baker, Veola (Jonathan), Work Program Participant, Will County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —1316 Fairmount, Joliet (60432), 723-3788.
•Baker, Virginia Eloise (Neal H.), Key Punch Operator II, Survey Res. Lab.
434 D.K.H., 333-7170. —916 W. Eureka, C, 356-3765.
tBaker, William H., Jr. (Kathryn I.), Asst. Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
117 W. Main, Collinsville (62234), 618-345-6220. —316 Lindley, Edwardsville, (62025),
618-656-0596.
*Bakhrebah, Saleh A. (Afaf). M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4146 Civil Eng., 333-7070. —2028-A Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-4754.
*Bakri, Maarib D. L (Falchri), Ph.D., Res.. Assoc, in Botany.
283 Morrill Hall, 333-1794. —2206 Fletcher, U., 367-1472.
*Balachandran, Madhavarao (Sarojini), J.D., Asst. Commerce Librarian; Instructor in Library
Administration.
101 Library, 333-3619, 333-4806. —Apt. 201, 300 S. Goodwin, U.
*Balachandran, Sarojini (Madhavarao), M.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Catalog Dept.,
Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. 201, 300 S. Goodwin, U.
Baldoni, J. Gary, M.S., Res. Asst., Mat. Res. Lab.
126 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3522. —P.O. Box 114, C, 367-9637.
•Baldwin, Spurgeon W. (Patricia), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish.
4120 Foreign Lang., 333-8280. —414 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-0193.
•Baldwin, Spurgeon W. (Patricia), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish.
4120 Foreign Lang., 333-8280. —414 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-0193.
•Baldwin, Thomas Whitfield (Regina E.), Ph.D., Professor of English, Emeritus.
807 W. Schwartz, Carbondale (62901), 549-1431.
•Bales, Robert Basel (Sandra), Instrument Maker, Coordinated Science Lab.
108 C.S.L., 333-3696. — R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2297.
Balkema, Carolyn Jo, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4132 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —221 W. Main, U., 367-5922.
•Ball, Avis Auld (Waldo C), B.S., Home Economics Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Emeritus.
Apt. 3-E, 310 W. Hill, C, 352-3120.
Ballard, Chester C, Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —108 W. Vine, C, 359-0560.
•Ballard, Edward Neal (Marcia L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Clay County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
S.E. Corner, Square, Louisville (62858), 618-665-4513. —818 Shadwell, Flora (62839).
618-662-8523.
•Ballard, Robert Lloyd (Mildred L.), Storekeeper II, Measurement Program, Eng. Exp. Sta.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1941. —311 N. Indiana, Atwood (61913), 578-2853.
Balliet, Earl James, M.S. Asst. in Mathematics.
122 Arcade, 333-2040. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
•Balthazor, Terrell M. (Marilyn K.), B.S., Asst., Dept. of Chemistry.
239 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. 319, 1113 W. Green, U., 344-5463.
•Baltz, Richard H. (Elizabeth B.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —303 Bliss Dr., U., 344-3862.
•Bamber, Lyle Edward (Lois R.), M.S., Biology Libran.; Prof, of Library Administration, Emeritus.
1110W. John, C, 356-2768.
•Bamert, Mary Rogers (Eugene W.), Keypunch Operator III, Graduate College.
331 Administration, 333-6188. —1401 Hollycrest Dr., C, 352-8503.
•Bandy, Glenn Russell (Patricia R.), Space Administrator II, Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House, 333-1230. —1611 Coronado Dr., C, 356-6111.
•Baniassadi, Elizabeth (Nasrollah), M.M., Library Clerk II, Agriculture Library.
226 Mumford Hall, 333-2416. —511 W. California, U., 344-0361.
•Bank, Steven Barry, (Connie), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
242 Illini Hall, 333-3971. —2011 Philo Rd., U., 367-0716.
•Banks, Edwin Melvin (Hilda M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology, of Animal Science, and of
Psychology.
383 Morrill Hall, 333-4884. —1904 Crescent Dr., C, 356-2930.
•Banks, Marshall D. (Sandra), Instr. in Recreation and Park Administration.
204 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —205 Bliss, U., 344-6269.
Banks, Mary Louise, Head Cook, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —Apt. 201, 302 E. Park, C, 356-9767.
•Banks, Nathaniel (Carrie L.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —407 N. Third, C, 356-7154.
•Bankson, Willa Dean (Wayne), Work Program Participant, Pulaski-Alexander Counties,
Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —Villa Ridge (62996), 342-6444.
•Bannon, Joseph J. (Ann C), Ph.D., Chief, Rec. and Park Resources Ofc, Dept. of Rec. and
Park Adm.
312 Armory. 333-1567. —515 S. Ridgeway. C, 359-3769.
*Bantz, Earl Clayton (Marguerite), M.S., Adviser in Agriculture. Champaign County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-3312. —807 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-6735.
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'Banwart, Florence L. (Sidney C), B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Peoria County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University. Peoria (61604). 688-8228. 688-2723. —102 E. Rio Dr., Washington
(61571). 309-694-2452.
•fBaranski, Edith R., Secy, to Illinois State Climatologist, National Weather Service.
161 Water Resources. 333-2213. —1006 S. Prairie. C. 356-2389.
•Barban, Arnold Melvin (Barbara M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Advertising.
102 Gregory Hall. 333-1602. —1102 Eliot Dr.. L\. 367-7542.
*Barbee, Martha Rae, Tvping Clerk III. Health Service.
McKinley Health Center. 333-2718. —1103 Austin Dr.. U.. 367-7102.
Barber, Jeffrey Alan, B.S.. Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L.. 333-6837. —URH-246 Sherman Hall, C. 332-4787.
'Barbour, Wendell Allen (Jean C). M.A.. M.S.. Asst. Circulation Librn.; Instr. in Library
Administration.
203 Library. 333-0313. —1404 S. Grove. L\, 367-5163.
Barbulesco, Noel K., B.A.. Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg.. 333-3368. —Apt. 37. 506 E. Stoughton. C.
•Barclay, Geraldine C. (Fitzhubert). Work Program Participant. Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
40 E. Fortv-Seventh. Chicago (60653). 312-663-4891; Apt. 101. 4022 State, Chicago. 538-2664.
—8604 S. Honore. Chicago. 233-2571.
*Bardeen, John (Jane). Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics and of Electrical Engineering; Member. Center for
Advanced Studv.
337A Physics Bldg.'. 333-3618. —55 Greencroft. C. 352-6497.
•Barefield, Edward Kent (Kave P.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
357 Noyes Lab.. 333-6266. —1808 McDonald. C. 359-6416.
*Bareis, Charles John (Margaret). M.A.. Asst. Prof, of Anthropology.
396B Davenport Hall. 333-1708. —1707 Chevy Chase Dr., C. 352-5250.
*Bareither, Harlan Daniel (Betty J.). M.S.. Dir. of University Ofc. of Special Studies. Prof, of
Mechanical Engineering.
226 Illini Tower. 333-6600. —2109 Grange Dr.. U\. 344-6877.
*Barenberg, Ernest John (Virgie K.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
Ill Talbot Lab.. 333-6252. —617 W. Church. C. 352-8763.
•Barenthin, Ruth Elizabeth (Albert J.). Clerk-Typist III. Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall. 333-1321. —804 S. Adams, Philo (61864), 684-2769.
*Barger, Robert Dixon (Carmel C). A.B.. Administrator III. Housing Division.
7 Noble Hall. 333-1766. —1804 Parkhaven Dr.. C. 352-3198.
*Bargh, George Holbrook (Margaret H.). M.S.. Executive Asst. to the President.
364 Adm.. 333-3074. —808 S. Lynn. C. 356-8939.
*Barham, Thurman Leroy (Lois W.). Combination Offset Pressman. Cameraman, and Platemaker,
Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press. 333-4658. —8 Dudley Rd.. R.R. 2. C. 356-8734.
Bariff, Martin Louis, M.A.S.. Asst. in Accountancy.
361 Commerce (W), 333-4343. —705 W. Church. C. 359-8700.
Barker, Beverly Ann, Clerk-Typist III. Water Resources Center.
2535 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-0536. —143 Paddock Dr. East. C. 356-6632.
•Barker, David J. (Ronnie C). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Physiology.
440A Burrill Hall. 333-7302. —2310 S. Cottage Grove. U., 344-6660.
•Barker, Frank Owen (Mildred P.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —307 S. Fair. C. 359-0868.
•Barker, Judith Ann (David L.). Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Vet. Med.
10 Vet. Med. Annex. 333-1620. —2418 E. Washington. U\, 328-1159.
•Barker, Richard D. (Renny K.). B.S.. Data Processing Analyst II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-6392. —3 Willowbrook Ct.. C. 356-2291.
•tBarker, Thomas Wendell (Virginia L.). Tech. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
102E Nat. Res. Studies Annex. 333-3664. —606 Harwood Ct.. C. 356-9184.
•Barksdale, Richard K. (Mildred W.). Ph.D.. L.H.D.. Prof, of English; Dir. of Undergraduate
Studies.
121 English. 333-2392. —904 Eliot Dr.. U.. 328-2995.
*Barlass, Malcolm Theodore (Donna M.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Lee County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
39 East. Amboy (61310). 815-857-3525. —R. R. 1. Box 73. Franklin Grove (61031),
815-857-3603.
•Barnes, Barbara Anne (John). M.A.. Asst. Student Affairs Coordinator for Educational
Development.
174 Weston Hall. 333-0940. —Apt. 4. 807 S. Mattis. C. 359-0204.
Barnes, Bruce J., B.F.A.. Asst. in Industrial Design.
1203 W. California. U.. 333-4063: 126 Fine Arts. 333-1796. —URH-1064 Sherman Hall. C.
332-4984.
•Barnes, Clarissa Brown (Edward J.). Secy.. International Programs and Studies Ofc.
309 Illini Tower. 333-6104. —2022 S. Race. U.. 344-1111.
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•Barnes, Edward Joseph (Clarissa B.), M.S., Prof, of Extension and Asst. State Leader,
Cooperative Extension Service.
117 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —2022 S. Race, U., 344-1111.
*Barnes, Elizabeth D. (Lyle E.), Library Clerk III, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1402 S. Mattis, C, 352-5856.
•Barnes, John Jacob (Barbara A.), B.S., Asst. in Geology.
128 Natural History, 333-4561. —Apt. 4, 807 S. Mattis, C, 359-0204.
"tBarnes, Judith Joy (Clyde O.), Adm. Aide, University Civil Service System of Illinois
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —2408 W. William, C,
•Barnes, Oscar Earl. Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —118 N. Bowman, Danville, 443-2574.
Barnes, Valarie, Clerk-Typist I, Computing Services Ofc.
D.C.L., 333-6465. —109 Paddock, Dr., C, 356-2273.
•Barnes, Standish D. (Donna K.), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Agriculture, Div. of Univ. Ext.
N. Route 128, Box 370, Shelbyvillle (62565), 774-4321. —908 N. Morgan, Shelbyville (62565),
774-3260.
Barnes, William James, Senior Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —1203 N. Willis, C, 359-5477.
Barnett, Lynn A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Recreation.
51 Childrens Res. Center Bldg., 333-6434; 104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —Apt. 2, 1806 W.
William, C, 356-4642.
•Barnett, Martha Mae (Jimmie C), Accounting Clerk III, School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1239. —R.R., Gifford (61847), 568-6357.
•Barnhart, Shirley Elaine (Grant M.), Bookstore Dept. Supervisor, Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050 —825 W. Vine, C, 352-6390.
•Barnhart, Theodore Glen (Wilma), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —706 Balboa Dr., C, 356-7007.
*Barr, Lloyd (Joan A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
446 Burrill Hall, 333-1735, 333-7423. —1605 S. Orchard, U., 344-3363.
Barr, Sandi, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-0527. —Apt. 2, 711 W. Church, C, 352-5399.
Barrett, John L. (Sharon), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. 367-3872.
Barrier, Deborah Lynn, A.A., Clerk-Typist II, College of Vet. Med.
355 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —Apt. 3, 605 W. White, C, 356-5791.
•Barrowman, Alexander (Gladys M.), Asst. Bookstore Mgr., Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —1007 N. Highland Dr., U., 367-7270.
•Barrowman, Robert (Connie), Tab. Mach. Oper. I, Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-4840. —309 S. Dodson, U.
•Barry, Frank W. (Mary A.) Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1604 S. Prospect C, 352-7495.
•Barry, Lynn Warner, (Ann), M.S., Dir. of Engineering Publications.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —2108 Willow Rd., U., 344-5018.
*Bartel, Leo Joseph (Hilma C), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —214 Bellefontaine, C, 356-9417.
tBartell, Kristine Ann, Clerk-Typist II, University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —R.R. 2, U., 469-2323.
•Barthel, Harold Oscar (Eileen), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101 Aero. Lab. B, 333-1333. —2108 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6268.
Bartholomew, Harland, D.Sc, Prof, of Civic Design, Dept. of Urban Planning, Emeritus.
19 Wydown Terrace, St. Louis, Missouri (63105), PA 7-0417.
*Bartle, Doris Sponenberg (Robert G.), M.A., Instr. in French. On leave of absence first semester
of 1972-73.
2037 Foreign Lang. 333-2021.
Bartle, Robert Gardner Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
303 Altgeld Hall, 333-9673.
•Barlett, Donald L. (Helen M.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
2119 Civil Eng., 333-6933. —Lot 69, R.R. 1, U., 367-5838.
•Bartlett, James H., Ph.D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus.
Box 1921, University, Ala. (35486).
Bartlett, J. H„ Ph.D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus
University of Alabama, University, Alabama (35486).
•Bartlett, Roland Willey (Esther V.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
452 Mumford Hall, 333-2074. —308 Burkwood, U., 367-2470.
Barto, Harriet Thompson, A.M., Assoc. Prof, of Dietetics, Dept. of Home Economics, Emerita.
906 E. Harding Dr., U., 367-2200.
*Bartolini, Leandro A. (Laurie), M.A., Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Education.
376 Education, 333-3643; 353 Armory, 333-9581. —409 N. Willis C, 352-4979.
•Barton, Henry R„ Jr. (Linda L.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
363 Physics Bldg., 333-4353, 333-2680. —Apt. T, 502 S. Mattis, C, 352-5214.
Barton, Keith, Ph.D., Administrative Dir. of Res. Lab. (with rank of Res. Asst. Prof, of
Psychology).
531 Psychology Bldg., 333-7904. —305 S. McCullough, U.
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'Barton, Norma June (Robert D.). Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Civil Eng.
2527 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-0687. —Weldon (61882). 736-2354.
•Barton, Robert Duanne (Norma J.). Glassblower I. School of Chemical Sciences.
114 Noyes Lab.. 333-3610. —R.R. 1. Weldon (61882). 736-2354.
Bartow, Virginia, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering. Emerita.
801 S. Coler. L\. 344-6128.
*BartSCh, Thomas W. (Betty Jean). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Psychology.
529 Psychology. —308 Avondale, C. 359-9694.
Basham, Julia M., B.S.. Clerk-Steog. III. University Press.
100 University Press. 333-0950. —604 W. California. U.. 344-4133.
'Basham, Ruth Irene (Paul). Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Dairy Science.
335 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0376. —R.R. 1. Gifford (61847), 568-2871.
•Batchelder, Gordon Harper (Miriam B.). B.S.. Crops Testing Technician. Dept. of Agronomy.
230 Davenport Hall. 333-1277. 333-6139. —510 N. Willis. C. 356-9587.
•Batchelder, Miriam Bernice (Gordon). B.A.. Library Tech. Asst. I. Dept. of Physics.
204 Physics Bldg.. 333-2101. —510 N. Willis. C, 356-9587.
•Bateman, Felice Davidson (Paul T.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
317 Altgeld Hall. 333-3414. —108 Meadows. U.. 344-4416.
•Bateman, Harry Paul (Lorennie), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering. Emeritus.
100A Agr. Eng. —1203 Newbury Rd.. C. 352-6247.
•Bateman, John Jay (Patricia A.). Ph.D.. Professor of Classics: Head of Dept.
4072 Foreign Lang.. 333-1008. —706 W. Healey. C. 352-5568.
•Bateman, Marion Dale (Margaret J.), M.E.. Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Douglas County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
600 S. Washington, Tuscola (61953). 253-2713. —R.R. 1. Tuscola (61953). 253-4254.
•Bateman, Pamela E. (Robert L.), Secy.. Henry County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 N. East. Cambridge (61238). 309-937-2424. —103 1/2 W. Court, Cambridge (61238),
309-937-2128.
•Bateman, Paul Trevier (Felice D.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics; Head of Dept.
273 Altgeld Hall. 333-3352. —108 Meadows. U., 344-4416.
•Bates, J. Leonard (Dorothy). Ph.D.. Prof, of History.
316 Gregory Hall. 333-0024. —505 W. Nevada. U.. 367-1773.
Bates, J. R., Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Meteorology. Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-127 C.S.L., 333-2128. —Apt. 5, 805 S. Mattis, C, 352-5538.
•Bates, Milton Charles (Anne N.). Master Aircraft and Aircraft Engine Mechanic. Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport. 333-0072. —Pesotum (61863), 867-2360.
Bates, Sandrea T., M.A.. Asst. in History.
433a Gregory Hall. —Apt. 13. 611 W. Healey. C. 356-9847.
Battaglia, Richard J., B.A.. Asst. in Business Administration.
323 D.K.H.. 333-2963; 107 Law. 333-6756. —Apt. 5. 1527 Lincolnshire. C. 359-7732.
•Battle, Alvie Dwain (Yvonne E.). Temperature Control Mechanic. Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2609 E. Main. U.. 367-0020.
Battle, Francis L„ B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330m E.E. Bldg.. 333-4217. —Apt. 33B, 1209 Florida, U\. 344-1886.
*Batzli,George O. (Sandra), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Zoology.
571 Morrill Hall. 333-0894. —711 W. Indiana. U\. 344-1990.
Bauer, John E., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —Apt. 1. 805 E. Green. U.. 344-7490.
•Bauerle, John Franklin (M. J.). Instrument Maker. Dept. of Geology.
117 Natural History. 333-6698. —208 S. West. Mansfield (61854). 489-4653.
'Baughman, Doris Eloise (A. Eugene). Secy.. Pike County. Cooperative Extension Service.
R. R. 3. Pittsfield (62363). 285-2281. —411 E. Benson. Pittsfield (62363). 285-6866.
•Bauling, Douglas Bert (Mary E.). M.S., Asst. to Dir. of Agricultural Experiment
Station-Planning Engr.
109 Mumford Hall. 333-0242: 204 Agr. Eng.. 333-4970. —309 Dodson Dr. (E). 328-2008.
•Bauling, Frederick George (Jessie I.). M.S.. Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
313 Talbot Lab.. 333-4724. — R. R. 1. Sidney (61877). 688-2568.
*Baum, David Copland (Alice S.). LL.B.. Prof, of Law.
245 Law. 333-1419. —2107 Zuppke Dr.. L\. 367-1275.
•Bauman, Dale Elton (L. Marie). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Dairy Science.
315 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0123. 333-2296. —13 Woodland Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-2310.
•Bauman, Lavon Ruth (Robert). Telephone Operator. Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall. 333-0133. -R.R. 2. U.. 469-7540.
Bauman, Lynn, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of Tehran.
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower. 333-1977. — Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran. Iran.
'Bauman, Philip A. (Rita L). M.S.. Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
374c E.E. Bldg.. 333-3359.
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Baumgarten, Dean J., B.A., Asst. in Architecture.
309 Architecture, 333-2025. 333-2025. —URH-30 Allen Hall. U., 332-3103.
Baumgartner, Gerald B., Jr., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
474 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1879. —URH1259 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5020.
ktBaur, Richard James (Mary Jo), M.S., Res. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
Sam A. Parr Fisheries Res. Center, 618-245-6348.
—R.R. 1. Box 126. Kinmundy (62854)
245-6346.
*Baxley, A. Diane (Thomas R.), Clerk-Typist III, Environmental Res. Program.
202a Environmental Res. Lab., 333-7269. —106 N. Cottage Grove. U., 367-6641.
•Baxley, John V. (Nancy), Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
367 Altgeld Hall, 333-0973. —608 W. Iowa, U., 367-9702.
tBaxter, James Watson, Ph.D.. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
305 Natural Resources, 189-237, 344-1481. —510 S. Mattis, C, 356-5874.
•Baxter, Julian Errol (Doris A.), B.S., Area Extension Adviser, Marketing, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Route 24, P.O. Box 2400, East Peoria (61611), 694-4376. —6 Jo-Dan Ct., Hanna City (61536)
309-565-7434.
Baxter, Martha Dent, B.S., Secy., College of Education.
110 Education, 333-0962. —315 S. Garfield, C, 356-2276.
*Bay, Edwin (Frances M.), B.S., Sr. Extension Adviser, Agriculture, Coop. Ext. Serv. Emeritus,
2036 S. Glenwood, Springfield (62704), 528-5481.
*Baym, Gordon A. (Vibeke), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
337D Physics Bldg., 333-4363. —512 W. Iowa, U., 344-5148.
*Baym, Nina (Jack Stillinger), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
100 English, 333-2391. —806 W. Indiana, U., 367-3999.
*Bayne, James Wilmer (Loretta C), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering; Assoc. Head of
Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
154 M.E. Bldg., 333-2027. —1209 W. Clark, C, 356-9255.
Baze, Donna O., Work Program Participant. Coop. Ext. Serv.
421 Jersey, Quincy, 223-3894; 330 36th, Quincy, 223-8380. —333 S. 4th, Quincy, 224-1641.
*Bazzaz, Fakhri A. (Maarib D.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botony and of Forestry
139 Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —2206 Fletcher, U., 367-1472.
tBeach, Mary Ellen, Secy., Dept. of Military Science.
HOW Armory, 333-1550, 333-1551. —712 Breen Dr.. C, 359-7575.
*Beak, Peter (Sandra), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
36 IB Adams Lab., 333-2805. —505 W. Indiana, U.
•Bealand, Nancy Ethel (George F., Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Military Science.
113 Armory, 333-1550, 333-3418. —1410 Briarcliff Dr., U., 367-2860.
*Beals, Ruth Ann (Robert R.), Card Punch Operator II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856), 762-3552.
*Beam, Christopher M., (Joline L.), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —504 E. Fairlawn. TJ.
Beamer, Norman Hazlett, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
489 Physics Bldg., 333-4289. —1101 W. Stoughton, U., 344-0224.
'Beamer, Paul Donald (Estella M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene and of Vet. Res.
35 Vet. Med., 333-4855. —71 Greencroft. C, 359-1242.
*Beaumont, Martha (Gary), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
Child Development Lab., 333-3869. —308 W. Locust, U., 344-2093.
*Bean, Haldane Wesley (Agnes C), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science and Asst. Dir. of
Cooperative Extension Service, Emeritus.
209 W. High, U., 367-2148.
Beard, Carol Bowers, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
60 Noyes Lab., 333-6722. —Apt. 2, 712 W. Green, U.,
*Beard, William Eugene (Kenna S.), Fireman. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 897-3685.
*Beasley, Marjorie M. (Donald P.), Adm. Secy.. Dept. of Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall, 333-2890. —121 Scottswood. U., 344-1061.
Beaston, John R., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330c E.E. Bldg., —Apt. 1, 302 W. Locust, U.
•Beauchamp, James Warren (Elizabeth), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Music and of Electrical
Engineering.
2329c E.E. Bldg., 333-3362; 302 AND 305 Stiven House, 333-2413. —609 West John. C.
359-6588.
•Beaulin, Susan M. (Daniel A.). Accounting Clerk II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1764. —510 N. McKinley, C. 359-8270.
*Beaulin, William Edward (Wilma E.), Instrument Maker, Machine Shop. Coordinated Science
Lab.
108 C.S.L., 333-3696. —508 N. McKinley, C, 356-3283.
•Beaumont, Gary L. (Martha T.), Auto-tutorial Specialist. Agricultural Communications.
68 Mumford Hall. 333-4785. —308 W. Locust, U., 344-2093.
Beauregard, Marjorie Giesler, Secy., Dept. of Geography.
220 Davenport Hall, 333-1881, 333-1880. —P.O. Box 881. 611 N. Vorcey, Tolono.
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tBeaver, Donald W., M.S.. Asst. Hvdrologist. State Water Survey.
239 Water Resources. 333-1724.' —Apt. 13-A. 1201 E. Florida. L\. 344-4108.
'Beavers, Alvin H. (Edith M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Soil Mineralogy. Dept. of Agronomy.
S406 Turner Hall. 333-4250. —2505 Stanford Dr.. C. 352-8820.
'Beavers, Edith M. (Alvin). R.N.. Adm. Nurse I. Health Service.
McKinley Health Center. 333-9551. —2505 Stanford Dr.. C. 352-8820.
TBeavers, Pamela C Clerk-Typist II. State Water Survey.
134 Water Resources. 333-4954. —432 Fairlawn Dr..U.. 328-1230.
"Beccue, Earl W. (Harriet). Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —5 N. Oak. Villa Grove (61956). 832-9286.
"tBechmann, Robert Allen (Mary A.). Chief. Administrative Services. U.S. Army Construction
Eng. Res. Lab. Newmark Dr..
Interstate Res. Park. C. 352-6511. —3606 Marjorie. C. 356-8820.
"Bechtel, David Samuel (Ann D.i. M.Ext. Ed.. Dir.. Career Development and Placement Ofc.
Dean of Students Ofc.
2 Student Services. 333-0820. —1120 W. Daniel. C. 359-1828.
*Bechtel, Ann Davidson (David S.). Clerk-Tvpist II. Admissions and Records.
69 Adm.. 333-0994. —1120 W. Daniel C.'. 359-1828.
"Beck, Gerald Paul (Wilma R.i. M.S.. Senior Res. Engr.. Nuclear Engineering.
Nuclear Reactor Lab.. 333-0866: 333-2833. —R.R.. Mahomet. (61853) 586-4633.
"Beck, Gerald Paul Jr. (Diana). Data Processing Analvst II. Computing Services Ofc.
166 D.C.L.. 333-6492. —1208 W. Park. C. 359-2037.
Beck, Lilian H., B.S.. Tech. Editor. Dept. of Elec. Eng.
3" E.E. Bldg.. 333-2516. —2209 Pond. L\. 367-9516.
"Beck, Loralee (James F.». Clerk-Tvpist III. College of Veterinary Medicine.
269A Vet. Med.. 335-4945. —205 E. Washington. L\. 344-3407.
Beck, Paul Adams, M.S.. Prof, of Metallurgy: Assoc. Center for Advanced Study Assoc. Center
for Advanced Studv.
204 Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-0596. 333-3080. —805 W. Church. C. 356-3993.
"Beck, Richard Paul (Margaret A.). Adm. Clerk. Extramural Classes. Div. of Univ. Ext.
101 Illini Hall.. 333-3061. —1109 Prairie View Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 893-3424.
"Beck, Wilma Reese (Earl Q.). Accounting Clerk I. Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
214 Talbot Lab.. 333-2323. —1201 W. Springfield. C. 356-9402.
"Becker, Caroline M. (William N.). Clerk-Tvpist III. School of Life Sciences.
391 Morrill Hall. 335-504". — R.R. 4. 32 Ivanhoe. U.. 344-7473.
"Becker, Donald Eugene (Elsie). Ph.D.. Prof, of Animal Science: Head of Dept.
328A Mumford Hall. 333-1045. —2209 Combes. U.. 367-2360.
Becker, Gertrude Ahrens, Adm. Secy.. Inst, of Aviation. Retired.
805 W. Church. C. 352-9073.
"Becker, Jerry Scott (Bettv). Asst. to Dir. of Illini Union.
165 Illini Union. 333-3950. —2005 E. Vermont. U.. 328-2273.
"Becker, John Henry, (Kathrvn M.). B.S.. Asst. in Phvsiologv.
414 Burrill Hall. 333-09 7 4'. —203 W. Bradley. C. 359-1801.
"Becker, Kathryn M. (John H.). Kev Punch Operator II. Campus Administrative Data Processing.
5- Adm.. 333-4825. —203 W. B'radley. C. 359-1801.
Becker, Linda H. M.S.T.. Res. Asst. in Vet. Path. & Hvgiene.
46 Vet. Med.. 333-3577. —Apt. 28. 201 N. Lynn. C. 359-8603.
"Becker, William Carl iMarilvn R.). Storekeeper II. University Press.
114 Altgeld Hall. 333-2793. —108 Brady Lane. U.. 36^-8089.
"Becker, William Nicholas (Caroline). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
352 Davenport Hall. 333-0604. —32 Ivanhoe Dr.. R.R. 4. U.. 344-7473.
"Beckett, Doris Jean (Rov). Telephone Operator. Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall. 333-0133. —R.R. 3. C. 586-2622.
Beckett, Grace, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Economics.
189 Commerce (W), 333-4517. —1108 S. Lincoln. L.
"Beckett, Robert Lawrence, Jr. (Diane). Dup. Mach. Operator II. Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-114 Civil Eng.. 333-6925. —1101 S. Lynn. U. 328-2373.
"Beckhart, Kathryn Irene (Maurice). Clerk-Tvpist I. Allerton House.
Allerton House. Monticello (61856). 333-3287. —R.R. 1. Monticello (61856). 762-7196.
Beckman, Stephen A., B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
55 E.E. Bldg.. 333-0079. —Apt. 14. 58 E. John. C. 359-0105.
Bedell, Glenn W, II, Ph.D.. Asst. in Botanv.
289 Morrill Hall. 333-3261. 333-1794. —806 1 2 S. Prairie. C. 359-9732.
"Bedford, Norton Moore (Helen H.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Accountancy and of Business
Administration.
302 Commerce (W), 333-3688. —1208 Belmeade. C. 356-0386.
"Bedinger, Harriett E. (Herbert E.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Champaign County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield. C. 352-4737. —310 N. Paris. Catlin (61817). 427-5783.
Bedows, Elliott, B.S.. Asst. in Microbiology.
235 Burrill Hall. 333-2067. 333-1736. —Apt. 39. 1200 S. Vine. U. 328-2989.
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'Bedworth, David A. (Susan), M.S., Asst. in Health & Safety Education
178 Rehab.-Educ, 333-4609; 117 Huff Gym., 333-2307.
-Apt. A, 2005 Orchard, U..
367-8201.
*tBeebe, Robert Clifton (Susan M.). M.S., Asst., Atmospheric Sciences Section. State Water
Survey.
269 Water Resources, 333-4963. —3 Meadow Ct., C, 359-4550.
*Beemer, Robert Clay (Helen F.), Plumber. Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1702 Park Haven, C, 356-8646.
*Beers, Don (Helen), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1906 David Dr., C, 352-2510.
*Beeson, Donald E. (Ruth), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
108 Talbot Lab., 333-3005. —Apt. 21, 1209A E. Florida, U., 344-8623.
Beeson, Karl W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
390 Physics Bldg., 333-7834. —URH-625 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2349.
•Beeth, Daryl Allan, (Sharon), Tab. Mach. Operator III, Administrative Data Processing Ofc
54 Adm., 333-4822. —1409 Hollycrest, C, 356-6921.
•Begian, Harry (Emily), Ed.D., Dir. of Bands; Prof, of Music.
144 Band, 333-3026. —1001 Harmon, U., 328-1360.
*Behague, Gerard Henri (Cecilia P.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
4000 Music Bldg. —913 W. Hill, C, 359-2403.
*Behnke, Robert Samuel (Carol), M.S., Instructor in Physical Education; Head Trainer, Athletic
Association.
Stadium, 333-2279. —1916 Bellamy Dr., C, 352-8248.
•Behrends, Richard Samuel (Janis A.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —302 Main, Tolono (61880), 485-5273.
•Behrens, John Henry (Dorothy E.), M.S., Assoc. Prof., of Agr. Communications Ofc. and
Instructional Resources Ofc.
64 Mumford Hall, 333-4785. —1 Willowbrook Ct., C, 359-8790.
Behringer, Clara Marie, Ph.D., Prof, of Theatre.
4-121 K.C.P.A., 333-0907; 4-122 K.C.P.S., 333-3538. —902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-2224.
*Beil, Kathleen A. (Richard E.), M.Ed., Library Clerk II, Circulation Dept.,
203 Library, 333-2934. —422 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-3734.
*Beil, Richard E. (Kathleen A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
419 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0814. —422 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-3734.
•Bekiares, Susan Edith Breitbarth (Wayne E.), M.L.S., Asst. Librn. (with rank of Instr.),
Reference Dept., Library.
200 Library, 333-2290. —613 W. Hill, C, 356-9837.
*Beldor|, Rob Roy (Dorothy W.), M.S., Chief Broadcasting Eng., Broadcasting Div.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1108 S. New. C. 352-7479.
*Belford, Geneva (R. L.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Center for Advanced Computation.
120 Advanced Computation. 333-2696. —29 Briarcl-'ff, R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-4691.
•Belford, R. Linn (Geneva G.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry.
366C Noyes Lab., 333-2553. —29 Lakeside Lane, Briarcliff, R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853).
586-4691.
*tBell, Alfred Hannam (Dorothy A.), Ph.D., Geologist, State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
1106 S. Orchard, U., 344-6641.
*Bell, Bessie E. (Fred B.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4891.; Apt. 108, 4844 So. State, Chicago. 268-5121.
—Apt. 11H, 2001 S. Michigan. Chicago. 842-5254.
*Bell, David Thomas (Roma), Ph.D., Forester, Dept. of Forestry.
208S Mumford Hall, 333-9281. —Lot 5, 1010 E. Colorado, U., 344-4415.
*Bell, Gregory Scott (Kristine K.), A.B.. Asst., Education Curriculum Lab.
606 E. Grove, C, 333-1906. —Box 298, 204 W. Green, Savoy (61874). 356-4251.
*Bell, John Fred (Ruth S.), Ph.D., LL.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
25608 Carmel Knolls Dr., Carmel, California (93921), 408-624-9641.
*Bell, Louella P. (Robert L.), Work Program Participant. Cook County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
40 East 47th, Chicago, 663-4891; Apt. 108. 4844 State. Chicago. 268-5121. —Apt. 4C. 4637 S.
Wabash, Chicago.
*Bell, Larry Spencer (Cynthia), M.F.A., Asst. Prof, of Art.
126 Fine Arts, 333-1796. —2014 Bruce Dr.. U., 367-2348.
Bell, Marie Elaine, Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3505. —408 S. Main, Homer (61849). 896-2558.
*Bell, Melvin Keith (Marilynn E.), M.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser. Youth, Woodford County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
117 W. Center, Eureka, 467-3413. —608 W. Maple, Eureka, 467-3161.
*Bell, Richard, (Betty J.), Farm Foreman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Northern Illinois Agronomy Res. Center, R.R. 1, Shabbona (60550). 815-824-2029.
*Bell, Roma Cheryle (David), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Food Science.
448 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —Lot 5, 1010 E. Colorado. U., 344-4415.
•Bellinger, George E. (Gladys), Ice Rink Engr., Athletic Association, Retired.
1706 W. Kirby, C, 356-3805.
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Belsley, Kathy, B.A., Asst., University High School.
214 U.H.S., 333-8203. —2607 W. Dale Dr., C.
Belting, Natalia M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
446 Gregory Hall. —R.R. 2, The Big Woods, U., 367-4517.
*Benard, Charlotte Ruth (Philip R.), Secy., Dixon Springs Agricultural Center.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Simpson (62985), 695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985).
695-2342.
Bender, Mary Ann Caroline, Adv. Cert., Asst. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
127 Freer Gym., 333-6508. —1001 N. James, C, 356-6021.
*Bender, Russell Irwin (Barbara), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —806 Burkwood, U., 367-1203.
*Benefield, Harold Wallace (Barbara J.), Lead Operating Engr., Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1712 S. Anderson, U., 367-2891.
*Benfield, Marion Wilson, Jr. (Dalida Q.), L.L.M., Prof, of Law.
243 Law, 333-2065. —706 Brighton Dr., U., 367-0652.
*Bengston, Stanley David (Janice F.), Electronic Eng. Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —2503 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-2386.
*Benn, Omer (Carol), M.S., Chief of Pilot Training, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. —1107 W. John, C, 352-4465.
*Benner, Charles Earnest (Karen L.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —110 N. Ellen, Homer (61849), 896-2302.
*Benner, Claude Wilbur, (Gail C), Storekeeper I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, Tuscola (61953), 253-3003.
*Benner, Robert Eugene (Betty E.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, Tuscola (61953), 253-4194.
*Benner, Thomas E. (Hester F.), Ed.D., Prof, of Education, Emeritus.
Mease Manor, P.O. Box 640, Dunedin, Florida (33528), 813-733-1161.
*Bennett, Avis Marie (Dale W.), Cook, Allerton House
Allerton House, Monticello (61856), 762-7011. —Cisco, 669-3201.
*Bennett, Carol D. (James A.), M.S., Asst. Specialist in Automated Education, Computer-based
Educ. Res. Lab.
270 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6212. —1405 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-0792.
*Bennett, Dwight Granville (Medi H.), B.S., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering, Emeritus.
304 Ceramics, 333-0255. —923 W. Daniel, C, 352-4906.
*tBennett, George William (Mary E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology; Head of Aquatic Biology Section,
State N.H. Survey.
271 Natural Resources, 333-6889. —1117 W. Union, C. 352-8578.
Bennett, H. Stith, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
225 Lincoln Hall, 333-2491. —1013 Beardsley, C, 359-7865.
*Bennett, James Allen (Carol D.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Aero, and Astro.
11 Transportation, 333-4239. —1405 E. Fairlawn, U., 367-0792.
Bennett, Kathleen M., Library Clerk II, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel. Library.
147 L.I.R., 333-2380. —110 E. Clark, C.
*Bennett, Lois Shelford (Edmond H.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, College of F.A.A.
110 Architecture, 333-1661. —506 W. Iowa, U., 344-2256.
*Bennett, Scott Boyce (Carol J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
215 English, 333-6431. —711 S. Race, U., 367-9896.
Bennett, Susan Lynnette, B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Home Economics, DeKalb County,
Coop. Ext. Serv.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194. —Apt. 318. 1110 Varsity Blvd., DeKalb (60115),
815-758-5059.
*Bennington, Eugene Thomas (Louise E.), Storekeeper II, Mat. Res. Lab.
190N Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1375. —R.R. 3, C, 356-3873.
*Bennink, Maurice Ray (Marilyn), M.S., Asst. in Dairy Science.
225 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629, 333-2296. —Apt. 394, 112 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-7431.
*Benoit, Marcia Clare (Merle D.), Secy., Iroquois County, Cooperative Extension Service.
123 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2479. —P.O. Box 241, Crescent City (60928),
815-683-2413.
*Benson, Alma Jean (Ivan E.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Cerro Gordo. 763-8633.
Benson, Cheryel S., Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Geography.
220 Davenport Hall, 333-1881. —White Heath (61884), 762-2625.
*tBenson, Curtis Raymond (Donna M.). B.S., Asst. Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
P.O. Box 409, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1607. —318 Republic Rd., Batavia (60510),
312-879-5288.
*Benson, Susan, (Michael Whitfield). A.T.D.. Costume Designer. K.C.P.A.
K.C.P.A.. 333-6700. —Apt. 32D. 1207B Florida. U.
Bensyl, Catherine Louise, Typing Clerk III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1150. —403 W. Broadway. Ogden (61859). 582-7231.
*Bensyl, Connie K. (Loren P.). Clerk-Typist II. College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall. 333-4866. —Box 465, Ogden, 582-6925.
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•Bentley, Orville George (Enolia J.). Ph.D., Dean of College of Agriculture
101 Mumford Hall, 333-0460. —1106 Eliot Dr., U., 367-2395.
*Bentley, Robert Allan (Lynne), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
245 Illini Hall. —203 S. Dodson, U., 367-1487.
Benton, Eva Faye, M.A., M.S., English Lang, and Lit. Librn. (with rank of Assoc. Prof).
Library.
321 Library, 333-2220. —305 Davidson Dr., C.
*Benton, Marguerite Nina (Marvin C), Secy., Boone County, Cooperative Extension Service
930 W. Locust, Belvidere (61008), 544-3710. —1004 W. Fifth, Belvidere (61008), 547-7807.
Benz, Mildred, M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser, Youth, Jackson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —R.R. 5, Carbondale (62901), 457-8031.
•Benzinger, Harold Edward (Leonora A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
218 Coble Hall, 333-2268. —805 Centennial Dr., C, 356-6466.
*Berbaum, Clarence Herman (Barbara J.), Asst. Chief Broadcasting Engr., Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1724 Coronado Dr., C, 356-1275.
•Berdahl, Clarence Arthur (Evelyn T.), Ph.D., LL.D., Prof, of Political Science, Emeritus.
379 Lincoln Hall, 333-3273. —706 S. Coler, U. 344-5269.
*Bereiter, David A. (Marilyn), B.S., U.S.P.H. Trainee in Physiology.
436 Burrill Hall. —106 N. Busey, U., 328-2551.
*Bereiter, Marilyn P. (David A.), B.A., Asst. Language Lab.
357b Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500; G-89 Foreign Lang., 333-1719. —106 N. Busey, U., 328-2551.
Berenson, Gail J., M.M., Asst. Prof, of Music.
102 S.M.H., 333-3188. —Apt. 204, 815 Oakland, U., 328-3148.
*Berg, Carol A. (Richard), Accounting Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-4870. —1420 S. Western, C, 352-7136.
*Berg, I. David (Mary A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
235 Illini Hall, 333-1164. —401 Eliot Dr., 344-7212.
*Berg, MaryAnn (I. David), M.S., Data Processing Analyst I, Computing Services Ofc.
167 D.C.L., 333-6783. —401 Eliot Dr., U., 344-7212.
*Berg, Ruth Elaine (William), Chief Telephone Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall, 333-0133. —1415 Comanche, C, 352-2088.
*Bergan, Barbara Ann (James G.), Editorial Asst., College of Education.
117 Commerce Annex, 333-3003. —1206 N. Busey, U., 367-4542.
*Bergeland, Martin Elisha (Carol A.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Dir. of Vet. Diagnostic Med.; Prof, of Vet.
Path, and Hygiene.
9 Vet Med., 333-1620. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 688-2070.
*Berger, Richard L. (June), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering and of Ceramic Engineering.
3211 Civil Eng., 333-6961. —844 Charter, Monticello, 762-7591.
*Bergeron, Clifton George (Laura), Ph.D., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering.
110 Ceramics, 333-3125. —208 W. Michigan, U., 367-7266.
TBerggren, Dwain (Lee), M.A., Junior Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
102 Natural Resources, 189-215,344-1481. 344-1481. —1211 W Park, C. 352-7913.
'Berggren, Lorilee J. (Dwain J.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U. —1211 W. Park, C, 352-7913.
'tBergman, Anita Elaine (Carl E.), B.S., Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
337 Natural Resources, 189-233, 344-1481. —346 Logan, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet
(61853), 586-2571.
•Bergman, Helen (Henry), Clerk-Stenog. II, Div. of Parking, Traffic, and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-3530. —R.R., Dewey (61840), 897-5877.
*Bergman, Judith A. (Craig), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-3137. —Apt. 10, 904 N. Broadway, U.. 344-0500.
'tBergstrom, Robert Edward (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Geologist and Head of Ground-Water Geology
and Geophysical Exploration Section, State Geological Survey.
431 Natural Resources, 189-221, 344-1481. —2004 Galen Dr.. C, 359-1890.
Beringer, Dennis Bruce, B.A., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab.
418 Psychology Bldg. —Apt. 9, 315 N. Orchard, U.
*Berker, A. Nihat (Terrell L.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —Apt. 5. 911 S. Mattis, C, 359-9479.
*Berkman, Ronald Edwin (Jacqueline), B.A., Personnel Officer, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-2136. —403 E. California, U.. 328-1481.
*Berkson, Astrid J. (Earl R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
101 Altgeld Hall, 333-2972. —12 Stanford PI., C, 356-4647.
*Berkson, Earl Robert (Astrid J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
101 Altgeld Hall, 333-2972. —12 Stanford PI.. C. 356-4647.
*Berkson, Michael (Dorothy), B.A., Asst. in Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A., 333-2371. —2111 Hazelwood Dr., U., 367-8128.
•Bermingham, Martin (Margaret), Inventory Supervisor, School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1236. —808 W. White. C, 352-7591.
•Bermingham, Paul Damien (Doris A.), Mill Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1801 Moraine Dr., C. 359-5506.
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•Bernard, Paul P. (Edna M.), Ph.D., Prof, of History.
300d Gregory Hall, 333-4690. —103 Holmes, U., 367-8945.
•tBernard, Richard Lawson (Ruth T.), Ph.D., Res. Geneticist, Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
178 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —507 S. Lynn, C, 352-1114.
*Berndt, Bruce Carl (Helen N.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
241 Illini Hall, 333-3970. —713 Balboa Rd., C, 359-4851.
Bernfield, Diane L., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305b Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-364 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2499.
Bernstein, Douglas A., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology.
171 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —53 E. Chalmers, C, 359-4557.
Berry, Marion Frances, A.B., Office Supervisor, College of Agriculture, Retired.
Apt. 307, 703 E. Colorado, U., 328-1509.
Berry, Thelma Jane, B.S., Library Clerk III, Library.
224 Library, 333-1356. —509 W. Green, U., 367-3285.
Bertagnolli, Byron Lee, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Botany.
177 Morrill Hall, 333-2385. —Apt. 324, 401 E. Chalmers, C.
Bertagnolli, Leslie Ann, M.A., Asst. in English.
315 English, 333-1335. —Apt. 301, 401 E. Chalmers, C.
Bertine, (Mrs.) Irma L., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-207 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —608 S. Ridgeway, C, 359-6693.
*Bethin, James R. (Christine M.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —2017-D S. Orchard, U., 344-0457.
Betz, M. Austin, M.A., Res. Asst. in Educational Psychology.
43 Childrens Res. Center, 333-1850. —URH-161 Sherman Hall, C. 332-4780.
*Beu, Shelia Rae (Wayne A.), Secy., McHenry County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 431, Woodstock (60098), 815-338-3737. —1055 Lake, Woodstock (6698), 815-338-2811.
*Beugelsdivk, Tony John (Kathryn A.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
350 Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —Apt. C, 1805 Orchard Place, U., 367-6341.
*tBeuscher, Davis Brand, (Shonna), B.S., Asst. Professional Scientist, and Tech. Asst., State
Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —2107 Brookview Terrace, Pekin
(61554), 309-346-7106.
*Bever, Wayne Melville (Velma), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology, Emeritus.
609 S. Russell, C, 356-2729.
*Bevill, Richard F. (Marilyn S.), D.V.M., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
235 Vet. Med., 333-2506. —1005 E. Florida, U., 367-8951.
*Bevis, Beulah Mills (Charles E.), Adm. Secy., College of Engineering, Retired.
705 W. Church, U., 367-2759.
Bevly, (Mrs.) Marian Louise, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Fourty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4891. —8752 S. Sangamon, Chicago (60620),
651-7177.
"tBezdek, Ann (Roger), Ph.D., Diagnostician, Dept. of Mental Health.
128 Adler Center, 333-6324. —27 Lake Rd., R.R. 1, Seymour, 687-5850.
*Bezdek, Roger Hugh (Anne), Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Economics and of Labor and Industrial
Relations.
312 Advanced Computation; 333-2324; 229 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-6028. —2610 E. Illinois, U.,
328-1590.
Bhatia, Tej K., A.M., Asst. in Linguistics.
3150 Foreign Lang., 333-7128. —506 W. Nevada, U., 367-2546.
Bhatt, Ravindra, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg., 333-6439. —URH-75 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2401.
Bhattacharyya, R. K., M. S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
225D Talbot Lab. 333-4930. —Apt. 4, 203 S. Wright, C, 359-7722.
Bhowal, Prabir Ranjan, B.T., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
314e Met and Min., 333-3117; 51B Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1897. —1206 W. Main, U., 344-4593.
*tBhowmik, Nani Gopal (Krishna), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
55 Water Resources, 333-1495. —2403 S. Pond, U., 367-3097.
*Bialeschki, Jeanette Miller (Ernest F.), Secy., Urbana Council on Teacher Education.
120 Education, 333-2800. —R.F.D., Sadorus (61872).
*Bialeschki, Ora Earl (Juanita L.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Brownfield Rd., U., 367-3155.
*Bialeschki, Raymond Gale (Barbara J.). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 N. Sixth, St. Joseph, 469-2152.
*Bickers, Lawrence Victor (Maude M.), Building Maintenance Foreman, Dept. of Plant and
Services, Retired.
1207 Briarcliff Dr., U., 367-0030.
*Bicket, John Hurless (Virginia H.), Ed.M., Asst. Prof, and Asst. State Leader, Cooperative
Extension Service.
321 1/2 S. Main, Benton (62812), 618-439-4371. —402 W. 6th, Benton (62812), 618-438-0541.
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*Bickford, Kenneth G. (Nellie), B.S., Commercial Artist II, Ofc. of Instruction Resources
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —802 E. Green, U., 367-7214.
*Bidner, Gary Lee, Animal Caretaker I, Small Animal Clinic.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —R.R. 4, C, 897-2616.
*Bieg, Kevin W. (Kristine L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. — 1975-C S. Orchard, U., 367-1767.
*Biehl, LeRoy G. (Carole J.), D.V.M., Assoc, in Vet. Clinical Medicine
287d Small Animal Clinic, 344-1512. —1801 S. Vine, U., 367-3012.
*Bier, James A. (Lorene), M.S., Cartographer, Dept. of Geography
321 Davenport Hall, 333-0456. —R.R. 2, S. First St., Rd., C, 344-2269.
Bier, Lorene Marie (James A.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, University Ofc. of School and College
Relations.
348 Illini Tower, 333-2032. —R.R. 2, South First Street Rd., C, 344-2269.
*Bieger, Detlef, M.D., Asst. Prof, of Zoology, Dept. of Zoology and School of Basic Medical
Sciences.
293-A Burrill Hall Addition, 333-9749.
*Bierman, Patricia Louise (Alden W.), Clerk-Typist II, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3110. —409 E. Marshall, Tolono (61880), 485-5166.
*Biever, Anna Rose (Lawrence J.), B.S., Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Cook County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1642 W. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60609), 247-5434. —7154 S. Francisco, Chicago (60629),
778-0108.
*Biever, Lawrence John (Anna R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, and Area 4-H Club Specialist,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1642 W. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60609), 247-5434. —7154 S. Francisco, Chicago (60629), PR
8-0108.
TBigger, John Henry (Helen I.), M.S., Entomologist, State N.H. Survey, Emeritus.
1018 W. John, C, 352-3208.
*Biggins, John Mathieson, (Martha), Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.,
Retired.
813 W. Church, U., 367-9806.
*Bijou, Sidney W. (Janet), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology and Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
403 E. Healey, C, 333-1369. —612 LaSell Dr., C, 356-0997.
"Biller, John Russell (Isabel), M.S., Res. Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
110 Aero. Lab. B, 333-1123. —Apt. B, 1940 S. Orchard, U., 344-3706.
Billeter, Anne Margaret, M.S., Res. Assoc, Library Research Center.
213 Armory. —Apt. 4, 106 E. Healey, C, 359-9847.
"tBillman, Vernon F. (Sondra A.), Jr. Professional Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
182 Natural Resources, 333-6836. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 867-2451.
*Bilstein, Roger Eugene (Linda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Aviation and of History.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3162; 309 Gregory Hall. —201 Bliss Dr., U., 344-3355.
Bingham, William J., A.B., Asst. in Classics.
4016e Foreign Lang., 333-7077. —Apt. 406, 401 E. Chalmers, C.
*Binkerd, Gordon Ware (Patricia), M.A., M.Mus., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
R.R. 2, U., 367-3386.
Birch, Judy G., Clerk-Typist III, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-6140. —509 W. Main, U., 344-2026.
*Bird, Pamela Sue (Darrel L.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
S. St. Louis and Belmont, Sparta (62286), 618-443-3538. —R. R. 1, Sparta, 618-443-4189.
*Birdsell, Goldie Beatrice (John C), Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3747. —1616 Glen Park, C, 356-2275.
Birdzell, Ruth A., Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Bur. of Econ. and Bus. Res.
410 D.K.H., 333-2330. —405 1/2 W. Oregon, U., 367-0880.
*Birge, Anice Jean (Ollie), B.A., Chief Clerk, Inst, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
223 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-2386. —R.R. 1, U., 328-3140.
*Birkeland, Charles John (Wilma F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Horticulture; Head of Dept.
125 Mumford Hall, 333-0350. —2111 Zuppke Dr., U., 367-7182.
*Birkemoe, Peter Christian (Diane M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2106 Civil Eng., 333-6929. —401 W. Park, U., 344-6335.
*Birkey, Madge Winifred (Ward E.), Secy., Bureau County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Princeton (61356). 815-879-8016. —R.R. 5, Princeton (61356), 815-875-3651.
*Bimbaum, Howard Kent (Freda), Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy.
408 Mat. Res. Lab and 333-1901.; 317 Met. and Min. Bldg., —800 Hamilton Dr., C,
359-2326.
Birtcher, Robert C M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
B-4 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0217. —802 Richards Lane, C, 359-3496.
*Birtcher, Walter Edward (Mildred A.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —602 S. Mattis, C, 356-9652.
*Bisceglie Angelo R. (Helair,e A.), B.B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rcl.
247 L.I.R. Bldg. —Apt. li, 711 W. Church, C.
*Bischoff, Russell W. (Carol G.), Data Processing Analyst I, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6385. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9366.
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•Bishop, Richard Lawrence (Dolores M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
374 Altgeld Hall. 333-0379. —704 Garfield. Philo (61864). 684-2459.
•Bittell, Jean Marguerite (James E.). B.A.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agr. Econ.
433 Mumford Hall. 333-0725. —609 E. Colorado. L\. 344-4297.
'Bitzer, Donald Lester (Maryann). Ph.D.. Dir. of Computer-Based Education Res. Lab.: Prof, of
Electrical Engineering: Res. Prof.. Coordinated Science Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-1138.; 2-105 C.S.L.. —306 E. Colorado. L\. 365-2094.
'Bixler, Charles O. (Lois). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —209 Broadway. Ogden (61859). 582-7935.
tBIack, Barbara Lee, Clerk-Typist I. State Lniversities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3860. —R.R. 1. Sadorus (61872). 564-4848.
Black, Dorothy Miller, M.A.. Assoc. Reference Libra, (with rank of Assoc. Prof.). Library.
Emerita.
1508 S. Vine. L.. 367-2554.
'Black, John Delbert (Challys J.). Painter. Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence. 333-4148. —711 Madison. Monticello (61856), 762-5388.
•Black, Lindsay MacLeod (Helen M.). Ph D.. Prof, of Botany and of Plant Pathology.
618D Morrill Hall. 333-2196. —211 W. Vermont, L\. 367-4397.
•Black, Lydia Joann (Paul R.). Work Program Participant. Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie. Decatur (62522). 422-6809. 422-4766. —R.R. 2. Moweaqua (62550).
'Black, Mary Alice (John L.). B.A.. Personnel Asst. II. Psych, and Counseling Center.
206 Student Services. 333-3704. —510 Hessel Blvd.. C. 356-4256.
•Black, Mary Gale (Steven E.). Clerk-Stenog. II. Dept. of Chemical Eng.
113 Adams Lab.. 333-3640. —Apt. 1. 503 N. State. C. 356-2226.
Black, Robert Lee, J.D.. C.P.A.. Assoc. Prof, of Business Law and Business Administration. Dept.
of Bus. Adm.
467 Commerce (W), 333-4592. —Apt. 7. Ill W. Park. U.. 344-1026.
•fBlackman, Robert L. (Kav). M.S.. Head Football Coach. Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall. 333-3400. —1017 Hadley Dr.. C. 359-2277.
•Blackwell, Catherine Hannon (Harold J.), R.N.. Dir. of Nursing. McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center. 333-9773. —317 Steffler. Rantoul (61866). 892-4968.
•Blackwell, John H. (Glenna V.). Storekeeper III. Housing Div.
Central Food Stores. 333-1451. —820 W. Maple. C. 359-2540.
•Blaford, John S. (Barbara V.). Tool Room Attendant. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —407 W. Ells. C. 356-1170.
•Blair, Albert E. (Julia H.). Refrigerator Mechanic. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —409 E. Reynolds. Tolono (61880). 485-7830.
•Blair, Francis G. (Marjorie K.). B.S.. Program Adm. Asst.. School of Life Sciences.
391 Morrill Hall. 333-2224. —2009 E. Vermont. L".. 367-8604.
•Blair, Glenn Myers (Ruth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
337 Education. 333-2533. —305 W. Delaware. L".. 367-1684.
Blair, Johnny Ellis, A.B.. Res. Asst.. Survev Res. Lab.
406 D.K.H.. 333-4422. —512 E. White. C.
•Blair, Lachlan Ferguson (Mary A.), B.C.P.. Prof, of Lrban and Regional Planning. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
909 W. Nevada. L. —1124 Valley Dr.. Alexandria. Virginia (22302)
Blair, Lynne Marvis, M.S.. Asst. Lndergraduate Libra.. Lndergraduate Library.
Lndergraduate Library. 333-3503. —Apt. K-159. 1600 W. Bradley. C. 352-9704.
*Blair, Marilyn Louise (Charles L.). Typing-Clerk III. Correspondence Courses. Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall. 333-1321. —522 W. Yates. P.O. Box 57. Newman (61942), 837-2162.
Blair, Nadine LaVonne, Secy., Hancock Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
550 N. Madison. Carthage (62321). 357-2150. —210 N. Madison. Carthage (62321). 357-2499.
Blair, Timothy R., M.S.. Asst. in Elementary Education.
306 Education. —1603-D Valley Rd.. C. 359-0179.
'Blaisdell, Robert Francis (Delores B.). Plumber Foreman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1410 Winding Lane. C. 356-4206.
•Blake, Daniel Bryan (Martha A.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Geology.
126 Natural History. 333-6376. —1405 Grandview. C. 359-8533.
Blake, David B., B.S.. Res. Asst.. Instructional Resources Ofc.
1110 W. Main. U.. 333-1070. —508 W. Beardsley. C. 359-8814.
•Blake, Diane A. (Robert C. II). B.S.. Asst.. School of Chemical Sciences.
415 Adams Lab.. 333-2013. —Lot 72. Twin Orchard Trailer Park. R.R. 1. U.. 344-5404.
Blake, Robert Clayton II, (Daine A.). B.S.. Asst.. School of Chemical Sciences.
415 Adams Lab.. 333-2013. —R.R. 1. U.. 344-5404.
Blakeley, Frederick M., B.A.. Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. 333-2040. —URH-154 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4777.
'Blakley, Roger F. (Ruby). M.A.. Instr. in Art.
142 Fine Arts. 333-1725. —R.R. 3. U.. 367-0654.
'Blanch, Dixie L., (Robert H). Work Program Participant. Peoria County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University. Peoria (61604). 309-688-8228. —106 East School Ct.. East Peoria (61611).
309-699-8049.
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•Blanchard, Gladys M., Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records
108 Adm., 333-2034. —2203 Southwood Dr., C, 359-6032.
•Blanchard, Joseph John (Mary E.), Senior Toolroom Attendant. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —612 Breen Dr., C, 356-9571.
'Blanchard, M. Kenneth (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Coordinator of University-Industry Relations. College
of Engineering.
202A Engineering Hall, 333-3836, 333-3837. —2005 S. Cottage Grove, U.. 328-1531
•Bland, Constance R. (William), R.N., Staff Nurse II, McKinley Health Service
McKinley Health Center, 333-7518. —1900 Roberta, C, 356-4772.
•Bland, George Herman (Ruth L.), Sound Technician Subforeman. Dept. of Plant and Services
Retired.
1203 Belmeade, C, 352-5888.
Blanda, Walter F., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —512 W. Springfield, C, 352-1588.
Blandford, Dick Kent, M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
114D D.C.L., 333-4902. —URH-512 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2304.
•Blankenship, Larry L (Shirley A.), M.A., Specialist in Computer-assisted insturction,
computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
356 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-0527. —3002 Perkins Rd., U., 367-6886.
•Blankenship, Shirley A. (Larry L.), M.M., Lecturer in Music.
5046 Music. —3002 Perkins Rd., U., 367-6886.
•Blatter, Alfred (Marilyn), M.Mus., Instr. in Music.
5038 Music Bldg., 333-8423. —904 Holiday Dr., C, 352-1522.
•Blaylock, William Curtis (Barbara A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Spanish.
4040 Foreign Lang., 333-8057. —1704 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-1058.
•Blaze, Joseph Edward (Juanita), Dir. of Div. of Campus Parking and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-7216. —207 S. Fourth, St. Joseph, 469-2661.
Blenker, (Mrs.) Irene E., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-4193. —Apt. 12, 602 S. Lynn, C, 356-2759.
•Bligh, Judy E. (Thomas J.), B.S., Asst. Editor, Campus Publications.
135 University Press, 333-9200. —819 Oakland, U., 344-3259.
Blind, R. Joanne, Clerk-Typist II, Correspondence Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall, 333-1321. —Apt. 13, 1209 B E. Florida. U., 344-8745.
•Block, Alma Jeane (Orville H.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-0770. —603 S. Main, Homer (61849), 896-2274.
•Block, Everett Carl (Sarah F.), Animal Caretaker, College of Vet. Med.
Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —405 Tempa Dr., Sidney (61877), 688-2120.
Block, James I., B.S., Res. Asst., Computing Services Ofc.
166 D.C.L., 333-6133; 167 D.C.L., 333-6783. —Apt. 1, 5054 S. Race, U., 367-0948.
•Block, Orville Henry (Alma J.). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Homer (61849), 896-2274.
•Block, Roy Francis (Joan R.), Herdsman Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science.
110 Stock Pavilion, 333-0265. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2501.
•Blockman, Rita Karen (Arnold), Clerk-Typist III, Education Placement Ofc.
140 Education 333-0740. —Apt. 373, 114 Holiday Park Dr.. C. 359-5032.
•Bloemker, Albert Ernest (Ada M.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1006 E. Florida, U., 328-2176.
•Bloemker, Carolyn June (Ralph E.), Editorial Asst., Dept. of Mathematics.
306 Altgeld Hall, 333-3410. —Box 12, Savoy. 359-5459.
•Bloemker, Gerald Louis (Elizabeth), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2209 Rainbow View, U., 367-9867.
Blomgren, Rickard Marold, B.S., Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-6288. —Apt. 207, 510 E. Stoughton, C, 359-2068.
Blomme, Richard William, M.S., Specialist in Automated Education.
458 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —502 E. Healey, C, 359-1182.
•Bloom, Kathleen Ann, Clerk II, Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-9570. —103 W. Oregon, U.. 328-2241.
Bloom, Stephen C B.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —205 N. Coler, U., 344-6014.
•Bloomer, Thomas Carroll (Janie L.), A.M.. Assoc. Dean of College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1700. —711 S. Prairie, C. 359-3836.
•Bloomfield, Daniel Kermit (Frances), M.D., Dean, School of Basic Medical Sciences; Prof, of
Medicine.
1205 W. California, U., 333-9284. 333-9293. —103 E. Michigan, U., 367-9009.
•Blue, Claude David (Mary I.), Bldg. Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —313 N. Vorcey, Tolono (61880), 485-5217.
•Blue, H. Darrell (Jeffrey E.), M.S., Instr. in Radio and Television.
336 Gregory Hall. —2611 Lawndale Dr.. C, 356-8840.
•Blue, Ken A. (Dorothea), M.S., Student Loan Coordinator, Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100, 333-1307. —406 N. Prospect. C, 352-2666.
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Bluhm, Esther, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —R.R. 3, C, 356-6044.
Blum, Eleanor, Ph.D., Communications Librn.; Prof, of Library Administration.
122 Gregory Hall, 333-2216. —804 S. Lincoln, U., 344-1461.
*Blum, Marvel Joyce (Ronald J.), Secy., DeKalb County, Cooperative Extension Service. 315 N.
Sixth, DeKalb (60115),
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb, 758-8194. —306 Regal Dr., DeKalb (60115), 756-6484.
*Blundy, Elizabeth L. (Eugene), Secy., Laboratory Animal Care.
241 Vet. Med., 333-2564. —1013 Harrington, C, 356-0279.
*tBlunier, Krystal L. (William), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Div. of Services for Crippled Children.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6528. —R.R. 2, C.
*Blyth, Colin Ross (Valerie), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall.
*Boardman, Thomas H. (Lila M.), M.S., Dir. of Visual Aids Service (with rank of Assoc. Prof.),
Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1362. —611 Harding Dr., U., 328-2606.
*Boast, Carol (Charles), M.S., Asst. Agriculture Librn.; Instr. in Library Administration.
226 Mumford Hall, 333-2416. —307 Bliss Dr., U., 367-4583.
*Boast, Charles W. (Carol), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Soil Physics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-216 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —307 Bliss Dr., U., 367-4583.
Boatman, Paul A., M.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Veterinary Medicine .
359 Vet. Med., 333-4689. —R.R. 1, Philo (61864), 684-2241.
Boatright, Alice Adelle, M.F.A., Specialist in Biological Illustration, Dept. of Zoology.
341 Natural History, 333-3056. —617 E. Colorado, U., 328-2794.
Boatz, Eldon Eugene, Eng. Draftsman II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-112 Civil Eng., 333-6983. —R.R. 1, Oakwood (61858), 354-4085.
*Bock, C. Allen (Mary E.), J.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Law.
149 Bevier Hall, 333-1829. —R.R. 3, U., 344-3947.
*Bock, Mary Ellen (C. Allen), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
402 Mumford Hall, 333-3417. —R.R. 3, U., 344-3947.
*Bock, Peter G. (Linda K.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
375 Lincoln Hall, 333-3409. —2103 Grange Dr., U., 328-3652.
Bode, Daniel L., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech and Hearing Science.
328 Illini Hall, 333-3050. —Apt. S, 502 S. Mattis, C, 359-1596.
*Bode, Joanne (Henry W.), Distribution Clerk, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
57 Mumford Hall, 333-6635. —511 W. Park, C, 356-3224.
*Boden, Mary O. (Edwin), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —Box 297, Coal Valley (61240),
799-3290.
tBodenschatz, Arthur H., B.S., Assoc. Chemist, State Water Survey.
235 Water Resources, 333-0802. —1612 W. Church, C, 356-7330.
Bodner, George M., Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof. School of Chemical Sciences.
103 Chem. Annex, 333-4474. —227 Canlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853).
*Boerma, H. Roger (Cynthia L.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —Apt. D, 2044 S. Orchard, U., 344-1676.
*Boehm, Ann L. (John T.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
128 1/2 N. Broad, Carlinville (62626), 217-854-5116. —Apt. 2, 111 E. Cherry, Carlinville
(62626), 217-854-3467.
*Boes, Charles Reanis (Sharon S.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Danville, 442-3302.
Boessen, Carolyn A., B.S., Asst., County Farm Ext.
543 Bevier Hall. —Apt. 15, 907 S. Third, C, 344-9730.
*Bogard, Pamilee L. (Gary L.), Film Inspector, Visual Aids Serv.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —707 E. Illinois, U., 344-3635.
*Boger, Valerie B. (Ralph E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-3430. —Apt. 304, 2114 S. Orchard, U., 344-8620.
*Boggess, William Randolph (Effie C), M.F., Prof, of Forestry; Head of Dept.
222 Mumford Hall, 333-2770. —509 W. Washington, U., 344-5246.
*Bohl, Robert Walter (Marie R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Nuclear Eng. and of Metallurgical Eng.
206 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-0924. —2014 George Huff Dr., U., 367-4519.
*Bohlen, Alexander Samuel (Dorothy M.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, C, 356-6994.
*Bohlen, Sharon Ann (Thorn), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Macon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
348 W. Prairie, Decature (62522), 422-6809. —1477 W. Decatur, Decatur (62522), 428-1874.
'Bohlen, William Jacob (Doris), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —315 N. Main, Gifford (61847), 568-3321.
*Bohmer, Heinrich (Maria), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab. and Dept. of Physics.
On leave of absence for 1972-73.
264 C.S.L., 333-3604. —608 W. Iowa, U., 344-5147.
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•Bohmer, H. (Maria), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab. On Leave
264 C.S.L. —608 W. Iowa, U., 344-5147.
*Bohn, Eleanor Jane (Robert E.), B.A., Library Clerk III, Catalog Dept
. Library
246 Library, 333-3399. —1623 W. University, C, 356-2984.
'tBohor, Bruce Forbes (Barbara A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey
5 Natural Resources, 189-289, 344-1481. —812 W. Nevada, U., 328-0144.
*Bohrer, Robert Edward (Joyce A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics
210 Coble Hall, 333-4793; 213 Altgeld Hall, 333-3997. —905 S. Foley, C, 352-7797.
•Boileau, Richard Arden (Sandra M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physical Educ.
228 Huff Gym., 333-1103. —1908 Rebecca Dr., C, 352-1264.
*Boirum, Ralph N. (Jane Ann), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2111 Civil Eng. 333-6931. —Box 1081, Tolono (61880), 485-5230.
*Bokenkamp, Robert William (Alice K.), M.S., Asst. Dean of College of Engineering; Assoc.
Prof, of General Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall, 333-2280. —508 S. Fair, C, 356-6291.
"Bolden, Sharon A. (Edgar L., Jr.), Clerk-Typist III, College of L.A.S.
288B Lincoln Hall, 333-1385. —1212 W. Clark, U.
*Bolen, Kenneth Ray (Mary C), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Vermilion County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 442-8615. —308 Northbrook Dr., Danville (61832),
442-4227.
Boley, Betty J. (Mrs.), Clerk-Typist I, Learner, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
162 Adm., 333-2184. —502 W. Vine, C, 352-1716.
*Boley, Carl Milton (Mary E.), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
66 E.E. Bldg., 333-1954. —1209 N. Coler, U., 367-7254.
Boley, Ethel, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1101 Country Squire, U., 367-5234.
*Boley, Loyd Edwin (Esther), M.S., Assoc. Dean, College of Vet. Med.; Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
137 Vet. Med., 333-1192. —311 W. William, C, 356-1965.
*Bolin, Jerry Eugene (Janet M.), B.S., Data Processing Analyst III, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4831. —808 Duncan Rd., C, 359-7046.
*Bolinger, Harry E. (Carole S.), M.A., Mgr. of Accounts and Records, Police Training Inst., Div. of
Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —2012 Winchester, C, 352-9212.
Bollman, A. M. Typing-Clerk I, University Press. Clerk-Typist II, Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460.
Bollman, Donald Eugene, Temperature Control Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1708 Willow Rd., U., 344-7235.
*Bollman, Melvin Neal (E. I.), Fireman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Philo (61864), 684-2353.
Bollman, Micki M., Clerk-Typist II, Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460. —304 S. Grove, U.
*Bolon, Holly L (Warren), B.A., Commercial Artist I, Engineering Publications.
212a Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —405 W. Healey, C, 352-8082.
tBolton, Elizabeth L, Accounting Clerk II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —1416 Rose Dr., C, 352-9742.
*Boltz, Paul William (Carol), M.S., Asst. in Economics.
208 D.K.H., 333-7300. —173 Paddock Dr. East, C, 356-1440.
*Bolz, Arthur Norden (Marjorie G), M.D., Asst. Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health
Service and McKinley Hospital.
273 McKinley Health Center, 333-2753. —1425 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-9495.
*Bomke, Arthur Alfred (Carol R.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Agronomy.
W-317 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —22 Ivanhoe Dr., U., 367-2096.
*Bomzer, Estie A. (Herbert W.), M.A., Undergraduate Student Adviser, Jane Addams Grad.
School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2262. —2510 Stanford Dr., C, 352-4676.
*Bomzer, Herbert Wallace (Estie A.), M.A., Asst. Dir. of Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-7030. —2510 Stamford Dr., C, 352-4676.
•Bond, Carol Ann (Charles), M.A., Asst. in Education.
214 U.H.S., 333-8203. —1107 N. Division, U., 367-8995.
*Bond, Charles Eugene (Carol Ann), Ph.D., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
109 Transportation, 333-3739; 106 Woodshop, —1107 N. Division, U., 367-8995.
'Bond, Donald Clifford (Dorothy B.), Ph.D., Head of Oil and Gas Section. State Geological
Survey; Assoc. Prof, of Petroleum Engineering, Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
238 Natural Resources, 189-242, 344-1481. —2010 S. Anderson, U., 367-1042.
Bond, Ethel, B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
c/o Joe Bond, R.R. 1, C.
Bonetti, John F. M.S., Asst. in Finance.
9 D.K.H., 333-6682. —Rm. 201, 1004 S. 4th, C, 344-7832.
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Bonn, George S., M.Sc, M.A., Prof, of Library Science.
439 Library, 333-1189. —Apt. 311-E, 909 W. Oregon, U., 344-4276.
•Bonnell, Dean Kenneth (Bonita), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —202 S. Adams, Philo (61864), 684-2160.
*Bonnell, James (Jean N.), Food Service Administrator I, College of Agriculture.
143 Davenport Hall, 333-3404. —18 Dunlap Woods, Sidney (61877), 688-2438.
Bonnell, Mildred, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics, Emerita.
10521 N.E. Forty Eighth PI., Kirkland, Washington (98033), 827-3424.
Bonnell, Stephen C, Tab. Machine Operator II, Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4824. —Sidney (61877).
*Bonnett, Orville Thomas (Sara B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Morphology, Dept. of Agronomy,
Emeritus.
706 S. Webber, U., 367-1016.
Bonvallet, Robert Wayne, B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2040. —URH-1066 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4983.
*tBonwell, John Stanton (Catherine B.), Supervisory Asst., State Geological Survey.
102e Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-3664. —712 W. Columbia, C, 352-9645.
*Booe, Herbert Loranza (Ethel B.), Brickmason, Operation and Maintenance Div. On leave of
absence.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 643-7256.
Booe, Maudie Irene, Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —205 W. Beardsley, C, 359-3740.
Booe, Robert Eugene, Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —20 Tulip Tree, C, 359-5149.
*Booker, Oral Thomas, III (Sheila J.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Resource Development,
Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6357. —227 N. Delaware, Mounds (62964),
618-745-9759.
*Boone, Lester Verlin (Norma), M.S., Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-308 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —2804 Sangamon, C, 356-9361.
*Boone, William Werner (Eileen G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
367 Altgeld Hall, 333-0973. —702 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-1130.
Boor, Susan A., M.L.S., Res. Asst., Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330. —Apt. 4, 409 W. Elm, U., 367-2184.
*Boose, Edward (Martha A.), Chemical and Electronics Treatment Technician, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
223 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2107. —R.R. 1, Box 71, Tolono, 485-5504.
Boose, Martha Allene (Edward D.), R.N., Adm. Nurse III, Division of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
158 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4618. —Box 71, Lot 65, Tolono (61880), 485-5504.
*Booth, Alfred Whaley (Beryl S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography, Emeritus.
223 Davenport Hall, 333-1881. —404 W. Nevada, U., 367-5340.
Bopp, Fritz W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg., 333-2807. —810 W. Stoughton, U., 367-3365.
*Borbely, Stephen (Kathleen), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
241 E. E. Res. Lab., 333-6366. —1208 Northwood Dr. North, C, 352-2765.
*Borchard, Ronald Eugene (Jill K.), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
367 Vet. Med., 333-2506. —1004 E. Florida, U., 367-7437.
Borchers, Berdell Robert Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2808 W. Daniel, C, 356-9541.
*Borchers, Jeri Lynn, (Russell M.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
156 E.E. Bldg., 333-0207. —R.R. 2, Gibson City, 784-4340.
•Bordua, David J. (Cecylia), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology.
333 Lincoln Hall, 333-7988. —4 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5173.
*Borelli, Raymond F. (Patricia Ann), B.S., Business Mgr., Center for Advanced Computation.
336 Advanced Computation. 333-6375. —804 Adams Ct., Monticello (61856), 762-2423.
*Boresi, Arthur Peter (Jean), Ph.D., Prof, of Nuclear Engineering and of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
107 Talbot Lab., 333-3578. —1715 Lynwood Dr., C, 356-9635.
Borla, Janice, B.A., Asst. in Music.
4006 Music Bldg., 333-2623. —504 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6036.
*tBorn, Gerald Lloyd (Cynthia), M.S., Asst. Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N.H.
Survey.
385 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —Apt. 303, 1002 E. Harding, U., 367-6233.
Borooah, Ronji, M.Arch., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —614 W. Illinois, U., 367-9676.
*Borovec, Richard T. (Jacquelyn M.), M.S., Senior Res. Eng., Dept. of Computer Science.
200 D.C.L., 333-1145. —405 N. McKinley, C, 359-1957.
*Borri, Robert P. (Faye A.), D.Ed., Assoc. Prof, of General Engineering.
210c Transportation, 333-0140. —501 S. Elm, C, 356-4469.
*Borta, Viola (Delmar T.), Secy., McHenry County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 431, Woodstock (60098), 815-388-4747. —8203 Gerson Dr., Wonder Lake (60097),
815-653-6756.
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*Borton, Thomas E. (Mary), M.A., Asst. in Speech.
233b Illini Hall, 333-3103. —57 Potawafami Trail, U.. 367-6874.
Boschee, Diane B., B.S., Asst. in Art Education.
143 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —Apt. 452, 106 Holiday Park Dr., C. 359-0077.
Berys, Cheryl L, A.A., Clerk-Typist II, City Planning & Land. Arch. Library
203 Mumford Hall, 333-0424. —707 S. Second, C, 359-9747.
Bose, Debasish, B.Tech., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
216 D.C.L., 333-4698. —Apt. 4. 203 S. Wright, C, 359-7722.
Bossi, Charlotte, M.S., Med. Record Librn., Health Service.
190 McKinley Health Center, 333-2720. —S. First Street Rd., C, 344-1888.
tBostick, Neely Hickman, Ph.D., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
219 Natural Resources, 189-262, 344-1481. —1401 E. McHenry, U., 367-0742.
Boston, Mary Lee, Secy., Morgan County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
East Morton Road, Route 4, Jacksonville (62650), 243-2900. — R.R. 4, Jacksonville (62650).
245-8392.
'Boston, Ray (Elizabeth), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Journalism.
46 Gregory Hall, 333-4659. —507 W. Indiana, U., 344-5217.
•Boston, Robert Carl (Mary E.), A.M., Asst. Mgr. of Television Station; Supervisor of Television
Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —808 Oakcrest Dr., C, 352-0215.
•Boston, William Donald (Martha Sue), M.S., Animal Science Adviser, Njala University College.
Private Mailbag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, West Africa, under Overseas Projects.
•Boswell, Henry Clark (Mabel F.), Machinist, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Retired.
R.R. 1, C.
Boswell, Phyllis Joanne, Key Punch Operator III, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —1716 Glen Park Dr., C, 352-3306.
"tBoswell, Ralph S. (Madalynne), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
338 Natural Resources, 189-241, 344-1481. —1408 N. Mattis, C, 352-0167.
•Bothwell, Bernice Elberta (Hugh R.), Secy., Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
228 Adm., 333-3580. —807 N. Coler, U., 367-2783.
•Bothwell, Hugh Randolph (Bernice E.), Electrician Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —807 N. Coler, U., 367-2783.
•Botsfield, Marjorie Berniece (Howard E.), Clerk-Typist III, Health Service.
194 McKinley Health Center, 333-2754. —1703 Georgetown Dr., C, 356-0847.
•Boucher, Armand Donat (Irene A.), Cylinder Pressman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-2576. —1308 Eastern Dr., U., 367-6167.
*Bouck, Darlene Kay (Gary), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
300a Noyes Lab., 333-1630. —507 E. Marshall, Tolono (61880), 485-5426.
*Bouck, Gary Eugene (Darlene K.), Computer Technician I, Dept. of Computer Science.
168 D.C.L., 333-6465. —507 E. Marshall, Tolono (61880), 485-5426.
*Bouck, George Arthur (Katherine L.), Instrument Maker, Coordinated Science Lab.
108 C.S.L., 333-3696. —305 Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-5573.
•Bouknight, Wendell Jack (Nova L.), M.S., Senior Res. Engr., Center for Advanced
Computation.
321 Advanced Computation, 333-0395. —2306 Barberry Dr., C, 352-9437.
•Bounds, Robert E. (Bette A.), Driver, Housing Div.
A-l Allen Hall, 333-1395. —Box 88, Philo (61864), 684-2690.
•Bourgin, David Gordon (Cherie). Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
3912 Roseneath, Houston, Tex., 713-747-7642.
•Bouslog, W. Allen (Anna Lee), M.S., Asst. to Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service.
118 Mumford Hall, 333-2662. —2410 John Dr., U., 367-5032.
•Bouton, Lawrence F. (Marjorie), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Linguistics and of English as a Second
Language.
3053 Foreign Lang., 333-7921. -1116 W. Charles, C, 352-0268.
Bowden, Lawrence Mervin, Supervisor, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-6101. —908 N. Linview, U.. 367-5771.
•Bowdon, Edward Knight, Sr. (Mary Jean), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
291 D.C.L., 333-7429. —2318 Brookshire Dr., C, 352-1115.
•Bowen, Barbara Cherry (Vincent E.), Doctorat d' Universite, Assoc. Prof, of French.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-4989. —2108 Zuppke, U., 367-0475.
•tBowen, Charles Edward (Ruth W.), B.S., Executive Director of Alumni Association, Emeritus.
910 W. Clark, C, 352-5830.
Bowen, Dorothy Elizabeth, B. Mus., Prof, of Music, Emerita.
606 S. Ridgeway, C, 356-5753.
Bowen, (Mrs.) Naomi Jones, Food Service Administrator I, Illini Union, Retired.
906 W. Jefferson, Springfield (62702), 523-3195.
•Bowen, Vincent Eugene (Barbara C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of French.
2040 Foreign Lang. —2108 Zuppke Dr.. U.. 367-0475.
•Bower, Katherine L (Gordon L.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III. Mat. Res. Latx
270 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1380. —Apt. B, 1833 Orchard Place, L., 367-8006.
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Bower, Oliver Kenneth, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics. Emeritus.
Box 428. Fayetteville. Arkansas (72701). 521-1504.
Bower, Patricia, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —URH-618 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2342.
'Bowerman, Floyd Wilson (Lillie E). Master Aircraft and Aircraft Engine Mechanic, Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport. 333-00-2. —1204 N. Broadway. L\. 367-3391.
'Bowhill, Sidney Allan (Margaret M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
312D E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-4150. —2203 S. Anderson. L\. 328-1417.
Bowles, (Mrs.) Sandra Kay, Clerk-Typist III. Coordinated Science Lab.
2-139 C.S.L.. 333-2095. —206 N. Busey. L\. 344-7250.
Bowles, Patricia Sue Secy.. Madison County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 68. Edwardsville (62025). 656-4862. —912 Longfellow. Edwardsville (62025). 656-3230.
"Bowling, Arthur Lee, Jr. (Lvnn K.). M.S.. Asst. in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg.. 333-2327. —208 W. California. L'.. 328-3635.
'Bowlus, Stephen Byron (Nadine C). M.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
337 Adams Lab.. 333-3526. —Apt. 2. 801 W. Park. L\. 367-0755.
'Bowman, Charles H. (Ruth). J.D., Prof, of Law.
233 Law. 333-2878. —604 Eliot Dr.. U.. 367-4730.
'Bowman, Cletus Edward, (Laura E.). M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
317 Talbot Lab.. 333-0087. —1509 Maplecrest Dr.. C. 356-7040.
'Bowman, Mary Ann (Joel P.). M.L.S.. Gift and Exchange Librn.. Library; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
220a Library. 333-2875. —1108 Briarcliff. L\. 367-7284.
"Bowman, Ruth Sisson (Charles H.). Adm. Secy.. Dept. of Speech.
244 Lincoln Hall. 333-2683. —604 Eliot Dr.. U.. 367-4730.
*Bowyer, Timothy Harper (Janet). M.S.. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
244s Davenport Hall. 333-2478. —811 S. Foley, C, 356-0176.
'Boxer, Laurence Richard (Linda). A.M.. Asst. in Mathematics.
129 Altgeld Hall. 333-0805. —Apt. D. 1804 Orchard PI.. U., 344-0863.
'Boxer, Linda G.S. (Laurence R.). B.A.. Clerk-Typist III. Library.
300 Library. 333-0383. —Apt. D. 1804 Orchard PL. U.. 344-0863.
'Boyce, Kathleen Dore (James B.). Ph.D.. Visiting Asst. Prof, of Special Education.
Rm 209. 1005 W. Nevada. U.. 333-6222. —406 W. Main. U.. 328-2605.
Boyd, Anne M. Prof, of Library Science. Emerita.
5225 Ashbourne Lane. Indianapolis. Indiana (46226).
Boyd, Gregory L., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
20 D.K.H.. —URH-514 Oglesby Hall. U.. 332-5186.
'Boyd, James J. (Loretta). Janitor Subforeman. Housing Division.
21 Gregory Drive Residence Halls. 333-1393. —Bondville. 863-2965.
'Boyd, Robert Emmett (Barbara). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology: Dir. of Guidance
and Counseling. U.H.S.
104d U.H.S.. 333-2873. —803 Shurts. L\. 367-5116.
Boyd, Thomas Edgar, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
450 Noyes Lab.. 333-6585. —URH-222 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2177.
'Boyer, Dale T. fWanda M.). Adm. Aide. Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm.. 333-4870. —508 S. Urbana. L\. 367-6187.
'Boyer, John Strickland (Jean M.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Botany: Assoc. Prof, of Crop
Phvsiologv. Dept. of Agronomy. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
155 Morrill Hall. 333-6109. —710 Ethel Dr.. St. Joseph (61873), 469-7469.
'Boyer, Kenneth W. (Sherry J). M.S.. Asst. in Electron Microscopy. Dept. of Chemistry and
School of Life Sciences.
139 Adams Lab.. 333-4473; 97 Bevier Hall, 333-2108. —2807 Carrelton Dr.. C. 356-5310.
'Boyer, LeRoy Thomas (Barbara A.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2150 Civil Eng.. 333-4982. —1514 Rutledge Dr.. L\. 365-2392.
'Boys, Floyd Eugene (Juanita M.). M.S.. M.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Health Education. Emeritus.
106 Preston Court Apts.. 1600 Grady. Charlottesville. Virginia (22903), 296-3072.
'tBrabec, Daniel Joseph, (Christiana). B.S., Asst. Professional Scientist. State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highwav. Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —1024 N. Glenwood. Peoria
(61606). 309-673-5801.
Brabson, John Samuel, B.S.. Asst. in Biochemistry.
323 Adams Lab.. 333-7098. —Apt. 90. 902 E. Harding. L\. 344-8497.
Brady, Ronald W., Ph.D.. Vice-President for Planning and Allocation.
349 Adm.. 333-1560. —6 Fields East Lane, C. 359-2428.
'Brackemyre, Diane (John). Secv.. Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0050. —R.R. 2. Rantoul (61866). 892-4262
Bracy, Judy Ann, Computer Aide II. Dept. of Computer Science.
100 AND 162 D.C.L.. 333-6203. —Apt. 10. 404 S. Prairie. C.
tBradbury, James Clifford, Ph.D.. Geologist and Head of Industrial Minerals Section. State
Geological Survev.
309 Natural Resources. 189-236. 344-1481. —Apt. 126, 502 W. Main, U., 367-8544.
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Bradbury, Theodore Ambrose. MS Power Plant Mech. Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0723. —1114 W. Illinois, U., 344-1702.
•Bradley, Howard (Hazel), Building Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441.
—R.R., Simpson (62985).
618-695-2683.
Bradley, James Douglas (Patricia M.), Painter, Operation and Maintenace Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —202 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-4858.
•Bradley, John L. (Marylyn), M.S.Ed., Lecturer in Health Occupations Education, Dept of
Vocational and Tech. Educ.
344 Education, 333-2958. —1411 Centenial Dr., C, 356-8623.
•Bradley, Juanita Louise (Charles G.), Mailing Service Equipment Operator, Mailing Service Ofc
of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-6101. —309 Davidson Dr., C, 352-8745.
•Bradley, Kenneth F. (Norma J.), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1401 Rosewood Dr., C, 359-3704.
•Bradshaw, Glenn Raymond (Inez E.), M.F.A., Prof, of Art.
136 Fine Arts, 333-0634. —906 Sunnycrest, U., 367-7609.
•Brady, AmyLue (John K.), B.A., Sec, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc
54 Adm., 333-3840. —28 Blue Spruce. C, 356-1254.
•Brady, Bernadine A. Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Ivesdale (61851), 564-3610.
•Brady, Ernest Robert (Bernadine), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 52,Ivesdale (61851), 564-3610.
•Brady, Harry Arthur (Edna L.), Building Service Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 74, Seymour (61875), 687-4700.
•Brady, John Kissling (AmyLue), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
226 E.E. Annex, 333-1643. —28 Blue Spruce Dr., C, 356-1254.
•Brady, Loretta Jo (Norman C), B.S., Secy., DuPage County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 312-469-2467. —R.R. 2. Box 114,
Williams Rd., Warrenville (60555), 312-393-9556.
•Brady, Louise E. (Hubert), Clerk-Typist III, Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
Illinois Benedictine College, Lisle (60532), 312-968-8096. —5716 Kingston, Lisle (60532),
312-969-3713.
•Brady, Paul John (Julia), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Theatre.
K.C.P.A., 333-2893. —1306 E. Pennsylvania, U., 328-2317.
Braithwaite, Edwin Stanley, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
310 Coble Hall, 333-6218. —URH-Sherman Hall, C, 332-4903.
•Braman, William Lee (Georgina N.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Animal Science.
235 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1334. —11 Wilson Trailer Park, No. 2, U., 367-6594.
•Bramlet, Kathy S. (Dean), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for Advanced Computation.
341 Advanced Computation, 333-7334. —Apt. 9, 404 E. Michigan, U., 328-3967.
•Brand, William H., Sr. (Margie I.), Building Service Worker, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. —Philo (61864), 684-2874.
•Brandenburg, Dale C. (Elaine M.), Ph.D., Asst. Dir. for Evaluation and Research in Three Year
Baccalaureate Program, College of L.A.S.; Specialist in Research and Measurement. Ofc. of
Instructional Resources.
Rm. 208, 1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-1179; 307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Apt. 24, 1207A
E. Florida, U., 344-6324.
•Brandly, Carl Alfred (May V.), D.V.M., M.S., D.M.V., Dean of College of Vet. Med. and Prof, of
Vet. Microbiology, Public Health, and Vet. Res., Emeritus.
269a Vet. Med., 333-2672. —2509 Hathaway Dr., C, 359-0769.
•Brandis, Mary (Royall), Personnel Asst. II, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
627 1/2 S. Wright, C, 333-6811, 333-8342. —608 LaSell Dr., C, 352-9169.
•Brandis, Royall (Mary A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
409 Commerce (W), 333-4576. —608 LaSell Dr., C, 352-9169.
•Brandon, Thomascean (Earl W.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adv., Youth, Coop. Ext. Serv.
40 E. Fourty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890. —8615 S. Ingleside. Chicago (60619).
487-8992.
•Brandriff, Barbara Joanne (Barron S.), Bookstore Clerk II, Illini Union.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —R.R. 2. C, 863-2701.
•Branigan, Duane Adams (Imogene), D.Mus., Prof, of Music. Emeritus.
14 Fields East, C, 359-6279.
Bransky, Malcolm L. Ed.D., Visiting Lecturer in Elementary Educationl
399 Education. —504 S. Chicago, C, 352-6738.
•Branton, Marilyn B. (James C), M.S., Asst. in Zoology.
Rm. 302, 1204 W. Oregon, U., 333-4971.; 549 Morrill Hall. —801 Fairoaks. C. 352-0250.
'Brash, Wesley Delph (Thelma E.), Battalion Fire Chief, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1002 Country Squire Dr., U., 367-7140.
Brasile, Frank M., B.S., Asst., Recreation and Athletics Ofc.
136 Rehab.-Educ, 333-4606. —Apt. 207, 911 S. Locust. C, 352-8266.
•Bratcher, John Edwin, Sr. (Betty L.), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P. O. Box 111, Pesotum (61863).
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*Braucht, Ellen I. (Bryan L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Woodford County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
117 Center. Eureka (61530), 309-467-3222. —R.R. 2, Box 49, Eureka (61530). 467-3847.
•Braugham, Susan Nickerson (Charles E.), M.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —411 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-1895.
Braunfeld, Peter George, Ph.D., Prof, of Education and of Mathematics.
221 Altgeld Hall, 333-2167. —812 Kerr, U., 344-0134.
*Bray, Donald James (Harlene S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science.
324 Mumford Hall, 333-3456. —613 W. Nevada, U., 344-5257.
*Bray, Ethal Mae (Slaton), Work Program Participant. Jersey County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
405 S. State, Jerseyville, (62052), 618-498-2913. —1419 W. Main, Grafton (62037),
618-786-3634.
*Bray, Henry O. (Elizabeth), Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
38 Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-2344.; 1313 Williamsburg Dr., C. 352-8676.
Bray, James William, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
390d Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4574. —URH-173 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2369.
*Bray, Roger Hammond (Doris N.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy. Emeritus.
1505 Delmont Ct., U., 367-2795.
Brayman, Diana Rae, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, University Bureau of Institutional Research.
240 Illini Tower, 333-3851. —1009 1/2 S. Lynn, U., 344-7581.
*Brazelton, Elmer Arnold (Pat A.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —901 W. Stoughton, U., 328-2343.
*Brazle, Vernon Lee (Judy), M.S., Ext. Visuals Specialist and Asst. Prof, of Agricultural
Communications.
62 Mumford Hall, 333-0905. —1903 E. Vermont, U., 367-3511. '
*Brebach, Raymond Thomas, (Emily), M.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —1107 E. Washington, U., 344-5504.
*Breen, Harry Frederick, Jr. (Diane), M.A., Prof, of Art Education.
116 Fine Arts, 333-3986. —1107 W. Church, C, 356-0576.
Breger, Lance Harris, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
129 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3522: 305 Ceramics. 333-6341. —Apt. 103, 907 W. Stoughton, U.,
367-3415.
Bremer, Norma McKean, A.B., Personnel Asst. II, Student Counseling Service.
249 Student Services, 333-3706. —408 N. Carson, C, 352-8124.
*Brems, Hans Julius (Ulla C), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
469 Commerce (W), 333-4553. —1103 S. Douglas, U., 344-0171.
Brethauer, Todd Steven, Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
450 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
'Bretzlaff, A. Jane (Harry F.), Clerk-Typist III, Safety Coordinator's Ofc.
222a Armory, 333-1106. —2018 Winchester Dr., C, 352-5820.
•Bretzlaff, Walter Lee (Carolyn S.), Janitor, McKinley Hospital.
27 McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —Box 235, Pesotum (61863), 867-2413.
*Brewe, Arnold (Irene), Instrument Technician II. School of Music, Retired.
R.R. 1, Sidney (61877). 688-2400.
Brewer, Clarene Kay, B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, DeWitt County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
803 Leander, Clinton (61727), 935-5764. —605 1/2 S. Center, Clinton (61727), 935-8517.
•Brewer, Earl Glen (Elsie C), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —304 S. Grove, U., 367-5084.
•Brewer, Frank Lyle (Anita), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Advisor, Agriculture. Edgar County, Coop. Ext.
Serv.
210-A W. Washington, Paris (61944), 217-463-3155. —510 S. Douglas, Paris (61944),
463-1700.
•Brewer, Janie C. (David C), Clerk-Typist III, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
240 Colonel Wolfe School, 333-4891. —8 Quince, C, 352-9689.
•Brewer, Nabema Goebel (Brenton R. C), R.N., Staff Nurse II, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Hospital, 333-3263. —R.R. 1. C. 356-9470.
•Brewer, Raymond Francis (Betty). Instrument Maker, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
Aero. Lab. 333-1104. —506 S. Chicago, C.
•Brewer, Ronald L. (Rita M.). Poultryman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Poultry Farm. 333-3439. —R.R. 2, Oakland (61943), 837-2298.
•Brewer, Thomas Walter (Dorothy D.), Custodial Supervisor, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —507 S. Jefferson, Mahomet (61853), 586-2014.
•Brewer, William Francis (Ellen F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology; Res. Asst. Prof., Inst, of
Communications Res.
629 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —607 W. Iowa. U., 344-7458.
•Brichford, Maynard Jay (Jane A.), M.S., University Archivist, Library.
19 Library, 333-0798. —409 Eliot Dr., U.. 367-7072.
Brickner, Donald J., Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P Service Bldg. —521 E. Grove Bldg..Rantoul (61866). 892-9738.
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*tBridger, Clyde Arthur (Helen), M.S., Lecturer in Health Education
535 W. Jefferson, Springfield (62706), 525-2641.
*Bridgewater, Cecil Bernard (Erma), Furniture Repairman. Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —608 E. Washington, C, 356-3338.
•Bridgewater, Frank Ardeen (Lucy J.). Adv. Cert.. Asst. Director of Admissions and Records
108 Adm., 333-2033, 333-2034. —2008 S. Race. U., 344-5595.
•Brieland, Donald (Christine). Ph.D., Prof.. Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work
Rm. 332. 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —55 Chestnut Ct.. C. 359-9201.
•Briere, Mary K. (Jack W.), Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc
54 Adm., 333-4827. —209 S. Dewey, U., 344-7807.
•tBrieschke, Eberhard H. G. (Rosemary), Meteorological Aide II, State Water Survey
P.O. Box 216, Grafton (62037), 618-786-2150. —P.O. Box 341, Grafton (62037).
618-786-3605.
Briggs, Rebecca, M.A., Asst. Serials Librn.: Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
220S Library, 333-3856. —1506 Delmont Ct.. U.. 367-4941.
*Briggs, Carleton William (Vicki), M.F.A., Prof, of Art.
125 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —1506 W. Healey, C, 356-3268.
*tBrigham, Allison Roeske (Warren U.), Ph.D., Res. Asst., Aquatic Biology Section, State N.H.
Survey.
272 Natural Resources, 333-6889. —R.R. 1, White Heath (61834), 762-8306.
*tBrigham, Warren Ulrich (Allison R.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, State N.H. Survey.
272 Natural Resources, 333-6889, 333-6890.
—R.R. 1, White Heath (61834), 762-8306.
tBright, Bonnie Louise, A.A.S., Clerk-Typist II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —R.R., Fisher (61843), 897-1446.
•Bright, David Forbes (Marlene), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Classics.
4053 Foreign Lang., 333-7148. —1006 S. Mattis. C, 352-8092.
*Brightbill, Linwood James (Raphaline), M.S., Prof, of Architectural Engineering.
105 Architecture, 333-1330. —311 Eliot Dr., U., 328-1310.
•Brighton, Gerald David (Lois R.), Ph.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Accountancy.
398 Commerce (W), 333-3808. —609 W. Green, U., 367-9866.
*Brightwell, Bernice Lee (Paul T.), A.M., Library Clerk II, Catalog Dept.. Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1207 W. Beslin, U., 367-3556.
*Brill, Howard W. (Katherine), J.D., Asst. in Law.
104s Law, 333-0146. —Apt. 302, 2112 S. Orchard, U., 344-8312.
*Brill, John R„ (Lois A.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab. —2057-D S. Orchard, U., 344-6519.
Brill, (Mrs.) Rosa Lee, Secy., Athletic Association: Clerk-Stenog. II. Dept. of Rec. and Park
Adm.
104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —Apt. C, 1709 Valley Rd., C, 352-9683.
*Brinegar, George Kenneth (Joan), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics; Dir. of Office of
International Programs and Studies.
309 Illini Tower, 333-6104.; 420 Mumford Hall, 333-0479. —1507 Maplecrest Dr.. C.
352-0790.
•Brink, William Harry (Patricia H.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Montgomery County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
102 N. Main, Hillsboro (62049), 532-5763. —R. R. 2, Hillsboro (62049). 532-3158.
•Brinkmeier, Harold A. (Hazel B.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Carroll County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Junction Routes 78 and 64, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-9444. —R. R. 3, Mt. Carroll (6 1053),
244-7170.
•Briscoe, John William (Catherine), M.S., Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Affairs; Prof, of
Civil Eng.
112 English, 333-6536. —6 Burnett Circle, U., 344-5357.
Bristol, Evelyn, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3120 Foreign Lang., 333-1246. —209 E. Kerr, U., 367-3058.
•tBristol, Hubert Masters (Mary F.), M.S., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
137 Natural Resources, 189-285, 344-1481. —30 Montclair Rd., U„ 344-6152.
•Britsky, Nicholas (Anne R.), B.F.A., Prof, of Art.
117 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —1410 S. Vine, U., 367-0854.
•Brixius, Mary Katherine (William W.), Clerk-Typist III. College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1707. —R.R. 3, Bloomington Rd.. C. 356-2080.
•Brize, Lula Mae (Oliver), Clerk-Typist I, Vice-Chancellor's Office.
107 Coble Hall, 33-0220. —208 Vine, C, 359-4537.
•Broadbent, Emer E. (Fern H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Livestock Marketing, Dept. of Agricultural
Economics.
307C Mumford Hall, 333-1827. —1606 W. Healey. C. 352-2485.
Broadrick, King W. J.D., Prof, of Speech; Acting Dir. of Honors Programs; Dir. of Threes car
Baccalaureate Study.
.,«,«,,-, n
1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-0824,; 1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-1179. -1107 W. Green. I
•Broccardo, Michael (Diane), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
355 Noyes Lab. —Apt. A, 910 S. Webber, U., 367-3143.
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Brock, Thomas H., M.Ed., Broadcast Program Asst., Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —1812 Cindy Lynn, U., 357-6080.
*Brock, Wallace Newton (Frances), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Deland (61839).
*Brockett Mary E. (Roy W.), B.S., Typing Clerk III, Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-3771. —602 S. Westlawn, C, 352-5629.
*Brockett, Roy Wesley (Mary E.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Agr. Eng.
107 Agr. Eng., 333-2734. —602 S. Westlawn, C, 352-5629.
*Broderick, Raymond James (Virginia), B.A., Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Services Bldg. —610 W. Hill, C, 356-4292.
*Brodie, Bruce Orr (W. Colleen), D.V.M., M.S., Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
282 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7232. —405 W. Elm, U., 367-7733.
*Broghamer, Edward Louis (Mary H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
350 M.E. Bldg., 333-2116. —710 S. Grove, U., 367-6329.
Bromenschenkel, Nancy A. Work Program Participant, LaSalle County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —Apt. 104, 100 S. 9th, Mendota (61342),
815-539-7632.
*Bronstein, John M. (Linda), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
493 Physics Bldg., —506 E. White, C, 352-7046.
*Bronstein, Linda G. (John), B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2040. —Apt. 3, 506 E. White, C, 352-7046.
*Brook, A. James (Vesta K.), Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —910 W. Columbia, C, 356-5271.
Brookens, Ruth Schurman, M.A., Asst. in English.
311 English, 333-1656. —508 W. Main, U., 367-2529.
*Brookey, Helen (Woodrow W.), Typing-Clerk III, Housing Div.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls Ofc, 333-2950. —806 S. Lynn, U., 367-2507.
*Brookey, Woodrow (Helen N.), Supervisor of Gymnasium and Facilities, College of Physical
Education.
80 Intramural-P.E., 333-0859. —806 S. Lynn, U., 367-2507.
*Brooks, Albert C. (Judy), M.S., Instr. in Civil Engineering.
2151 Civil Eng., 333-2465. —2510 Sheridan Dr., C, 356-4556.
"Brooks, Bruce Lloyd (Cecile), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
423 Mumford Hall, 333-2073. —404 Eliot Dr., U., 367-4435.
Brooks, Hazel Seymour, Chief Clerk, International Agricultural Programs.
113 Mumford Hall, 333-6420. —Apt. 3, 805 S. Mattis, C, 352-6897.
* Brooks, Jeff (Joyce), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Effingham County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 810, 800 E. Fayette, Effingham (62401), 342-6644. —R.R. 1, Effingham (62401).
217-536-7352.
*Brooks, Michael P. (Shirley), Ph.D., Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning; Head of Dept.; Dir.,
Bureau of Urban and Regional Planning Res.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-3890. —2203 Combes, U., 344-5106.
Brooks, Peter E., M.A., Asst. in Zoology.
202 Vivarium, 333-2235. —59 E. Springfield, C, 356-0259.
Brooks, Shiela Lynn, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 663-4893. —9330 S. Bishop, Chicago (60620), 233-0379.
*Brooks, William Walker (Hazel J.), Master Aircraft Instrument Repairman, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —1205 Nofftz Dr., C, 356-9269.
Broom, (Mrs.) Etha Jereen, Secy., Dept. of Biochemistry.
420 Adams Lab., 333-2011. —509 S. Water, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7424.
*Broom, Ralph Curvella (Wanda Audrey), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Bond County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Lake St. and Harris Ave., Box 120, Greenville (62246), 618-664-3665. —609 E. Vine,
Greenville (62246), 618-664-0580.
*Broom, Willard Leslie (Anne Marie), B.S., Asst. Dean, Student Programs and Services.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —Apt. 2, 705 Hollycrest Dr., C, 359-6502.
•Broome, Rochell (Gloria Jean), B.S., Dir. of Campus-Community Relations Program.
346 Student Services, 333-2009, 333-0309. —606 N. Prospect, C, 359-2114.
Brophy, Mary Jill, B.S., Catalog Asst., Catalog Dept. Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —908 S. Locust, C, 359-5395.
Brose, William R., B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321e Talbot Lab., 333-3174. —203 W. Healey, C, 359-2279.
Brosman, Barbara Ann, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Bond County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 129, Greenville, (62246), 664-3665. —104 E. Spring, (62246), 664-0570.
Bross, Alan David, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —106 W. Iowa, U.
*Brostrom, Kenneth Norman (Paula), M.A., Lecturer in Russian.
3111 Foreign Lang., 333-1125. —1800 Carle Dr., U.
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•tBrother, John William, Jr. (Martha L.), B.S., Drafting Supervisor, State Water Survey
253 Water Resources, 333-8814. —1704 W. University, C, 356-0114.
-Brotherson, Donald Edward (Mary L.), M.S., Res. Prof, of Architecture, Small Homes
Council-Building Research Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1913. -1105 W. University, C, 356-8046.
•Broudy, Harry Samuel (Dorothy L.), Ph.D., Hum.D., Prof, of Philosophy of Education
342 Armory, 333-4942. —1411 S. Prospect, C, 359-3581.
•Brouillette, Peggy (George), Work Program Participant, Saline County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 618-253-7711. —R.R. 3, Harrisbure (62946)
252-4893.
*Brower, Dorothy J. (Max E.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Food Science.
104 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4441. —1404 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-7820.
*Brower, Max E. (Dorothy J.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1404 E. Pennsylvania, U. 367-7820.
'tBrower, Ross D. (Carolyn J.), M.S., Junior Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
429 Natural Resources, 189-246, 344-1481.
—R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7162.
*Brown, Angie Louise (Albert H.), Commercial Artist 1, Ofc. of Instructional Resources
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —2411 Elizabeth, U., 367-1258.
*Brown, Anita Janiece (Ricky E.), Clerk-Stenog. II, College of Vet. Med.
100 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —705 E. Michigan, U., 344-3518.
•Brown, Brenda Jean (Jack C, Jr.), Clerk-Typist II, Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0740. —Apt. 6, 909 S. Mattis, C, 352-4281.
Brown, Camella, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —Apt. 812, E-3 Orr Weathers Apts., East St.
Louis (62220), 618-274-1087.
•Brown, Charles Meyers (Rosemary L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Breeding, Dept. of Agronomy;
Assoc. Head of Dept.
W-201 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —804 Brighton Dr., U., 367-4101.
Brown, Clara May, Housekeeper, Dept. of Home Econ.
2 Child Development Lab., 333-0377. —907 W. William, C, 352-9111.
•Brown, Clyde William (Lenora J.), Building Service Foreman, Housing Division.
21 Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-1393. —506 S. Glover, U., 367-6314.
•Brown, Daniel Allen (Terri L.), Flight Line Attendant, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3907. —616 Goldenview Dr., C, 356-6971.
•Brown, Dee Alexander (Sally S.), M.S., Agriculture Librn. and Prof, of Library Administration.
Emeritus.
226 Mumford Hall, 333-2416. —205 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-7143.
•Brown, Dennis Clifford (Arlene), M.S., Ext. Specialist, Police Training Institute, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —1901 Cynthia Dr. C, 359-7824.
Brown, Don, M.Ed., Visiting Lecturer, College of L.A.S.
URH-92 Allen Hall, 333-8351; URH-73 Allen Hall, 333-8351. —1007 W. Clark, U.. 328-1670.
Brown, Earl Richard, B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
17 L.I.R. Bldg. —Apt. 101, 605 S. Fourth, C.
•Brown, Elbert (Nell), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1202 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6145.
Brown, Esther Louise, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
343 Bevier Hall, 333-1659, 333-1326. —
.
•Brown, Frederick Calvin (Joan A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
303 Physics Bldg,, 333-2994. —1014 W. Clark, C, 356-7320.
•Brown, Fred William (lone M.), Janitor Foreman, Illini Union, Retired.
24 Pease Dr., Bella Vista, Arkansas (72713), 501-855-3244.
•Brown, Gary Allan (Nancy), Accounting Clerk III, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4909. —1714 Park Haven Dr., C, 356-8058.
•Brown, Inez C. (Rendell), B.S., Computer Programmer Trainee II, Center for Advanced
Computation.
121 Advanced Computation, 333-8499. —Apt. 204, 216 E. Gregory Dr., C, 328-1891.
•Brown, James David (Judy), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Health and Safety Education.
114 Huff Gym., 333-0432. —1810 Rebecca Dr., C, 359-5092.
Brown, Janice M., B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
314 Adams Lab., 333-1455. —Apt. 4, 309 N. Busey, U., 344-0871.
Brown, Johnnie Dapheene (Mrs.) Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
40 E. Fourty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890; 4844 S. State, Chicago, 268-5121.
1509 W. 109th PI., Chicago, 239-1280. 924-8979.
•Brown, John W. (Carolyn), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —208 N. Chase, Monticello (61856), 762-5921.
•Brown, John Wesley (Martha L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
215 Altgeld Hall, 333-9317. —409 N. Third, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7660.
•Brown, Karen Sue (Jack E., Jr.), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, School of Music.
100 S.M.H., 333-3475. —1011 N. Coler, U., 367-2036.
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'Brown, Kathy M. (James M.). Secy.. Survev Res. Lab.
414 D.K.H.. 333-4273. —404 N Harvey. L\. 367-9899.
Brown, Keith Astor Fitz-Albert, B.S.. Res. Asst.. Dept. of Food Science.
104 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —807 S. Locust. C. 352-9607.
"Brown, Keith Bernhardt (Edith E.). Supervisor of Mini Union Operations.
125 Illini Union. 333-3685. —911 S. Lynn. U.. 367-4917.
'Brown, Linda Kay (Bennie). Work Program Participant. Johnson County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
19 Court. Vienna (62995). 618-658-5322. —Box 461. Vienna (62995). 658-8234.
'Brown, Louise Peters (Roger). B.S.. Res. Asst.. Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education. 333-3771. —508 W. Indiana. U\. 344-5906.
'Brown, Norman Banker (Mary A.). M.S.. Serials Acquisition Librn.: Assoc. Prof, of Library
Administration.
220S Library. 333-4118. —1612 Sangamon Dr.. C. 359-2460.
Brown, Pembroke H., Ph.D.. Prof, of Economics. Emeritus.
1104 W. Daniel. C. 352-8521.
'Brown, Richard George (Karol S.). M.S.. Ext. Adviser. Agriculture. Hamilton County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement. McLeansboro (62859). 643-3416. —R.R. 4. McLeansboro (62859).
643-2066.
Brown, Richard L., B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
325 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4344. —1814 Valley Rd.. C. 356-4229.
'Brown, Richard Maurice (Wavnona N.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics and of Electrical Engineering.
435 Physics Bldg.. 333-0074. —30 Lake Park. C. 359-0368.
'Brown, Robert Eugene (Marks). Ed.D.. Asst. Dir. of Grad. School of Library Science.
329 Library. 333-3281. —104 McKinley Dr.. Mahomet. 586-2195.
'Brown, Robert G. (Helen). M.Ed.. Asst. Dean of College of Law.
209 Law. 333-0931. —8 Bel-Aire Ct.. C. 352-8873.
'Brown, Roger Keith (Louise E.). Ed.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education:
Acting Chairman of Dept. of Secondary and Continuing Education.
381 Education. 333-0227. —508 W. Indiana. U\. 344-5906.
Brown, Roger Mark B.Mus.. Asst. in Music.
Rm. 1. 1205 1 2 W. Nevada. U. —Apt. 7. 107 W. California. U\. 367-4668.
'Brown, Ronald A. (Virginia A.). M.Ed.. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Educ.
353 Education. 333-3037. —Apt. D. 1934 S. Orchard. U.. 344-4126.
'Brown, Roy H. (Gertrude M.). Grounds Foreman. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
R. R. 2. Box 145. Creal Springs (62922). 996-2273.
Brown, Roy Leonard, Jr., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31c D.C.L.. 333-1745: 400 Transportation. 333-3160. —Apt. 6. 209 E. Clark. C. 359-2964.
'Brown, Russell Earl (Marjorie). Storekeeper III. School of Chemical Sciences.
256 Noyes Lab.. 333-3104. —1414 S. Western. C.
'Brown, Stanley Earl (Patricia A.). Refrigeration Mechanic Apprentice. Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1209 Crispus Dr.. C. 359-0099.
'Brown, Theodore Lawrence (Audrey C). Ph.D.. Prof, of Chemistrv.
456 Noyes Lab.. 333-0296. —1511 Alma Dr.. C. 356-6152.
Brown, Thomas H., M.S.. M.U.P.. Res. Assoc. Housing Res. & Development.
1204 W. Nevada. U.. 333-3735. —1106 N. Lincoln. U\. 367-2846.
Brown, V. Nan, B.S.. Secv.. School of Life Sciences.
387 Morrill Hall. 333-3044. —1106 E. Willard. U.
'Brown, Walter V. (Elizabeth). M.S.. Regional Dir. of West Central Illinois. Div. of Univ. Ext.
and Assoc. Prof, of Adult Education. Emeritus. Assoc. Prof, of Adult Education.
20 Forest Ridge. Springfield (62707). 529-2140.
'Brownfield, Beverly June (Sam K.). Chief Clerk. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-2368. 333-2369. —1810 Cypress Dr.. C. 356-3839.
Brownfield, (Mrs.) Charlotte Jane, Clerk-Tvpist III. Dept. of Computer Science.
238 D.C.L.. 333-6804. —204 1 2 S. Center. Mahomet (61853). 586-2839.
Brownfield, Lois Mae, Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Home Econ.
443 Bevier Hall. 333-1326. —1214 W. Park. U.. 367-5568.
'tBrownfield, Marion Martin, Sr. (Pauline E.). Asst. Equipment Mgr.. Athletic Association.
N.E. Tower. Memorial Stadium. 333-2063. —252 Vermillion. Candlewood Estates. Mahomet.
586-3027.
•Brownfield, Richard Lee (Marv E.). Sheet Metal Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1502 W. 'Washington. C. 352-4943.
'Brownfield, Samuel Kenneth (Beverlv J.). Housing Administrator III. Housing Division.
Al Allen Hall. 333-1395. 333-1319. —1810 Cypress Dr.. C. 356-3839.
Broz, Thomas A., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3212 Civil Eng.. 333-6973. —Apt. 31. 506 Stoughton. C. 352-5021.
'Brubaker, Gaylen R. (Barbara M.). B.A.. Asst. in Chemistry.
305c Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —Apt. 2. 101 N. Busey. U.. 367-0871.
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•Bruce, F. Neely (Jean O.), D.M.A., Asst. Prof, of Music
5034 Music Bldg. —1412 Rose Dr., C, 359-2230.
•Bruce, Raye Sara (Paul L.), Computer Operator II, Dept. of Psychology
453 Psych. Bldg., 333-7815. —1002 1/2 Crescent. C, 359-6904.
Bucholtz, Kathleen L B.S. Res. Asst., Survey Res. Lab
436 D.K.H., 333-7170. —Apt. 3, 1010 W. Church, C, 352-0327.
Bruckner, (Mrs.) Ruth Frances, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Zoology, Retired.
555 Laurie Lane, Thousand Oaks, Calif. (91360).
•Brueggeman, David Edward (Nancy E.), B.F.A., Asst. in Art and Design
121 Fine Arts, 333-1709; 1203 W. California, U., 333-4063. —711 W Springfield C
359-6767.
•Brumfield, Mildred B. (Willard F.), Secy., Dept. of Accountancy.
360B Commerce (W), 333-0857. —810 W. Columbia, C, 356-4504.
Brumm, Ruth Mary, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
334 Psychology Bldg., 333-3361. —1220 W. Green, C, 352-8671.
•Brummet, Arthur Lewis (Marjorie V.), Agr. Gardener Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture.
101 Vegetable Crops, 333-1965. —212 E. Main, Sidney, 688-2538.
•Brummet, Lyle Seaney (Oneta M.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —712 E. Ethel, St. Joseph, 469-7262.
Brummett, Brenda Sue, M.F.A., Instr. in Fine Arts.
103 Woodshop, 333-2569. —905 W. Washington, C, 359-7756.
*Brun, Herbert (Marianne), Dipl., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
5076 Music Bldg., 333-2521. —1209 W. University, C, 359-4201.
•Bruner, Edward M. (Elaine C), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology;
382 Davenport Hall, 333-8789. —2022 Cureton Dr., U., 367-0959.
•Brunken, Jere N. (Eva), M.S., Univ. Fellow in Agronomy.
C-515 Turner Hall. —713 S. Walnut, U., 367-4156.
tBrunkow, David A., B.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
272 Water Resources, 333-7506; Meteorological Lab., Airport, 333-4262. —306 S. State. C,
359-0229.
Brunner, Joyce Ann, Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
208 Adm., 333-3507. —610 1/2 S. Glover, U., 328-3698.
*Bruns, Johanna A. (Wayne E.), B. Ed., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Scott County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —R.R. 1, Winchester (62694), 742-5288.
•Brush, Roy (Marie), Farm Laborer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Retired.
R.R., Simpson (62985), 618-695-2471.
•Brussel, Morton Kremen (Phyllis L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
133 Physics Bldg., 333-1556; 210B Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —2003 George Huff Dr.. U..
365-3136.
•Bryan, Harold Stever (Margaret K.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of International Veterinary Medicine
Education.
137 Vet. Med., 333-1192. —1605 Henry, C. 352-1993.
•Bryan, John Wilson (Mildred A.), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2301 Campbell Dr., C, 356-7133.
•Bryan, Leslie Aulls (Gertrude G.), Ph.D., J.D., Sc.D., Dir. of Inst, of Aviation and Prof, of
Management, Emeritus.
318 Engineering Hall, 333-6132. —34 Fields East, C, 356-1025.
•Bryan, William Royal (Gay), Ph.D., Prof, of Finance.
196 Commerce (W), 333-4521. —1202 Eliot Dr., U., 367-5106.
•Bryant, Marvin Pierce (Margaret A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology, Depts. of Dairy Science and
Microbiology.
456 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —1003 S. Orchard, U., 344-6895.
Bryant, Terry Lynne, M.A. Resident Asst., Living and Learning Unit I.
65 Allen Hall, 333-8351; 217B English. —URH-130 Allen Hall, U., 332-3134.
•Bryden, Norman Eugene (Ruby), Furniture Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2407 Arden Dr.. C, 356-2379.
•Bubar, Barbara (Richard), M.S., Instr. in Family Economics, Dept. of Home Econ.
547 Bevier Hall, 333-0060. —Apt. 201, 815 E. Oakland, U., 344-6754.
•Bubar, Richard (Barbara B.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol,
and Center for Zoonoses Res. and Comparative Med.
261 Vet. Med., 333-6693, 333-2506. —Apt. 201, 815 E. Oakland, U., 344-6754.
Bucci, Richard Michael, B.E.E., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering
5093 Music Bldg. —Apt. C, 1108 S. Lincoln, U.
•Buchanan, Dorothy (Robert E.), Clerk-Typist III. University Press.
102 University Press, 333-0950. —1513 Holiday Park Dr.. C, 352-8249.
•Buchanan, Ellen Sue (Michael L.), Clerk-Typist III, Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0740. —2203 Barberry, C, 352-7419.
•Buchanan, Ethel Rebecca (Robert L.), Work Program Participant. Williamson County.
Cooperative Extension Service. ,,.. cm nri , ,_.,„
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 618-993-3304. -305 S. Monroe. Marion (62959). 993-3060.
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•Buchanan, Robert Murray (Lucille M.), B.S., Arch. Supt., Univ. Ofc. for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-1690. —102 W. George Huff Dr., U.. 344-6570.
*Bucher, Ronald Gray (Antoinette H.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —1013 S. Anderson, U., 328-3517.
*Buchman, Barbara Ruth (Thomas), M.S., Undergraduate ReserveBook Librn.. Undergraduate
Library; Instr. in Library Administration.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3479. —1809 W. John, C, 356-3205.
*Buchman, Thomas Arthur (Barbara), M.A.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
293 Commerce (W), 333-4531. —1809 W. John, C, 356-3205.
*tBuck, David Homer (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Aquatic Biologist, State N.H. Survey.
Sam A. Parr Fisheries Research Center, R.R. 1, Kinmundy (62854), 618-245-6348. —524 N.
Broadway, Salem (62881), 618-548-1840.
'Buckingham, Myrlin Franklin (Dorothy), Park Foreman, Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park, 333-3287. —R. R. 2, Monticello (61856), 762-3308.
•tBuckler, John Allen (Margaret J.), D.V.M., V.S.. Epidemiologist, Veterinary
Services, Aminal and Plant Health Inspection Service, U.S.D.A.
Vet. Med. Annex, 333-1620. —Box 637, Tolono (61880), 485-8405.
Buckley, Glenn R., M.S., Instr. in Geology.
334 Natural History, 333-9150. —Apt. 1, 1002 S. Second, C, 367-6905.
Buckner, John L., Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst., Dept. of Microbiology.
233 Burrill Hall, 333-2568. —608 Richards, C, 356-5768.
•Buckner, Raymond Otis (Elsie E.), Janitor, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
58 1/2 E. Green, C, 352-8888.
•Buddemeier, Wilbur Dahl (Barbara R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management, Dept. of Agri. Econ.
Dir. of International Agricultural Programs; Assoc. Dean, College of Agriculture.
113 Mumford Hall, 333-6420. —1108 S. Busey, U., 344-6582.
Buddin, Terry L., LL.B., Asst. in Law.
1049 Law, 333-0289. —Apt. 1, 1806 W. William, C.
Budzinski, Robert Lucius, B.S.E.E., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
214 D.C.L., 333-1934. —Apt. 5, 810 S. Third, C, 367-4773.
Buechler, Ralph W., A.B., Asst. in German.
3029 Foreign Lang. —URH-651 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4880.
•Buehler, Dan Yeates (Maxine T.), Capitol Budget Coordinator, Univ. Ofc. of Short-Range
Planning and Control.
201 Illini Tower, 333-0398. —709 W. Michigan, U.
tBuehler, Joan Elizabeth, M.A., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
429 Natural Resources, 189-246, 344-1481. —Apt. 5, 1009 W. Springfield, U., 367-7626.
•Buehler, Leta C. (William), Clerk-Typist II, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3111. —Apt. 101, 218 E. Gregory, C, 344-3261.
•Buehler, Maxine Tunnell (Dan. Y.), Clerk-Typist III, Bur. of Educ. Res.
288 Education, 333-3023. —709 W. Michigan, U.
•Buehler, William Benet (Leta C), Jr. Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —Maple Apt. 101, 218 E. Gregory, C, 344-3261.
•Buehring, Arthur W. (Judith A.), B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105a Woodshop, 333-1775. —Apt. 9, 403 S. Busey, U.
•Buenting, Robert Henry (Evelyn R.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —513 S. Park, Gifford (61847), 568-3206.
•Buenting, Vernon George (Rita J.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —110 W. Center, Gifford (61847), 568-2070.
Buetikofer, Larry Blaine, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2516 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-2299. —Apt. 306, 802 W. Green, U., 344-2271
•Buetow, Dennis Edward (Mary K), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology.
530 Burrill Hall, 333-3724. —2 Eton Ct., C, 352-6383.
Buford, Sally Dawson, Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
177 Adm., 333-0303. —206 S. Elm, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2649.
•tBuhle, Merlyn Boyd (Pearle), M.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
433 Natural Resources. 189-244, 344-1481. —715 S. Prairie, C, 356-4764.
*Buhr, Norma Elaine (Harm K.), Secy., Peoria County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228; 309-688-2723. —3021 W. Latrobe, Peoria
(61605), 309-637-1343.
Buhr, Rosalyn, Clerkk-Typist III, Dept. of General Eng.
117 Transportation, 333-2732. —1801 Park Haven Dr., C, 352-8949.
Bulfer, Elizabeth Teresa, Secy., Lee County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 119. Amboy (61310), 815-857-3525. —R.R. 1, Sublette (61367). 815-849-5272.
Bull, Mary Lois, A.M.. Personnel Librn., and Assoc. Prof, of Library Adm., Emerita.
604 W. Nevada, U., 344-6021.
Bullamore, Henry W., B.A., Asst. in Geography.
276 Davenport Hall, 333-3129. —URH-308 Daniels Hall,*U., 332-2215.
•Bullard, Clark Wesley, III, (Irene), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof.. Center for Advanced Computation.
310 Advanced Computation, 333-7168. —302 E. Sherman. St. Joseph (61873), 469-7227.
•Bunda, Linda Marie (Robert V.). Clerk Typist II, Foreign Student-Staff Affairs Ofc.
310 Student Services, 333-1303. —Apt. 5, 607 W. Healey, C, 359-0957.
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Bunda, Robert V. (Linda M.), B.A.. Asst. in Architecture.
205 Surveying Bldg.; 123 Fine Arts. —Apt. 5, 607 W. Healey, C. 359-0957.
*Bundy, Warren Wayne (Reta F.), M.Ext.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Madison County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
900 Hillsboro, P.O. Box 406, Edwardsville (62025), 656-7200. —1 102 Troy Rd Edwardsvillc
(62025), 656-3589.
Bunker, Linda Kay, M.S., Instr. in P.E.
461 Freer Gym., 333-3096. —606 W. Elm, U., 328-1068.
*Bunnett, Nancy Hubbell (Alfred), M.A., Asst., Student Financial Aids Ofc
Rm 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100.
—Apt. 7, 508 W. Stoughton, U., 367-2715.
•Bunting, Barbara (Larry M.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Computer Science.
232 D.C.L., 333-1878. —501d Mitchell Ct., C, 359-9406.
'Bunting, Kenneth (Ruth J.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —435 Montclaire, Danville (61832), 446-1279.
•Bunting, Paul Jacob (Shelbyjean J.), Ticket Control Supervisor, Krannert Center for the
Performing Arts.
K.C.P.A., 333-6280. —R.R. 1, Box 162, Tolono (61880), 485-5100.
•Bunton, Gerald Fay (Evelyn F.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —8 N. Oak, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9259.
Burd, Barry A., B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2043. —URH-333 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2239.
•Burch, Richard D. (Helen), B.S., Investigator, Campus Security Div., Dept. of Plant and Services.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-1216.
•Burger, Ambrose William (Phyllis J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy.
N-115 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1713 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-5695.
•Burgess, G. David (Marty), M.S., Sanitarian, Health Service; Asst. in Health and Safety Ed.
66 McKinley Health Center, 333-2809. —1404 Wiley Dr., U., 367-2465.
•Burgess, Martha Ann (G. David), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Univ. Nonacademic Personnel Ofc.
302 Illini Tower, 333-2538. —1404 Wiley Dr., U., 367-2465.
•Burgin, Delmar Eugene (Dorothy L.), B.S., Program Adm. Asst., College of Education.
HOD Education, 333-0961. —117 E. Lafayette, Monticello (61856), 762-7353.
'Burgin, Russell LeRoy (Joann), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —202 Chestnut, Danville (61832), 446-8690.
Burke, Catherine Agnes, Clerk III, Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
505 W. Washington, C, 352-2284.
•Burke, Daniel David (Susan), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
352 Burrill Hall, 333-8813. —607 S. Russell, C, 359-6204.
•Burke, Thomas Jeffery (Carolin), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Clinical Med.
108 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —105 E. Benham, Tolono (61880), 485-5497.
Burkhard, Marianne, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3035 Foreign Lang., —307 W. Illinois, U., 367-2674.
•Burkhardt, Richard W., Jr. (Jayne), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
445c Gregory Hall, 333-6894. —206 W. Vermont, U., 367-8112.
Burkhead, Clyde Andrew, B.S., Program Adm. Asst., Mat. Res. Lab.
264 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1374. —229 S. Dewey, U., 328-3865.
Burkhead, Jean, B.A., Broadcast Engr., Television Station.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —1806 Diana Lane, C, 356-1632.
•Burkholder, Donald L (Jean), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
263 Altgeld Hall.
•Burnett, Evelyn (James L.), Secy., Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0054. —1310 Ellis Dr., U., 367-8215.
•Burnett, Jacquetta Hill (Joe R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Intercultural Education, Bureau of Educ. Res.
and Dept. of Educ. Psych.
284 Education, 333-4685. —1210 W. John, C. 356-6292.
•Burnett, Joe Ray (Jacquetta H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy of Education.
366 Education, 333-4398. —1210 W. John, C, 356-6292.
•Burnett, John Russell (Margie R.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —401 S. Market, Bondville (61815), 863-2265.
•Burnett, Laura (Robert), Digital Computer Oper. I, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4812. —35 Ivanhoe Estates, U., 367-5609.
•Burnett, R. Will (Bernice D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education, Emeritus.
621 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1441.
•Burnham, Alan K. (Mary), B.S., University Fellow in Chemistry.
106 Noyes Lab. —Apt. 101, 2203 Hazelwood Dr.. U., 344-3557.
•Burnham, Robert Alan (Shirley S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Educational Administration and
Supervision.
317 Education, 333-2155. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853). 586-4467.
Burnkrant, Robert Eugene, M.B.A., Asst. in Advertising.
Apt. 369, 116 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-5009.
•Burns, Edward E. (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Pathology.
244 Davenport Hall, 333-1845. —916 W. Charles, C, 352-2314.
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"Burns, Hazel Lorene (Maurice J.). Library- Clerk II, Serials Dept.. Library.
220s Library. 333-0252. —1007 W. Main. U.. 367-4796.
"Burns, June Rose (James J.). Secy.. Cook County Cooperative Extension Service.
201 N. Dunton. Arlington Heights (60004). 253-6460. —835 Vera Lane. Wheeling (60090).
537-4223.
Burns, (Mrs.) Kathryn VanAken, M.A.. Prof, of Home Economics and State Leader, Home
Economics Extension. Emerita.
1108 S. Busey. L\. 344-6550.
Burns, Kenneth, Ph.D.. Prof, of Speech. Emeritus.
1505 W. Church. C. 352-6188.
Burns, Peggy Lorraine, B.S.. Clerk-Tvpist ill. Div. of Univ. Ext..
101 Illini Hall. 333-3060. —207 E.'john. C. 356-2945.
"Burns, Thomas J. (Marie F.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab.. 333-4499. —Apt. 87. 2102 W. White. C. 359-0543.
"Burnsmier, Helen D. (Charles A.) Typing-Clerk II. Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center. 333-2718. —502 1 2 W. Beardsley. C. 359-3454.
Burpee, Robert W., Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Meteorology. Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-10" C.S.L.. 333-1676. —Apt. 211. 504 W. Main.'L.. 367-2182.
tBurr, Brooks M„ A.B.. Res. Asst.. State N. H. Survey.
91 Natural Resources. 333-6848. —R-332. 1600 W. Bradley. C. 359-0461.
"Burr, J. Garrie (Maiy Lou). B.S.. Res. Engr.. Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
367 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6500. —509 N. McKinley. C. 352-0172.
Burrell, Carolyn Grace, B.S.. Asst. Vice-Chancellor. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ofc.
10" Coble Hall. 333-2759. —1805 1 2 Lynwood Dr.. C. 359-1572.
"Burrell, Sidney Calvin (Willie B.). M.Ed.. Ext. Specialist. Police Training Inst.. Dir. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory. 333-233". —240" W. William. C. 359-9206.
"Burrows, Elva Maud (William E.). Secv.. College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall. 333-3528. —18 Montclair Rd.. L\. 344-5983.
Burson, Craig N„ B.S.. Asst. in Phvsics.
5" Physics Bldg.. 333-4136. —202 N. Gregory. L.. 344-6585.
"Burt Ethel Patzig Charles H.. Sr.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Firemanship Training. Div. of Univ. Ext.
103 Illini Hall. 333-3800. —2309 Carlisle Dr.. C. 352-4964.
"Burt James V. (Lorraine). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc. Coordinated Science Lab.
247 C.S.L.. 333-2037. —2417 E. Oregon. L\. 328-2459.
"Burtness, Kathryn Cobb (Roeer W.i. Ed.M.. Specialist in Elementarv Education.
311 Education. 333-1841. —2113 Zuppke Dr.. L\. 367-5149.
"Burtness, Roger William (Kathrvn C). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
339 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4461. —21*13 Zuppke Dr.. L\. 367-5149.
"Burwell, Jess Lurnis (Donna J.). Construction Laborer. Operation and Maintenance Div.
PP. Service Bldg. — R. R. 4. U.. 367-7886.
"Burwell, John Henry (Caroline I.). Carpenter. Operation and Maintenance Div. On leave of
absence.
P.P. Service Bldg. —610 N. Vorcey, Tolono (61880). 485-7370.
"Burwell, Richard Lee, (Paula). Tab Mach. Oper. II. Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-4822. —1212 N. Champaign. C. 352-4674.
"Burwell, Robert A. (Jovce M.). Bldg. Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-6518. —"12 N. Vorcey. Tolono (61880). 485-5183.
"Burwell, William A. (Helen). Locksmith I. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —"0" S. Webber. L".. 36"-2207.
Bus, Kenneth, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, Lniversity of Tehran.
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower. 333-1977.
—Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran. Iran.
Busboom, Luella M„ Clerk-Tvpist III. Curriculum Project.
1210 W. Springfield. L".. 333-0150. —R.R. 2. St. Joseph (61873). 694-4138.
"tBusch, Howard William (Sara B.). B.S.. State Conservationist. Soil Conservation Service.
U.S. DA.
200 W. Church. C. 356-3785. —2118 Lynwood Dr.. C. 356-9805.
"tBusch, Marion B. (Willis L.). B.S.. Statistician. State Water Survev.
271 Water Resources. 333-3345. —1218 W. Daniel. C. 352-2932.
Busch, (Mrs.) Rebecca, Clerk III. Accounting Div. Business Ofc.
257 Adm.. 333-4438. —2703 W. Daniel. C. 352-7176.
"Busch, Verla Maxine (Louis). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Mason County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 192. 133 S. High. Havana (62644). 309-543-3308. —613 N. High. Havana (62644).
309-543-4252.
"TBusch, Willis Lowell (Marion). A.B.. Economic Analyst. State Geological Survey.
200 Natural Resources. 189-263. 344-1481. — 1218 W Daniel. C. 352-2932.
"tBuschbach, Thomas Charles (Sue). Ph.D.. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
268 Natural Resources. 189-293.344-1481. —604 Park Lane Dr.. C. 356-3667.
Busey, Garreta Helen, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English. Emerita.
503 W. Elm. U.. 367-1810.
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•Busey, John H. (Frances R.), Police Sergeant, Campus Security
101 N. Mathews, U. —R.R. 1, C, 863-2241.
tBusey, (Mrs.) Jane Engel, B.S., Asst. Tech. Editor, State Geological Survey
404 Natural Resources, 189-254, 344-1481. —2105 S. Boudreau, U., 344-6539.
•Busey, Royal M. (Luccile J.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —2510 S. Pond, U., 367-4422.
Bush, Carl Robert, Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —406 W. Maple, C, 356-3543.
Bush, Charles N. (Margaret M.) B.A., University Fellow and Asst. in Chemistry
336 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —805-18 Woodhill Apts., R.R. 1. Mahomet, 586-3658.
*Bushelle, Paula L (William R.), Tab., Machine Operator I, Administrative Data Processing
54 Adm., 333-4824. —Apt. 219, 1113 W. Green, U.
Bushman, David Franklin, M.F.A., Asst. Prof, of Art.
134 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —1302 N. Hickory, C, 356-5320.
Bushman, John Francis, M. Ext. Ed., Assoc. Ext. Adviser, Youth, DuPage County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 312-469-2467. —Apt. 202, 1115
Royal St. George Dr., Naperville (60540), 312-357-4532.
"tBushman, Joseph E. (Maria E.), B.S.E.E., Computer Programmer, State Geol. Survey.
32 Natural Resources, 189-294, 344-1481.
—Apt. 87, 902 Harding Dr., U., 344-7247.
Bushnell, Colin J., Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
377 Altgeld Hall, 333-0407.
•Bushouse, William James (Ruth S.), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1234 Civil Eng., 333-4911, 333-6917. —34 Lange, Box 145, Savoy (61874), 359-5428.
Buske, Gary Robert, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
255 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. 8, 110 E. John C,
Busque, Doris Elaine, Library Clerk II, Biology Library.
101 Burrill Hall, 333-3654. —R.R. 1, Thomasboro (61878), 643-6765.
Bustard, John F., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
46 E.E. Bldg., 333-4222. —Rm. 406, 904 W. Green, U., 384-5927.
•Butler, Amaryllis Ann (James E.), Secy., Dept. of General Eng.
214 Transportation, 333-0726. —1911 Lynwood, C, 352-0138.
'Butler, B. Jack (Nancy A.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
108 Agr. Eng., 333-2738. —205 W. Michigan, U., 367-0479.
•Butler, Elsie Ross (Clyde L.), B.S., Res. Asst., Small Homes Council-Bldg. Res. Council. Ret.
303 E. Colorado, U., 367-9707.
•Butler, Gibbon (Geneva), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of College of L.A.S., Emeritus.
118 W. Iowa, U., 367-2632.
•Butler, John Leonard (Dolores J.), Steam Distribution Subforeman, Operation 7 Maint. Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 485-4730.
Butler, (Mrs.) Lillie Florence, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —623 E. 151st PI., Phoenix (60426),
312-331-1384.
•Butler, Michael E. (Ava), B.S., Asst., Afro-American Academic Program.
512 E. Chalmers, —Apt. B, 2024 S. Orchard, U., 344-3305.
•Butler, Patricia Ann (John R.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1102 Civil Eng., 333-3812. —Apt. 1, 807 S. Randolph. C, 359-9115.
•Butsch, Joseph M. (Joyce A.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1502 Williamsburg, C, 352-6071.
•Butterick, Allyn (Judith A.), Computer Programmer II, College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall, 333-2282. —1011 E. Willard, V., 367-3618.
•Button, Donald J. (Charlotte), M.S., Extension Communications Specialist; Asst. Prof, of
Agricultural Communications.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —917 W. Hill, C, 356-9679.
•Butts, George (Elois), Draftsman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0923. —1120 Centennial, C, 356-5382.
•tButts, Thomas Allen (Melanie S.), M.S., Assoc. Professional Scientist. State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —1730 W. Tiffany Ct., Peoria
(61614), 309-692-1330.
•Byars, Ellen (Robert S.), Typing Clerk II, Survey Res. Lab.
419 D.K.H., 333-1023. —302 Elmwood Rd., C, 352-3087.
'Byars, Robert Stafford (Ellen F.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Political Science.
405 Lincoln Hall, 333-2956. -302 Elmwood Rd.. C
•Byerley, Michael (Barbara K.), Flight Line Attendant I, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907. —Box 741, Tolono. 485-5294.
Byers, Blaine Harry, B.A., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
450 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —Apt. O, 1002 S. Second, C, 367-6905. 344-5322.
*Byrd, Jack Lee (Denise D.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —806 S. Division, Mahomet (61853), 586-3719.
•Bzdyl, Donald G. (Jeannette), M.A., Asst. in English.
304 English, 333-2633. —105 E. Green, C.
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*Bzdyl, Jeannette Elizabeth (Donald G.), Library Clerk III, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —Apt. Bl, 105 E. Green, C.
c
Cacioppo, Darlene, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agr. Eng.
245 Agr. Eng., 333-3571. —908 W. White, C, 352-3613.
"'Cacioppo, Hazel Cecilia (John A.), Clerk-Typist II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246A Library, 333-2348. —908 W. White, C, 352-3613.
*Cada, Edward G. (Bernadine A.), M.D., Physician, McKinley Health Service.
275 McKinely Health Center., 333-7387. —8 Stanford PL, C, 359-8757.
*Cade, Herbert Quentin (June C), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —403 Sangamon, Mahomet (61853), 586-2052.
*Cafourek, Vaclav Vasco (Ingegard), D.E.S.A., Assoc. Prof, of Architecture.
311 Architecture, 333-3259. —1 Davidson Dr., C, 359-2576.
*Cagle, Kermit A. (Helen M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —606 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2660.
*Cahalan, Robert F. (Margaret J.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg., 333-2807. —204 E. Oregon, U., 344-1625.
*Cahn, Julius Hotelier (Helen B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering, of Astronomy,
and of Physics.
118 Observatory, 333-3090. —307 W. Indiana, U., 367-3664.
*Cain, Charles Alan (Maria), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
330k E.E. Bldg., 333-4184; 213 E.E. Annex, 333-1640. —410 W. Clark, C, 356-9120.
*Cain, Cheryl Ann (Thomas E.), Typing Clerk III, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-1141. —208 Madison, Philo (61864), 684-2345.
•Cain, Doris Jean (Wayne T.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Speech.
322 Illini Hall, 333-3103. —1111 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-5560.
Cain, John Raymond, M.Ed., Asst. Dir. of Ofc. of Space Utilization.
243 Davenport House, 333-1232. —912 S. Crescent, C, 359-7412
Cain, Karen Anne, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, School of Chemical Sciences.
168 Noyes Lab., 333-2556. —Apt. 3, 104 Buena Vista Dr., C, 359-6889.
Cain, Robert L., Audio-Visual Aids Technician I, Visual Aids Service.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —302 E. Madison, Philo (61864), 684-2542.
*Cairns, Stewart Scott (Kathleen H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
353 Altgeld Hall, 333-1610. —607 W. Michigan, U., 367-5975.
Calder, Bobby J., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
194 Commerce (W)., 333-4518; 832 Psych. Bldg. —607 Haines, C. 356-9447.
*Calder, Quentin Alvin (Katherine), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
South Farm, 333-2965. —R.R. 3, U., 344-1489.
*Calderon, Elsida (Hilarion), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-663-4893. —1346 N. Lawndale, Chicago (60651),
384-6846.
tCalkins, Meredith M., Geologic Draftsman, State Geological Survey, Retired.
Apt. 4B, 401 N. Prairie, C, 352-2668.
Call, Jerry M. M.A., Lecturer in Music.
4030 Music. —Apt. 4, 802 W. Park, C, 352-4046.
*Callahan, Chester M. (Mary M.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —107 N. Willow, Ogden (61859), 582-4265.
*Callahan, Mary M. (Chester M.), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —107 N. Willow, Ogden (61859), 582-4265.
"Callecod, Robert Louis (Joan D.), M.L.A., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —601 E. Washington, U., 367-7915.
Caltagirone, Lorraine J., A.A.S., Secy., Vermilion County, Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 442-8615. —708 W. Roselawn, Danville (61832),
446-6951.
Cambron, James Thomas (Dorothy G.), Building Service Foreman, Housing Div.
71 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4661. —R.R. 1, Fithian (61844), 582-4588.
•Cameron, Alexander Menzies (Jean), D.V.M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
36c Vet. Med., 333-3533. —505 Holmes, U., 367-8113.
Cameron, Stella Avis, Chief Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall, 333-0133. —817 Fairview, U., 367-2588.
Cammack, Emerson, M.A., Prof, of Finance; Assoc. Dean of College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —1704 W. Green, C, 356-5418.
•tCamp, Joseph David (Shirley), B.S., Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —900 Bellepark Dr., C, 359-2906.
*Camp, Larry Lee (Mary J.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Knox County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
95 N. Seminary, Galesburg (61401), 342-5108. —R.R. 1, Box 187, Galesburg (61401),
342-8438.
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tCamp, Larry Ray, B.S., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
329 Natural Resources, 189-213, 344-1481. —1407 E. Pennsylvania, U., 344-0423.
Camp, Mary Jane, M.A., M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Acquisition Dept Librarv
220A Library, 333-1055. —806 S. Third, C, 344-2009.
•Campbell, Charles Lee (Diane F.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet Med
66 Vet. Med., 333-2298. —2705 E. High, U., 367-0344.
•Campbell, Eddie J., Jr. (Catherine), Eq. Opp. Officer I, Eq. Empl. Opp. for Construction
267 Illini Tower, 333-7925. —2506 Roland Dr., C, 359-3729.
Campbell, Edith Ault, Head Resident, Housing Div.
URH-133 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4635.
•Campbell, Elizabeth (Charles M.), Secy., College of L.A.S
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-1350. —715 E. Michigan, U., 367-9756.
•Campbell, Fay (Marie E.), Farm Foreman, Dept. of Dairy Science, Retired
1101 S. Prairie, C, 352-2626.
•Campbell, Jackson Justice (Margarita), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
107D English, 333-0067. 333-0067. —1704 Ridge Rd„ C, 356-0295.
•Campbell, Joe C, (Cathy), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
214 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4149. —Box 71, Seymour (61875), 687-2645.
•Campbell, John H. (Madalyn T.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
56 Adams Lab., 333-4980; 226 Mat. Res. Lab. —724 S. Broadway, U., 367-3094.
•Campbell, Melvin Dee (Clarice), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Agricultural Engineering.
307 Agr. Eng., 333-3572. —1702 Kirby, C, 344-0904.
•Campbell, Madalyn T. (John H.), A.A.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dir. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-2881. —724 S. Broadway, U., 367-3094.
Campbell, Mark M., B.S., Teaching Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-120 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2147.
'tCampbell, Richard Long (Nancy H.), M.S., Asst. Basketball Coach, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3402. —1105 Mitchem Dr., U., 365-2535.
Campbell, Robert, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1711 Hedge Rd., C, 356-5986.
•Campbell, Verla Belle (William), Secy., Hamilton County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement, McLeansboro (62859), 618-643-3715. —R.R. 1, Tyler St., McLeansboro
(62859) 618-643-2766.
•Campione, Ann Brown (Joseph), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Children's Res. Center.
184 Children's Res. Center. —1905 N. Cunningham, U., 344-4627.
•Campione, Joseph Carmen, (Ann B.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Prof., Children's Res. Center; Assoc.
Prof, of Psychology.
186 Children's Res. Center, 333-8284; 614 Psych Bldg. —2007 George Huff Dr., U., 344-4627.
•Canada, Lillian (Walter E.), Work Program Participant, Will County, Coop. Ext. Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —301 S. Joliet, Joliet (60436), 723-2303.
•Canaday, Joyce Ann (Richard), Clerk-Typist III, College of Agriculture.
101 Mumford Hall, 333-0460. —610 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2134.
•Canaday, Richard Franklin (Joyce A.), Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3594. —610 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2134.
Cannell, Lynell E., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
220 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —1006 N. Neil, C, 356-3419.
'tCantello, Carol Lynn (Tony M.), A. A., Hydrologic Technician, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —201 Franklin Blvd., Mahomet, 586-2585.
•Cantor, Charles Jay (Cheryl), M.S., Asst. in Physical Education.
140 Education, 333-0740. —Apt. 202, 406 E. Green, U„ 367-7249.
•Cantrell, Elizabeth Ann (J. Michael), Clerk-Typist II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-4871. —4 Westwood PI., U., 367-5367.
•Capettini, Robert Joseph (Jane), M.B.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
293 Commerce (W), 333-4541. —Apt. 103, 2108 S. Orchard, U., 328-1912.
•Cappel, Robert (Catherine), M.S., Res. Asst. School of Chemical Sciences.
374 Adams Lab., 333-3693. —904 E. Delaware, U., 344-6398.
•Cappel, Catherine S. (Carl R.), Clerk-Typist III, Inst, of Communications Res.
44 Gregory Hall, 333-1259. —904 E. Delaware, U., 344-6398.
Capps, Joyce Ann, Secy., Jefferson County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-1482. —Box 26, Belle Rive (62810), 756-2419.
•Caquelin, Howard Joseph (Elizabeth C), A.M., Dir. of Foreign Student-Staff Affairs.
310 Student Services, 333-1303. — Bondville (61815), 863-2211.
Caracostis, Constantine G., M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3111 Civil Eng., 333-6957. —Apt. 15, 506 E. Stoughton, C, 359-8598.
•Card, Leslie Ellsworth (Eva G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science, Emeritus.
609 W. Illinois, U., 344-5506.
•Carey, James William (Bette), Ph.D., Dir. of Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 204, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549. —209 W. California, U.. 367-9408.
•Carey, Robert Clark (Suzanne F.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof., Bur. of Institutional Res.
274 Illini Tower, 333-3850 —706 Hamilton, C, 352-4951.
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Carey, R. Peter, B.A., Asst. in Business Administration.
323 D.K.H., 333-2963. —804 S. First, C.
'Carey, Suzanne Fulton (Robert C), Adv. Cert., Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Education.
376 Education, 333-3643. —706 Hamilton, C, 352-4951.
•Carl, Philip Louis (Linda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3751. —2002 S. Lynwood Dr., 352-7573.
Carleton, John C, B.S., Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Educ.
376 Education, 333-4643. —1011 S. Oak, C, 359-8570.
"Carley, Robert Vernon (Annabel), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —905 Crestwood, U., 367-7630.
'Carlisle, George Richard (Lorene F.), M.S., Prof, of Animal Science.
326 Mumford Hall, 333-0013. —611 Burkwood Ct., U., 367-4798.
Carlisle, Mabel M., Maid, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —214 Main, Savoy (61874), 359-5618.
'Carlock, Robert Lee (Betty G.), B.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Planning and Development,
Cooperative Extension Service.
211 1/2 W. Main. Carbondale (62901), 618-549-1116. —1008 Emerald Lane, Carbondale
(62901), 618-457-6592.
•Carlson, Donald Earle (Susan K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
312 Talbot Lab., 333-3846. —2007 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-2589.
•Carlson, Douglas W., M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —Apt. 103, 802 Oakland, U., 344-7913.
•Carlson, Harry Julius (Frances), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1004 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-3466.
•Carlson, Jerome S. (Ellen G.), Chief Med. X-Ray Technician, Health Service.
99 McKinley Health Center. 333-2752. —1818 W. Kirby, C, 352-2977.
•Carlson, J. Richard (Violet I.), Chief Payroll Clerk, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc, Retired.
716 E. Orleans, Paxton (60957), 379-2415.
•Carlson, Roger W. (Kathryn E.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Environmental Sciences. Graduate
College.
133b Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —2406 W. William, C.
•Carlson, Robert P. (Sylvia J.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
178 Altgeld Hall, 333-1220. —Apt. 4, 1108 W. Nevada, U., 344-8279.
•Carlson, Steven K. (Jo Ann), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
S-ll Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1418 N. McKinley, C, 359-8637.
•Carlson, Thomas G. (Gail F.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1602 Briarcliff, U., 367-0500.
•Carlson, Walter Allen (Louise L.). Electronics Technician I, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
302J Talbot Lab., 333-2636. —215 S. West, Gifford (61847), 568-2091.
•Carlton, George Thomas (Shirley A.), Plubmer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2416 E. Illinois, U., 365-2139.
•Carmen, Ira Harris (Sandra V.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
379 Lincoln Hall, 333-3273. —1210 Devonshire Dr., C, 352-6245.
•Carmer, Samuel Grant (Judith). Ph.D., Prof, of Biometry, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-501 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —1001 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 367-8628.
•Carmien, Dean Richard (Helen E.), Master Airport Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0995. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7266.
•Carmien, Ray (Virginia L.), Master Airport Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0995. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2128.
•Carnder, Buckner, Park Attendant. Robert Allerton Park. Retired.
R.R. 2, Monticello (61856), 762-3300.
•Carneiro, Gilson Matheus (Ana Maria), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
390f Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4628. —Apt. 301, 2106 S. Orchard, U., 344-4987.
•Carnes, William Gray, (Vera O.), B.S., Prof, of Landscape Architecture, Emeritus.
P.O. Box 774 Green Valley, Arizona (85614), 625-4709.
•tCarns, Jack Milton (Mildred L.), B.S., Hydrologist. U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —809 W. Maple, C, 356-3643.
•Carothers, Zane Bland (Diane F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botany.
629 Morrill Hall, 333-0070. —404 Burkwood Ct.. U.. 328-1179.
•Carozzi, Albert Victor (Peier M.), D.Sc. Prof, of Geology.
250 Natural History, 333-3008. —709 W. Delaware, U., 344-6296.
•Carpenter, Gayanne (Wesley A.), Secy.. Dept. of Computer Science.
252d D.C.L., 333-3427. —R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-2141.
•Carpenter, William Oran (Helen L.), Janitor Foreman. Mini Union.
125 Illini Union. —1725 W. Henry, C, 356-9984.
•Carper, David George (Patricia L.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Seymour (61875). 687-4280.
•Carr, Oneda Maxine (Russell D). Typing Clerk III. Chancellor's Office.
107 Coble Hall, 333-0220. —203 E. Main. Sidney (61877). 688-2383.
*Carr, Robin Lee (Sharon L.), M.S.. Asst. in Elementary Education.
271 Armory. —1112 S. Western. C. 359-2353.
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•Carpenter, Nancy A. (John), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Economics.
146 Commerce (W), 333-7082. —1212 S. Western, C. 356-5110.
•Carrier, J. D. (Jeanette), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —2906 Brownfield Rd., U.
•Carringer, Robert Lynn (Sonia). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
245 English, 333-2345. —1311 W. Springfield, C, 356-8543.
•Carrington, Charles Allen (Betty J.), Photographer III, Photographic Services. Campus Public
Information Ofc.
Arcade Bldg., 333-4677. —904 E. Michigan, U., 367-8578.
•Carroll, Berenice A. (Robert W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
361 Lincoln Hall.
'tCarroll, Bruce John (Lois E), M.A., Asst., College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4710. —205 N. Central, U., 367-1606.
•Carroll, Dolores B. (David J.), Clerk-Typist III, Computer-based Edu. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —148 Paddock Dr. E., C, 352-6141.
•Carroll, J. Raymond (Dar), M.S., Visiting Lecturer in Mechanical Engineering and in
Architecture.
144 M.E. Bldg. —3 Mini Circle, U., 344-6069.
•tCarroll, Lynda D. (Roger), Secy., Athletic Association.
112 Assembly Hall, 333-3631. —410 E. Brookens Dr., U., 367-6096.
Carroll, Kenneth J„ B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
327 E.E. Bldg., 333-9145. —Apt. 11, 206 S. Gregory, U., 328-2723.
•Carroll, Robert Wayne (Berenice A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall. —2010 Silver Ct. East, U., 367-6505.
•Carroll, Roger (Lynda), B.S., Asst. Dir. of Campus Public Information Ofc.
142 Davenport House, 333-8550. —410 E. Brookens Dr., U., 367-6096.
•Carroll, William Ernest (Lenore U.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science and Assoc. Director of Agr.
Exp. Sta., Emeritus.
Panorama City 5204, Lacey, Washington (98503), 456-3791.
•Carson, Charles A. (Gail L.), V.M.D., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Clinical Medicine.
204 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —2 Lincoln Ct., C, 359-7274.
•Carson, (Mrs.) Joyce Ann, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
155 Vet. Med., 333-1937. —406 W. Clark, C.
•Carson, W. Eugene (Jeane), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 129, Oakwood (61858), 354-4289.
•Carter, Andrew Morris (Lena F.), M.Mus., Asst. Dir. of School of Music. Prof, of Music.
3034 Music Bldg., 333-2620. —2028 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6551.
Carter, Carolyn Sue, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Animal Science.
132 Davenport Hall, 333-1684. —5 Ivanhoe, U., 367-5410.
•Carter, Clifford E. (Marjorie L.), B.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Computer Science.
195 D.C.L., 333-3723. —1406 Eastern Dr., U., 367-8186.
Carter, Connie Jean, Secy, Chancellors Ofc.
112 English, 333-6815. —5 Ivanhoe Dr., U„ 367-5410.
•Carter, Deane G. (Gladys G.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering, Emeritus.
435 W. North, Fayetteville, Arkansas (72701), 501-442-4575.
•Carter, Estil Newton (Bernadine), Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
210 C.S.L., 333-1446. —Box 244, Sidney (61877), 688-2352.
'Carter, Frank J. (Luella J.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —306 S. Water, St. Joseph (61873). 469-2683.
•Carter, Gerald C, Ph.D., Prof. Emeritus, Div. of Univ. Ext.
Apt. B-108, 5530 Eightieth St. N., St. Petersburg, Fla. (33709).
•Carter, Herbert Edmund (Betty), Ph.D., Vice-Chancellor and Prof, of Biochemistry. Emeritus.
2401 Cerrada de Promesa, Tucson, Ariz. (85718), 299-1017.
•Carter, James Cedric (Lucile), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology; Head of Section of Botany and
Plant Pathology, State N.H. Survey.
385 Natural Resources, 333-6886, 333-6887. —P.O. Box 116, Savoy (61874). 359-5258.
•Carter, Johnnie R. (Eva L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1510 Powers Lane, C, 352-4962.
•Carter, L Frances (Andrew M.), B.Mus.Ed., Assistant to Head of Dept. of Spanish. Italian, and
Portuguese.
4080 Foreign Lang., 333-3390. —2028 Burlison Dr.. U.. 344-6551.
•Carter, Lucile Rogers (J. Cedric), B.S.. Library Clerk III. Catalog Dept.. Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Box 116, Savoy (61876), 359-5258.
Carter, Rosezona M. (Mrs.), Work Program Participant. Peoria County Coop. 1E^-. Serv -
1716 N. University, Peoria,; 309-688-8228. -Apt. 343. 821 W. Brotherson, Peoria (61605).
•tCarter, Thomas Franklin (Beverly J.), General Lab. Mechanic -Agr Rf^ Service. USD. A.
Agr. Eng. Res. Farm, 333-6596. -404 W. Third. Homer (61849). 896-2056.
•tCartwright, Keros (Jenifer M.). M.S.. Assoc. Geologist. State Geological Survey
429 Natural Resources, 189-246, 344-1481. —310 W. John. C. 352-2803.
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•Carver, Fred Donald (Helen S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Educational Administration and
Supervision.
325 Education, 333-2155. —1914 David Dr., C, 356-2803.
*Cary, Beverly P. (Philip S.), B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4022 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —804 W. Church, C, 359-6843.
•Casagrande, Joseph Bartholomew (Mabel), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology; Dir. of Center for
International Comparative Studies.
381 Davenport Hall, 3336233; 301 Illini Towers, 333-1994. —302 W. Florida, U., 328-1933.
•tCasale, LoAnna McFall (Thomas), Adm. Clerk, University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —1605 W. Healey, C, 356-4071.
*Casale, Thomas Charles LoAnna, Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
215 C.S.L., 333-3609. —1605 W. Healey, C, 356-4071.
'Casebeer, William Raymond, Jr. (Laverna), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
133 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1418. —1012 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-7753.
*Casey, Larry Lee (Jane M.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Jasper County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Route 33 West, Newton (62448), 783-2521. —R.R. 5, Newton (62448), 783-8047.
'Casey, Michael E. (Beverly L.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Sadorus, 598-3400.
*Cash, Donna Kay McKinney (James R.), Secy., Williamson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion, 993-3304. —Route 4, No. 24, Kay Lou Ct., Marion (62959),
993-3471.
Cash, Gertrude Ellen, Kitchen Helper, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —Apt. 6, 1502 Delmont Ct., U., 367-2064.
'Cash, Jacob Gerald (Ettamae M.), M.S., Prof, of Dairy Science, Emeritus.
303 Evergreen Ct., U., 367-2079.
•Cashman, James F., B.S., Res. Asst. in Labor and Industrial Relations.
247 L.I.R., 333-0984. —3305 Brentwood, C, 356-8676.
•Casper, Richard Fowler (Gladys), M.A., Regional Dir., Div. of Univ. Ext.
1313 Science and Eng. Ofc. Bldg. University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Chicago (60680),
996-8560 —245 Custer, Evanston (60202), 475-2472.
Cassell, Anthony Kimber, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Spanish and Italian.
4028 Foreign Lang., 333-8058. —502 E. Healey, C, 359-2561.
•Cassil, John Richard (Wanda), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —605 Dodson Dr. East, U., 328-2152.
Castagna, Louise Marie, Switchboard Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall, 333-0133. —1722 Coronado Dr., C, 352-0862.
•tCasteel, Joan Marie (Ricky K.), GS 4, Office of Naval Research.
Rm. 102, 605 S. Goodwin, U., 333-2430.
Castellani, Jerry Alan, B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
15 Commerce (W), 333-8270. —106 E. Armory, C.
Castelo, Clara Elizabeth, M.S., Librn. (with rank of Instr.), Engineering Library.
221 Engineering Hall, 333-3576. —1510 S. Race, U., 367-6779.
•Castiaux, Floyd, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —308 W. Short, Mansfield.
Castillo, Rafael F., M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4043 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-451 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4836.
tCastle, Margaret J., Geologic Draftsman, State Geological Survey, Retired.
1506 S. Race, U., 367-2579.
•Castleton, Toby (Denise F.), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400 E. Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —Apt. 102, 2201 Hazelwood Dr. U., 344-3875.
Catalano, Anthony Francis, B.A., Asst. in Elementary Education.
273 Armory. —608 W. Stoughton, U., 367-4272.
*tCataneo, Robert (Yvonne R.), B.S., Res. Assoc, State Water Survey.
59 Water Resources, 333-4966. —807 S. Fair, C, 352-3519.
*Cate, Hubert Arthur (Carmen E.), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Extension; Ext.
Communications Specialist.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center, Simpson (62985), 695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 695-2352.
•tCathey, James Philip (Mary L.), J.D., Resident Representative, Ofc. of Naval Res.
Rm. 101, 605 S. Goodwin, U., 333-2430. —2803 W. William. C, 356-0244.
•Cathey, Richard Elwood (Barbara B.), A.M., Extension Specialist, Police Training Inst., Div. of
Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —433 S. Charter. Monticello (61856). 762-9936.
Catipovic, Nikola M., B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —URH-718 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2374.
•Caton, Charles E. (E. Robin), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy.
203 Gregory Hall, 333-2488. —709 W. High. U.. 367-5039.
•Caton, Randall H. (Karen M.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
B48 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2179. —406 W. Elm, U.. 3*4-3755.
Caton, Ray, B.A., Lighting Dir. of Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
2-118 K.C.P.A., 333-6709. —205 E. Healey. C, 356-2309.
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*Catrambone, Joseph A. (Thelma), M.A., Asst. to the Vice-President for Planning and Allocation.
363 Adm., 333-1562. —3023 Seventy-seventh Court, Elmwood Park (60635), 312-456-5890.
•Catron, Betty J. (Glenn), Work Program Participant, Jefferson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Courthouse Basement, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-1482. —R.R. 2, Bluford (62814), 732-8378.
*Cattell, Raymond Bernard (Karen A.), Ph.D., D.Sc, Res. Prof, of Psychology.
527 Psychology Bldg., 333-0519. —615 W. Kirby, C, 359-4191.
•Caulfield, Edward M., B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105e Woodshop, 333-4626. —Apt. 304, 310 E. Chalmers, C, 344-3602.
•Cavanaugh, Gerard P. (Linda R.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4499. —Apt. B, 1924 S. Orchard, U., 344-7282.
*Cave, Elbert H. (Sanra L.), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —2069-D Hazelwood Ct., U., 328-2998.
•Caue, Robert D. (Janet S.), B.Arch., Asst. in Architecture.
307 Architecture, 333-1998. —Apt. 103, 406 E. Green, U., 367-0349.
Cavender, Patricia Lee, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-470 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2544.
•Cavins, Elmer Wallace (Juliana M.), M.D., Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health
Service.
271 McKinley Health Center, 333-2825. —204 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-6572.
•Cawley, Allan Joseph (Jean H.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Veterinary Clinical Medicine; Head of
Dept.
244 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7434. —2211 Phinney Dr., C.
•Cecil, Ernest Berkley (Sheryll S.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —312 W. Illinois, U., 328-2681.
tCecil, (Mrs.) Mary Moore, Supervisory Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey, Retired.
4351 Fifth Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Fla.
•Cederholm, Richard S. (Janet M.), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —133 Winding Lane, Rantoul (61866). 893-3481.
•Ceglinski, Stanley Eugene (Theola L.), Ed.M., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Pulaski-Alexander
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 745-6310. —309 N. Delaware, Mounds (62964), 745-6513.
•Ceibert, Mary Swan (LeRoy H.), A.M., M.S., Asst., Rare Book Room, Library; Asst. Prof, of
Library Administration.
346 Library, 333-3777. —803 W. Hill, C, 356-5844.
Cejka, Carolyn A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Div. of Univ. Ext.
2603 University Hall, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle (60680), 663-2353. —2615 S.
Springfield, Chicago (60623), 522-8694.
'Cekander, Betty Ann (Duane W.), Chief Payroll Clerk, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2182. —609 Ventura Rd., C, 356-7079.
Cekander, Janier R., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, School of Music.
3038 Music Bldg., 333-2620. —Pesotum (61863), 598-7275.
•Cekander, Roy W. (Wilhelmina), Garage Attendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
1501 So. Oak Street PP.Service Bldg. —709 E. Florida, U., 328-2896.
•Cekander, Willard C. (Norma), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Pesotum (61863), 598-7275.
•tCeselski, Ben F. (Mary Anne), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
257 Water Resources, 333-7383. —2005 Rainbow View Dr., U., 367-2133.
Cha, Charles W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31f D.C.L., 333-4197. —506 W. Michigan, U., 344-5814.
•Chabay, Han S. (Ruth), Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry.
259 Noyes Lab.; 333-3969.; 165g Noyes Lab., —406 E. Iowa, U., 367-1454.
'Chabay, Ruth W., (Ilan), B.A., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776; 250 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —406 E. Iowa, U., 367-1454.
•Chace, Raymond Lawrence (Sheila O.), B.A., Senior Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
185 D.C.L., 333-7159. —602 W. Elm, U.,
•Chadwick, Leigh Edward (Maria K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology, Emeritus.
Blue Hill Falls, Maine (04615), 207-359-2218.
Chaffin, Roger J. S., M.A., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
637 Psychology, 333-1547. —907 E. Green, U., 367-7960.
Chaker, Amar Alain, Ingenieur, Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3143 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-7268. -610 1/2 W. Oregon, U., 367-3669.
•Chakrapani, Durgam Govindarajulu (Subha), M.E., Res. Asst. in Metallurgical Engineering.
310 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4692; 290 Mat. Res. Lab. —Apt. 516, 300 S. Goodwin. L..
344-2258.
•Chakravorty, Sudhansu (Chandra), M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy
2 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-2317. —2064-D S. Orchard, U., 344-7275.
Chalmers, W. Ellison, Ph.D., Prof, of Economics and of Labor and Industrial Relations, Emeritus.
2200 Fuller Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich. (48105).
Chalmers, Ruth Vinton (Mrs.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-0443. 367-2197. —1008 E. Michigan, U.,
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Chambers, Robert S., M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-131 C.S.L., 333-6752. —URH-1355 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5038.
•Chamberlain, Artha L. (Donald W.), M.A., Publications Counselor, Dept. of Aero, and Astro.
Eng.
13 Transportation, 333-8231. —2022 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6645.
"Chamberlain, Donald William (Artha L.), Ph.D., Res. Plant Pathologist, Regional Soybean Lab.
U.S.D.A.; Assoc. Prof, of Plant Pathology.
243 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —2022 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6645.
*Chamberlin, Robert S. (Suzanne H.), A.B., Dir. of Div. of Campus Development, Campus
Planning Ofc, P.P. Planning and Construction, Emeritus.
407 Burkwood Ct. (W), U., 367-3337.
"Chamberlain, Robert Stephen (Carolyn S.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Agriculture, Fayette
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
118 N. Sixth, P.O. Box 89, Vandalia (62471), 283-2753. —R. R. 1, Vandalia (62471),
283-3378.
tChamberlin, Thomas Leland, M.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
425a Natural Resources, 189-228, 344-1481. —501 South Elm, C, 359-9002.
Chambers, Robert Sloane, M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-131 C.S.L., 333-6752. —URH-1355 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5038.
Chambliss, Carrol Gene, Ph.D., Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
Box 189, Macomb, 833-2361. —330 E. Washington, Macomb (61455), 837-1775.
*Chambliss, John Bernard (June), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —604 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7332.
*Chambliss, Juanita June (John B.), Secy., Dept. of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —604 Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7332.
'Champagne, Barbara Elaine (Johnny B.), Clerk-Typist III, Coordinated Science Lab.
4-111 C.S.L., 333-6612. —801 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-9593.
Champion, Paul Morris, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —204 N. Woods U., 328-2724.
Chan, Chong-Ping, B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2040. —103 S. Gregory, U., 344-2031.
Chan, Lawrence K., B.S., Res. Asst., Univ. Long-Range Planning and Analysis Ofc.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —Apt. 3, 903 S. 4th, C, 344-1848.
Chan, Shirley Suiting, M.S., Res. Asst. in Biophysics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —Apt. 31, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 344-1793.
Chan, Wai-Man Wayne, M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132. —Apt. 23, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 367-8674.
Chan, Winnie S.H., M.L.S., Serials Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220s Library, 333-3856. —Apt. 31, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 344-1793.
•Chandler, David (Elaine A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
366a Noyes Lab., 333-2554. —1903 S. Vine, U., 344-1029.
•Chandler, Donna (Gary), Clerk-Stenog. II, Coop. Ext. Serv.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —Cisco (61830), 669-8245.
•Chandler, Mildred Ann (Jack), Secy., Adams County, Cooperative Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —3419 Crestview, Quincy (62301), 222-7196.
Chang, Chao-Hua Dorothy, B.A., Res. Asst. Univ. Ofc. of Management Information Systems.
238 Illini Tower, 333-0391. —URH-279 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2476.
Chang, Ging-Ging, M.S., Asst. in Food Science.
448 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —URH-293 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2488.
Chang, l-Shih, M.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
29 M.E. Bldg., 333-1136. —1209 W. Clark, U.,
•Chang, Richard l-feng (Elizabeth), LL.M., Assoc. Prof, of Chinese.
1208 W. California, U., 333-2284. —706 W. Nevada, U., 344-4441.
•Chang, Shau-jin. (Ying-Ying), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
317 Physics Bldg., 333-4360. —1101 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-0438.
•Chang, Ying-Ying (Shau-Jin), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
403 East Chem., 333-1169. —1101 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-0438.
Chang, Zon-I, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
313 Coble Hall, 333-6217. —URH-711 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2367.
Changnon, Pauline Elva, M.A., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education, Emerita.
Apt. B5, 1 S. Lakeside Dr., Lake Worth, Florida (33460), 585-8894.
•tChangnon, Stanley A. Jr. (Phyllis), M.S., Head of Atmospheric Sciences Section, State Water
Survey.
271 A Water Resources, 333-4260. —39 Sherwin Dr., U., 367-2899.
Chanler, Josephine Hughes, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics, Emerita.
909 S. First, C, 356-3144.
*Chao, Bei Tse (May), Ph.D., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering and of Nuclear Engineering.
268 M.E. Bldg., 333-1250. —704 Brighton Dr., U., 367-5553.
Chao, (Mrs.) Jui-Yen, Library Clerk II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —105 S. Wright, C, 359-0541.
Chapin, Thomas J., M.S., Asst. in Physics.
388 Physics Bldg., 333-4352. —Apt. 32, 507 E. Clark, C, 352-1623.
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Chaplan, Margaret A., M.A., Asst. Prof, of Library Administration; Librn., Inst, of Labor and
Indus. Relations.
145 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-2380. —1660 Valley Rd., C, 359-8459.
*Chapman, Carleton Abramson (Thelma J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geology.
206 Natural History, 333-3389. —207 W. Indiana, U., 367-4871.
'Chapman, Charles Edward (Dorothy L.), Roofer, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Areola 061910), 268-3879.
'Chapman, Eileen Martha (Eldon F.), Adm. Secy., Admissions and Records.
177 Adm., 333-0302. —404 E. George Huff Dr., U., 367-3617.
•Chapman, Pauline Vivian (Stanley A.), Placement Dir., College of Engineering.
109 Engineering Hall, 333-1960. —611 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5297.
•Chapman, Stanley (Pauline V.), B.S., Men's Locker Room Attendant, Dept. of P.E.
109 Old Gym., 333-3956. —611 W. Pennsylvania, U.
"rChapman, Thelma Johnson (Carleton A.), A.B., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
361 Natural Resources, 189-232, 344-1481. —207 W. Indiana, U., 367-4871.
•Chappie, Annie P. (Melvin L, Sr.), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Paririe, Decatur (62522), 422-6809, 422-4766. —460 S. Crea, Decatur (62522),
428-5126.
•Chappel, Diane Kay (William E.), A.B., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1751. —Apt. 204G, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-2716.
Chapuran, Thomas E., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —Apt. 14, 1205B E. Florida, U., 344-3560.
•Charles, Roy (Joan P.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Life Sciences.
59 Burrill Hall, 333-0609. —906 Burkwood, U., 367-0380.
Charleston, David A., B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort., 333-8505. —715 W. Iowa, U.
•Charlton, Donald Scott (Judith L.), B.F.A., Building Inspector, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-6574. —2008 W. Greendale Dr., C, 352-7209.
•Charlton, Florence Aline (Virgil), Library Clerk II, Dept. of Elementary Education.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —811 W. Kirby, C, 356-1639.
•Charlton, Judith Annette (James A.), M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, DuPage
County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Suite 320, Bldg. 4, 799 Roosevelt, Glen Ellyn, 469-2467. —Apt. IE, 1601 Windsor Ct., West
Chicago (60187), 231-8463.
•Charton, Frank Lane (Sylvia), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geography.
137v Davenport Hall, 333-7248. —202 W. Florida, U., 344-0516.
Chasteen, Richard, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —2240 Oakwood, Danville (61832), 442-3898.
•Chato, John Clark (Elizabeth J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering and of Nuclear
Engineering; Co-chairman of Bioengineering.
132 M.E. Bldg., 333-0623. —714 W. Vermont, U., 344-6803.
Chatterjee, Pallab Kumar, B.Tech., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
324 E.E. Bldg., 333-4347. —URH-1159 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4998.
•Chavengsaksongkram, Supatra (Chusak), Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0993. —Apt. 103, 2113 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-3406.
•Chavez, Gail M. (Aristides B.), M.A., Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education, 333-3757. —1401 Maplewood, Normal (61761), 309-828-5905.
'Chavez, Miguel (Carmen), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3113 Civil Eng., 333-6958. —Apt. 102, 2111 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-3835.
Chauin, Steven, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg., 333-4136. —205 N. Coler, U., 344-6014.
Chawdhry, Muhammad Arshad, M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall, 333-2657. -1213 W. Clark, U., 367-3793.
•Cheathem, Nancy (Gregory), B.S.M., Secy., Logan County, Cooperative Extension Service.
122 S. McLean, Lincoln (62656). 732-7712. —Apt. 66, 904 Twenty-First, Lincoln
(62656),32-2364.
•Chedsey, William Reuel (Elizabeth S.), D.Eng., Prof, of Mining Engineering, Emeritus.
9470 W. 54th PI., Arvada, Colorado (80002), 303-421-1685.
•Cheek, Robert Jay (Harriett), B.S., Purchasing Asst. I, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3594. —815 W. Washington, C, 359-2038.
•Cheely, Saranel (John D.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, University Ofc. of Special Studies.
226 Illini Tower, 333-6601. —Scarborough Dr., Sidney, 688-2425.
•Chen, Chi-Chu Wu (Cheng-I), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Technology. Dept. of Food Science.
206 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4443. -Apt. 616, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-1709.
Chen, Grace Chi-mei, B.S., Res. Asst. in Home Economics.
463 Bevier Hall, 333-0892. -Apt. 104, 902 S. Lincoln. U.
•Chen, Jim Chin-Long (Sue), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab. and Dept. of Elec.
hng.
3-105 C.S.L., 333-1347. —Apt. 7, 2014 Vawter, U., 367-5261.
•Chen, Joyce Tsai (Chong-Tong), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Center for Advanced
Computation and
118 AXantdCom^ion. 333-6114. -Apt. 612, 300 S. Goodwin. U.. 344-1009.
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*Chen, Kuo-Tsai (Julia T. Y.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
107 Altgeld Hall, 333-3082. —403 Evergreen Ct. W., U., 328-3164.
*Chen, Liang-mei L. (Hen-chie), M.S., Asst. in Agronomy.
S-409 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —1403 Carroll, U., 344-7435.
Chen, Lien-Yan, M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
103 Talbot Lab., 333-6416. —URH-662 Sherman Hall. C, 332-4891.
•Chen, Patricia L. (Andrew C), B.S., Res. Asst. in Botany.
617 Morrill Hall, 333-0665. —Apt. 5, 802 W. Illinois, U., 344-6926.
Chen, Shih-Yew, B.S., Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
208 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4213. —306 S. 5th, C, 359-3387.
*Chen, Shyh-ching (Lushiang Wu), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
253 D.C.L., 333-3373. —Apt. 6, 203 S. Wright, C.
Cheng, Chih-Meng, B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107. —182 URH-182 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2441.
•Chen, Tsong-Hour (Tsung-Nan), B.A., Res. Asst. in Architecture.
104 Architecture, 333-0436. —615-1/2 S. Wright, U.
•Cheng, Chin-Chuan (Mu-Chin), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Linguistics and of Chinese.
4101 Foreign Lang., 333-7105. —2511 S. Lynn, U., 367-7810.
•Cheng, Joe Shun-Chuen (Vincenta), B.A., Asst. In Mathematics.
209q Arcade. — 1910-A S. Orchard, U.
•Cheng, Vic M. (Sing Sing), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
290f Physics Bldg., 333-0191. —Apt. 7, 202 S. Lincoln, U., 344-5658.
Chenoweth, Richard E., Res. Asst., Housing Res. & Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532. —1602 Carolyn, C, 359-5072.
•Cherrington, Blake Edward (Marilyn M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
129 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2481. —1211 W. Charles, C, 352-9455.
•Cherrington, David Jack (Marilyn D.), D.B.A., Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
104 Commerce (W), 333-4504. —2209 Brett Dr.. C, 356-2413.
•Chervinko, James S. (Diana), M.A., Asst., Special Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library, 333-1340. —1801 Perkins Rd., U., 344-7812.
Cheska, (Mrs.) Alyce Taylor, Ed.D., Prof, of P.E. for Women.
113 Freer Gym., 333-3984. —707 W. Oregon. L\, 344-3881.
Chesney, (Mrs.) Ena K., B.S.. County Home Adviser, Stephenson County, Retired.
Freeport Motor Inn, 109 S. Galena, Freeport (61032), 232-3161.
•Chesnut, William Wayne (Violet M.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —414 S. Washington, Sidney (61877), 688-2223.
Chesson, Gregory L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
114 D.C.L., 333-1063. —URH-123 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2150.
•Chew, Harold Benton (Maralyn L.), B.A., Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3591. —1106 Foothill Dr., C, 356-8047.
•Chew, Richard A. (Esther), M.A., Asst. in P.E. for Men.
217 Old Gym., 333-3347; 331 Freer Gym, 333-8561. —Apt. 301, 2111 Hazelwood Dr., U.,
344-1126.
Cheze, Mary, M.S., Asst. Prof, and Assoc. State 4-H Program Leader, Cooperative Extension
Service.
47 Mumford Hall. 333-0910. —309 S. State, C, 352-8098.
•Chian, Edward S. K. (Lucia), Sc.D., Asst. Prof, of Environmental Engineering, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3217 Civil Eng.. 333-6962. —2204 Cureton Dr., U., 367-6944.
Chiarulli, Linda Jean, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —URH-174 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2433.
•Chicoine, David L. (Marcia K.), M.S., Area Adviser, Resource Development, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 189, 231 S. Randolph. Macomb (61455), 309-833-2361, 309-833-5231. —1030-21 Derry
Lane, Macomb (61455), 309-833-5198.
•Chien, Robert Tienwen (Sophie). Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Assoc. Dir. of
Coordinated Science Lab.
4-113 C.S.L.. 333-6200. —2013 Silver Ct. East, U., 367-6176.
Chien, Yueh-Hsiu, M.S., Res. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
305 East Chem., 333-6587. —URH-285 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2482.
Childs, Katherine Ann, B.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3037 Foreign Lang. —URH-304 Sherman Hall. C, 332-4676.
•Chillag, David (Nela), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —Apt. 6. 212 E. John. C. 352-4511.
•Chilton, Arthur Bounds (Charlotte P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering and of Nuclear
Engineering.
224 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-6113, 333-2295. —805 W. Michigan. U., 344-3732.
•tChilton, Dorothy Jane (Ernest D.), Typing Clerk III, University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Ulini Union, 333-0810. —Box 35, 119 Marlyn, Ogden (61859), 582-6311.
•Chilton, Ernest D., Sr. (Dorothy J.). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —119 Marylyn. Ogden (61859). 582-6311.
Chirolas, Darlene, B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
215 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-2624; 252 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6210. —509 W. Nevada, U., 344-4249.
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•Chisholm, David H. (Ana), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3043 Foreign Lang. —209 Bliss Dr., U.
Chisholm, Jalaine E., Typing-Clerk II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc
242 Adm., 333-4568. —Apt. 32, 914 N. Third, C,
Chiu, May, B.A., Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
306 Harker Hall. —URH-492 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2563.
*Cho, Byung Hui (Jung), M.Sc, Res. Asst., Food Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —Apt. 326, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-0411.
*Cho, Han-ru (Ginger), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, Atmospheric Res. Lab. and Dept. of Elec Eng
5-111 C.S.L., 333-2046; 60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. -112 Crystal Lake Dr., U., 344-5691.
•Choldin, Harvey M. (Marianna), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Sociology.
323 Lincoln Hall, 333-6399. —1203 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-9844.
•Choldin, Marianna Tax (Harvey M.), M.A., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Special
Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library, 333-1349. —1203 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-9844.
Chouinard, Paul Lewellyn, M.A., Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —707 W. California, U., 344-6932.
•Chow, Poo (Irene), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Wood Science, Dept. of Forestry.
100a Forest Science Lab., 333-6670. —907 Shurts, U., 367-5191.
•Chow, Tsen (Margaret K.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
236 Illini Hall, 333-1574. —Apt. 122, 1107 W. Green, U.
•Chow, Tze-Show (Ye-Ling), M.S., Asst. in Mech. and Indus. Eng.
24 M.E. Bldg.; 220 M.E. Lab. —Apt. A, 1920 S. Orchard, U., 367-5705.
•Chow, Van Te (Lora S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Hydraulic Engineering, Dept. of Civil Eng.
Hydrosystems Lab., 333-0107. —2014 S. Anderson, U., 328-1166.
•Chow, Wen L (Rhoda Y.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
28 M.E. Bldg., 333-3658. —2 Kent Ct., C, 356-0484.
*Choy, David Mun-Hien (Siu-Man), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-110 C.S.L., 333-3862. —901 W. Main, U., 344-4056.
Christen, Louis M., B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Agriculture, Coles County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
703 E. Monroe, P.O. Box 159, Charleston (61920), 345-7034. —420 W. State, Charleston
(61920), 345-3686.
•Christensen, Ernest LeRoy (Carolyn S.), Lineman II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3907. —1507 Rosewood Dr., C, 352-9157.
•Christensen, Helen H. (S. Fred), Clerk-Typist III, School of Chemical Sciences.
107 Noyes Lab., 333-1051. —110 S. Glover, U., 367-6588.
•Christensen, Joyce Siegel, M.Ed., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
240c Colonel Wolfe School, 333-4891. —1901 Diana Lane C, 359-5034.
'tChristensen, Philip H. (Carol), B.S., State Conservation Engr., Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —403 Graham Dr., Savoy (61874), 359-7382.
•Christenson, G. J. (Mary A.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Ext. and Asst. State Leader of
Advisers, Cooperative Extension Service.
120 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —404 Evergreen Ct. West, U., 367-6449.
Christison, (Mrs.) Muriel B., M.A., Acting Dir. of Krennert Art Museum.
171 K.A.M., 333-1860. —508 S. Mattis, C, 352-1745.
•Christy, Duane J. (Nancy E.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg., 333-4136. —Apt. 418, 707 S. 6th, C, 344-8295.
Christy, Kenneth Joseph, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
455 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —URH-504 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2296.
•Chromek, Judy A. (Paul G.), Clerk-Typist II, College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3380. —Apt. K-157, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-9749.
•Chu, Kung-Chao (Yu-Mei C), M.A., Asst. in Physics.
33 Physics Bldg., 333-3368. —401 S. 6th, C.
•Chu, Mel Chih-Yu (Tzu-Suan), Ph.D., Asst. Horticulturist, Dept. of Horticulture.
2 Vegetable Crops, 333-4407. —2904 Alton Dr., C, 359-4517.
Chu, Terry Chingfai, B.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
205 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4213. —URH-317 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2225.
•Chu, Tien-Yung Julian (Hsia L.), Res. Asst. in Environmental Engineering, Dept. of Civil Eng.
4142 Civil Eng. 333-7773. —306 S. Fifth, C, 359-3387.
•Chuang, Chi-Fa A. (Theresa W.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
346 E.E. Bldg., 333-8585. —Apt. 136, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-6106.
•Chudzinski, Bernadine Mary (William E.), Secy.. Cook County, Cooperative Extension Serv.ce.
1642 W. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60609), 247-5434. —5237 S. Hermitage, Chicago (60609).
776-0544.
•Church, Eric Forbes (Virginia H.), M.S., Asst. in Music. aoc ccio
3096 Music Bldg. —R.R. 1, Box 71, Lot oo-41, Tolono (61880). 485-5518.
•Churchill, Patricia A. (David J.), B.S., Library Clerk II. Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —2023-B S. Orchard, U., 328-2461.
Cinnamon, Barbara (Mrs.), Statistical Clerk, Measurement and Research Div., Instructional
Resources Ofc.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490.
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*Cintra, Wilma H. (Joaquim S.), Ph.D., Visiting Res. Assoc, in Nuclear Engineering.
219 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-7710. —Apt. 301-A, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 356-1109.
*Claar, John Bennett (Charlotte L.), Ph.D., Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service; Assoc. Dean
of College of Agriculture.
122 Mumford Hall, 333-2660. —3329 Stoneybrook Dr., C, 359-2165.
•tClancy, Ruth R. (Charles W.), Clerk-Typist III, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —505 E. Springfield, C, 352-2968.
*Clapp, Lloyd William (Norma L.), Farm Foreman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Agronomy South Farm, 333-2965. —106 E. Stoughton, C, 352-2287.
'Clapper, Betty J. (Robert), Typing Clerk III and Supervisor of Appointment Desk, McKinley
Hospital.
107 McKinley Hospital, 333-2701. —Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-4728.
*Clark, Dorothy Beecher (Bruce B.), B.Mus., M.S., Cataloger (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Library,
Emerita.
2012 Bruce Dr., U., 367-8206.
Clark, Dorothy Blaine, A.B., Asst. to Dir. of Admissions and Records, Emerita.
Apt. 2, 603 W. Haines, C, 352-4798.
•Clark, Edwin H. (Barbara J.), M.E.D., Asst. Prof, of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
223 Armory, 333-1927; 232 Armory, 331-1928. —3210 Brentwood Dr., C, 359-7013.
*Clark, Ernest Felton (Betty R.), Eual Opportunity Officer I, Equal Employment Opportunity for
Construction Ofc.
267 Illini Tower, 333-7926. —1205 N. Goodwin, U., 367-2937.
•Clark, Francis M. (Harlie), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
164 Burrill Hall, 333-2199. —726 S. Foley, C, 352-2325.
•Clark, George Byron (Dixie L.), B.S., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2127. —2422 E. Elm, U., 367-9937.
Clark, George Paul, Instrument Maker, Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —408 E. Springfield, C, 356-3415.
•Clark, Hazel Alberta (Virgil E.), Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Hamilton County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement, McLeansboro (62859), 618-643-3416. —R.R. 1, McLeansboro (62859),
618-728-4378.
Clark, Jimmy H., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Dairy Science.
315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0123; Nutrition Field Lab., 333-2296. —808 W. Springfield, U.,
367-5150.
•Clark, John Magruder, Jr. (Lucie W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Biochemistry.
309 East Chem., 333-3966. —6 Persimmon Circle, U., 344-6942.
•Clark, Juanita Eileen (Oliver W.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2187.
•Clark, Judy Ann (Daniel E.), Typing Clerk II, Operation and Maintenance Division.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4110. —1606 Kingston, U.
•Clark, June Kracht (Kenneth E.), Secy., Tazewell County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —1323 Caroline, Pekin (61554), 346-0798.
•Clark, Kermit Michael (Berneice E.), Accounting Ofc. Supervisor, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3955. —506 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5974.
•Clark, Lee Edward (Phyllis D.), Machinist Apprentice, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1206 1/2 W. Dublin, U., 367-6302.
Clark, Louise Adeline, M.A., M.S., Cataloger, Library; Instr. in Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —107 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-1589.
•Clark, Marlyn Earl (Thelma P.), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
123 Talbot Lab., 333-0966. —2020 Zuppke Dr., U., 367-2246.
Clark, Mildred Gertrude, Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60623), 663-4893. —1618 N. Orchard, Chicago, 337-1592,
664-6979.
•Clark, Oliver William (Juanita E.), Operative Crane Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2187.
•Clark, Robert William (Shirley A.), Asst. Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6404. —407 N. Draper, C, 352-7730.
•Clark, Rodger William (Carol A.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-7126. —308 S. Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-7453.
•Clark, Roger Gordon (Jane C), Ph.D., Asst. Dean of Graduate College; Asst. Prof, of English.
314 Adm., 333-2983; 100 English. —807 W. William. C, 356-4918.
Clark, Ruth Anne, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech.
233 Lincoln Hall, 333-1542. —Apt. 2, 605 W. University, C, 352-8522.
•tClark, William M. (Mary A.), B.S., Forester, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —806 Westfield, C, 359-4681.
•Clarke, Martyn B. (Phyllis), M.A., Asst. in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3023 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —405 S. Sixth, C.
•Claure, Bertha Grace (Carlos), Library Clerk III, Library.
418B Library, 333-0827. —1003 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-0568.
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Clausen, Esther Marie, B.S., Commerce Librn., Library; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration
101 Library, 333-3619, 333-4806. -301 Flora Dr., C, 359-1304.
•Clausing, Arthur Marvin (Willa L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering
266 M.E. Bldg., 333-0366. -613 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-7478.
*Clay, Ernest H. (Gloria), M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture
308 Architecture, 333-0524.
Clay, Sonya Monroe, M.S.W., Asst. Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work
1207 W. Oregon, 333-2261. —1724 Valley Rd., C, 356-5960.
Claypool, Alta Irene, Film Inspector, Audio-Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ Ext
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —824 W. Harvard, C, 352-3728.
•Claypool, Hylda Jeane (Donald), Work Program Participant, Cooperative Extension Service
201 N. Michigan, Marshall (62441), 826-8631. — R.R. 2, Marshall (62441), 889-2313.
•Clayton, George Thompson (Marian S.), M.Arch., Prof, of Architecture.
404 Architecture, 333-1883. —803 Hamilton Dr., C, 356-1942.
Clayton, James Henry, B.A., Asst. Upward Bound Project, College of Education.
E.P.G. Bldg., 333-1889. —Apt. 6, 407 W. Green, U.
•Clearman, Dolores J. (Dana), B.S., Typing Clerk II, McKinley Hospital.
180 McKinley Health Center.
•Cleary, Edward Waite (Margaret G.), J.D., J.S.D., Prof, of Law, Emeritus.
4818 N. Seventy-sixth PI., Scottsdale, Arizona (85251),.
'Clegg, Denzil O. (Beverly J.), Ph.D., District Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service; Coordinator
of Peoria Regional Ofc, Vice President for Public Service's Ofc; Assoc. Prof., Cooperative
Extension Service and College of Education.
405 Citizen's Bldg., 225 Main, Peoria (61602), 309-673-1623; Route 24, P.O. Box 2400, Illinois
Central College Campus, East Peoria (61611) 694-4376. —1216 W. Teton Dr., Peoria
(61614), 309-691-2715.
tClegg, Kenneth Edward, M.S., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
204 Natural Resources, 189-265, 344-1481. —P. O. Box 112, U., 367-3653.
'tClem, Linda Keyser (Harry E.), B.S., Asst. Librn., State Geological Survey,
469 Natural Resources, 189-252, 344-1481. —Apt. 10, 410 E. Michigan, U., 367-9597.
•Clem, Melinda Sue (Wilson W.), Clerk-Typist III, Airport Plant and Services, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —R.R. 2, Tolono (61880), 367-4870.
Clemans, Alexa Noble, M.S., Asst. in Zoology.
202 Vivarium, 333-2235. —Apt. 205, 804 Oakland, U., 328-3216.
•Clemans, Jim E., (Holly A), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
216 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2787; 9 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2179. — 1930-A S. Orchard, U.,
344-1870.
Clements, Jesse A., M.S., Supervisor of Co-Rec. Activities (with rank of Instr.), Div. of
Intramural Activities.
170g I.M.P.E. Bldg., 333-3510. —Apt. 2, 1415 W. Kirby, C, 352-1762.
•Clementz, Carolyn Sue, (Charles), Card Punch Operator I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1053. —2504 Arden Dr., C, 359-5192.
•Clennon, Howard Ambrose (Esther F.), Farm Mechanic, Dept. of Agr. Eng.
245 Agr. Eng., 333-2734. —311 E. Van Buren, Philo (61864), 684-2628.
•Clennon, Leo Joseph (Ethel M.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
24 Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0846. —309 E. Van Buren, Philo (61864), 684-2439.
*Cler, Alfred N. (Dorothy J.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1301 Larkspur Lane, C, 356-9168.
Cler, Mary Kay, Clerk-Typist II, Library.
203 Library, 333-3773. —Apt. 8, 307 S. State, C, 359-0271.
•Cler, Walter John (Janet M.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —421 Walnut, Penfield (61862), 595 2770.
'TCIevenger, Marvin C. (I. J.), Data Processing Supervisor, State Water Survey.
62A Water Resources, 333-4968. —1412 Joanne Lane, C, 356-5875.
Cliff, Gerald Howard, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
123 Altgeld Hall, 333-0624. —Apt. 6, 508 E. White, C, 359-4383.
'tClifton, Ivery D. (Patricia), M.S., Agricultural Economist, U.S.D.A.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-4716. —2307 Blackthorn Dr., C, 359-6381.
•Clifford, John Stanley (Norma F.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —706 W. Washington, C, 352-5643.
•Cline, Harriet (Herschel), Library Clerk III, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —Box 156, Mahomet (61853), 586-2130.
•Clodfelter, John Jefferson (Lois L.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —417 E. Lafayette, Monticello (61856), 762-2794.
'Clore, Gerald Lewis Marilee S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
735 Psych. Bldg., 333-4294. —707 W. Springfield, C, 356-6016.
Cloud, Milt, M.S., Senior Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
191 D.C.L., 333-6264. —709 Fairlawn, U., 328-3895.
'Clough, Barry F. (Margaret), Ph.D., Visiting Res. Assoc, in Agronomy
S-212 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —Apt. C. 2077 Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-3354.
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'Cloyd, George Franklin (Mildred W.), Linotype Machinist Operator, Printing Div., Oc. of
Campus Publications, Retired.
509 S. Draper, C, 352-8976.
•Cloyd, James D. (Cherrie), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305 Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —2608 Brownfield Rd., L\, 367-9563.
*Cmarik, George Francis (Rosemary D.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Animal Science.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —632 Bellevue Dr., Paducah,
Kentucky (42001), 502-443-5026.
*Coad, Dale Emerson (Geraldine M.), Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
215 C.S.L., 333-1446. —W. Main Rd., Mahomet (61853), 586-4703.
'Coats, Joseph Luther (Wanda L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —501 S. Glover, U.
'Coates, Clarence L., Jr. (Rietta), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Dir. of Coordinated
Science Laboratory.
287 C. S. L., 333-2510. —1521 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 359-4071.
•Coates, Robert Mercer (Linda L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry.
377 East Chem.. 333-4280. —2202 Combes, U., 328-3605.
•Coates, Susan B. (James), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Accountancy.
360 Commerce (W.), 333-0857. —291 Circle Dr., Rantoul, (61866), 892-9709.
•Coates, William Joseph Jr. (Renata), M.S., Res. Physicist, Coordinated Science Lab.
2-109 C.S.L., 333-1368. —104 W. Douglas, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2584.
•Coatney, Loretta Mae (James H.), Clerk-Typist II, College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall. 333-3380. —813 E. Barker, Tuscola (61953), 253-3070.
•Coatney, L. Winifred (William E.), Secy., Univ. Ofc. of Short-Range Planning and Control.
201 Illini Tower, 333-0398. —303 N. Division, Mahomet (61853).
Cobb, Fred T., Jr., Equal Opportunity Officer I, Affirmative Action for Equal Opoortunity Ofc.
105 Personnel Services Bldg., 333-4660.
*Cobb, Harvey D. (Yvette G.), D.V.M., Coordinator of Audiovisual Resources, College of Vet.
Med.;Instr. in Veterinary Medicine.
163 Vet. Med.. 333-7507; 108 Old Small Animal Clinic, 333-7508. —32 Forsythia, C,
356-8141.
*Cobb, Mary Roberta (Kenneth G.), Clerk III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-1287. —716 W. Washington, C, 359-2243.
•Coburn, Barbara (Leonard). M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220A Library, 333-3856. —1409 S. Grove, U., 367-1681.
•Coburn, Leonard (Barbara), M.S., Coordinator of Engineering Library Services; Assoc. Prof, of
Library Administration.
221 Engineering Hall. 333-3576. —1409 S. Grove, U., 367-1681.
Cochran, Karen Ruth, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Wabash County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Rm. 216, Post Office Bldg.. Box 565, Mt. Ca 618-262-5725. —R.R. 2, Mt. Carmel (62863),
618-262-5849.
•Cochrun, Irwin (Urba C), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Finance, Emeritus.
Apt. 207, 2200 S. Ocean Blvd., Delray Beach, Fla. (33444), 305-278-9668.
•Cody, Patricia Gray (Robert L.), B.A., Tech. Asst., Acquisitions Dept., Library.
lllw Library, 333-2786. — 1965-D S. Orchard, U. ( 344-2155.
•Coendoz, Gerald Raymond (Brigitte W.), Ph.D., Visiting Scholar in Civil Engineering.
2103 Civil Eng., 333-6926. —Apt. 102, 105 E. Chalmers, C, 344-5601.
Coe, Rocky L., B.A., Asst. Student Affairs Coordinator, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-8240. —URH-216 Blaisdell Hall, U., 332-3492.
•Coffer, Charlotte Frances (Oren E.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Perry County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
113 E. South, P.O. Box 347, Pinckneyville (62274), 357-5671. —R.R. 3, Murphysboro (62966)
684-6858.
Coffman, Charles Lynn, Storekeeper II. Housing Division.
Central Food Stores, 333-1451. —R.R., Mansfield (68154), 489-3152.
•Coffman, Sharon R. (Lee E.), M.S., Asst. Adviser, Home Economics, Lake County, Coop Ext.
Serv.
Extension Service Bldg., Lake County Fair Grounds, Grayslake, 223-5844. —Apt. A-2B, 634
Sheridan Rd., Highwood (60040), 433-3191.
•Coggins, Willis R. (Jessie T), M.S., Prof, of Music.
5022 Music. 333-4926. —614 Breen Dr., C, 356-9777.
•Coggshall, Wendell Taylor (Viola G.). Lab. X-ray Technician. McKinley Hospital, Retired.
52 E. Green, C, 352-9732.
•Cogswell, John B. (Lulu B.). Herdsman Foreman. Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
1614 Jeanne, C, 356-0089.
•Cogswell, Oren Dale (Jean), Fire Equipment Engr.. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, White Heath, 687-2601.
Cohen, Barbara J., B.S., Asst. in P.E.
211 Freer Gym., 333-3877. —402 Illini Tower, C, 384-5402.
Cohen, Barry Steven, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
205 Coble Hall, 333-6348. —URH-234 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2187.
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•Cohen, Elliot F. (Veronika), A.B., Lecturer in Slavic Languages and Literatures
3115 Foreign Lang., 333-1125. —805 W. California, U., 367-0551.
•Cohen, Harvey S. (Robbie), A.M., Asst. in Psychology.
435 Psych., 333-0111. —Apt. 301, 908 S. Locust, C. 356-0333.
•Cohen, Jerry L (Marilyn F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
219 Psych., 333-2578. —503 W. Indiana, U..
•Cohen, Joel Benjamin (Joan S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Business Administration. On leave for
1972-73.
1415 Sugartown Rd., Berwyn, Pa. (19312), 215-NI4-8931.
•Cohen, Jozef (Huguette S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
415 Psych. Bldg., 333-0062, 333-0022. —303 Burkwood Ct. (W), U.
Cohen, Lewis, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —Apt. D, 1805 Orchard Place, U., 344-7834.
Cohen, Martin A., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
450 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —URH-750 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4901.
•Cohen, Miye NaKamura (Leslie B.), M.A., Res. Assoc, Children's Res. Center.
103 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —R.R. 3, C, 586-2572.
Cohen, Paul Frederick, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
205 Coble Hall, 333-6348. —URH-234 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2187.
•Cohen, Roberta Ann (Harvey S.), M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
219 Lincoln Hall, 333-1623. —Apt. 301, 908 S. Locust, C, 356-0333.
•Cohen, Stephen P. (Roberta), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Political Science and Asian Studies
Center.
373 Lincoln Hall, 333-1144. —405 S. Orchard, U., 367-5858.
*Cohn, Rubin Goodman (Lillian), J.D., Prof, of Law.
241 Law, 333-0477. —6 O'Connor Ct., C, 356-6319.
'Colbert, Helen Louise (Dana F.), Clerk-Typist III, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —26 Lange Dr., Savoy (61874), 359-5481.
Colclasure, Sandra S„ Adm. Clerk, College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-7711. —South Division Apts.. Mahomet (61853), 586-3042.
•Cole, Barbara Kay (James R.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Zoology.
549 Morrill Hall, 333-4971. —309 N. Sheldon, Rantoul (61866), 893-1006.
•Cole, Clara Louise (Byron W.). Typing Clerk II, Audio-Visual Aids Service. Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7614. —Box 398, Sidney (61877), 688-2267.
•Cole, David Herold (Faye), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
168 M.E. Bldg., 333-1079. —915 W. Park, C, 356-6127.
•Cole, Howard Chandler (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
131 English, 333-3979. —707 Southwest Dr., C, 352-2364.
Cole, James Bradford, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg., 333-4136. —Apt. 32, 504 E. Clark, C, 352-1227.
Cole, Nedra Lee, Secy., College of Agriculture.
109 Mumford Hall, 333-0240. —P.O. Box 364, Sidney (61877). 688-2163.
Cole, Sally Ann, B.S., Asst. in Geology.
143b Natural History, 333-0228. —Apt. 204, 57 E. Healey, C, 352-8806.
•Cole, Stephanie L. (Peter), M.S., Res. Assoc, Inst, of Government and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —1003 S. Mattis, C, 356-9025.
'tColeman, Cecil N. (Margaret), M.A., Dir. of Athletics, Athletic Assoc.
112 Assembly Hall, 333-3630. —509 Park Lane, C, 359-1658.
'tColeman, Dennis Dale (Donna), M.S., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
21 Natural Resources, 189-223, 344-1481. —1215 W. Healey, C, 359-7354.
•Coleman, James William (Nancy Jean), B.G.E., Data Processing Analyst I, Campus
Administrative Data Processing Ofc
54 Adm., 333-6349. —705 N. Church, Thomasboro (61878), 643-2425.
•Coleman, Paul Dare (Betty L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
200 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2765. —710 Park Lane. C. 356-6907.
Coleman, Richard N., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
333-4136. —URH-428 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2288.
•Coles, Michael Gordon Harrison (Cecilia M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
723 Psych. Bldg., 333-7158. —Apt. 2, 1008 S. Busey, U., 344-5327.
•Colgan, Dorothy C. (Clement J.), Clerk-Typist III. College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —802 Adams Ct., Monticello (61856), 762-2664.
Colgan, Elizabeth Ann, Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Computer Science.
252 D.C.L., 333-4428. —15 Prairieview, R.R. 4, C, 643-7473.
Colgan, (Mrs.) Maxine, Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service. . ,__. __ ..._
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —R.R. 3, Mt. Sterling (62353), 773-3298.
Colk, Alma Lorraine, M.Mus., Asst. in Music.
4090 Music. —Apt. 309, 512 E. Stoughton, C, 359-7671.
Collard, Janine, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305 Noyes Lab., 333-7069. —Apt. 5, 505 E. White. C. 359-4662.
•Collenberger, Mary Ann (Robert E.), Card Punch Operator II. Audio-Visual Aids Service. Div.
of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7637. —2705 Donald Dr.. U., 367-1653.
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Colley, John David, M.F.A., Asst. Prof, of Art.
138 Fine Arts, 333-1619. —705 W. Nevada, U., 344-3471.
•Collier, Beulah E. (James E.), Clerk-Typist I, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
Rm. 240, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —1510 Kingsway, C, 352-0604.
'Collier, James E. (Beulah E.). Bowling Alley and Billiard Room Attendant, Illini Union.
333-2526. —1510 Kingsway, C, 352-0604.
Collins, Carolyn S., M.A., Asst. in Speech.
230 Illini Hall. 333-2057. —2604 1/2 S. Anderson, U., 367-1887.
•Collins, Floyd Ivan (Ethyl F.), Res. Asst. in Plant Breeding and Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
C-109 and W-110 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —709 S. Randolph, C, 356-2325.
Collins, Joella Marie, Accounting Clerk II, University Press.
102 University Press, 333-0950. —2609-B Dale Dr., C, 359-7281.
•Collins, Laura Jean (Larry L.), Clerk-Typist II, Graduate College.
338 Adm., 333-0038. —207 E. White, C.
Collins, Mary, Library Clerk II, Biology Library.
101 Burrill Hall, 333-3654. —624 S. Fifth, C.
Collins, Peter, M.A., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3162. —713 Dover PI., C, 356-5818.
•Collins, W. Leighton (Anita W.), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Emeritus.
4600 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. (20008), 363-4649.
•tCollinson, Charles (Mary E.), Ph.D.. Geologist and Head of Stratigraphy and Areal Geology
Section, State Geological Survey; Prof, of Geology.
239 Natural Resources, 344-1481; 144C Natural History, 333-9051. —1806 Clover Lane, C,
356-1257.
•tCollishaw, Anslie Norman (Edith W.), B.S., Chief, Res. Support Ofc, U.S. Army Construction
Engineering Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —R.R. 1, 34 Briarcliff, Mahomet (61853),
586-2728.
•Colson, Jackie Rose (John G.), Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —1101 W. Oregon, U., 328-3794.
•Colson, John G. (Jackie), M.S., Res. Asst. in History and Philosophy of Education.
114 Commerce Annex, 333-3003. —1101 W. Oregon, U., 328-3794.
•tColvin, James C. (Carol), A.B., Staff Assoc. University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —810 W. Indiana, U., 344-4150.
tColvin, (Mrs.) Verena Mary, Tech. Asst., State Water Survey.
P.O. Box 409, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1607. —Apt. 6, 118 W. Douglas, Naperville
(60540), 312-355-3070.
•Colwell, Richard J. (Ruth C), Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education and of Music.
57 E. Armory, C, 333-1027,; 3006 Music Bldg., 333-3565. —406 W. Michigan, U., 344-6543.
•Combes, Harry A. (Rebecca), M.S., Asst. Prof, of P. E. for Men. BAC205 Old Gym.,
181 I.M.P.E. B.dg., 333-1681. —611 W. Green, C, 352-3378.
•Combest James Leonard (Ruby E.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 2, Box 2-C,Rankin (60960), 379-3496.
•Combest, Ruby Edith (James L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 2. Box 2-C, Rankin (60960), 379-3496.
•Combs, Beverly Ann (Charles), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Clark County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
201 N. Michigan, Marshall (62441), 217-826-8631. —R.R. 5, Marshall (62441), 217-826-2735.
•Combs, Don Whitney (Gerri), M.F.A., Asst. in Theatre.
4-114 K.C.P.A., 333-6116. —207 1/2 N. Busey, U., 344-1052.
Combs, (Mrs.) Irene Katherine, Maid, Housing Division, Retired.
1303 N. Hickory, C, 359-0221.
•Comeau, Mary Gail (Wayne M.), B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-215 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —Lot 43, 604 N. Maple, U., 367-4999.
Comerford, Leo Paul, Jr., M.S., Teaching Fellow in Mathematics.
318 Coble Hall, 333-6209. —701 W. Michigan, U., 367-9699.
Comerford, Susan K., Clerk-Stenog. II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4110. —210 E. Washington, Tolono (61880).
•Compton, Ann B. (Frank C). Adm. Secy., College of Engineering.
106 Engineering Hall, 333-2152. —1202 W. Daniel, C, 356-3075.
Compton, lone, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —1209 Perkins, U., 367-0297.
•Compton, John A. (lone R.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 4. U.. 367-0297.
Compton, Marion E., B.S., R.N., Asst. in Path, and Hygiene, Retired.
610 E. Washington, U., 367-0090.
•Compton, Phyllis Jean (Thomas K.), Campus Tour Guide, Campus Tour Office.
115 Illini Union, 333-3668. —Apt. 322, 1107 W. Green, U.. 344-4167.
Condon, Stephanie, Univ. Ofc. of Short-Range Planning and Control.
201 Illini Tower, 333-0398 —609 W. Healey, C.
Conerty, Cleta A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Educ. Psych.
334 Education, 333-2245. —R.R. 2, U., 643-3635.
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•Conerty, Francis Patrick (Ethel R.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Agronomy
W-316 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —705 S. Anderson, U., 367-3536.
*Conerty, John Henry (Ethel M.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div
910 W. Union, C, 352-1670.
'tConklin, Dolores G. (Charles M.), Purchasing Agent, Agricultural Res. Service, USDA
271 Bevier Hall, 367-/221, 367-4641. —2311 Roland Dr., C. 356-5807.
'Conlee, George Wilbur (Grace), Potter, Dept. of Ceramic Eng
104 Ceramics, 333-3009. —1101 N. Division, U., 367-4353.
*Conley, Eileen Marie (James A.), Clerk-Stenog III, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. -508 N. Willis, C, 359-0383.
•Conley, John Arthur (Mary E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Health and Safety Education; Asst.
Director, Safety and Driver Education Lab.; Undergraduate Program Director
80 Huff Gym., 333-2106. —724 S. Elm Blvd., C, 352-8509.
*Conlin, Patrick Charles (Ann), Food Administrator II, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-2176. —2506 Scovill Circle, U., 367-6545.
Connaughton, Martin, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —Apt. A, 2022 S. Orchard, U.
'Connelly, Hugh T. (Sandra), B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —Apt. 6, 109 S. Busey, U., 367-8360.
•Connor, Gregory John (Sue), M.A., Instr., Police Training Institute.
359 Armory, 333-2337; Lisle (60532), 312-968-8096. —2305 Tamarack, C, 356-5174.
•Conour, Susan E., Key Punch Operator I, Ofc. of Adm. Data Processing.
54 Adm.
•Conour, Vera Kathryn (Richard), Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-4827. —East Forest Estates, Box 3, Atwood (61913), 578-2569.
•Conover, Buford Vincent (Dorothy M.), Transportation Operator, Div. of Rehab.-Educ.
Services.
151 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4617. --503 N. Russell, C, 356-3671.
•Conover, Judith Lee, Secy., Presidents Office.
364 Adm., 333-4706. —266 S. Dewey, U., 367-2109.
•Conrad, Harry Edward (Carolyn C), Ph.D., Prof, of Biochemistry.
499A Adams Lab., 333-3900. —2202 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-1000.
•Conroy, James Donald (Katherine L.), Ph.D., D.V.M., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
36C Vet. Med., 333-3533. —1905 Moraine Dr., C, 359-2286.
•Conry, Thomas Francis (Sharon S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
8 Transportation, 333-0496. —1901 Rebecca Dr., C, 352-8942.
•Considine, William J. (Claudia E.), P.E.D., Asst. Prof, of Physical Education.
131 Freer Gym., 333-7009. —2034 S. Burlison, U., 367-4584.
•Consoer, Reaullua June (Lewis), Typing Clerk II, Housing Div.
120 M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-4868. —Roger's Mobile Estates, Lot 48VV, Tolono(61880),
485-5311.
•Converse, George Arthur (Donna L.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
208 Coble Hall, 333-6337. —1302 Winding Lane, C, 359-6239.
Conyers, Milton E., Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Mattoon, 234-9489.
*Cook, Barbara J. (Jimmy T.), Accounting Clerk I, Housing Div.
1321 S. Oak, C, 333-1410. —478 Macon, Mahomet, 586-2673.
•Cook, Betty Jean (Howard), Typing Clerk III, Gen. Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div., Business
Ofc.
202 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0817. —Rt. 46, St. Mary's Rd., C, 344-3566.
•Cook, Cheryl L. (Terry L.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1733. —1604 Henry, C, 352-7672.
•Cook, Douglas Jefferson (Bernice L.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —207 N. Jefferson, Mahomet (61853), 586-2166.
'tCook, Edward Paul (Barbara J.), B.S., Watershed Planning Staff Leader, Soil Conservation
Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3787. —807 Maplepark Dr., C, 356-8981.
•Cook, Freddie Mae (Jerome H.), Accounting Clerk I, Learner,
103 University Press, 333-0950. —310 E. Hill, C, 352-3057.
•Cook, Howard (Betty J.), Herder Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Swine Barn, 333-0153. — Rt. 46, St. Mary's Rd., C, 344-3566.
Cook, J. Carter, Jr. (Joan), B.S., Spectroscopist, School of Chemical Sciences.
31 Noyes Lab., 333-2545. —42 Sherwin Dr., U.. 344-4340.
•Cook, Mary Lucille (James E.), Clerk-Typist III, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2714. —625 Broadmeadow, Rantoul (61866). 893-1141.
'Cook, Norman T. (Fleta), Grounds Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —206 E. Adams, Villa Grove (61956), 832-5801.
•Cook, Peggy J. (Lawrence H.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Inst, of Labor and Indus. ReL
223 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-2386. —1502 Chateau Lane, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7687.
•Cook, Ralph LaVerne (Gladys), Ph.D., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering.
209 Ceramics, 333-1457. —30 Greencroft, C, 352-9181.
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'Cook, Ralph, Leslie (Judith C), Bldg. Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2702 E. Washington. U.
•Cook, Ronald John (Katharine M.). B.S.. Asst., Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
175 Rehab.-Educ. 333-4609. —Apt. 12. 508 S. Mattis. C. 352-3982.
•Cook, Sharon (Gene M.). Clerk-Typist III. School of Chemical Sciences.
106 Noyes Lab.. 333-0711. —1202 S. Lynn. U.. 367-4850.
Cook, V. Sue, Clerk-Tvpist III. College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall. 333-3528. —207 Jefferson. Mahomet (61853). 586-2166.
'Cook, Walter Russell (Merle C). Senior Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Botany. Retired.
R.R. 2. Tolono (61880). 485-5362.
Cooksey, John M., M.S. Res. Asst.. Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education. 333-0740. —URH-247 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4788.
•fCooley, David Benjamin (Maxine A.). Adm. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
117 Natural Resources. 189-203. 344-1481. —P.O. Box 61. Seymour (61875), 687-5200.
•Cooley, Kenneth Bradley (Esther S.). Dup. Mach. Operator III. Stenographic Bureau.
1203 W. Oregon. L\. 333-1601. —313 Elm. P.O. Box 507. St. Joseph. 469-2380.
tCooley, Tim A., M.S.. Asst. Specialist in Extension Entomology. State X.H. Survey.
282 Natural Resources. 333-6650. —711 S. Foley. C. 359-6612.
"Coolidge, William Francis (Isabel I.). B.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Agriculture Extension, Emeritus.
27235 El Rancho Dr.. Sun City. Calif. (92381) 679-2473.
•Coombs, Fred Stokes (Nancv U.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Political Science.
260A Lincoln Hall. 333-0017. —116 W. Florida. L\. 367-6777.
Coombs, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Tvpist III. Dept. of Mathematics.
269 Altgeld Hall. 333-3351. —Apt. 8. 410 E. Michigan. U., 329-1954.
Coombs, Virginia, M.A.. Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3080 Foreign Lang.. 333-7654. —Apt. 21. 602 E. Stoughton. C. 359-8799.
•Coomer, Harriet Elaine (Robert J.). B.S.. Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Ford
Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
100 N. Hunt. Melvin (60952). 388-7791. —1302 N. Mattis, C, 352-5733.
•Coon, Larry L. (Nancy L.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser. Youth. Greene County. Cooperative Extension
Senice.
319 West Side Square. Carrollton (62016). 217-942-6996. —503 E. Clay, Roodhouse (62082).
217-589-4545.
Coope, Carol Arian, B.F.A.. Scientific Artist, Dept. of Botanv.
404 Natural History. 333-2797. —106 N. Busey. L\. 328-1883.
Coope, Daniel F. M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
220 Physics Res. Lab.. 333-3190. —1009 W. Springfield. L.
•Cooper, Duane H. (Phyllis). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof.. Coordinated Science Lab.. Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, and' Dept. of Physics.
3-129 C.S.L.. 333-2725. —918 W. Daniel. C. 356-9282.
•Cooper, James E. (Beverlv M). Compositor. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press. 333-3934. —2803 Judith Dr.. C. 352-1779.
'Cooper, James R. (Carolyn). J.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Finance.
320 D.K.H.. 333-2278: 1204 W. Nevada. U. —510 W. Main. L.. 344-7636.
tCooper, Jimmie Dale, Tech. Asst.. State Geological Survev.
Geol. Surv. Res. Lab.. 189-210. 344-1481 —Apt. 30. 1500 Anthony. C, 352-0412.
•Cooper, Joe Louis (Ruby). Elevator Mechanic Helper. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1006 N. Lincoln. L.
Cooper, Larry Philip, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Aero. & Astro. Eng.
103 Aero. Lab. B. 333-1104. —Apt. 34, 1205-B E. Florida. L.. 344-5454.
•Cooper, Lillie Edna (Ernest). Med. Technologist II. Dept. of Botany.
103 Morrill Hall. 333-3087. —1411 Greenbrier Dr.. C. 352-2788.
Cooper, Mehernosh N., M. Tech.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
28 D.C.L.. 333-6423. —LRH-749 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4900.
•tCooper, (Mrs.) Neva G., Lab. Technician II. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First. C. 333-6907. —Apt. 202. 2217 S. First. C. 344-7851.
'Cooper, Richard Lee (Norma S.). Ph.D.. Res. Agronomist. Regional Soybean Lab.. L.S.D.A.;
Assoc. Prof, of Plant Breeding and Genetics. On Leave of Absence until January 1973.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —2103 Mills Dr.. L\. 365-1836.
'tCooper, Walter Eugene (Helen). Tech. Assoc. State Geological Survey.
Geol. Surv. Res. Lab.. 189-210. 344-1481. —1205 S. Anderson. L\. 367-6889.
'tCope, Denise Alyene G. (Kenneth R.). B.S.. Tech. Asst. in Economic Entomology. State N.H.
Survev.
100 Biological Control Lab.. 333-4652. —Apt. 2. 1114 Broadmoor. C. 359-6435.
•TCope, Kenneth Raymond (Denise G.). .B.S.. Res. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
222 Natural Resources. 189-224. 344-1481. —1114 Broadmoor. C. 359-6435.
'Cope, Wayne E. (Dorothv M). Carpenter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — R.R., Homer. 896-2290.
'Cope, Wendy Aileen (William J.). Tab. Mach. Operator II. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-3102. —1907 W. Kirbv. C. 359-8024.
!
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Copeland, Graham C. B.A. Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 6, 1116 W. Illinois, U., 333-4498. —Apt. 4, 510 W. Green, U., 344-8733.
'Coplan, J. Eldie (Bernice E.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Mercer County, Cooperative
Extesion Service.
206 S.E. Third, Box 227, Aledo (61231). 582-2517. —317 Oakview, Aledo (61231), 582-2672.
'Corbally, John Edward, Jr. (Marguerite), Ph.D., President of the University
364 Adm., 333-3070. —711 W. Florida, U., 344-2010.
"Corby, Leo Arthur (Thelma R.), B.S., Structural Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3830. —204 S. State, C, 352-8339.
'Cord, Dwight W. (Verna), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1002 W. Main, U., 365-2947.
Cord, Jon, Janitor, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —1002 W. Main, U., 328-2947.
'Cordes, Eugene Roscoe (Aileen B.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Physics
100 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —512 Breen, C, 356-9566.
Cording, Edward James, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2221 Civil Eng., 333-6938; Rm. 423, 1346 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C.,
202-659-2670. —Apt. 6, 901 W. Springfield, U., 367-3528.
'Cording, Gail L. (Gary F.), Secy., Jo Daviers County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Bank Bldg., Box 1, Elizabeth (61028), 815-858-2273. —R.R. 1, Galena (61036), 815-777-1209.
Cordova, Iris N., Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-663-4893. —5316 N. Bowmanville, Chicago (60625).
312-759-6085.
'Corker, John Wright (Susan C). M.B.A., Asst. Dir. of Mini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0162. —410 W. Church, Savoy (61874), 359-5685.
'Corley, Robert Neil (Elinor A.), J.D., Prof, of Business Administration.
465 Commerce (W), 333-4592. —3204 Valleybrook Dr., C, 359-6330.
'Cormell, Larry R. (Nancy M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
493 Physics Bldg., 333-0505; 343 Physics Bldg., 333-4433. —Apt. 202 823 Oakland, U.,
367-4685.
'Corn, Carolyn Ann (Richard), Secy., Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
105 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4600. —105 S. Eighth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7634.
'Corn, Denver Carl (Mildred E.), Ed.M., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Sangamon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —832 Independence Ridge (62702),
Springfield, 546-2984.
'Cornells, Ivan (Jenny), M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
Ill Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4707. —Apt. 101, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-3507.
"Cornells, Jenny Simone (Ivan A.), Library Clerk II, Chemistry Library.
257 Noyes Lab., 333-3737. —Apt. 101, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-3507.
Cornelius, Lewis Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61870), 694-4139.
'Cornwell, Juanita Rae (Harland), Secy., Effingham County, Cooperative Extension Service.
119 S. Merchant, Effingham (62401), 342-6776. —125 W. John Adams, Altamont (62411),
618-483-6824.
'Cornwell, Ronald Eugene (Joyce A.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Jefferson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
814 1/2 Harrison, Mt. Vernon, 242-0780. —49 S.E. Crescent, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-2005.
'Corray, Hazel Mae (Mac), Clerk-Typist III, Mat. Res. Lab.
270 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1380. —1401 Garden Lane, C, 356-3584.
'Corray, Judith A. (Roger), Secy., Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —502 N. Seventh, Ste. Joseph (61873), 469-2507.
'Corray, Mac Harold (Hazel), Sheet Metal Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div., Retired.
1401 Garden Lane, C, 356-3584.
Corrigan, Dennis Michael, M.S., Chief Announcer, Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —107 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7996.
'Corten, Herbert Theodore (Laura), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321c Talbot Lab., 333-3175. —1811 Broadmoor, C, 356-7424.
'Cortes, Gonzalo (Maria F.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2514 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-6183. —Apt. A, 2016 S. Orchard, U., 344-5084.
Corzatt, Charlene Kaye, M.S., Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Fayette County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
118 N. Sixth, Vandalia (62471), 618-283-2753. —Beckman Mobile Home Ct„ Vandaha
(62471), 618-283-3368.
'Corzatt, Clifton Earle (Susan E.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
324 Altgeld Hall, 333-2677. —603 W. Green. U.. 328-1947.
Cosgrove, Michaela Ann, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4022 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —605 S. Third, C. 359-5759.
'Costa, Charles Michael (Margaret M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 N. Mattis, C, 359-2786.
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'Costello, George Albert (Dorothy J.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
309 Talbot Lab.. 333-4283. —801 Brighton Dr.. L'.. 367-2193.
'Costello, James Joseph (Lois M.). LL.M.. J.D.. University Counsel.
266 Adm.. 333-0563. —1116 Waverly Dr.. C. 359-3463.
'Costin, Frank (Lela B.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Psychology.
731 Psych. Bldg.. 333-2679. —701 W. Healey. C. 352-0704.
•Costin, Lela B. (Frank). M.S.W.. Prof.. Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
120" W. Oregon. U.. 333-2261. —701 W. Healey. C. 352-0704.
Cotter, Alice W. (Mrs.). B.A.. Head Resident. Allen Hall (South). Retired.
1725 Robert Dr.. C. 352-0839.
Cottingham, Erma, B.S.. Asst. Prof, of Home Economics 4-H Club Work. Emerita.
125 56TH Ave. South. St. Petersburg. Fla. (33705). 867-2131.
'Cotton, Virginia (Lavoise). Work Program Participant. Rock Island County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd.. East Moline (61244). 309-755-2189. —1602 Ninth St.. Rock Island
(61201). 788-6900.
'Cottrell, James Douglas (Beverly). B.S.. Data Processing Analyst II. Campus Ofc. of
Administrative Data Processing.
54 Administration. 333-3842. —513 S. Willis. C. 356-1746.
'Coulter, George A. (Renee R.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
P.O. Box 4005. C. —Apt. 9. 807 W. Illinois. U\. 352-6511. 367-2382.
'Coulter, Renee R. (George A.). B.S.. Asst. in Journalism.
38 Gregory Hall. —Apt. 9. 80^ W. Illinois. L\. 367-2382.
Coulthurst, James Joseph, M.Ed.. Bureau of Educ. Res.
284 Education. 333-4685. —509 W. Vine. C. 359-7998.
Courier, A. B., B.S.. Asst. Program Dir.. Illini Union Student Activities.
284 Illini Union. 333-3666. —1007 S. Anderson. U\. 36^-8960.
•Courson, Joanne D. (Roger L.). Clerk-Typist III. College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall. 333-3380. —1911 S. Prospect. C. 352-6138.
'Courson, Roger Lee (Joanne D.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof.. Vocational Agriculture Service.
434 Mumford Hall. 333-3873. —1911 S. Prospect. C. 352-6138.
•Courter, John Wilson (Marv W.), Ph.D.. Assoc Prof, of Horticulture.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2. Simpson (62985).
695-2410.
•Courter, Mary W. (John W.). B.S.. Lab. Asst. II. Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2. Simpson (62985).
618-695-2410.
Courtney, James A., Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —108 N. Church. Homer (61849).
'Courtney, June Adelle (James C). Secv.. Boone County. Cooperative Extension Service.
930 W. Locust. Belvidere (61008). 544-2618. —104 N Hill. Poplar Grove (61065),
815-765-2415.
•Cousins, Edward Arthur (Lila E). B.S.. Asst. to Dir. of Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-1417. —20 Woodland Dr. West. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7188.
•Coussens, Nadine Alice (George F.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Fulton County.
Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 68. Lewistown (61542). 309-547-2206. —401 S. Madison. Lewistown, (61542).
309-547-3473.
Covert, Donna Joyce, M.S.. Inst, in Foods. Dept. of Home Econ.
467 Bevier Hall. 333-1267. 333-0892. —Apt. 203. 57 E. Healey. C. 359-9072.
•Coviello, Phyllis Jean, (Peter R.). A. Bus.. Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Vet. Med.
143 Vet. Med.. 333-2766. —195 Franklin Blvd.. Candlewood Estates. Mahomet (61853),
586-3253.
Covington, Victoria Louise, MM.. Resident Adviser. Lincoln Avenue Residence.
Ofc. Lincoln Avenue Residence. 333-0200. —URH-111 Lincoln Avenue Residence. U\.
332-2815.
Cowan, J Ronayne, Field Dr. and Resident Scholar. Tehran Research Unit. University of Tehran.
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit
309 Illini Tower. 333-19 7 7. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
'Cowell, Billie Strawn (James L.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
232 Burrill Hall. 333-3122. —Apt. 2. 107 W. California. U\.
'Cowes, Hugo W. (Maria del Rosario). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Spanish. On leave of absence First
semester of 1972-73.
4004 Foreign Lang.. 333-8277. —902 S. Lincoln. U.. 344-0382.
•Cowger, Charles D. (Judith M.). M.A.. Instr. in Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon. U\. 333-2261. —1007 E. Michigan. U.. 367-2768.
•Cowsert, Calvin H. (Barbara). M.S.. Sr. Extension Adviser. Coop. Ext. Serv.
N. Route 128. Box 370. Shelbwille (62565). 774-4321. —1101 N. Wood. Shelbyville (62565).
774-4265.
•tCox, Betty C. (Edward L.). Tech. Asst.. State Geological Survev.
227 Natural Resources. 189-219. 344-1481 —2011 Southwood. C. 352-1750.
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*Cox, Carol Sue (Darrell E.), Chief Clerk, University Honors Programs
1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-0825. —3008 Flessner Rd., U., 344-4823.
*Cox, Darrell E. (Carol S.), Ph.D., Asst. Botany.
239 Morrill Hall, 333-0246. —3008 Flessner Dr., U., 344-4823.
*Cox, Delano K. (Marlene W.), Ph.D., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S.; Assoc. Prof, of Botany
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-6628; 116 Mumford Hall. 116 Burrill Hall. —1410 W Clark C
352-2908.
"Cox, Donald R. (Margie L.), Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2211 Roland Dr., C, 352-7779.
*Cox, Lane Wilson (Joyce Ann), Broadcasting Engr., Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —2304 Rainbow View, U., 367-6398.
•Cox, Leta M. (Jess E.), Secy., Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
109 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4603. —906 Scottsdale Dr., C, 359-2303.
*Cox, Martin James (Jacquelyn A.), Rehab. Trans. Operator, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
151 Rehab.-Education Center, 333-4616. —416 Fairview Dr., C, 356-8744.
*Cox, Willard Ray (Dorothy M.), Building Services Foreman, Housing Division.
Custodial Ofc, Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4633. —207 E. Main, Ogden (61859),
582-4905.
*Coy, Mina Mae (Paul H.), R.N., Staff Nurse, McKinley Health Service.
176 McKinley Health Center, 333-7518. —304 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1940.
*Coy, Paul Henry (Mina), M. Arch., Prof, of Architecture.
312 Architecture, 333-2599. —304 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1940.
Coy, Ruth L. M.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —Apt. 268, 304 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-0285.
*Crabb, Rachel (A. Richard), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Home Economics, Dupage County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 858-0355. —323 Parkway Dr.,
Wheaton (60187), 668-2676.
Crabb, Rosa L. (Mrs.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —705 N. Goodwin, U., 367-9684.
•Crabill, Melvin Richard (Linda K.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Dairy Science.
454 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —1605 Lincolnwood Dr., U., 367-2163.
•Crackel, Walter Clarence (Catherine L.), B.S., Res. Assoc, in Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
234 Vet. Med., 333-2399. —705 E. Fairlawn Dr.. U., 367-1593.
•Craft, Charles Vincent (Thelma Jean), Adm. Clerk, Short Courses and Conferences, Div. of
Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-2881. —2804 E. Washington, U., 367-1518.
•Craft, Darinka (Donald W.), Library Technical Asst., Special Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library, 333-1340. —504 W. Dodson, U., 344-6900.
•Craft, Thelma Jean (Charles V.), Accounting Clerk III, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1759. —2804 E. Washington, U., 367-1518.
•Craig, Carol Ann (Richard E.), Staff Nurse II, McKinley Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2700. —1103 W. Springfield, C, 359-6019.
•Craig, James Milton (Evelyn R.), A.B., Inst., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907. —401 N. Calhoun, Tolono (61880), 485-4130.
'tCraig, John H., Jr., (June), M.S., Microbiologist III, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —402 W. Linden, Tolono (61880), 485-5172.
•Craig, Robert Eugene (Florence), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence. —R.R. 2, Box 148, Areola (61910), 268-4215.
•Craig, Wayne L. (Mildred R.), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —804 W. Maple, C, 356-2254.
•Crain, Gilbert W. (Gwen S.), M.P.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H. —14 Roxbury Rd., U., 344-6005.
'Cramer, John Edward (Jean), M.S.J., Asst. Prof, of Radio and Television.
238 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1507 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 352-3759.
•Cramer, Ralph Ellsworth (Geraldine S.), M.S., Res. Assoc. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics, Emeritus.
F-7 Country Club Estates, Cape Coral. Florida (33904), 542-3842.
Cramond, Richard, Jr., M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3150 Civil Eng., 333-8988. —URH-424 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2284.
Crandall, Robert Dennis, Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Civil Engineering.
1201 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6418. —1212 W. Clark, U., 367-7877.
•Crandell, Robert A. (Mary Jane). M.P.H.. D.V.M.. M.P.H., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and
Hygiene; Senior Microbiologist, Vet. Diagnostic Med.
108 Vet. Med., 333-1620. —2408 Lyndhurst Dr., C. 359-7972.
'Crane, Glenn Wood (Dorothy D.), B.S., Ticket Control Supervisor, Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-3141. —2110 Lantern Hill Dr., U.. 367-6508.
tCrane, J. Leland, Ph.D., Assoc. Mycologist. Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N.H.
391 Natural Resources, 333-6887. —307 Elm Dr., Savoy (61874), 352-7322.
•Crane, Jann M. (Ronald W.), B.A., Typing Clerk III. McKinley Health Center
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718, 333-0027. -508 S. Lynn, C, 352-3667.
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•Crane, Ronald William (Jann M.), M.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
79 Adams Lab.. 333-4980. —508 S. Lynn, C, 352-3667.
•Crane, R. Bruce, (Helen M.), M.S., Civil Defense Ext. Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext.
117 Illini Hall, 333-4138. —1103 Mitchem Dr., L\, 344-6232, 344-6233.
•Crapse, Arthur Howell (Sophie I.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2. Rantoul (61866). 892-4510.
•Craven, Fred C. (Juanita), Operating Engr.. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —405 N. Harrison, Philo (61864). 684-2141.
•Craven, Juanita (Fred C), Clerk-Stenog. II. Aviation Res. Lab., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-3162. —P.O. Box 254, Philo (61864), 684-2141.
•Cravens, Billy George (Charline A.), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —205 S. Douglas, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9416.
Crawford, Anita Rae, B.S., Medical Technologist I, Dept. of Botany.
677 Morrill Hall, 333-4777. —1110 W. Clark, U.
Crawford, Arthur Bryan, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg.. 333-4136. —URH-419 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2279.
•Crawford, Chalmers Woodruff (Agnes). B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science, Emeritus.
808 W. Park. C, 352-8765.
•Crawford, Dan P. (Jean), Power Plant Operating Engr.. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2901 Carrelton. C, 352-7147.
•Crawford, Hazel McDaniel (Ernie), Secy.. Dept. of Elec. Eng.
153 E.E. Bldg., 333-2302. —1521 W. John, C, 352-3386.
Crawford, M. Lucille, Secy.. White County, County Cooperative Extension Service.
304 E. Robinson, Carmi, 382-9162. —R.R. 2, Enfield (62835), 963-2565.
•Crawford, Robert B. (Harriet), Ph.D., Prof, of History; Dir. of Center for Asian Studies.
Rm. 202, 1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —2514 Sangamon Dr., C, 356-8643.
•Crawford, Roy Kent (Charlotte), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physics.
372 Physics Bldg., 333-9468. —300 Bliss Dr., U., 367-8057.
•Crawford, Wendell E. (Patricia). B.S.. Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3588. —2204 Vawter, U., 367-1847.
•Crays, Betty Mae (Donald W.), Financial Aids Adviser II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2180. —210 S. Grove. U., 367-2774.
•Crays, Chauncey Depew (Oma B.), Sound Technician Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services,
Retired.
R.R. 2, Monticello (61856). 762-3309.
•Crays, Donald William (Betty M.), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —210 S. Grove, L\, 367-2774.
Creamer, Bruce C, M.S.. Bibliographer, Library; Instr. in Library Administration.
220d Library. 333-3441. — 1709D Valley Rd., C, 356-1774.
•Creech, Henry Stewart (Gwen). Accountant I. Dept. of Agricultural Engineering, Retired.
652 E. Meyer, Monticello (61856). 217-762-4231.
Creech, (Mrs.) Mary E., Chief Clerk, Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data Processing .
54 Adm., 333-4801. —Fithian (61844).
•Creek, James Eugene (Beverly J.), Storekeeper III, Office Supply Storeroom, Business Office.
Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0184. —215 E. Reynolds, Tolono (61880). 485-5169.
Creekmur, Dale Irvin, Accounting Clerk II. Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109. 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —102 S. Dewey, U., 367-2267.
'Creese, Walter Littlefield, (Eleanor). Ph.D., Prof, of Architecture; Assoc, Center for Advanced
Study.
103 Architecture. 333-1798. —1817 Moraine Dr., R.R. 1, C, 359-9148.
•tCremeens, Charles Randall (Donna J.), Agr. Res. Technician, Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
178 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —2010 Joanne Lane. C. 352-9044.
•Crenshaw, Willas Dale (Wanda), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Whiteside County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 815-772-4075. —601 N. Base, Morrison (61270),
815-772-2613.
•Cressey, Richard N. (Sharon A.). Storekeeper, SKC. USN. Dept. of Naval Science.
236c Armory. 333-1062. —804 LaSell Dr., C. 356-1671.
•Creswell, William Herbert, Jr. (Jean M.), Ed.D., Prof, of Health Education; Head of Dept. of
Health and Safety Educ.
117 Huff Gym. 333-2307. —1501 W. William. C. 359-1877.
•Cribbet, John Edward (Betty), J.D.. LL.D.. Dean of College of Law; Prof, of Law.
209 Law. 333-0930. —1412 Waverly Dr., C, 352-6092.
Crinigan, (Mrs.) Ann Phalen, Electrocardiographic Technician. Health Service.
95 McKinley Health Center. 333-2834. —Box 37. Ivesdale (61851), 564-3625.
•Crissman, Clarissa J. (Robert W.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. o/ Elem. Educ.
306 Education, 333-2560. —2206 Barberry Dr.. C, 356-0224.
'Crissman, Lawrence William, (Jeanne D.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Anthropology.
209F Davenport Hall. 333-0801. —2509 Sangamon. C. 359-5360.
•Crist, Annetta Kay (Roy), Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
268 Adams Lab., 333-2255. —Oakwood (61858). 354-4980.
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'tCrist Carey Rothrock, B.S., Asst., Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N H Survey
385 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —R.R. 2, U., 367-9777.
Crockett, Katie Mae, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —1633 Russell, East St. Louis (62207).
618-274-2492.
•Crockett, Lenora Eunice (Deved), Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —503 N. Fifty-second, East St. Louis
(62203), 618-397-8659.
Crockett, Ronald W., Jr., B.E., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2113 Civil Eng., 333-6932. —1206 Bromley Hall, 910 S. Third, C, 337-5325.
Croft Betty Mary Ellen, M.A., M.S., Prof, of Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3285. —708 S. Maple, U., 367-5905.
•Croisant Phyllis T. (William J., Je), B.A., Asst. in P.E.
B 98 I.M.P.E., 333-7553. —Apt. D, 2075 S. Orchard, U., 344-5461.
•Croisant William (Phyllis), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
420 Ceramics, 333-0332, 333-0453. —2075-D S. Orchard, U., 344-5461.
'tCrompton, Robert Dale (Leta M.), Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
Havana (62644), 543-3950. —833 E. Adams, Havana (62644), 543-3707.
tCromwell, Dorothy, Secy., Federal-State Agency Functions, State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation.
102 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4621. —1731 Westhaven Dr., C, 352-7561.
•Cronau, Edward William (Mildred B.), Instrument Maker. Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —1605 Jeanne, C, 352-1383.
•Cronau, Mildred Agnes (Edward W.), Typing Clerk III, Accounting Div. Business Ofc.
257 Adm., 333-0978. —1605 Jeanne, C, 352-1383.
•Crooks, Mina Jean (Terence J.), M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
25 Psych. Bldg. —Apt. 2, 608 S. State, C, 352-4540.
Crooks, Robert F., B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
325 East Chem., 333-4988. —403 N. Elm, C, 352-1319.
•Crooks, Terence John (Mina), M.S., Res. Asst., Instructional Resources Ofc; Asst. in Physics.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —Apt. 2, 608 S. State, C, 352-4540.
Croom, Warren James, Jr., B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
220 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629; 315 An. Sci. Lab. —URH-948 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4943.
Cross, Larry, Ed.M., Asst. in Elementary Education.
333 Education, 333-1929. —Apt. El, 1605 Valley Rd., C, 359-7540.
Cross, Nancy Lee, Work Program Participant, Champaign County Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —601 Pfeffer Rd., U., 367-7833.
•Crothers, Milton Harold (Ruth G.), M.S., P.E., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
321 E.E. Bldg., 333-4208; 156 E.E. Bldg., 333-0716. —2104 Mills Dr., U., 367-0696.
Crotts, Glenna Gail, M.S., Editorial Asst., University School-College Relations Ofc; Asst. in Bus.
and Tech. Writing.
348 Illini Tower, 333-1171; 329 D.K.H., 333-3024. —Apt. 22, 800 S. Mahis, C, 359-0195.
Crouch, James Rolla, M. Arch. Eng., Instr. in Architecture.
2 Avenue de Paris, BP 8, Versailles, France 78001
•Crouse, Joyce Suzanne (Alan L.), B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Carroll County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Routes 64 and 78, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-9444. —R.R. 3, Mill Dr., Mt. Carroll (61053).
244-3805.
•Crouse, Marie Violet Letta (Marshall), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. - -U05 W. Johnson, Peoria (61605).
309-674-6079.
•Crowe, Christine (Donald R.), Secy., Peoria County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604) 309-685-7823. —3522 N. Yorkshire Dr., Peoria (61604).
309-676-3992.
•Crowe, Karen (Warren), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. -2844 5 1/2 Ave.. Rock Island
(61201).
•Crowell, Gene (Jo-Ann), Broadcasting Engr., Radio Station.
227 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1210 W. Church, C. 356-8063.
•Crowell, Michael Lewis (Loretta M.), B.S., Accountant III, Accounting Division, Business
Office.
279 Adm., 333-0780. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2015.
Crowl, Daniel A., B.S. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
195 Adams Lab. —Apt. 102, 105 E. John, C, 352-8872.
Crowley, Frances C, Clerk II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-0620. —Mahomet (61873). 897-2737.
•Crowley, Joseph Michael (Barbara), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineenng.
330L E.E. Bldg., 333-4732. —506 S. Elm, C. 352-3330.
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Crowley, Katherine Ruth, Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0214. —Mahomet (61853), 897-2737.
Crowley, Mary Irene, Chief Payroll Clerk, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2183. —Box 90, Mahomet (61853), 897-2737.
Crues, John V., A.B., Asst. in Physics.
57 Physics Bldg., 333-3128. —Apt. 309, 510 E. Stoughton, C, 356-7170.
Cruickshank, Donald, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
*Crum, Marguerite B. (Carl), Secy., Schuyler County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233, 322-6033. —R.R. 3, Rushville (62681), 322-3189.
Crumrine, Ann L., M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
339 East Chem., 333-3526. —Apt. 6, 505 E. White, C, 359-4662.
Cruse, Clara, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —829 Maple, C, 356-2144.
Crusius, Vera Claussen, (Mrs.), M.S., Instr. in Home Economics.
295 Bevier Hall, 333-2024. —505 E. Harding Dr., U., 333-2024. 344-3999.
*Cruthis, Homer Darrel (Patricia J.), M.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, DeWitt County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R. R. 2, Clinton (61727), 935-5764. —120 S. Walnut, Clinton (61727), 935-2647.
*Cruz, Jose Bejar, Jr. (Patria C), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Prof., Coordinated
Science Lab.
351 E.E. Bldg., 333-4212; 4-107 C.S.L., 333-0282. —2014 Silver Ct. West, U., 367-7523.
Cruz, Maria del Carmen, A.M., Asst. in Spanish.
4139 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —Apt. 5-3, 1011 S. Mattis, C, 356-1417.
*Cruz, Rafael Guillermo (Esperanza O.), LL.D., M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220S Library, 333-4164. —Apt. 5-3, 1011 S. Mattis, C, 356-1417.
Cruz-Cumplido, Maria-Isabel Dr. Chem., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Geology.
113B Natural History, 333-8212. —901 W. Springfield, U., 367-9634.
*Cuadrado, John L. (Peggy), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
224 Illini Hall, 333-1898. —808 Oakland, U., 367-0977.
Cudia, Dennis Frank, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
283 D.C.L., 333-6726. —606 E. Stoughton, C.
*Culbert, John Robert (Susie I.), M.S., Prof, of Floriculture.
205 Orn. Hort., 333-8656: 333-2123. —10 Circle Dr., Monticello (61856), 762-7162.
*Cullen, Joan Helen (James A.), Secy., Lake County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 306, Grayslake (60030), 312-223-4844. —212 Deerpath Rd., Wildwood (60030),
312-223-8963.
Culliney, Jay N., M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
255 D.C.L., 333-6884. —URH-95 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2419.
Culton, Jon W., B.S., Res. Engr., Coordinated Science Lab.
1-135 C.S.L., 333-3481. —412 W. Eureka, C, 356-1405.
•Culver, Charles James (Theresa K.), B.A., Inventory Supervisor, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
245 Adm., 333-0786. —405 N. Edwin, C, 356-8271.
Culver, Donna Lee, Electrician Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div., Retired.
333-2664. —3302 E. University, RR. 3, U., 359-9874.
•Culver, Lawson Blaine (Sunray L.), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Forestry; Ext. Forester.
21 1C Mumford Hall, 333-2777. —2312 S. Mattis, C, 352-5910.
*Cummings, Dorothy Norma (Roy N.), Typing Clerk II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2368. —705 1/2 W. Springfield, C, 356-3089.
Cummings, (Mrs.) Joan Ruby, B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Williamson
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 618-993-3304. —R.R. 6, Carbondale (62901), 457-7541.
•Cunningham, Aulikki Kokko (Clark E.), M.D., Res. Assoc, in Elect. Eng. 7 Physiology.
305 E.E. Annex, 333-6366. —602 Eliot Dr., U., 328-3658.
•Cunningham, Clark Edward (Aulikki K.), D. Phil., Prof, of Anthropology and of Preventive
Medicine; Head of Dept. of Anthropology; Coordinator of Chiang Mai-Illinois Coop. Ofc.
109e Davenport Hall, 333-0874; 330 Illini Tower, 333-9253. —602 Eliot Dr., U., 328-3658.
Cunningham, John Edward, Jr., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
57 Physics Bldg., 333-3128. —901 W. Springfield U., 344-7112.
•Cunningham, Joseph Bernard (Elizabeth M.), B.S., Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
805 W. Vermont, U., 344-1002.
•Cunningham, Ruskin Lewis (Lucy L.), Carpenter, Oper. and Maint. Div. On leave of absence.
P.P. Service Bldg. —908 W. Beardsley, C, 356-0026.
•Cunnington, Richard Lee (Luan), Asst. Steam Distribution Operator, Oper. 7 Maint. Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 571, 105 N. Elizabeth, Tolono (61880), 485-4675.
•Cupec, James C. (Susan), B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333-6837. —Apt. 116, 2101 W. White, C, 359-6980.
•Cupec, Susan R. (James C), Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
208 Adm., 333-3507. —Apt. 116, 2101 W. White, C, 359-6980.
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'Cureton, Thomas Kirk (Portia), Ph.D., Prof, of P.E. for Men and Dir. of Physical Fitness
Institute, Emeritus.
141 Armory, 333-1730. —501 E. Washington, U., 367-1262.
*Curl, Bruce E. (Sandra), B.S., Tech. Asst., University Civil Service System of Illinois
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —1707 Perkins Rd., U., 344-3493.
•Curran, Edward Lawrence (Robie), M.S., Staff Asst. in Chemistry, School of Chemical Sciences
107 Chem. Annex, 333-7227. —9 BelAire Ct., C, 359-5927.
Curran, Michael A., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Russian.
3117 Foreign Lang., 333-1493. —Apt. 34B, 1209 E. Florida, U., 344-6911.
'Curry, Linda M. (Dean), Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —R.R. 1, Mansfield (61854), 489-3168.
•Curry, Rita Marie (Phillip L.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall, 333-2890. —R.R. 2, 8 Bruce Acres, U., 344-7515.
•Curry, Robert Jerold (Barbara J.), B.S., Ext. Adviser, Youth, Tazewell County, Cooperative
Extension Service
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —3 Florentine Ct., Pekin (61554), 346-1291.
•Curtin, Constance O'Hara (David Y.), Ph.D., Asst. in Russian, U.H.S.
214 U.H.S., 333-8203. —3 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5149.
•Curtin, David Y. (Constance O.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
354 Adams Lab., 333-0797. —3 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5149.
•Curtin, Theodore William (JoAnn), M.Ext.Ed., Asst. Prof, of Forestry.
211 Mumford Hall, 333-2777. —2001 Lynwood Dr., C, 356-4471.
•Curtis, Dale Leonald (Edna L.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —610 W. Bradley, C, 356-6960.
•Curtis, Doris Edith (Kenneth G.), B.A., Assoc. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Cooperative Extension
Service.
116 1/2 E. Washington, Morris, 815-942-0177, 815-942-2725. —745 E. Main, Morris (60450),
815-942-1789.
•Curtis, Elfra Ira (Helen R.), Building Service Worker, Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —208 W. Charles, C, 352-6887.
'tCurtis, George Wayne (Martha P.), B.S., Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —R.R. 1, C, 356-4467.
•Curtis, Inez Goodwin (Joe W.), Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201f Turner Hall, 333-3423. —1603 Henry, C, 359-2795.
•Curtis, James Owen (Ruth E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
214 Agr. Eng., 333-1416. —505 S. Victor, C, 359-3153.
•Curtis, J. Arthur (Louise T.), Chief Arch. Draftsman, Architectural Div., P.P. Planning and
Construction, Retired.
1409 Grandview Dr., C, 352-8142.
Curtis, (Mrs.) Lelia A. House Director, Delta House.
903 W. Nevada, U., 344-1921.
•Curtis, Stanley Evan (Carol L.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Animal Science.
126 An. Sci. Lab., 333-7861. —Woodhill Apt. 104-13, R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2521.
Cusano, Cristino, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
356 M.E. Bldg., 333-2357. —Apt. 7, 1404 Grandview Dr., C, 359-7110.
•Cushing, Barry E. (Cherry L.), Ph.D., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Accountancy.
285 Commerce (W), 333-4538. —2211 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0377.
'Cushman, Martelle L. (Florence), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Education, Bureau of Educ. Res.
350 Armory, 333-1535. —409 Evergreen Ct. West, U., 344-8395.
•Cushman, Penelope Jane (John G.) Dipl. P.E., Asst., Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
176 Rehab.-Educ. Center,; 333-4609. —1942-D S. Orchard, U.
'Cusick, Patrick Kevin (Joan), D.V.M., Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
61 Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-6141. —1001 Harding Dr.. U., 344-5336.
•Cutler, James R. (Joyce A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
214 D.C.L., 333-1934. —Apt. B, 1823 Orchard PI., U., 344-1217.
•Cutler, Joyce R. (James), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
313 Altgeld Hall, 333-2520. —Apt. B, 1823 Orchard Place, U., 344-1217.
Cutler, Kenneth Lee, M.Mus., Supervisor of Music, Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1410 Centennial Dr., C, 352-0460.
•Cutler, Roger T. (Janet K.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
490 Physics Bldg., 333-4918. —Apt. 202, 811 Oakland, U„ 367-6548.
•tCylkowski, Robert R. (Delores), Comptroller, U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-651 1. 356-7534.
•Czajkowski, Peter John (Florence S.), M.S., Dir. of Univ. Ofc. of Long-Range Planning &
Analysis.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —2208 Barberry, C, 352-0211.
Czechowski, Michael J., B.S.F., Res. Asst. in Physics.
488 Physics Bldg., 333-4972. —808 E. Oregon, U., 344-1091.
•Czerwonka, Helen L (Donald L.), Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div. ...„.., _ Q , ,„ R
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. -P.O. Box 11, Longv.ew (61852),
896-2338.
Czestochowski, Joseph Stephan, A.B. Asst. in Art.
131 Fine Arts. —808 S. Lynn, U., 367-1878.
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Czyzewski, Phyllis Eloys, MA, Asst. in Spanish; Res. Adviser, Housing Div.
4021 Foreign Lang.. 333-8056. —Apt. 3, 58 E. Armory, C, 359-7976.
Dadant Melissa J., M.A., Asst. in French.
2036 Foreign Lang.. 333-2020. —Apt. 105. 310 E. Chalmers. C.
"Dade, Everett C. (Catherine A.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
227 Coble Hall. 333-6207. —405 W. Delaware, L\, 344-3503.
"Dahl, Delbert Theodore (Margery). M.S., Ext. Communication Specialist; Asst. Prof, of
Agricultural Communications.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —305 Brookwood Dr., 352-4851.
"Dahl, Dennis A. (Judy), Ed.D.. Asst. Dean. Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460. —1603 W. William. C, 359-2676.
•Dahl, Evelyn Rainey (Clifford W.). Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Alumni Relations and Records.
227 IUini Union. 333-1471. —1914 Maynard Drive. C. 352-3396.
*Dahl, John R. (Violet), M.A.. Assoc. Prof, of History: Assoc. Chairman of Dept. of History.
Assoc. Chairman of Dept. of History.
300C Gregory Hall, 333-4195. —1205 Park Terrace Lane. C, 359-4214.
"Dahlenburg, Lyle M. (Ann L.). B.S.. Chief Accountant. Business Ofc, Emeritus.
117 W. Pennsylvania. U., 367-1586.
"Dahlstrom, Sigfrid August (Lilly J.), B.S.. Specifications Writer. Arch. Div., P.P. Planning and
Construction. Retired.
R.R. 2, 3939 S. First Street Rd., C, 359-5663.
"Daigh, George LaRue, Jr. (Nancy K.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Assistant State 4-H Program
Leader. Cooperative Extension Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —1703 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-7591.
"Daigh, Nancy K. (George L.). B.S.. Asst. Specialist in Elementary Education.
311 Education, 333-1841. —1703 S. Cottage Grove. U.. 367-7591.
"Dakin, Alice M. (Herbert W.). B.S.. Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie. Decatur (62522). 422-6809. —151 S. Lake Shore Dr.. Decatur (62621).
422-4601.
"Dalbey, Raymond Carl (Barbara E.), Superintendent of Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus
Publications. Emeritus.
402 W. High. U.. 367-1271.
"Daley, Anne Council (Clifford Lee). B.S.. Personnel Officer II. Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services, 333-2137. —218 Holiday Drive, Tuscola (61953), 253-4574.
Daley, L. N., M.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
203 D.C.L.. 333-0658. —Apt. 40, 1001 E. Colorado, U.. 344-3282.
Daley, Roxanne, Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Physics.
215 Physics Bldg. 333-3645. —Apt. 18, 204 W. Washington, U., 367-6514.
Dalgish, Gerard M., B.A.. Res. Asst. in Linguistics.
20 Children's Res. Center Bldg.. 333-1850. —502 W. Griggs. U., 344-0749.
"Dalheim, Eric Lionel (Barbara L.). M.M.. Assoc. Prof, of Music.
215 S.M.H. —2202 E. Vermont. L\. 344-8116.
Dallas, Carol Ann, Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Horticulture.
124 Mumford Hall, 333-0352. —Apt. 6, 811 W. Hill, C, 352-3712.
"Dallas, Dorothy Marie (Robert). Work Program Participant. Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie. Decatur (62522). 422-6809. 422-4766. —927 E. William. Decatur (62521).
422-0903.
"Dallas, Lois Marian (Stanley R.). Chief Clerk. Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-106 Civil Eng.. 333-1516. —101 S. Coler, U.. 367-4898.
"Dalton, Gary C. (Melvena R.). Meat Cutter Housing Div.
24 Central Food Stores. 33-1453. —R. R.l. Mahomet (61853). 586-2737.
"Dalton, Seaward H. (Man- O.). Job Pressroom Foreman. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications. Retired.
506 W. Healey. C. 352-5862.
"tDamberger, Heinz H. (Maria L.). Dr.rer.nat.. Assoc. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
219 Natural Resources. 189-262. 344-1481. —604 W. Indiana. U. 344-3003.
"Dameron, Marsha (Everett). Clinical Lab. Technician. Health Service.
86 McKinley Health Center, 333-2750. —403 S. Dodson Dr., U., 344-7522.
"tDamewood, Dorothy Elaine (Donald), Secy, to Business Mgr.. Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall. 333-1281. —
.
"Damos, Diane Lynn (Brvan Coolican), B.S.. Res. Asst.. Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab.. Airport. 333-3162. —Apt. 453. 106 Holiday Park Dr.. C. 356-1429.
Damrow, Daniel F., B.A.. Asst. in Geologv.
Rm. 8. 1116 W. Illinois. 333-4498. —URH-85 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2411.
"Danforth, David Durham (Erna M). Pipefitter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —109 S. Walnut. Onarga (60955). 815-268-7292.
"Daniel, Donnie L. (Dianne M.). M.S.. Asst. in Economics.
10 D.K.H.. 333-2309. —1310 Duncan Rd.. C. 359-0266.
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Daniel, Philip Terrie, M.Ed., Resident Director-Coordinator, Housing Div
124 Snyder Hall, 333-2394. —URH-130 Snyder Hall, C, 332-1647.
•Danielewicz, Edward J., Jr. (Alma Jean), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering
200J E.E. Res. Lab., 333-0208. —804 S. Cedar, U.. 367-8889.
•Davielewicz, Alma-Jean (Edward J., Jr.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Home Economics
155 Bevier Hall. —804 S. Cedar, U., 367-8889.
•D'Aniello, Michael, J., Jr. (Susan), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305 Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. D, 2042 S. Orchard. U., 367-8538.
•D'Aniello, Susan J. (Michael J., Jr.), Clerk-Typist II. Extramural Classes. Div. of Univ. Ext
101 Illini Hall, 333-3061. —2042-D S. Orchard, U., 367-8538.
'Danielson, Ronald L (Joanne), M.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333P6837. —502 S. Broadway, U., 367-0459.
•Danison, Vern Ward (Ruby), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 92, Cisco (61830), 669-8011.
Danko, Henry, B.A., Asst. in Biology.
Rm. 303, 1204 W. Oregon, U. —311 E. John, C, 344-4187.
•Danner, Ellis (Irene S.), M.S., Prof, of Highway and Transportation Engineering, Dept. of Civil
Eng.
201 Engineering Hall, 333-3819. —1016 W. Union, C, 352-3274.
Danner, Mary Jane, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —110 Lynn, Ogden (61859), 582-6165.
Darby, Thomas Paul, M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
113 Min. and Met. Bldg., 333-0727. —707 S. Sixth, C.
*Darland, L Katherine (Garrett J.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
122 Mumford Hall, 333-2661. —611 S. Garfield, C, 356-1047.
*Darrow, Carroll Kenneth (Esther L.), M.S., Res. Assoc, Vocational Agr. Service.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-3873. —Box 96, 101 Lane, Potomac (61865), 987-4192.
•Darwin, David (Diane M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2113 Civil Eng. —2003 E. Michigan, U., 344-8935.
*Dauffenbach, Robert C. (Ann), M.A., Asst., Center for Advanced Computation.
470 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-8023. —1006 S. Anderson, U„ 367-0247.
*Daugherty, James Cannon (Diane D.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, LaSalle County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
301 1/2 W. Madison, Ottawa (61350), 433-4433. —R.R. 4, Parks Lane, Ottawa (61350).
433-3642.
*Dauten, Paul M., Jr. (Gloria), Ph.D., Prof, of Business Administration.
117 Commerce (W)., 333-4510. —917 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-2809.
Davenport, Joanna, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E.
128 Freer Gym., 333-9136. —Apt. B-3, 1611 Valley Rd., C, 359-0079.
Davenport, Joyce Elaine, B.A., Asst. in French.
2034 Foreign Lang. —URH-319 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4691.
•Davenport, Richard (Janice), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
433 Morrill Hall, 333-3566.
•Davidson, Clarence John (Nada), Equal Opportunity Officer I, Affirmative Action Ofc.
105 Personnel Services, 333-4660. —607 N. Poplar, C, 356-2057.
•Davidson, Donald Edwin (Laura M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —105 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-5228.
•Davidson, Edward Hutchins (Ann S.), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
102B English, 333-2391. —2116 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6100.
•Davidson, Forster (Nadya S.), Ph.D., Specialist in Soybean Inoculum, G. B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology, Pant Nagar, U. P., India, under Overseas Projects.
Davidson, John R., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
169 Noyes Lab., 333-2618. —URH-88 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2413.
•Davidson, Larry James (Nancy M.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —16 Warren, St. Joseph, 469-7517.
Davidson, Mark P., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg., 333-2807. —406 E. Green. C.
•Davies, Annis Eleanor (Richard C), Typing Clerk II, Alumni Relations and Records.
227 Illini Union, 333-1476. —Armstrong (61812), 569-3531.
•Davies, Bruce (Maureen S.), M.S., Asst. in P.E.
B-95 I.M.P.E., 333-7602. —Apt. 305, 908 S. Locust, C, 359-8677.
•Davies, Maureen Susan (Bruce), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Student Programs and Services Ofc.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —Apt. 305, 908 S. Locust, C, 359-8677.
•Davis, Anna Lee (George H.), Secy., Saline County, Cooperative Extension Service
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 253-7711. -R.R. 4. Harnsburg (62946). 252-3646.
Davis, Candance J., B.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Pat. and Hygiene.
Vet. Res. Farm, 333-1445. —Apt. 4, 408 E. Main, U., 344-6699.
•Davis, Carl Lee (Beulah), Ph.D., Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Dairy Science.
315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1836; Nutrition Field Lab., 333-2296. -1221 Gertrude. C, 356-1581.
•Davis, Celia Rogers (Daniel L.), M.A., Asst., Unit for Foreign Language Studies and Research.
and Computer-based Education Res. Lab.
357 Eng. Res Lab., 333-6500; G-89 Foreign Lang. 333-1719. -2806 Carrelton Dr.. C.
356-3747.
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'Davis, Charles E. (Golda F.). Electrician Foreman. Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
404 W. Dodson Dr.. L\, 367-4874.
Davis, Charles Joseph, B.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H.. 333-1613. —310 E. Daniel, C. 367-3798.
*Davis, Daniel L. (Celia R.). M.S.. Instr.. Center for Electron Microscopy. School of Life Sciences.
94 Bevier Hall. 333-7050, 333-2108. —2806 Carrelton Dr.. C. 356-3747.
Davis, Doris Adena, Clerk III. Dept. of Physics.
231 Physics Bldg., 333-3114. —Apt. 4. 1517 W. Healey. C. 352-0883.
*Davis, Edward Lee (Nancy L.), Assembly Hall Technician.
Assembly Hall. 333-3144. —701 W. Vermont. U., 344-5510.
* Davis, Edythe (Cecil B.), Chief Clerk, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1733. —1706 W. University. C, 356-2100.
*Davis, Elisabeth B. (James H.). M.S.. Biology Librn.; Instr. in Library Administration.
101 Burrill Hall. 333-3654. 333-0281. —44 Greencroft. C. 359-4816.
*Davis, Feme L. (Jean C). Accounting Clerk II. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. Savoy. 333-6471. —R.R. 1. Dewey (61840). 586-4512.
* Davis, George W. (Jackie R.). Data Processing Analyst I. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-6392. —R. R. 1. Sidney (61877). 688-2045.
'Davis, Glen (Opal E.). Grounds Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —307 Wilson. Villa Grove (61956). 832-2061.
Davis, Gordon Cole, Grounds Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —214 Illinois. Mansfield. 489-4299.
Davis, Helen, Work Program Participant. St. Clair County. Cooperative Extension Service.
35D Orr Weathers Apt.s. East St. Louis (62201). 618-233-0339. —Apt. 35 D. Orr Weathers
Apts.. East St. Louis (62201). 618-274-4157.
Davis, Jacqueline C, Clerk-Typist III. Div. of English as a Second Language.
3070 Foreign Lang.. 333-1506. 333-1507. —Apt. 2. 104 S. Grove. L\. 344-5583.
'Davis, James Henry (Elisabeth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Psychology.
333 Psychology Bldg.. 333-0008. —44 Greencroft. C. 359-4816.
Davis, James L., B.S., Operations Mgr.. Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Administration. 333-4805. —P.O. Box 214. U.. 367-7114.
'tDavis, Janet Kay (Robert), Clerk-Typist II. State Water Survey.
154 Water Resources. 333-4978. —501 Gray. Gibson City (60936). 784,4451.
tDavis, Janet Lynn, Clerk-Typist III, Univ. Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0811. —1848 Valley Rd.. C. 356-5667.
* Davis, Jean (Samuel L.), Clerk-Typist III. Admissions and Records.
177 Adm.. 333-0302. —1207 Dorie Miller Dr.. C. 352-5372.
* Davis, Jean C. (Feme). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Dewey (61840). 586-4512.
Davis, Jimmy Henry, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
267 Xoyes Lab.. 333-1532. —606 W. Ohio. U.. 344-5812.
*Davis, John B. (Ann), B.A.. Asst. in Philosophy.
403 Gregory Hall. 333-6667. —2103 Hazelwood Dr.. U.. 344-4752.
*Davis, John L. (Margaret J.). Lead Operating Engr.. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1803 Melanie Lane. C, 356-3826.
Davis, Joseph, M.S.. Asst. in Portuguese.
4123 Foreign Lang.. 333-8055. —URH-656 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4885.
•Davis, Kathy J. (Robert A.). Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Civil Eng.
1105 Civil Eng.. 333-3812. —1718 Paula Dr.. C. 352-8925.
'Davis, Lea Roe (Minerva). Locksmith. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
1504 W. Church. C. 352-8025.
'Davis, Linda Kay (Skip). B.S.. Computer Programmer II. School of Chemical Sciences.
152 Xoyes Lab.. 333-1728. —R.R. 1. U.. 643-7390.
'tDavis, Lowell Wallace (Mildred). Tech. Asst.. State N.H. Survey.
Biological Control Lab., 333-7430. —Sidney (61877). 688-2066.
Davis, Madeleine, Payroll Clerk II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-6480. —407 E. University, C.
'Davis, Malcolm Gail (Lorraine R.), Compositor, Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
Retired.
710 W. Green, U., 367-4855.
'Davis, Marvin Merrill, (Roberta P.). B.S.. Purchasing Asst. II. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
223 Adm.. 333-0778. —Sangamon Heights. Mahomet (61853). 586-4662.
Davis, Mary Ann, Clerk-Stenog. III. Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0050. —509 S. Fifth. C. 359-2079.
'Davis, Michael D. (Concetta M.). M.Ed.. Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education. 333-3757. —Apt. 9. 310 E. Michigan. U.. 344-8098.
'Davis, Nancy L. (Edward L.), M.S.. Acting Agriculture Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
226 Mumford Hall. 333-2416. —701 W. Vermont. U.. 344-5510.
Davis, Natalie Harlan, Scientific Artist. Dept. of Botany. Retired.
11450 North Shore Dr., Reston. Virginia (22070). 703-437-4569.
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Davis, Nora Marie, KeyPunch Operator I, Dept. of Chemistry
126 Noyes Lab., 333-3858. —Ill E. Church, C, 352-8278.
•Davis, Opal Edith (Glen), University School and College Relations Ofc.
351 Illini Tower, 333-2030. —307 Wilson, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2061.
•Davis, Paul M. (Marilynne B.), B.S., Instructor in Radio and Television
330 Gregory Hall, 333-7380. —44 Maple Court, C. 359-5676.
•Davis, Phillip Howard (Sandra), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Chemistry
49 Noyes Lab., 333-9075; 368 Noyes Lab., 333-3776.
-Apt. B, 2072 S. Orchard U
344-1042.
Davis, Porter H., M.B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
218 Lincoln Hall. —1003 W. Clark, U., 344-7450.
•Davis, Richard B., Jr., (Marline S.), Television Production Coordinator, Television Services
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —1106 Maple Park Dr.. C. 352-2175.
Davis, Richard W., Jr. (Mary E.), J.D., Asst. in Law.
104-r Law, 333-2117. —Apt. 18, 1200 S. Vine. U., 367-5108.
•Davis, Samuel Leroy (Jean G.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1207 Dorie Miller Dr., C, 352-5372.
•Davis, Sandra I. (James E.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, LaSalle County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —Box 27. Sheridan (60551), 815-496-2003.
•Davis, Sandra Whitworth (Phillip H.), B.A., Library Clerk II, Commerce Library.
101 Library, 333-4806. —Apt. B, 2072 S. Orchard, U., 344-1042.
Davis, Thomas Michael, B.A., Asst. in English.
329 D.K.H., 333-3024. —815 W. University, C.
•Davis, William Arthur (Margery Ann), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
453 E.E. Bldg., 333-6485. —Apt. 202, 2106 S. Orchard, U., 344-6355.
Davison, Cecil Wyman, M.S., Agr. Economist, Economic Res. Service, U.S.D.A.; Collaborator.
College of Agriculture.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-4716. —2315 Barberry Dr., C, 359-0223.
Davison, David M., M.Ed., Asst. in Secondary Education.
376 Education, 333-3643. —URH-735 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2389.
•Davison, Richard Lee (Martha I.), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
4142 Civil Eng., 333-7773. —2608 Brownfield Rd., U., 367-6788.
•Davison, Sandra K. (John L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall, 333-2889. —Apt. 1, 711 W. Church, C, 356-0898.
•Davisson, Judy Kay (Glenn R.), B.A., Accounting Clerk III, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —103 S. Maple, U., 328-2116.
•Davisson, M. T. (Marlene), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2217 Civil Eng., 333-2544. —14 Lake Park Rd., C, 359-5206.
Davito, Joanne A., B.A., Asst., Circulation Dept., Library.
215k Library, 333-0313; 203 Library. —URH-866 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4939.
"tDawes, Julius Henry (Marian H.), B.S., Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
55 Water Resources, 333-1495. —501 Harding Dr., U., 328-3255.
Dawkins, Linda Kay, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
228 Adm., 333-3580. —Apt. 11, 509 W. Main, U., 328-2808.
*Dawn, C. Ernest (Pansie), Ph.D., Prof, of History; Dir. of Illinois-Tehran Res. Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977.
•Dawson, Clayton Leroy (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Slavic Languages and Literatures; Head
of Dept.
3092 Foreign Lang., 333-0680. —1106 Silver, U., 328-1191.
Dawson, Jean Helen, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —1003 Burkwood, U., 367-4125.
•Dawson, Meryl Dean (Alegra E.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
6 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-3453. —221 S. Main, Farmer City (61842), 928-9173.
•Day, Donald L (Dorotha R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
216 Agr. Eng., 333-1416. —2409 John Dr., U., 328-2874.
•Day, Frances Morfoot (Mahlon), M.A., Instr. in Mathematics.
317 Altgeld Hall, 333-3414. —713 W. Oregon, U., 344-0655.
•Day, Mahlon Marsh (Frances), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
305 Altgeld Hall, 333-1448. —713 W. Oregon. U., 344-0655.
•Day, Ronald Richard (Shirley E.). A.B., Asst. Dir., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
135 University Press, 333-9200. —1507 W. Park, C, 352-1989.
•Day, Tom Wyles (Deborah M.). M.A.. Asst. Dir. of Public Information. Campus Public
Information Ofc.
121 Davenport House, 333-0568. —509 E. Shurts. U., 367-3299.
•Dayton, Daniel Francis (Grace M.). Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Breeding. Dept. of Horticulture.
103A Vegetable Crops, 333-1966. —2012 S. George Huff Dr.. U.. 367-6310.
•Dazey, Doyle Marlon (Janice M.), Herder. Dept. of Animal Science. „Anc-,v
Swine Farm, 333-0153; Swine Res. Farm. 333-1936. -554 N. Market. Paxton (60957).
379-3200.
*De Pasquali, Giovanni (Erika). Dipl.Eng., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
169 Physics Bldg., 333-1795. —1305 S. Western. C, 352-4875.
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tDeakin, Marilyn S., Secy., Coaches Ofc, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall. 333-1400. —1717 Cindy Lynn, U., 367-0132.
*Deal, Carl W. (Yolanda G.), M.A.. M.S., Associate Dir. of Center for Latin American Studies;
Prof, of Library Administration and Consultant in Bibliography.
Room 250. 1208 W. California, U., 333-3182; 111W Library, 333-2786. —2005 Boudreau. U.,
344-4101.
Dean, Maribelle, (Mrs.) Secy., Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall. 333-1045. —Apt. 6, 903 S. Mattis, C. 352-9077.
*Dean, Mary Powell (Mrs.). B.S.. Admissions Officer II, Admissions and Records.
177 Adm., 333-0302. —R.R. 3, C, 356-9897.
*Dean, Ronald Eugene (Phyllis M.), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1203 Paula Dr.. C, 352-6763.
*Deany, Patrick J. (Patricia A.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Linguistics.
20 Children's Res. Center. 333-1850. —101 N. Busey, U.
*tDebolt, Wilbur A., Jr. (Vera M.), Meterological Aide I, State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources. 333-4264. —R.R. 1 Box 5. Trenton, (62293), 618-224-9881.
*Debrunner, Peter George (Sigrid A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
331 Physics Bldg.. 333-1557. —503 Eliot Dr., U., 367-6714.
*Deck, S. Alice (Roy C), Chief Clerk, Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3622. —910 S. Oak, C, 356-9293.
*Decker, Harold Augustus (V. Helene). Mus.D., Prof, of Music.
4-133 K.C.P.A.. 333-3206. —1204 S. Vine. U., 367-5170.
*Decker, Loren (Agnes), M.B.A.. Asst. to Dir. of Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min. 333-3648. —1006 W. Charles, C. 359-8337.
Decker, Pamela C, Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Vet. Clinical Medicine.
245 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —Lot 53, Ehler Trailer Park, U., 643-7837.
"tDecker, Vera L. (Joe D.). Cashier I. University Credit Union.
512 S. Third. C, 352-0414. —2218 Vawter, U., 433-6719.
*Dedert, Ronald Gene (Mary J.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Adams County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —15 Spring Lake Corners. Quincy (62301).
223-8908.
*tDeedrick, Joan (Darrell D.). Clerk-Typist II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C, 333-3860. —Sadorus (61872), 598-7332.
*Deedrick, Maxine Elnora (Carl F.), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
257 Adm., 333-4438. —Box 2, Sadorus (61872), 598-3160.
Deedrick, R. Charles, Storekeeper III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
123 Armory. 333-0137. —21 Dunellen Dr., U.
*Defreese, James D., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
79 Adams Lab.. 333-4980. —Apt. 303. 908 S. Locust. C. 356-5937.
deFreese, Paul Matthew, M.S., Asst. in Physical Education.
303 Armory. —Apt. 2, 1206 W. Nevada. U.
•tDeFries, Paul E. (Linda). Hydrologic Field Asst., U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —1201 Chateau Dr., St. Joseph, 469-7498.
*DeGraff, George W. (Avel B.). M.Div.. Extension Specialist. Civil Defense, Div. of Univ. Ext.
117 Illini Hall, 333-4138. —1637 Oriole Dr., Galesburg (61401). 309-342-3330.
*DeHaven, John Noel (Mary L.). Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1916 Brownfield Rd., U.. 367-4452.
*DeHaven, Jules Rodger, Sr. (Ada A.), Locksmith I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —114 N. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0164.
*Dehne, Kathleen Teresa (Carl), Clerk-Stenog. III. Housing Division.
430 Student Services. 333-1428. —R.R. 1. Philo. 684-2049.
*tDE Jonge, Robert R., Jr. (Linda E.). B.S.. Lab. Technician I. State Environmental Protection
Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —Apt. 3. 803 W. Springfield, C, 359-8978.
*DeJonghe, Joseph J. (Elsie J.), M.S.E.E., Col., U.S.A.F., Prof, of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
230 Armory. 333-0113: 232 Armory, 333-1927. —707 Park Lane, C. 352-1396.
*Dekker, Tunis H. (Caroline), Ph.D., Assoc, Dean, Div. of Univ. Ext.; Asst. to Vice-Chancellor for
Public Service: Assoc. Prof, of Adult Education.
2601 University Hall, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle (60680). 663-2353. —861 S.
Wright, Naperville (60540). 357-3884.
Delaney, Charles Oliver, M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
2-122 K.C.P.A.. 333-3209. —705 W. Illinois, U., 344-1344.
*Delaney, Daniel Joseph (Grace C), Ph.D.. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
188p Education. 333-2550. —1007 S. Pine, C, 356-9*97.
*Delcomyn, Fred (Nancy), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Entomology.
420c Morrill Hall. 333-8793. —612 1/2 W. John. C, 359-8242.
*De Ley, Herbert Clemone, Jr. (Margo Y.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of French; Chairman of Illinois
Year Abroad Program in France.
2130 Foreign Lang., 333-2021; 2090c Foreign Lang. —2303 S. First. C. 384-5015.
Delia, Jesse Graves Ph.D.. Asst. Prof., Dept. of Speech and Inst, of Communications Res.
232 Lincoln Hall. 333-1984. —714 Breen Dr.. C. 356-0353.
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*Delk, Lorolive S. (Albert H.), Senior Proofreader. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications
Retired.
P.O. Box 355, Drasco, Arkansas (72530).
*Delker, Gerald Lee (Kathleen E.), B.S., Asst.. School of Chemical Sciences
267 Noyes Lab., 333-1532; 159 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4760.
—Apt. 30. 2200 E. University, L..
367-8574.
*Deller, Richard William (Karen), M.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering
23 M.E. Bldg. —30 Juniper Dr., C, 352-7502.
•Dell'Orto, Vincent Joseph (Kathleen), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3080B Foreign Lang., —Apt. 205. 820 Oakland, U., 367-8239.
*DeLong, Charles Clifton (Helen N.), M.S., Bursar and Asst. Prof, of Accountancy. Emeritus.
Bursar. Business Ofc.
214 Davenport House, 333-4880. —712 W. Delaware. U.. 344-4712.
*Delp, Eva, Maria (Earl), Secy., Carroll County, Cooperative Extension Service
R.R. 1, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-9444. —R.R. 2, Mt. Carroll, (61053), 493-2586.
DeLutri, Joseph Richard, Ph.D., Lecturer in French.
2090 Foreign Lang., —803 1/2 W. Green, U., 344-4601.
Delzell, Robert Fredric, M.S., Prof, of Library Administration; Dir. of Personnel, Library
305 Library, 333-0319. —Apt.4-C, 401 N. Prairie, C. 359-8485.
DeMarco, William, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
321 Illini Hall, 333-3050. —703 E. Colorado, U., 328-2882.
*Demaree, Darlene Penningroth (Daniel D.), M. H.E.Ed., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Home
Economics, Moultrie County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1102 W. Jackson, Sullivan (61951), 728-8251. —11 Cottontail Lane, Sullivan (61951).
728-4894.
•DeMaris, Edwin Joe (Charlotte), Ph.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Accountancy; Head of Dept.
360C Commerce (W), 333-2451. ; 361 Commerce (W). 333-4343. —705 Park Lane. C.
356-5043.
tDeMaris, Philip J. (Fran), B.A., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
203 Natural Resources, 189-259, 344-1481. —19 Magnolia, C. 359-0328.
*Demeris, Harry Theodore (Hazel M.), Chief Flight Line Attendant. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3907. —1507 Powers Lane, C, 356-5623.
*Demetrakopoulos, Themistocles Harry (Amy), M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
346 E.E. Bldg., 333-8585. —401 1/2 W. Michigan, U., 344-5964.
*Demko, Donald (Mary), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Mason County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
133 S. High, P.O. Box 192, Havana (62644), 309-543-3308. —446 S. Orange, Havana (62644),
309-543-3749.
*Demlow, Patsy Louise (Charles W.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Small Animal Clinic.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —1318 Garden Lane, C. 352-6769.
Demlow, Ruthann, Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1753. —806 S. Foley, C. 356-0248.
*DeMoss, Eileen Catherine (David E.), Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0214. —2801 Alton Dr., C.
*DeMoss, Ralph D. (Patricia), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology; Head of Dept.
330 Burrill Hall, 333-0425; 131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —45 Golf Dr.. Mahomet. 586-2340.
•DeMotte, Dorothy L. (Dale), Secy., Children's Res. Center.
117 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —1806 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-4280.
•Dempsey, Barry Jo (Pauline G.), Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
11 If Talbot Lab., 333-3963. —2 Rolling Hills. White Heath (61884), 687-4680.
*Dempsey, Beth (W. F.), Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Route 1, Golconda (62938),
618-683-2355.
"Dendy, Ladyne K. (William A.), B.S., Food Service Administrator II, Housing Div. y
Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4630. —1402 Garden Lane. C. 356-3579.
•Denham, Bettie Louise (Richard D.), Secy., Moultrie County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1102 W. Jackson, Sullivan (61951), 217-728-8251. —12 W. Hunter. Sullivan (61951).
217-728-7019.
•Denhart, James Marion (Esther E.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
74 Adm. —405 S. Fifth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2642.
*Denhart, O. Dwayne (Kathryn J.), B.S., Admissions /Records Officer II. Admissions & Records.
69E Adm., 333-0218. —1406 W. Church, C. 352-9316.
*Denhart, Oren Luther (Lillian M.), Cylinder Pressroom Foreman, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
Retired.
310 W. Beardsley, C, 352-8796.
*DenHartog, Gerrit Ludwig (Anastasia), M.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures
3123 Foreign Lang.. 333-7654. —250 Dewey. U.. 328-2649.
Dennhardt, Sandra Theanne, B.S.. Data Processing Analyst II. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6289. —P. O. Box 96, Rantoul (61866), 892-4601.
Dennis, A. Sue, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Linguistics.
4088 Foreign Lang.. 333-4166. —R. R. 3. C. 863-2842.
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*Dennis, John Richard (Donna J.), Ph.D., Senior Specialist in Education, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —803 Fairway, C.
*Denny, Terry (Phyllis), B.A., Prof, of Elementary Education, Center for Instructional Research
and Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0988. —308 W. Iowa, U., 367-2533.
*Denny, Ben W. (Deborah), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
203 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-8227. — 1215-B Garden Dr., Danville, 446-6354.
DeNorscia, Frederick M., B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
421 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1435. —Apt. 1, 205 W. High, U., 328-3859.
DeNoyer, Linda K., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Astronomy.
116 Observatory, 333-3090; 60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. —1200 S. Vine, U., 344-5097.
*Denson, Edward, (Sharon R.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
305 Noyes Lab., 333-7069. — 1830-B Orchard Place, U., 356-7125.
•Denson, Sharon Rebecca (Edward J.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0170. —1830-B Orchard PI., U.
*Denzin, Norman K. (Evelyn K.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Sociology.
321 Lincoln Hall, 333-4708. —803 W. Indiana, U., 367-0643.
*Deogun, Jitender Singh (Ravinder J. K.), M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31f D.C.L., 333-4197. —Apt. D, 2053 S. Orchard, U., 344-8598.
*dePeo, Marc Pierre (Nancy R.), Physical Science Tech. Asst., Dept. of Physics.
332A Physics Bldg., 333-2208. —Apt. 154, 2110 W. White, C, 356-0909.
*DePoorter, Marilyn (Charles), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —1064 Twenty-ninth St., Moline
(61265), 309-764-6085.
*Deppe, John F., M.A., Asst. in Linguistics.
G-90 Foreign Lang., 333-2165. —602 S. Busey, U., 344-6934.
*Derber, Milton (Zelda), Ph.D., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
217 L.I.R., 333-2384. —607 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1447.
*Derber, Zelda (Milton), LL.B., Editorial Consultant (with rank of Instr.), Illinois Law Forum,
College of Law.
125 Law, 333-0104. —607 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1447.
*Dereng, Virginia, (Frank), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —708 W. Healey, C, 352-6643.
Derk, Richard G., Photographer II, Agricultural Communications Ofc.
69 Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —Box 2151, Station A, C, 359-6547.
Der-Kiureghian, Armen, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3109 Civil Eng., 333-6956. —Apt. 101, 509 E. Stoughton, C.
Derso, Haile Mariam, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330c E.E. Bldg., 333-4320. —URH-91 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2415.
*Deschamps, Georges Armand (Elsa L.), Agregation., Agregation, Prof, of Electrical
Engineering.
461 E.E. Bldg., 333-1202. —920 W. Charles, C, 359-2301.
*Deschene, Donald Richard (Theresa M.), Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
215 C.S.L., 333-1446. —2704 Lawndale Dr., C, 356-9212.
*DeShazo, Robert Louis (Patricia R.), Master Aircraft and Aircraft Engine Mechanic, Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —Box 848, Tolono (61880), 485-4275.
Desiraju, Gautam R., B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
465 Adams Lab. —URH-183 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2442.
Deskins, James Wesley, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assoc. Prof, of Accountancy.
289 Commerce (W), 333-4539. —Apt. 15, 901 W. Springfield, U., 328-1638.
•Desmond, John James (Nancy A.), J.D., C.P.A., Assoc. Dir. of Eng. Exp. Sta.
102 Engineering Hall, 333-2153. —2204 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-1070.
*Dessouky, Mohamed Ibrahim (Ibtesam A.) Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering.
228 M.E. Bldg., 333-3938. —1106 Mitchem Dr., U., 344-1953.
'DeTemple, Thomas A. (Michaele R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
200 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-0208. —1300 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-6469.
•Deters, Francis John (Rita J.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —304 Van Doren, C, 356-3822.
Detty, Michael Ray, B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —Apt. 2, 606 S. Mattis, C.
Deutsch, Helga Meta, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of P.E.
212 Freer Gym., 333-0016. —2001 George Huff Dr., U., 328-3128.
Deutsch, Peter W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
310e Mat. Res. Lab., 333-8562. —1101 W. Stoughton. U., 344-0224.
Devaney, Patrick W., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
Physics Bldg., 333-4136. —205 N. Coler, U., 344-6014.
•Deverman, George Gary (Virginia), B.S., Associate Ext. Adviser, Youth, Winnebago County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —R.R. 8 Box 284, Weldon Rd., Rockford,
815-968-7844.
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•DeVilbiss, Jo Ellen B.M.E., Asst. in Music.
104 S.M.H. 333-3188. —107 E. Chalmers, C. 367-1464.
Devine, Paul Joseph, Jr., M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
213 Coble Hall, 333-6327. —Apt. 4, 504 E. Green, C, 359-0138.
•DeVor, Richard Earl (Jearnice A.), Ph.D., Asst., Prof, of Industrial Engineering.
225 M.E. Bldg., 333-3543. —2406 Whitson Circle, U., 344-4848.
•DeVore, Virdie V. (William L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —202 Briar Lane, C, 359-6915.
•Devore, William L. (Virdie V.), Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —202 Briar Lane, C, 359-6915.
'DeVries, Catherine M. (James), Secy., Dept. of Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3750, 333-3751. —904 N. Willis, C, 356-2012.
*DeVries, James Henry (Catherine), M.A., Asst. in English.
315 English, 333-1335. —904 N. Willis. C. 356-2012.
*DeWalle, Foppe B. (Yoke), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
4142 Civil Eng., 333-7773. —408 Hessel Blvd. C, 359-6197.
*De Wet, Johannes Martenis Jacob (Alessa), Ph.D., Prof, of Cytogenetics, Depts. of Agronomy
and Botany.
W-521 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —1501 Hillcrest, U., 367-8954.
DeWitt, Peggy Rae, Secy., Dept. of General Engineering.
117 Transportation, 333-2730. —307 S., Elm, 356-0421.
*DE Witte, Adrian J. (Maria E.), Drs., Prof, of Petroleum Engineering. Dept. of Metallurgy and
Mining Engineering.
307 Met. and Min., 333-4302. —207 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-3103.
*Dexter, Betty Lou (Emmerson V.), Typing Clerk II. Alumni Relations and Records.
227 Illini Union. 333-1476. —803 S. Victor, C, 356-7044.
DeYoung, Russell J., M.S.E.E., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
205 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4213; 104 Nuclear Eng. Lab. —URH-1246 Sherman Hall. C,
332-5007.
Dhingra, Onkar D., M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
101c Hort. Field Lab., 333-6588. —805 W. Green, U., 344-4653.
•Diamond, Harold George (Nancy A), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
374 Altgeld Hall, 333-0379. —1603 S. Grove, U., 367-6383.
*Diaz-Peterson, Rosendo (Geraldine M.), S.T.D., Asst. in Spanish.
4037 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —201 Paddock Dr. East, C, 356-6088.
*Dibb, David Walter (Vivian), B.S., Res. Asst. in Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-315 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —Apt. 104, 2108 S. Orchard, U., 328-2101.
*Di Christina, Michele Mary (Samuel), B.A., Library Clerk III, Acquisitions Dept.. Library.
220a Library, 333-1055 —1102 Brighton Dr., U., 367-3740.
*Dickel, Helene R. (John R.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Astronomy.
116 Observatory, 333-3091. —1005 S. Busey, U., 344-5108.
*Dickel, John Rush (Helene), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Astronomy.
114 Observatory, 333-3091; E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. —L005 S. Busey. U., 344-5108.
•Dickens, Joseph C. (Yoshi), Broadcast Engr., Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U„ 333-1070. —601 S. Dodson. U., 367-6526.
'tDickerson, Donald Robert (Eileen A.), Ph.D.. Chemist. State Geological Survey.
371 Natural Resources, 189-231, 344-1481. —703 S. Pine, C, 356-6989.
*Dickerson, Doris (Lee), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Apt. 285, 306 Holiday Park Dr.. C. 352-8323.
'Dickerson, Lonna J. (Wayne), M.A.. Instr. in English as a Second Language.
2021 Foreign Lang., 333-6599. —15 Bridle Lane, U.. 367-3335.
*Dickerson, Wayne Beall (Lonna), Pn.D., Asst. Prof, of English as a Second Language and of
Linguistics.
2023 Foreign Lang., 333-6599. —15 Bridle Lane, U., 367-3335.
•Dickey, Elbert C. (Peggy L.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Engineering.
235 Agr. Eng., 333-4970. —301 E. Jefferson, Philo (61864). 684-2336.
•tDickey, James John (Charleen R.). B.S.. Accountant III, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C, 333-3860. —1514 Sangamon. C. 356-7137.
Dickey, Kathryn Pickett (Mrs), Chief Clerk. Coop. Ext. Serv.
118 Mumford Hall, 333-2663. —Apt. 12, 1405 W. Kirby, C. 356-1772.
Dickey, Philip A., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
-«,«,,,
124 Physics Res. Lab.. 333-3190. —Apt. 207, 403 Briar Lane. C. 359-9541.
•Dickey, Robert Irvine (Blanche W.). Ph.D.. C.P.A.. Prof, of Accountancy.
211 Commerce (W), 333-4530. —1401 Mayfair Rd.. C. 356-5983.
Dickinson, Alfretta Ella, B.S.. Senior Ext. Adviser. Home Economics. Winnebago County.
Cooperative Extension Service. „,,,,„-,, n^ u *<:*<;
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 965-3704. -1711 Camp. Rockford (61103). 968-6>w
•Dickinson, David Budd, Jr. (Marsha M.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology. Dept ot
Horticulture.
106 Vegetable Crops. 333-3438. —1105 Silver, U.. 367-2756.
•Dickinson, Eileen (Oliver P.), Secy., Lee County, Cooperative Extension Service
Box 119, Amboy (61310), 857-3526. -704 E. Main. Amboy (61310). 857-3745.
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*Dickman, Frances Godfrey (Kern W.), Adm. Secy., President's Office.
364 Adm., 333-3073. —7 Buena Vista Ct., U., 367-3686.
*Dickman, Kern William (Frances G.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Computer Science and of
Sociology.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —7 Buena Vista Ct., U., 367-3686.
Dicks, Orville William, Jr., B.S., Res. Asst. in Ornamental Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort., 333-7303. —17 Salem Rd., U.
Didier, Linda F., B.S., Asst., Grad. School of Library Science.
328 Library, 333-9890. —1422 Rose Dr., C, 356-0639.
Diedrich, Harold K. (Nancy L.), Master Airport Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-0995. —R. R. 1, White Heath (61884). 687-2653.
tDiehl, (Mrs.) Dorothy Marie, Clerk-Typist II, State N.H. Survey.
185 Natural Resources, 333-6835. —1205 Thomas Dr., C, 356-4802.
*Diel, Carma J. (Lowell), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of History.
300 Gregory Hall, 333-4145. —Sadorus (61872), 598-7788.
*Diel, Lowell Leon (Carma J.), Assembly Hall Maintenance Mgr.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —Rural Delivery, Sadorus (61872), 598-7788. 822-5409.
Dienhart, John W„ B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
401 Gregory Hall, 333-6667. —Apt. 2, 706 W. Green, U., 367-4769.
*Dietemann, Charles Achille (Eleanor), M.F.A., Prof, of Art, Emeritus.
1389 Williams Court, Clearwater, Florida (33516), 531-8558.
*Dieterich, David Allan (Sarah E.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
356 East Chem., 333-3526. —1609 Valley Rd., C, 352-1238.
*Dietrich, Norman E. (Betty M.), Building and Operating Engr., Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-2114. —217 Douglas Dr., Tuscola, 253-2138.
*Dietz, Frederick Charles (Elsie), Ph.D., Prof, of History, Emeritus.
612 W. Delaware, U., 344-5688.
*Dietz, Patricia Sue (Lavern J.), Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 618-687-1727. —R.R. 1, DeSoto (62924), 457-2831.
*Diggle, Mary Ellen (Roger), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Biochemistry.
318c Adams Lab., 333-4889. —206 N. Harvey, U., 328-3087.
*Diggs, Bernard J. (Fanny R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
201A Gregory Hall. 333-2086. —2206 S. Lynn, U.,
*Dillavou, Essel Ray (Vivian B.), J.D., Prof, of Business Law, Emeritus.
10732 W. Cherry Hills, Sun City, Arizona (85351).
*Dilley, Francis (Imogene L.), Instrument and Measurement Technician II, School of Life
Sciences.
339 Burrill Hall, 333-2288. —1202 Grant PL, U., 367-3353.
*Dillier, Robert Clinton, (Doris A.), B.S., Mgr., Student Loans and Receivables, Bursar's Div.,
Business Affairs Ofc.
163 Adm., 333-1159. 333-2180. —2101 W. William, C, 352-0655.
*Dillman, Howard Arthur, Jr. (Frene L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, U., 367-8120.
*Dillman, Mervin Walter (Marguerite B.), Storekeeper III, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
Apt. 308, 2500 N.E. Ninth ST., Ft. Lauderdale, Florida (33304). 565-8454.
*Dillman, Willa Karen (Stanley B.), Secy., Champaign County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —717 Sherwood Terr., C, 356-0659.
tDillman, Wilma (Mrs.), Junior Professional Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
185 Natural Resources, 333-6835. —5 Heritage, C, 352-8474.
*Dillon, Tony Rudolph (Effie L.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 643-7287.
Ding, Dung-Hai, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1736. —Apt. D, 2080 S. Orchard, U.
*tDinnat, Robert M. (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Chief, Special Projects Div., U.S.Army Construction Eng.
Res.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res., Park, C, 352-6511. —2505 Lyndhurst, C, 356-3442.
*Di Novo, Barbara Jean (John), A.M., Tech. Editor, Grad. School of Library Science.
215 Armory, 333-1359. —212 W. Columbia, C.
*tDi Novo, John C. (Barbara J.), Tech. Asst., Univ. Civil Service System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C. 333-3150. —212 W. Columbia, C, 356-7446.
*Dinsmore, George Raymond (Mildred O.), A.M., Asst. Dir. of Undergraduate Admissions and
Records, Retired.
1238 Water, Indiana, Pennsylvania (15701), 465-4229.
Dinsmore, Jeffrey P., Draftsman, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
312j E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4155. —1520 N. Willis, C, 356-4461.
*Dipert, Arnold W. (Phyllis), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
146 E.E. Bldg., 333-0706; 330e E.E. Bldg.. 333-4471. —2510 Combes, U.. 367-2471.
*Dirks, Douglas L. (Delores), M.A.. Asst., University High School.
303 U.H.S.. 333-2847. —Apt. 203A, 2020 N. Mattis. C. 359-9618.
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*Dirr, Michael Albert (Bonnie L.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Horticulture
104 Orn. Hort., 333-7252. —Apt. 104, 811 E. Oakland. U., 344-8819.
'Dittman, Bernard Arthur (Betty J.), Electric Discharge Machine Technician. Mat Res Lab
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —R.R. 1, 29 Marilyn Dr., St. Joseph (61873). 469-2382.
•Dittmann, George Bell (Marilyn M.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Physics
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435. —1712 Paula Dr., C, 359-2898.
•Ditto, Cathy L. (Gerald), B.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
348 Burrill Hall, 333-8813. —702 1/2 E. University, U., 344-4375.
•Ditzler, Donald E. (Virginia A.), Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435; 114 Physics Bldg. —Box 2, Savoy (61874). 359-5516.
Divilbiss, James LeRoy, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Library Science; Principal Res. Engr.,
Coordinated Science Lab.
422 Library, 333-1773; 5-103 C.S.L.. 333-1075. —1912 Robert Dr.. C, 359-3419.
NtDix, Judith Ann (Ronald L.), Clerk-Typist II, State Geological Survey.
215 Natural Resources, 189-275, 344-1481. —804 E. Michigan. U., 344-4907.
*Dix, M. Arleah (Rex F.). Secy., Dept. of Plant Path.
218 Mumford Hall, 333-3171. —207 N. Gregory. U„ 367-8893.
*Dix, Rex Franklin (M. Arleah). Accounting Clerk III, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —207 N. Gregory, U., 367-8893.
*Dixon, Doretha Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
40 E. Fourty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4891; Rm. 108. 4844 S. State, Chicago. 268-5121
—4844 S. State. Chicago (60609), 285-4917.
•Dixon, Ella Hilda (Wilbur), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R., Sidney (61877), 688-2028.
•Dixon, Florence (John T.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —801 S. Walnut, U.. 367-3209.
•Dixon, Rebecca Giles (Edgar N.), M.A., Instr. in English as a Second Language.
2017 Foreign Lang., 333-6598. —1404 W. Park, C, 359-2254.
•Dixon, Wilbur Willis (Ella H.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2028.
*Doak, John (Anne M.), Supt. of Buildings and Grounds, Emeritus.
R.R. 4, Box 525, Edmond, Oklahoma (73034), 341-4530.
Dobbins, Gregory L., A.B., Asst. in Mathematics.
224 Illini Hall, 333-1898. —URH-Sherman Hall. C. 332-4887.
•Dobrovolny, Jerry Stanley (Joan B.), M.S., Prof, of General Engineering; Head of Dept.
115 Transportation, 333-2730. —1104 S. Prospect, C, 356-3446.
Dockum, Sherman Maskel, Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1001 E. Illinois, U., 367-4629.
*Dodd, Carolyn Margaret (Byron W.), Secy., School of Music.
3050 Music Bldg., 333-2620. —406 S. East, Homer (61849), 896-2662.
"tDodds, Donald Rainey (Ellamae), B.S., Dir. of Alumni Affairs at Urbana-Champaign, Alumni
Association.
227 Illini Union, 333-1471. —2210 Seaton Ct. South, C, 352-0306.
tDodds, Doris Fonda, M.S., Librn., State N.H. Survey Library.
196 Natural Resources, 333-6892. —208 Dodson Dr. (E). U.. 367-3806.
*Dodds, Ellamae N. (Donald R.), B.S., Accounting Clerk I, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
163 Adm., 333-4849. —2210 Seaton Ct. South, C, 352-0306.
Dodge, Nancy Rhoades, Equipment Operator, Mailing Service. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-6101. —1508 Williamsburg Rd.. C. 356-4924.
Dodson, Camilla Secy., Christian County, Cooperative Extension Service.
313 W. Market, Taylorville (62568), 824-4897. —408 Suburban Ct., Taylorville (62568).
•Dodson, Catherine (Weldon), Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Rosiclare (62982).
618-285-3414.
•Dodson, Donald Dean (Patricia M.). Instrument Maker. Dept. of Geology.
117 Natural History, 333-6698. —706 S. Fair, C, 352-0808.
•Doebel, Paul Joseph (Patricia G.), B.S., Assoc. Vice-Chancellor for Campus Affairs: Dir. of
Auxiliary Services; Dir. of Campus Security.
420 Illini Union, 333-2920. —R.R. 2, U., 367-0629.
•Doerr, Donald L (Patricia), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management, Cooperative Extension
Service
321 1/2 S. Main, Benton (62812), 439-4371. —822 S. Broadway. Sesser (62884). 625-441 1.
•Dohren, Suzanne P. (David J.). B.S., Clerk-Typist II. Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-1159. —502 E. Fairlawn Dr.. L\. 367-8955.
•Dohrman, S. Kent (Jonetta), B.S., Assoc. Dir. for Food Services. Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1406. —2006 Crescent Dr.. C. 359-8901.
•Dolan, Thomas James (Virginia). M.S.. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
219 Talbot Lab.. 333-2320. —510 S. Highland, C. 356-2676.
•Dold, Charles Norman (Diane D.), M.B.A., C.P.A., Res. Assoc, Bur. of Institutional Res.
252 Illini Tower, 333-6791. —708 S. Busey. U.. 344-3578.
•Dole, Robert Edward (Sue Anne), B.S., Asst. in Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —Box 67, Royal (61871). 583-3153.
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Dole, Wanda Victoria, M.A.. Asst. in Classics.
4050 Foreign Lang.. 333-7279. —505 1/2 E. Springfield. C. 352-5785.
*Doleans-Dade, Catherine A. (Everett C). Docteur es Sciences. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics. On
leave of absence for academic 1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall. 333-3352. —405 W. Delaware. L\. 344-3503.
'Doll, Carroll Chris (Irene J.). M.S.. Area Ext. Adviser. Fruits and Vegetables. Cooperative
Extension Service.
132 N. Kansas. Edwardsville. 618-656-9227. — R.R. 1. Box 98, Edwardsville (62025).
618-656-1605.
'tDoll, Francie Maxine (Steven J.). Clerk-Stenog. I, State Geological Survey.
121 Natural Resources, 189-212, 344-1481. —R. R. 4. C, 643-7123.
'Doll, Jimmie D. (Margaret). Ph.D.. Visiting Asst. Prof.. School of Chemical Sciences.
314B Noyes Lab.. 333-7663. —Apt. 3. 206 E. California. L\. 328-3597.
Dollein, Jurgen Johann, M.A.. Asst.. Dept. of Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3127 Foreign Lang.. 333-7654. —605 W. Green. L\. 367-2365.
*Dollins, Paul W. (Judy). B.S.. Investigator. Div. of Campus Security.
101 X. Mathews. L'.. 333-3213. —805 Harmon Dr.. L.. 344-7476.
*Domenico, Patrick Anthony (Delores A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Geology.
314 Natural History, 333-0836. —2010 Winchester Dr.. C. 359-1584.
'Domino, David Allen, (Ginella-Marie). B.S.. Flight Asst.. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-2127. —310 N. James, C, 359-0361.
Donaghue, Mary Catherine, Clerk-Typist II. Small Homes Council-Building Res. Council .
1 E. St. Mary's Rd.. C. 333-1911. —321 E. Grove. Rantoul (61866). 893-3803.
*tDonaghy, Richard Griffith (M. Ellen). M.S., Chief, Electromechanical and Environmental
Svstems Div.. U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr.. Interstate Research Park. C. 352-6511. —2506 Bedford Dr.. C. 359-6510.
Donahue, Loretta Ellen, B.A.. Asst. in Spanish.
4132 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —Apt. 11. 1009 W. Main. L.
*Donald, Willie A. (Jerrv). Cook. Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls. 333-3670. —907 N. Harvey. L\. 367-1373.
'Donaldson, Carlos Franklin (Willeta M.). Mail Messenger. Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1302 N. Romine. L".. 367-3925.
'Donaldson, Willeta M. (Carlos F.). Secy.. Admissions and Records.
176 Adm.. 333-0999. —1302 N. Romine, U., 367-3925.
'Donaldson, William Jurgens (Carol J.). B.F.A.. Interior Designer and Coordinator of Interior
Furnishings. Housing Div.
8 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-1002. —902 Burkwood Dr.. U., 344-7159.
'Donath, Fred A. (Mavis). Ph.D.. Prof, of Geologv: Head of Dept.
249 Natural History. 333-3542. —2021 Cureton Dr.. L\. 328-1269.
'Donchin, Emanuel (Rina), Ph.D.. Prof, of Psychology and of Physiology.
825 Psych. Bldg.. 333-3384. —305 W. Indiana. L\. 344-5364.
Donley, Nancy S„ Clerk-Typist II. Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm 109, 707 S. 6th. C, 333-0100. —1609 Scottsdale. C. 359-7830.
'Donnelly, Margaret Jo (Francis J.). Secy., Psych, and Counseling Center.
215 Student Services. 333-3701. 333-3702. —117 Holiday Dr.. Tuscola (61953). 253-2144.
'Donovan, Cecil Vincent (Blanche A.), M.F.A.. Prof, of Art and Dir. of Krannert Art Museum.
Emeritus.
721 Alston Rd.. Santa Barbara. California (93108) 969-3847.
Donovan, Walter E., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
208 D.C.L.. 333-6267. —306 N. Mathews. L.
'Carter, Gerald C, Ph.D.. Prof. Emeritus, Div. of Univ. Ext.
Apt. B-108. 5530 Eightieth St. N., St. Petersburg. Fla. (33709).
'Donze, Joseph Meinrad (Genevieve S.). Sheet Metal Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —273 Illinois Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 892-4503.
'Donze, Norman G. (Patricia A.). Senior Foundry Molder. Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
115 Woodshop. 333-1779. —605 E. Illinois. L".. 328-1005.
'Donzella, Michael A. (Esther). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada. L'.. 333-0260. —3209 W. William. C. 359-4664.
'Doob, Joseph Leo (Elsie H.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
363 Altgeld Hall. 333-1261. —208 W. High. U„ 367-7029.
'tDooley, William H. (Elaine). B.S.. Asst. State Adm. Officer. Soil Conservation Service. L'.S.D.A.
200 W. Church. C. 356-3786. —R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-3219.
'Doolittle, Warren F., M.F.A.. Prof, of Art. Emeritus.
P.O. Box 1225. Crystal River. Fla. (32629). 904-795-2032.
'Dorner, Joseph Lawrence (Marianne). D.V.M.. Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
181 Small Animal Clinic. 344-5030. —2209 S. Anderson. L'.. 344-1468.
'Dornhoff, Larry Lee (Meridee H.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
208 Coble Hall. 333-6337. —1419 Winding Lane. C. 356-3498.
'Doming, John Joseph (Helen). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Nuclear Engineering.
204 Nuclear Eng. Lab.. 333-3139. —601 E. Eliot Dr.. L\. 344-6927.
'Dorsett, John Dean (Myrtle), Cylinder Pressman. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 Lniversity Press. 333-2576. —1005 N. Highland. U., 367-0063.
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Dorsett, Myrtle (John D.). Bookbindery Worker, Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications
234 University Press, 333-0599. —1005 N. Highland, U„ 367-0063.
Dorsey, Irene K., R.N., Personnel Officer III. Office of Urbana Personnel Services
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-2138. —108 Walnut, Penfield (61862).
Dorsey, Lorena, Linen Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —511 N. Fair, C, 356-4403.
'tDosch, Theron Rudolph (Mary S.), B.S., Assoc. District Chief, U.S G S
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —5 Monterey Ct„ C. 352-3527.
*Dosland, John G. (Jane A.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Dairy Science
322 An. Sci. Lab. —2706 Willow Park Dr., C, 359-6648.
Doty, Eava, Cook, Illini Union. Retired.
704 W. Green, U., 328-2109.
*Doty, Karen Keller (Brian T.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Edgar County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
210-A W. Washington. Paris (61944). 465-2545. —R.R. 1. Cherry Point Lane. Paris (61944).
463-1475.
•Douglas, Audrey V. (William E.), Accounting Clerk II, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —608 N. Russell, C, 356-5650.
•Douglas, B. Marie (Ivan E.), Food Service Administrator I. Illini Union Retired.
Box 65, Theodosia. Mo. (65761), 273-4941.
•Douglas, Betty Louise (Earlie), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
317 S. 11th Springfield (62703), 217-525-7171. —1317 E. Reynolds, Springfield (62703),
522-5752.
•Douglas, Charles N., Jr., (Elizabeth Anne), Illustrator, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —1207 S. Western, C, 359-2811.
Douglas, George H., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
317B D.K.H.. 333-2960.
•Douglas, Ivan Earl (B. Marie), Janitor, Housing Division, Retired.
Theodosia, Missouri (65761), 273-4941.
•Douglas, Paul Franklin (Anna M.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —103 N. Victor, C.
•Douglas, Stephen Arneal (Sara U.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
371 Lincoln Hall, 333-1144. —505 Shurts, U., 367-6065.
"tDouglass, Adele Schuler (Edward F.), M.S., Tech. Librn., State Water Survey.
145 Water Resources, 333-4956. —2122 Robert Dr., C, 352-3341.
•Douglass, Louis Edwin (Gwendolyn F.), Supervisor of Building Craftsmen. Operation and
Maintenance Div., Retired.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3398. —905 W. John, C, 356-2601.
•Douthitt, Daniel E. (Donna J.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 832-5461.
•Dovring, Folke (Karin). Ph.D., Prof, of Land Economics, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
310 Mumford Hall, 333-6194. —613 W. Vermont. U., 344-6750.
*Dow, John D. (Rosemary), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
327 Physics Bldg., 333-2271, 333-2891.
•Dowdle, Robert J. (Dorothy), Park Attendant, 4-H Memorial Camp, Cooperative Extension
Service.
4-H Memorial Camp, Monticello (61856), 762-2741. —R.R. 2. Monticello (61856), 762-2359.
•Dowell, Edward Duane (Loma C), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —412 N. Locust, Onarga (60955). 268-7264.
Dowell, Linda Diane, Secy., Sangamon County, Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —Greenview (62642). 968-2245.
•Dowell, Mary B. (Thomas) Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
156 E.E. Bldg., 333-0716. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853). 586-2655.
•Dowell, Thomas Perry Laning, Jr. (Mary B.), M.S., Senior Res. Programmer, Ofc. of
Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
301 Natural History, 333-8761. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2655.
•Dowler, Franklin Lee (Juanita), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —517 N. Richmond. Villa Grove (61956). 832-5812.
Downey, E. Irene, M.S., Asst. Prof, of Foods and Nutrition. Dept. of Home Econ.
537 Bevier Hall. 333-3917. —1104 E. Willard, U., 367-8240.
•Downing, Robert William (Maija), M.S., Senior Res. Physicist. Dept. of Physics.
443 Physics Bldg., 333-4175. —Apt. 3. 1905 N. Cunningham. L.. 367-12>4.
•Downing, Ruppert A. (Gladys), M.S.W., Asst. Professor of Social Work.
301 S. Wright, C, 356-2547. —2004 Winchester, C, 356-4431.
•Downs, Robert Bingham (Elizabeth C), M.S., Dean of Library Administration and Prof, of
Library Science, Emeritus.
450D Library, 333-9563. —708 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 344-5532.
Downs, Elizabeth Gage, M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
49 Children's Res. Center. 333-1850. —3 Patricia Ct., C, 352-4853.
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Dowse, Eunice Marion, Prof. Dipl. Ed., Assoc. Dean of Student Personnel, Student Personnel
Office.
130 Student Services, 333-0057. —15 Hagan Blvd., U., 367-0110.
*Doyle, Frank Patrick (Dorothy M.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1 E. Locust, Pesotum (61863), 867-2278.
*Doyle, Lawrence Edward (Vita), M.E., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
227 M.E. Bldg., 333-3766. —Indian Hill, R.R. 2, U., 367-2604.
*Drablos, Carroll J. Weikert (Arlene), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
206 Agr. Eng., 333-0945. —1012 W. Charles, C, 356-7333.
*Drago, Russell Stephen (Ruth A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
352 Noyes Lab., 333-2729. —3308 Lakeshore Dr., C, 356-8728.
*Dragich, John C. (Susan), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
57 Physics Bldg., 333-3128. —P.O. Box 495, 201 N. Elm, C. (61820), 352-5231.
*Drake, A. Pauline (Roy), Work Program Participant, LaSalle County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —1338 E. McKinley Rd., Ottawa (61350),
815-434-6498.
*Drake, John W. (Pamela), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
363 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —107 W. George Huff, U., 344-5378.
*Drake, Paul Winter (Susan B.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
446n Gregory Hall, 333-6874. —2408 E. Main, U., 344-7584.
*Drake, Virginia Joye (James), Secy., Auxiliary Services.
420 Illini Union, 333-2921. —1 Heather, C, 359-9806.
*Draper, Harold Hugh (Kathleen), Ph.D., Prof, of Nutritional Biochemistry, Dept. of Food
Science.
567 Bevier Hall, 333-2527, 333-4589. —1608 W. Kirby, C, 356-8521.
Draper, Janice A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —Apt. 3, 109 S. Busey, U., 344-7601.
•Draper, Kathleen (Harold H.), M.S., Library Science Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration. ,
308 Library, 333-3804. —1608 W. Kirby, C, 356-8521.
Draper, Walter H., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Verbal Communication, Dept. of Speech.
409d Gregory Hall, 333-7515. —611 W. Iowa, U., 344-6524.
*tDreher, Gary B. (Eulonda A.), Ph.D. Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
316 Natural Resources, 189-239, 344-1481. —610 S. Garfield, C, 352-8699.
*Dremuk, Richard (Patricia A.). M.A., Exec. Assoc. Dir. of Admissions and Records.
176 Adm., 333-0999; 312 Met. and Min., 333-0306. —405 McHenry, U., 367-7803.
Drennan, Lenore F., Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
201 Davenport House, 333-4880. —Fisher (61843).
Dresher, Doris Vivian, B.S., Secy., Bur. of Commerce Placement.
101 D.K.H., 333-2840. —604 W. Nevada, U., 344-2345.
*Drew, Todd S. (Christine), B.A., Flight Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
333-2127 —Apt. 4, 906 1/2 W. Nevada, U., 367-3039.
*Drews, Charles Ernest (Florence M.), Chief Clerk, Coordinated Science Lab.
279 C.S.L., 333-3067. —1901 Rainbow View, U., 367-8791.
*Drews, Ronald Gene (Barbara J.), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker,
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. — 1513 N. Gilbert, Danville (61832), 443-0925.
*Drickamer, Harry G. (Mae E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry and Physical Chemistry.
105 Adams Lab., 333-0025, 333-2535, 333-0099. —405 W. Washington, U., 344-5525.
*Dries, Allen G. (Beverly L.), B.S., Personnel Officer III, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-6110. —603 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-1200.
*Dries, Beverly Lueking, (Allen G.), Chief Clerk, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3110. —603 E. Mumford, U., 367-1200.
Driskell, Gerald R. (Barbara), B.A. Asst. in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3017 Foreign Lang, and Lit. 333-7654.; 3017 Foreign Lang., —Apt. D, 402 N 4th, St. Joseph
(61873).
Drollinger, Raymond G., B.S., Purchasing Asst., Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3593. —1708 W. University, C.
Drom, Beulah, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of P. E. for Women, Emerita.
707 W. Oregon, U., 344-5975.
*Drotning, William (Christine), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg., 333-4136; 136 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0099. —Apt. 69, 901 E. Colorado, U.,
344-7132.
*Drucker, Daniel Charles (Ann), Ph.D., Dean of College of Engineering; Prof, of Civil
Engineering.
106 Engineering Hall, 333-2150. —2 Persimmon Circle, U., 344-7660.
*Drum, Harry R. (Winifred R.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —N. First Street, Pesotum (61863), 867-2406.
*Drummer, Miro Michael (Marilyn), B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400e Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —302 S. Kelly Ct., C, 352-0276.
Drummond, Linda Lea, Secy., Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
247 L.I.R., 333-0980. —602 Sunnycrest Ct. East, U., 328-1966.
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*Drury, Liesel A.E. (Jonathan D.), Library Clerk II, Serials Dept Library
202 Library, 333-0252. —24 Dunellen, U., 367-2993.









Morrison (61270), 772-4075, 772-2016.
-2929-1/2 N. 3rd. Clinton, la. (52732).
Dry, Marilyn Sue, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coop. Ext Serv
19 Court, Vienna, 618-658-5322. —R.R. 1, Pinckneyville (62274), 618-357-3341
*Dryden, Paul C. (Margaret M.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
79 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 203, 2103 Hazelwood Dr., U., 367-0714.
Drysdale, Sue, R.N., Res. Asst. in Veterinary Medicine.
231 Vet. Med., 333-6839. —402 W. Oregon, U., 328-2304.
•DuBois, Mary E. (Floyd), Work Program Participant. Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4890; Apt. 101', 4022 S. State Center 538-2664 —
11241 S. Eggleston, Chicago, 928-3225.
DuBroff, Richard Edward, M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. —URH-1248 Sherman Hall. C.
*Dubson, Delbert Dean (Blanche B.), Distribution Clerk, Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-3904. —415 Washington, Farmer City (61842), 928-9540.
Ducasse, Edgar George, M.S., Res. Asst. in Mathematics.
4-114 Coordinated Science Lab., 333-6721. —URH-115 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2142.
*Ducey, Donald F. (Cecilia A.), Main Desk Attendant, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 344-1330. —806 W. Washington, C, 356-9735.
Ducey, Gerald, Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Apt. 102, 906 S. Vine, U., 367-7964.
Ducey, James L (B. Susan), Museum Preparator, Krannert Art Museum.
K.A.M., 333-2078. —1409 W. Church, C, 352-6778.
*Ducey, Lorene J. (J. Glenn), Accounting Clerk III, Alumni Relations Records.
227 Illini Union, 333-1475. —312 E. Marion, Monticello (61856), 762-3244.
*Duchan, Alan Isaac (Judith F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
218 D.K.H., 333-6625. —Apt. 312, 502 W. Main, U., 367-5054.
•Duckwitz, C. William (Joyce A.), Fire Captain, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —118 Marily, Ogden (61859). 582-6765.
•Ducoff, Howard S. (Rose H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
437 Burrill Hall, 333-0629. —1516 W. Charles, C, 356-9693.
Duda, Jonell Anne, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
178 Altgeld Hall, 333-1220 —Apt. 13, 602 E. Stoughton, C, 359-6076.
Dudas, Karen Marie, B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
20 Childrens Res. Center. —Apt. 3, 1008 1/2 W. Green, U., 344-0491.
*Dudding, Katherine Diane (Charles H.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-0252. —204 Arcadia Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-4823.
*Duden, Ronald Duane (Jimmie H.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R., Gifford, 568-2215.
*Dudley, John Wesley (Norma L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-112 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1802 Augusta Dr., C, 359-3865.
*Due, Jean M. (John F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
420 Mumford Hall, 333-0479. —808 Dodds Dr., C. 356-5529.
*Due, John F. (Jean), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
496 Commerce (W), 333-4599. —808 Dodds Dr., C, 356-5529.
*Duff, Franklin Leroy (Phyllis S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, and Assoc. Dir., Univ. Bur. of Institutional
Res .
252 Illini Tower, 333-6791. —2104 Plymouth Dr., C, 356-0616.
Duffey Patricia A., Ph.D. Postdoctoral Fellow in Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3087. —1004 E. Oregon, U., 367-4295.
*Duffin, John George (Karen E.), Data Processor, Data Processing Ofc. Cooperative Extension
Service.
329 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —1004 E. Main, U., 328-2527.
*Duffner, Paul F. (Elaine), B.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
317 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —2805 W. John, C. 352-2103.
tDufford, Donald William (Marilyn R.), M.S., Res. Asst.. State N.H. Survey.
R.F.D. 1, Box 84, Sullivan, 728-4498. —1216 W. Edwards, Sullivan. 728-7447.
*Dugan, Kenneth Nelson (Wanda J.), Fire Capt., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1519 Hedge Rd., C, 352-7230.
Duggan, D. Michael, Sc.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
350E Noyes Lab., 333-7069. —610 W. Elm, U., 367-6456.
•Duitsman, Lloyd Rodney, (Susan), Distribution Clerk, College of Vet. Med.
153 Vet. Med., 333-2298. —R.R. 2, Rantoul (61866), 892-9570.
•Duitsman, Maynard Albert (Jo Ann D.), Dup. Mach. Operator III. Admissions and Records.
2C Adm., 333-0992. —104 N. West, Gifford, 568-6630.
*Duker, Guy Maxwell (Ernestyne H.), M.S., Prof, of Music; Asst. Dir. of University of Illinois
Bands.
136 Band, 333-3028. —7 Bel-Aire, C, 356-0873.
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•Dulany, Don Edwin (Elizabeth G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
421 Psych. Bldg., 333-2971. —73 Greencroft, C, 352-9185.
*Dulany, Elizabeth Gjelsness (Don E.), A.B., Assoc. Editor, University Press.
121 University Press, 333-0957. —73 Greencroft, C, 352-9185.
"tDuMontelle, Paul (Dollie), M.S., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
300 Natural Resources, 189-266, 344-1481. —2020 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5528.
•Dunatov, Rasio (Elaine T.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Slavic Lang, and Lit.
3108 Foreign Lang., 333-3443. —207 Edgebrook Dr., C, 352-1437.
Dunbar, Louise Burnham, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History, Emerita.
908 W. Oregon, U., 344-1963.
Duncan, Joe F., M.S., Asst. Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-15 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —Apt. 203, 2313 S. First, C, 384-5258.
*Duncan, Karen K. (Frank D.), Chief Clerk, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2180. —1514 Bassett Lane, C, 359-4166.
*Duncan, Ruby Fern (Billie J.), Secy., White County, Cooperative Extension Service.
304 E. Robinson, Carmi (62821), 382-9276. —515 Bradshaw, Carmi (62821), 382-8881.
*Dunkel, Dennis M. (Judith H.), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
206 Child Development Lab., 333-3869. —1002 W. Nevada, U., 344-5055.
Dunkelberger, John G., B.A., Bilingual Asst., Dept. of Slavic Lang, and Lit.
3092 Foreign Lang., 333-0680. —702 S. McCullough, U., 367-4668.
*Dunkman, Richard Theodore (Norma J.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —510 N. Main, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2628.
*Dunlap, Albert Carl (Lela P.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div., Retired.
410 W. Healey, C, 352-3885.
Dunlap, Fanny, Ph.B., B.L.S., Reference Librn. and Asst. Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
1501 Delmont Ct., U., 367-2935.
*Dunlap, Floyd H. (Catherine), M.Ed., Extension Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext.
117 Illini Hall, 333-4138.
*Dunlap, Lawrence Ralph (Mary E.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, U., 367-7483.
Dunlap, Martha, Ph.D., Asst. Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service.
330 Bevier Hall, 333-7242. —306 Evergreen Ct., U., 367-9589.
*Dunlap, Ruby L. (Ralph), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop Ext. Serv.
40 E. 47th, Chicago; 268-5121.; Apt. 108, 4844 State, Chicago, —Apt. 5A, 56 E. 47th, Chicago
(60653), 373-6506.
*Dunn, Claude Beckham (Kathryn), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Chemical Sciences. Retired.
616 W. Clark, C, 352-8614.
*Dunn, Floyd (Elsa), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Biophysics.
204 E.E. Annex, 333-3133. —R.R. 3, C, 359-5162.
*Dunn, H. Michael (Hannah M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Classics: Executive Secy, of Dept.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008. —915 W. Springfield, C, 359-7465.
Dunn, James Glenn, Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3102. —702 W. Park, C, 359-9380, 359-9381.
Dunn, Linda Rosenman, M.S.W., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. & Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —1206 W. California, U., 344-0510.
Dunn, M. Virginia, (Mary V.), M.Ed., Adm. Asst., Curriculum in Occupational Therapy (with
rank of Asst. Prof.).
31 Student Services, 333-7780. —Apt. 39K, 6007 N. Sheridan, Chicago (60660), 728-8695.
Dunn, Patricia A., Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —6 Lemon Tree Dr., C, 359-6470.
*Dunn, Raymond Edward (Marilyn), Ed.M., Stock Culture Technician. Dept. of Microbiology.
233 Burrill Hall, 333-2568. —321 Fairlawn Dr., U.
*Dunn, Steven Joe (Pamela S.), B.S., Accountant I, Dept. of Dairy Science.
315 Animal Sciences Lab., 333-3460. —611 Goldenview Dr., C, 359-3545.
*Dunn, S. Watson (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of Advertising; Head of Dept.
103 Gregory Hall, 333-1603. —112 E. Holmes, U., 344-5884.
*Dunnum, Sheila R. (Charles W.), Clerk-Typist II, Personnel Services Ofc.
108 Personnel Services, 333-2144. —1114 Broadmoor, C, 359-2087.
Dunsing, Marilyn M., Ph.D., Prof, of Family Economics, Dept. of Home Econ.
161 Bevier Hall 333-2412. —5 Kent Ct., C, 352-3159.
*Durbin, Edward Eugene (Sarah P.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
66 Sherman Hall, 333-2265. —412 W. High, U., 367-4740.
Durbin, Rita D., Key-Punch Operator I, Visual Aids Service.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1362. —449 N. Diatt, Bement (61813), 678-8030.
•Durham, Agnes B. (Roy T.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
31 Vet. Med., 333-4855. —408 W. Green, C, 359-9636.
•Durham, Geraldine (William), Program Asst., Whiteside County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 626-3658. —1808 Oak Grove, Sterling (61081), 625-0667.
•Durham, Margaret N. (Lyle W.), Personnel Officer III, School of Chemical Sciences.
107 Noyes Lab., 333-1050. —104 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-5665.
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Durkin, M. Dolores, Ph.D., Prof, of Elementary Education.
308 Education, 333-1670. —713 W. Church. C. 356-2998.
•Durkin, Zenaida Enrico (John P.), B.S.. Food Service Administrator I. Housing Div
Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-1291.
—Lot 24, 1010 E. Colorado, U.. 367-5688.
*Dus, Karl M. (Martha), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry.
390a East Chem.. 333-3968. —1004 Harmon. L'.. 328-1010.
'tDutton, Joye M. (James S.), Supervisory Asst., State Water Survey.
153 Water Resources. 333-2211. —722 Southwest Dr.. C. 352-2703.
'Duvall, Eloise (Robert E.). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-2910. —R.R. 3, U., 367-6589.
*Duvall, Kathy (Robert, Jr.), Tab Mach. Operator 1, Measurement & Research Div.. Ofc. of
Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —502 Dogwood Dr.. C, 356-3824.
Duvall, Linda L, Clerk-Stenog. II, College of Physical Education.
107 Huff Gym., 333-2129. —R. R. 3, U., 367-6589.
•Duvall, Robert Eugene (Eloise), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. III. School of Chemical Sciences.
104 Noyes Lab., 333-1722; 5 Chem. Annex, 333-4100.
—R.R. 3, U., 367-6589.
'tDuzan, Patty LaVerne (Ronald E.), Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
182 Natural Resources. 333-6832. —2213 Rainbow View Dr.. U.. 328-2262.
*Duzan, Rex Dale (Janet S.). Computer Operator III. Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —5 Hickory Lane, Villa Grove (61956). 832-2851.
'tDuzan, Ronald Eugene (Patty L.), Jr. Professional Scientist. State N.H. Survey.
236 Nat. Resources Study Annex. 333-6857. —2213 Rainbow View Dr.. L'.. 328-2262.
*Dvorak, Wayne D. (Theodora A.). M.S. Asst. in Secondary Education.
Music Bldg., 333-2620; 57 E. Armory, C, 333-1027. —1102 E. Pennsylvania, L\. 367-0361.
Dvorak, Rebecca S„ B.A.. Asst. in German.
3037 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —URH-530 Daniels Hall, L\. 332-2322.
"tDwyer, James David (Sherry K.), Hydrologic Technician. U.S.G.S.
Carter Bldg., Ashley Rd.. Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-4495. —R.R. 4, Benton Rd.. Mt. Vernon
(62864), 618-244-2608.
Dwyer, Martha Louise, Financial Aids Adviser II, Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0714. —Box 2364, Station A. C.
Dyal, Rachel, M.S., Specialist in Education. Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U.. 333-0150. —908 W. Clark. C. 356-1137.
*Dyer, Jerry Lee (Patsy M.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1605 S. Maple, U., 367-7596.
*Dyson, John D. (Margaret E.). Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
451 E.E. Bldg.. 333-1201. —1004 S. Western, C. 352-3643.
•Dyson, Miriam Beth (Stephen E.). Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Civil Engineering.
1205 Civil Eng., 333-6923. —R.R. 3, C, 359-7026.
*Dziuk, Philip John (Patricia R.). Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science.
Ill Animal Genetics, 333-2901. —3 Lincoln Ct., C, 359-2091.
tDzurisin, Gregory Lee B.S., Hydrology Asst.. State Water Survey.
P.O. Box 409. Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1607. —515 W. Van Buren, Naperville (60540).
312-355-5209.
•tEadie, George Robert (Ruth V.). M.S.. E.M., Adm. Engr.. State Geological Survey: Visiting Prof,
of General Engineering.
116 Natural Resources. 189-274, 344-1481. —718 W. Harvard. C. 359-9529.
•Eagelman, James Garfield (A. Elizabeth). V.M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med. On leave
of absence for 1972-73.
203 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2002.
•Earley, Ernest Benton (Liberty), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Physiology. Dept. of Agronomy.
211 Davenport Hall. 333-1277. —1102 S. Garfield, L\, 367-4692.
•Early, Walter E. (Lee Ilia), Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 146. Seymour (61875), 687-5990.
•Easley, John Allen, Jr. (Elizabeth F.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Teacher Education. Dept. of Elementary
Education.
Rm. 215, 805 W. Pennsylvania. L\. 333-2853.
•Eastes, Walter L (Ellen). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Chemistry. „ lol „ x
22 Noyes Lab., 333-1582. —Apt. D. 420 W. Green. Farmer City (61842). 928-9710.
•Eastman, Lloyd E. (Margaret), Ph.D.. Prof, of History.
429 Gregory Hall, 333-7487. —2007 George Huff Dr., L'.. 344-4627.
•Easton, Janice Kay (Charles). Clerk-Typist III. Police Training Inst., Div. of Lim. Ext
359 Armory, 333-2337. —214 W. Holden, Tolono (61880). 485-5137.
•Easton, Jerry Ray (Lillian E.). Steam Distribution Operator. Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —711 N. Bourne. Tolono (61880). 485-5295.
•Easton, Nolan Glen (Lois). Operating Engr.. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Tolono (61880). 485-7840.
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*Easton, William E. (Sandra), Transportation Clerk, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 771, Tolono (61880), 598-7121.
Eaton, Thelma, Ph.D., Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
North Egremont, Massachusetts (01252), 413-528-0983.
* Eaton, Theresa Mae (Kermit), Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —206 Oakley, Rockford (61103), 962-6987.
*Eaton, William Otto (Pauline R.), Herder Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Beef Cattle Barns, 333-0042. —Springlake, Mahomet (61853), 586-4895.
*Eberle, Jane H. (William M.), B.A., Cashier II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-4870. —Apt. 203, 2107 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-2090.
*Eberle, William Marion (Jane), M.S., Res. Asst. in Pedology, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-401c Turner Hall, 333-3650. —Apt. 203, 2107 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-2090.
*Ebert, Edward Darwin (Freda K.), M.S., Prof, of General Engineering.
209A Transportation, 333-0068. —1108 S. Pine, C, 356-2349.
Eccles, Beverly A., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305B Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 6, 307 S. Lincoln, U., 344-3735.
*Eckel, Earl Joseph (Mary E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Metallurgical Engineering.
110 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1092. —303 E. Healey, C, 352-2389.
Eckersley, Leona Emma (Mrs.), Printing Production Coordinator, Ofc. of Campus Publications,
Retired.
Bayles Lake, Loda (60948), 386-2283.
*Eckert, Charles Alan (Judith H.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
213 Adams Lab., 333-3634. —611 S. Edwin, C, 352-8425.
*Eckert, Willford John (Thelma), Dir. of Firemanship Training, Div. of Univ. Ext.
103 Illini Hall, 333-3800. —2308 S. Anderson, U., 328-2666.
*Eckerty, William B. (Donna M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Sadorus (61872), 598-3660.
*Eckstein, Paul James (Ina M.), Master Airport Mechanic, Airport Plant and Services, Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —BOX 726, Tolono (61880), 485-4400.
*tEddleman, Thomas Dwight (Teddy G.), B.S., Assoc. Project Director, Grants-In-Aid, University
of Illinois Foundation; Executive Secretary, "I" Men's Association.
333 Illini Union, 333-6784, 333-6595. —110 E. Eighteenth, Gibson City (60936), 784-4764.
*Eddy, John D., (Vicy S.), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —206 W. Charles, C.
*Eddy, Oliver M. (Mary L.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —105 S. Hartle, U., 367-8447.
*Eden, James Gary (Carolyn), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
127 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2483. —Apt. 260, 310 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-6263.
*Eden, Stanley R. (Loretta L.), M. Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Ogle County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 99, Pines Rd., Oregon (61061), 732-2191. —R.R. 3, Oregon (61061), 732-7746.
Edgar, Judy Olivia, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4124 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —404 N. Lake, U., 367-5892.
*Edgar, Robert Alexander (Georgia), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Saline County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 253-7711. —321 W. O'Gara, Harrisburg (62946),
252-3528.
Edman, Marjorie, M.S., Res. Assoc, in Nutritional Biochemistry, Dept. of Animal Science.
154 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1658. —308 Sunnycrest Ct. West, U., 367-3800.
Edminster, Richard D., B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
342 Lincoln Hall. —URH-547 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4854.
*Edmison, Florence C. (Delbert L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Physics.
437 Physics Bldg., 333-4452. —106 McKinley Circle, Philo (61864), 684-2106.
Edmond, James, B.A., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
201 Met. and Min. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
*Edge, Ronald Dean (Catherine C), M.A., Asst. in German.
3017 Foreign Lang. — 1960-C S. Orchard, U., 367-0187.
*Edwards, Belva Merle (Elmer M.), Secy., Dept. of Electrical Engineering.
312 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4151. —1909 Robert Dr., C, 352-4735.
*Edwards, Dale Ivan (Carol A.), Ph.D., Res. Plant Pathologist (Nematologist), U.S.D.A.; Asst.
Prof, of Nematology, Dept. of Plant Pathology.
107F Hort. Field Lab., 333-0996, 333-0583. —2605 Brownfield Rd., U., 367-4178.
Edwards, Dorothy Jo, Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria 061604), 309-688-8228. —Apt. B, 404 Evans, Peoria (61603).
•Edwards, Elmer Forrest (Hilda K.), B.S., Ext. Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-2886. —3 Regent Ct., C, 356-4034.
*Edwards, E. M. (Belva M.), B.S., Business Mgr., University Press.
102A University Press, 333-0950. —1909 Robert Dr., C, 352-4735.
*Edwards, Lloyd Vernon (Delores F.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —328 E. Main, Areola (61910), 268-3459.
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•Edwards, Marguerite, (Leroy), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1736. —Apt. B, 1401 Hobson Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-0752.
Edwards, Neal, Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications, Retired
Warwick Hotel, 1315 Gravier, New Orleans, Louisiana (70112), 524-6097.
•Edwards, Norma June (Hobart), Clerk II, Survey Res. Lab.
420 D.K.H., 333-4319. —301 N. Washington, Mansfield (61854), 489-4563.
Edwards, Rachel Elizabeth, B.S., Clerk III, University Press, Retired
215 E. Washington, Pontiac, (61764).
•Edwards, Richard Oliver (Annabelle L.), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1703 Crescent Dr., C, 359-1869.
Edwards, Robert J., Storekeeper II, School of Chemical Sciences.
29a Adams Lab., 333-3257. —1103 W. Clark, U., 367-1975.
•Edwards, Terry, W. (Verna S.), M.B.A., Lecturer in Management. Div. of Univ. Ext.. Retired
1023 W. Charles, C, 356-8853.
'tEdwards, William Robert (Marian A.), M.S., Assoc. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
493 Natural Resources, 333-6856. —202 Waverly, Homer (61849), 896-2254.
•Edwardson, Catharine (John A.), B.S., Home Economics Adviser, Cook County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —Apt. 606, 5220 S. Kenwood, Tinley Park
(60477), 324-3796.
•Egbert, Paul R. (Caroline), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
349 E.E. Bldg., 333-3517. —909 W. Church, C, 356-3519.
•Egger, Steven A. (Josephine), M.S., Instr., Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —2011 W. William, C, 356-0760.
•Eggers, Dale F. (Doris L.), Building Service SubForeman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1412 Hollycrest Dr., C, 352-1569.
Eggleston, Patricia Juanita, M.A., Res. Asst. in Elementary Education.
257 Armory, 333-6513. —402 Briar Lane, C, 359-8072.
•Egloff, William Fain (Marguerite M.), Ph.D., Dir. of Executive Development Center; Asst. Prof,
of Business Administration.
214 D.K.H., 333-4552. —4 Regent Ct., C, 356-0015.
•Ehler, Carolyn Ann (Frank L.), Clerk-Typist III, Measurement and Research Div., Ofc. of
Instructional Resources.
307A Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —107 Turner Dr., Mahomet (61853), 586-2461.
•Ehlers, Susan J. (Randall B.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, U.H.S.
102 U.H.S., 333-2870. —211 N. Coler, U., 367-1666.
•Ehmen, Albert Johnson (Nora L.), Fieldman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Horse Barn, 333-0347. —R.R. 2, Rantoul (61866), 694-4752.
Eh^hart, Daphne, Equipment Operator, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-0800. —602 W. Hill, C, 35°-3676.
Ehlert, Virginia L (Herbert) Program Asst. Scott County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —R.R. 2, Winchester (62694), 742-5240.
•Ehrlich, Gert (Anne A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy; Res. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
207 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-6776; 3-133 C.S.L., 333-6448. —1508 Dawson Dr., C,
352-8818.
"tEhrlinger, Henry Phillip III (Rose Lee), M.S., Assoc. Minerals Engr., State Geological Survey.
366 Natural Resources, 189-291,344-1481. —710 Ventura Dr., C. 359-6255.
•Eickman, Gary Edwin (Jennifer), B.S., Dir. of Allerton House., Coordinator of Short Couses &
Conferences.
Allerton House, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —Allerton House, Monticello (61856).
762-7013.
Eide, Elling, M.A. Asst. Prof, of Chinese Language and Literature, Center for Asian Studies. On
leave of absence for 1972-73.
Rm. 305, 1208 W. California, U., 333-0721. —8000 S. Trail, Sarasota, Fla. (813) 966-2722.
•Eifert, Evelyn (Nelson), Secy., Schuyler County, Cooperative Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6033. —R.R. 1, Rushville (62681), 322-3283.
•Eighmey, Marie Helene (George V.), B.A., Data Processing Analyst I, Campus Administrative
Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6349. —1812 Larch PI., U., 328-2694.
•Eilbracht, Euline Dallas (Lee), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
173 Lincoln Hall, 333-8968.0330900C —605 Hamilton Dr., C. 356-6811.
•Eilbracht, Lee Paul (Euline D.), B.S., Head Baseball Coach.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3400. —605 Hamilton Dr., C, 356-6811.
•Eiler, Hugo (Valerie), D.V.M., Res. Assoc, Dept. of Animal Science.
107 Animal Genetics, 333-2901. —Apt. 1, 1515 W. Kirby. C.
•Eirich, Leon Dudley (Patricia A.), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
335 Burrill Hall, 333-0065. —Apt. 304, 2112 S. Orchard. U.. 344-5082.
•Eisenberg, Gerry G. (Harry H.), Secy., Dept. of Classics.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008, 333-1009. -102 McHenry, U. 344-2205.
•Eisenhauer, Leon Delano (Jeannette), Ph.D.. Manager. Illini Union Boototore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —203 N. Division, Mahomet (61853), 586-2532.
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Eisenman, David P., M.S., Staff Assoc, Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ofc. and Center
for Advanced Study.
912 W. Illinois, U., 333-6664. —Apt. 278, 805 S. Coler, U., 328-3688.
*Eisenmayer, John Curt (Elizabeth A.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser 1 in Agriculture, Henderson
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 568. Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-4071. —Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-3521.
*Eisenmenger, Francis W. (Nancy), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —11 1/2 S. Richman, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9367.
•Eisenmenger, Marian S. (John J.), Clerk-Typist II, Children's Res. Center. Children's Res.
Center, Bldg.,
333-4123. —Pesotum (61863), 867-2205.
*Eisenmenger, Marian S. (John J.), Clerk-Typist II, Children's Res. Center,
333-4123. —Pesotum (61863), 867-2205.
*Eisenstein, Bob Irwin (Laura B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
411 Physics Bldg.. 333-1119. —609 S. Willis, C, 359-3120.
•Eisenstein, Laura Beatrice (Bob I.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
367 Physics Bldg., 333-6642. —609 S. Willis, C, 359-3120.
•Eiskamp, Margaret Jane (Arnold L.), Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
160 Daniels Hall. 333-0465. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7648.
•Eisner, Beth Bradley (Robert), M.Mus., Assoc. Prof, of Music. Emerita.
311 W. University, C, 352-3349.
*Eitzen, Vincent Gregory, B.S., Systems Programmer II. Computing Services Ofc.
187 D.C.L., 333-6145. —812 W. Illinois, U., 367-3706.
Ejike, Uwadiegwu Boniface Chukwugozie Okafo, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics.
237 Illini Hall. 333-1625. —Apt. 306, 911 S. Locust, C, 359-6649.
tEkwere, Ani, M.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
432 Natural Resources, 189-250, 344-1481. —210 W. John, C, 352-4150.
Elam, Allen, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1106 S. Kinch, U., 367-8962.
*Elam, Danny Lee (B. Joanne). B.S.. Program Adm. Asst., Mat. Res. Lab.
264 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1382. —401 W. Charles, C, 356-6160.
*tElam, Dorothy Rose (David L.), B.S., Tech. Editor, State Geological Survey, Retired.
R. R. 4, Sunset Dr., Sparta, Tennessee (38583).
*Elam, Emmett W. (Belinda), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall. 333-2657. —Apt. 7, 704 W. Nevada, U., 367-5472.
*Eland, Dave R. (Patricia), M.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107. —Apt. 4, 310 N. Busey, U., 344-7535.
*Elder, Judith Arline (Phillip D.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Horticulture.
101 Vegetable Crops, 333-1965. —914 E. Fairlawn, U., 328-2687.
Elder, Leslie Ivan, (Katherine V.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Lincoln Avenue Dairy Barns, 333-0472. — 1516 W. University, C, 352-6627.
*Eleyae, Awoture (Dorcas O.), M.S., Asst. in P.E. for Men.
121 Huff Gym.. 333-2460. —401 S. Sixth, C, 359-1610.
*Elias, Dorothy K. (Joel H.), M.S., Instr. in Home Economics.
233 Bevier Hall, 333-0518. —1511 Marigold Lane, C, 356-2143.
*Elias, Joel Howard (Dorothy A.), B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
350 Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —1511 Marigold Lane, C, 356-2143.
*Eliot, Raymond (Margaret C), A.M., Assoc. Prof, of P.E.; Assoc. Director of Athletics, Athletic
Association.
121 Assembly Hall, 333-2241. —1407 W. Springfield, C, 352-8064.
*Elkins, Patricia Anne (Larry E.), Clerk Stenog. Ill, College of Law.
125 Law, 333-0931. —R.R., Fisher (61843), 897-4560.
Elkins, Rosemary, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. — Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
Ellett, Doris R., Secy., President's Ofc.
136 Davenport House. 333-1087. —Apt. 6. 1804 W. William, C, 359-5368.
Ellgass, Michael G„ B.S.. Res. Asst. in Accountancy.
360 Commerce (W). —URH-305 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2212.
Elliott, Carolyn Eadie, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
121 Children's Res. Center, 333-6452. —805 W. Harvard. C, 352-5864.
*Elliott, Dorothy A. (Howard E.), Program Asst., Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie. Decatur (62522). 422-6809, 422-4766. —20 N. Country Club Rd.. Decatur
(62521), 428-7142.
•Elliott, Edward L. (Nancy), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Accountancy.
213 Commerce (W), 333-0694. —1916 Galen Dr.. C. 359-6822.
•Elliott, Joe Ridings (Martha R.), Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —1512 Robinson, Danville (61832). 442-7452.
•Elliott, Joyce Ann (Larry), Secy., College of Law.
117 Law, 333-0138, 333-6066. —2016 E. Michigan, U., 367-0073.
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Elliott, Lester Elton B.A.. Dir. of Purchases, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc
228 Adm., 333-3580. —718 Dover PI., C. 356-0102.
•Elliott R. Terry (Kathie A.), B.A., Commercial Artisit II. Agricultural Communications
62 Mumford Hall, 333-7117. —2403 1/2 Sharlyn Dr., U., 359-0671.
"Ellis, Addie Mae (James), Kitchen Helper, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —205 E. Chruch, C, 359-5726.
'Ellis, Charles Dale (Mary M.), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Ptetemakcr,
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —1904 E. Vermont, U., 367-2972.
*tEllis, Davis W. (Susie J.), M.S., District Chief, Water Resources Div., U.S.G S
P.O. Box 1026, 605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —1011 Devonshire Dr.. C, 359-9310.
'Ellis, Deloris Joann (Joseph R.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, DeKalb County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194. —Owens Rd., Maple Park (60151), 286-3936.
"tEllis, Jack Allen (Gloria M.), M.S., Assoc. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
202 Bauer Bldg., Effingham (62401), 342-6075. — 13 S. Lakewood, Effingham (62401),
342-6983.
Ellis, Jami C, Secy., Pulaski-Alexander County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 745-6310. —2801 Park, Cairo (62914), 734-2898.
•Ellis, Jean (Steven R.), Secy., Dept. of P.E.
120 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —113 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-2202.
*Ellis, Jon Francis (Mary J.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Agriculture, Bureau County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Princeton (61356), 879-8016. —1140 Linda Dr., Princeton (61356), 875-2352.
Ellis, Lucille Nelson, B.A., Adm. Asst. I, College of L.A.S., Retired.
212 E. John, C, 352-2653.
*Ellis, Mary Ann (Donald E.), Secy., Clay County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Southeast Corner, Square, Louisville (62858), 665-4513. —Louisville (62858), 665-3566.
•Ellis, Mary Margaret (Charles D.), Secy., Dept. of Food Science.
567 Bevier Hall, 333-0130. —1904 E. Vermont, U., 367-2972.
*Ellis, Michael John (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, Children's Res. Center, Dept. of Rec. and
Park Adm., and Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
88 Children's Res. Center, 333-6563. —1807 Rebecca Dr., C, 352-9020.
*tEllis, Robert Oliver (Anna E.), Asst. for Operations, State N.H. Survey.
182 Natural Resources, 333-6836. —1511 W. Healey, C, 356-1792.
Ellis, Roger Dale, Food Processor. Central Foods Stores.
1321 S. Oak, C, 333-1452. —1904 E. Vermont, U., 367-2972.
*Elliston, Ronald James (Diane), B.S., Instr. in Music.
104 S.M.H., 333-3188. —1712 Parkhaven, C, 359-7294.
*Elmer, Charles Dixon (Kay E.), M.A., Supervisor of Physical Therapy; Asst. Prof, Div. of
Rehab. -Educ. Services.
178 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4608. —2006 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-8710.
*Elsesser, Thaddeus Musser (Wilma J.), M.S., Assoc. Prof of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
221 Talbot Lab., 333-3197. —608 W. Main, U., 367-6163.
Eisner, Ronald F., M.S., University Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —URH-304 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2211.
*Elston, Charles Bareford (Becky K.), M.A., Asst. Archivist (with rank of Instr.) and Newspaper
Libr., Library.
19 Library, 333-0798; 1 Library, 333-1509. —1609 Cornell Dr., C, 352-7907.
Elston, Todd Whitlock, Food Processor, Housing Div.
1321 S. Oak, 333-1453. —1707 W. Green, U., 359-0938.
*Elyn, Mark (Jaclyn), Assoc. Prof, of Music.
207 S.M.H., 333-2620. —2012 Vawter, U., 344-2109.
•Emanuel, Tom Wilkes, Jr. (Kathleen F.), B.S., Ground School Supervisor. Inst, of Aviation.
317 Engineering Hall, 333-6132. —114 W. Iowa, U. 328-1529.
Emberson, Richard M., Jr., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
57 Physics Bldg., 333-3128. —1005 S. Prairie, C.
*Embry, James Clarence (Alice L.), Chief Cold Storage Operator, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1528. —P.O. Box 81, U., 367-4118.
Emerson, Bertrand M„ II, B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
327 D.K.H. —204 E. White, C.
Emerson, William David, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics
123 Altgeld Hall, 333-2043. —610 1/2 E. Green, C, 359-0927.
*Emery, David (Dolores), Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
*Emery, Dolores (David), Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University ol
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. -Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave.
Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
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tEmery, SuZanne Elizabeth, B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
31 Natural Resources, 189-208, 344-1481. —1113 W. University, U.
Emery, William T., Jr., Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —121 W. Washington, C.
*Emery, Willis Laurens (Edith R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
154 E.E. Bldg., 333-0207; 379 E.E. Bldg., 333-1047. —1612 W. Healey, C, 352-5482.
*Emmons, Sharon K. (Lloyd W.), Typing Clerk II, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-7518 —2424 W. Skyline Dr., C, 352-9162.
Emory, Scott F., B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —Apt. 6, 1009 Frances Dr., C.
*Emptage, Mark H. (Rebecca), B.S., Res. Asst. in Biochemistry.
390 Adams Lab. —Apt. 22, 1404 Silver, U., 367-9854.
*Emoungu, Winnie Dumazile (Paul-Albert), Ph.D., Clinical Counselor (with rank of Asst. Prof.),
Psych, and Counseling Center.
244 Student Services, 333-3716. —Apt. 23-A, 1209 E. Florida, U., 344-0865.
*tEms, Betty Harriette (Leon H.), Card Punch Operator III, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —R.R. 1, Ogden (61859), 469-2559.
*Ems, Frank Lorenzo (Freida L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, U., 688-2404.
Enata, Eloise (Mrs.), A.M., Asst. Prof, of English.
3047 Foreign Lang., 333-7922; 3070 Foreign Lang., 333-1506. —1303 W. Healey, C,
352-3995.
*Endsley, Margaret R. (Marion E.), Typing Clerk III, McKinley Health Service.
1109 S. Lincoln, U., 333-2823. —Box 136, Pesotum (61863), 867-2419.
*Endsley, Marion Everett (Margaret R.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 136, Pesotum (61863), 867-2419.
Eng, Genghmun, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —URH-250 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2203.
Eng, Sifon, B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105a Woodshop, 333-1775. —URH-520 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2312.
*Eng, William (Jean), M.Arch., Prof, of Architecture.
305 Architecture, 333-0698. —706 Arlington Ct., C, 352-6770.
*Engebretson, LaVerne A. (Cheryl), B.A., Asst. in Physics.
37 Physics Bldg., 333-4136. —501 N. Randolph, C.
Engel, Rhoda Romona, M.S., Cataloger, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —2425 E. Oregon, U., 367-0027.
*Engelbrecht, Louis Martin (Elizabeth A.), Ed.M., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, McHenry
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 431, Woodstock (60098), 815-338-3737. —720 Gerry, Woodstock (60098), 815-338-1241.
*Engelbrecht, Richard Stevens (Mary E.), Sc.D., Prof, of Environmental Engineering, Dept. of
Civil Engineering.
3230e Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-3822. —2012 Silver Ct. West, U.. 367-8098.
*Engelgau, Gary Ray (M. Anna), M.A., Asst. Director of Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min., 333-3648. —2012 Burlison Dr., U., 344-2127.
*Engelhardt, Charles Richard (Evelyn), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Logan County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
122 S. McLean, Lincoln (62656), 732-8289. —211 Portland PL, Lincoln (62656). 732-7875.
Engelhardt, Ludwig, M.S., Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-0453. —URH-610 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2334.
Engelmann, Jari Anne, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4037 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-1150 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4989.
*Engels, Anthony M. (Shirley E.), M.S., Assoc. Dir. of Student Financial Aids.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —2009 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5607.
*Engert, Maxine C. (Lloyd S.), M.S., Coordinator of Public Service, Radio, and Television
Programming, University Public Information Ofc.
142 Davenport House, 333-0880. —711 S. Prospect, C, 352-8188.
*England, Carol J. (James W.), Secy., Jackson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 160, 1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 618-687-1727. —R.R. 4, Murphysboro (62966).
618-684-4645.
*England, George Macintosh (Dorothy E.), M.S., Prof, of Food Distribution, Dept. of Agr.
Econ.
300C Mumford Hall, 333-1812. —405 Evergreen Ct, U., 367-8891.
Engle, Francis Earl, Microbiology Technologist, Dept. of Biochemistry.
496 Adams Lab., 333-1169. —2503 Carrelton Dr., C, 356-5205.
*Englis, Duane Taylor (Louise S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry, Emeritus.
68 Adams Lab., 333-0968. —906 S. Busey, U., 344-5653.
*English, Lester Lamar (Ruth E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Entomology and Entomologist,
State N.H. Survey, Emeritus.
1607 W. Church, C, 356-4019.
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*Enke, Rowena Vey (Alfred A.), Secy. Morgan County, Cooperative Extension Service.
^TsmR 4'wL4 ' Jacksonville (62650), 243-2712. -209 E. Greenwood, Jacksonville(0/tOU), z4>4ooy.
*Enloe, Mary Frances (Douglas A.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Physiol, and Pharmcol
231 Vet. Med., 333-6839, 333-0353.
-210 W. Birch. C. 359-8308 ™
d coL
Ennis, James Edward, Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U.. 333-1386.
—Sidney (61877), 688-2592.
*Ennis, Robert H. (Helen C), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy of Education
371 Education, 333-6817. —319 Elmwood Rd., C, 359-0691.
Entsminger, Lucille Helen, B.Ed., Home Adviser. Christian County. Retired.
Space 3, 3660 E. Fremont, Las Vegas, Nevada (89109).
•Enyeart, Robert E. (Betty J.), B.S., Asst. Prof., Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ Ext
359 Armory, 333-2337. —704 Mikel Dr., Rantoul (61866). 892-8013.
*Enyart, Patricia Loucille (Robert M.), Accounting Clerk III, Printing Div., Campus Publications
234 University Press, 333-4655. —105 N. Pine, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2881.
*Erb, Carl Glen (Carol A.), First Baker, Central Food Stores.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —106 S. Washington, Sidney (61877), 688-2035.
•Ercegovac, Milos D. (Zorana), B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
249 D.C.L., 333-6755. —Apt. D, 1922 S. Orchard, U., 328-3071.
*Erickson, Carol Joan (Donald E.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
318 Psych. Bldg., 333-0647. —2002 E. Michigan, U., 367-0385.
*Erickson, Duane Edward (Phyllis A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics
303 Mumford Hall, 333-1819. —2021 Burlison Dr., U., 328-3820.
*Erickson, Herman (Pauline M.), M.A., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations, Emeritus.
113 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-0981. —816 W. Columbia. C, 356-9378.
•Erickson, Joan Good (John E.), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
213 Speech Clinic, 333-2231. —2204 Brett Dr., C, 356-5828.
*Erickson, John Edward (Joan G), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education
and of English Education.
384 Education, 333-0663. —2204 Brett Dr., C, 356-5828.
•Erickson, John Edward (Joyce), M.S., Instr. in Journalism.
42 Gregory Hall, 333-0128. —510 W. California, U., 367-6774.
Erickson, Karen E., B.A., Asst., U.H.S.
Rm. 200, 303 E. John, C. —Apt. 12, 102 E. Armory, C, 384-5427.
*Erickson, Karyn E. (Victor G, Jr.), Clerk-Typist III, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
202 Central Receiving, 333-0815.
—Box 162, Bondville (61815), 863-2081.
Erickson, Keith R., B.S^E.E., Res. Asst., Center for Advanced Computation.
341 Adv. Comp., 333-6474. 333-4640. —Apt. 5, 406 W. High. U., 367-1000.
•Eriksen, Charles Walter (Barbara A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
519 Psychology Bldg., 333-3659. —Hawthorne Hills, R.R. 1, White Heath. 687-4870.
Eriksen, (Mrs.) Nita Jenelle, Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Psychology.
79 Children's Res. Center, 333-3996. —906 E. Harding Dr., U., 344-5623.
Erlanger, Margaret, M.A., M.S., Prof, of Dance; Dir. of Graduate Program.
4-305 K.C.P.A., 333-6565, 333-1010. —303 W. Indiana, U., 367-4487.
*Ernst, Edward Willis (Helen T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Associate Head of Dept.
152 E.E. Bldg., 333-2302; 301 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —2104 Cureton Dr.. U., 367-9029.
*Ernst, Kristin (Donald), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Sangamon County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —1511 S. Pasfield, Springfield (62704).
528-3050.
*Erskine, Richard G. (Cathy), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, 333-6222. —Apt. 19, 1905 N. Cunningham, U., 384-5327.
*Ervin, Robert Lee (Mary A.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —404 1/2 N. Carson, C, 352-3190.
*Erwin, James Albert, Jr. (Jacqueline H.), LL.B., Ext. Specialist, Police Training Institute. Div. of
Univ. Ext.
322 Armory, 333-2337. —405 N. State, Monticello (61856), 762-7563.
*Esarey, LaDema (Kermit E.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Home Economics.
206 Child Development Lab., 333-3869. —St. Joseph (61873), 469-2137.
'tEsch, Joan G. (David), B.A., Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
P.O. Box 1, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1466. —28 W. 379 Batavia Rd.. Warrenville (60555).
312-393-9386.
*Esela, Mary Joann (Charles J.), Secy., Schuyler-Brown Counties. Cooperative Extension Service.
130 W. Main, Mt. Sterling (62353), 217-773-2522. —405 W. South. Mt. Sterling (62353).
773-2860.
*Eskew, Judith Priscilla (Daniel L.), Secy., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
Rm. 232, 403 E. Healey, C, 333-4891. —104 N. Central, U., 328-2549.
"Eskridge, Howard Dean (Kathy), B.S., Instr., Firemanship Training, Div. of Univ. Ext.
103 Illini Hall, 333-3800. —508 S. Twenty-fourth, Herrin (62948). 618-942-7755.
•Espenschied, Roland Frederick (Alice E.). Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering and
of Vocational Agriculture.
„ „ ,, , ,, ,__.
440 Mumford Hall, 333-3872; 101A Agr. Eng., 333-2909. -110/ S. Buscy. L.. 344-3384.
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Esposito, Margaret Lea, M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, McLean County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
202 E. Locust. Bloomington (61701). 309-828-9513. —805 Apple. Normal (61761).
309-829-9562.
*Estabrook, Gwen Widmer (Reed). M.F.A., Instr. in Art and Design.
129 Fine Arts. 333-1579; 132 Fine Arts, 333-1579. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 832-9739.
*Estell, Carroll T. (Delores J.). Elevator Mech.. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Mahomet (61853). 386-3647.
Estep, Marian Theresa, A.M.. Vet. Med. Librn. (with rank of Assoc. Prof.). Emerita.
123 W. Reynolds. Urbana, Ohio (43078). 513-653-5857.
*Estergard, Patricia Ann (James C). Clerk-Typist II. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —R.R. 1. Ivesdale, 564-4720.
*Esworthy, Barbara Diane, (James A.). Secy., Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House. 333-1234. —Ogden (61859). 582-4247.
Etheredge, Maude Lee, M.D.. Prof, of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women, Emerita.
1326 Chandler Ct.. Livermore. California (94550). 447-1800.
Ettensohn, Frank Robert, M.S.. Asst. in Geology.
151c Natural History. 333-8858. —901 W. Main. U.. 328-1907.
*Eubanks, Robert Alonzo (Helaine), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering and of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics.
3106 Civil Eng., 333-6946. —2005 Vawter, U.. 367-9020.
•Euster, Gerald L. (Sandra), D.S.W., Asst. Prof, of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon. U.. 333-2261. —508 E. Scovill. L\. 328-2918.
*Evans, Carl Montelle (Marjorie M.). Painter. Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence. 333-4148. —1701 Sandra Dr., C. 359-1140.
•Evans, Carolyn Ruth (James H.), B.F.A.. Instr.. Agr. Communications Ofc.
62 Mumford Hall, 333-2407. —2304 Brookhaven Dr.. C, 352-9428.
•Evans, Charles A., Jr. (Sylvia D.). Ph.D.. Senior Res. Chemist. Mat. Res. Lab.
374 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-0386. —2008 Bruce. U.
Evans, (Mrs.) Darlene Laws, Adm. Clerk. Graduate College
330 Adm.. 333-6808. —2611 W. William. C, 352-0644.
•Evans, Edward Graham, Jr. (Kathleen), PH.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
225 Coble Hall, 333-4798. —203 Bliss Dr. U., 344-5228.
•Evans, Enter E. (Ruby), Subforeman. Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park. Monticello (61856). 333-3287. —410 Kratz Rd.. Monticello (61856).
762-9001.
*Evans, George A. (Bobbie), Mail Messenger. Operation and Maintenance Div.
74 Adm. —1013 Frank Dr.. C, 352-4496.
•Evans, Geraldine (Robert W.). Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Elem. Educ.
304 Education, 333-2561. —1107 W. Green. C. 352-5965.
•Evans, Jacques Blaine (Velda J.), Mgr. of Golf Course and Ice Rink. Athletic Association .
Golf Course, 359-5613; Ice Rink, 344-1764. —1013 Northwood Dr., C. 356-0446.
•Evans, James Forrest (Marlene), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Communications and of
Journalism. On leave of absence for one year beginning September 1. 1972.
58 Mumford Hall, 333-4785. —R.R.. Philo (61864). 684-2354.
•Evans, James H. (Carolyn R.). B.S.. Chief Building Operations Engr.. Illini Union.
115 Illini Union, 333-3954. —2304 Brookhaven. C. 352-9428.
Evans, Katherine, Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —3419 Delaware. Rockford (61102).
965-9972.
•Evans, Maurice B. (Beatrice H.), Sound Technician. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
7044 E. Forty-ninth St.. Indianpolis. Indiana (46226), 546-7871.
•Evans, Phon Aubrey (Verna I.). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Box 19-B. Mahomet (61853), 586-4810.
•tEvans, Ralph Leslie (Myra J.). Dr. Engr., Head of Water Quality Section. State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway. Peoria (61601). 309-674-5725. —R.R. 1. Morton (61550).
265-5269.
•Evans, Richard V. (Elizabeth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Business Administration.
383 Commerce (W). 333-6511. —2507 Melrose Dr.. C. 356-3327.
•Evans, Robert William (Geraldine B.), M.S., Asst. to Chancellor for Public Relations; Dir. of
Public Information.
134 Davenport House, 333-6185. —1107 W. Green, C. 352-5965.
•Evans, Ronald J. (Suzanne F.), M.S., Teaching Fellow in Mathematics.
303 Coble Hall, 333-6408. —Apt. C. 2015 S. Orchard. U.. 344-8061.
•Evans, Rupert Nelson (Barbara Jean), Ph.D., Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education. Bur.
of Educ. Res.
284 Education, 333-4382. —1842 Maynard Dr., C. 352-5624.
•Evans, Velda June (Jacques B.). Clerk III. Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-8201. —1013 Northwood Dr., C, 356-0446.
Evans, William Demon, Distribution Clerk, Mailing Service. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U.. 333-0800. —1858 Valley Rd.. C, 352-8907.
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•Evbuoma, Stanislaus N. (Shirley), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
306d Talbot Lab., 333-1399. —Apt. B. 1819 Orchard Place, U.. 328-3514.
*Everence, Betty Ann (Robert W.), Secy., Educational Placement Office.
140 Education, 333-0744. —1706 Kingston Dr., U.. 367-9734.
*Everett Travis Rex, Ph.D., Specialist in Entomology, G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and
Technology, Pant Nagar, U. P., India under Overseas Projects.
•Everitt William Littell (Dorothy W.), Ph.D., D.Eng.. D.Sci., LL.D.. Dean of College of
Engineering and Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
417 Engineering Hall, 333-2154. —607 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5556.
*Everly, Jack Crittenden (Donna), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Communications.
66 Mumford Hall, 333-7117. —608 W. Vermont. L.. 344-5738.
"tEvers, Robert August (Clara), Ph.D.. Botanist and Curator of the Herbarium, Section of Botany
and Plant Pathology. State N.H. Survey.
393 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —1206 W. Green, C, 356-2283.
*Eversole, Pamela Jean (James), M.S., Asst. in L.A.S.
Rm. 220. 408 S. Goodwin. L".. 333-7492. —1716 Allen Ct.. R.R. 2. U., 367-3034.
Evertts, Eldonna Louise, (Mrs.), Ed.D.. Assoc Prof, of Elementary Education.
316 Education, 333-6728. —2506 Stanford Dr., C, 359-1979.
*Ewbank, Walter Richard (Minnie A.). Janitor, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
406 E. Warren, Box 92. St. Joseph (61873). 469-2271.
*Ewing, Benjamin Baugh (Elizabeth M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Sanitary Engineering, Dept. of Civil
Engineering, and of Nuclear Engineering; Dir. of Water Resources Center and
Environmental Studies Program.
2535 Hydrosystems Lab. 333-0536; 911 W. High. U., 333-4178. —2212 S. Cottage Grove, U.,
367-4470.
*Ewing, Thomas Newell (La Verne). Ph.D., Assoc. Dir. of Psych, and Counseling Center; Prof,
of Psychology.
212 Student Services. 333-3719. —3 Bloomfield Ct.. C, 356-4808.
*Eyton, Lynne Rochelle (J. Ronald), B.Phil., Typing Clerk III, McKinley Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —805 S. Lynn, U., 328-3639.
Ezra, Len Edgar, Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —912 W. Church, C.
'Fackler, Fiana (Donald A.), Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-3450. —Box 173, Pesotum (61863). 867-2204.
*Fagan, Peter (Beverly), M.F.A.. Asst. Prof, of Art.
142 Fine Arts. —512 W. Nevada. U.. 367-9546.
*Fagbenle, Helen (Layi), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
106f Hort. Field Lab., 33-0583. —Apt. A, 1825 Orchard PI., U.. 344-1591.
Fagerstrom, Clara Jane (Mrs.) Secy., Kane County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —210 Longview Dr., Geneva (60134).
312-232-9125.
•Faggetti, T. Joseph (Evelyn R.), B.S., Ext. Adviser, Agriculture, Fayette County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
118 N. Sixth, Vandalia (62471). 618-283-2753. —605 Riverview Dr.. Vandalia (62471).
618-283-3699.
•Fahnestock, Maurice Kendall (Mary L.), M.S., Res. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering. Emeritus.
702 W. Vermont, U., 344-5482.
'Faiman, Michael (Lia), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Computer Science.
228 D.C.L., 333-6952. —708 E. Harmon. L'.. 367-4767.
*Fain, Rubye Hunley (Archie), Work Program Participant. Cook County. Cooperative Extension
Service
40 E. Forty-Seventy. Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890; 4022 S. State. Chicago (60609).
538-2664. —4022 S. State, Chicago (60609) 538-2664.
Fair, Judith S. (Eugene), Ofc. Appliance Operator II, Agricultural Publications.
Agr. Services Bldg., 333-3980. —R.R. 3. Lakewood Gardens, C. 586-4556.
'Fairchild, Daryl Raymond (Connie A.), M.S., Dir. of Television Program. Instructional
Resources Ofc. „,«„,x o-,-, n™o
1110 W. Main. U., 333-1070. —212 W. Adams, Villa Grove (61056). 832-9098.
Fairchild, Frederick Dean, M.S., Instr. in Music and in Bands.
10 S.M.H. —Apt. 106, 504 W. Main, L\. 344-3883.
Fairchild, Jacqueline, Asst. Mgr. of Photographic Lab.. Photography Service. Campus Public
Information Ofc.
713 S. Wright, C, 333-4671. —601 S. Western, C, 356-1960.
•Fairchild, Tim (Diane M.), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology. tnnc ~ . . n ,*< o Q ,,
135 Burrill Hall, 333-1069; 606 Morrill Hall, 333-2038. -1905 Greendale, C. 356-8931.
•Fairchild, Orrie L (Frances) Transportation Supervisor, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —811 S. Mattis, C, 356-2301.
•tFairfield, Robert Merle (Lorraine). Supervisory Asst.. State Geolog.ca :S^v
Geol. Surv. Res. Lab., 189-210, 344-1481. -18 Douglas. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7481.
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Falck, Arne, Asst. Prof, of Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3133 Foreign Lang., 333-1288.
*Falvo, Eugenie G. (Richard), M.S., Asst. in Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall, 333-7381. —506 W. Illinois, U., 367-2859.
*Fang, Herbert Han-ping (siu-Wan), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
4140 Civil Eng. —2002 S. Anderson, U.
*Fancher, Earl F. (Wanda G.). Automotive Mechanic. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —808 W. Hill, U., 367-8626.
*Farber, Herbert Otis (Mary K.) M.A., C.P.A.. Vice-President for Financial Affairs; Comptroller.
Board of Trustees; Comptroller, State Universities Retirement System; Treasurer, University
Foundation.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —2115 Bristol Rd.. C, 356-5788.
*Fargo, Marion K. (Dorothy M.). Electronics Technician I, School of Chemical Sciences.
125 Noyes Lab.. 333-6035. —201 Washington. Mahomet (61853).
•Farina, Charles (Ruth M.). Architectural Draftsman II, Dept. of Plant and Services.
708 S. Prairie, C. 352-3701.
Farlow, Helen Stanton (Mrs.), B.S., Editor. Information Services, Div. of Univ. Ext.
205 Arcade. 333-0517. —2102 Zuppke Dr.. U., 344-5413.
•Farmer, Loren Leonard (Judith A.), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2190.
•Farmer, Mary Lou (Michael T.). Clerk-Typist III, Small Homes Council-Building Res. Council.
1 E. Saint Mary's Rd., C. 333-1802. —R.R. 1, C, 356-6739.
•Farmer, Norma Jean (Neil T.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Civil Engineering.
Ill Talbot Lab.. 333-3921. —809 S. State, C, 352-8264.
Farmer, Virginia, A.M., Instr. in Music.
3608 Music Bldg., 333-1172. —118 W. Vermont, U„ 328-2282.
Farmer, Winifred Kennedy, R.N., Staff Nurse II, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center. 333-9551. —112 W. Florida, U., 367-7201.
•Farnell, William Robert, Jr. (Velta B.), B.S., Data Processing Analyst II, Campus Administrative
Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4802. —3101 Stoneybrook Dr., C, 352-3228.
Farner, Barbara Jo, B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Greene County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
319 West Side Square. Carrollton (62016). 942-6996. —345 N. Main. Carrollton (62016).
942-5272.
Farney, Robert F., M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
URH-621 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2345.
•Farnham, Wallace (Marilynn), Ph.D.. Prof, of History. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
•Farrell, Genevieve Hays (Wesley H.), Ed.M., Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Cumberland
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. 366. Route 121 East, Toledo, 849-2411. —Villa Grove (61956), 832-3136.
Farrey, (Mrs.) Rochelle Ida, Accounting Clerk I. Housing Div., Retired.
Apt. 4, 515 W. Washington. C. 359-4325.
•Farris, Claire L. (Ronald S.), A.S., Clerk-Stenog. III. Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-111 C.S.L.. 333-2046. —Apt. 5a, 2016 S. Vawter, U., 367-7824.
•Farris, Fay Juanita (William D.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, School of Chemical Sciences.
393 East Chem., 333-3962. —1725 Anita Dr., C, 352-9591.
•Farris, Philip Barrett (Gwen), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Kane County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589. St. Charles (60174). 312-584-6166. —232 Fairview Dr.. St. Charles (60174),
312-584-2898.
•Farris, Ronald S. (Claire), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
155 E.E. Bldg. —Apt. 5-A, 2016 S. Vawter, U., 367-7824.
•tFarris, William Dale (Fay). Scientific Photographer, State Geological Survey.
403 Natural Resources, 189-254, 344-1481. —1725 Anita Dr., C, 352-1300.
•Fash, William Leonard (Ruth E.). M.Arch.. Prof, of Architecture.
412 Architecture. 333-1330. —1003 W. Springfield. U.. 367-7514.
Fau, Sister Mary Eustella, M.S., M.A., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.) Library.
246 Library. 333-3399. —707 W. Oregon. U.. 344-5975.
•Fauchier, Jess (Margaret). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
390L Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4574. 333-2688. —Apt. 1W. 502 W. Main. U.. 328-3147.
•Faught, Earl W. (Marilyn). B.A., Assoc. Dir. of Personnel Services.
Personnel Services, 333-3105. —703 Park Lane Dr., C. 356-5414.
•Faulkner, Dianna (John). Work Program Participant, Johnson County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
19 Court. Vienna (62995), 618-658-5322. —Simpson (62985).
•Faullin, Jack Huston (Linda). Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —508 Westlawn, C. 356-2381.
*Fay, Patricia Marie (Richard L.), Clerk-Stenog. III. Personnel Services Ofc.
141 Personnel Services, 333-2136. —8 Two Pine Dr.. Bement (61813).
Fear, Elizabeth Jeannine, Secy.. Jasper County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Newton. 783-2521. —303 S. Stanley. Newton (62448), 783-3273.
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•Feathergill, James Edward (Eva M.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. — 1613 W. Clark, C, 356-4991.
*Febres-Cordero, Edgar Enrique (Emperatriz), M.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering
B-226 Civil Eng., 333-6985. —Apt. C, 1940 Orchard. U„ 344-4676.
Fecht Barbara A., B.S., Asst. in P.E.
181 Freer Gym., 333-7113. —1607 Valley Rd., C, 359-0625.
tFeger, Eugene Franklin (Hazel I.), Asst. to Mgr. of University of Illinois Employees Credit
Union.
512 S. Third, C, 352-0414. —617 Richards Lane. C, 359-4868.
•Fehrenbacher, Joe Bernard (Nell), Ph.D., Professor of Pedology, Dept. of Aerononn
N-405 Turner Hall, 333-3650. —1616 Sheridan Rd., C, 356-6785.
Fehrmann, Thorn, B.S. Nursery Worker, Dept. of Botany.
Botany Annex, 3-0816, 333-3828. —305 W. Nevada, U., 367-4694.
*Feinberg, Walter (Eleanor), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History and Philosophy of Education.
362 Education, 333-6428. —1704 Henry, C, 359-4284.
Feld, Louis David, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3119 Civil Eng., 333-6959. —URH-208 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2163.
•Felgenhour, Lucille Irene (Howard F.), Chief Clerk, Admissions and Records.
10 Adm., 333-0416. —930 Linview Dr., U., 328-3215.
'Fellmann, Jerome Donald (Mary Jean). Ph.D., Prof, of Geography.
122 Davenport Hall, 333-3135. —601 E. Harding, U., 367-1041.
•Fellows, Julian Robert (Mildred E.), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus.
Lot 23, Blvd. 11, Guernsey City, Tampa, Florida (55611), 813-839-3602.
Felson, Marcus, M.A., Lecturer in Sociology.
214 Lincoln Hall, 333-3495. —Apt. A3, 58 E. Daniel, C, 359-4616.
*Feltner, Richard Lee (Karen), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics; Head of Dept.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-1810. —703 Silver, U., 344-4219.
*Felton, Alida (Stanton), Ph.D., Res. Asst. in Vetinary Medicine.
231 Vet. Med., 333-6839. —603 S. Lynn, U., 367-2313.
*Feltz, Delitha Frances (Gordon O.), Secy., Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
144 M.E. Bldg., 333-1176. —510 N. Walnut, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9317.
'tFender, Glen Edward (Julia), Asst. Bus. Mgr., Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall, 333-1282. —717 Balboa, C, 359-1439.
*Fenske, Jane D. (Richard P.), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
336 Burrill Hall, 333-0425. —1213 1/2 Joanne Lane, C, 356-0397.
Fenton, Donald L., M.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
M.E.,Bldg., 333-1136. —Apt. 3E, 501 S. Elm, C,
*Ferber, Marianne Abeles (Robert), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
* 319 D.K.H., 333-3755. —606 S. Western, C, 356-5904.
*Ferber, Robert (Marianne), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Dept. of Economics: Prof, of Marketing.
Dept. of Bus. Adm.
411 D.K.H., 333-4273; 24075 Behavioral Sciences Bldg., Chicago Circle Campus. 996-5300.
606 S. Western, C, 356-5904.
Ferguson, Sharon, A.M., Asst. Editor, University Press.
434 Psych. Bldg., 333-3504. —6 Wayside, U., 328-1496.
•Ferguson, William Allen (Evalyn L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics; Executive Secy, of
Dept. of Mathematics.
274 Altgeld Hall, 333-3353. —1007 W. Hill, C, 356-5326.
•Fergusson, Fay Floyd III (Ruth A.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Sadrous (61872), 598-3503.
•Fergusson, Fay Floyd Jr. (Ethel N.), Head Rehab. Transportation Operator, Div. of Rehab.
Educ. Services.
151 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4617. —1621 Ridgeland Dr., C, 356-9966.
Fernandes, Marsha Jean, Clerk-Steonog. II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907. —Apt. 0-286, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-7658.
Ferrier, Leslie K., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Food Science.
107 S. Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —Apt. 245, 308 Holiday Park Rd.. C.
Ferrantino, Kenneth J., M.M., Asst. in Music.
1 S.M.H. —903 Ada Dr., C, 352-4700.
Ferre, (Mrs.) Coralee, Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. -2221 W. Ayres, West Peona (61604).
309-673-7550.
*Ferre, Sharon P. (Raymond), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —170 Austin, Decatur (62522), 423-3693.
•Ferrell, Harvey Dan (Linda J.), Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3841, 333-6392. —2203 E. Vermont, U., 367-8659.
•Ferrera-Boza, Rafael A. (Dylia), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2214 Civil Eng., 333-6941. —2053-B S. Orchard, U., 328-2308.
Ferris, Anna Rita, Secy., Coop. Ext. Serv.
528 Bevier Hall, 333-0521. —Apt. E-210, 703 E. Colorado, U., 344-5722.
•Ferris, Bridget Elaine (John), Clerk-Typist III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3561. —1006 Lanore Dr., U., 367-1389.
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'Ferry, James Gregory (Marilyn A.), M.S.. Asst. in Microbiology.
329 Burrill Hall. 333-0065. —Apt. 104. 2102 S. Orchard. L".. 344-6625.
*Fess, Philip Eugene (Suzanne C). Ph.D.. Prof, of Accountancy.
204 Commerce (W), 333-4526. 333-4525. —2408 Melrose Dr.. C. 352-0917.
Fetherolf, Nora Jane, Kitchen Helper. Housing Division, Retired.
Apt. 4. 700 E. Barker. Tuscola (61953). 253-2629.
Fetrow, Jane Carol, A.B.. Secy.. Dept. of Finance.
340B Commerce (W). 333-2110. —2701 E. Illinois. U.. 367-2366.
*Fett Gilbert Howard (Genevieve H.). Ph.D.. P.E.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
377 E.E. Bldg.. 333-0434: 156 E.E. Bldg., 333-0207. —723 S. Prairie. C. 359-3657.
*Fettig, Lyle Patrick (Patricia). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
412 Mumford Hall. 333-1831. —613 W. Clark. C. 356-8136.
*Feyerharm, William Robert (Ann S.). Ph.D.. Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall. 333-1705. —115 W. Pennsylvania. L\. 367-0288.
'Fickle, James Stewart (Mary Jo). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
337 Davenport Hall. 333-1277. —321 Royal Ct.. C. 352-5207.
•Fickle, Mary Jo Campbell (James S.). M.S.. Asst. Prof, of Textiles and Clothing, Dept. of Home
Economics.
243 Bevier Hall. 333-3466. —321 Royal Ct.. C. 352-5207.
Fidler, Roger L„ B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —705 S. Lynn. U.. 328-1123.
•Fiedler, Alice June (Paul G.). Secy.. Calhoun County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 366. N. County Rd.. Hardin (62047), 576-2419. —Batchtown (62006). 396-2285.
Field, Robert A., M.S.. Asst. in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg.. 333-2327; 216 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-2787. —Apt. 36, 310 E. White. C.
•Fielding, katherine Louise (Kenneth G.). B.A.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Chemistry.
468 Adams Lab.. 333-2803. 333-1792. —1401 E. Mumford. L\. 367-7043.
•Fielding, Kenneth G. (Katherine L.). M.S.. Director-Producer. Television Services.
1110 W. Main. L\. 333-1070. —1401 E. Mumford. U.. 367-7043.
Fields, A. Belden, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
371 Lincoln Hall. 333-1144. —906 S. Vine. U., 344-7265.
tFiene, Faith L„ B.S.. Res. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
425 Natural Resources. 189-296. 344-1481. —Apt. 351. 118 Holiday Park Dr., C. 359-8361.
Fieselmann, Benjamin F„ B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Xoyes Lab.. 333-1776. —606 W. Ohio. U.' 344-5812.
•Fifield, Linda Jo (William L.), Clerk-Typist III. Health Professions Information Ofc.
2 Student Services, 333-7079. —1801 Willow Rd.. U.. 328-3909.
•Fifield, Richard G. (Shirley A.). M.S.. Asst. Horticulturist. Dept. of Horticulture.
101 Vegetable Crops, 333-1965. —2305 Carlisle Dr.. C, 356-0169.
Fifer, Patricia Joan, Chief Clerk. Office of Urbana Personnel Services.
108 Personnel Services Bldg.. 333-2142. —201 X. Fair. C. 359-2919.
•Fierke, William Frank (Judith A.). M.Educ.Adm.. Admissions /Records Officer. Admissions and
Records.
177 Adm.. 333-0302. —2304 Glenoak Dr.. C. 352-7670.
•Figge, Richard C. (Susan). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of German.
3080a Foreign Lang. 333-7654. —307 W. Illinois. L\. 367-3402.
*Fike, Darl Wesley (Rosemary). B.S.. Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Henry County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
116 X. East. Cambridge (61238). 309-937-2424. —207 W. Court. Cambridge (61238).
309-937-5407.
•Files, Margaret K. (James L.). B.A.. Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Education.
398 Education. 333-9493. —1605 Henry. C. 352-1993.
Fildes, Roger D., B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
327 E.E. Bldg.. 333-9145. —Apt. 2, 807 S. Randolph. C. 356-6733.
Filipek, David Michael, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
2 Hort. Field Lab.. 333-0430. —Apt. 7. 1709 W. John. C. 356-3574.
•Filkin, Harold Floyd (Beverly J.). Grounds Worker and Operating Engr.. Operation &
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2005 Joanne Lane. C. 356-1643.
•Fillingim, Doris V. (Francis). B.S.. Pharmacist. Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
139 Small Animal Clinic. 344-5030. —1101 W. Green. C. 359-3665.
•Fillingim, Francis (Doris V.). M.H.A.. Hospital Administrator II. McKinley Hospital.
199 McKinley Health Center. 333-0180. —1101 W. Green. C, 359-3665.
*Fillion, Bryant Paul (Elinor). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of English Education. Dept. of Secondary and
Continuing Education.
391 Education. 333-2838. —1110 W. Healey. C. 352-9092.
•Fillion, Elinor Jane (Bryant P.). M.S.. Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.). Library.
220a Library. 333-1055. —1110 W. Healey. C. 352-9092.
•Fillman, Lezlie Ann (William T.). M.Ed.. Specialist in Automated Education. Computer-Based
Educ. Res. Lab.
264 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6210. —208 W. Grand. St. Joseph (61873), 469-7479.
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•Finch, Frank Herschel (Louise), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology Emeritus
504 W. Michigan, U., 344-6531.
Finck, Jananne, B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Mercer County Cooperative
Extension Service.
206 S.E. Third, Box 227, Aledo (61231), 309-582-2512.
-106 N.E. Third. Aledo (61231),309-582-2 1 65.
*Finder, Earl Frederick (Martha I.), B.S., Dir. of Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0160. —2011 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5102.
Finder, Verna Louise, Adm. Secy., College of Engineering.
106 Engineering Hall, 333-2151. —709 S. First, C, 352-6114.
•Findley, Roger William (Suzanne E.), J.D., Prof, of Law
147 Law, 333-3459. —1220 W. Charles, C, 356-6209.
*tFinger, Glenn Charles (Grace C), Ph.D., Principal Chemist, Chemical Group, State Geological
Survey.
361A Natural Resources, 189-232, 344-1481.
—Apt. 205C, 703 E. Colorado, U.. 367-9836.
•tFinger, Grace Chamberlain (Glenn C), B.S., Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
287 Natural Resources, 333-6846. 333-6847.
—Apt. 205, 703-C E. Colorado, U., 367-9836.
*Fink, Charles Melvin (Carol R.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Livestock, Cooperative Extension
Service .
520 E. Jefferson, Clinton (61727), 217-935-5515. —520 E. Jefferson, Clinton (61727),
217-935-5515.
•Fink, Deborah H. (Lawrence D., Jr.), Typing Clerk II, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2717. —24 Heritage, Shadowood Estates, C, 356-5497.
•Fink, Karl Julius (Alene L.), M.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3131 Foreign Lang. —520 Fairlawn, U., 344-7356.
•Finnegan, James Patrick, Instr. in Art.
143 Fine Arts, 333-4686. —R.R. 3, C, 359-9410.
Finney, Charles W., B.S., Asst. in Forestry.
211 Mumford Hall, 333-9281. —2706 Dale Dr., C, 359-2714.
•Finney, Raymond Joseph (Kathleen B.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
54 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —804 S. Lynn, U., 344-5172.
•Finney, Ross L (Rebecca B. H.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics; Counselor, Council on
Teacher Education.
211 Coble Hall, 333-4795. —1903 S. Anderson, U., 367-7693.
•tFiock, Carol Elizabeth (Conn), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
124 Natural Resources, 189-209, 344-1481. —1307 Grandview Dr., C, 356-5447.
*Fiock, Conn (Carol), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1307 Grandview Dr., C, 356-5447.
*Fiore, John Peter (Barbara J.), M.Ed., Undergraduate Academic Adviser, Dept. of Psychology.
12 Psych. Bldg., 333-6478. —716 W. Breen Dr., C, 356-0231.
•Fiorio, Pamela W. (William S., Jr.), B.F.A., Staff Asst., College of L.A.S.
Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-7492, 333-8475. —507 N. Elm, C, 356-6153.
•Fisch, Max H. (Ruth), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy, Emeritus.
201a Gregory Hall, 333-2086. —604 W. Iowa, U., 344-6580.
•Fischer, David B., (Bonnie K.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Cooperative Extension
Service.
900 Hillsboro, P. O. Box 406, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-7200. —1919 Cornell,
Edwardsville (62025).
•Fischer, Freda (Joseph), M.A., Senior Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
189 D.C.L., 333-6276. —1907 S. Vine, U., 344-5551.
•Fiscus, Gerald Eugene (Beverly A.), Electronics Technician I, Dept. of Computer Science.
29g D.C.L., 333-4697. —301 N. Jackson, Philo (61864).
•Fiscus, John Albert (Ruth L.), Linotype Machinist Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —309 Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-5628.
•Fiscus, Robert William (Alice), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101 Transportation, 333-1104. —R.R. 4, C, 643-6525.
•Fiscus, Ruth Lucille (John A.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
224 M.E. Bldg., 333-0639. —309 Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-5628.
Fisher, David E., M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
252 Davenport Hall, 333-0604; Greenhouse, Turner Hall, 333-6240. —Apt. 24, 307 E. White.
C.
Fisher, Margaret Manson, B.A., Asst. in German.
3137 Foreign Lang. —2115 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5962.
Fish, Gordon Edward, B.S., Teaching Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —URH-612 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2336.
Fisher, Anna, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of Tehran.
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadch.
Tehran, Iran.
Fisher, Cathy, Secy., Fayette County, Cooperative Extension Service. ,,„,_. %
118 N. Sixth, Vandalia (62471), 618-283-2753. —1312 Shelley Dr., Vandaha (6247 1).
618-283-2532.
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•Fisher, Elvin Marshall (Suzanne E.), B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2040. —Apt. 216, 904 N. Broadway, U., 367-1265.
*Fisher, Ernest Clinton (Leora N.), Building Service Worker, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —Box 213, Oakwood (61858). 354-4011.
•Fisher, James C. (Mary W.), Chief Clerk, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1150. —518 W. Main, Monticello (61856), 762-9061.
Fisher, James Francis, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
191A Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —Rm. 207, 606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
•Fisher, John Virgle (Helen M.), Asst. Grounds Gardener, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 4, C, 643-7825.
•Fisher, Keith J. (Janet C), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
108 Chem. Annex, 333-4323; 350 Noyes Lab. —1903 Willow Rd., U., 328-1690.
•Fisher, Lowell Burdette (Frances F.), M.Ed., LL.D., Litt.D., Ped.D., Assoc. Prof, of Educational
Administration and Supervision and University Coordinator of School-College Relations,
Emeritus.
The Old Inn Farm, Fairview (61432), 309-778-2224.
Fisher, Marguerite Rivers, Adm. Secy., President's Ofc.
364 Adm., 333-3071. —1102 Brighton Dr., U., 328-2007.
•Fisher, Mary Elizabeth (James C), Nat. Science Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Entomology.
17 Morrill Hall, 333-2910. —518 W. Main, Monticello (61856), 762-9061.
Fisher, Ralph T., Jr. (Ruth), Ph.D., Prof, of History; Dir. of Russian and East European Center.
1208 W. California, U., 333-1244. —2115 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5962.
•Fisher, Richard Lyle (Doris M.), Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2221 Georgetown Dr., C, 359-4132.
*Fisk, Jerry Austin (Shirley A.), B.S., Adm. Assn., Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
203 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1442. —1002 Duncan Rd., C. 359-3268.
Fitch, Janet Rae, M.A., Asst. in Italian.
4034 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 1, 221 W. Main, U., 367-0237.
Fitton, Louise, B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Rare Book Room, Library.
346, Library, 333-3777. —1106 W. Green, C, 356-8955.
*Fixman, Uri (Miriam), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
207 Coble Hall, 333-2696. —745 S. Mattis, C, 356-2634.
•Fitzgerald, Paul Ray (Naomi B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene, of Vet. Parasitology,
and of Vet. Res.
310 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-0330. —402 E. Colorado, U., 328-1087.
•Fitzgerald, Robert E., Jr. (Frances L.), Asst. Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Apt. A, 2709 Dale Dr., C.
Fitz-Gerald, (Mrs.) Rovenia Francis, A.B., Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
110 Education, 333-0962. —1104 S. Orchard, U.
FitzHenry, Patrick, M.S., Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3250. —Apt. A-l, 101 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-9081.
•Fitzsimmons, William T. (Opal L.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.,
Retired.
908 E. Water, U., 367-5317.
•Fizzell, James A. (Elaine H.), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Horticulture, Cook County, Coop.
Ext. Scrv.
622 Graceland, Des Plaines (60016), 298-5007. —1124 Garden, Park Ridge (60068), 696-0724.
•tFlach, Terry E. (Linda S.), M.S.E.E., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
59 Water Resources, 333-4964. —3308 W. William, C, 359-8752.
Flaherty, (Mrs.) Catherine Blanche, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Advertising.
103 Gregory Hall, 333-1602. —1002 W. Springfield, U., 367-7724.
•Flaherty, Bernard John (Arleen), M.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2932; Geophysical Observatory, 333-0023. —Apt. 205, 805 Oakland, U.,
367-1061.
Flake, Janice L., M.A., Asst., U.H.S.
104 U.H.S., 333-4447. —1831 Valley Rd., C, 359-1909.
*Flammang, Christopher J. (LaDonna F.), M.A., Assoc. Prof., Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ.
Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —511 North, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9329.
Flanagan, Cathleen C, M.S.L.S., Asst. in Library Science.
328 Library, 333-9890. —705 W. Michigan, U., 344-5073.
•Flanagan, John T. (Virginia), Ph.D., Prof, of English, Emeritus.
102c English, 333-3914. —705 W. Michigan, U., 344-5073.
•Flanders, Dwight Prescott (Mildred M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
185 Commerce (W), 333-4516. —719 S. Foley, C, 352-3179.
•Flanders, M. Dean (Linda L.), M.A. Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education, 333-3757. —Lot 77, Box 71, Rogers Mobile Estates, Tolono, 485-5585.
•Flanigan, Thomas Edward (Marguerite L.), M.S., Undergraduate Professional Program Advising
Coordinator, Dept. of P.E.
129 Freer Gym, 333-6866; 117 Freer Gym., 333-0470. —1004 Broadmoor, C, 352-4881.
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Fleming, Charles Wilson (Thelma H.), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —101 Hancock Dr., Villa Grove (61956). 832-9398.
•Fleming, Mary Elizabeth (James F.), B.A., Secy., Dept. of French
2090K Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —109 W. Delaware, U.. 367-4750.
•Fleming, Mary Katherine (Douglas C), Secy., DeWitt County, Cooperative Extension Service
803 W. Leander, Clinton (61727), 935-2942. -401 S. Walnut, Clinton (61727). 935-3233.
•Flessner, Jeanne Ann (Larry), Typing Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3595. —Rural Route, St. Joseph (61873), 694-4721.
Flessner, Sharon Kay, Accounting Clerk II, Assembly Hall.
120 Assembly Hall, 333-2954. —1214 W. Washington, C, 352-2209.
•Fletch, Debbie M. (Greg), Ph.D., Asst. in Political Science.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —207 W. Stoughton, U., 367-6897.
tFletcher, (Mrs.) Esther Marie, B.A., Secy, to Sports Information Director, Athletic Association
115 Assembly Hall, 333-1391. —2111 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-5971.
•Fletcher, Harris Francis (Dorothy), Ph.D., Litt.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Professor of English,
Emeritus.
346C Library. —705 W. Indiana, U., 344-6956.
•Fletcher, Stanley (Marian), B.Mus., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
723 Fairway Rd. N.W., Albuquerque, N.M. (87107), 505-344-4547.
•Flewelling, Charles Max (Julia D.), B.S., Adm. Asst. I, Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-3431, 333-3430. —1607 Normandy Dr., C, 356-2792.
•Flewelling, Julia D. (Charles M.), Typing Clerk III, Dept. of Voc. and Tech. Educ.
357 Education, 333-3166. —1607 Normandy Dr., C, 356-2792.
•Flexman, Ralph E. (Vivian H.), A.M., Dir. of Inst, of Aviation; Prof, of Aviation and of
Psychology.
Airport, 333-2411. —R.R., Sidney (61877), 688-2289.
Fley, Jo Ann, Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Higher Education.
341 Armory, 333-4942, 333-1535. —1517 Grandview, C, 352-4555.
'tFlickinger, Robert E. (Shirley), M.S., Deputy Dir. for Environment, U.S. Army Construction Eng.
Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res., Park, C, 352-6511. —1101 Frank Dr., C, 359-1873.
•Fliegel, Frederick Christian (Ruth H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology and Head of Dept.; Prof, of
Rural Sociology, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
326 Lincoln Hall, 333-1950; 302A Mumford Hall, 333-4211. —606 W. Church. C, 359-4234.
*Flinner, Shirley Jean (Duane D.), Secy., Marshall-Putnam County, Cooperative Extension
Service .
300 Edward, Henry (61537), 364-2356. —1324 Second, Henry (61537), 364-3087.
Flinspach, Regina Joan, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Cooperative Extension
Service.
Highway 36 and 54 East, Box 227, Pittsfield (62363), 285-4303. —Apt. 7, 321 W. Adams,
Pittsfield (62363), 285-6458.
•Flint, Allen H. (Esstel E.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Bellflower (61724), 722-3240.
•Flohr, Betty Jane (Donald), Secy., Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 965-3704. —R.R. 1, Byron (61010), 234-8350.
•Flood, James Richard (Catherine), B.S., Asst. Res. Engr., Coordinated Science Lab. and Center
for Advanced Computation.
5-141 C.S.L., 333-7500; —Apt. 3A, 1106 W. Stoughton, U., 367-0118.
•Flora, Charles (Mary L.), Commercial Artist II, Design Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
134 University Press, 333-9200. —1702 Salem Rd., C, 352-8393.
•Flores, Joseph S. (Irene), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish.
4150c Foreign Lang., 333-1739. —116 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-7610.
'Florio, Aurelio Eugene (Marana), Ed.D., Prof, of Safety Education; Program Dir. of Safety and
Driver Education.
212a Huff Gym., 333-1139. —1110 W. Green, C, 352-3727.
Fluhr, Christian Paul, Civillng., Res. Asst. in Metallingy and Mining Engineering.
209 Met. and Min., 333-2229. —URH-403 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2263.
•Flygare, Willis (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
175 Noyes Lab., 333-2555. —112 W. Pennsylvania, U., 365-2960.
•Flynn, Charles Everette (Minnie V.), A.M., Asst. to the President; Prof, of Journalism; Dir. of
Citizens Committee. Dir. of Citizens Committee.
137 Davenport House, 333-0670. —1015 W. Charles, C, 352-8203.
•Flynn, Colin Peter (Susan), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
413 Physics Bldg., 333-0116, 333-1687, 333-1170. —1510 W. Green, C, 352-4686.
•Flynn, Edith E. (Winston E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology; Assoc. Dir. of National
Clearninghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture.
1102 W. Main, U., 333-0312. —1717 Valley Rd., C, 352-0260.
•Flynn, Eugene Thomas (Patricia R.), Elevator Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —703 W. Washington, C, 356-4612.
•Flynn, James P. (Donna J.), B.S., Assistant Sports Information Dir.. Athletic Association.
115 Assembly Hall, 333-1390. —2601 W. William, C. 352-0271.
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*Flynn, Winston Emery (Edith E.), B.A., Space Administrator II, Space Utilization Ofc.
237 Davenport House, 333-1230. —1717 Valley Rd., C, 352-0260.
*Fogel, Beverly Wood (David), Computer Aide I, Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —1016 W. Vine, C.
Fogel, Gretchen Sue, Library Clerk II, Engineering Library.
221 Engineering Hall, 333-3576. —212 E. Clark, C, 356-2538.
*Fogle, Geraldine (Henry L.), Work Program Participant, Massac County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
R.R. 1, Route 45 West P.O. Box 428, Metropolis (62960), 618-524-2270. —708 E. Sixth,
Metropolis (62960), 524-4360.
*Fogle, Linda C. (Ronald E.), Clerk-Typist III, College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0931. —Lot 4, 1010 E. Colorado, U., 367-1391.
Foil, Eileene Elizabeth, Chief Clerk, Graduate College.
330 Adm., 333-0037. —609 Breen Dr., C, 352-4678.
*Foil, Paul J. (Barbara J.), Asst. Ticket Mgr., Athletic Association.
100 Assembly Hall, 333-3470. —2221 Phinney, C, 356-5707.
'Foley, Louie Earnest (Betty Lou), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Elect. Eng.
66 E.E. Bldg., 333-1954. —2204 Welland Dr., C, 356-4660.
Folinsbee, James Terwillegar, B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Physics.
126 Physics Bldg., 333-2856. —1103 W. Hill, U., 367-0686.
*Folk, Hugh (Lucy E.), Ph.D., Prof., Dept. of Economics, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel. and
Center for Advanced Computation.
115 L.I.R., 333-1489; 329 Advanced Computation, 333-1963.
•tFollmer, Leon Robert (Linda K.), Ph.D., Asst. Geologist, State Geol. Survey.
261 Natural Resources, 189-273, 344-1481. —1208 W. William, C, 359-2090.
•Follstaedt, David M. (Diane C), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
308 Physics Bldg., 333-1930. —Apt. 12, 509 W. Main, U., 367-6787.
*Folse, Clinton Louis (Martha D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Rural Sociology, Dept. of Agr. Econ. and
Sociology, Emeritus.
R.R. 1, Box 76-B90, Magnolia Ridge, Opelousas, Louisiana (70570).
*Folter, Roland (Siegrun), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3027 Foreign Lang. —1009 S. Mattis, C, 352-0618.
*FoltS, William Edward, (Jeanne S.), B.S., Civil Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1095. —1005 W. Union, C, 356-6514.
*Foltz, Fred Franklin (Kathleen B.), Machinist Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —821 W. Columbia, C, 352-8470.
*Foltz, Kathleen B. (Fred F.), Clerk III, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1151. —821 W. Columbia, C, 352-8470.
Fonger, Sandra, M.A., Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Education.
376 Education, 333-3643; 386 Education, 333-3676. —Apt. 1, 402 Briar Lane, C, 359-9891.
*Fonner, Walter Eugene (Pauline E.), Storekeeper II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1301 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 328-1253.
*Fontilla, David J. (M. Patricia), B.A., Veterans Service Officer, Student Personnel Ofc.
147 Student Services, 333-0058. —Apt. 11, 410 E. Michigan, U., 344-6620.
*Fopay, Charles R. (Betty J.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —703 W. Stoughton, U., 367-9434.
*Foran, Mary Virginia (John I.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2410. —121 S. Colfax, Monticello, I (61856), 762-9856.
•Forbes, Richard Mather (Mary M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Nutritional Biochemistry, Dept. of Animal
Science.
120 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3130. —2005 S. Vine, U., 344-6684.
•Forbes, Ruth (Gene), Work Program Participant, Pulaski-Alexander Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —624 Poplar, Mound City (62963), 748-9686.
•Forbes, Stephen Wildt (Janet E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Finance.
109 Commerce (W), 333-4507. —1 Stanford Place, C, 359-4803.
•Forbes, Wayne Paul (Karen R.), B.F.A., Asst. in Art. 121 Fine Arts;
Graduate Sculpture Lab., 333-2985. —310 E. Washington, U., 367-9583.
•Ford, Charles Brian (Margaret), Art Museum Preparator, K.A.M., and Extension in Visual Arts,
Div. of Univ. Ext.
127 Fine Arts, 333-0418. —2805 Alton Dr., C, 356-3997.
Ford, Edna L., (Mrs.), Accounting Clerk I, Dept. of Art.
143 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —18 Tulip Tree Dr., C, 352-4766.
•Ford, Frederick C. (Mary), Power Plant Operating Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P. O. Box 126, Sidney (61877), 688-2157.
•Ford, Richard E. (Roberta), Ph.D., Professor Of Plant Pathology; Head of Dept.
218 Mumford Hall, 333-3170. —2206 S. Lynn, U., 367-8267.
Ford, Ronald James, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
180 Noyes Lab., 333-7193. —Apt. 7, 608 S. State, C, 359-9121.
•Ford, Sharon Rose (Warren T.), M.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
323 Adams Lab., 333-7098. —506 W. Stoughton, U., 367-1088.
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*Ford, Warren Thomas (Sharon R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry
261 Adams Lab., 333-0695. —506 W. Stoughton, U., 367-1088.
•Forester, Elisabeth B. (Richard), B.S., Res. Asst. in Geology
140 Natural History, 333-8858. —Apt. 335, 208 Holiday Park Dr. C.
*Form, William H. (Joan Huber), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology and of Labor and Industrial Relations
239 L.I.R., 333-1064. —2111 Galen Dr., C, 352-5144.
*Forman, Deborah Systrom (Michael B.), B.A., Editorial Asst., Campus Publications
135 University Press, 333-9200. —Apt. 33. 807 S. First, C, 352-2899.
*Forrest, Clyde William, Jr. (Jeanette), J.D., Assoc. Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning
1001 W. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —705 W. Vermont, U.. 344-6331.
•Forrest, William J. (Pamela), M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Kane County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —906 Riverside. St. Charles. (60174).
312-584-5743.
•Forsberg, Junius Leonard (Edith L.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Plant Pathology; Plant Pathologist. Section
of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N.H. Survey.
383 Natural Resources, 333-6887. —1002 W. Daniel, C, 352-8685.
Forsberg, Milton Leonard, B.S., Accountant II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
206 Davenport House, 333-4880. —807 W. Charles, C, 352-5075.
•Forshee, Elsa Martha (Frank), Asst. Costumer, Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
2- 129a K.C.P.A.,bpn333-2703. —455 E. Pine, Paxton (60957), 379-3928.
•Forster, Merlin Henry (Vilda N.), Ph.D., Dir. of Center for Latin-American Studies; Prof, of
Spanish and Portuguese.
Rm. 250, 1208 W. California, U., 333-3182; 4128 Foreign Lang., 333-8279. -2504 W. William.
C, 352-8258.
•Forsyth, Betty Jane (Lytle J.), Secy., Mercer County, Cooperative Extension Service.
206 S.E. Third, Aledo (61231), 582-2517. —P.O. Box 14, Viola (61486). 596-2632.
•Forsythe, Jere L. (Carol E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Music and of Secondary & Continuing
Education.
3066 Music. —5 Persimmon, C, 356-8199.
•Fortado, Barbara E. (John L.), Clerk-Typist II, Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —1009 W. Stoughton, U., 367-2136.
Forth, Beverly Jean, Secy., Carroll County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-9444. —R.R. 2, Chadwick (61014), 684-5516.
•Fortino, John (Bonnie), M.S., Res. Asst. in Horticulture.
101 Vegetable Crops, 333-4407. —R. R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7541.
•Fortney, Robert Eugene (Eloise), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Division.
Housing Maintenance Shop, Orchard Downs, 333-2779. —2509 Sheridan, C, 356-1050.
•Fosler, Gail Marvin (Norma L.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Ornamental Horticulture, Dept. of
Horticulture.
201A Floriculture, 333-2123. —1011 W. Healey, C, 359-2104.
•Fossum, Robert Merle (Cynthia), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall.
•Foster, Carolyn Jo (Robert), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Political Science.
361 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —2602 Lawndale, C, 359-0188.
•Foster, David C. (Juanita M.), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R., Sadorus (61872).
•Foster, David H. (Marion), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4125 Civil Eng., 333-6978, 333-6981. —136 Paddock Dr., E. C, 356-4953.
•Foster, David L. (Sandra J.), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Geology.
155 Natural History, 333-1163. —4 Shore Circle, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7554.
•Foster, Donald W. (Linda C), M.A., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532. —Apt. 203, 2104 S. Orchard, U. 328-2134.
Foster, Frank Freeman (Katharine), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
446B Gregory Hall, 333-8476. —703 S. Prairie, C, 352-8398.
•Foster, Fred W. (Demetra), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography.
123 Davenport Hall, 333-1575. —204 W. Iowa, U., 367-5265.
•Foster, George N. (Miriam T.), M.F.A.. Prof, of Art.
130 Fine Arts; 333-2829.; 248 Armory, —208 S. Matt'.s, C, 356-4597.
Foster, James C, B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2103. —1002 W. Oregon, U.
Foster, Merlin J., M.A., Principal Res. Programmer. Computing Services Ofc.
175 D.C.L., 333-6618. —704 W. Washington, C, 352-3095.
Foster, Rachel Felicity, B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
414 Burrill Hall, 333-0974. —714 W. Elm, U., 367-3276.
•Foster, Robert K. (Carolyn Jo), Data Processing Analyst I, Computing Services Ofc.
166 D.C.L., 333-6133. —2602 Lawndale, C, 359-0188.
Fote, Alfred Andrew, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
290d, Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0190. —Apt. 12, 505 E. Clark. C. 356-9787.
Fottler, Anthea S. Secy., Dept. of P.E. .. ,,, un,
106 Men's Old Gym. Annex, 333-3347. -1002 E. Washington. L.. 344-1802.
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Fourman, Sarah, Maid. Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —601 S. Anderson, U.. 367-7613.
Fournelle, Thomas A., M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-2043. —Rm. 3, 604 E. Armory, C, 344-3350.
Fouts, Mary Elizabeth, M.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Tazewell County, Coop.
Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 309-347-6614. —1709 Heisel. Pekin (61554), 309-347-7408.
*Fowler, Frances Ella (David E.), Admisssions/ Records Officer I, General Curriculum Center,
College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth. C. 333-4710. —Sadorus (61872), 598-7905.
'Fowler, James E. (Elsie). Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —Loda (60948), 386-2118.
•tFowler, Kenneth H. (F. Ruth). A.B., Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
P.O. Box 717. Peoria (61601). 673-9061. —6235 Hamilton Rd., Peoria (61614), 691-1783.
*Fox, Betty Jean (M.D.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Jersey County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052). 618-498-2913. —R.R. 2. Box 249, Jerseyville (62052),
618-498-4493.
*Fox, Donna M. (Robert J.). Typing Clerk II. McKinley Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718. —Apt. 1, Rural Route, Sidney (61877), 688-2100.
*Fox, Howard Walter (Eunice E.). M.S., Asst. Prof, of Forestry.
Sinnissippi Forest, Oregon (61061). —R.R. 1, Oregon, 732-2925.
*Fox, Jesse Bruce (Nancy A.), M.Ed., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —R.R. 2, Tolono (61880). 344-7805.
Fox, Richard M. B.A., Accountant I. Accounting Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
271 Adm. 333-0781. —216 Brookwood Dr., C. 356-3523.
*Fraenkel, Gottfried Samuel (Rachel), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology, Emeritus.
318B Morrill Hall, 333-3736. —606 W. Oregon, U., 344-6581.
Fraenkel, Howard Alan, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
22 Noyes Lab.. 333-1582. —URH-627 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2351.
*Frahm, Glen Edward (Helen M.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —706 E. Overton. Tuscola (61953), 253-2634.
*Fraker, Betty M. (Robert). Work Program Participant. Cooperative Extension Service.
201 X. Michigan. Marshall (62441), 826-8631. —R.R. 5, Marshall (62441), 826-5568.
•Frame, Dee Wood (Robert W.). Coordinator of Womens' Housing. Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1426. —1502 W. University, C, 356-3351.
•tFrame, Robert Walter (Dee W.). Supt. of Geological Survey Annex Bldg. and of Geological
Samples Library. State Geological Survey.
101A Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-3567: 464 Natural Resources. 189-218, 344-1481. —1502
W. University, C. 356-3351.
•Frampton, George Thomas (Margaret A.). A.B.. J.D., Prof, of Law.
225 Law, 333-4385. —304 W. Michigan, U., 367-9456.
•Frampton, Margaret Anne (George T.). M.L.S., Cataloger, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
246 Library. 333-3399. —304 W. Michigan. U., 367-9456.
•Francescato, Guido (Martha P.), M.Arch., Assoc. Prof, of Architecture.
403F Architecture, 333-1330: Rm. 105, 1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330. —208 W. Indiana, U.,
328-3152.
•Francescato, Martha Paley (Guido). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Spanish.
4115 Foreign Lang.. 333-8280. —208 W. Indiana, U.. 365-3152.
Francia, Marie Denise, Ph.D.. Visiting Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
103 Chem. Annex. 333-4474: 316 Adams Lab.. 333-3960. —1204 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-0371.
•Francis, George Konrad (Bettina M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
301 Coble Hall. 333-4794. —Apt. E3, 1607 Valley Rd.. C, 356-7171.
•Francis, Larry Douglas (Rosanne), M.S., Res. Asst., Computer-Based Educ. Res. Lab.
361 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6500. —Apt. 8. 809 W. Illinois, U., 367-1814.
•Francis, Philip R. (Myra B.). Chief Clerk. Dept. of Physics.
209 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3193. —1516 Sheridan Rd.. C. 356-5674.
•Franciscono, Marcel (Renate). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Art History.
UN Architecture. 333-0361. —609 W. High. U.. 367-8063.
•Frank, Robert Walter (Sylvia J.). M.Ext.Ed.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Jackson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 160, 1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966). 687-1727. —1221 N. Sixteenth. Murphysboro
(62966). 687-1867.
•Franke, Walter H. (Patricia B.). Ph.D., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
219 L.I.R. Bldg.. 333-2388. —2011 S. Anderson, U., 367-5508.
•Frankel, Marvin (Matilda), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
487 Commerce (W), 333-4596. —614 Harding Dr.. U.. 367-1469.
•Frankel, Matilda (Marvin), B.A.. Project Coordinator. Survey Res. Lab.
404 D.K.H.. 333-2219. —614 Harding Dr.. U., 367-1469.
•Frankenberg, Julian Myron (Natalie B.), Ph.D.. Dir. and Asst. Dean of Health Professions
Information Ofc.
2 Student Services, 333-7079. —R.R. 2. C. 352-0449.
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*Franklin, Emma Scott (Michael S.), B.S., Typing Clerk II, Coordinated Science Lab
291 C.S.L., 333-2511. -R.R. 4, 36 Cedric Lane. U., 328-2807.
Franklin, Johnnie M., Building Service Worker, Inst, of Aviation
Airport, Savoy, 333-3204. —601 N. Oak, C, 359-0331.
•Franklin, Luberta (Jessie), Work Program Participant, Marion County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
Box 447, 135 Lakewood, Salem (62881). 548-1446. —508 E. Rexford. Centralis (62801)
532-8630.
•Franklin, Michael Steven (Emma S.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering
3212 Civil Eng., 333-6973. —36 Cedric Lane. R.R. 4. U., 328-2807.
•Franklin, Ralph Richard (Beverly J.), Bookbindery Foreman. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0599. —1701 Briarcliff, U., 367-7405.
Franklin-White, Peter, Asst. Prof, of Theatre.
4-101 Krannert Center, 333-2372. — 1115 W. Church, C, 356-7502.
•France, Glenda J. (Gary), Secy., Tazewell County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —1123 Highland, Pekin (61554), 346-2592.
•Francis, Barbara Brown (Robert B.), M.Ed., Asst. in Educational Psychology.
104a U.H.S., 333-2873. —Apt. D, 1721 Valley Rd., C, 359-8490.
•Franks, Bonnie Beatrice (Richard E.), Clerk-Typist III, Catalog Dept.. Library.
246A Library, 333-2348. —408 S. Adams, Philo (61864), 684-2183.
•Franks, Joseph Richard (Vena M.), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —101 McKinley Circle. Philo (61864), 684-2527.
•Franks, Lynne Rosengrant (Richard M.), B.S., Admissions Records Officer II. Admissions and
Records.
312 Met. and Min., 333-0306 —44 Kickapoo Trail, U.. 344-6265.
•Franks, Robert David (Dorothy K.), M.S., C.P.A., Asst. to Comptroller, Ofc. of Vice-President
for Financial Affairs.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —1114 W. Park, C, 356-4767.
Franks, Sharon Elizabeth, (Mrs.), Secy., Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall, 333-1044. —603 E. Main, U., 344-0940.
•Fransen, Mabel G. (Edwin), Program Asst., Whiteside County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 E. Knox, Marrison (61270). 626-3658. —1501 Woodburn. P.O. Box 279. Sterling (61081).
625-4587.
"tFraser, Gordon Simon (Gail B.), M.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
301 Natural Resources, 189-238, 344-1481. —406 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-4514.
•Frauenfelder, Hans (Vreneli), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics.
333 Physics Bldg., 333-3393; 355 Physics Bldg., 333-7834. —8 Hagen Blvd., U., 328-2829.
•Frayne, John P. (Eva), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
219 English, 333-3367. —715 W. Clark, C, 356-3208.
tFrazee, E. Virginia, Microbiologist III, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —806 W. Springfield. U.. 367-1496.
•Frazee, Robert W. (Alice A.), M.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Agriculture. Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria, 309-685-7823. —Apt. 10-B, 1116 W. Moss, Peoria (61606),
309-674-4908.
•Frazen, Norma I. (Sidney J.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3129 Civil Eng., 333-6904. —1617 Sheridan Rd., C, 352-4159.
•Frazier, Bertha (Percy), Cook, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —609 E. Beardsley. C, 356-4688.
•Frazier, Beverly Ann (Harold), Typing-Clerk I, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0994. —1580 Eater Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-8705.
•Frazier, Rodney (Jorja), B.S., Asst. in General Engineering.
304 Transportation, 333-0371. —209 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-5787.
Frazzetta, Thomas H., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
665 Morrill Hall, 333-4199. —916 W. William C. 359-0827.
Frederick, Betty L., Secy., Measurement Program, Eng. Exp. Sta.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1943. —905 S. Carle, U., 344-6210.
•Frederick, Charles Eugene (Fern L.), Driver. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Sidney (61877), 688-2019.
•Frederick, Gaylord (Beverly J.), Baker I, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —R.R. 1, U., 643-7258.
Frederick, Kay E., Work Program Paticipant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
421 Jersey, Quincy, 223-3894; 330 S. 36th, Quincy, 223-8380. -537 1/2 Locust East Apt..
Quincy (62301), 224-3563.
•Fredericks, L. Marie (Edward), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
243 Bevier Hall, 333-3466. —1812 Winchester, C, 356-0850.
•Frederick, Marian A. (William H.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services, 333-4237. —702 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-7515.
•Fredrickson, Thomas (Betty J.), D.Mus.A.. Dir. of School of Music; Prof, of Music.
3054 Music Bldg., 333-2620. —1814 Robert Dr., C, 356-8009.
Freebairn, (Mrs.) Marjorie Gene B.Ed., Clerk III, Dept. of Agricultural Engineering.
202 Agr. Eng., 333-3572. —607 W. Indiana, U., 344-6019.
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*Freece, Nancy J. (Alan), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for Advanced Computation.
309 Advanced Computation, 333-7263. —15 Rowena Dr., R.R.H., U., 344-7234.
*Freedlund, Lee Keith (Donna M.), B.S., Area Extension Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 2, Box 159, Stockton (61085), 815-947-2562.
"Freedman, Martin (Harriet), M.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
118 D.K.H., 333-0230. —Apt. B, 2037 S. Orchard, U., 328-2250.
*Freeman, Anna E. (David), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62522), 422-6809, 422-4766. —445 S. Haworth, Decatur (62522),
429-4641.
*tFreeman, Carl W. (Mary V.), Accountant, Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall, 333-1282. —2019 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6161.
Freeman, Cora M. (Frederick A.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Classics.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008. —711 Tawney Ct., C, 356-5996.
•Freeman, Ernest Jr., Res. Asst., Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532. —Apt. 301, 56 1/2 E. Green, C, 356-9452.
Freeman, Helen Agnes, Nurse III, Health Service.
121 McKinley Health Center, 333-2702. —807 W. Illinois, U., 344-5538.
Freeman, Lea (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —Camden (62319), 322-3966.
*Freeman, Ruth Crawford (Kilburn B.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics, Emerita.
Apt. 102, 1004 Harding Dr., U., 367-3907.
*Freeman, Sherilyn Hope, (Kenneth R. Krejci), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4034 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 11, 103 E. Daniel, C, 367-0394.
Freese, Homer Benjamin, M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health Center
and McKinley Hospital.
279 McKinley Health Center, 333-0397. —609 Evergreen Ct. East, U., 367-0226.
•French, David Allen (Linda S.) B.S., Broadcasting Program Asst., WILL.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —5 Aztee PI., C, 352-2815.
"French, Harold Sherman (Charlotte J.), B.S., Adm. Assoc, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
213 Talbot Lab., 333-2323. —610 Evergreen Ct. E., U., 367-6426.
French, Margaret, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English, Emerita.
902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-4038.
French, Patrice L., B.A., Res. Asst. in Communication.
637 Psychology, 333-1547. —1213 W. Clark, U.
•French, Robert Walker, Jr. (Patrecia J.), Estimator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1554. —404 E. Walnut, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9342.
*Frerichs, Bernice Marie (Jim C), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
154 E.E. Bldg., 333-3958. —R.R. 1, Gifford (61847), 568-6656.
*Frerichs, Stoffer (Betty R.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —1311 Maple Park, C, 359-3711.
*Freund, Beryl Lilian (Eric C), Personnel Assistant III, Office of Urbana Personnel Services.
124 Personnel Services Bldg., 333-0199. —2101 Cureton Dr., U., 367-9696.
*Freund, Eric Conrad (Beryl L.), M.S., Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning; Asso. Head of
Dept.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-3890. —2101 Cureton Dr., U., 367-9696.
*Frick, Norma (Arthur), Chief Clerk, College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall, 333-2280. —Sidney (61877), 688-2405.
Frick, Thomas D., B.A., Res. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
106 Noyes Lab. —Apt. 2, 314 S. Elm, C.
*Frieburg, Donald M. (Jean), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1904 Garden Hills Dr., C, 356-3090.
•Friedberg, Arthur Leroy (Marian), Ph.D., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering; Head of Dept.
203 Ceramics, 333-0965. —1118 Waverly Dr., C, 356-5288.
*Friederich, Allan G. (Virginia), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
340 M.E. Bldg., 333-1964. —2 Mayfair Court, C, 356-7092.
*Friedland, Thomas S. (Sandra S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
319 Commerce (W), 333-4557. —2305 S. Anderson, U., 367-6262.
*Friedman, Harry George, Jr. (Claudia K.), Ph.D.., Assoc. Prof, of Computer Science. Asst. Deai
of College of Engineering.
128 D.C.L., 333-7505; 207 Engineering Hall, 333-2280. —1115 Newbury, C, 352-3164.
•Friedman, John B. (Kearvelle), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
313 English, 333-0026. —606 S. Coler, U. 344-8532.
Friedman, Martha Orr (Mrs.), M.S.L.S., History and Philosophy Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library
Administration.
424 Library, 333-1091. —304 W. Florida, U., 328-2219.
•Friedman, Stanley (Frances), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology.
355A Morrill Hall, 333-3386. —716 W. Michigan, U., 344-6533.
*Friese, Howard E. (Louine A.), Building Operating Engr., Dept. of Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort., 333-2123. —112 W. Byron, Sidney, 688-2354.
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•Friesema, William F. (Gail B.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
57 Physics Bldg., 333-3128. —509 N. Willis, C, 352-8355.
*Friesen, Donald K. (Susan), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics
227 Illini Hall, 333-1671. —1111 W. Washington, C, 359-5344.
"tFrihart, Anne Roughton (Charles R.), M.A., Librn., State Water Survey.
145 Water Resources, 333-4956. —2017 S. Philo Rd., U., 367-0304.
*Frihart, Charles Richard (Anne R.), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences
477 East Chem., 333-3509. —Apt. 14, 2017 Philo Rd.. U., 367-0304.
*Frillman, Frieda Rose (Walter F.), Clerk-Typist III, Admissions and Records.
69e Adm., 333-0218. —804 S. Prospect, C, 359-2808.
Fripiat, Jose J., D.Sc, Professor of Geology. On leave of absence first semester of 1972-73
113B Natural History, 333-8212.
•Frisbee, Jesse C. (Dorothy E.), Assembly Hall Technician.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —4 Monterey Ct., C, 359-1853.
tFrison, (Mrs.) Ruby Dukes, Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey, Retired.
1501 Delmont Ct., U., 367-3812.
*Fritch, Irene (Hosea), Housekeeper, Dixon Springs Agri. Center. Simpson (62985),
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson
(62985), 618-695-2624.
*Frith, Donald Eugene (Barbara), M.F.A., Prof, of Art.
142 Fine Arts, 333-1725. —1109 W. Clark, C, 352-1949.
*Fritts, David C. (Mary Z.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —Apt. 123, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-4092.
*Fritz, William A. (Amy E.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
155 E.E. Bldg., 333-2300. —Apt. 5, 608 S. State, C, 359-2969.
•Frobish, Russell A. (Dianne A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
223 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629. —Apt. C, 1963 S. Orchard, U., 328-3852.
*Froehlich, Bonnie Jean (Kurt P.), Secy., Agricultural Communications Ofc.
67a Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —907 S. Mattis, C, 359-5583.
•Froehlich, Gustav Jacob (Victoria R.), Ph.D., Dir. of University Bur. of Institutional Res. (with
rank of Prof.).
252 Illini Tower, 333-3850. —1203 Waverly Dr., C, 356-0844.
Fronczak, Frank J., B.S., Asst. in General Engineering.
3 Transportation, 333-0893. —302 E. Gregory Dr., C, 344-7511.
*Frost, George Russey (Allene H.), Sc.D., Senior Specialists in Education, Emeritus.
5006 Music Bldg., 333-6523. —18 G. H. Baker Dr., U., 367-8988.
'tFrost, Joyce K. (Robert R.), Ph.D., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
320 Natural Resources, 189-284, 344-1481. —394 Jefferson St., R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853),
586-2672.
•Frost Lena J. (Edgar L.), M.A.T., Clerk-Typist III, Univ. School and College Relations Ofc.
348 Illini Tower, 333-1171. —Apt. 4, 1008 S. Busey, U., 328-2633.
'tFrost, Robert Rex, (Joyce K.), Ph.D., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
223 Natural Resources, 189-220, 344-1481. —394 Jefferson, Mahomet (61853), 586-2672.
•Fruhling, Bernita A. (Wendell M.), Clerk-Typist III, Survey Res. Lab.
420 D.K.H., 333-4319. —100 S. Maple, Paxton (60957), 379-3804.
•Fruhling, Robert E. (Barbara), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Ogden, 583-6335.
•Fruhling, R. Doris (Henry G.), Clerk-Typist III, Coop. Ext. Serv.
119 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 582-4495.
•Fruhling, Wendell Marvin (Bernita A.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —100 S. Maple, Paxton, 397-3804.
•Fruth, Lester S., Jr. (Elisabeth I.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Geology.
155 Natural History, 333-1163. —2416 Maplewood Dr., C, 356-6262.
Fry, Fred Steele, Jr., B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
358 East Chem., 333-3526. —606 W. Ohio, U.
*Fry, Harold Warren (Patty), Ironworker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —208 E. Columbia, Danville, 446-8232.
Fry, (Mrs.) Helen Z., B.S., Ext. Communication Specialist and Asst. Prof, of Agricultural
Communications.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —707 W. Park, C, 359-2025.
•Fry, Jane Gardner (Robert C), B.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3034 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —Apt. C8, 105 E. Green, C.
•Frye, John C. (Ruth H.), Ph.D., Sc.D.. Chief, State Geological Survey: Prof of Geology.
121 Natural Resources, 189-211, 344-1481. —708 W. Vermont, U., 344-6024.
•Fryer, Austie George, Jr. (Mary E.). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —903 Fairlawn Dr., U., 365-1965.
•Fryer, Robert Eugene (Shirley A.), Lineman II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3907. —44 Lange, Savoy (61874). 359-5466.
•Fryman, Leo Ray (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Science Ext.
338 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2928. —1208 Julie Dr., C, 356-5559.
Fryxell, James Rodney, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
326 Altgeld Hall, 333-2859. —URH-1250 Sherman Hall. C. 332-5011.
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*Fu, Horng-Sen (Rosa). Ph.D.. Res. Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
202 E. E. Res. Lab.. 333-7132. —Apt. 7. 2006 Vawter. U., 344-1565.
•Fucetola, Joseph P. (Dorothy). B.S.E.E., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330a E.E. Bldg.. 333-4342. —Apt. 301, 906 S. Vine, U., 344-0126.
'Fuchsen, Charlyn D. (John E.). B.A., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Will County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd.. Joliet (60433). 723-2265. —206 N. East. Wilmington. 815-476-7738.
Fugate, Mary Ann, B.S.. Area Ext. Adviser. Expanded Foods and Nutrition Program.
Cooperative Extension Service.
321 1/2 S. Main. Benton (62812), 439-4371, 439-4372. —Apt. B, 442 W. Church, Benton
(62812), 439-3896.
*Fulk, Randal Clayton, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4039 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 3. 1510 Grandview Dr.. C. 356-8817.
*Fulkerson, Hubert H. (Evelyn). M.S.. Ext. Adviser. Youth. DeWitt County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
R.R. 2. 803 W. Leander. Clinton (61727). 217-935-5764. —R.R. 2. Clinton (61727),
217-935-6409.
Fullard, Joyce, M.A.. Asst. in Classics.
3012 Foreign Lang.. 333-7077. —Apt. 4. 101 N. Busey. L\. 367-1889.
•Fuller, Edwin Rudolph, Jr. (Barbara P.). M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
108 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4531. —Apt. 237. 302 Holiday Park Dr., C. 356-7373.
Fuller, Harry J. Ph.D. Professor of Botany. On leave of absence.
289 Morrill Hall. —309 E. Springfield. C.
'Fulton, Carla Slifer (John T.). B.S.. Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Kane County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589. St. Charles (60174). 312-584-6166. —244 Fairview Dr., St. Charles (60174).
312-584-1553.
*Fults, Robert Dean (Shelby J.). Senior Lab. Mechanic. Coordinated Science Lab.
108 C.S.L.. 333-3696. —Box 145, Seymour, 687-5150.
*Fumento, Rocco Louis (Tobey B.). M.F.A.. Assoc. Prof, of English.
210 English, 333-0426. —307 S. Garfield. C, 352-9594.
*Fung, John H. (Beatrice Y.). B.S., Accountant-Statistician. Acministrative Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth. C. 333-3551. —2125 Seaton Ct.. C. 356-4919.
*Funk, Rachel U. (Herbert R.). Lab. Helper. Dept. of Botany.
618 Morrill Hall. 333-0550. —633 W. Main. Monticello (61856). 762-4531.
*Funkhouser, Ann E. (Morris E.). Accounting Clerk I. College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall. 333-7711. —H. Fairway Greens. Savoy (61874), 356-7285..
*Fuoss, Gerald Leroy (Kathleen), Technician. Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
K.C.P.A.. 333-6705. —5 Morningside Dr.. Heather Hills, St. Joseph, 469-2514.
*Fuqua, Jerry Dean (Joanne W.). Food Service Administrator II. Illini Union.
104 Illini Union, 333-6122. —2214 X. Timberview. U., 328-2587.
tFurston, Fred J., Ill, B.S.. Res. Asst.. State Geol. Survev.
P.O. Box I. Warenville (60555), 312-393-1466. —Apt. B. 1116 Sheffer Rd., Aurora (60505).
Fuson, Reynold Clayton, Ph.D.. Prof, of Chemistrv. Emeritus.
264 Adams Lab.. 333-0066. —1442 Hillside Dr.. Reno. Nevada. 786-6974.
Fussner, Ruth S. (Mrs.). Secy.. Stark County. Cooperative Extension Service.
302 S. Downend. Toulon (61483). 309-286-5931. 309-286-5421. —R.R. 2, Toulon (61483).
309-286-5179.
Gabay, Susan Jean, Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Botany.
119 Morrill Hall. 333-2919. —Apt. 311. 502 W. Main. U.. 367-3342.
*Gabbard, James Nathan (Vera F.), Senior Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
217 M.E. Bldg.. 333-0699. —R.R. 2. U.. 469-7445.
Gabbard, J. Curtis M.S.. Supt. of Operations, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-3295. —405 N. Elm. C. 356-1066.
Gabel, Howard, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Metallurgical Engineering.
314e Met. and Min.. 333-3117; 290q Mat. Res. Lab. —Apt. 516, 707 S. 6th. C
*Gabel, (Mrs.) Sylvia Marie Secy.. Kendall County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Rt. 47 South and Bonnie Lane, P.O. Box 520. Yorkville (60560). 312-553-5823. —R.R. 2.
Yorkville (60560). 815-475-7197.
'Gabridge, Michael G. (Carol A.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
394 Burrill Hall. 333-6147. —100 W. George Huff Dr.. U\. 344-5779.
*Gadde, R. Rao (Sarala). M.S.. Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
137 Adams Lab.. 333-3897. —Apt. 6. 1011 Francis Dr.. C. 356-4189.
*Gaddy, Oscar L. (Marv M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Assoc. Head of Dept.
152 E.E. Bldg.. 333-2302; lace. C. 356-0429.
Gadia, Shashi Kumar, M.Sc. Asst. in Mathematics.
350 Altgeld Hall. 333-1809. —404 E. Healey. C. 359-3800.
*Gaffney, Lawrence Joseph (Margaret E.), B.S., Assoc. Dir. for Administrative Affairs. Housing
Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1429. —1101 Scovill, U.. 367-1516.
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Gahlon, James M., C.P.A., Asst. in Finance.
214 D. K. H., 333-2740. —1702 W. Green, C, 356-3958.
*Gaines, Alice Kathleen (Lyle), Work Program Participant, Champaign County. Cooperative-
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —201 Paul, C, 359-3332.
*Gaines, Florence Johanna (S.O.), Clerk II, Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1150. —1202 Paula Dr., C, 352-2030.
*Gallivan, James Raymond (Therese A.), Mgr. of Insurance and Employee Benefits.
Vice-President and Comptroller's Ofc.
Coble Hall, 333-3113. —1517 Waverly Dr., C, 356-8606.
•Gallivan, Richard (Sharon), Res. Eng. Asst., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
146 E.E. Bldg., 333-0705. —409 W. Austin, Tolono (61880), 485-4595.
Gambill, Norman, A.M., Asst. Dean of College of Fine and Applied Arts; Asst. Prof, of Art. On
leave of absence for 1972-73.
110 Architecture. —773 Ostrom, Syracuse, New York (13210).
*Gamble, Naomi, M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coop. Ext. Serv.
72 E. 47th, Chicago (60653), 312-996-2692. —8052 S. Evans, Chicago, 874-0877.
Gamble, Thomas E. Ed.M., Asst. Dean, School of Basic Medical Sciences.
1205 W. California, U., 333-6179: 333-6597. —618 W. Green, C, 352-1751.
•Gamble, William Leo (Judy M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2209 Civil Eng. Bldg., 333-6935. —2107 Grange Dr., U., 367-7463.
•Gamboa, Sally K. (Hugo), Secy., Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-2121. —Ogden (61859), 582-4491.
•Gammill, Homer Lee (Rose M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Industrial Psychology, Div. of Univ. Ext. and
Inst, of Labor and Indust. Rel., Emeritus.
Apt. 12, 2085 S. Josephine, Denver, Colo. (80210), 303-722-8028.
Gammon, Carolyn Jane, Library Clerk III, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1269, 333-1997. —711 W. Healey, C, 352-0677.
Gandhi, Parviz Shavak, M.Sc, Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
517 Burrill Hall. —Apt. 4, 1008-1/2 W. Green, U., 344-7301.
*Ganek, Daniel Edward, (Carol D.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. in Physics.
124 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —908 N. Randolph, C, 352-7183.
•Ganguly, Bishwa N. (Leela), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
290t, Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6387. —Apt. E3, 1609 Valley Rd., C, 359-6373.
Gannon, Marilyn Rose, Secy., Jackson County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 160, 1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —Jacob (62950), 763-4974.
*Ganow, Glenna D. (Harold C), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Computer Science.
252 D.C.L., 333-3527. —305 Kelly Ct., C, 359-4281.
*Ganow, Harold Curtis (Glenna D.), M.S., Asst. in Geology.
103 Natural History, 333-9311. —305 Kelly Ct., C, 359-4281.
Gantenbein, Rex E., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107; 152 D.C.L., 333-0643. —1209 W. Clark, U.
•Ganti, Narasimham A. (Padma), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105 Talbot Lab., 333-3396. —Apt. 308, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-0720.
Gantz, Jan Ellen, B.A., Editorial Asst., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
135 University Press, 333-9200. —510 E. Daniel, C, 344-8876.
•Garcia, Luis Enrique (Camila), M.S. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3216 Civil Eng., 333-6975. —Apt. 24, 602 E. Stoughton, C, 359-0414.
•Gard, Leland Edward (Helen), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Soil Conservation, Dept. of Agronomy.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. — R.R. 1, Brownfield
(62911), 618-949-3451.
•Gardewine, Paz (Dennis), Secy., Dept. of Civil Eng.
1109 Civil Eng., 333-3815. —1710 Arden Dr., C, 356-9963.
•Gardner, Barbara Jean (William D.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-509 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —703 N. Orchard, U., 344-7310.
•Gardner, Carolyn Ezeta (Francis E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Aviation Res. Lab., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —1015 S. Anderson, U., 367-5355.
•Gardner, David Morgan (Lois F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Business Administration.
165 Commerce (W), 333-2194. —1003 Hollycrest Dr., C, 352-7203.
•Gardner, Douglas Lovell (Velma B.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1920 Harding Dr., U., 367-9436.
•Gardner, Karl Edrick (June), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean and Dir. of Resident Instruction. College of
Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3380. —112 E. Walnut, Tolono (61880), 485-8945.
tGardner, Mark Richard, M.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
61 Water Resources. —Apt. 14, 602 E. Stoughton, C, 352-5971.
•tGardner, Paul Edwards (Marjorie), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
335 Natural Resources, 189-235, 344-1481. —303 S. McKinley, C, 356-0656.
•Gardner, William Dean (Barbara J.), B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
499 East Chem., 333-3944. —703 N. Orchard, U., 344-7310
•Garland, Frank Dean (Virginia K.), Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div.. Bus.ness Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-0777. —602 S. James, C, 356-5140.
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•Garland, John Henry (Dorothy H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography, Emeritus.
220 Davenport Hall, 333-1880. —1308 Eliot Dr., U. f 367-1575.
*Garlich, Edwin Henry (Agnes S.), B.S., Farm Adviser, Morgan County, Retired.
301 Massey Lane, Jacksonville (62650), 245-8521.
*Garman, Naomi L. (Tom M.), A.B., Tech. Editor, Dept. of Physics.
263 Physics Bldg., 333-1591, 333-3763. —5 Penn Ct., U., 367-2387.
*Garman, Phillips L. (Norma C), M.A., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations and Extension.
L.I.R. Bldg., 333-0980. —604 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6495.
Garner, John R., B.A., Tech. Asst., Univ. Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —Apt. 1, 809 W. Hill, C.
•tGarrelts, Mary Louise (Lonnie W.), Hydrologic Technician (Typing), U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —208 E. Elm, Buckley (60918), 394-2443.
*GarreltS, Weldon Earl (Alice), Ed.M., Asst. Aircraft Maintenance Engr. and Instr., Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —P.O. Box 417, Philo, 684-2041.
*tGarrett, Dortha Jean (Lee E.), Chief Clerk, University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —512 N. East, Tolono (61880), 485-3195.
*Garrett, Lee Elwood (Dortha J.), Instructional Materials Technician, Dept. of Art.
144 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —512 N. East, Tolono (61880), 485-3195.
Garrigan, Paul C, B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —Rm. 207, 606 W. Ohio, U., Urbana, 111. (61801), 344-5812.
*Garrigus, Upson Stanley (Olive T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science; Assoc. Head of Dept.
103 Stock Pavilion, 333-1784; 332 Mumford Hall, 333-0124. —811 W. William, C, 352-4434.
•Garrison, Elva (Charles), Secy., Henry County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 N. East, Cambridge (61238), 309-937-2424. —311 N. Poplar, Cambridge (61238),
309-937-2905.
*Garrison, Willard Thouston (Virginia M.), Supervisor of Building Services, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1492. —906 W. Tremont, C, 352-8819.
•Garstecki, Dean Clemens (Kathleen), M.S., Instr. in Speech.
Speech and Hearing Clinic, 333-2231. —1105 Bloomington Rd., C, 352-0930.
•Garstecki, Kathleen (Dean C), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
342 Education, 333-2736. —1105 Bloomington Rd., C, 352-0930.
•Gartner, John Bernard (Ruth C), Ph.D., Prof, of Ornamental Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort, 333-2123. —410 E. Colorado, U., 367-0954.
•Gartner, Wayne J. (Lucia), B.A., Asst. in Classics.
4058 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —Apt. 38, 1001 E. Colorado, U.
•Garton, William Wayne (Sue), M.S.L.S., Dir. of Public Services, Library; Assoc. Prof, of Library
Administration.
301 Library, 333-0317. —1102 Harmon, U., 367-7705.
•tGarves, Richard Allen (Marilyn), Hydrologic Technician, Agr. Res. Service,
S-212 Turner Hall, 333-4370; Soil Physics Res. Lab., 333-6732. —Box 1065, Tolono (61880),
485-5286.
Garvey, John Charles, Prof, of Music and Artist-in-Residence; Assoc, Center for Advanced
Study. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
•Garvey, Neil F. (Mary H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science, Emeritus.
202 W. Delaware, U., 367-6309.
•Garza, Joseph Allen, B.S., Accountant II, Accounting Div., Business Affaris Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —1709 W. Park, C.
*Gaschler, Violet Clark (John F.), Secy., Accounting Div., Business Ofc, Retired.
410 E. Washington, U., 367-4429.
Gaske, Margaret, B.S., Asst. in Food Science.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-1931. —Apt. 4, 807 W. Illinois, U., 344-6119.
Gasner, John T., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
54 E.E. Bldg. —URH-619 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2343.
*Gass, Mary Colleen (L. Gary), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, St. Clair County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62221), 618-233-0339. —R.R. 1, O'Fallon, (62269), 618-344-4657.
*Gass, Hona L M. (Gregory C), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Rec and Park Adm.
104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —Apt. D, 703 W. Church, C, 351-3476.
*Gass, Zachary I. (Marilyn J.), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
217 Burrill Hall, 333-1738. —Apt. 21, 407 W. White, C, 344-0208.
Gast, Warren Gerald, M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
119 Fine Arts, 333-2678. —307-A W. Indiana, U.
*Gatz, Donald F. (Joanne), Ph.D., Professional Scientist, State Water Survey and Graduate College
263 Water Resources, 333-7398. —407 McHenry, U., 367-0670.
*Gatzke, Harry W. (Paula A.), M.S., Research Asst. Coordinated Science Lab.
4-129 C.S.L., 333-6610. —Apt. 207, 817 Oakland, U., 344-7218.
*Gatzke, Paula A. (Harry W.), B.S., Procedures and Systems Analyst, Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-0300. —Apt. 207, 817 Oakland, U., 344-7218.
*Gau, Pamela Duran (George W.), B.S., Flight Asst., Flight Training, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2127. —101 E. Armory, C, 344-4268.
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*Gay, Barbara J. (Thomas), B.A., Personnel Officer [, Personnel Services Ofc
Personnel Services, 333-6110. —1712 Parkside, C, 352-2851.
•Gaylord, Edwin Henry (Margaret B.), D.Sc, Prof, of Civil Engineering, Emeritus
2129D Civil Eng. Bldg., 333-1571. —27 G.H. Baker Dr., U., 367-8815.
*Gaynor, John A., (Georgette L.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
303 Coble Hall, 333-6408. —Apt. 624, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-1367.
Gazda, Philip A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2109 Civil Eng., 333-6930. —Apt. 11, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 344-8708.
Gear, Charles William, Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Science and Applied Mathematics
234 D.C.L., 333-0195. —1302 Eliot, U., 328-1281.
*Gearhart, Lynnette Stanek (Dean E.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Kane County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles, 312-584-6166. -1107 Ash. St. Charles (60174), 312-584-9281.
*Gebhardt, Charles F. (Eileen), M.S., Visiting Lecturer in General Engineering.
304 Transportation, 333-0406. —1390 W. Macon, Decatur (62522), 422-3229.
Gebhart, Penelope Kay, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Vermilion County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 217-442-8616. —Apt. F, 1931 Bowman, Danville
(61832), 217-443-3958.
*Gee, David Allen (Betty J.), Storekeeper II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1451. —R.R. 1, Mansfield (60854), 489-4171.
*Gee, Kathy L (Denn8s L.), Clerk-Typist III, Center for Advanced Computation.
319 Advanced Computation, 333-0019. —Rural Route, Bellflower (61724), 722-3477.
Geil, W. Jean, M.Mus., M.S., Asst. Music Libra.; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
220 S.M.H., 333-1173. —608 Harwood Ct.. C, 352-8744.
tGeiler, Carla S., Clerk-Typist I, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —409 E. Sale. Tuscola (61953), 253-2866.
*Geislers, Louise B. (Viktors), B.A., Broadcasting Program Asst., Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —2202 Lantern Hill Dr., U., 367-8625.
'Geislers, Viktors (Louise B.), M.A., Publications Editor (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Agr. Exp. Sta.
and Coop. Ext. Serv.
126 Mumford Hall, 333-1553. —2202 Lantern Hill Dr., U.. 367-8625.
*Geissendoerfer, John Theodore (Mary P.), Ph.D., Prof, of German, Emeritus.
8219 Sargent, Whittier, California, 968-2696.
•Geissler, Martha A. (George), Clerk-Typist III, Chancellor's Ofc.
133 Davenport House, 333-6814. —802 W. Haines Blvd., C, 359-2268.
*Geller, Marvin A. (Lynda L.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, Dept. of Electrical Engineering and in
Atmospheric Research Lab.
312g E. E. Res. Lab., 333-4154; 5-105 C.S.L., 333-2292. —504 Scovill, U., 328-2202.
Geloin, Ghislaine, Asst. in French.
2027 Foreign Lang. —901 S. Lincoln, U., 344-0387.
*Gendler, Alan Matthew (Sandra Jane), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
310 Coble Hall, 333-6218, 356-4178. —1008 S. Duncan Rd., C, 356-4178.
*Gendler, Sandra J. (Alan M.), M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4058 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —1008 S. Duncan Rd., C, 356-4178.
Gendreau, Claude Luc, D.V.M., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —309 S. State, C, 356-4868.
*Gengenbacher, Geoffrey Gene (Anne L.), B.S., Asst. in Food Science.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-1931. —3010 Flessner Rd..U.. 328-3579.
•Gentry, James Albert (Rita), D.B.A., Assoc. Prof, of Finance. On leave of absence second
semester of 1972-73.
309 D.K.H., 333-2813. —805 W. Delaware, U., 344-0226.
•George, Margit Jean (Albert W.), Secy., Kane County. Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. 304 Chestnut. St. Charles (60174),
312-584-4095.
•Ger, Ahmet Metin (Guliz), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2521 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-2978. —2084-D S. Orchard, U., 344-6817.
•Geraci, Daniel Vincent (Dianne), M.S., Res. Asst., Bur. of Econ. and Bus. Res.
429 D.K.H., 333-4735. —1100 Willard, U., 344-6903.
•Gerber, Clarence Arthur (Melba), Agr. Gardener Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture. Retired.
521 N. Michael. Carbondale (62901), 618-549-1179.
•Gerdemann, James Wessel (Janice O.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology
241 Davenport Hall, 333-0369. —2008 Cureton Dr.. U.. 367-6343.
Gerdes, Charles Ray, Building Service Worker. Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. —112 1/2 E. White, C, 352-4313.
•Gerhart, Paul Frazier (Suzanne M.), M.B.A., Asst. Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
233 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-4129, 333-1482. —411 W. High. U.. 367-3443.
•Gerlach, Steven C. (Judith), M.S., Asst., World Heritage Museum.
484 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —142 Paddock Dr. East. C. 356-9256.
•Gerlach, U. Henry (Ruth W.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Germanic Languages and Literatures;
Counselor, Urbana Council on Teacher Education.
3040 Foreign Lang. 333-6330. —1737 Westhaven Dr., C. 356-1720.
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Gernant, Judy, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of Tehran,
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran. Iran.
Gerrity, Timothy R., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bdlg., 333-4712. —614 W. Clark, C.
*Gersbaugh, Harry Charles (Aileen R.). B.S., Program Adm. Asst.. Dept. of Physics.
203 Physics Bldg., 333-0572. —501 X. Willis, C, 356-8448.
*Gershen, Martin (Molly), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Journalism.
24 Gregory Hall, 333-1365. —706 W. Washington. U., 367-0175.
Gerst, Enid Lorraine (Mrs.). B.A., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 318. 767 X. Milwaukee. Chicago (60622). 312-996-4893. —6345 X. Richmond. Chicago
(60659). 312-761-8691.
Gettings, T. E., Accounting Clerk III. Div. of Telecommunications.
420 Illini Union. 333-2276. —1307 X. Berkley, U., 367-0069.
•Gettmann, Royal Alfred (Elsie H.). Ph.D., Prof, of English. Emeritus.
406 W. Illinois. U.. 367-5681.
*Getz, Lowell Lee (Mary Ruth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Zoology.
200 Vivarium. 333-6516. 333-1631. —2113 Lynwood Dr., C. 356-5767.
*Getzel, Barry (Patricia), B.A.. Research Asst., Center for Advanced Comp.
Rm. 203, 1204 W. Springfield, U.. 333-4233. —601 W. Oregon, U., 367-2017.
Ghazi, Djenat A.M., Asst. in French.
2117 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 1. 1008 S. Busey, U., 328-1373.
•Ghesquiere, James Robert (Beverly J.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
248 Adams Lab.. 333-3694. —Apt. 302. 2202 Hazelwood Dr.. U.
•Ghosh, Jayanta K. (Ira). D. Phil.. Visiting Prof, of Mathematics.
310 Altgeld Hall. 333-1909. —Apt. 32. 1009 W. Main. U.
•Gianturco, Cesare (Verna), M.D., Res. Clinical Prof, of Physiology.
524 Burrill Hall. 333-1735. —2208 Valley Brook Dr., Lincolnshire Fields, C, 352-0831.
•tGibala, Edward Stanley (Tressa P.). J.D.. Executive Dir. and Secy, of Board of Trustees, State
Universities Retirement System.
50 Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3860. —506 Burkwood Ct.. U., 367,-6715.
*tGibb, James P. (Betty L.), B.S., Asst. Hydrologist. State Water Survey.
252 Water Resources, 333-6800. —204 W. Oak, Mahomet (61853). 586-2774.
*Gibbens, Carole S. (Willard D.), B.S., Secy.. Dept. of Physics:
209 Physics Res. Lab.. 333-3190. —1500 Cambridge Dr., C, 359-1440.
*Gibbons, David Louis (Katherine B.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
367A Xoyes Lab., 333-3776. —Apt. 2. 2205 Dale Dr., C, 359-8682.
Gibbons, Catherine M., Routing Dispatcher I, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-0340. —608 S. Chicago. C, 356-8180.
'Gibbons, Katherine Bond (David L.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
305 East Chem., 333-6587. —Apt. 2, 2205 Dale Dr., C. 359-8682.
"tGibbons, Stephen James (Barbara A.), Physical Sci. Technician, Regional Soybean Lab..
U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —608 S. Chicago. C. 356-8180.
*Gibbs, Everett P. (Anita L.). B.S.. Extension Specialist, Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —607 E. Pells, Paxton (60957), 379-3062.
Gibson, Camille M., M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —Apt. 7, 1108 W. Xevada. U.. 344-7788.
Gibson, Terry L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
118 Talbot Lab.. 333-6164. —Apt. 11. 1204 W. Stoughton. U., 344-8708.
'Gibson, Jr., William H. (Gwendolyn L.), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3751. —308 W. High, U\. 344-4674.
•Giddings, Wanda Mae (John W.), Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of English.
1210 W. California. U.. 333-2085. —1908 Sangamon Dr.. C. 352-9734.
*Gidel, Margaret L. (Lou) B.S.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Computer Science.
260 D.C.L.. 333-6777. —Apt. E, 403 S. Lynn. C. 359-5752.
"Gierke, Suzanne P. (Timothy D.). B.A., Library Clerk III, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library. 333-1031. —Apt. 201, 406 E. Green, U\, 344-4242.
•Gieseking, John Eldon (Flossie Y.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Chemistry, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-416 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —1221 W. William, C, 352-2951.
•Gifford, Charles Kenneth (Dorothea H.). Storekeeper III. Shipping Dept.. Library.
22 Library. 333-1113. —1408 S. Grove. U.. 367-8786.
Gifford, Ellen M., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Law Library.
104h Law. 333-2914. —Apt. 91. 902 E. Harding Dr.. U., 367-2462.
Gifford, Grace M., Supervisor of Records and Budget, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-2143. —1204 1/2 Silver, U\. 344-7676.
•Gifford, Richard Ross (Bernice H.), B.S., Civil Engr.. Univ. Ofc. for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth. C. 333-1690. —1104 Alton Dr.. C, 352-3554.
•Gilbert, William Michael (Ramona S.). Ph.D., Director of Psychological and Counseling Center;
Prof, of Psychology.
213 Student Services, 333-3700. —2016 S. Race. U.. 344-6450.
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•Giles, Eugene (Inga), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Anthropology.
110 Davenport Hall, 333-2767. —1106 S. Lynn, C, 359-5925.
•Giles, Floyd Alton (Mary), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Horticulture; Extension Specialist in Horticulture
201a Orn. Hort., 333-2125. —708 S. New, C, 359-0146.
•Giles, Robert W. (Marilyn R.), M.A., Asst. Principal, U.H.S.
101 U.H.S., 333-2870. —Apt. 102, 2103 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-4259.
'tGilkeson, Robert H. (Connie), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
433 Natural Resources, 189-244, 344-1481. —Apt. 3, 1106 S. Second, C, 367-0873.
•Gilkison, Raymond Eugene (Katherine), Pipefitter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Fairmount (61841), 758-2459.
Gill, Diane L, B.S., Asst. in P.E.
B-95 I.M.P.E. Bldg., 333-7602. —URH-952 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4947.
•Gill, Patricia A. (Kenneth), Secy., Edwards County, Cooperative Extension Service.
17 S. Fifth, Albion (62806), 445-2934. —247 N. Fourth, Albion (62806), 445-2661.
*Gill, Vernie Dean (Nancy H.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, Box 14, Thomasboro (61878), 643-7476.
•Gilliard, Donald W. (Diane M.), B.S. Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
327 D.K.H., 333-3093. —Apt. 4, 502 E. University, C, 359-7159.
•Gillett, Will D. (Pamela B.), M.A., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333-6837. —Apt. 8, 407 S. State, C, 356-5939.
*Gillen, Jerold Lee (Rosemarie), Storekeeper II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1451. —1202 W. Springfield, C, 352-9807.
•Gillen, Michael P. (Gloria), B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
B233 Civil Eng. —Apt. 301, 101 W. Park, U., 344-8145.
•Gillespie, Judith L (R. Edward), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —242 S. Dewey, U., 367-0109.
Gillespie, Maureen F., B.S., Digital Computer Operator I, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
258 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —509 W. Nevada, U., 344-4249.
•Gillespie, Robert William (Junetta B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics.
450 Commerce (W), 333-4586. —1014 W. William, C, 359-1922.
•Gilligan, Paul Mitchell (Shirley A.), B.S., Instr., Police Training Institute.
359 Armory, 333-6093. —202 N. Division, Mahomet (61853), 586-4460.
•Gilliland, Mayme Irene (Harold E.), Cook, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —R.R. 2, C, 344-5709.
Gillman, Margaret Mary, B.A., Academic Advising Asst., General Curriculum, College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4710. —Apt. 14, 504 W. Elm, U., 367-2509.
•Gillmore, Gerald Millard (Mary), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, Ofc. of Instructional Resources and Dept. of
Psychology.
307E Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —204 W. Michigan, U., 344-4997.
•Gillogly, Russell Julian (Mildred E.), Storekeeper III, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
428 Burrill Hall, 333-1285. —2404 Lawndale, C, 352-0420.
•Gilmore, Alvan Ray (Irene Y.), D.F., Prof of Forestry.
399 Bevier Hall, 333-4308. 333-7489. —1610 Chevy Chase, C, 352-6357.
•Gilmore, Gene Selmar (Virginia), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Journalism.
40 Gregory Hall, 333-4659. —611 W. Ohio, U., 344-5348.
•Gilmore, George Ray (Patty A.), Truck Driver, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —Bondville (61815), 863-2450.
Gilmore, Kathie Joan, B.A., Asst. in Botany.
633 Morrill Hall, 333-0070. —URH-249 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2202.
•Gingrich, Joseph Ray (Elva W.), Ph.D., Water Technology Specialist, G. B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology, Pant Nagar, U. P., India, under Overseas Projects.
•Ginsberg, Donald M. (Joli L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
265 Physics Bldg., 333-4356; 9 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2596. —1707 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-3373.
Ginzler, Edward R., B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
•Giuliani, Annabelle Lucille (Joseph L.), A.M.T., Clinical Med. Technician, Health Service.
84 McKinley Health Center, 333-2750. —928 E. Sangamon, Rantoul (61866), 893-1151.
•Gjelsvik, Vera Louise (Finn), Work Program Participant, Johnson County, Cooperative Extension
Service
19 Court, Vienna (62995), 618-658-5322. -R.R. 1, Simpson (62985), 949-3539.
•Gjerde, Craig Livingston (Cristel), M.Ed., Res. Asst. Center for Instructional Res. and
Curriculum Evaluation.
^ rn mrr% ^
270 Education, 333-0988. —Apt. 132, 2103 W. White, C, 359-7623.
•Gladding, Gary E. (Ruth W.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
412 Physics Bldg., 333-9358. —706 W. Indiana, U., 344-7521.
Gladin, Rembert T., Photographer III, Coordinated Science Lab.
87 C.S.L., 333-3464. —509 McKinley, C.
•Gladney, Frank Y. (Barbara), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Russian and of Linguistics.
2142 Foreign Lang., 333-1204. —707 S. McCullough, U., 365-1658.
•Glance, Karen L. (A. Richard), Clerk-Stenog. II, Housing Div
420 Student Services, 333-7753. —1207a E. Fordia, U., 344-3260.
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•Glass, Edna (Herbert D.), M.A., Adm. Aide, Dept. of Psychology.
314 Psych. Bldg., 333-0630. —804 Westlawn, C, 356-6282.
*tGlass, Herbert David (Edna L.), Ph.D., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
131 Natural Resources, 189-207, 344-1481: 319 Natural Resources, 189-243, 344-1481. —804
Westlawn, C, 356-6282.
Glass, Linda S., M.S., Asst. Editor, University Press.
120 University Press, 333-0957. —Apt. 1, 406 Briar Lane, C, 359-4784.
Glassman, Myron, M.S., Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
228 Psych. Bldg., 333-2879. —310 N. James, C, 359-0361.
tGlastras, Pamela M., B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
139 Natural Resources, 189-205, 344-1481. —Apt. B-41, 1600 W. Breadley, C, 359-9683.
*Glawe, John F. (Irene R.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Biological Science, School of Life Sciences,
Emeritus.
1210 W. California, U. —1308 S. Western, C, 356-4646.
•Glaze, James Reed (Dolores B.), M.A., Safety Officer, Safety Coordinator's Ofc.
222b Armory, 333-1106. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2879.
Gleason, Rosemary, A.B., Accounting Clerk II, International Programs and Studies Ofc.
309 Illini Tower, 333-6104. —Apt. 12, 608 S. State, C, 359-7511.
•Gleaves, John T. (Janice L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
368 Noyes Lab., 333-9700. —310 W. Illinois, U., 344-4304.
*Glende, Leo Sterle (Betty A.), Supervisor of University Union Operations, Illini Union.
174 Illini Union, 333-3685. —1218 W. Park, C, 356-5917.
•Glenn, Carrie Mae (Lumes G.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1642 W. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60609), 312-247-5434. —9413 S. Harvard, Chicago (60620).
•Glenn, John Ronald (Leila S.). M.A., Asst. in English.
217A English, 333-2855. —705 Hawthorne, U., 344-2171.
•Glenn, Leila S. (John R.), M.L.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —705 Hawthorne, U., 344-2171.
*Glenn, Martha Ann (Donald A.), Secy., Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
105 Davenport House, 333-2186. —619 W. Fourth, Homer (61849).
•Glenn, Matthew Wyman, Jr. (Lois D.), B.S., Guest Room Supervisor, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-1243. —1018 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-2362.
Gliessman, (Mrs.) Helen Emily, Clerk-Typist II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1421. —1709 Westhaven Dr., C, 356-0984.
•tGlissendorf, Owen F. (Marie), M.S., Tech. Editor and Head of Publications and Public
Relations, State N.H. Survey.
189 Natural Resources, 333-6882. —2009 Silver Ct. E., U., 367-7763.
•Glockner, Mary (Warren), A.B., Asst. Specialist in Education.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —2709 W. John, R.R. 1, C, 352-8903.
•Glockner, Warren Henry (Mary S.), J.D., Asst. Campus Legal Counsel, Campus Legal Counsel
Ofc.
258 Administration, 333-0560. —2709 W. John, C, 352-8903.
Glorvigen, Brad Willard, A.B., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
356 East Chem., 333-3526. —Apt. 11, 102 E. Armory, C,
•Gloss, Teresa G. (Feodor), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4031 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —2016-C S. Orchard, U., 344-6747.
Glosser, Mary Susan, B.A., Asst. in Art History.
131 Fine Arts. —806 S. Third, C, 344-1936.
•Glover, Donald R. (Judy M.), M.S., Instructor in Advertising.
5 Gregory Hall, 333-0967. —Apt. B, 1811 Orchard PL, U., 344-3123.
•Glover, Dorothy Marie (John L.), Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —110 Third, Joliet (60433), 726-6728.
•Glover, Judy Matras (Donald R.), M.S., Instr. in Foods, Dept. of Home Econ.
367 Bevier Hall. 333-0979. —Apt. B, 1811 Orchard PL, U., 344-3123.
Gloyd, Lenora K. (Mrs.), M.S., Assoc. Professional Scientist, Emerita, State N. H. Survey,
510 S. State, C, 356-3124.
•tGluskoter, Harold Jay (Leah), Ph.D., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
425 Natural Resources, 189-296, 344-1481. —905 E. Harmon, U., 367-2189.
Goad, Danny Andrew, Tab. Mach. Operator III. Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4835, 333-4833. —107 Southwest, Homer (61849), 896-2325.
tGoad, Leroy Carl, B.S., Asst. Secy, of Board of Trustees, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —Homer (61849), 896-2155.
•Gobble, David Lee (Christine L.), Grounds Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Fithian (61844), 548-2539.
•Gobble, Virginia (Gene). Typing Clerk II, Admissions and Records.
312 Min. and Met.. 333-0306. —312 E. Buckner, Tuscola (61956). 253-3975.
*Goby, Linda H. (Kenneth. Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. III. Committee on Accountancy.
408 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1565. —Box 384, Newman (61942), 837-2782.
*Godbee, Carl L. (Shirley), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P. P. Service Bldg. —210 E. South, Mansfield (61854). 489-3751.
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•Godfrey, George Lawrence (Judy I.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, and International Program Coordinator
in Agricultural Entomology.
163 Natural Resources, 333-7430. —1205 W. William, C, 352-6799.
Goebel, Mark C, Eng. Draftsman 11, Dept. of Computer Science
54 D.C.L., 333-6691. —R.R. 1, C.
*Goering, Carroll E. (Carol Ann), Ph.D., Research Assoc, in Agricultural Engineering
100A Agr. Eng., 333-2854. —1 Jeanes Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-2180.
*Goff, Donald L (Kathleen), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —918 W. Columbia, C, 359-7309.
*Goff, Mildred Eileen (Thomas L.), Secy., College of Education
Rm. Ill, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386.
—R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2358.
*Goglia, Carolyn Hamilton (Frederick J.), Library Clerk III, Acquisitions Dept., Library
220a Library, 333-2875. —704 W. Illinois, U., 367-1242.
*Goings, Helen Catherine (Fred W.), Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
114 Sherman Hall, 333-2250. —R.R. 1, Lot 27, Thomasboro (61878). 356-6083
Goken, Cynthia L, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of History and Phil, of Educ.
363 Education, 333-2446. —2418 E. Washington, U., 328-1159.
*Gold, Marc William (Ronna), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Children's Res. Center.
183 Children's Res. Center, 333-8285. —708 W. Oregon, U.
•Goldberg, Elizabeth Doupe (Jeffrey M.), M.L.S., Asst. Commerce Libran.; Instr. in Library
Administration.
101 Library, 333-4806. —604 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 344-1317.
•Goldberg, Margaret E. (J. Vernon Henderson), M.A., Res. Asst., Housing Research &
Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532. —1213 W. Clark, U., 344-5478.
•Goldberg, Samuel I. (Sheila), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
331 Altgeld Hall, 333-2768. —24 Greencroft Dr., C, 359-3102.
•Goldberg, Stephen B. (Doris L.), LL.B., Prof, of Law.
235 Law, 333-1955. —1009 Devonshire, C, 352-0364.
•Golden, Elroy Edwin (Urla M), Ed.D., Prof, and Asst. Dir., Cooperative Extension Service.
120 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —1717 Georgetown Dr., C, 356-6740.
"tGolden, Gary M. (Andrea), M.Ed., Asst. Football Coach, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1403. 333-1403. —2111 Plymouth, C, 359-0497.
•Golden, Mark I. (Eddye Lou), M.B.A., Asst. in Finance.
7 D.K.H., 333-0231. —Apt. 302, 2110 S. Orchard, U., 344-1293.
Goldenstein, (Mrs.) Margaret Frances, Clerk III, Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718. —1009 E. Main, U., 367-1385.
•Goldhor, Herbert (Eleanor P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Library Science; Dir. of Grad. School of Library
Science. On leave of absence second semester of 1972-73.
329 Library, 333-3280. —39 Maple Ct., C, 359-5636.
Golding, Stephen L., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
165 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —102 W. Mumford, U„ 367-2559.
Goldman, Harold S., M.S., Lecturer in Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —611 W. Hill, C, 359-2398.
•Goldman, Marcus Selden (Olive), Ph.D., Prof, of English, Emeritus.
100 English. —203 W. Michigan, U., 367-4496.
•Goldstein, Diana M. (William), B.S., Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-2113, 333-6349. —2313 1/2 S. Anderson, U., 344-0709.
•Goldthwaite, Wilburn Scott (Mildred C), Ph.D., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
404 W. Iowa, U., 344-6462.
•Goldwasser, E. L., Ph.D., Prof, of Physics. On leave of absence.
National Accelerator Lab., P.O. Box 500, Batavia (61510). —520 Ellis, Wheaton (60181).
Golladay, Wesley Allen Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —103 Ennis Lane, U., 367-4953.
•Goloff, Alex, Jr. (Caren), M.S., Asst. in Botany.
139 Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —Apt. 2, 33 E. Chalmers, C, 359-7751.
•Goloff, Caren (Alex, Jr.), A.B., Clerk-Typist III, Graduate College.
314 Adm. 333-0036. —Apt. 2. 33 E. Chalmers, C, 359-7751.
tGombos, Andrew Michael, B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
303 Natural Resources, 189-238, 344-1481. —URH-163 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4782.
Gomora, (Mrs.) Irene Theresa Secy., Will County, Cooperative Extension Service.
102 Farm Bureau Bldg., 100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-727-1173. 815-723-226^.
P.O. Box 257, Division St. Braidwood (60408),
•Gomperts, John Wallace (Maryellen), Purchasing Operations Mgr.. Purchasing Div.. Business
Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3585. —1105 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-2272.
Gonder, Gloria Dean, Clerk-Typist I, Dept. of Horticulture.
101 Vegetable Crops, 333-1965. —Apt. 1. 306 W. Maple, C, 352-1991.
Gonzalez, Linda K., Accounting Clerk II, Housing Div. *..,« <•,«, on<1
420 Student Services, 333-1763. —164 W. Moultrie, Bement (61813), 678-8052.
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'Gonzalez, Nelly (Walter). Lie. Law., Library Clerk II, Biology Library.
101 Burrill Hall. 333-3654. —501 Shuman Circle, U., 328-2934.
*Gonzo, Carroll L. (Susan), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Music.
3062 Music. 333-2620. —2308 Shurts Circle, U., 367-7683.
*Gonzo, Susan T. (Carroll), M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
20 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —2308 Shurts Circle, U., 367-7683.
*Gooch, Jay Doyle (Bede E.). M.S., Res. Engr.. Dept. of Elec. Eng.
312K E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-4156; Aeronomy Field Station. Thomasboro (61878), 643-7311. —
1204 N. Berkley, U., 367-3101.
'Good, Francis Wilbur (Irva D.), Housing Maintenance Supervisor, Housing Division.
Housing Maintenance Shop, Orchard Downs Addition. 333-2779. — 1907 S. Prospect, C.
352-1948.
*Goodale, Richard H. (Jane M.), D.V.M., Assoc, in Vet. Biological Structure.
351b Vet. Med.. 333-1025. —Apt. C-70, 1600 Bradley. C.
*Goodban, J. Nicholas (Marjorie). M.Sc, Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 218, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549. —707 S. Race, U., 367-2593.
Goodell, (Mrs.) T. Isabelle, Receptionist, Ticket Ofc, Athletic Association.
100 Assembly Hall. 333-3470. —Apt. 7. 410 N. State, C, 356-5166.
Goodin, Debra K., B.A., Typing Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
168 Adm.. 333-4849. —Apt. 209, 504 W. Main, U.
'Goodman, Bernard Maurice (Margaret C), B.S., Prof, of Music: Artist in Residence.
2-123 K.C.P.A., 333-3208. —412 W. Nevada, U., 367-1818.
•Goodman, Pearl (William I.), M.A., Instr. in English as a Second Language.
3070 Foreign Lang., 333-8054. —Apt. 107, 300 S. Goodwin, 344-2117.
•Goodman, William I. (Pearl), M.P.A., M.C.P., Prof, of Urban Planning. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
3900 Watson PI. NW, Apt. 8H, Bldg. B. Washington, D.C. (20016), 202-965-4860.
•Goodman, William George (Rose Marie), B.S., Asst., to Head of Dept. of Geology.
253 Natural History, 333-3541. —R.R. 1. Mahomet, 586-3617.
•Goodrich, John Irving (Marcia J.). M.Ext.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, DeKalb County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
315 N, Sixth, DeKalb (60115). 815-758-8194. —908 Shipman PL. DeKalb (60115),
815-758-8791.
Goodwin, Sarah A., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
350 Altgeld Hall. 333-1809. —Apt. 3, 111 E. Chalmers, C. 344-2190.
Gordon, Charles W., B.A., Supervisor of Claims, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —1703 S. Anderson, U., 367-7553.
•Gordon, Deborah Ann (Percy), M.A., Asst. Prof, of P.E.
126 Freer Gym., 333-3357. —1002 E. Delaware, U., 344-4351.
•Gordon, Harold Henry (Mildred M.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Asst. State Leader, Cooperative
Extension Service, Emeritus.
119 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —1 Illini Circle, U., 344-5514.
•Gordon, Janet (Gary), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Champaign County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —702 N. Swigart, C, 356-3120.
•Gordon, Lee D. (Jacqueline). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
200a Gregory Hall, 333-1932. —Apt. D, 1803 Valley Rd., C, 359-7802.
•Gordon, Leonard Joseph (Victoria A.), B.A., Personnel Officer V; Asst. to University Dir. of
Nonacademic Personnel.
302 Illini Tower, 333-2538. —2010 E. Vermont, U., 328-1559.
•Gordon, Patricia Talmadge (Richard A.), M.S., Biology Library Asst.(with rank of Instr.),
Library.
101 Burrill Hall. 333-3654. —Apt. 107, 812 Oakland, U.. 367-0867.
•tGordon, Robert A. (Toni). B.S., Assoc. Dir., Univ. Foundation.
224 Illini Union. 333-0810. —24 Dunlap Woods, Sidney (61877), 688-2424.
•Gordon, Thomas Herbert (Shirley A.), B.S., Asst. Chief of Pilot Training, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-2127. —2001 Cureton Dr.. U.. 367-8820.
Gordon, Trudy Lee, Clerk-Stenog. II. Spece Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House, 333-1233. —Apt. 1-192. 1700 W. Bradley. C. 359-3511.
tGordon, Vivian, Head of Geological Records Section. State Geological Survey, Retired.
604 W. John. C. 356-1949.
•Gordon, Warren Raymond (Edith M.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
217 M.E. Bldg., 333-0699. —108 S. Josephine. Homer (61849). 896-2084.
•Gorecki, Danuta (Jan), D.Jur., Library Tech. Asst. I. Special Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library. 333-1340. —510 W. Washington. U., 344-1035.
•Gorecki, Jan (Danuta). Dr.Sc.Jur.. Prof. Dept. of Sociology and Russian and East European
Center.
331 Lincoln Hall. 333-0795. —510 W. Washington. U., 344-1035.
•Gorman, Bertha B. (Thomas E.), Typing Clerk III. Admissions and Records.
69J Adm., 333-0221. —Apt. 4. 407 W. White. C. 359-5704.
•Gorman, Lawrence R. (Ann M.). M.A., Circulation Asst.. Circulation Dept.. Library.
215k Library. 333-0313; 203 Library. —Apt. 102, 2114 S. Orchard. U., 367-5759.
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•Gorman, Martin Eugene (Mary E.). Construction Laborer. Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —309 E. Washington. Philo (61864). 684-2704.
Gorman, Mary Magdalene, Typing Clerk II. Admissions and Records
69 Adm.. 333-0216. —1210 W. William. C. 352-4809.
Gormley, Michael Francis, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Physics
405 Physics Bldg., 333-6363.
—Apt. 8. 205 E. Healey. C.
Gornto, Eleanor F„ M.A., Asst. in English.
107 English. 333-3989. —Apt. 613. 300 S. Goodwin. L\. 344-0627.
Gorrell, Ruth, Secy.. College of Education, Retired.
607 W. Indiana. U.. 344-1169.
•Gorski, Jack (Harriet M.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physiology and of Biochemistry
513 Burrill Hall, 333-0171. —410 W. Delaware, U*. 344-0045.
Goss, Dorothy Ann, M.S., Extension Specialist in Family Economics and Home Management.
Dept. of Home Econ.
557 Bevier Hall. 333-2069. —Apt. 4. 1418 Lincolnshire Dr.. C. 356-5675.
Gosser, Martha Ellen (Mrs.). Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R. R. 1. Fisher (61843). 846-2648.
•Gossett, Rita Joyce (Ray P.), Secy.. Auditing Division.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —603 W. Wilson. Monticello (61856). 762-7185.
•Gothard, F. Thomas, Jr. (Jane E.), M.S.. Program Adm. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
29B Adams Lab.. 333-1974. —1208 S. Vine. U.. 367-7732.
"tGothberg, Cheryl Mae (Ronald). Secy. Soil Conservation Service. U.S.D.A
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —3211 Brentwood Dr.. C. 356-3658.
'Gotschall, Clarence Earl (Violet M.). Asst. Mech. Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-2334. —2301 Blackthorn. C. 356-6987.
*Gotshalk, Dilman Walter (Naomi). Ph.D.. Prof, of Philosophy. Emeritus.
102 Gregory Hall. —Apt. F, 413 E. Butler. Olney (62450). 395-2298.
'Gottlieb, David (Amy Z.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Plant Pathology.
10 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1524. —310 Eliot Dr.. U., 367-6762.
*Goudy, Helen Lois (Carl A.), Secy., Mason County. Cooperative Extension Service.
133 S. High. Havana (62644), 543-3308. —R.R. 3. Lewistown (61542), 547-3100.
*Gould, Harold A. (Ketayun H.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Anthropology; Assoc. Dir. of Center for Asian
Studies.
209G Davenport Hall, 333-0291. ; Rm. 105. 1208 W. California. L\. 333-4850. —1807
Shadowlawn Dr.. C. 352-5410.
*Gould, Ketayun H. (Harold). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Social Work.
Rm. 325, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —1807 Shadowlawn Dr.. C. 352-5410.
*Gould, Orrin Everett (Muriel M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
393 Education, 333-2004. 333-0227. —1519 W. Charles. C. 352-2435.
*Goulet, Larry R. (Carol), Ph.D.. Prof, of Educational Psychology and Psychology.
220B Education, 333-2604. —306 W. Iowa, L\, 344-5452.
Gourlas, Irene Georgia, Work Program Participant. Hamilton County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
Courthouse Basement, McLeansboro (62859). 618-643-3715. —Cherrv St.. McLeansboro
(62859),hpc618-643-3961. 618-773-4573.
Gove, Samuel Kimball, M.A., Director and Prof.. Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs; Prof, of
Political Science.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —2006 Bruce Dr.. U. 367-4802.
*Govind Rao, Mirmira Krishnarao (Shantha M.). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc. Dept. of Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —602 S. Busey. L".. 344-4976.
*Govindjee, (Rajni), Ph.D., Prof, of Botany and of Biophysics.
277B Morrill Hall, 333-1794. —1101 McHenry. L\. 365-1016.
Goyal, Lakshmi N., M.Tel. E.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
293 D.C.L., 333-6154. —URH-320 Daniels Hall. L\, 332-2228.
*Goyer, Peter (Evelyn B.). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1111 N. Champaign, C. 352-1714.
tGraber, Jean Weber (Richard R.). Ph.D.. Wildlife Specialist. State N. H. Survey.
491 Natural Resources, 333-6856. —109 W. Franklin. U.
tGraber, Richard Rex (Jean W.). Ph.D.. Wildlife Specialist. State N.H. Survey.
491 Natural Resources, 333-6856. —109 W. Franklin. U.
*Grace, Carol J. (L.L.). Work Program Participant. Jackson County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966). 687-1727. —Gorham (62940). 565-2250.
Grace, Louis, Bldg. Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1103 N. Market, C. 359-3222.
*Grace, Nancy Gwyn Redden (T. Allen), M.S.. Bibliographer. Library; Instr. in Library
Administration.
220S Library, 333-0252. —R.R. 2. U.. 367-8832.
Gracon, Brian E., B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —URH-177 Daniels Hall. L'.. 332-2436.
*Grady, Bernard Joseph (Rosemary), Steam Distribution Operator. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —908 E. Florida, U., 367-6101.
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'Grady, Freddie (Barbara). Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —702 N. Wright. L\. 328-1683.
Grady, Helen L., Clerk III. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-4336. —Ivesdale (61851), 564-3830.
*Graeff, Claude (Sharon K.), M.B.A., Res. Asst., Bur. of Bus. Management.
214 D.K.H.. 333-2570. —207 1/2 W. Oregon, U., 367-9499.
*Graen, George Bearnard (Joan A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology and of Labor and
Industrial Relations. On leave of absence first semester of 1972-73.
233 Psych. Bldg.. 333-0009. —3305 Brentwood Dr.. C. 356-8676.
Graf, Donald Lee, Ph.D.. Prof, of Geology.
113 Natural History. 333-2403. —603 S. Cleveland. Philo (61864).
Graf, Edith, Asst. in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3136 Foreign Lang.. 333-7654. —URH-478 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2551.
Graf, Thelma, B.S.. Chief Clerk. Ofc. for Capital Programs. Retired.
276 Adm., 33-3622. —105 N. Sixth, C, 352-2630.
*Graff, Gustav (Ruta S.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Nutritional Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —410 Dodson Dr., U., 344-0804.
'Graffis, Don Warren (Nancy N\). Ph.D.. Prof, of Forage Crops Extension. Dept. of Agronomy.
W-301 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —R.R. 2, U., 328-1746.
*Gragg, David Edgar (Dorothy S.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Massac County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
Rt. 1. Hwy. 45 West. P. O. Box 428. Metropolis (62960). 524-2270. —R.R. 1, Box 368.
Metropolis (62960). 524-5707
•Graham, Franklin Primm (M. Earline). M.S.. District Dir. of Coop. Ext. Serv.
210 Mumford Hall, 333-2665. —304 E. Florida. U.. 367-7977.
•Graham, Gary D. (Jacqueline K.). Computer Programmer I. Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data
Processing.
54 Adm.. 333-2113. —705 E. Pinzon. Tuscola (61956), 253-4520.
•Graham, Gene S. (Martha). B.S.. Prof, of Journalism
20 Gregory Hall. 333-1508. —2 Shuman Circle. U„ 367-1669.
•Graham, Linda Nelson (Richard L.). B.A.. Admissions/Records Officer I. Admissions and
Records.
312 Met. and Min.. 333-0306. —406 W. High. L\. 367-1465.
•Graham, Lloyd David (Charlotte D.). B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Kankakee County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 320. 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901). 815-939-3626. —804 S. Seventh, Kankakee
(60901). 815-932-5764.
•Graham, Marvin Lowell (Charlotte K.). M.S., Sr. Res. Programmer. Center for Advanced
Computation.
333 Advanced Computation Bldg. 333-3743. —608 W. Green. U.. 367-9450.
Graham, Mary Margaret, Chief Clerk. College of Agriculture.
102 Mumford Hall. 333-0462. —108 E. John. C. 352-6486.
Grahl, Mary, B.A., Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Civil Engineering.
3230 Civil Eng.. 333-6967. —1517 W. Healey. C. 352-4057.
*Gramza,Anthony Francis (Leslie A.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof. Children's Res. Center. Dept. of
Recreation and Park Administration, and Dept. of Zoology.
Children's Res. Center. 333-6434. —1006 E. Shurts. L\. 328-1881.
•Granato, Andrew Vincent (Pauline B.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics.
467 Physics Bldg., 333-2639. —1917 Moraine Dr., C. 352-0229.
Grandt, Jane Marie, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4023 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-420 Sherman Hall. C, 332-4725.
'Grandt, Susan Janet (Terrence A.), M.S., Personnel Officer II, Student Employment Office.
Rm. 107. 707 S. Sixth. C. 333-0601. —607 N. Coler. U.. 328-1625.
Grandys, Robert F., M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
53 E.E. Bldg.. 333-0079. —Apt. 4a, 705 W. High. U.. 344-7503.
Grant, Isabelle Fitch, A.M.. Rare Book Room Librn. (with rank of Assoc. Prof). Library.
Emerita.
604 S. Gregory PL, L\, 344-2193.
•Grant, James E. (Tamah J.). M.Ed.. Res. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
353 Education. 333-3037. —Apt. B, 2025 Orchard. U.. 344-0420.
•Grant, Norman Lewis (Mary C), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —112 W. Snyder, Sullivan (61951), 728-8634.
'Graskewicz, Rubylee Beck (Marion H.). Secy., Perry County, Cooperative Extension Service.
113 E. South, P.O. Box 347. Pinckneyville (62274), 357-5671. —305 W. Randolph,
Pinckneyville (62274). 357-8110.
Grassie, Charles R„ A.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
465 Noyes Lab.. —URH-221 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4656.
•Gravel, Philip Larry, (Lynette T.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
157 Adams Lab.. 333-3896. —Apt. D, 1802 Orchard Place. U.. 367-8469.
•Gravely, George Edward (Dessel), Grounds Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, L'., 367-1273.
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•Graves, Benjamin Alvin (Lucille), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1204 N. Champaign, C, 352-4742.
•Graves, Charles E. (Joann L.), B.A., Asst. in Art; Res. Asst., Vocational Agriculture Service
131 Fine Arts; 333-3873.; 434 Mumford Hall. —3209 W. Kirby, C, 352-7247.
•Graves, Charles Norman (Charois J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science
314 An. Sci. Lab., 333-4307. —1804 Cindy Lynn Dr., U., 367-8691.
•Graves, Darlene J. (James S.), Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Anthropology.
386 Davenport Hall, 333-8381. —Tolono (61880), 485-5538.
Graves, Hazel Louise, M.A., Home Adviser, Morgan and Scott Counties, Retired
209 S. Prairie, Jacksonville. 253-2741.
'tGraves, Joann Consuella (Charles E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
216 Natural Resources, 189-261,344-1481. —3209 W. Kirby. C, 352-7247.
Graves, Margaret, (Mrs.) Work Program Participant. Will County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —526 S. Chicago, Joliet (60436), 722-4872.
Gray, Clayton, Jr., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Germanic Languages and Literatures. On leave of
absence for 1972-73. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
3032 Foreign Lang.
•Gray, Edward J. (Dorothy), Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
258 Noyes Lab., 333-3104. —803 S. Westlawn, C, 356-5878.
•Gray, Eva W. (John W.) Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
317 Altgeld Hall. 333-3414. —303 W. Michigan, U., 367-4908.
•Gray, Horace Montgomery (Emmogene D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
2404 Farrington Rd., Wichita Falls, Texas (76308). 767-9493.
•Gray, J. Robert (Ilona F.), M.S., Asst. in Botany.
289 Morrill Hall; C-515 Turner Hall. —Apt. 102, 2203 Hazelwood Dr.. U., 344-4541.
Gray, James A., Photographer I, Coordinated Science Lab.
87 C.S.L., 333-3464. —603 1/2 South Western, C.
•Gray, John W. (Eva W.). Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
105 Altgeld Hall, 333-0677. —303 W. Michigan, U., 367-4908.
•Gray, Lynn Evan, (Rose Marie), Ph.D., Res. Plant Pathologist, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.; Asst.
Prof, of Plant Pathology.
167 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —2008 Crescent Dr., C, 352-4428.
•Gray, Nancy J. (Gary D.), Chief Clerk, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1752. —2410 E. Elm, U., 367-4718.
•Gray, Robert Earl (Joan L.), D.Mus.A., Prof, of Music. Asst. Dir. of School of Music.
3058 Music Bldg., 333-2620; 5014 Music Bldg., 333-4269. —1717 Lynwood Dr., C, 359-1484.
•Gray, Rodney John Hilcock (Valerie A.), Ph.D., Postdoctoral Teaching Assoc, in Food
Microbiology.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-1931. —15 Dunellen Dr.. Lincoln Mobile Homes Park, U.
•Gray, Stanley Everts (Lorraine B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of French.
2122 Foreign Lang., 333-2020. —2109 Zuppke Dr., TJ., 365-1455.
•Gray, Valerie Ann (Rodney J. H.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Chemistry.
271 Adams Lab., 333-1792. —15 Dunellen Dr.. U.
•Gray, Violet Lazetta (John E.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R. 2, Potomac (61865), 569-4366.
•Gray, William Thurston, IV (Joyce R.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. in Physics.
480 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4981. —511 E. Sangamon, Rantoul (61866). 892-2940.
•Grayned, Nehemiah (John), Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102). 815-965-3704. —840 Lapp Ct., Rockford (61103). 963-6712.
•Graziano, Anthony Frank (Paulette J.), B.S., Asst. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
107 Coble Hall, 333-4493. —19 Greencroft, C, 359-2/82.
•Grazier, Donald (Jackie J.), Statistical Clerk, Admin. Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth, C, 333-3551, 333-3554. —Apt. 101, 316 S. Prairie, C, 352-0319.
•Greathouse, Lowell Arthur (Alma), Herdsman, Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
1205 S. Randolph, C, 356-1913.
Grebner, Florence Darleen, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of P.E. Director of Basic Instruction Program.
180 Intramural-P.E., 333-1680. —Apt. F, 703 W. Church. C. 359-3041.
•Green, Betty S., Secy., Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Box 46. Rosiclare (62982).
618-285-3370.
Green, Charla Mae, Clerk-Typist III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
208 Adm., 333-3507. —57 Lakeside Terrace, U., 367-2372.
•Green, Georgia (Jerry), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Linguistics.
4103 Foreign Lang., 333-8991. —804 W. Nevada, U., 344-0365.
•Green, Herman (Vivian). M.Ed., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
403 E. Healey, C, 333-4891. —Apt. A, 1821 Orchard PI.. U., 344-4955.
•Green, Irene M. (Charles F.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Lake County. Coop. Ext.
Extension Service Bldg., Lake County Fair Grounds. P.O. Box 306. Grayslake (60030).
223-4844. —823 Michigan. Evanston. 491-6757.
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*Green, Joseph Frederick (Karel K.), B.S., Assoc. Dir. of Univ. Ofc. for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-2440; 1231 University Hall, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle,
996-4422. —10 Litchfield Lane, C, 359-3816.
•Green, Lucia Mae (Malcolm E.), Clerk-Typist III, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3951. —1304 Crispus Dr., C, 359-3528.
•Green, Malcolm Erick (Lucia M.), Housing Administrator II, Housing Div.
413 Student Services, 333-2274. —1304 Crispus Dr., C, 359-3528.
Green, Agnes Hayes, Ed.M., Ass't. Dir. of Afro-American Cultural Center.
1003 W. Nevada, U., 333-2092 333-2201, 333-2613. —Apt. 10, 1105 W. Oregon, U., 367-4623.
•Green, Paul M. (Sally), Ph.D., LL.D., Dean of College of Com. and Bus. Adm., Dir. of Grad.
School of Bus. Adm., and Prof, of Business Administration, Emeritus.
P.O. Box 2022, Station A, C. —601 W. Delaware, U., 344-6053.
•Green, Philip B. (Barbara A.), B.S.E., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
464 E.E. Bldg., 333-6435. —913 E. Crestwood, U., 344-0696.
•Green, Ronald Rex, (Catherine), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
363 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —Apt. 95, 2102 W. White, C, 359-9515.
•Green, Shirley Anne (James M.), Statistician, Administrative Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth, C, 333-3551. —1804 Winchester, C, 352-6129.
•Green, William Joseph (Shirley A.), Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —Box 31, Ogden (61859), 582-4140.
•Greenberg, Gordon Z. (Suzanne W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology. On leave of absence
first semester of 1972-73.
323 Psych. Bldg., 333-4198. —713 W. Indiana, U., 344-6915.
•tGreenberg, Robert Edward (Jean M.), M.S., Asst. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
496 Natural Resources, 333-6856. —2006 Southwood Dr., C, 356-2390.
Greenberg, Ronald A., B.Ch.E., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —URH-354 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2260.
•Greenberg, Suzanne (Gordon), M.S., Data Processing Analyst I, Computing Services Ofc.
171 D.C.L., 333-6133. —713 W. Indiana, U., 344-6915.
Greene, Dorothea M., B.A., Broadcasting Program Asst., WILL Radio Station
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —58 E. Healy, C, 356-7237.
•Greene, Joseph E. (Phyllis), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering and of Metallurgy.
122 M.E. Bldg., 333-0747; 1-137 C.S.L., 333-0747. —906 S. Lynn, C, 359-7731.
•Greene, Margaret (Phillip), Adm. Aide, Survey Res. Lab.
418 D.K.H.. 333-8788. —1513 Grandview, C, 352-7462.
Greene, Nancy Hawley, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4019 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-1346 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5029.
Greene, Vincent O., B.S., Accountant II, Business Affairs Ofc.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —
.
Greene, Vivian Yvonne, B.A., Asst. in German.
3042 Foreign Lang. —608 E. Chalmers, C, 344-0481.
•Greenfeldt, Barbara L. (Eric W.), B.A., Asst. in French.
2022 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 4, 1601 Kiler Dr., C.
•Greenfield, John C. (Eugenia E.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
479 Adams Lab., 333-3509. —Apt. C, 1944 S. Orchard, U., 344-7364.
Greenlaw, David K., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-230 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2185.
*Greenman, Nettie (Ray), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —1025 Twenty-second St., Rock
Island (61201), 788-9218.
•Greenough, William Tallant (Carol M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
' 833 Psych. Bldg., 333-4472. —1810 Winchester Dr., C, 356-5015.
•Greenwood, Pattie J. (William D.), B.A., Library Clerk II, U.H.S. Library.
201 U.H.S., 333-1589. —6 Sangamon Heights, Mahomet (61853), 586-3267.
•Greenwood, William Daniel (Pattie J.), Project Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4158. —6 Sangamon Hgts., Mahomet (61853), 586-3267.
•Greer, Wilbur Charles, Jr. (Sarah H.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
204 Talbot Lab., 333-3922. —R.R. 2, Farmer City (61842), 923-6165.
Greeson, Elanor P., Secy., Dept. of Chemistry.
159 Noyes Lab., 333-1624. —614 W. John, C, 356-4306.
Greeson, Elanor Patchett, Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
159 Noyes Lab., 333-1624. —614 W. John., C, 356-4306.
Greeson, Kenneth Leon, Plumber Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —412 W. Church, C, 352-0328.
*Greever, Maurice Gene (Betty A.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —7 Joyce Lane, C, 356-3329.
*Greffe, C. Dale (Veneta), M.E., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
342 M.E. Bldg., 333-2028. —1004 W. University, C, 352-3135.
•tGreger, Beverly Ann (Larry G.), Bookkeeper. Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall, 333-1282. —Pleasant Plains Mobile Homes, R. R. 1. Tolono (61880).
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'tGregerson, George Ronald (Mary Elizabeth), Res. Tech., U.S.D A
248 Davenport Hall, 333-1117, 333-6240. —1502 Queens Way, C. 352-1370.
Gregg, Judith L, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth Clinton County Coop. Extension Service
P. O. Box 9, Breese (62230), 618-526-7042. —1231 Clinton, Carlyle (62231). 618-594-3995.
•Gregorc, Anthony Frank (Diane F.), Ph.D., Principal of University High School; Assoc. Prof of
Educational Administration and Supervision.
103 U.H.S., 333-2870. —2104 Lynwood Dr., C. 359-4090.
Gregory, Betty A. Program Asst., Scott County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —313 N. Putnam, Meredosia, Illinois (62665)
584-6811.
•Gregory, Richard Parker IV (Barbara J.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
58 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 135, 2108 W. White, C, 359-7614.
'Greiner, Benjamin Andrew (Bonita K.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Ogle County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 99, Pines Rd., Oregon (61061). 815-732-2191. —311 S. Fourth. Oregon (61061).
815-732-6801.
•Gresham, Nancy S. (Richard D.), Typing Clerk II, McKinley Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718, 333-0027. —309 Sunrise, L\. 344-0552.
•Gresham, Ruth Sallee (Samuel), B.S., Resident Dir., Housing Div.
Wardall Hall, 333-4640. —URH-111, Wardall Hah, U., 332-4308.
•Grice, Delores Jean (Francis A.), Chief Clerk, College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4634. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873).
•Grierson, Leslie William (Kathrine), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 4, C, 643-7491.
*Griesheimer, Walter M. (Gertrude S.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1102 S. Anderson, U., 367-6730.
Griffet, David Isaac, Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 897-2733.
Griffin, Charles H., Ph.D., C.P.A., Visiting Prof, of Accy; Visiting Arthur Young Distinguished
Professor.
391 Commerce (W), 333-0645. —Apt. 1403, Century 21. C, 344-6489.
•Griffin, Edward L (Jay), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
166 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4843. —1007 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-2352.
•Griffin, John Rainey (Thelma M.), Ed.M., Assoc. Dir. of Student Financial Aids, Student
Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0600: —1713 Carolyn Dr., C, 352-1613.
•Griffin, Lea Ann (Kenneth L.), Library Clerk II, Acquisition Dept.. Library.
220 Library, 333-2875. —26 Cedric, R.R. 4, U., 328-2841.
*GrTffin, Mae Loris (James M.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —15243 3RD, Phoenix (60426), 331-8445.
•Griffin, Michael Thomas (Merrily A.), Baker I, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —620 E. Pells, Paxton (60957), 379-3565.
•Griffin, Sandra M. (James D.), Statistical Clerk, Uiv. Bur. of Institutional Res.
240 Illini Tower, 333-3851. —146 Paddock Dr. E., C, 359-9859.
•Griffis, Benita Doris (Robert), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —15147 Halsted. Phoenix (60426),
312-339-9146.
•Griffith, Alice Mary (Austin M.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
107 Animal Genetics, 333-2901. —1104 W. Washington, C, 356-6546.
•Griffith, Edward I. (Jessie M.) Instructional Materials Technician, Dept. of Art.
9 Fine Arts. 333-0855. —904 Rainbow View. U., 367-7106.
'tGriffith, Jessie M. (Edward I.), Clerk-Typist III. State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —904 Rainbow View, U., 367-7106.
Griffin, Juanita, (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. 309-688-2723. —2201 W. Antionette.
Peoria (61605), 637-0150.
•Griffith, Nancy Karen (John W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Ofc. of Capital Programs
276 Adm., 333-3625. —Apt. 235, 302 Holiday Park Dr.. C. 359-6479.
•Griffith, Phillip (Judy), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark.
•Griffith, Walter Eugene (Elaine K.), M.Ext.Ed., Instr. and Asst. State 4-H Program Leader.
Cooperative Extension Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —909 W. Hill, C, 359-7371.
•Griffith, William Marion (Mary E.). B.S., C.P.A., Bursar. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
162 Adm., 333-2184. —R.R. 2, C, 863-2776.
•Griffiths, Richard W. (Barbara), Ed.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Education.
Rm. 5, 606 E. Grove, C, 333-1906. —1112 Scovill, U., 328-1584.
•Griffiths, Suzanne Nichols (Albert O.). M.A., M.S.. Classics Librn.; Asst. Prof, of L.brarv
Administration, Library.
419A Library, 333-1124. —R.R. 1, U., 643-3305.
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•Griggs, Mildred Barnes (Alvin S.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
349 Education, 333-4318. —2110 Gunn, C, 359-9020.
*Grigor, Jack Kenneth (Constance J.), D.V.M., M.P.H., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Extension and Vet.
Path, and Hygiene.
281 Small Animal Clinic, 333-2907. —201 Lone Beech Rd., Monticello (61856), 217-762-2979.
*Grim, Ralph Early (Frances E.), Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Geology, Emeritus.
111H Natural History, 333-0593. —704 W. Florida, U., 344-5713.
•Grimes, George Murray (Lillian), D.V.M., M.M.S., Coordinator of PLATO Project, College of
Vet. Med.; Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene.
360A Computer-based Education Res. Lab., 333-6500. —1506 Dawson Dr., C, 333-6501.
359-4425.
Grimes, Thomas Allen, Dup. Mach. Operator II, Div. of Univ. Ext.
13A Illini Hall. 333-6198. —25 Apricot Dr., Shadowwood Trailer Park, C, 359-6102.
*Grimm, Nelwin Cleatis (Phyllis D.), B.S., Airport Mgr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3205. —217 N. Bourne, Tolono (61880), 485-3685.
*Grindley, Morris (Dorothea), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —910 S. Lynn, U., 367-3541.
*Grindley, Wanda Lyvonne (Herbert E.), Clerk-Typist II, Agricultural Communications.
58 Mumford Hall, 333-4786. —R.R. 3, C. 586-4526.
Grissom, Racheal I., Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —209 S. Ellen, Homer (61849), 896-2675.
Griswold, Bradley L., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330c E.E. Bldg. —Apt. 14, 1005 S. First. C, 359-7927.
*Grob, Delmer Woodrow (Delores R.). Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —207 Brady Lane, U., 367-0887.
*Groner, Eileen (Michael), B.A., Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agricultural Communications.
69 Mumford Hall, 333-4787. —Apt. B, 2062 S. Orchard, U., 344-5264.
*Gronlund, Norman E. (Marie A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology.
330 Education, 333-2533. —707 W. Delaware, U., 344-5236.
Gronski, Jan Maksymilian, M.Sc, Asst. in Mathematics.
126 Altgeld Hall, 333-4654. —Apt. 1, 904 W. Illinois, U., 367-2957.
*tGross, David Lee (Claudia C), Ph.D., Asst. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
261 Natural Resources, 189-273, 344-1481. —303 Flora Dr., C. 359-3777.
Gross, Donald, M.A. Asst. in Health and Safety Education.
Rm. 202, 1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-3163. —Apt. 101, 401 E. Chalmers, C.
Gross, Paul Munn, B.S., Asst. in Physical Education.
217 Old Gym., 333-1680. —URH-219 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4654.
Grossbeck, Martin L., M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
406 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3158. —308 S. Coler, U.
*Grossberg, Lawrence, (Kathryn). A.B., Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 208, 605 S. Goodwin, U.; 333-1549.; 1207 W. Oregon, U., —2005 W. Kirby, C,
359-6410.
Grossman, Mary Elizabeth Clerk I, Graduate College.
331 Adm., 333-6188. —57 E. Daniel. C, 352-8556.
•Grossman, Michael (Peggy), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Genetics, Dept. of Dairy Science.
215 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2626. —1833 Valley Rd., C, 352-8352.
•Grotelueschen, Arden (Jowann). Ed.D., Assoc. Dean of College of Education: Assoc. Prof, of
Educational Psychology.
130 Education, 333-3532. —202 Pell Circle, U., 344-5968.
*Grotheer, Velma Jean (Darwin G.), Secy., Macon County, Cooperative Extension Service.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62522), 422-6809. —723 W. Main, Decatur (62522), 422-2517.
•Grove, David Cliff (Margaret), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Anthropology.
386b Davenport Hall. —2011 S. Vine, U., 344-3047.
*Grover, Joel W. (Leslie), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
304 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-3827. —27 Rain Tree. C. 356-6324.
•Grubb, Wayne Mathias (Gladys B.). Painter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1110 Westfield Dr., C, 356-6178.
•Gruebele, James William (Maxine B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
433 Mumford Hall, 333-0725. —1004 Silver, U., 328-1089.
•Grundlehner, Philip E. (Nora), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3021 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —1507 Lincolnshire Dr., C. 359-9590.
*Grunloh, Daniel J. (Diana), M.S.. Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-415 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —R.R. 2, Box 81. Potomac (61865). 569-4647.
•Grussing, Bernard Harold (Evelyn A.). Toolroom Attendant. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —209 Main. Savoy (61874). 359-5617.
•Grussing, Evelyn Ann (Bernard H.). Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
305 Mumford Hall. 333-1811. —209 Main, Savoy (61874), 359-5617.
•Guback, Thomas Henry (Denise), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Journalism; Res. Assoc. Prof.. Inst, of
Communications Res. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
119 Gregory Hall. 333-2351. —608 W. Michigan, U., 328-1104.
Gudauskas, B. A. Clerk-Typist III. Stenographic Services.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-1601. —Apt. 301. 906-1/2 S. Vine. U..
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•tGuenther, Ronald E. (Jean), M.S., Asst. in P.E. for Men
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1401. —206 W. Washington. U.. 367-4314.
•Guidry, R. Martin (Ann E.), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences
350D Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —801 Harding, U„ 328-2307.
•Guiher, John Kenneth (Lois B.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Wood Technology and Utilization, Dept.
203a Forest Science Lab., 333-6271. —3106 Meadow Brook Dr.. C. 352-1720
*Guiher, Lois B. (John K.), Secy.. Dept. of Chemistry.
107 Chem. Annex, 333-3015. —3106 Meadow Brook Dr., C, 352-1720.
•Guiney, Theresa Louise (Robert L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Anthropology
109 Davenport Hall, 333-3616. —501 S. Garfield. Philo (61864), 684-2148
•Guither, Harold Daniel (Jo Marie J.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics
429 Mumford Hall, 333-1807. —613 Harding Dr.. U.. 367-3580.
•Gulledge, Billie Maxine (Robert), Work Program Participant, Jersey County, Coop Ext Serv
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 618-498-2913. —211 S. Arch, Jerseyville (62052)
618-498-4849. J
''
•Gumport, Richard I. (Roberta H.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry, School of Chemical
Sciences and School of Basic Medical Sciences.
322 Roger Adams Lab., 333-2852; 1205 W. California, U., 333-9293. —2009 S. Anderson, U
,
344-3374.
*Gunji, Kimiko (Ken), M.S., Asst. in Library Science.
327 Library, 333-6191. —1009 W. Kirby, C, 356-0864.
Gunnar, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Stenog. II, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 24, P.O. Box 2400. Hemingway Hall, Illinois Central College Campus, E. Peoria (61611)
694-4376. —2712 N. California. Peoria (61603), 685-9530.
Gunning, (Mrs.) Clarabelle, Secy., Library.
222 Library, 333-0791. —913 S. Lynn, C, 356-5270.
Gunsalus, Betty Jean, Secy., Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-3430. —R.R. 4, U., 344-7987.
*Gunsalus, Dorothy Clark (Irwin C), Prof, of Music.
202 S.M.H., 333-0736. —1709 Pleasant, U., 344-5541.
•Gunsalus, I. C. (Dorothy C), Ph.D., Prof, of Biochemistry.
420a Adams Lab.. 333-2010. —1709 S. Pleasant. U., 344-5541.
Gunsalus, Robert Philip, B.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
335 Burrill Hall, 333-0065. —Lot 13, 604 N. Maple, U.
*Gunter, Frank Elliott (Carolyn), M.A., Prof, of Art.
131 Fine Arts. —806 S. Elm Blvd., C, 356-4600.
*Guntermann, Karl (Judy), D.B.A., Asst. Prof, of Finance.
321 D.K.H., 333-2339. —1711 Georgetown Dr.. C. 356-3835.
*Gunther, Gotthard (Marie), Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering. Emeritus.
126 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2654. —2 Hamburg 52. Juergensalle 45a. West Germany.
Gupta, Ajay, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4129 Civil Eng., 333-6979. 333-6980. —404 E. Healey. C. 359-6983.
*Gupta, Sudhir Kumar (Raka). Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Food Science.
107 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —Apt. D, 2071 S. Orchard, U., 344-0177.
*Gurfinkel, German Ruben (Ana). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2219 Civil Eng., 333-6945. —2510 S. Prospect, C, 359-2054.
Guschl, Randolph Joseph, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
468 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —606 W. Ohio, U.. 344-5812.
Guse, Michael P., B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —Apt. 11, 503 E. Stoughten, C. 352-7391.
Gustafson, Elaine M., B.S., Typing Clerk II, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3111. —607 1/2 W. Elm, U., 344-5507.
*Gustafson, Rolland Duane (Marjorie R.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management
Fieldman, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 2, Marshall (62441), 889-2294.
Guthrie, Frances Lucille, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Speech.
246 Lincoln Hall, 333-2683. —Box 133, Longview (61852). 832-9048.
Guthrie, Harold W., Ph.D.. Prof.. Bur. of Econ. and Bus. Res.
428 D.K.H., 333-1299. —308 E. Michigan, U.
Guthrie, Joseph A., B.S., Res. Asst.. School of Chemical Sciences.
57 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. A-4, 56 E. Daniel. C. 359-7534.
Guthrie, Marjorie Virginia, M.S., Asst. Prof, of Home Management. Dept. of Home Econ.
239 Bevier Hall. 333-0606. —1408 S. Orchard, U., 344-6979.
Guthrie, Virginia Moore, (Mrs.), B.L.S., Asst. Communications Librn.; Instr. in Library
Administration.
122 Gregory Hall, 333-2216. —Apt. 6, 1502 S. Race. U\. 367-3356.
•Gutowsky, H. S. (Barbara S.). Ph.D., Head of Dept. of Chemistry: Dir. of School of Chemical
Sciences. Prof, of Chemistry; Head of Dept. of Chemistry;04 17900c
108 Noyes Lab., 333-0710. —2403 Whitson Circle, U., 356-8477.
•Guttenberg, Albert Ziskind (Mariella M.), A.B., Prof, of Urban Planning. Dept. of Urban and
Regional Planning.
1001 W. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —Apt. C, 1735 Valley Rd., C. 359-3717.
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Guttman, Michael, B.A.. Res. Asst.. Bur. of Economic and Business Res.
431 D.K.H.. 333-4735. —605 S. Third. C.
*Guy, Suzanne Whitten (H. Robert). M.A.. Library Tech. Asst. I. Geologv Library.
221 Natural History. 333-1266. —406 N. James, C, 352-2888.
'Gw'ozdz, Peter Stanley (Barbara K.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
290K Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-0335: B-12 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0217. —708 W. Springfield. L\.
328-1943.
Gwynn, Tonya Kathleen, B.A.. Res. Asst.. Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada. L\. 333-3735. —Apt. 8. 1510 Grandview, C.
H
"Haake, Lucile Emma (Albert G.). Secy.. Washington County. Cooperative Extension Service.
135 W. St. Louis. Box 192. Nashville (62263). 618-327-8881. —209 W. Third. Nashville
(62263). 618-327-8475.
'Haas, Arthur Wesley (Elsie R.). B.S.Agr.. B.S.Ed.. Farm Adviser. Cooperative Extension Service.
Retired.
213 E. South. Mt. Sterling, 217-773-3455.
"Haas, Barbara Dooley (David L.). B.S.. Library Clerk III. Serials Dept.. Library.
220-D Library. 333-3441. —Apt. 103, 2102 S. Orchard. L\, 344-3412.
"Haas, David Lee (Barbara D.). M.S.. Asst. in Botany.
633 Morrill Hall. 333-0070. —Apt. 103. 2102 S. Orchard. U.. 344-3412.
Haber, Arthur, M.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
3050 Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —LRH-253 Daniels Hall. L\. 332-2206.
'Hack, Cynthia M. (Thomas C), Clerk-Typist II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-1420. —1205 W. Clark. L.. 367-9535.
"tHacker, Frances Enders (Joseph F.). Asst. Chemist. State Water Survey.
229 Water Resources. 333-0802. —611 Hessel Blvd.. C. 359-7200.
"Hacker, Joseph Franklyn III (Frances E.). Coordinator. Laboratory Animal Care, College of Vet.
Med.
241 Vet. Med.. 333-2564. —611 Hessel Blvd.. C. 359-7200.
"Hackerson, Carl Victor (Emma L.), Sheet Metal Worker. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
Box 206. Loda (60948). 386-2717.
Hackett, Karen, Tvping Clerk III. Housing Division.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls Ofc. 333-0840. —Apt. 6. 2011 S. Philo Rd.. U.. 367-1394.
Hackett, Steven D., B.A.. Asst. in French.
2124 Foreign Lang.. 333-2020. —408 E. Stoughton. C.
Hackman, Helen Anna Henrietta, A.B.. B.S.. Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Pike
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 227, Highwav 36 East. Pittsfield (62363). 217-285-4303. —230 S. Illinois. Pittsfield
(62363). 217-285-6854.
"Haddad, Abraham Herzl (Carolyn A.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Assoc.
Prof.. Coordinated Science Lab. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
326A E.E. Bldg.. 333-4730; 3-109 C.S.L., 333-3605.
"Haderlie, Lloyd C. (Sharyl J.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
216 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —308 S. Lincoln. L\.
"Hadley, Henry Hultman (Frances). Ph.D.. Prof, of Plant Genetics. Dept. of Agronomy.
C-113 Turner Hall. 333-4254. —1908 S. Bellamy. C. 352-2411.
Hadley, Velma Louise, Work Program Participant. Tazewell County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista. Pekin (61554). 309-347-6614. —R.R. 1, Pekin (61554). 309-387-6727.
"Haessly, Robert M. (Nancy V.), Computer Programmer I. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-6384. —806 S. Anderson. L".. 344-7123.
'Haefner, James Edward (Sarah R.). M.B.A.. Lecturer in Advertising.
5Z: Gregory Hall. 333-0784. — 1734-B E. Florida L".. 367-2252.
Hafstrom, Jeanne L., Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Family Economics. Dept. of Home Econ.
158 Bevier Hall. 333-2412. —5 Kent Ct.. C. 352-3159.
"Hagan, Charles Banner (Dorothy V.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Political Science. Emeritus.
Apt 12b. 1400 Hermann Dr.. Houston. Texas (77004).
Hagan, Mabel R. (Mrs.). A.M.. Asst. Prof, of Business Education. Emerita.
317 Jesselin. Lexington. Ky. (40503).
•THageman, Margaret Elizabeth (Richard H.). M.S.. Chemist. Crops Res.. L.S.D.A.
166 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —1302 E. McHcnry. L\. 344-6651.
"Hageman, Richard Harry (Elizabeth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Plant Phvsiology. Dept. of Agronomy.
236 Davenport Hall. 333-1277. —1302 E. McHenry. L\. 344-6651.
"Hagen, Jeanne Clegg (David W.), Data Processing Analyst II. Campus Ofc. of Administrative
Data Processing.
54 Adm.. 333-3433. —1403 W. Lniversity. C. 356-9710.
Hagenbruch, Corla Ann, B.A.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ofc.
107 Coble Hall. 333-4493. —301 E. Lafayette. Monticello (61856). 762-7440.
"Hagene, Paulette Louise (Eugene F.). Secv.. Perrv County. Cooperative Extension Service.
113 E. South. P.O. Box 347. Pinckneyville (62274). 618-357-5671. —R.R. 2. Pinckneyville
(62274). 618-336-5473.
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•Hager, Lowell Paul (Frances F.). Ph.D., Prof, of Biochemistry; Head of Dept
413 Adams Lab., 333-3945. —801 W. Delaware. U.. 344-2150.
Haggard, Robin, B.A., Cashier II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc
100B Adm., 333-4870. —R.R. 4, C. 356-2486.
*Hagler, Norman Earl (Lorraine D.), Sheet Metal Worker, Dept. of Plant and Services Retired
1205 Alton Dr., C, 356-5141.
*Hagner, Arthur F. (Dorothy D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geology.
211 Natural History, 333-2619. —511 S. Russell, C. 356-8664.
•Hagner, Dorothy Damon (Arthur F.), B.A., Secy.. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0161. —511 S. Russell, C. 356-8664.
•Haight, Gilbert Pierce, Jr. (Shirley), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry; Dir. of Gen. Chemistry Program
107 Chem. Annex, 333-3015. —108 E. Pennsylvania. U., 328-1183.
*Haile, Harry G. (Mary Elizabeth). Ph.D., Prof, of German; Head of Dept. of Germanic Languages
and Literatures.
3072D Foreign Lang., 333-9353. —1001 W. White. C, 352-3889.
•Haines, William Toon (Grace M.), Asst. in Animal Nutrition, Dept. of Animal Science,
Emeritus.
R.R. 2, Box 436, Avon Park Lakes, Avon Park. Fla. (33825). 813-453-3624.
*Hake, Harold Wesley (Jane B.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Psychology.
417 Psych. Bldg., 333-2724. —1 Shuman Circle. U.. 367-2551.
*Haken, Wolfgang Rudolf Gunther (Anna-Irmgard). Dr.rer.nat., Prof, of Mathematics.
373 Altgeld Hall, 333-0637. —1805 Augusta Dr., C, 356-5792.
Halasa, Nicholas A., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
136 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0099. —Apt. 203. 814 Oakland, U., 367-3627.
*Halberstadt, Derrol Phillip (Mary A.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1401 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-9988.
•Halcrow, Harold Graham (Eleanor F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agr. Econ.
455 Bevier Hall, 333-4244. —1101 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-9771.
*Hale, Arthur Herman (Olivia F.), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
223 Burrill Hall. 333-2203. —500 W. University, U., 344-3408.
*Hale, Clarence Forrest (Ethelmae), Locker Room Attendant, Dept. of P.E.
95 Huff Gym., 333-3118. —904 E. Washington, U., 367-3630.
*Hale, Ethelmae (Clarence F.). Adm. Clerk, Dept. of General Engineering.
117 Transportation, 333-2730. —904 E. Washington, U., 367-3630.
*Hale, Mark Pendleton (Allean), Ph.D.. Dir. of Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
Rm. 125, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2260. —22 G.H. Baker Dr., U.. 328-1827.
*Hale, Rawleigh Clio (Josephine), Janitor. Illini Union. Retired.
108 W. Charles, C, 356-8644.
*Hale, Sharon Kaye (Dennis C), Clerk-Typist III, Children's Res. Center.
117 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —R. R. 1, Mahomet (61853). 489-2151.
Hales, Carroll Ann, Secy., Dean of Students Ofc.
310 Student Services, C, 333-1301. —1909 N. Gilbert, Danville, 446-2496
Hales, Mary Joan, Clerk-Typist III, Home Economics Extension.
528 Bevier Hall, 333-2026. —Apt. 108, 2104 W. White, C, 359-5268.
•Hall, B. Vincent (Florence L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology.
165 Morrill Hall, 333-8172, —1018 W. Clark. C, 352-8175.
•Hall, Darl Merideth (Marie C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, and Leader of Extension Studies.
Cooperative Extension Service, Emeritus.
505 S. Elm, C, 356-6302.
•Hall, Gary Eveland (Patricia A.), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker.
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —613 Will Rogers O . C. 356-6575.
•Hall, Glenn Eugene (Rose M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agr. Eng.
237 Agr. Eng., 333-6762. —603 Sunnycrest Ct. E., U.. 367-9888.
Hall, Gretchen Randolph, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305 Noyes Lab., 333-7069. —Apt. 6, 505 E. White. C, 359-4662.
•Hall, Howard Franklin (Marianna). Food Service Administrator II. Housing Div.
1321 S. Oak, C, 333-1453. —Apt. 4, 307 S. State St. C, 352-2386.
•Hall, James Wolfe (Roberta G.), B.S., Dir. , Motion Picture Production Center: Instr. in Radio
and Television.
501 S. Wright, C, 333-0293. —816 S. Fair, C, 356-5683.
•Hall, Janet Taylor (Ronald), Secy., University Nonacademic Personnel Ofc.
302 Illinoi Tower, 333-2591. —1604 N. Mattis, C, 359-6611.
Hall, Marcus E., Jr., B.S., Grad. Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
160 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4919. —Apt. 15, 106 E. Healey, C.
•Hall, Marvin Dean (Nan C), B.S., Area Ext. Adviser in Agricultural Engineering. Cooperate
Extension Service. , _. , , ,,. t .
231 S. Randolph, Macomb, 309-833-2361. 309-833-5231. -R.R. 3. Macomb (61455),
309-833-4422.
•Hall, Kent M. (Mary K.). B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —2001-B S. Orchard, U.. 344-8329.
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Hall, Nada Mae, M.S.. Asst. Prof, and Asst. State Leader. Cooperative Extension Service.
551 Bevier Hall, 333-2336. —2316 E. Main, L\. 328-2677.
•Hall, Patricia A. (James L.), Clerk-Typist III. Center for Advanced Computation.
138 Advanced Computation. 333-7166. —2008 Parkdale Dr.. C. 352-8550.
•Hall, Patricia Ann (Gary E.), Telephone Operator. Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall. 333-0133. —613 Will Rogers Ct.. C, 356-6575.
•Hall, Stanley Gilbert (Catherine H.). M.S.. Prof, of General Engineering. Emeritus.
7 Burnett Circle. U.. 344-3558.
•Hall, Susan R. (Robert C). Clerk-Stenog. II. Economic Entomology. State N.H. Survey.
163 Natural Resources. 333-6821. —Apt. 368. 116 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-5895.
•Hall, William Joel (Elaine F.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
1108 Civil Eng.. 333-3927. —3105 Valley Brook Dr.. C. 356-0663.
•Hallam, Daniel Mick (Betty J.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Jasper County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
R.R. 1. Newton (62448), 783-2521. —333 N. Goble, Newton (62448), 783-3554.
•Hallett, James Hart (Mary). Steam Distribution Operator. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Sen-ice Bldg. —809 Breen. C, 359-5620.
•Halpin, Charles A. (Helen). Events Mgr.. Assembly Hll.
Assembly Hall. 333-2923. —1105 Grant PL. L\. 367-4543.
•Halpin Daniel W. (Maria). M.S.. Instr. in Civil Engineering.
3150 Civil Eng.. 333-8988. —2513 Sheridan Dr.. C. 359-4190.
•Haltiwanger, John David (Margaret L.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering; Assoc. Head of Dept.
1116 Civil Engineering Bldg.. 333-3291. —2207 Vawter. U., 367-7170.
'Ham, Dorothy Adele (Clyde C), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Stark County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
302 S. Downend. Toulon (61483). 309-286-5931. —425 E. Jefferson. Toulon (61483).
309-286-2671.
Hamburg, Marc D., B.S.. Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H.. 333-1613. —URH-747 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4898.
tHamdan, Abdullatif Said, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3214 Civil Eng., 333-6974. —410 W. Church. C, 356-3299.
Hamilton, Barbara Ann, Clerk Stenog. Ill, Afro-American Studies Program.
512 E. Chalmers, C, 333-7781. —1110 N. Fifth, C, 356-1182.
•Hamilton, Betty Parker (J.J. Maurcie), A.B.. Asst. in Library Science.
308 Library. 333-3804. —Apt. A. 1801 Orchard Place. U.. 344-3380.
•Hamilton, Blanche Hays (Raymond E.), Secy.. Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med., Retired.
412 Avondale. C. 352-3896.
•Hamilton, David P., (Dianne), V.M.D., Instr. in Vet. Clinical Med.
208 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —1304 Silver, U., 367-9960.
•Hamilton, Dennis H. (Marguerith L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Sen-ice Bldg. —1009 N. Eastern. U.. 367-6561.
•Hamilton, Dianne B. (David P.). B.S.. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Educ.
342 Education, 333-9144; 22 Education. 333-4429. —Apt. 4. 1304 Silver, U.. 367-9960.
•Hamilton, Jerald (Phyllis S.). M.Mus.. Prof, of Music.
4042 Music. 333-1712. —R.R. 1, Sidney, 688-2097.
•fHamilton, Jesse Tim (Patricia A.). Hydrologic Technician U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil. C. 359-3918. —1120 Northwood Dr. N., C, 359-2386.
•Hamilton, J. J. Maurice (B. Parker), M.A., Asst. to Dir. of Financial Aids, Student Financial
Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109. 707 S. Sixth. C, 333-1307. —Apt. A. 1801 Orchard PI., U., 344-3380.
Hamilton, John Allen, A.M., Assoc. Prof, of English.
109 English. 333-3251. —Apt. 201, 902 S. Lincoln. U.. 344-7588.
•Hamilton, Leslie Owen (Phyllis). Building Service Subforeman, Housing Div.
71 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4661. —410 N. State, C. 352-5458.
•Hamilton, Lynn M. (John R.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Accounting Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —37a Linden. C. 352-5889.
•Hamilton, Mary Louise (Robert W), B.Ed., Interior Designer and Asst. Coordinator of Home
Furnishings. Housing Division.
8 Lincoln Avenue Residence. 333-1002. —1201 Cambridge Dr.. C, 356-8183.
•Hamilton, Raymond T. (Blanche H.), Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst., College of Vet. Med.. Retired.
412 Avondale, C. 352-3896.
•tHamilton, Rex (Dorothy E.), M.A., Wildlife Biologist. Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —405 S. Chicago. C. 359-3805.
•Hamilton, Robert Warren (Mary L.). Supervisor of Credit Collections. Accounting Div.,
Business Ofc.
279 Adm.. 333-0781. —1201 Cambridge Dr.. C. 356-8183.
Hamm, Harriet E., A.B., Examiner. Admissions and Records. Retired.
1202 W. Park. C, 352-4314.
•Hammel, Leonard (Harriett O.), Janitor Subforeman. Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
215 E. Helen, Tucson, Arizona (85705), 624-6328.
Hammer, (Mrs.) Dorothy llene, Kitchen Helper, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —212 E. John, C. 359-1538.
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•Hammersley, Cheryl I. (Robert), B.S., Typing Clerk III, McKinley Health Service
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-0027, 333-2718.
-Apt. 103. 2112 S. Orchard L U4-6164
•Hammersley, Robert J. (Cheryl I.). M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering
214 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-3560.
—Apt. 103, 2112 S. Orchard. L.. 344-6164.
Hammitt, Burford E., Dept. of Dairy Science, Retired.
Dairy Round Barns, 333-0852. —Deland (61839), 664-3418.
Hammond, Vincent E., M.A., Asst. in History.
411a Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —Apt. 306, 401 E. Chalmers. C. 367-2196.
*Hamp, LeRoy Raymond (Elisabeth), Assoc. Prof, of Music. Emeritus.
620 W. Union, C, 352-2745.
•Harnple, Judy Gayle (Dale J.), M.A., Lecturer in Speech.
131 Lincoln Hall, 333-0551. —Apt. 2, 1001 W. Springfield, C, 359-5914.
'tHampton, Janet (Loyd), B.S., Asst. Chemist, State Water Survey.
127 Water Resources, 333-4954. —1233 Sycamore Lane, Rantoul (61866), 893-1297.
•Hampton, Vern James (Mary E.), M.A., Assoc. Dean of Students Programs and Services
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —701 S. Prospect. C, 352-5003.
Hamrick, N. Catherine, Secy.,, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-7046. —907 S. Foley, C, 356-9284.
Hamstra, Bruce, A.B., Asst. in Psychology.
521 Psych. Bldg. —1602 Carolyn Dr., C, 359-5072.
Hamstrom, Mary Elizabeth, Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
327 Coble Hall, 333-4797. —609 W. Nevada, U., 344-5656.
Hancock, Judith A., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, Planning & Resource Allocation Ofc.
349 Adm., 333-1560. —Apt. 103, 1004 Harding, U., 328-1775.
•Hancock, Frederick Dean (Joy L.), Eng. Draftsman I, Center for Advanced Computation.
201 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-7371. —Fairmount (61841), 758-2357.
Hancock, Thomas F., M.A., Visiting Instr. in Philosophy.
407 Gregory Hall,; 333-7251. —Apt. 409, 707 S. Sixth, C, 344-7890.
•Hancock, Wilma Odessa (Guy W.), Work Program Participant, Madison County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —2444 Bryan, Granite City
(62040), 618-876-4513.
Handke, Genevieve L (Mrs.), B.S., Secy., Dept. of Agr. Econ.
304 Mumford Hall, 333-1882. —1614 W. Clark, C, 352-9183.
•Handler, Ellen (Paul), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —706 W. Oregon, U., 344-5448.
•Handler, Lynn P. (Tom A.), B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
50a Lincoln Hall. —204 E. Springfield, C, 359-0412.
•Handler, Paul (Ellen), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics and of Electrical Engineering.
312 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3827 333-3827. —706 W. Oregon, U., 344-5448.
•Handwerker, Virginia L (Michael L.), Clerk-Typist II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246a Library, 333-2348. —609 W. Springfield, C, 352-7249.
•Haney, Alan W. (Peggy H.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Botany.
289 Morrill Hall; 333-4396.; 401 Natural History, —3104 S. First St. Rd.. C. 344-4868.
•Haney, Edna Elizabeth (Lacy F.), Broadcasting Engr., Radio Station. Retired.
R.R. 2, Box 201, Effingham (62401), 868-2618.
•Haney, Ruby Wilma (Chalmer), Work Program Participant, Champaign County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —R.R. 4, C. 356-9152.
•Hang, Daniel Frank (Ann), M.S., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Nuclear Engineering.
376 E.E. Bldg., 333-2861; 217 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-3348. —2012 Boudreau Dr.. L..
344-6758.
Hanke, Dorothy Evelyn, Secy., Dept. of Forestry.
220 Mumford Hall, 333-2770. —1306 W. Clark. C. 356-3889.
•Hankes, Raymond Nicholas (Ellen F.), B.S., Animal Scientist, Dept. of Animal Science.
133 Davenport Hall, 333-1685. —2807 Maplewood, C, 352-4049.
Hanks, Harriett Ruth Secy., Brown County, Cooperative Extension Service. ,__„_
109 W. North, Mt. Sterling (62353), 773-3013. —104 W. Union. Mt. Sterling (62353).
773-3429.
•Hanna, Bruce P., M.S., Res. Assoc, Center for Advanced Computation.
325 Advanced Computation, 333-7165. —806 W. Park, C, 356-8777.
•tHanna, Daniel R. (Roberta J.). Senior Accountant, Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall, 333-1282. —1612 W. University, C, 352-6438.
•Hannah, Forrest L (Helen G.), Automotive Subforemen. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1002 Crestwood, U., 367-3746.
•Hannah, Harold Winford (Verna). J.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Law. Dept. of Agr. Econ. and Prof,
of Vet. Med. Law, College of Vet. Med., Emeritus.
269A Vet. Med., 333-2672. —Texico (62889), 618-266-7291.
Hannah, Janice Lee, A.A.S., Clerk-Typist II, College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3381. —1002 Crestwood, U., 367-3746.
•Hannah, Martha (Theodore), Work Program Participant. Rock Island County. Cooperative
llsljo^Del^Rd
6
; East Mohne (61244). 309-755-2189. -1309 Tenth St.. Rock
Island
(61201), 786-1253.
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Hanneken, Barbara Ann, Secy., Jersey County, Cooperative Extension Service.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 498-2913. —R.R. 1, Kane (62054), 498-5200.
Hanner, Barbara Kay, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-2911. —211 Pfeffer Rd., U., 344-7389.
*Hannon, Bruce M. (Patricia C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of General Engineering and Center for
Advanced Computation.
344 Advanced Computation, 333-0348. —1208 W. Union, C, 352-3646.
*Hannon, Paul M. (Carolyn), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Cisco, 669-8828.
*Hanratty, Thomas Joseph (Joan L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
205 Adams Lab., 333-1318. —1019 W. Charles, C, 352-3541.
•Hansen, Edwin Leroy (Amy L.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
212 Agr. Eng., 333-2504. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4561.
Hansen, Joan, Supervisor, Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —13 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5120.
Hansen, Kathryn G., M.S., Dir. of Univ. Civil Service System of Illinois, Retired.
1004 E. Harding Dr., U., 367-4464.
*Hansen, Larry G. (Lynda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Pharmacology, Dept. of Vet. Physiol,
and Pharmacol.
262 Vet. Med., 333-2506. —1011 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-2375.
tHansen, (Mrs.) Nancy Jane, Secretary I, State Geological Survey.
117 Natural Resources, 189-271, 344-1481. —710 Bourne, Tolono (61880), 485-3100.
"Hansen, Penny Marie (James H.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Entomology.
583 Morrill Hall, 333-3649. —1607 Lincolnwood Dr., U., 367-2555.
•Hansen, Richard Allan (Allene C), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
302 Coble Hall. 333-4792. —Apt. 202, 2309 S. First, C, 384-1917.
•Hansen, Sylvia Maria Theresia (Michael G.), Computer Aide II, Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —1515 Curtiss Drive, U., 367-9519.
"Hansens, Donald Frederick (Lucy E.), Locksmith I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —206 John, Thomasboro (61878), 643-7931.
*Hansens, Fredrick Lee (Genice), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Physics.
100 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —R.R. 4, C, 356-2824.
Hansmire, William Henry, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2206 Civil Eng., 333-7516. —Apt. 22, 1211 W. Clark, U.
•Hanson, Alfred Olaf (Elisabeth M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
207 Physics Res. Lab., 333-2115. —707 W. Iowa, U., 344-6472.
•tHanson, Arlon Leroy (Darlene L.), B.S., Asst. State Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3787. —1906 Winchester, C, 352-3746.
•Hanson, Darlene Kay (Douglas), Clerk-Typist III, Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-3771. —309 S. VanDoren, C.
Hanson, Erica Jean, Library Clerk II, Music Library.
220 S.M.H., 333-1173. —610 S. Fourth, C, 356-4069.
•Hanson, Frederick Waldo (Mary L.), Storekeeper II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
100 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-1916. —804 W. Bristow, Monticello (61856), 762-2602.
•Hanson, John Bernard (Rebecca), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Physiology; Head of Dept. of Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —610 Burkwood, U., 367-4256.
•Hanson, Lyle E. (Ruth A.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene and of Vet. Res.;
Head of Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
57 Vet. Med., 333-2449. —R.R. 2, U., 367-5392.
•Hanson, Ray Stanley (Mary E.), Asst. to Supt. of Operations, Dept. of Plant and Services,
Retired.
608 W. Nevada, U., 344-1907.
Hansotia, Behram J., M.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
61 Commerce (W), 333-4160. —URH-857 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4930.
Harant, Joyce Ann, B.S., Res. Asst. in Zoology.
549 Morrill Hall, 333-4971. —401 W. Green, U., 365-1204.
•Harbeson, Robert W. (Gladys), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
215b D.K.H., 333-2743. —808 W. William, C, 356-2619.
•Harden, Adaline (Willie), Food Administrator I, Housing Div.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2160. —810 Maplepark Dr.. C, 356-3730.
•Hardig, Cynthia Frances (Robert J.), B.S., Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
106 Noyes Lab., 333-0710. —Apt. 4, 1510 Lincolnshire, C. 352-1528.
•Hardiman, George William (Gloria J.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Art.
120 Fine Arts. 333-3083. —401 Sunnycrest Ct. West, U.
•Hardimon, Raymond Michael (Carolyn D.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, St. Clair County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 233-1047. —30 Narcissus Dr., Belleville (62220), 235-5159.
•Hardin, Buel Wayne (Floy E.), Farm Foreman, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2. Simpson (62985),
618-695-2630.
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Harding, Florence Marie, M.A., Modern Languages Librn. (with rank of Assoc. Prof.). Library.
Emerita.
106 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7174.
•Hardman, Richard Lewis (Sharon L.), B.S., Purchasing Asst. II. Gen. Chem. Stores, Purchasing
Div., Business Ofc.
202 Central Receiving, 333-0096. —Box 237, Sidney (61877), 688-2020.
Hardmon, Jacquelyn Loretta, (Mrs.) Personnel Asst. II, Affirmative Action for Equal
Opportunity Ofc. Clerical Learner Program.
627 1/2 S. Wright, C, 333-6811, 333-8342. —1452 Sheppard PI., Rantoul (61866), 892-9367.
Hardwick, Stanley, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Box 241, Fisher (61843).
•Hardy II, William Harold (Marie E.), M.S., Res. Asst. Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab
290N Mat. Res. Lab; 333-3687.; 476 Physics Bldg.. -607 E. Marshall. Tolono (61880).
485-5458.
*Hare, Ruth Elinor (Lee A.), A.B., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, McDonough County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 136 West, Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —220 Barsi Blvd., Macomb
(61455). 309-837-1701.
'tHarfst, William F. (Marilyn K.), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
311 Natural Resources, 189-214, 344-1481. —1101 Willard, U.
*Hariani, Carolyn June, (Vasant K.), Clerk III, Education and Social Science Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —2604 Lawndale Dr., C, 359-2636.
Harkness, Ruth Tschera, B.A., Asst., Acquisitions Dept., Library.
lllw Library, 333-2786. —URH-551 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4858.
•Harkness, Terence G. (Sharon), M.L.A., Asst. Prof, of Landscape Architecture.
201 Mumford Hall, 333-0177; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —1706 Coronado. C, 352-7513.
•Harlan, Barbara Ann (William G.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Richland County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
306 S. Fair, Olney (62450), 395-2191. —11 Mimosa Circle Dr., Olney (62450), 395-2053.
•Harlan, Jack Rodney (Jean Y.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-516 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —1822 Crescent Dr.. C, 356-4138.
•Harlan, James Rogers (Marjorie), B.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Physics.
209a Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —2117 Galen Dr., C, 352-9407.
•Harlan, Jean Yocum (Jack R.), A.B., Clerk-Typist III, College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-1705. —1822 Crescent Dr., C, 356-4138.
Harman, Marian, Ph.D., Rare Book Room Librn. and Prof, of Library Administration, Emerita.
1408 S. Race, U., 367-3062.
•Harmon, Bud G. (Mary L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science.
318 Mumford Hall, 333-2557. —45 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5570.
•Harmon, Loretha Mae (Legunie), Asst. Program Dir. for Administration, African-American
Cultural Program.
Rm. 202, 1003 W. Nevada, U., 333-2092. —1105 N. Busey, U., 344-1165.
•Harmon, Robert Malcolm (Anita L.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
46 Vet. Med., 333-3577. —2104 E. Vermont, U.,
•Harms, Alfred G. (Ruth), Ph.D., Associate Professor of Farm Management, Depg. of Agr. Econ.
435 Mumford Hall, 333-1825. —203 Pell Circle, U., 344-1633.
•Harms, D. Michael (Marcia), Assoc. Dir., Tehran Res. Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
•Harms, Walser Eugene (Eleanor J.), M.S., Examiner, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm., 333-0413. —2206 Vawter, U., 367-0532.
•Harnish, Wilber Eugene (Alice J.), A.M., Assoc. Prof, of Education, Emeritus.
718 S. Lynn, C, 352-9382.
•Harnsberger, Charles E. (Judy E.), Digital Computer Operator II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4812. —R. R. 2, 2407 Windsor Rd. W., C. 352-2347.
•Harper, Arthur Junior (Derys M.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —511 Second, Villa Grove (61956).
•Harper, George William (Flora M.), M.S., Prof, of Mech. and Indus Eng.
234 M.E. Bldg., 333-3689. ; 222A Armory, 333-1106. —807 W. John, C, 356-3229.
'Harper, Hattie Vanessa, Clerk-Typist I, Measurement and Research Div.. College of
Engineering.
__„ _,
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490, 333-3491. -1 Blue Spruce, C, 359-2291.
•Harper, James Eugene (La Verna), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology; Plant Physiologist,
Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
167 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —R. R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 688-2107.
•tHarper, Nancy J. (Robert E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey. ~. a„* ,„ ,, 7 «
32 Natural Resources, 189-294, 344-1481. -1006 Eastview Dr.. Tuscola (61953). 253-3475.
•Harper, Priscilla A. (Donald G.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Home Econ.
260 Bevier Hall, 333-3792. —Box 181, White Heath (61884.
Harper, Roosevelt, Meat Cutter Trainee, Housing Division.
Central Food Stores, 333-1453. —1017 N. Neil, C, 352-1707.
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*Harpestad, Gerhard William (Ona B.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science Extension.
337 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0510. —1419 Cambridge Dr., C, 356-4336.
*Harrell, Beatrice Edith (Claude M.), Secy., Russian and East European Center.
1208 W. California, U., 333-1244. —506 Dodson Dr. West, U., 367-2224.
*Harrell, Claude Mead (Beatrice E.), Housing Maintenance Supervisor, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-3451. —506 Dodson Dr. West, U., 367-2224.
'Harrington, David (Nancy), A.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
50 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —814 W. Church, U., 328-3847.
Harrington, Lucille, Fountain Supervisor, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-2176, 333-1886. —1205 W. Park, U., 328-2058.
•Harrington, Nancy S. (David C), A.B., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —814 W. Church, U., 328-3847.
•Harris, Andrew Hezekiah (Lucile H.), M.Ext.Ed., Adviser, Farm Management and Resource
Development Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 189, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2361, 309-833-5231. —634 S. Randolph, Macomb
(61455), 309-836-5007.
Harris, Barbara Jean, M.S., Instr. and Asst. State 4-H Program Leader, Cooperative Extension
Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —801 S. Coler, U. 367-1970.
Harris, Bruce Richard, A.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
359 East Chem., 333-3526. —Apt. 7, 603 W. Church, C, 356-1424.
•Harris, Curaleen (Merle). Typing Clerk II, Admission & Records.
69 Adm., 333-0216. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 684-2434.
•Harris, Debbie (Steve), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of French.
59 E. Armory, C, 333-2842. —505 E. Houghton, Tuscola (61953), 253-4877.
•Harris, Elizabeth L. (Steven J.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
158 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —Apt. B-40, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-5762.
Harris, (Mrs.) Ilia Dean M.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Randolph County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
S. St. Louis and Belmont, Sparta (62286), 618-443-3538. —137 N. Bottom, Sparta (62286),
618-443-2023.
Harris, Janet A., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Anatomy and Physiology, Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics and School of Basic Medical Sciences.
283 Burrill Hall, 333-6118. —1402 McHenry, U., 328-2483.
Harris, Joe Ann, B.S., Asst., Grad. School of Library Science.
328 Library, 333-9890. —Apt. 10, 57 E. John, C, 359-5964.
•Harris, Joe S. (Nellie M.), Asst. Farmer. Dept. of Agronomy.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Brownfield (62911),
618-949-3479.
Harris, Katherine J., B.S., Assoc. Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Rock Island County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —Apt. 228E, 2104 Eighteenth St.,
Moline (61265), 309-797-2284.
Harris, Marjorie M., M.A., Asst. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
281A Freer Gym. —1007 W. Washington, C, 356-6774.
•Harris, Merle Leroy (Curaleen), Animal Caretaker III, Dept. of Zoology.
71 Morrill Hall, 333-6864. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 684-2434.
•Harris, Peggy Rogers (Joseph B.), A.B., Staff Assoc, Center for Advanced Study.
912 W. Illinois, U., 333-6284. —716 W. Iowa, U., 344-7326.
•Harris, Renee Susan (Michael L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Ofc. of Student Personnel.
130 Student Services, 333-0050. —Apt. 18, 1500 Anthony Dr., C, 356-2367.
•Harris, Robert L., Jr. (Anita), M.A., Instr. in History.
446d Gregory Hall, 333-3062. —1658 Valley Rd., C, 359-6445.
•Harris, Robert Raymond, Glenda, M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Moultrie County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1102 W. Jackson, Sullivan (61951), 217-728-8251. —504 W. Jefferson, Sullivan (61951).
728-4941.
•Harris, Vernon Leroy (Annabell), Agr. Gardener Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1520. —201 S. Calhoun, Tolono (61880), 485-5346.
•Harris, Warren Skinner (Iris C), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus.
214 M.E. Lab. —802 N. Broadway, U., 367-3634.
•Harrison, Allan J. (Barbara A.), M.A., Asst. Prof., Div. of Univ. Ext. and Inst, of Labor & Indus.
Rel.
237 L.I.R., 333-0980. —46 Chestnut Court, C, 359-9282.
Harrison, Beverly, B.A., Asst., Student Personnel Ofc.
1210 W. California, U. —Apt. 6, 502 W. Springfield, C, 359-9544.
tHarrison, Karen Lea, Clerk-Stenog. I, State Water Survey.
153a Water Resources, 333-4950. —1116 W. Columbia, C, 356-1052.
Harrison, Mary E., M.S., Asst. Dean of Student Personnel, Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0055. —15 Hagan Blvd., U., 367-0110.
•Harrison, Nita Kay (John R.), Clerk Typist II, Dept. of Forestry.
219 Mumford Hall, 333-2771. —402 Brookwood Dr., C, 356-4254.
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•Harrison, Robert E. (Rachel M.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —1116 W. Columbia, C, 356-1052.
•Harrison, Virginia A. (Richard), Secy., Madison County, Coop. Ext Serv
900/Sil!?^i9- cB,ox 406 ' Edwardsvi 'le (62025), 656-7200. -455 Cass. Edwardsvilk(62025), 656-7457.
•Harroun, Jack T. (Rosemary), B.S., Superintendent of Building Services, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1491. —28 Springlake, Mahomet (61853), 586-4774.
tHarry, James A., Shop Foreman, State Water Survey.
70 Water Resources, 333-6221.
—Apt. 4, 708 W. Springfield, C, 356-5805.
•Harryman, William R. (Betty W.), B.S., Extension Adviser in Agriculture, Christian County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
313 W. Market, Taylorville (62568), 824-4897. —725 Glacier Dr., Taylorville (62568)
824-8087.
'
tHarsha, Karen Rae, Clerk-Typist, Econ. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
306b Mumford Hall, 333-0578.
—Apt. 7, 2007 S. Philo Rd.. U.
*Harshbarger, Dale E. (Shirley), Farm Foreman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Northeastern Illinois Res. Center, Route 1„ Box 80, Elwood (60421), 815-722-1908.
•Harshbarger, Jane E. (Daniel), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
232 Armory, 333-1927. —406 W. Main, U., 367-4586.
tHarshbarger, Jean, Clerk-Typist I, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —311 N. Missouri, Atwood (61913), 578-2720.
•Harshbarger, Kenneth E. (Elsie J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Dairy Science; Head of
Dept.
315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3462. —502 E. Pennsylvania. U., 367-2634.
•Harshbarger, Shirley Mae (Dale E.), Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. — R.R. 1, Box 80, Elwood (60421),
722-1908.
Hart, Donna, (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —935 Twenty-fifth St., Moline
(61265), 797-1987.
•Hart, Earl Francis (Deloris C), Storekeeper II, Housing Div.
Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-1500. —P.O. Box 294, Oakwood (61858), 354-4274.
*Hart, Evelyn Florence (Ernest O.), Financial Aid Adviser II, Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —2306 E. University, U., 367-2416.
*Hart, Guy (Maxine D.), Storekeeper III, Vocational Agriculture, Retired.
1604 Normandy, C, 359-1498.
•Hart, Robert Eugene (Colleen), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-114 Civil Eng., 333-6925. —2211 Rainbow View, U., 367-3000.
*Hart, Robert L, (Barbara J.), Food Service Administrator II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1409. —1103 Alton Dr., C, 352-5822.
*Hart, Wilbert T. (Prudence K.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1207 Philo Rd., U., 328-3014.
Hartford, Steven Leopold, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
165D Noyes Lab., 333-3969. —Apt. 9, 1306 Silver, U.
•Harth, Barbara A. (William), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Elem. Educ.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —2118 Orchard, U., 344-1249.
•Hartley, Arnold Manchester (Barbara G.), Ph.D., Res. Chemist, Graduate College.
100 Environmental Res. Lab., 333-7269, 333-6230. —101 Elmwood Rd., C, 356-1498.
'tHartley, Janell Teeples (Thomas Clayton), Clerk-Typist III, Grants-In-Aid, University of Illinois
Foundation.
333 Ulini Union, 333-6784, 333-6595. —802 W. Kirby, C, 356-6167.
•Hartley, Thomas C. (Janell T.), A.M., Assoc. Prof, of General Engineering.
301 Transportation, 333-2457. —802 W. Kirby, C, 356-6167.
•Hartman, Barbara L (Donald B.), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning.
1001 W. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —2017 Southwood Dr., C, 359-0150.
•Hartman, Donald Louis (Eunice B.), A.B., Purchasing Asst. III. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3587. —1009 W. Green, C, 356-4358.
•Hartman, Paul Theodore (Shirley J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics; Chairman of Dept.
330 Commerce (W), 333-0120; 235 L.I.R. Bldg. 333-4295. -2032 Burhson Dr.. U.. 344-0882.
•Hartman, Robert L (Frances R.), B.S., Personnel Officer, Ofc. of Urbana Personnel Services.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-2432. —714 S. Foley, C, 352-3563.
•Hartom, Marie Pauline (Richard A.), Typing Clerk III. McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —802 S. Westlawn. C, 356-5420.
Hartrick, Ruth Lillian, Cook I, Housing Div.. Retired.
1001 N. Prospect, C, 352-8143.
•Hartshorn, Donald M. (Laurie), J.D., Asst. Dean of College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0931. —208 Bliss Dr., U., 367-7027.
'tHartStirn, Walter, (Emily T.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Pathology; Asst. Plant Pathologist.
Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N.H. Survey.
381 Natural Resources, 333-6887. —907 Burkwood Ct.. L.. 328-1469.
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*Hartz, William H. (Sybil J.), Baker I, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —Meadow Lake Subdivision, R.R. 3, C, 586-2783.
"Harvey, Barbara J. (William L.), Secy., Warren County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 325, 1000 N. Main, Monmouth (61462), 309-734-5161. —Box 27, Kirkwood (61447),
309-768-2388.
"Harvey, Everett Hilliard (Rosaline G.), Accounting Clerk III, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —700 Oakcrest Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-3567.
*tHarvey, Richard David (Doris H.), Ph.D., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
303 Natural Resources, 189-238, 344-1481. —2103 Cureton Dr., U., 344-5339.
•Harwood, Kathleen (William L.), B.A., Asst. in English.
208 English, 333-2577. —606 W. Nevada, U., 367-5303.
*Haselkorn, Michael H. (Frances), M.S., Res. Asst. in Ceramic Engineering.
313 Ceramics, 333-6341. —Apt. 4, 809 W. Illinois, U., 344-2055.
•Hashimoto, Hideo (Sachiko), B.A., Res. Asst., in Center for Advanced Comp.
Rm. 208, 1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-2133. —Apt. 115, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-8383.
Haskell, Betty Echternach, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Food Science and Dept.
of Home Econ.
439 Bevier Hall, 333-1805. —1404 1/2 E. Mumford Dr., U.
Haskell, Glenn Percival, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English, Emeritus.
905 S. First, C,
Hass, Catherine E., Program Asst., DuPage County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 320, Bldg. 4, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 469-2467), —631 Gunderson, Carol
Stream (60187), 653-4706.
Hassan Pour, Amir, M.A., Res. Asst. Inst, of Communications Res.
637 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —URH-222 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4657.
•Hasslacher, Brosl (Erica), Ph.D., Assoc, in Physics.
365 Physics Bldg., 333-1060. —502 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph (61870).
•Hassell, Charles Edward (Betty J.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1001 S. Westfield Dr., C, 359-3840.
•Hassett, John (Gloria), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Soils, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-lll Turner Hall, 333-4254. —912 W. Washington, C, 359-4562.
•Hastings, J. Thomas (Maxine E.), Ph.D., Director of Center for Instructional Research and
Curriculum Evaluation; Prof, of Educational Psychology.
270C Education, 333-3770. —203 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5695.
•Hasty, Elvira F. (James H.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
350E Noyes Lab., 333-7069. —Apt. 5, 209 Pfeffer Rd., U., 344-1545.
*tHatch, Enid Miriam (Gaylord F.), Supervisor of Technical Records, State Geological Survey.
124 Natural Resources, 189-209, 344-1481. —502 S. Highland, C, 352-9273.
•Hatch, Frances R. (Gordon), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —77 E. Kenyon Rd., C, 356-4628.
•Hatch, Gaylord Farley (Miriam), A.M., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1158. —502 S. Highland, C, 352-9273.
*tHatch, Joseph R. (Sandra), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, State Geological Survey.
222 Natural Resources, 189-224, 344-1481. —801 Haines Blvd., C, 352-1811.
*tHatch, Marjorie Jeffrey (Leroy E.), Account Technician I, State Geological Survey.
105 Natural Resources, 189-256, 344-1481. —Deers Rd., R.R. 3, U., 367-8768.
•Hatch, Ray D. (Dorothy R.), D.V.M., M.S., Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
194 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7232. —1803 Pleasant, U., 344-6830.
•Hatchel, Harriett Frances (Everett A.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Unit for Foreign Language Studies
and Research.
G70 Foreign Lang., 333-9776. —Box 64, Pesotum (61863).
•Hatchett, Albert Herchell (Martha), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-13 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1311 Philo Rd., U., 367-8190.
•Hatfield, Dorothy A. (Joseph), Clerk III, Dept. of Dairy Science.
335 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0376. —2204 Southmoor Dr., C, 356-0142.
•Hatfield, Efton Everett (Ethelyn B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science.
264 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1782. —1103 S. Westlawn, C, 356-8600.
•Hathaway, John D. (Charlene), M.B.A., Staff Analyst, Management Information Systems.
251 Illini Tower, 333-0391. —1912 Rebecca, C, 352-8169.
•tHathaway, Stephen A. (Normandy), M.A., Res. Asst., Atmospheric Sciences Section, State
Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-3345. —Apt. 303, 2112 S. Orchard, U.
•Hatton, John Melton (Cecilia L.), Compositor, Printing Div., ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0429. —1401 Scottsdale, C, 356-0476.
•Hauck, Mathew (Laura S.), B.S., Res. Assoc, Survey Res. Lab.
425 D.K.H., 333-6489. —2508 Sheridan Dr., C, 359-1291.
Hauersperger, Nancee Susan, Typing Clerk II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1053. —404 S. Second, Fisher (61843), 897-5601.
•Hauersperger, Stephen Gay (Faith A.), Duplicating Machine Operator II, College of Education.
370 Education, 333-3863. —2304 Lantern Hill Dr., U., 367-6917.
•Haugaard, Harold I. (Juanita), Supervisor of Public Functions, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1490. —710 S. New, C, 352-2789.
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'tHauri, Joan Dorothy (Robert J.). A.B.. Res. Asst, State Geological Survey
335 Natural Resources, 189-235. 344-1481.
-Apt. D. 2005 S. Orchard U 367-8707
*Hauri, Robert John (Joan D.). M.S., Asst. in Chemistry
253 East Chem., 333-3694. —2005-D S. Orchard. U 367-8707
•Hausman, Patricia Russell (William J.), A.M.L.S.. Art Museum Registrar. Krannert \rt
Museum.
163 K.A.M., 333-1860.
—Apt. 215. 502 W. Main. U.
•Havens, Charles Stewart (Mildred W.). M.S.. University Dir. of Physical Plant Planning and
Construction. Emeritus.
207 W. Michigan. U.. 367-1675.
Havill, Juanita R., B.A.. Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang. —901 S. Lincoln. U\. 344-5955.
•Hawbaker, Stuart Douglas (Nancy Ann). M.E.xt.Ed.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture Mason
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
133 S. High. P.O. Box 192, Havana (62644). 543-3308. R.R. 1. Havana (62644). 543-3844
•Hawkins, David Samuel (Mary K.). Elevator Mechanic Helper. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856). 762-7105.
'tHawkins, Margaret Mary (Elza R.), Adm. Clerk, University Civil Service System of Illinois
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C, 333-3150. —Pesotum (61863). 867-2572.
•Hawkland, William D. (Rosemary). J.D.. Prof, of Law.
149 Law, 333-3884. —1402 S. Prospect. C. 352-0789.
*Hawley, Charles Jack, Jr. (Mary S.). M.S.. Res. Engr., School of Chemical Sciences
121 Noyes Lab., 333-1720. —2305 Brookhaven Dr.. C. 352-2014.
•Hawley, Lawrence Allen (Jill). B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab.. 333-2013. —1010 S. Oak. C, 356-0481.
*Hawn, Dwain Thomas (Linda L.). Asst. Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Ofc. of Administrative
Data Processing
54 Adm., 333-4817. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877). 684-2132.
Hawthorne, Rosene Alice, A.B.. Asst. Recorder, Admissions and Records. Retired.
1616 W. University, C. 356-4637.
Hay, (Mrs.) Helen Moffett, A.B., Asst. to Dean of Graduate College.
330 Adm.. 333-0030. —803 S. Coler. U.. 344-5067.
*Hay, Peter (Norma), J.D., Prof, of Law.
135 Law, 333-4268. —208 W. Florida. U\. 367-5283.
*Hay, Ralph Carroll (Virginia P.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering. Emeritus.
210 Agr. Engr., 333-9313. —2108 Lynwood. C. 352-2186.
*Hay, Ruth P. (R. Gerald). B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth & Home Economics, Cook
County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
6657 South St., Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —Route 1, Box 69. Monee (60449).
312-563-8536.
*Hay, William Walter (Mary H.). Ph.D., Prof, of Railway Civil Engineering. Dept. of Civil Eng.
310 Engineering Hall, 333-0868. —801 W. Kirby, C. 356-8760.
Hay, William Winn, Ph.D.. Prof, of Geology.
143a Natural History. 333-0268. —508 S. Mattis. C. 356-4605.
"Hayashi, Elmer Kinji (Betty M.). M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
324 Altgeld Hall, 333-2677. —Apt. 201. 2111 Hazelwood Dr.. U„ 344-7749.
Haydon, Frank Watson, Janitor III. State Water Survey.
Box 717, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —Apt. 3. 214 Goodwin, Peoria (61605). 309-673-0464.
Hayes, Elridge W„ B.S., Graduate College Fellow in Mathematics.
210 Arcade. 333-2043. —URH-226 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2181.
•Hayes, John Lawrence (Joanne L.), B.S.. Food Service Administrator III. Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1406. —1008 W. Daniel. C. 356-0723.
"Hayes, Lila Faye (Randolph). Kitchen Helper. Allerton House.
Allerton House, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —201 S. Centennial. Monticello (61856).
762-9234.
*Haynes, Elton L. (Dorothy E.). Main Desk Attendant. Allerton House.
Allerton House, Monticello (61856). 333-3287. —232 W. Bond. Bement (61816). 678-7531.
*Haynes, Raymon Eugene (Joan I.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2015 Rainbow View. L., 365-1924.
Hays, Catherine Ellen, Clerk-Typist II. Acquisitions Dept.. Library.
220a Library, 333-1055. —218 E. Marion, Monticello (61856).
Hays, Marilyn Sue, B.S.. Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Pulaski-Alexander County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 745-6310.
*Hays, Ray Leroy (Sally A.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physiology. Dept. of Dairy Science.
427 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0814. —1008 S. Pine. C. 352-8794.
'Hayward, Harold N. (Ruth). M.S.. E.E., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and Director ot
Measurement Program. Eng. Exp. Sta.. Emeritus.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab.. 333-1943. —R.R. 1. St. Joseph (61873). 469-.6.M
*Hayward, James Donald (Shirley K.). M.S. Ext. Adviser in Horticulture. Sangamon Count).
Cooperative Extension Service ,,,.,,,
2449 N. Thirty-first. Springfield (62702). 525-4617. -13 Sheery Lane. Rochester (625<
637-9174.
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'Hayward, Robert William, Jr. (Ruth A.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Brown County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
109 W. North. Mt. Sterling (62353). 217-773-3013. —5 Lynn Rose Hts.. R. R. 1. Mt. Sterling
(62353), 217-773-2126.
Hazarika, Bishnu Prasad, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
lllj Talbor Lab., 333-6162. —806 W. Iowa, U., 344-3738.
Hoald, Steve Michael, B.S.. Teaching Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg.. 333-2327. —URH-516 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2308.
Healy, David C, M.S.. Res. Programmer. Center for Advanced Comp.
121 Advanced Comp. Bldg.. 333-8499. —210 S. Grove. U.. 344-4520.
'tHealy, John Joseph (Mary J.), M.S., Chief, Construction Systems Div., U.S. Army Construction
Eng. Res. Lab. Newmark Dr..
Interstate Res. Park. C. 352-6511. —24 Foothill Dr., Monticello, 762-2344.
Healy, Maureen, B.F.A.. Library Clerk II, Engineering Library.
221 Engineering Hall, 333-3576. —1107 W. Clark, U., 367-9789.
Hearn, Allen L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
60A E.E. Bldg.. 333-2930. —508 S. Johnson, U.. 344-5758.
'Hearn, Carolyn Sue (James R.). Secy., Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-0611. —Box 27, Bondville (61815), 863-2251.
'Heater, Elmer Franklin (Sue C), B.S., Res. Assoc. Prof., Eng. Exp. Sta., Emeritus.
412 W. Springfield. U.. 367-2724.
'Heath, Becky Lynne (Harry E.), M.S., Instr. in Child Development.
116 Child Development Lab., 333-0513. —2102 W. White, C, 359-9131.
'tHeath, Diane Lynn (Kenneth B.). B.A.. Research Asst., State Geological Survey.
216 Natural Resources, 189-261, 344-1481. —1117 Willard, U., 344-2095.
'Heath, James Edward (Maxine S.). Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology and of Zoology.
417 Burrill Hall, 333-0443. —2016 Burlison Dr., U., 344-3869.
'Heath, Paula Jane (Richard D.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Piatt County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
202 1/2 W. Washington. Monticello (61856). 217-762-9666. —1008 Surrey Rd., Monticello
(61856). 762-7537.
Heathman, Jessie Ellen, B.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics Extension and Asst. Ext. Editor.
Emerita.
1640 Como. St. Paul, Minnesota, 645-0471. —986 15TH Ave. S.E. Minneapolis, Minnesota
55414 331-6977.
'Heatly, Linda Jean (Bob E.) Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-3430. —2004 S. Vine, U.. 344-4688.
Heaton, Marylou John Heaton Work Program Participant, County Agriculture Extension,
Vermilion County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville, 442-8615. —14 Corrinne, Danville (61832), 443-4485.
'Heaton, Richard Clawson (Ann C), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
177 Adams Lab., 333-3897. —Apt. 3, 207 Pfeffer Rd., U.. 344-1773.
'Hebrank, Eugene F. (Lois), M.S., M.E., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering; Dir. of Heat Power
Lab.
208 M.E. Lab. 333-0867. —2018 Zuppke Circle, U., 367-4469.
'Hebrank, Lois Crothers (Eugene F.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Elem. Educ.
121 Commerce Annex, 333-4577. —2018 Zuppke Dr.. U., 367-4469.
'Hebron, Carolyn H. (H. Thomas). Clerk-Typist III. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2127. —202 S. Calhoun. Tolono (61880), 485-5180.
'Hecht, Wayne N. (Jeretta C), Asst. Dir. of Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall. 333-2923. —1902 Winchester. C. 359-1982.
'tHeck, David Burnett (Judith). B.S.. Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
329 Natural Resources. 189-213. 344-1481. —1002 E. Harmon. U., 367-2745.
Hedberg, Barbara L., .A., Typing Clerk II, Central Food Stores.
Central Food Stores. 333-1410.
'Hedger, M. Audrie (Cletus) Program Asst.. Coop. Ext. Serv.
319 West Side Square. Carrollton. 942-6996. —220 Pine. Carrollton. 942-5244.
'Hedges, Kathryn (Allan). B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Food Science.
438 Bevier Hall. 333-4598. —Apt. B. 2087 S. Orchard. L1 .. 344-0896.
'Hedrick, Joyce Marlene (James R.), Payroll Clerk II, Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
125 Adm.. 333-6520. —503 N. Fifth, Fisher (61843), 897-8590.
Heer, Darlene L., B.S.. Assistant Extension Adviser in Home Economics. Madison County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
900 Hillsboro. Box 68, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —66 Heather Way, Wood River
(62095). 618-254-1320.
Hefferan, Colien, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Home Economics.
155 Bevier Hall. —URH-254 Sherman Hall, C. 332-4795.
Hefft, Richard Allen, A.M., Asst. in French.
2132 Foreign Lang. —55 E. Springfield. C. 359-6173.
'Heflin, Florene (Wayne E.), Secy.. Wayne County, Cooperative Extension Service.
521 W. Main. Fairfield (62837), 847-4231. — R. R. 1. Fairfield (62837), 842-3533.
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*Hegarty, Helen J. (John F.). B.A.. Res. Asst. in Dairy Science
322 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0225. —1611 W. Green, C, 359-6271.
*Hegner, Ronald William (Linda A.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
206 Dairy Manufactures. 333-4443.
—Apt. 34, 1207b E. Florida. U.. 328-2854.
*Heicke, Ralph Henry (Ruth C). B.S., Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4830. —2420 Alton Dr.. C, 352-9206.
"tHeidari, Manoutchehr (Gail). Ph.D.. Asst. Engr.. State Geological Survey
432 Natural Resources. 189-250, 344-1481. -1520 Harrington. C. 352-7481.
Heigho, Maxwell S., M.A.. Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. 333-2099. —1104 E. Mumford Dr.. U., 367-1832.
tHeigold, Paul C. (Dale J.). Ph.D.. Asst. Geophysicist. State Geological Survey
432 Natural Resources. 189-250, 344-1481.
—Apt. C. 1731 Valley Rd., C. 356-4657.
*Heil, Timothy Gerald (Patsy L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
42 Noyes Lab. —R.R. 2. U„ 328-3279.
*Heiles, William H. (Mary), D.M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
205 S.M.H., 333-9573. —720 S. New. C, 359-7478.
•Heimburger, James Marvin (Judy K), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall. 333-3144. —Dewey (61840). 897-2730.
*Hein, Carol Ann (Michael J.). Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept of Military Science.
111 Armory, 333-1550. —Apt. 431, 122 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-8502.
Heindl, Judith M. A.B., Assoc. Editor, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
112 University Press, 333-9200. —1502 W. Columbia, C.
'Heinisch, Raymond William, (Mary Kay), B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Bureau
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Princeton, 879-8016. —R.F.D. 3, Princeton (61356), 643-2569.
*Heinrichs, Waldo H., Jr. (Audrey). Ph.D., Prof, of History.
425 Gregory Hall. 333-3835. —2403 Whitson Circle, Ul. 328-2108.
*Heins, A. James (Nancy). Ph.D.. Prof, of Economics.
406 Commerce (W), 333-2417. —2507 S. Cottage Grove. U.. 367-2045.
*Heins, Maurice H. (Hadassah W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
362 Altgeld Hall, 333-2674. —603 W. Illinois, L'.. 344-4985.
Heinsen, Richard, M.Ed., Asst., University High School.
104a U.H.S., 333-2873. —309 E. Green. C. 344-1918.
*Heiser, Everett L. (Marilyn R.). Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Metallurgy and Mining
Engineering.
150 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-2909. —Fisher (61843), 897-8681.
Heisler, Suzanne, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
60 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —URH-233 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4672.
*Heiss, Rolland Lee (Lora Jean), M.A., Tech. Asst., Dept. of Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A.. 333-2371. —804 S. Webber, U.. 344-0172.
*Helbling, Francis Theadore (Lois I.), Stores Supervisor. Operation and Maintenance Div.
4351 Thirty-fifth Terrace N., St. Petersburg, Florida (33713), 526-1200.
'Heifer, Melinda Mary (Bernard L.), Clerk-Stenog. II. Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3622. —1002 Crescent Dr., C, 359-7905.
'tHelfinstine, Roy John (Anabel). M.S., Mech. Engr. and Head of Minerals Eng. Section. State
Geological Survey.
368 Natural Resources, 189-281, 344-1481. —1210 Mayfair Rd.. C. 352-3196.
•Heller, Bertha Jean (Lyle E.), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —806 N. Limestone. Peoria (61604).
309-674-7292.
•Heller, Elsie Eloise (Robert B.). Payroll Clerk III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-6480. —1518 W. Charles. C, 356-6350.
•Heller, John Lewis (Suzanne), Ph.D., Prof, of the Classics.
4048 Foreign Lang., 333-7233. —702 W. Indiana. U., 344-6257.
Hellman, Arthur David, LL.B., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Law.
135 Law, 333-4268. —Apt. 19, 904 N. Broadway, U., 344-5008.
Helm, Alice C, M.S., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
242 Burrill Hall, 333-4306. —916 W. Union, C. 352-5659.
•Helm, Clyde F. (Stella H.). B.S., Program Adm. Asst.. Dept. of Computer Science.
236 D.C.L.. 333-0028. —2207 Combes. U., 367-5259.
•Helm, M. Stanley (Maxine B.). M.S.. E.E.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
329B E. E. Bldg., 333-2452, 333-0716. —916 W. Union. C. 352-5659.
•tHelm, Patricia Ann (William A.). Tech. Asst.. State Geol. Survey.
,,,,,,
425a Natural Resources, 189-247, 344-1481. —R.R. 1, Camargo (61919). 832-7123.
•Helman, Sandy I. (Abetta L.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
531 Burrill Hall. 333-7913. —2015 Silver Ct. W.. U., 344-7084.
•Helmericks, Ralph E. (Delia), Instrument Supervisor. School of Music.
2101 Vawter, U., 367-3808.
•Helmick, Larry S. (Catherine L.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
360 Adams Lab., 333-3526. -1738 Valley Rd., C, 359-7580.
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"Helms, Lester L (Dorothea). Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
309 Altgeld Hall. 333-3699. —807 \V. California. U.. 344-1140.
Helms, Kenneth Allen, B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg.. 333-4712. —URH-207 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2162.
•Helper, Lloyd Champ (Jean). D.V.M.. M.S.. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
104 Small Animal Clinic. 344-5030. —1403 W. Healey. C. 356-5051.
Hembrough, Betty Lou, Ed.M.. Asst. Dean for Married Students, and Continuing Education for
Women. Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services. 333-3137. —1106 W. Stoughton. L\. 328-1426.
*Hemp, Paul Edwin (Gladys V.). Ed.D.. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
357 Education. 333-3166. —711 Park Lane Dr.. C. 356-8287.
Hemphill, James, Jr. Carpenter Apprentice. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —602 E. Church, C. 356-7994.
'Hemphill, James Walter (Alice E.). Building Mechanic Foreman. Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2. Golconda (62938),
618-949-3397.
•Hempler, Herbert William (Yvedda L.). Sr. Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg.. 333-3435. —2303 Slayback, U.. 367-8517.
*Hemrich, Donald E. (Delsie M.). Locksmith I. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —504 X. Sheldon, Rantoul (61866), 892-4887.
*Henard, David Earl (Gail Ann). M.S.. Data Processing Analyst II. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-6349: 300 Davenport House. —R.R. 1. McCoy. Subdivision. Villa Grove.
*Hendershott, James Earl (Kama K.). Steam Distribution Operator, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1103 S. Western. C, 356-5579.
•Henderson, Charles Albert (Catherine E.). Senior Lab. Mechanic. School of Chemical Sciences,
B-71 Adams Lab.. 333-4278. —R.R. 1. McCoy Subdivision, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9171.
•Henderson, Charles H. (Mary K.). M.A.. Asst. Dir. and Assoc. Prof.. Grad. School of Social
Work.
1207 w. Oregon. L\. 333-2261. —802 McHenry. L\. 344-0276.
•Henderson, Donald Munro (Margaret). Ph.D.. Prof, of Geology.
106 Natural History. 333-0205. —301 W. Michigan. L\. 367-9975.
•Henderson, Gloria L. (David L.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Geography.
220 Davenport Hall. 333-1880. —305 S. Van Doren. C. 352-6289.
•Henderson, Kathryn Luther (William T). M.S.L.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Library Science.
327 Library. 333-6191. —1107 E. Silver, L\. 367-8205.
•Henderson, Kenneth B. (Ruth D.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
383 Education. 333-2559. —3217 Lakeshore Dr.. C. 352-8848.
tHenderson, Leonard Ray, B.S.. Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
317 Natural Resources. 189-272, 344-1481. —Apt. 105. 504 W. Main. L\, 344-8107.
Henderson, Lovie, Accounting Clerk II. Mat. Res. Lab.
264 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-1382. —3321 Kimberly Dr.. C. 359-3772.
•Henderson, Melvin (Dorothea M.). M.S.. Prof, of Vocational Agriculture. Emeritus.
434 Mumford Hall. —102 N. Elizabeth. Tolono (61880). 485-7850.
•Henderson, Robert Arthur (June C), Ed.D., Prof, of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada. L\. 333-6222. —807 S. Maple L\. 367-9974.
•Henderson, Robert Jeffrey (Gus). M.A., Adm. Asst.. Urbana Residence Hall.
155 Lincoln Ave. Residence. 333-3886. —805 W. Hill, C. 359-9086.
•Henderson, Syble Estelle (Horace L.). A.A.. Placement Officer. Career Development and
Placement Ofc.
2 Student Services. 333-0820. —205 S. Russell. C, 352-9519.
Henderson, Vesta Ann, M.A.. Asst. in Art Education.
120 Fine Arts. 333-3083. —URH-509 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4747.
•Henderson, William T. (Kathryn L.). M.A.. Binding Librn.: Asst. Prof, of Library Administration
12 Library. 333-1997. 333-1269. —1107 E. Silver. L\. 367-8205.
•Hendrick, George (Willene). Ph.D.. Prof, of English: Head of Dept.
100 English. 333-2390. —Apt. 122. 502 W. Main. U.. 367-3189.
Hendricks, Albert Lewis, B.S.. Res. Asst.. Coordinated Science Laboratory.
4-130 C.S.L.. 333-6570. —Apt. 103. 312 S. Prairie. C. 356-8883.
•Hendricks, Charles Durrell (Leah F.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Nuclear
Engineering.
343 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4463: 405C Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-0890. —403 Sunnycrest Ct.. L..
367-0011.
Hendricks, Clyde, Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-4771. —Muncie (61857). 548-2485.
Hendricks, Deanna Kay, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-4110. —Apt. 10. 1509 W. Kirby. C. 359-4304.
•Hendricks, Doris Ruth (Frank). Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Illinois Street Residence Halls. 333-4630. —609 E. Bradley. C. 352-2885.
•Hendricks, James A. (Kathleen J.). M.B.A.. Asst. in Accountancy.
296 Commerce (W). 333-4543. —606 E. Scovill. L".. 367-3197.
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•Hendricks, Naomi Ruth (Paul G.), Secy., American Assn. of Teachers of French.
59 E. Armory, C, 333-2842. —1103 Country Squire Dr., U., 367-4527.
•Hendricks, Sara Ruth (John H.), Secy., Pulaski-Alexander Counties, Cooperative Extension
Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —Box 83. Pulaski (62976), 618-342-6451.
Hendricks, (Mrs.) Velma, Clerk II, Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3503. —107 N. Sixth, C, 352-3503.
•Hendrickson, David Norman, (Sherry J), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
353 Noyes Lab., 333-2685. —2021 Boudreau, U., 367-6149.
•Hendrickson, Kathryn Marie, (Nelson J.), Typing Clerk II. Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0993. —12 Bay Tree Dr., C, 352-9865.
•Hendrix, David Floyd (Nancy Jane), M.Ed., Asst., University High School.
101 U.H.S., 333-2870. —Apt. A, 2003 S. Orchard, U., 344-1283.
Hendrix, Gertrude, M.S., M.A., Res. Assoc. Prof, of Education, Emerita.
Polycreek Farm, R.R. 1. Box 158, Cloverdale, Indiana (46120), 317-653-4289.
Hendrix, Virginia Jane, Adm. Aide, Board of Trustees Office.
354 Adm., 333-1921. —714 W. White, C, 352-4604.
•Hendron, Alfred Joseph, Jr. (Beverly J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2230 Civil Eng., 333-6944. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2782.
•Henley, Donald R. (Colette), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
302e Talbot Lab., 333-1058. —706 S. First, C, 359-5346.
'tHenley, Laurel M. (Jane E.), A.B., Assoc. Chemist, State Water Survey.
228 Water Resources, 333-0802. —1009 S. Victor, C, 352-9673.
•Henne, Bertrand Wilson (Patricia A.), B.S., Instr., Inst, of Aviation; Asst. Chief Pilot.
Airport, 333-3907. —12 Canterbury Ct., C, 352-1159.
•Henneman, Ralph J. (Delores), B.S., Lecturer in General Engineering.
308a Transportation, 333-0406. —1503 Maywood, C, 356-5721.
Hennig, Falke, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
155 E.E. Bldg., 333-2300.; 202 E.E.R.L. 332-7132. —P.O. Box 2541, Station A, Champaign
(61820).
Henricks, Bryan L, M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
25 Psych. Bldg. —Apt. 23, 509 E. Clark, C, 359-9748.
•Henriksen, Harry Charles (Jeannine A.), M.A., Curator of Exhibits, Natural History Museum.
421 Natural History, 333-1149, 333-2517. —103 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7797.
•Henrikson, Lois Anne (Bruce W.), Clerk-Typist II, College of L.A.S.
(
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-7711. —357 1/2 W. Pells, Paxton (60957), 379-3630.
•Henry, Boyd Alonzo (Clarice B.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1003 N. McKinley, C, 356-0426. —
.
•Henry, Bradley F. (Anetta L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —513 N. Third Street, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2424.
•Henry, David Dodds (Sara K.), Ph.D., LL.D., HH.D., Litt.D., L.H.D., D.Sc.Ed., Ped.D., D.C.L..
President Emeritus; Distinguished Prof, of Higher Education.
345 Armory, 333-1535, 333-7157. —311 W. University, C. 356-6492.
•Henry, George William, Jr. (Kathleen M.), B.S., Res. Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
312K E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4156; Aeronomy Field Station, 643-7311. —808 W. Church, U.,
367-6014.
•Henry, Grant George (Deloris), M.S., Instructor in P.E.
121 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —915 Westfield Dr., C, 352-0096.
•Henry, Jack D., Jr. (Caroline R.), D.V.M., M.Sc, M.Sc, Asst. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —711 Southwest Dr., C, 359-3284.
•Henry, John Adams (Alice M.), M.S., Prof, of Industrial Engineering.
230 M.E. Bldg., 333-2905. —702 W. Ohio, U., 344-5212.
•Henry, Linda (Dennis M.), Clerk Typist II, Animal Science.
425 Ani. Sci. Lab., 333-0814. —R.R., Box 71, Lot 26z, Tolono (61880), 485-5119.
•Henry, Margaret Rosetta (Frederick C), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Bus. Adm.
350 Commerce (W), 333-4241. —R.R. 1, Box 93, Pesotum (61863), 867-2424.
•Hensen, V. Ruth (John W.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Livingston County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
2224 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764), 842-1776. —R.R. 1, Pontiac (61764), 844-5385.
Hensler, Gary Lee, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
129 Altgeld Hall, 333-0805. —701 W. Michigan, U., 367-9699.
•Hensley, Jerry Ray (Sue A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W-317 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —R. R. 1, Dewey (61840), 586-2549.
•Hensley, Sue Leeds (Jerry), M.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
460 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —R.R. 1, Dewey (618401. 586-2549.
•Henson, Harlan N. (Kathleen), M.A., Dir., Students Abroad Ofc; Lecturer in History and
Philosophy of Education.
309 Illini Tower, 333-6322; 363 Education, 333-2446. —Apt. 7, 311 E. John. C. 384-5073.
•Henson, Kathleen Marie (Harlan), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —Apt. 7, 311 E. John, C, 359-8960.
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'Henson, Kathleen Marie (Harlan). Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Journalism.
119 Gregory Hall. 333-0709. —311 E. John. C. 384-5073.
tHenwood, (Mrs.) Ethel May, B.A.. Clerk-Stenog. II. State Geological Survey. Retired.
W Michigan. L\. 367-2233.
'Herbsleb, Phyllis Mae (Roger). Clerk-Typist III. Agr. Exp. Sta.
109 Mumford Hall. 333-0240. —Apt. 101-1. Woodhill Apts.. Mahomet (61853). 586-2516.
'Herbst, John Herman (Mava L.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Economics and of Vocational
Agriculture.
440 Mumford Hall. 333-3872. —413 State. Mahomet (61853). 586-4489.
"Herdt, Robert William (Lorna). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
420 Mumford Hall. 333-0479. —118 W. Florida. U.. 367-4724.
"Hering, William M. (Suzanne). M.S.. Asst. in Secondary Education.
398 Education. 333-9493, 533-0227. —1113 Joanne Lane. C, 359-6024.
"Herman, Charles Everett (Gladys C). Supt. of Print Shop. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
Emeritus.
SOU W. Will-lam. C. 352-2450.
'Herman, Jeanne Brett (John M.». Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
509 Psych. Bldg.. 333-7884. —2102 Pond. U.. 367-1404.
Herman, Naomi S., A.B.. Ass:, in Mathematics.
326 Altgeld Hall. 333-2859. —Apt. 18. 108 E. Healey. C. 359-6438.
Herman, Ray M., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
468 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4236. —Apt. 3. 412 W. Elm. L\, 344-6237.
'Hermann, Harvey Albert, Jr. (Jean Y.). M.Mus.Ed.. Instr. in Bands.
Band Bldg.. 333-3025. —1726 Paula Dr., C. 356-8225.
Hernandez, Vicenta, Work 'Program Participant. Cook County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 318. 767 N. Milwaukee. Chicago (60622). 312-663-4893. —1519 N. Artesian. Chicago
(6064^). 312-486-2975.
"tHerndon, Lee P. (Lisbeth), B.S.. Civil Engr.. Soil Conservation Service. U.S.D.A.
20C W. Church. C. 356-3785. —2401 Southmoor Dr.. C. 359-9098.
Herndon, Wilda, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. III. Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
181 Small Animal Clinic. 344-5030. —1002 X. Busey, U., 367-9796.
"Hernecheck, Leonard G. (Man E.). B.S.. Dir. of Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Senice Bldg.. 333-2500. —1110 Mayfair Rd.. C. 356-5455.
'Herreid, Ernest O. (N. Hazel). Ph.D.. Prof, of Dairy Technology. Dept. of Food Science.
Emeritus.
R.R. 1. Box 382. Bloomington. Indiana (47401), 812-336-2306.
Herrick, Richard C, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
496 Physics Bldg.. 333-0272. —URH-297 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2568.
'Herrin, Moreland (Nancy), Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
Ill Talbot Lab.. 333-0858. —1414 W. William. C. 356-8958.
"Herriott, M. Berniece (Merle F>. Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Dairy Science.
336 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-2933. —307 W. John. C. 356-1108.
'Herriott, William Lawson (V'iolet M.). Dairy and Food Plant Attendant. Dept. of Food Science.
Retired.
807 N. Louise. St. James. Missouri (65559). 265-7182.
Herschede, Alfred John, M.A.. Asst. in Economics.
10 D.K.H. —Apt. 1. 302 W. Healey. C, 359-9476.
Hershbarger, Delmar Leon, Grounds Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Senice Bldg. —R.R. 4. C. 643-7401.
"Hershberg, David Ralph (Roberta P.). Ph.D.. Assoc. P rof. of Spanish and Italian.
4122 Foreign Lang.. 333-8280. —1208 Nofftz Dr.. C. 352-7564.
"Hershberger, Charles Lee 'Maria K.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall. 333-3750. —1907 Lynwood Dr.. C. 356-4176.
"Hershberger, Floyd D. (Rosemarie). Carpenter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Danville. 442-8198.
"Hertig, Bruce A. (Laurel M.). Sc.D.. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering and of Physiology: On
leave of absence first semester of 1972-73. Dir. of Lab. for Ergonomics Res.
119 M.E. Lab.. 333-3686. —306 W. High. L.. 367-1867.
Hertig, Marshall, Ph.D.. Visiting Professor of Medical Entomology. Center for Zoonoses and
Comparative Medicine. College of Veterinary Medicine.
Rm. 205. 100" W. Nevada. L\. 333-3167. —306 W. High. L\. 344-6718.
Hertzog, Theodore Wesley B.S.. Res. Assoc. Instructional Resources Ofc.
:• 17 Engineering Hall. 333-3490. —307 Kelly Ct . C.
'Hess, Betty (Fred R.). Secy., Dept. of Theatre.
4-122 Krannert Center. 333-2371. —Box 75. Ivesdale (61851). 564-3225.
'Hess, Edward Frederick, Jr. (Betty J.). J.D.. Law Librn.: Prof, of Library Administration and of
Law.
104G Law. 333-2914. —610 W. Michigan. L\. 344-5126.
Hess, Helen Elizabeth, Ed.M.. Asst. Dir. of School of Life Sciences.
395 Morrill Hall. 333-6287. 333-8208. —1805 1 2 Lynwood Dr.. C. 359-1572.
'Hess, Larry G. (Judi). B.S.. Business Mgr.. School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab.. 333-1237. —717 S. Lynn. C. 356-6303.
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*Hess, Randy K. (Julie), M.A., Personnel Officer, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services. 333-4237. —1012 Broadmoor, C, 356-9545.
•Hesse, Muriel June (Emil W.), M.A., Asst.. U.H.S.
1212 W. Springfield, U., 333-2870. —1502 S. Vine, U., 367-7548.
Hesseling, Ann M., M.S., Residence Halls Librn.: Instr. in Library Administration.
URH-40 Snyder Hall, C, 333-7150. —Apt. 25. 509 E. Clark. C. 352-0171.
*Hesselmann, Paul (Jo Ann), B.S., Asst. Health Physicist. Nuclear Engineering.
Nuclear Reactor Lab., 333-0866, 333-7755. —R.R. 1, Tolono, 485-5341.
"Hestand, Kenneth Harold (Ann), Ed.M., Extension Adviser, Edwards County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
17 S. Fifth, Albion (62806). 445-2934. —R.R. 4, Albion (62806), 445-2167.
"tHester, Norman Curtis (Ruth A.), Ph.D., Asst. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
33A Natural Resources, 189-200, 344-1481. —400 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-4896.
"Hetrick, John H. (Blanche V.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Technology, Dept. of Food Science.
101 Dairy Manufactures. 333-4441. —1719 McDonald. C, 356-1575.
•Heuerman, Marjorie Jean (William F.). B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. St. Clair
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 233-0339. —120 Mesa Dr., Collinsville (62234), 344-3338.
*Heumann, Leonard Franklin (Roberta), M.C.P., Asst. Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning.
1001 W. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —1709 W. University, C, 359-7804.
"Heusel, Gary Lee (Kathy), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Champaign County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-3312, 352-4737. —601 Ridgewood Ct.. C, 359-8428.
*Heusser, Robert Thomas (Patricia). M.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
449 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. 15, 407 W. White, C, 359-4897.
"Hewett, Thomas Taysum (Angela P.). M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
235 Psych. Bldg. 333-9076. —Apt. 304, 906 S. Vine, U., 328-2380.
*Hewins, Dana C. (Nancy), B.S., Res. Asst., Bureau of Econ. and Bus. Res.
403 D.K.H., 333-2330. —204 Holiday Park Dr., C. 359-5171.
*Hewitt Barnard (Rose), Ph.D.. Prof, of Theatre; Chairman of Dept.
4-122 Krannert Center. 333-2371. —2205 Brett Dr.. C, 356-5262.
*Hewitt Dale Allen (Clara M.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser, Agriculture, Edgar County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
2 10-A W. Washington, Paris (61944), 463-3155. —20 Lakewood Dr.. R.R. 3, Paris (61944),
465-1825.
Hewitt, Donna, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of Tehran,
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran, Iran.
""Hewitt, Ray Harold (Rachael F.), Furniture Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —110 Orchard, Catlin (61817), 427-5948.
"Hewitt, Veryl Clayton (Geraldine M.), Procedures and Systems Planner I, School of Chemical
Sciences.
126 Noyes Lab., 333-3858. —1312 Mitchem Dr., U., 367-3847.
*Hexner, Gyorgy (Pamela), M.S., Asst., Co-ordinated Science Lab.,
4-101 C.S.L., 333-3202. —307 S. State, C, 359-0036.
*Heyen, Merlyn Carl (Helen L.), B.S.. Ext. Adviser, Youth. Cook County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
201 N. Dunton. Arlington Heights (60004), 253-6460. —1405 Palm Dr., Mt. Prospect (60056).
439-0652.
*Hiatt, Cathy L. Sheets (Richard) B.S., Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Civil Eng.
3230 Civil Eng., 333-6967. —Box 60. Dewey (61840), 897-8845.
Hiatt Patricia Ann, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
260 Commerce (W), 333-2747. —101 S. Fredrick. Rantoul (61866), 892-4482.
Hickey, Donald R., Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in History.
409a Gregory Hall, 333-7514. —Apt. 1, 108 E. John, C, 352-2859.
*Hicks, Audrey Lou (George), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Home Econ.
268 Bevier Hall. 333-0254. —322 Hopkins. Newman (61942). 837-2692.
Hicks, Bonnie Lou, Secy.. Jefferson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
814 1/2 Harrison Street, Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-242-0780. —317 Castleton, Mt. Vernon
(62864), 618-242-0378.
"Hicks, Bruce Lathan (Joan T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
381 Education, 333-0132 —8 Burnett Circle, U.. 344-5518.
"Hicks, George Edwin (Audrey L.), Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —322 Hopkins, Newman (61942). 837-2692.
Hicks, Georgia Anna Work Program Participant. Kane County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 589, Randall Rd.. St. Charles (60174). 312-584-6166. —1040 Grand Blvd.. Aurora
(60505). 851-4387.
"Hicks, James Allen (Janet S.), Building Service Worker. Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. 333-3030. —34 Maplewood Dr.. U.. 367-5602.
Hicks, Jerry R., M.S.. Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Livingston County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
222 1/2 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764). 815-844-3622. —1316 N. Locust, Pontiac (61764).
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"Hicks, Joan T. (Bruce L.), M.S., Librn., Veterinary Medicine Library.
250 Vet. Med., 333-2193. —8 Burnett Circle, U., 344-5518.
*Hicks, Juanita, (James). Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653). 312-663-4890; 4022 S. State, Chicago, 538-2664. —546
E. 107th, Chicago, 568-6541.
Hicks, Randall G., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —URH-617 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2341.
"Hicks, Robert Carol (Wilma), Routeman, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
106 Central Receiving, 333-1653. —508 N. Stout, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2582.
"Hicks, Terrill George (Kay A.), B.S., Res. Assoc, University Ofc. of Special Studies.
226 Illini Tower. 333-6600. —700 Van Buren, Monticello (61856), 762-2014.
Hidde, Janet L., B.S., Asst., Dept. of Educational Psychology.
226 Education. 333-2604; 284 Education, 333-7048. —1108 W. Nevada, U., 344-8236.
"Hieronymus, Thomas Applegate (Julia R.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
310 Mumford Hall, 333-3998. —1822 Maynard Dr., C. 352-9791.
Higgerson, Bonita Leona, Secy., Dept. of English.
100 English 333-2390; 312 English, 333-2896. —624 S. Fifth, C, 359-0616.
Higgins, (Mrs.) Betty J., Clerk III, College of Agriculture.
101 Mumford Hall, 333-0462. —803 S. Mattis, C, 356-2976.
"Higgins, Edsel Henry (Winona I.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Ashmore (61912), 349-8253.
"Higgs, Carolyn Jane (Jack A.), Adm. Secy., Ofc. of the Chancellor.
112 English, 333-6292. —
.
"High, Charles A. Beverly K., Sgt. U.S.A.F., Chief Administrator, Dept. of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
232 Armory, 333-1928. 333-1927. —68 S. Parkway, Rantoul, 892-8837.
"Highsmith, June E. (LaRue B.), M.A., Asst., Architecture Library; Instr. in Library
Administration.
208 Architecture, 333-0224. —205 S. Jackson, Box 56, Philo, (61864), 684-2445.
"Highsmith, LaRue B. (June E.), B.S., Accountant II, Auditing Div., Business Ofc.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —205 S. Jackson, Philo (61864), 684-2445.
"Hight, Paul J. (Genevieve M.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —409 S. Pine, Arthur (61911), 543-3140.
"Hightower, Claudia M. (Robert L.), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —1505 N. Autumn Lane, Peoria (61614),
309-673-0117.
Hiither, Diane Rae, Secy.,Mat. Res. Lab.
201 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1372. —1201 E. Michigan, U., 367-0577.
"Hildebrand, Harold A. (Joanne), Planning Analyst, Uiv. Ofc. of Long-Range Planning & Analysis.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —1810 Crescent Dr., C, 352-1505.
"Hildebrand, Patricia Anne (Norman C), B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics,
Cooperative Extension Service,
R.R. 1, Route 33 West, Newton (62448), 618-783-3216. —Apt. 4, 209 S. Scott, Newton
(62448), 618-783-3567.
"Hilderbrand, Eva Mae (Edgar), Clerk I, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm.. 333-0213. —1006 W. Green, C, 356-4513.
"Hildreth, Marjorie M. (Alvin J.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
155 Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-1937. —107 N. Lincoln. Philo (61864), 684-2774.
"Hildwein, Betty L. (Richard L.). Library Clerk III, Library.
1 Library, 333-1509. —R.R. 2, C, 352-5607.
"Hildwein, Richard Lynn (Betty), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Journalism.
13 Gregory Hall, 333-2103. —R.R. 2, C, 352-5607.
Hill, Bennett D., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
446F Gregory Hall, 333-8660. —1909 Harding Dr., U.
Hill, Connie Ray, B.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —504 E. University, C. 352-7590.
"Hill, Dorothy H. (Harold E.). Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
208 Davenport House, 333-4880. —108 S. First, Fisher (61843), 897-6582.
Hill, Elaine Rich, B.A., Lib. Tech. Asst. I, Music Library.
220 S.M.H., 333-1173. —804 W. Michigan, U., 344-4769.
"tHill, Elton Everett (Ruth S.), B.A., Jr. Professional Scientist. State Water Survey.
236 Water Resources, 333-7181. —1106 S. New, C, 356-3345.
Hill, Emily Gene, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4142 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —Apt. 9, 107 E. Chalmers, C, 344-1003.
"Hill, Jannie M. (Clifton E.), Kitchen Helper. Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —508 N. Ash. C. 359-6934.
Hill, Jean F., M.S.W., Asst. Dean of Student Personnel; Assoc. Dir. of Special Educational
Opportunities Program.
130 Student Services, 333-0059. —9 Hagan Blvd., U.. 367-7783.
Hill, (Mrs.) Kathryn Rothert, B.S., Asst. to Dean of College of Agriculture.
101 Mumford Hall. 333-0460. —1400 W. Green, C, 352-1335.
"Hill, Kennedy Thoen (Judith S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology.
609 Psychology Bldg., 333-1354; 125 Children's Res. Center, 333-6452. —1909 Crescent Dr.,
C, 356-6200.
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*Hill, Lowell Dean (Betty E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Marketing.
415 Mumford Hall, 333-2455. —1002 Silver, U., 328-2361.
Hill, Marcia S., B.A., Asst. in English.
Rm. 150, 1207 W. Stoughton, U., 333-4490. —Apt. 4, 205 N. Busey, U., 367-0655.
Hill, Phyllis J., Ph.D., Undergraduate Professional Program Dir., Dept. of P.E.
117 Freer Gym., 333-0470, 333-0471. —2312 Carlisle, C, 359-2318.
•Hill, Phylliss (Arthur), Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm., 333-1198. —101 Dourglas Drive, Tuscola (61953), 253-3883.
•Hill Reginald (Marcia), B.A., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —234 Vermillion, Mahomet (61853), 586-3029.
*Hill, Richard M. (Marilyn), Ph.D., Prof, of Business Administration.
304 D.K.H., 333-2686. —1106 McHenry, U., 367-3272.
Hill, Steven Phillips, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Russian.
3107 Foreign Lang., 333-0680. —509 E. Green, C, 344-1770.
Hill, Suella Jane, Clerk-Typist III, Health Service.
64 McKinley Health Center, 333-2723. —P.O. Box 184, Hume (61932), 887-2537.
•Hill, Verna (John E.), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —78 E. Beardsley, C, 352-2691.
*Hillman, Delmar Lewis (Carol F.), Supervisor of Dairy Herds Records Program, College of
Agriculture.
335 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0376. —503 N. Seventh, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7159.
*Hills, Pamela Sue (Arthur J.), Clerk-Typist III, Vocational Agr. Service.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-3871. —1702 W. William, C, 352-0437.
"Hilpert, Fred P., Jr. (Marilyn), Ph.D., Lecturer in Speech.
129 Lincoln Hall, 333-8913. —512 S. James, C, 356-6918.
*Hilpipre, Ronald Alvin (Betty), Laborer, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —R.R. 1, Homer (61849), 896-2381.
"Hilson, Danielle (Douglas), M.A., Asst. in French.
2119 Foreign Lang. —1704 S. Race, U., 367-1409.
*Hiltibran, Robert Comegys (Lois A.), Ph.D., Biochemist, State N. H. Survey; Assoc. Prof, of
Agronomy.
273 Natural Resources, 333-6889. —608 E. Washington, U., 367-7238.
Hilton, Harry Herbert Ph.D., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101A Transportation, 333-2653. —1513 Maplecrest Dr., C, 352-8372.
*Himelick, Eugene Bryson (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology; Plant Pathologist, Section
of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N. H. Survey.
384 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —601 Burkwood Ct. East, U., 367-5806.
*Hinata, Satoshi (Yoshiko), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
260 C.S.L., 333-3516. —Apt. 415, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-5076.
*Hindelang, Mary Eileen (Paul E.), Secy., Greene County, Cooperative Extension Service.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton (62016), 942-6996. —Portland Lane, Carrollton (62016),
942-5141.
*Hinderer, Eugene C, Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —105 Willard, Gifford (61847), 568-7146.
*Hinds, Frank Crossman (Donna M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science.
253 An. Sci. Lab., 333-4189. —806 S. Lynn, C, 356-6694.
*Hindsley, Mark Hubert (Helene), D.Mus., Dir. of University of Illinois Bands and Prof, of
Music, Emeritus.
1 Montclair Rd., U., 344-6469.
*Hinegardner, Gary J. (Katy), B.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W315 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —Apt. 303, 2105 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-4939.
*Hinely, Richard Bruce (Jan L.), A.M., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1703. —509 S. Lynn, C, 352-9784.
"Hiner, Donald Earl (Wilma J.), Campus Trans. Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Gibson City (60936), 749-2228.
*Hines, Betty J. (David C, Jr.), Clerk-Typist II., Dept. of English.
100 English, 333-2391. —1207 N. Linview, U., 344-7107.
*Hines, David Charles, Jr. (Betty), Instrument and Measurement Technician, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1234 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6917. —1207 N. Linview Dr., U., 344-7107.
Hines, Yvonne Marie, Clerk-Typist I, Afro-American Academic Program.
512 E. Chalmers, C, 333-7781. —Apt. 31, 301 E. Bradley, C, 352-8839.
Hinners, Helen Dorothea, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, Dept. of Microbiology.
241 Burrill Hall, 333-2067. —404 S. Lincoln, Box 275, Philo (61864), 684-2623.
Hinomoto, Hirohide, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Business Administration.
315 Commerce (W), 333-4556. —707 S. Sixth, C, 344-3729.
"Hinshaw, William Wright (Marjorie B.), M.S., Elec. Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1584. —206 N. Mathews, U., 367-5326.
*Hinton, Charlotte Estella (Lyle E.), Clerk III, Graduate College.
321 Adm., 333-0033. —2401 S. Pond, U., 367-9739.
'tHinton, Max W. (Carolyn), B.S., Accountant-Statistician, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 485-4385.
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*Hinton, Robert Woodrow (Jane), Stores Supervisor, Dept. of Zoology.
333 Natural History, 333-2329. —509 State, Mahomet (61853), 586-4509.
*Hinton, Royce A. (Jean), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Farm Management, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
450 Mumford Hall, 333-0752. —1008 W. William, C, 352-8941.
"Hipskind, John Philip (Joyce D.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
212 Transportation, 333-4281. —1003 W. White, C, 356-8997.
Hirchert Kurt Walter, B.S., Res. Asst., Computing Services Ofc.
166 D.C.L., 333-6133; 167D.C.L., 333-6783. —1208 Harrington Dr., 356-0272.
*Hire, William Win (Rosemarie), Cylinder Pressman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-2576. —2420 Maplewood Dr., C, 356-2619.
Hires, Minerva R. Hersehel Hires Work Program Participant, Jasper County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 33 West, R.R. 1, Newton (62448), 618-783-2521. —R.R. 2, Willow Hill (62480),
455-3455.
*Hirning, Harvey J. (Joyce), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
236 Agr. Eng., 333-0511. —409 Graham Dr., Savoy (61874), 359-3097.
Hirose, Yasuo, M.Eng., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
207 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2342. —URH-306 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2213.
*Hirsch, Esther J. (Louis L.), Secy., Kendall County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 520, Route 47 South and Bonnie Lane, Yorkville (60560), 3)2-553-5823. —R.R. 3,
Walker Rd., Yorkville (60560), 312-553-7650.
*Hirsch, Helen (Dale), Secy., Madison County, Cooperative Extension Service.
900 Hillsboro, P.O. Box 406, Edwardsville (62025), 656-7200. —St. Jacob (62281), 644-2351.
*Hirsch, Jerry (Marjorie B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology and of Zoology.
625 Psychology Bldg., 333-0373. —2012 Zuppke Circle, U., 328-1030.
Hirschler, Lawrence Wesley, Instrument Maker, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
217 M.E. Bldg., 333-0699. —Apt. B, 910 S. Webber, U., 344-0755.
*Hirt, Linda Lamb (Geoffrey), M.S., Asst. in Music.
205 Stiven House. —410 W. Illinois, U., 328-2265.
"Hirwe, Ashalata S. (Shyamsunder N.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-2911. —906 S. Vine, U., 367-9616.
Hiser, Sara Beth, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Religious Studies
4016 Foreign Lang., 333-0473. —R.R. 1, Ogden (61859), 582-4342.
Hitchens, William Robert, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132. —URH-709 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2365.
Hitchins, Keith, Ph.D., Prof, of History.
446G Gregory Hall, 333-9891. —1012 W. Union, C.
*Hites, Helen P. (Warren G.), Accounting Clerk III, Survey Res. Lab.
420 D.K.H., 333-1024. —1803 Shadowlawn, C, 352-4442.
*Hittle, Carl Nelson (Grace), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Breeding, Dept. of Agronomy. Prof, of Plant
Breeding, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-306 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —2208 Fletcher, U., 367-5708.
*Hixon, Douglas L. (Marilyn), M.S., Asst. Animal Scientist, Dept. of Animal Science.
Beef Cattle Barn, 333-0042; 110 Stock Pavilion, 333-1780. —St. Mary's Rd., R.R. 3, U.,
344-2197.
*Hixson, Paul Clark (Jennifer Ann), B.A., Ext. Photography Specialist, Agr. Communications Ofc.
72 Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —817 W. Hill, U., 367-9852.
*Hlavaty, Lois Eileen (Joseph V.), Clerk-Stenog. II, School of Music.
Music Bldg., 333-2620. —Apt. 15, 311 E. John, C, 384-5106.
*Hlavna, Winifred Stuehm (John W.), Digital Computer Operator III, Campus Administrative
Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4812. —Box 302, Fisher (61843), 897-2550.
*Hoag, Dean Leo (Mary F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
100A Agr. Eng., 333-2854. —1909 Cypress Dr., C, 352-2854.
*Hoag, Mary (Dean), M.A., Asst., University High School.
U.H.S., 333-4490. —1909 Cypress Dr., C, 352-2854.
*Hobbs, Milton (Verda S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
497 Lincoln Hall, 333-3185. —906 S. Orchard, U., 344-3319.
*Hoch, Charles Louis (Marilyn L.), Supervisor of Central Receiving Station, Purchasing Div.,
Business Ofc.
106 Central Receiving, 333-1653. —R.R. 1, Box 140, Tolono (61880), 485-4905.
*Hoch, Elmer, Jr. (NMI) (Frances G.), Automotive Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2805 Lawndale Dr., C, 356-8167.
Hoch, John H. Mildred M. Hoch Campus Trans. Operator, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204 —1421 Mather Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-3726.
*Hochberg, Michael Louis (Rita), M.S., Asst. in Biology.
183 Morrill Hall, 333-0287. —508 W. Stoughton, U., 344-3023.
Hock, Hans Henrich Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Linguistics.
4107 Foreign Lang., 333-3177. —307 E. John, C, 328-3242.
*Hockman, Charles H. (Mildred), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physiology, School of Basic Medical
Sciences and Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
293a Burrill Hall Addition, 333-0749. —706 Evergreen Circle, U.
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•Hockett, Richard S. (Betty), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
290h Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0334. —1104 Westfield Dr., C, 356-0702.
Hodel, Vera Mae, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —605 W. University, C, 356-1920.
•Hodges, Robert L (Doris), Auto Body Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1701 Joanne Lane, C, 356-6977.
Hodges, Sheryl Kay, B.S., Adviser in Home Economics, Hancock County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
550 N. Madison, Carthage (62321), 357-2031. —508 Davis, Carthage (62321), 357-2384.
*Hodgman, Donald Renwick (Naomi M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics; Assoc, Center for
Advanced Study. On leave of absence second semester of 1972-73.
193 Commerce (W), 333-4519. —1201 McHenry, U., 367-7018.
Hoebel, John L, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2214 Civil Eng., 333-6941. —Apt. 104D, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-0430.
•Hoeffliger, (Mrs.) Katherine Rose, Secy., College of Agriculture.
111 Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —305 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-7545.
*Hoeft, Michael Edward (Barbara E.), B.F.A., Asst. in Art.
143 Fine Arts; 333-2985.; Graduate Sculpture Lab., —Apt. 3, 312 E. White, C, 359-0351.
*Hoekstra, Marvin S., (Elizabeth A.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
155 Adams Lab., 333-3896. —Apt. 2, 507 W. Columbia, C, 352-3253.
"Hoelscher, C. Wayne (Edna), M.S., Area Adviser, Resource Development, Cooperative
Extension Service.
R. R. 2, Simpson (62985), 695-2441. —220 W. Church, Harrisburg (62946), 253-8331.
*Hoelscher, Sharon Ann (Denver E.), Secy., Clinton County, Cooperative Extension Service.
E. Route 50, Box 9, Breese (62230), 618-526-7042. —640 N. Ninth, Breese (62230),
618-526-7736.
*Hoemeke, Thomas Henry (Diane), M.S., Asst. Dir., Overseas Projects Ofc.
352 Illini Tower, 333-1990. —1805 Crescent Dr., C, 352-0551.
Hoersch, Victor August, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
1704 W. Union, C. 352-2944.
•Hoffman, Deneen R. (John), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Bur. of Educational Res.
288 Education, 333-4685. —2711 California Court, U., 344-4622.
Hoffman, (Mrs.) Elizabeth B., B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Monroe County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
509-A W. Mill, Waterloo, 618-939-7412. —R.R. 4, Box 30, Waterloo (62298), 618-939-7375.
Hoffman, Frances Walker, Secy., Dept. of Physical Educ.
180 IMPE Bldg., 333-1680. —115 W. Washington, U., 344-5483.
'tHoffman, Janice L (Paul G.), Asst. Office Mgr., Illini Publishing Co.
Basement, Illini Hall, 333-3730. —123 Scottswood Rd., U., 328-1784.
*Hoffman, John Louis (Barbara), B.S., Mech. Const. Supt., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4469. —4 Barton Ct., C, 356-7172.
•Hoffman, Larry Ronald (Margaret A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botany.
649 Morrill Hall, 333-0048. —1509 Rutledge, U., 367-5579.
•Hoffman, Mary E. (Edward S.), M.A., Lecturer in Music Education.
5052 Music Bldg. —904 N. Broadway, U.
Hoffman, Mary Margaret, M.S., Asst. Project Leader, Expanded Nutrition Program.
Cooperative Extension Service.
514a Bevier Hall, 333-2936. —614 W. John, C, 356-5477.
Hoffman, Michael Paul, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
108H E.E. Res. Lab., 333-6112. —URH-165 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2424.
•Hoffman, Paul G. (Janice L.), Head Carrier, Illini Publishing Co.
Basement, Illini Hall, 333-3730. —123 Scottswood Rd. U„ 328-1784.
•Hohulin, Keith Richard (Connie), B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
255 D.C.L., 333-6884. —420 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-8586.
'tHoffmeister, Donald Eugene (Carol J.), B.S., Adm. Asst., State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —2004 Rebecca Dr., C, 356-2962.
•Hoffmeister, Donald Frederick (Helen E.), Ph.D., Dir. of Natural History Museum; Prof, of
Zoology.
438 Natural History, 333-2517. —1505 W. Charles, C, 352-9042.
•Hoffswell, Robert Alfred (Marilee D.), M.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Physics.
206 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —103 Elmwood Rd., C, 359-2103.
Hofmaier, James, B.A., Asst. in Art History.
143 Fine Arts, 333-1255. —603 W. Nevada, U., 344-1850.
•Hogan, Donald J. (Greta B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
245 English, 333-2345. —512 S. Ridgeway, C, 352-1664.
Hogan, (Mrs.) Frances Fordon, B.F.A., Commercial Artist I, University Press.
112 University Press, 333-0951. —1634 Valley Rd.. C. 352-0955.
•Hogan, Teresa Lynn (Stephen M.), Key Punch Operator II. Accounting Div.. Business Affairs
Ofc.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —80 E. Eureka, C, 359-7230.
•Hogendobler, Florita K. (Clyde A.), Assoc. Ext. Adviser. Youth. Pulaski-Alexander County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62064), 745-6310. —P.O. Box 115, Villa Ridge (62996). 342-6397.
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*Hogg, Gary L. Uudith M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Industrial Engineering.
226 M. E. Bldg., 333-6580. —311 Calhoun, Tolono, 485-5557.
"Hogsett, Ordie LeRoy (Leanah S.). B.S., Ext. Safety Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service.
213 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —2011 Silver Ct. West, U., 367-8587.
*Hoh, Rose A. (Gary E.), Secy., Lawrence County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
12th & Lexington, Lawrenceville (62439), 618-943-5018. —R.R. 1, St. Francisville (62460),
618-948-2596.
*Hohenboken, Phyllis (Verneil), B.S., Assistant Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Rock Island
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 755-2189. —R.R. 1, Box 11, Hillside (61257),
309-658-2363.
*Hohn, Franz Edward (Marian P.), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of Graduate College; Prof, of
Mathematics.
357 Atlgeld Hall, 333-1468.; 337 Adm., 333-6807. —2206 Boudreau Circle, U., 344-5726.
Hoke, Donna L., B.A., Asst., Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —URH-310 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4682.
"Hoke, Gordon Austin (Marilee M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof., Center for Instructional Res. and
Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0988. —1406 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-4880.
*Holaday, Allan Gibson (Ruby R.), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
100 English, 333-0067. —308 E. Colorado, U., 367-6156.
*Holaday, Richard Leroy (Nancy J.), B.S., Instr. in Landscape Architecture.
201 Mumford Hall, 333-0177; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —1708 Coronado, C, 359-4958.
*Holbert, Chiquita (Bobby Jean), Work Program Participant, Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 121 East, P.O. Box 366, Toledo (62468), 217-849-2411. —424 Columbia, Greenup
(62428).
*Holcomb, John Milton (Gladys), M.S., Prof, of Farm Management and Finance, Department of
Agr. Econ.
310A Mumford Hall, 333-6193. —R.R. 2, U., 367-6317.
*Holden, Thomas L. (Carol D.), Art.Dip., Prof, of Music.
5080 Music Bldg., 333-6674. —2015 Cureton Dr., U., 328-1007.
"Holder, Jon Thomas (Linda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geology.
148 Natural History, 333-2382: 333-0915,; 290V Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4531. —1006 W.
Springfield, U., 365-2042.
"Holderer, Jack Ray (Deborah J.), Distribution Clerk, Campus Publications.
810 S. Sixth, C, 333-0861. —1610 Dobbins Dr., C, 359-4365.
"Holecek, Bruce Robert, (Jeri L.), B.S., Asst. in General Engineering.
26 Transportation, 333-3895. —1406 Lincolnshire, C, 356-6002.
Holestine, Marke H., B.A., Asst. in Library Science.
312 Library, 333-0646. —Apt. 36, 512 E. Clark, C, 359-4094.
*Holhubner, Fredrick John (Dolores M.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Asst. State Leader, Cooperative
Extension Service.
119 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —508 E. Dodson Dr., U., 367-0290.
"Holiman, Deloris Ann (James B.), Chief Clerk, Library.
230 Library, 333-0791. —810 W. Illinois, U., 344-6033.
Holl, Zelma Christine, Secy., President's Ofc.
364 Adm., 333-3573. —Apt. 403, 405 W. University, C, 352-2865.
*Hollaar, Lee A., (Audrey M.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
14 D.C.L., 333-9310. 333-8374. —725 S. Mattis, C, 359-8592.
"Holland, I. Irving (Beatrice L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Forest Economics; Assoc. Head of Dept. of
Forestry.
216 Mumford Hall, 333-2774. —910 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 328-1646.
•Holland, Tommy L. (Janet), J.D., Asst. in Law.
104n Law, 333-0356. —Apt. D-86, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 352-9184.
*Holleman, Susan Elizebeth (Terry M.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Survey Res. Lab.
414 D.K.H., 333-4279. —1116 Joanne Lane, C, 359-3355.
"Holley, Edward Raymond (Peggy S.), Sc.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2522 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-3176. —505 W. John, C, 356-5286.
Hollingshead, Gladys L., Secy., Dept. of Geography, Retired.
1714 Biscayne Dr., Little Rock, Arkansas (72207).
Hollingsworth, (Mrs.) Elaine, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Ext. in International Affairs, Div. of Univ. Ext.
103 Illini Hall, 333-1465. —2702 Sheridan Dr., C, 356-3376.
Hollis, Valeria Ann Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Art.
143 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —1516 W. John, C, 359-4815.
Hollenbeck, Janice, Program Asst., DuPage County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 320, Bldg. 4, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137). 469-2467. —259 W. Tomahawk Ct.,
Carol Stream (60187), 653-5475.
•Holloway, L. E. (Edith), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
437a Physics Bldg., 333-4322. —710 W. Iowa, U., 344-3796.
•Hollowell, Charles Anderson (Margaret A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
104 Burnside Lab.. 333-1874. —2102 S. Orchard, U.. 344-0368.
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"Holly, Lillian Turner (Henry L.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Macon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62526), 422-6809. —604 S. Haworth, Decatur (62522), 423-8937.
Holman, Delores, Work Program Participant, Massac County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 1, Highway West, P.O. Box 428, Metropolis (62960), 618-524-2270. —Joppa (62953),
618-543-6664.
Holman, Tomlinson Miles II, B.S., Asst., Motion Picture Production Center.
501 S. Wright, C, 333-0279. —Box 2353, Station A, C, 485-5550.
•Holmes, Donald Wallace (Barbara J.), Building Supt., Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —1515 Rutledge Dr., U., 367-0926.
"Holmes, Luther Hammer (Kathryn N.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
612 N. Broadway, Newman (61942), —612 N. Broadway, Newman, 837-2141.
"Holmes, Roland Washburn (Margie D.), Ed.M., Asst. Dean, College of L.A.S.; Acting Dir. of
Individual Plans of Study; Lecturer in English.
Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-7492. —2104 Vawter, U., 367-5166.
*Holmes, Rose M. (Gale S.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Vice President for Governmental Relations and
Public Service Ofc.
377 Adm., 333-3078. —404 Sunset Dr., Tuscola (61953), 253-4096.
•Holonyak, Nick, Jr. (Katherine), Ph.D., Prof., Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Mat. Res. Lab.
214 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4149. —2212 Fletcher, U., 367-0403.
•Holshouser, Don Franklin (Marion S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
330D E. E. Bldg., 333-4120. —2030 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6593.
•Holshouser, Marion S. (Don F.), B.S., Asst. to Dir. of Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
205 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-1534. —2030 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6593.
Hoist, Jeffrey A., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —URH-404 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2264.
Holste, Roger E., Crash Rescue Security Specialist, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-7728. —1604 W. Washington, C, 352-7177.
*Holt, Alain Gustav (Elaine), M.Ed., Res. Asst., Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0740. —1203a E. Florida, U., 344-1914.
Holt, Claudia Gayle, M.S., Asst. Acquisition Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
220 Library, 333-1055. —601 S. Urbana, U., 344-3419.
•Holt, Harold Wright (Barbara R.), S.J.D., Prof, of Law, Emeritus.
67 Lincoln, Gardiner, Maine (04345), 207-582-3717.
•Holter, Helen Soderberg (Arne), Clerk-Typist III, Bureau of Educ. Res.
284 Education, 333-4382. —1208 S. Elm Blvd., C, 356-5002.
Holthaus, Marcia Ann, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Stephenson County, Coop.
Ext. Serv.
Bldg. C, Highland Community College, Pearl City Rd., Freeport (61032), 233-4125. —2084 W.
Galena, Freeport (61032), 233-4586.
•Holterfield, llene G. (Joseph W.), Program Att., Coop. Ext. Serv.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton (62016), 217-942-6996. —Eldred (62027), 217-983-2660.
•Holy, Fred Otto (Ethelyeen M.), Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
2-114 C.S.L., 333-6445, 333-6210. —1511 Paula Dr., C, 356-8818.
•Holy, John A. (Karen), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
217 Mat. Res. Lab. 333-2787. —Apt. 5, 809 W. Illinois, U., 367-0181.
•Holycross, James Larry (Roseann), Fireman, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3985. —205 N. Gregory, U., 328-3436.
Holze, Gordon H., M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
108 Talbot Lab., 333-3005. —URH-526 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2318.
•Holzer, H. Peter (Gertrude J.), C.P.A., Chief of Party and Specialist in Business Administration,
Graduate School of Business, University of Tunis, Tunisia under Overseas Projects.
•Holzer, Verena S. (Siegfried M.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
40 Noyes Lab., 333-1728. —407 1/2 W. Springfield, U., 344-4279.
Holzhauer, Diane S., B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Kankakee County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901), 939-3626. —R.R. 2, Box 102, Bourbonnais
(60914).
•Holzhausen, Carol Jean (Darrell L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Student Programs and Services.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —208 Hessel Blvd., C.
•Holzhausen, Eldon (Mary), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1505 N. Highland, C, 356-6591.
•Hodges, Robert L. (Doris), Auto Body Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.; P.P.S.B. —1701 Joanne Lane, C, 356-6977.
•Homer, Judith Lee (Edward G.), Secy., Sangamon County, Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —2501 Griffiths, Springfield (62702),
544.7397.
Horn, Edward, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —URH-124 Daniesl Hall, U., 332-2151.
Honn, Marjorie Louise, Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —1101 W. Oregon, U., 344-1388.
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*Honn, Nelda P. (Jack), Kitchen Helper, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —Mahomet (61853), 586-4894.
"Hontoir, Yves R. (Godelieve), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
4-101 C.S.L., 333-3202. —Apt. 623, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-3186.
*Hood, Dale Burton (Fleta Z.), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —603 N. Elm, C., 356-8484.
*Hood, Eugene Michael (Gail Rae), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
403 Gregory Hall, 333-6667. —205 W. Eureka, C., 359-6404.
*Hood, Janet M. (Douglas), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Sociology.
326 Lincoln Hall, 333-1951. —1514 Thornton Dr., C, 356-6720.
tHood, Mary Ann, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Grants-In-Aid, University of Illinois Foundation.
333 Illini Union, 333-6595. —505 E. State, Mahomet (61853), 586-4621.
*Hood, W. Peter (Joan), Ed.D., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-7494. —1303 McHenry, U., 367-5616.
*Hook, Julius N. (Rachel G.), Ph.D., Prof, of English and Counselor, Council on Teacher
Education, Emeritus. Counselor, Council on Teacher Education.
R.R. 1, Waveland, Indiana (47989), (317)435-2694.
*Hooker, Arthur Lee (Ellen Z.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology and of Genetics.
242 Davenport Hall, 333-3847. —4 Illini Circle, U., 344-6055.
Hoolko, Robert L., B.S., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab.
Airport, 333-3162. —713 Dover PI., C, 356-5818.
Hoosain, Rumjahn, M.A., Res. Asst.,
,
Inst, of Communications Res.
637 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —URH-458 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4843.
Hoover, Keith E., B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
308 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —URH-334 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2240.
*Hoover, Robert W. (Peggy H.), Bowling Alley and Billiard Room Mgr., Illini Union.
Illini Union, 333-2415. —2903 Lawndale, C, 356-2279.
*Hopen, Herbert John (Joanne C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vegetable Crops, Dept. of Horticulture.
On leave of absence from Oct. 1, 1972, to May 31, 1973.
206C Vegetable Crops, 333-1967. —409 Evergreen Ct. West, U., 328-1788.
Hopkin, Dorothy J., M.B.A., Sr. Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced Computation.
333 Advanced Computation, 333-8060. —Apt. 203, 906 E. Harding, U., 367-5733.
Hopkins, (Mrs.) Aline Leasure, M.S., Instr., Bur. of Bus. Management, Emerita.
721 S. Elm Blvd., C, 356-4307.
*Hopkins, Charles Owen (C. Roberta), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology, of Aero, and Astro. Eng., and
of Aviation; Assoc. Head, Aviation Res. Lab., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-7899. —22 Foothill Dr., Monticello (61856).
•Hopkins, J. Harold (Myrtle T.), M.D., Asst. Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health
Center and McKinley Hospital.
274 McKinley Health Center, 333-2822. —2116 Seaton Ct., C, 359-3561.
•Hopkins, Lewis (Susan), MRP Asst. Prof, of Landscape Architecture.
Rm. 208, 1205 W. Nevada, U., 333-0178p; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —107 W. Mumford,
U., 328-3791.
*tHopkins, M. E. (Patricia J.), Ph.D., Geologist and Head of Coal Section, State Geological Survey.
209 Natural Resources, 189-260, 344-1481. —1723 W. Henry, C, 352-6785.
Hopkins, Robert Dean, Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —101 N. Sycamore, Villa Grove, (61956).
Hoppe, Jean Marie B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Henry County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 N. East, Cambridge (61238), 309-937-2424. —332 N. State, Geneseo (61254), 944-2822.
•Hopper, Doris J. (Charles L.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0050. —106 W. Crittenden, Homer (61849), 896-2384.
*Hopwood, Samuel Craig (Donna Jo), B.S., Asst. in General Engineering.
310 Transportation, 333-3548. —2406 S. Vine, U., 367-0453.
*Hord, Lester Lowell (Gladys), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div. On
leave of absence.
P.P. Service Bldg.
•Horn, Charles Edward (Geneva A.), Storekeeper III, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —1307 N. Champaign, C, 356-7080.
•Horn, Richard Gene (Marlene), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —805 W. Vine, C, 356-5652.
•Hornbeak, Harold Lancaster (Margaret Anne), M.S., Prof, of Architectural Engineering.
312 Architecture, 333-2599. —709 W. Ohio, U., 344-1495.
•Horsfall, William Robert (Annie L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology.
41 5B Morrill HU, 333-2493. —503 W. Vermont, U., 344-6522.
•Horton, Andrew Steele (Elizabeth), M.A., Asst. in Classics.
3012 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 6, 905 S. Mattis, C, 359-7773.
•Horton, Beatrice (Thomas), Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —625 Woodlawn, Rockford (61103).
•Horton, Elizabeth (Andrew S.), B.S., Asst. in Linguistics.
3150 Foreign Lang., 333-7128. —Apt. 6, 905 S. Mattis, 359-7773.
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Horton, Patricia, Typing Clerk II, Div. of Parking, Traffic and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-3530. —3312 Kimberly Dr., C.
Horton, Theola Iva, Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —1415 S. Court, Rockford (61102),
968-8462.
*Hoselton, Mitchell A. (Laurie F.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 24, 205 E. Healey, C, 359-6680.
Hosey, (Mrs.) Lillie Mae, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventy, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890. —11304 S. Green, Chicago (60643),
568-1808.
Hostetter, Marie Miller, A.M., Assoc. Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
621 W. Bonita, Claremont, California (91711), 714-624-1477.
Hotch, Douglas Ripley, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
323 English, 333-7059. —805 S. Coler, U., 328-3688.
Hott, (Mrs.) Mary Eugenia, Adm. Clerk, Graduate College. Retired.
314 Adm., 333-0038. —1502 S. Race, U., 367-6397.
*Hott, Ray F. (Virginia), M.S., Food Buyer, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
3a Central Food Stores, 333-1408. —1506 W. William, U., 352-4782.
*Hotvedt, Martyn Olaf (Kathleen), M.A., Res. Asst., Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0989. —262 Randolph, Mahomet (61853), 586-2527.
Houchens, Josie Batcheller A.M., Assoc. Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
804 1/2 S. Lincoln, U., 344-3535.
*Hough, Sue Ann (James R.), B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Lawrence County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1202 Lexington, Lawrenceville (62439), 618-943-5018. —405 W. Locust, Olney (62450),
618-395-3673.
"Houghton, John Mac (Kristina E.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Physiology.
230 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —Apt. 202, 2105 Hazelwood Dr., U., 328-2393.
•Houghton, Kristina Ellen (John M.), Secy., Motion Picture Production Center.
501 S. Wright, C, 333-0279. —Apt. 202, 2105 Hazelwood Dr., U., 328-2393.
*Houk, Mary Alice (Harlan S.), Payroll Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-6520. —1602 Curtis Dr., U., 367-4360.
*Houk, Harlan S. (Mary A.), Asst. Tree Surgeon, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1602 Curtis, U., 367-4360.
Houlette, Vicki L, B.A., Res. Asst. in Biochemistry.
314 Adams Lab., 333-1455. —101 S. Third, C, 356-7482.
•House, Ernest Robert (Donna), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Education, Center for Instructional Res.
and Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0989. —2103 Zuppke, U., 367-8500.
House, Mary Lucille, Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3747. —1301 W. Eads, U., 365-1523.
•Houser, James Robert (Beverley J.), Food Administrator II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1454. —R.R. 1, Mansfield (61854), 489-4115.
•Houston, Linda L. (Paul M.), Clerk-typist II, Library.
246a Library, 333-2348. —1206 Briarcliff, U., 344-5874.
•Houston, John Richard, Jr. (Medora B.), M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional
Children.
20 Children's Res. Center. —Apt. 201-A, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-1988.
•Hoveln, Doris Maxine (George), Bookkeeping Machine Operator II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3952. —704 E. Ethel, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2581.
Hovey, Michael C, Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —1212 W. Clark, U., 367-2676.
*Hovis, Lawrence (Cleone A.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —601 S. David, Sidney (61877), 688-2011.
Howard, Betty A., Key Punch Operator II, Admission and Records.
410b Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-0306. —Pesotum (61863), 867-2468.
Howard, Helen Louise, Staff Asst., Dept. of Economics.
330 Commerce (W), 333-0120. —R.R. 1, Fisher, 897-6537.
•Howard, Jane (Neil M.), M.S., Admissions/ Records Officer, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1701 —Apt. 31, 1201a E. Florida. U.. 367-0287.
Howard, (Mrs.) Jessie Pilling, M.S., Asst. Prof, of English and Executive Secy., Committee on
Student English, Emerita.
706 S. Coler, U., 344-5074.
•Howard, Louis Bradley (Mae E.), Ph.D., D.Sc, Dean of College of Agriculture and Prof, of
Food Science, Emeritus.
The Fountainhead, Apt. 304, Sebring, Florida (33870).
•Howard, Neil Mooers, (Jane), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
129 M. E. Lab., 333-3560.; 214 N.E. Lab., 333-2295. —31, 1201-A E. Florida, U.. 367-0287.
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•Howard, Norma M. (Richard H.), B.A., Res. Asst., Dept. of Elem. Educ.
805 W. Pennsylvania,U., 333-1386. —2205 Southmoor Dr., C, 359-1015.
*tHoward, Richard Henry (Norma K.), M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
137 Natural Resources, 189-285, 344-1481. —2205 Southmoor Dr., C, 359-1015.
*Howard, Thomas J. (Willean), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —916 N. Harvey, U., 328-1157.
Howard, Zela (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Jefferson Court, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Court House Basement, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-1482 —Bonnie (62816), 244-3999.
*Howe, Marian E. (Wayne L.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —1401 Holiday Park Dr., C, 352-0992.
Howe, Priscilla, B.S., Recorder, Admissions and Records, Retired.
315 E. Logan, Emporia, Kansas (66801).
*Howe, Sandra Kay (Errol R.), Secy., Edgar County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
210a W. Washington, Paris (61944), 463-3155. —R.R. 1, Dennison (62423), 463-9385.
*Howe, Wayne Lamoyne (Marian E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Entomology; Entomologist,
State N.H. Survey.
96 Natural Resources, 333-6828. —1401 Holiday Park Dr., C, 352-0992.
*Howell, Charles Richard (Ardis A.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Perry County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
113 E. South, P.O. Box 347, Pinckneyville (62274), 357-5671. —611 Virginia Ct., Pinckneyville
(62274), 357-2708.
*Howell, Clifford D. (Kate M.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
150 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-2909. —405 E. Michigan, U., 367-4963.
"Howell, Robert Alan (Mary), Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —801 W. William, C„ 352-1217.
*Howell, Robert W. (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy; Head of Dept.
W-201 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —2012 S. Cottage Grove, U., 344-5671.
Howlett, (Mrs.) Leora Lucille, Work Program Participant, Madison County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —91 Weaver, Madison (62060),
618-451-7721.
*Hoy, Cynthia Ellen (Michael L.), Library Clerk II, Chemistry Library.
257 Noyes Lab., 333-3737. —25 Sycamore Dr., C, 359-8240.
*Hoyman, Annelis Strange (Howard S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
212 Freer Gym. 333-0016. —805 Haines Blvd., C, 356-8486.
*Hoyman, Howard Stanley (Annelis S.), Ed.D., Prof, of Health Education, Emeritus.
212 Huff Gym., 333-2307. —805 Haines Blvd., C, 356-8486.
*Hoyt, William Robert (Mary L.), Policeman, Campus Parking.
507 E. Daniel, C. — 111 E. Bradley, C, 352-3319.
*Hromadnik, Walter Alois (Charlotte), Data Processing Equipment Technician II, Computing
Services Ofc.
94 W. D.C.L., 333-6173. —445 Kendall, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-2601.
*Hsie, Chung Hsiung (Maureen C), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2519 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-6178. —1111 W. Main, U., 367-7267.
Hsieh, Alexander, B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —URH-173 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2432.
*Hsieh, Linda Hsiu-chiao Lo (Feng-kuo), M.S., Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
144 E.E. Bldg., 333-2949. —Apt. 217, 1115 W. Green, U., 344-0113.
*Hsiung, Christopher C. (Esther K.L.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
308 Coble Hall, 333-6226. —411 W. Springfield, U., 367-5575.
*Hsiung, Hansen Maxwell, (Ling-Ann W.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
457 Adams Lab., 333-0655; 279 Adams Lab. —Apt. 631, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-2916.
Hsu, Brian Sungfou, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4152 Civil Eng., 333-6851. —URH-334 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2240.
*Hsu, Chen-Ming. (Chi-Ming Lee), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Food Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —18 Heritage Dr., C, 352-8050.
*Hsu, Chi-Ming Lee (Chen-Ming), M.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —18 Heritage Dr., C, 352-8050.
*Hsu, Hei-Ti (Hsing W.), Ph.D. Res. Assoc, in Botany.
617 Morrill Hall, 333-0665. —Apt. C, 2053 S. Orchard, U., 344-3990.
*Hsu, L. W. (Madeline F.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3113 Civil Eng., 333-3958. —Apt. C, 2069 Hazelwood Court, U., 367-4990.
*Hsu, Madeline F. (David L. W.) B. S., Medical Technologist I, Health Service.
86 McKinley Health Center, 333-2750. —Apt. C, 2069 Hazelwood Ct., 367-4990.
*Hu, Ching-Piao (Shing-Hei), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
302e Talbot Lab., 333-1058. —Apt. 1, 201 N. Lincoln, U., 328-1970.
Huang, Hui-Ming, B.S., Res. Asst., Center for Advanced Computation.
200c Eng. Res. Lab., 333-3483. —1102 W. Springfield, U., 344-1904.
Huang, Steve, A.M., Circulation Librn., Law Library.
104 Law, 333-2915. —1316 Hedge Rd., C, 359-2536.
•Hubbard, Alfred William (Annabelle M.), Ph.D., Prof, of P.E.
301A Huff Gym., 333-2808. —2106 S. Race, U., 344-6720.
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"Hubbard, Edwin Glen (Norma J.), Elevator Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 Willow, Ogden (61859), 582-6175.
"Hubbard, Geraldine Virginia (Francis E.), Typing Clerk III, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —503 W. Dodson Dr., U., 367-8666.
"Hubbard, Ruth Elizabeth (Alexander), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —14726 Hoyne, Harvey (60426),
312-331-0243.
"Hubble, Carroll J. (Lela F.), M.S., Housing Administrator III, Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-1750. —903 Crestview Dr., Monticello (61856), 762-7060.
"Hubble, Judy Kay (Steven G.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Cooperative Extension Service.
208 Mumford Hall, 333-2665. —401 E. Fairlawn, U., 367-7089.
*Hubel, Robert, (Janet), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305E Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —144 Paddock Dr. East, C.
"Hubele, Ranelle (Roger), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, White County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
304 Robinson, Carmi (62831), 382-9162.
*Huber, Joan (William H. Form), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
342a Lincoln Hall. —Apt. C, 2111 Galen Dr., C, 352-5144.
Huber, Marion M. Adm. Secy., Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
201 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1441. —923 W. Charles, C, 356-5804.
Huber, Ramona Lorraine, Chief Clerk, College of Engineering, Retired.
1308 Parga, Tallahassee, Fla. (32304).
*Huber, William G. (Joyce F.), Ph.D., D.V.M., Prof, of Pharmacol, and of Vet. Res.; Senior Staff
Member, Center for Zoonoses and Comparative Medicine.
267 Vet. Med., 333-0353.; 231 Vet. Med., 333-6839. —2105 Cureton Dr., U., 328-1661.
"Hubert, Anthony John, Jr. (Deanne), B.S., Junior Mech. Engr., School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1235. —1008 S. Western, C, 356-0958.
""Hubert, Beverley A. (Robert L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
214 Talbot Lab., 333-2322. —501 E. Grant, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2136.
*Hubert, Donald Ashley (Jean M.), Sound Technician and Electrician, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1 Oakwood (61858), 446-5009.
Huberts, Garlan Jay, B.A., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
220 D.C.L., 333-4751. —Apt. 2 North, 501 S. Elm, C, 356-3845.
"Hubler, David Mark (Tamara), B.A., Program Dir. of Illini Union.
287 Illini Union, 333-0445. —2013 W. William, C, 356-9103.
*Huckstadt, Irene Lola (Arthur E.), Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3747. —206 S. Lynn, C, 356-6730.
Hudgens, Barbara B., Clerk-Typist III, Campus-Community Relations Program.
346 Student Services, 333-2009, 333-0309.
"Hudgens, Jeffrey W. (Barbara B.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
368 Noyes Lab., 333-9700. —Apt. 103, 2107 Hazelwood Dr., U., 367-9468.
""Hudson, Doris (Hewitt), Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 618-687-1727. —425 E. Sycamore, Carbondale (62901),
457-6680.
"Hudson, John Lester, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
208 East Chem., 333-0275. —403 W. Indiana, U., 344-1379.
"Hudson, Patricia Ann, (Phillip R.), Clerk-Typist II, Alumni Relations and Records.
227 Illini Union, 333-1475. —R.R. 1, Box 50, Philo (61864), 684-2265.
"Hudson, Patricia J. (Harold E.), Program Asst., Shelby County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 128 North, Sullivan, 774-4812. —R.R. 4, Sullivan, 774-2405.
"Hudson, Rick Edward (Nancy K.), QMC,USN, Asst. Junior Instr. in Naval Science.
238 Armory, 333-1062. —1514 N. Mattis, C, 359-9736.
"Hudson, Ronald B. (Mary Anne), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Plate Maker,
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
251 University Press, 333-4658. —1204 Kinch, U., 367-4657.
"Huegy, Harvey Wilborn (Hilda C), Ph.D., Prof, of Marketing, Emeritus.
1312 S. Broadway, U., 367-2619.
Huelsen, Walter August, M.S., Prof, of Vegetable Crops, Emeritus.
1642 S.E. Seventh St., Deerfield Beach, Fla. (33441), 305-399-0453.
Huelster, Laura Jewel, Ph.D., Prof, of P.E., Emerita.
331 Freer Gum. —606 S. Ridgeway, C, 352-9493.
Hueting, Gail P., B.A., Asst., Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —URH-414 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4719.
"Huff, Anne H. (Harold P.), Chief Clerk, Mental Health Div., Health Service.
143 McKinley Health Center, 333-2705. —203 E. Michigan, U., 367-1646.
"tHuff, Floyd A. (Amelia), B.S., Principal Scientist, State Water Survey.
267 Water Resources, 333-4261. —2508 Combes, U., 328-3500.
"Huff, William Howard (Mary J.), M.A., Serials Librn.; Prof, of Library Administration.
220S Library, 333-4163. —611 W. Oregon, U., 344-6381.
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"Huffman, Darlene Ann (William L.), Payroll Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-6520. —1115 Joanne Lane, C, 359-4023.
•tHuffman, Dorothy S. (Lloyd E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
105 Natural Resources, 189-292, 344-1481. —R.R. 3, C, 863-2546.
Huffman, (Mrs.) Edith F., B.S., Asst. State Leader, Home Economics, Cooperative Extension
Service, Retired.
1533 S. Blackhawk, Freeport (61032), 815-232-5265.
•Huffman, Joseph Samuel (Mary), Mill Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —904 Grant, Danville (61832), 446-4245.
•Huffman, Joyce Elaine (Larry D.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
372 Education, 333-3863. —23 Rowena, Ivanhoe Estates, U., 328-3757.
•Huffman, Larry D. (Joyce), M.S., Advising Asst., General Curriculum, College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4710. —23 Rowena Dr., U., 328-3757.
""("Huffman, Lloyd Ephraim, (Dorothy S.), Jr. Scientific and Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
379 Natural Resources, 333-0914. —R.R. 3, C, 863-2546.
•Huffman, Warren Justus (Elva G.), Ed.D., Prof, of Health Education, Dept. of Health and
Safety Educ. and Div. of Univ. Ext.; Dir. of Safety and Driver Educ. Lab.
116 Huff Gym., 333-0144, 333-2106. —1005 S. Victor, C, 352-5650.
•Huffman, William L. (Darlene Ann), Distribution Clerk, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3904. —1115 Joanna Lane, C, 359-4023.
•Huffman, W. Logan (Delores E.), M.Ed., Data Processing Analyst I, Dept. of Computer Science,
Retired.
313 E. White, C, 356-6893.
•Huggins, Michael (Pat), B.S., Res. Asst., Univ. Management Information Systems Ofc.
238 Illini Tower, 333-0391. —315 N. Orchard, U., 344-8811.
Hughes, Carol A., B.A., Asst., Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1607 N. McKinley, C, 356-2700.
•Hughes, Cecil A. (Myrtle R.), B.S., Farm Adviser, Cooperative Extension Service, Retired.
2213 Croton Ct., Lehigh Acres, Florida (33936), 369-3338.
•tHughes, George Muggah (Moira R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Geologist, State Geol. Survey.
P.O. Box I, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1466. —1035 N. Webster, Naperville (60540),
312-355-5481.
•Hughes, G. Kenneth (Betty L.), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —114 W. State, Mahomet (61853), 586-2465.
•Hughes, Jack Keith (Marjorie M.) Sheet Metal Worker,D. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Oreana (64554), 468-2009.
•Hughes, Thomas C. (Sylvia), M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
220 Lincoln Hall. —405 Hessel Blvd., C.
•Hughes, Tom D. (Kathy E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Turf Management, Dept. of Horticulture.
203 Orn. Hort., 333-8505. —2206 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-8010.
•Hugly, Philip Grandjean (Margaret B.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
202A Gregory Hall, 333-4704. —1412 Sherman, Danville, 443-6143.
•Hulett, James Edward, Jr. (Jo), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology, Emeritus.
322 Lincoln Hall, 333-1502. —105 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-4674.
*Hulin, Charles Lee (Frances), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology and of Labor and Industrial Relations;
Senior Project Scientist, Inst, of Aviation.
513 Psychology Bldg., 333-3798; 207 L.I.R., 333-4842. —501 Eliot Dr., U., 328-2237.
Hull, Betty Gene, Secy., Ofc. of the Vice-President for Academic Development and
Coordination.
378 Adm., 333-3159. —1101 S. Randolph, C, 356-4569.
•Hull, William Lavaldin (Katherine S.), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
124 M.E. Bldg., 333-0226. —808 Ventura Rd., C, 456-4353.
*tHulling3r, David Louis (Karen J.), A.B., Asst. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
Box 717, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —308 Circle Dr., Morton (61550), 309-265-6665.
•Hulmes, Darrell D. (Margaret), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2697.
•Hulmes, Marion F. (Bette), Sound Technician, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1905 Robert, C, 352-0300.
*Huls, Charles Johnson (Freda), Grounds Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —104 South Rd., Gifford (61847), 568-2815.
*Huls, Dixie Bernice (John W.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 694-4751.
•Huls, Freda Alma (Charles J.), Foods Lab. Asst., Dept. of Home Econ.
451 Bevier Hall, 333-2289, 333-1616. —104 South, Gifford (61847), 568-2815.
*Huls, Martin Ernest (Lorene C), Kitchen Laborer, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 694-4724.
*Huls, Norma Lou (Ernest H.), Typing Clerk III, Cooperative Extension Service.
528 Bevier Hall, 333-2026. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 694-4559.
Hulsizer, B. M.S., Librn., Library; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
204 Physics Bldg., 333-2101. —313 W. Illinois, U., 367-4568.
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*Hult, Richard E., Jr. (Sharon), M.A., Asst. in History and Philosophy of Education.
360 Education, 333-6413. —705 W. Nevada, U., 344-1083.
Hultman, Kenneth L, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
428 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 421, 122 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-9039.
"Humes, Carl James (Alberta), Storekeeper II, Purchasing Div., Office Supply Stores.
Central Receiving, 333-0814. —114 W. Ensey, Tuscola (61953), 253-4496.
*Humke, Robert P. (Ellen), M.S., Community Recreation Specialist, Dept. of Recreation and Park
Adm.
312 Armory, 333-1824. —803 Burkwood Dr., U., 344-7284.
•Hummel, Beula McKey (William H.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
445 Bevier Hall, 333-2289, 333-3824. —1904 S. Anderson, U., 367-1833.
•Hummel, John Philip (Bonnie L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry and of Physics; Associate Head of
Dept. of Chemistry.
263 Noyes Lab., 333-0937. —1003 W. William, C, 356-0428.
Hummel, Terry Lee, B.S., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3162, 333-7749. —603 W. Main, U., 367-3877.
•Humphrey, Melvin (Betty A.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 N. Church, Homer (61849), 896-2573.
Humphrey, (Mrs.) Kathryn B., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Vet. Biological Structure.
333 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —716 Tawney Ct., C, 356-4180.
•Humphreys, Duane (Regina), B.A., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
269 ME. Lab., 333-3560. —35 Pulaski, Mahomet (61853), 586-3040.
•tHumphreys, Harold W. (Doris J.), M.S., Head of Hydraulic Systems Section, State Water
Survey.
53 Water Resources, 333-2212. —1809 S. Mattis, C, 356-0205.
•Humphreys, Lloyd Girton (Dorothy W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology and of Educational
Psychology.
425 Psych. Bldg., 333-7277. —R.R. 1, White Heath (61884), 687-4860.
•Humphries, Gwen Cole (Bruce), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Health and Safety Educ.
80 Huff Gym., 333-2106. — 1827-B Orchard PI., U., 328-2919.
Hung, Yan Yan, B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mathematics.
302e Talbot Lab., 333-1058. —Apt. 24, 510 E. Clark, C, 356-7127.
•Hunt, Carrollyn Lorraine (William G.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Marshall-Putnam
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
300 Edward, Henry (61537), 364-2356. —R.R. 1, Sparland (61565), 469-2879.
•Hunt, Donnell Ray (Dorothea M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
104 Agr. Eng., 333-2738. —405 Ira, Edgewood Addition, U., 367-4356.
•Hunt, J. McV. (Esther D.), Ph.D., Sc.D., D.Sc, Prof, of Psychology and of Education.
619 Psych. Bldg., 333-3545. —1807 Pleasant Circle, U., 344-6000.
Hunt, Julia Marie, Inventory Supervisor, Accounting Div., Business Office, Retired.
309 W. Oregon, U., 367-5527.
•Hunt, Ruby Leen (William G.), Work Program Participant, Champaign County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —603 Sunrise Dr., U., 328-2107.
•Hunt, Sheila Lynn (Ronald H.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Botany.
139B Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —210 E. Elm, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9245.
•tHunt, Stephen Richard (Cathy S.), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
32 Natural Resources, 189-294, 344-1481. —909 E. Delaware, U., 344-1258.
Hunter, Cynthia S., Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —R.R. 2, Williams St., Murphysboro (62966),
684-6460.
•Hunter, David C. (Naomi W.), B.S., Tech. Draftsman-Illustrator II, College of Engineering.
210 Engineering Hall, 333-3796. —R.R. 2, U., 367-0131.
•Hunter, James Edward (Wilma G.), M.S., Inst, in P.E.
121 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —211 Bliss Dr., U., 344-6092.
Hunter, Janet Carol, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Adams County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-Sixth, Quincy (62301). 223-8380. —1622 1/2 Vermont, Quincy (62301),
222-9330.
Hunter, Katherine, Clerk II, Communications Library.
122 Gregory Hall, 333-2216. —401 Avondale, C.
•Hunter, Naomi Wingfield (David C), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Speech.
232 Illini Hall, 333-2006, 333-2230. —R.R. 2, U., 367-0131.
Hunzicker, Beulah Adeline, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Institution Management, Dept. of Home Econ.
293 Bevier Hall, 333-2233. —603 W. Washington, U., 344-5474.
•Hunzicker, Harold Gene (Phyllis J.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Union County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
W. Broad St., Box 360, Jonesboro (62952), 833-5341. —114 Kohler, Anna (62906), 833-8433.
Hupfer, Herbert Paul, M.S., Asst., Communications Library.
Apt. 421, 401 E. Chalmers, C, 344-1177.
•Hurder, William P. (Marjorie), M.D., Ph.D., Prof, of Special Education, Inst, for Res. on
Exceptional Children.
139 Children's Res. Center, 333-3363. —1113 Devonshire, C, 356-0441.
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*Hurford, Terry A. (Ginger D.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —1101 1/2 N. Coler, U.
*Hurlbert, Louise Watts (Vertner W.), Chief Clerk, Allerton House, Retired.
Apt. 102-D, 5725 Twelfth Ave. North, St. Petersburg, Florida (33710), 813-345-3272.
*Hurley, Adelia (Thomas), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Rm. 318, 767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-663-4893. —2738 W. Haddon, Chicago
(60622), 252-7970.
*Hursey, Paul S. (Shirley L.), Personnel Officer II, Personnel Services Ofc.
146 Personnel Services, 333-2136. —1309 Ellis Dr., U., 367-4176.
*Hursh, Laurence Mercer (Eunice R.), M.D., Prof, of Health Science; Dir. of Health Services.
195 McKinley Health Center, 333-2711. —3102 Valleybrook Rd., C, 356-8083.
*Hurshelene, Griffin (Phillip E.), M.M., Asst., U.H.S.
307 U.H.S., 333-2847. —1614 W. Church, C, 359-2797.
*Hurt, James Riggins (Phyllis A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
129 English, 333-3889. —1001 W. William, C, 356-6441.
Hurt, (Mrs.) Alice S., Adm. Asst., Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0126. —1101 W. Oregon, U., 344-0082.
Hurwitz, R. Daniel, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
243 Illini Hall, 333-4284. —Apt. 2, 503 W. Green, U., 367-8863.
Husby, Ralph D., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
309 Commerce (W), 333-7388. —Apt. A, 1809 Valley Rd., C, 356-4354.
*Huss, Catherine Jean (William), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, St. Clair County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 233-0339. —620 S. Charles, Belleville (62221), 234-4912.
Hussey, Mary Adeline, A.M., Asst. Prof, of English.
3056 Foreign Lang., 333-7924.; 3070 Foreign Lang., —512 W. Illinois, U., 367-5243.
Husted, Mary Eloise, B.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Massac County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Massac County Coop. Ext. Bldg., Metropolis (62960), 618-524-2270. —207 W. Fourth,
Metropolis (62960), 618-524-2231.
"Hutcherson, Carl Glen (Helena I.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —38 Lange, Savoy (61874), 356-4782.
*Hutcherson, Helena I. (Carl), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —38 Lange Dr. Savoy (61874), 356-4782.
*Hutchings, Bruce Lyman (Jean Ingrid), M.Arch., M.L.A., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
304 Architecture, 333-1925; 1102 W. Main, U., 333-0312. —1107 W. Daniel, C, 359-4354.
'Hutchins, Byron Whiting (Mary), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser, Resource Development,
Cooperative Extension Service.
23 Dixon National Bank Bldg., Dixon, 288-1354. —503 Fair, Oregon (61061), 732-7734.
Hutchinson, Joe Robert, Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-4871. —103 Pfeffer Rd., U., 344-4631.
*tHutton, Robert E. (Jo Ann), B.S., Lab. Mgr. I, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —1110 Scovill, U., 344-3148.
*Huxhold, Evelyn L. (Roy P.) Routing Dispatcher II, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Building, 333-0340. —1400 Scottsdale Dr., C, 352-1983.
"Huxhold, William Harruce, Sr. (Dorthe G.), Building Service Worker, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —308 N. Fair, C, 352-7069.
"Hyatt, Gary Wilbur (Elizabeth G.), M.S., Asst. Specialist in Automated Education,
Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500; 2 Vivarium, 333-4329. —R.R. 2. C, 863-2216.
*Hyatt, Maureen G. (Lewis L.), Secy., Montgomery County, Cooperative Extension Service.
102 N. Main, Hillsboro (62049), 532-3083. —213B W. Wood, Hillsboro (62049).
*Hyde, Daniel C. (Mary Jane), B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
247 D.C.L., 333-6716. —509 N. Willis, C, 359-0864.
*Hyde, Gary Maurice (Ann), M.S.A.E., Agr. Engr., Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.; Collaborator,
College of Agriculture.
230 Agr. Eng., 333-0808; Research Farm, 333-6596. —1103 S. Hollycrest, C, 359-1730.
Hylbert, William J., B.Ed., Personnel Officer, Personnel Services Ofc.
154 Personnel Services Bldg., 333-6110. —108 N. West, Gifford (61847), 568-2791.
"Hymowitz, Theodore (Ann), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-511 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —2119 Galen Dr.. C. 356-8227.
I
*lben, Icko Jr. (Miriam G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Astronomy and of Physics; Head, Dept. of Astronomy.
101 Observatory, 333-3090. —3610 Clubhouse Dr., C.
"Icenoyle, Joseph P. (Nada J.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —Apt. 217, 502 W. Main, U., 344-0656.
Ibrahim, Khalid, M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
208 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4213. —310 S. Locust, C, 352-0440.
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"Idleman, Conrad Lee, (Elaine R.), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —501 N. Fourth, St. Joseph, 469-2335.
*ldleman, Ruth A. (David L.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Business Adm.
339 Commerce (W), 333-4547. —55 Heather Hills, St. Joseph (61873).
'lies, Mary A. (Woodson), Locker Room Attendant, Dept. of P.E.
167 Freer Gym., 333-7110, 333-0470. —306 N. Lincoln, U., 367-5762.
*lmig, Kenneth Raymond (Ruth E.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Iroquois County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
123 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2479. —912 S. Fourth, Watseka (60970),
815-432-3277.
Impens, William Francis, M.A., Asst. in Spanish
4042 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-Sherman Hall, C, 332-4993.
Ince, Fuat M.S., Res. Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport 333-3250. —Apt. 4, 201 N. Goodwin, U., 367-8493.
*lnce, Robert L. (Elizabeth J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech and of Secondary Education.
136 Lincoln Hall, 333-3617. —801 Shurts, U., 367-6743.
*lngle, Lester (Edith J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology.
300 Natural History, 333-2234. —10 G.H. Baker Drive., U., 367-2730.
*lngrum, Charles J. (Jeanne), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —307 N. Broadway, Fisher (61843), 897-5426.
'tinman, Harold Leslie (Margery F.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
136 Natural Resources, 189-216, 344-1481. —1207 W. University, C, 356-2689.
*lnman, Larry John (Beverly A.), Asst. Chief Engr., Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —1116 W. Eureka, C, 356-8204.
"Ireland, Herbert Orin (Mary L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2230E Civil Eng., 333-2540. —609 S. Prospect, C, 356-5396.
Ireland, Patrick Stephen, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
466 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —509 W. Nevada, U.,
*lribarne, Louis (Thekla), M.A., Instr. in Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3109 Foreign Lang., 333-8238. —610 W. Oregon, U., 367-2427.
*lrons, Neil Leon (Inez R.), M.A., Instr. in Classics.
2119 Foreign Lang., 333-8282. —2103 Lantern Hill, U., 344-8063.
*lrvin, Eugene W. (Kathlyn), Extension Specialist, Police Training Institute, Div. of Univ. Ext.
357 Armory, 333-2338. —506 S. James, C, 356-1187.
*lrvin. Max A. (Dolores), B.A., Coordinator, Div. of Campus Security.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-3213. —106 George Huff Dr., U., 344-6827.
*lrvin, Thomas L. (Nancy I.), Physical Science Tech. Asst., Dept. of Civil Eng.
Ill Talbot Lab. 333-3637.; Ill Talbot Lab. — 111 W. Vine, C, 359-3797.
*lrvin, Vera Rose (Joe N.), Secy., Hamilton County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement, McLeansboro (62859), 643-3416. —R.R.2, McLeansboro (62859).
643-2850.
Irwin, Arlyle Floyd, Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Computer Science.
231 D.C.L., 333-4755. —1312 W. Hill, C, 356-3532.
*lrwin, Dayton, Jr., (Joyce), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 3, Tuscola (61953), 253-3246.
"Irwin, Sandra (John), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
317 South 11th, Springfield (62703), 525-7171. —830 S. 16th, Springfield (62703), 789-8927.
•Isaac, Malinda Beth (Myron S.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
223 L.I.R., 333-2386. —404 S. Elm, P.O. Box 413, Mahomet (61853), 586-3271.
•Isaac, Randall Duane (Martha J.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —307 W. Elm, U., 328-1061.
•Isaacs, Dan Lee (Janet S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology; Head of Instructional
Materials Div., Instructional Resources Ofc.
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690, 333-3691. —1108 Scovill, U., 367-3091.
•Isaacs, Janet S. (DanLee), M.A.T., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
264 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1334. —1108 Scovill, U., 367-3091.
•Isaacson, Harold Ronald (Paula R.), M.S., Asst. in Ruminant Nutrition, Dept. of Animal
Science.
255 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1334. —1712 W. Kirby, C, 352-8958.
•Isaacson, Richard E. (Barbara), B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
230 Burrill Hall, 333-2581. —1905 Sangamon, C, 359-8442.
•Isdale, Lucille (Charles), B.S., Clinical Lab. Supervisor, McKinley Hospital.
86 McKinley Health Center, 333-2750. —902 Stratford Dr., C, 356-3806.
•Isenhower, J. William (Linda G.), Compositor and Asst. Estimator, Printing Div., Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4656. —R. R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2469.
•Ishai, llan (Edna), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
Ill Talbot Lab., 333-6253. —1207 W. Springfield, C, 359-9037.
*lto, Masayasu, (Hiroko), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
4-130 C.S.L., 333-6570. —Apt. 515, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-2234.
*ltoh, Naoki (Yuriko), D.Sc, Res. Assoc, in Physics.
390x Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2266. —2051-A S. Orchard, U., 344-4152.
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*ltoh, Tatsuo, (Seiko), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Fellow, Center for
Advanced Study.
447 E.E. Bldg., 333-6646. —2511 Hathaway, C, 352-5402.
*ltzin, Francis H. (Neva), A.M., Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —607 Evergreen Ct. East, U., 367-5977.
*tlvens, J. Loreena (Ralph W.), M.S., Tech. Editor, State Water Survey.
165 Water Resources, 333-2850. —802 S. Busey, U., 344-6347.
*tlvens, Ralph Wilson (J. Loreena), B.S., Asst. to Dir. of University Civil Service System of
Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —802 S. Busey, U., 344-6347.
Ivens, Virginia Ruth, B.S., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
303 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-1982. —608 S. Edwin, C, 356-8810.
""Iversen, J. Terry (Jane A.), A.M., Academic Coordinator, Ext. in International Affairs; Instr. in
Political Science.
103a Illini Hall, 333-1465. —507 Mitchell Ct., C, 352-6579.
*tlves, Freeland Carter (Anna M.), B.S., Civil Engr., Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3787. —1706 Jeanne, C, 352-7486.
Ivey, Margie, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —203 S. Dewey, U., 328-3298.
Ivy, Martha Lloyd Work Program Participant, LaSalle County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —Apt. 123, Evans Heights, Streator (61364),
815-672-4427.
*lwaoka, Diane Keiko (Wayne), M.A., Asst. Specialist in Education, Dept. of Elem. Educ.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —109 Dewey, U., 328-2341.
""Iwaoka, Wayne T. (Diane), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —109 S. Dewey, U., 328-2341.
Iweibo, Idowu Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
393 Adams Lab., 333-3962. —Apt. 37, 505 E. Clark, C, 356-3101.
Iwig, Dorothy Josephine, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Home Furnishings, Dept. of Home Economics,
Emerita.
1319 N. Elmwood, Peoria (61606), 673-7585.
*lzard, Henrietta Evelyn (Francis B.), B.S., Secy., Ofc. of Career Development and Placement.
2 Student Services, 333-2534. —1508 Curtiss Dr., U., 328-1527.
*Jablonsky, Stephen F. (Lynn), M.A.S., C.P.A., Director, Univ. Ofc. of Short-Range Planning
and Control.
201 Illini Tower, 333-0398. —2206 Brett Dr., C, 356-3477.
*tJackman, Harold Wesley (Ellen E.), M.S.E., Chem. Engr., State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
411 Natural Resources, 189-245, 344-1481. —606 S. McKinley, C, 352-4008.
"Jackobs, Joseph Alden (Marian C), Ph.D., Prof, of Crop Production, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-312 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —12 Persimmon Circle, R.R. 3, U., 344-7610.
*Jackson, Boyd Beadle (Elizabeth K.), M.S., Clinical Counselor and Supervisor of Reading Clinic
(with rank of Assoc. Prof.), Psych, and Counseling Center.
219 Student Services, 333-3707. —404 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-5809.
Jackson, Chester O. (Beulah F.), Ed.D., Prof, of P.E. for Men and Head of Dept., Emeritus.
1004 S. Foley, C, 352-5366.
Jackson, David Arden, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
350 Altgeld Hall, 333-1809. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
*Jackson, Dixie Smith (Gary), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Communications.
51 Mumford Hall, 333-4785. —109 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5736.
""Jackson, Edwin Atlee (Cynthia G.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics; Res. Assoc. Prof.,
Coordinated Science Lab.
161 Physics Bldg., 333-0918; 268 C.S.L., 333-3297. —904 Mumford Dr., U., 365-3253.
Jackson, Franklin D. R., M.Ed., Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
338 Education, 333-3274; 345 Education, 333-0807. —807 S. Locust, C, 352-9607.
"Jackson, Gary Loucks (Dixie D.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vet Physiol, and Pharmacol, and of
Vet. Res.
367A Vet. Med., 333-0745. —109 E. Mumford, U., 344-5736.
Jackson, Grace, Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
312 Met. and Min. B.dg., 333-0306. —52 E. Daniel, C, 352-9269.
*tJackson, John M. (Lillian), M.A., Asst. Football Coach, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1402. —2 Holmes Ct., C, 352-2663.
""Jackson, Joseph Francis (Helen G.), Ph.D., Prof, of French, Emeritus.
20 Horseshoe Rd., Guilford, Connecticut (06437), 203-453-9177.
Jackson, Mark Sennett, M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
290L Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4265; 299 Illini Union, 333-6353. —2110 E. Main, U., 367-2309.
Jackson, Nell C Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E.
131 Freer Gym. —2317 Glenoak Dr., C, 356-7001.
*tJackson, Patricia D. (Walter H.), Adm. Officer, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
271 Bevier Hall, 367-4221, 367-4641. —2415 Carrelton Dr.. C, 352-1873.
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•Jackson, Rodger Bruce (Luella), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4153 Civil Eng., 333-8353; 207 Engineering Hall. —Apt. 303, 2201 Hazelwood Dr., U.,
344-8729.
'tJackson, William B., Jr. (Mary Ann), B.S., Accountant I, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —Apt. E93, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-9785.
*Jackson, William Walter (Loree), Herder, Dept. of Animal Science.
Swine Lab., 333-0153. —705 N. Clifford, Tolono (61880), 485-4345.
'tJacobs, Alan Martin (Luanna C), Ph.D., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
264 Natural Resources, 189-283, 344-1481. —1109 S. Foley, C, 359-7037.
•Jacobs, Donna Rae (Larry H.), Clerk-Typist III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3507. —P.O. Box 21, Ogden (61859), 582-7470.
•Jacobs, Fredric H., M.B.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
124 D.K.H., 333-1505. —310 E. Michigan, U., 367-3568.
•Jacobs, John H. (Carmen), B.S., E^xt. Adviser in Agriculture, Kendall County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Route 47 and Bonnie Lane, Yorkville, Box 520, (60560) 312-553-5823. —R.R. 3, Box 58,
Yorkville (60560), 312-553-5458.
•Jacobs, Norman (Margaret), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology and of Asian Studies.
348 Lincoln Hall, 333-1950. —312 S. Willis, C, 359-0030.
•Jacobs, Paul Huland (Helen S.), A.M., Assoc. Prof, of English; Counselor, Council on Teacher
Education.
109 English, 333-3251. —1509 Harrington, C, 359-2972.
Jacobs, Robert S., M.S., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3162. —603 W. Main, U., 367-3877.
Jacobs, Sue-Ellen, Ph.D., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning.
807 S. Lincoln, U., 333-7127. —1203 E. Michigan, U.
•Jacobsen, Jack (Shirley), Electronics Technician I, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
265 E.E. Bldg., 333-2173. —Box 183, Thomasboro, 643-2755.
Jacobson, Gail Jean, A.A.S., Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
Kishwaukee Resource Development Center, Malta (60150), 815-825-2048. —308 N. Illini,
Shabbona (60550), 815-824-2237.
•Jacobson, Howard (Elaine), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Classics;
4051 Foreign Lang., 333-1008, 333-7147. —1711 Parkhaven Dr., C, 359-1947.
•Jacobson, Robert Whitney (Virginia R.), B.S., Building Inspector, Operation and Maintenance
Division.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4116. —805 Balboa Dr., C, 352-3106.
Jaffe, Helen Lois, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —Apt. 11, 1007 S. 1st, C, 356-6413.
Jaffe, Helen L, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —1007 S. First, C, 356-6413.
•Jaher, Frederic C. (Susan), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
416 Gregory Hall, 333-1544. —406 W. Iowa, U., 328-3178.
•Jahiel, Edwin (Lenrose), Ph.D., Prof, of French.
2114 Foreign Lang., 333-1110; 912 W. Illinois, U., 333-7578. —305 E. Colorado, U., 367-7234.
•Jahr, Nancy L (Kenneth O.), Stenographic Secy., Public Information Ofc.
131 Davenport House, 333-1085. —9 Colony Grove, Mahomet (61853), 386-2462.
•Jakle, John Allais (Cynthia A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Geography.
225 Davenport Hall, 333-6860. —1105 Brighton Dr., U., 328-1514.
•Jakobsson, Eric (Naomi), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
433 Burrill Hall, 333-3918. —803 W. Main, U., 344-1094.
•Jakstys, Birute Pleskys (Algirdas J.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Zoology.
555B Morrill Hall, 333-4858. —209 N. Central, U. 328-2695.
•Jakupcak, Michael J. (Anita J.), M.S., Asst. in Special Education.
Rm 205, 1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —40 E. John, C, 359-5161.
•James, Clifford H. (Louise) Pipefitter, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
708 S. Grove, U., 367-1388.
•James, Cora Lucille (Harlan), Routing Dispatcher III, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
1501 Maplecrest, C, 352-8104.
James, Evelyn Kaye, Clerk-Stenog. I, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-1159. —R.R. 2, U., 694-4536.
tJames, George Ransdell, Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
16 Natural Resources, 189-204, 344-1481. —1208 N. Market, C, 356-1955.
•James, Guy Lynn (Georgia D.), Dupl. Mach. Operator II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
37 E.E. Bldg., 333-2516. —208 E. Monroe, Homer (61849), 896-2256.
•James, Leroy V. (Mary L.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, C, 356-8156.
•James, Leslie L. (Jessie E.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div., Retired.
1308 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-4546.
'tJamieson, Viola (Robert K.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Div. of Services for Crippled Children.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6528. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4542.
Jamison, Bill, B.S., Accountant I, Auditing Div., Vice-President for Financial Affairs Ofc.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —R.R. 1, Ivesdale (61851), 564-4401.
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•Jamison, Carrol Warford (Mary A.), Painter Foreman, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —1105 S. Race, U., 367-4392.
Jamison, Helen T., M.S., Instr. in P.E.; Supervisor of Women's Activities, Div. of Intramural
Activities.
170 Intramural-P.E., 333-3510. —401 Edgebrook Dr., C.
•Jamison, Wanda June, (J. D.), Typing Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0413. —102 S. Market, Ogden (61859), 582-4063.
Jamnejad, Vahraz, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
445 E.E. Bldg., 333-6509. —Apt. 313, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-2116.
•Janata, Anthony James (Margaret H.), A.B., Secy, of the Board of Trustees and Executive
Asst. to the President, Emeritus.
354 Adm., 333-1920. —2566 Lake Shore Dr., R.R. 2, Fennville, Michigan (49408),
616-543-4101.
•Janes, Adrian William (Helena A.), M.A., Head of Agricultural Publications Ofc. (with rank of
Prof.).
123 Mumford Hall, 333-2548. —1406 S. Maple, U., 367-4484.
Janes, Ann L., B.A., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —701 W. Green, U., 344-4382.
*tJanes, Marcia M. (Randall L.), B.A., Tech. Asst. in Economic Entomology, State N.H. Survey.
72 Natural Resources, 333-6826.; 110 Natural Resources Studies Annex, —R.R. 1, U.,
1-643-7852
•Janusz, Gerald Joseph (Sue A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
227 Illini Hall, 333-1671. —1914 Clover Lane, C, 359-2136.
Jarboe, Lenore, Clerk-Stenog. II, Coop. Ext. Serv.
47 Mumford Hall, —R.R. 1, Penfield (61862), 595-3731.
•Jarboe, Michael David (Eileen), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Penfield (61862), 595-3387.
•Jarboe, Robert Ernest (Brenda L.), M.A., Asst. in English.
17 English, 333-6389, 33-0669. —Apt. 202, 2118 S. Orchard, U., 344-7606.
•Jarboe, Therese Ann (Daniel N.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0163, 333-0931. —R.R. 2, Monticello (61856), 762-9507.
Jason, Gary J., A.B., Asst. in Philosophy.
400a Gregory Hall, 333-7382. —URH-1350 Sherman Hall, 332-5033.
Jawlik, Andrew A., M.A., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
293 D.C.L., 333-6154. —601 S. Busey, U., 344-6271.
•Jaycox, Elbert Ralph (Barbara B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Apiculture, Depts. of Horticulture and
Entomology.
107B Hort. Field Lab., 333-2948, 333,1520, 333-0109. 333-1520. —1902 Augusta Dr., C,
356-0631.
•Jedele, Donald George (La Donna M.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
206A Agr. Eng., 333-2611. —R. R. 2, U., 367-8221.
•Jedlinski, Henryk (Helena), Ph.D., Res. Plant Pathologist, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.; Asst.
Prof, of Plant Pathology.
248 Davenport Hall, 333-1117. —1610 W. Green, C, 352-6603.
•Jeffers, Byron Virgil (Alice), Janitor, Operation and Maintenance Div., Retired.
1109 Patton PI., U., 328-1276.
•Jeffers, Calvert B., Jr. (Patricia W.), D.V.M., Assoc, College of Vet. Med.
263 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —Apt. 1, 1513 W. Kirby, C, 359-3171.
Jeffers, Frances Eileen, Clerk-Typist III, Catalog Dept., Library.
246A Library, 333-2348. —Apt. 4, 1005 S. Sixth, C.
•Jeffery, Linda R. (Daniel M.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A., 333-2371. —Apt. 1, 506 W. Clark, C, 359-3910.
Jehle, Mimi Ida, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of German, Emerita.
810 W. Indiana, U., 344-3978.
•Jelinek, Karel H. (Joe), Clerk-Stenog. II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3561. —Apt. 11, 404 E. Michigan, U., 328-1871.
Jen, Tsun-tai, M.S. Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
220 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629. —Apt. 104, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 367-7891.
•Jenco, Anna Faye (John J.), R.N., Staff Nurse, Health Service.
125 McKinley Health Center, 333-2702. —611 W. California, U., 344-5562.
•Jendrasiak, Gordon Lee (Edith), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
300A Noyes Lab., 333-2582. —2018 S. Vine, U., 344-0895.
•Jenisio, Candace Baker (Steven L.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Geology.
249 Natural History, 333-3540. —202 W. Green, Savoy (61874), 352-1399.
•Jenkens, Carrie (James), Kitchen Helper, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —1010 W. Maple, C, 352-6302.
•Jenkins, Delores B., Cook, Housing Div.
McKinley Hospital, 333-9137. —1010 S. Anderson, U., 328-2631.
Jenkins, Edna May, Clerk-Typist III, Graduate College.
321 Adm., 333-0032. —Apt. 8, 410 E. Michigan, U., 328-1954.
Jenkins, (Mrs.) Frances Briggs, Ph.D., B.L.S., Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
Apt. 11, 2410 Albatross, San Diego, California (92101), 714-233-8333.
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•Jenkins, Frederic Magill (Shirley M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of French and of Linguistics.
2012 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —1409 W. Park, C, 359-1566.
*Jenkins, Helen, (Maurice P.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —607 S. Randolph, C, 356-2059.
Jenkins, Michael Owen, M.A., Asst., Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Coordinated Science Lab.
155 E.E. Bldg.; 3-2301; 4-130 C.S.L., 333-6570. —Apt. 1, 305 E. Green, C, 384-5686.
•Jenkins, Norma Irene (William E, Jr.), Key Punch Operator III, Computing Services Ofc.
168 D.C.L., 333-2814.
Jenkins, William Noah, Dup. Mach. Operator III, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
103 Agr. Services Bldg., 333-3980. —1506 Hollyhill Dr., C, 356-4826.
Jennings, Paul A., M.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3220 Civil Eng., 333-9312. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
•Jennings, Ronald C. (Judith), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of History & Center for Asian Studies.
446C Gregory Hall, 333-6877. —1840 Valley Rd., C.
•Jennings, Thomas Howard (JoAnn), B.S., Area Extension Adviser, Farm Management
Fieldman, Cooperative Extension Service.
331 N. Ohio, Camp Point (62320), 593-6562.
•Jensen, Aldon Homan (Margaret M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science.
319 Mumford Hall, 333-2669. —401 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-3694.
•Jensen, Daniel Lyle (Carolyn R.), Ph.D.,C.P.A., Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
298 Commerce (W), 333-2379. —507 W. Pennsylvania, U., 328-3306.
•Jensen, Donald Frederick (Janet M.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-114 Civil Eng. —409 N. Wood, Gibson City, 784-5677.
•Jensen, Jay Walbourne (Jessie), Ph.D., Prof, of Journalism; Head of Dept.
120a Gregory Hall, 333-0709. —2204 S. Race, U., 344-6414.
•Jensen, Richard Stanley (Georgia K.), M.S., Res. Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., 333-3162. —1 McDonald Ct., C.
•Jensen, Russell S. (Ina M.), B.S., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
313 Talbot Lab., 333-4724. —1402 W. Church, C, 356-4666.
Jer, Martin Ming Tak B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
54 E.E. Bldg., 333-4316; 203 D.C.L., 333-0658. —Apt. 21, 507 E. Clark, C, 359-1811.
•Jerath, Sukhvarsh (Saroj), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105 Talbot Lab., 333-3396. —Apt. 403, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-8429.
•Jerome, Jerome O. (Orene L.), M.S., Capt., U.S.A.F., Asst. Prof, of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
225 Armory, 333-1927. —1566 White Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-2073.
•Jerrard, Richard Patterson (Margot P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall.
Jervis, Mona Bee, Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst., Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
161 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —624 E. Sangamon, Rantoul, 892-8117.
'tJess, John Michael (Carol J.), M.S., Asst. Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
238 Water Resources, 333-0239. —1902 Rebecca Dr., C, 359-3791.
"tJessup, Annie Lee (Robert G.), Chief Clerk, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —301 W. James, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2643.
•Jessup, Raleigh (Margaret), Senior Lab. Attendant, Dept. of Architecture, Retired.
Box 484, Kingsland, Texas (78639).
•Jessup, Robert G. (Annie L.), Fire Inspection Officer, Safety Coordinator's Ofc. On leave of
absence.
301 W. James, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2643.
•Jewell, Kathryn A. (Douglas B.), Secy., DeKalb County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194. —Apt. B, 209 Bush, DeKalb (60115),
815-758-2795.
•Jewett, Mary Lee (Robert A.), B.S., Statistician I, Dept. of Physical Educ, Retired.
1704 Princeton Dr., C, 356-8587.
•Jewett, Robert Adams (Mary Lee), M.S., Prof, of General Engineering.
210b Transportation, 333-1228. —1704 Princeton Dr., C, 356-8587.
Jezerski, (Mrs.) Emily Marie, Secy., Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1642 W. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60609), 247-5434. —4839 S. Marshfield, Chicago (60609),
927-2289.
•Jhansale, Hanumantharao R. (Shantha), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
207a Talbot Lab., 333-6579. —Apt. 108, 904 N. Broadway, U., 344-4480.
•Jimenez, Carmen Eva (Reynaldo), Clerk II, Serials Dept. Library.
12 Library, 333-1269. —Apt. 303, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-7046.
•Jimenez, Reynaldo Luis (Carmen E.), M.A., Instr. in Spanish.
4150A Foreign Lang., 333-8278. —Apt. 303, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-7046.
•Jinks, Ronald Eugene (Barbara), Compositor, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856), 762-2868.
•Jobe, Robert R. (Thelma F.), Automotive Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
1501 S. Oak, Champaign P.P. Service Bldg. —1007 W. Beardsley, C.
Jobst, Valentine III, Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science, Emeritus.
Urbana-Lincoln Hotel, U., 367-4838.
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•Jockusch, Carl Groos, Jr. (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
301 Altgeld Hall, 333-2042. —704 McHenry, U., 328-2543.
*Jogdeo, Chitra (Kumar), B.A., Asst., Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —402 W. Nevada, U., 367-9990.
•Jogdeo, Kumar (Chitra), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
302 Altgeld Hall, 333-2109. —402 W. Nevada, U., 367-9990.
•Johannsen, Robert W. (Lois), Ph.D., Prof, of History.
302 Gregory Hall, 333-4224. —1019 W. Union, C., 356-4217.
*Johansen, Lansing Kent (Bonnie B.), B.A.S., C.P.A., Assoc. Auditor, Auditing Div.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —1912 Kenneth, Richardson Estates, U., 367-2518.
Johansen, Stenford Kim, Clerk-Typist II, Library.
295a Undergraduate Library, 333-2713. —1808 W. Kirby, C, 359-2067.
"Johansson, Johny K. (Sheila), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
106 Commerce (W), 333-6340. —608 W. Michigan, U., 328-1104.
Johnson, Angeline, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
465 E.E. Bldg., 333-1200. —Apt. 204, 302 E. Park, C, 352-3748.
•Johnson, Arl (Mary K.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1304 N. Neil, C, 356-8886.
*Johnson, Arthur L. (Tina), M.S., Coordinator of Programs, Extension in Music.
Rm. 203, 608 S. Mathews, U., 333-1580. —1112 W. Green, C, 359-1381.
•Johnson, Barbara (James M.), B.S., R.N., Staff Nurse II, Health Service.
276 McKinley Health Center, 333-7518. —703 1/2 W. Green, C, 359-4351.
""Johnson, Beverly J. (Mrs.), B.S., Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Livingston County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
222 1/2 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764), 842-1776. —940 E. Washington, Pontiac (61764).
*tJohnson, Bonnie Lou (David J.), Technical Asst., State Geol. Survey.
139 Natural Resources, 344-1481. —311 N. Edwin, C, 356-6561.
Johnson, Bruce L., M.S., Horticulturist, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0828. —P. O. Box 3241, C, 344-4278.
Johnson, Carol Jane, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of English.
102b English, 333-3646. —Penfield (61862), 568-2560.
*Johnson, Cheryl Lynn (John E.), Secy., Div. of Campus Security.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-3213. —337 Logan, Mahomet (61853), 586-4809.
•Johnson, C. Pearl (Elzie F.), Payroll Clerk III, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1760. —R.R. 1, U., 367-4820.
•Johnson, Dana Elizabeth (Gordon L.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
167 E.E. Bldg., 333-4901. —211 1/2 E. Green, Farmer City (61842), 928-9729.
Johnson, Danita Sue, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Physics.
235 Physics, 333-1590. —510 W. University, C, 359-8666.
Johnson, David L., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
108 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4531. —Apt. 304, 1206 W. Stoughton, U., 344-7353.
Johnson, David S., Resident Adviser, Saunders Hall.
URH-216 Saunders Hall, U., 332-3627.
•Johnson, Donald Lee (Diana N.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geography.
316 Davenport Hall, 333-7248; 220 Davenport Hall, 333-1800. —308 Hessel Blvd., 356-7437.
•Johnson, Drew Helen (Floyd), Work Program Participant, Madison County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardville (62025), 618-656-4862. —72 Lee Wright Homes, Venice
(62090), 618-877-8477.
Johnson, Dwight, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —613 E. Center, Monticello, 762-7003.
•Johnson, E. Kathleen (Winston K., Sr.), Clerk-Typist II, Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C. —304 W. Illinois, U., 367-8887.
•Johnson, Eldon L. (Lois), Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Litt.D., Vice-President of the University.
377 Adm., 333-3077. —306 W. Florida, U., 367-7853.
Johnson, Elizabeth R., B.S., Library Clerk II, Library.
12 Library, 333-1269, 333-1997. —Apt. 15, 1010 E. Colorado, U., 367-0159.
Johnson, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Marie, M.S., Asst. Prof, of Foods and Nutrition, Dept. of Home
Econ.
363 Bevier Hall, 333-2987. —Apt. 206, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-3114.
•Johnson, Ellen Courtenay Kinney (R. Peter), M.A., Asst. in Education, U.H.S.
215 U.H.S., 333-8203, 333-2870. —402 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-9366.
Johnson, Frances Henrietta, Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Coop Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria, 309-688-8228. —810 W. Fifth, Peoria (61604), 309-673-4782.
Johnson, Frances Lee, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Speech and of Secondary and Continuing
Education.
212 Speech and Hearing Clinic, 333-2230. —1501 Delmont Court, U., 367-7804.
•Johnson, George A. (Bette J.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Physics.
100 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —902 S. Foley, C, 356-4366.
•Johnson, Glenn Lester (Zetta), Painter Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
309 W. William, C, 352-3068.
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•Johnson, Gwendolyn Fay (Thomas A.), Clerk-Typist II, University Civil Service System of
Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —1212 W. Tremont, U., 365-3101.
Johnson, Guy H., B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —508 Johnson, U., 344-5758.
Johnson, Harriet M., B.A., Computer Programmer III, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6384. —209 E. Kerr, U., 367-5007.
•Johnson, Harry M. (Danielle), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology.
326 Lincoln Hall, 333-1952. —804 W. Indiana, U., 367-4749.
•Johnson, Hildreth Katherine (Edford A.), Clerk-Typist III, Audio-Visual Aids, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7614. —201 Monroe, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7174.
•Johnson, Hortense Scott (William S.), Adm. Aide, Business Ofc.
125 Adm., 333-2190. 333-8851. —1408 N. Lincoln, U., 367-1531.
•Johnson, Hugh Swaney (Carolyn J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Poultry Extension, Dept. of Animal
Science.
322 Mumford Hall, 333-2207. —1210 Newbury Rd., C, 352-7280.
•Johnson, Jacqueline Sue (Wendell), Work Program Participant, Adams County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
421 Jersey, Quincy (62301), 223-3894; 330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —811
N. Ninth, Quincy (62301).
•Johnson, James Millard (Barbara), Lieutenant, Campus Security Ofc.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-1212. —703 1/2 W. Green, C, 359-4351.
•Johnson, Jay Wolbert (Linda), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Soil Chemistry. Dept. of Agronomy.
W-524 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —607 Western, C, 356-4115.
•Johnson, Jeffrey Alan (Beth M.), B.S., Flight Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Flight Ofc, Airport, 333-2127. —R.R. 4, C, 359-0830.
•Johnson, Jennifer Starr (Michael A.), B.A., Broadcasting Program Asst., Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —2602 Sheridan, C, 359-1495.
•Johnson, John Lars, (Vera C), M.A., Assoc. Dean of College of Com. and Bus. Adm. Dir. of
Commerce Placement (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Dir. of Commerce Placement (with ra nk
of Asst. Prof.).
101 D.K.H. 333-2840; 210 D.K.H., 333-4736. —1708 S. Vine, U., 367-3559.
•Johnson, John Lauren (Marge J.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1507 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-4104.
•Johnson, John Mason (Mary M.), B.S., Accountant III, Inst, of Aviation.
Terminal Bldg., Airport, 333-6471. —133 E. Wing, Bement (61813), 678-3641.
Johnson, Kim Douglas, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
350B Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —1706 S. Valley, C, 359-6637.
•Johnson, Kitty llene (Don C), Typing Clerk II, Housing Div.
7 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4772. —R.R., Philo, 684-2807.
Johnson, Lathrop P., M.A., Inst, in German.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-7123, 333-1288. —Apt. A5, 105 E. Green, C, 359-8940.
•Johnson, Lowell R. (Joan T.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, U., 469-7509.
•Johnson, Margaret Kathryn (Henry A.), Secy., Ogle County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 99, Pines Rd., Oregon (61061), 815-732-2191. —803 Rhoads PI., Oregon (61061).
815-732-2828.
Johnson, Marvin W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
129 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3522. —Apt. 3-A, 1203 W. Main, U., 344-7586.
•Johnson, Mary Grace (Ralph V.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
309 Mumford Hall, 333-1818. —2110 Zuppke Dr., U., 367-3236.
•Johnson, Mary Kathleen (Arl), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Univ. Office of School and College Relations.
338 Illini Tower, 333-1120. —1304 N. Neil, C, 356-8886.
•Johnson, Medford Delain (Wilma J.), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
311a E.E. Res. Lab., 333-1276; 402 E.E. Bldg., 333-1200. —108 Franklin, U., 367-7671.
Johnson, Ottie Mae, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
37 E.E. Bldg., 333-2516, 333-4594. —1407 N. Champaign, C, 359-6584.
Johnson, Patricia Joann, Secy., Union County, Cooperative Extension Service.
W. Broad St., Box 360, Jonesboro (62952), 833-5341. —211 W. Lewis, Anna (62906).
833-5993.
'tJohnson, Patricia Lee (Robert G.), Tech. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
101 Natural Resources Annex, 333-3567. —710 S. Lynn, U., 367-3660.
Johnson, Paul Aldrenand, Steamfitter, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
310 S. Lynn, U. 367-4346.
•Johnson, Percy Evert (Genevieve), B.S., Asst. Prof, of Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy,
Emeritus.
6761 E. Opatas St., Tucson, Arizona (85715), 602-298-7803.
•Johnson, Ralph Jay (Shirley L.), M.A., Instr. in Radio and Television.
330 Gregory Hall, 333-7380. —501 W. Nevada, U., 328-2040.
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•Johnson, Ralph Valdemar (Mary G.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science Extension.
342 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0636. —2110 Zuppke Dr., U., 367-3236.
Johnson, Randall John, B.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H., 333-1613. —204 W. Washington, U., 344-8678.
•Johnson, Raymond Peter (Ellen C. K.), M.A., Instr. in Child Development, Dept. of Home
Economics.
211 Child Development Lab., 333-0971. —402 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-9366.
•Johnson, Ray Oscar (Amy), Carpenter Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div. Retired.
305 N. Prairie, C, 352-8505.
•Johnson, Richard, (Lula), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 356-8298. —915 S. Oak, C.
•Johnson, Richard H. (Mary Jane), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
156b Nuclear Eng. Lab. —429 1/2 N. Hazel, Danville (61832), 443-1275.
•Johnson, Robert Eugene (Margaret H.), M.D., Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —804 W. Green, U., 367-6354.
•Johnson, Robert Gene (Rosemary), Tool and Instrument Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1412 Winding Lane, C.
•Johnson, Roger L. (Paula S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Coordinated Science
Lab.
2-113 C.S.L., 333-1837.
•Johnson, Russell Kenneth (Lillie V.), Roofer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —401 James, Tolono (61880), 485-4840.
•Johnson, Ruth W. (Morris E.), M.S., Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Kendall County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 47, South and Bonnie Lane, P.O. 520, Yorkville (60560), 312-553-5823. —90 W. Violet
Lane, Batavia (60510), 312-879-5229.
•Johnson, Sandra R. (Steven L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Highway Traffic Safety Center.
418 Engineering Hall, 333-1270, 333-1271. —703 S. Walnut, U., 344-1654.
•Johnson, Steven Lee (Sandra), M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
205 Psych. Bldg., 333-9076. —703 S. Walnut, U., 344-1654.
•Johnson, Theresa Ann (Roger E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Correspondence Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall, 333-1321. —Apt. B, 2029 Hazelwood Court, U., 344-4021.
•Johnson, Timothy Vincent (Doral A.), J.D., Asst. in Law.
104n Law, 333-0356. —1403 S. Grove, U., 367-0006.
•Johnson, Truenetta (Frank), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —15536 Vincennes, Phoenix (60426),
331-2347.
Johnson, Vicki Lynn, Accounting Clerk II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907, 333-3908. —Apt. 108, 812 Kerr, U., 344-5620.
Johnson, Violette, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1506 W. White, C, 352-7333.
tJohnson, Virginia Lee, B.S., Personnel Asst., Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3786. —Apt. 11, 508 W. Hill, C, 356-9547.
•Johnson, Walter Miller (Mildred S.), M.F.A., Dir. of Ext. in Visual Arts, Div. of Univ. Ext.;
Prof, of Art.
127 Fine Arts, 333-0418, 333-0419. —405 W. Vermont, U., 344-6618.
•Johnson, Warren A. (Marcia), B.S., Library Attendent, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-2934. —1101 Willard, U., 367-4975.
•Johnson, Wayne L. (Glenda V.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
120 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2483. —214 S. Dewey, U., 365-2904.
•Johnson, W. Hilton (Joyce W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Geology.
255 Natural History, 333-4389. —2 Wildwood Lane, Briarcliff, Mahomet (61853), 586-3028.
•Johnson, Wilhelmine Juliane (Medford D.), Building Service Worker, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —108 W. Franklin, U., 367-7671.
Johnson, William, Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E.
302 Armory, 333-7074; 121 Huff Gym. —1202 Century 21, 302 E. John, C, 384-2100.
•Johnson, William David, Ed.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
236 Education, 333-4898. —904 Stratford, C, 359-2779.
•Johnson, William Eric (Dorothy), B.S., Furniture Repairman Foreman, Operation & Maintenance
Div., Retired.
901 W. Charles, C, 352-3892.
•Johnson, William H. (Beverly C), Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —1206 Garden Hills Dr., C, 356-4394.
•Johnson, William Herbert (Cathryn J.), Fire Captain, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2365.
•Johnson, Winston Keith, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —304 W. Illinois, U., 367-8887.
Johnston, Alberta Best, Secy., Montgomery County, Cooperative Extension Service.
102 N. Main, Hillsboro (62049), 532-5763. —309-A S. Main, Hillsboro (62049). 532-3385.
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•Johnston, Benjamin Burwell, Jr. (Betty H.), M.A., M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
5010 Music, 333-2588. —1003 W. Church, C, 352-0688.
tJohnston, (Mrs.) Helen Sears, B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey, Retired.
1007 West Clark, C, 352-9456.
Johnston, Patricia Veitch, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Prof., Children's Res. Center. Assoc. Prof, of
Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —Apt. 185, 2107 W. White, C, 359-4369.
•Johnston, Ralph Oney, Jr., (Joan C), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
175 East Chem., 333-3897. —711 S. Randolph, C, 356-5762.
•Johnston, Robert George (Sue Ann), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
104 Speech Clinic, 333-2231. —205 W. John, C, 356-2038.
•Johnston, Robert Leonard (Harriet M.), Ed.M., Regional Dir. (with rank of Assoc. Prof.), Div.
of Univ. Ext.
101 Illini Hall, 333-3061. —1107 S. Orchard U., 344-5162.
•Johnston, Sherry L Robert J.), A.S., Typing Clerk II, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2823. —Apt. 6, 406 Briar Lane, C, 359-9855.
•Johnstone, James Richard (Virginia) Building Operating Engr., Dept. of Agr. Eng.
113 Agr. Eng. Res. Lab. 333-0286. —405 Burkwood Ct. (W), U., 367-6876.
•Johnstone, Virginia Lee (James R.), Secy., Dept. of Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. —405 Burkwood Ct. West, U., 367-6876.
•Jokela, Jalmer John (Jane B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Forestry.
203 Forest Science Lab., 333-6270. —S. First Street Rd., C, 344-1888.
Jolley, Richard Ayers, Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Division.
Central Food Stores, 333-1410. —816 Balboa, C, 352-2238.
Jolly, Margaret M., Clerk-Typist III, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-1241. —122 N. Jefferson, Mansfield (61854), 489-5911.
•Jonas, Ana (Jiri), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry.
305 Adams Lab., 333-6587. —902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-4753.
•Jonas, Jiri (Ana), Ph.D., Prof, of Cehmistry.
44 Adams Lab., 333-0393. —902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-4753.
•Joncich, David Michael (Marcy), M.S., Asst., College of L.A.S.
Rm. 304, 1210 W. California, U., 333-0669. —Apt. 1, 807 W. Illinois, U., 344-7376.
•Joncich, Marcy L. (David M.), M.S., Cataloger, Library; Instr. in Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. 1, 807 W. Illinois, U., 344-7376.
Joncich, Mary J., B.A., Library Clerk II, Engineering Library.
217 Engineering Hall, 333-3576. —1107 W. Clark, U., 367-9789.
Jone, Cyrenius M., B.A., Res. Asst. in Biochemistry.
469 Adams Lab., 333-1169. —URH-463 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4848.
•Jones, Alice (Joseph), Program Asst., Whiteside County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 626-3658. —1106 Dillon, Sterling, (61081), 625-8812.
Jones, (Mrs.) Almut Gitter, M.S., Asst. in Forestry.
350 Natural History, 333-2522. —804 W. Main, U., 367-1890.
Jones, Arthur B., Plumber, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
805 S. Race, U. 367-4904.
•Jones, Barbara E. (Richard L.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
131 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4613. —492 Pike, Mahomet (61853).
•Jones, Benjamin Angus, Jr. (Georgeann H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
208 Agr. Eng., 333-0944. —708 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 367-6516.
•Jones, Carolyn Jean (Norman L.), Secy., Pope-Hardin Counties, Cooperative Extension Service.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Vienna (62985), 658-6976.
•Jones, Charles Kenneth (Elizabeth A.), Pipefitter Apprentice, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Apt. 6, 1402 N. McKinely, C, 359-4704.
•Jones, Delbert Wayne (Barbara L.), Truck Driver, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —Mahomet (61853), 586-4411.
tJones, Douglas Milton Avery (Mary E.), M.S., Assoc. Meteorologist, State Water Survey.
259 Water Resources, 333-4966. —1505 Paula Dr., C, 352-8482.
•Jones, Earl R. (Shirley), M.A., Bowling and Billiard Room Attendant, Illini Union.
Illini Union, 333-2415. —807 Centennial, C, 356-1302.
Jones, (Mrs.) E. Helien, B.A., Asst. in German.
3127 Foreign Lang. —URH-232 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4629.
Jones, Edith Carrington, Ph.D., Classics Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Library, Emerita.
804 S. Maple, U., 367-1659.
•Jones, Elizabeth Ann (Charles), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —Apt. 6, 1402 N. McKinley, C, 359-4704.
•Jones, Eloise (Lewis), Work Program Participant, Pulaski-Alexander Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —317 Thirty-fourth, Cairo (62924), 734-2766.
•Jones, Fred Mitchell (Ruth B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Business Administration.
109 D.K.H., 333-1088. —202 E. Washington, U., 367-2483.
Jones, John M., Jr., Data Processing Analyst II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6385. —2310 Southmoar, C, 356-3678.
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Jones, Judith Ann, M.A., Asst. in French.
2036 Foreign Lang., 333-2020. —506 W. High, U., 344-7866.
•Jones, Katherine Margaret (Raymond), Secy., Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 965-3704. —3874 Pelley Rd., Rockford (61102), 963-9098.
Jones, Kathryn L., B.A. Asst., Acquisitions Dept., Library.
220a Library, —URH-517 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4755.
•Jones, Kenneth Evan (Harriette A.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Pope-Hardin Counties,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 695-2441. —R.R. 2, Golconda (62938),
683-2606.
•Jones, Larry M. (Susan), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
55 E.E. Bldg., 333-4406. —Apt. 19, 901 S. First, C.
•Jones, Lawrence Edward (Roberta S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
431 Psych. Bldg., 333-3457. —911 W. John, C, 359-7894.
•Jones, L. Meyer (Maribeth), D.V.M., Ph.D., Dean of College of Vet. Med.; Prof, of Vet.
Physiology and Pharmacology; Head of Vet. Res. and Extension, College of Agriculture.
131 Vet. Med., 333-2760. —2110 Grange Dr., U., 344-3550.
Jones, Lorella Margaret, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
315 Physics Bldg., 333-4270. —506 W. Stoughton, U., 367-6568.
•Jones, Louise (Thomas L.), A.B., Admissions Officer, Admissions & Records.
176 Adm., 333-0302. —1205 Theodore, C, 356-8870.
Jones, Magnolia, Clerk-Typist Learner, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning.
909 N. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —607 E. Washington, C, 356-4692.
Jones, Margaret, Clerk-Typist I, Dept. of Biochemistry.
415 East Chem., 333-2013. —503 1/2 E. Washington, C, 359-5450.
Jones, Margaret Barbara, B.S., Home Adviser, Clinton County, Emerita.
Apt. A, 8614 State, East St. Louis (62203).
•Jones, Mary (Arthur), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —523 E. 151st, Phoenix (60426), 333-7543.
Jones, Mary Ann, M.A., Resident Dir. of Hopkins Hall.
Counseling Ofc, Hopkins Hall, 333-4482. —URH-102 Hopkins Hall, C, 332-1163.
Jones, Mary Margaret, Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —303 S. New, C, 352-3501.
•Jones, Mary, Typing Clerk III. Personnel Services Ofc
108 Personnel Services, 333-2145. —1303 Kinch, U., 367-9925.
•Jones, Maurice Lee (Rose M.), B.S., C.P.A., Accountant III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —802 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-9625.
•Jones, Oma Dorris (Dewey O.), B.S., Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Jefferson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-1482. —1810 Briarwood, Mt. Vernon (62864),
242-3507.
•Jones, Paul Guy (June), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
218 Talbot Lab., 333-3407. —505 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-4063.
•Jones, Robert Alvin (Judith C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
327 Lincoln Hall, 333-1979. —1203 S. Race, U., 367-3899.
•Jones, Robert Lewis (Katharine K.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Soil Mineralogy and Ecology, Dept.
of Agronomy.
S-410 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —1735 Westhaven, C, 352-6200.
•Jones, Robert Milton (Gayle), M.L.S., Music Acquisitions Librn., Library; Instructor in Library
Administration.
306 Smith Music Hall, 333-6717. —302 W. Church, Savoy(61874), 359-2873.
•Jones, Ronald Alan (Patricia), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2220 Civil Eng., 333-6943. —714 S. Race, U., 367-3732.
•Jones, Ronald Carrol (Elizabeth H.), B.S., Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-0776. —2705 E. California, U., 328-2080.
•Jones, Ronald Vance (Patricia A.), M. Ed., Asst. Specialist in Education, Curriculum Lab.
Rm. 5, 606 E. Grove, C, 333-1906. —1723 Anita Dr., C, 356-4424.
•Jones, R. Stewart (M. Louise), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology.
332 Education, 333-2604, 333-2355. —508 E. Harding, U., 367-3018.
•Jones, Rudard Artaban (Ruth T.), M.S., Res. Prof, of Architecture; Dir. of Small Homes
Council-Bldg. Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1800. —209 E. Mumford Dr., U.. 344-5447.
Jones, Sandra, M.A., Asst. Dean of Student Personnel; SEOP Counselor.
130 Student Services, 333-0056. —2801 Lawndale, C, 359-5364.
•Jones, Susie Bertha (Willie G.), Head Cook, Housing Div.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0844. —903 W. Hill, U., 328-1396.
•Jones, Thomas Lee (Louise), M.S., Instr. in Radio and Television.
332 Gregory Hall, 333-8786. —1205 Theodore Dr., C, 356-8870.
•Jones, Vangie E. (Harry O.), Program Asst., Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 128 North Shelbyville (62565), 774-4812. —R.R. 3, Box 18, Shelbyville (62565),
774-5106.
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Jones, Vincent Charles, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
123 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2483. —Apt. 15, 121 N. Race, U.
"Jones, William Thomas (Virginia), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1611 Lock Raven, C, 352-8013.
Jonietz, (Mrs.) Alice K., Ph.D., Clinical Counselor, Psychological and Counseling Center; Assoc.
Prof, of Psychology.
218 Student Services, 333-371 1. —806 S. Lincoln, U., 344-4269.
•Jordan, Bennie (Eddie), Work Program Participant, Champaign County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —612 E. Vine, C, 359-3480.
•Jordan, Edward Conrad (Mary), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Head of Dept.
158 E.E. Bldg., 333-2300. —415 W. Indiana, U., 344-5402.
•Jordan, Frank Usher (Marian E.), Storekeeper II, School of Chemical Sciences.
371 East Chem., 333-3564. —112 Main, P.O. Box 5, Savoy (61874), 359-5686.
•Jordan, Kathryn Compton (L. Verne), Secy., College of Engineering.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —909 W. Clark, C, 356-8753.
•Jordan, Larry E. (Vera E.), M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
350 Lincoln Hall. —Apt. D-79, 1700 W. Bradley, C, 352-0783.
Jordan, Laura Josephine, Ph.D., Prof, of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —1408 Scottsdale, C, 356-2468.
tJoselyn, Blair (Carol), M.S., Asst. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
496 Natural Resources, 333-6858. —624 Hazel Dr., Gibson City (60936), 784-4781.
Joseph, Raymond Alphonso, B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400b Gregory Hall, 333-7382. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
*Jost, Francois (Heidi), Ph.D., Prof, of French and of Comparative Literature. On leave of absence
for 1972-73.
2070C Foreign Lang., 333-4987. —1109 W. Charles, C, 359-6757.
Joyce, Edward Joseph M.A.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
126 D.K.H., 333-3627. —403 S. Lynn, C, 359-3715.
•Judge, George Garrett (Sue), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics and of Agricultural Economics.
263 Commerce (W), 333-4534; 302b Mumford Hall, 333-2857. —1117 Mayfair Rd., C,
352-1105.
•Judy, John W., Jr. (Shirley), Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med. and of Continuing Education.
287b Small Animal Clinic, 333-7058. —802 W. Delaware, Ur., 344-3439.
Judy, Rosemary llene, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Dairy Science.
336 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2933. —Apt. 12, 408 N. Prairie, C, 359-3077.
•Jugenheimer, Robert William (Mabel), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy,
Emeritus. Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-306a Illini Tower, 333-4374. —1307 W. University Ave., C, 356-3395.
•Jukes, Kenneth A. (Carol J.), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
225 Coble Hall, 333-1541. —Apt. C, 1838 Orchard Place, U., 344-5213.
Jung, Dennis William, M.S., Asst. in Biology.
177 Morrill Hall, —Apt. 2a, 1203 W. Main, U., 344-3252.
*Jugo, Augusto (Maritza), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
119 Talbot Lab., 333-6163. —Apt. 28, 1101-A S. Mattis, C, 359-8849.
Jungst, Rudolph G., B.A., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
267 Noyes Lab., 333-1532. —503 S. Prospect, C, 359-9323.
Justiss, Stephen R., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 302, 1111 1/2 S. Third, C.
•Kabler, Robert Allen (Joyce), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305B Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —2020-A S. Orchard, U. 367-3324.
•Kachru, Braj B. (Yamuna), Ph.D., Prof, of Linguistics; Head of Dept.
4088b Foreign Lang., 333-3563. —201 W. Washington, U., 328-2885.
•Kachru, Yamuna (Braj B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Linguistics and of English.
4110 Foreign Lang., 333-7017. —201 W. Washington, U., 328-2885.
•Kaczkowski, Henry Ralph (Maryalyce), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
188 Education, 333-2550. —713 W. Healey, C, 356-4213.
Kadenko, Georgia K. (Mrs.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Naval Science.
239 Armory, 333-1062. —1618 Ivanhoe Way, U., 367-2690.
*Kahane, Henry Romanos (Renee), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish and of Linguistics, and in Center for
Advanced Study, Emeritus; Visiting Prof, of French.
4088 Foreign Lang.; 333-3639.; 427 Library, —808 W. Oregon, U., 344-5494.
*Kahn, Madelyn I. (William), B.S., Asst. in Physiology.
415 Burrill Hall. —P.O. Box 165, Philo, 684-2006.
*Kahr, Toby Y. (Rita S.), A.M., Dir. of Personnel Services.
Personnel Services. 333-3101. —803 Park Lane Dr., C.
Kahrs, Karol Anne, Ph.D., Inst, in P.E.
112 Freer Gym., 333-3672. —2504 Hathaway Dr., C, 356-9732.
Kaikumba, Francis Y., M.S., Asst. in Secondary & Continuing Education.
4 Education, 333-1599. —URH-166 Daniels Hall, U.
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Kaiser, Christine Lee, B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Clay County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Southeast Corner, Square, Louisville (62858), 665-4513. —Apt. 3, 121 W. Seventh, Flora
(62839), 662-7981.
•Kaiser, Fran L. (Eddie H.), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
423 Mumford Hall, 333-2073. —Apt. 2, 1709 W. John, C, 356-3559.
Kaiser, Gertrude E., Ph.D., Prof, of Extension Education, Cooperative Extension Service.
212 Mumford Hall, 333-2665. —1812 S. Anderson, U., 367-9620.
"Kaiser, Jimmey Lee (Mona), B.S., Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3561. —2210 Broadmoor, C, 359-2260.
Kaiser, Karen K., B.L.S., Library Asst. I, Acquisitions Dept., Library.
220a Library, 333-1055. —705 N. Busey, U., 367-5440.
"Kaiser, Lynn Missal (Sidney V.), B.S., Food Service Administrator I, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E), 333-0700. —609 W. Main, U.
*Kaiser, Robert G. (Thela E.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —328 McLean, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-2031.
"Kakinuma, Katsumi (Noriko), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
446 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. B, 2057 S. Orchard, U., 367-0818.
Kalb, Edward Clinton, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Adult Education; Asst. Dir. of Short Courses and
Conferences, Div. of Univ. Ext.
116D Illini Hall, 333-2884, 333-2885. —Apt. 6, 107 E. Healey, C, 352-3338.
*Kaler, James Bailey (Maxine G.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Astronomy.
112 Observatory, 333-3090. —907 Sunnycrest, U., 367-1963.
"Kaley, Robert George II (Karen M.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
74 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 9, 1601 N. Kiler Dr., C, 352-0422.
Kallembach, Sherry Jean, Clerk-Typist III, Coordinated Science Lab.
3-143 C.S.L., 333-2595. —704 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 328-1978.
*Kallio, Reino Emil (Rebecca), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
606 Morrill Hall, 333-2038. —37 Sherwin Circle, U., 344-6336.
"Kaluzynski, Thomas Arthur (Karan), M.A., Asst., President's Ofc.
364 Adm., 333-4706. —1409 Briarcliff Dr., U., 344-6374.
*Kalyansundar, Viji Ph.D., Asst. in Mathematics.
324 Coble Hall, 333-6329. —Apt. 16, 1201 W. Oregon, U.
Kamanda, Daniel, M.S., Asst., University High School.
309 U.H.S., 333-2847. —URH-306 Barton Hall, C, 332-0154.
Kambayashi, Yahiko, Ph.D., Visiting Res. Assoc, in Computer Science.
255 D.C.L., 333-6884. —Apt. 1223, 910 S. Third, C, 337-5342.
"Kamber, Franz Walter (Barbara A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
209 Coble Hall, 333-2698. —1404 Curtiss Dr., U., 328-1691.
*Kamerer, John Joseph (Carol), B.S., O.P.A., Accountant III, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
105 Davenport House, 333-2186. —1205 W. Charles, C, 352-1366.
*Kamm, Albert Carl (Lois M.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Piatt County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
202 W. Washington, Monticello (61856), 762-2655. —103 S. Greely, Monticello (61856),
762-7051.
*Kamman, James Foster (Rose M.), Ph.D., Clinical Counselor (with rank of Assoc. Prof.),
Psych, and Counseling Center.
217 Student Services, 333-2497. —707 W. Main, U., 367-5676.
Kammerahl, Hanna R., Asst., Univ. Ofc. of Long-Range Planning & Analysis.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —103 E. Daniel, C, 344-8109.
*Kammerer, Virginia Mae (Warren L.), Secy., Kane County, Cooperative Extension Service
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —903 Ohio, St. Charles (60174),
312-584-6095.
Kammin, Martha, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —Box 378, Sidney (60877), 688-2443.
Kammlade, William G., Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science and Agricultural Extension, Emeritus.
703 Taylor Dr., Carbondale (62901), 618-457-5906.
*Kamradt, John Richard (Suzanne), Properties Technician, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
78 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4616. —Sadorus (61872), 598-7950.
Kan, Luping, M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Entomology.
Biological Control Lab., 333-4652. —Apt. 12, 1201 W. Oregon, U., 333-1714.
Kanali, Fred, M.A., Asst. in Linguistics.
4106 Foreign Lang., 333-6468; 1208 W. California, U. 333-6335. —Apt. 108, 57 E. Healey, C,
359-0668.
Kane, Dennis J., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 14, 1205B E. Florida, U., 344-3560.
Kane, Mary Agnes, Clerk II, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
1206 W. John, C, 352-9635.
Kane, Michael T., Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Measurement and Research Div.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Apt. A-6, 105 E. Green, C.
*Kang, Ik-Ju (Heeyong), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Physics.
290m Mat. Res. Lab. —801 W. Washington, C, 359-0528.
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*Kang, Shin Theke (Tai-Su), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, World Heritage Museum.
499 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —122 Scottswood, U., 367-2433.
"Kanitz, Lillian L (Loyd R.), Typing Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
247 Adm., 333-2655. —404 N. Ohio, Tuscola (61953), 253-4339.
*Kannel, Edward J. (Marjorie), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
303 Engineering Hall, 333-8346. — 1704A James Cherry Dr., U., 344-4281.
"Kantner, Alma Doris (Harrison O.), Clerk-Typist II, Radioisotope Lab.
139 Davenport Hall, 333-2942. —104 W. Union, Mahomet (61853), 586-4642.
Kantrowitz, Mark L, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
328 Physics Bldg., —Apt. 10, 307 S. Prairie, C, 359-5303.
Kanumilli, Sudhakar Rad, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4129 Civil Eng., 333-6979. —Apt. 104, 907 W. Stoughton, U., 344-2223.
Kanzaria, Maganlal V., B.Tech., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4125 Civil Eng., 333-6978. —URH-361 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2496.
Kao, William H., M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330n E.E. Bldg., 333-4955; 4-121 C.S.L., 333-6721. —URH-186 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2445.
Kaplan, Rosalyn B., M.A., Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —Apt. 8, 1005 S. 6th, C, 328-1473.
Kaplan, Ruth L, B.S., Staff Asst., Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330.
*Kaplan, Samuel (Deanna), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Microbiology.
164 Burrill Hall, 333-2044. —2 Monterey Ct., C, 356-4714.
"Kapoor, Inder Prakash (Neera), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-3649. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
*Kappauf, William Emil (Catharine H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
713 Psychology Bldg., 333-3636. —1401 Waverly Dr., C, 356-5977.
*Kapple, William Henry (Kathleen C), A.B., Res. Assoc. Prof., Small Homes Council-Building
Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1912. —602 S. Ridgeway, C, 356-5429.
"Kara, Evelyn Marie (Ronald), Clerk-Typist III, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —906 Harding Dr., U., 344-7638.
*Karara, Houssam M. (Albertina G.), D.Sc, Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3122 Civil Eng., 333-4311. —1913 Moraine Rd., C, 352-7455.
*Karier, Clarence Joseph (Norma), Ph.D., Prof, of History of Education. Chairman of Dept. of
Hist, and Phil, of Educ.
368 Education, 333-7404. —408 Sunnycrest Ct. West, U'., 328-1368.
"Karlsson, Kathryn Anne (Bengt I.), M.S., Res. Assoc, Children's Research Center.
49 Children's Res. Center Bldg., 333-6434. —Apt. B, 2064 S. Orchard, U., 344-4982.
*Karlstrom, Paul Edward (Doris J.), J.D., Instr. in General Engineering.
312 Transportation. —1226 Foothill Dr., C, 356-6139.
Karnes, Florayne W. (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Tazewell County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —709 Prince, Pekin (61554), 347-5265.
Karlquist, David W., B.Arch., Asst. in Architecture.
205 Surveying, 333-2285. —406 W. High, U., 344-3450.
Karnes, Merle Briggs, Ed.D., Prof, of Education, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
Rm. 232, 403 E. Healey, C, 333-4890. —2105 Grange Dr., U., 344-5398.
*Karnes, M. Ray (Frances A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education, Emeritus.
311 Crestmont, Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
*Karr, Leanne (Ronald F.), Secy., Dept. of Economics.
330 Commerce (W), 333-0120. —163 Paddock Dr. E., C, 359-4290.
*Karr, Lee Ruth (William L.), Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3298. —303 W. Nevada, U., 367-7997.
Kartasasmita, Bana Goerbana, M.S., Asst., Center for Asian Studies.
1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —102 E. Armory, C, 344-7624.
*Karube, Isao (Kuniko), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Food Science.
Burnisdes Res. Lab., 333-1874. —2062-C S. Orchard, U., 344-8833.
"Kastelic, Joseph (Gladys), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science; Assoc. Head of Dept. of Animal
Science; Asst. Dir. of International Agricultural Programs.
332 Mumford Hall, 333-0124; 113 Mumford Hall, 333-6420. —706 W. Green, C, 352-6670.
Kastrup, Rodney V., B.A., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
305a Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-848 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4921.
*Kasube, DorAnn Jane (Herbert E.), B.A., Library Clerk II, Commerce Library.
101 Library, 333-3619. —208 W. Beardsley, C, 359-8728.
*Kasube, Herbert (DorAnn), A.B., Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-2043. —208 W. Beardsley, C, 359-8728.
*tKatz, Lauren E. (Robert S.), B.S., Receptionist-Bookkeeper, WPGU Radio Station.
Weston Hall, 333-2016. —1217 Joanne Lane, C, 359-9797.
"tKatz, Lilian Gonshaw (Boris I.), Ph.D., Dir. of Educational Resources Information Center;
Assoc. Prof, of Early Childhood Educ.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —503 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6783.
Katz, Moshe, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
241 Illini Hall, 333-3970. —909 S. First, C.
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*Katz, Robert David (Lubitsa N.), M C.P., Prof, of Architecture; Chairman, Housing Res. and
Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330. —708 W. Delaware, U., 344-1876.
"Katzenellenbogen, Benita S. (John A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physiology, School of Basic
Medical Sciences and Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
532 Burrill Hall, 333-9769. —501 W. Washington, U., 367-4158.
•Katzenellenbogen, John Albert (Benita S. K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
4616 Adams Lab., 333-6310. —501 W. Washington, U., 367-4158.
Kau, Paul Kun-Yuan, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, Bureau of Econ. and Bus. Res.
429 D.K.H., 333-4735; 448 Mumford Hall, 333-2638. —615 1/2 S. Wright, C, 352-0995.
•Kaufman, Anthony David (Achsah G.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
255 English, 333-3181. —Apt. 312-W, 909 W. Oregon, U., 344-1807.
Kaufman, Marguerite Sara, M.S., Architecture Libm.; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
202 Architecture, 333-0224. —604 S. Gregory PL, U., 344-1769.
*Kaufman, Orville Norman (Viola), Grounds Operating Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1717 Burnetta, C, 352-1102.
Kaufman, Robert Philip, Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
127 Altgeld Hall, 333-1076.
•Kaufmann, U. Milo (Helen E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
229 English, 333-2524. —R.R. 2, U., 328-1770.
Kaulfers, Walter Vincent, Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
375 Education, 333-3598. —315 E. University, C, 352-9120.
*Kay, David (Marilyn F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
317A English. —1604 S. Vine, U., 367-0398.
Kazaniwskyj, Leo Wasyl, Ed.M., Asst. in Education.
360 Education, 333-6413. —210 W. Columbia, C, 352-8995.
*tKearney, Frank W. (Theresa), B.S.E.E., Acting Chief, Test & Evaluation Lab., U.S. Army
Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —1011 W. White, C, 359-7650.
*Kearns, Clyde Wilson (Camille), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology.
216 Morrill Hall, 333-0489. —Apt. 2, 402 E. Michigan, U., 328-3740.
Keaveney, Madeline M., Ph.D., Lecturer in Speech.
181 Lincoln Hall, 333-9105.
*Keeley, Carol Bowden Puckett (James C), B.S., Admissions Officer, Admissions and Records.
312 Met. and Min., 333-0306. —R.R. 2, U., 328-3459.
"Keeling, Richard Elsworth (Barbara), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
A-l Allen Hall, 333-1395. —1309 W. Hill, C, 356-3368.
•Keen, Elvera (Orville D.), B.S., Chief Clerk, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201f Turner Hall, 333-3423. —R.R. 3, Meadow Lake, C, 586-4663.
*Keen, Jeanne (Richard L.), Accounting Clerk II, College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-7711. —205 W. Kirby, C, 352-6420.
Keen, Maria Elizabeth, M.A., Asst. Prof, of English.
3054 Foreign Lang., 333-7924. —608 S. Edwin, C, 356-8810.
•Keen, Richard Lynn (Jeanne), Medical X-Ray Technician III, College of Vet. Med.
180C Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —2605 W. Kirby, C, 352-6420.
Keenan, Emma Jean, Typing Clerk III, Inst, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
223 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-2386. —203 E. Conron, Danville (61832), 442-7308.
•Keener, Charles Alva (Irene P.), M.S., E.E., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
147 E.E. Bldg., 333-0716, 333-2301. —1014 W. Healey, C, 352-3865.
•Keener, Faye J. (Roy), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Elec. Eng., Retired.
310 Canyon Dr., N. Lehigh Acres, Fla. (33936), 369-3215.
•Keigher, William Francis (Elaine K.), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
303 Coble Hall, 333-6408. —614 E. Colorado, U., 367-6098.
*Keim, Kathryn Louise, (Kermit), M.S., Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Jackson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 618-687-1727. —R.R. 1 Murphysboro (62966),
618-687-1811.
•Keiser, Harold (Donna), B.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
102 Nuclear Reactor Lab., 333-0866. —1709 Tara Dr., C, 352-4436.
Keiser, James Raymond, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Metallurgy.
210a Met. and Min., 333-7636. —502 Sunrise Dr., U., 367-3490.
•Keith, Granville Spear (Ramona P.), M.S., Prof, of Architecture, Emeritus.
425 Montford Ave., Mill Valley, California (94941), 415-383-2290.
•Keith, Walter Marvin (Marjorie), M.L.A., Prof, of Landscape Architecture; Dir. of Robert
Allerton Park.
205 Mumford Hall, 333-4147. —412 W. Washington, U., 367-5018.
Kell, Kevin U., B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
204 Talbot Lab., 333-3922. —Apt. 1, 714 W. California, U, 344-1706.
•Keller, Bonnie B. (Charles M.), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Anthropology.
387 Davenport Hall, 333-7488. —1819 Hemlock, C, 352-0803.
•Keller, Charles Marquis (Bonnie), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Anthropology.
109 Davenport Hall.
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'Keller, Erwin Dale (Barbara J.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Seymour (61875), 687-5740.
'Keller, G. Helen (James R.), Clerk-Typist II, Music Library.
306 S.M.H., 333-6717. —Apt. 102, 2112 S. Orchard, U., 367-9072.
•Keller, James Edward (Nancy), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker,
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —Box 349, Sidney, 688-2517.
Keller, Linda Jean, Secy., St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 233-0339. —R.R. 1, Box 166, O'Fallon (62269), 632-4934.
Keller, (Mrs.) Lula Green, M.Ed., Program Leader and Asst. Prof., Cooperative Extension
Service.
537 Bevier Hall, 333-3917. —Apt. 106, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-4511.
•Keller, Roy Jacob, (Margery J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of College of Physical Education; Assoc.
Prof, of P.E. for Men.
110 Huff Gym., 333-3268. —2107 Mills Dr., U., 367-0998.
Kelley, Jean L, M.S., Adm. Asst., Champaign Residence Halls.
120 M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-4868. —2212 S. Anderson, U., 367-5523.
•Kelley, Jerry Dean (Jean G.), M.A., Therapeutic Recreation Specialist (with rank of Asst. Prof.),
Rec. and Park Resources Ofc.
312 Armory, 333-1824. —705 Mattis, C, 352-7259.
•Kelley, Karl C. (Sharon L.), M.S., Senior Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced Computation.
120 Advanced Computation, 333-8469. —1220 Joanne Lane, C, 352-0465.
Kelley, Keith Wayne, B.S., Asst. in Animal Science.
123 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3131. —1617 Cornell Dr., C, 356-9201.
Kelley, Mary Ruth, B.S., Production Editor, University Press.
119 University Press, 333-0951. —1422 Cambridge Dr., C, 356-6990.
•Kelley, Phyllis (Alden L.), Library Clerk III, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1269, 333-1997. —R.R. 1, Thomasboro (61878), 694-4788.
•Kelley, Wilbur Alexander (Frances M.), B.S., Asst. Horticulturist, Dept. of Horticulture.
104 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1522. —Philo (61864), 684-2407.
Kelley, Wilma Kathleen, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —Apt. 2, 722 S. Broadway, U., 328-1412.
•Kellogg, Earl Duane (Janice K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Economics. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
435 Mumford Hall, 333-1825. —609 Colorado, U., 344-4297.
•Kellogg, King (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
Kingscroft, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2334.
•Kelly, Charles W. (Joanne), Broadcast Engr., Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —2110 Galen Dr., C, 352-9648.
Kelly, Dorothy R., Clerk-Typist II, College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0931. —14 Bradley and McKinley, C, 359-5143.
•Kelly, Evelyn Dorothy (William B.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Elec. Eng., Retired.
315 Maurice, Box 291, Alton (62002).
•Kelly, Fred J. (Barbara R.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — 1313 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-1329.
•Kelly, Gary R., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —URH-363 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2498.
•Kelly, Iva Vertrees, (Floyd C), Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1269. —502 S. Second, Fisher (61843), 897-4706.
•Kelly, Joseph Anderson (Alice), M.A., Asst. Prof., Police Training Institute, Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —2005 Clover Lane, C, 359-5345.
•Kelly, Joseph Burnham (Barbara L.), M.S., Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —905 McHenry, U., 367-1804.
•Kelly, J. Robert (Mary E.), M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
5042 Music, 333-3677. —807 S. Urbana, U., 367-8269.
Kelly, Lauren G., B.S., Res. Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H., 333-1613. —1108 N. Champaign, C, 352-9036.
Kelly, Ross Anthony (Pearl), Ph.D., Prof, of Fruit and Vegetable Marketing, Dept. of Agri. Econ.
300a Mumford Hall, 333-1823. —306 W. Washington, U., 367-5640.
Kelly, Thomas Joseph, B.S., Asst. in Zoology.
434 Morrill Hall, 333-3566. —403 S. Wright, C, 356-8402.
*Kelman, Bruce Jerry (Jacqueline A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
234 Vet. Med., 333-2399. —Apt. 202, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-4777.
•Kelman, Jacqueline A. (Bruce J.), Clerk-Typist II, College of Vet. Med.
155 Vet. Med., 333-1937. —300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-4777.
•Kemmerer, Donald Lorenzo (Mirjane S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
110 D.K.H., 333-0684. —1006 W. Armory, C. 352-2632.
•Kemp, Arnold Raymond (Helen R.), B.S., Farm Adviser, Knox County, Retired.
833 N. Academy, Galesburg (61401), 342-3763.
Kemp, Janie, Work Program Participant, Madison County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —821 Franklin, Madison (62060).
618-876-5823.
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*Kemp, John Stephen (Martha L.), Ed.D., University Coordinator of School and College
Relations; State Chairman, North Central Association.
338 Illini Tower, 333-1120. —1203 McHenry, U., 367-1551.
*Kempka, June W. (Norman), Editorial Asst., Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
43 M. E. Bldg.. 333-0958. —1112 Klein, Rantoul (61866), 892-2669.
•fKempton, John Paul (Betty M.), Ph.D.. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
462 Natural Resources, 189-251, 344-1481. —1007 W. Church, C, 356-4811.
*Kendall, Kenton A. (Lorene B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Dairy Science.
319 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1327. —1112 E. Mumford Dr., U., 328-1170.
*Kendeigh, S. Charles (Dorothy S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology.
104 Vivarium. 333-1632. —1116 W. Healey, C, 352-8476.
•Kennedy, Blanche Fern (Holly N.), Secy., Mason County, Cooperative Extension Service.
133 S. High. Havana (62644), 543-3308. —215 S. McKinley, Havana (62644), 543-3623.
Kennedy, Dan Wilson, M.S., Res. Assoc, in Recreation.
104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —3215 W. Kirby, C, 359-8504.
•Kennedy, John William (Nan), M.F.A., Professsor of Art. Emeritus.
1414 Monte Carlo Dr., Clearwater, Florida (33516), 531-8172.
'Kennedy, Joseph C. (Helen F.). Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Division, Business Affairs Ofc.
163 Adm., 333-1094. —602 W. Healey, C, 352-9597.
Kennedy, Kenneth F., B.S. Asst. in Finance.
393 Commerce (W), 333-6391. —907 E. Washington, U., 344-8547.
Kennedy, Martha, Cook. Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —506 E. Bradley, C, 352-3020.
*Kenner, Gerry Harvey (Lorna G.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Biological Structure and of
Ceramic Engineering.
339 Vet. Med., 333-1025: 306 Ceramics, 333-7324. 333-1770. —1401 Queens Way, C.
359-1349.
'Kenney, John Edward (Sally M.), M.Ext. Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Rock Island County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deeve Rd., East Moline, 755-2126. —1437 Thirty-fourth, Rock Island, 788-2747.
*KenstOwicz, Michael (Tamara), B.A.. Asst. Prof, of Linguistics and of Slavic Languages.
1409 Foreign Lang., 333-8992. —107 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-5121.
•Kenstowicz, Tamara M. (Michael), B.A., Lib. Tech. Asst. I, Special Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library, 333-1349. —107 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-5121.
*tKent, Lois Schoonover (Louis R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
472 Natural Resources, 189-201, 344-1481. —1003 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 356-9253.
*Kent, Maurice Eugene (Betty L.), Painter Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —710 E. Richardson, Farmer City (61842), 928-9528.
•Kenworthy, Florita (Ralph D.), Typing Clerk III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1151. —713 S. Grove, U., 367-8908.
•Kenworthy, Ralph Dean (Rita), Program Adm. Asst., Dept. of Physics.
437D Physics Bldg., 333-4486. —713 S. Grove, U., 367-8908.
Kenzler, William, M.A., Housing Consultant and Head Resident, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1424: 160 Daniels Hall, 333-0465. —URH-133 Daniels Hall, U.,
332-2129.
•Kerchner, H. Richard (Ruth), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
290u and B-9 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2596. —1202 1/2 Thomas Dr., C, 359-7889.
•Kerkering, Thomas Evan (Lou Ann), Dept. of Comp. Science and Computing Services Ofc.
31g D.C.L., 333-6173. —803 E. Pennsylvania, U.. 367-2922.
Kerkhoff, Paul C, M.S., Accountant I, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
113 Davenport House 333-2186. —619 Richards Lane, C, 352-5160.
•Kerley, Fred (Mary G.), Building Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —Brownfield (62911),
618-949-3483.
•Kerley, James A. (Leda J.), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R.. Simpson (62985),
618-695-2695.
tKern, Ronald Arthur, B.A., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 5, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-0206. —Apt. 102, 907 W. Stoughton, U., 328-2586.
Kerr, Patricia Ann, B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
326 Lincoln Hall, 333-1951. —Apt. 3, 405 W. Springfield, U.
•Kerr, Richard George (Mary), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Winnebago County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —236 Vale Ave. South. Rockford (61108),
815-399-1797.
Kerr, Stanley Paul, B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
222 Illini Hall, 333-2489, 333-1856. —URH720 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2376.
•Kerst, Donald William (Dorothy B.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
Sterling Hall, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin (53706), 262-3595.
Kerst, Ronald A., M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
8 C.S.L., 333-3697. —Apt. 3-A, 1203 W. Main, U., 344-7586.
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•Kesler, Clyde Ervin (Mary Anne). M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and of Civil
Eng.
2129E Civil Eng., 333-3394. —R.R. 3, C, 356-4598.
*Kesler, Richard Prather (Evelyn M.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Farm Management. Dept. of Agr.
Econ.
452 Mumford Hall, 333-0753. —2010 Cottage Grove, U., 365-1935.
•Kesler, Sharon L (Robert), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Div. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-2881. —Apt. 304, 2203 Hazelwood Dr., U.. 344-7626.
•Kesler, Susan A. (Philip R.), A.G.S., Clerk-Typist II, University Press.
100 University Press. 335-0950. —3005 Ridgewood Ct.. C. 359-9013.
*Kesner, Brian Blake (Joanna), M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
4E Architecture, 333-7073. —1020 W. Daniel, C. 359-8723.
'Kessie, Geneva Rose (Howard W.). Secy.. Greene County. Cooperative Extension Service.
319 West Side Square. Carrollton (62016), 942-6996. —168 S. Main, Carrollton (62016),
942-5054.
•Kessler, Hubert (Tanja), Ph.D., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
603 W. Indiana, U., 344-5146.
'Kessler, Morris S. (Marion S.), M.S., Asst. Vice President for Financial Affairs: Asst.
Comptroller. Board of Trustees.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —505 Park Haven Ct.. C, 356-3483.
•Kessler, Steven J. (Carol), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Effingham County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 810, 800 E. Fayette, Effingham (62401), 342-6644. —703 Brentwood. Effingham
(62401), 347-7349.
'Kessler, Thomas James (Betty L.), Electronics Technician II. Dept. of Psychology.
39B Psych. Bldg. 333-2580. —1301 Garden Lane, C, 359-1482.
•Keswani, C. L. (Duru), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Plant Pathology.
10 Hort. Field Lab., 333-4723. —Apt. A, 2035 S. Orchard, U., 367-7751.
•Ketchum, Herbert Alan (Margie Lou), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2248.
Ketchum, Pierce Waddell, Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
1005 S. Orchard, U., 344-6518.
Ketelsen, Mark L, B.S.E.E., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
94 D.C.L., 333-5920. —506 S. Urbana, U.. 344-2129.
•Kettelkamp, Gilbert C. (Ona C), Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education,
Emeritus.
305 W. Washington, U., 367-3442.
•Ketten, Joyce Kay (Jerry), Secy., Bond County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 129, Greenville (62246). 664-3665. —R.R. 1. Box 9a. Greenville (62246). 664-0646.
•Keyes, Scott (Charlotte), Ph.D., Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning.
1001 W. Nevada, U., 333-3020. —505 W. William, C, 352-9843.
•Keys, David E. (Diana), M.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
126 D.K.H., 333-3627. —Apt. 304, 2108 S. Norchard, U., 367-7572.
•Khachaturian, Narbey (Margaret), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3129D Civil Eng., 333-6950. —207 S. Adams, Philo (61864). 684-2661.
•Khalsa, Surjit Kaur (Mohinder Singh), Cook McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-9137. —908 W. California, U.. 344-3795.
•Kharadia, Virabhai Chelabhai (Kokila V.), M.Com., Asst. in Economics.
4 D.K.H., 333-1713. —Apt. 630, 1107 W. Green, IL, 344-0711.
•Khatib, Mohamad Taysir (Nabila T.), B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Food Science.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-1931. —Apt. A, 1812 Orchard Place, U.
TKhawlie, Mohamad Radwan, (Hoda), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
425 Natural Resources, 189-296, 344-1481. —1104 W. Springfield, U., 367-9822.
•Kibler, Carl G. (Linda K.). Compositor, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —2006 Weaver, U.. 367-6809.
•Kibler, Clarence T., B.S., Ext. Adviser, Coop. Ext. Serv., Retired.
401 Barr, Jerseyville (62052).
•Kibler, Franklin (Neva J.), Instrument Maker, Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —207 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2556.
•Kidd, Dennis R. (Lindy), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —409 W. Green, C.
Kidd, Joseph L, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —Apt. 15, 800 W. Church, C, 359-7161.
•Kidd, Richard Wayne (Millie M.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
165E Noyes Lab., 333-0626. —Apt. C. 2063 S. Orchard, U.. 344-6490.
•Kidder, Robert Wilson (Florence L.), Ph.D., Extension Loans Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof).
Library.
231 Library, 333-3773. —606 S. Gregory PL, U., 344-0738.
•Kieback, Walter Carl (Clara B.), Grounds Gardener, Dept. of Botany, Retired.
912 S. Foley, C, 352-5919.
*Kiefer, Mary Ann (Linus M.), B.A., Work Program Participant, Saline County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946). 618-253-7711. —324 E. Dayton, Harrisburg (62946).
253,8761.
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*Kieffer, George H. (Beverly). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Zoology and of Life Sciences.
428 Natural History. 333-0438. —3303 W. Brentwood. C. 359-3673.
'Kiefling, Roger Lowell (Jeannie). B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser, Youth. Christian County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
313 W. Market. Taylorville. 824-4897. —R.R. 1. Box 86. Tower Hill (62571), 567-3119.
Kiersch, Theodore Alexander, (Marie). M.D.. Chairman of Mental Health Div.; Prof, of Health
Science.
141 McKinley Health Center, 333-2710. —1903 Golfview Dr.. U.. 367-8883.
'Kiesecoms, Robert Dean (Elaine), B.S.. Assistant Ext. Adviser, Youth. Randolph County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
South St. Louis and Belmont. Sparta (62286). 443-3538. —15 Park Estates. Sparta (62286).
443-4222.
*Kiest, Don (Janice M.), Transportation Operator. Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
151 Rehab.-Educ. Center. 333-4617. —R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853).
*Kiest, Janice Marie (Don). Clerk-Typist III. Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
123 L.I.R.. 333-1488. —R.R. 1, Mahomet. (61853).
*Kietzman, Donald Lee (Bonniejeen). Tab. Mach. Operator III. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-4810. —308 Sunrise Dr.. U.. 344-0842.
*Kiley, Paul Emery (Virginia). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-4771. —Box 145. Brocton (61917), 385-2446.
*Kilian, Raymond H. (Louise). Herdsman. Dept. of Animal Science.
Swine Nutritional Res. and Swine Farm, 333-1936. 3-0153. —Broadlands (61816). 834-3315.
*Killey, James Daniel, (Maribeth). B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Macoupin County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
126 N. Broad. Carlinville, 217-854-5946. —Palmyra (62674). 217-436-2407.
tKilley, Myrna Marie, B.A.. Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
102 Natural Resources. 189-268. 344-1481. —604 W. Nevada. U.. 367-6478.
*Killinger, Arden Holmes (Eva). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
64 Vet. Med.. 333-4761. —1405 S. Maple, U., 367-1205.
*Kim, Bok-Lim C. (Chin), M.S.S.. P.A.S.. Asst. Prof, of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon. L'.. 333-2261. —1112 Lincolnshire Dr.. C. 356-3076.
Kim, Byung Ro, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3230 Civil Eng.. 333-8064. —URH-527 Daniels Hall. L\. 332-2319.
*Kim, Chin (Bok Lim C). M.S.. J.S.D.. Asst. Law Libra.: Prof, of Law and of Library
Administration.
104J Law. 333-2913. —1112 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 356-3076.
*Kim, Chin-Wu (Jean). Ph.D. Prof, of Linguistics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
3156 Foreign Lang.. 333-7017. —1603 Sheridan Rd.. C.
Kim, Dong Hee, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2519 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-6178. —Apt. 4, 302 W. Locust, C, 328-2370.
*Kim, Hasuck (Young Choong). M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
172 Adams Lab.. 333-3897. —Apt. 431, 1107 W. Green, U.. 344-7591.
*Kim, SeungJai (Jungja). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
308 Engineering Hall. 333-0884. —113 W. Franklin. U.. 328-1321.
*Kim, Sung Bok (Leda). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of History.
419B Gregory Hall. 333-8659. —Broadlands (61816), 834-3441.
*Kim, Young Choong (Hasuck), M.S.. Res. Asst. in Nutritional Science.
106 Burasides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —Apt. 431. 1107 W. Green. L\. 344-7591.
*Kim, Young Jip (Chang M.), M.S., Res. Asst.. Water Resources Center.
94 D.C.L.. 333-4390. —Apt. A. 1834 Orchard PI.. L\. 344-7815.
*Kimberly, John Robert (Barbara C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology and of Industrial and Labor
Relations.
119 L.I.R. Bldg.. 333-1486. —802 W. White. C. 359-6593.
•Kimbrell, Edward Earl (Margaret), Furniture Repairman Foreman, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2508 Arden. C. 356-1259.
Kimbrell, Robert J. (Kathleen). Eng. Draftsman II. Dept. of Computer Science.
54 D.C.L.. 333-6691. —2403 John Dr.. L\. 367-2517.
'Kimmel, Elizabeth Marcia (Eric A.). M.Ed.. Asst. in Elementarv Education.
10 Education. 344-3801. —503 E. John. C. 367-6174.
'Kimmel, Maxine Theresa Pinazzi (Lasley W.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Consumer Education,
Regional Ofc. .Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 24. P.O. Box 2400. Hemingway Hall. Illinois Central College Campus. East Peoria
(61611). 694-4376. —7 Lauder Ct.. Bartonville (61609). 697-3177.
'Kimmel, Myra Anne (Donald L.). A.S.. Secy., McLean County. Cooperative Extension Service.
202 E. Locust. Bloomington (61701). 309-828-6494. —R.R. 1. Bloomington (61701). 662-1774.
•Kimpel, Martin Henry (Ruth I.). Carpenter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —210 E. Dodson Dr.. U.. 367-7637.
•Kimpton, Dale (Barbara). M.M., Head. Extension in Music, Div. of Univ. Ext.
Rm. 105. 608 S. Mathews. L\. 333-1580. —1209 W. Charles. C. 352-8977.
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*Kincaid, Eldon Floyd (Jane E.), Fireman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —507 S. East, Homer (61849), 896-2288.
Kindermann, Ross P., A.B., University Fellow in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-2043. —URH-414 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2274.
•Kindle, Elizabeth A. (Larry), B.S., Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
109 Nanti, Park Forest, (60466), 747-3384.
King, Ameda Ruth, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History, Emerita.
1407 Grandview Dr., C, 352-2931.
'King, Claud Bruce (Susie A.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1013 Briarcliff, Rantoul (61866), 893-1378.
*King, Collene B. (Alvin), A.M., Asst. Prof, of Home Economics, Emerita.
715 W. Washington, U., 344-6994.
tKing, Dennis L. (Margery L.), Machinist Helper, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
Agr. Eng. Res. Farm, 333-6596. —Box 253, Franklin St., Fithian (61844), 548-2252.
King, Florence Mary, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics, Emerita.
1302 W. State, Geneva (60134), 232-7573.
King, Geneva, Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —Apt. 6, 315 Sherman, Joliet (60433).
*King, Lyle (Irene), Commercial Artist II, World Heritage Museum.
484 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —R.R. 1, Homer (61849), 896-2389.
*King, Mary Ellen (Leon T.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —719 E. 155th PI., Phoenix (60426),
312-333-5037.
King, Patricia A., Payroll Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
126 Adm., 333-8851. —Apt. 5, 1006 S. First, C.
*King, Ray Edward (Octjelena), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0472. —211 W. High, U., 367-5164.
*King, Thomas Erness (Janice), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —508 Dogwood Dr. C, 352-5951.
'King, Warren Lee (Mary), M.S., Asst. in Geology.
216 Natural History, 333-9495. —2402 Campbell Dr., C, 356-5568.
•Kingery, Forrest Glenn (Emma M.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Sigel, 844-2054.
•Kingery, Thomas Eugene (Beverly), Electronics Eng. Asst., Dept. of Computer Science.
231 D.C.L., 333-4755. —Hudson Acres, U., 367-7441.
•Kiningham, George William (Jean L.), B.S., Asst. Dir. of Purchases, Purchasing Div., Business
Ofc.
228 Adm., 333-3580. —612 W. Springfield, C, 356-4843.
•Kinnamon, Keneth (Paquita G.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
128 English, 333-6660. —408 S. James, C.
•Kinsel, Harvey Dale (Harriett H.), Roofer Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1306 Garden Lane, C, 356-6123.
Kintgen, Jean K., M.S., Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
336 Educ, 333-7179. —1203 Mitchem, U., 344-3209.
•Kinzie, Marion Dale (Dorothy E.), M.D., Assoc. Dir. of Health Services; Staff Physician, Health
Service and McKinley Hospital.
192 Health Center, 333-2714. —105 W. William, Monticello (61856), 762-5362.
*Kirby, Emmett Ellsworth (Evelyn), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1137 Civil Eng., 333-6913. —710 S. Prairie, C, 356-2263.
*Kirby, Patricia Ann (Richard D.), Payroll Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2183. —Box 31, Philo (61864), 684-2269.
•Kirby, Richard Haines (Emma L.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-1394. —712 W. Vine, C, 352-2468.
Kirk, Edythe Jessie, A.M., Catalog Reviser, Library; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1007 W. Harvard, C, 356-9157.
tKirk, (Mrs.) Emily Singer, Supervisory Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey, Retired.
8001 W. Seventy-first, Arvada, Colorado 080004), 303-421-4226.
•Kirk, Samuel Alexander (Winifred), Ph.D., L.H.D., Prof, of Special Education and of
Psychology, Emeritus.
*Kirk, T. B. W. Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics (second semester).
437c Physics Bldg., 333-8174.
•Kirkland, Robert Dean (Barbara A.), Furniture Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 24, Seymour (61875), 687-4350.
•Kirkland, Virginia (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —15221 Eighth, Phoenix (60426), 331-8512.
•Kirkpatrick, B. F. (Mary O.), J.D., Assoc. Prof, of Business Law, Dept. of Bus. Adm., Emeritus.
1706 S. Race, U., 344-6835.
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Kirkpatrick, Conilee Gay, M.A., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
185a C.S.L., 333-6144. —Apt. 9, 406 E. Stoughton, C.
"Kirkwood, Billy D. (Jean), B.S., Senior Res. Engr., Coordinated Science Lab.
212 C.S.L., 333-3602.
Kirsch, Ruby E., B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coop. Ext. Serv.
P.O. Box 38, W. Broad St., Jonesboro (62952), 618-833-5341. —105 N. John, Jonesboro
(62952), 618-833-5336.
Kirsner, David Michael, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4042 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 1, 307 E. Healey, C, 359-0297.
"Kirtley, M. Brice (Elbertine D.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Livestock Marketing Extension, Dept. of
Agr. Econ.
431 Mumford Hall, 333-6582. —2417 Sangamon Dr., C, 356-0680.
*Kiser, Stan C. (Luberta E.), B.S., Architectural Electrical Engr., Univ. Capital Programs Ofc.
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-1690. —2204 Brook Haven Dr., C, 356-0373.
Kisinger, Eleanor Lillian, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-1823. —Apt. 9, 1508 Lincolnshire, C, 356-5435.
"Kisinger, Everett D. (June), M.Mus., Prof, of Music; Asst. Dir. of University of Illinois Bands.
132 Band, 333-3027. —806 Holiday Dr., C, 356-8953.
"Kissil, Martin S. (Michele T.), M.S., Asst. in Physiology.
517 Burrill Hall, 333-4717. —Apt. 3, 503 S. Lynn, C, 359-9076.
*tKistler, Hannah P. (W. S.), Supervisor, Geological Records Section, State Geological Survey.
227 Natural Resources, 189-219, 344-1481. —702 N. McKinley, C, 356-4869.
"Kitchen, Andrew T. (Judith R.), Ph.D., Visiting Instr. in Mathematics.
247 Illini Hall, 333-3976, 333-3975. —1002 Cottage Grove, U., 344-2078.
Kittinger, Francis William, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Hamilton County, Cooperative
Extension Service, Retired.
R.R. 5, McLeansboro (62859), 618-773-4389.
"Kittle, William L (Helen), M.A., Asst. in English.
225 English, 333-2976. —2078-C Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-7456.
"Kitzmiller, James Blaine (Mary E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology.
On leave of absence for 1972-73.
Kizior, Gary James, B.S., University Fellow in Chemical Engineering.
292 Adams Lab. —410 Bromley Hall, 910 S. Third, C, 337-5089.
Klanner, R., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
412 Physics Bldg., 333-9358.
"Klapperich, Doris (Del), Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
201 Davenport House, 333-4880. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2464.
Klatt, George W., B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
448 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —908 W. Oregon, U., 344-1963.
"Kleberg, John R. (Nancy J.), Ed.M., Chief of University of Illinois Police.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-1216. —2009 Rebecca Dr., C.
Klecka, Joseph A., M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008. —909 S. 5th St. URH-1352 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5035.
"Klein, Alvin George (Mary F.), M.S., Asst., College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1705. —Apt. B, 2061 S. Orchard, U., 367-4283.
"Klein, Barbara Pincus (Miles), M.S., Asst. in Foods and Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
467 Bevier Hall, 333-0892. —403 W. Vermont, U., 344-6770.
Klein, Charles Allen, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
327 E.E. Bldg., —Apt. 10, 503 E. White, C, 352-6453.
Klein, George deVries Ph.D., Prof, of Geology.
127a Natural History, 333-2076. —Apt. 328, 502 W. Main, U., 367-0988.
"Klein, Nona (William), B.S., Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc. and State Natural History Survey.
54 Adm., 333-2113; 171 Natural Resources, 333-6820. —1106 W. Stoughton, U., 367-3218.
"Klein, Joan Larsen (George), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
301 English, 333-1715. —2209 Vawter, U., 328-3974.
Klein, Kurt Albert, Ph.D., Prof, of Slavic Lang, and Lit. On leave of absence for second semester
1972-73.
3106 Foreign Lang., 333-3443. —1908 S. David Dr., C, 356-1452.
Klein, Martin Ira, M.A.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
296 Commerce (W), 333-4543. —913 S. Lynn, U., 328-3691.
"Klein, Miles V. (Barbara), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
224 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1744. —403 W. Vermont, U., 344-6770.
"Klein, Richard Earl (Marjorie M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
223 M.E. Bldg., 333-3299. —905 W. Green, C, 352-3429.
"Klein, Thomas W., (Rebecca), Ph. D., Assoc, in Psychology
535 Psych. Bldg., 333-2863. —810 W. Park, U., 367-3170.
"Kleiner, Sally M. (Morris M.), B.S., Statistician I, Dept. of Psychology.
532 Psych. Bldg., 333-2863. —Apt. 4, 1727 Henry, C, 359-6413.
Kleinman, Susan P., M.S. Asst. in Health and Safety Education.
117 Huff Gym., 333-2307. —Apt. 12, 503 E. Stoughton, C, 352-6970.
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*Kleinschmidt, G. D. (Kathy), M.S., Asst. in Plant Pathology.
252 Davenport Hall, 333-0604. —35 Rose, Shull Urban Estates, Route 45, Rantoul (61866),
892-4474.
*Kleiss, Elmer John (Josephine), Laborer, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —Box 705, Tolono (61880), 485-5281.
*Kleiss, Paul Wendell (Phyllis), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —R. R. 1, Tuscola (61953), 253-3184.
*Kleiss, William Michael (Bette J.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —R.R. 1, Pesotum (61863), 867-2249.
*Klemick, Elizabeth (Herman M.), Dlerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of French.
2052 Foreign Lang., 333-0830. —R.R. 2, C, 359-5630.
*Klemick, Herman Montell (Elizabeth M.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Div.
23 Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2645. —R.R. 2, C, 359-5630.
*Klepinger, Linda Lehman (Bruce D.), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Anthropology.
309e Davenport Hall, 333-4876. —2990 Bruce Dr., U., 367-4174.
Klett James Elmer, M.S., Res. Asst. in Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort., 333-7303. —Apt. 23, 309 S. State, C, 352-6754.
Klima, David J., B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
61 Commerce (W), 333-4160. —Apt. 3, 307 E. John, C.
"Klindworth, Lloyd Edward (Mary A.), M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Monroe County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
509-A W. Mill, Waterloo, 939-6617. —R.R. 2, Waterloo, 939-7698.
*Kling, Blair B. (Julia), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
427 Gregory Hall, 333-6891. —619 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-5234.
*Klink, Anne M. (William A.), A.S., Secy., Dept. of Health and Safety Educ.
117 Huff Gym., 333-2307. —50 E. Chalmers, C, 359-4930.
*Klink, Gerald (Jewell), Agri. Gardener Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Brownfield (62911),
618-695-2437.
*Klink, William Alan (Anne M.), B.S., Business Mgr., College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-7711.
Klitzing, Ruth Marie, Maid, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —Sadorus (61872), 598-3595.
Kluetz, Michael David, B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
48 Noyes Lab., 333-6722; 50 Noyes Lab., 333-6722. —Apt. 9, 110 E. John, C.
*Klock, Paul William (Margaret H.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
322B E.E. Bldg., 333-1727. —2209 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-2607.
*Klocke, Jessie Finley (Elston H.), M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Vermilion County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 217-442-8615. —R.R. 1, Hoopeston (60942),
217-283-7506.
*Klontz, Linda L (Keith), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Business Affairs Ofc.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —Apt. C-49, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 352-1020.
Klorfine, Ida (mrs.), Typing Clerk III, University Press.
102 University Press, 333-0950. — 1711-C Valley Rd., C, 352-8852.
Klosterbuer, James A., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —URH-609 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2333.
*Klumb, Elizabeth A. (Thomas M.), Secy., Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-0616. —2810 W. Daniel, C, 359-2400.
Klunder, Willard C, M.A., Asst. in History.
433b Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —410 S. Busey, U., 367-0537.
tKmetz, Andy Michael (Beatrice J.), Personnel Officer, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3786. —1715 W. Haven Dr., C, 356-6186.
*Knaff, Hettie Irene Work Program Participant, Adams County, Cooperative Extension Service.
421 Jersey, Quincy (62301), 223-3894.; 330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —2014
College, Quincy (62301), 222-4985.
*Knake, Ellery Louis (Colleen M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Weed Science, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-305 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —801 S. Anderson, U., 367-4423.
"Knapp, Clyde Guy (Leona M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
387 Education, 333-2319, 333-0227. —1511 Grandview, C, 356-7148.
Knapp, Margaret C, B.S.Ed., Asst. in Botany.
289 Morrill Hall. —703 W. Illinois, U.
*Knapp, Maxine Dusch (Bradford), Adm. Clerk, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel., Retired.
3302 Fifteenth Ave. West, Bradenton, Florida (33505), 813-746-2293.
*Knell, James Lee (Sharon D.), Bookbindery Worker, Printing Div., University Press.
234 University Press, 333-0599. —R.R. 1, Pesotum (61863), 867-2457.
*Knell, Stephen Fox (Alberta M.), Accounting Clerk III, Dept. of Physics.
203 Physics Bldg., 333-0573. —2503 Hathaway, C, 356-0129.
*Knight, Doreene K. (Charles L.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of P.E.
117 Freer Gym., 333-0470.; 120 Huff Gym. —Box 297, Fairmount (61841), 758-2336.
'Knight, Evell (Charlotte L.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Cooperative Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4890.
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"Knight, Frank Bardsley, Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
317 Coble Hall, 333-4791. —10 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5211.
"Knight James Franklin M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
308 Architecture, 333-1330. —Apt. 214, 310 E. Chalmers, C.
"Knight, Prentice Leo, III (Linda H.), M.A., Asst. in Geography.
220 Davenport Hall, 333-3129. —Apt. 104, 2109 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-8042.
Knights, Helen, Adm. Secy., Grad. School of Library Science.
415 Library, 333-0734. —801 E. California, U., 367-5661.
Knodle, Walter St. Clare III, M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Physics.
105 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0217. —810 W. Church, U.
"Knoebel, Howard Wilbert (L. Christine), B.S., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.; Res. Prof-
Coordinated Science Lab.
218 C.S.L., 333-3600. —510 S. Willis, C, 359-1371.
"Knott, Jack Wesley (Barbara G.), Computer Supervisor, Computing Services Ofc.
194A D.C.L., 333-6562.
"Knox, Alan B. (Ruth), Ed.D., Prof, of Educational Administration.
276 Education, 333-4961. —208 Pell Circle, U., 367-1226.
"Knuckles, Barbara Miller (Jeffry J.), M.S., Tech. Editor, Center for Advanced Computation.
126 Advanced Computation, 333-6369. —Apt. 329, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-7362.
"Knudsen, Mary Louise (Ronald K.), Clerk-Typist II, Agricultural Communications Ofc.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —9 Hawthorn Lane, Mahomet (61853), 586-2013.
"Knudsen, Ronald Douglas (Beth), B.S., Res. Assoc. School of Chemical Sciences.
275 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. 14, 1203-B E. Florida, U.
"Knudson, Charles Anthony (Donna F.), Ph.D., Prof, of French, Emeritus.
2090N Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —907 McHenry, U., 367-5090.
"Knudson, Elaine Marie (Roger), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Economics.
330 Commerce (W), 333-0120. — 1823-C Valley Rd., C, 352-0311.
"Knudten, Mary Jo (Kenneth), Secy., Area Extension Ofc, Coop. Ext. Serv.
23 Dixon National Bank Bldg., P.O. Box 140, Dixon (61021), 815-288-1354. —R.R. 4, Dixon
(61021), 815-288-5958.
"Knust, Herbert (Christa H.E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of German and of Comparative Literature;
Chairman of Comparative Literature.
401 Lincoln Hall; 2070 Foreign Lang. —2006 Burlison Dr., U., 344-4146.
"Knutson, Reid M. (Barbara A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
116 Talbot Lab., 333-0526. —2605 E. Illinois, U.
"Koch, Colleen L. (William O.), Clerk-Typist III, Board of Trustees Ofc.
354 Adm., 333-0053. —R.R. 3, C, 586-3313.
"Koch, Imogene (Wayne), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1510 Marigold, C, 356-8061.
"Koch, Jean E. (Robert E.), M.A., Asst., Circulation Dept., Library.
203 Library, 333-2934. —Apt. 8, 311 E. John, C, 384-5392.
*Koch,John Allen (Madelyn A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31E D.C.L., 333-0155. —Apt. 11, 1305 Silver, U., 367-0631.
Koch, Robert E., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
363 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —Apt. 229, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-4289.
"Koch, Rosalee (Russell), Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —R.R. 2, Mt. Sterling (62353), 773-2898.
"Koch, Wayne, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1510 Marigold Lane, C, 356-8061.
"Koch, William Ora (Colleen L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, C, 586-3313.
"Kocher, Oscar Leo (Lucille B.), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-2821.
"Kocher, Raymond' Edward (Christina A.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —608 W. White, C, 356-1481.
"tKoeberlein, Richard D. (Geralyn), Tech. Asst., State N. H. Survey.
Nat. Res. Greenhouse, 333-6895. —45 Carriage PI., Carriage Estates, U., 344-1221.
"Koehler, James S. (Harriet C), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
469 Physics Bldg., 333-1896. —917 W. Church, C, 352-8607.
"Koehn, Erma Carolena (Harold W.), Credentials Analyst, College of L.A.S., Retired.
R.R. 1, Mansfield (61854), 489-4178.
"Koenig, Charles (Beulah E.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Wabash County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 1, 901 Landes, Mt. Carmel (62863), 262-5725. —426 E. Eighth, Mt. Carmel (62863)
262-7032.
Koenig, Francis Jacob, A.M., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S. (with rank of Asst. Prof.),
Emeritus.
"The Castle," Streator (61364), 815-672-6186.
"Koenke, Karl Richard (Joyce E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Elementary Education.
305 Education, 333-1650. —2312 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-2944.
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*Koeppe, David Edward (Eileen H.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-515 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —1915 Clover Lane, C, 352-3505.
"Koerner, Thomas Martin (Ruth N.), Instrument Maker, Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —301 S. Ellen, Homer (61849), 896-2265.
'Koertge, Henry Herman (Sara K.), M.S., Sanitary -Engr., Asst. Prof, of Health Science, and
Head of Div. of Environmental Health, Health Service.
319 McKinley Health Center, 333-2755. —2312 John Dr., U., 328-1379.
*Koester, Louis Julius, Jr. (Marion A.). Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
431 Physics Bldg., 333-4170. —1013 W. Clark, C, 356-3853.
"Koester, Marion Anna (Louis J., Jr.), Clerk-Typist III, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3841. —1013 W. Clark, C, 356-3853.
*Kohen, Eileen (William), M.A., Res. Assoc, Instructional Resources Ofc.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Apt. 202, 908 Locust, C, 359-3819.
tKohlenberger, Lawrence Burton, B.S., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
335 Natural Resources, 189-235, 344-1481. —1307 S. State, C, 352-1651.
Kohlbecker, Sandra J., Secy., Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62521), 422-6809, 422-4766. —444 N. Thirty-third. Decatur (62521),
422-3193.
'tKohrig, Tom (Margaret). Eng. Aide, U.S.G.S.
Ashley Rd., Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-242-4495. —4 Julie Dr., Southern Gardens, Salem
(62881), 618-548-4474.
"Kohut, Daniel Leo (Maryann N.), D.Mus.A., Chairman of Music Education; Assoc. Prof, of
Music.
3018 Music, 333-2473. —607 S. Ridgeway, C, 359-4795.
*Kolar, George Franklin (Linette M.), B.S., D.D.S., Assoc. Prof, of Health Science. Emeritus.
Box 2520, Station A, C, 352-9710.
Kolb, Marguerite Declan, M.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —1408 Williamsburg, C, 359-6170.
*Kolb, Philip (Dorothy D.), Ph.D., Prof, of French. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-2020.
Kolber, Michael A., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —Apt. 1, 1505 W. Kirby, C, 356-8237.
"Kolman, Joseph Ludwig (Linda F.), B.A., Res. Programmer. Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —Apt. 104k, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-3963.
Kong, Luz L., M.S., Asst. in Economics.
330e Commerce (W), 333-0120. —URH-281 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2478.
*Konisky, Jordan (Judith), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
232 Burrill Hall, 333-3122. —2114 Plymouth Dr.. C. 359-6258.
"Konitzki, Joseph Frank (Donna J.), M.Ed., Asst. Dir. (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Div. of
Rehab.-Educ. Services.
109 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4602. —803 Scottsdale, C, 356-0489.
*Konzo, Seichi (Kimi F.), M.S., Prof, of Mech. and Indus. Eng.. Emeritus.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1911. —510 S. McKinley. C, 352-9049.
*Koonce, Rosetta (Herbert L.), Work Program Participant, Madison County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —305 Terry, Edwardsville
(62025), 618-452-1149.
*Koontz, Stephen Wayne (Ricky G.), B.S., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Pilot Training Ofc, Airport, 333-2162. —Penz Dr., Oakwood (61858), 354-4489.
*Kopan, Nicholas (Maria), B.S., Asst. in Architecture.
104 Architecture. 333-1330. —Apt. 2. 309 S. New, C, 352-1896.
*Kopmann, Cheryl A. (Dale E.), Clerk-Stenog. III. Univ. Long-Range Planning and Analysis Ofc.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —3 Parrish Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-7237.
Korb, Robert John Technical Dir. of Motor Performance and Play Res. Lab.. Children's Research
Center.
61 Children-s Res. Center, 333-6434. —510 W. Bradley. C. 359-9259.
*Korbus, Patricia Jennie (William E.), B.S.. Secy., Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
242 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7434. —2903 Willowpark Dr.. C, 352-3858.
*Korbus, William Earl (Patricia). B.F.A.. Art Dir. of WILL-TV.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —2903 Willowpark Dr., C, 352-3858.
*Koritz, Gary D. (Barbara T.), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Physiology and Pharmacology.
367 Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-2506. —2106 Rainbow View Dr.. U., 344-2136.
*Kornegay, Rhonda Lou (Randolph). A.A.S., Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Anthropology.
109D Davenport Hall. 333-0874. —405 W. White. C. 359-0064.
*Korst, Helmut Hans (Rudy K.), D.Tech.Sc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering; Head of Dept. of
Mech. and Indus. Eng.
148 M.E. Bldg.. 333-1175. —3 Eaton Ct.. C, 356-8893.
*Kortkamp, Edwin Wood (L. Corene), Plumber Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
812 W. Daniel, C, 352-4340.
Kostock, Oliver J., M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Dance; Head of Dept.
4-305 K.C.P.A., 333-1010. —805 W. California, U., 344-7392.
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"tKothandaraman, V. (Parimala K.), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —5402 N. Ronald Rd., Peoria
(61604), 309-691-5936.
Kottkamp, Mary P., B.A., Asst., Library.
203 Library, 333-2934. —608 E. Chalmers, C, 344-0481.
*Koubek, Kenneth James (Doris), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4129 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —907 1/2 S. Oak, C, 352-3969.
"Kovacs, Thomas George (Susan M.), M.A., Asst. Dean of College of F.A.A.; Asst. Prof, of Art.
114 Architecture, 333-6064. —715 Southwest Dr., C, 356-3548.
Kowall, Richard J., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
216 D.C.L., 333-4698. —Apt. 201, 604 E. Armory, C, 384-5834.
Kozik, Thomas, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
150 Altgeld Hall, 333-3547. —104 S. Gregory, U., 344-1454;
*Kozinski, Allen A. (Helen M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
206 Adams Lab., 333-4402. —2104 S. Vine, U., 344-4339.
*Kraatz, James Melville (Nancy), Ed.M., Res. Asst., Computer-based Education Res. Lab.
258 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —5 Blair Dr., C, 356-6834.
"Krabbe, Paul (Dimitra), Res. Eng. Asst., Dept. of Computer Science.
206 D.C.L., 333-0194. —1201 Redwood, C, 352-1087.
"Kraehenbuehl, John Otto (Kathryn W.), M.S., E.E., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
R.R. 1, Box 51, Westcliffe, Colorado (81252), 303-783-2634.
Krafft, D. Rae, M.S., Instr. in Theatre. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
4-108 K.C.P.A., 333-2894. —1007 S. First, C, 352-1041.
Kraft, Cheryl, B.A., Asst. Div. of English as a Second Language.
3070 Foreign Lang., 333-1506.
* Kraft, Ted (Linda), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4499, 333-2295. —505 S. 4th, C.
"Kraft, Wayne B. (Andrea C), M.A., Asst. in German.
3135 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —Apt. 103, 822 Oakland, U., 344-0843.
*Kramer, Cheris (Dale V.), M.A., Instr. in Speech.
181 Lincoln Hall, 333-9105. —802 W. Nevada, U., 344-5679.
*Kramer, Harold Oliver (Jean G.), Locksmith I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1814 Meadow Dr., C, 352-2694.
*Kramer, Henry Anthony (Mary R.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 169, Broadlands, (61816), 834-3443.
Kramer, Judith Ann, B.A., Clinical Counselor, Psych, and Counseling Center.
243 Student Services, 333-3709; 705 Psych. Bldg. —1202 E. Main, U., 328-2868.
"Kramer, Mary Rosetta (Henry A.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Broadlands (61816), 834-3443.
"Kramer, Michiel Adrianus (Berendina), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1301 Summit Ridge, C, 352-6064.
Kramer, Ruth Marcella, Secy., Christian County, Cooperative Extension Service.
313 W. Market, Taylorville (62568), 217-824-2130. —829 W. Vine, Taylorville (62568),
217-824-3667.
Kras, Jaclyn, M.S., Asst. Dean, Student Programs & Services.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —401 Hessel Blvd. C, 352-8442.
"Kraske, Corinne Elizabeth (George A.), Secy., St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension Service,
Retired.
Route 1, Belleville (62221), 618-277-3034.
"Krasnow, Marvin Ellman (Doris F.), Ph.D., Coordinator of University-Industry Relations,
College of Engineering.
202 Engineering Hall, 333-3836. —803 Brighton Dr., U., 367-2386.
"Kratzer, Marlene (William), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —306 Ct. 3, Center Springbrook
Ct., Moline (61265), 762-2837.
"Kraus, Emmett Francis, (Ann), M.S., Res. Assoc, Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162. —Apt. R, 502 S. Mattis, C, 359-2993.
"Krause, Harry D. (Eva M.), J.D., Prof, of Law.
139 Law, 333-4196. —903 Silver, U., 367-6952.
"Krausz, Norman G. P. (Bobby B.), J.D., Prof, of Agricultural Law, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
149 Bevier Hall, 333-1829. —1906 Maynard Dr., C, 352-2631.
Krebs, Thomas G., B.A., Res. Asst., Survey Res.
433 D.K.H., 333-7328. —Apt. 3, 1010 W. Church, C, 352-0327.
Kreiling, Albert Lee, M.S., Instr. in Journalism.
46 Gregory Hall, 333-4659. —Apt. 11, 607 W. Healey, C, 359-6273.
"Kremin, Carlean Murphy (Willis A.), Accounting Clerk I, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1287. —916 S. Lynn, C, 352-5857.
Kresin, Nicholas L., Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 64, Sadorus (61872), 598-3355.
"Kretschmer, Vernon Leslie (Ruth B.), B.S., Dir. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3620. —1108 W. William, C, 352-8997.
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'tKrick, Mary (Philip), M.S., Librn., State Geological Survey.
469 Natural Resources, 189-252, 344-1481. —109 Country Club Rd., U., 328-2274.
*Krier, Herman (Marion), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
214 M.E. Lab., 333-0529. —208 Elmwood Rd., C, 356-4478.
"Krizan, Thomas Frank (Lois M.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Physical Educ; Supervisor of Aquatics.
G30 IMPE Bldg., 333-8017. —2013 S. Vine, U., 344-6984.
*Krober, Orland Alvin (Vernadine E.), M.A., Collaborator, Dept. of Agronomy; Chemist, Regional
Soybean Lab., USDA.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —704 N. Lincoln, U., 344-5652.
•Krolick, Edward John (Bettye), M.Mus., M.S., Prof, of Music.
3074 Music Bldg., 333-6675. —602 Ventura, C, 356-7189.
*Kroll, Connie Gene (Edwin B., Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Physical Education.
107 Huff Gym., 333-2129. —902 E. Delaware, U., 367-3535.
•Krone, Henry Virgil (Norma J.), M.S., Senior Res. Eng., Coordinated Science Lab.
239 C.S.L., 333-0167. —402 Sunnycrest Ct. West, U., 367-7237.
•Kronus, Carol Lefson (Sidney J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
229 Lincoln Hall, 333-8067. —405 W. Michigan, U., 367-6252.
'Kronus, Sidney Joseph (Carol J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Sociology.
332 Lincoln Hall, 333-1953. —405 W. Michigan, U., 367-6252.
Krooks, David A., B.A., Teaching Fellow in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3023 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —URH-216 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2171.
Krouse, Ruth T., M.S. Instructor in Physiology, Emerita.
Box 123, Angola, Indiana (46703).
*Krows, Paul Martin (Jane W.), B.S., Farm Adviser, Moultrie County, Retired.
410 E. Jackson, Sullivan (61951), 728-7073.
*Krows, Raymond L. (Emma P.), Electrician, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
Apt. B, 1703 Valley Rd., C, 359-2882.
*Krueger, Ervin R. (Karen), Fireman, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2428. —R.R. 1, White Heath (61884), 687-5310.
Krueger, Jerome Richard, J.D., Asst. in Accountancy.
118 D.K.H., 333-0230. —URH-356 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4819.
Krueger, Karen Dianne, B.S., Supervisor, Classification and Salary Administration, Ofc. of
Personnel Services.
Personnel Services, 333-4417. —413 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-0967.
ktKrueger, Philip C. (Kathy), M.A., Asst. Football Coach, Athletic Assoc.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1404. —2501 Stanford Dr., C, 356-8328.
Krueger, Thomas A. Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
418 Gregory Hall, 333-2178. —1702 S. Race, U., 344-3662.
*Kruger, P. Gerald (Erika W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
305 Physics Bldg., 333-3568. —914 W. Union, C, 356-6269.
*Kruidenier, Francis Jeremiah (Hermenia M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology.
577 Morrill Hall, 333-1405. —506 W. Main, U., 367-1522.
"Krummel, Donald William (Marilyn), Ph.D., Prof, of Library Science and of Music.
322 Library, 333-3855. —702 W. Delaware, U., 344-6311.
•Kruse, Ulrich Ernst (Mary U.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
429 Physics Bldg., 333-4169. —2210 Combes, U., 367-0703.
*Krusemark, Larry Lee (Rebecca M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —2515 Arden Dr., C, 352-2506.
•Krusemark, Rebecca Marie (Larry L.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
243 An. Sci. Lab., 333-4459. —2515 Arden Dr., C, 352-2506.
"Krutsinger, Donald Ray (E. Suzanne), Electrician Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1806 Garden Hills Dr., C, 356-0152.
Krutsinger, Irma Lois, Linen Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —601 E. Grand, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7419.
*Ku, Robert Tien-hung, (Janet L.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
122 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2483. —502 W. Oregon, U., 328-3828.
*Kubitschek, Craig E. (Martha), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
305b Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 1, 506 E. White, C, 359-5228.
*Kubitz, Oskar Alfred (Emma O.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Philosophy, Emeritus.
105 Gregory Hall. —310 W. William, C, 356-1704.
*Kubitz, William John (Carol A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
210 D.C.L., 333-6249. —1104 E. Harmon, U., 367-8828.
*Kubovy, Michael (Miri) Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
715 Psych. Bldg., 333-1615. — 1942-A S. Orchard, U., 367-8007.
*Kucera, Barbara A. (Charles E.), Secretary-Stenog. Ill, Recreation and Park Resources Ofc.
312 Armory, 333-1824. —2402 Arden Dr., 359-3783.
Kuck, David J., Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Scietice.
281 D.C.L., 333-6150. —Apt. 10, 404 E. Michigan, U., 344-5253.
'tKuder, Homer Miles (Wanda L.), B.S., Asst. State Resource Conservationist, Soil Conservation
Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —1204 S. Mattis, C, 356-3119.
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*Kuehl, Keith Arthur (Jo Ann), Glassblower II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
224 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2107. —17 Marilyn Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-2629.
*Kuenstler, William F. (Rita), B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
402 Mumford Hall. 333-3417. —464 Macon, Mahomet (61853), 586-2856.
Kufahl, Robert H., M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
103 Talbot Lab., 333-6416. —URH-258 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4799.
*Kugler, Otto E. (Selma M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Biological Science, School of Life Science, Emeritus.
1008 W. Main, U., 328-1443.
*Kuhl, Cheryl Ann, (Frederick J.), Secy., Jasper County Coop. Ext., Service.
R. R. 1. Newton (62448), 783-3216. —R.R. 1, Newton (62448), 783-2406.
"Kuhlig, Charles Lyle (Wilma N.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1415 Cambridge Dr., C, 352-8091.
*Kuhlman, Donald Edward (Donna R.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Entomology Extension.
380 Natural Resources, 333-6653. —916 Lincolnshire, C. 352-5508.
*Kuhn, Alan K. (Sue Ellen), M.S., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 5. 1116 W. Illinois, U., 333-4498. —503 McArthur Dr., U., 328-1392.
*tKuhn, John Kenneth (Kay), B.S., Asst. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
317 Natural Resources, 189-272, 344-1481. —1101 Philo Rd., U., 328-2834.
*Kuhn, Leona D. (James), Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
276 Education, 333-4961, 333-3296. —R.R. 1, Box 13, Thomasboro (61878), 643-7271.
*Kuhn, Linda L. (Garry E.), B.A., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Kankakee County,
Coop. Ext. Serv.
187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee. —Kankakee (60901).
*Kuhnhenn, Gary L. (Linda D.), M.S., Asst. in Geology.
245 Natural History. —9 Salem Rd., U., 328-2166.
Kujawski, Mary, Ed.M., Asst. in Art History.
143 Fine Arts. —Apt. 301, 706 S. First, C, 359-1450.
*Kukreti, Janardan Prasad (Hemlata), D.V.M., M.S., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Biological Structure.
341 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —404 E. Healey, C, 359-8126.
Kull, John David, B.S.E.E., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330m E.E. Bldg., 333-4214. —Apt. 104D, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-0430.
Kumar, Surender, M.S., Res. Asst., Center for Advanced Computation.
158 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-7468. —Apt. 7, 408 E. Green, C.
*Kummerow, Fred August (Amy), Ph.D., Prof, of Food Chemistry, Dept. of Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1806. —28 Montclair Rd., U., 344-6380.
*Kunde, David Ross (Carolyn A.), B.S., Instr., of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3907. —1616 Sangamon, C, 359-1524.
*Kunz, A. Barry (Sandra), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physics.
390h Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6126. —3308 Brentwood Dr., C, 356-3155.
*Kunz, Donnie George Jacob (Barbara A.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Adams
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth. Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —3717 Biscayne. Quincy (62301), 224-1303.
*Kuo, Benjamin Chung-i (Margaret C). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
345 AND 231 E.E. Bldg., 333-4341. —3206 Valleybrook Dr., C„ 356-1523.
Kuo, Pong-Kuen Powell, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
39 Adams Lab.. 333-4980. —Apt. 308, 1110 W. Stoughton. U.
Kupczyk, Lorraine Helen, Computer Programmer I, Dept. of Computer Science.
171 D.C.L., 344-3517. —Apt. 306, 504 W. Main, U., 344-5417.
"Kurczaba, Alex S. (Wendy), M.A., Asst. in German.
3126 Foreign Lang. —Apt. D, 2012 S. Orchard, U., 344-1147.
"Kurmarohita, Boonkun (Kunchit), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W-523 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —Apt. 330, 1107 W. Green, U.. 344-0521.
*Kurmarohita, Kunchit (Boonkun), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
C-513 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —Apt. 330, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-0521.
•Kurtz, Lester Touby (Frances E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-508 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —607 E. Washington, U.. 367-1613.
Kyle, Alfred Franklin III, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
203 Engineering Hall. —Apt. 208. 820 Oakland. U.. 333-6165. 367-3967.
Kyle, Carol Anne, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English.
229 English, 333-2524. —412 W. Elm, U., 367-9996.
*Kyse, Doris M. (Samuel), Cook, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls. 333-3670. —1112 N. Champaign. C. 352-2658.
L
Labedz, Gerald P., B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
52 E.E. Bldg.. 333-0435; 207d E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-2342. —403 E. Elm. U.. 367-5391.
*Labanowich, Stanley (Betty I.), M.S., Supervisor of Recreation and Athletics: Inst, in
Rehabilitation Education.
136 Rehab.-Educ. Center. 333-4606. —309 S. Wheaton. C. 352-2535.
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•fLaBerge, Wallace E. (Elizabeth J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology; Taxonomist, State N.H. Survey.
296 Natural Resources, 333-6846. —2012 S. Race, U., 344-6962.
'tLabisky, Ronald Frank (Martha H.), Ph.D., Wildlife Specialist, Section of Wildlife Res., State
N.H. Survey.
231 Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-6855. —R.R. 1, Box 96A, Mahomet (61853), 897-2973.
Labotka, Richard John, M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
83 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0493. —Apt. 11, 508 E. White, C, 359-6417.
*Lacefield, Ida Jane (Hardin), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —2605 Seventh Ave., East Moline
(61244), 755-7833.
*Lacey, Marguerite Quimby (Floyd V.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —510 E. First, Homer, 896-2582.
'Ladage, Terry (Janet), M.S., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035, 333-3052. —2422 E. Nevada, U., 367-9443.
Ladley, Winifred Claire, M.L.S., Prof, of Library Science.
325 Library, 333-1617. —804 W. Florida, U., 344-1243.
*Ladwig, Vaylord D. (Marjorie), D.V.M., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Clinical Med.
284 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —803 Silver, U., 344-5689.
*Laerm, John Rolf (Saundra G.), M.S., Asst. in Zoology.
412 Natural History, 333-2206. —R.R. 3, U., 367-2572.
*LaFave, Wayne Robert (Loretta M.), S.J.D., Assoc. Dean of College of Law; Prof, of Law.
127 Law, 333-8713. —1304 McHenry, U., 367-0985.
•Lafenhagen, Glen Harold (Mary J.), Instrument and Measurement Technican II, Dept. of Civil
Eng.
1234 Civil Eng., 333-6917. —206 Van Buren, Philo (61864), 684-2126.
•Lafenhagen, Louis L. (Leota), Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
204 East Chem., 333-3284. —307 S. David, Sidney (61877), 688-2415.
*LaFont, Frances Miller (David H.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Foods and Nutrition, Dept. of Home
Econ.
351 Bevier Hall, 333-3936.
*LaFont, Marjorie C. (Robert A.), M.S., Area Adviser, Nutrition, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 24, P.O. Box 2400, Hemingway Hall, I.C.C. Campus, East, Peoria (61611), 694-4376;
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604). —2327 W. Madera Ct., Peoria (61614), 691-6278.
*Lahann, Melody Anne (Richard W.), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Fine and Applied Arts.
110 Architecture, 333-1661. —190 Franklin Blvd., R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2686.
"Lahann, Richard Wayne (Melody Anne), B.A., Asst. in Geology.
254 Natural History, 333-9311. —190 Franklin Blvd., R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2686.
*Lahne, Robert E. (Alice K.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Stephenson County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Highland Community College, Pearl City Rd.,Freeport (61032), 233-4125. —1326 W.
Stephenson, Freeport (61032), 232-3302.
*Lahr, Boyd (Margaret R.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Crawford County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
205 S. Webster, Box 655, Robinson (62454), 544-3618. —406 W. Main, Robinson (62454),
544-7120.
*Lai, Hung-Chi (Chok-Kiow), M.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
255 D.C.L., 333-6884. —Apt. 320, 113 W. Green, U., 367-5819.
Lai, Ping-Kwong, M.S., Asst. in Physiology.
306 Harker Hall, 333-3520. —URH-407 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2267.
*Lain, Lloyd Chester (Alice), Accountant I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1287. —306 E. California, U.. 367-7380.
*Laing, Alan Kemp (Leonarda), A.M., Prof, of Architecture, Emeritus.
103 Architecture, 333-1798. —1406 Hillcrest, U., 367-3552.
"tLaird, Dolores M. (Charles L., Jr.), B.S., Tech. Asst., University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —1106 Nofftz Dr., C, 352-3518.
*Laitinen, Herbert August (Marjorie G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
166 Adams Lab., 333-0675. —609 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-6520.
*Lake, Carol L. (Russell K.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Recreation and Park Resources Ofc.
312 Armory, 333-1824. —602 Stoddard Ct., Monticello (61856).
*Lake, Linda M. (Pete), Clerk-Typist II, Div. of Telecommunications
420 Illini Union, 333-2275. —South Hickory, Pesotum (61863), 867-2541.
"Laker, David Lenning (Sara A.), Instrument Maker, School of Chemical Sciences.
B-71 East Chem.. 333-4278. —Box 114, Fithian (61844), 548-2504.
•Lakner, Edward (Linda), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Survey Res. Lab. and Dept. of Architecture.
404 D.K.H., 333-2209, 333-0312. —1102 S. Cottage Grove, U.. 365-1671.
Lam, Francis Che Chung, B.F.A., Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts, 333-1709. —URH-98 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2422.
•tLamar, John Everts (Evelyn C), B.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey. Emeritus.
411 Natural Resources, 189-245, 344-1481. —209 W. Nevada, U., 367-3102.
*Lamar, Wilmer Abraham (Marietta K.), M.A.. Asst. Prof, of English.
130 English, 333-6854. —2018 S. Race, U., 344-5823.
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*Lamb, Frederick K. (Susan A.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
401 B Physics Bldg.. 333-7583. —Apt. 2. 1002 W. Springfield, U., 344-3908.
*Lamb, George J. (Linda G.). M.A.. Asst. in History.
415 Gregory Hall. —Apt. 4-3. 1009 S. Mattis. C. 359-7576.
'Lamb, Rhoda Jane (V. Larry). Clerk-Typist III, Health Service.
143 McKinley Health Center. 333-2705. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7302.
•Lamb, Ruby Elizabeth (Wayne M.). Secy.. Piatt County. Cooperative Extension Service.
202 1/2 W. Washington. Monticello (61856). 762-9666. —R.R. 2. Bement (61813). 678-8206.
•Lambert, Delores (Robert J.). Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-108 Turner Hall. 333-4254. —1008 Scovill, U., 367-0202.
Lambert, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Ann, A.B.. Food Production Mgr.. Housing Div., Retired.
2219 Glenwood. Joliet (60435). 725-0396.
•Lambert, Robert John (Delores). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Plant Genetics. Dept. of Agronomy.
S-116 Turner Hall. 333-4254. —1008 Scovill. L\. 367-0202.
•Lamendola, William Joseph (Frances). Pipefitter Apprentice, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2801 W. John. C. 359-7985.
Lamkin, (Mrs.), Glenna Henderson, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Foods, Dept. of Home Econ.,
Emerita.
345 Bevier Hall. —1 1 14 W. Healey. C. 359-2261.
*Lamkin, Irene E. (Raymond W.). C.P.S.. Adm. Secy.. Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
147 Children's Res. Center Bldg.. 333-1850. 333-6577. 333-4143. —2205 Roland Dr., C,
356-9782.
•Lancaster, Forrest Lane (Wilma B.). M.S., Aircraft Maintenance Engr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072, 333-0412. —1304 E. Main. L\. 367-3828.
•Lancaster, Frederick Wilfrid (Maria C). F.L.A., Prof.. Grad. School of Library Science.
435 Library. 333-7742. —R.R. 2. Richardson Estates. U.. 367-5890.
•Lancaster, Leila Ruth (Karl S.). Chief Clerk. Gen. Chem. Stores. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
202 Central Receiving Bldg.. 333-0815. —1303 Fairlawn Dr.. L\. 367-3936.
•Lancaster, Mary Ann (James P.). Clerk-Typist II. College of Education.
372 Education. 333-3863. —203 1/2 W. Avondale. C, 359-5779.
Landauer, Michael R., M.S.. Asst. in Zoology.
16 Morrill Hall. 333-6220. —Apt. 1. 705 W. Elm. U.. 328-1684.
•Landers, Raymond H. (Ellen A.), Laborer-Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Oakwood (61858), 354-4840.
•Landgraf, Dorothy G. (Rodger), B.S.. Extension Adviser in Home Economics. Cook County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South. Tinley Park (64077), 312-532-4369. —12407 Richard. Palos Heights (60463),
312-448-4970.
Landis, Martha, M.S.. Reference Librn.: Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
200 Library. 333-2290. —609 W. Oregon. U.. 344-6436.
*Landsaw, William Orville (Grace L.). Cement Finisher. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-2703.
Lane, Alexis A., B.S.. Clerk-Stenog. Ill, K.C.P.A.
K.C.P.A.. 333-6700 —Apt. 4. 408 E. Michigan. U.. 367-8401.
Lane, Carol Ann, Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Commerce and Business Administration.
260 Commerce (W). 333-2747. —286 DuPage. Mahomet (61853), 586-2701.
*Lane, Eddie C. (Patricia J.). Broadcasting Engr.. Television Station.
1110 W. Main. L\. 333-1070. —1501 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 356-6996.
*tLane, Russell W. (lone S.). M.S.. Senior Chemist. State Water Survey.
138 Water Resources. 333-4954. —1207 Devonshire Dr.. C. 352-3528.
*Lane, William Clarence (Barbara Ann). B.S.. Junior Mech. Engr.. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2334. —907 Rainbow View Dr.. U.. 328-1185.
•Lanford, Samuel Taylor (Florence L.), M.Arch.. Prof, of Architecture. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
106 Architecture. —610 W. Indiana. U., 344-1928.
*Lang, Alvin Leonard (Wanda). M.S.. Prof, of Agronomy. Emeritus.
S-306 Turner Hall. 333-4373. —609 Burkwood Ct. East. U.. 367-3445.
*Lang, Douglas James (Margaret A.) B.A.. Asst. in Physics.
216 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-2787. —701 W. Washington. L\. 367-2299.
Lang, James J., B.S.. Teaching Fellow in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab.. 333-3640. —Apt. 12. 602 E. Stoughton. C.
•Lang, Margaret Ackerman (Douglas J.), B.A.. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
208 Harker Hall. 333-7490. —701 W. Washington. L\. 367-2299.
Langberg, Naftali Anatol, Ph.D.. Visiting Lecturer in Math.
309 Altgeld Hall. 333-3434. — 1819-A Orchard PI.. U.. 344-8392.
•tLange, Eugene William (Ingrid F.), Accounting Clerk II. State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3860. —1906 W. Kirby. C. 356-0462.
*Lange, Ingrid Freida (Eugene W.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Agricultural Entomology.
280 Natural Resources. 333-6650. —1906 W. Kirby. C. 356-0462.
*tLange, Larry Lee (Margaret A.). Crops Res. Helper. Regional Soybean Lab. U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —704 Crestview Dr.. Monticello (61856). 762-2780.
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"Langebartel, Ray Gartner (Theodora J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
302 Altgeld Hall, 333-2109. —1107 S. Lynn, C, 356-6998.
"Langenberg, Joan L (Jack L, II), Commercial Artist I, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —309 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-3753.
*Langenheim, Ralph L, Jr. (Shirley) Ph.D., Prof, of Geology.
234 Natural History, 333-1338. —401 W. Vermont, U., 344-5285.
•Langenheim, Shirley L (Ralph L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —401 W. Vermont, U., 344-5285.
*Langhaar, Henry Louis (Isabelle B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
308 Talbot Lab., 333-0718. —803 S. Anderson, U., 367-7604.
*Langley, Delores Ann Domann (James H.). Secy., Williamson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 993-3304. —Route 4, Marion (62959), 993-5189.
*Langston, Ira Wright IV (Linda), M.Ed., Coordinator of Research, Univ. Ofc. of School and
College Relations.
348 Illini Tower, 333-1171. —2706 Lawndale, C, 356-2675.
*Lanham, Frank Bristol (Peggy B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering; Head of Dept.
246a Agr. Eng., 333-3570. —805 W. Kirby, C, 356-6501.
'Lanier, Lyle Hicks (Catherine N.), Ph.D., Executive Vice-President and Provost and Prof, of
Psychology, Emeritus.
American Council on Education, One Dupont Circle, Washington, D.C. (20036), 202-833-4700.
Lanman, Martha Ann, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Speech.
102 Speech and Hearing Clinic, 333-2231. —705 1/2 W. Park. C, 359-0078.
*Lansford, Claudia L. (James E.), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
216 Child Development Lab. —412 W. Oregon, U., 367-4565.
•Lansford, Wallace Monroe (Nettie I.), M.S., C.E., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Emeritus.
120 Talbot Lab., 333-1154. —805 S. McKinley, C, 352-5390.
Lansky, Martha Roderick, Typing Clerk III, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1152. —909 E. Fairlawn, U., 344-1839.
*Lantz, Karen S., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
114A D.C.L., 333-1355. —6 Sutton PI., U., 344-8123.
Lanys, Birute, M.A.T., Asst., U.H.S.
214 U.H.S., 333-8203. —804 S. Race, U., 359-6625.
"Lanzen, Janice S. (Steven), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Landscape Architecture.
205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —Apt. 12, 1510 Grandview Dr., C, 359-9588.
LaPrade, Joseph E., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
114 D.C.L. —URH-366 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4829.
"Laprevotte, Guy Lucien (Noelle C), Agregation., Asst. Prof, of French.
2014 Foreign Lang. —1674 Valley Rd., C, 359-9373.
*Laprevotte, Noelle Camille (Guy L.), Agregation., Asst. Prof, of French.
2045 Foreign Lang. —1674 Valley Rd., C, 359-9373.
"Lara, Genaro (Anna), B.A., Asst., S.E.O.P., Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services, 333-0051. —2077A Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-0719.
Lara, Rene, Duplicating Machine Operator II, Computer Science,
73 D.C.L., 333-4763. —2505 Alton Dr., C.
*Large, Merlyn Clayton (Ruth I.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 293, Philo (61864), 684-2797.
•Large, Ruth I. (Merlyn), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Physics.
233 Physics Bldg., 333-4361. —Box 293, Philo (61864), 684-2797.
•Larimore, Richard Weldon (Glenn E.), Ph.D., Aquatic Biologist, State N.H. Survey; Prof, of
Environmental Biology, Dept. of Civil Eng.; Prof, of Zoology. Prof, of Zoology.
277 Natural Resources, 333-6889. —5 Florida Ct., U., 344-5115.
•Lariviere, Louis George (Mary A.), Chief Eng. Draftsman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0923. —2008 Ola Dr., C, 356-9426.
LaRossa, Robert A., M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
468 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —Apt. 1W, 405 E. Green, C, 367-2135.
"tLarsen, Jean I. (Robert), M.A., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
P. O. Box I, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1466. —1150 Oak Hill Rd., Downers Grove
(60515), 312-968-0038.
•Larsen, Joseph Reuben, Jr. (Shauna), Ph.D., Acting Dir., School of Life Sciences; Prof, of
Entomology, Head of Dept.
318c Morrill Hall, 333-0835; 387 Morrill Hall, 333-3044. —2506 W. William, C, 359-3451.
Larsen, Robert Peter, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology; Clinical Counselor, Psychological and
Counseling Center.
246 Student Services, 333-3714. —1701 Pleasant, U., 344-5349.
•Larson, Bernt Oscar (Margaret), M.S., C.E., Prof, of General Engineering.
209A Transportation, 333-0068. —511 W. Pennsylvania, U.. 344-6826.
•Larson, Bruce Linder (Marjorie H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Biological Chemistry, Dept. of Dairy
Science.
324 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0223. —506 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6108.
•Larson, Carl Shipley (Vivian P.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
340 M.E. Bldg., 333-1964. —411 Mumford Dr., U.. 367-0800.
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*tLarson, Helen Lee (Albert P.), Clerk Dictating Machine Transcriber, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —1205 Foothill Dr., C, 356-1697.
Larson, James Lawrence, B.Arch, Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts. —Apt. 9, 402 S. Race, U., 328-3437.
""Larson, John Leonard, (Emmylou S.), B.A., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L. —Apt. 2, 106 N. McCullough, U., 344-8945.
*tLarson, Kermit E. (Helen M.), B.S., Asst. State Soil Scientist, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —1005 Page, C.
*tLarson, Thurston E. (Veda T.), Ph.D., Asst. Chief and Head of Chemistry Section, State Water
Survey; Prof, of Sanitary Engineering.
139 Water Resources, 333-2214. —706 LaSell Dr., C, 352-6020.
""Larson, Vivian Phyllis (Carl S.), B.S., Food Administrator III, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-2325, 333-0700. —411 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-0800.
""Lasater, Norman Eugene (Clara H.), Storekeeper III, University Press, Retired.
2069 Sunset Dr., G-22, Unit 3, Bradenton, Fla. (33507), 756-0123.
*Lash, Elmer Lynn (Sharon K.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Chemical Sciences.
B-71 East Chem., 333-4278. —1507 Dobbins Dr., C, 359-1802.
""Lashmett, Thomas Allen (Jane A.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Winnebago County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 965-3704. —Route 8, Box 234, West State Rd., Rockford
(61102), 968-4631.
Laskowski, Edward J., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305c Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-393 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2526.
""Laszewski, Ronald M. (Marilyn), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
220 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —404 E. Elm, U., 344-6376.
Latham, Jessie L., Fountain Supervisor, Housing Div.
Snack Bar, Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4635. —1409 W. Eads, U., 367-8601.
""Lathrap, Donald Ward (Joan), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology; Assoc, Center for Advanced
Study.
396C Davenport Hall, 333-1315. —806 W. Green, C, 359-2350.
Latos, Linda A., B.A., Asst. in Library Science.
320 Library, 333-1666. —Apt. 13, 509 E. White, C, 359-5895.
""Laube, Bruce A. (Diane M.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Labor and Industrial Relations.
247 L.I.R., 333-0984. —Apt. 1, 201 E. California, U., 328-1581.
*Lauber, Jeanne C. (Larry F.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept of Agr. Eng.
245 Agr. Eng., 333-3571. —1708a James Cherry Dr., U., 344-7471.
""Laughlin, Patrick R. (Rosemary M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
335 Psych. Bldg., 333-4296. —54 Ransom PI., U., 344-7369.
•Laughnan, John R. (Lynette M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Botany, and of Plant Genetics, Dept. of
Agronomy. On leave of absence first semester of 1972-73.
116 Morrill Hall, 333-2919. —502 W. Main, U.
""Lauritzen, Kristian Simon (Marsha Ann), B.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman.
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 2, Lanark (61046), 493-2498.
""Lause, Clona Irene (Robert), Bookkeeping Mach. Operator II, Illini Union.
165e Illini Union, 333-3952. —411 Glenn Dr., U., 328-3655.
""Lavatelli, Celia Stendler (Leo), Ph.D. Prof, of Elementary Education.
397 Education, 333-3754. —617 W. Hessel Blvd., C, 352-4681
•Lavatelli, L S. (Celia B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics Bldg.,
333-1572. —617 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-4681.
*Lavatelli, Leo Silvio (Celia B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
229 Physics Bldg., 333-1572. —617 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-4681.
""LaVelle, James R. (Jean), B.A., Library Clerk II, Library.
7a Library, 333-1576. —Apt. 10, 407 W. White, C, 359-1558.
Lavender, Kenneth E., Ph.D., Asst. in Library Science.
322 Library, 333-3855. —205 W. Hill, C, 359-4679.
Lavin, David, M.B.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
270 Commerce (W), 333-4535. —800 S. Mattis, C, 356-5533.
LaVine, Glenn, B.Arch., Asst. in Architecture.
4e Architecture, 333-7073. —Apt. 33, 502 E. White, C, 359-8668.
LaVoie, Antoinette, Adm. Aide, Dean of Students.
310 Student Services, 333-1302. —1422 Cambridge Dr., C, 356-6990.
*Law, Blanca Elena (Alan C), Secy., Urbana Council on Teacher Education.
120 Education, 333-2801. —803 Stratford Dr., C, 356-6290.
*Law, Michael Ellsworth (Margie), Apprentice Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 31, Onarga (60955), 815-268-4227.
•Lawler, Harold Breese (Mary E.), M.S., Dept. Business Mgr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
147 E.E. Bldg., 333-2810. —R.R. 1, Dewey (61840), 586-2748.
Lawler, Virginia Temple, B.S., Editor, University Office of Public Information.
141 Davenport House, 333-0672. —R.R. 1, Box 156, Tolono (61880), 485-5469.
•Lawrence, Frederick VanBuren, Jr. (Rosemarie M.), Sc.D., Asst. Prof, of Metallurgy and of
Civil Engineering.
408 Met. and Min., 333-0463; B-124 Civil Eng., 333-2749. —2207 E. Vermont, U, 344-2058.
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•Lawrence, Marguerite Bryant (Paul C), Chief Library Clerk, Library, Retired.
2217 Ptarmigan Dr., Walnut Creek, California (94529). 937-5735.
•Lawrence, Pearl Louise (William A.), Secy., Ogle County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 99, Pines Rd., Oregon (61061), 732-2191. —309 Emily, Mount Morris (61054). 734-4284.
•Lawrence, William I. (Veronica M.), Glassblower, Coordinated Science Lab.
151 C.S.L., 333-3603. —1505 Cambridge Dr., C, 352-6674.
Lawrie, Duncan H., M.S., Senior Res. Programmer, Illiac IV Project, Graduate College.
253 D.C.L., 333-3373. —Apt. V, 502 S. Mattis, C, 359-8263.
"tLawry, Thomas F. (Gladys E.), B.S., Assoc. Petroleum Engr., State Geological Survey.
234 Natural Resources, 189-227, 344-1481. —804 S. Elm, C, 352-9343.
•Laws, Delbert Howard (Ann), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1137 Civil Eng., 333-6913. —1210 S. Mattis, C, 356-4015.
Laws, John William, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2109 Civil Eng. 333-6930. —1007 S. 3rd, C, 344-7921.
*Lawson, Tom Edgar (Patricia), M.S., Res. Asst., Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0989. —1703 Valley Rd., C, 359-1784.
Lawson, William B., M.A., Instr. in Psychology.
829 Psych. Bldg., 333-9406. —Apt. 2, 1400 N. McKinley, C, 356-3193.
•Lawyer, William Henry (Loretta M.), B.S., Mech. Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4117. —606 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-3193.
Layman, Terry James, B.S.E.E., Res. Programmer, Illiac IV Project, Graduate College.
Apt. G, 8620 Via Mallorca Dr., LaJolla, Calif. (92037). 714-453-8657.
Layton, R. Phillip, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
104 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2374; 142 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1170. —URH-413 Daniels Hall, U.,
332-2273.
*Lazar, Jerome Miles (Marilee), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
311 Adams Lab., 333-3961. —311 W. Green, C, 359-5429.
•Lazarus, David (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
401A Physics Bldg., 333-0492. —502 W. Vermont, U., 344-6225.
*Lazo, Dimitri D., (Dianne), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —804 S. First, C, 359-6544.
•Lazzell, Billy Dean (Shirley A.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —19 Elizabeth, Danville (61832), 446-1171.
•Leach, Mary E. (Robert L.), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Coop. Ext. Serv.
550 N. Madison, Carthage, 217-357-2031. —LaHarpe, 217-659-7743.
*Leach, James Lindsay (Mary J.), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering.
12 Woodshop, 333-1779. —910 N. Broadway, U., 367-2460.
*Leahey, Thomas Hardy (Grace E.), A.B., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
344 Student Services, 333-3729. —Apt. 3, -309 W. Springfield, C, 356-5376.
•Leake, Victor Houston (Sharon V.), R.O.T.C. Detachment Sgt. Maj., Dept of A.F. Aerospace
Studies.
232 Armory, 333-1928. —907 Lanore Dr., U., 344-5072.
•Leal, Luis (Gladys), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish. On leave of absence second semester of 1972-73.
4038 Foreign Lang., 333-8057. —207 W. Iowa, U., 367-4819.
Leary, Michael J., M.S., Resident Director Coordinator, Housing Div.
Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4640. —URH-183 Townsend Hall, U., 332-4046.
•LeBlanc, Helen R. (Albert H.), M.S., Circulation Asst. (with rank of Instr.), Library.
203 Library, 333-3773. —Apt. 6, 404 S. Prairie, C, 359-5665.
•LeBlond, David J. (Christine), B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
354 An. Sc. Lab., 333-2469. —Apt. B, 2085 S. Orchard, U., 367-1829.
Lecher, Marcia Kay, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Food Science.
567 Bevier Hall, 333-0130. —Apt. 12, 307 S. Prairie, 336-5182.
•Lecher, Peter John (Bernice), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 213, Pesotum (61863), 867-2591.
•Lecher, Vincent M. (Audrey), Building Service Worker, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 Buena Vista Dr., C, 356-1188.
•LeClair, Robert T. (Jean), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Finance.
340 Commerce (W), 333-9368. —505 W. Delaware, U., 328-1495.
•Lecocq, Philippe Luc-Paul (Michele), Ing. Physician, Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
201 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-2229. —403 S. Third, C, 359-8385.
•LeComte, Norene (Richard), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —514 E. Twenty-second Ave., Coal
Valley (61240) 799-3660.
Ledbetter, Alice Davis, Clerk-Stenog. II, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Golconda (62938),
618-683-4801.
Ledder, Barbara, B.S., Asst. in Health and Safety Education.
80 Huff Gym., 333-2106. —1307 E. Green, U., 344-0783.
•Lederman, Frank L. (Barbara J.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
466 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4236. —Apt. 7, 807 W. Illinois, U., 367-4686.
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Lee, Adele B. (Mrs.), Accounting Clerk I, University Print Shop Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4655. —1512 Keesler Dr., Rantoul, 893-0398.
Lee, An-horng, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-2910. —103 S. Gregory, U., 344-2301.
*Lee, Chung Keel (Chung-hee Ryu), M.S., Asst. in Physiology.
40 Burrill Hall, 333-4687. —Apt. 427, 1107 W. Green, U., 328-3112.
Lee, Diana, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade, 333-2040; 273 Altgeld Hall, 333-3350. —URH-409 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4714.
Lee, Jea Hyung D.V.M., Assoc, Small Animal Clinic.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —Apt. R205, 401 E. Chalmer, C, 367-8234.
*Lee, Kyung Won, (Sookja), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
406 Mumford Hall, 333-2657. —Apt. 407, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-7449.
*Lee, Lucy Chao (Shung Wu), Ph.D., Asst. Prof. Survey Res. Lab.
403 D.K.H., 333-2239. —5 Moraine Court, C, 356-4197.
*Lee, Ming T. (Catherine A.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Agricultural Economics.
402 Mumford Hall, 333-3417.
Lee, Mary Margaret, Clerk III, Visual Aids Service.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1361. —12 Persimmon Dr., C, 356-3323.
Lee, Michael H., M.S., University Fellow in Physics; Research Assistant in Electrical Engineering.
214 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4149. —URH-397 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2530.
*Lee, M. Raymond (Shirley S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
655 Morrill Hall, 333-4688. —1118 Newbury Rd., C, 356-0068.
Lee, Paul O., B.S.E.E., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
308 E.E. Res. Lab. —URH-961 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4956.
Lee, Sai Hyun, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4144 Civil Eng., 333-0728.; 4221 Civil Eng., 333-6981. —5 Salem Rd., U., 328-2326.
*Lee, Shung-Wu (Lucy C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
459 E.E. Bldg., 333-1201. —5 Moraine Ct., C, 356-4197.
Lee, Ving, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
446 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. 32, 1003 Colorado, U.
*Leeds, Catherine Cleo (Francis G.), Secy., Wabash County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 1, 901 Landes, Mt. Carmel (62863), 262-5725. —312 E. Eleventh, Mt. Carmel
(62863), 262-8144.
*Leefers, Wilma B. (Orlie L.), Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Univ. Ext.
403 lies Park PL, Springfield (62707), 525-7813. —R.R. 1, Springfield (62707), 523-0181.
*Leemon, VaLera Pauline (Thomas M.), Clerk Typist III, Nuclear Engineering Program.
214 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2295. —507 W. William, C, 352-8089.
*Leever, Suzanne D. (Russell R.), A.A.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Bur. of Economic and Business Res.
408 D.K.H., 333-2330. —1919 Brownfield Rd., U., 344-7705.
*Leever, William Eugene (Ellenora L.), Painter Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Point Dr., Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-2175.
Leffers, Lloyd Allen, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Architecture.
305 Architecture, 333-0698. —2012 Cynthia Dr., C, 352-4518.
*tLegg, George Achalis (Wanda T.), Ticket Mgr., Athletic Association.
100 Assembly Hall, 333-3470. —2404 Melrose Dr., C, 352-4977.
Legge, Jeffry Garnet, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330c E.E. Bldg., 333-4320. —URH-1257 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5018.
*Lehman, Frederic K. (Sheila), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology and of Linguistics.
209H Davenport Hall, 333-0801. —1316 Grandview Dr. East, C, 359-1325.
*L6hmann, Emil W. (Elizabeth A.), E.E.,A.E., Professor of Agr. Eng., Emeritus.
228 Agr. Eng. Bldg., 333-3010. —903 Perkins Rd., R. R. 4, U., 367-5252.
*Lehocky, Robert Stephen (Barbara L.), B.S., Res. Assoc, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —603 Dogwood Dr., C, 356-0520.
Leich, Harold Mclver, M.A., M.S., Slavic Serials Cataloger and Inst, in Library Administration,
Special Languages Dept., Library.
225 Library, 333-1340. —610 W. Elm, U., 328-2310.
Leifheit, Eugene J., B.A., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2152 Civil Eng., 333-8472; 2145 Civil Eng., 333-2058. —Apt. 8, 1211 W. Church, C,
359-5538.
*Leighton, Carol Anne, (Michael M.), Computer Programmer 1, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3841. —805 W. Green, U., 328-1762.
Leinhos, Duane A., B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
*Leland, Harry Valentine (Gretchen), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Environmental Biology and of
Zoology.
3215 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-0997. —1608 Coronado Dr., C, 359-1427.
*Leman, Allen (Loretta), D.V.M., M.S., Instr. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
281 Small Animal Clinic, 333-2907. —1812 Broadmoor. C, 352-6795.
"Lembke, Walter Dale (Donna J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
137 Agr. Eng. Lab., 333-0286, 333-3572. —1802 S. Anderson, U., 367-9933.
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"tLe Mere, Lloyd (Jo), Tech. Illustrator, State N.H. Survey.
189 Natural Resources, 333-6882. —708 E. Elm, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9552.
*Lemke, Wanda M. (Wayne), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R. 1, U., 367-5735.
'Lemmon, Fredrick Belt (Estelle), B.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1212 Laura Lane, Marion (62959), 993-6140. —1212 Laura Lane, Marion (62959), 993-6140.
Lemmon, John A., M.S., Lecturer in Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —Apt. 3B, 717 Fairmont Dr., Bloomington, 663-4901.
'Lemmon, Wilbur Nathaniel (Ruth G.), Janitor, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. —1106 N. State, C, 352-3246.
•Lemmon, Willis Stanley (Rhoda M.), Storekeeper III, Gen. Chem. Stores, Business Ofc.
Central Receiving 333-2602. —301 Country Club Rd., U., 367-5026.
Lendrum, Lester Martin, M.S., Instr. in Electrical Engineering.
323 E.E. Bldg., 333-0503. —1802 W. William, C, 359-2594.
*Leng, Earl Reece (Jacqueline), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy; Assoc. Dir. of Ofc. of International
Programs and Studies.
112 Mumford Hall, 333-6421; 2309 Illini Tower, 333-6104. —1104 W. Kirby, C, 352-0489.
*Lenk, Kay Ann (Siegfried K.), Payroll Clerk II, Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-1760. —1100 Prairie View Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-8662.
LeNoir, Gloria Patricia Ann, Clerk-Typist I, Dept. of Health and Safety Education.
117 Huff Gym. 333-2307. —215 E. Bradley Park, C.
•Lenox, Ronald Sheaffer (Barbara L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
459 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. 2, 212 N. McCullough, U., 328-1187.
*Lentek, Sherry (George), A.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Health and Safety Education.
117 Huff Gym., 333-2307. —203 W. Stanage, C, 359-8288.
Lentine, Frank G., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —Apt. 1, 309 N. Busey, U., 344-3845.
Lenz, Cherie Del, Student Employment Coordinator, Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 107, 707 South Sixth, C, 333-0603. —Apt. 8, 508 S. Mattis, C, 356-4329.
*Leon, Brenda Arlene (Michael Scott), Clerk-Typist III, Engineering Placement Ofc.
109 Engineering Hall, 333-1961. —463 Macon, Mahomet (61853), 586-2304.
Leonard, Evelyn M. (David), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0170. —410 1/2 W. Elm, U., 344-4872.
•Leonard, James Whitefield (Helen), D.B.A., Prof, of Finance; Head of Dept.
340 Commerce (W), 333-2110. —1719 Westhaven, C, 352-6451.
Leonard, Maria, M.A., Litt.D., Dean of Women, Emerita.
1326 Chandler Ct., Livermore, California (94550).
•Leonard, Nelson Jordan (Louise), Ph.D., Member, Center for Advanced Study; Prof, of
Chemistry. Member, Center for Advanced Study.
470B Adams Lab., 333-0363. —606 W. Indiana, U., 344-6266.
•Leonard, Sarah P. (Thomas M.), Clerk-Typist III, Auditing Div.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —406 W. Washington, U., 328-1384.
•Leong, Carol Ung (Peter), M.L.S., Serials Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220s Library, 333-3856. —Apt. 301, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-4403.
•Leonhard, Patricia H. (Charles), Ed.D., Lecturer in Educational Psychology.
240 Education, 333-7464, 333-2245. —1503 Grandview Dr., C, 356-9768.
Leopold, Wilbur Richard, B.S., University Fellow in Biochemistry.
209 Noyes Lab. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812, 344-5322.
•Lewis, Wendell Eulene (Ralph G.), Library Clerk II, Vet. Med. Library.
250 Vet. Med. 333-2193. —2410 Elizabeth, U., 367-0329.
Leppert Ella Catherine, Ed.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Educ.
215 U.H.S., 333-2845. —704 S. Lynn, C, 356-6853.
*Lerch, Harold H. (Margie A.), Ed.D., Prof, of Elementary Education.
396 Education, 333-4664. —2213 S. Lynn, U.
•Lerche, Richard Allan (Jean), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
418 Ceramics, 333-0332. —1317 Commanche Dr., C, 359-4672.
*Le Rette, Louise (Don R.), Typing Clerk III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1205 Civil Eng., 333-6923. —1710 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-2182.
Lermit, Raymond Jonathan, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Center for Advanced Computation.
114 Advanced Computation, 333-4974. —Apt. 506, 707 S. Sixth, C, 328-2065.
•Lerner, Edward Mark (Ruth A.), B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
152 D.C.L., 333-0643. —1202 N. Busey, U., 344-3418.
Leskosky, Richard John, M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children
49 Children's Research Center, 333-1850. —508 W. Elm, U., 328-3645.
Lesnaw, Judith A., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
689 Morrill Hall, 333-6382. —508 W. Stoughton, U., 367-7608.
•Lesniak, Margaret Ann (Jerry P.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-3890. —Apt. 13, 1207B E. Florida, U., 344-0482.
•Leung, Danny (Helen), B.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
207 Nuclear Eng. —806 W. Springfield, U., 367-2228.
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Leung, Eleanor, B.B.A., Res. Asst. in Accountancy.
250 Commerce (W). —Apt. 8, 1008 1/2 W. Green, U., 344-4658.
Leung, Henry Kin Hang, M.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
S.W. Hort. Field. Lab., 333-1870. —URH-169 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2428.
*Leung, Sophie Y. (Brian), B.S., Computer Programmer II, School of Chemical Sciences.
153 Noyes Lab., 333-1728. —Apt. C, 1924 S. Orchard, U., 344-3888.
"Leuthold, Jane H. (Raymond M.), Ph.D., Associate Prof, of Economics.
454 Commerce (W), 333-4588. —1303 Brighton Dr., U., 367-5692.
"Leuthold, Raymond Martin (Jane H.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
427 Mumford Hall, 333-0644. —1303 Brighton Dr., U., 367-5692.
"Levaro, Richard (Mary Kay), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
218 Coble Hall, 333-6209. —Apt. 14, 2009 Philo Rd., U., 367-7082.
*Leverenz, David G. (Cindy), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
117 Talbot Lab., 333-3878. —2034-D S. Orchard, U., 367-8260.
*Leverton, Joan (Hugh), Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —R.R. 1, Versailles (62378), 225-3405.
Levi, Hugo A., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
342 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
Levi, Hugo A., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
342 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
Levine, Howard Harris, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —URH-634 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2356.
"Levine, Norman Dion (Helen S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Parasitology, Vet. Res., and Zoology; Dir.
of Center for Human Ecology.
143 Vet. Med., 333-2766; 911 W. High, U., 333-4178. —702 LaSell Dr., C, 359-1386.
*Levine, Richard Steven (Susan A.), M.S., Engineer Technician II, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-7089; 4108 Civil Eng., 333-7089 —Apt. D, 2051 S. Orchard, U.,
344-2065.
Levine, Steven Craig, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4017 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-649 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4878.
"Levine, Susan (Richard S.), B.S., Admissions /Records Officer I, Urbana Council on Teacher
Education.
120 Education, 333-2804. —2051-D S. Orchard, U., 344-2065.
*Levy, Diane Kay (Milton, Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Chancellor's Ofc.
107 Coble Hall, 333-0220. —311 E. John, C, 344-7736.
*Levy, Harry (Lucretia M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
367 Altgeld Hall, 333-0973. —712 W. Nevada, U., 344-5619.
"Levy, Lucretia Mae (Harry), A.M., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics, Emerita.
712 W. Nevada, U., 344-5619.
*Levy, Stanley Roy (Joan), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of Students; Asst. Prof, of Higher Education,
Dept. of Secondary and Continuing Educ.
317 Student Services, 333-1302. —2316 Southmoor Dr., C, 352-7103.
*Lewandowski, Arthur Richard (Kathleen A.), M.S., Res. Assoc, Univ. Management Information
Systems Ofc.
238 Illini Tower, 333-0391. —1811 Carle Dr., U., 328-1878.
Lewerenz, Diane E. (Melvin J.), Secy., Lake County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
P.O. Box 267, Grayslake (60030), 312-223-5844. —405 Sunset Lane, Wildwood (60030),
312-223-2993.
*Lewis, Bennie M. (Bobby Joe), B.S., Staff Assoc, Afro-American Academic Program.
512 E. Chalmers, C, 333-7657. —Apt. A, 1807 Orchard PI., U., 344-3042.
Lewis, Blanche Leta, Office Supervisor, Cooperative Extension Service, Retired.
307 S. Randolph, C, 352-4958.
"Lewis, Carl G. (Connie A.), Tech. Draftsman-Illustrator I, Small Homes Council-Bldg. Res.
Council.
1 St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1948. —1120 W. Bradley, C, 352-0927.
"Lewis, Charles (Mary E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
433 Psych. Bldg., 333-8066. —59 E. Daniel, C, 356-2061.
Lewis, Clarissa Olivia, A.M., Cataloger, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration, Emerita.
Apt. 8, 102 N. Lincoln, U., 328-1350.
"Lewis, Cleasta L. (Cecil J.), B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
136 Personnel Services, 333-8490. —2015 Southwood Dr., C, 356-1439.
Lewis, Craig R., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —Apt. 11, 508 E. White, C, 359-7264.
"Lewis, Edward George (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science.
496 Lincoln Hall, 333-0588. —707 Fairway Dr., C, 352-9480.
"Lewis, Elmer Webb (Mae M.), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy, Retired.
914 W. Tremont, C, 352-3864.
"Lewis, George Thomas (Marilyn J.), Digital Computer Technician II, Dept. of Computer
Science.
227 D.C.L., 333-6111. —403 N. Draper, C, 356-3372.
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Lewis, J. David, M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
218 Lincoln Hall. —1107 Patton, U., 328-2645.
Lewis, Jerry, B.S., Equal Opportunity Officer I, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
136 Personnel Services, 333-4650. —709 N. Forth, C, 356-8270.
""Lewis, John Morgan (Mary C), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2623.
*Lewis, Kenneth D. (Elsie M.), Lab. Mechanic, Mat. Res. Lab.
148 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1379. —514 N. Draper, C, 356-0230.
"Lewis, John M. (Sherry), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-125 C.S.L., 333-8650. —Apt. 4-1, 1009 S. Mattis, C, 359-7896.
•Lewis, L. Dean (S. Opal), M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Health Science and Staff Physician, Health
Center, Emeritus.
803 S. McCullough, U., 367-4972.
•Lewis, Leslie Robert (Diane M.), B.F.A., Cartographer, Dept. of Geology.
414 Natural History, 333-6696. —302 E. McKinley, Philo, 684-6905.
•Lewis, Linda M. (Taylor A.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Senate Committee on Student Discipline.
331 Student Services, 333-3680. —504 MacArthur, U., 367-0973.
•Lewis, Marilyn Jane (George T.), Adm. Secy., Health Service.
195 McKinley Health Center, 333-2711. —403 N. Draper, C, 356-3372.
Lewis, Mary A., Accounting Clerk II, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —1213 N. Sixth, C.
•Lewis, Mary C. (John M.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Pope-Hardin Counties,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center., R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985),
618-695-2623.
•Lewis, Oliver Perry (Christine), Herder, Dept. of Animal Science.
Sheep Barns, 333-0265. —507 N. James, C, 356-3157.
•Lewis, Rosalind Deidra Johnson (Robert E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Political Science.
360 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —3 Apricot Dr., C, 359-3507.
Lewis, Ruth H., Secy., Dept. of History, Retired.
1112 W. William, C, 352-4439.
Lewis, Ruth M. (Mrs.), M.A., Res. Assoc, in Anthropology.
209j Davenport Hall, 333-0328. —308 W. Florida, U., 328-1991.
•Lewis, Vernon Caldwell, Jr. (Patricia A.), Glassblower I, School of Chemical Sciences.
114 Noyes Lab., 333-3610. —Apt. 303, 2113 Hazelwood Dr., U., 328-3927.
•Lewis, Walter Henry (Mary R.), M.S., Prof, of Architecture.
406 Architecture, 333-1908. —601 Park Lane Dr., C, 359-3105.
Lewis, Wayne, Building Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Brownfield, 618-949-3467.
•Lewis, Wendell E. (Ralph G), Library Clerk II, Veterinary Medicine Library.
250 Vet. Med., 333-2193. —2410 Elizabeth, U., 367-0329.
Lewko, John H., M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
240d Col. Wolfe School, 333-4892. —Apt. 1, 206 E. Clark, C, 359-1342.
Ley, David, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
372 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —1706 S. Valley Rd., C, 359-6637.
Li, Marinda Pasadena, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
350B Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —Apt. 4, 309 N. Busey, U., 344-0871.
Li, Thomas M., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
URH-355 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2261.
Liao, Yao Hu, B.E., Res. Asst. in Architecture.
403 Architecture, 333-0436. —615 1/2 S. Wright, C.
Liao, Yun Ko, M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
104 Talbot Lab., 333-3136. —Apt. 21, 1211 W. Clark, U.
'tLiay, Louis D. (Mary W.), Ed.M., Director of Special Projects, Alumni Association.
227 Illini Union, 333-1471. —110 N. Prospect, C, 359-7272.
Libbin, James D., B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
306a Mumford Hall, 333-0368. —204 W. Pennsylvania, U., 328-3210.
Libby, Robert, M.A.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
270 Commerce (W.), 333-4535. —Apt. 27, 1005 S. Sixth, C, 344-1556.
*Licht, Harold Ralph (Erma L.), Building Operations Supervisor, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E), 333-0692. —1701 Cherokee, R.R. 2, U., 367-0561.
•Lidral, Robert P. (Ellen B.), B.A., S.B., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107. —Apt. 104, 406 E. Green, U., 367-5372.
•Lieberman, David Abraham (Christiane), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
831 Psych. Bldg., 333-3485. —1913 Clover Lane, C, 359-5750.
•Lieberman, David Samuel (Geraldine), Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy. On leave of absence
for 1972-73.
302 Met. and Min., 333-2990,1 —1004 Sunnycrest East, U., 367-1626.
Lieberman, John R., M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
lOd Horticulture Field Lab., 333-4723 —806 W. Ohio, U., 344-9876.
•Liebman, Jon C. (Judith S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Environmental Engineering, Dept. of Civil
Engineering.
3230d Civil Eng., 333-6966. —2210 Fletcher, U., 3444946.
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"Liebman, Judith S. (Jon C). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Operations Research, Depts. of Civil
Engineering and Mechanical and Industrial Engineering.
2110 Civil Eng.. 333-6927: 230 M.D. Bldg.. 333-2905. —2210 Fletcher. L\. 344-4946.
Lienesch, William C, M.U.P.. Instr. in Urban and Regional Planning.
Rm. 204. 909 W. Nevada. L".. 333-3890. —Apt. 16. 307 E. White. C. 352-9328.
"Lierman, David R. (Pamela J.). B.A.. Promotion Mgr.. Assembly Hall.
101 Assembly Hall. 333-2955. —1501 W. Grandview Dr.. C.'. 352-0622.
Liesch, Jerrold M„ B.S.. Asst. in Chemistrv.
44' Adams Lab.. 333-0655. —1706 S. Valley Rd.. C. 359-6637.
'Liggett, John Penick (Maurine D.). M.S.. Dir. of Civil Defense Training. Div. of Univ. Ext.
11" Illini Hall. 333-4138. —613 Ventura. C. 352-6133.
*Ligon, Mary Stansifer (Clyde C), M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics Extension and Asst.
State Leader of Home Advisers. Emerita.
"60 Entrada Dr. South. Palm City Park. Fort Myers. Florida (33901), 481-0319.
tLilley, Donna Jean, A.A.S.. Clerk-Stenog.. Regional Sovbean Lab.. U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —2614 Kirby. C. 352-7191.
*Lim, Sung Man (Ogi Park). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Plant Pathologv.
252 Davenport Hall. 333-0604. —2415 E. Illinois. U.. 367-1549.
Limback, Lucile, Secv.. Countv Farm Ext.. Retired.
100 Lakeside. Danville (61832).
"Limstrom, Kenneth R. (Helen R.). B.S.. Asst. Prof, of Naval Science.
239 Armory. 333-1061. —1908 Crescent Dr.. C. 359-9142.
*Lin, Chi-yu (Su-Jyu), M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2212 Civil Eng.- 333-6940. —Apt. 17. 307 E. White. C. 356-9425.
"Lin, Feng-nan (Bih-ju). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Mech. and Indus. Eng.
45 M.E. Bldg. —Apt. 235. 110" W. Green. U.. 344-7223.
Lin, Pipi Peggy, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4148 Civil Eng. —Apt. 11. 1211 W. Clark. U.. 344-4472.
tLin, Shunn-dar Ph.D.. Assoc. Professional Scientist. State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601). 309-674-5725. —4711 N. Montello Dr.. Peoria
(61614). 309-691-4699."
"Lin, Willy (Katherine S.), MS., Asst. in Botanv.
177 Morrill Hall. 333-2385. —Apt. A. 1961 S. Orchard. U.
"Lin, Yukweng M. (June). Ph.D.. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
211 Transportation. 333-2297. —907 Broadmoor. C. 352-6218.
"Lincoln, Berniece A. (Edward L.). B.S.. Librarv Tech. Asst. I. Serials Dept.. Library.
12 Library. 333-1269. 333-1997. —R.F.D. L Villa Grove (61956). 832-9370.
"tLindahl, Donald Arthur (Patricia). B.S.. Agronomist-Res. Asst.. Regional Sovbean Lab.. U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —1710 W. Green. C. 359-8676.
"tLindahl, Peter C. (Mary Ann). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc. State Geol. Survev.
316 Natural Resources. 189-239. 344-1481. —Apt. 10. 815 N. McKinley. C, 352-3203.
"Lindell, Nancy B. (Philip W.), B.A.. Librarv Tech. Asst. I. Library.
220a Library. 333-1055. —24 Potawatomi Trail. R.R. 4, U.. 344-1699.
•Lindell, Philip Wayne, (Nancy B). B.S.. Asst. Prof, of Library Administration; Serials Cataloger,
Librarv.
220S Library 333-3856. —24 Potawatomi Trail. R.R. 4. L\. 344-1699.
"Lindeman, Mace Earl (Ann L.). Laborer-Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1107 N. Busey. L\. 367-8071.
"Lindeman, Rachel Virginia (Leon M.). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst II. Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
68 Vet. Med.. 333-193". —512 E. Springfield. C. 359-3658.
Lindhjem, Marion, Graduate Records Secv.. Dept. of Psychologv.
305 Psych. Bldg.. 333-2169. —1311 S. State. C. 352-8490.
"Lindsay, Driver Bradshaw (Elsie A.). M.S.. Prof, of Architecture. Emeritus.
Apt. 1203-A. 1050 N. Point. San Francisco. California (94109). 776-5830.
"Lindstrom, David Edgar (M. Lucile). Ph.D.. Prof, of Rural Sociology. Depts. of Agr. Econ. and
Sociologv. Emeritus.
202 W. Pennsylvania. L\. 365-1168.
Lindstrom, Freda I., Clerk-Tvpist II. College of Law.
209 Law. 333-0931. —R. R. 1 Atwood (61913). 578-3401.
Lindstrom, Linda Marie, Clerk-Tvpist I. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
100b Adm.. 333-4871. —Apt. 1. 1209 W. Church. C. 359-0384.
"Line, Ralph Marlowe (Blanche G.). B.Arch.. Assoc. Prof, of Architecture. Emeritus.
202 W. Indiana. U.. 367-2828.
"tLineback, Jerry Alvin, (Marv C). Ph.D.. Assoc. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
266 Natural Resources. 189-276. 344-1481. —411 S. Fourth. Box 435. St. Joseph (61873).
469-2583.
"Lingard, Donald Robert (Patricia A.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
207 Large Animal Clinic. 333-2000. —25 Wood Glen. Mahomet (61853). 586-3023.
"Link, Helen Howard (Robert P.). M.A.. Asst. in Education.
114 Architecture. —1805 Pleasant Circle. U. 344-6991.
"Link, Joseph Lawrence (Dorothy A.). Electronics Technician II. Dept. of Mech. and Indus.
Eng.
65 M.E. Bldg.. 333-2815. —Box 82. Pesotum (61863). 867-2376.
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'Link, Robert P. (Helen H.), M.S., Assoc. Dean of College of Fine and Applied Arts; Prof, of
Architecture.
114 Architecture, 333-6062. —1805 Pleasant Circle, U., 344-6991.
"Link, Roger Paul (Marjorie H.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Physiology and Pharmacology;
Head of Dept.
263 Vet. Med., 333-2506. —1708 Pleasant, U., 367-5314.
*Linke, Charles M. (Linda), D.B.A., Assoc. Prof, of Finance.
415 Commerce (W), 333-7100. —2513 Stanford Dr., C, 359-5670.
*Linn, Manson Bruce (Frances T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology.
246 Davenport Hall, 333-1093. —204 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-6628.
•tLins, David A. (Carol C), Ph.D., Agricultural Economist, U.S.D.A.
417 Mumford Hall, 333-4716. —1706 Paula Dr., C, 352-0858.
*Linse, Leah Dunn (Luther P.), Secy., Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
504 E. Chalmers, C, 344-1389.
Lipe, James Thomas, M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, St. Clair County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62221), 618-233-1047. —2505 E. B St., Belleville (62221).
618-235-1614.
Lipinski, Ronald James, B.S., Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
420 Ceramics, 333-0332. —Apt. 616, 401 E. Chalmers, C, 367-7291.
*Lipka, Nancy A. (Richard), M.S., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-3856. —1202 Thomas Dr., C, 359-6376.
*Lipka, Richard P. (Nancy), M.S., Asst. in Educational Psychology.
Rm. 203, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U.; 333-2246.; 226 Education, 333-2604. —1202 Thomas Dr.,
Ch., 359-6376.
•Lipschutz, Anita (Roy), Clerk-Typist III, Center for International Comparative Studies.
301 Illini Tower, 333-1994. —2013 E. Vermont, U., 367-8049.
•Lipschutz, Roy Theodore (Anita), Commercial Artist II, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —2013 E. Vermont, U., 367-8049.
•Lipscomb, lola (Frank), Fountain Attendant Helper, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-2176. —3334 Ridgewood, C, 359-2684.
•Lipscomb, John D., (Susan), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
417 East Chem., 333-3942. —Apt. 88, 902 Harding Dr., U., 344-1322.
Lisowski, Edward Allen, Dup. Mach. Operator II, Illini Union.
125c Illini Union, 333-3068. —Apt. 5, 506 W. Elm, U., 367-2781.
*Lissy, Michele Finerty (Anton), M.S., Serials Bibliographer, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —707 W. White, C, 359-0186.
Lister, Clifford George, Automotive Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
1501 S. Oak Champaign P.P. Service Bldg. —703 S. State. C, 356-1005.
Lister, Nellie Busey, Typing Clerk III, McKinley Hospital.
115 McKinley Health Center, 333-9238. —227 E. Douglas, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7373.
•Lite, Joseph Richard (Susan F.), B.S., Asst. in Psychology.
736 Psych. Bldg., 333-8123. —Apt. 12, 2009 S. Philo Rd., U., 367-7452.
Litherland, Dorothy A., Ph.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Accountancy, Emerita.
405 W. University, C.
•Litman, Simon, Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
Greenbrier Manor, 1915 S. Mattis, C.
•Little, Allen Lee (Shirley A.), Tab. Mach. Operator III, Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data
Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4818. —R. R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2528.
•tLittle, Barbara Jane (Richard), Clerk-Typist II, Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State
N.H. Survey.
389 Natural Resources, 333-6886, 333-6887. —R.R. 1, Tolono ( 61880), 485-5248.
•Little, Harry (Velma), M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology.
1400 W. Park, C. —R.R. 3, C, 586-2366.
•Little, Karen Jean (James), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Food Science.
110 S. Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —302 S. Park, Tuscola (61953), 253-3708.
•Littlefield, William (Donna), Coin Machine Serviceman, Div. of Parking and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-7218. —1506 Winston Dr., C.
•Littleton, A.C. (Bonnie), Ph.D., LL.D., Prof, of Accountancy, Emeritus.
Apt. 73, 1120 E., 2700 S., Salt Lake City, Utah (84106).
Littlewood, John Miles, M.S., Documents Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
220D Library, 333-3441. —311 W. University, C, 352-6720.
*Liu, An-Ton (Yueh-Yiing), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
301 Talbot Lab., 333-2658. —Apt. B, 1822 Orchard Place, U., 328-2206.
*Liu, Chao-han (Tsuei-chu), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
60C E.E. Bldg., 333-2931. —2508 S. Lynn, U., 328-2229.
*Liu, Chung Laung (Jane), Sc.D., Assoc. Prof, of Computer Science.
295 D.C.L., 333-6769. —1006 Harmon, U., 367-8816.
Liu, Ding-Hwa Eddy, B.A.E., Asst. in Architecture.
123 Fine Arts. —URH-303 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2210.
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Liu, Don K. K., B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab.. 333-2105. —URH-415 Daniels Hall. L\. 332-2275.
*Liu, Ruichen (Hui-bsing Fu). M.S.. Res. Asst.. Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
3-131 C.S.L., 333-6752. —Apt. 35. 604 N. Maple. L\. 344-7075.
*Liu, Tso-kai (Juliana). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
94 D.C.L., 333-4197. —2057-D S. Orchard. L\. 344-5270.
Liu, Wing Ki, MS.S.. Asst. in Physics; Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
275 Physics Bldg.. 333-4505; 22 Noyes Lab. —URH-529 Daniels Hall, L\, 332-2321.
•Livesay, Hugh Edward (Gladys L.). M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Lawrence County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Twelfth and Lexington. Lawrenceville (62439). 618-943-5018. —R.R. 3. Lawrenceville (62439).
618-928-2429.
•Livesay, Veronica L. (Donald W.), Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Economics.
226 D.K.H.. 333-2682. —1413 Cambridge Dr., C.
'Livingston, Betty June (Miles K.). Clerk II. Acquisitions Dept.. Library.
220 Library. 333-1055. —403 E. Green. L\. 367-6396.
'Livingston, Dorothy J. (Edward M.). Secy.. Warren County. Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 325. 1000 N. Main. Monmouth (61462). 309-734-5161. —R.R. 1. Monmouth
(61462). 309-734-2540.
•Llewellyn, Don (Yukiko H.). M.F.A.. Asst. Prof, of Theatre.
4-111 K.C.P.A.. 333-2892. —1419 Rosewood Dr.. C. 359-1419.
•Llewellyn, Yukiko Hayakawa (Don). M.F.A.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Psychology.
190 Children's Res. Center, 333-6578. —1419 Rosewood Dr.. C, 359-1419.
•Lloyd, David (Maria S.). B.M.. Prof, of Music.
139 K.C.P.A.. 333-3254. —805 E. Florida. L\. 344-8238.
*Lo, Ronnie Hung-Kie (Josephine). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
205 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4213. —Apt. 303. 2118 S. Orchard. L\. 367-0075.
*Lo, Sara de Mundo (Yuen T.). Ph.D.. Bibliographer (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Library.
111W Library. 333-2786. —704 Silver. U.. 367-1598.
*Lo, Yuen T. (Sara M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
441 E.E. Bldg.. 333-1202. —704 Silver. L\. 367-1598.
•Lobdell, Linda G. (Marc E.). B.S.. Broadcasting Program Asst.. WILL Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall. 333-0850. —711 S. Lynn. C. 359-7383.
Locander, William Bernard, M.S.. Asst. to Assoc. Dean of College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H.. 333-2740. —Apt. 41. 800 S. Mattis. C. 356-0225.
•Lock, Ted F. (Diann). D.V.M.. Instructor in Veterinary Clinical Medicine.
288 Small Animal Clinic. 344-1512. —201 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 367-7312.
•Lockard, Shirley A. (John). Typing Clerk III. Bur. of Educ. Res.
288 Education, 333-1450. —207 E. Kerr. L\, 367-4385.
•Locke, John Lauderdale (Virginia). Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Prof.. Children's Res. Center; Assoc.
Prof, of Speech.
137 Children's Res. Center. 333-6583. —3004 Blair Dr.. C. 359-9304.
•Locklin, D. Philip (Anne L.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Economics. Emeritus.
1106 S. Garfield. U.. 367-4481.
•Lockmiller, Marvin Edward (June A.). Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Stoddard Acres. Monticello. 762-2280.
'Lodge, J. Robert (Jean W.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physiologv. Dept. of Dairy Science.
423 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0814. —1701 S. Cottage Grove. L\. 367-4688.
Lodge, Louise Finley, Ph.D.. Asst. Catalog Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Library, Emerita.
806 Fairlawn Dr., L\. 367-6378.
*Loeb, Jane Watkins (Peter A.). Ph.D.. Dir. of Admissions and Records; Asst. Prof, of
Educational Psychology and ofPsvchology. Asst. to Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
108 Adm. 333-2033. —3 Hampton Ct.. C. 356-1998.
*Loeb, Peter A. (Jane W.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
121a Altgeld Hall. 333-8664. —3 Hampton Court. C. 356-1998.
Loeschen, Sandra Sue, (Mrs.), Clerk-Typist II. Library.
246a Library. 333-2348. —114 W. Lincoln. Ogden (61859). 582-6540.
•Lofton, Clayborn Manley (Irene E.). Stores Supervisor. Coordinated Science Lab.
164 C.S.L.. 333-1799. —810 W. Harvard. C. 356-3683.
•Lofton, Irene Elizabeth (Clayborn M.), Supervisor of Duplicating Service. Stenographic Bureau.
1203 W. Oregon. L\. 333-1600. —810 W. Harvard. C. 356-3683.
•Loftus, Alice Marie (Michael W.). Clerk III. Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
163 Adm.. 333-1159. —708 Dogwood Dr., C. 356-5852.
•Logan, Dovie Beatrice (Raymond L). Clerk-Typist II. Instructional Resources Ofc.
205 S. Goodwin. L"., 333-3370. —410 N. McKinley. C, 352-3260.
•Logan, Francis W. (Ophelia M.), M.D.. Staff Physician. Health Service, Retired.
1141 Mizell. Winter Park. Fla. (32789). 305-644-3414.
•Logan, Philip Eugene (Judith A.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —150 N. Division. Sadorus (61874). 598-3120.
•Loggan, Mildred Stock (Charles H.). Accounting Clerk II. College of Education.
110 Education. 333-0962. —105 S. Draper, C, 352-5854.
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Loh, Andrew H. T., B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
55 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 309, 504 W. Main, U., 328-3438.
*Lohman, Timothy George (Joyce F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Animal Science and of Physical
Education.
132 Davenport Hall, 333-1686; 213 Huff Gym., 333-1103. —1310 N. Lincoln, U., 365-1996.
Lohrer, Alice, A.M., Prof, of Library Science.
323 Library, 333-2104. —1905 N. Melanie Lane, C, 356-5037.
Lokke, M. Jean, M.S., Physical Education Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
146 Library, 333-3615. —610 W. Iowa, U., 344-6185.
"Lomasney, William F. (Rean B.), B.S., Assoc. Prof, and Area Specialist in Consumer Education,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Room 250, 10 N. La Salle, Chicago (60602), 312-663-7556. —316 Grand Blvd., Park Ridge
(60068).
*Lomax, Debra A. (Leon N.), Clerk-Typist I, Assembly Hall,
101 Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —Apt. 3, 311 S. Prairie, C, 356-8978.
Lombardi, John Rocco, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chem. and Chem. Eng.
44 Noyes Lab., 333-6175.
Lombardo, David A., Flight Line Attendant, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907. —Apt. 4, 1806 W. William, C, 359-7251.
*Gillett, Marjorie Jane, (Charles W.), Secy., Dept. of Microbiology.
330 Burrill Hall, 333-0425. —409 W. Holden, Tolono (61880), 485-3970.
•London, Edwin (Janet), Ph.D., Prof, of Music. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
206 Theory Annex. —910 W. Hill, C, 356-5987.
*London, Robert E. (Phyllis), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics and in Chemistry.
60 Noyes Lab., 333-6722. —1105 N. Coler, U., 367-1651.
Lonergan, Thomas A., B.S., Asst. in Biology.
354 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —512 W. University, C, 356-0833.
*Long, Betty L. (Earl D.), Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
10 Adm., 333-8966, 333-0416. —312 N. First, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9052.
*Long, Earl D. (Betty L.), Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Microbiology.
353 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —312 N. First, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9052.
*Long, Grace Beningo (James L.), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
181 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030, 333-7001. —1105-1/2 Willard, U., 367-3654.
*Long, James L. (Grace M.), M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
4-121 C.S.L., 333-6721. —1105 1/2 Willard, U., 367-3654.
Long, James P., B.S., Asst. and University Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —URH-624 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2348.
Long, John M., M.A., Res. Asst., Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, —5 O'Neill Court, C, 359-9108.
Long, Linda, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agronomy.
230 Davenport Hall. 333-1277 —Apt. 25, 908 Crescent Dr., C.
*Long, Michele Lopardo (Stewart L.), B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 216, 1207 W. Orgeon, U., 333-1549. —2609 E. California, U., 344-3025.
•Long, Neva Lucille (Don E.), Adm. Secy., Dept. of Anthropology.
109 Davenport Hall, 333-0874. —1512 Rutledge Dr., U., 367-8389.
•Long, Paul (Bessie R.), Supervisor of Gymnasium and Facilities, College of Physical Education.
80 Intramural-P.E., 333-0859. —1618 Sheridan Rd., C, 352-2029.
Long, Phillip M., A.B., Asst. in Philosophy.
400b Gregory Hall. —Apt. 7, 708 S. First, C.
•Long, Thomas Joseph (Lynette), Ed.D., Prof, of Educ. Psych.; Assoc. Chairman of Dept.
210c Education, 333-2245, 333-2533. —P.O. Box 2284, Station A, C, 359-3200.
•Longcor, Diane Lynne (David W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Housing Division.
Central Food Stores, 333-1408. —906 N. Division, U., 328-2667.
Longwell, C. Jean Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0994, 333-0219. —507 1/2 Robinson Ct., C, 356-4607.
'tLonnquist, Carl G. (Veronica C), B.S., Asst. Staff Statistician, State Water Survey.
62A Water Resources, 333-4952. —3 Aztec PI., C, 359-4920.
Loomis, Barbara, M.A., Dir. of Curriculum in Occupational Therapy (with rank of Assoc. Prof.)
31 Student Services, 333-7780. —1133 Norflok, Westchester (60153), 312-343-6024.
•Loomis, Barbara E.R. (Charles), M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr., Acquisitions Dept.,
Library.
220a Library, 333-1055. —601 W. Healey, C, 356-8174.
•Loomis, F. Wheeler (Edith), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
309 Physics Bldg., 333-3774. —804 W. Illinois, U., 344-6969.
•Loomis, Francis Wheeler (Edith L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
309 Physics Bldg., 333-3774. —804 W. Illinois, U., 344-6969.
Loomis, Robert Wendell, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3103 Civil Eng., 333-6955; 3129 Civil Eng. —URH-362 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2497.
•Lopatin, Dennis Edward (Marie L.), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
217 Burrill Hall, 333-1738. —Apt. 78, 901 E. Colorado, U., 344-3815.
•Lopeman, Harold E. (Mabel), Electronics Engr., Computing Services Ofc.
31a D.C.L., 333-4064. —606 Harding Dr., U., 367-1398.
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Lopez, Lawrence David, B.E., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31B D.C.L., 333-6143.
"Lopez, Leonard Anthony (Ruth-Linda), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3144 Civil Eng., 333-6972. —801 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-7200.
Lorbe, Ruth Elisabeth, Ph.D., Prof, of German.
3030 Foreign Lang., 333-2637. —Apt. B, 1201 E. Florida, U., 344-3431.
*Lorenz, Ralph William (Betty K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Forestry.
215 Mumford Hall, 333-2772. —1707 S. Pleasant, U., 344-6741.
*Loschen, John V. (Patricia A.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Penfield (61862), 583-3331.
*Lott, Richard Vincent (Vieva M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Pomology, Dept. of Horticulture, Emeritus.
11034 Meade Dr., Sun City, Arizona (85351).
*Lott, Robert E. (Isabel M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish.
4130 Foreign Lang., 333-8279. —2113 Galen Dr., C, 359-3700.
*tLotz, Edward Allen (Norma J.), B.S., Chief, Materials Lab., U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res.
Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4612.
Lotz, Heinrich Philipp, Dr.rer.nat., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
121B Altgeld Hall, 333-6450. —Apt. 8A, 2016 Vawter, U., 367-6132.
*Loudy, Oliver Wayne (Flora V.), Senior Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —1417 Kenneth Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-9305.
Lougheed, Linford, B.A., Asst. in Teaching English as a Second Language.
3050 Foreign Lang., 333-7923; 3070 Foreign Lang., 333-1506. —716 S. Broadway, U.
Lourash, Janet Sue, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Physics.
312 Physics Bldg., 333-3442. —Apt. 204B, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 352-2370.
*Lourash, Merrian Esther (Percy D.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Forestry.
219 Mumford Hall, 333-2771. —R.R. 1, Seymour (61875), 687-2658.
Love, Elmer Isaac, M.S., Prof, of Architecture, Emeritus.
Taos Canyon, Eagle Nest, New Mexico (87718).
*Love, Joseph L., Jr. (Marcia), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
414 Gregory Hall, 333-8785. —206 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-4716.
*Love, Kenneth Harold (Doris E.), B.S., Faculty Center Administrator, Levis Faculty Center.
Levis Faculty Center, 333-6242. —408 Burkwood Ct. West, U., 367-9766.
*Lovell, James Edgeley (Annabelle S.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Biol. Structure; Head of
Dept.
335 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —304 E. Pennsylvania, U., 328-2744.
""Loving, Carolyn B. (Kenneth L.), B»S., Secy., McLean County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
202 E. Locust, Bloomington (61701), 828-9513.
Lovse, Daniel Wayne, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
76 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 1210, 910 S. Third, C, 337-5329.
*Lowe, Elizabeth (John W.G.), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
139 Bevier Hall, 333-1833. —Apt. 3, 906 W. Stoughton, U., 344-4802.
*Lowe, John Cheung, (Vivien), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3230a Civil Eng., 333-8064. — 1965-B S. Orchard, U., 367-1080.
*Lowe, Vivien W. H. (John C), B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
220 Lincoln Hall. —1965-B S. Orchard, U., 367-1080.
*Lowden, Lawrence J. (Stephanie G.), M.S., University Fellow in Chemistry.
367F Noyes Lab., 333-0558. —Apt. 424, 127 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-7856.
*Lowrey, George Andrew, Jr. (Mary J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Recreation.
104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —206 W. Michigan, U., 367-1752.
*Lowry, Eugene Edward (Aileen E.), Office Supervisor, College of Agriculture, Retired.
332 Center Rd., Venice, Fla. (33395).
*Lowry, William P. (Helen M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography; Senior Meteorologist, State Water
Survey.
126 Davenport Hall, 333-1881; 265a Water Resources, 333-4962. —Apt. 1004, 302 E. John,
C, 367-8005.
*Lox, Pamela Sue (Wayne W.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
231 S. Randolph, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2361, 309-833-5231. —527 S. McArthur, Macomb
(61455), 309-833-4038.
*Loyet, Jerry Lee (Carol L.), M.S., Asst. Univ. Coordinator of School and College Relations; Asst.
State Chmn., North Central Assn.
Rm. 338, 409 E. Chalmers, C, 333-1120. —805 W. Daniel, C, 359-1630.
Lu, Po-Yung, M.S., Res. Asst. in Zoology.
583 Morrill Hall, 333-3649. —307 E. John, C, 344-1640.
Lu, May Dean-Ming, B.Sc, Asst. in Chemistry.
106 Noyes Lab. —URH-369 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2504.
"Lucas, Monica Anne (Kevin G.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Speech.
244 Lincoln Hall, 333-2683. —604 N. Maple, U., 344-1162.
Luce, Wilbur Marshall, Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology, Emeritus.
534 Morrill Hall, 333-0970. —805 S. Prairie, C, 586-2066. 352-2804.
"Luckmann, William Henry (June), Ph.D., Prof, and Head, Section of Economic Entomology,
State N.H. Survey; Prof, of Agricultural Entomology.
163 Natural Resources, 333-6657. —2504 S. Prospect, C, 356-7375.
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Ludington, (Mrs.) Helen Alberta, Secy., Henry County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 N. East, Cambridge (61238), 937-2424. —R.R. 1, Cambridge (61238), 937-5455.
Ludmer, Charles Henry, Res. Asst., Bioacoustics Res. Lab., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
303 E.E. Annex, 333-6366. —214 W. John, C, 359-8642.
*Ludwig, Jack D. (Wilma J.), Building Service Subforeman, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-3263. —R.R. 1, Fithian (61844), 776-3616.
Luecking, Daniel H., B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
126 Altgeld Hall, 333-4654. —105 S. Lincoln, U., 328-1103.
*Luedke, Patsy Ruth (John R.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coles County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
703 Monroe, Charleston (61920), 345-7034. —23 Buchanan Ct., Charleston (61920), 345-6549.
•Luellen, Elwood T. (Nellie C), Associate of Science A.A.S., Ext. Specialist, Police Training
Institute, Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —Apt. 22-A, 1201-A E. Florida, U., 367-8291.
"Lueschen, Guenther Rudolf Friedo (Claere M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology and of Physical
Education.
329 Lincoln Hall, 333-1210. —10 Shuman Circle, U., 344-1821.
•Luesse, Clifford George (Mary A.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435. —401 W. Springfield, C, 356-6539.
*Lukas, Gaze E. (Frances A.), J.D., Prof, of Accountancy, Emeritus.
118 Roosevelt PI., West Palm Beach, Florida (33405), 305-832-4712.
Luks, Janet I., M.F.A. Instr. in Home Economics.
137 Bevier Hall, 333-0322. —502 S. Mattis, C, 359-6595.
"Luksander, Frank (Elisabeth), Asst. Electronics Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
Bondville Field Station, 863-2335. —Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-2132.
*Luman, Zalene M. (Ronald J.), Clerk-Typist II, Police Training Inst.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —11 Lemontree Dr., C, 359-0120.
Lullo, Thomas A., B.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
118 D.K.H., 333-0230. —Apt. A, 1803 Valley Rd., C, 359-3241.
*Lumsden, Robert E. (Sharon), B.S., Coordinator of Campus Information Services.
115 Illini Union, 333-3668. —507 S. Garfield, C, 359-3370.
*Luna, June F. Clerk-Typist III, Correspondence Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
C104 Illini Hall, 333-3016. —1156 Eastview, Rantoul, 893-4502.
Lundahl, Donna Jean, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Bureau County, Coop. Ext.
Serv.
R.R. 1, Princeton (61356), 872-5391. —Apt. 3, 323 E. Central, Princeton (61356), 875-4079.
*Lundgren, Thomas E. (Linda), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4035 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-449 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4834.
Lundman, A. Tress, M.A., Asst. Prof, of Communications, Emerita.
Bond Hotel, 357 Second St., N., P.O. Box 265, St. Petersburg, Florida (33731), 813-862-7841.
*Lundy, Ernest L. (Vivian I.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —N. Henson Rd., Villa Grove (61956).
*Luntz, Francine M. (Jeffrey), B.S., Library Tech. Asst. I, Serials Dent., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —Apt. 4, 907 S. Mattis, C, 359-4381.
*Luscher, Paul Ernest, (Audrey). B.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
1-109 C.S.L., 333-4128. —1400 N. Division, U., 344-0215.
"tLusk, John William (Jane M.), Supervisor and Asst. Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
172 Natural Resources, 333-6880. —706 S. Lynn, U., 367-0087.
*Luster, Sarah Bernice, (James), Work Program Participant, Saline County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 618-253-7711. —1006 S. Ledford, Harrisburg
(62946), 252-4938.
*Luteri, George Fred (Laura L.), B.A., University Fellow and Asst. in Chemistry.
251 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —25 Gurth, U., 344-1294.
*Luteri, Laura L. (George F.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —17 Gurth Dr., Ivanhoe Estates, U., 344-1294.
*Luth, Helen Louise (Albert H.), Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Office.
223 Adm., 333-3593. —Newman (61942), 837-2561.
Luther, Mildred Mae, A.B., Adm. Asst., Chancellor's Ofc.
107 Coble Hall, 333-6295. —1525 W. Windsor Rd., C, 359-3123.
Luttrell, William J., Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —404 E. Grove, Rantoul (61866), 893-9551.
*Luttrell, William R. (Carolyn S.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
114 S. Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —512-1/2 S. New, C, 359-2216.
*Lutz, Earl Melvin (Dorothy M.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser, Agriculture, Gallatin County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Murphy St., Ridgway (62979), 272-4562. —Sycamore St., Ridgway, (62979), 272-8611.
*Lutz, Larry Eugene (Esther Y.), Printing Production Coordinator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0429. — Fisher (61843), 897-5490.
Lutz, Ruby M., Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3298. —1303 Sunset Dr., C, 356-6227.
Lybas, John Michael, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3113 Civil Eng., 333-6958. —URH-090 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2414.
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*Lyke, James Brown (Muriel A.), Ed.D., Prof, of Music.
104 S.M.H., 333-3188. —907 Scottsdale Dr., C, 352-6474.
*Lyman, Elisabeth Reed (Ernest M.), B.A., Res. Asst. Prof., Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab. and
Coordinated Science Lab.
256 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —1009 S. Orchard, U., 344-4310.
*Lyman, Ernest Mcintosh (Elisabeth R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Assoc. Head of Dept; Res.
Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
215 Physics Bldg., 333-4354; 191 C.S.L., 333-3609. —1009 S. Orchard, U„ 344-4310.
*tLynch, Betty Martin (James H.), B.Ed., Tech. Editor, State Geological Survey.
404 Natural Resources, 189-254, 344-1481. —1514 Sheridan Rd., C, 352-3684.
Lynch, Francis L., B.S., Res. Asst., Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-114 C.S.L., 333-6881.
*Lynch, Glenn Eugene (Emma), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1312 E. Florida, U., 367-6217.
"tLynch, Joann L. (Kenneth J.), Clerk-Typist II, State Geological Survey.
307 Natural Resources, 189-267, 344-1481. —P.O. Box 222, Ogden (61859), 582-4130.
•Lynch, Patrick Brendan (Marianne), M. Agr. Sc., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —Apt. D, 2063 S. Orchard, U., 344-2221.
*Lynch, Russell (Marilyn V.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation & Maintenance Div.
R. R. 2, Fairmount (61841), —R.R. 2, Fairmount, 896-2208.
*Lyon, Mary Elizabeth (William Robert), B.A., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Cooperative Extension
Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60609), 663-4893. —343 S. Maple, Oak Park (60309), 383-1979.
*Lyon, Richard Olen (Ruth E.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, and State 4-H Program Leader, Cooperative
Extension Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —602 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5110.
Lyons, Margaret Eileen, Chief Library Clerk, Serials Dept., Library.
220S Library, 333-4164. —Ill 1/2 E. Clark, C, 352-4498.
*Lytle, Eugenia M. (Richard R.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
310A Mumford Hall, 333-6193. —318 McLean Dr., Mahomet, 586-4477.
Lytle, Jeanette Mitchell, (Mrs.), Adm. Secy., College of Fine and Applied Arts.
110 Architecture, 333-1662. —Apt. 5, 909 S. Mattis, C, 359-0813.
*Lytle, Richard R., (Eugenia M.), B.S., Chief Bldg. Operating Engr., School of Chemical Sciences.
43 Adams Lab., 333-1972. —318 McLean Dr., Mahomet, 386-4477.
*Lytle, William Richard (Eloise E.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —911 S. New, C, 356-4774.
M
MacDonald, Marian L., M.A., Clinical Counselor, Psych, and Counseling Center.
239 Student Services, 333-3722. —Apt 101, 906 S. Vine, U., 344-4288.
*MacDonald, William Lewis (Nancy N.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chinese Literature, Center for
Asian Studies.
1208 W. California, U., 333-0451. —1617 Williamsburg Dr., C, 352-8128.
tMace, Russell Sherman, Supt. of Maintenance, Athletic Association.
Stadium, 333-2303. —509 N. Draper, C, 356-5550.
*MacFarlane, Robert Francis (Joyce M.), Chief Eng. Draftsman, Coordinated Science Lab.
165 C.S.L., 333-1664. —1308 N. Lock Raven Rd., C, 352-1108.
MacGregor, Almita S., B.A., Food Service Administrator II, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls, 333-0575. —2904 W. William, C,
359-1677.
*tMachin, James Stewart (Marjorie R.), Ph.D., Principal Chemist, State Geological Survey,
Emeritus.
908 W. William, C, 352-5512.
*Maclnnes, Kenneth H. (Dorothy) Lead Operating Engr. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2390.
*Mack, Donald Lee (Luby R.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 272, Fithian (61844), 548-2647.
*Mack, Stephen A. (Pamela), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
308 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3827. —Apt. 3-1, 1007 S. Mattis, C, 356-2694.
Mackelduff, Eleanor, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1997. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
*Mackey, Helen Mae (Kenneth M.), Typing Clerk II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
300C E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 485-5283.
*Mackey, Olen Manfred (Sara Jane), Animal Caretaker, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
564A Burrill Hall, 333-0209. —1006 Crestwood Dr., U., 367-4102.
*Mackie, Frederick D. (Barbara B.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
390q Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2996. —1302 S. Maple, U., 367-6982.
•Macksey, Harry Michael (Mary Beth), Ph.D., Postdoctoral Res. Fellow in Electrical Engineering.
214 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4149. —102 S. Dodson, U., 367-3661.
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•MacLaury, Jean Adair (Keith D.), M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220D Library, 333-3441. —Apt. 6, 1509 Delmont Ct., U., 344-3803.
•MacLaury, Keith Donald (Jean), M.S.L.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instructor), Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. 6, 1509 Delmont Ct., U., 344-3803.
MacLeod, Roderick, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botany. II, of Botany.
677B Morrill Hall, 333-4777. —803 Oakland, U., 367-3079.
•Macnaughtan, Donald, Jr. (Marlene), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
586 Adams Lab., 333-0676. —608 E. Oregon, U. 359-7612.
Macrander, Albert T., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 5, 611 S. State, C.
Macy, Dennis W., D.V.M., Instructor in Veterinary Clinical Medicine.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —1301 Mitchem Dr., U., 328-3930.
•Madden, Diana Marie (John J.), B.S., Supervising Clinical Lab. Technologist, Dept. of Physiology
and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —R.R. 3, C, 586-2472.
•Madding, Lillie R. (Ernest L.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —105 Maple, Homer (61849), 896-2139.
•Madding, Patricia Ann (Roger A.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Housing Division.
URH-7 Noble Hall, 333-1767. —910 S. Third, C, 337-5005.
•Maddox, Joseph Vernard, Jr. (Janice), Ph.D., Assoc. Entomologist, State N.H. Survey; Asst.
Prof, of Agricultural Entomology.
107 Nat. Res. Study Annex, 333-6823. —311 Lincoln, Ogden (61859), 582-6705.
*Madsen, Alan Lee (Patricia L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
378 Education, 333-3673. —1415 W. Church, C, 359-3492.
•Madsen, Paul Bernard (Emmadean), Pipefitter Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —36 Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-2684.
*Maehr, Martin Louis (Jane M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology; Chairman of Dept.
210B Education, 333-2245. —401 W. Delaware, 367-5262.
•Magel, Paul (Leonore J.), Janitor, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
401 S. Draper, C, 352-3145.
•Maggs, Peter Blount (Barbara A.), J.D., Prof, of Law.
141 Law, 333-0929. —2011 Silver Ct. E., U., 367-6410.
•Maglione, Frank Daniel (Rosemarie), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Rehabilitation Education and
Supervisor of Counseling Services, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
Ill Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4622. —914 Devonshire Dr., 359-1048.
•Magnuson, Charlotte (Eric), Clerk-Typist II, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1152. —4 Southwood Ct., C, 356-6734.
•Magnuson, Eric, Jr. (Charlotte), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —4 Southwood Ct., C, 356-6734.
•Magnuson, Judith Elaine (Daniel), Secy., Woodford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
117 W. Center, Eureka (61530), 309-467-3413. —P.O. Box 93, Eureka (61530), 309-467-2115.
Magtira, Olivia Rillo, M.S., Food Service Mgr., Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1407. —1707 Valley Rd., C.
Maguire, John Thomas, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Business and Technical Writing.
330 D.K.H., 333-4135. —401 N. Prairie, C, 352-1161.
Maguire, John, T., M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Business and Technical Writing, Dept. of English.
330 D.K.H., 333-4135. —401 N. Prairie, C, 352-1161.
•Magyar, Gabriel (Julie), M.M., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Music.
3010 Music. —1204 Thomas Dr., C, 359-8739.
•Mahaffey, Anna (John C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
346 Education, 333-2784. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2557.
•Mahaffey, John C. (Anna K.), M.S., Accountant III and Director of Payroll Services, Bursar's
Div., Business Ofc.
126 Adm., 333-2443. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2557.
Mahaffy, James Francis, B.A., Asst. in Botany.
65 Murrill Hall, 333-0653. —809 S. Busey, U., 367-7273.
•Mahanay, Helen M. (Lloyd R.), Work Program Participant, Wayne County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
521 W. Main, Fairfield (62837), 847-4231. —113 Young Dr., Fairfield (62837), 847-4081.
•Mahannah, Charles Rex, Jr. (Ruth E.), Nurseryman, Dept. of Botany.
North Greenhouse, 333-3058, 333-3828. —1908 N. Willow Rd., U., 367-0587.
•Mahannah, Edward Wayne (Stella E.), Storekeeper III, Housing Division, Retired.
R.R. 2, Bluebird Dr., Effingham (62401), 868-2772.
•Mahannah, Mary Jo Ann (Richard D.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-3430. —701 E. Michigan, U., 328-1472.
•Mahannah, Richard Dale (Mary Jo), Storekeeper I, University Press.
100 University Press, 333-2793. —701 E. Michigan, U., 328-1472.
•Mahannah, Roy Rayot (Ruth), Mill Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —415 W. Park, U., 367-4408.
•Mahar, James William (Carol Lee), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
1114 Civil Eng. —6735 Bowie Dr., Springfield, Virginia (22150).
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*Mahar, Jim (Carol), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
955 Lenfant Plaza North, S.W., Washington, D.C. (20024), 202-659-2670; 2221 Civil Eng..
333-6938. —6735 Bowie Dr., Springfield, Va. (22150).
Mahmoud, Samir Mustafa, M.Ed., Asst. in Linguistics.
3150 Foreign Lang., 333-7128. —401 S. Sixth, C, 352-7584.
Mahoney, Dennis Friend, B.Sc., Asst. in Chemistry.
450A Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —Apt. 1, 1206 W. Main, U., 367-7078.
Mahood, Sharon M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
126 Lincoln Hall, 333-2472. —2306 S. Anderson, U., 367-9462.
Maidment, David R., B.E., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2212 Civil Eng., 333-6940. —URH-97 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2421.
Maier, Bernice Josephine, Housekeeper, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3747. —R.R. 4, C, 643-3475.
Maier, Chris Thomas, B.S., Asst. in Entomology.
420a Morrill Hall, 333-1265. —Apt. 3, 603 W. Nevada, U., 344-1707.
Maier, Janet Lynn, Accounting Clerk III, Coop. Ext. Serv.
118 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —R.R. 1, Thomasboro (61878), 643-7131.
•Maier, Jheri Ann (Charles A.), Clerk I, Dept. of Physics.
216 Physics Bldg., 333-1591. —Savoy (61874), 352-8158.
Maier, (Mrs.) Alice Elizabeth, Chief Clerk, Admissions and Records.
408M Met. and Min., 333-0306. —1305 N. Walnut, C, 352-7480.
*Maier, Steven Franklin (Judyth), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology.
835 Psych. Bldg., 333-3482. —601 Ventura, 356-4030.
*Mainous, Bruce Hale (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Prof, of French; Head of Dept.; Dir., Unit for Foreign
Language Studies and Research.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-2020; G70 Foreign Lang., 333-9776. —502 W. Washington, U.,
367-3160.
•Mainwaring, Lenore E. (Daniel R.), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Div. of Campus Security.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-3213. —Apt. B-2, 156 Paddock Drive East, C, 359-9363.
*Majkiak, Catherine A. (Daniel T.) M.A., Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang. —204 W. Indiana, U., 344-2059.
•Major, Jean Armour (Robert L.), M.A., Assoc. Reference Librn.; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration
200 Library, 333-2290. —512 W. Park, C, 359-9440.
*tMajor, Robert Lear, (Jean A.), M.S., Asst. Mineral Economist, State Geological Survey.
200 Natural Resources, 189-263, 344-1481. —P. O. Box 2864, Station A., C, 359-9440.
•Majors, Dale Elinor (William J.), Cashier II, Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-3141. —1104 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-3116.
•Majors, William Alfred (Mabelle S.), Herdsman, Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
707 S. Lynn, C, 352-8164.
Majumdar, Saurindranath N., M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306d Talbot Lab., 333-1399. —308 E. Green, C, 352-0899.
Mak, Kui-nang, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
324 E.E. Bldg. —URH-1166 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5005.
*Mak, Man-Kin (S. Pauline), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Meteorology, Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-109 C.S.L., 333-8071. —Apt. 323, 502 W. Main, U., 367-9873.
•Makino, Seiichi (Yasuko), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Japanese and of Linguistics.
Rm. 307, 1208 W. California, U., 333-0879. —1008 Scottsdale, C, 356-7094.
•Makino, Yasuko (Seiichi), M. L.S. Instructor in Library Administration.
227 Library, 333-1501. —1008 Scottsdale, C, 356-7094.
Maknoon, Reza, M.S. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4129 Civil Eng., 333-6979; 3120 Civil Eng. —2027-B Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-0146.
•Makura, Nicholas George Gideon (Tendai), M.A., Asst. in Educational Administration and
Supervision.
314 Education, 333-2155. —Apt. A., 2048 Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-4483.
Malcor, Bonnie J., Secy., U.H.S.
102 U.H.S., 333-2870. —1006 S. First, C.
Male, James W., B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3220 Civil Eng., 333-9312. —209 W. Iowa, U., 344-6649.
•Malek, Richard Barry (Mary Ann R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Nematology, Dept. of Plafit Path.
106B Hort. Field Lab., 333-0583. —409 S. Draper, C, 359-4653.
Malfitano, Nancy Joy, B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of A.F. Aerospace Studies.
232 Armory, 333-1927. —712 W. California, U., 367-5874.
•Malik, Joseph M. (Kathryn F.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
445 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —16 Gurth Dr., U., 344-3399.
•Malk, Joan J. (Edward G.), Typing Clerk II, McKinley Health Center.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2717. —108 N. Urbana, U., 344-1714.
•Malloch, George L. (Jo Ann), Crash Rescue Security Specialist, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-7728. —803 S. Elm, C, 359-2632.
•Mallory, Charles Robert (Alice L.), Linotype Operator, Ofc. of Campus Publications, Retired.
109 E. Vine, Tolono (61880), 485-7260.
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Malloy, Thomas C, Accounting Clerk I, Small Homes Council-Building Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1802. —Apt. 6, 911 S. Third, C.
•Malmstadt, Howard Vincent (Carolyn G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
47 Adams Lab., 333-3120. —305 Sunnycrest, U., 367-3349.
Malo, George E., M.S., Asst. in Student Teaching.
236 Education, 333-1096. —URH-Sherman Hall, C, 332-4814.
*Malocha, Donald C. (Karen), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
53 E.E. Bldg., 333-0079. —126 Dewey, U., 328-3479.
Malone, Regina F., Clerk-Typist I, Dept. of Health and Safety Education.
203 Huff Gym., 333-6782. —URH-303 Babcock Hall, U., 332-3780.
*Malone, Violet Marie (George), M.Ed., Asst. Prof, and Asst. State 4-H Program Leader, Coop.
Ext Scrv
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —Apt. 102 E, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 352-5800.
•Maloney, Barbara Ann (Joseph J.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
455 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —801 S. Vine, U., 344-1557.
*Malpass, Nancy J. (Roy S.), B.S., Physical Therapist, McKinley Health Service.
72 McKinley Health Center, 333-2751. —802 Dogwood Dr., C, 356-1905.
*Malpass, Roy Southwell (Nancy Jo), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
331 Psych. 333-6494.
Mamrak, Sandra, B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
251 D.C.L., 333-8924. —201 W. Park, U., 328-2967.
Manak, Rita C, M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
217 Burrill Hall, 333-1738. —2102 Lantern Hill, U., 328-1761.
Manawwar, Zarina, M.A., Asst. in Linguistics.
3150 Foreign Lang., 333-7128. —Apt. 5, 1008 1/2 W. Green, U., 344-8650.
Mancuso, Jo, Ph.D., Instr. in P.E. and in Secondary and Continuing Education.
386 Education, 333-3676,; 126 Freer Gym., 333-3357. 333-9136. —Apt. F, 703 W. Church, C,
359-3041.
*Mandeville, Merten Joseph (Josephine L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Management, Emeritus.
Apt. G85, 4900 Telegraph Rd., Ventura, California (93003), 644-2373.
*Mandrell, Elva M. (Clyde), Equipment Operator, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
810 S. Sixth, C, 333-0861. —1012 Parkside Dr., Tuscola (61953), 253-4485.
*Mandrell, Gail Emmitt (Edith M.), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1403 Winding Lane, C, 356-4027.
*Manella, Frank L (Noreen K.), M.A., Prof., Police Training. Institute.
235 Armory, 333-2337. —1714 Scottsdale Dr., C, 359-6890.
Manis, Lynn Dorsey, Res. Asst., Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —Apt. 8, 1510 Grandview, C, 359-7537.
*Mank, L June (Winston), Accounting Clerk II, U.H.S.
102 U.H.S., 333-2870. —1318 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 352-4306.
*Mank, Winston C. (June), B.S., Accountant II, Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall, 333-1044. —1318 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 352-4306.
*Manley, Nancy H. (Lynn W.), Asst., Undergraduate Library,
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —Apt. 103E, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-6308.
*Mann, C. John (Diane K.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Geology.
244 Natural History, 333-1166. —1105 S. Douglas, U., 344-6798.
*Mann, Donna M. (John A.), B.S., Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Calboun County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 366. N. County Rd., Hardin (62047), 618-576-2419. —Orchard St., Hardin (62047),
618-576-8015.
Mann, Glenn Roy, Sound Technician, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
902 S. Elm Blvd., C, 352-4337.
*Mann, Glenn Russell (Virginia M.), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
212 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —704 N. Bourne, Tolono (61880), 485-5221.
*Mann, Richard Lewis (Linda E.), M.S., Dir. of Management Information Systems.
251 Illini Tower, 333-0320. —1905 Rebecca Dr., C, 359-0812.
Manna, Lynne S., B.A. Asst. in French.
2046 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —Apt. 12-A, 403 E. White, C, 356-3064.
'Manner, George (Aleida), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
384 Lincoln Hall, 333-2851. —807 S. Anderson, U., 367-6366.
*Mannering, Phyllis L. (William J.), Secy., Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —1901 Winchester Dr., C, 356-0349.
*Mannering, William James (Phyllis L.), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1901 Winchester Dr., C, 356-0349.
•Manning, Janet Sue (William P.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for Human Ecology.
911 W. High, U., 333-4178. —3610 Meadow Lane, C, 352-2825.
•Manning, John Patrick (Sybellee M.), D.V.M., M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —2003 Sangamon Dr., C, 356-5908.
•Manning, Rogia Mae (Eddy), Cook, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —602 E. Bradley, C, 359-3080.
•Mannweiler, Richard A. (Judith W.), M.S., Asst. Prof., Inst, of Labor and Industrial Rel. and
Div. of Univ. Ext.
211 L.I.R., 333-0982. —1779 Ravina Park Rd., Decatur (62526), 877-6008.
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"tManny, Paula Ann (Martin H.). B.S.. Res. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
117 Natural Resources. 189-203. 344-1481. —1708 Briarcliff. U.. 328-2284.
"Manolakes, Theodore (Theresa). Ed.D.. Prof, of Elementary Education.
397 Education. 333-3754. —1004 Devonshire Dr.. C. 356-2171.
•Mansfield, Frederic Elmer, Jr. (Nina A.). M.S.. Bibliographer (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Library.
220S Library. 333-4164. —709 W. Harvard. C. 356-6707.
"Mansfield, Manford Edward (Margaret). D.V.M.. Prof, of Vet. Ext. and of Vet. Res.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985). 618-695-2434.
•Mansfield, Nina Alice (Frederic E.). B.S.. Library Clerk III. Serials Dept.. Library.
220S Library. 333-3856. —709 W. Harvard. C. 356-6707.
Manske, Walter Fred, B.S.. Asst. Dir. for Business Affairs, Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts.
K.C.P.A.. 333-6700. —Apt. G. 705 W. Church. C. 352-1826.
"Manteuffel, Mary S. (Thomas A.). B.S.. Asst. in Botany.
402 Natural History. 333-4396. —Apt. 1, 808 W. Illinois. L\. 367-6463.
"Manteuffel, Thomas A. (Marv S.). M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
129 Altgeld Hall. —Apt. l.*808 W. Illinois. L\. 367-6463.
"Manthei, Fred M. (Eleanor). Maintenance Man. Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park. Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —1307 W. Healey. C, 356-2202.
"Manuel, Burl Alfred (Rosella E.). Instrument Maker. Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
217 M.E. Bldg.. 333-0699. —1409 12 N. Champaign. C. 359-2847.
"Manuel, Kenneth (Ellen). Grounds Gardener. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —306 Griggs. Mansfield (61854). 489-2811.
"Manuel, Michael Elbert (Jean E.). Storekeeper II. Housing Div.
Central Food Stores. 333-1453. —1012 W. Vine. C. 359-2818.
"Manuel, William Raleigh (Velma J.). Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst.. College of Vet. Med.
65 Vet. Med.. 333-2449. —206 E. Illinois. Mansfield (61854). 489-2741.
Maple, Larry Charles, B.A.. Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 5. 408 S. Goodwm. U. —URH-222 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2230.
*Mapother, Dillon Edward (Elizabeth). D.Sc. Dir. of Computing Services Ofc: Prof, of Physics.
103 Engineering Hall. 333-7862; 170 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3085. —808 S. Foley. C. 356-6804.
Mapson, Henry, Agr. Gardener Trainee. Dept. of Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hon.. 333-2123. —206 W. Maple. C. 359-8729.
"Marchand, James W. (Jeanne). Ph.D.. Prof, of Depts. of Germanic Languages and Literatures
and of Linguistics, and in Center for Advanced Studv.
3022 Foreign Lang. —2110 Barberry Dr.. C. 359-0244.
'
Marchand, Raymond Louis, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Phvsics.
480 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4981. —Apt. 2. 205 N. Busey. L\. 367-7657.
"Marcoot, Cathy Lea (Roger E.). Clerk-Stenog. I. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
126 Adm.. 333-2443. —R. R. 1. L\. 344-1053.
"Marcoot Roger E. (Cathv L.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
215 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-2626. —R.R. 1. L.. 344-1053.
"Marcovich, Miroslav (Vesica), B.A.. Prof, of Classics.
4056 Foreign Lang. 333-7090. —2509 Cottage Grove. L\. 344-1605.
"Marcum, Howard Braxton (Patricia J.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
158 Childrens Res. Center. 3.33-0040. —1614 W. William. C. 356-0393.
"Marcum, Virginia Shires (Dudlev R.). M.A.. Asst. Publications Editor. Agricultural Publications
Ofc.
126 Mumford Hall. 333-1553. —408 W. Ells. C. 356-2904.
"Marcus, Rudolph Arthur (Laura H.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Chemistrv.
174 Noyes Lab.. 333-0537. —2207 S. Anderson. L\. 367-8684.
"Marder, Herbert (Norma). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of English.
308 English. 333-0758. —1009 W. Church. C. 352-1824.
"Marek, Charles Robert (Sunnv L.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
11 IE Talbot Lab.. 333-6253. —1207 Park Terrace Lane. C. 356-0798.
"Marfort, Carlos Teodoro (Susana). Arch. Dipl. Prof, of Architecture.
Lniv. of 111., c o L.P.A. 32. Avenue De Paris. 78 Versailles. France 333-1925.
"Marino, G. Wayne (Shirlev M.). M.P.E.. Asst. in P.E.
B-95 I.M.P.E.. 333-7602. —Box 1158. 905 S. Fifth. C. 332-4997.
Marion, Floyd, Flight Line Attendant. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. Savoy. 333-3907. —1207 Crispus Dr.. C. 356-6782.
"Maris, Larry Dean (Stella M). Steam Distribution Operator. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —701 S. Emerson. Monticello (61856). 762-7267.
Maris, Opal O., Typing Clerk III. Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0428. —1912 Crescent Dr.. C. 352-1124.
Markowitz, Melvin M., M.S.. Asst. in Botany.
640 Morrill Hall. 333-0048. —704 E. California. L\. 367-3053.
"Marks, Allen (Phvllis). M.S.. Asst. in Chemistrv.
350b Noyes Lab.. 333-3059. —803 1/2 S. Locust. C. 356-9005.
Markson, Charlotte, B.S.. Motion Picture Production Asst. Motion Picture Production Service.
501 S. Wright. L'.. 333-0279. —Apt. 57. 301 County Fair Dr.. C. 359-9577.
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•Markstahler, Elizabeth Ann (Michael B.), B.S., Library Clerk II, Library.
424 Library, 333-1091. —905 W. Springfield, U., 344-8209.
*Markus, Fuad Ibrahim (Francoise), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3230A Civil Eng., 333-8064. —Apt. C, 1974 S. Orchard, U., 344-0948.
Markuson, Stephen H., B.A., Asst. in Music.
Krannert Center. —URH-482 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2535.
*Markwell, M. Marie (Lowell), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —601 E. White, C, 356-9439.
•Marlatt, Robert Edwain (Mary C), Physical Science Tech. Asst., Dept. of Physics.
38 Physics Bldg., 333-3795. —404 S. Dodson, U., 367-2788.
•Marlatt, William Eugene (Marna E.), Electronic Technician I, Dept. of Computer Science.
29G D.C.L., 333-4386. —508 N. Richman, Villa Grove (61956), 832-4601.
Marlin, John Carl, B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Entomology.
296 Natural Resources, 333-6846. —1005 W. Stoughton, U., 384-5831.
*Marlow, Edward Keith (Nancy), M.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
19 Commerce (W), 333-9344. —R.R. 1, Atwood (61913), 578-2870.
'Marlow, Harold W. (Sue), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —625 E. Washington, Maroa (617561, 794-5058.
'Marlowe, Rachel Elizabeth (Arnold L.), Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst., College of Vet. Med.
68 Vet. Med., 333-2449. —315 S. Russell, C, 356-6338.
*Marrs, Barbara Kuykendall (Joseph H.), Secy., Clark County, Cooperative Extension Service.
201 N. Michigan, Marshall (62441), 826-5422. —115 S. Thirteenth, Marshall (62441),
826-8315.
•Marsh, Carol N. (Marvin R.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Psychology.
719 Psych. Bldg., 333-6469. —2019 S. Anderson, U., 367-0057.
•Marsh, Cecil Glenn (Betty), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —205 Eighth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7252.
•Marsh, Raymond Russell (Norma J.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
101 Animal Genetics, 333-2904. —203 S. Seventh, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7198.
•Marsh, Richard R., (Gladys L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Biology and of Food Science, Emeritus.
1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-0826. —1203 W. Daniel, C, 356-8493.
•Marshall, Arvle Edward (Esther), D.V.M., Ph.D., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Medicine.
339 Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-1025. —801 S. Victor, C, 359-9530.
•Marshall, Bruce Edward (Judith D.), M.S., Staff Asst., School of Chemical Sciences and School
of Basic Medical Sciences.
318 Adams Lab., 333-2012; 482 Burrill Hall Addition, 333-9293. —R.R. 2, C, 359-5530.
Marshall, Gloria Jean, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —1810 Converse, East St. Louis (62207),
6182718128.
Marshall, H. James, D.Ed., Assoc. Professor of Art and cf Elementary Education.
118 Fine Arts, 333-4841. —2020 Boudreau Dr., U.,
•Marshall, James Lee (Helen), M.S., Area Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman, Cooperative
Extension Service.
605 S.W. Seventh, Aledo (61231), 582-2822.
Marshall, Nancy Louise, B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Fulton County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 68, Lewistown (61542), 309-547-2206. —341 N. Avenue A, Canton (61520),
309-647-5147.
•Marshall, Owen Harlan (Helen M.), Assembly Hall Stagehand.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —306 W. White, C, 352-4457.
•Marshall, Prentice Henry (Lorelei T.), J.D., Prof, of Law.
227 Law, 333-0702. —612 W. Ohio, U., 344-0913.
•Marshall, Russell Frank (Mary J.), Ph.D., Engr., Materials Research Lab.
244 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0949. —1719 Henry, C, 359-2319.
•Marshall, William Henry (Virginia F.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 4, U., 367-9669.
•Marshky, Fred Harold (Patsy A.), Photo Offset Foreman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —R.R. 1, C, 352-3035.
Mattel, (Mrs.) Anne, M.S., Librn. (with rank of Instr.), Illini Union Browsing Room.
133 Illini Union, 333-2475. —503 S. Broadway, U., 344-0079.
•Martel, Helen (Augie), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —418 Third St., Moline (61265),
762-8937.
•Martens, Marilyn Kay (Rainer), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Engineering.
106 Engineering Hall, 333-2151. —2311 Shurts Circle, U., 367-0425.
•Martens, Rainer (Marilyn K.), Ph.D., Associate Prof., Dept. of Rec. & Park Adm., Dept. of P.E.,
& Children's Res. Center.
91 Children's Res. Center, 333-6434. —2311 Shurts Circle, U., 367-0425.
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•Martens, Susan (Peter G.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Art.
Mumford House, 333-1255. —310 N. James, C, 356-1051.
*Martin, Curtie M. (Delmer), Cook, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —1303 W. Springfield, C, 356-1863.
•Martin, Donald Earl (Florence E.), Sheet Metal Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Seymour Dr., Box 308, Oakwood (61858), 354-2114.
*Martin, Elmer White (Thusenelda C), Senior Lab. Attendant, Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
1212 W. Stoughton, U., 367-2053.
•Martin, Ernest Wayne (Carol J.), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, White Heath, 687-2628.
Martin, Ethel Kathleen, Card Punch Operator II, Dept. of Computer Science.
127 D.C.L,, 333-6184. —1700 W. Union, C, 356-9706.
*Martin, Gordon Elbert (Millicent V.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
309 Transportation, 333-2346. —109 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-9663.
•Martin, Hazel I. (William L.), Work Program Participant, Jasper County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 33 West, R.R. 1, Newton (62448), 618-783-2521. —R.R. 2, Orchard Dr., Newton
(62448), 783-2620.
•Martin, James Cullen (June E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
245 Adams Lab., 333-0374. —11 Lake Park Dr., R.R. 2, C, 359-5697.
•Martin, John F. (Janet), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321f Talbot Lab., 333-3174. —1715 W. Park, C, 359-0225.
Martin, Linda B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Morgan County, Cooperative Extension Service.
E. Morton Rd., Jacksonville (62650), 243-2712.
tMartin, (Mrs.) Marie Langley, Geologic Draftsman, State Geological Survey.
113 Natural Resources, 189-270, 344-1481. —1607 Sheridan Rd., C, 352-4360.
Martin, Marian Helen, A.B., Adm. Secy., College of Law.
Ill Law, 333-1134. —1006 W. Union, C, 352-8488.
tMartin, Mary Frances, Jr. Professional Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
271 Natural Resources, 333-6890. —1107 W. Oregon, U., 344-0201.
•Martin, Millicent Vernie (Gordon E.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Child Development, Dept. of Home
Econ.
Ill Child Development Lab., 333-0405. —109 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-9663.
•Martin, Neil Robbins, Jr. (Betty S.), M.S., Agr. Economist, Econ. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.;
Collaborator, College of Agriculture.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-0368. —2007 Rebecca Dr., C, 356-2235.
•Martin, Porter John (Sharon Lee), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Resource Development, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Kishwaukee Resource Development Center, Kishwaukee College, Alt. 30 and Malta Blacktop,
Malta (60150), 815-825-2048 —Indian Oaks, Shabbona (60550), 815-824-2141.
•Martin, Richard Allan (Delores A.), Purchasing Asst. II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3584. —1009 S. Pine, C, 352-2055.
•Martin, Roger Esmond (Patricia C), M.S., Asst. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
107 Coble Hall, 333-4523. —R.R. 2, U., 367-3385.
•Martin, Ross J. (Marian), M.S., Assoc. Dean of College of Engineering; Dir. of Eng. Exp. Sta.;
Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
106 Engineering Hall, 333-2152. —102 W. Meadows, U., 344-5321.
•tMartin, Russell James (Cheryl E.), D.V.M., M.P.H., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
535 W. Jefferson, Springfield (62706), 525-3300. —2413 Queensway, Springfield (62703),
529-3987.
Martin, Stephen E., M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
225d Talbot Lab., 333-4930. —URH-315 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2223.
•tMartin, Theresa J. (Rick), Clerk-Stenog. I, State Geological Survey.
215 Natural Resources, 189-275, 344-1481. —37 Shemauger Trail, U., 344-3998.
Martin, Virgil Roy, Audio-Visual Technician III, Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —403 Briar Lane, C, 359-4977.
•Martin, William Oliver (Louise M.), Supervisor of Building Craftsmen, Dept. of Plant and
Services, Retired.
510 W. Green, C, 352-4532.
•Martin, Yolanda G. (Paul A.), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
209 M.E. Lab., 333-0867. —1604 Coronado Dr., C, 356-6165.
•Martinez, Leonarda (Santiago), Work Program Participant, Kane County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Box 589, Randall Road, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —743 E. Downer PL, Aurora
(60505), 898-6774.
•Martinez-Lopez, Gerardo (Amira), M.S., Res. Asst. in Botany.
617 Morrill Hall, 333-0665. —Apt. B, 1835 Orchard Place, U., 344-1646.
•Martinez-Palacio, F. Javier (Betty J.), Lie. en Oerecho, Visiting Lecturer in Spanish.
4004 Foreign Lang., 333-8277. —902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-0382.
•Martinie, Charles Franklin (Nellie M.), Carpenter Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 367-6264.
•Marty, Fernand L. (Elizabeth), M.A., Prof., Dept. of French and Computer-based Educa. Res.
Lab.
G-70c Foreign Lang., 333-9776; 362 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —2402 Lyndhurst, C,
352-5682.
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•Marty, Georganne S. (Victor G., Jr.), B.J., Publications Editor, International Programs and
Studies Ofc.
301 Illini Tower, 333-6104. —3318 Stoneybrook Dr.. C, 359-7775.
•Marty, Victor G., Jr. (Georganne S.), B.S., Chief, Programs Ofc. U.S. Army Construction Eng.
Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —3318 Stoneybrook Dr., C. 359-7775.
Marusak, Patricia Ann, M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008. —Apt. 4, 703 W. Park. 352-6956.
•Maruyama, Kiyoshi, (Michiko), Ph.D., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
D.C.L., 333-3412. —306 E. Main, U.,
•Marvel, Carl Shipp (Alberta H.). Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Organic Chemistry, Emeritus.
2332 E. Ninth, Tucson, Arizona (85719), 602-622-0762.
Marx, Leonie A., M.A., Asst. in Germanic Lang. & Lit.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1312; 3127 Foreign Lang. —803 W. Green, U., 367-1050.
Marx, Miriam K. (Mrs.), B.A., Asst. in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3036 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —808 Breen Dr., C, 356-8246.
Masarani, Muhamad Fathi, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
245 Illini Hall, 333-3973. —Apt. 303, 502 E. Healey C, 352-7423.
•Mashburn, Orpha Delores (Ralph T.), Secy., Macon County. Cooperative Extension Service.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62522), 422-6809. —2029 N. Church, Decatur (62526), 877-3273.
tMaske, Connie Lee (Norman C), B.A., Asst. Supervisor, State Geological Suney.
227 Natural Resources, 189-219, 344-1481. —3206 Brentwood Dr., C, 356-0464.
•Mason, Anita (M. Leon), Stenographic Secy., Univ. Honors Programs.
1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-0825. —Farmer City (61842), 928-9146.
Mason, Anthony Lewis, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
365 Physics Bldg., —Apt. 34, 307 E. White, C.
Mason, Elaine Terry, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
313 Altgeld Hall, 333-2520. —Apt. 2D, 12034 W. Main, U., 344-7120.
tMason, Gayle E. (Mary A.), Asst., State Water Survey.
34 Water Resources, 333-1147. —1403 Rosewood Dr., C, 356-0676.
Mason, Harriet Lindsey, Chief Library Clerk, Library, Retired.
A48 S. Amers-Windmill Village, N. Fort Myers, Florida (33903), 995-4791.
•Mason, Mary A. (Gayle E.), Secy., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2501. —1403 Rosewood Dr., C, 356-0676.
Mason, (Mrs.) Maxine Armstrong, Secy., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work. On leave
of absence.
Rm. 105, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —1618 Chevy Chase Dr., C, 359-5953.
Mason, Olive Elizabeth, Photographer I, Photographic Services, Library.
44 Library, 333-3569. —402 W. High, U., 367-1271.
•Mason, Thomas Wesley (Yolande C), M.E.Ad., Lecturer in Business Administration.
183 Commerce (W), 333-4515; 314 Advanced Comp., 333-2453. —410 Hessel Blvd.. C,
352-3954.
•Massey, Benjamin Henry (Arabella), Ph.D., Professor of P.E.
213 Huff Gym., 333-1103. —3004 S. First Street Rd., C, 344-7647.
•Massey, Billy Wayne (Carolyn J.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 3, Danville (61832), 446-9549.
•Massingill, Lloyd Lee (Leah L.), Broadcasting Engr., Television Station.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —510 W. William, Monticello (61856), 762-3791.
•Mast, Plessa Edward (Phyllis E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
371B E.E. Bldg., 333-4946. —2208 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-1900.
tMast, Richard F. (Joyce C), M.S., Assoc. Petroleum Engr., State Geological Survey.
425A Natural Resources, 189-295, 344-1481. —912 W Daniel, C, 359-1500.
Masters, A. Ronald, M.S., Asst. in Physics. Asst. in Physics.
59 Physics Bldg., 333-4712. —Apt. 34, 504 E. Clark, C, 359-8434.
tMasters, John Michael (Brenda A.), M.S., Asst. Mineralogist, State Geological Survey.
325 Natural Resources, 189-249,344-1481. —2005 Easy, U., 344-0377.
Masumi, Ahmad E., M.S., M.E., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
208 D.C.L., 333-6267. —1204 W. Stoughton, U., 367-5741.
Matchett, Andrew J., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics
209 Arcade, 333-2040. —URH-94 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2418.
Matejcek, Paul R.J., Spectroscopist, School of Chemical Sciences.
31 Noyes Lab., 333-2545. —212 E. Stoughton, C, 356-9691.
Mather, Mary Elizabeth, Ed.D., Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
354 Education, 333-3038, 333-0807. —1408 S. Orchard, U.. 344-6979.
•Mathes, June J. (Herbert L.), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62522), 422-4766. 422-6809. —1331 E. Clay. Decatur (62521).
422-4465.
•Mathews, Herbert Ralph (Imogene), Sheet Metal Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —804 W. Park, U., 367-4670.
•Mathews, John Mabry (Josephine C), Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science, Emeritus.
125 Fifty-sixth Ave. S., St. Petersburg, Florida (33705).
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*Mathews, John Neil (Nella L.), Tab. Mach. Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4810. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9233.
*Mathews, Zelma LaVerne (Donald M.), Typing Clerk II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E), 333-3953. —Richardson Estates, R.R. 2, U., 344-6207.
*Mathine, Darlene (Robert A.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321 Talbot Lab., 333-3173. —33 Heather Hills Dr.. St. Joseph (61873), 469-2428.
•Mathis, Betty Lorrine (William L.), Secy., Dept. of Home Econ.
274 Bevier Hall, 333-1723. —1505 Powers Lane, C, 359-2029.
•Mathis, Carol Mae (Paul C, Jr.), Secy., Nuclear Engineering.
212 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2264. —R.R. 1, C, 863-2292
•Mathis, William Lester (Betty), Storekeeper III, Business Ofc.
104 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0338. —1505 Powers Lane, C, 359-2029.
*Matt, Joseph John (Pamela H.). B.S., Space Administrator II, University Ofc. of Special Studies.
226 Illini Tower, 333-6600. —P.O. Box 286, Savoy (61874).
•Matteson, Bess Grace (Max R.), Adm. Aide, Dept. of Physics.
211 Physics Bldg., 333-3762.
•Matteson, Max R. (Bess Grace), Ph.D. Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
207 Harker Hall, 333-0922.
Matthiesen, Robert Lee, M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
337 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
•Matthews, David Ormsby (Dorothy O.), Ed.D., Prof, of P.E.: Dir. of Div. of Intramural
Activities, College of Physical Education.
170 Intramural - P.E., 333-3513. —R.R. 2, 41 Lake Park, C, 359-5592.
•Matthews, Dorothy Elaine (David O.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
302 English, 333-0314. ; 130 English, 333-6854. —41 Maple Ct., R. R. 2, C, 359-5592.
•Matthews, Earlean (Willie B.), Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —419 S. Henrietta, Rockford (61102),
964-4210.
•Matthews, John Wilbur (Alice K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering and of Vocational
Agriculture.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-3870. —404 Buena Vista Dr., C, 356-5563.
•Matthews, Max Milburn (Daisy L.), B.S., Purchasing Asst. Ill, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3586. —801 S. Fair, C, 356-8747.
•Matthews, Ward Thomas (A. Mary), Agr. Gardener Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture, Retired.
1009 N. Coler, U., 367-3543.
•Mattingly, Edward (Theresa), Brickmason, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1008 Hollycrest Dr., C, 352-2397.
•Mattingly, Theresa (Edward), Tab. Mach. Operator III, Campus Office of Adminstrative Data
Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4823. —1008 Hollycrest, C, 352-2397.
Mattix, Louann Bernice, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
201 Met. and Min., 333-1441. —Apt. 2, 1405 W. Kirby, C, 359-9874.
•Mattos, Rodrigo J. (Martha), M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
B124 Civil Eng.. 333-2749. —Apt. 202, 2108 S. Orchard. U., 344-0754
•Matzdorff, Betty Jeanne (Richard H.), Secy., Champaign County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-3312. —1112 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-6615.
•Mauck, Catherine Rose Ray (Ronald E.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Madison
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 68, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —R.R. 1, Trenton (62293),
618-934-4703.
Mauk, (Mrs.) Mary Forester, A.B., Adm. Clerk, College of Education, Retired.
2019 Fletcher Dr., U., 367-5381.
•Maurer, Robert Joseph (Dorothy M.). Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Dir. of Mat. Res. Lab.
206 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1370. —610 W. Delaware, U., 344-6023.
•Maurizi, Michael R. (Susan), B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. — 1836-D Orchard PI., U., 344-4841.
Mautz, Jane, B.S., Asst. Mgr. of Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —13 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5120.
•Mawicke, Lee A. (Jeffrey J.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, School of Life Sciences.
393 Morrill Hall, 333-6287, 333-6106. —405 S. McKinley, C, 359-1324.
Maxeiner, Barbara Ann, B.S., Nursing Consultant, Div. of Services for Crippled Children.
2121 S. First, C, 333-6528. —2607 E. Main, U.,
*Maxey, Charles Thomas (Phyllis E.), A.B., Asst. Director, Graduate and Foreign Admissions.
312 Met. and Min., 333-0306. —303 S. Wheaton, C, 359-2401.
•Maxwell, Betty Jeanne (Wayne E.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Div. of Univ. Ext.
13a Illini Hall, 333-6198. —555 Randolph, Mahomet (61853), 586-2682.
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*Maxwell, Jean (Donald J.), Typing Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0216. —Ogden (61859), 582-4800.
*Maxwell, Sandie M. (Robert G.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Student Financial Aid Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-3640.
Maxwell, Sue Ellen, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House, 333-1230. —Lynn Dr., Ogden (61859), 359-4007. 582-4800.
*Maxwell, William Edgar (Martha J.R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Education and of Sociology. Bureau
of Educational Res. and Dept. of Sociology.
288C Education, 333-7438. —202 W. Green, U., 367-0806.
*Maxwell, William Hall Christie (M. Carolyn), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2527a Hydrosystems Lab., 333-4935. —804 Westfield Dr., C, 359-3552.
*May, Jack Arthur (Barbara J.), Custodial Supervisor, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —401 S. Urbana, U., 367-0430.
*May, Louis Harold (Florence M.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —302 W. John, C, 352-5703.
*May, Truman Ward (Margaret C), B.S., Farm Adviser, Madison County, Retired.
1015 Minnesota, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-0906.
*May, William Hull (Jean A.), B.A., Res. Asst. Prof, of Communications.
633 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —610 W. Nevada, U., 367-0789.
*Mayeda, Wataru (Yoko), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering;
*Mayer, Leon Albert (Patricia ), Ed.D., Regional Dir., Northwestern Illinois, Div. of Univ. Ext.;
Assoc. Prof, of Adult Education. On leave of absence until August 31, 1974.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460.
Mayer, Robert G., B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
350B Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —Apt. 22, 504 E. Clark, C, 359-3027.
*Mayer, Robert Wallace (Nella), Ph.D., Prof, of Finance.
116 D.K.H., 333-4638. —17 Greencroft, C, 356-7195.
*Mayes, Paul Eugene (Lola), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
455 E.E. Bldg., 333-1200. —1508 Waverly Dr., C, 352-2291.
*Mayfield, Gary Lee (Patty A.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —23 Foothill Rd., Monticello (61856), 762-7116.
*Mayfield, Nancy Kristine (Dennis), Clerk-Typist III, Center for Instructional Res. and
Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-3771. —Route 2, Monticello (61856), 564-3125.
Mayhall, Carol L., Accounting Clerk II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1763. —Apt. A-l, 158 Paddock Dr. East, C, 352-6100.
*Mayhew, Jerry Lawrence (Barbara A.), M.S., Instr. in P.E. for Men.
121 Huff Gym., 333-0204. —2506 S. Anderson, U., 328-2619.
*Mayhew, Sharon Kay (Gary L.), Secy., Mercer County, Cooperative Extension Service.
206 S.E. Third, Aledo (61231), 582-2512. —R.R. 3, Aledo (61231), 582-7547.
*Mayhood, Eunice Meurlott (Everett W.), Chief Payroll Clerk, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0002. —408 S. Pine, C, 352-7533.
*Mayhood, Everett W. (Eunice M.), Physical Science Staff Asst., Dept. of Food Science.
104 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —408 S. Pne, C, 352-7533.
•Maynard, Guy Burnham, Jr. (Margaret B.), M.D., Staff Physician, Health Service.
281 McKinley Health Center, 333-7285. —2023 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5539.
*Maynor, John Leslie (Velma), Building Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center. On leave of
absence.
R.R. 2, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2688.
*Mayol, Barbara Sue (Kenneth E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Accountancy.
250 Commerce (W), 333-4525. —1403 Summit Ridge Rd., C, 359-5956.
*Mayor, R. Ross (Mary L.), B.S., Assoc. Dir. of University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —1004 E. Harding Dr., U., 328-3914.
*Mazur, A. Robert (Merilyn), M.S., Res. Asst. in Horticulture.
100 Floriculture, 333-7303. —Apt. 301, 2110 S. Orchard, U., 328-1899.
*Mazur, Merilyn (Anthony R.), A.S., Personnel Asst. I, Personnel Services Ofc.
124 Personnel Services Bldg., 333-0199. —Apt. 301, 2110 S. Orchard, U., 328-1899.
•McAllister, Susan L (Michael L.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
308 Psych. Bldg., 333-0631. —Apt. 303, 2108 S. Orchard, U., 344-4019.
•McAllister, Walter Ginder (S. Margaret), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology, Emeritus.
832 Psychology Bldg. —1016 W. White, C, 352-2271.
•McAllister, William Elton (Margaret A.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Macoupin County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
126 N. Broad, Carlinville (62626), 217-854-5946. —1217 Streamwood Lane, Carlinville
(62626), 217-854-3314.
•McAndrews, Dorothy L., Secy., Vice-President's Ofc.
377 Adm., 333-3077. —508 N. Swigart, C, 352-2909.
*McArdle, Karen Ann (Edward J.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Admissions and Records.
178 Adm., 333-3283. —Apt. 202, 2104 S. Orchard Street, U., 344-2294.
•McArthur, Jerry Gene, (Susan L.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —412 Brookwood, C, 356-8499.
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McBain, A. Lynne, B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
401 Gregory Hall, 333-6667. —709 N. Busey, U., 367-7661.
McBride, Edith Juanita, Chief Payroll Clerk, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-6480. —1709 S. Mattis, C, 352-6730.
McBride, Edna Sarah, (Mrs.), Clerk III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
117 P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1287. —507 Bash Ct., C, 352-1177.
'McBride, Ruth B. (David W.), M.L.S., Instr. in Library Administration.
220s Library, 333-3856. —1111 Country Lane, C, 356-9161.
McBride, Tom, Ph.D., Instr. in English.
213 English, 333-6388. —Apt. 27, 311 E. White, C, 356-8406.
*McCabe, Deborah A. (James), B.A., Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-2113.
*McCabe, Donald Charles (Sandra), Computer Operator III, Computing Services Ofc.
100 and 162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —2804 Rolling Acres Dr., C, 356-1018.
McCabe, Raymond Joseph, Asst. Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6404. —1703 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-9272.
McCall, Dorothy L. R., (Mrs.), M.Ed., Asst. in Elementary Education.
306 Education, 333-2560; 390 Education, 333-3757. —URH-430 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4735.
•McCall, Jacqueline Dawsine (Lee Roy, Jr), Typing Clerk III, Housing Div.
Allen Hall, 333-1100; Busey-Evan Halls, 333-0860. —1306 Hedge Rd., C,
*McCall, James G. (Luella A.), Farm Adviser, Perry County, Retired.
R.F.D. 1, Box 119, Goreville (62939), 995-2317.
•McCall, Jean E. (William H.), Bookbindery Asst., Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications
234 University Press, 333-0599. —R.R. 4, C, 643-6005.
McCall, Kenneth, Dup. Mach. Operator II, College of Agriculture.
103 Agr. Services Bldg., 333-3980. —Box 302, U.
•McCall, Mary Ruth (Donald C), B.S., Secy., Bur. of Educational Res.
288 Education, 333-3022. —2607E Dale Dr., C, 352-9584.
•McCall, Ruby Martha (John A.), Typing Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0213. —P.O.Box 11, White Heath (61884), 762-7020.
•McCann, Shirley Lawyer (Richard D.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Cook
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
201 N. Dunton, Arlington Heights (60004), 312-2536460. —27 Stonegate Rd., LaGrange Park
(60525), 312-354-7307.
•tMcCann, Wesley (Elizabeth R.), State Adm. Officer, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3786. —1402 Hillcrest, U., 367-8848.
McCarthy, Cecelia Mary, A.M., Extension Loans Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Library,
Emerita.
108 E. John, C, 352-9426.
•McCarty, Bertha Marie (Onis L.), Linen Maid, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —11 Tulip Tree Dr., C, 352-0395.
•McCarty, Monroe C. (Phyllis A.), Asst. Steam Distribution Operator, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —510 N. Third, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2153.
•McCarty, Bertha Marie (Onis L.), Linen Maid, Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —11 Tulip Tree Dr., C, 352-0395.
•McCarty, Warren Clayborn (Vera A.), Grounds Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1308 Joanne Lane, C, 356-4570.
•McCaskill, Shirnetha (Joseph), Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —560 Alexander, East St. Louis (62205).
618-271-5245.
McCauley, Lon A., B.S., Asst. in Psychology.
630 Psych. Bldg. —206 E. Oregon, U.
•McClain, Cheryl L (Donald B.), Clerk-Typist I, University Press.
100 University Press, 333-0950. —R.R. 4, U., 367-8809.
•McClain, Lorena Lenora (Jack C), Clerk-Typist II, Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4671.
•McClain, Robert L. (Carol), Cylinder Pressman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-2576. —46 Morningside Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-7519.
McClara, E. Alberta, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Animal Science.
102 Animal Genetics, 333-2900. —114 W. Franklin, U., 367-2420.
McCleary, Marcella T., Clerk-Typiest III, College of Education.
370 Education, 333-3863. —1316 Frederick, C, 359-8586.
•McCleary, Robert Wayne (Margaret A.), Construction Labor Foreman, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —610 E. Polk, Tolono (61880), 485-5355.
•tMcClellan, Jacquelin A. (James L.), Office Mgr., Illini Publishing Co.
Basement, Illini Hall, 333-3730. —1712 Allen, R.R. 2, U., 328-3596.
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*tMcClellan, John Perry (Edna B.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey. On leave of absence.
R.R. 3, C, 586-4829.
•tMcClellan, Shirley H. (Don R.), Asst. Tech. Editor, State N.H. Survey.
189 Natural Resources, 333-6882. —402 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-7617.
•McClellan, William Monson (Jane M.), M.A., Music Librn.. Library; Prof, of Library
Administration.
220C S.M.H. 333-6161. —1020 W. Hill. C, 352-1893.
•McClelland, Dan Raymond (Catherine S.), Ed.M., Asst. to the Chancellor.
133 Davenport House, 333-6814. —1604 S. Hillcrest, U., 367-0167.
McClintock, Carol Lynne, Secy., Hancock County, Cooperative Extension Service.
550 N. Madison, Carthage (62321), 357-2031. —R.R. 3, Carthage (62321), 746-2197.
•McClintock, Irene K. (Gregory K.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
263 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6211. —715 S. Prairie, C, 359-6453.
•McClintock, Lellia Fern (Harry), B.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library, Emerita.
Pittsfield.
McCloskey, Cinda, Clerk-Stenog. II, Agricultural Extension.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —1102 Willard, U., 367-3609.
•McCloud, Harry John, Jr. (Lois J.), Asst. Steam Distribution Operator, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1101 Grant PL, U., 367-9738.
•McCloy, Robert Winston (Gertrude), B.S., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng. on leave of absence
for 1972-73.
201 Aero. Lab. A, 333-1104. —410 W. Nevada, U., 367-6283.
•McCloy, William Brokaw (Suzanne), A.M., East-Asian Cataloger; Inst, in Library
Administration.
227 Library, 333-1501. —305 W. Vermont, U., 367-2556.
•tMcClung, B. Burhl (Jimmi), B.S., State Supervisor, Illinois and Indiana, Plant Protection, Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service, U.S.D.A.
223 Post Office Bldg., U., 367-2370. —2501 W. William, C, 356-6758.
•McClure, Carol L (Kenneth), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Insurance Ofc.
Coble Hall, 333-3113. —714 E. Ethel Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-7462.
•McClure, Lavonne (Timothy), B.A., Asst., Computer-based Education Res. Lab.
357B Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500; G70 Foreign Lang., 333-1719: —51 Cedric Dr.. Ivanhoe
Estates, U., 367-7160.
•McClure, Leslie W. (Bertha B.) M.S., Professor of Advertising, Emeritus.
209 W. Vermont, U., 367-1024.
•McClure, William Owen (Pamela H.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry.
318E Adams Lab., 333-1788. —1 Briarcliff, Mahomet (61853), 586-2627.
•McColley, Robert M. (Diane), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
412 Gregory Hall. 333-4931. —1101 S. Orchard, U., 344-5138.
•tMcCollum, Janet S. (F. Stephen), B.A., Accounting Clerk II, State Universities Retirement
System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —704 Breen Dr., C, 356-2222.
•McCollum, John P. (Vashti), Ph.D., Prof, of Horticulture, Emeritus.
707 Henryetta St., Springdale, Ark. (72764), 571-2256.
•McCollum, F. Stephen (Janet S.), B.S., C.E., Res. Engr., Dept. of Civil Eng.
2149 Civil Eng., 333-3276, 333-2058. —704 Breen, C, 356-2222.
•McCombs, Wilma (Leland), Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties, Cooperative
Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —440 Macomb Rd., Rushville (62681), 322-4435.
•McConaughy, Richard E. (Elizabeth J.), M.A., Res. Asst., Professional Services in Education
Ofc.
140 Educagion, 333-0740. —1428 Holly Hill Dr., C, 359-5293.
McConeghey, David P., B.A., Flight Instr., Inst, of
Airport, Savoy, 333-2127. —Apt. 301, 703 E. Colorado, U.
•McConkey, Lynn (Mildred B.), Storekeeper II, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1721 W. Henry, C, 356-5997.
McConnell, Beckie, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 815-772-4075, 815-772-2016. —512 N. Genesee, Morrison
(61270), 815-772-7315.
•McCoppin, lone Elva (George J.), Clerk-Typist II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246A Library 333-2348. —P.O. Box 104, Ivesdale (61851), 564-3615.
•McCord, John Harrison (Maureen M.), A.B., LL.M., Prof, of Law.
231 Law, 333-1628. —15 Sherwin Dr.. U., 367-0780.
•McCormick, Lynda Mae (Clifton R.), Work Program Participant, Will County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —310 S. Joliet, Joliet (60436). 726-1649.
•McCowen, Thomas Alan, (Nancy J.), B.S., Dir. of Overseas Projects Ofc: Asst. Dir. of
International Programs and Studies.
367 Illini Tower, 333-1990. —Apt. 10, 308 E. Michigan, U., 328-2777.
McCown, (Mrs.) Delia Mae Rogers, B.S.. Secy., Dept. of Physics, Retired.
Aldergate Retirement Center, Kissimmee, Florida (32741).
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tMcCoy, Judith A., Clerk-Tvpist III. University Foundation.
224 Illini Union.33-0811. —1848 Valley Rd.. C. 356-5667.
McCoy, M. Eleanor, A.M.. Res. Asst. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education. Curriculum
Lab.
1210 W. Springfield. U.. 333-0150. —1703 W. Union. C. 356-8555.
'McCoy, Ralph Edward (Ella A.). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Sen-ice Bldg. —1401 W. Park. C. 352-9526.
*McCracken, Karen Ann, (Thomas R.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House. 333-1232. —3012 Flessner Dr., U.. 367-8070.
McCreedy, James William, B.S.. Supervisor of Labor and Employee Relations, Personnel
Services Ofc.
160 Personnel Services. 333-8341. —Apt. 4. 1727 Lincoln Rd.. C. 359-6969.
McCreery, Marilyn Sue, Clerk-Tvpist III. Campus Personnel Services Office.
Personnel Services Bldg. 333-2145. —Apt. 2. 613 W. Springfield. C. 359-7033.
•McCristal, King James (Alice). Ed.D.. Dean of College of P.E.; Prof, of P.E. for Men.
10' Huff Gym.. 333-2131. —1409 Mayfair. C. 356-8060.
•McCulley, Delbert Earnest (Eileen M.). B.S.. Lab. Mgr.. Dept. of Civil Eng.
1203 Civil Eng.. 333-3817. —908 W. Kirby. C. 352-4855.
•McCulloh, Judith Marie (Leon R.). Ph.D.. Asst. Editor. University Press.
120 University Press. 333-0957. —403 W. Oregon. U\. 328-2928.
*McCulloh, Leon Royce (Judith M.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
327 Altgeld Hall. 333-1848. —403 W. Oregon. U.. 365-2928.
McCullough, Helen E., A.M.. Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics. Emerita.
1201 S. Race. U.. 367-3883.
"tMcCullough, J. Clark, Res. Assoc. State Geological Survey. Retired.
R.R. 3. S. Race Street Rd.. U.. 344-5836.
*McCurdy, James Gerald (Caroline G.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Warren County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 325. 1000 N. Main. Monmouth (61462), 309-734-5161. —318 S. Eleventh.
Monmouth (61462). 309-734-2638.
McCutcheon, Patricia Elaine, Work Program Participant. Massac County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
Rt. 1. Hwv. 45 West. P. O. Box 428. Metropolis (62960). 618-524-2270. —Apt. IB, Allen
Apts.. Brookport (62910). 564-7192.
'McDaniel, Joseph Colvin (Mary N-)> B.S.. Asst. Prof, of Horticulture.
6 Orn. Hort.. 333-2123. —705 S. Busey. U\. 344-5065.
*McDaniel, Lawrence M. (Mary). M.S.. Res. Programmer. Center for Advanced Computation.
314 Advanced Computation. 333-8407. —1006 Maplepark. C. 352-2406.
'McDaniel, Pauline Laverne (Elbert L.). Accounting Clerk II. Acquisition Dept.. Library.
220A Library 333-1056. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873). 469-7380.
*McDaniel, Sharon Sue (Richard M.). M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser. Home Economics, Jackson
Countv. Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 160. 222 X. 11th Murphysboro (62966). 618-687-2921; Box 160. 1002 Hanson,
Murphysboro (62966). —15 Wildwood Park. R.R. 3. Carbondale (62901), 618-549-7270.
'McDermott, Sally Oliver (Cecil J.). B.A.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Agricultural Extension.
47 Mumford Hall. 333-0910. —1008 W. Stoughton. U\. 367-0037.
McDonald, Carrie Work Program Participant. Vermilion County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
3803 N. Vermilion. Danville. 442-8615. —56 Frazier Dr.. Danville (61832), 443-3757.
'McDonald, Charles L. (Kathv). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
209 Commerce (W). 333-4529. —410 E. Michigan. U\. 344-2281.
McDonald, J. Douglas, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Chemistrv.
366 Noyes Lab.. 333-9700. —Apt. 204. 2313 S. First. C. 384-5225.
•McDonald, Mary B. (James L.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Psvchology.
79 Children's Res. Center. 333-3996. —1504 Dawson Dr.. C. 356-4595.
•McDonald, Ralph Elmer (Rosemarv E.). Sound Technician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —211 E. Washington. Tolono (61880). 485-5334.
•McDonald, Vincent Joseph (Norma J.). B.S.. Principal Res. Engr. and Assoc. Prof., Dept. of
Civil Eng.
1243 Civil Eng.. 333-3920. —2112 Boudreau. U.. 344-6545.
McDonough, Marlaine Joyce, B.F.A.. Asst. in Art.
118 Fine Arts. 333-4841. —URH-327 Van Doren Hall. C. 332-0536.
'McDowell, Austin Johnston (Ellen A.). M.Mus.. Prof, of Music.
5054 Music Bldg.. 333-3360. —710 S. Elm Blvd.. C. 356-7101.
•McDowell, Samuel Jordan (Madge L.). B.S.. Electronics Technician I. Dept. of Computer
Science.
29 D.C.L.. 333-1156. —2407 Hathaway Dr.. C. 352-9624.
*McElhaney, Emily Robison (Ernest D.). B.Ed.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Logan
Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
122 S. McLean. Lincoln (62656). 732-7712. —R. R. 3, Lincoln (62656). 732-4680.
'McElwain, William John (Florence G.). Storekeeper II. Coordinated Science Lab.
164 C.S.L.. 333-1799. —264 Illinois Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 892-8467.
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•McElwee, Ermel J. (Leslie), B.S., Res. Asst., College of Engineering.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —2509 Roland Dr., C, 356-6093.
McElwee, Lela B., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Microbiology.
231 Burrill Hall, 333-2568. —306 White, Sidney (61877), 688-2226.
'McElwee, Willadean A. (Arthur C), Secy., College of Agriculture.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-3871. —1402 Paula Dr., C, 356-8476.
*McEvoy, Robert Joseph (Joanne L.), Elevator Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1211 W. Springfield, C, 356-0132, 356-3811.
*McFall, William J. (Delores M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —512 S. State, C, 356-4305.
•McFarland, Helen Spoonamore (Howard C). Secy., College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
210 D.K.H., 333-4637. —2204 Fletcher, U., 367-3287.
'McFarland, Norman Thomas (Lydia), B.S.. Prof, of Art.
128 Fine Arts, 333-1459. —R.R. 2, U., 469-7572.
*McGee, Charles F. (Florence), B.S.. Equal Opportunity Officer I, Affirmative Action for Equal
Opportunity Ofc.
107 Personnel Services, 333-4650. —377 Highland Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-0235.
*McGee, Harold (Dolorus V.), Supervising Farm Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-0109. —501 S. David, Sidney (61877). 688-2357.
McGee, Joyce, M.A., Asst. in P.E. for Women.
B-67 Intramural-P.E. —Apt. 5, 1523 Lincolnshire Dr.. C.
McGee, Joyce Linda, M.A., Asst. in Health and Safety Education.
116 Huff Gym. —Apt. 5, 1523 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-0366.
McGee, Loretta C, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —709 E. North, Monticello (61856), 762-7192.
*McGehe, Douglas H. (Cecile M.), Grounds Subforeman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —206 W. Stanage, C, 356-4927.
•McGill, John Elliott (Constance N.), Ed.D., Prof, of Elementary Education.
301 Education, 333-6488. —1105 S. New, C, 352-8033.
•McGinnes, Paul Richard (Marilynn), M.S., Res. Asst. in Environmental Engineering, Dept. of
Civil Eng.
4123 Civil Eng., 333-8347. —601 E. Colorado, U., 367-7854.
•McGinty, Berenice Mary (James E.), A.B., Recorder, Admissions and Records.
69C Adm., 333-0216. —3309 Stoneybrook Dr., C, 352-9254.
•McGlamery, Marshal Dean (Marilyn J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Weed Science, Dept. of
Agronomy.
W-311 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —Box 277, 35 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5603.
•McGlathery, James Melville (Nancy B.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of German. On leave of absence
for 1972-73.
3031 Foreign Lang., 333-1288.
•McGlaughlin, Margaret (Harry V.), Typing Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Office.
245 Adm., 333-3183. —Muncie (61857), 548-2564
•McGlumphy, Marcelyn S. (David), B.S., Asst., Recreation and Athletics Ofc.
136 Rehab.-Educ, 333-4606. —11 Sutton Place, Lincoln Park, U., 328-3418.
McGowen, Randall, M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —407 W. Springfield, U.
•McGrath, Joseph Edward (Marion F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology; Head of Dept.
315A Psych. Bldg.. 333-0632. —502 W. Michigan, U., 344-1662.
•McGrath, Katherine P. (Robert A., Jr.), M.Ed., Clerk-Typist II, College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall, 333-2281. —1301 Stout. U., 328-1839.
•McGrath, Robert Arthur, Jr. (Katherine), B.A., Clinical Counselor. Psych, and Counseling
Center.
236 Student Services, 333-3715. —1301 Stout, U., 328-1839.
*McGraw, Marianne (Ronald L.), Clerk-Typist II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
247 Adm., 333-0781. —208 Brookwood Dr., C, 356-0131.
•McGreal, Thomas Leo (Shirley J.), Ed.D., Dir. of Ofc. for Professional Services in Education;
Asst. Prof, of Educational Administration and Supervision.
140 Education, 333-0742. —1709 Lincoln Rd., C, 352-3390.
McGreevy, Carolyn Dale, B.A., Chief Library Clerk, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —905 S. First, C, 356-5269.
McGreevy, Carrie, Adm. Secy., College of Vet. Med., Retired.
1108 S. Lincoln, U., 344-0047.
•McGregor, John Charles (Alma), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology.
109B Davenport Hall, 333-2767. —1506 S. Carle, U., 367-3020.
McGuffey, Debra Sue, Clerk-Steong. I, Dept. of Accountancy.
250 Commerce (W), 333-4525. —Apt. G 144, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-1061.
•McGuire, Curtis Arelend (Mary E.), Accelerator Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
Physics Res. Lab.. 333-3190. —1605 W. Church, C. 356-5873.
McGuire, Lorraine Douglas, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
220d Education, 333-2533; 125 E.P.G. Bldg., 333-0507. —507 W. Church, C. 356-2808.
McGuire, Martha Catherine, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.,
B-106a Civil Eng., 333-6924; 404 Engineering Hall, 333-6809. —512 W. White. C. 356-0905.
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*McGuire, Raymond J. (Ruth Ann), M.S., Supervisor of Men's Intramural Activities (with rank
of Instr.), College of Physical Education.
170 Intramural P. E., 333-3511. —2303 Southmoor Dr., C.
*McGuire, Thomas Francis (Mary Ann), J.D., Asst. Prof., Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ.
Ext.
University of Illinois Police Training Institute, Lisle, (60532),
312-968-8096. —701 S. Garfield, Philo (61864), 684-2062.
TMcGurk, Florence F. (H. L.), B.A., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
133 Water Resources, 333-0802. —2709 Sangamon, C, 356-2685.
*McHenry, Jeanine R. (Arthur E.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
2230 Civil Eng., 333-6910. —3105 W. William, C, 352-6400.
Mclnnes, Glenn Edgar, Kitchen Laborer, Illini Union.
Illini Union, 333-0700. —R.R. 2, U., 367-5891.
Mclnnes, Hazel Ruth, Kitchen Helper, Illini Union.
Illini Union, 333-2458, 333-1989. —R.R. 2, U., 367-5891.
*MclntOSh, Howard Arthur (Joan), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —210 W. Washington, U., 367-2447.
*Mclntyre, Charles John (Joanne E.), Ph.D., Dir. of Instructional Resources Ofc. Prof, of
Educational Psychology.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —2016 Zuppke Dr., U., 365-1323.
*Mclntyre, Carolyn S. (Malcolm), B.S., Asst. in Home Management, Dept. of Home Econ.
239 Bevier Hall, 333-0606. —R.R., Newman (61942), 837-2688.
*Mclntyre, Dan (Brenda K.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —56 Piatt, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet, 586-3651.
•Mclntyre, David Eugene (Melba J.), M.S., Dir. of Illinois Educational Consortium for Computer
Services, Ofc. of Planning and Allocation.
164 Eng. Res. Lab. 333-6453. —1804 Augusta Dr., C, 359-4063.
Mclntyre, Dorothy E., Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6384. —103 E. Daniel, C, 344-7642.
•Mclntyre, Evelyn K. (Harold A.), Clerk II, Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —Box 146, Cisco (61830), 669-8351.
Mclntyre, Robert R., Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 295, U., 367-0715.
* Mclntyre, Robert R., Jr. (Donna J.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 386, Sidney (61877), 688-2428.
*Mclntyre, William B., (Shirley J.), Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 4, U., 367-4698.
*McKay, Edward Donald, III (Linda C), B.A., Asst. in Geology.
335 Natural History, 333-3042. —Apt. 101, 2114 S. Orchard, U., 344-1973.
*McKay, John P. (Joann), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
446H Gregory Hall, 333-8859. —915 W. Charles, C, 359-3556.
McKenna, Eva Joan, Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Life Sciences and Microbiology.
135 Burrill Hall, 333-1069. —Apt. 123, 502 W. Main, U., 365-1125.
McKenty, Geoffrey E., M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209p Arcade, 333-2040. —URH-1260 Sherman Hall, C, 332-5021.
*McKenzie, Dorothy I. (John), Work Program Participant, Vermilion County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville, 442-8615. —415 Oak, Danville (61832), 443-2975.
McKenzie, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Adams, B.S., Editor, Dean of Students' Office.
310 Student Services, 333-1309. —1515 W. Charles, C, 356-0985.
McKenzie, Jack H. (Patricia L.), M.A., Dean of College of F.A.A.; Prof, of Music.
110 Architecture, 333-1660. —27 Sherwin Circle, R.R. 3, U., 344-0001.
*McKenzie, Linda J. (Robert), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
223 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629; 315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1836. —Apt. 103, 806 Oakland, U.,
344-8632.
*MCKenzie, Robert M. (Linda J.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Dairy Science.
364 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0223. —Apt. 103, 806 Oakland, U., 344-8632.
McKenzie, (Mrs.) Rosalind E., A.B., Adm. Secy., College of Vet. Med.
141 Vet. Med. 333-4291. —606 N. New, C, 356-5432.
*McKenzie, Wyck Eugene (Alice L.), Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1135 Civil Eng., 333-6913. —715 W. Vine, C, 356-4026.
•McKeown, James Charles (Mary), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
293 Commerce (W), 333-4541. —1211 W. Kirby, C, 356-6050.
*McKeown, Mary P. (James C), M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
1 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —1211 W. Kirby, C, 356-6050.
•McKibben, George Elvert (Ruth), M.S., Prof, of Agronomy.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985),
618-695-2642.
•McKinley, Belva Louise (James A.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, College of Vet. Med.
333 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —710 Tawney Ct., C, 356-9277.
McKinley, William H., Jr., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
1 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850; 168 D.C.L., 333-6203. —301 W. Illinois, U, 344-3552.
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•McKinney, David Henry, Jr. (Doris M.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —514 S. Victor, C, 356-1572.
•McKinney, David Henry, Sr. (Gladys E.), Inventory Clerk. Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
102 M.E. Bldg., 333-3992. —501 Wildwood Ct., C, 352-4669.
"tMcKinney, Harris Roger (Marjorie R.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
102e Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-3664. —1305 Williamsburg Dr.. C, 352-4857.
McKinney, William Lynn, B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
249 D.C.L., 333-6755. —811 W. Main, U., 367-4288.
McKinzie, Lermond E., B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Extension and Asst. State Leader of
Farm Advisers, Emeritus.
1007 S. Western, C, 352-6419.
McKinzie, Richard M., M.A., Adm. Asst., Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
K.C.P.A., 333-6703, 333-6700. —1007 S. Western, C, 352-6419.
•McKnight, Ruth B. (Donald F.), Secy., Dept. of Advertising.
103 Gregory Hall, 333-1602. —1208 Theodore Dr., C, 356-3015.
*McLane, Jerry A. (Gail), B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. —499 Richland, Mahomet (61853), 586-2882.
'McLaughlin, Harry Donald (Florida E.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Marshall-Putnam
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
300 Edward, Henry (61537), 364-2356. —1300 Bryan, Henry (61537), 364-2660.
'McLaughlin, John Bruce (Hanne B.), B.S., Extension Specialist, Police Training Institute, Div.
of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —407 W. Nevada, U., 367-4971.
'McLaughlin, Philip VanDoren, Jr. (Phoebe F.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
311 Talbot Lab., 333-1803.; 311 Talbot Lab., 333-1803. —2103 Barberry Dr., C, 359-0657.
McLean, Patricia Jane, M.A., Asst. Prof, and Supervisor of Occupational Therapy and
Prosthetics, Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
131 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4613. —2102 Winchester Dr., C. 359-6355.
*McLean, William Pinkney (Catherine), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 212, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549. —Apt. 6, 1506 Delmont Ct., U.
*McLure, William Paul (Inez), Ph.D., Dir., Bur. of Educ. Res.; Prof, of Educational Administration
and Supervision.
288 Educ ation, 333-3023. —203 W. Delaware, U., 367-5318.
*McMahon, Lawrence Patrick (Madonna H.), Building Operating Engr., Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —R.R. 2, C, 359-5551.
*McMahon, Walter Wolcott (Carolyn H.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
431 Commerce (W), 333-4579.
tMcMichael, Paul, B.S., General Mgr., Illini Publishing Company, Retired.
103 N. Coler, U., 367-1690.
•McMillan, Bonnie S. (Eric W.), Clerk-Typist III, McKinley Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718. —Apt. C, 1802 Orchard Place, U., 344-0549.
*McMillan, Eric W. (Bonnie S.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4443. —Apt. C, 1802 Orchard Place, U., 344-0549.
McMillan, John Charles, III, B.A., Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced Computation.
118 Advanced Computation, 333-6114. —903 E. Oregon, U., 344-6656.
•McMillan, Joyce A. (William L.), Ph.D., Postdoctural Fellow in Chemistry.
66 Noyes Lab., 333-3959. —615 Harding Dr., U., 344-5134.
McMillan, Nelson Kendrick, M.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3131 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 17, 509 E. White, 359-8138.
•McMillan, William L (Joyce A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
313 Physics Bldg., 333-2490; 361 Physics Bldg. —615 Harding Dr., U., 344-5134.
McMillin, David R., B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
350d Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —1208 W. Clark, U., 328-1760.
*tMcMorris, Helen E. (Gerald E.), Secy, to Chief, State Geological Survey.
121 Natural Resources, 189-212, 344-1481. —124 Shady Lawn Dr., Rantoul (61866).
892-4553.
'McMullen, Betty Caroline (Bard, Jr.), Secretary, Ofc. of Assoc. Vice President for Planning and
Allocation.
248 Illini Tower, 333-0404. —607 S. Emerson Dr., Monticello (61856), 762-3687.
•McMu'len, Delia (Ernest G.), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —2218 N. Flora, Peoria (61604).
309-685-1654.
"McMullen, Mollie, (Henry), Key-Punch Operator II, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490.
*McMullen, Neil J. (Cynthia A.), M.A., Lecturer in Economics.
483 Commerce (W), 333-4595. —1739 Westhaven Dr.. C, 359-0637.
•McMurray, Foster (Gudelia A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy of Education.
373 Education, 333-6357. —1817 Hemlock Dr., C, 352-1753.
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*McMurry, Clare DeWitt (Delia L.), A.M., Chief Clerk, Div. of Univ. Ext., Retired.
600 W. Walnut, Mason City (62664), 482-3394.
*McMurtry, William David (Dorris), Ed.M., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Manteno, 468-8505.
*McNabb, Robert Lee (Clarissa L.), Night Supervisor of Univ. Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3685. —507 Walnut, Bondville (61815), 863-2130.
*McNamara, Barbara, Payroll Clerk I, Bursar's Division, Business Ofc.
100b Administration, 333-6520. —602 S. State, C, 359-9780.
*McNamara, John Joseph (Marjorie A.), Senior Machinist Welder, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1705 Glen Park Dr., C, 352-5818.
*McNamara, William Thomas (Jane F.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Livingston County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
222 1/2 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764), 844-3622. —1202 N. Walnut, Pontiac (61764),
844-6083.
*McNatt, Emmett B. (Thelma L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
Aurora, Missouri (65605), 678-3897.
McNattin, Raymond B., Electrician Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
404 1/2 W. Vine, C, 352-2367.
*McNeely, Nolan Vance (Lois M.), Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1413 Scottsdale Dr., C, 356-0133.
*McNeill, Gerald Blair (Lorene M.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —502 W. Bradley, C, 356-4402.
*tMcNurney, John Michael (Patricia L.), B.S., Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
271 Natural Resources, 333-6889. —Box 289, Savoy (61874), 356-3489.
*McNutt, Barbara A. (Michael J.), M. Ed., Res. Assoc. Children's Res. Center.
103 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —2007 Bruce Dr., U., 344-1994.
*McNutt Michael John (Barbara Ann), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132. —2007 Bruce Dr., U., 344-1994.
*McPhail, Clark (Ann), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
227 Lincoln Hall, 333-2528. —708 W. California, U., 367-8275.
*McPherson, William Heston (Vivian R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Inst, of Labor and Indus.
Rel., Emeritus.
209 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-2381. —62 Greencroft, C, 356-5541.
*McQueen, R.D. (Phyllis), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Veterinary Physiology.
280 Small Animal Clinic, 333-8491. —401 Knolls Dr., Philo (61864), 684-2657.
*McVay, Millard Sayre (Maxine A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
376 E.E. Bldg., 333-2861. —504 S. Broadway, U., 367-6519.
*tMcVicker, Leonard Darwin (Marie B.), B.S., Chemist, State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
1625 Kutch, Flagstaff, Arizona (86001), 774-6214.
*McVittie, George Cunliffe (Mildred B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Astronomy, Emeritus.
103 Observatory, 333-3090. —74 Old Dover Rd., Canterbury, Kent, England.
*McVoy, Walter Scott (Frances L.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
350 Altgeld Hall, 333-1809. — 1833-C S. Orchard, U.
*McWard, William Walter (Maude M.), Herdsman Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
1601 W. Park, C, 356-4249.
*McWhorter, Leland Edward (Margaret R.), Inventory Clerk, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
145 E.E. Bldg., 333-2812. —R.R. 1, Sadorus (61872), 598-3330.
*McWhorter, Margaret Rose (Leland E.), Secy., Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
212 Talbot Lab., 333-2322. —R.R. 1, Sadorus (61872), 598-3330.
*McWhorter, Zelma M. (Harvey), Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
220 Adm., 333-9570. —Box 75, Sadorus (61872), 598-7355.
Mead, Marjorie Elaine, M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics.
557 Bevier Hall, 333-2069. —406 E. Michigan, U., 367-3982.
*Meade, Martha Marie (Ron), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of French.
59 E. Armory, C, 333-2842. —1009 Eastern, U.
*Meador, Daniel Burnham (Mary M.), Ph.D., Extension Specialist. Dept. of Horticulture.
104 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1522. —1104 Scovill, U., 367-2610.
•Meares, Vickie J. (Carroll), B.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
134 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3164. —Lot 5, Wilson Trailer Ct., U., 328-2347.
*Mechtly, Eugene A. (Barbara J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
43 E.E. Bldg., 333-4152. —1003 Mumford Dr., U., 328-1716
*Mecum, Maurice Gaile (Nina P.), Fire Training Officer, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2429. —1700 Jeanne, C, 356-5998.
*Medler, Karen K. (Kenneth E.), Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
208 Adm., 333-3507. —1169 Englewood Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-8065.
•Medoff, Norman J. (Lynn E.), M.A., Sales Dir. of WPGU Radio Station.
WPGU Radio Station, Weston Hall, 333-2019. —2011 W. Parkdale, C. 359-5125.
*Meehan, Thomas Clarke (Kathleen L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Spanish.
4006 Foreign Lang., 333-8277. —2508 Scovill Circle, U., 344-0600.
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*Meeks, J. Ralph (Margaret Q.), M.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
417 East Chem., 333-3942. —349 Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-2689.
"tMeents, Wayne Franklin (Marguerite B.), Assoc. Geol. Engr., State Geological Survey.
104 Natural Resources, 189-269, 344-1481. —702 E. Colorado, U., 367-3316.
*Mees, Carl Fred (Arleen L.), Ph.D., Senior Ext. Adviser and Chairman, Cook County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 250, 10 N. LaSalle, Chicago (60602), 312-663-2620. —408 E. Euclid, Arlington Heights
(60004), 312-253-9432.
'Mehaffey, John Stanley (Waneta), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —804 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-8161.
*Mehr, Robert Irwin (Margaret), Ph.D., Prof, of Finance.
311 Commerce (W), 333-7185. —2602 Melrose Dr., C, 356-1579.
Mei, Len, M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgical Engineering.
1-132 C.S.L., 333-6426. —URH-327 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2235.
*Meier, Derald Don (Sandra K.), Chief Clerk, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
124 Armory, 333-0137. —R.R. 2, U., 367-3770.
"tMeier, Eugene Wallace (Zona W.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
102E Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-3664. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 583-4585.
Meier, Leota Mae, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Dairy Science.
215 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2624. —Apt. 3, 1510 S. Race, 367-9881.
*Meier, William D. (Melinda M.), B.A., Personnel Officer II, Personnel Services Ofc.
157 Personnel Services, 359-7911. 333-4237. —Apt. Q-314, 1600 W. Bradley, C, C, 359-8544.
Meints, Vernon W. M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
S-513 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
*Meir, Jaacov (Tsafrira), B.S., Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced Comp.
200a Advanced Comp., 333-4266, 333-4267. —304 Bliss Dr., U., 328-2964.
•Melahn, Mary Viola (Paul J.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, College of Vet. Med.
39 Vet. Med., 333-3577. —1811 Cynthia, C, 356-6761.
Melahn, (Mrs.) Sally Clasen, Clerk-Typist I, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1997. —314 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-3997.
*Melin, John William (Jane A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3142 Civil Eng., 333-2071. —2512 S. Combes, U., 328-2719
Melody, Sister Laura, M.Ed., Asst. in Elementary Education,
390 Education, 333-3757. —1400 W. Park, U., 337-2193.
Melsted, Sigurd Walter, Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Chemistry, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-510 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —607 E. Washington, U., 367-1613.
•Melton, Diana K. (Michael R.), Clerk-Stenog. II. Dept. of Agri. Econ.
452 Mumford Hall, 333-0753. —R.R. 1, C, 598-7442.
*Melton, Lewis K. (Sharon), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Microbiology.
264 Burrill Hall, 333-2947. —502 S. Spruce, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9152.
"tMelton, Marjorie Ellen (John E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
32 Natural Resources, 189-294, 344-1481. —Camargo (61919), 832-2160.
*Melvin, Peter J. (Bernice), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., College of L.A.S
Rm. 308, 1210 W. California, U., 333-3994. —Apt. 7, 515 Bash Court, C, 359-7874.
*Menacher, Donna Mae (Harold J.), Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
110 Davenport House, 333-2186. —R.R. 2, C, 352-2149.
*Mendel, Clifford William, (Katherine), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
1208 N. Berkley, U., 367-1983.
Meng, Hsi, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
46 Noyes Lab. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
Menges, Evelyn, A. A., Chief Clerk, Dept. of Botany.
289 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —326 N. Fair, C, 356-7004.
*Menges, Lawrence Walter (Lillian M.), Bldg. Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
707 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2304.
*Menn, Michael (Lise), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
378 Altgeld Hall, 333-1808. —106 Scottswood Dr., U., 367-3612.
*Mennenga, Marshall Deon (Linda L.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Barns, 333-1209, 333-0472. —16 Morningside Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-7504.
Menten, Thomas G., M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170; 432 Psych. Bldg. —1618 W. William, C, 359-6909.
Menzel, Christine Diane, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
*Mercer, Albert Ellis (Marion L.), Refrigeration Mechanic Foreman, Operations & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1403 W. Green, C, 352-5656.
*Mercer, Charles Reid (Maryann M.), Photographer I, Photographic Service, Public Information
Ofc.
713 S. Wright, C, 333-4677. —2713 E. High, U., 367-6724.
*Mercer, George E. (Margie), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor. Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics. On leave of absence.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —222 Ocala, Bayles Lake, Loda(60948), 386-2046.
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'Mercer, Norman Barrett (Dorothy J.). Monotype Combination Operator. Printing Div.. Ofc. of
Campus Publications.
234 University Press. 333-3934. —2603 E. High. U.. 367-9538.
"Mercer, Robert L. (Diana). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg.. 333-2807.
'Meredith, Dale Dean (Jean). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2526 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-6746. —801 E. Michigan. L\. 367-4513.
•Meredith, Glenn J. (Mary M.). Stagehand. K.C.P.A.
2-109 K.C.P.A.. 333-6707. —103 N Melvin. Gibson City (60936). 784-4837.
•Meredith, Richard Lee (Susan E.), M.A.. Asst. Prof, of Military Science.
20" Armory. 333-0125. —1821 W. John. C. 352-3478.
•Mergelkamp, John Joseph, Jr. (Rosina C). Carpenter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-2348.
•Meridith, Russell Darrell (Kathern M.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Cass County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
200 E. Beardstown. Virginia (62691). 452-7255. —221 E. Springfield. Virginia (62691).
452-3871.
•Meroney, Elmo B. (Joan). M.S.. Personnel Development Specialist (with rank of Asst. Prof.).
Recreation and Park Resources Ofc.
312 Armory. 333-1824. —1011 Harrington Dr.. C. 356-0754.
•Merrick, Mary E. (Rav). Clerk-Typist III. Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109. 707 S. Sixth. C. 333-0100. —1310 Philo Rd.. L\. 367-8610.
Merridith, Dianne K., B.A.. Clerk-Typist III. Board of Trustees Ofc.
354 Adm.. 333-0053. —Apt. 1. 808 S. Lincoln. 367-7434.
•Merrifield, Francis Eugene (Alma L.). Electronics Technician II. Dept. of Psychology.
39B Psych. Bldg.. 333-2580. —7 Genevieve. C. 356-3003.
•Merrill, Nicholas Conrad (Marv). M.S.. Asst. Prof.. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-3204. —1005 Frank Dr.. C. 352-7199.
•Merriman, Letha Myrl (Robert). Kitchen Helper. Allerton House.
Allerton House. Monticello (61856). 333-3287. —807 Emerson Dr.. Monticello (61856).
762-2094.
•Merritt, Don Winfield (Leila M.). Eng. Draftsman II. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-0923. —1312 Glendale Dr.. C. 356-1728.
•Merritt, Richard Lawrence (Anna J.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Political Science; Res. Prof, of
Communications.
369 Lincoln Hall. 333-2574. ; 912 W. Illinois. 333-6138. —715 W. Indiana. U.. 344-4573.
Merritt, Sears W., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
120 Gaseous Electronics Lab.. 333-2483. —Apt. 12, 107 W. California. L\. 344-3970.
*Mertz, Stuart M., Jr. (Janet S.). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Plant Phvsiologv.
271 Morrill Hall. 333-2097. —Apt. 6. 1727 Lincoln Rd.. C. 359-2994.
"Merry, Richard A. (Alice). Water Station Operator. Operation and Maintenance Div.
665 X. Piatt. Bement. 678-7841.
"Mesker, Louis Henry (Marv J.). Fireman. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2000 Willow Rd.. L\. 367-0989.
*Mesker, Louis Joseph (Edith). Senior Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Civil Eng.. Retired.
2002 Willow Rd.. L\. 328-3289.
•Mesri, Gholamreza (Lorna C). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2207 Civil Eng.. 333-6934. —Apt. 218. 707 S. Sixth. C. 344-4148.
Messerschmidt, William Emil, B.S.. Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Lake County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 267. Gravslake (60030). 312-223-5844. —5655 Woodhill Dr.. Gurnee (60031),
312-244-4918.
Messling, Mary, M.A.. Asst. in Student Teaching.
236 Education. 333-1096. —212 W. Illinois. L".
•Messman, Howard Arthur (Marjorie C). M.S.. M.S.(L.S-). Mathematics Librn., Library; Asst.
Prof, of Librarv Administration. Emeritus.
1214 Julie Dr.. C, 352-8743.
Messman, Myla Marie, Secy., Ofc. of University Planning and Resource Allocation
349 Adm.. 333-1560. —Apt. 9. 404 S. Prairie. C. 352-0629.
Messman, Wayne Wilbur, Carpenter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Sadorus (61872). 598-3375. 9
•Metcalf, Lawrence Eugene (Barbara M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
388 Education. 333-1414. —1501 Western. C. 352-4780.
'Metcalf, Robert Lee (Esther). Ph.D.. Prof, of Zoology. Entomology. Agricultural Entomology,
and Veterinarv Farm Ecology: Head of Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall. 333-3431. —1902 Golfview Dr.. L\. 367-3081.
•Metheny, Gail J. (Loran P.). Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agr. Econ.
305 Mumford Hall. 333-2547. —R.R. 3. Tuscola (61953). 253-3798.
*Metz, L. Daniel (Chervl). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
7 Transportation. 333-0459. —1609 Oxford Dr.. C. 356-0664.
*Metz, Robert (Dolores). Instrument Maker. Dept. of Civil Eng.
Dynamics Test Lab.. 1137 Civil Eng.. 333-4911; 1137 Civil Engineering Bldg.. 333-6913. —
' Tolono (61880). 485-3435.
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*Metze, Gemot (Virginia), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Prof., Coordinated Science
Lab.
4-125 C.S.L., 333-3378; 375 E.E. Bldg., 333-4121. —1112 Devonshire Dr., C, 356-7325.
*Metze, Virginia (Gemot), Res. Computer Programmer, Mat. Res. Lab.
290C Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6665. —1112 Devonshire, C, 356-7325.
Metzel, Peyton S., B.S., Asst. in MicroBiology.
217 Burrill Hall, 333-1738. —Apt. 54, 905 E. Colorado, U., 367-2810.
*Metzger, Jerome C. (Cathleen), Ed.D., West Central Illinois Regional Dir. of Div. of Univ. Ext.;
Asst. Prof, of Adult Education. Generalist in Continuing Education and Program
Development, Div. of Univ. Ext. and Peoria Regional Ofc, Vice-President for Public
Service's Ofc.
403 lies Park PI., Springfield, (62718), 525-7813. —26 Stelte Lane, Springifeld, (62702).
309-699-6511.
*Metzger, Marvin (Irene O.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy.
315 Met. and Min., 333-2908. —708 W. Michigan, U.
Metzger, Pat Wagner, (Mrs.), B.S., Public Relations Mgr., Assembly Hall.
101 Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —52 Greencroft, C, 352-1696.
*Meyer, Alan H. (Marcia), B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400d Gregory Hall, 333-8082. —807 E. High, U., 367-0439.
tMeyer, Carl R. (Wava), M.S., Freshman Football Coach, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1401. —2107 Barberry, C, 356-4579.
•Meyer, Carolyn Yvonne (Richard C), B.S., Food Service Administrator II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-1140. —511 S. Westlawn, C, 359-3421.
Meyer, Jody May, B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-2043. —108 E. Healey, C, 359-6438.
*Meyer Louise E. (Robert), A.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 6-E, 709 W. Church, C, 359-8928.
•Meyer, Marcia (Alan H.), B.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400 Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —807 E. High, U., 367-0439.
Meyer, Marsha Kay, Secy., Randolph County, Cooperative Extension Service
S. St. Louis & Belmont, Sparta (62286), 443-3538. —Box 141, Percy (62272).
*Meyer, Martin Marinus, Jr. (Betsy L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Nursery Management, Dept. of
Horticulture,
104 Orn. Hort., 333-7252, 333-2123. —1412 Western, C, 359-3045.
Meyer, Nancy, B.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
451a Physics Bldg., 333-4874. —202 E. California, U., 367-1678.
•Meyer, Peggy Ann B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Bus. Adm.
350 Commerce (W), 333-4240. —2710 Trafalgar Square, C, 359-7886.
•Meyer, Richard Charles (Carolyn Y.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene and of
Microbiology.
64 Vet. Med., 333-4761. —511 S. Westlawn, C, 359-3421.
•Meyer, Robert Jay (Louise E.), A.B., Asst. in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —Apt. 6-E, 709 W. Church, C, 359-8928.
*Meyer, Ronald Harmon (Doris E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Entomologist, State N.H. Survey; Asst. Prof,
of Agricultural Entomology.
163 Natural Resources, 333-7430. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2590.
Meyer, Sandra Marie, M.S., Library Asst. (with rank of Instr.), Law Library.
104k Law, 333-2913. —R.R. 2, U., 328-3106.
Meyer, William Paul, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
240 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. 106, 812 Oakland, U., 344-4776.
•Meyers, Evelyn Roberta (Paul W.), Typing-Clerk III, Housing Div.
Apt. A, 1842 Orchard PI., U., 333-4365, 333-4475. —500 N. Seventh, St. Joseph (61873),
469-2639.
•Meyers, Grace R. (John V.), Secy., Senate Committee on Student Discipline.
331 Student Services, 333-3680. —513 S. Elm, C, 356-6601.
Meyers, Lulu Bell, Chief Clerk, Dept. of Agronomy, Retired.
306 W. Hill, C, 352-4939.
Meyers, Patricia A., Illustrator, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
408 Mumford Hall, 333-3107. —407 W. White, C, 352-4808.
•Michael, George William (Kathryn F.), Adm. Asst., Dept. of Computer Science, Retired.
16643 Roca Dr., Rancho Bernardo, San Diego, California (92128), 714-487-2832.
•Michael, Judith Marie (Donald G.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-2910. —1004 N. Neil, C, 359-2042.
tMichael, Linda Ann, Secy., Coaches' Ofc, Athletic Assoc.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-1400. — 314 S. Prairie, C. 359-9386.
•Michael, Paul R. (Valerie L.), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —Apt. 5, 110 S. Gregory, U.
•Michael, Roy Feme (Eva V.), Storekeeper III, Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
305 W. Charles, C, 352-5943.
Michaels, Cheryl M., M.A., Asst., State Historical Survey.
1A Library, 333-1777. —1746 Valley Rd., C, 352-0164.
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Michal, Marilyn J., Ed.M., Resident Director/Coordinator, Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls,
Ofc, Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2950.; P.A.R. Counseling Ofc, 333-0650. -
URH-129 Saunders Hall, U., 332-3611.
•Michelson, Mark C (Katherine T.), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099.; 441a Gregory Hall. —Apt. 11, 808 S. Lincoln, U., 344-6393.
Mickelsen, Lorene, Work Program Participant, Kane County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 589, Randall Rd., St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —113 N. Aldine, Elgin (60120),
312-742-3133.
*Mickish, Daniel J. (Charlotte), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
390-W Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3657. —Apt. B, 603 W. California, U., 344-7589.
*Middleton, Charles Lyons (Karen), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —407 E. Union, Mahomet (61853), 586-3347.
*Middleton, Edna Mae (Jesse J.), Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —315 Nobes, Lockport (60441), 722-0498.
•Miebach, Paula Marie (Kenneth L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, School of Music.
3046 Music Bldg., 333-1712. —601 N. McKinley, C.
Mielenz, Jonathan Richard, B.A., Asst. in Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3750. —Apt. 203, 404 E. Green, U., 367-6263.
Migliori, Albert M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
29u and B-9 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2596. —58 E. Healey, C, 356-7237.
*Mignin, Robert Johns, B.A., Asst. in Business Administration.
323 D.K.H., 333-2963. —910 S. Third, C, 337-5381.
*Milbrath, Gene M. (Mary), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Pathology.
113a Hort. Field Lab., 333-1526. —53 Ransom PI., U., 344-3469.
Miles, Charlene, Clerk-Typist III, Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics.
634 Psychology Bldg., 333-1547, 333-1548. —1504 N. Romine, U., 367-2680.
•Miles, Henry Jarvis (Margaret), Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus.
507 W. High, U., 367-2186.
•Miles, John Clem (Nell M.), M.S., M.E., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus.
125 M.E. Bldg., 333-4910. —1401 N. Coler, U., 367-3397.
*Miles, Joseph B. (Carol J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
210 Coble Hall, 333-4793. —Apt. 102, 807 Oakland, U., 367-4841.
Miles, Russell Hancock, M.Mus., Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
308 W. Michigan, U., 344-4559.
•Miles, Sara J. (John E.), M.S., Asst. Dir. of L.A.S. General Curriculum.
912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4713, 333-4710. —407 S. Dodson, U., 344-6982.
*Miley, George Hunter (Elizabeth B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Nuclear Engineering and of Electrical
Engineering.
221 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-3772. —1913 Galen Dr., C, 356-5402.
•Milke, Diane M. (Thomas P.), Clerk-Typist III, Student Teaching.
236 Education, U., 333-4898. —305 S. Glover, U., 344-0625.
*Milke, Thomas P. (Diane), B.A., Asst. Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced Comp.
Advanced Computation Bldg., 333-0707. —305 S. Glover, U., 344-0625.
*Millar, James Robert (Gera A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics. On leave of absence first
semester of 1972-73.
120 D.K.H., 333-3467. —1704 Pleasant, U., 367-1405.
Millard, (Mrs.) Neva Bevis, B.S., Adm. Aide, College of Agriculture, Retired.
1004 E. Harding Dr., U., 344-3258.
tMillard, Velda Alice, Fiscal Asst. to Chief, State Geological Survey.
Ill Natural Resources, 189-257, 344-1481. —1505 Delmont Ct., U., 367-6482.
tMiller, Albert L., Tech. Asst., State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —2208 W. Hudson, Peoria
(61604), 309-682-0069.
Miller, Alma (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Tazewell County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. 1919 Market, Pekin (61554), 346-9880.
•Miller, Arnold Lee (Joan), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
158 Children's Res. Center Bldg., 333-0040. —1207 Newbury Rd., C, 356-0074.
•Miller, Arnold Reed (Carol A.), A.B., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
344 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —606 S. Webber, U., 367-0838.
•Miller, Carlos J. (Lillie F.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1214 Hollycrest, C, 352-6156.
•Miller, Charles Raymond (Loretta C), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —812 W. Park, U., 367-7064.
•Miller, Craig Harrison (Judith A.), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
457 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. D, 1960 S. Orchard, U., 344-4771.
•Miller, Darrell Alvin (Norma), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Breeding and Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-310 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —902 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-8513.
•Miller, David Neil (Constance), M.S., Inst, in Recreation and Park Administration.
204 Huff Gyn., 333-4410. —Apt. 329, 502 W. Main, U., 328-2278.
•Miller, Donald Lee (Phyllis M.), M.Mus., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
608 S. Mathews, U., 333-1580; 3014 Music Bldg., 333-2620. —801 S. Westlawn, C, 352-1845.
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*Miller, Eddie L (Martin), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4890. —11034 S. Emerald, Chicago, 928-2324.
Miller, Evelyn Mae, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —Rising Rd., R.R. 3, C, 356-9864.
'Miller, Forest Noel (Alice M.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1101 Carroll, U., 367-9471.
Miller, Gary L, B.S., Asst., College of P.E.
170f J.M.-P.E. Bldg. 333-3510. —Apt. 3, 1005 S. First, C.
"tMiller, Geraldine Epperson (Leon J.), Secy., Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
S-212 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —1222 W. William, C, 356-9720.
•Miller, Harold James, M.Arch., Prof, of Architecture.
106 Arch. —2205 S. Cottage Grove, U„ 328-3745.
•Miller, Harry William (Mary J.), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.,
Retired.
409 E. White, C, 352-6463.
•Miller, Helen Elizabeth (Lloyd), Card Punch operator III, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —1602 Hedge Rd., C, 356-8137.
Miller, Henry S., Cryogenic Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
Hydrogen Bldg. and Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —2 Bloxsom Dr., Danville (61832),
446-1636.
'tMiller, James A. (Betty A.), M.S., Lab. Mgr. Ill, Div. of Lab. Services, State Environmental
Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —4 Mitchell Ct., Sangamon Heights, Mahomet, 586-3747.
Miller, James Frederick, B.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
B-48 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2179. —Apt. 21, 1009 W. Main, U., 344-6165.
•Miller, Janet Bosley (Jay I.), B.S., Typing Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-1159. —Apt. 303, 1111 S. Third, C, 367-5756.
•Miller, Janet Gail (H. Edwin), Clerk-Typist II, Graduate College.
321 Adm., 333-0032. —R.R. 2, C, 359-5850.
•Miller, Jay Ian (Janet B.), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
325 Coble Hall, 333-6328. —Apt. 303, 1111 S. Third, C, 367-5756.
•Miller, Jay Wesley (Betty J.), Physical Sci. Staff Asst., Dept. of Civil Eng.
1540 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-4548. —709 Balboa Dr., C, 356-6251.
•Miller, Joseph Arthur (Patricia A.), B.S., Accountant III, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1755. —1216 W. Armory, C, 359-3781.
•Miller, Judith A. (Craig H.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Health and Safety Education.
116 Huff Gym., 333-0144. —Apt. D, 1960 S. Orchard, U., 344-4771.
•Miller, Larry Dale (Evelyn J.), Meat Cutter, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1453. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph, 694-4180.
•Miller, Laurence Hanson (Mary J.), M.A., Prof, of Libiary Administration; Special Languages
Librn.
225 Library, 333-1348. —1304 E. Mumford, U., 367-6279.
•Miller, Lawrence Byrne (Mary A.), B.S., Asst. Prof, of Agronomy, Emeritus.
W-325 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —1108 W. Daniel, C, 352-5544.
•Miller, Leon Jackson (Geraldine E.), M.S., Res. Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
301B E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —1222 W. William, C, 356-9720.
•Miller, Lillie Fern (Carlos J.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1214 Hollycrest, C, 352-6156.
•Miller, Mary Margaret (John N.), Secy., Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3587. —812 W. Church, U., 367-6344.
Miller, Michael Lee, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
357 Noyes Lab. —URH-307 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2214.
•Miller, Norman Lee (Shirley J.), Laborer, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —503 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2340.
•Miller, Patricia Lawder (Joseph A.), M.A., Asst., Krannert Art Museum.
163 K.A.M., 333-1860. —1216 W. Armory, C, 359-3781.
•Miller, Patrick Lee (Jean), M.A., Asst. Dean, College of L.A.S.
Rm. 104, 912 S. Fifth, C, 333-4714.
•Miller, Ralph Lawrence (Lila E.), Accounting Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Office.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —624 W. Bristow, Monticello (61856), 762-2793.
•Miller, Raymond Jarvis (Frances A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Physical Chemistry, Dept. of
Agronomy.
N-215 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —2205 Fletcher, U., 367-0850.
Miller, Robert Earl, Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
217 Talbot Lab., 333-4130. —408 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-1796.
•Miller, Robert J. (Linda), B.A., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —902 Chateau Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-2391.
•Miller, Ronald F., Instrument and Measurement Technician I, Measurement Program, Eng. Exp.
Sta.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1941. —P.O. Box 681, Tolono (61880), 485-7965.
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Miller, (Mrs.) Ruth Mae, Clerk I, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1997, 333-1269. —1114 W. Green, C, 352-9605.
*Miller, Stella Fae (Lyle W.), Natural Science Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
367a Vet. Med.. 333-0745. —103 W. California. L\, 344-3478.
Miller, Thomas C, B.Chem., Asst. in Chemistry.
305a Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —URH-411 Sherman Hall, C. 332-4716.
•Miller, Thomas J., (Judith M.). B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
94 D.C.L. —237 S. Dewey, L\, 367-2281.
*Miller, Van (Marguerite B.). Ed.D., L.D., Prof, of Educational Administration and Supervision.
321 Education, 333-2155. —1114 Mayfair Rd.. C. 356-4730.
""Miller, Walter Porter (Edna B.). B.S.. Farm Adviser. Kendall County, Retired.
326 N. Fourth, Oskaloosa(52577), Iowa.
*Miller, Wendell Earl (Bea), M.S., Prof, of Electrical Engineering. Emeritus.
344 Point Bluff Dr., Decatur (62521), 428-0618.
tMiller, William Gossett B.S.. Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
425 Natural Resources, 189-296, 344-1481. —Rm. 408. 904 W. Green, U.. 384-5927.
Millholin, E. Ruth, (Mrs.), B.S., Principal Lab. Technologist. Dept. of Entomology.
320 Morrill Hall, 333-3649. —218 Arcadia Dr.. C, 359-4310.
•Milligan, Burton Alviere (Getty K.), Ph.D.. Prof, of English, Emeritus.
102C English. 333-3914. —2208 Pond, U., 367-1324.
*Millis, Dale Evan (Rita J.), M.S.. Assoc. Agronomist. Dept. of Agronomy.
161 Agriculture Bldg.. Carbondale (62901). 618-453-2496. —R.R. 2, Carterville (62918).
618-985-3413.
•Mills, Craig Alan (Linda A.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
203 Advanced Computation, 333-4233. —Q307, 1600 W. Bradley. C.
""Mills, David Darrell, (Paula), B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Macon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1150 W. Pershing Rd., Decatur (62526), 877-6042. —50 N. Country Club Rd., Decatur
(62521), 429-5060.
•Mills, Joan Andrews (Carlton R.). M.A., Res. Programmer. Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L.. 333-2170. —203 N. Gregory, U.. 328-2436.
Mills, Linda Anne (Mrs.). B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
251 D.C.L.. 333-9824. —Apt. Q-307, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 356-8802.
Mills, Queenie Beatrice, Ed.D.. Prof, of Child Development. Dept. of Home Econ. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
210 Child Development Lab., 333-0896. —605 S. McKinley. C. 356-5806.
'Mills, Robert W. (Sandra). M.B.A., Asst. in Business Administration.
350 Commerce (W). —903 E. Scovill, U., 367-1705.
•Millsap, Clarence Ray (Joanne), Herder Foreman. Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Barns. 333-1209. 333-0472. —R.R. 3, St. Mary's Rd., L\. 344-3165.
•Millsap, Phyllis Dean (Delbert D.). Chief Clerk, Stenographic Services.
1203 W. Oregon. U.. 333-1601. —Box 93, Murdock (61941), 837-2589.
•Milner, James Michael (Palma L.), B.S.E.E., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
204 D.C.L., 333-6269. —Apt. 6. 1510 Lincolnshire. C. 356-5896.
•Milner, Reid Thompson (Marjorie P.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Food Science and Head of Dept..
Emeritus.
614 W. Florida. U.. 344-6280.
•Milton, John Whitney (Mary Lee), M.A., Asst. Dean of Student Personnel; Coordinator of the
Expanded Encounter with Learning.
1210 W. California. L\. 333-6130. —207 W. Delaware. L\. 344-2031.
Milton, Pamela Ann, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305c Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —409 Illini Tower. 384-5847.
Miner, Ethel, Library Clerk III, Catalog Dept.. Library. Retired.
R.R. 3. C. 356-2079.
•Miner, Margaret Rose (Phillip). Telephone Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall. 333-0133. —1406 N. Hickory. C.
Miniscalco, William J., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
466 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4236. —204 E. Clark, C. 359-3065.
Mink, Robert I., B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —URH-1265 Sherman Hall. L\. 332-5026.
*Minnick, Ernest Daniel (Mary L.). Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1213 Hollycrest Dr.. C. 352-7476.
•Minnick, Francine P. (Robert F.), M.Ed.. Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education. —1654 Valley Rd.. C, 352-1618.
•Minor, James Calvin (Peggy D.). Mill Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —3011 W. John. C. 356-3171.
*Mintz, Max (Catherine). Ph.D.. Visiting Asst. Prof.. Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Coordinated Science
Lab.
4-135 C.S.L., 333-3607. —Apt. 11. 406 E. Michigan. L\. 344-1838.
Mintz, Patricia F., B.F.A.. Extension Graphics Specialist. Agriculture Communications.
62 Mumford Hall. 333-7117. —408 E. Michigan, L\. 344-6143.
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*Minyard, Vauldon (Betty J.)- Janitor Foreman, Housing Division.
Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-1439. —1702 Jeanne, C, 356-4905.
*Mirarefi, AM (Mehrnaz), M.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
250 M.E. Bldg., 333-1838. —Apt. 502, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-4499.
*Misener, David L. (M. Joan), M.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
389 Commerce (W). —1708 Ridgeland Dr., C, 352-7164.
Mishra, Sanak, M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
103 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-3080. —1206 W. Main, U., 344-7857.
•Misner, James Edward, Jr. (Marilyn S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of P.E. for Men.
120 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —716 W. Vermont, U., 356-8506.
*Mistry, Sorab Pirozshah (Margrith G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Biochemistry, Dept. of Animal Science.
259 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0110. —1011 W. Green, C, 359-2778.
Mitchell, Albert E., Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —107 N. Broadway, U.
•Mitchell, Alfreda (Charles), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Psychology.
330 Psych. Bldg., 333-1894. —303 N. Vorcey, Tolono (61880), 485-4745.
'Mitchell, Charles Harold (Marie), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1819 S. Washington , Danville (61832), 442-8290.
•Mitchell, Diana Gale (Larry G.), Admin. Secy., College of P.E.
107 Huff Gym., 333-2131. —614 W. Third, Homer (61849), 896-2537.
•Mitchell, J. Kent (M. Marlene), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
204 Agr. Eng., 333-4970. —811 W. Daniel, C, 359-1087.
Mitchell, Joan L, M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
290h Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0334; 489 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3157. —URH-373 Daniels Hall, U.,
332-2508.
Mitchell, June DeDie, A.M., Resident Dir. Coordinator, Lincoln Avenue Residence.
153 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-0200. —URH-146 Lincoln Avenue Residence, U.,
332-2836.
•Mitchell, Lois Terpening (Edward M.), M. Ed., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Rock
Island County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., R.R. 2, East Moline (61265), 755-2189. —1066 Twenty-Ninth St.,
Moline (61265), 764-7896.
•Mitchell, Margaret J. (John), Accounting Clerk I, Acquisition Dept., Library.
220A Library, 333-1056. —Apt. 11, 406 N. Clark, C, 352-1154.
•Mitchell, Michael R, (Leandra), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306c Talbot Lab., 333-0638. —210 Hessel Blvd., C.
"tMitchell, Pauline (Charles M.), Account Technician I, State Geological Survey.
105 Natural Resources, 189-256, 344-1481. —2010 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5513.
•Mitchell, Philip Clayton (Annie), Furniture Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —410 W. Green, C, 352-6180.
•Mitchell, Richard E. (Cynthia), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
423 Gregory Hall. —2204 Broadmoor, C, 356-3868.
Mitchell, Sallie M.A., M.S., Lecturer, College of Education.
236 Education, 333-4897, 333-4898. —401 Edgebrook Dr., C, 352-0415.
•Mitchem, Clifford Dale (Janice M.), Desk Clerk, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3030. —606 S. Broadway, U., 344-1490.
•Mitchem, Homer Leroy (Mary J.), Painter, Housing Division.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —213 W. Main, Savoy 161874), 359-5288.
•Mitchem, Janice M. (Clifford D.), Secy., Purchasing Div., Business Office.
228 Adm., 333-3580. —606 S. Broadway, U., 344-1490.
•Mitrenga, Peggy L (Larry), Tab. Machine Operator II, Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm. —906 S. Lynn, U., 367-7184.
Mitsdarfer, Carol Ann, Tab. Mach. Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4826. —404 Wilson, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2063.
•Mitsdarfer, Joseph Charles (Marcella M.), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Agronomy Farms, 333-2965. —404 Wilson, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2063.
*Mittra, Raj (Mira), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
447 E.E. Bldg., 333-1200; 4-131 C.S.L., 333-6201. —5 Bloomfield Ct., C, 352-6652.
*Miura, Ken'ichi, (Reiko), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
468 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6371. —Apt. 12, 907 S. Second, C, 344-5580.
*Mize, John Harry (Ramona A.), Master Ground Flight Simulator Repairman, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —1202 Eastern Dr., U., 367-7466.
*Mizell, James Wayne (Wilma), Farm Foreman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985) 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985), 618-695-2634.
•Moake, Frank Berry (Norma B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
316 English, 333-3575. —206 Edgebrook Dr., C. 356-5970.
•Moake, James Eugene (Rose M.), Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1103 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-8172.
•Mochel, Jack M. (Margaret E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
102 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4292; 166 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4843. —1206 S. Western. C, 352-3660.
•Mocilan, G. Steve (Dolores A.), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1906 Broadmoor Dr., C, 356-6923.
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Mock, Beverly Ann, Clerk-Typist II, Mat. Res. Lab.
264 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3885. —1305 W. Beslin, U., 367-5633.
*tMoe, Roger C. (Peggy), B.S., Asst. State Conservation Engr., Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —905 Centennial, C, 359-4602.
•Moehlmann, Jon Gregory (Susan J.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
19N Noyes Lab., 333-7550. —Apt. 5, 2011 Philo Rd., U.
•Moehring, Janet Lynn (Dale), Clerk-Stenog. II. Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall, 333-1044. —907 E. Delaware, U., 344-7698.
•Moeller, Therald (Ellyn), Ph.D., Prof, of Inorganic Chemistry, Emeritus.
3629 N. 49th, Phoenix, Arizona (85018), 602-959-3916.
*Moff, Robert A. (Sandra K.), Crash Rescue Security Specialist, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-7728. —1714 Willow Rd., U., 367-8925.
*Mohn, G. Frederick (Audrey A.), B.A., Editor of News Bureau.
131 Davenport House, 333-6248. —1103 W. Kirby, C, 356-5741.
*Mohr, Jon E. (Joan L.), B.S., Procedures and Systems Analyst, Auditing Div.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —713 W. Green, C, 356-2543.
Mohraz, Bijan, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2213 Civil Eng., 333-6939. —105 Flora, C, 359-9389.
*Molden, Jack Bryan (Edith A.), M.S.. Assoc. Prof., Police Training Institute, Div. of Univ. Ext.
235k Armory, 333-2337. —1003 E. Harmon, U., 328-3699.
*Molina, Teresa (Adolfo), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese.
4080 Foreign Lang., 333-3391. —Apt. D, 1813 Orchard Place, U., 344-3563.
*tMolina-Pardo, Adolfo (Teresa), M.S., Res. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
291 Natural Resources, 333-6846, 333-6847. —Apt. D, 1813 Orchard Place, U., 344-3563.
Moll, Jeff D., B.A., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162. —Apt. 4, 404 W. Washington, C, 356-0066.
Mollet, William Lee, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
489 Physics Bldg., 333-4289. —URH-194 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2451.
*Molnar, Donald Joseph (Carol J.), M.F.A., Asst. to Dir., Univ. Ofc. for Capital Programs
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-2440. —1407 W. William, C, 352-9079.
*Moluf, James Franklin (Marjorie R.), B.S., Accountant I, Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-2954. —2202 Pond, U., 367-3622.
Monaco, Anthony James, M.A., Instr. in Interior Design and Housing, Dept. of Home Econ.
237 Bevier Hall, 333-0737. —Apt. 23, 1404 Silver, U., 344-1832.
Monck, David F., M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-119 C.S.L., 333-6753. —1113 S. Second, C, 344-7030.
*Monigold, Gerald Edward (Patricia A.), M.Ed., Asst. Prof., Firemanship Training, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
103 Illini Hall, 333-3800. —206 S. Draper, C, 359-2649.
*Monk, David (Janice), B.Sc Agr., DipEd, M.Ed. Environmental Educator, Committee on Natural
Areas, Graduate College.
1208 W. Springfield, U., 333-4230. —717 Breen Dr., C, 356-5292.
*Monk, Janice Jones (David), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geography.
270 Davenport Hall, 333-3349. —717 Breen Dr., C. 356-5292.
Monk, Robert Andrew, M.A., Instr. in Philosophy.
409b Gregory Hall, 333-7229; 105 Gregory Hall, 333-2889. —1827 Valley Rd., C. 359-6621.
•tMonke, Leslie Henry (LaVonne N.), B.S., District Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.
240 Country Fair Dr., C, 356-8865. —1007 Hollycrest Dr., C, 352-2068.
•Monkman, Marjorie M. (John A.), D.S.W., Assoc. Prof, of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —711 S. Elm, C, 352-8900.
Monroe, Lillian Marlene, Clerk-Typist II, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
136 Personnel Services, 333-8490. —408 Sherwood Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 892-2304.
*Monson, Arthur Emerson (Hazel B.), Senior Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Elec. Eng.
66 E.E. Bldg., 333-1954. —1204 N. Clock, C. 352-5924.
•Montague, William Edward (Phyllis J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology and of Educational
Psychology. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
413 Psych. Bldg., 333-3138; 230 Education, 333-2604. —1008 Stratford Dr.. C. 352-1688.
•Montalvo, Luisa A. (Placido R.). Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
767 N. Milwaukee. Chicago (60622). 312-663-4893. —1213 W. Erie, Chicago (60622).
666-2396.
•Montanelli, Dale Soderman (Richard G.. Jr.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Education, Inst, for Res.
on Exceptional Children.
37 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —1608 S. Adams. U., 344-7417.
•Montanelli, Richard Gust, Jr. (Dale S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
132 D.C.L., 333-8069. —1608 S. Adams, U.. 344-7417.
•Montano, Rocco, Laurea, Prof, of Italian and of Comparative Literature. On leave of absence
second semester of 1972-73.
2053 Foreign Lang., 333-4987. —Century 21 Plaza. Third and John Streets, C.
Montgomery, Jeannette Caroline, Secy.. Small Homes Council-Building Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C. 333-1801. —308 W. High. U., 328-2325.
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*Monypenny, Phillip (Helen), Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science and of Government and Public
Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —104 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-5902.
*Moody, Helaine Lois (Robert A. Eubanks), Ph.D., Clinical Counselor (with rank of Asst. Prof.)
Psych, and Counseling Center.
240 Student Services, 333-3721. —1806 S. Vine, U., 367-9020.
Moody, (Mrs.) Louise Smith, M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Bureau County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Princeton (61356), 872-5391. —612 S. Fifth, Princeton (61356), 875-1669.
•Moody, Marquita Irene (Robert E.), Clerk-Typist II, Library.
405m Library, 333-1958. —2000 Cynthia Dr., C, 356-1494.
Moon, Byung Soo, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
201 Coble Hall, 333-2695. —306 S. Fifth, C, 359-3387.
*Moon, Thelma Ethel (Edward L.), Program Asst., DuPage County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., 469-2467. —622 N. Lincoln, Addison (60101),
312-543-3596.
Mooney, Cheryl Diane, Secy., Grundy County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 1/2 E. Washington, Morris (60450), 815-942-2725, 8815-942-0177. —802 Third, Morris
(60450), 815-942-3898.
Mooney, Robert Thaddeus, M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture, Asst. Head of Dept.
115 Architecture, 333-1331. —402 Briar Lane, C, 352-0913.
Moor, David Mckim, M.S., Res. Asst. Computer-Based Education Res. Lab.
35F Eng. Res. Lab. 333-6500. —Apt. 102, 810 Kerr, U., 367-8720.
*Moore, Asbury Cummings, Jr. (Joan), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean for Academic Affairs, College of
Physical Education; Prof, of P. E.
106 Huff Gym., 333-2129. —1612 W. Kirby, C, 352-4359.
*Moore, Barbara Ann (William, J.), Typing Clerk II, Gen. Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div.,
Business Office.
202 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0815. —535 Will, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853),
586-3018.
*Moore, Carol A. (Robert K.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Germ. Lang, and Lit.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1288, 333-1289. —1003 W. Hill, C, 356-7589.
*Moore, Charles D. (Pat), B.S., Investigator, Div. of Campus Security.
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-3213. —2211 S. Anderson, U., 344-2163.
Moore, Christine, M.U.P., Res. Asst., Committee on Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-6532. —Apt. 15, 107 E. Healey, C, 356-9638.
*Moore, David Warren (Sandra), M.S., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 4, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-0206. —305 S. Busey, U., 344-4600.
•Moore, Elizabeth A. (Charles E.), Clerk III, College of Agriculture.
102 Mumford Hall, 333-0462. —11 Dunbar, Mahomet (61853), 586-3390.
*Moore, Ernest Samuel (Margaret E.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —1001 E. Michigan, U., 367-6102.
*Moore, George Arthur (Beverly A.), Mail Messenger, Dept. of Plant and Services.
74 Adm., —4 Apricot Dr., C, 352-7382.
*Moore, Hilary Winfred (lever O.), M.S., Personnel Officer III, University Office of Nonacademic
Personnel.
326 Illini Tower, 333-2585. —1102 W. Hill, U., 328-3287.
*Moore, Jerry (Kenneth), Supervising Program Asst., Whiteside County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 626-3658. —R.R. 2, Rock Falls (61071), 626-0204.
*Moore, Marion Charles (Aileen B.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics, Retired.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —503 N. Calhoun, Tolono (61880), 485-8790.
Moore, Nancy Joy, (Mrs.) B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Grundy County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 1/2 Washington, Morris (60450), 815-942-0177, 815-942-2725. —R. R. 1. Morris (60450).
815-942-5021.
•Moore, Paul Duane, Jr. (Mary F.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Barns, 333-0472. —309 N. Bourne, Tolono (61880), 485-3485.
•Moore, Robert B. (Wanda E.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —408 E. BenHam, Tolono (61880), 485-5226.
Moore, Rosalee Ann, (Mrs.), Cook Housing Div.
Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-0310. —704 W. Green, U., 328-2109.
Moore, Sandra Jayne, B.B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Economics.
330 Commerce (W), 333-0120.
•Moore, Stevenson, III (Irma G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Entomology; Entomologist, State
N.H. Survey.
282 Natural Resources, 333-6651. —1601 S. Grove, U., 367-7021.
•Moore, Terry G. (Linda A.), Tab. Mach. Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4826. —1206 Lanore, U., 367-7759.
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Moore, Vardeman Griffith, B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
222 Arcade, 333-8126. —Apt. 12, 809 W. Illinois, U., 344-7842.
'Moore, Vernon (Grace), Operating Engr., Operations & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2404 Hathaway Dr., C, 356-7386.
*Moore, Walter James (Ruth B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Elementary Education.
309 Education, 333-1832. —914 Linview Dr., U., 367-7687.
Moorhead, Charles A., B.S., Res. Programmer, Dept. of Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall, 333-3417. —Apt. 2, 702 W. Washington, C, 359-9022.
•Moorehead, Russell (Jeanne E.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1711 Sandra, C, 356-2758.
*Moores, Richard Gordon (Betty J.), M.A., Publications Editor (with rank of Assoc. Prof.), Agr.
Publications Ofc.
126 Mumford Hall, 333-1553. —703 S. Busey, U., 344-5749.
*tMoorhous, Margaret (Ray), Domestic, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph, 469-7140.
*Moran, Edward Joseph (Evelyn B.), Building Service Worker, Housing Division.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —718 W. Columbia, C, 356-9196.
*Moran, Glennda M. (Dennis E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Bus. Adm.
339 Commerce (W), 333-4547. —506-1/2 Maple, Ogden (618.59), 582-7671.
Moran, Henry Joseph, Night Custodian, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
506 S. State, C, 356-3370.
*Moran, Joseph W. (Patricia A.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —607 Ventura, C, 356-9532.
*Moran, Thomas Bernard (Claudia L.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —703 E. Washington, U., 367-2057.
Moreau, Annie, Licence, Asst. in French.
2046 Foreign Lang. —URH-488 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2560.
*Moreau, Richard Alan (Susan), M.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
128 M.E. Bldg., 333-0475. —1406 Queens Way, C, 359-6804.
Morefield, (Mrs.) Vera Lydia, Secy., Monroe County, Cooperative Extension Service.
509-A W. Mill, Waterloo (62298), 939-6617. —422 Monroe, Waterloo (62298), 618-939-7028.
*Moreno, Carlos J., (Ofelia C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
353 Altgeld Hall, 333-1610. —7 Florida Dr., U.
Morfey, Thelma, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —116 E. Garwood, C, 356-9949.
*Morfey, William Dean (Mary E.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
102 M.E. Bldg., 333-0226. —1307 N. Coler, U., 344-4494.
Morgan, Andreen N. B.S., Library Clerk II, Mathematics Library.
216 Altgeld Hall, 333-0258. —604 W. Alabama, C, 356-2237.
Morgan, Ann Lee, M.A., Instr. in Art.
409a Architecture, 333-1255; Mumford House. —Apt. 2, 904 W. Illinois, U., 344-1652.
Morgan, Donna D., B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
394 Burrill Hall, 333-6147; 131 Burrill Hall, 333.1737. —Apt. 3, 1303 Mitchem Dr., U.,
367-4637.
*Morgan, Edward Earl (Edna M.), Compositor, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —2705 Sheridan Dr., C, 352-6212.
*tMorgan, Griffith M., Jr. (Marisa), M.S., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
269 Water Resources, 333-4963. —1513 Curtiss, U., 344-4263.
•Morgan, Irene (Eddie), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 Prarie, Decatur (62522), 422-6809, 422-4766. —735 S. Oakland, Decatur, 423-6598.
•Morgan, Jerry Lee (Georgia M.), A.B., Instr. in Linguistics.
3154 Foreign Lang., 333-3186. —804 W. Nevada, U., 344-0365.
Morgan, Lenora Esther Food Service Administrator, II, Housing Div.
Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-1290. —705 S. Fair, C, 356-5374.
•Morgan, Patricia llene (Michael S.), Secy., Piatt County, Cooperative Extension Service.
202 W. Washington, Monticello (61856), 762-2655. —333 E. Bond, Bement (61813), 678-8059.
•Morgan, Richard Barton (Lorraine), D.V.M., M.P.H., Asst. Dean of College of Vet. Med.; Asst.
Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
131 Vet. Med., 333-2762. —705 Silver, U., 367-2655.
•Morgan, Thomas Dale (Margaret), J.D., Assoc. Prof, of Law.
131 Law, 333-1286. —406 W. Delaware, U., 344-4547.
•Morgan, William Thomas (Shirley), B.A., Executive Director, Senate Committee on Student
Discipline.
331 Student Services, 333-3680. —606 Ventura, C.
•tMorganstern, Alfred Charles (Beatrice M.), Administrative Officer, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 485-5111.
*tMorin, Clara L. (Michael), Clerk-Typist II, State Water Survey.
244 Water Resources, 333-4958. —Apt. 34, 311 E. White, C, 359-8512.
*Morr, Lee Eugene (Margaret A.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1203 Julie, Dr., C, 356-5569.
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Morrice, Alan George, B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
472 Adams Lab., 333-3509. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
tMorris, Anita S., Clerk-Typist I, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —8 Ivanhoe, U., 367-3947.
•Morris, Donnie Rue (Laquita J.), Farm Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center, Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2. Simpson (62985),
618-695-2340.
•Morris, Ernest R. (Freddie) M.S., Asst. Dean of Student Personnel.
130 Student Services, 333-0054, 333-3210, 333-0050. —200 Bliss Dr.. U., 344-1619.
*Morris, Evan James (Catherine), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.,
Retired.
1006 Fairlawn Dr.. U., 367-2965.
Morris, Frank H., M.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
260 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2217; 124 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3131. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812,
344-5322.
*Morris, Freda, Work Program Participant, Saline County, Cooperative Extension Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 618-253-7711. —Apt. 13D, 927 W. Barnett.
Harrisburg (62946).
•Morris, Freda Irene (James M.), Secy., McDonough County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 136 West, Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —Sciota (61475), 309-456-3732.
*Morris, G. R. (Karen L.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
489 Physics Bldg., 333-4289. —Lot 59, Twin Orchard Trailer Court, U., 367-1376.
*Morris, John (Jean), A.B., Safety Coordinator. Chancellor's Ofc, Retired.
3333 Nutmeg Lane, Walnut Creek, California (94598), 415-933-3365.
*Morris, J. Russell (Elizabeth M.), M.S., Ext. Specialist, Civil Defense Training, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
117 Illini Hall, 333-4138. —1724 S. East, Jacksonville (62650), 245-6382.
*Morris, Lorraine Beatrice (Dale M.), Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704 —2123 Montague, Rockford (61102),
962-1222.
Morris, Pauline Margaret, Key Punch Operator III, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4825. —1302 N. Walnut, Danville (61832), 442-4637.
Morris, Virginia, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 663-4890. —Apt. 1510, 4444 S. State. Chicago,
268-7581.
'Morrison, Frank Albert, Jr. (Louise O.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
166 M.E. Bldg., 333-0959. —1303 Belmeade, C, 359-4748.
•Morrison, James Allen (Paulette Sue), M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Stephenson
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1100 W. Galena, Freeport (61032), 815-233-4125. —Apt. 3, 1376 Empire Ct., Freeport
(61032), 815-233-2760.
•Morrison, John Hubert (Nema C), Custodial Supervisor, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Homer (61849), 896-2200.
•Morrison, Jon Randall (Ann L.), B.F.A., Asst. in Home Economics.
237 Bevier Hall, 333-0737; 1203 W. California, U., 333-4063. —33 Frederick, Thomasboro
(61878), 643-7263.
•Morrison, Kathryn A. (Thomas W.), Clerk-Typist II, Assembly Hall.
101 Assembly Hall, 333-3141. —614 E. Colorado, U., 367-5939.
Morrison, Nancy K. Programmer II, Survey Res. Lab.
405 D.K.H., 333-0011, 333-4279. —311 Hessel Blvd., C.
•Morrison, Wanda Lee (John E., Jr.), Clerk-Typist, III, Inst of Communications Res.
Rm. 205, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549. —507 S. Willis, C, 352-5001.
Morrison, William Harvey, Jr., B.E., Asst. in Chemistry.
350E Noyes Lab., 333-7069. —Apt. 9, 706 W. Church, C, 359-3522.
•Morrissey, John Leo (Margie L.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —Newton St., Mansfield (61854), 489-5511.
•Morrissey, Margie L. (John L.), Clerk-Typist III, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1407. —Mansfield (61854), 489-5511.
•Morse, Wayne John (Linda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
396 Commerce (W), 333-4567. —2301 Southmoor Dr., C, 359-0205.
Mortensen, Julie A., Key Punch Operator I. Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —202 S. Prospect, C, 352-9530.
•Mortensen, Paul Frederic (Diane D.), B.S., Asst. Dir. of School of Life Sciences.
391 Morrill Hall, 333-3047. —1803 Winchester Dr., C. 356-6384.
•Mosbacher, Eugene George (Virginia L.), M.S., Senior Extension Adviser II in Agriculture,
McLean County, Cooperative Extension Service.
202 E. Locust, Bloomington (61701), 828-6494. —207 Fairway Dr.. Bloomington (61701).
828-1235.
•Mortara, David W. (Dona), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physics.
465 Physics Bldg., 333-4228. —407 Sunnycrest Ct. W., U., 367-8036.
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Morton, Susan, M.A.. Instr. in Dance.
4-305 K.C.P.A.. 333-1010. —Apt. 14, 504 W. Elm. L\. 367-2509.
Mosbarger, Frederick L., Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Atwood (61913). 578-2889.
'Mosbarger, Marjorie Faye (Donald H.). Secy., Dean's Ofc. Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall. 333-1460 —R.R. 1. Atwood (61913), 578-3188.
•Mosbarger, Merrill R. (Chervl L.). B.S.. Asst. Ext. Adviser. Youth. Coop. Ext. Serv.
321 S. Main. Benton. 618-439-3178. 618-438-8821. —1205 E. Bond, Benton, 618-439-4771.
Mosberg, Henry Isaac, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistrv.
48 Noyes Lab.. 333-6722: 50 Noyes Lab.. 333-6722. —Apt. lOle, 909 W. Oregon. U..
344-6181.
'Mosborg, Robert John (Stella F.). M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
1104 Civil Eng.. 333-3810. —6 Regent Ct.. C. 352-7346.
"Mosborg, Stella F. (Robert). M.S.. Asst. Circulation Libra.; Instr. in Library Administration.
203 Library. 333-8288. —6 Regent Court. C. 352-7346.
'Moses, Harold Alton (Martha L.). Ed.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
188 Education. 333-2550. —804 Stratford Dr.. C. 356-1509.
Mosey, Marianne, Admissions Officer. Admissions and Records.
100A Administration. 333-0413. —Apt. 16. 407 W. White. C, 356-5092
Mosher, Eric Clark, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
S-409 Turner Hall. 333-4250. —711 W. Main. L\. 367-8404.
'Mosher, Martin Luther (Elva F.). M.Agr.. Prof, of Farm Management. Emeritus.
Mayflower Home. Grinnell. Iowa (50112).
•Mosley, Margo A. (Jack K.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Home Economics.
233 Bevier Hall. 333-0518. —402 N. 4th. St. Joseph (61873). 469-2408.
•Mosley, Ruby Ann (Jack). Telephone Operator. Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall. 333-0133. —510 W. Columbia. C. 356-6911.
•Moss, Arthur Zenker (Sylvia D.). A.B.. Asst. in Chemistry.
365c Noyes Lab.. 333-8382. —Apt. 382. 114 Holiday Park. C. 359-7035.
•Mosser, Emil Christian, Jr. (Ceceil M.). M.S.. Area Adviser. Farm Management, Cooperative
Extension Service.
109 S. Banker. Effingham (62401). 217-342-4347. —609 E. North. Effingham (62401).
217-342-4601.
*Mosson, John G. (Rosemarv). Construction Laborer. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R.'2. Rankin (60960). 595-3965.
'Mostafavi, Masoud, M.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
352 E.E. Bldg.. 333-8636. —Box 2146. Station A. C, 344-7710.
•fMotherway, Patricia Ann (William). Asst. Editor. State Water Survey.
165 Water Resources. 333-2850. —1302 Williamsburg Dr.. C. 356-1468.
•Motley, Wallace D. (Dana T.). B.S.. C.P.A.. Internal Auditor I. Auditing Div., Vice-President for
Financial Affairs Ofc.
B6 Coble Hall. 333-0900. —1704 Carolyn Dr.. C. 352-2058.
•Motsinger, Larry Lee (Linda S.). Dup. Mach. Operator. Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
208 Talbot Lab.. 333-4854. —16 Douglas. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7524.
*Motta, Joseph R. (Susan). B.A., Asst. to the Ombudsman. Ombudsman's Ofc.
322 Illini Union. 333-1345. —Apt. 9. 905 S. 1st, C, 356-7568.
•Mouser, William Thomas (Pauletta M.). Fire Equipment Engr.. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —201 W. First. Homer (61849). 896-2637.
•Mousseri, Joseph (Shoshana S.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
108 Hort. Field Lab.. 333-1870. —Apt. C. 2004 S. Orchard. L\, 344-7251.
Mowers, David R., B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser. Will County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 Manhattan Rd.. Joliet (60433). 815-727-1173, 815-723-2265. —Apt. 314. 125 Twin Oaks
Dr.. Joliet (60435). 815-729-4978.
•Mowers, Raymond I. (Marjorie), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Stark County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
302 S. Downend. Toulon (61483). 309.286.5421. 309-286-5931. —116 N. Henderson. Toulon
(61483). 309-286-6361.
•Mowrer, Orval Hobart (Molly). Ph.D.. Res. Prof, of Psychology.
727 Psychology Bldg.. 333-0474. —610 W. Vermont. U.. 344-5096.
•Mowrer, Willie Mae C. (O. Hobart), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Family Relations, Dept. of Home
Econ.
209 Child Development Lab.. 333-0628. —610 W. Vermont. U.. 344-5096.
•Mowry, James B. (Donna R.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Fruit Breeding. Dept. of Horticulture.
Illinois Horticultural Experiment Station. Carbondale (62901), 618-453-2496. 618-549-3931.
618-453-2496. —801 W. High. Carbondale (62901). 618-457-4209.
Mowry, Maxwell Reed, Jr., M.A.. Asst. in Spanish.
4022 Foreign Lang.. 333-8056. —URH-1162 Sherman Hall. C. 332-5001.
*Moy, Sandra Sue (Alfred), M.S.. Res. Programmer. Dept. of Computer Science.
191 D.C.L.. 333-6264. —207 E. Stoughton. C. 359-6882.
•Moyer, Cecil A. (Hortense R.). Ph.D., C.P.A.. Prof, of Accountancy. Emeritus.
4431 Gulf of Mexico Dr., Sarasota, Fla. (33577).
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*Moyer, Christopher Alan (Sandra D.), M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
404 Architecture, 333-1883. —302 W. Dodson Dr., U., 367-4418.
Moyer, Marion Dwayne, Painter Subforeman, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —408 N. Prairie, C, 359-2872.
Mrstik, Bernard Joseph, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
301 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2596. —Apt. 102, 1012 1/2 W. Main, U.
Mudge, Trevor, B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
216 D.C.L., 333-4698. —Apt. 3, 203 S. Wright, C, 352-9745.
*Muehling, Arthur James (Mary L.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
210 Agr. Eng., 333-9313. —1501 W. John, C, 352-9618.
•Muehling, Donald Ross (Kay), B.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Box 278-B, St. Charles (60174), 584-0502.
•Mueller, Allan George (Gloria F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
450 Mumford Hall, 333-0753. —2015 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6184.
*Mueller, Donald J. (Vivian L.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —707 W. Illinois, U., 344-6170.
tMueller, Henry F., M.S., Res. Assoc, State Water Survey.
131 Water Resources, 333-0802. —811 W. Charles, C, 352-3031.
Mueller, Henry Lancaster, Ph.D., Prof, of Speech.
113 Lincoln Hall, 333-1864. —207 N. Busey, U., 367-4938.
•Mueller, Josephine (Arthur), Secy., Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
3 Main Post Office Bldg., 622 Graceland, Des Plaines, 298-5007, —2502 Grouse Lane, Rolling
Meadows (60008), 255-7782.
Muellner, Constance R., M.S., Instr. in Foods and Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
345 Bevier Hall, 333-2567. —Apt. 1-186, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-3427.
•Muesing, Carl George (Evelyn M.), Linotype Operator, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications, Retired.
1403 W. Springfield, C, 352-4521.
'tMuir, Stephen M. (Carole A.), B.A., Chemist I, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —173 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-5488.
Muir, William M., B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
216 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2624. —Apt. C, 1701 Valley Rd. C. 356-8812.
Mukhopadhyay, Anup Kumar, M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
107 Met. and Min., 333-3080. —Apt. 7, 102 N. Lincoln, U., 367-7974.
•Mulcahey, Florence Grace, (Hugh F.), Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3747. —310 S. State, C, 352-4486.
•Mullally, Donald Patrick (Carolyn R.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Radio and Television.
119 Gregory Hall, 333-8786. —601 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-3478.
•Mullen, Jean (Tom), Clerk III, President's Ofc.
364 Adm., 333-4706. —Tolono (61880), 485-5267.
Mullen, John Arthur, Jr., Stores Supervisor, School of Chemical Sciences.
371 Adams Lab., 333-3564. —32 Marilyn Drive, R.R. 1, St. Joseph, (61873), 469-2360.
•Mullen, John James Edward (Susan C), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —408 N. Fourth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2621.
tMullen, Randolph A. Ill, Domestic, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —714 Bethume Ct., C, 356-3628.
Mullendore, Marian, B.S.L.S., Catalog Reviser, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
306 S.M.H., 333-6717. —411 E. Washington, U., 367-6935.
*Muller, Connie Susan (Daniel A.), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Mathematics.
273 Altgeld Hall, 333-3350. —705 Kenwood, C, 359-2297.
*Muller, David Eugene (Alice), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
109 Altgeld Hall, 333-3127; 4-137 C.S.L., 333-2059. —608 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6860.
•Muller, Gordon J. (Shirley A.), Ph.D., Asst. Ext. Plant Pathologist, Dept. of Plant Pathology.
319 Mumford Hall, 333-2669. —Apt. C, 2015 S. Orchard, U., 344-1860.
•Mulliken, David Francis (Emily R.), B.S., Program Adm. Asst., Dept. of Civil Eng.
304 Engineering Hall, 333-2467; 1201 Civil Eng., 333-6418. —910 W. Armory, C, 359-2077.
•Mullin, Michael A. (M. Catherine), PH. D., Asst. Prof, of English.
207 English, 333-3807. —Tolono (61880), 485-5470.
•Mullens, Helena E. (Robert E.) Program Asst., Coop. Ext. Serv.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton, 942-6996. —168 Locust, Carrollton, 942-3915.
•Mullins, Ola Mae (Leroy), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4891; 4844 S. State, Chicago, 312-268-5121. -
9109 S. Princeton, Chicago (60620), 312-928-7486.
•Mullis, Carol A. (Danny L.), Clerk-Typist III, International Programs and Studies.
309 Illini Tower, 333-6322, 333-1977. —210 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2486.
•Mullis, Danny L. (Carol A.), Physical Sci. Staff Asst., Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
127 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —210 W. Fourth, Homer (61849), 896-2486.
•Mulvaney, Derreld Lesley (Dorothy B.), B.S., Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
R.R. 2, Box 164, Marseilles (61341), 815-795-4425. —
.
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Mulvihill, Florence Ann, Secy., Dept. of Agronomy.
N-305 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —1407 Centennial Dr., C, 359-3710.
*Mumm, Russell F. (Lillie M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 Lincoln, Ogden (61859), 582-4690.
Munakata, Kiyohiko Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Art.
407 Architecture, 333-4757. —2006 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6272.
*Munck, E. (Hilde), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
367 Physics Bldg. —402 W. Dodson Dr., U., 367-3861.
*Munds, Rosalyn K. (Jim), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101 Transportation, 333-2651. —R.R. 1, C, 863-2082.
*Munitz, Barry, Ph.D., Vice-President for Academic Development and Coordination; University
Equal Opportunity Officer.
4 15f Administration Office Bldg., Medical Center Campus, 996-7955, 996-7956; 378 Admin.,
333-3159. —Apt. 6-C, 70 E. Walton, Chicago (60611), 312-751-2672.
*Munn, Louise A., (James R.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —3 Quince Dr., C, 359-2840.
Munroe, Osborne George, Main Desk Attendant, Illini Union.
174 Illini Union, 333-3685. —112 E. Park, C, 352-7379.
*Munse, William Herman (Dorothy M.), M.S., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2129B Civil Eng., 333-3925. —1208 Devonshire Dr., C, 352-6732.
*Muntyan, Miodrag (Dorothy), A.B., Dir. of University Press (with rank of Assoc. Prof.).
100 University Press, 333-0952. —29 Greencroft, C, 356-2702.
*Murdock, Beth Ann (Robert J.), Clerk-Typist II, College of Vet. Med.
333 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —1713 S. Mattis, C, 359-6795.
Murdock, John Washburn, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
124 Talbot Lab., 333-3395. —307 Dodson Dr. East, U., 367-2813.
*Murdock, Robert C. (Rena M.), B.S., Engineer Estimator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1364. —1909 Winchester, C, 359-3380.
*Muroga, Saburo (Yoko), Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Science and of Electrical Engineering.
273 D.C.L., 333-3993. —703 Brighton Dr., U., 367-0376.
*Murphey, Emmett Frank (Virginia), Instr., Electron Microscope Facility.
99 Bevier Hall, 333-2108. —2808 Judith Dr., C, 359-2385.
*tMurphree, Edward Lile, Jr. (Patsy H.), Ph.D., Chief, Management Systems Div., U.S. Army
Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —2212 S. Lynn, U., 328-2522.
*Murphy, Donald Rex (Margaret A.), Storekeeper III, Gen. Chem. Stores, Business Ofc.
Central Receiving, 333-2602. —913 W. Harvard, C, 356-4994.
*Murphy, Doni (Marty), Clerk-Typist II, College of L.A.S.
Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-7492. —2031-A S. Orchard, U., 344-7970.
Murphy, Helen (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Williamson County, Coop. Ext. Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion, 993-3304. —1215 Lincoln Dr., Box 33, Marion (62959), 997.1508.
•Murphy, Karen K. (Thomas J.), M.S., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Biophysics.
300a Noyes Lab., 333-1630. —190 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-2368.
•Murphy, Martin David (Donel), A.B., Res. Asst., Children's Res. Center.
196 Children's Res. Center, 333-4125; 237 Psychology Bldg. —Apt. A, 2031 S. Orchard, U.,
344-7970.
'Murphy, Richard (Theresa K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech, Emeritus.
124 Lincoln Hall. —305 W. Elm, U., 367-0667.
•Murphy, Ruby Frances (Dennis C), Admissions /Records Officer, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1701. —206 W. Main, Ogden (61859), 582-6145.
•Murphy, William Delmer (Beulah C), M.P.A., Prof., Cooperative Extension Service, Emeritus.
304 W. Delaware, U., 367-5620.
Murrah, Paul Routeman, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
106 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-1653. —2503 E. Illinois, U., 367-8191.
Murray, Mary Louise, Secy., Inst, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
247 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-1480. —803 W. Clark, C, 352-3154.
•Murray, Michael Anthony (Jacquelyn E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of Political Science (Chicago
Circle) and Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs (Urbana).
4060A Behavioral Science Bldg., Chicago Circle, 663-2795. —947 S. Grove, Oak Park.
Murray, Susan, M.A., Asst. Prof, of Theatre.
4-101 K.C.P.A., 333-2372. —Apt. 20, 2018 Fletcher, U., 328-2059.
•Murrell, Marvin Thomas, Storekeeper, Dept. of Chem. and Chem. Eng., Retired.
713 W. Springfield, U., 367-4756.
•Murrell, Thomas A. (Herta), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Computer Science.
279 D.C.L., 333-0193; 375 E.E. Bldg., 333-4121. —1004 S. Orchard, U., 344-6738.
•Murtha, Joseph Patrick (Rita O.), Ph.D., Prof, of Structural and Hydraulic Engineering.
2527B Hydrosystems Lab., 333-6937. —2506 S. Lynn, U., 367-2866.
Muse, John Edward, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
118 Talbot Lab., 333-6164. —Apt. 1, 509 1/2 E. Green, C, 367-4589.
•Musson, Bette Jane (Merle D.), Typing Clerk III, Health Service.
McKinley Health Center, 333-9889. —1 Kickapoo, R.R. 4, U., 328-1461.
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•Musson, Merle D. (Bette J.), Crops Testing Technician, Dept. of Plant Pathology.
242 Davenport Hall. 333-6240. — R.R. 4, U., 328-1461.
Muszynski, David D., B.S., Computer Programer II, Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data
Processing.
54 Adm. 333-3842. —Apt. 3, 1008 W. Stoughton, U., 367-5994.
*Muters, John W. (Ina P.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — 115 W. Walnut, Gibson City (60936), 784-4984.
*Mutti, Ralph Joseph (Kathryn H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Marketing, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
309 Mumford Hall, 333-1818. —2212 Vawter, U., 344-7738.
*Myatt, Harold David (Doris J.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adv. I in Agriculture, Tazewell County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1505 Valle Vista Blvd., Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —1718 Valle Vista Blvd., Pekin (61554),
346-1866.
*Mycue, Elena S. (David), M.A., Asst. Specialist in Education, Dept. of Educ. Adm. and
Supervision.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —Apt. 102, 2109 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-4183.
Myers, (Mrs.) Beverly Ann, Accounting Clerk III, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
144 E.E. Bldg., 333-2949. —1409 Honeysuckle Lane, C, 352-0889.
Myers, Carol Ann Junior Proofreader, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4657. —613 Crestwood, Danville (61832), 446-7363.
Myers, David Richard, B.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
180 C.S.L., 333-6812.; 207 E. E. Res. Lab. —URH-288 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2484.
'Myers, Delores Gayle (Harvey N.), M.A., Asst. Dir., Student Financial Aide Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —2017-B S. Orchard, U., 367-2176.
*Myers, George Newton (Inez M.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Scott County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —R. R. 2, Winchester (62694), 742-3381.
*Myers, Jack (Winifred A.), Ironworker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 N. Seminary. Georgetown (61846), 662-8680.
*Myers, John Junior (Betty I.), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1207 N. Division, U., 367-7970.
*Myers, Linda L. (Joe A.), Secy., Campus Legal Counsel's Office.
258 Adm., 333-0560. —2503 Roland Dr., C, 352-5644.
*Myers, Lola G. (Chester R.), R.N., Visiting Nurse, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services, 333-4395. —Box 14, R.R. 2, Tolono (61880), 485-5454.
•Myers, M. Keith (Arlene), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of French.
362 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500; G-93, Foreign Lang., 333-2862. —1009 S. Westlawn, C.
359-3289.
•Myers, Shirley Lester (Marjorie), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —505 Locust, Tolono (61880), 485-8855.
•Myers, Walter Loy (Jane L.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
208 Vet. Res. Annex, 333-4857. —R.R. 2, U., 367-0630.
•Myers, Warren Erwin (Elizabeth), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Macon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1150 W. Pershing Rd., Box 2219, Decatur (62526), 877-6042. —793 Apache Dr., Decatur
(62526), 877-6745.
*Mylin, John Richard (Mary Louise), Ed.M., Asst. Prof., Inst, of Aviation.
Academic Ofc, Airport, 333-3035. —35 Lake Park, R.R. 2, C, 359-5520.
•Mynard, Frank Henry (Dorothy), B.S., Asst. Prof, and 4-H Club Specialist, Coop. Ext. Service,
Emeritus.
231 Bevier Hall, 333-3854. —706 S. Grove, U., 367-5304.
N
•Nachshon, Yehuda (Vered), M.Sc, Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
207 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2342. —Apt. C, 1922 S. Orchard, U., 367-6990.
•Nachtmann, Francis Weldon (Margaret H.), Ph.D., Prof, of French; Executive Secy, of
American Association of Teachers of French.
2136 Foreign Language Bldg., 333-0400; 59 E. Armory, C, 333-2842. —610 W. John, C,
356-8706.
*Nadzan, Alex Michael (Mary K.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —2511 Brownfield Rd., R.R. 2, U., 328-3028.
•Nagel, Stuart S. (Joyce G.), J.D., Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science.
383 Lincoln Hall, 333-2851. —1720 Park Haven. C, 359-2831.
Nagy, Christine, B.Mus., Asst. in Music.
205 Stiren House, 333-2471; 104 S.M.H., 333-3318. —1002 W. Nevada, U. 344-3697.
Nailing, (Mrs.) Willine, Work Program Participant, Jefferson County. Cooperative Extension
Service.
Courthouse Basement, Mt. Vernon (62864), 242-1482. —926 Wescott, Mt. Vernon (62864).
242-2348.
•Nakamura, Toshiko (Roy), M.S., Asst., Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-4164. —Apt. 331, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-1083.
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*Nakhata, Parichat (Tawatchai), M.A., Library Clerk II, Circulation Dept., Library.
203 Library, 333-2934. —Apt. 604, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-5764.
*Nakhata, Tawatchai (Parichat), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3109 Civil Eng., 333-6956. —Apt. 604, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-5764.
*Nalbandov, Andrew V. (Olga), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Science, Physiology, and Zoology.
102 Animal Genetics, 333-2900. —1113 W. William, C, 356-5697.
Namtvedt, Mary Jane, B.A., Principal Lab. Technologist, Dept. of Biochemistry.
419 Adams Lab., 333-3942. —Apt. 3, 2014 Vawter, U., 344-5079.
*Nance, Dean Cooper (Jane L.), Painter Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —117 Augusta Dr., Mahomet (61853), 586-2196.
*Nance, James Francis (Jean P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Botany.
249B Morrill Hall, 333-2798. —403 W. Washington, U., 344-6586.
*Nance, Marcella Mae (Steven R.), Secy., College of Agriculture.
101 Mumford Hall, 333-0460. —Box 55, Mahomet (61853), 586-2533.
*Nance, Mary Ann (Neil T.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 Brookwood C, 352-0852.
*Nance, Neil T. (Mary A.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 Brookwood Dr., C, 352-0852.
tNance, Roger Barry, M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
207 Natural Resources, 189-260, 344-1481. —Apt. 10 606 S. Prairie, C, 359-8338.
Nandakumar, Nagaiahsetty Rangaswamysetty, M.Sc, Asst. in Mathematics.
350 Altgeld Hall, 333-1809. —1114 W. Springfield, U., 344-0564.
Nanjundiah, Nalini Y., M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Food Science.
458 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —Apt. 8, 1008-1/2 W. Green, U., 344-4658.
*Nanney, David Ledbetter (Jean K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology; Executive Officer of Biology
Programs, School of Life Sciences.
481 Morrill Hall, 333-2308. —703 W. Indiana, LI, 344-6848.
*Naoumides, Mark (Helen), Ph.D., Prof, of Classics.
4054 Foreign Lang., 333-7234. —904 S. Carle, U. 367-9473.
Narayan, Ramamoorthi, B.Tech., Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
339 Commerce (W). —614 W. Illinois, U., 367-9676.
*Narayanan, Adachani V. (Kamala), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Agricultural Economics.
403 Mumford Hall, 333-3417. —Apt. A, 1803 Orchard Place, U., 344-7349.
*Narayanan, Kamala S. (A.V.S.), M.A., M.Ed., Asst., Education Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. — 1803-A S. Orchard, U., 344-7349.
*Nasca, Francis Lawrence (Henrietta D.), Ph.D., Asst. Dir. of Housing for Student Affairs; Asst.
Prof, of Speech.
110 Student Services Building, 333-4868. —2106 Winchester, C, 359-9500.
*Nasca, Henrietta Debski (Francis L.), A.B., Clerk-Typist III, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0210. —2106 Winchester Dr., C, 359-9500.
*Nash, C. Richard (Nancy A.), M.A.S., Asst. to the Auditor, Auditing Division.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —2503 W. William, C, 356-8168.
Nash, Norman Frederick, M.L.S., Rare Book Room Librn., Library; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
346 Library, 333-3777. —Apt. A3, 1605 Valley Rd., C, 356-3066.
Nash, William F., Building Superintendent, Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
2-112 K.C.P.A., 333-6702. —1110 1/2 E. Michigan, U., 367-6716.
Nasser, William Albert, Eng. Draftsman I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0923. —1201 Harmon, Danville (61832), 442-4896.
*Natker, Andrew Jay (Andrea Lynn), B.S., Res. Asst., College of Commerce and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —Apt. B, 2015 S. Orchard, U., 344-1526.
*Natusch, David Francis Stewart (Nicola B.), D.Phil., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
53 Adams Lab., 333-8377. —17 Montclair Rd., U., 367-8020.
*Navarro, Julia (Martin), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —312 Railroad, Moline (61265),
762-1047.
*Nave, W. Ralph (Greer G.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering; Project Leader, Agr.
Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
105 Agr. Eng., 333-6459. —2308 Slayback, U., 367-9991.
Naylor, Corliss Regina, Clerk-Typist II, Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. 6th, C, 333-0100. —1 Hill St. Ct., U.
*Neaderhouser, Dale L. (Carla E.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
178 Altgeld Hall, 333-1220. —510 W. Illinois, U., 367-3647.
*Neal, Brenda (Al), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 1, Grantsburg (62943).
618-949-3303.
*Neal, Herbert Lester (Adelaide B.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div., Retired.
420 Student Services. —712 W. Elm, U., 367-6523.
*Neal, James Preston, III (Desha T.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
361 E.E. Bldg., 333-4351. —2003 S. Vine, U., 344-6116.
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Neal, Lewis Darrell, Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.
*Neal, Mary Catherine (Thomas T.), B.S., Asst. in Home Economics.
363 Bevier Hall, 333-2987. —1412 Briarwood Dr., C, 356-2334.
tNeathammer, Robert D. (Shirlee A.), M.S., Staff Statistician, U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res.
Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park., C, 352-6511 —905 S. McKinley, C, 359-8123.
*Neatrour, M. John (Alice B.), A.B., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —Apt. 8, 1108 W. Nevada, U., 344-3918.
•Nebergall, Roger Ellis (Nelda), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech; Head of Dept.
244 Lincoln Hall, 333-2683. —2105 Plymouth, C, 359-4350.
*Nedrud, Duane Richard (Phyllis Ann), LL.M., Assoc. Prof., Police Training Institute, Div. of
Univ. Ext.
606 1/2 E. Green, C, —2540 Ridgeway, Evanston (60210), 333-2337. 312-475-4681.
*Neely, Carol Thomas (Wright), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
316 English, 333-3575. —708 Arlington Ct, C, 356-9776.
*Neely, Frank Wright (Carol T.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
109 Gregory Hall, 333-0253. —708 Arlington Ct., C, 356-9776.
*Neely, Robert Dan (Betty A.), Ph.D., Plant Pathologist, Section of Botany and Plant Pathology,
State N. H. Survey; Prof, of Plant Pathology.
382 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —1708 S. Anderson, U., 367-7741.
tNeff, Chester H. (Betty J.), B.S., Assoc. Chemist, State Water Survey.
134 Water Resources, 333-4954. —1808 Broadmoor, C, 352-7707.
*Neff, John William, Jr. (Elizabeth A.), Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst., College of Vet. Med.
Vet. Med. Res. Lab., 333-0164. —1201 W. Union, C.
*Neill, Herschel Leo (Mary Ann), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —217 Arcadia, Rantoul, 893-4240.
tNeill, James Clemens (Dorothy E.), Ph.D., Staff Statistician, State Water Survey.
163 Water Resources, 333-3866. —1707 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-7126.
•Neiswanger, William Addison (Lilian), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
215b D.K.H., 333-2743. —209 W. Indiana, U., 367-5590.
*Nelson, Alvin I. (Mary A.), B.S., Professor of Food Processing, Specialist in Food Engineering, G.
P. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pant Nagar, U. P., India, under Overseas
Projects.
'tNelson, Betty Ann (Roy H.), Junior Professional Scientist, Section of Botany and Plant
Pathology, State N.H. Survey.
385 Natural Resources, 333-6886, 333-6887. —P.O. Box 836, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7203.
Nelson, Bonnie Lu, B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Madison County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
900 Hillsboro, Box 68, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-4862. —24 Heather Way, Wood River
(62095). 618-254-9437.
Nelson, Cecil, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of Tehran,
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
Nelson, Clayton C, M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306c Talbot Lab., 333-0638. —1013 W. Main, U., 328-3804.
*Nelson, Daniel Richard (Carol J.), B.S., Asst. in Botany.
132 Morrill Hall. —6 Dunellen, U., 344-5460.
*Nelson, Dwayne Gerald (Helen M.), Tool and Instrument Mechanic, Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —520 S. Buchanan, Monticello (61856), 762-7383.
*Nelson, Gary W. (Kay), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
234 E.E. Bldg., 333-4341. —Apt. 1 206 N. New, C, 352-2916.
•Nelson, Hance Hartford (Wilma F.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1201 N. Hickory, C, 352-0689.
*Nelson, Howard Cecil (Esther C), M.S., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering, Emeritus.
112 Transportation, 333-1618. —709 W. Vermont, U., 344-6267.
*Nelson, James Andrew (Peggy), Ph.D., Prof, of Ceramic Engineering.
312 Ceramics, 333-0325. —1902 Bellamy, C, 352-4639.
•Nelson, Jane Ann (John D.), Typing Clerk II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
245 Adm., 333-0786. —512 W. Harrison, Villa Grove (61956), 832-3271.
tNelson, Jeffrey L, B.S., Tech. Asst., Aquatic Biology, State N.H. Survey.
272 Natural Resources, 333-6890, 333-6889. —902 Kirby, C. 356-9763.
•Nelson, J. Lawrence (Barbara H.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
314E Met. and Min., 333-3117. —2106 Blackthorn Dr., 359-7809.
•Nelson, JoAnn Neville (Donald M.), M.S., Instr. in Child Development, Dept. of Home Econ.
207 Child Development Lab., 333-3937. —2501 Maplewood Dr., C. 359-2062.
Nelson, Julia Mae, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —1211 N. Eighteenth, East St. Louis
(62201), 618-271-1976.
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'Nelson, Justine F. (Fred A.). B.S.. Clerk-Typist II. Library.
44 Library. 333-3569. —Apt. 21a. 1201 A E. Florida. L\. 344-3799.
"Nelson, Mark Radford (Janet L.). Ph.D.. Instr. in Physics and in Astronomy.
10" Observatory. 333-3090: 227 Physics Bldg.. 333-7240. — 1801-C Valley Rd.. C. 356-9335.
TNelson, Mary Linda, Clerk-Typist I. State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3860. —203 W. South. Homer (61849). 896-2117.
"Nelson, Naomi (McKinley). Work Program Participant. Rock Island County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd.. East Moline (61244). —1319 Fourteenth St.. Rock Island (61201).
'88-9183. ^88-9183.
Nelson, Norman B. Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —310 E. Clark. C. 356-1642.
Nelson, (Mrs.) Ormi Jean, B.S.. Work Program Participant. Kankakee County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
Rm. 320. 187 S. Schuyler. Kankakee (60901). 815-939-3626. —924 E. Willow. Kankakee.
(60901). 939-2691.
Nelson, Paul L., Computer Programmer I. School of Chemical Sciences.
153 Noyes Lab.. 333-1728. —Apt. 4. 1009 Francis Dr.. C. 356-8671.
"Nelson, Robert E. (Jeanne L.). B.S.. Asst. Prof, of Forestry Extension.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Apt. 1. 109 N. Russell.
Marion (62959). 618-993-6324.
"Nelson, Robert James (Olea S.). Ph.D.. Prof, of French.
2128 Foreign Lang.. 333-0552. —208 E. Holmes. U.. 344-2069.
Nelson, Ronald C, B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
54 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4316. —URH-92 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2416.
"Nelson, Roy Hedrick (Bettv Ann). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —312 S. Elm. St. Joseph (61873), 469-7203.
Nelson, Sara Jean, A.A.S.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Short Courses and Conferences. Div. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall. 333-2884. 333-2885. —501 N. Edwin. C. 352-6915.
Nelson, Severina Elaine, Ph.D.. Prof, of Speech. Emerita.
4415 Glenleigh Dr.. Dallas. Texas (75220). 350-1354.
"Nelson, Theo May (J. Percy). B.S.. Physical Education Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Library
Emerita.
Apt. 5. 200 S. Monroe. Albion. Michigan (49224). 629-9039.
Nelson, Walter John, Jr., B.A.. Asst. in Geologv.
Rm. 3. 408 S. Goodwin. U. —URH-311 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2218.
"Nelson, William Edward, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2216 Civil Eng. Bldg.. 333-6942. —Apt. 7. 1320 Frederick. C. 352-4772.
Nelson, William Robert, Jr., B.S.. Prof, of Horticulture: Extension Landscape Architect.
200 Orn. Hort.. 333-2123. —1305 Brighton Dr.. U., 344-0234.
"Nelson, Wilma Frances (Hance H.). Accounting Clerk II. Telecommunications Div.
420 Illini Union. 333-2275. —1201 N. Hickory. C. 352-0689.
"Nemanich, Donald Dean (Dorothv J.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English.
Ill English. 333-4346. —703 W. Iowa. U.. 367-0418.
"Nemanich, Dorothy Jean (Donald D.). B.S.. Res. Asst.. Survev Res. Lab.
435 D.K.H.. 333-6774. —703 W. Iowa. U.. 367-0418.
"Nemeth, Josef (Aanes). M.S.. Microanalvst. School of Chemical Sciences.
151 Adams Lab.. 333-3095. —303 W. Washington. U., 367-8920.
Nesler, Florence E., Typing Clerk III. Audio-Visual Aids. Div. of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak. C. 333-7614. —210 Brookwood Dr., C. 356-2250.
"Nesmith, Claude O. (Hester). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1010 X. Busey. U.. 367-7682.
"tNesmith, Hester Louise (Claude O.). B.S.. Tech. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
124 Natural Resources. 189-209. 344-1481. —1010 X. Busey. U\. 367-7682.
"Ness, Albert I. (Ardyth). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab.. 333-3640. —Apt. 20. 2018 Fletcher. U.
"Ness, Arnold Rueben (Sharon M.). M.S.. Instr. in General Engineering.
310 Transportation. 333-3548. —3207 W. William. C. 356-9677.
"Netter, Mark James (Carolyn). B.A.. Space Administrator I. Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House. 333-1232. —1006 W. Clark. U.. 344-0499.
"Nettl, Bruno (Wanda). Ph.D.. Prof, of Music and of Anthropology; Campus Coordinator, Tehran
Research Unit.
202 Hill Annex. 333-9613. —1423 Cambridge Dr., C. 356-5079.
"Nettnin, Leonard H. (Lee). M.S.. Cmdr.. USN. Assoc. Prof, of Naval Science.
238a Armory. 333-1061 —11 Canterbury Ct.. C. 359-2393.
Neubacher, Franz, Asst. in German.
3072 Foreign Lang.. 333-7654. —URH-199 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2456.
"Neumann, Alvin L. (Lorena). Ph.D.. Prof, of Animal Science.
101 Stock Pavilion, 333-1781. —41 Sherwin Dr.. U.. 344-4524.
"Neumann, Bruce R. (Man M.). M.S.. Assoc, in Accountancy.
270 Commerce (W). 333-4535. — 6 Bellamy Ct.. C. 356-4821.
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•Neumann, Frederick L. (Elizabeth R.). Ph.D., C.P.A., Assoc. Prof, of Accountancy.
296 Commerce (W), 333-4543. —2211 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0377.
Neumann, Rose A., Secy., Dept. of Microbiology, Retired.
110 W. Vermont, U., 367-6775.
*Neuschwander, James H. (Nancy K.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Ford County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
100 N. Hunt, Melvin (60952), 388-7791. —R.F.D., Melvin (60952), 388-2457.
Neustadtl, Sara Jane, B.S., Asst. Editor, Engineering Publications.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —705 W. Stoughton, U., 344-5670.
•Neutens, James Joseph (Nancy), M.S.. Asst. in Health and Safety Education.
116 Huff Gym., 333-2307. —Apt. 289, 202 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-0489.
Nevens, William Barbour, Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Cattle Feeding, Dept. of Dairy Science,
Emeritus.
306 E. Florida, U., 367-4872.
•Newberry, Bernice (Bruce), Food Lab. Asst., Dept. of Home Econ.
357 Bevier Hall, 333-1396. —Farmer City (61842), 928-6684.
*Newcomb, Martin Eugene (Jill R. W.), A.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
251 East Chem., 333-3694. —Apt. 11, 1512 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 356-8610.
Newcomb, (Mrs.) Wilma, Clerk II, Admissions and Records.
69 Administration, 333-0216. —Tolono (61880), 485-4210.
Newell, Karl Maxim, (Christine A.), M.S., Res. Assoc. Children's Res. Center.
97 Children's Res. Center. 333-6563.; 93 Children's Res. Center, 333-6563. —705 S. Vine. U..
367-4748.
'tNewhouse, Mildred R. (L. David, Sr.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
239 Natural Resources, 189-201, 344-1481. —1810 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-3911.
*Newkirk, Thomas Allen (Gertrude H.), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, Retired.
1303 N. Cunningham, U., 367-6726.
*Newland, T. Ernest (Mary C), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology, Emeritus.
121 Commerce (W). —702 S. Race, U., 367-7838.
Newlin, Alberta L, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Cooperative Extension Service.
122 Mumford Hall, 333-2661. —607 E. Newkirk, Tuscola (61953), 253-3253.
*Newman, Ashton H. (Sue), Lead Operating Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —406 S. Lynn, U., 367-8627.
Newman, Bruce A., B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —1009 Frances Dr., C.
•Newman, Harry Naaman (Beatrice L.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Mech. and Indus.
102 M.E. Bldg., 333-0226. —201 S. Adams, Philo (61864). 684-2672.
*Newman, Horace W. (Beulah), Garage Attendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
Physical Plant Service Bldg. —906 S. Webber. U., 367-4493.
•Newman, John Edwin (Barbara Ann), M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
405 Psychology Bldg. —246 Dewey, U., 344-2034.
•Newman, John Kevin (Frances), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Classics; Assoc, Center for Advanced
Study.
4016 Foreign Lang., 333-1008: 333-7078. —703 W. Delaware, U., 328-1213.
•Newman, Margaret Ann (Barry), Typing Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3596. —R.R. 1, Pesotum (61863), 867-2266.
•Newman, Richard David (Ruth M.), Tool and Instrument Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1612 Cruising Lane. C. 352-7505.
•Newmark, Nathan Mortimore (Anne M.), Ph.D., Sc.D., D.Honoris Causa, LL.D., Prof, of Civil
Engineering; Head of Dept.
1114A Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-3813. —1705 S. Pleasant, U., 344-4795.
•Newton, W. Morgan (Winifred C), D.V.M., Ph.D., Dir. of Laboratory Animal Care; Assoc.
Prof, of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol, and of Vet. Clinical Med.
241 Vet. Med., 333-2564. —2006 S. Race, U., 344-5828.
*Neyra, Carlos Adolfo (Marleen), Ing.agron. Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
230 Davenport Hall, 333-1277, 333-1278. —Apt. C, 1972 S. Orchard, U.. 328-1252.
Ng, Po-wah B.A., Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts; 104 Architecture. —104 E. Armory, C.
*Ng, Spencer Wah-Fung (Linda), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-114 C.S.L., 333-6753. — 1835-C S. Orchard, U., 328-1565.
*Ng, Winnie (William), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-137 C.S.L., 333-6861. —P. O. Box 2018. Station A, C. 352-4862.
Ngo, Teodora, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
326 Altgeld Hall, 333-2859. —U.R.H.-630 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2354.
tNicholas, Eden, M.Mus., M.Div., M.Ed., M.A., Coordinator, Federal-State Agency Services, State
Div. of Vocational Rehabilitation.
102 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4620. —319 N. Vorcey, Tolono (61880), 485-5367.
•Nicholas, Elaine Juanita (Joseph C), Adm. Clerk. Dept. of Physics.
203A Physics Bldg., 333-0571. —2506 E. Slayback, U., 367-5792.
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'Nicholas, Ray Thomas (Willadene L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Lake County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Extension Service Bldg., Lake County Fairgrounds, P.O. Box 267. Grayslake (60030),
223-5844. —275 S. Slusser, Grayslake (60030), 223-8926.
•Nichols, Barbara Tuttle (J. Alden), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Germanic Languages and
Literatures.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —505 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6040.
Nichols, (Mrs.) Bonnie Lenore, Secy., President's Office.
364 Adm., 333-3073. —110 W. Iowa, U., 367-7551.
•Nichols, Edna Teller (Robert M.), Secy., Vice-President for Financial Affairs.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —401 N. Prairie, C, 352-2106.
•Nichols, J. Alden (Barbara), Ph.D., Prof, of History.
318 Gregory Hall. 333-0862. —505 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-6040.
•Nichols, Lillian Maxine (George), Chief Clerk, College of Agriculture.
123 Mumford Hall, 333-2007. —1211 Crispus Dr., C, 356-6843.
•Nichols, Marie Hochmuth (Alan), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech.
123 Lincoln Hall, 333-0082. —502 W. Main, U., 367-1026.
•Nichols, Martha Persis, (Samuel E.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Entomology.
169 Natural Resources, 333-6822. —Apt. 5, 2206 Dale Dr., D.,
Nichols, Paul, Accounting Clerk I Learner, College of L.A.S.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-7711. —Apt. 1, 704 N. Randolph. C, 356-5856.
•Nicholson, James Foye (Linda M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
101c Hort. Field Lab., 333-6588. —1004 E. Harding Dr., U., 328-3863.
Nicholson, Janice C, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Geology.
254 Natural History 333-2584. —806 S. Foley, C, 356-0248.
•Nicholson, John Angus (Grace W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy, Emeritus.
•Nickell, James H. (Florence D.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —411 S. Market, Bondville (61815), 863-2635.
Nickell, Rosa Mae, Secy., Dept. of Geology, Retired.
221 E. North, Brookfield, Missouri (64628), 816-258-2157.
•Nickels, Joseph J., Jr. (Katherine), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
B240 Civil Eng., 333-6724. —503 W. Illinois, U., 344-4027.
•Nickelson, William G. (Katherine C), Garage Atendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 114, Bondville (61815).
Nickerson, William J., M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
364 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2536. —902 N. Gregory, U., 365-2630.
•Nickles, Thomas Jacob (Ana A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
201d Gregory Hall, 333-0739. —901 Harmon, U., 367-4199.
Nicolaides, George L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —URH-413 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4718.
Nielsen, (Mrs.) Annette Kirstine, Food Service Administrator I, Illini Union.
124, 165 Illini Union, 333-1597. —406 W. Oregon, U., 367-1004.
•Nieto-Pescetto, Alberto Santiago (Lynn), M.A., Visiting Lecturer in Geology.
103B Natural History; 333-6988.; B-235 Civil Eng., —2413 E. Elm, U., 344-1992.
*Nietzel, Michael Todd (Deedra), M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
430 Psych. Bldg., 333-7424. —3771 Moundford, Decatur, 877-8996.
*Nieva, Jose David G. (Silvia L.), L.C.Q., Asst. in Chemistry.
367H Noyes Lab., 333-0558. —Apt. 332, 1107 W. Green. U.. 344-3310.
•Nievergelt, Jurg (Teresita), Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Science.
275 D.C.L., 333-4219. —304 E. George Huff Dr., U., 367-3174.
Nikelly, Arthur George, Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist and Assoc. Prof, of Health Science. Health
Service.
151 McKinley Hospital, 333-2708. —1305 S. Race, U., 344-1950.
*Niki, Katsumi, K. (Hisae), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
173 Adams Lab., 333-3897. —Apt. A, 2068 Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-5578.
•Niklewski, Jerzy B. (Florence), M.S., Res. Asst. in Ceramic Engineering.
313 Ceramics, 333-6341. —R.R.. Dewey (61840), 586-2003.
Ninsuvannakul, Prawit, M.A.S., Res. Asst.. College of Comm. and Bus. Adm.
220A Commerce (W), 333-1316. —Apt. 102, 108 W. Green. C, 356-5663.
Nimer, Sharon R., B.A., Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3092 Foreign Lang., 333-0680. —1015 1/2 W. Harvard, C, 352-6820.
•Nishida, Toshiro (Hiro), Ph.D., Prof, of Food Science.
106 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1876. —1201 Theodore, C, 356-5717.
•Nissly, Curtis R. (Violet), M.A., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W-311 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —1814 Crescent Dr.. C. 359-8902.
Nix, Ola Vee (Mrs.), Work Program Participant, Madison County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
422 Madison, Madison (62060); 618-656-4862.; Box 68, 900 Hillsboro. Edwardsville (62025),
—507 Kirkpatrick, Granite City (62040), 618-876-0206.
•Nixon, Charles M (Frances E.), M.S., Assoc. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
493 Natural Resources, 333-6856. —Stoddard Acres, Monticello (61856). 762-2828.
Nixon, Robert, B.B.A., Asst. in Commerce.
329 D.K.H., 333-3024. —508 W. Michigan, U., 344-5550.
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*Noack, Janice (Fred), Secy.. Lee County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 119, Amboy (61310), 815-857-3525. —Sublette (61367), 815-849-5931.
'Noble, Yvonne, (J. H. Davies), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
215 English, 333-6431. —100 English, 333-2390.
Nodulman, Lawrence Jay, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
381 Physics Bldg., 333-1986. —1101 W. Stoughton, U., 344-0224.
•Noel, Beulah B. (Ralph F.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —304 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0408.
*Noel, Georgianna (Donald P.), Secy.. Dept. of Agricultural Engineering.
245 Agr. Eng., 333-3571. —605 S. East, Homer (61849), 896-2129.
*Noell, John W. (Kathryn), Ph.D., Lecturer in Botany.
401 Natural History. 333-4396. —303 W. Elm. U., 344-1435.
*Noffke, Richard A. (Roberta), B.A., Asst. in Business Administration.
323 D.K.H., 333-2963. —R.R. 3. C. 359-8601.
'tNofftz, Wayne Wilbur (Lyla W.), Distributions Supervisor, State Geological Survey.
136 Natural Resources, 189-216, 344-1481. —1212 Cambridge Dr., C, 352-3547.
'Nolan, Brenda Kay (Joseph F.), Secy., College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0931. —706 S. Birch, U., 367-2984.
Nolan, Charles Joseph, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, White County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
304 E. Robinson, Carmi (62821), 618-382-9276. —415 W. Robinson. Carmi (62821).
618-382-7233.
Nonoyama, Michiko, M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4031 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —608 E. Stoughton, C, 359-8619.
Noonan, John R., M.S.E.E., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
185a C.S.L., 333-6144. —URH-657 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4886.
*Nolan, Judith Ann, Cass County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
210 S. Main, Virginia (62691), 217-452-3211. —5 Walker Dr.. Beardstown (62618),
217-323-2306.
tNoonan, Mary Ann, A.M., Tech. Editor, State Geological Survey.
409 Natural Resources, 189-287, 344-1481. —709 Hamilton Dr., C, 352-8167.
'Noorman, Henderikus (Dina J.), Accountant I, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications,
Retired.
Bayles Lake, Loda (60948), 386-2082.
'tNorby, Rodney Dale (Shong Wan), M.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
463 Natural Resources, 189-201, 344-1481. —Apt. B, 1970 S. Orchard, U., 344-4508.
Nordberg, Donald, B.A., Admin. Asst., Individual Plans of Study, College of L.A.S.
Rm. 220, 408 S. Goodwin, U., 333-7492; 217 English, 333-2855. —408 E. Springfield. C.
359-2005.
Nordheden, A. Carla, B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
94 D.C.L., 333-4390. —801 Eliot Dr., U., 384-5158.
*Nordling, Ervin Lee (Patsy), Poultryman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Poultry Farm, 333-3439. —210 S. Victor, C. 352-9814.
Nordlund, Thomas M., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
390 Physics Bldg., 333-7834. —Apt. 3A, 1203 W. Main, U., 344-7586.
*Norman, Juanita Vera (Robert E.), Clerk-Typist III, Vice President for Financial Affairs Ofc.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2477.
'Norman, Marilyn Nielsen (Stephen), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Tazewell
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 309-347-6614. —300 Lynnhaven, Washington (61571),
309-745-3207.
*Norman, Van Cresap (Lois F.), M.S., Asst. Director of Housing for Maintenance, Housing
Division, Retired.
1505 Dawson Dr., C, 356-4870.
Normandin, Diane K„ Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Biol. Structure.
337 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —303 W. Delaware, U.,
Nornholm, Ricard Gunnar, B.S., Asst. in Mech. and Indus. Eng.
210 M.E. Bldg. —625-1/2 E. Green, C, 344-8150.
*Norris, Howard Clifford (Phyllis C), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —108 Southland Acres. Tuscola (61953), 253-2140.
'Norris, Joyce F. (Joseph C), Personnel Assistant II, Personnel Services Ofc.
124 Personnel Services, 333-0199. —7 Stanford PL. C. 359-6061.
*North, Joy Darlene (James M.), Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Sociology.
224 Lincoln Hall, 333-6398. —Apt. 4, 609 W. White. C. 359-0072.
'North, Mark H. (Alice), Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg., 333-4505. —1112 W. Clark, U., 328-3097.
North, Verdie Mae, Work Program Participant, Saline County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Retired.
R.R. 1, Wilmoth Addition. Harrisburg (62946). 252-4206.
Northern, Tina Marie, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
367 Noyes Lab., 333-3776. —URH-Daniels Hall, U., 332-2548.
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Northup, Diana E., M.S.L.S., Asst. Librn. Biology Library.
101 Burrill Hall, 333-3654. —305 W. Vine, C, 356-6036.
Northrup, Mark Douglas, M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4044 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —602 S. Busey, U., 367-6253.
•Norton, Francis P. (Patty S.), B.A., Asst. Lab. Technician, Dept. of Zoology, Retired.
Box 8477, Sarasota. Florida (33578), 217-955-5537.
*Norton, Horace Wakeman (Winifred M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Statistical Design and Analysis, Dept.
of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall, 333-0625. —1502 S. Orchard, U., 344-6158.
•Norton, William F. (Phyllis M.), B.S., Data Processing Anlyst II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3102 —304 N. Second, Tolono (61880).
•Norwood, Doris M. (George), Fountain Attendant, Housing Div.
Snack Bar. Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4635. —1203 W. Bradley, C, 356-9771.
•Norwood, Susan Marie (Robert), B.A., Personnel Assistant II, Affirmative Action for Equal
Opportunity Ofc.
627 1/2 S. Wright, C, 333-6811, 333-8342. —211 E. Washington, C, 359-0469.
•Norwood, Robert L. (Susan), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
105a Woodshop, 333-1775. —211 E. Washington, C, 359-0469.
Nosek, Richard D., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
150 Altgeld Hall, 333-3547. —Apt. 13, 111 E. Chalmers, C, 344-8039.
•Nosier, Lawrence Edgar (Wilma L.), Food Administrator II. Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —Box 107, Royal (61871), 583-3266.
•Nosier, Wilma (Lawrence E.), B.S.. Food Administrator II, Housing Div. Food Service Ofc,
Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-0310. —Box 107, Royal (61871), 583-3266.
*Noth, Elena Fels, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
210 S.M.H. —Apt. 202, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 367-2341.
Nourse, Sherry R., B.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
Rm. 107, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261 —Apt. 1, 906 W. Springfield, U., 344-7525.
•tNowak, Barbara (John W.), Classified Mgr., Illini Publishing Co.
Basement, Illini Hall, 333-3730. —2505 Pond, U., 367-0922.
•Nowak, John E. (Judith), J.D., Asst. Prof, of Law.
249 Law, 333-6757. —701 Shurts, U., 344-3383.
•Nowning, Caleb L. (Virginia I.), Foreman, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus Publications.
810 S. Sixth, C, 333-0861. —2405 Slayback, U., 367-2902.
Nowning, Helen Louise, A.B., Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —1315 Alms, C, 356-6078.
•Nowning, Virginia Imogene (Caleb L.), Clerk-Typist II, Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —2405 Slayback Dr., U., 367-2902.
Nuessel, Frank Henry, Jr. M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4135 Foreign Lang., 333-1739. —Apt. 3, 1804 W. William, C, 359-2944.
•Nugent, Ashley Baker (Peter D.), B.A., Editor, Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —602 Fairlawn Dr. U., 328-3496.
Nugent, Dorothy E., Transcribing Secy., Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
10 Transportation, 333-4984. —108 S. Poplar, U., 367-2888.
•Nugent, Sterling Glenn, Jr. (Sandra), Power Plant Operating Engr.. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1104 S. Webber, U., 367-8942.
•Nugent, Timothy Joseph, (Jeannette), M.S., Dir. of Rehab.-Educ. Services and Rehab.-Educ.
Center; Prof, of Rehabilitation Education.
105A Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4600. —2206 Glenoak Dr., C, 356-4521.
Nustra, Cheryl Sue, B.S., Res. Asst. in Veterinary Path, and Hygiene.
215 Vet. Res. Annex, 333-2671. —Apt. 308, 502 W. Griggs, U., 367-4281.
Nuttall, Mildred, B.Ed., Asst. State Leader, Cooperative Extension Service.
539 Bevier Hall. 333-2447. —1604 16TH. Lawrenceville, 618-943-3263.
tNyberg, Albert W., Hydrologic Technician, U.S.G.S.
Box 717, Peoria (61601), 673-9061. —Apt. 906, 6516 N. University. Peoria (61614). 691-0359.
•Nycum, Rennah Louise (G Williard), Secy., Carroll County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R. R. 1, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-9444. —R.R. 2, Mt. Carroll (61053).
*Nye, Nicole Dekeyser (Bruce R.), M. A., Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —2061-D S. Orchard, U., 367-4781.
•Nystrom, Robert Forrest (Mary J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry: Dir. of Radioisotope Lab.
139 Davenport Hall. 333-0476. —605 S. Lincoln. U.. 367-3821.
•O'Brien, Kathleen Mary (Raymond E.), Bookstore Clerk II. Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright. C. 333-2050. —1604 W. William. C. 356-8784.
O'Brien, Mardell Jean, B.A., Asst., World Heritage Museum.
484 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —Apt. 1604, 409 E. Chalmers, C, 384-5637.
•O'Connor, Thomas Martin (Loretta). Instrument Maker, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101 Transportation, 333-1104. —R.R. 3, C, 359-2033.
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*Oakes, Lawrence F. (Charlotte), Groundsman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1104 Rainbow View, U., 367-0671.
Oakley, Grover Lloyd, Asst. Grounds Gardener, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —809 S. Prairie, C, 352-1441.
"Oakley, Harold Dean (Marjorie M.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —714 S. Prairie, C, 359-1261.
*Oaks, Andrew Lenard (Maudlean V.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —622 W. Hill, C, 352-8516.
Oare, Margaret Jane, Secy., College of Engineering.
109 Engineering Hall, 333-1961. —P.O. Box 52, C.
•O'Banion, Terry, (Rebecca), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Higher Education. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
341 Armory, 333-1535, 333-4942. —2703 W. Curtis Rd., C, 352-6564.
*Oberg, Eldina Marie (Charles W.), Secy., DeKalb County, Cooperative Extension Service.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194. —R.R. 1, 106 N. South First, Street., Rd.',
DeKalb (60115) 756-6008.
'Obermark, Nancy Lee (Denny), Secy., Bond County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 129, Lake and Harris Avenues, Greenville (62246), 618-664-3665. —503 Stephen.
Greenville (62246), 618-664-3765.
*Obi, Cheryl Dianne (Ignatius U.), Digital Computer Operator II, Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203, 333-6204. —Apt. B, 2011 S. Orchard, U., 344-3595.
*Obi, Ignatius U. (Cheryl D.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
252 Davenport Hall, 333-0604. —Apt. B, 2011 S. Orchard, U., 344-3595.
•O'Bradovich, Patricia Jean (Dusan), Secy., Tazewell County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1505 Valle Vista, Pekin (61554), 347-6614. —1617 Summit Dr., Pekin (61554), 346-1726.
•O'Brien, Donald Merton (Mary A.), Supervisor of Glass Shop, School of Chemical Sciences.
114 Noyes Lab., 333-3610. —400 Lone Beech Rd., Monticello, 762-2919.
•O'Bryan, Carmen B. (Marshall), Kitchen Helper, Mini Union, Retired.
1217 Paula Dr., C, 356-9606.
•O'Bryan, Margie C. (Gerald R.), M.E., Res. Asst. in Linguistics.
4088 Foreign Lang., 333-6468. —806 W. Hill, C, 356-5178.
*0'Bryan, Robert Lee (Dorothy H.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Round Dairy Barns, 333-0582. —R.R. 3, U., 367-5711.
*0'Bryant, David Claude (Joan E.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering; State Dir. of
Junior Engineering Technical Society.
214 Transportation, 333-0726. —35 Sherwin Dr., U., 344-5631.
*Obst, Arlin Henry (Marian L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Monroe County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
509-A W. Mill, Waterloo (62298), 618-939-6617. —407 Washington Dr., Waterloo (62298),
618-939-8227.
"Ocampo, Saturnino Matutino, Jr., (Adela), M.S., Res. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Educ.
353 Education,
353 Education, 333-3037. —Apt. 303, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-3250.
'tOchs, Harry T. (Georgette), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
257 Water Resources, 333-7383. —P.O. Box 2007, C, 356-5509.
*0'Connell, Jeffrey (Virginia A.), J.D., Prof, of Law.
137 Law, 333-2499. —701 Balboa, C, 356-8005.
*0'Connell, William J. (Dorothy J.), M.Arch., Prof, of Architecture.
406 Architecture, 333-1908. —1607 Oxford Dr., C, 352-0916.
O'Connor, Brian M., M.A., Teaching Fellow in Mathematics.
126 Altgeld Hall, 333-4654. —URH-228 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2183.
•O'Connor, Donald Stephen (Marjorie), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3139 Civil Eng., 333-8322. —212 E. John, C, 352-5736.
•O'Connor, Frank R. (Mary), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
150 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-2909. —616 W. Union, C, 356-3392.
•O'Connor, John Alexander (Erma J.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Music, Ext. in Music, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
608 S. Mathews, U., 333-1580. —606 Hamilton Dr., C, 359-2815.
•O'Connor, John Thomas (Joane), Eng.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3221 Civil Eng. Bldg., 333-6964. —1101 S. Race, U., 367-6934.
•O'Connor, Kevin Patrick (Bernadette M.), LL.B., Asst. in Law.
104p Law, 333-4888. —Apt. 118, 1115 W. Green, U., 344-8860.
•O'Connor, Marjorie Conn (Donald S.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Mini Union.
284 Mini Union, 333-3661. —Apt. 1, 212 E. John, C, 352-5736.
*Odell, Charles Watters (Ruth M.), Ph.D., Professor of Education, Emeritus.
1103 S. Orchard, U., 344-5182.
•Odell, Russell Turner (Florence T.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy.
S-406 Turner Hall, 333-4250.
Oden, Sherri Lee M.S., Res. Asst. in Elementary Education.
805 W. Pennsylvania, U., 333-1386. —1733 Valley Rd., C, 359-7510.
•Oder, Jerome Britton, (Constance), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Astronomy.
Vermilion River Observatory, 446-7373. —24 Oregon, Danville (61832), 446-8130.
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"O'Donnell, Marianne (George), Program Asst., Scott County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —201 E. Cherry, Winchester (62694), 742-3494.
"O'Donnell, William F. (Diann S.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1406 W. Windsor Rd., C, 352-1966.
Oestmann, Judith Ann, Secy., DuPage County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., 312-469-2467. —17 W. 750 Sixty-Third, Westmont
(60559), 312-968-7059.
*Oestreich, Dorothea Dash (Louis), Telephone Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall, 333-0133. —1707 W. Church, C, 356-4067.
Offenbacker, F. Ross B.A., B.S., Janitor, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
1004 W. Oregon, U., 344-9473.
*Offner, David Henry (Hazel L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical £ngineering.
262 M.E. Bldg., 333-1655. —1502 S. Maple, U., 367-4440.
*Ogata, Helen Haak (Kent M.), Adm. Secy., University Public Information Ofc.
139 Davenport House, 333-0671. 333-0670. —2018 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-2018.
*tOgata, Kent Mitsuda (Helen H.), Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —2018 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-2018.
Ogden, Connie, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab., 333-2013. —906 W. Springfield, U., 344-4760.
*Ogren, William Lewis (Carolyn S.), Ph.D., Plant Physiologist, Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Agronomy.
275 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —2507 Lyndhurst Dr., C, 352-9527.
*Ogura, Yoshimitsu (Masako), Ph.D., Prof, of Meteorology; Dir. of Lab. for Atmospheric Res.,
Graduate College.
5-113 C.S.L., 333-2192. —57 Greencroft Dr., C, 359-0226.
*0'Halloran, Thomas Alphonsus, Jr. (Barbara J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Assoc, Center for
Advanced Study.
427 Physics Bldg., 333-4392. —706 W. Iowa, U., 344-0833.
O'Hara, S. G., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
290x Mat. Res. Lab., 333-9316.
*Okamoto, Byron Yoshiharu (Martha), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
5 Adams Lab., 332-2535. —Apt. 10, 1405 W. Kirby, C, 359-9223.
"Okamoto, Martha S. (Byron Y.), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
357 Noyes Lab. —Apt. 10, 1405 W. Kirby, C, 359-9223.
*0'Keefe, Kelly Ray (Mary Kay), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
51B Adams Lab. —1708 N. Willow, U., 367-3857.
*0'Keefe, Mary Kay (Kelly), B.A., Asst. in Sociology.
219 Lincoln Hall. —1708 N. Willow, U., 367-3857.
Olden, Jenice, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —608 S. 19th, East St. Louis (62207),
618-271-7613.
Oldenburg, Philip, M.A., Visiting Lecturer in Political Science in Asian Studies, Center for Asian
Studies.
Rm. 355, 1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —Apt. 6, 109 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7396.
*Oldham, Melvin Gene (Judy A.), M.S., Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201f Turner Hall, 333-2965. —R.R. 2, C, 352-6257.
*Oldweiler, Corwin E. (Jeanne), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2214 Civil Eng., 333-6941. —Apt. 6, 209 Pfeffer Rd., U., 344-1479.
*Oliger, Neil Eugene (Virginia M.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Pesotum, 867-2555.
Oliker, Michael A., Ed.M, Asst. in History and Philosophy of Education.
360 Education, 333-6413. —URH-759 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4910.
*Oliver, E. Eugene (Betty J.), Ph.D., Dir. of University School and College Relations Ofc. (with
rank of Prof.).
351 Illini Tower, 333-2030. —2210 Pond, U., 367-9579.
*Oliver, Effie L. (Willie L.), Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —R.R. 2, Williams St., Apt. 12A, Murphysboro
(62966).
""Oliver, George V., Jr. (Cynthia), B.S., Asst. in Zoology.
412 Natural History, 333-2206. —608 E. High, U.
•Oliver, William Albert (Mary-Maud), M.S., C.E., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
306 Engineering Hall, 333-0813. —505 S. Prospect, C, 352-3379.
Ollar, Margie A., B.A., Admissions Officer I, College of Engineering.
207 Engineering Hall, 333-2280 —Apt. 21, 1211 W. Clark, U., 328-2195.
Ollinger, Janet, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
378 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —901 Western, U., 367-7874.
*Olsen, Larry Kenith (Judith D.), Dr.P.H., Asst. Prof., Dept. of Health and Safety Educ. and Div
of Univ. Ext.
203 Huff Gym., 333-5782. —911 Frank Dr., C, 359-8801.
*Olson, Charles Edward (Janice C), B.S., Res. Asst. University School and College Relations Ofc.
348 Illini Tower, 333-2032. —311 E. Newkirk, Tuscola, 253-4548.
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•Olson, Edward Cooper (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Astronomy.
110 Observatory, 333-3090. —31 Sherwin Dr., U., 344-6390.
*Olson, James H. (Paul Kay), B.S. Asst. Editor, College of Veterinary Medicine.
269a Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-4945. —Apt. 55, 905 E. Colorado. U., 367-4511.
*Olson, Janice C. (Charles E.). B.S. Asst. Extension Adviser. Youth, Douglas County, Coop. Ext.
Serv.
600 S. Washington. Tuscola (61956). 253-2713. —311 E. Newkirk. Tuscola (62953).
Olson, (Mrs.) Helen Virginia, B.A., Illustrator, College of Vet. Med., Retired.
1001 W. Tremont, C, 352-4328.
Olson, Keith L, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-746 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4897.
•Olson, Lawrence Wilbur (Enid M.). M.A., Asst. Dean of College of L.A.S., Assoc. Prof, of
Speech, Emeritus.
Box 76, R.R. 1, Spicer, Minnesota (56288).
Olson, Leonard Eugene, M.A., Res. Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. —602 S. Broadway, U., 328-3260.
•Olson, Maurine S. (Howard H.), B.S., Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 618-687-1727. —30 Hillcrest Dr., Carbondale (62901).
618-457-2003.
Olson, Moira D. (Mrs.), B.S., Asst. U.H.S.
309 U.H.S.. 333-2847. —Apt. 5. 107 W. California, U., 344-7932.
•Olson, Robert Charles (Lorraine R.), B.A., Accountant II, Auditing Div.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0902. —106 Flora Dr., C. 356-4250.
•Olson, William Warren (Marjorie S.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Music.
4-132 K.C.P.A., 333-3206. —1811 Crescent Dr., C. 359-3204.
Oltmann, Linda E., B.S., Acting Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Jo Daviess County,
Coop. Ext. Serv.
Bank Building-Box 1, Bank Bldg., Elizabeth (61028), 815-858-2273. —126 N. Pearl. Stockton
(61085). 815-947-2459.
*Olver, Elwood Forrest (Miriam J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
228 Agr. Eng., 333-3010. —402 Burkwood Ct. W., U., 328-3282.
O'Neill, Cletus Mansfield, Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-2722. —Box 69, Philo (61864).
•O'Neill, John Joseph (Dorothy J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech; Chairman of Speech and Hearing
Science.
101 Speech Clinic, 333-2230. —1113 W. Church, C. 359-1571.
O'Neill, Mabel Irene, Chief Clerk, Office of Agricultural Publications, Retired.
615 W. John, C.
O'Neill, Marlyn Ann, M.A., Asst. Prof, of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —1004 E. Harding Dr., U., 367-4562.
•O'Neill, Mary E. Keefe (Albert J.), Dup. Clerk II, Div. of Univ. Ext.
13a Illini Hall, 333-6198. —Philo, 684-2849.
"tO'Neill, P. William (Judy), B.S., Accountant II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —R.R. 1, Tolono (61880), 485-5252.
*0' Neill, Rena Miller (William C), Clerk-Typist III, Television Station.
1110 W. Main. U., 333-1070. —105 W. McKinley Circle. Philo (61864), 684-2751.
Ong, Kenneth P., M.B.A., Lecturer in Sociology.
318 Lincoln Hall, 333-3372; 351 M.E.L. —2007 Philo Rd., U., 367-0379.
Ongman, John Will, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-233 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2186.
Onishi, Haruo Harty, M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
402 Mumford Hall, 333-3417. —307 E. John, C, 367-3826.
Ono, Joyce Kazuyo, M.S., Asst. in Zoology.
103 Vivarium, 333-0196. —Apt. 4, 102 N. Gregory, U., 328-3829.
*Opel, Joyce Ann (James E.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
132 N. Kansas, Box 617, Edwardsville (62025), 618-656-9227. —575 N. Kansas, Edwardsville
(62025), 618-656-5297.
•Opolka, John Carl, Jr. (Gladys E.), Supt. of Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0427. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4807.
•Opperman, David Russell (Barbara A.), M.S., Asst. Dean of College of Engineering; Assoc.
Prof, of General Engineering.
207 Eng. Hall, 333-2283. —1108 S. Cottage Grove. U., 367-9430.
•Oppert, Judy (James), M.S., Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
351 Education, 333-9144. —1117 W. Charles, C, 352-0287.
•Oram, Robert William (Virginia), M.S.. Assoc. Univ. Librn.: Prof, of Library Administration.
230 Library. 333-0792. —706 W. Michigan, U., 344-4380.
•Orcutt, Charles Edward (Jean M.), M.Ext.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Clark County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
201 N. Michigan, Marshall (62441), 826-5422. —1110 E. Archer, Marshall (62441). 826-2219.
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*Ordal, Z. John (Dorothy M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology, Depts. of Food Science and
Microbiology.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-0516. —206 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-6546.
*Ore, Fred Robert (Alice R.), M.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
443 E.E. Bldg., 333-1201. —1906 Galen Dr., C, 356-0615.
*Orechwa, Yuri, (Arlene), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4499. —11 E. Logan, C, 359-6476.
•O'Reilly, James E. (Carol), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
272 Adams Lab., 333-3694; 164 Adams Lab., 333-0675: —Apt. 3, 803 S. Mattis, C, 359-8283.
•O'Reilly, Lawrence Biche (Shirley M.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, and Ext. Specialist in Health
Education, Cooperative Extension Service.
555 Bevier Hall, 333-3065. —1205 Devonshire Dr., C, 352-1592.
O'Reilly, Mary Louise, B.A., Res. Asst. in Labor and Industrial Relations.
13 L.I.R., 333-0984. —509 E. White, C.
*Ormiston, Emmett Ezekiel (Sylvia R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Science.
215C An. Sci. Lab., 333-2624. —1101 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-8989.
""Ormsbee, Allen Ives (Gerry), Ph.D., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng. and of Aviation.
Ill Transportation, 333-2242. —4 Persimmon Circle, U., 367-5231.
Orosz, Jerry Michael, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
76 Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 23, 509 E. White, C, 352-6453.
•O'Rourke, Diane Marie (Thomas), M.A., Res. Asst., Survey Res. Lab.
433 D.K.H., 333-6774, 333-7328. —2104 Barberry, C, 352-4991.
•O'Rourke, Thomas William (Diane M.), Ph.D., M.P.H., Asst. Prof, of Health and Safety
Education.
Rm. 202, 1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-3163. —2104 Barberry Dr., C, 352-4991.
*Orr, Audrey Lanier (Kenneth W.), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc,
242 Adm., 333-4568. —502 S. Main, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7256.
*Orr, Gynel C. (James W., Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Mini Union.
284 Illini Union, 333-3665. —407 Fairloawn Dr., U., 344-4582.
tOrr, (Mrs.) Hazel Vivian, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, State Geological Survey.
434 Natural Resources, 189-234, 344-1481. —905 W. Columbia, C, 352-2299.
*Orr, Kenneth (Audrey L.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1106. —502 S. Main, St. Joseph (61873). 469-7256.
*Ortbal, Constance Ann (John D.), Clerk-Typist II, Library.
231 Library, 333-3999. —11 Salem Rd., U., 367-3458.
*Orta, Luz Celenia (Rafael), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, 663-4893. —3404 W. Kirsch, Chicago, 489-1245.
Ortiz, Gladys, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, (60622), 312-663-4893. —2026 N. Spaulding, Chicago, 342-0628.
*Ortman, Wilma Jane (Delmar), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
317 S. 11th, Springfield (62703), 217-525-7171. —815 N. Grand Ave. West, Springfield
(62702), 528-4601.
*Osborn, Howard Ashley (Jean H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
361 Altgeld Hall, 333-1398. —3000 S. First, C, 344-3717.
*Osborn, Martin E. (Betty M.), Storekeeper III, Gen. Chem. Stores, Business Ofc.
104 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0338. —113 E. Willard, Gifford (61847), 568-6025.
*Osbom, Richards C. (Lois), Ph.D., Prof, of Finance.
198 Commerce (W), 333-4522. —712 W. Washington, U., 344-6847.
•Osborne, Deborah D. (Solomon C), Clerk-Typist I, Exec. Development Center.
214g D.K.H., 333-4552. —Apt. C, 1914 S. Orchard, U., 367-5767.
*Osborne, Dorothy (Loren E.), Secy., Latin-American Studies Center.
Rm. 250, 1208 W. California, U., 333-3182. —R.R. 1, Oakwood (61858), 354-4885.
*Oschwald, William Robert (Phyllis M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Classification, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-315 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —1823 Crescent, C, 356-4765.
*Osgood, Charles Egerton (Cynthia T.), Ph.D., Res. Prof., Inst, of Communications Res.; Prof.,
Dept. of Psychology and in Center for Advanced Study.
120 Gregory Hall, 333-1259. —304 E. Mumford Dr., U., 328-1002.
Oshima, Ryuichiro R., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
414 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-0248. —Apt. 28, 901 S. 1st, C, 359-9338.
Osten, Richard Michael, M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-135 C.S.L., 333-6861. —610 W. Stoughton, U., 367-8149.
Ostensen, Raymond W., M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4499. —Apt. 11, 102 E. Armory, C, 344-3572.
*Osterberg, Arvid E. (Gayle), M.Arch., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330. —4 Penn Ct., U., 367-4386.
•Osterbur, Elsie A. (Erwin E.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
519 Psyc. Bldg., 333-3659. —512 N. Fifth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7329.
•Osterbur, Herbert H. (Rosa L.), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —104 Marylyn, Ogden (61859), 582-7947.
•Osterbur, John Bernard (Tena W.). Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 583-4450.
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*Osterbur, Sandra Louise (Lowell W.), Clerk-Typist III, Overseas Projects Ofc.
352 Illini Tower, 333-1990. —R.R. 4, C, 643-6845.
*Osterbur, Tena Wilmina (John B.), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 583-3250.
Osterhoff, Barbara Jeane, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, College of Veterinary Medicine.
31 Vet. Med., 333-1099. —2402 S. Vine, U., 344-4330.
Osterhoff, Elaine Marie, Chief Clerk, Div. of Univ. Ext.
112 Illini Hall, 333-6634. —709 W. Springfield, C, 356-9818.
*Otani, Shunsuke, (Yoshiko), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
3118 Civil Eng., 333-8121. —Apt. B, 2016 S. Orchard, U., 344-6780.
Ott, Fina Carol, M.A., Commerce and Sociology Librn., Library, Retired.
650 N. Indian Hill Blvd., Claremont, Calif. 91711 626-4769.
"Otto, David Busch (Janet L.), B.A., Director-Producer, Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —711 W. Washington, C. 359-3401.
tOverholt, David Philip (Betty J.), B.S., Deputy State Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service.
U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —609 W. Iowa, U., 344-6970.
*Overmyer, James Edward (Lois E.), Housing Maintenance Inspector, Housing Division.
Housing Maintenance Shop, Orchard Downs Addition, 333-2779. —502 E. Florida. U.,
367-7361.
*Overmyer, Lois Evelyn (James E.), Chief Clerk, Telecommunications Div.
420 Illini Union, 333-2275. —502 E. Florida, U., 367-7361.
*Overmyer, Paul Adrin (Margaret V.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. 333-6123. —914 W. Beardsley, C.
*Owen, Philip James (Virginia L.), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Res. Prof., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 211, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549; 426 Library. —1923 E. Jackson, Bloomington
(61701), 662-3044.
Owens, Fredric Newell Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Animal Science.
124 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2361. —1615 Sangamon Dr., C. 356-3074.
Owens, Lawrence, Storekeeper I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1401 N. Romine, U., 328-1960.
*Owens, Lois Mae (Vester E.), Chief Clerk, Accounting Div.. Business Ofc,
245 Adm., 333-0467, 333-0786. —311 N. First, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2891.
*Owens, V. E. (Lois), Equipment Attendant, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
37 Education, 333-0269; 405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —Villa Grove, 832-2891.
Oyen, Eldon E., M.S., Instrument Technician, University Bands.
137 Band, 333-3025. —2307 Pond, U., 367-0228.
Oyer, Merle Eugene, Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Foosland (61845), 897-8768.
*Ozerol, Nail Huseyin (Tulay A.). Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-4836. —Apt. 5, 809 S. Mattis, C,
*Ozguner, Umit A. (Fusun), M.Sc, Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
47 E.E. Bldg., 333-4182. —Apt. 110, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-8480.
*Pace, Gary James, (Susan Q.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
Advanced Computation Bldg., 359-3055. —2506 N. Campbell, C, 359-3055.
tPace, John Gordon (Marie D.), M.A., Director of Grants-in-Aid, University of Illinois
Foundation.
333 Illini Union, 333-6595. —2202 Grange Circle, U.. 344-1930.
tPace, Marie D. (John G), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
232 Natural Resources, 189-226, 344-1481. —2202 Grange Circle, U., 344-1930.
*Pace, Robert Loyal (Pauline), M.D., Staff Physician, Health Service.
280 McKinley Health Center, 333-8119. —2306 Pond, U.
*Pacek, Karen B. (James L.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Assembly Hall.
101 Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —1001 1/2 Harding Dr., U., 367-3275.
Pachmuss, Temira A., Ph.D., Prof, of Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3122 Foreign Lang., 333-1246. —Apt. 303, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 344-3761.
*Paddick, Marian (Morris), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Crawford County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
205 S. Webster, P.O. Box 80, Robinson 618-544-2822. —R.R. 2, Box 109, Sumner (62466).
618-947-2417.
Paddock, Mary, (Mrs.), Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm., 333-0413. —805 S. First, C.
*Paden, Donald W. (Elaine), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
226 D.K.H., 333-2681. —2112 S. Race, U., 344-5752.
*Paden, Elaine Pagel (Donald W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech.
335 Illini Hall, 333-3050. —2112 S. Race, U., 344-5752.
Paden, Lolita Cole, (Mrs.) Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Physics.
203 Physics Bldg., 333-0573. —1704 W. White, C, 356-6551.
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Padgett, (Mrs.) Lenora, Foods Lab. Asst., Dept. of Home Econ.
260 Bevier Hall, 333-3792. —1313 Rosewood, C, 356-0776.
*Page, Ire A. (Julius A.), M.Ed., Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education, 333-3757. — 1814-A Orchard PI., U., 344-7822.
•Page, John Lorence (Jesza M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography, Emeritus.
716 S. Lynn, C, 352-4797.
tPage, Larry Merle, Ph.D., Asst. Taxonomist, State N.H. Survey.
91 Natural Resources, 333-6848. —811 S. Victor, C.
*Page, Thomas (Barbara), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
360C Lincoln Hall, 333-2270. 333-3881. —2022 Burlison Dr., U., 344-1133.
Paine, Edward Mark, A.B., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
356D Noyes Lab., 333-3776. —Apt. 5, 909 S. First C, Champaign 359-7720.
Paine, Ellery Burton, M.S., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
155 E.E. Bldg., 333-2300. —606 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5774.
*Painter, Fred Arnol (Dorothy), M.S., Leader, Special Projects, Cooperative Extension Service.
329 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —802 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 328-1292.
*Painter, Gale Edward (Celesta D.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —305 E. Walnut, Villa Grove (61956), 832-8631.
•Painter, William Hall (Marion) S.J.D., Prof, of Law.
133 Law, 333-1323. —1706 Ridge Rd., C, 359-5995.
*Palciauskas, Vytautas Victor (Aurelia), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geology.
202 Natural History, 333-0789. —824 E. Oakland, U., 367-3248.
*Paley, Hiram (Jean L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
265 Altgeld Hall, 333-1108, 333-3351. —706 W. California, U., 344-3495.
*Palmberg, Earl LaVerne (Norene), J.D., Asst. Legal Counsel, Campus Legal Counsel Office.
258 Adm., 333-0561. —1401 S. Grove, U., 344-5243.
•Palmer, Carol Judith (Lloyd L.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Speech.
322 Illini Hall, 333-3103. —1103 Patton PI., U., 367-2426.
•Palmer, Gertrude I. (Kenneth H.), A.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Speech.
510 E. Chalmers, C, 333-2968. —1111 Theodore Dr., C, 352-2041.
•Palmer, Howard John, Jr. (Patricia), Reactor Operator II, Nuclear Engineering.
102 Nuclear Reactor Lab., 333-0866, 333-7755. —2705 Sangamon Dr., C, 356-5356.
•Palmer, James M. (Nancy L.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1110 Holiday Dr., C, 352-6833.
•Palmer, Jerry L. (Janet M.), Ph.D., Assoc, in Vet. Pat. and Hygiene.
60 Vet. Med., 333-1937. —R.R. 1, Deland (61839), 664-3445.
•Palmer, Mary Jane (Frank W.), Secy., Dept. of Physics.
211 Physics Bldg., 333-3761. —1109 Theodore Dr., C
•Palmer, Richard A. (Karen S.), B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
150 Altgeld Hall, 333-3547; 207 Engineering Hall, 333-9608. —209 1/2 W. Green, Savoy
(61874), 359-6645.
•Palmisano, Francis James (Kathleen), Agr. Gardener, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-0109. —2904 Willowpark, C, 356-3191.
Palmisano, Nancy A., Clerk-Stenog. I, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
312 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4155. —611 N. Swigart, C, 356-4301.
Panczher, Joan M., B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
335 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —814 W. Daniel, C, 352-0491.
Panczner, Joan Marie, B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, College of Vet. Med.
335 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —814 W. Daniel, C, 352-0491.
Pandey, Ramesh C. Ph.D. Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
456 Adams Lab., 333-0655. —Apt. 505, 401 E. Chalmers, C, 344-3667.
•Pandharipande, Vijay R. (Rajeshwari), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
317 Physics Bldg., 333-4360. —Apt. C, 1837 Orchard Place, U.
•Panigrahi, Godavarish, (Anuradha), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
203 D.C.L., 333-0658. —Apt. 426, 1107 W. Green, U., 328-3627.
•Panitch, Arnold, M.S.W., Instr., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —608 W. Green, C, 356-7027.
•Panitsidis, Haralampus (Fani), B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —URH-464 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4849.
•Pannbacker, George (Peggy J.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Armstrong, 569-3085.
•Pannbacker, Melvin Herbert (Julia V.), Storekeeper III, Gen. Chem. Stores, Business Ofc.
Central Receiving Bldg., 333-2602. —63 Pecon, Twin Orchard, R.R. 1, U., 328-2161.
•Pantelides, Sokrates Theodore (Mimi), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132; 290z Mat. Res. Lab. —Apt. 304, 107 1/2 E. John, C, 352-6741.
•Papas, Kalliopi (Andreas), Clerk-Typist II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —Apt. C, 1954 S. Orchard, U., 344-1934.
•Papp, Elemer, Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
83 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0493.
•Pare, Jean Henri (Evelyn A.), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —203 E. Roper, C, 359-1471.
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Paris, Adeline, Commercial Artist I, Duplicating Service, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
408 Mumford Hall, 333-3107. —Apt. 1, 1500 Anthony Dr., C, 359-2530.
Paris, Carole Anne, (Mrs.), Kitchen Helper, Allerton House.
Allerton House, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —802 W. Bristow, Monticello (61856).
762-8844.
Paris, Max Maynard, Commercial Artist II, Graphic Arts Service, Div. of Univ.
300 Arcade, 333-0605. —803 S. Wabash, U., 367-7023.
Paris, Peggy J., Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
247 Adm., 333-2655. —204 Crystal Lake Dr., U., 367-6927.
Park, Choong Whan, M.S., Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
284 Commerce (W). —1008 S. Busey, U., 367-2653.
•Park, Keun Suck (Jae-Joo), M.S., Asst. Chemist, State N.H. Survey.
375 Natural Resources, 333-6827. —2719 E. California, U., 367-7508.
•Park, Ki-Hong (Mun-Chung), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
108 S. Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —Apt. 24, 806 S. Third, C, 367-9046.
•Park, Richard D. (Carolyn), D.V.M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Clinical Medicine.
205 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —1504 Briarcliff Dr., U., 367-7933.
Park, Sue Ann, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Botany.
203 Natural History, 333-6128; 297 Morrill Hall, 333-3260. —1212 Briarcliff Dr., U.,
367-6294.
•Parker, Alan Douglas (Diana E.) M.S., Asst. in Botany.
239 Morrill Hall, 333-0246. —1317 Commanche, C, 356-5769.
'Parker, Alan John (Heather), M.R.C.V.S., Instr. in Vet. Clinical Medicine.
Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —Apt. 31, 1201B E. Florida, U.
•Parker, Dennis Ray (Ingeborg), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, White Heath.
•Parker, Ernest Tilden (Helen M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
322 Coble Hall, 333-2269. —103 W. Delaware, U., 367-3130.
•Parker, Harvey Weston, III (Karen), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Civil Engineering.
2215 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6359. —203 Flora Dr., C, 356-6027.
•Parker, Helen M. (Ernest T.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Animal Science.
114 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2583. —103 W. Delaware, U., 367-3130.
•Parker, John Mayhew (Bettie F.), M.F., Scientific Analyst, Dept. of Agronomy.
C-411 Turner Hall, 333-3650. —1111 W. Park, C, 356-8400.
Parker, Nancy Jane, Card Punch Operator II, Office Supply, Business Ofc.
104 Central Receiving, 333-0338. —1102 W. Eureka, C, 352-7588.
•Parker, Richard B. (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
419 Commerce (W), 333-4578. —311 W. Nevada, U., 344-1340.
•Parker, Robert Norton (Dorothy M.), B.S., C.P.A., Chief Accountant, Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —1006 Broadmoor, C, 352-5325.
•Parker, Susan R. (Eugene), Clerk-Typist III, Personnel Services Ofc.
135 Personnel Services, 333-3101. —1605 Joanne Lane, C, 359-1037.
"tParkes, Mary Frances (Leon), Accounting Clerk III, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —601 E. Madison, Chrisman (61924), 269-2216.
Parkhurst, Hugh Johnson, Jr., B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
54 East Chem., 333-4980. —710 S. Broadway, U., 367-7078.
Parkhurst, Judith Irene, M.A., Asst. in Geography.
137 Davenport Hall. —Apt. 112, 502 W. Main, U., 367-8896.
•Parkinson, Lynda L. (Donald R.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Computer-Based Education Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210 —1416 N. Market, C, 359-8993.
•Parkinson, Thomas P. (Margaret), M.S., Director of Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —42 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5510.
•Parks, Claude Edward (Edith M.), Asst. Farmer, Dept. of Animal Science. On leave of absence.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2, Golconda (62938),
683-3607.
•Parks, Frank Austin (Alice R.), M.S., Project Engr., Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
Guernsey City 6-39, Tampa, Florida (33611), 839-1667.
*Parr, Lynne M. (Dale L.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —2111 Lantern Hill Dr., U., 344-1306.
•Parran, Lena D. (Jerrold B.), Work Program Participant, Jackson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro (62966), 687-1727. —504 E. Chestnut. Carbondale (62901),
457-5701.
Parrill, Janice Faye, Secy., Chancellor's Ofc.
112 English, 333-6296. —Lot 11, 2608 Brownfield Rd., U., 367-3400.
Parrill, Janice F., Secy., Chancellor's Ofc.
112 English, 333-6394. —Lot 11, 2608 Brownfield Rd.. U., 367-3400.
•Parrish, Judy Damery (Mark O.), B.S., University Fellow in Botany.
139 Morrill Hall. —Apt. 7, 111 E. Healey, C. 359-0819.
Parrish, Gertrude Elizabeth (Mrs.), R.N., Staff Nurse II. McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-2700. —Box 103. Weldon (61882). 736-2492.
•Parrish, John Bishop (Anne D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
191 Commerce (W), 333-4520. —1801 S. Pleasant Circle, U., 344-6566.
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*Parrish, Thomas Marvin (Marie), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1900 Melinda Lane, C, 356-7316.
*Parry, Linnetta May (Verne L.), Secy., Dept. of Animal Science, Retired.
Madison St., Philo (61864), 684-2295.
*Parson, Glenn Cole (Virginia L.), Electrician Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2008 Easy, U., 367-4710.
Parsons, Donald Frederick, M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
200j E.E. Res. Lab., 333-0208. —URH-963 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4958.
*Parsons, Jerry L. (Barbara), Ph.D., Adm. Asst., Library; Instr. in Library Administration.
222 Library, 333-0792. —1802 Carle Dr., U.
Parsons, Thomas Edward, Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng., Retired.
101 Flora Dr., C, 367-3805.
*Parsons, William LaMonte (Edna), Locksmith Trainee, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1008 N. Busey, U., 367-9006.
*Parsons, Yvonne (Joseph A.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3129 Civil Eng. Bldg., 333-6904. —808 E. Washington, U., 344-7016.
*Parvin, Charles Orville (Geraldine C), B.S., Accountant III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —1909 Joanne Lane, C, 356-0110.
*Pash, Kaye Ladd (Dorothy J.), Ph.D., Instr. in P. E. for Men; Head Golf Coach.
B-99 Intramural-P. E., 333-1680, 333-1404. —2001 Crescent Dr., C, 356-4961.
Pasley, Linda Jean, Typing Clerk I, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —1903 Brownfield Rd., U., 367-8588.
*Pasley, M. Stanley, Computer Technician I, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4813. —Apt. 10, 306 E. Michigan, U., 344-8728.
•Pasquariello, Anthony Michael (Dorothy), Ph.D., Prof, of Spanish; Head of Dept. of Spanish,
Italian, and Portuguese.
4080 Foreign Lang., 333-3390. —2208 Combes, U., 328-2385.
Paszczyk, Joseph Robert, B.S., Lecturer in Radio & Television.
232 Gregory Hall, 333-0850; Television Bldg., 333-1070. —1509 Kiler Dr., C, 352-6918.
Paszkiewicz, Larry, B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth, Wayne County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
521 W. Main, Fairfield (62837), 847-4231. —708 George, Fairfield (62837), 842-5661.
*Paton, Robert F. (Agnes S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
2123 Jennette, Tallahassee. Fla. (32303).
Patrick, George Demeter, Ph.D., Instr. in P.E.
Adler Zone Center, 333-6400. —1110 Nofftz Dr., C, 356-1508.
•Patrick, Gertrude S. (Norman D.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Monticello (61856), 762-9648.
Patterson, Cecil Holden, Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
188U Education, 333-2551. —603 W. Main, U., 367-3877.
*Patterson, Earl Byron (Betty C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-116 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —2011 S. George Huff Dr., U., 367-0397.
*Patterson, Howard Earl (Jean), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1211 S. Anderson, U., 367-7863.
Patterson, Patricia Bluhm, Library Clerk III, History Library.
424 Library, 333-1091. —1399 Gleason Dr., Rantoul (61866), 892-4981.
*Patterson, Pola N. (Charles), M.S., Afro-American Bibliographer, Library.
220a Library, 333-6519. —Apt. 2, 201 Country Fair Dr., C, 356-2858.
*tPatterson, Robert L. R. (Marsha L.), S/Sgt., U.S.A.F., Dept. of Air Force Aerospace Studies.
232 Armory, 333-1927. —413 Lee, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-3265.
•Patton, Carl Vernon (Gretchen West), M.U.P., M.A.P.A., Asst. Prof, of Urban and Regional
Planning.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-7087. —809 W. Nevada, U., 344-4571.
*Patton, Theodore Lovell (Lois H.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1001 W. Bradley, C, 356-6570.
Patton, Virginia Ruth, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201f Turner Hall, 333-3423. —Apt. 1, 2410 E. Main, U., 367-9019.
*Paul, Carole M. (William L.), M.A., Asst. in French.
2035 Foreign Lang. —905 S. Second, C, 344-7026.
Paul, Gladys Lorene, Secy., Vice-President for Financial Affairs Ofc, Retired.
701 W. Illinois, U., 344-5258.
*Paul, Gordon L. (Joan M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
151 Psych. Clinic. 333-0040. —1817 Maynard Dr. C. 356-0069.
•Paul, lain Campbell (Maureen F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry.
69 Noyes Lab., 333-3007. —608 E. Burkwood Ct., U., 367-2448.
•Paul, Oris E. (Esther L.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —801 S. State, C, 352-0726.
•Paul, Stanley Langford (Beverly), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3140 Civil Eng., 333-3823. —1602 S. Maple, U., 367-2681.
•Paulsen, Thrim B., B.A., Technical Dir., K.C.P.A.
2-109c K.C.P.A., 333-6707. —1201 W. Green, C.
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*Paulson, Alwynne Greeley (Einar, Jr.), Securities Specialist, Office of Vice-President for
Financial Affairs.
342 Adm., 333-2400. —1610 Park Haven Dr., C, 356-8726.
*Paulson, Boyd Colton (Jane), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3108 Civil Eng., 333-9888. —407 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-8758.
*Paulson, Gloria Lucille (Melvin M.), Secy., Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 965-3704. —1016 N. Prospect, Rockford (61107), 963-5215.
•Paulson, James Carsten (Beverly M.), A.B., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
325 East Chem., 333-4988. —189 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-8805.
*Pausch, Lois M. (Robert D.), M.S., Cataloger, Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —411 S. 3rd, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7311.
*Pausch, Robert Dale (Lois M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Entomologist, Section of Economic Entomology,
State N.H. Survey; Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Entomology.
76 Natural Resources, 333-7362. —411 S. Third, St. Joseph, 469-7311.
*Pavlik, Edward Donald, (Susan), M.B.A., Data Processing Analyst I, Ofc. of Adm. Data
Processing.
54 Adm., 333-2722. —710 Ventura Rd., C, 352-9699.
*Pawlowski, Martha, (John), Secy., DuPage County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 469-2467. —725 Willis, Glen Ellyn
(60137), 858-3864.
*Paxman, Monroe J. (Shirley), J.D., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Law.
145 Law, 333-4205. —Apt. 5, 306 E. Michigan, U., 367-7206.
*Paxton, Jack Dunmire (Sarah C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Pathology.
250 Davenport Hall, 333-4864, 333-0604. —2603 Brownfield Rd., LL, 367-6554.
*Payette, Roland F. (Marilyn), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education. On
leave of absence for 1972-73.
377 Education, 333-0654. —805 E. Florida, U., 328-1962.
*Payne, James Richard, II (Jean B.), M.S., Assoc. Dir. for Records and Registration, Admissions
and Records.
180 Adm., 333-2036. —Box 337, Philo (61864).
Payne, James R. Ill, N/A B.S., Asst. Specialist in Automated Education, Language Lab.
G-89a Foreign Lang., 333-2862; 362 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —112 W. Jefferson, Philo
(61864), 684-2127.
Payne, Paula Marie, Clerk Typist II, Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 107, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0602, 333-0714. —Apt. 9, 108 E. Healey, C, 344-7654.
*Payne, Willard William (June M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botany; Curator of Herbarium.
149 Morrill Hall, 333-2796; 350 Natural History, 333-2522. —903 McHenry, U., 367-2658.
*Payne, William H. (Patricia L.), Ph.D., Visiting Res. Assoc. Prof, of Computer Science.
206 D.C.L., 333-0194. —901-1 S. Mattis, C, 356-2686.
Peacock, Cheri C, Clerk-Typist II, McKinley Health Center.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-0027. —1102 N. Harvey, U., 367-5660.
'tPeacock, Jeannine Dee (Leon W.), Typing Clerk II, University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —1202 W. Church, U.. 367-9515.
*Peak, Audrey (Ralph), Program Asst., Scott County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —W. Cherry St., Winchester (62694), 742-5827.
Pealer, Rosa Lee, Maid, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —506-1/2 E. Beardsley, C, 356-3695.
*Pearl, Janice A. (Richard J.), Secy., Kankakee County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901), 815-939-3626. —Route 2, Box 200 E, Momence
(60954), 815-472-6761.
*Pearson, Arvena Holloway (Roy L.), M.H.Ec, Senior Ext. Adviser I in Home Economics,
LaSalle County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 489, Ottawa, 433-0707. —Box 185, Ottawa (61350), 434-5328.
*Pearson, David A., B.S., Lecturer in Architecture.
402 Architecture, 333-8022. —Apt. E, 502 S. Mattis, C, 359-1961.
Pearson, Gregory E., B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
61 Commerce (W), 333-4160. —707 W. Springfield, C, 359-2785.
'Pearson, John Edwin (Maxine L.), M.S., Assoc. Dir. of Environmental Studies Program; Prof, of
General, Civil, and Nuclear Engineering.
911 W. High, U., 333-4178; 401 Transportation, 333-3160. —1209 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-3310.
Pearson, Lissa Anne, A.B., Secy., Dept. of Germ. Lang, and Lit.
3072 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —713 W. Church, C, 359-1197.
*Pearson, Robert Junior (Gertrude), Building Services Subforeman, Housing Div.
2 Blaisdell Hall, 333-2953. —1109 Broadmoor, C, 352-2442.
Pease, Harry, (Thelma I.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1308 N. Champaign, C, 356-7102.
Pease, (Mrs.) Marguerite Jenison, A.B., Director of Illinois Historical Survey (with rank of
Asst. Prof.), Emerita.
708 W. Indiana, U., 344-5801.
•Peavler, Berl D. (Kathy), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2204 Country Squire Dr., U., 367-4503.
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*Peck, Don E. (C. Eileen), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
324 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4347. —Apt. A-l. 1611 Valley Rd.. C, 352-4716.
*Peck, Gerald Waters (Mary L.). A.M.. Coordinating Placement Officer. Dean of Students Ofc.
Emeritus.
1005 W. Green. C. 352-3294.
Peck, John A., M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. 333-2099. —URH-453 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4838.
Peck, Newton Tenney, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
226 Illini Hall. 333-1863. —408 W. Nevada. U.. 328-1436.
'Peek, Ralph Brazelton (Marjorie E.). D.C.E.. Prof, of Foundation Engineering. Dept. of Civil
Engineering.
2230b Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-2542. —6 G.H. Baker Dr., U., 367-4791.
*Peck, Theodore Richard, (Karen B.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Soil Chemistry. Dept. of Agronomy.
W-511 Turner Hall. 333-4376. —708 Ventura. C, 352-9536.
•Pecknold, David Alfred William (Kathleen). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3149 Civil Eng.. 333-8848. —1004 S. Garfield. U., 367-5135.
•Pedersen, Curtis Oneal (Carolyn A.). Ph.D., Assoc. Professor of Mechanical Engineering.
130 M.E. Bldg., 333-2072. —904 Crestview Dr.. Monticello (61856). 762-7451.
Pedigo, Lynn, M.A.. Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. 333-2099. —Apt. 410, 300 S. Goodwin. L\. 328-2961.
*Peek, Lee R. (Johnnie). Accelerator Technician II. Dept. of Physics.
443 Physics Bldg.. 333-4175. —Route 2. 1702 Allen Dr., U., 328-2595.
Peeples, Carrie, Clerk-Typist II, Office Supply Stores.
1609 S. Oak, C, 333-0711. —3205 Kimberley Dr., C, 359-8964.
Peeples, Melvin, Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1405-1/2 W. Eads. L1 ., 344-3852.
•Peer, Mary Katherine (Hobart L.), A.M., Adm. Aide. Dept. of English.
100 English, 333-2391. —1104 Mayfair Rd., C. 352-4972.
•Peffers, Ira William (Nell O.), Electronics Technician II, School of Music.
1156 Music. 333-4379. —R.R. 1. Box 140A. Rantoul (61866), 892-4633.
•Peffley, Nancy S. (H. Vincent), Work Program Participant, LaSalle County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489. Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —912 Paul, Ottawa (61350), 815-434-4703.
*Peifer, Arthur C. (Marian M.). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1604 W. John, C, 352-2222.
•Peirce, George Roland (Mary E.), M.S.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
341 E.E. Bldg.. 333-4209. —1111 Devonshire Dr.. C. 352-4826.
•Pelafas, Mary Jo (Steve G.), Nuclear Data Analyst II, Dept. of Physics.
451 Physics Bldg., 333-4174. —804 S. Anderson. U.
•Pelczar, Lois Shapland (Richard), B.A., Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Hist, and Phil, of Educ.
363 Education. 333-2446. —703 S. Coler. U., 344-4673.
•Pelczar, Richard, (Lois S.). B.A., Asst. Prof, of Hist, and Philosophy of Education.
361 Education. 333-6414. —703 S. Coler, U.. 344-4673.
*Pelg, Edmund (Cleo E.). Res. Eng. Asst., Computing Services Ofc.
94 W. D.C.L.. 333-6173.: 333-9450. —505 1/2 E. Springfield. C. 352-5754.
•Pellum, Debra D. (Ronald R.). Clerk-Typist II. Dept. of Civil Eng.
2527 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-0687. —Apt. B. 2068 Hazelwwod Court. L\. 344-7006.
•Peltason, Jack Walter (Suzanne). Ph.D., Chancellor: Prof, of Political Science.
112 English. 333-6290. —101 W. Meadows. U.. 344-5260.
•Peltz, William I. (Janet B.). B.S.. Visiting Lecturer in Anthropology: Research Associate.
Committee for Housing Research and Development.
309c Davenport Hall. 333-4876. —810 W. Hill. C. 352-6687.
Pembroke, Martin Philip, Tool Room Attendant. Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
216 M.E. Bldg.. 333-0699. —840 N. Charter. Monticello (61856). 762-5392.
Pembroke, Ruth Elaine, Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Civil Eng.
2230 Civil Eng.. 333-6910. —Ivesdale (61851). 564-4822.
•Pence, Ethel Mae (James L.). Payroll Clerk III. Stenographic Services.
Rm. 201. 1203 W. Oregon. L\. 333-1601. —2407 W. Curtis Rd.. R.R. 2. C. 333-6781.
•Pence, James Loren (Ethel M.). B.S.. C.P.A.. Dept. Business Mgr.. Dept. of Physics.
205 Physics Bldg.. 333-0570. —2407 W. Curtis, C. 359-5584.
tPence, Susan Jean, Clerk-Tvpist II. State Water Survey.
139 Water Resources. 333-4953. —606 N. Prairie. C.
•Pendleton, John Thomas (Jean A.), Ed.M.. Instr. in General Engineering.
26 Transportation 333-3895. —703 1/2 S. Broadway. U.. 344-4158.
tPenn, Candace Marie, B.S.. Tech. Asst.. State Geol. Survey.
230 Natural Resources, 189-225, 344-1481. —Apt. 13. 509 E. White. C. 359-5895.
•Penka, Carol Bates (Robert J.). M.S., Cataloger (with rank of Instr.). Library.
246 Library. 333-3399. —2415 E. Elm. U.. 344-1960.
•Penka, Robert J. (Carol). M.A.. Res. Programmer. Computing Services Ofc.
189 D.C.L.. 333-6276. —2415 E. Elm. U., 344-1960.
•Pennell, Mary Elizabeth (James C). Clerk-Typist III. College of Vet. Med.
153 Vet. Med.. 333-2298. —R.R. 2, C. 352-3275.
Penninger, (Mrs.) Geraldine Mae, Stenographic Secy.. Univ. Ofc. of Special Studies.
226 Illini Tower. 333-6600. —Mansfield (61854). 489-3941.
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'Pennington, Floyd Clifford (Diana), M.R.Ed., Asst. Coordinator of Graduate Studies, College of
Education.
HOE Education, 333-0963. —1907 Southwood Dr., C, 352-8669.
•Pennington, Melina S. (Jodie A.) B.A., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library
220s Library, 333-3856. —2022-B S. Orchard, U.. 344-7989.
•Penny, Merle Russell (Catherine R.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2507 E. Main, U., 367-2901.
*Peo, George Edwin, Jr. (Carol), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
325 E.E. Bldg., 333-4344. —Apt. 2, 609 W. White, C. 359-7651.
Peplow, Irvin J., Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
312 Min. and Met., 333-0306. —110 W. Pennsylvania. U., 367-6109.
•Peppas, Sotirios E. (Bernice), Broadcasting Engr., WILL Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —1337 Malloy Dr., Rantoul (61866).
Pepper, Echo D., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics, Emerita.
3398 Gleneagles Dr., Silver Spring, Md. (20906), 301-598-7418.
'tPeppers, Russel Allen (Elaine L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Geologist, State Geol. Survey.
222 Natural Resources, 189-224, 344-1481. —R.R. 2, 2707 W. Curtis Rd., C, 359-5421.
Perbohner, John Jay, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-3354. —107 E. Chalmers, C, 328-3281.
•Percival, Donald Harold (Nell C), M.S.F., Res. Assoc. Prof, of Wood Technology and
Utilization, Dept. of Forestry and Small Homes Council-Building Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1910. —915 W. Church. C, 356-8439.
•Percival, Glenn Lowell (Bonnie M.), Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
406 Adams Lab., 333-0641. —2908 E. Main, U., 328-1701.
Percival, Stella Rebecca, B.Mus., Instr. in Music, Emerita.
1218 W. Armory, C, 352-9461.
•Peressini, Anthony Louis (Joan), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
323 Coble Hall, 333-6336. —2209 Broadmoor Dr., C, 352-1687.
•Perich, Guillermo (Naomi), M.Mus., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
4026 Music Bldg. 333-1172. —511 W. Oregon. U.,
•Perisho, George David (Margaret), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Peoria County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 685-7823. —Hanna City (61536), 565-4588.
Perkins, Ann, Ph.D., Prof, of Art.
401 Architecture, 333-1540. —1009 W. Clark. C, 359-6899.
•Perkins, Edward George (Alberta F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Food Chemistry.
104 Bumsides Res. Lab., 333-1875, 333-1874. —1915 McDonald Dr., C, 352-1294.
•Perkins, Laveda Clara (Aubin), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1007 N. Lincoln, U., 328-1606.
•Perkins, Marjorie F. (Glenwood), R.N., Adm. Nurse III, McKinley Health Service.
McKinley Hospital, 333-2700. —2412 Elizabeth, U., 367-1526.
tPerkins, Patricia G., B.F.A., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
239 Natural Resources, 189-201, 344-1481. —Apt. 1, 613 W. Church, C, 359-5869.
•Perkins, Roger G. (Karen D.), B.A., Res. Asst. in Food Sciences.
205 Bumsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —Apt. 203, 2105 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-6443.
•Perkins, Shirley Ann (Thomas W.), Clerk-Typist I, Admissions and Records.
10 Adm., 333-0416. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 489-9208.
•Perkins, William Randolph (Julia A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Prof.,
Coordinated Science Lab.; Assoc, Center for Advanced Study.
4-109 C.S.L., 333-0283; 355 E.E. Bldg., 333-4345. —608 W. Indiana, U., 344-6435.
•Perlman, Raymond (Ruth), M.F.A..M.P.A., Prof, of Art.
138 Fine Arts. 333-1619. —40 Oakwood Dr.. Park Hills, Mahomet (61853), 586-4819.
Permut, Steven Eli, M.S., Instr. in Advertising.
10 Gregory Hall, 333-0967. —105 S. Grossback Dr.. U., 367-9999.
*Perng, Shien-Sen (Mei-yu S.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
215 Coble Hall. 333-4799. —Apt. 422, 1107 W. Green, U.. 367-9093.
*Pero, John Walter (Viola V.), B.S., Extension Adviser in Agriculture, Jersey County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 498-4821. —R.R. 4, Jerseyville (62052), 498-2829.
Perovich, John, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of Tehran,
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Theran, Iran.
•Perozzi, Edmund Frank, (Rhoda E.), B.S., Res. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
238 Adams Lab.. 333-3694. —Apt. 3, 1 1 1 S. Busey, U., 367-8965.
•Perozzi, Rhoda E. (Edmund), M.S., N.S.F. Trainee, Dept. of Botany.
139 Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —Apt. 3. 1 1 1 S. Busey. U., 367-8965.
•Perrero, Donald E. (Barbara J.), B.S., Program Adm. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1236. —2708 Carrelton Dr.. C, 352-1800.
•Perrier, Eugene Raymond (Janice R.). Ph.D.. Soil Scientist, AgY. Res. Serv., U.S.D.A.; Asst.
Prof, of Agronomy.
S-213 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —806 W. Stoughton. U.. 367-8287.
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*Perrine, George Emory (Gloria J.), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Electrical Engineering.
463 E.E. Bldg., 333-6435. —405 W. Nevada, U., 367-0553.
*Perring, Betty Jean (John L.), Typing Clerk II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. 333-4110. —Apt. 83, 305 Country Fair Dr., C, 359-5638.
*Perrino, Daniel Joseph (Marjorie A.), M.Mus.Ed., Dean of Student Programs and Services,
Dean of Students Office.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —1105 Patton PI., U., 367-2236.
*Perrino, Marjorie Aileen (Daniel), B.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
304 Mumford Hall, 333-1830. —1105 Patton PI., U., 367-2236.
*Perry, Aiko Kinjo (William R. B.), M.S., Assoc. Home Economist in Foods, Dept. of Home
Econ.
463 Bevier Hall, 333-0892. —Apt. 5, 906 1/2 W. Nevada, U., 344-1216.
•Perry, David E. (Tonda), Glassblower I, Dept. of Chemistry.
114 Noyes Lab., 333-3610. —Fithian (61844), 548-2580.
Perry, Jean L., B.S. Asst. in P.E.
B-95 I.M.P.E. Bldg., 333-7602. —Apt. 207, 605 South Fourth, C. 359-4302.
Perry, John Michael, B.S., Procedures and Systems Planner II, Auditing Div., Vice-President and
Comptroller's Ofc.
B-6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —1656 Valley Rd., C, 359-8591.
*Perry, John Robert, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Seymour, 687-4100.
*Perry, Kenneth Wilbur (Shirley K.), Ph.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Accountancy.
208 Commerce (W), 333-4528. —1302 Mitchem Dr., U., 367-2428.
•Perry, Morris Edison (Marguerite L.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2308 Phinney Dr., C, 356-5331.
tPerry, Robert Stephen, Ph.D., Asst., Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N.H. Survey.
385 Natural Resources, 333-6886. —R.R. 1, Austin Lane, C, 359-6235.
•Perry, William Robert Barstow (Aiko K.), Storekeeper I, Gen. Chem. Stores, Business Ofc.
Central Receiving, 333-2602. —Apt. 5, 906 1/2 W. Nevada, U., 344-1216.
•Peshkin, Alan (Maryann), Ph.D., Prof, of Comparative Education, Dept. of Hist, and Phil, of
Educ.
358 Education, 333-7144, —704 S. Prospect, C, 352-6271.
*Pestes, Michael N. (Corinne), M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgical Engineering.
314B Met. and Min., 333-4738.; 1-133 C.S.L., 333-6426. —600 N. Coler, U., 344-3216.
Peterman, Marcia, (Mrs.), Office Supervisor, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
155 E.E. Bldg., 333-2300. —1102 S. Elm Blvd., C, 352-5721.
Petermon, (Mrs.) Johnnie Marie, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4891; Rm. 108, 4844 S. State, Chicago,
268-5121. —10635 S. Cottage Grove, Chicago, 568-1976.
•Peters, Amy Goodwin (Mervin), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth, Ford County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 N. Hunt St., Melvin (60952), 388-7791. —R. R. 1, Ludlow (60949), 396-8880.
•Peters, Barbara Cole (John G.), B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
17 L.I.R. Bldg. —Apt. 337, 210 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-9355.
•tPeters, Betty L. (Dick L.), Chief Clerk, University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0811. —Glendale Dr., Homer (61849), 896-2359.
Peters, Christine R., B.S., Asst. in Foods, Dept. of Home Economics.
367 Bevier Hall, 333-0979. —Apt. 311, 310 E. Chalmers, C, 344-6602.
•Peters, Dorothy Nicholas (J. W.), A.B., Library Tech. Asst. I, Law Library.
104A Law, 333-2915. —909 S. Lynn, C, 352-8673.
•Peters, Doyle Buren (Norma F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Physics, Dept. of Agronomy; Soil Scientist,
Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
S-210 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —401 Evergreen Ct., U., 367-7781.
•Peters, Joseph George (Barbara J.), B.S., Building Inspector, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1188. —501 S. Fifth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2541.
•Peters, J. William (Dorothy N.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
909 S. Lynn, C, 352-8673.
•Peters, Lawrence J. (Ineda E.), Automotive Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 643-7230.
•Peters, Norman D. (Marlene), B.S., Instr., Center for Electron Microscopy, School of Life
Sciences.
99 Bevier Hall, 333-2108. —610 W. White, C, 356-3071.
Peters, P. David Data Processing Analyst III, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4832. —409 W. Columbia, C, 359-5781.
Peters, Rita Carol Ann, B.S., Accountant III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —307 S. State, C, 356-9226. *
tPeters, Sara K., Clerk-Typist II, Univ. Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3152. —Sidney (61877), 688-2007.
•Peters, Wreatha H. (Elmer R.), Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-0310 —717 Southwest Dr., C, 359-5904.
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•Petersen, David L (Betsy), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Religious Studies and of Classics.
4016B Foreign Lang. 333-7114. —Apt. 150, 2110 W. White, C, 359-7432.
'tPeterson, Barbara Engel (David E.), B.S., Tech. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
31 Natural Resources, 189-208, 344-1481. —Apt. D, 1814 Orchard PI., U., 344-4629.
"Peterson, Becky Jane, Secy., Cass County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
210 S. Main, Virginia, Illinois (62691), 217-452-7255. —411 E. Union, Virginia (62691),
217-452-3231.
•Peterson, (Mrs.) Celesta Ann, Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
220S Library 333-0252. —1205 W. Church, C, 352-2317.
•Peterson, Elwood Samuel (Garnet W.), Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —803 S. State, C, 356-5393.
'tPeterson, Emil Gustave (Patricia K.), M.A., Asst. to Dir. for Field Services, University Civil
Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —R.F.D., Sidney, 688-2542.
•Peterson, Helen Clegg (Theodore B.), B.S., Staff Asst., Graduate College.
311 Adm., 333-6715. —103 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-1818.
•Peterson, Jay H. (Cheryl), M.M., Asst. in Music.
105 S.M.H. —2079-B Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-3625.
'tPeterson, Julia E. (David T.), A.B., Tech. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
31 Natural Resources, 189-208, 344-1481. —Apt. B, 808 W. Nevada, U., 344-8383.
Peterson, Kathleen M., M.S., Res. Asst. in Botany.
297 Morrill Hall, 333-2796. —1201 Joanne Lane, C, 359-7028.
Peterson, Larry J. (Alexis), M.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333-6837; 209 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-0365. —1306 N. Hickory, C, 359-7739.
Peterson, Len, B.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
212 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2264. —207 S. Sixth, C, 356-4734.
•Peterson, Linda Noreana (Jack W., Jr.), Clerk-Typist II, College of Law.
209 Law,33-0163. —202 W. Main, Savoy (61874), 217 359-6026.
•Peterson, Linda Story, B.A., Asst. in Italian.
4117 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —46 Gurth Dr., Ivanhoe Estates, U., 367-2253.
Peterson, Margaret L., B.S., Asst. in Art.
131 Fine Arts, 333-1895; 116 Fine Arts, 333-3986. —URH-864 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4937.
•Peterson, Neola Maxine (Blake), Secy., Henderson County Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 568, Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-4071. —Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-6111.
Peterson, Robert R., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —Apt. 21, 1009 W. Main, U., 344-6165.
Peterson, Ronald Edward, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
126 Physics Bldg., 333-2856. —1103 W. Hill, U., 367-0686.
•Peterson, Stewart Bradley (Diane L.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg., 333-4505. —Apt. 5, 2017 Philo Rd., U.
•Peterson, Theodore (Helen C), Ph.D., Dean of College of Communications; Prof, of Journalism.
119 Gregory Hall, 333-2350. —103 E. George Huff Dr., U., 344-1818.
•Peterson, Warren E. (Jean), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Authropology.
283 Davenport Hall, 333-2100. —507 Harding, Dr., U., 344-1828.
Pethick, Christopher, D.Phil., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
337c Physics Bldg., 333-0559. —207 N. Central, U., 384-1174.
•Petrie, Charles E. (Peggy S.), Chief Instr. in Military Science.
Ill Armory, 333-1550. —3600 Oak. Mattoon (61938). 235-3025.
•Petrie, Hugh G. (Patricia). Ph.D., Asso. Prof, of Philosophy of Education, Dept. of Hist, and Phil,
of Educ.
365 Education, 333-7211. —503 S. Chicago, C, 356-7503.
Petrie, Thomas W., M.S., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —104 W. Oregon, U.
Petry, Jan K. B.A., Asst. Housing Division.
URH-216 Carr Hall, U., 332-3897.
•Pettiford, Annabel (Charles), Maid, Illini Union, Retired.
1212 W. Eads, U., 367-3572.
Pettigrew, James Eugene, Jr., M.S., Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —1615 Sangamon, C, 356-3074.
•Pettinga, Paul Sidney (Pauline W.), M.Mus., Prof, of Music; Asst. Dir. of School of Music.
3058 Music Bldg., 333-2620; 4052 Music Bldg. 333-2620. —503 W. Nevada, U., 367-7245.
Pettit, Anne, (Mrs.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of P.E.
207a Freer Gym., 333-7270. —2419 Maplewood Dr., C, 356-8833.
•Petty, Burl Escoe (Opal A.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
S. Lincoln Ave. Barns, 333-0472. —203 W. Green, U., 367-1025.
•Petty, Howard Bliss (Geraldine B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Entomology; Extension
Entomologist, State N.H. Survey.
282 Natural Resources, 333-6652. —1308 S. Race, U., 367-4190.
•Petty, James (Nancy), Ed.M., Student Affairs Coordinator, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-0770. —309 W. Hessel Dr., C, 356-1379.
•Petty, Robert M. (Katherine), M.A., Asst., U.H.S. Counseling Dept.
104C U.H.S., 333-2873. —5 Fishers Ct., U., 367-1629.
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*Peyton, Charles Gordon (Helen), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Round Barns, 333-0582. —507 S. Edwin, C, 356-2872.
•Pezoldt, Charles William (Caryl A.), A.M., Asst. Prof, of Recreation & Park Adm.
104 Huff Gyn., 333-4410. —1107 Mitchem Dr., U., 367-8800.
Pfaller, (Mrs.) Shirley Bash, B.S., Staff Asst., President's Office.
364 Adm., 333-3076. —5 Imperial Ct., C, 356-3520.
Pfeffer, George Allen, B.S., Asst. in Physical Chemistry, School of Chemical Sciences.
19n Noyes Lab., 333-7550. —Apt. 202 2215 S. First, C, 384-5411.
*Pfeffer, Jeffrey (Susan), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
306 Commerce (W), 333-4550. —3 Burnett Circle, U., 344-1968.
*Pfeffer, John Thomas (Marian A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Sanitary Engineering, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3230 Civil Eng., 333-6965. —11 Montclair Rd., U., 344-0719.
*tPfeifer, Mary (Benjamin C), Domestic, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —1105 Holiday Dr., C, 356-4269.
*Pfeiffer, Gilbert Maurice (Martha F.), B.S., Procedures and Systems Analyst, Purchasing Div.,
Business Affairs Ofc.
228 Adm., 333-3583. —906 Oakcrest Dr., C, 356-4771.
*Pflugmacher, Herman (Marie E.), Janitor Subforeman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
358 Kaufmann Dr., Bayles Lake, Loda (60948).
*Pflugmacher, William Edward (Alvian), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Gifford, 568-6230.
*Pfohl, William F. (Susan J.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —Apt. 10, 305 W. Park, U., 344-8593.
Pharr, Fredrika Thornton, Supervisor, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc, Clerical
Learner Program.
627 1/2 S. Wright, C, 333-6811. —98 Western, Danville (61832), 446-7439.
Phelan, Leo John, M. S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser, Agriculture, Champaign County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-3312. —1408 N. McKinley, 359-2097.
*Phelps, Daniel James (Virginia M), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
104 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2374; 142 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1170. —Apt. B, 2033 S. Orchard, U.,
344-1313.
•Phelps, Garl C. (Anna G.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1402 Williamsburg Dr., C, 352-1174.
*Phelps, Harold (Helen A.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —603 S. Elm, Mahomet (61853), 586-2492.
•tPhelps, Janet Laura (Stephen J.), B.A., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
300 Natural Resources, 189-266, 344-1481. —N.-303A, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 356-9690.
*Phelps, Jasper B. (Alice M.), B.A., Asst. in Speech.
322 Illini Hall, 333-2057. —1321 S. State, C, 359-1192.
Phelps, Rose Bernice, Ph.D., Prof, of Library Science, Emerita.
1333 E. Water, Tucson, Arizona (85719), 326-6159.
*Phelps, Samuel David (Marjorie K.), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Iroquois County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
123 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2479. —R.R. 3, Box 136, Watseka (60970),
815-432-5343.
Phelps, Wayne, Compositor, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-0429. —303 Greenview, U., 367-7345.
•Philipp, Walter Viktor (Barbara P.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall.
•Philippson, Ernst Alfred (M. Josie), Ph.D., Prof, of German, Emeritus.
3130 Foreign Lang. —114 W. Florida, U., 367-1854.
•Phillippe, Irene Lydia (Loyde F.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
220S Library, 333-0252. —103 Augusta Dr., Mahomet (61853), 586-4702.
*Phillips, Clarence Alois (Esther A.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
355 Altgeld Hall, 333-1504. —S. Prospect Avenue Rd., R.R. 2, C, 356-5098.
*Phillips, David Robert (Mattie E.), B.S., Cartographer, Dept. of Geology.
414 Natural History, 333-6696. —6 Ivanhoe Dr., U., 344-3782.
•Phillips, Irma R. (Robert P.), A.A., Clerk II, Business Ofc.
279 Adm., 333-0783. —310 W. Washington, U., 367-5526.
•Phillips, James Woodward (Constance), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
314 Talbot Lab., 333-4388. —1913 Rebecca Dr., C, 359-6918.
•Phillips, Joseph Dexter (Genevieve R.), Ph.D., Prof., Bur. of Econ. and Bus. Res.
424 D.K.H., 333-2332. —802 Brighton Dr., U., 367-7227.
•Phillips, J. Richard (Sharon), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
285 D.C.L., 333-0135. —1111 W. Church, C, 356-4568.
•Phillips, Jutta (William), B.A., Res. Asst., Survey Res. Lab.
419 D.K.H., 333-3805. —103 E. Chalmers, C, 367-3147.
•Phillips, Mary Ellen (William L.), Typing Clerk II, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3111. —33 Magnolia Dr., C, 352-5984.
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Phillips, (Mrs.) M. Jean, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
188b Education, 333-2550. —2001 Cypress Dr., C, 352-4332.
•Phillips, Ophelia (Willard), Key Puch Operator II, Admissions and Records.
410b Met. and Min., 333-0306. —1513 Summit Ridge, C, 356-3160.
Phillips, Patricia L (Billy), Clerk-Typist II, Ombudman's Ofc.
322 Illini Union, 333-1345, 333-1346. 333-0888. —29 Tulip Tree Dr., C, 359-7430.
*Phillips, Phil E. (Joan), B.S., Asst. in Art.
131 Fine Arts. —706 S. Anderseon, U., 344-3006.
Phillips, Ruby Johnson, M.S., Specialist in Education, Dept. of Special Education.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-6222.
*Phillips, Stanley Arthur (Pauline F.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Chemical Sciences,
Retired.
R.R. 2, U., 469-7103.
•Phillips, Tom Lee (M. Patricia). Ph.D., Prof, of Botany; Assoc. Head of Dept.
57 Morrill Hall, 333-0653. —1205 E. Pennsylvania, U.
Philson, Stephen Baker, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —501 S. Broadway, U., 367-9052.
*Phipps, Chesney, (Helen I.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Ogden, 582-4015.
*Phipps, Helen Irene (Chesney), Admissions/ Records Officer, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1741. —Ogden (61859), 582-4015.
Phipps, Lloyd James, Ed.D., Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education; Chairman of Dept.
340 Education, 333-0807. —201 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5644.
Phipps, Thomas Erwin, Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Chemistry, Emeritus.
172 Noyes Lab., 333-0863. —908 S. Busey, U., 344-5572.
*Piatt, Carl Davis (Dorothy), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, Georgetown (61846), 662-6256.
•Pickard, J. Ronald (Alice), D.V.M., M.S., Prof, of Veterinary Ext., College of Vet. Med.
281 Small Animal Clinic, 333-2907. —R.R. 2. Homer (61849), 896-2400.
•Pickard, Paul (Linda), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Nuclear Engineering.
219 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-7710. —R.R. 2, 1706 Allen, U.
'tPickens, Glen Anderson (Reba E.), Treasurer-Manager, University of Illinois Employees Credit
Union.
512 S. Third, C, 333-0590, 352-0414, 333-0591. —Apt. 6, 709 S. Randolph, C, 356-6304.
*Pickens, Patricia Dean (Pierce O.), Secy., Coles County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 159, 703 Monroe, Charleston (61920), 345-7034. —2004 Cleveland, Charleston
(61920), 345-2225.
"tPickens, Reba Emelia (Glen A.), Clerk-Typist, University of Illinois Employees Credit Union.
512 S. Third, C, 333-0591, 352-0414. —Apt. 6, 709 S. Randolph, C, 356-6304.
Pickerill, Robert E., Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2. U., 367-3.056.
•Pickett, Jean Neese (William O.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Christian County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
313 W. Market, Taylorville (62568), 824-2130. —18 White Fence Acres, Rochester (62563),
637-7429.
Pickett, Marvin Ted, B.S., Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
212 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190.
Piekarczyk, Stanislaw, Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of History.
314a Gregory Hall, 333-7799. —Apt. 534,1107 W. Green, U.
'tPierard, Louis Henry (Charlene M.), A.B., Geologist, Soil Conservation Service. U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church. C, 356-3787. —1605 W. White, C, 356-3652.
•Pierce, Carolyn Reed (Willitt), M.Ed., Asst., U.H.S.
1207 W. Stoughton. U. —1510 Centennial, C, 359-1000.
•Pierce, David L. (Mary E.), Ed.D., Asst. Dir. of Housing Student Affaris, Housing Div.; Asst.
Prof, of Higher Education.
155 Lincoln Ave. Residence Hall, 333-3886, 333-3995. —803 Holiday Dr.. C. 352-4565.
•Pierce, Darrell R. (Susan J.), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Agriculture. Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —1601 E. Jackson. Macomb (61455), 309-836-9501.
Pierce, Joan Louise B.S., Accountant II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
101 Davenport House, 333-2186. —Apt. 1, 404 Briar Lane. C. 352-5087.
Pierce, Lyle G., B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1000 N. Main, Monmouth (61462). 309-734-5161. —Apt. 5. 1309 E. Broadway. Monmouth
(61462), 309-734-5354.
•Pierce, Michael M. (Sharon), Operations Mgr., Assembly Hall.
101 Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —405 N. Garfield, C, 359-4054.
•Pierce, Ronald (Linda), B.S., Asst. Ext. Advisor, Lee County, Cooperative Extension Service.
31 East, Box 119, Amboy (61310), 815-857-3525. —33 Chateau Estates, Dixon (61021).
815-288-5283.
•Pierce, Willitt S. (Carolyn), M.S., Management Methods Analyst. Univ. Management Information
Systems Ofc.
251 Illini Tower, 333-0370. —1510 Centennial Dr., C, 359-1000.
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•Pierson, John David (Laura), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
445A Gregory Hall. —302 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-7532.
Pietrangeli, Angelina Rosalia, Ph.D.. Prof, of Spanish, Italian, and of French.
4030 Foreign Lang., 333-8058. —212 E. John, C, 356-7168.
*Pigage, Leo Charles (Lucille C), M.M.E., Prof, of Industrial Engineering.
232 M.E. Bldg., 333-1466. —206 Elmwood Rd., C, 356-5659.
*Pigman, Edward W., Jr., M.A., Asst. in Humanities.
3012 Foreign Lang., 333-7077. —601 W. Columbia, C.
*Pigott, H. Dale (Shirley P.), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
372 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —909 S. Anderson, U., 367-5742.
*Pigott, Shirley Persons (H. Dale), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
62 Noyes Lab., 333-3959. —909 S. Anderson, U., 367-5742.
*Pike, George I. Hetta), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Dept. of Physics.
100a Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —506 S. Vine, Mahomet (61853), 586-2082.
*Pike, Gerald A. (Susan), B.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
458 Physics Bldg., 333-6354. —320 Miller, C, 356-1458.
*Pike, Max Noel (Anne V.), B.S., Supervisor of Accident Compensation.
309 McKinley Hospital, 333-1080. —205 W. William, Monticello (61856), 762-5041.
*Pilachowski, David Michael (Marsha), B.A., Circulation Asst., Library.
203 Library. —511 W. Nevada, U., 328-3856.
*Pilch, Albert John (Dorothy A.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Grundy County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
116 1/2 E. Washington, P.O. Box 432, Morris (60450), 815-942-2725. —840 E. North, Morris
(60450), 815-942-4354.
*Pile, Otis William (Martha), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-319 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —113 E. Stoughton, C, 352-9305.
Pilgrim, Loretta Jean, Adm. Board of Trustees Ofc.
354 Adm., 333-1920. —Apt. 9, 1105 W. Oregon, U., 344-1302.
tPilgrim, Marvin William, Hydrologic Technician, U.S.G.S.
Carter Bldg., Ashley Rd.. Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-242-4495. —1100 Perkins, Mt. Vernon
(62864), 618-244-2291.
*Pines, David (Aronelle S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
337b Physics Bldg., 333-0115. —403 W. Michigan, U., 344-6811.
*Pingry, Robert Eldon (Ruth), Ph.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education and of
Mathematics; Coordinator of Graduate Study in Education.
110 Education, 333-0964. —3312 Lakeshore Dr., C, 356-3054.
Pinnell, Minerva, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Art.
UN Architecture, 333-0361. —909 W. Oregon, U., 344-0668.
*Piper, Harold T. (Kathryn L.), Temperature Control Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —3 Monterey Ct., C, 356-4762.
*Pirie, James Douglas Sr. (Barbara J.), SFC, U.S. Army, Instr. in Military Science.
111 Armory, 333-1550; 203 Armory 333-1551. —1404 Briarwood Dr., C, 352-7073.
*Pirnat, Charles Raymond (Janet L.), Ph.D., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —607 S. Prairie, C, 352-4530.
tPischl, Christine Marie, B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
222 Natural Resources, 189-224, 344-1481. —504 E. White, C, 352-7238.
*Pisciotte, Joseph Paul (Anita T.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof., Inst, of Govt, and Public Affairs and
Dept. of Political Science.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —104 W. Mumford, U.. 344-5543.
*tPiskin, Kemal (Margaret E.), M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geol. Survey.
432 Natural Resources, 189-250, 344-1481. —1310 Glendale Dr.. C, 352-6450.
Pistorius, Nancy J., B.F.A., Library Technical Assistant I, Extramural Library.
231 Library, 333-3999. —Ill E. Healey, C, 359-7656.
Pitcher, Eugene Stephen, B.A., Asst. to University Dir. of Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3625. —304 Country Fair Dr., C. 359-4050.
*Pitchford, Alvie Andrew (Margaret M.), Carpenter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —309 Broadway, Tolono (61880), 485-7690.
Pitt, Daniel A., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
23 D.C.L., 333-6153. —Ill E. Chalmers, C, 344-2229.
*Pittman, Orville Clarence (Georgia B.), Head Airport Caretaker, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —Box 94. R.R. 2. Savoy (61874), 359-5887.
•Pittman, Waneda L. (Sylvester), Work Program Participant. Kankakee County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901). 815-939-3626. —470 N. Greenwood. Kankakee
(60901).
•Pittman, Woodrow Wilson (Gertha H.), Conveyor Operator, Dept. of Plant and Services,
Retired.
345 Dalton, Cotter, Arkansas (72626), 435-6398.
*Pitts, Terence R. (Sandra). B.A., Library Clerk II, Circulation Dept.. Library.
203 Library, 333-2934. —504 1/2 E. Elm, U., 344-1598.
*Plager, Sheldon J. (Frankie B.), LL.M., Prof, of Law.
239 Law, 333-3098. —1009 S. Douglas, U.. 367-2128.
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*Planchon, Harry Peter, Jr. (Virginia G.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
129 M.E. Lab., 333-3560. —1811 Clover Lane, C, 352-2760.
*Planty, Earl Gerald (Marjorie S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Management, Emeritus.
305-825-0588. 825-0588.
•Plater, William M. (Gail), M.A., Acting Dir. of Living and Learning Unit I, College of L.A.S.
Asst. Dir. of Unit I, College of L.A.S.
70 Allen Hall, 333-8351.; Allen Hall, 333-8351. —Apt. 2, 709 W. Nevada, U., 328-1618.
*Plath, David William (Marilyn), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology and of Asian Studies. On leave of
absence for 1972-73. Head of Dept.; Prof.. Center for Asian Studies.
109 Davenport Hall. 333-0874. —801 W. Washington. C, 352-0109.
Piatt, V. Douglas, B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
2119 Civil Eng., 333-6933. —URH-412 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2272.
*Pleck, Michael Healy (Mary Kay), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
315 Transportation, 333-2525, 333-2730. —2004 Lynwood Dr., C, 356-6406.
*Pleskoff, Bernard M. (Malinda). M.Ed., Resident Director-Coordinator, Florida Ave. Residence
Halls.
Ofc, Oglesby Hall, 333-0840. —URH-117 Ogelsby Hall, U., 332-5073.
•Plichta, Roman Thaddeus (Barbara), M.Engr., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
103 AND 197 Adams Lab. —Apt. 377, 114 Holiday Park Dr., C, 359-9254.
*Plocher, James E. (Kaye), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Agriculture, Kankakee County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901), 815-939-3626. —635 S. McKinley. Kankakee
(60901). 815-939-3841.
Plotner, Linda Lu, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
194 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7232. —R.R. 2, Box 133, Tolono, 684-2718.
*Plotner, Michael Edwin (Linda M.), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Agronomy South Farm, 333-2965. —Box 79, Philo (61864), 684-2069.
*Plue, Alvin Emery (Lillian P.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1716 Park Haven Dr., C, 352-2278.
*Plue, Lillian P. (Aluin E.), Food Processor, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1452. —1716 Park Haven Dr., C, 352-2278.
Plumer, Richard L., M.A., Asst. in Physics.
100 Hydraulic Eng. Lab., 333-2688. —809 S. Busey, U.
•Plunk, Frederick Earl (Phyllis B.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
K.C.P.A., 333-6705. —475 S. State, Monticello (61856), 762-2648.
*Plutschow, Herbert Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Japanese Language and Literature.
Rm. 306, 1208 W. California, U., 333-9077. —Apt. C. 2055 S. Orchard, U., 367-5199.
*Plymire, Ruth Ann (William C), Adm. Secy., Dept. of Entomology.
« 320 Morrill Hall, 333-2910. —St. Joseph (61873).
*Pocialik, Leila (Joe), Work Program Participant, Vermilion County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville, 442-8615. —857 E. Chestnut, Hoopeston (60942), 283-7875.
*Pocius, Alphonsus Vytautas (Janice L.), B.A., Asst in Chemistry.
314 Noyes Lab., 333-8382. —603 E. High, U., 344-4978.
*Poehler, Eugene S. (Lucille A.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Round Barns, 333-0582. —1401 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-6089.
"tPoeschl, Harold J. (Lois), B.S., State Resource Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —2106 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-2310.
Poque, Ramona R. (Mrs.), B.S., Adm. Aide, Dept. of Computer Science.
181 D.C.L., 333-4349. —651 Karen Ct., Decatur (62526), 877-2963.
Pohlman, Jeffrey T., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
46 E.E. Bldg., 333-4222; 1-107 C.S.L. —1005 W. University, U., 328-1487.
•Pohndorf, Richard Henry (Helen M.), Ph.D., Prof, of P.E.
301A Huff Gym., 333-2808. —806 Hamilton Dr., C, 352-5693.
•Poindexter, Harold George (Margaret M.), B.S., C.P.A., Asst. Dir. of Business Affairs.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —1202 Newbury Rd., C, 352-8555.
•Pointer, Pauline Marie (Allen F.), Clerk III, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3953. —1601 Joanne Lane, C, 356-8710.
Pokorny, Linda S., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-305 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —211 N. Coler, U., 367-2273.
Polansky, Sharon H., B.A., Asst. in Journalism.
119 Gregory Hall. —URH-230 Allen Hall. U., 332-3162.
Polesky, Richard William B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
46 E.E. Bldg. —Apt. 2-1, 912 Crescent Dr., C, 359-4979.
•Polite, Gussie (Procine), Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1209 N. Lincoln, U., 328-1055
Polk, Brenda J., Payroll Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-2183. —R.R. 3, U., 344-6058.
Polk, Diana D. Blackwell, B.S., Clerk Typist III. Grad. School of Library Science.
329 Library, 333-3281. — 1829-C Orchard PI, U.. 328-2754.
Polk, Helen Jo, Chief Payroll Clerk, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-6520. —Apt. 2, 214 W. Washington, C, 359-3468.
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*Poll, Mary Amelia (Marvin C). Secy.. Campus Legal Counsel's Ofc.
258 Adm., 333-0560. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4514.
*Poll, Patricia Marie (Roy E., Jr.), Card Punch Operator III, Accounting Division. Business
Office.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —702 MacArthur Dr., L"., 367-0369.
Pollock, Mary I., Ed.M., Resident Dir., Scott Hall.
128 Scott Hall, 333-4274. —URH-102 Scott Hall. C. 332-1406.
'Polston, Robert Edsel (Eileen E.). Water Station Operator. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —502 S. Cottage Grove, L".. 367-4650.
•Pond, Charles P. (Pamela), M.A.. Prof P.E.: Head Gymnastics Coach.
201 Old Gym.. 333-2795; 113 Assembly Hall, 333-1282. —701 N. Orchard. U.. 367-1938.
•Ponsler, James W. (Eris E.). Asst. Chief Building Operating Engr.. Illini Union.
115 Illini Union. 333-3954. —101 Front, Mansfield (61854), 489-4191.
'Poole, Carol Ann (John). M.L.S., Librarian (with rank of Instr.), Engineering Library.
221 Engineering Hall. 333-3576. —R.R. 1, Box 46, Green Acres, Rantoul (61866), 892-4440.
*Poole, Marshall Everette (Doris), M.A., Communications Specialist, College of Agriculture.
69 Mumford Hall. 333-4780. —603 W. Green. U., 344-6227.
*tPoole, Stephen Mac (Mary). B.S.. Chemist II. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —1407 Kinch, U.. 367-2659.
*Pope, Harold Delos (Beatrice M.). Sheet Metal Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div..
Retired.
1 Aspen Dr.. Loveland, Colo.
Popek, Charlene Ann, B.A., Asst., Reference Dept., Library.
200 Library, 333-2290. —1005 S. Sixth, C, 344-6319.
tPoplett, Carol L, B.S.. Clerk-Typist III. State N.H. Survey.
280 Natural Resources, 333-6650. —403 N. Lynn. C. 356-5702.
Poppelbaum, Wolfgang Johann, Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Computer
Science.
230 D.C.L.. 333-0871. —2007 S. Anderson. U.. 367-4311.
*Porqueras-Mayo, Alberto (Janet). Ph.D.. Prof, of Spanish.
4032 Foreign Lang., 333-8058. —2211 Fletcher, U.. 344-1477.
Port, Sandra Lee, Secy.. Whiteside County. Cooperative Extension Service.
100 E. Knox. Morrison (61270), 772-4075. —R.R. 2. Morrison (61270), 778-4859.
•Porta, Horacio Alberto (Piki Z.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
226 Illini Hall. 333-1863. —1308 Briarcliff Dr.. U.. 367-6813
•Porter, Bettina Williams (John A.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Cook County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
767 N. Milwaukee. Chicago (60602). 312-663-4893. —9557 S. LaSalle. Chicago (60628).
312-568-4567.
Porter, Carrie Bell, Work Program Participant. Pulaski-Alexander Counties-Cooperative Extension
Service.
124 N. Oak. Mounds (62964). 618-745-6310. —314 N. McKinley, Mounds (62964), 745-9457.
•Porter, Catherine M. (Timothy J.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Finance.
340 Commerce (W), 333-2110. —2 Blue Spruce Dr.. C. 352-7737.
Porter, Dorothy Elizabeth, Clerk III. Dept. of Home Econ.
260g Bevier Hall, 333-3794. —501 E. First. Homer (61849). 896-2235.
•Porter, Earl Waters (Edith C). Ph.D.. Secretary of the University and of the Board of Trustees.
354 Adm.. 333-3493. —1016 W. Healey, C. 359-3336.
•Porter, George Patrick (Clara), B.S., Supt. of Utilities, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3437. —410 E. Bluff. Sidney (61877). 688-2553.
•Porter, Janet Lynn (Richard E.). A.A.S., Secy.. Bureau of Econ. and Bus. Res.
408 D.K.H.. 333-2330. —1001 S. Pine. C. 352-2461.
•Porter, Marcella M. (Vernon L.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
240 Ani. Sci., 333-4366. —2010 Silver Court W., U., 328-2400.
•Porter, Mary Etta (Marvin E.), Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 487, Ridgway, Illinois (62979), 618-272-4562. —Box 41. Shawneetown (62979).
618-269-3656.
•Porter, Vernon L. (Marcella). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Food Science.
103 Dairy Manufactures. 333-4441. —2010 Silver Ct.. W.. U.. 328-2400.
Potasek, Mary J., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg.. 333-4358. —URH-198 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2412.
Potter, Ann Marjorie, B.S., Catalog Reviser (with rank of Asst. Prof.) Library. Emerita.
605 Trinity Ct.. Evanston (60201), 312-492-7742.
•Potter, Larry Thomas (Wanda E.), Garage Attendant. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —203 X. New. C. 906 W. Union, C.
•Potter, Sophie (William H.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —501 Crawford. Villa Grove (61956). 832-9327.
Potterfield, (Mrs.) Alma Harriett, Accounting Clerk I. Housing Div.. Retired.
1008 W. Washington. C. 352-8654.
•Potts, Laren Ray (Patricia S.). Agr. Gardner, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Vegetable Crops, 333-1966. —406 Tempa Dr.. Sidney (61877). 688-2366.
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Potts, Mildred Aileen, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
142 M.E. Bldg., 333-6342. —1004 S. Anderson, U., 367-6135.
*Potts, Tommy L. (Gail), M.S., Asst. in Finance.
7 D.K.H., 333-0231. —8 Alder Ct., C, 359-3048.
•Poulsen, Rita M. (Harold W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Ceramic Eng.
204 Ceramics, 333-1770. —53 1/2 E. Healey, C, 359-9433.
•Povenmire, Harlo Kingsley (Roberta A.), M.S., Res. Assoc, Aviation Res. Lab., Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —Box 287, Savoy (61874), 359-5489.
'tPowell, Bessie Mae (Don), Key Punch Operator II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —Apt. 304, 2202 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-6785.
*Powell, Dwight (Genevieve), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology, Emeritus.
2207 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-6261.
*Powell, George Duncan (Thea), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
306 Coble Hall, 333-6499. —Apt. 33, 1201-A E. Florida, U., 344-1651.
*Powell, John William (Sylvia), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
235 Burrill Hall, 333-2067. —Apt. A, 2070 S. Orchard, U., 344-4633.
*Powell, Morgan E. (Jane), M.Mus., Assoc. Prof, of Music; Assoc, Center for Advanced Study.
5050 Music, —R.R. 2, St. Joseph (61873), 1-469-7110.
*Powell, Ronald Rowe (Jeanne A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Library Science.
329 Library, 333-0734. —718 S. Broadway, U., 328-2248.
*Power, Robert J., Jr. (Linda), B.S., Asst. in Architecture.
309 Architecture. —2300 1/2 E. University, U., 344-4127.
Power, Ruth Tarlton, M.S., Chemistry Librn.; Prof, of Library Administration.
257 Noyes Lab., 333-3737. —909 W. Oregon, U., 344-2235.
*Powers, Clyde William (Goldie K.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Chemical Sciences,
Retired.
2201 Lantern Hill Dr., U., 367-3807.
*Powers, George Henry (Olive P.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Elec Eng., Retired.
607 E. California, U., 367-2404.
Powers, Susan K., M.A., Res. Asst. in Elementary Education.
257 Armory, 333-6513. —URH-511 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4749.
Prabhaker, Mateit, M.Tech., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
24f D.C.L., 333-6716. —Apt. 12, 1009 W. California, U., 344-4067.
Pradels, Jean Louis, M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
247 D.C.L., 333-6716. —505 E. Clark, C, 352-6874.
*Prahl, Edward J. (Mary C), Agr. Gardner Foreman, Dept. of Horticulture.
100 Floriculture, 333-2123. —1108 Hickory Lane, Monticello (61856), 762-2476.
*Prahl, Mary C. (Edward J.), Clker-Typist III, College of Education.
110 Education, 333-0964. —1108 Hickory Lane, Monticello (61856), 762-2476.
*Prasse, Evelyn Arlene (R. Ronald), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Stephenson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Highland Community College, Bldg. C, Pearl City Rd., Freeport (61032), 233-4125. —R.R. 4.
Freeport (61032), 232-5800.
Prater, Garrett Hobart, Kitchen Laborer, Housing Division, Retired.
Apt. 1, 15 1/2 E. University, C, 356-6829.
*Prather, Billy Lewis (Barbara A.), Offset Cameraman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —R.R. 3, U., 328-1779.
*Pratt, Lawrence R. (Kathleen), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305a Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 303, 911 S. Locust, C.
*Preparata, Franco Paolo (Rosamaria), Dr.Eng., Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Prof.,
Coordinated Science Lab. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
3-107 C.S.L., 333-6669,
Presley, Roger Lee, M.S., Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.), Serials Dept., Library.
200s Library, 333-4164. —601 W. Green, U., 367-4560.
*Presnell, Frank Nelson (Stella G.), Pipefitter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1717 Garden Hills Dr., C, 352-0408.
*Preston, Charles G. (Florence), Chief Clerk, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
156A E.E. Bldg., 333-0716, 333-6619. —1104 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-6729.
Preto-Rodas, Richard A., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Spanish and Portuguese.
4150E Foreign Lang., 333-8278. —705 W. Ohio, U., 344-6020.
Prevedell, Toni, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for Advanced Computation.
341 Advanced Computation, 333-7334. —706 S. Walnut, U., 344-3764.
*Pribula, Alan Joseph (Cheryl D.), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
350D Noyes Lab., 333-3059. — 1820-B Orchard PI., U.. 344-8925.
*Pribula, Cheryl Deckert (Alan), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
459 Noyes Lab., 333-6585. —Apt. B, 1820 Orchard PI., U., 344-8925.
Price, Annette, B.S., Asst. in Geology.
315 Natural History. —606-B W. Vermont, U.
'Price, Eddie W. (Martha), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
121 Talbot Lab., 333-1793. —Apt. 202, 2203 Hazelwood Dr., U., 328-3770.
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•Price, Herbert (Edith P.). Electronic Technician II. Nuclear Engineering.
102 Nuclear Eng. Lab.. 333-1598. —601 S. Busey. L\. 344-6433.
'Price, John Wilderman (Elizabeth H.). M.Div., Counselor, Foreign Student-Staff Affairs Ofc.
310 Student Services. 333-1303. —909 S. Vine. L\. 367-5562.
•tPrice, Kenneth Lee (Paula J.). B.S.. Tech. Assoc. University Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3150. —2004 W. Broadmoor. C. 356-0620.
Price, Larkin Burl, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of French.
2118 Foreign Lang.. 333-2021. —607 W. Vermont, L\. 344-1088.
Price, Leonard Hilmar, B.F.A.. Prof, of Art.
126 Fine Arts. 333-1796. —19 Sherwin Circle. L\. 344-5057.
•Price, Marcia Kay (Fred V.). Clerk-Typist I. Dept. of Mathematics.
273 Altgeld Hall. 333-8762. —Apt. 104. 1206 W. Stoughton, U.. 344-1337.
Price, Mary Kathleen, M.S.. Asst. Law Libra, (with rank of Instr.). Law Library-.
104k Law. 333-2913. —Apt. 203. 822 Oakland. U.. 367-5296.
•Price, Peter Wilfrid (Maureen). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Entomology.
415b Morrill Hall. 333-8424. —805 S. Anderson, L\, 367-2900.
•Price, Sharon Diane (R. Michael). Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agronomy.
N-405 Turner Hall. 333-3650. —415 Louisiana. C. 352-4315.
•Prickett, Alice Ann (Thomas A.). B.A.. Scientific Artist. School of Life Sciences.
341 Natural History, 333-2448. —8 Montclair. L\, 344-2277.
•tPrickett, Thomas A. (Alice A.). B.S.. Professional Scientist. State Water Survev.
239 Water Resources, 333-1724. —8 Montclair Rd.. L"., 344-2277.
•Pride, Douglas E. (Kathryn P.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Geology.
336 Natural History. 333-3252. —R. R. 2. L\. 328-3162.
Priepke, Peter Eugene, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
114 S. Wing. Hort. Field Lab.. 333-1870. —1405 W. Kirby. C. 359-1099.
"Primmer, lona Reed (R. Ravmond). Chief Clerk. Duplicating Service. Agricultural Publications.
406 AND 408 Mumford Hall. 333-3107. 333-3134. —R. R.. Mahomet (61853). 586-4750.
•Primmer, Joan Colleen (Lvle E.). Cashier I. Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall. 333-3141.'—R.R. 4. C. 352-6070.
•Primmer, Russell Raymond (lona R.). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I. Dept. of Agr. Eng.
128 Agr. Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-0286. —W. Main. Mahomet (61853), 586-4750.
•Primmer, Thelma Marie (Llovde F.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-1422. —R.R. 3. C. 586-2162.
•Princehouse, David W. (Linda L.). Ph.D.. Res. Asso. in Physics.
290r Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-2596. —610 LaSell Dr.. C. 359-8543.
•Pringle, Charles D. (D. Gavle). M.B.A.. Asst. in Business Administration.
19 Commerce (W). 333-9344. —Apt. 48. 905 E. Colorado. U., 367-4260.
*Pringle, John Thomas (Dorothy L.). Aircraft Shop Subforeman, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-0072. —606 N. Central, Tolono (61880). 485-3015.
•Prior, Kathryn Irene (Wilbur L.). Head Cook. Food Service. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union. 333-0700. —110 Prairie. Box 28. Odgen (61859). 582-7750.
•Pritchard, Donald Dean (Doris F.). Stores Supervisor, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
100 E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-1916. —47 Lange. Savoy (61874). 359-5406.
•Pritchard, William Arnold (Catherine A.). Brickmason. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —20 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5671.
•Propst Franklin Moore (Janet). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof.. Dept. of Physics and Coordinated Science
Lab.; Assoc. Dir. for Administration. Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
356 Eng. Res. Lab. 333-0527; 1-105 C.S.L., 333-1904. —501 W. Michigan, U., 344-0331.
•Propst, Franklin M. (Janet). Ph.D.. Assoc. Dir. of Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.;Assoc. Prof.,
Dept. of Phvs. & Coordinated Science Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-0527; 1-105 C.S.L. 333-1904. —501 W. Michigan. L., 344-0331.
•Prosise, Samuel M. (Barbara A.). Digital Computer Supervisor. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-4814. —2006 Willow Rd.. U\. 367-1502.
•Prosser, C. Ladd (Hazel B.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Phvsiology and of Zoologv.
463 Burrill Hall. 333-1663. —205 E. Michigan. U.. 367-7229.
Protacio, Delia Casco, B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
458 Bevier Hall. 333-4589. —908 W. Oregon. U.. 344-1963.
'Proteau, Arthur J. (Dorothy). A.B.. Northeast Regional Dir. of Div. of Univ. Ext.
1309 Science and Engineering Ofc. Bldg.. Universitv of Illinois at Chicago Circle. P.O. Box
4348. Chicago. (60680). 996-2623. —P.O. Box 315. Naperville (60540).
Proteau, Sister Janet Marie B.Mus.Ed.. Asst. in Music Education.
216 Child Development Lab. —201 N. Busey. U\. 367-2021.
'Prothe, Wilbert C. (Parilee). M.S.. Senior Res. Engr. and Asst. to Dir. Coordinated Science Lab.
280 C.S.L.. 333-2515. —1908 Augusta Dr.. C. 356-9174.
•Proudfit, Doyne (Willard D.). B.S.. Adm. Secy.. Dept. of Civil Eng.
1114 Civil Eng.. 333-3814. —1714 Salem Rd.. C. 356-1630.
Prough, Kathryn Marie (Mrs.). Accounting Clerk II. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
205 Davenport House. 333-4880. —608 W. Park. C. 356-5726.
•Provenzano, George (Nolen J.). M.A.. Res. Assoc, Environmental Studies Inst.. Graduate
College.
272 Commerce (W). 333-0120. —1704 S. Pleasant. U\. 367-1405.
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Provine, Loring Harvey, A.E., Prof, of Architectural Engineering, Emeritus.
Hoosier Village, 5300 W. Ninety-sixth, Indianapolis, Indiana (46268), 873-2398.
'tPrugh, Byron J., Jr. (Hattie R.), M.S., Hydrologist, WRD, U.S.G.S.
901 Lake, Oak Park (60303), 312-386-3239.
Pruitt Peggy Jane, M.S., Asst. in P.E. for Women.
B-53 Intramural-P.E., 333-7414. —Apt. 3, 1709 W. John, C, 356-3905.
*Prussing, John Edward (Laurel). Sc.D., Assoc. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
13 Transportation, 333-8231. —2106 Grange Dr., U.. 344-5078.
*Pryor, David Lee (Brenda B.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
181 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. 333-7001. —149 E. Mansfield, Bement (61813), 678-7381.
*Pryor, Murray Arthur (Dale L.), Elevator Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1102 N. Highlands Dr., U., 367-8185.
Przybysz, John Xavier, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —112 E. Green. C.
Puca, Patrick John, Ph.B., Res. Asst. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
49 Vet. Med., 333-3613. —Apt. 5, 1303 Mitchem Dr., U., 367-3852.
*Puckett, Hoyle Brooks, Sr. (Faye B.). M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering; Res.
Leader, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
226 Agr. Eng., 333-0808. —R.R. 2, U., 328-3459.
•Puckette, Margaret Lou (Gerald G.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Small Homes Council-Building Research
Council.
I E. Saint Mary's Rd., C, 333-1802. —10 O'Connor Ct., C, 359-4756.
*Puerta, Manuel (Eloisa), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4045 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 610, 300 S. Goodwin, U.
*Pugh, Edison Neville (Joyce P.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Metallurgy.
308 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4692. —2207 Tamarack Dr., C, 359-9989.
*Pullen, Jack O. (Norma), Physical Sci. Tech. Asst., Dept. of Geology.
121 Natural History, 333-6379. —1509 Curtiss Dr., U., 367-5070.
Pullen, Roberta Elizabeth, Data Processing Analyst I, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-3102. —1415 Holly Hill Dr., C. 352-1415.
*Pulliam, James, Jr. (Harriette), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
66 E.E. Bldg., 333-1954. —801 W. Harvard, C, 352-6488.
*Purcell, George Lyle (Maxine M.), Supervisor of Building Craftsmen. Operation and
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1090. —1010 W. Church, U., 367-2897.
*Purcell, Helen Louise (Bruce W.), Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0994. —1419 Hollycrest Dr., C. 359-0471.
*Purdue, RoseAnn (Melvin), B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Clinton County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 9, Breese, 618-526-7042. —1711 Clinton, Carlyle (62231), 618-594-3903.
*Purdy, George Barry (Jane), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, Center for Advanced Computation.
114 Advanced Computation, 333-6100. —204 S. Sixth. C, 356-2190.
Purnell, Isabelle S., M.S., Ext. Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext.
120 Illini Hall, 333-1444. —303 S. Walnut, Mahomet (61853), 586-4420.
*Purves, Alan Carroll (Anita P.), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
II IB English, 333-4346. —310 W. Delaware, U., 344-2185.
Purvy, Robert E., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
15e D.C.L., 333-0155. —Apt. 24, 504 E. Clark, C, 352-1120.
*Putnam, William James (Nettie S.), M.S., M.E., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Emeritus.
610 W. Illinois, U.. 367-1623.
*Pyatt, Joyce (Paul), B.S., Acting Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Washington County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 192, Nashville (62263), 618-327-8881. —R.F.D. 1, Box 74, Pinckneyville (62274).
618-357-3746.
Pyles, Willie C, Fountain Attendant Helper, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar. 333-2176. —602 E. Clark, C, 356-2245.
Quade, Mary Louise, Secy., Effingham County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 810, 800 E. Fayette, Effingham (62401), 217-342-6644. —913 Lynn, Effingham
(62401), 217-342-2728.
*Quas, Eleanor Mae (Jack J.), Secy., Will County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —2422 Erskine Rd., Joliet (60432).
727-2465.
•Quayle, Russell T. (Marjorie E.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —507 W. Linden, Tolono, 485-5385.
*Quertermous, Mildred (Cletus), Work Program Participant. Williamson County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 618-993-3304. —R.R. 2, Creal Springs (62922),
618-996-2112.
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•Quertermous, Paul Edward (Rosalee), Chief Clerk, Dept. of Forestry.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —Box 386, Golconda
(62938), 683-5561.
*Quesenberry, Inez (Robert), Work Program Participant, Schuyler-Brown Counties. Cooperative
Extension Service.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681), 322-6233. —Box 21, Huntsville (62344), 392-2346.
•Quick, Charles W. (Julia S.), Prof, of Law.
229 Law, 333-2877. —2015 S. Anderson, U., 367-6137.
Quinlan, Mary Katherine, Clerk III, Accounting Ofc, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E), 333-3953. —210 N. Central, U., 367-5593.
•Quinn, John Anthony (Shirley A.), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning and of
Agricultural Economics.
1001 W. Nevada, U„ 333-3021. —500 E. VanAllen, Tuscola (61953), 253-2535.
Quinn, Maryellen, M.A., Assoc, in English.
315 English. 333-1335. —1216 W. Church, C, 352-9052.
Quinones, Lolin, Coordinating Program Asst.. Cook County. Cooperative Extension Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622). 312-663-4893. —1626 N. Winchester. Chicago (60622).
489-5933.
Quintana, Margaret I., B.A., Asst. in Library Science.
439 Library. 333-1189; 422e Library, 333-1773. —URH-407 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4712.
Rabbani, Mohammad Ghulam, M.S., Res. Asst. in Zoology.
515 Morrill Hall, 333-4846.
*Rabinowitch, Eugene (Anna), Ph.D., Prof, of Botany and Biophysics, Emeritus.
1021 Washington Ave., Albany, New York (12203), 459-2883.
•Racer, Robert A. (Ruth M.). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1602 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-5745.
•Rachesky, Stanley Robert (Carole S.), M.S., Area Adviser, Pesticides, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Rm. 250, 10 N. LaSalle, Chicago (60602). 312-996-2620. —P.O. Box 484, Bloomingdale
(60108), 312-894-5935.
•Rader, Linda Kathleen (Billie), Clerk-Typist III, Urbana Council on Teacher Education.
120 Education, 333-2802. —P.O. Box 416, Philo (61864), 684-2040.
•Radmaker, Harry Albert (Mary K.), Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 102, Ivesdale (61851), 564-4232.
•Radmaker, John C. (Imogene), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 591, Tolono (61880), 485-5472.
•Radmaker, Mary (Harry), Clerk II, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Box 102, Ivesdale (61851), 564-4232.
Radwell, Thelma Isabel, B.S., Chief Clerk, President's Office.
364 Adm., 333-3075. —810 W. Indiana, U., 344-1782.
•Radzimovsky, Eugene Ivan (Tatiana), D.Tech.Sci., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
250 M.E. Bldg., 333-1838. —506 E. Harding Dr., U., 367-7775.
•Raether, Manfred Joachim (Lore), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Res. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
266 C.S.L., 333-4105. —1516 Waverly Dr., C. 356-0137.
•Raether, Manfred J. (Lore), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Res. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
266 C.S.L., 333-4105. —1516 Waverly Dr., C, 356-0137.
•Raetzman, Barbara L. (Ronald M.), B.S., Instr. in Occupational Therapy.
31 Student Services, 333-7780. —2201 Duncan Rd., C, 352-1637.
•Ragan, Bonnetta Loudene (Gene), Work Program Participant, Saline County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 618-253-7711. —11 E. Mabel. Harrisburg (62946),
253-5374.
Ragheb, Mounir, M.S., Asst., Rehab.-Educ. Center.
136 Rehab.-Educ. 333-4606. —401 S. 6th, C.
•Ragle, James Leroy (Marilyn J.), Composing Room Foreman. Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-3934. —703 Dodson Dr. East, U., 328-1873.
•Ragle, Marilyn Joan (James L.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1114 Civil Eng., 333-3814. —703 E. Dodson, U., 328-1873.
•Rago, Louis Joseph (Viorica S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Industrial Administration.
394 Commerce (W), 333-4566. —2 Normandy Ct., C, 359-2427.
tRahn, Becky J., Clerk-Typist I, State Water Survey.
254 Water Resources, 333-6800. —R.R. 1 Longview (61852), 832-9653.
•Rahn, Duane A. (M. Joan), Campus Trans. Operator, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —R.R. 1, Potomac (61865), 569-4591.
•Rahn, Stanley William (Josie), M.A., Asst. to Dean of Students; Executive Secretary, Dads
Association.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —809 E. Washington, U., 367-6274.
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Rahn, Tamra L, B.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Path. & Hygiene.
42 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7075. —Apt. 4, 408 E. Main, U. 344-6699.
Rains, (Mrs.) Ruth Ringland, Ph.D., Ext. Specialist, Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ. Ext
Rm. 108, 1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7614. —102 W. Pennsylvania, U.
Raj, Tilak, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
165D Noyes Lab., 333-3969. —1102 W. Nevada, U.
Rajan, Suryanarayaniah, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Center for Advanced Computation.
3-135 C.S.L., 333-6861. —610 W. Stoughton, U., 328-3595.
Raju, P. S., B.Tech., Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
20 D.K.H., 333-1415; 350 Commerce (W). —1114, W. Springfield, U., 344-8155.
*Raker, Elizabeth A. (Rodney J.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Physiology & Biophysics.
513 Burrill Hall, 333-0171. —509 W. University, C, 356-7577.
Rakestraw, (Mrs.) Anna, Work Program Participant, Whiteside County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 626-3658. —Thome Rd., Rock Falls (61071), 626-2903.
•Ralph, Leonard L (Wanda D.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —118 W. Division, Fisher (61843), 897-3732.
Ralph, Martin Raymond, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Calhoun County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 366, N. County Rd., Hardin (62047), 576-2419, 576-2534.
*Ramey, Marianna Louise (Ollen W.), Secy., Macoupin County, Cooperative Extension Service.
126 N. Broad, Carlinville (62626), 217-854-5946. —426 S. Broad, Carlinville (62626),
217-854-5541.
Ramirez, Sonia Teresa, M.A., Asst. in Spanish
4036 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 14, 909 S. First, C, 359-1376.
Ramos, Maria Hortensia Juan, M.S., Food Service Administrator II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 333-1407. —1707 Valley Rd., C.
*Randa, James Paul (Susan), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg., 333-2807. —611 W. Nevada, U., 344-0249.
Randa, Nancy E., B.A., Asst. in French.
2132 Foreign Lang. —508 W. High, U.
*Randa, Susan T. (James P.), Accounting Clerk II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm. 333-8201. —611 W. Nevada, U., 344-0249.
Randell, Alan William, M.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
206 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4443. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
Randell, James W., B.S., Assistant Extension Adviser, Youth, Coop. Ext. Serv.
300 Edward, Henry (61537). —Box 361, Henry (61537), 364-3010.
•Randell, Roscoe (Marjorie J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Entomology.
380 Natural Resources, 333-6653. —2004 Cureton, U., 367-6958.
Randolph, Linda T., Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737. —Apt. 103, 807 E. Oakland. U.
Rank, Joseph Stephen, B.S., Lieut., U.S.N. R., Asst. Prof, of Naval Science.
239 Armory, 333-1061. —705 S. Gregory Place, U., 344-8454.
*Rank, Ruth Bailey (Samuel R.), Chief Clerk, Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1463. —1005 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-8701.
Rankaitis, Susan Anne, B.F.A., Res. Asst., Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
263 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6211. —207 S. Elm, C, 356-6437.
Ranken, Randall E., M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2111 Civil Eng., 333-6931. —Apt. 35, 512 E. Clark, C, 352-9719.
•Rankin, Elmer Eugene (L. Mardell), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Menard County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
420 S. Seventh, Petersburg (62675), 632-7491. —307 W. Jackson, Petersburg (62675).
632-7209.
•Rankin, F. Guy (Lucille), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —510 N. Third, Fisher (61843), 897-2461.
Rankin, Stanley James, B.S., Lab. Mgr., Dept. of Computer Science.
236 D.C.L., 333-6530. —1212 Foothill Dr., C, 352-2705.
•Ransel, David L. (Terry), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
445B Gregory Hall, 333-2450. —605 S. Prairie, C, 359-6774.
•Ransom, James, Jr. (Florence G.), Dir. of Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
136 Personnel Services, 333-2147, 333-8490. —109 E. Clark, C, 352-9483.
•Ransom, Preston Lee (Mildred M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
457 E.E. Bldg., 333-1200. —808 Holiday Dr., C, 352-9230.
•Ransone, Willie Snead (Thelma J.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —6 Matteson Dr., Villa Grove (61956), 832-9347.
*Rao, Nannapaneni Narayana (Sarojini N.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
374 E.E. Bldg., 333- 4183; 301d E.E. Res. Lab. 333-2930: 333-2310. —2806 Judith Dr.. C.
356-1767.
*Rao, R. Ranga (Shantha), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
238 Illini Hall, 333-3168. —1501 S. Maple, U., 344-7722.
•Raper, Richard (Thelma G.), Cement Finisher, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
Wilber Heights, R.R. 4, C, 356-8275.
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Rapin, Lynn Suzanne, Ed.M., Resident Dir. Allen Hall: Assoc. Dir., Unit One, College of L.A.S.
URH-142 Allen Hall. U.. 333-1100. —URH-153 Allen Hall. U.. 332-3276.
•Rappaport, Julian (Arlene G.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology.
190 Children's Res. Center, 333-6578, 333-0040. —1407 Briarwood, C. 352-5013.
•Rardin, Sona Lou (Freeman D.). Secy.. Clark County. Cooperative Extension Service.
201 X. Michigan. Marshall (62441), 826-5422. —405 Beech, Marshall (62441), 826-2929.
•Rascoe, Daniel Lee (Cheryl), M.S.. Grad. Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
166 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4843; 81 Mat. Res. Lab. —Apt. 25. 1500 Anthony. C, 359-9431.
•Rash, Virgil P. (Norma J.), B.S., Res. Engr., School of Chemical Sciences.
121 Noyes Lab., 333-1720. —Philo (61864). 684-2031.
*Rasis, Eleftherios (Maria). M.S.. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
42 Education. 333-0657. —2014-D S. Orchard, U., 344-5089.
•Rasmusen, Benjamin Arthur (Marilyn S.). D.V.M., Ph.D.. Prof, of Animal Genetics. Dept. of
Animal Science. On leave of absence for 1971-72.
110 Animal Genetics. 333-2901. —402 S. Coler, U.
Rasmussen, Winfred Jens, Clerk I, Library.
22 Library. 333-1113. —Apt. 2. 405 W. Springfield, U., 328-2183.
Rastogi, Prabhat K„ M.Tech.. Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
312 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4155. —URH-646 Sherman Hall. C, 332-4875.
Ratcliffe, Thomas Edward, M.S., Reference Librn.; Prof, of Library Administration, Emeritus.
435 Avalon Rd.. Winston-Salem. North Carolina (27104), 919-725-2546.
Rathbun, Lynn C, B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
156 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-6234. —Apt. 321, 1009 W. Main, U., 344-6165.
*Rathgeber, Terrance William (Judith Ann), B.S., Editor. College of Vet. Med.
269b Vet. Med. Bldg.. 333-4945. —207 Pfeffer Rd., U.. 367-2833.
*Raths, James (Leslie), Ph.D. Prof, of Elementary Education; Chairman of Dept.
306a Education. 333-2560. —1404 W. William, C, 359-6998.
tRattonetti, Anthony, B.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
233 Water Resources. 333-8325. —Box 2038. C.
Ratzlaff, David K„ B.A.. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
414 Burrill Hall. 333-0974. —411 W. White. C. 359-1695.
*Raubinger, Frederick Melton (Florence M.), Ed.D., Prof, of Educational Administration and
Supervision; Chairman of Dept.
319 Education, 333-2155. —3214 Stoneybrook Dr., C. 359-3435.
Rauckman, (Mrs.) Ree, Clerk-Typist III. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E). 333-0691. —R.R. 2, Urbana, Illinois (61801), 328-1980.
Rausch, Thomas Jay, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg.. 333-3684. —Apt. 65. 903 E. Colorado, U., 367-2867.
*Ravenhall, David Geoffrey (Mary), Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics.
237b Physics Bldg., 333-3865. —1302 W. Clark, C, 356-4678.
•Ravenhall, Mary D. (D.G.), M.L.S.. M.A.. Asst. in Art History.
131 Fine Arts. —1302 W. Clark, C, 356-4678.
Ravlin, Harold, B.S.. Res. Programmer, C.S.L.
2-111 C.S.L.. 333-0267. —801 S. Urbana. U., 367-5613.
*Rawe, Beverley A. (Leonard D.), Multi-County Ext. Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton (62016), 942-6996. —814 S. Main, Carrollton (62016).
942-3463.
*Rawlings, Linda Sue (Richard B.), Secy., Dept. of Secondary and Continuing Educ.
395 Education, 333-0227. —1610 Normandy Dr.. C, 356-7152.
•Rawlings, Juanita J. (Rex M.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
111 Talbot Lab.. 333-3921. —602 Sunrise Dr., U., 344-1698.
Ray, Anna Statia, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, College of Vet. Med.
46A Vet. Med., 333-3577. —909-S. Cottage Grove. U.. 367-3172.
*Ray, Burton Wiley (Janet L.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Pedology, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-409 Turner Hall. 333-3650. —1517 W. Green. C. 352-9623.
•Ray, Carl (Mary A.), Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Camargo (61919). 832-4122.
•Ray, Eugene Cecil (Anna B.), Building Service Worker, Housing Division.
Al Allen Hall. 333-1395. —909 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0823.
•Ray, Harl Hall (Allyda D.). Auxiliary Operator. Operation and Maintenance Div. On leave of
absence.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1407 Greenbrier Dr.. C, 356-0649.
•Ray, Joseph Wayne (Donna L.). Plumber. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —909 E. Florida. U.. 365-3291.
•Ray, Owen Harold (Marjorie F.), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1135 Civil Eng.. 333-6913. —305 W. William. C. 352-9087.
•Ray, Robert John, (Sylvia), B.Mus., Dir. of Afro-American Cultural Center: Asst. Prof, of Music.
1003 W. Nevada. U.. 333-2092. —1200 Willard. U.
•Ray, Robert Marsh, III (Alice). M.R.P.. Res. Assoc. Center for Advanced Computation.
316 Advanced Computation. 333-2228. —302 W. Vermont, U., 328-3022.
•Ray, Sylvian Richard (Emily). Ph.D.. Prof, of Computer Science & of Electrical Engineering.
277 D.C.L.. 333-0806. —2104 Grange Dr.. U.. 344-6031.
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Raymer, Marvin L, Dup. Mach. Operator II, Mat. Res. Lab.
256 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1381. —R.R., Foosland (61845), 309-722-3323.
•Raynal, Dudley J. (Georgia P.), B.S., Asst. in Botany.
133 Morrill Hall, 333-6177. —1932-D Orchard, U., 344-5366.
•Razor, Jack E. (Phyllis), P.E.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physical Educ; Asst. Head of Dept.
121 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —2021 Rebecca Dr., C, 352-5040.
•Razor, Phyllis (Jack), M.S., Asst. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
159 Intramural-P.E. —2021 Rebecca Dr., C, 352-5040.
•Read, Audrey I. (Keith F.), Secy., Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —746 Carnation Lane, Matteson (60443),
312-747-2063.
•Read, David T. (Susan M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
471 Physics Bldg., 333-4106; 114 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4531. —Apt. 2, 1 1 1 S. Busey, U.,
344-4648.
•Read, Hadley (Margaret O.), M.S., Head of Agricultural Communications Ofc; Asst. Dir. of
Cooperative Extension Service. Asst. Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service.
67d Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —605 S. Edwin, C, 356-1788.
•Read, Samuel Edward (Marguerite P.), B.S., Accountant III, Business Affairs Ofc.
208 Davenport House, 333-4880. —901 Holiday Dr., C, 356-3247.
•Reagan, George William (Esther M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Education, Emeritus.
Route 2, Centerville Ind. (47330), 855-3792.
•Rear, Patricia Ann (William V.), Card Punch Operator I, Audio-Visual Aids Service, Div. of
Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-7637. —1618 W. Clark, C, 352-8440.
•Reaves, Al (Kay A.), M.S., Asst. in Biology.
415 AND 417 Burrill Hall, 333-0443. —Apt. 108, 817 Oakland, U., 328-1864.
Rebbe, Carol Virginia, Ed.M., Assoc. Prof, and Personnel Officer, Coop. Ext. Serv.
115 Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —2011 Vawter, U., 344-7702.
•Rebecca, Sammy J. (Marilyn L.), B.S., Dir. of Housing.
420 Student Services, 333-0610. —2709 Maplewood Dr., C, 352-1774.
•Rebeiz, Constantin A. (Carole), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Horticulture.
206d Vegetable Crops, 333-1967. —305 W. Green, C, 359-1533.
•Reber, Robert Joseph (Pamela J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Nutrition, Agriculture and Home
Economics Extension.
561 Bevier Hall, 333-2612. —1014 Roselawn, Paxton (60957), 379-2459.
Rebhuhn, Deborah, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
324 Coble Hall, 333-6329. —809 W. Nevada, U., 367-0938.
'tRector, J. D. (Cynthia A.), B.S., Asst. State Conservationist, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
* 200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —1004 S. Lynn, U.
•Redding, Francis Lafayette (Helen L.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —203 Sangamon, Fisher (61843), 897-3372.
•Redding, Lucille Evelyn (Cecil). Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1008 Country Squire, U., 367-9966.
•Redenius, Randall W. (Carolyn), M.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
126 D.K.H., 333-3627. —Apt. B-3, 103 Paddock Dr., East, C
•Redman, William Reed (Mary E.), Operative Crane Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1507 Sherman, Danville (61832), 442-2718.
Redmon, (Mrs.) Pearl Ella, Lab. Asst., Dept. of Home Econ., Retired.
915 W. Hill, C, 359-2698.
•Reed, Alta Mae (Dale L.), R.N., Staff Nurse II, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-9551. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7551.
tReed, (Mrs.) Berenice Rash, Supervisor, State Geological Survey, Retired.
505 W. High, U., 367-3764.
Reed, Cordelia, M.A., Asst. Prof, of French, Emerita.
810 W. Nevada, U., 344-1750.
•Reed, Dale L. (Alta M.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7551.
Reed, David A., B.A., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
3-130 C.S.L., 333-6752. —2702 N. Dale Dr., C, 359-9103.
Reed, Debbie Kay, Secy., Franklin County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
321 1/2 S. Main, Benton (62812), 618-439-4371. —403 N. Ward, Benton (62812),
618-435-3572.
•Reed, Dennis Lewis (Joyce V.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Dept. of Computer Science.
73 D.C.L., 333-4763. —710 N. Clifford, Tolono (61880), 485-5471.
•Reed, Don Frederick (Lucille Kate), Park Attendant, Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —Cisco (61830), 669-8981.
•Reed, Pamela L. (Perry), B.A. Broadcasting Program Asst., WILL Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —Apt. 30, 1905 N. Cunningham, U., 367-1731.
•tReed, Philip Campbell (Rita), A.B., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
425b Natural Resources, 189-298, 344-1481. —709 Crest View Dr., Monticello (61856),
762-2228.
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Reed, Richard C, B.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
1114 Civil Eng. —Apt. 208. 512 E. Stoughton. C. 356-7005.
Reeder, Margaret Patton (Mrs.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
79 Children's Res. Center. 333-3996. —1302 Mayfair Rd.. C. 356-4452.
•Reedy, Patricia (Maynard E.). Clerk-Stenog. III. School of Chemical Sciences.
106 Noyes Lab.. 333-0711. —Apt. 203. 2108 S. Orchard. U.. 328-3063.
Rees, Mary Eileen, Work Program Participant. McLean County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
202 E. Locust. Bloomington. 828-9513. —182 Sunnyside. Bloomington (61701).
tReese, J. H., Account Clerk II, State N.H. Survey.
163 Natural Resources. 333-6821. —R.R. 2. U.. 367-5706.
*Reese, Tressie (Len. Jr.), Clerk-Typist II. Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
168 Adm.. 333-4849. —423 E. Campbell, Rantoul (61866), 893-0844.
s
•Reeser, Delia O. (William L.). B.S., Library Tech. Asst. I. Education Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —1603 S. Anderson, U., 367-7873.
•Reeser, Gail L. (Jack B.). B.A., Clerk Stenog. Ill, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 24, P.O. Box 2400, Hemingway Hall. Illinois Central College Campus, E. Peoria (61611).
694-4376. —Apt. B-3, 4233 N. Knollridge, Peoria (61614), 682-4736.
•Reeverts, Beverly Lois (Dean A.). Secy.. McDonough County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 136 West, Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —Colchester (62326),
309-776-4667.
•Reeverts, Frances Gerdes (John R.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Home Economics, Lee
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 119. Amboy (61310), 857-3526. —322 S. Dement. Dixon (61021). 284-7156.
•Regehr, David L. (Judith V.). M.S.. Asst. in Botany.
139 Morrill Hall. 333-6177. —Apt. c. 2039 Hazelwood Court, U., 367-9919.
•Regnier, Earl Hubert (Mary). M.S., Re.Dir., Prof, of Rural Recreation, Emeritus.
312 Armory. 333-1824. —1304 S. Vine. U., 367-3483.
Reichek, Elissa Ruth, B.A.. Asst. in Teaching English as a Second Language.
3050 Foreign Lang., 333-7023; 3070 Foreign Lang., 333-1506. —716 S. Broadeay, U.
•Reichmann, Manfred E. (Irene), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
683 Morrill Hall. 333-4776. —205 Pell Circle. U.. 344-6509.
*tReid, Gene Edward (Carol). Tech. Asst.. Section of Botany and Plant Pathology. State N.H.
Survey.
385 Natural Resources. 333-6886. —1508 Lincolnwood Dr., U., 367-2837.
•Reilly, Charles C. (Rose C). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
10 Horticulture Field Lab., 333-4723. —1608 Parkhaven Dr., C, 356-5295.
Reinbold, Keturah Ann, M.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Entomology.
229 N.H. Survey Annex. 333-6821. —Apt. 4. 603 W. Nevada. U.. 344-2098.
Reinbold, Mark L., B.S., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 3. 408 S. Goodwin, U.. 333-0206. —URH-633 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2355.
•Reinbold, Norman Wayne (Helen I.), B.S., Jr. Mechanical Engr., Operations & Maintenance
Div.
P. P. Service Bldg.. 333-9837. —612 W. Healey, C, 356-6883.
•Reiner, Irma Moses (Irving). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
317 Altgeld Hall. 333-3414. —101 E. Michigan, U.. 367-0059.
•Reiner, Irving (Irma M.). Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
329 Altgeld Hall. 333-1434. —101 E. Michigan. U.. 367-0059.
Reinert, Maxine Showalter, Secy.. Cook County. Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477). 312-532-4369. —333 Onarga. Park Forest (60466).
312-748-3216.
•fReinertsen, David Louis (Nancy C), A.M., Geologist and Acting Head of Educational
Extension Section. State Geological Survey.
100 Natural Resources. 189-215, 344-1481. —1702 W. John. C. 356-9944.
•Reingold, Edward Martin (Ruth N.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
287 D.C.L.. 333-6733. —21 Montclair Rd., U.. 328-2624.
•Reingold, Ruth Nothmann (Edward), M.S.. Asst. in Biochemistry.
316 East Chem.. 333-3960. —21 Montclair Rd.. U., 328-2624.
•Reinhart, Cleta Elizabeth (Carl W.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Helper, College of Vet. Med.
39 Vet. Med.. 333-3577. —Pesotum (61863). 867-2397.
•Reinhart, Harold Andrew (Bertha). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1109 N. Busey, U., 367-8905.
•Reinhart, Julius Frank (Gladys G.), Agr. Gardener. Dept. of Horticulture.
Ill Hort. Field Lab.. 333-1525. —908 E. Oregon. U.. 367-5986.
•Reinhart, Ronald John (Cathy J.). Eng. Draftsman II. Dept. of Physics.
218 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —705 W. Dodson Dr., U.. 367-4270.
•Reinhart, Ruth Ann (James A.). Typing Clerk 111. Graduate College.
304 Adm.. 333-0038. —806 S. Oak, C, 359-2914.
•Reinschmidt, Albert J. (Mildred). B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
308 Engineering Hall. 333-0884. —808 S. First, C. 356-2443.
Reis, Janet L., B.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Phych. and Counseling Center.
206 Student Services. 333-3701. —Apt. 1. 806 S. First. C, 359-5359.
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tReisacher, Robert W. (Tatiana). M.F.A.. M.S. (I.R.). Dir., U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res
Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C. 352-6511. —10 Hawthorn Lane. Mahomet (61853)
586-3776.
"tReiser, Martha E. (J. Robert), B.A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Univ. Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —Apt. D. 2013 Orchard, U.. 344-5042.
Reisner, Marsha Anne, Clerk-Stenog. II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2410. —Apt. B-2, 1611 Valley Rd., C, 356-5797.
•Reisner, Ralph (Danute), LL.B., Prof, of Law.
143 Law, 333-1046. —703 W. Vermont, U., 344-4489.
*Reiss, Franklin Jacob (Geraldine L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management and Land Economics,
Dept. of Agr. Econ.
307B Mumford Hall, 333-1822. —2003 S. Anderson. U., 367-5177.
*Reiss, Harold L. (Rossetta), Housing Maintenance Inspector. Housing Div.
18 Illinois Street Residence Halls. 333-4646. —2401 Sharlyn Dr.. U.. 344-6089.
•Reiss, Rosetta E. (Harold L.). Typing Clerk I, McKinley Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718, 333-0027. —2401 Sharlyn Dr.. U., 344-6089.
•Reiter, James Eugene (Barbara J.), Photographer III, Photographic Service, Public Information
Office.
713 S. Wright, C, 333-4677, 333-4671 —506 N. East, Tolono (61880), 485-5354.
•Reitz, David B. (Pamela S.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305D Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 13, 1203-B E. Florida, U., 344-5944.
*Reitz, Pamela Sue (Dave), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3092 Foreign Lang., 333-0680. —Apt. 13, 1203B. E. Florida, U., 344-5944.
tReitz, Royce Ray (Dorothy), Electronics Technician, State Water Survey.
61 Water Resources, 333-4964. —43 Carriage PI., U., 367-0050.
*Rendel, James F. (Cynthia M.), A.B., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3028 Foreign Lang. —Apt. G-136, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-4096.
•Render, Dolores Christine (William C), Typing Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3505. —210 Paddock Dr. East, C, 356-5196.
*Rendleman, Raymond Nolte (Leota D.), M.S., Seminar Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Hancock
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
550 N. Madison, Carthage (62321). 357-2150. —R.R. 1, Carthage (62321), 357-3661.
Renfrew, Marc L, Tab. Mach. Operator I, Ofc. of Adm. Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4840. —2817 E. Main, U., 367-7965.
•Renfrew, Robert R. (Rosemary J.), B.S., Accountant III, College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall, 333-0003. —2817 E. Main, U., 367-7965.
•Renne, Roland Roger (Mary), Ph.D., Agricultural Education, Res. and Ext. Specialist,
USAID/Delhi, American Embassy, New Delhi, India under Overseas Projects.
•Rennels, R. G. (Helen M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Forestry.
200A Forest Science Lab., 333-2775. —P.O. Box 192, Philo (61864), 685-2764.
•Renner, Charlene Elizabeth (K.E.), M.S., M.A., Cataloger, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1726 Westhaven, C, 352-6045.
•Renner, K. Edward (Charlene), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
733 Psych. Bldg., 333-3217. —1726 Westhaven Dr., C.
Rennick, Mary Alice, M.S., Res. Asst., Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-114 C.S.L., 333-6881. —Apt. 3, 102 N. Lincoln, U., 328-3818.
•Rennier, Luella (Queto J.), Food Service Administrator I, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-2519. —514 W. John, C, 352-8321.
•Rennier, Queto J. (Luella). Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-321 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —514 W. John, C, 352-8321.
Rennick, Mary Alice, M.S., Res. Asst., Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-114 C.S.L.. 333-6881. —Apt. 3, 102 N. Lincoln, U., 328-3818.
•Renshaw, James W. (Sandy), A.B., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L.. 333-6837. —3102 Saratoga, C, 217-359-1660.
•Replinger, John Gordon (Dorothy T.), M.S., Prof, of Architecture. Dept. of Architecture and
Housing Res. and Development Program.
408a Architecture. 333-7437. —1204 W. Nevada. U., 333-7330.
•Resek, Robert William (Lois D.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Economics.
493 Commerce (W), 333-4597. —201 Holmes, U., 344-4732.
•Retzolk, Dorothy A. (Richard), Adm. Secy., Dept. of Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —1202 Scovill, U., 367-2848.
•Reuber, Jane S. (Jeffery A.). B.S.. Asst. in Home Economics.
116 Child Development Lab. —Apt. 14. 808 S. Lincoln. U., 367-8503.
•Reuter, Barbara A. (Robert), Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Civil Eng.
2147 Civil Eng., 333-3821. —704 S. Race, U., 367-2208.
•Reuter, Linda Arlene (Edward C), Typing Clerk III. Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3110. —1109 Willard Dr.. U., 367-5993.
•Reuter, Robert (Barbara A.), B.S., Purchasing Asst. II. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
223 Adm.. 333-0775. —704 S. Race. U., 367-2208.
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Reutter, Mary E., Clerk-Tvpist II, Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
100b Adm.. 333-2180. —P-302. 1600 W. Bradley. C. 352-6361.
'Revell, Leah Margaret >lor.~. R.), Typing Clerk III. Housing Div.
121 MRH Snack Bar. 333-4868. —407 Calhoun. Tolono. 485-7285.
Rewerts, Beverly (William). Work Program Participant. Rock Island County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd.. East Moline (61244). 309-755-2189. —902 Ct.. 9 Springbrook Ct..
Moline (61265). 762-7919.
•Rex, William Max, (Hva E.), Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-4771. —Mahomet (61853). 586-4825.
"Rexroad, Leonard Ralph (Marian I.). Master Airport Mechanic. Airport Plant and Services. Inst.
: A', iation, Retired.
R.R. 2. Tolono (61880). 485-5235.
"Rexroad, Opal Virginia 'Earl A
.
>. Clerk III, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
305 Mumfofd Hall. 333-1811. —224 Ethel Dr.. St. Joseph (61873), 469-2359.
Rexroat, Paul William, M.S.. Publications Editor (with rank of Asst. Prof). Agr. Exp. Sta.
123 Mumford Hall. 333-2548. —721 W. Washington, C. 352-8931.
Reyes, Vivian C, M.A.. Asst. in Spanish.
4039 Foreign Lang.. 333-8056. —URH-507 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4745.
"Reynolds, Barbara S. (James). Tab. Mach. Operator III, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc
54 Act... 333-4822. —Box 318. Sidney (61877) 688-2313.
"Reynolds, Basil Edward (Rosemary). Dairy and Food Plant Attendant. Dept. of Food Science.
104 Dairy Manufactures. 333-4441. —503 W. Main. U.. 328-2562.
"Reynolds, Ernest R. 'Helen B.). Laborer Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. U.. 643-7364.
"Reynolds, Harry Aaron, Jr. 'Ann J.). Ph.D.. V.M.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
56B Vet Med., 333-4856. —R.R. 1. Mahomet (61853). 586-2760.
"Reynolds, Helen B. 'Ernes: R.i. Head Cook. Pennsvlvania Avenue Residence Halls.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls. 333-2160. —R.R. 1. L\. 643-7364.
Reynolds, James B., (Barbara S.). Tab. Mach. Operator II. Campus Ofc. of Administrative Data
D
r: ;essing.
62B Adm.. 335-4833. —Box 318. Sidney (61877). 688-2313.
Reynolds, Joyce, Work Program Participant. St. Clair County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles. Belleville (62220). 618-233-0339. —5888Clarita. East St. Louis (62205).
618-337-8075
"Reynolds, Peter Buck (Pamela). M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
234 Illini Hall. 333-1902. —Apt. 522. 1107 W. Green. L\. 344-1245.
"Reynolds, Robert L. (Chervl). Construction Laborer. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. L\. 643-7804.
"Reynolds, Ronald Dean (Karolee). Compositor. Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press. 333-3934. —P.O. Box 967. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7465.
"Reynolds, Ronald Earl <Ja-.?; M.i. Storekeeper III. School of Chemical Sciences.
308 Adams Lab.. 333-0259. —1504 N. Mattis. C. 352-8297.
"Reynolds, Sharon Kay (Dallas K.). Kev Punch Operator II. Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Acre.. 333-4825. —23 Salem Rd.' L\. 328-3274.
"Reynolds, Susan (Don). Clerk-Typist II. Div. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall. 333-2882. —505 Mitchell Ct.. C. 352-2830.
"Reynolds, Wallace Edward (Mary E.). B.S.. Senior Ext. Adviser I in Agriculture. Boone
Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
930 W. Locust. Belvidere (61008). 815-544-3710. —417 Highland. Belvidere (61008).
815-5-"--
"Rhines, Don S. (Patricia A.). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Phvsics.
408 Physics Bldg.. 333-1559. —R.R. 1. Woodhill Apts. 403-9. Mahomet (61853). 586-3010.
Rhoades, Duane <Pa:rlc:a L.». M.A.. Asst. in Spanish.
4035 Foreign Lang.. 333-8056. —Apt. 202. 2112 S. Orchard. U\. 344-2251
"Rhoades, Harry Elmer iMarv F-), M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hvgiene.
U \ el Med., 355-55". —2108 S. Boudreau. L\. 344-6172.
Rhoads, Merle Marguerite, Chief Clerk. Business Office. Retired.
812 W. Green. C. 556-2087.
Rhode, (Mrs.) Ellen Lucile, B.S.. Adm. Secv.. School of Basic Medical Sciences.
1205 W. California. U.. 333-9284. 333-92'93. —2106 Mills Dr.. L\. 367-1370.
Rhodes, Ashby Marshall, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Genetics.
-e:able Crops. 333-6666. 333-1525. —Apt. 204. 703 E. Colorado. U.. 367-1232.
"Rhodes, Howard E. (Alison M.). B.S.. Res. Asst. in Phvsics.
49« Physics Bldg.. 333-0272: 351 Physics Bldg.. 333-4358. —212 W. Illinois. U.. 344-7803.
Rhyne, Linda D., M.A.. Psvchological Intern. Psvch. and Counseling Center.
241 Student Services. 333-3718. —Apt. 8. 301 E. White. C. 356-0990.
Ricciardi, Robert Paul, M.A.. Res. Asst. in Plant Pathologv.
10 Hon. Field Lab. —903 W. Oregon. U.. 377-1664.
Rice, Ellen A. Secretarv. Housing Div.
120 MRH Snack Bar. 333-4868. —Apt. 10. 507 W. Church. C. 359-5992.
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*Rice, Rodney Craig (Pamela), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Cooperative Extension Service
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 815-772-4075. —601 N. Base. Morrison (61270),
815-772-3124.
Rice, William David, B.A., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 3, 408 S. Goodwin, U. —704 N. Randolph, C, 359-7970.
•Rice, William Hudson (Nancy H.), B.S., Adm. Asst.. President's Ofc.
136 Davenport House. 333-1086. —1107 Country Lane, C, 356-2432.
•Rich, Grace (Clarence), Work Program Participant, Williamson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 618-993-3304. —R.F.D. 2, Carterville (62918). 985-2684.
Richards, Betty Ann, Adm. Aide, College of Education.
110 Education, 333-0960. —704 S. Anderson, U., 367-2380.
Richards, Catherine Evangeline, B.A., Food Service Administrator III, Illini Union. Retired.
Apt. 108, 2848 W. Wisconsin. Milwaukee. Wisconsin (53208).
Richards, Claire, M.Mus., L.R.A.M., Prof, of Music.
204 S.M.H., 333-8274. —709 W. Ohio, U., 344-6843.
Richards, Doris M., Chief Clerk. College of Vet. Med.
153 Vet. Med., 333-2256. —704 S. Anderson, U., 367-2380.
•Richards, Marianne (Bruce G., Sr.), Secy.. Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 532-4369. —231 Maple, Frankfort (60423), 312-469-3784.
•Richards, Rowe (Josephine M.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —305 E. Washington, Philo (61864), 684-2581.
Richardson, Beth Carson, M.S., Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —Apt. 2, 611 W. Green, U., 367-5887.
Richardson, Genevieve, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Theatre, Emerita.
1721 W. Finland Dr., Deltona, Florida (32763).
•Richardson, Margaret Ruth (Marwyn E.), Chief Clerk, Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1565. —204 N. White, Sidney (61877). 688-2204.
Richardson, (Mrs.) Versell, Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —Apt. 108, 700 N.E. Adams. Peoria
(61603), 309-676-8906.
Richardson, Richard Earl, Bookstore Dept. Supervisor, Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —203 E. Pinzon, Tuscola (61953), 253-4333.
•Richardson, Suzanne G. (Robert W.), Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Secondary and Continuing Educ.
398 Education, 333-0227. —721 Southwest Dr., C, 356-0389.
"tRichart, Lanny R. (Pamela), B.S., Tech. Asst., Aquatic Biology, State N.H. Survey.
272 Natural Resources, 333-6889, 333-6890. —196 Paddock Dr., C, 356-6763.
•Richert, Catherine S. (Paul), A.B., Asst., Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate -Library, 333-1031. —URH-231 Sherman Hall, 332-4670.
•Richey, Joy Ann, (Charles D.), B.S., Acting Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Gallatin County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 487, Ridgway (62979), 272-4562. —R. R. 2, Galatia (62935), 618-268-4108.
Richey, (Mrs.) Margaret Louise Work Program Participant, Williamson County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
309 N. Madison, Marion (62959), 618-993-3304. —321 N. Twelth, Herrin (62948), 942-5211.
•Richie, David A. (Judith), D.V.M., Teaching Assoc, Dept. of Vet. Clinical Med.
263 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —R.R. 1. Tolono (61880), 485-5565.
•Richman, Chester M. (Sara M.), Instrument and Measurement Technician II, Measurement
Program, Eng. Exp. Sta.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1941. —Box 24, Pesotum (61863), 867-2346.
Richman, Robert, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
350A Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —URH-248 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4789.
•Richman, Sara Mabel (Chester M.), Secy.. Board of Trustees Ofc.
354 Adm., 333-3493. —Box 24, E. South First, Pesotum (61863), 867-2346.
Richter, Oskar Fredrik, Physical Science Tech. Asst., Dept. of Psychology.
39 Psych. Bldg., 333-2580. —Country Club Hts., U., 367-1272.
Richter, Steven, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-191 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2448.
•Rickard, Loren J. (Norma J.), D.V.M., Teaching Assoc, in Vet. Clinical Med.
204 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —Apt. 32-B, 1201 E. Florida. U.. 328-3748.
Rickert, Dorothy Burnett, Secy., Graduate College.
337 Adm., 333-6807. —56 E. Chalmers, C, 352-4003.
•Ricketts, Amy Elizabeth (Bernard G.), B.S., Library Clerk II, Agriculture Library.
226 Mumford Hall, 333-2416. —2016 Cureton Dr., U., 367-5933.
•Ricketts, Bernard G. (Amy C), Ph.D., Prof, of Metallurgical Engineering.
106 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1157. —2016 Cureton Dr.. U., 367-5933.
•Ricketts, Gary Eugene (Audrey M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Animal Science Extension.
326 Mumford Hall, 333-0013. —410 Sunnycrest W.. U.. 367-2098.
•Riddell, David Paul (Jane E.), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker,
Printing Div., Campus Publications Ofc.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —216 Briar Lane, C.
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Riddle, Ronald W., M.A., Res. Asst. in Music.
4086 Music Bldg., —1503 Cambridge, C, 356-7363.
*Ridenour, Eva E. (Robert), Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall, 333-1044. —903 E. Delaware, U., 328-1957.
•Ridgley, Marjorie (Merle), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of English.
109 AND 111 English, 333-3251, 333-4346. —1102 Mayfair Rd.. C, 352-5427.
"tRidgley, Merle (Marjorie L.), Instrument Specialist, State Geological Survey.
Instrument Shop, Natural Resources Bldg., 189-253. 189-253. 344-1481. —1102 Mayfair Rd.,
C, 352-5427.
*Ridlen, Samuel Franklin (Helen L.), M.S., Prof, of Poultry Extension, Dept. of Animal Science.
322 Mumford Hall, 333-2207. —106 W. Mumford Dr., U., 344-0095.
•Riegel, Paul Seasholtz (Dorothy B.), Ed.D., Asst. Vice-Chancellor for Administrative Affairs;
Asst. Prof, of Higher Education, Dept. of Secondary and Continuing Education.
112 English, 333-6394; 346 Armory, 333-1535. —R.R. 1, White Heath (61884), 687-5890.
Riemer, Peggy Ann, A.B., Statistical Clerk, Univ. Bur. of Institutional Res.
240 Illini Tower, 333-3851. —305 S. McCullough, U., 367-6919.
*Riggin, Augustus Kerr (Edna E.), Physical Science Tech. Asst., Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-230 Civil Eng., 333-6986. —304 Fairview Dr., C, 352-9857.
tRiggin, Linda Jo, B.S.. Draftsman-Illustrator I. State Water Survey.
253 Water Resources, 333-8814. —Apt. 104, 2215 S. 1st. C. 384-5322.
Rigsby, (Mrs.) Phyllis Jean, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Plant Pathology.
218 Mumford Hall, 333-3171. —1108 Nofftz Dr., C, 359-8772.
•Riles, Rocheller (Lawrin), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 East Fourth, Chicago (60653), 663-4891; Rm. 108. 4844 So. State, Chicago. 268-5121. —
9258 S. Bishop, Chicago, 239-7324.
*Riley, Paul Gates (Maxine G.), Storekeeper II, Vocational Agr. Service.
434 Mumford Hall. 333-1885. —701 E. North, Monticello (61856), 762-2227.
•Riley, Robert B. (Nancy), B.Arch., Prof, of Landscape Architecture; Head of Dept.
205b Mumford Hall, 333-0175. —107 W. Mumford, U., 367-7133.
•tRinck, Nicolyn R. (Leslie), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
32 Natural Resources, 189-294, 344-1481. —Apt. 7, 410 W. Church, C, 356-9520.
•Rindt, Jack Leon (Minnie B.), Storekeeper II, Mat. Res. Lab.
190N Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1375. —205 Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-5418.
•Rinehart, Kenneth Lloyd, Jr. (Marlyn W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
454B Adams Lab., 333-0627. —1306 S. Carle, U., 328-2230.
Ring, Carole L., Typing Clerk II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-2655. —1611 Williamsburg Dr., C.
•Ringhausen, Margaret Louise (Charles L.), Secy., Jersey County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 498-4821. —136 Andrew, Jerseyville (62052), 498-4438.
•Rinkel, Gene Keith (Margaret E.), M.S., Assoc. Libra., Undergraduate Library; Asst. Prof, of
Library Administration.
245 Undergraduate Library, 333-3489. —202 Walnut, Mahomet, 586-2117.
•Rinne, Robert William (Judith), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology.
166 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —1002 McHenry, U., 365-1898.
•Ripley, Lynn (David W.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
363 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —Apt. B-l, 103 Paddock Dr., East. C.
Rippelmeyer, Ruth, Secy., Monroe County, Cooperative Extension Service.
509-A W. Mill, Waterloo, 618-939-7412. —R.R. 4, Waterloo (62298), 618-939-6754.
•Ripper, Richard Frederick (Laura), Chief Clerk. Dept. of Electrical Engineering.
145 E.E. Bldg., 333-2812. —2407 Carrelton Dr., C, 356-2149.
Risch, Neil J., B.S., Asst. and University Fellow in Mathematics.
150 Altgeld Hall, 333-3547. —405 Illini Tower, C.
•tRisk, N. Edward (Carolyn B.), B.S., Junior Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
P.O. Box 409, Warrenville (60555), 393-1607. —808 James, Bartlett (60103). 695-2715.
•Risley, William O. (Virginia M.), B.S., Senior Res. Engr. and Acting Director of Measurement
Program, Eng. Exp. Sta.
130 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1943. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7366.
•Risser, Hubert E. (Sarah A.), Ph.D., Asst. Chief and Principal Mineral Economist, State
Geological Survey; Prof, of Mineral Economics. Dept. of Metallurgy and Mining
Engineering.
200 Natural Resources. 189-264, 344-1481; 118 Natural Resources. 189-222, 344-1481. —1502
S. Race, U., 367-3268.
Risser, Nancy Arleen, M.A., Res. Assoc, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
360 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —705 W. Nevada, U, 367-6759.
•Rissmann, William J. (Ellen), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330n E.E. Bldg., 333-4955. —504 S. Fifth, C. 359-3544.
•Ristic, Miodrag (Ingrid), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene and of Vet. Res.
225 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2671. —410 W. Burkwood Ct., U., 365-2781.
Rita, Robert A., M.S., Res. Asst. in Ceramic Engineering.
401 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3906. —Apt. 2, 908 N. McKinley, C. 352-4074.
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Ritchie, Florence K., (Mrs.), M.A., Head Resident, Van Doren Hall.
Ofc., Van Doren Hall, 333-0532. —URH-9 Van Doren Hall, C. 332-0456.
Rittenhouse, Ann M., B.S. Res. Asst. in Recreation and Park Adm.
51 Children's Res. Center, 333-6563; 104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —1106 Centennial, C,
359-9811.
•Rittenhouse, Vern E. (Avanelle), Animal Caretaker, Dept. of Microbiology.
264F Burrill Hall, 333-1569. —805 E. Illinois, U., 367-7294.
Rivera, Francisco C, C.P.A.. Accountant I, Bursar's Div., Bus. Ofc.
105 Davenport House, 333-2186. —209 S. Dodson, U., 367-3015.
•Rivera, Rafael Bias (Idalia L.), C.P.A., Accountant I, School of Life Sciences.
297 Morrill Hall, 333-3046, 333-6189. —1304 S. Anderson, U., 367-2078.
•Rivera, Ralph Manuel (Doris L.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Computer Science.
18 D.C.L., 333-6648. —R.R. 2, U., 367-0915.
•Rivera-Fernandez, Juan Manuel, (Emese R.), M.A.S., Asst. in Accountancy.
117 D.K.H., 333-0230. —Apt. 1, 106 E. John, C, 352-5318.
Rivers, Wilga M., Ph.D., Prof, of French.
2090L Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —610 W. Healey, C, 359-5366.
Roark, Joseph Duane, Assembly Hall Attendant.
101 Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —601 E. Warren, St. Joseph (61873).
*Robb, Florence B. (Allan P.), B.A., Secy., Dept. of Spanish. Italian, and Portuguese.
4080 Foreign Lang., 333-3390. —606 W. Union, C,
*Robb, James H. (Shirley E.), B.Ed., Asst. in Computer Science.
Rm. 103, 1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107. —Apt. 12, 409 W. Elm, U., 344-5703.
*Robb, William Coulter (Laura A.), J.D., LL.M., Prof, of Economics, Emeritus.
806 W. Kirby, C, 356-1744.
•Robbins, David H. (Barbara L.), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
324 E.E. Bldg., 333-4347. —Apt. 128, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-7798.
Robbins, Mabel, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —2410 E. Main, U., 367-0366.
Robbins, Robert R., B.S., Asst. in Biology.
633 Morrill Hall, 333-0070; 97 Bevier Hall, 333-2108. —Apt. 6, 407 S. State, C, 356-9215.
•Robbins, Vernon K. (Deanna), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Classics and of Religious Studies.
4016D Foreign Lang., 333-0473. —1216 W. Healey, C, 359-1567.
•Roberson, Kara Faye (Larry L.) Clerk-Typist II, Div. Business Affairs Ofc. Purchasing,
208 Adm., 333-3507. —604 N. Lincoln, U., 344-5841.
•Roberson, Larry Lavern, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —604 N. Lincoln, U., 344-5841.
•Roberts, Almond Lee (Bernadine), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1519 W. University, C, 359-8646.
tRoberts, Betty Jean (Wayne E.), Secy., Athletic Assoc.
121 Assembly Hall, 333-2240. —404 K.M- Ave., Box 193. Savoy (61874), 359-5582.
•Roberts, Carlene Marie (Frank D.), A.B., Computer Programmer II, Urbana Ofc. of
Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-3842. —601 E. Douglas, St. Joseph (61873). 469-7664.
•Roberts, Clyde B. (Alberta H.), B.S., Accountant III, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1469. —1504 S. Maple, U., 367-3212.
Roberts, Donald Merle Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Business Administration.
304 Commerce (West), 333-4549. —1308 Grandview Dr., C, 359-8015.
•Roberts, Elizabeth Kay John D., Secy., Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —1708 E. Michigan, U. 344-4935.
•Roberts, Elmer (Myrtle R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Animal Genetics, Dept. of Animal Science, Emeritus.
231 Bevier Hall, 333-3854. —1407 Hillcrest, U., 367-1679.
•Roberts, Gerald Lee (Karolyn R.), Electronics Technician II, Coordinated Science Lab.
215 C.S.L., 333-1446; 2-114 C.S.L., 333-6445. —506 S. Dodson Dr., U.. 367-0957.
•Roberts, Howard Creighton (Elizabeth), E.E., Prof., Measurement Program, Eng. Exp. Sta.,
Emeritus.
511 W. Washington, U.
•Roberts, Jack E. (Connie), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —713 N. Vorcey, Tolono, 485-5302.
•Roberts, Jean A., (William M.). B.F.A., Commercial Artist II. Dept. of Agronomy.
N-416 Turner Hall, 333-4424. —1110 S. Foley, C, 352-8052.
•Roberts, Michael John (Linda M.), B.A., Asst. in Classics.
4044 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —Apt. 434, 1107 W. Green, U.
Roberts, Milton Gustavus, Jr., B.S., Asst., Motion Picture Production Center.
501 S. Wright, C, 333-0279. —Apt. 1-A, 1203 W. Main, U., 367-1670.
•Roberts, Paul Carmen (Marjorie P.). J.D.. Prof, of Business Law, Emeritus.
204 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-7845.
•Roberts, Sandra Jean (Baird G.), Photographic Technician II, Photographic Service, Public
Information Ofc.
713 S. Wright, C, 333-4677, 333-4671. —1105 S. Philo Rd., U., 367-8156.
•Roberts, Sandra Lee (James R.), Secy., Div. of Campus Parking and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-7217. —1511 W. Green, C, 356-3079.
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*tRoberts, Stephen James (Betty A.), B.S., Junior Professional Scientist, State N. H. Survey.
100 Flint Entomology Lab.. 333-7430. —1811 Shadowlawn, C, 356-0756.
•Roberts, Thomas Dale (Barbara L.), Storekeeper III, Vocational Agr. Service.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-1885. —R.R. 1, U., 643-2715.
•Roberts, Wayne Earl (Betty J.), Herdsman Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Feed Storage Plant. 333-0042. —404 K.M., Savoy (61874), 359-5582.
•tRoberts, Wyndham J. (Helen F.). M.S.. Engr.. State Water Survey.
140 Water Resources. 333-0238. —1108 W. Green. C. 352-8094.
Robertson, Carita, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of P.E. for Women, Emerita.
117 Freer Gym., 333-0470. —509 W. Vermont. L\, 344-5926.
Robertson, Daniel, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower. 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran. Iran.
•Robertson, Ellen (Walter K.), Work Program Participant. Sangamon County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
317 S. 11th. Springfield (62703), 217-525-7171. —1116 S. Sixteenth. Springfield (62703),
523-2083.
•Robertson, James Mueller (Margaret D.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
125 Talbot Lab.. 333-1957. —1706 S. Pleasant, U., 367-7649.
Robertson, Loarn D., Hons. Diploma, Asst. in P.E. for Men.
106 Old Bym. —309 E. Healey. C, 359-5058.
•Robertson, Loretta (Raymond). Maid. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R.R. 2. Homer (61849), 688-2169.
•Robertson, Margaret Louise Wilson (John E.). M.S.. Cataloger (with rank of Instr.). Library.
246 Library. 333-3399. —1908 Weaver Dr., U., 367-8009.
•Robertson, Thomas M. (Arlynn), M.A.. University Fellow in Philosophy.
400c Gregory Hall. —507 W. Illinois, U., 367-3544.
•Robie, Joan Ross (Michael), B.F.A., Illustrator, Graphic Services Ofc, Illini Union.
125c Illini Union. 333-3068. —501 W. California. U.
Robinson, Arthur Richard, Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2129C Civil Eng.. 333-0621. —1304 Mitchem Dr., U.. 367-7066.
•Robinson, Buell Oakley (Effie). Supervising Farm Foreman, Dept. of Animal Science.
Robbs (62980). 618-695-2441. —Robbs. (62980). 618-695-2333.
•Robinson, Clark Shove (Rachel G.), Ph.D.. Res. Prof, of Physics.
127 Physics Bldg.. 333-3180: 205 Physics Res. Lab.. 333-3190. —Box 3256. Country Fair
Station, C. 356-4371.
•Robinson, Derek John Scott (Gabriele S.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
203 Coble Hall. 333-4796. —1003 S. Victor, C, 356-5138.
•Robinson, James Lawrence (Janet), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry, Dept. of Dairy Science
and Program in Nutritional Sciences.
350 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2469. —1809 Carle Dr., U., 328-3507.
•Robinson, Jerry W., Jr. (Barbara). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Sociology; Assoc. Prof, of Rural
Sociology. Dept. of Agr. Econ.
412 Mumford Hall, 333-2792. —402 W. Florida. U.. 344-1661.
•Robinson, John (Beverly M.), M.S.. Head Resident. Forbes Hall.
URH-182 Forbes Hall, 332-0916, 2333-4134.
•Robinson, Johnnie Mae (Lonnie), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd.. East Moline (61244), 309-755-2189. —1016 Fourteenth St., Rock Island
(61201), 788-0509.
•Robinson, Monroe Leonard (Dessie O.), Building Mechanic. Allerton House.
Allerton House. Monticello, 333-3287. —R.R. 2. Box 97, Monticello (61856). 669-8993.
Robinson, (Mrs.) Norma E., CPS, Adm. Secy.. Dept. of Sociology.
326 Lincoln Hall. 333-1950. —Apt. 12. 507 W. Green. C. 356-4683.
•Robinson, Omogene Wheeler (Loren F.). Clerk-Typist II. University Press.
103 University Press, 333-0950. —518 W. Green, Newman (61942), 837-2054.
•Robinson, Sarah Lee (Jim). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
127 E.E. Annex. 333-1640. —304 E. First, Homer (61849). 896-2416.
•Robinson, Sharon Ann (Gary E.), Secy.. Cooperative Extension Service.
R. R. 1. Highway 45 West, P.O. Box 428. Metropolis (62960). 524-2270. —210 Dorris Dr..
Metropolis (62960). 524-5354.
•Robinson, Stanley Clay (Ruth A.), Ed.D.. Dean of Div. of Univ. Ext.: Prof, of Business
Administration.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460. —917 W. White, C. 356-3008.
Robison, Andrew, M.A., Instr. in Philosophy.
222 Gregory Hall, 333-4838. —508 W. Elm. U., 328-1637.
Robles, Camilo, M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
W41 1 Turner Hall. 333-3650.: 398 Bevier Hall. 333-7489- —1301 W. Clark. U.. 367-9769.
•Robnett, Quentin Laverne (Connie L.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
1 1 1G Talbot Lab.. 333-6256. —2506 Valkar Lane. C, 359-4855.
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•Rochat, Edna May (William L.), Asst. Costumer, Krannert Center for the Performing Arts
2-129a K.C.P.A., 333-2703. —Villa Grove (61956), 832-5901.
•Rochkes, John Albert (Connie), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —1220 W. Park, C, 356-3875.
•Rock, Joseph A., Jr. (Virginia), B.S., C.P.A., Internal Auditor 1, Auditing Div., Vice-President for
Financial Affairs Ofc.
B6 Coble Hall, 333-0900. —604 Ridgewood Ct., C, 359-8599.
•Rock, Steven Lee (Patricia D.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
259 Noyes Lab., 333-2618. —1103 1/2 Harding, U., 344-2198.
•Rock, Virginia F. (Joseph A., Jr.), Accounting Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
168 Adm., 333-4849. —604 Ridgewood Ct., C, 359-8599.
•Rockenbach, Philip C. (Pamela), B.S., Asst. in Aero. & Astro. Eng.
21 Transportation, 333-3146; 237 C.S.L., 333-3559. -Apt. 103, 316 S. Prairie, C, 359-7248.
•Rodda, Errol David (Erica M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
230 Agr. Eng., 333-0808. —2208 Grange Circle, U., 367-0047.
•Rode, Marvin William, (Marilyn), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Breeding and Genetics, Dept. of
Agronomy.
271 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —710 E. Pennsylvania, U., 344-1834.
•Rodeghero, Cathie Von, Secy., Will County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60435), 727-1173, 723-2265. —Apt. 210, 1820 Willowbridge Rd.,
Joliet (60435), 725-8510.
•Rodehaver, Elda Elizabeth (Joseph W.), Clerk II, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0214. —Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-2450.
•Rodgers, Alice Lynn (Larry W.), Chief Clerk, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-3890. —206 W. Beardsley, C, 359-5160.
Rodgers, Enned Berneice, Secy., Bureau County, Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1, Princeton (61356), 872-5391. —127 S. Church, Princeton (61356), 875-1307.
•Rodgers, Frederick A. (Arnetta C), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Elementary Education.
315 Education, 333-1844. —702 Arlington Ct., C, 352-0998.
•Rodgers, Karen Thompson (Burnette), Secy., Gallatin County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 487, Ridgway (62979), 272-4562. —Box 262, Ridgway (62979), 272-8071.
•Rodgers, Larry W. (Alice L.), M.S.M.E., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
22 M.E. Bldg., 333-1136. —206 W. Beardsley, C, 359-5160.
•Rodgers, Ralph Clyde (Barbara J.), Crop Testing Technician, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-109 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1815 Larch PI., U., 367-0324.
Rodgers, Richard A., Tab. Mach. Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4810. —121 Winding Lane, Rantoul (61866), 893-3672.
Rodgers, Sandra S., Animal Caretaker II, Dept. of Zoology.
71 Morrihh Hall, 333-6864. 344-3817.
Rodin, Miriam Beth, B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
Children's Research Center, 333-1850. —604 S. Race, U., 367-0481.
Rodriguez, Beverly D., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
627 Psych. Bldg., 333-0373. —Apt. 207, 2111 W. White, C, 356-3029.
Rodriguez, Flora V., M.S., Res. Asst. Inst, of Communications Res.
637 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —Apt. 31, 1211 W. Clark, U., 328-2195.
Rodriguez-Seda, Asela, M.A., Asst. in Spanish
4027 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 3, 907 S. Second, C, 344-7371.
Roediger, Gary A., B.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
5-129 C.S.L., 333-7258. —Apt. 9 307 E. Healey, C, 359-0715.
•Roehrkasse, Richard Ernest (M. Helene), M.A., Res. Asst. in Mathematics.
124 Altgeld Hall, 333-7719. —Apt. A, 1734 Florida, U., 328-2351.
•Roepke, Howard George (Ruth A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Geography.
121 Davenport Hall, 333-1322. —504 E. Harding Dr., U., 367-6751.
Rogers, Carol Ann, Clerk-Typist I, Grad. School of Library Science.
329 Library, 333-3281. —36 Lakeside Terrace, U., 328-3277, 328-3679.
Rogers, D. Katharine, A.M., Assoc. Prof, of Social Work, Emerita.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —1102 S. Orchard, U., 344-1236.
•Rogers, Donald Gene (Janice L.), Storekeeper IJ, Dept. of Zoology.
333 Natural History, 333-2329. —3304 Ridgewood Dr., C, 352-1330.
•Rogers, Donald Philip (Alpha M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Botany; Curator of Mycological Collections.
229 Morrill Hall, 333-0246. —407 W. Delaware, U., 344-6992.
•Rogers, Elizabeth P. (Robert W.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
7 Chem. Annex, 333-4100. —601 W. Michigan, U., 344-6284.
Rogers, Greg J., Desk Clerk, Allerton House.
Robert Allerton Park, 762-7011. —339 W. Monroe, Monticello (61856), 762-7147.
•Rogers, James G. (Myrtle), Park Attendant, Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —339 W. Monroe, Monticello (61856),
762-7147.
•tRogers, Janice L. (Donald G.), Secy., University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —3304 Ridgewood Dr., C, 352-1330.
•Rogers, Judy A. (Wayne W.), Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —7705 Galena Rd., Peoria (61614),
309-691-3507.
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•Rogers, Leslie Wayne (Dorothy F.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Marion County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 447. 135 Lakewood. Salem (62881), 548-1446. 618-548-1326. —327 E. Oglesby. Salem
(62881). 548-2994.
•Rogers, Robert Wentworth (Elizabeth P.). Ph.D.. Dean of College of L.A.S; Prof, of English.
294 Lincoln Hall. 333-1350. —601 W. Michigan. L\. 344-6284.
Rogers, Rosalie K., B.A.. Clerk-Tvpist III. Insurance Ofc.
Coble Hall. 333-3110. — 1823-A Valley Rd.. C. 359-5987.
*tRohl, Kathleen A., Clerk-Stenog. II. State Geol. Survey.
117 Natural Resources. 189-271. 344-1481. —Apt. 205. 310 S. Prairie. C. 359-1956.
•Rohner, Lawrence C. (Rita Ann). M.S.. Asst. in P.E.
120 Huff Gym. —439 Fairlawn Dr.. U.. 367-0530.
Rohrer, Susan Jane, M.S.. Asst.. Dept. of P.E. for Women and Intramural Activities Div.
181 Freer Gym.. 333-7113; 170H Intramural P.E. 333-3510. —606 W. Hill. C. 356-2394.
'Roistacher, Richard C. (Elizabeth H.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
317 Advanced Computation. 333-7164. —1507 Rutledge Dr.. L\. 344-7769.
•Rokhsar, Anoushiravan (Guity). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
B226 Civil Eng. 333-6985. —Apt. B, 1932 S. Orchard. L\, 367-8793.
•Rolfe, Gary L (Judv). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Forestry.
396 Bevier Hall, 333-7489. —114 Hickory Dr.. Villa Grove (61956), 832-4761.
Roll, David Eugene, B.S., Asst. in Chemistrv.
495 East Chem.. 333-3944. —606 W. Ohio. L\. 344-5812.
•Rolland, Paul (Clara). M.Mus.. Prof, of Music.
4054 Music Bldg.. 333-3124. —404 E. Oregon. U.. 367-2130.
•Rollins, Afton (Chester). Work Program Participant. Saline County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
21 1 2 W. Robinson. Harrisburg (62946). 618-253-7711. —R.R. 2, Carrier Mills (62917).
994-2814.
•Romack, Frank E. (X. X.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Biol. Structure.
339 Vet. Med.. 333-1025: 1007 W. Xevada. L\. 333-3167. —R. R. 2. St. Joseph (61873),
469-7325.
•Romack, Keith Duane (Sharon K.). M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Cumberland County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. 218. Route 121 East, 217-849-3931. —R.R. 2, Toledo (62468). 217-849-3766.
•Romans, John Richard (Kathryn M.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Animal Science.
132 Davenport Hall. 333-1684; 162 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0794. —710 W. Vermont. U.. 344-0735.
Romanski, Paul A. A.B. Asst. Prof, of Xaval Science.
238 Armory. 333-1061. 333-1062. —Apt. 10, 406 E. Michigan. L\. 344-3101.
•Romero, Nancy Lee (Lionel O.). M.S., Serials Cataloger, Library: Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
220S Library, 333-3856. —2308 Tamarack Dr.. C.
Romesser, James A., Asst. in M8crobiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —Apt. A-l. 1613 Valley Rd.. C. 359-5103.
•Romig, Clarence H. A. Ruth E.). M.S., Assoc. Prof.. Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory. 333-2337. —1503 E. Michigan. L\. 367-7731.
•Romig, Ralph Robert (Betty M.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, White County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
304 E. Robinson. Carmi (62821). 382-9276. —48 College Blvd.. Carmid (62821), 382-8080.
Ronat, Cheri R., B.A.. Asst. in Classics.
4058 Foreign Lang. —1404 S. Lincoln. U.. 344-3821.
•Roney, Bettie Ann (Robert W.), Accounting Clerk I. Survey Res. Lab.
420 D.K.H.. 333-1024. —R.R. 3. U.. 367-6021.
•Roney, Robert William (Bettie Ann), Dup. Mach. Operator II. Admissions and Records.
2C Adm.. 333-0992. —R.R. 3. L\. 367-6021.
*Ronk, Jess (Joyce Y.). Sheet Metal Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2. Monticello. 762-9609.
•Roodhouse, Charles Moulton (Jeanette W.). B.S.. Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management
Fieldman. Cooperative Extension Service.
61 X. Westwood. Freeport (61032). 815-232-3316.
•Roop, Raymond Mervin (Arlene K.), M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
B-08 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-6624. —Apt. 8, 901 W. Springfield. L'.. 367-7869.
Roos, Robert S„ B.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
209w Arcade. —L'RH-422 Daniels Hall. L".. 332-2282.
•Roosevelt, Floyd Chester (E. Alene). Carpenter Subforeman. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Sidney (61877). 688-2087.
Roosevelt, Patricia Ann Clerk-Stenog. III. Xuclear Engineering.
214 Xuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2295.
•Root, Fay Howe (Vera M.). B.E.. Asst. Prof, of Camp Management and Asst. Dir. of Robert
Allerton Park. Emeritus.
Robert Allerton Park. Monticello (61856). 333-3287. 762-2721. —Box 7. Cisco (61830),
669-3233.
•Root, Robert Gerald, (Marilyn), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg.. 333-2807. —Apt. 2. 106 E. Green, C, 352-9525.
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Roper, Cynthia Ann, Secy., LaSalle County, Cooperative Extension Service.
301 1/2 W. Madison, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-4433. —240 Burlington. Grand Ridge (61325).
815-249-6652.
•Rorem, Eldon Franklin (Anna J.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —1024 Eastview Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-3845.
*tRosborough, Ellen M. (Michael J.), B.S., Asst. Chemist. State-Water Survey.
229 Water Resources, 333-0802. —Apt. 104, 2202 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-7966.
•Roscoe, Stanley Nelson (Peggy), Ph.D., Assoc. Dir. for Research, Inst, of Aviation; Prof, of
Aviation, of Psychology and of Aero, and Astro Eng.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-7899. —2117 Bristol Rd., C, 352-7293.
*tRose, Carl Vern (Virginia R.), Asst. Equipment Mgr., Athletic Association.
Storeroom, Stadium, 333-2063. —2015 E. Michigan, U., 367-3201.
Rose, Constance Elaine, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Admissions and Records.
108 Adm., 333-2034. —1106 S. Mattis, C, 352-1089.
*tRose, C. Russell (Louise M.), Field Asst., State N.H. Survey.
Sam A. Parr Fisheries Research Center, Kinmundy (62854), 618-245-6348. —R.R. 1.
Kinmundy (62854), 547-3122.
*Rose> Donald J. (Patricia), B.E.E.E., Res. Assoc, in Aviation; Asst. Head of Aviation Res. Lab.,
Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3162. —2507 Bedford Dr., C, 359-7360.
*Rose, Ingeborg E. (Terry L.), Bilingual Secretarial Asst., Comparative Literature.
2070 Foreign Lang., 333-4987. —2508 E. Illinois, U., 344-0792.
*Rose, Lynn A. (James L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Center for Advanced Computation.
138 Advanced Computation Bldg., 333-6375.
Rose, Sandra Jean, Library Clerk I, Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3503. —601 E. Washington, C, 352-5921.
*Rose, Sharon L (James), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Psychology.
325 Psych. Bldg., 333-0022. —102 S. Hayes, Philo (61864), 684-2319.
Rose, Shirley, Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Cave-in-Rock (62919).
Rose, Shirley Bailey, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Menard County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
420 S. Seventh, Petersburg (62675), 632-2425. —518 W. Douglas, Petersburg (62675),
632-7093.
Rose, Susan Spicer, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Student Programs and Services.
110 Student Services, 333-7060. —R.R. 3, Philo Rd., U., 367-4399.
*Rose, Terry L. (Ingeborg E.), B.A., Asst. in Finance.
7 D.K.H., 333-0231. —2508 E. Illinois, U., 344-0792.
Rose, William Cumming, Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Biochemistry, Emeritus.
405 W. University, C, 352-7709.
•Roseman, Curtis Charles (Joanne), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geography.
125 Davenport Hall, 333-2726. —Apt. 8, 1405 W. Kirby, C, 356-1963.
*Rosen, Deborah (John), M.A.T.E., Asst. in English.
302 English, 333-0314; 109a English, 333-3251. —Apt. 8, 406 Briarlane, C, 359-5381.
*Rosen, John (Deborah), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
240 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. 8, 406 Briarlane, C, 359-5381.
•Rosen, Sidney (Dorothy S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Science and of Secondary and Continuing
Education.
Rm. 306, 1210 W. California, U., 333-3994. —1417 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-3539.
*Rosen, Stanley (Margaret E.), M.A., Assoc. Prof., Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel. and Div. of
Univ. Ext.; Coordinator of Chicago Labor Education Program.
1319 Science and Engr. Ofc. Bldg., University of Illinois at Chgo. Circle, P.O. Box 4348.
Chicago (60680), 996-2623. —401 Sandburg, Park Forest (60466), 747-2820.
Rosenberg, James August, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4043 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —207 S. Urbana, U., 328-3079.
•Rosenberg, Marc Stephen (Ellen), B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
20 Children's Res. Center Bldg., 333-1850. —101 S. Busey, U., 344-1874.
Rosenblum, Robert Jay, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
54 E.E. Bldg., 333-4316. —Apt. 9, 503 E. Stoughton, C, 352-6638.
•Rosenfield, Eva Claire (Myer J.), Secy., Business Affairs Ofc.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —1207 W. Union, C, 356-8608.
•Rosenshine, Barak (Barbara), Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
284 Education, 333-7048. —2011 Boudreau Dr., U., 328-1038.
Rosenzweig, Simon, M.S., Res. Asst. in Biochemistry.
323 East Chem., 333-7098. —208 W. California, U., 367-4434.
•Ross, Gerald Lee (Mary J.), B.S., Asst. Agronomist, Dept. of Agronomy.
N-15 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1911 Weaver Dr.. U., 367-1977.
•Ross, Harold Marion (Kathryn P.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Anthropology.
395 Davenport Hall, 333-8302. —2013 Cureton Dr., U., 328-1998.
•tRoss, Herbert Holdsworth (Jean), Ph.D., Asst. Chief and Head of Section of Faunistic Surveys
and Insect Identification, State N.H. Survey, Emeritus.
120 Devereux Dr., Athens, Georgia (30601), 404-549-8505.
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•Ross, Hugh King (Jeanette L.). B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Henry County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
116 N. East. Cambridge (61238). 937-2424. —118 New. Cambridge (61238), 937-5420.
•Ross, John W. (Carole). B.F.A. Asst. in Art.
117 Fine Arts. —617 W. Hill. C. 359-7483.
*Ross, Origen (Ruth E.). Dup. Mach. Operator II, Dept. of Physics.
261 Physics Bldg.. 333-1591. —R.R. 2. L\. 367-8280.
•Ross, Robert Cooke (Mary P.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
805 S. Busey, L\. 344-3789.
•Ross, Robert Cooke, Jr. (Ruth S.). Ed.M.. Housing Administrator II. Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-1423. —206 W. California, U., 367-0308.
•Ross, Winfield Scott (Susie L.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.. Retired.
812 W. Charles. C. 352-8747.
•Rossman, Ralph Gary (Patricia A.). B.S., Asst. Dept. Bus. Mgr., School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab.. 333-1239. —2 Golfview, Savoy (61874), 352-9246.
•Roth, Helen Katherine (Paul A.), Maid, Illini Union.
357 Illini Union, 333-3747. —105 W. Ells. C. 356-2127.
Roth, Michael W., M.S.. Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg.. 333-1065. —908 E. Delaware. LL, 344-7930.
Roth, (Mrs.) Maudeline, Clerk II. Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-1150. —815 N. McKinley, C, 356-4450.
Rothamel, John R., M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
487 Physics Bldg.. 333-4922. —507 W. University, C, 352-0339.
Rothamel, William J., M.S., Deputy Dir.. Univ. Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
363 Adm.. 333-1562. —909 Malplepark Dr.. C, 356-0961.
•Rothbaum, Melvin (Janice F.). Ph.D.. Dir. of Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.: Prof, of Labor and
Industrial Relations.
249 L.I.R. Bldg.. 333-1480. —2204 S. Lynn. U.. 328-1850.
•Rothman, Neal J. (Rozann), Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
376 Altgeld Hall. 333-1329. —1104 W. Park. C. 352-4473.
Rotman, Joseph Jonah, Ph.D.. Prof, of Mathematics.
327 Altgeld Hall. 333-1848. —706 E. Mumford, U.. 367-2882.
•Rotz, Carlyn Mae (Richard W.), Secy.. Macon County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1150 W. Pershing Rd., P.O. Box 2219. Decatur (62526). 877-6042. —4169 N. Woodlawn.
Decatur (62526). 877-2276.
•Rotzoll, Kim B. (Nancy B.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Advertising.
323 Gregory Hall. 333-0784. —3302 Brentwood Dr.. C. 359-5989.
•Roush, Alan Keith (June). B.Arch.. Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts, 333-1709. —Apt. 1. Ill W. Park, U.. 328-2580.
•Roush, James Robert (Doris M.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
304 Mumford Hall. 333-1830. —1803 S. Vine. U.. 367-6433.
•Rowan, Edward L. (Cam). M.D.. Psychiatrist. McKinley Health Service.
147 McKinley Health Center. 333-4450. —R.R. 2. Kyle Street, U.. 344-0926.
*tRowan, Henry Joseph (Kay J.). Executive Asst., U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr.. Interstate Res. Park. C. 352-6511. —1014 Hollycrest. C, 359-5868.
Rowan, Sharon E., Payroll Clerk II. Bursar's Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
132 Adm.. 333-8851. —1007 Francis Dr.. C.
•Rowden, Bertha Opal (Hardin). Work Program Participant. Sangamon County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
317 S. 11th. Springfield (62703). 217-525-7171. —Loami (62661). 624-2951.
•Rowe, Raymond Grant (Lois L.). M.S., Res. Asst. in Met., and Min. Eng.
160 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-4919. —Apt. 1, 411 W. Healey. C. 359-3285.
•Rowen, Mary Jane (Melvin). Linen Maid. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1514 W. Clark. C. 356-5879.
•Rowland, Kendrith Martin (Jean S.). D.B.A.. Assoc. Prof, of Business Administration: Dir. of
Graduate Studies in Business Administration.
350 Commerce (W). 333-4240. —1209 S. Race, U.. 328-2758.
•Rowland, Robert Dale (Verna M.). M.S., Assoc. Animal Scientist. Dept. of Animal Science.
Poultry Farm. 333-3439. —R.R. 3. St. Mary's Rd.. U.. 367-5948.
•Rowland, Theodore Justin (Patsy M.). Ph.D., Prof, of Physical Metallurgy.
205B Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-1726. —405 S. James. C. 359-3110.
Roy, Donna Maurine, Work Program Participant. Kane County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 589. Randall Rd.. St. Charles (60174). 312-584-6166. — 1654-D Northeast Dr.. Aurora
(60505). 896-1203.
•Roy, Glenn (Linda C). Construction Laborer. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1510 Fairlawn Dr.. U.. 328-2938.
Royce, Loraine Mary, Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agronomy.
S-406 Turner Hall. 333-4250. —Apt. 6. 1006 S. First. C, 344-3376.
•tRoyer, James Leonard (Tamara). B.S.. Chemist III. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First C, 333-6907. —712 E. Michigan. U.. 344-0454.
Royer, Warren Lee, M.A.. Asst. in Education.
105 U.H.S.. 333-2870. —306 E. Green. C. 356-9633.
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•Rozene, Donald L (Mildred L.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —809 S. Locust, C, 352-2326.
*Rubenacker, Freda Faye (Melvin), Work Program Participant, Hamilton County. Coop. Ext.
Serv.
Courthouse Basement. McLeansboro (62859). 618-643-3715. —R.F.D. 3, McLeansboro
(62859), 618-648-2552.
*Rubenacker, Paul Lenard (Lucille F.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Dewey (61840), 897-8250.
*Rubin, Louis J. (Lina), Ph.D., Prof, of Adult and Continuing Education.
276 Education, 333-3296.
*Ruch, Carol (Rodney R.), B.S.. Asst. in Occupational Therapy.
31 Student Services, 333-7780. —1821 Maynard Dr., C. 356-8250.
'tRuch, Rodney Richard (Carol C), Ph.D., Chemist, State Geological Survey.
322 Natural Resources, 189-229. 344-1481. —1821 Maynard Dr.. C. 356-8250.
•Rucker, Myra Clara (James C). Recorder. Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-0993. —603 S. Russell, C. 356-9418.
Rucktenwald, Thomas E., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
155 E.E. Bldg., 333-4406; 5093 Music Bldg. —Apt. 13, 905 S. First, C, 359-3940.
*Rude, Judith Ann (William H.), Secy., Richland County, Cooperative Extension Service.
306 S. Fair, Olney (62450), 395-2191. —Route 6, Olney (62450), 754-3409.
Rudinger, David Joel, A.B., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
B-6 Mat Res. Lab., 333-0217. —URH-349 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2255.
•Rudolph, Bennett L. (Jacqueline), M.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
327 D.K.H., 333-3093. —Apt. B-4, 101 Paddock Dr., C, 359-9744.
Rudolphi, Thomas J., B.S., Asst. in Theoretical & Applied Mechanics.
108 Talbot Lab., 333-3005. —309 S. New, C.
'tRuesink, William G. (Cindy), Ph.D., Asst. Entomologist, State N.H. Survey.
163 Natural Resources, 333-6821. —R.R. 2, U., 367-1186.
•Rufener, William H. (Jantorn B.), Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Dairy Science.
340 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0466. —Apt. 408, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-6295.
*Rugg, Stephen Kirk (Deborah C), A.B., Res. Asst., Div. of Higher Educ.
341 Armory, 333-1535. —606 S. Edwin. C, 356-6171.
•Rumbaugh, Earl E. (Thelma), Adm. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.. Retired.
1123 Sherman, Danville (61832), 442-3027.
*Rund, Benjamin Joseph (Marie T.), Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Pesotum (61863), 867-2593.
*Rund, Lauretta Ann F. (W. Richard), B.S., Acting Extension Adviser in Home Economics. Piatt
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
202 1/2 W. Washington. Monticello (61856). 762-9666. —R.R.. Ivesdale (61851). 564-4970.
•Rundell, Edward E. (Judy), J.D., Lecturer in Speech.
172 Lincoln Hall, 333-1855. —1805 Carle Dr.. U.
•Runge, Edward Christ Arthur (Patricia R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Soils. Dept. of Agronomy.
N-411 Turner Hall, 333-3650. —407 Dodson Dr. W., U., 367-7093.
*tRunge, Rebecca A. (Harold), Clerk-Typist II, State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-4264. —707 W. Maple, C, 356-3341.
*Runyan, Michael G. (Ronica), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English.
315b English, 333-3949.han2511 Sangemon, C, 359-6782.
•Ruoff, John C, M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —804 S. First. C. 352-0904.
•Rupert, Marguerite (Curtis), Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —411 S. Eighteenth, E. St. Louis (62207),
618-271-7808.
Rupp, Mildred Pauline, B.S., Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Agri. Econ.
416 Mumford Hall, 333-2547. —401 E.Chalmers, C,
tRusco, Donald J., B.S., Chemist II, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C. 333-6907. —Apt. 304, 908 S. Locust, C.
•Rush, David (Frances). M.A., Asst. in Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A. —2704 W. Kirby, C, 359-5002.
Rusin, Izabella, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow in History.
309d Gregory Hall, 333-1155. —209 W. Pennsylvania, U.. 344-6132.
Rusk, Harrison R., Bldg. Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —405 S. New. C. 359-0465.
•Russell, Dale Francis (Carolyn L.), Assembly Hall Stagehand.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —505 Bonnymeade Dr., C, 359-0166.
Russell, Erlene B., Secy., Div. of Intramural Activities, College of P.E.
170 Intramural-P.E., 333-3510. —P.O. Box 244, Savoy, 356-9528.
•Russell, Frederic Arthur (Myra P.), Ph.D., LL.D.. Prof, of Marketing. Emeritus.
27 Ward, Northampton, Massachusetts (01060), 584-2553.
•Russell, George Albert (Ruth A.), Ph.D., Acting Dean. Graduate College; Assoc. Vice-Chancellor
for Research and Development; Prof, of Physics.
338b Adm., 333-4861. —1501 Maywood, C, 352-7517.
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•Russell, Harry Gould (Florence W.), M.S.. Prof, of Animal Science Extension.
326 Mumford Hall. 333-0013. —503 E. Colorado. L\. 367-4856.
•Russell, James E. (Helen M.). Routing Supervisor. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-0344. —802 Breen Dr.. C. 352-4796.
Russell, James John, B.S.. Asst. in Phvsics.
255 Physics Bldg. —Apt. 297. 202 Holiday Park Dr.. C. 359-9167.
•Russell, Marian Maxine (Rav H.). Clerk II. College of Commerce and Business Administration.
205 D.K.H.. 333-3187. —3106 W. William. C. 359-4597.
•Russell, Mary T. (Alan H.). A.A.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Accountancy.
50 Commerce (W). 33-4525. —45 Maplewood Dr.. L\. 365-1828.
•Russell, Morell Belote (Pauline I.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Soil Physics. Dept. of Agronomy: Adviser in
Soil and Water Technology. G. B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology. Pant
Nagar. U. P.. India, under Overseas Projects.
703 W. Ohio. U.
Russell, (Mrs.) Mary, Work Program Participant. Peoria County. Cooperative Extension Service.
1716 N. University. Peoria (61604). 309-688-8228. —1206 First. Peoria (61605). 309-673-9718
'Russell, Robert Joseph (Dorotha M.). Electrician. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Chapel Acres. Mahomet (61853). 586-2165.
Russell, S. J., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
B-211 Civil Eng.. 333-6989. —Apt. 1-D 1205 1/2 W. Main. U.. 344-3279.
•Russell, W. Keith (RevaBeth). B.S.. Asst.. Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children and Dept. of
Linguistics.
1 Children's Res. Center Bldg.. 333-1850. 333-1851; 2135 Foreign Lang. —1603 S. Cottage
Grove. U.. 367-4473.
Russo, Sister Gloria M., M.A.. Asst. in French.
2028 Foreign Lang.. 333-2021. —Apt. 5. 115 W. Washington. U.
•Rustgi, Om Prakash (Meena R.). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc. Prof, of Phvsics.
302 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-9580. —2102 Pond. U\. 367-4705.
•Rutger, Frances Marie (Lyle E.). Work Program Participant. Wayne County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
521 W. Main. Fairfield (62837). 847-4231. —Route 1. Fairfield (62837). 842-3630.
'Rutledge, Albert John (Catherine E.). M.L.A.. Assoc. Prof, of Landscape Architecture.
Rm. 202. 1205 W. Ne%ada. L\. 333-0178: 205 Mumford Hall. 333-0176. —504 W. Nevada. U.
328-3272.
Rutledge, James E., B.S.. Asst. in Phvsics.
275 Physics Bldg.. 333-4505. —601 W. Springfield. C. 359-9810.
Rutledge, Patricia Poignee, M.S.. Cataloger. Librarv: Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
246 Library. 333-3399. —1201 W. Healey. C. 356-3176.
•Rutledge, Zelma Irene (George C). Maid. Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. 333-3747. —R.R. 4. U.. 367-4617.
Rutter, Paul E., B.S.. Graduate Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
293 D.C.L.. 533-6154. —URH-953 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4948.
Ruud, Brenda Lee, Clerk-Tvpist III. Div. of Rehab.-Educ. Services.
136 Rehab.-Educ. Center.' 333-4607. -^02 S. Race. U.. 344-8560.
•Ruwe, Harold H. (Maxine). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —R. R. 2. Fithian (61844). 548-2392.
Ruyechan, William Thomas, B.S.. Asst. School of Chemical Sciences.
19a Noyes Lab.. 333-2105. —URH-763 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4914.
•Ruyle, Margaret Jane (Phillip W.), Secv.. Pike Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
Highway 36 and 54 East. Pittsfield (62363). 285-4303. —R. R. 2. Pittsfield (62363). 285-4779.
•Ryan, Harriet Catherine (John H.). B.S.. Chief Librarv Clerk. Circulation Dept.. Library.
203 Library. 333-2079. —913 W. Union. C. 352-2020.
Ryan, Judith Ann, B.A.. Asst. in Biochemistrv.
415 Adams Lab.. 333-2013. —LRH-965 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4960.
Ryan, Kenneth, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of Tehran.
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower. 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave. Daneshkadeh.
Tehran. Iran.
Ryan, Mary Beth, B.A.. Graduate Res. Asst.. Inst, of Labor & Indus. Rel.
25 L.I.R. Bldg. —URH-332 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4704.
•Ryan, Rick L., (Sarah). M.S.. Asst. in Biochemistrv.
325 Adams Lab. 333-4988. —Apt. 3. Fisher's Ct.. L\. 344-7419.
Rydelek, Paul A., B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg.. 333-3684. —URH-351 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2257.
•Rydinsky, Allen Walter (Sherryl). M.Ed.. Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Educ.
376 Education. 333-3643. —19 Cedric Dr.. R.R. 4. U.. 367-6051.
•Rymer, Glenn Ellwood (Pauline M.). Senior Lab. Mechanic. Dept. of Civil Eng.
1137 civil Eng.. 333-6913. —306 E. Broadway. Tolono (61880). 485-8970.
•Rymer, Pauline M. (Glenn E.). Clerk II. Serials Dept.. Librarv.
12 Library. 333-1269. —306 E. Broadway. Tolono (61880). 485-8970.
Ryujin, Nancy Yayoi, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —Apt. 2. 203 S. Coler. L\. 344-7761.
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*Saathoff, Raymond John (Leona E.), Plant Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 367-8870.
*Sadewater, Vivian Marie (Ronald W.), Chief Clerk, University Press.
103 University Press, 333-0950. —1001 Holiday Park Dr., C, 352-7749.
•Sadler, Charles A. (Lois I.), Routeman, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
106 Central Receiving, 333-1653. —720 E. Ethel, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7335.
tSadorus, Jane Kay, Clerk-Typist II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —903 S. Wabash, U., 367-6747.
•Sadorus, Marion Francis (Mary E.), Storekeeper II, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
106 M.E. Lab., 333-2041. —903 S. Wabash, U., 367-6747.
*Safanie, Alvin Harold (Dorothy), D.V.M.. Ph.D., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Anatomy and Histology,
Dept. of Vet. Biological Structure.
361 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —1104 W. Clark, C, 356-7196.
*Sager, William Michael (Genevia C), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser II in Agriculture, Woodford
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
117 W. Center, Eureka (61530), 467-3413. —R.R. 2, Eureka (61530), 467-2118.
Sagi, Anna Maria M., M.A., Instr. in French.
2123 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 12-A, 408 E. Stoughton, C, 359-5138.
*Sah, Chin-Tang (Linda) Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Physics.
211 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7133; 202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132. —2207 S. Cottage Grove, U.,
328-1678.
Saikley, Gilbert Haven, B.S.,C.P.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
117 D.K.H., 333-0230. —108 W. Green, C, 356-9412.
•Sailors, Richard H. (Patricia), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
32 IE Talbot Lab., 333-3174. —1001 S. Cottage Grove, U., 344-3960.
*St. Clair, Lorenz Edward (Mary L.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Veterinary Biological Structure.
351 Vet. Med., 333-1025. —701 S. Busey, U., 344-6968.
Sakamoto, Nathan T., B.S.E.E., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
327 E.E. Bldg., 333-9145. —Ill Mimosa Dr., C, 352-7126.
*Salamon, Myron Ben (Sonya B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
344 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6186. —704 W. Iowa, U., 344-5642.
*Salamon, Myron B. (Sonya), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
344 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6186; 464 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4236. —704 W. Iowa, U., 344-5642.
*Salas, Maria (Celestino), Work Program Participant, Kane County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 589, Randall Rd., St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —166 Ann St., Elgin (60120),
312-742-5622.
*Salcedo, Rodolfo Nacino (Conchita Yniquez), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural
Communications.
51 Mumford Hall, 333-4785. —Apt. 8, 1529 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-0962.
*Saldeen, John Allan (Carol M.), Electronics Eng. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
125 Noyes Lab., 333-6035. —1813 Crescent Dr., C, 352-1581.
Salem, Mohammad Hassan, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3212 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6973. —Apt. 2, 209 E. Clark, C, 359-8363.
•Salisbury, Glenn Wade (Dorothy J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Science; Dir. of Agr. Exp. Sta.;
Assoc. Dean of College of Agriculture.
109 Mumford Hall, 333-0240. —2110 S. Race, U.. 344-6248.
*Sallee, John (Erna), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1104 Church, U., 344-3961.
*Sallee, Ned (Ora D.) Bldg. Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1302 1/2 W. Hill, U., 367-8918.
*Salm, Robert Jay (Coravonne), B.S., Res. Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
110 Aero. Lab. B, 333-1123. —1306 Fairlawn, U., 344-2160.
Salmo, Virginia A., B.S., Asst., Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —Apt. 21, 1005 S. 6th, C, 344-7105.
•Salmon, Jane (Jack), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
158 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —307 N. Garfield, C, 352-3351.
•Salmon, Michael (Anne S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
2 Vivarium, 333-4329. —1409 W. Healey, C, 352-1984.
•Salmonson, Beryl Jeanne (Jule O.), Secy., Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (6 755-2126. —2600 Thirty-second, Rock Island (61201),
788-1657.
'tSalonga, Almario T. (Lydia C), B.B.A., Accountant, Illini Publishing Co.
Basement, Illini Hall, 333-3730. — 1965-A S. Orchard, U., 344-0889.
•Salonga, Lydia Cariaga (Almario T.), M.S., Library Tech. Asst.. Acquisition Dept., Library.
220A Library, 333-1055. —Apt. A, 1965 Orchard, U., 344-0889.
Saltarelli, Mario, Ph.D., Asso. Prof, of Spanish and of Linguistics.
4150B Foreign Lang., 333-1739. —1405 Perkins Rd., R.R. 4. U., 367-4709.
Salz, Fred R., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
251 D.C.L., 333-8924. —URH-218 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2173.
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*Salz, Norbert John (Patricia), B.S., Asst. Specialist in Education, Curriculum Lab.; Lecturer in
Vocational and Technical Education.
606 E. Grove, C, 333-8612; 42 Education, 333-0657. —5 Cedric Dr., R.R. 4, U., 344-7678.
*Salzman, Harold Herman (Joan), B.S., Ext. Adviser, Youth, LaSalle County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
P.O. Box 489. 301 1/2 W. Madison, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-4433. —R.R. 4, Ottawa (61350).
815-434-6302.
*Sameh, Ahmed Hamdy (Marilyn R.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Center for Advanced Computation
and Dept. of Computer Science.
307 Advanced Computation, 333-0618. —2510 1/2 S. Anderson, U., 367-1774.
Samet, Jean Ellen, Clerk-Typist II, College of Law.
117 Law, 333-6066. —924 N. Melvin, Gibson City (60936), 784-4876.
*Sammons, Don (Marilyn), M.S., Asst. Prof, of P.E.; Head Swimming Coach.
G-30a Intramural-P.E.; 113 Assembly Hall. —2606 Melrose, C, 359-3847.
Sampson, Charles E., Tab. Mach. Operator III, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4823. —1802 W. William, C, 359-2909.
*Sampson, William Fred, Jr. (Betty), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-4148. —604 S. Dodson, U.
TSamson, Irma Eileen (Richard W.), Clerk-Typist II, State Geological Survey.
200 Natural Resources, 189-263, 344-1481. —Box 347, Sidney (61877), 688-2273.
*Sanborn, David (Vickie), Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —105 S. Fourth, C.
*Sanchez-Sinencio, Edgar (Yolanda), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
4-130 C.S.L., 333-6570. —301 Cottage Ct., C, 359-5553.
Sand, Douglas Stuart, M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
201 D.C.L., 333-6160. —Apt. 205, 816 Oakland, U., 328-3488.
*Sandage, Charles Harold (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Advertising. Emeritus.
102 Gregory Hall, 333-1602. —106 W. Meadows, U., 344-5247.
*Sandberg, Earl L. (Joyce), B.S., Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —605 Evergreen Court (E.), U., 328-1989.
*Sandberg, Philip Alan (Helen R.), Fil.Doktor., Assoc. Prof, of Geology. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
249 Natural History. —501 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6284.
*Sandefur, William Marion (Louise), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
220 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —Apt. 11, 1105 W. Oregon, U., 344-8781.
•Sanders, Catherine Laura (William C), Work Program Participant, Adams County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
421 Jersey. Quincy (62301), 223-3894; 330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301),, 223-8380. —1417
Chestnut, Quincy (62301), 217-222-8679.
•Sanders, Charles (Marianne). Ph.D., Prof, of English.
127 English, 333-6265. —802 Ayrshire Dr., C, 352-7435.
Sanders, Dean, M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
201 S.M.H., 333-9366. —1509 Grandview Dr., C, 356-9892.
Sanders, Lois Joan, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech and Hearing Science.
323 Illini Hall, 333-3050. —1308 Mitchem, U., 344-1704.
•Sanders, Lorion Junior (Esther J.), Asst. Health Physicist, (with rank of Instr.), Graduate
College.
61 Physics Bldg.. 333-3013. —101 E. Jefferson, Philo (61864), 684-2830.
•Sanders, May Rewerts (Jack L.), Recorder, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm.. 333-0214. —1805 Peach, C, 356-0013.
Sanders, (Mrs.) Norma, Work Program Participant, Peoria County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —Apt. 478, 810 W. Brotherson, Peoria
(61605), 309-674-8476.
Sanders, Steven, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. — 1515 W. Clark, C, 356-2487.
•tSanderson, Ellis W. (Marjorie C), B.S., Asst. Engr., State Water Survey.
252 Water Resources, 333-6800. —309 W. Dodson Dr., U., 367-1753.
•Sanderson, Glen Charles (Beverley C), Ph.D.. Wildlife Specialist and Head of Section of
Wildlife Research, State N.H. Survey; Prof, of Zoology.
279 Natural Resources, 333-6870. —711 S. State. C, 356-6670.
•tSanderson, Milton W., Ph.D.. Taxonomist, State N.H. Survey.
295 Natural Resources, 333-6847. —R.F.D. 1, Dewey (61840).
•Sanderson, Ruth M. (Luther). Cook, Housing Div.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0843. —112 W. Church. Savoy (61874). 359-4173.
•Sanderson, Steven Carl (Carol), B.S., Accountant II, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
304 Mumford Hall, 333-1804. —802 Bellepark, C. 352-3904.
•Sandler, Marie Thomas (Bernard), M.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Home Economics. Dupage
County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd.. Glen Ellyn (60137), 312-469-2467. —1018 Jonquil Lane. Lisle
(60532), 312-964-8992.
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'tSandorfi, Nona (Bela), Asst. Geologic Draftsman, State Geological Survey.
113 Natural Resources, 189-270, 344-1481. —1523 Hedge Rd.. C, 356-3320.
•Sanford, Charles Wilson (Mary M). Ph.D., University Dean of Admissions and Records and
Prof, of Higher Education, Emeritus.
2102 S. Race, U., 344-6288.
•Sanford, Edward T. (Kathleen H.), M.S., Dir. of Student Financial Aids.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C., 333-0100. —810 S. Foley, C., 352-2866.
Sandiford, Keith A., B.A., Asst. in English.
327 English, 333-2508. —URH-508 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2300.
•Sanford, Margaret R. (Jack D.), Secy., Dept. of Bus. Adm.
350 Commerce (W), 333-4241. —1001 Shurts, U., 367-0555.
•Sanford, William Michael (Frances I.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2511 Combes, U.. 367-1776.
*Sani, Robert LeRoy (Martha Jo), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
207 Adams Lab., 333-1067. —1514 W. Charles, C, 356-0739.
*San Miguel, Agnes Theresa, (Raul), Clerk-Typist II. Stenographic Services.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-6781. —124 Main. Penfield (61862), 595-2795.
*Sanner, James W. (Carol), M.S., Instr. in Veterinary Medicine.
355 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —1310 W. John, C, 356-6081.
•Santiago, Aurora A. (Nestor V.), B.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —2064-C S. Orchard, U., 333-8081.
tSantoliquido, Patricia M., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, State Geo!. Survey.
324 Natural Resources, 189-229, 344-1481. —Apt. 202-D, 2020 N. Mattis. C, 359-0629.
•Sapora, Allen V. (Myrtle), Ph.D., Prof, of Recreation; Head of Dept. of Rec. and Park Adm.;
Head, Ofc. of Rec. and Park Resources, Coop. Ext. Serv. Head of Ofc. of Rec. and Park
Resources, Cooperative Extension Service.
104 Huff Gym., 333-0105. —1506 Waverly, C, 356-4650.
*Sapoznik, Ann R. (Markham L.), A.B., Assoc. Dir. of Engineering Publications.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —710 E. Scovill, U., 356-4540.
*Sapp, James R. (Joy L.), Distribution Clerk, Library.
22 Library, 333-1113. —R.R.2, St. Joseph (61873). 469-7417.
tSarapuka, Peter X., Translator, State Geological Survey.
411 Natural Resources, 189-277, 344-1481. —Box 2183, Station A, C.
•Sard, Robert Daniel (Mary Bell), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
433 Physics Bldg.. 333-4173. —401 W. Nevada, U., 367-9047.
Sargent, Beatrice C. (Mrs.), Chief Clerk, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
202 Central Receiving, 333-1040. —1109 Scovill, U., 367-1926.
^Sargent, Malcolm Lee (Sue M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Botany.
183 Morrill Hall, 333-0287. —2008 S. Vine, U., 367-2106.
•Sargent, Mary Elizabeth (Jess M.), Secy., Douglas County, Cooperative Extension Service.
600 S. Washington, Tuscola (61953), 253-2713. —311 S. Areola, Areola (61910), 268-3282.
'tSargent, Michael L (Gayla F.), M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
261 Natural Resources, 189-273, 344-1481. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853).
•Sarkozy, Andras (Hriszula D.), Ph.D., Visiting Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
362 Altgeld Hall, 333-2674. —Apt. C, 2040 S. Orchard, U., 344-7840.
'tSarnecki, Kathryn S. (Robert M.) Clerk-Stenog., U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agr. Res.
Service, U.S.D.A.
271 Bevier Hall 367-4221, 367-4641. —110 N. West, Homer (61849), 896-2554.
•Sarnecki, Robert (Kathryn S.), Building Service Worker, Housing Division.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0845. —110 Northwest, Homer (61849), 896-2554.
Sarracino, John, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
493 Physics Bldg., 333-0505. —URH-181 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2440.
*Sauer, Caroline Marie (Charles A., Jr.), Secy., St. Clair County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220), 233-1047. —319 S. Charles, Belleville (62221), 235-4732.
•Sarver, Carroll LeRoy (Donna L.), Storekeeper III. Mat. Res. Lab.
190 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1375. —609 E. Adams, Monticello (61856), 762-2718.
Sarver, James Douglas, Dup. Mach. Operator II, University Office of School and College
Relations.
Rm. 340, 409 E. Chalmers, C, 333-0506: 333-2031. —Apt. 208, 404 Edgebrook Dr.. C.
359-1666.
"tSasman, Robert Thomas (Julia A.), B.S.. Hydrologist. State Water Survey.
Rockwell and Main, P.O. Box 409. 312-393-1607. —110 N. Morgan, Wheaton (60187),
312-668-8023.
•Sasse, Charles E. (Connie R.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —1203 Mitchem Dr.. U.. 367-0316.
Sato, Shozo, B.A., Asst. Prof, of Art; Artist in Residence, Krannert Center for the Performing
Arts.
124 Fine Arts, 333-3887; K.C.P.A., 333-6720. —1322 Alms, C. 352-9856.
•Satterlee, Hugh Milo (Virginia L.), M.S., Dean of Students.
313 Student Services, 333-1300, 333-1301. —910 W. Healey. C. 359-4474.
Satterlee, Marilyn Mildred, M.A., Acquisition Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration.
220A Library, 333-1054. —804 1/2 S. Lincoln, U., 344-3535.
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*Satterthwaite, Cameron B. (Helen) Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
172 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2514. —101 E. Florida, U., 344-6642.
*Satterthwaite, Helen Foster (Cameron B.), B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Physiol,
and Pharmacol.
231 Vet. Med., 333-6839; Vet. Research Farm, 333-3376. —101 E. Florida, U., 344-6642.
Satterthwaite, Loretta N., M.S.T., Instr., School of Life Sciences.
429 Natural History, 333-2039. —3303 W. Kirby, C, 359-8038.
Satyanarayana, Pulavarthi, M.A., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-113 C.S.L., 333-3862. —910 1/2 W. Clark, U., 367-6926.
*Sauer, Miriam Faye (Mrs.), B.A., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Iroquois County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
123 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2012. —906 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-3718.
*Saul, David Marizio (Dawn R.), M.S., C.F.I. Res. Asst. in Physics.
390u Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3053. —Apt. 895R, 1006 W. Clark, U., 328-3085.
•Saunders, F. Michael (Kay), M.S., Res. Asst. in Environmental Engineering, Dept. of Civil Eng..
4123 Civil Eng., 333-8347. —1103 E. Delaware, U., 367-0891.
*Saunders, James Clayton (Beverly K.), Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —156 Paddock Dr., C, 356-4299.
*Saunders, John T. (Diane), B.A., Asst. in Architecture.
121 Fine Arts, 333-0436. —Apt. 1, 312 E. White, C, 356-5757.
*Saupe, Donald C, (Virginia L.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Ornamental Horticulture, Dept. of
Horticulture.
5 Orn. Hort., 333-8707, 333-2123. —204 S. Ellen, Homer, 896-2061.
*Saurborn, Edward G. (Barbara S.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
340 Adams Lab. —Apt. 6, 1514 Grandview Dr. East, C, 352-0234.
*Savage, Lester David, Jr. (Susan F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
112B M.E. Lab., 333-8137. —1010 W. Stoughton, U., 344-3404.
*Savignon, Gabriel Marius (Sandra J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of French.
2111 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —503 Harding Dr., U., 367-0618.
*Sawdey, Michael Raynor (Barbara), M.A., Asst. in English.
315 English, 333-1335. —306 W. Illinois, U., 328-3171.
*Sawtelle, Edward Stephen (Dolores A.), B.A., Asst. to University Dir. of Nonacademic
Personnel.
302 Illini Tower, 333-4915. —1209 Park Terrace, C, 352-6391.
*tSawyer, (Mrs.) Bess, Card Punch Operator, Ticket Ofc, Athletic Association.
100 Assembly Hall, 333-3470. —622 W. Clark, C, 352-2580.
*Sawyer, Sharon M. (Raymond C), B.M., Library tech. Asst., Music Library.
306 S.M.H., 333-6717; 220 S.M.H., 333-1173. —607 S. 1st, C, 356-6063.
*Saxe, Thomas Dale, (Susan E.), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, LaSalle County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 489, 301 1/2 W. Madison, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-4433. —R.R. 2, Sheridan (60551),
815-496-2192.
Sayles, Kathryn Brown, Clerk II, College of Agriculture.
56 Mumford Hall, 333-3107. —405 E. Park, C, 356-6980.
Sayles, (Mrs.) Mary Agnes, Work Program Participant, Champaign County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —1510 Aztec Dr., C, 359-4863. 359-5964.
*Scanlan, Lawrence Allen, (Tara K.), A.M., Res. Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162. —Apt. 202, 819 Oakland, U., 328-2975.
*Scanlan, Richard Thomas (Donna M.), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Classics.
4072 Foreign Lang., 333-1008. —2103 Noel Dr., C, 356-0779.
*Scanlan, Tara Kim (Lawrence), M.S., Asst. in P.E.
127 Freer Gym., 333-6508; 51 Children's Res. Center, 333-6563. —Apt. 202, 819 Oakland, U.
328-2975.
*Scanlon, Lauren K. (James J.), B.A., Editor, Engineering Publications of c.
208 Engineering Hall, 333-1510. —1909 McDonald Dr., C, 359-1939.
•Scarborough, Carol Y. (James N.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Zoology.
515 Morill Hall, 333-3430. —Apt. 206K, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 356-0852.
•Scarborough, James N. (Carol Y.), B.S., Asst., Dept. of Agr. Eng.
310 Agr. Eng. Bldg., 333-4216. —Apt. 206k, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 356-0852.
*Schacht, John Hammond (Sylvia), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Journalism.
22 Gregory Hall, 333-1365. —703 LaSell Dr., C, 356-3467.
*Schacht, Richard Lawrence (Marsha C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Philosophy.
105j Gregory Hall, 333-6626. —1406 W. Park, C, 359-4798.
*Schaede, Barbara Ann (Ronald E.), Secy., Dept. of Architecture.
106 Architecture, 333-1330. —1112 W. Eureka, C, 356-0360.
*tSchaede, Edward A. (Elsie), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey. On leave of absence.
1109 E. Oregon, U., 367-5206.
*tSchaede, Paul Emmitt (Ruth E.), Equipment Mgr., Athletic Association.
Stadium Storeroom East, 333-2063. —306 E. Illinois, U., 367-2521.
*tSchaede, Ronald Eugene (Barbara A.), Asst. Mgr. of Golf Course Pro Shop and of Ice Rink,
Athletic Association.
Golf Course, Savoy, 359-5613; Ice Rink, 344-1764. —1112 W. Eureka, C, 356-0360.
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*Schaede, William (Carol), Technician, Dept. of Ceramic Engineering.
104 Ceramics, 333-3009. —204 S. Draper, C, 352-2863.
*Schaefer, Alvin F. (Frances C), Master Airport Mechanic, Airport Plant and Services, Inst, of
Aviation.
Main Hangar, Airport, 333-3204. —311 N. Vorcey, Tolono ( 61880), 485-5493.
•Schaefer, Fabian Joseph (Helen M.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div
P.P. Service Bldg. —R. R. 1, Pesotum (61863), 867-2472.
•Schaefer, Hazel Virginia (Forrest R.), Secy., Vermilion County, Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville,(61832), 442-8615. —10 Prairie, Danville (61832), 446-5071.
•Schaefer, Ralph Thomas (Millie M.), Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Ill W. William, C, 356-0865.
Schaefer, Richard B., M.S., Area Ext. Adviser. Farm Management Fieldman, Cooperative
Extension Service.
313 N. McClellen, Sullivan (61951), 728-4516.
•Schaefer, Robert Lewis (Jo), Extension Specialist, Ext. in Music, Div. of Univ. Ext.
Rm. 104, 608 S. Mathews, U., 333-1580. —1607 Park Haven Dr., C, 352-6487.
Schaffer, Karla Sondra, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
313 Altgeld Hall, 333-2520. —URH-345 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2251.
•Schaffer, Linda S., (Richard C, Jr.), Key Punch Operator I, Administration Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —R.R. 2, U., 328-3725.
Schaffman, Mark J., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-608 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2332.
Schaffner, Alfred Ward, Storekeeper II, Vocational Agriculture Service.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-1885. —Apt. 2, 1304 Silver, U.
•Schaich, John F. (Mary), B.S., Assoc. Prof, and Asst. Dir., Police Training Inst. Div. of Univ.
Ext.
359 Armory., 333-2337. —2417 Maplewood Dr., C, 359-2767.
*Schalk, Mildred C. (Raymond C), Secy., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2260. —1914 McDonald Dr., C, 352-4386.
*Schanzle, Robert Winter, M.S., Asst. in Botany.
239 Morrill Hall, 333-0246. —Apt. A, 1203 Florida, U., 328-2319.
*Scharlau, Harold Erwin (Janet), B.S., Accountant I, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
279 Adm., 333-0781. —1804 Cindy Lynn, U., 344-0980.
*Schaub, Catherine R. (Richard), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Coop. Ext. Serv.
208 Mumford Hall, 333-2665. —409 E. Springfield, C, 352-2684.
*Schaubert, Daniel H. (Joyce), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
445 E.E. Bldg., 333-6509. —1108 W. Beardsley, C, 359-1086.
Scheer, Walter H., B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall, 333-2657. —Apt. 302-A, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-4975.
Scheib, (Mrs.) Berneta P., Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls, 333-0310. —806 S. Race. U., 328-2679.
*Scheiderer, Edwin Gruber, (Ellen G., M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
236 Psychology Bldg. —711 W. Washington, U., 367-4946.
*Scheifinger, Curtis Coats (Jeannette A.), M.A., Asst. in Microbiology.
431 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —1418 Rosewood Dr., C.
Schein, Howard Karl, M.A., Asst. in Zoology.
202 Vivarium, 333-2235. —705 W. Elm, U., 367-1393.
*Scheinman, Morris (Muriel), C.E., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
308A Transportation 333-0406. —907 S. Busey, U., 344-0779.
*Scheitz, Crocker (Sandy Ann), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Psychology.
549 Psych. Bldg., 333-1776. —Apt. 14, 203 W. Locust, U., 344-6090.
*Scheiwe, William R. (Eileen), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Agriculture. Pike County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 3, Pittsfield (62363), 285-2281. —R.R. 2, Pittsfield (62363), 285-6430.
*Schell, Barbara J. (Richard), B.S., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1997, 333-1269. —Apt. 219, Bldg. 3, 904 N. Broadway, U., 344-1150.
*Schelter, Joseph George (Thelma L.), Arch. Supt., Univ. Ofc. for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-1690. —1111 Newbury, C, 356-2497.
*Schepers, James Stuart (Marilyn L.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
N-17 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —2010 Country Squire Dr., U., 367-4509.
*Scher, Michael R., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
444 Gregory Hall, 333-6889. —1909 Harding Dr., U., 367-7744.
*Scherer, Christian M. (Jane A.), B.S., Extension Communications Specialist, Coop. Ext. Serv.
58 Mumford Hall, 333-4785. —1105b Harding Dr., U., 367-0038.
Scherer, Clifford Wayne M.S., Ext. Communications Specialist; Asst. Prof, of Agricultural
Communications.
69 Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —903 S. State, C, 352-7178.
Scherer, Ronald, B.S., Agr. Extension Communications Specialist; Instr. in Agr.
Communications.
69 Mumford Hall, 333-4783. —1303 Mumford Dr., U., 367-9984.
*Scherr, Roslyn D. (Lawrence), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, College of Vet. Med.
355 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —Apt. 421, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-0192.
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*tSchertz, David L. (Sharron L.). M.S.. Agronomist, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church. C, 356-3785.
Scherzinger, Ann, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
40 Noyes Lab.. 333-1728. —Apt. 232. 1107 W. Green. L\, 367-9485.
*Scheven, Yvette Helen (Albert). M.S.L.S.. African Bibliographer. Acquisitions Dept.. Library.
220 Library. 333-1055. —1806 S. Peach. C. 359-7735.
Schewe, Phillip F., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg.. 333-4505. —Apt. 202. 706 S. First. C. 352-6095.
Schey, John F., Res. Asst.. College of Comm. and Bus. Adm.
85 Commerce (W). 333-1066. —Apt. 11, 508 E. White, C, 359-7264.
•tSchicht, Richard J. (Wilma E.). B.S.. Engr., State Water Survey.
238 Water Resources. 333-0239. —1105 Hollycrest Dr., C. 352-6878.
*tSchickedanz, Paul T. (Gladys M.). Ph.D.. Statistical Meteorologist. State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources. 333-3345. —R.R. 2, U., 694-4790.
*Schier, Rudolf Dirk (Brigitte T.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of German.
3072 Foreign Lang. —Hortigstrasse 5, A-2371 Hinterbruhl, Austria.
Schiff, Maryann H., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol.
259 Vet. Med.. 333-2506. —162 E. Paddock Dr., C. 359-3823.
Schildkrout, Enid, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Anthropology. On leave of absence for 1972-73.
387 Davenport Hall, 333-8492. —303 W. Green. C. 359-2412.
•Schiller, Alfred George (Carolyn). D.V.M., M.S., Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
261 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7001. —806 Ventura. C.
•tSchilsky, Stephen William (Adele L.). B.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
134 Water Resources, 333-4954.
*Schingel, George Michael (Maenette W.), Electrician, Operation & Maintenance Div., Retired.
Box 66. Fithian (61844), 548-2254.
*Schingoethe, Thomas L. (Mary Kay), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Kendall County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 520. Rt. 47. South, Yorkville (60560). 312-553-5823. —Apt. K. 783 Huntington Dr..
Aurora (60506). 312-896-6956.
Schitzlein, William M., Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —URH-224 Daniels Hall. U.
Schlarman, Cecele Emily, Office Supervisor, Dept. of Agronomy, Retired.
112 W. Hill. C. 356-7705.
•Schlatter, Charles Wesley (Marjorie). Storekeeper II, School of Chemical Sciences.
206 Chem. Annex. 333-2083. —R.R.I, Loda (60948), 386-2552.
•Schlatter, Marjorie Jean (Charles W.), Secy.. Dept. of Art.
143 Fine Arts. 333-0856. —R.R. 1. Loda (60948), 386-2552.
Schleck, Barbara M., B.A.. Broadcasting Program Asst.. WILL Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall. 333-0850. —Apt. 2. 107 E. Chalmers. C. 344-7787.
Schlattweiler, Clare, Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles. Belleville (62220), 618-233-0339. —1807 W. Belle. Belleville (62223).
618-233-1345.
•Schleef, Gilbert Donald (Cynthia S.), Space Administrator III. Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House, 333-1232. —1110 Maplepark Dr.. C. 352-1318.
•Schleicher, Betty L. (John A.). B.S.. Asst. Res. Chemist, Dept. of Civil Engineering.
4144 Civil Eng., 333-0728. —905 E. Sunnycrest Dr., U.. 367-0883.
•tSchleicher, John Anthony (Betty), B.S., Assoc. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
317 Natural Resources. 189-272. 344-1481. —905 E. Synnycrest Dr., U.. 367-0883.
•fSchlessman, Elmer E., Jr. (Ruth J.). Meteorological Aide II, State Water Survey.
267 Water Resources, 333-4261. —1008 S. Webber. U.
•Schlipf, Frederick Allen (Diane H.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof., Grad. School of Library Science.
422W Library. 333-6202. —2415 E. Oregon. U., 367-1359.
Schmalz, Philip Frederick, M.S.. Asst. in Physiology.
452 Burrill Hall, 333-6117. —55 Wilson Trailer Park, U.. 367-1494.
Schmalz, Thomas Gregory, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
367E Noyes Lab.. 333-0558. —Apt. A-4, 56 E. Daniel. C. 359-7534.
Schmedake, Nancy, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of
Tehran. Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh
Tehran. Iran.
•Schmerbauch, Robert Philip (Charlene L.), M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Wayne County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
521 W. Main. Fairfield (62837). 847-4231. —1 Scott Lane. Fairfield (62837), 847-5531.
Schmidt, Christy K., B.A., Asst., General Curriculum. College of L.A.S.
912 S. Fifth. C. 333-4710. —602 W. Park, C, 359-7769.
•Schmidt, Esther Irene (Wilbur C), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Sangamon
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield(62702). 525-4617. —3309 S. Fourth. Springfield(62703),
529-3961.
Schmidt, Frank J. (Cheryl). B.S.. Chemist III. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First. C, 333-6907. —Apt. 21. 609 W. Main, U.
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*Schmidt, Glenn Roy (Jean M), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Animal Science.
158 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1682. —1905 McDonald Dr., C, 352-4956.
•Schmidt, Glenn Wilmer (Anna M.), Asst. Supt. of Printing Div., Campus Publications Ofc,
Retired.
234 University Press, 333-0429. —512 S. Edwin, C, 352-3557.
^Schmidt, Harvard Franklin (Donna), B.S., Head Basketball Coach, Athletic Association.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3402. —2114 Noel Dr., C, 356-5406.
•Schmidt, James M. (Rebecca J.), B.A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
359 Vet. Med., 333-4689. —Lot 5, 604 N. Maple, U., 367-5120.
Schmidt, Linda L, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Iroquois County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
123 South Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2012. —R.R. 1, Watseka (60970), 815-432-4519.
•Schmidt, Milton Otto (Vita R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
207 Woodshop, 333-4304. —32 Fields East, C, 359-8663.
•Schmidt, Paula Elise (Heinrich), Central Sterile Supply Technician, McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center, 333-9834. —1316 Frederick, C, 359-6831.
•Schmidt, Paul Gardner (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
61 Noyes Lab., 333-3574. —510 W. High, U., 328-1262.
•Schmidt, Rita Maxine (Merle L.), Clerk-Typist III, Math. Project, Curriculum Lab.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —R.R. 1, Rantoul (61866), 892-8437.
•Schmidt, Rosalya F. (Dale), Adm. Secy., Coordinated Science Lab.
291 C.S.L., 333-2511. —310 Dodson Dr. East, U., 367-0974.
•Schmidt, Stephen Christopher (Sue M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Marketing and Policy.
425 Mumford Hall, 333-4565. —511 S. Chicago, C, 356-1193.
Schmidt, Susan Lynn, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Coles County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
703 Monroe, P.O. Box 308, Charleston (61920), 345-7034. —Apt. 3, 1041 First. Charleston
(61920), 345-5463.
•Schmidt, Waldemar Emmett (Edra L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Dupage County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., 312-469-2467. —101 Wisconsin, Naperville (60540).
312-355-4006.
•tSchmidt, Wayne J. (Lavonne C), M.B.A., Chief, Computer Services Ofc, U.S. Army
Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Interstate Res. Park, Newmark Dr., C, 352-6511. —2503 Maplewood Dr., C, 352-9750.
Schmidt, William Henry, B.A., Editor, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
312e E.E. Res. Lab., 333-6268. —Apt. A-3, 1605 Valley Rd., C, 356-3066.
Schmitt, Homer Carl, B.Mus., Prof, of Music; Artist in Residence.
3000 Music, 333-1172. —401 W. High, U., 367-9497.
•Schmitz, Anna M. (Marvin H.), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —510 N. William, Farmer City (61842), 928-3643.
•Schmitz, Marion L. (Dean), Linen Maid, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —519 W. Green, Farmer City, 928-9917.
•Schmitz, Marvin Henry (Anna May), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —510 N. William, Farmer City (61842), 928-3643.
•Schmitz, Roger Anthony (Ruth), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemical Engineering.
108 Adams Lab., 333-1178. —1723 Robert Dr., C, 356-4161.
Schnauber, Enid, M.S., Asst. Prof, of P.E. for Women, Emerita.
10804 Saratoga Circle, Sun City, Arizona (85351).
•Schnebly, Merrill Isaac (Evangeline G.), A.B., J.D., J.S.D., Prof, of Law, Emeritus.
1507 Waverly Dr., C, 352-2388.
Schneider, Lucille, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of
Tehran, Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
•Schneider, Raymond William (Rhea), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
101c Hort. Field Lab., 333-6588. —2013-B S. Orchard, U., 367-7291.
•Schneider, Robert Lee (Mary A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
235 English, 333-1538. —722 S. Elm, C, 359-0356.
•Schneider, Ronald W. (Constance), B.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Agr. Eng.
330 Agr. Eng. Bldg., 333-4216. —Apt. 11, 1510 Grandview Dr., C, 359-9345.
•tSchnepper, Donald H. (Virginia M.), M.S., Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601, 309-674-5725. —Liberty Lane. R.R. 1.
Washington (61571), 309-283-3303.
•Schnittgrund, Karen (Gary D.), M.S., Instr. in Family Economics. Dept. of Home Econ.
535 Bevier Hall, 333-2566. —1703 E. Fairlawn, U, 344-7898.
•Schnobrich, William Courtney (Sally R.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3146 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-0154. —1419 Mayfair Rd.. C. 352-6325.
•Schock, Barbara Jean (Christian A.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Home Economics, Kane
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —Apt. 5, 318 Kathleen Dr., Elgin (60120).
312-741-1739.
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Schoeberl, Mark R., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
312h E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4155. —Apt. 3, 101 S. Busey, U., 328-1361.
*Schoedel, William R. (Grace L.), Ph.D., Dir. of Religious Studies; Prof, of Classics.
4016c Foreign Lang., 333-0473. —1207 S. Race, U., 367-8798.
Schoenburg, Edward, B.A., Accountatn I, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
248 Adm., 333-4568. —302 E. John, C, 344-7281.
*Schoeneweiss, Donald Fredrick (Kay), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Pathology; Plant Pathologist
Section of Botany and Plant Pathology, State N. H. Survey.
381 Natural Resources, 333-6887. —2406 Pond, U., 365-1266.
•Schoenfeld, Hanns-Martin Walter (Margit F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Accountancy and of Business
Administration.
215 Commerce (W), 333-4532. —618 W. John, C, 359-4433.
*Schoenwolf, Gary (Patricia), B.A., Asst. in Zoology.
469 Morrill Hall, 333-2479. —Apt. 5, 708 S. First, C, 359-8717.
*Schoeplein, Justine Dakin (Robert N.), M.A.T., Asst. to the Head, Dept. of Political Science.
361 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —2208 S. Lynn, U., 344-1776.
*Schoeplein, Robert N. (Justine Dakin), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof., Dept. of Economics and Inst, of
Government and Public Affairs.
Rm. 207, 1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —2208 S. Lynn, U., 344-1776.
*Scholer, William Charles (Linda), M.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —16 E. Vodrhees, Danville (61832), 446-3975.
Schomer, Karine, M.A., Visiting Lecturer in Hindi, Center for Asian Studies.
3146 Foreign Lang., 333-7128; 1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —404 1/2 N. Romine, U..
344-6930.
*Schooley, Frank Ellsworth (Eleanor B.), B.S., Prof, of Radio and Television; Dir. of
Broadcasting; Mgr. of Radio and Television Stations. Dir. of Broadcasting; Manager of
Radio and Television Stations.
227 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —504 W. Springfield, C, 352-8334.
*Schoonmaker, Sherman, Prof, of Music, Emeritus.
Verna Dr., R.R. 3, Canastota, New York (13032).
*Schoonover, Violet Louise (Eldred L.), Work Program Participant, Champaign County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, 352-4737. —202 Ward, U., 367-0220.
*Schousboe, Ingvar (Vibeke), M.S.C.E., Prof, of Architecture.
105 Architecture, 333-1330. —2104 S. Lynn, U., 367-5066.
Schrader, Katharine Carroll, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Food Science.
104 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4441. —806 S. Coler, U., 344-5995.
Schrader, Sister Marion, M.A., M.S., Cataloger, Library; Instr. of Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —1405 W. Park, C, 337-2193.
*Schran, Peter (Tina), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics and of Asian Studies.
435 Commerce (W), 333-4580. —1112 W. Kirby, C, 352-0843.
Schreiner, Axel-Tobias, M.Sc, Asst. in Mathematics.
113 Altgeld Hall, 333-4285. —Apt. 3-5, 105 E. Green, C, 359-4045.
*Schreyer, Arthur George (Virginia V.), Garage Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
606 Douglas, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2414.
*Schriefer, Melvin William, Sr. (Joyce A.), Building Service Foreman, Housing Div.
3 Taft-Van Doren Halls, 333-0869. —R.R. 1, C, 863-2988.
•Schroeder, James C. (Kathy), Ph.D., Asst. to the Dean, College of L.A.S.
288 Lincoln Hall, 333-1704. —2222 Brookshire, C, 359-7010.
•Schroeder, Paul W. (Violet), Ph.D., Prof, of History.
300 Gregory Hall, 333-0829. —708 S. Elm, C, 352-6307.
Schroeder, Raymond Ernest, M.S., Instructor in Radio and Television; Broadcast Program Asst.
WILL.
330 Gregory Hall, 333-7380; 228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —Apt. 1-180, 1600 W. Bradley, C,
359-5911.
•Schroeder, Terry A. (Bonita), B.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
314b Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4738; 413 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2537. —Apt. 109, 504 W. Main
U., 344-1922.
'Schroeder, WaltDr E. (Dorothy), Driver, Housing Div.
A-l Allen Hall, 333-1395. —1901 Roberta Lane, C, 352-4980.
*Schoenwolf, Patricia Lee (Gary C), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Physics.
203 Physics Bldg., 333-0572. —Apt. 5, 708 S. First, C, 359-8717.
•Schroth, Eugene Howard (Edna M.), M.S., Ext. Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext. and Resident Dir.
of Allerton House, Emeritus.
2920 Clairemont Dr., San Diego, California (92117). 714-276-4557.
Schubert, Jewell Emma, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
217 Coble Hall, 333-6326. —303 W. Delaware, U.,
•Schubert, Karel Ralph (Karen S.), B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
323 Adams Lab., 333-7098. —147 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-7372.
•Schubert, Richard E. (JoAnn B.), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400d Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —707 W. Clark, C.
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•Schuchardt, Murray D. (Mary Ann), Building Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985), 618-695-2343.
Schuetz, (Mrs.) Christie Baechtold, A.B., Assoc. Editor, University Press.
102B University Press, 333-0950. —612 W. Florida, U., 344-6346.
Schuler, Bertha G., Library Technical Asst.,' Law Library.
104 Law, 333-2915. —803 W. Vine, C, 352-3081.
•Schult, Roy L (Edith A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
237a Physics Bldg., 333-0514. —1009 W. Stoughton, U.
•Schultz, Donna Rae, (Claus H.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Land. Arch.
205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —1000 Glenview Dr., Tuscola, (61953), 253-3631.
*Schultz, Harold Arthur (Helen C), M.A., Prof, of Art.
140 Fine Arts, 333-0642. —2017 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6353.
"tSchultz, Helen Cook (Harold A.), M.A., Junior Professional Scientist, State N. H. Survey.
284 Natural Resources, 333-6855. —2017 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6353.
•Schultz, Joe (Betty), M.B.A., Lecturer in Accounting.
209 Commerce (W), 333-4529. —2405 Whitson Circle, U., 344-2327.
Schultz, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Whelan, Secy., Language Lab.
G-89 Foreign Lang., 333-2862. —1401 E. McHenry, U., 367-7628.
Schulz, Charles E., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-236 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2189.
*Schulz, Gerrie S. (Herbert C), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Peoria County,
Coop. Ext. Serv.
1716 N. University, Peoria (61604), 309-688-8228. —9-4 Murrhy Rd., Hannacity (61536),
309-565-7213.
•Schumacher, John Charles (Mary M.), Storekeeper III, Gen. Chem. Stores, Purchasing Div.,
Business Ofc.
55 Noyes Lab., 333-8168. —406 E. Jefferson, Philo (61864), 684-2179.
•Schumacher, Joseph M., B.S., Accountant I, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
201 Davenport House, 333-4880. —603 S. Fair, C, 359-1943.
*Schumm, Mary Nell (Robert J.), P.L.S., Adm. Aide., University Counsel's Ofc.
266 Adm., 333-0564. —1505 Maplecrest, C, 356-0268.
•Schupp, Paul E. (Elva R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
237 Illini Hall, 333-1625. —905 Perkins Rd., U., 367-5727.
Schuppan, W. Alan, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
52 E.E. Bldg., —URH-523 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2315.
Schuster, Carl John, B.S., Res. Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
102 Aero. Eng. Lab. B, 333-1123, 333-8136. —803 W. Healey, C, 359-0128.
•Schuster, Stewart Arnold, (Bette), M.S., Res. Programmer, Dept. of Computer Science.
327 Advanced Computation, 333-3036. —615 W. Springfield, C, 356-4410.
Schutt, (Mrs.) Ruth M., Secy., McHenry County, Coop. Ext. Serv., Retired.
P.O. Box 155, Harvard (60033), 815-943-5835.
tSchwager, Genevieve E., B.S., Lab. Mgr. I, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. — 1713-A Valley Rd., C, 359-5405.
•Schwalbe, Pauline Steiner (William L.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of German.
3129 Foreign Lang., 333-1288. —801 N. Orchard, U., 367-1825.
•Schwalbe, William Louis (Pauline S.), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Emeritus.
801 N. Orchard, U., 367-1825.
•Schwart, Robert Benton (Virginia W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agr. Econ.
303 Mumford Hall, 333-1819. —1007 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 367-8164.
Schwarte, Barbara Sue B.A., Res. Asst., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
Children's Res. Center. —Apt. 8, 209 Clark, C, 356-4398.
Schwartz, Lois Diane, Clerk-Typist III, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —1012 W. Francis Dr., C, 352-4699.
•Schwartz, Marlene L. (Melvin), Clerk-Typist II, Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall, 333-3111. —506 S. Johnson, U., 367-5075.
'tSchwartz, Melvin Edgar (Marlene L.), Supervisory and Assoc. Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
183 Natural Resources, 333-6834. —506 S. Johnson, U., 367-5075.
•Schwarzlose, Paul Fowler (Muriel B.), M.S., Prof, of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus.
374B E. E. Bldg., 333-2064. —919 W. Columbia, C, 352-4407.
•Schweighart, Donald Mickael (Lois A.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2003 Cypress, C, 356-4291.
Schweighart, (Mrs.) Dottie Joan, Clerk-Typist II, University Press.
102 University Press, 333-0950. —Pesotum, 867-2405.
•Schweitzer, Harvey John (Lois A.), Ph.D., Prof, of Rural Sociology Extension, Dept. of Agr.
Econ.; Asst. Dir. of Agr. Exp. Sta. and of Coop. Ext. Serv.
208 Mumford Hall, 333-2664; 109 Mumford Hall 333-0240. —2323 Phinney Dr.. C. 359-2719.
•Schwengel, Mary Emily (Wesley M.), Chief Library Clerk, Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3503. —R.R. 3, C, 352-3363.
tScoggin, Henry Edward, B.A., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
102e Natural Resources Annex, 333-3664. —701 S. Prospect, C. 359-7023.
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'Scott, Arthur L. (Frances). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of English. Emeritus.
4433 Carmelo. San Diego. California (92107). 714-222-7119.
Scott, Harold G., Accelerator Technician II. Dept. of Physics.
443 Physics Bldg.. 333-4175. —402 S. Prairie. C.
*Scott Harold M. (Elizabeth). Ph.D.. Prof, of Animal Science. Emeritus.
321 Mumford Hall. —1213 W. William. C. 352-8917.
*Scott, Harold William (Joann). Ph.D.. Prof, of Geology. Emeritus.
613 W. Delaware. U.. 344-6565.
*Scott, James Andrew (Anna J.). Fire Equipment Engr.. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2011 W. Kirby. C. 356-0617.
Scott, Jidith Marie, B.S.. Intern. Project in Teaching Englism as a Second Language. University
of Tehran. Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
*Scott, John Thackeray, Jr. (Barbara A.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
307A Mumford Hall. 333-6192. —5 Bellamy Ct.. C. 352-7364.
Scott, Joseph W., Ph.D.. Prof, of Theatre and of Speech. Emeritus.
4-122 K.C.P.A.. 333-3538. —211 W. Clark. C. 352-2372.
'Scott, Keith Gill (Marcia S.). Ph.D.. Dir. of Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children; Assoc. Prof..
Dept. of Psychology and Children's Res. Center; Res. Assoc. Prof.. Children's Res. Center.
149 Children's Res. Center Bldg., 333-6577. 333-4143. —R.R. 3, C, 586-2625.
'Scott, Marcia Strong (Keith G.). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc. Children's Research Center.
145 Children's Res. Center Bldg.. 333-4143, 333-6577. —R.R. 3. C. 586-2625.
tScott, Mary Marjorie, B.S.. Contract Asst. Office of Naval Res.
Rm. 102. 605 S. Goodwin. U.. 333-2430. —307 X. Prairie. C. 352-2408.
•Scott, Raymond D., Jr. (Tamara). B.S.. Asst.. U.H.S.
113 U.H.S.. —106 E. Dunbar. Mahomet (61853). 333-2870.
Scott, Robert Edwin, Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science; Assoc. Dir. of Center for International
Comparative Studies.
403 Lincoln Hall. 333-3185: 301 Illini Tower. 333-1994. —1505 Delmont Ct.. U.
•Scott, Rosalie (B. J.). Work Program Participant. Marion County. Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 447. 135 Lakewood. Salem (62881). 618-548-1446. —818 N. Elm. Centralia (62801).
618-532-5889.
•Scott, Rupert Allen (Jackie). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
219 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-2629. —2060-C S. Orchard.' U.. 344-6073.
•Scott, Thomas E. (Priscilla). Bldg. Operating Engr.. Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
2-157 K.C.P.A.. 333-6705. —R.F.D. 1. Box 157. Paxton (60957). 749-2366.
•Scott, Walter O'Daniel (Elizabeth G.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Crops Extension. Dept. of Agronomy.
N-305 Turner Hall. 333-4424. —902 S. Orchard. U.. 344-6547.
'Scott, Wayne R. (Mabra Jean). Grounds Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Senice Bldg. —Oakwood. 354-2116.
•Scouffas, George (Roberta J.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of English.
210 English. 333-0426. —101 W. Florida. U.. 344-5945.
•Scouffas, John (Eva B.). B.S.. Assoc. Dean of Students.
318 Student Services. 333-3853. —302 W. Elm. U.. 367-5698.
*Scoville, James Griffin (Judith X.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Economics and of Uabor and of
Industrial Relations.
109 L.I.R.. 333-1484. —108 S. Prospect. C. 359-6709.
Scranton, Rose Myrtle, Secv.. Adams County. Cooperative Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth. Quincy (62301). 223-8380. —Payson (62360). 248-3645.
•Scroggins, Helen R. (Bill). Work Program Participant. Cooperative Extension Service
Box 48". Ridgway (62979). 618-272-4562 —R.R. 1. Ridgway (62979). 618-272-7310.
Seabright Thomas W., B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
305a Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —Apt. 6. 406 E. Stoughton. C. 352-8451.
Seagle, Barbara Jane, B.A.. Admissions Records Officer. Admissions & Records.
177 Adm.. 333-0302. —612 W. Michigan. U\. 344-5838.
•Seaman, Carolyn Sue (John R.). M.S.W.. Medical Social Consultant. Div. of Services for
Crippled Children.
2125 S. First. C. 333-6528. —604 S. Victor. C. 359-4905.
Seaman, John R., M.S.W.. Res. Assoc. Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada. U.. 333-3735. —604 S. Victor. C. 359-4905.
Seaman, Marguerite, Intern. Project in Teaching English as a Second Language. University of
Tehran. Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower.8bpn333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit. Bahaarestan. Ave.
Daneshkadeh. Tehran. Iran.
'Sears, Ogle Hesse (Helen L.). Ph.D.. Prof. Soil Biology. Dept. of Agronomy. Emeritus.
1401 S. Maple. U.. 367-8241.
'Seaver, Catharine Clark (Charles D.). Secretary. Ext. in Music Div. of Univ. Ext.
Rm. 103. 608 S. Mathews. U.. 333-1580. —907 S. Prospect. C. 356-9595.
'Seaver, Charles Duel (Catharine C). B.S.. Univ. Ofc for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth. 333-1690. —907 S. Prospect. C. 356-9595.
'Sebald, Anthony Vincent (Kathleen). B.E.E.. Asst.. Center for Advanced Computation.
314 Advanced Computation. 333-8498. —611 S. Lynn. C.
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*Sebring, Leroy Earl (Betty J.). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —418 E. Green, Farmer City, 928-9925.
Sechan, Neil H., M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
Apt. 10. 307 E. Healey, C. 359-9203.
*Sechrist, Chalmers F., Jr. (Beatrice M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering. On leave of
absence for 1972-73.
372C E.E. Bldg. and 312f E.E. Res. Lab., 333-4153. —1204 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-3856.
*Seckinger, Edward L. (Barb), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering: Res. Asst. in Nuclear
Engineering.
207 Nuclear Eng., 333-0453. —Apt. 37, 800 S. Mattis, C, 359-0130.
*Secrest, Don (Masako), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Physical Chemistry.
155 Noyes Lab., 333-1728. —901 Silver. 344-1993.
'tSedgwick, Vail Elbert (Vera C), Physical Science Technician, Regional Soybean Lab.. U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —210 S. Fair, C, 356-3666.
Sedzielasz, Louise M., Clerk-Typist II, Library.
203 Library, 333-2079. —Apt. 202D, 2020 N. Mattis. C, 359-0629.
*Seeber, Kim E. (Rosaline), B.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
2119 Civil Eng., 333-6933. —812 W. Church, C, 359-4986.
*Seeds, Max Lowell (Kathleen), Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —905 Rainbow View, U., 367-6586.
'tSeets, James Wilburn (Shirlev A.), Tech. Asst., State N.H. Survey.
279 Natural Resources, 333-8708, 333-6857. —Box 66. 108 W. Illinois. Mansfield (61854).
489-5441.
*Seets, Shirley Ann (James W.). Secy., College of Vet. Med.
279 Natural Resources. 333-8708, 333-6857. —108 W. Illinois. Mansfield (61854), 489-5441.
*Sefcik, Edward Stephen (Mary Ann), B.S., Asst. Dir. of Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm.. 333-3623. —105 W. Michigan, 13.. 367-6494.
Segal, Barr Z., B.A., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U.. 333-7107. —URH-435 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2293.
*Segre, Diego (Mariangela), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Microbiology and Public Health and of
Vet. Res.
203 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2349. —2010 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-1043.
*Segre, Mariangela (Diego), D.Sc. Res. Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
207 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2349. —2010 Boudreau Dr., U., 344-1043.
*Seguin, Camille Mary (Gary B.). B.A.. Acting Ext. Adviser. Home Economics. Cooperative
Extension Service.
600 S. Washington, Tuscola (61953). 253-3612. —301 E. Newkirk, Tuscola (61953), 253-2135.
*Seguin, Gary, M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. 333-2099. —301 E. Newkirk, Tuscola.
*Sehr, Fred Herman (Helen V.). Pipefitter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —102 E. Illinois. Mansfield (61854), 489-5856.
*Seibert, David Walter (Judy). M.S., Asst. Animal Scientist. Dept. of Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall. 333-0153. —R.R. 2, S. First Street Rd.. 344-4749
*Seibert, James Arthur (Janet M.). B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser. Youth, Jersey County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
405 S. State. Jerseyville (62052), 498-4821. —1128 Warren. Jerseyville (62052). 498-5844.
*Seibold, Lois J. (Michael J.), Clerk-Stenog. III. School of Chemical Sciences.
107 Noyes Lab., 333-1050. —1218 Gertrude. C. 352-2992.
Seidel, K. Virginia, M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics; Ext. Specialist in Home Furnishings.
563 Bevier Hall. 333-3196. —1004 S. Lincoln. U.. 344-3544.
*Seider, Richard Lloyd (Jane E.), Animal Caretaker II. Dept. of Zoology.
71 Morrill Hall. 333-6864, 333-6220. —R.R. 1, Dewey (61840), 586-2671.
*Seidman, Edward (Evelyn N.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
158 Children's Res. Center. 333-0040. —309 W. Washington. U.. 344-6388.
*Seif, Robert Dale (Martha). Ph.D., Prof, of Biometry. Dept. of Agronomy.
W-501 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —3 Shuman Circle. U., 367-8978.
*Seifert, Jan Edward (Alice Ann), M.S.. Coordinator, Lndergraduate Library Services;
Undergraduate Librarian; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration. Asst. Prof, of Library
Administration.
241 Undergraduate Library, 333-3488. —1711 Coronado Dr., C. 356-9523.
•Seigler, David (Janice), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Botany.
639 Morrill Hall. 333-7577. —510 W. Vermont. 367-2305.
*Seiler, Frank (Thelma R.). Herdsman. Dept. of Dairy Science. Retired.
R.R. 1. Dundas (62425), 395-1276.
*Seitz, Wesley Donald (Janice A.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
437 Mumford Hall. 333-1816. —2308 Pond. U.. 367-0535.
Sekutowski, Dennis Gene, B.S..
267 Noyes Lab.. 333-1532. —Apt. O. 1002 S. Second. C. 367-6905.
*Selander, Lorraine F. (Richard B.). B.A.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Institute of Communications Res.
Rm. 205. 1207 W. Oregon. U.. 333-1549. —1714 Georgetown Dr.. C. 356-5120.
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•Selander, Richard Brent (Lorraine). Ph.D.. Prof, of Entomology.
329 Morrill Hall. 333-1537. —1714 Georgetown Dr.. C. 356-5120.
Selin, Margaret Ruth, Adm. Secy., President's Ofc.
364 Adm.. 333-3070. —801 S. Mattis. C. 359-8532.
'Selinger, Aia (Arie) B.S.. Visiting Lecturer in P.E. for Women.
281 Freer Gym.. 333-7113. —1803 Carle. L\. 344-8992.
*tSell, Douglas K. (Gliria). B.S.. Asst. Entomologist. State N.H. Survey.
102 Insect Biol. Control Lab.. 333-2359. —27 Dunlap Woods. Sidney (61877). 688-2593.
Sellers, Earlane L.C., B.F.A.. Library Clerk II, Circulation Dept.. Library.
203 Library. 333-2079. —2905 W. William. C. 359-4968.
Sellers, Gregory J., M.S.. Res. Asst. in Phvsics.
126 Physics Bldg.. 333-2856. —Apt. 203. 312 S. Prairie. C. 356-1597.
'Sells, Donald Mark (Joyce L.). .D.V.M.. Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Veterinary Pathology.
40 Vet. Med.. 333-3290. —R.R. 2. L\. 367-4453.
'tSemonin, Richard G. (Lennie S.). B.S.. Atmospheric Physicist. State Water Survey.
271B Water Resources. 333-4967. —1902 Crescent Dr.. C. 356-9353.
Senff, Thomas E., M.M.. Instr. in Music.
5018 Music Bldg. —Apt. A. 1108 S. Lincoln. L\. 344-4045.
"Sentman, Lee Hanley, III (Mary A.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Aero, and Astro Eng.
113 A Transportation, 333-1834. —1012 S. Westlawn, C, 356-1169.
Sequeda, Federico Osorio, M.Sc. Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
407 Met. and Min. Bldg. —56 1/2 E. Green. C.
*Sergent, Barbara Clarke (Robert C). M.A.. Home Economics Librn. (with rank of Asst. Prof.).
Library.
314 Bevier Hall. 333-0748. —2808 Alton Dr.. C. 356-0816.
*tSergent, James Walker (Linda M.). Supervisory and Asst. Scientist. State N.H. Survey.
Nat. Res. Greenhouse. 333-6895. —R.R. 1. Lot 52. Tolono (61880). 485-5459.
*Sergent, Linda (James W.). Chief Clerk. School of Social Work.
Room 129. 1207 W. Oregon. L\. 333-2261. —R.R. 1. Tolono (61880). 485-5459.
*Sergent, Mary Alice (Vincent E.). Clerk-Typist II. University Press.
103 University Press. 333-0950. —204 Fillmore. Philo (61864). 684-2614.
'Sergent, Vincent Edward (Mary A.). Driver. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 Fillmore. Philo (61864). 684-2614.
*Sergiovanni, Thomas Joseph (Ann K.). Ed.D.. Prof, of Educational Administration and
Supervision.
322 Education. 333-2155. —1109 Harrington Dr.. 352-7190.
*Serio, Frank Phillip (Joan). Asst. Electronics Engr.. Dept. of Computer Science.
29G D.C.L.. 333-4386. —303 E. Eisenhower. Philo, 684-2678.
*Servaites, Jerome C. (Catherine H.). M.S.. University Fellow in Agronomy.
160 Davenport Hall. 344-0622. —Apt. 3, 1732 Lincoln Rd.. C. 359-9534.
Servis, Elizabeth J., Clerk-Typist II. College of Vet. Med.
9 Vet. Med. Annex. 333-1620. —Apt. 1. 309 S. Neil. C. 352-2816.
Sethi, Sharanjit Kaur, M.Sc. Asst. in Biology.
287 Morrill Hall. 333-4846: 465 Morrill Hall. 333-4645. —Apt. 432. 1107 W. Green. U..
367-6052.
Severns, Lela Mae, Clerk-Tvpist II. Admissions and Records.
312 Met. and Min.. 333-0306. —1307 Sunset Dr.. C. 352-1302.
*Sevuk, Suha Ahmet (Turel). M.S.. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2523 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-2978. —2030-C S. Orchard. U.. 344-0906.
Seward, Beverly Ann, Secy.. Dept. of English.
121 English. 333-2392. 333-9583. —Apt. 32A. 1201-A E. Florida. U.. 367-0908.
*Seward, Henry (Mary), Groundsman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1401 Cambridge Dr.. C.
'Seward, Leonard Dean (Sharon C). Electronics Technician II. Dept. of Phvsics.
457 Physics Bldg.. 333-4225. —Box 152. Pesotum (61863). 867-2226.
•Seward, Martha Webber (Robert F.). Chief Clerk. Health Service.
117 McKinley Hospital. 333-2719. —White Heath (61884). 586-4879.
"Seward, Mary (Henrv). Locker Room Attendant. College of P.E.
I.M.P.E.. 333-8171. —1401 Cambridge Dr.. C.
"Sewell, Robert G. (Barbara J.). M.A. Bibliographer 9with rank of Instr.). Far Eastern Librarv.
227 Library. 333-1501. —306 W. John. C. 359-3672.
*Sexson, James Earl (Elizabeth A.). M.S.. Asst. Dir. of Visual Aids Service (with rank of Asst.
Prof.).
1325 S. Oak. C. 333-1362. —507 E. Washington. U.. 367-4427.
"Sexton, Haskell Orlando (Grace H.). M.S.. Prof, of Music.
5000 Music Bldg.. 333-1839. —605 W. Nevada. U.. 344-5184.
"Seyfarth, Francis (Jean H.). M.S.. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
346 M.E. Bldg.. 333-2238. —1505 Grandview Dr.. C. 352-6396.
'Seyfarth, Jean (Francis). M.S.. Circulation Librn.. Circulation Dept.. Library.
203 Library. 333-2079. —1505 Grandview Dr.. C. 352-6396.
"Seyler, Earl Charles (Geneva M.). M.S.. Assoc. Dean of Admissions and Records. Emeritus.
14242 Tumblebrook Way. Sun City. Arizona (85351). 602-977-2968.
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*Seyler, Jimmy W., (Jeanne), M.S., Academic Coordinator of Extension in Engineering.
112 Illini Hall, 333-6634, 333-2882. —502 Harding Dr., U., 367-5675.
•Seymour, Judith Kaldenberg (Samuel J.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
306 Coble Hall, 333-6499. —Apt. 3-D, 1203 1/2 W. Main, U., 344-2130.
•Seymour, Samuel Jerald, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
40 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —1203-1/2 W. Main, U., 344-2130.
•Shadow, Michael John (Marcelyn), M.A., Instr. in Speech.
171 Lincoln Hall, 333-2343. —810 W. Kirby, C, 359-7148.
•Shadwick, Larry M. (Linda A.), B.S., Data Processing Programmer I, Campus Administrative
Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-2722. —R.R. 1, McCoy Dr., Villa Grove (61956), 832-9617.
•Shafer, Carolyn J. (Ralph E.), Reservations Coordinator, Allerton House.
Allerton House, Monticello (61856), 333-3287, 762-7011. —P.O. Box 152, Cisco (61830),
669-8844.
Shaffer, Gary L, M.A., Lecturer, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
Rm. 307a, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-6140. —Apt. 0-283, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-0468.
'tShaffer, L.R. (Joyce), Ph.D., Deputy Dir., U.S. Army Construction Eng. Res. Lab.
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —2203 Pond Dr., U., 367-1237.
Shah, Dilip M., M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
366 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2536; 314 Met. and Min., 333-3117. —Apt. 2, 201 N. Goodwin, U.,
344-1971.
*Shahabi, A. R. (Nahid), M.S., Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
42 Education, 333-0657. —Apt. 303, 2116 S. Orchard, U., 367-0096.
•Shahab-ud-Din, Olinda A. (Abu S.), M.A., Library Clerk II, Library.
225 Library, 333-1349. —Apt. 4, 908 W. California, U.
•Shaham, Jacob (Meira), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Physics.
390v Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6386. —Apt. A, 2065 S. Orchard, U., 328-1173.
•Shaklee, James Brooker (Margaret), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Zoology.
465B Morrill Hall, 333-4645. —2078-A Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-3539.
Shalvoy, Robert Scott, B.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
20 Met. and Min., 333-1726. —408 E. Stoughton, C, 359-8276.
Shamier, Vijaya, M.S., Res. Asst. in Home Economics.
480 Bevier Hall. —URH-376 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2511.
•Shandrow, Donald Bruce (Betty), Pipefitter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —406 N. Goodwin, U.
•Shanks, Patricia Ann (William H.), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
689 Morrill Hall, 333-6382; 235 Burrill Hall, 333-2067. —Apt. 1, 805 S. Lincoln, U., 344-1014.
•Shanks, William Howard (Patricia), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
290e Mat. Res. Lab., 333-6373; 250 Mat. Res. Lab. —Apt. 1, 805 S. Lincoln, U., 344-1014.
•Shannon, Donald Taylor (Katharine C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology, Dir. of Psych. Clinic.
157 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —105 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5643.
•Shannon, Edward John, III (Genevieve), M.S., Asst. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
308 Vet. Res. Annex, 333-2349. —1666 Valley Rd., C, 356-0415.
•Shannon, William Franklin (Lucille M.), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1502 N. Willis, C, 356-4322.
•Shapiro, Joel (Silvia), Premier Prix, Asst. Prof, of Music.
209 S.M.H., 333-8273. —303 Avondale, C, 359-2334.
Shapiro, Michael Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —Apt. 304, 1111 S. Third, C, 344-7390.
•Shapiro, Michael (Elizabeth K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
317b English, 333-9405. —610 S. Chicago, C, 356-2683.
•Shapley, John R. (Laurie B.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
452 Noyes Lab., 333-0297. —714B S. Race, U., 367-4402.
Sharma, Sushil K., M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
225d Talbot Lab., 333-4930. —URH-710 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2366.
Sharman, Heather E., B.Sc, M.Ed., Res. Asst., Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0988. —Apt. C, 2033 S. Orchard, U., 367-3715.
Sharp, Barry F., B.S., Res. Asst., Aviation Res. Lab.
Airport, 333-3162. —508 S. Highland, C.
•Sharp, Francis Leo (Dorothy M.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Fulton County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 68, Lewistown (61542), 309-547-3711. —Box 62,507 W. Lincoln, Lewistown (61542),
309-547-2558.
•Sharp, Jane G. (Gregory W.), B.A., Asst. in Vet. Biological Structure.
353 Vet. Med. —Apt. 4, 308 E. Michigan, U.
•Sharpton, Ruth (David), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Agricultural Economics.
149 Bevier Hall, 333-1829. —605 S. Western, C, 352-4728.
Sharrock, Michael Peter, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
351 Physics Bldg., 333-4358. —URH-417 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2277.
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•Shattuck, Charles Harlen (Susan D.), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
212 English, 333-0426. —103 N. Busey, U., 367-1035.
*Shauman, Phyllis Jean (Gerald H.), Secy., Henderson County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 568, Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-4071. —Biggsville (61418), 309-627-2193.
Shaw, Dudley Arthur, B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
209 Adams Lab., 333-0349. —URH-265 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4806.
*Shaw, Jean Andreae (Gordon D.), M.S., Work Program Participant, Kane County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 589, Randall Rd., St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —1379 Tyler Lane, Elgin (60120),
741-7480.
*Shaw, John Tyrrell (Pamela Jane), B.A., Tech. Asst., State N. H. Survey.
110 N.H. Survey Annex, 333-7362. —506 S. Fair, C, 359-3723.
*Shaw, Paul Dale (Doris J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Biochemistry, Dept. of Plant Path.
10B Hort. Field Lab., 333-1531. —20 Briarcliff, Mahomet (61853), 586-2070.
*Shaw, Peter (Marilyn), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
711 Psych. Bldg., 333-4247. —505 S. Garfield, C, 352-7287.
*tShaw, William Keith (Ruth), Ed.M., Advertising Dir. of Illini Publishing Co.
620 E. John, C, 333-3730. —504 N. McKinley, C, 359-5035.
*Shawl, Ray I. (Agnes), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering, Emeritus
409 W. Nevada, U., 367-2553.
*Shea, Mary F. (Robert J.), B.S., Medical Technologist I, McKinley Health Service.
86 McKinley Health Center, 333-2750. —Apt. 28, 1500 Anthony Dr., C, 359-2381.
*Shea, Robert J. (Mary), B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
222 Arcade, 333-8126. —Apt. 28, 1500 Anthony Dr., C, 359-2381.
*Shearer, Marjorie Henrietta (Joe M.), Secy., Douglas County, Cooperative Extension Service.
600 S. Washington Tuscola (61953), 253-3612. —R.R. 2, Newman (61942), 832-9069.
Shearer, Paul Scott, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Carroll County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
448 Mumford Hall, 333-2638. —106 N. Clay, Mt. Carroll (61053), 244-7475.
*Shearl, James Robert (Brenda), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Madison County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
900 Hillsboro, P.O. Box 406, Edwardsville (62025), 656-7200. —Box 231, Hamel (62046),
633-2414.
Sheehan, Florence Maureen, M.S., Cataloger (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —509 S. Fifth, C, 359-2707.
*Sheetinger, Dan Allan (Opal L.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —59 Bismark, Danville (61832), 446-6255.
Shefchik, Marie Margaret, M.S., Ext. Adviser, Home Economics, Cook County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890. —8414 S. Prairie, Chicago (60619),
874-1988.
Sheiry, Vannie Louvern, Secy., Health Service, Retired.
906 W. California, U., 344-0737.
*Shelato, Carl Alexander (Lanore H.), Brickmason, Dept. of Plant and Services.
P.P. Service Bldg. —208 Stone, Georgetown (61846), 662-8055.
Shelden, Miriam Aldridge, Ph.D., Assoc. Chancellor for Affirmative Action; Dean of Student
Personnel; Assoc. Prof, of Higher Education, Dept. of Secondary and Continuing
Education.
130 Student Services, 333-2121, 333-1535. —706 S. Coler, U., 344-5309.
*Sheley, I la Jean, Senior Proofreader, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4657. —17154 Batestown Rd., Davnille (61832).
*Shelley, Clarence (Dorothy V.), Ed.M., Assoc. Dean of Student Personnel; Asst. to the
Chancellor.
130 Student Services, 333-0054. —2416 Carrelton Dr., C.
""Shelton, Mary Lou (Jack), Work Program Participant, Johnson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
19 Court, Vienna (62995), 618-658-5322. —Galeener St., P.O. Box 153, Vienna (62995),
658-7642.
*Shelton, Robert Ernest (Susan W.), M.S., Prof, of Physical Education.
106 Old Gym. Annex, 333-3347. —1920 Robert Dr., C, 356-4492.
tShemas, Katherine, Clerk-Typist II, State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —3325 N. Twelve Oaks Dr.,
Peoria (61604), 309-682-8479.
Shen, Alice C, M.S., Asst. in Food Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1876. —Apt. 104, 902 S. Lincoln, U., 367-7891.
*Shenton, Stephen G-M. (Diane), M.A., Instr. in Agricultural Publications.
60 Mumford Hall, 333-4785; 67 Mumford Hall. —415 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-8376.
•Shepard, Carol (Richard), Clerk-Typist III, College of F.A.A.
114 Architecture, 333-6061. —2424 E. Elm, U., 328-3896.
*tShepard, Jack Lyle (Patricia A.), B.S., General Supply Asst., Soil Conservation Service,
U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3786. —809 S. Victor, C, 356-8048.
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Shepherd, Jay W., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
251 Physics Bldg., 333-3684. —URH-393 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2526.
tShepherd, Pamela Louise, Clerk-Typist II, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —918 W. William, C, 356-6219.
•Shepherd, William Douglas (Elaine R.), M.A., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
164 Burrill Hall, 333-2199. —Apt. 1-189, 1700 W. Bradley, C, 359-3860.
*Sher, Michael Stephen (Gloria L.), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Computer Science; Assoc. Dir. of
Center for Advanced Computation.
337 Advanced Computation, 333-2979. —2402 Pond, U., 344-6431.
*Sherbert, Donald Ray (Carolyn J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
307 Coble Hall, 333-6498. —1801 Crescent Drive, C, 356-0726.
Sheridan, Eileen M., M.Mus., Resident Adviser, Carr Hall.
URH-416 Carr Hall, U., 332-3959.
Sherman, (Mrs.) Florence A., Program Asst., Dupage County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn (60137), 312-469-2467. —1204 Argyle, Bensenville
(60106), 312-766-0590.
'tSherman, Frank Benjamin, Jr. (Carolyn), M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
429 Natural Resources, 189-246, 344-1481. —2012 Vawter, U., 344-4905.
Sherman, Richard D., Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
390r Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1976. —Apt. 34, 506 E. Stoughton, C.
•Sherry, Candice S. (Richard), B.A., Clerk II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. B, 2040 S. Orchard, U., 344-3290.
•Sherry, Richard James (Candice E.), B.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —2040-B S. Orchard, U., 344-3290.
•Sherwood, Bruce Arne (Judith N.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of Physics and Computer-based
Education Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —507 S. Draper, C, 359-6227.
•Sheth, Jagdish Nanchand (Madhu J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Business; Res. Prof., Survey Res. Lab.;
Acting Head of Dept. of Business Administration.
461 Commerce (W), 333-4573. —2309 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-1508.
Shevokas, Carolyn, M.Ed., Asst. in Education.
376 Education, 333-3643. —URH-117 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4621.
ktSheya, Norman Smith (Jocelyn G.), B.A., Sports Information Dir. of Athletic Association.
115 Assembly Hall, 333-1390. —510 S. James, C, 356-1898.
Shiau, Lih-Er, M.S., Res. Programmer, Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-119 C.S.L., 333-8651. —URH-297, Daniels Hall, U., 332-2492.
Shick, James, B.A., Res. Asst. Bureau of Econ. and Bus. Res.
429 D.K.H., 333-4735; 408 D.K.H., 333-2330. —Apt. 302, 706 S. First, C, 356-6389.
•Shick, Wayne Lambert (Louise C), B.S., Res. Prof, of Architecture, Small Homes
Council-Building Res. Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-1911. —1204 W. Charles, C, 356-7345.
•Shield, Richard Thorpe (Lois S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics; Head of
Dept.
212 Talbot Lab., 333-2321. —40 Lake Park Rd., C, 356-0291.
•Shields, Jerry L. (Sarah J.), Distribution Clerk, Campus Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-3904. —131 S. Locust, Areola (61910), 268-4224.
Shields, Kimberly M., Accounting Clerk I, Housing Div.
1321 S. Oak, C, 333-1410. —Apt. 12, 1306 Silver, U., 328-3181.
•Shields, Ralph F. (Lucy D.), Agr. Gardener, Dept. of Plant Pathology.
la Hort. Field Lab., 333-1523, 333-6730. —306 1/2 W. William, C, 352-6859.
*Shih, Tso-shin (Celia U.), M.S., Asst. in Mech. Eng.
26 M.E. Bldg., 333-2087. —Apt. D. 2029 Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-2294.
'tShiley, Richard Herbert (Dorothy M.), M.S., Assoc. Chemist, State Geological Survey.
369 Natural Resources, 189-231, 344-1481. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2207.
•Shimkin, Demitri B. (Edith M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Anthropology.
309h Davenport Hall, 333-4876. —106 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-0880.
•Shimkin, Edith Manning (Demitri B.), B.A., Assoc, Russian and East European Center.
1208 W. California, U., 333-1244. —106 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-0880.
•Shimon, Lois D. (Donald F.), Work Program Participant, Macon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
348 W. Prairie, Decatur (62526), 422-6809, 422-4766. —3641 Karen Ct., Decature (62526),
877-0040.
"tShimp, Neil Frederick (Virginia), Ph.D., Chemist and Head of Section of Analytical Chemistry,
State Geological Survey.
337 Natural Resources, 189-233, 344-1481. —503 E. Florida, U., 367-9743.
•Shin, Byong Sik (Heaja), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4123 Civil Eng., 333-8347. —Apt. A, 2034 S. Orchard, U., 328-2370.
•Shin, Heaja Kim (Byong Sik), M.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
448 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —Apt. A, 2034 S. Orchard, U., 328-2370.
•Shin, Hyung Tai (Kyunghee L.), M.S., Asst. in Animal Science.
105 Stock Pavilion, 333-3599. —Apt. 507, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-6589.
•Shinall, Anne R. (Stanley L.), Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Secondary & Continuing Education.
352 Armory, 333-9351. —1109 W. William, C, 352-2376.
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•Shinall, Stanley L. (Anne R.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of French; E.xectuve Secy, of Dept. of French:
Counselor. Council on Teacher Education.
2090 Foreign Lang.. 333-2021. —1109 W. William C. 352-2376.
•Shipley, David L. (Hedwig M.). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. III. College of Vet. Med.
264 Vet. Med.. 333-2605. —Box 322. Tolono. 485-3320.
"Shipley, James Ross (Dorothy E). M.A.. Prof, of Art: Head of Dept.
143 Fine Arts. 333-0855. —27 Greencroft. C. 352-4610.
'Shipley, Richard E. (Ilene). Physical Sci. Tech. Asst.. Dept. of Civil Eng.
1220 Civil Eng.. 333-6920. ^-405 Holden. Tolono (61880). 485-8030.
"Shireman, Allen A. (V'erna D.). Building Service Worker. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —209 S. Hopkins. Newman (61942). 837-2057.
•Shirk, Barbara A. (George B.). Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Agriculture.
101 Mumford Hall. 333-0460. —Apt. A. 2075 S. Orchard. IL, 344-7278.
'Shirley, Faraba Genevra (Rov). B.S.. Library Clerk III. Serials Dept.. Library.
220s Library. 333-3856. —R'.R. 3. S. Lincoln Rd.. L".. 344-2194.
•Shirley, Michael S. (Susan K.). M.A.. Res. Asst., Univ. Long-Range Planning and Analysis Ofc.
208 Illini Tower. 333-1167. —311 Kelly Ct.. C.
•Shirley, Robert E. (Sarah J.). Bldg. Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2. L\. 469-7360.
'Shirley, Robert Eugene (Victoria). Audio-Visual Technician I. Visual Aids Service, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
1325 S. Oak. C. 333-1432. —709 S. East. R.R. 1. Homer (61849). 896-2174.
•Shirley, Roy Lippert (Faraba G.). B.S.. Supervising Farm Foreman. Dept. of Dairy Science.
S. Lincoln Ave. Dairy Barns. 333-0472. —R.R. 3, S. Lincoln Ave. L.. 344-2194'.
•Albert, Shmuel (Edna). D.Sc. Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
16" Noyes Lab.. 333-2967. —Apt. C. 1828 Orchard'PL. L\. 344-4775.
•Shoaf, Molly M. (Robert). Accounting Clerk II. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. Savoy. 333-64^1. —605 S. Main. Homer (61849). 896-2549.
•Shoemaker, Charlotte (Robert O.). Library Clerk III. Catalog Dept. Library.
246 Library. 333-3399. —2020 N. Mattis. C. 359-4772.
Shoemaker, David Craig, B.S.. C.P.A.. Accountant I. Survey Res. Lab.
417 D.K.H.. 333-7883. —Lot 49. 1010 E. Colorado. L.. 367-0837.
Shoemaker, Dorothy B.A.. Asst. Ext. Adviser. Youth. Cooperative Extension Service.
Bank Bldg.. 151 N. Main. Elizabeth, 858-2273. --*08 E. Sycamore, Elizabeth, hpn858-2058.
•Shoemaker, Hurst Hugh (Celia V.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
102A Viyarium. 333-1633. —1010 W. Main. L\. 365-1415.
"Shoemaker, William Hutchinson (Catharine). Ph.D.. Prof, of Spanish. Emeritus.
602 Edgewood. Columbia. Missouri (65201).
•Shoffstall, Robert Joseph (Clarellen). A.E.. Electronics Technician II. School of Chemical
Sciences.
125 Noyes Lab.. 333-6035. —403 E. Marshall. Tolono (61880). 485-5511.
Shonley, Janet E., B.A.. Asst. in German.
3CT2 Foreign Lang.. 333-1288. —108 S. Gregory. L\. 344-4998.
•Shore, Charles (Elsie). Furniture Repairman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —611 E. Elm. L.. 367-6134.
•Shores, James Harlan (Betty F.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Elementary Education. On leave of absence
First semester 1972-73.
310 Education. 333-2365. —911 S. Foley. C. 352-9110.
'Shoresman, Peter Barry (Sandra M.). Ed.D.. Prof, of Science Education, Dept. of Elem. Educ:
Dir. of Project on Elementary School Mathematics and Science.
110J Education. 333-3679: Rm. 5. 606 E. Grove. C. 333-1906. —1304 W. Kirbv. C.
352-8784.
•Shorish, M. Mobin (Ricka). Ph.D.. Dir. of International Programs in Education. Asst. Prof, of
Comparative Education.
326 Education. 333-1634. —1502 Rose Dr.. C. 359-6914.
•Short, David Robert (Sandra K.). Cylinder Pressman. Printing Div.. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 L'niversity Press. 333-2576. —612 W. Third. Homer. 896-2615.
'Short, Delmar P. (Margaret I.). Building Service Worker. Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —109 N. Lynn. L'.. 367-5677.
"Short, Margaret Ilene (Delmar P.). Maid. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-4771. —109 N. Lynn. L\. 367-5677.
'Shorter, Constance Alexander, MA. Supervisor of Student Teaching. Dept. of Elem. Educ.
390 Education. 333-3757. — 1973-A S. Orchard. L'.. 344-8906.
"Shott, M. John (Leona). Driver. Operation and Maintenance Div.
310 Ellen. Savoy (61874). 359-5587.
'Shotts, Chester D. (Lois L.). Grounds Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 W. Newton. Mansfield (61854). 489-3951.
"Shotts, Paul Dwight (Lola M.). Driver. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1206 E. Pennsylvania. L'.. 367-1535.
"Shouse, Jane H. (Richard T.). B.B.. B.S., Asst. in Vocational and Technical Educ.
334 Education. 333-2958: 336 Education. 333-7179. —110 N. West. Fisher. 897-7425.
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•Shove, Gene Clere (Myrtle E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
234 Agr. Eng., 333-6762. —508 W. California, U., 367-8865.
Shpuntoff, Albert F., S.B., Asst. in Mathematics.
210CArcade, 333-2043 —605 S. Fourth, C, 359-8125.
*Shrader, Merle Lee (Edna M.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Route 1, Paxton (60957), 370-2205.
•Shtohryn, Dmytro Michael (Eustachia), Ph.D., Head of Slavic Cataloging, Library; Assoc. Prof,
of Library Administration.
225 Library, 333-1340. —1102 Centennial Dr., C. 356-9195.
Shukla, V. N., M.S., Res. Asst., Mat. Res. Lab.
472 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2367. —Apt. 4, 806 W. Main, U., 367-3766.
*Shulaw, Betty J. (Walter A.), Secy., Crawford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
205 S. Webster, P.O. Box 80, Robinson, 618-544-2822. —505 E. Main. Robinson (62454),
618-544-8322.
*Shulenburger, David E. (Jane A.), M.A., Univ. Fellow and Lecturer in Labor and Industrial
Relations.
47 L.I.R., 333-0984. —1202 Briarcliff Dr., U., 367-2729.
*Shull, Cal W. (Maye L.), B.S., Housing Administrator III, Housing Division.
420 Student Services, 333-0819, 333-0816. —1901 S. Anderson, U., 367-3310.
*Shull, Mary C. (Robert), A.M., Res. Assoc, in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall, 333-1427. —Apt. 302, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-8141.
Shull, Robert D. (Mary C), B.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining.
103 Met. & Min., 333-3080. —Apt. 302, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-8141.
*Shuman, Bernice Virginia (Donald L.), M.Ed., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
79 Children's Res. Center, 333-3996. —902 Mayfair. C, 359-1394.
*Shuman, Frank Hamilton (Doris H.), B.S., Farm Adviser, Whiteside County. Retired.
1601 Ridge Rd., C, 356-8495.
*Shumard, Jesse (Sandra L.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —509 N. Fourth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2674.
*Shumard, John Russell, (Patricia Ann), Distribution Clerk, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-0800. —1 Morfey Ct., Monticello (61856).
'Shumate, William Albert (Catherine A.), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, U., 328-2766.
Shunmugavel, Palanichamy, M.Tech., University Fellow in Civil Engineering.
3206 Civil Eng., 333-8693. —Apt. 204, 603 S. Busey, U., 367-8581.
*Shupe, Letty K. (Charles E., Jr.), Library Clerk II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library. 333-3399. —1609 Commanche Dr., C, 359-6029.
*Shurtleff, Malcolm C. (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology; Ext. Plant Pathologist.
244s Davenport Hall, 333-2478. —2013 Silver Ct. W., U., 367-1001.
*Shwayder, David Samuel (Concha), D. Phil., Prof, of Philosophy.
409C Gregory Hall, 333-7198. —2007 -Vawter, U., 328-3963.
'Sidebottom, Omar Marion (Charlotte L.), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
226 Talbot Lab., 333-0679. —601 S. Race, U., 367-7772.
*Sidell, Bruce David (Mary K.), M.S. Res. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
537 Burrill Hall, 333-4717. —Lot 63, Wilson's Trailer Park, R. R. 4, U., 367-6201.
Sie, Ten-Lin Catherine, B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
448 Bevier Hall, 333-4589. —URH-275 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2472.
'tSieber, Charlie R. (Mary A.), B.S., Asst. District Chief and Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —1206 Nofftz, C, 352-7200.
*Siebert, Fred S. (Eleanor), J.D., Prof, of Journalism, Emeritus.
2463 Shawnee, Okemos Mich. (48864), 517-349-9172.
'Siedler, Arthur J. (Shirley), Ph.D., Prof, of Food Science; Head of Dept.
567 Bevier Hall, 333-0130. —2407 Pond, U., 328-3775.
*Siefert, Wayne Barker (Margaret A.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Ornamental Horticulture, St.
Clair and Madison Counties, Cooperative Extension Service.
132 N. Kansas, Edwardsville (62025), 656-9227. —305 Eberhardt, Caseyville, 344-8769.
*Siefker, June Lena (Norman C), Secy., Clinton County, Cooperative Extension Service.
E. Route 50, Box 9, Breese, 526-7042. —960 N. Eighth, Breese (62230). 526-4240.
*Siegel, Beverly (Gary), B.A., Graduate Res. Asst., Educ. Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0740. —310 W. Michigan, U., 344-4426.
*Siegel, Dale (Marlyn K.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Veterinary Medicine.
231 Vet. Med., 333-6839. —2305 Shurts Circle, U., 367-9511.
*Siegel, Gary (Beverly), M.B.A., C.P.A., Asst. in Sociology.
50A Lincoln Hall. 333-4537. —310 W. Michigan, U., 344-4426.
Siegel, Ned R. B.S., Asst. in Botany.
255 Morrill Hall. —Apt. 10. 307 E. Healey. C. 359-9203.
•Siemens, John Cornelius (Jean E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
101 Agr. Eng., 333-2854. —44 Sherwin Dr., U., 344-5130.
Siems, (Mrs.) Nesbit N. Secy., Dept. of Rec. and Park Adm.
104 Huff Gym., 333-0105. —1416 N. Market, C, 356-2659.
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*Siems, Phyllis R. (W. Peter), B.A., Asst. in French.
2042 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 324, 502 W. Main, U.
*Siess, Chester Paul (Helen K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3129 Civil Eng., 333-3924. —805 Hamilton Dr., C, 352-0989.
*Siew, Sandra Thera (Thomas V.), D.V.M., Inst, in Vet. Clinical Med.
264 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —1010 W. William, C, 356-5919.
*Siwe, Thomas V. (Sandra), M.M., Asst. Prof, of Music.
4 S.M.H. —1010 W. William, C, 356-5919.
*Siewert, Agnes Tresea (Bernard), Maid, Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —602 Kratz Rd., Monticello (61856), 762-2888.
*Siewert, Bernard Charles (Agnes T.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —602 Kratz Rd., Monticello (61856), 762-2888.
Sigier, (Mrs.) Callie, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —37 Wilson Trailer Park, U., 328-2552.
*Sigler, Leonard Eugene (Claudia D.), Ed.M., Ext. Specialist, Div. of Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-0298. —Fritchey Estates, 328-2506.
Signor, Nelle Marie, B.L.S., Asst. Prof, of Library Science and Libra, in History and Political
Science, Emerita.
501 W. Green, U., 367-3932.
Sigtenhorst Ted, B.S., Flight Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2162, 333-2127. —203 Dunlap, Savoy (61874), 359-7036.
*Sikkenga, David Lee (Mary Ann), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —Apt. 201, 310 S. Prairie, C, 359-4721.
Sikorski, Ronald, B.A., Asst. in P.E.
B-98 I.M.P.E., 333-7553. —Apt. 317, 707 S. Sixth, C, 367-2607.
*Silady, Shari L. (Fred A.), B.A., Costumer, Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
52 K.C.P.A., 333-2703. —Apt. B, 1705 James Cherry Rd., U., 344-7809.
*Silber, Connie Sue (Steven K.), B.S., Asst. Res. Chemist, Mat. Res. Lab.
222 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0386. —1612 W. Union, C, 359-0139.
*Silber, Steven Keith (Connie Sue), B.S., Spectroscopist, School of Chemical Sciences.
148 Adams Lab., 333-4997. —1612 W. Union, C, 359-0139.
•Siler, Ada Belle (William A.), Secy., College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1385. —502 E. Green, U., 367-3598.
*Siler, Julia M. (Lawrence D.), Routing Dispatcher III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0343. —1118 Westfield Dr., C, 352-9548.
*Siler, William Augustus (Ada B.), B.S., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
134 Animal Sciences Lab., 333-3164. —502 E. Green, U., 367-3598.
Silva, Elena, Secy., Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 24, P.O. Box 2400, Hemingway Hall, Illinois Central College Campus, E. Peoria (61611).
694-4376. —1916 W. Millman, Peoria (61605), 674-6495.
*Silver, John A. (Margaret G.), Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —901 E. Michigan, U., 367-3450.
•Silver, John Terry (Margaret E.), Tool and Instrument Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —702 E. Pennsylvania, U.
*Silver, Patricia Jane (Stephen L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1239. —1204 S. Cottage Grove, U., 328-2194.
•Silver, Robert J. (Barbara), Dup. Mach. Operator III, Div. of Univ. Ext.
13 Illini Hall, 333-0605. —Box 66, Philo (61864), 684-2113.
•Silverman, Karen M. (David L.), A.B., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Engineering.
102 Engineering Hall, 333-2153. —612 S. Fourth, C, 356-9794.
•Silverstein, Robert Michael (Rose), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
407 Adams Lab., 333-1169. —Apt. 3, 1011 W. Francis Dr., C, 352-1970.
•Simaitis, Vaidotas Joseph, (Birute), B.S., Res. Engr., Dept. of Physics.
441 Physics Bldg., 333-4175. —607 S. Elm, C, 359-2879.
Simaan, Marwan, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, Dept. of Elec. Eng. and C.S.L.
4-137 C.S.L., 333-2059; 326c E.E. Bldg., 333-4200. —Apt. 202, 911 S. Locust, C, 352-0280.
Simer, (Mrs.) Helen W., A.B., Assoc. Home Adviser, DeWitt and Piatt Counties, Retired.
616 S. Park, Monticello (61856), 762-9616.
•Simerl, Lawrence Harry (Lila M.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Outlook and Policy Extension,
Dept. of Agr. Econ.
312 Mumford Hall, 333-0148. —302 W. Iowa, U., 367-6556.
•Simmons, Franklin Eugene (Dorothy B.), Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
304 Chem. Annex, 333-0495. —308 E. Walnut, Villa Grove (61956), 832-3851.
•Simmons, Gary Gene (Marcia M.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3111 Civil Eng., 333-6957. —1706 Ridgeland, C, 356-9731.
•Simmons, Jerold L. (Scarlett), Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in History.
447 Gregory Hall, 333-6918. —801 S. Mattis, C, 352-6959.
•Simmons, Ralph Oliver (Janet L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Head of Dept.
209 Physics Bldg., 333-3760. —1005 Foothill Dr.. C, 356-9620.
Simms, (Mrs.) Eleanor C, Secy., Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —1308 Duncan Rd., C, 352-6960.
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*Simms, Richard Henry (Vivian R.), Ph.D., Area Ext. Adviser, Livestock, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Box 189, 231 S. Randolph, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2361, 309-833-5231.
-East Jackson
Rd„ R.R. 2, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2701.
•Simon, Ellen McMurtrie (Joseph), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Zoology.
477 Morrill Hall, 333-2308. —1801 S. Anderson, U., 367-5017.
tSimon, Jack Aaron, M.S., Principal Geologist, State Geological Survey; Assoc. Prof, of Mining,
Dept. of Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
213 Natural Resources, 189-206, 344-1481. —502 W. Oregon, U., 367-3462.
*Simon, James Edward (Rebecca J.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Architecture.
309 Architecture, 333-2025. —912 W. Springfield, C, 352-7241.
•Simon, Joseph (Ellen M.), D.V.M., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene and of Vet. Res.
36A Vet. Med., 333-1099. —1801 S. Anderson, U., 367-5017.
•Simon, Julian Lincoln (Rita J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics and of Marketing.
313 Commerce (W), 333-0120. —1105 S. Busey, U., 344-0037.
Simon, Marion Charlotte, B.Ed., Senior Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Effingham County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
119 S. Merchant, Effingham (62401), 217-342-6776. —411 S. Fourth, Effingham (62401),
217-342-3826.
•Simon, Rebecca J. (James E.), M.A., Undergraduate Adviser and Instr., Dept. of Political
Science.
366 Lincoln Hall, 333-7491. —912 W. Springfield, C, 352-7241.
•Simon, Rita James (Julian L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Sociology and of Law; Res. Prof., Inst, of
Communications Res.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549, 333-1951. —1105 S. Busey, U., 344-0037.
Simons, David Stuart, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
468 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4236. —707 S. Birch, U., 328-3290.
•Simons, Roy Kenneth (Frances J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Pomology, Dept. of Horticulture.
114 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1527, 333-1520. —1517 Alma Dr., C, 356-4578.
•Simonton, Ann C. (Harold C), B.A., Copyholder, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4657. —1212 W. Daniel, C, 359-8180.
•Simpson, Ray Hamill (Donna B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology.
210G Education, 333-2533. —304 E. Daniel, C, 344-1478.
•Simpson, Robert Kennedy (Wilma S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Speech.
510 E. Chalmers, C, 333-2968. —2018 S. Anderson, U., 367-3255.
*Sims, Alice (Bob), Work Program Participant, Johnson County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
19 Court, Vienna (62995). —R.R. 2, Vienna.
"tSims, Arthur L (Mildred J.), B.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
271 Water Resources, 333-3345. —1006 Stratford Dr., C, 356-1725.
Sims, Brenda Jo, B.S., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
12 Library, 333-1997. —R.R. 1, U., 643-6205.
Sims, David M., J.D., Community Affairs Specialist I, Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity
Ofc.
136 Personnel Services, 333-8352. —Apt. 4, 509 E. White, C, 359-4136.
•Sims, Doris Patricia (William W.), Typing Clerk III, Purchasing Div., Business Office.
223 Adm., 333-3506. —1002 E. California, U., 367-1554.
•Sims, Fay M. (Anne H.), M.S., Prof, of Farm Management Extension, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
311 Mumford Hall, 333-0502. —401 W. Burkwood Ct., U., 367-2188.
•Sinclair, Bert (Marian), B.A., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Clinton County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
P.O. Box 9, Breese (62230), 618-526-7042. —1570 Kane, Carlyle (62231), 618-594-2776.
•Sinclair, George Morton (Ruth N.), M.S., Prof, of T.A.M.
321B Talbot Lab., 333-3173. —608 Harding Dr., U., 367-3538.
Sinclair, James Burton, Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Pathology.
107C Hort. Field Lab., 333-6588. —501 Burkwood Ct. (E), U., 367-1282.
"tSinclair, Robert A. (Judith L.), B.S., System Analyst, State Water Survey.
62A Water Resources, 333-4952. —312 S. Fair, C.
Singbusch, Elsa Louise, Secy., Bur. of Bus. Management.
214 D.K.H., 333-2570. —1308 S. State, C, 352-9572.
•Singh, Gurdial (Bina), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Electrical Engineering.
231 E. E. Bldg., 333-4341, —Apt. 22, 1107b E. Florida, U., 328-3920.
'tSingh, Krishan P. (Pramila K.), Ph.D., Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
243 Water Resources, 333-4959. —1103 E. Mumford, U., 328-3778.
Singletary, Mildred, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
40 E. 47th, Chicago, 663-4890; Apt. 101, 4222 State. Chicago, 538-2664. —Apt. 1608, 4845 S.
Federal, Chicago, 285-6331.
•Singleton, Russell M. (Louise), B.E.E., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
47 E.E. Bldg., 333-4182. —Apt. 2, 805 E. Green, U., 367-9824.
•Sinnamon, George Kidd (Alva M.), M.S., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
1106 Civil Eng., 333-3926. —6 Monterey Ct., C, 356-4236.
Sinnamon, Susanne, Adm. Clerk, Instructional Resources Ofc.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —1809 W. Sangamon, C, 352-7123.
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"Sinnott, Joseph Walter (Elinor). Building Service Foreman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —906 E. Harmon. U.. 367-3293.
Sinsabaugh, Art, M.S.. Prof, of Art: Assoc. Center For Advanced Studies.
132 Fine Arts. 333-1579. —29 Leichner Dr.. C.
'Sion, Clotilde Helen (Landis M.». Adm. Aide. Alumni Relations and Records.
22" Illini Union. 333-1477. —1206 Broadmoor Dr.. C. 352-1840.
'Sipich, James Francis, (Diane L '. Ph.D.. Clinical Psychologist (with rank of Asst. Prof.) and
Supervisor of Testing. Psvch. and Counseling Center.
247 Student Services. 333-3708. —403 S. Poplar. U.. 344-0543.
Sipp, Stanley K., M.S.. Ass:. Forester. Dept. of Forestrv.
211 Mumford Hall. 333-9281. —Apt. 8. 306 W. Washington. C. 359-7459.
Sirich, John B., Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of History.
419 Gregory Hall. —1218 W. University. C. 356-4677.
'Siuts, Wanda June (Robert B.). Pavroll Clerk III. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
125 Adm., 555-2190. 333-2191. —R.R.I. Longview (61852). 688-2507.
"Sivier, Kenneth Robert (Martha). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
10" Transportation. 333-336-1. — R. R. l. Mahomet (61853). 586-3084.
Sjarif, Sjamsir, B.A.. Res. Asst.. Survey Res. Uab.
414 D.K.H.. 333-3494. — 1034-C S. Orchard. L\. 328-3211.
'Skadden, Donald Harvey (Barbara M.). Ph.D.. C.P.A.. Prof, of Accountancy.
291 Commerce (W), 333-4540, 333-4525. —3 Florida Ct.. U.. 344-5798.
"Skaperdas, Dominic Orestes (Claire), M.E.E.. Senior Res. Engr.. Coordinated Science Lab.:
Assoc. Director of Computer-based Education Research Uab.
216 C.S.L.. 333-3698: 352 Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-0527. —912 W. Park. C. 356-6985.
Skartvedt Romayne, A.B.. Asst. to Dir. of Grad. Studies in Business Administration.
555 Commerce (W), 333-4555. —602 E. Stoughton. C.
Skau, Michael Walter, M.A.. Asst. in English.
225 English. 333-2976; 1210 W. California. U. 333-2085. —401 N. Highland Dr.. C. 344-4052.
"Skehen, Deborah Hanson (Joseph W.), MA.. Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Psychology.
525 Psych. Bldg.. 333-0519. —801 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 344-4449.
'tSkehen, Joseph W. 'Deborah Hi. M.S.. Executive Dir. of University of Illinois Foundation.
224 Illini Union. 333-0810. —801 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 344-4449.
'
'Skidmore, Mary Ellen (Noel). Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Animal Science.
110 Stock Pavilion. 333-1780. —201 E. Sale. Tuscola (61953). 253-3804.
'Skinner, Jean Marie | Harold). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Hamilton County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
Courthouse Basement. McLeansboro (62859). 618-643-3715. —211 Meadow Hills Dr..
McLeansboro (62859). 618-643-3055.
"tSkinner, Martha Jane (James M.). Chief Clerk. University Civil Service System of Illinois.
5: E. Gerty Dr.. C. 553-3150 —Homer. 896-2405.
"Skinner, Robert Ogle (Carolyn E.). B.S.. Data Processing Analyst II. Computing Services Ofc.
187 D.C.L.. 553-6145. —703 Arlington Ct.. C. 352-7940.
"Skornia, Lorene M. (Harry J.), A.B.. Asst. Dean of Women. Retired.
2105 S. Twenty-second* Broadview (60153). 312-344-1446.
"Skowronek, Wojciech B. (Jadwiga). Ph.D.. Assistant Horticulturist. Dept. of Horticulture.
107b Hort. Field Lab.. 333-2948. —51 E. Healey. C. 352-2241.
'Skroder, Carl Eric (Evelvn M.). M.S.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering. Emeritus.
5"8A E.E. Bldg. 553-4468. —1004 S. Busey. U.. 344-6247.
"tSlack, Patricia E. (Lawrence L.). Accounting Asst.. State Water Survey.
154 Water Resources. 333-4978. —1005 Kinch. U.. 344-6721.
Slade, Sharen, Typing Clerk III. Housing Div.
Main Ofc. Illinois Street Residence Halls. 333-4640. —210 Crystal Lake Dr.. U.. 367-7080.
"Slagell, Phyllis Dittus (Delmar E.j. B.S.. Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Sangamon
Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702). 525-4617. —1430 W. Ash. Springfield (62704).
546-7203
'Slanker, Raymond Larry (Barbara O.i. B.F.A.. Design Editor. University Press.
119 University Press. 333-0951. —603 W. Green. U.. 367-4162.
Slaton, Nancy K., Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of P.E..
117 Freer Gym.. 333-04^0. —1109 Lanore Dr.. L\. 367-7714.
'Slater, Ellen F. (Georse W.). B.S.. B.Ed.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Coop. Ext. Sen.
710 Maple. Rushville. 217-322-6233. —Augusta (62311). 217-392-2432.
'Slater, John Marlowe (Venn R>. Ed.D.. Assoc. Dean of College of Education: Coordinator.
Urbana Council on Teacher Education: Prof, of Educational Psychology.
120 Education. 333-2800. —1513 Alma Dr.. C. 356-1519.
'Slaton, John Conrad (Barbara C). M.Ext. Ed.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Coop. Ext. Sen.
710 Maple. Rushville (62681). 217-322-6033. —471 W. Lafayeete. Rushville (62681).
217-322-3188.
'Slaughter, Dorothy J. (Henrv M.). Kevpuncher I. Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm.. 333-482 7 . —1603 Summit Ridge. C. 352-5322.
Slaughter, Mary, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of P.E.
181 Freer Gvm.. 333-7113. —507 S. Victor. C. 356-4173.
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Slavens, Lillian Alice (Dwight E.), Clerk III, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
Retired.
Apt. 1, 207 W. Washington, C, 352-3302.
*Slavik, Nelson S. (Mary Ann), B.A., Asst. in Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3750. —1820 Parkdale, C. 359-8168.
*Slaybaugh, Jack Errol (Nancy A.), M.Ed., Asst., College of Education.
314 Education, 333-3757.; 132 Commerce, Annex, 333-4440. —28 Coachman Dr , R R 4 U
367-9099.
•Slaybaugh, Nancy A. (Jack E.), M.L.S.. Clerk-Typist III, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social
Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —28 Coachman Dr., R.R. 4, Carriage Estates, U., 367-9099.
*Slaymaker, Robert G. (Vicky), B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser in Agriculture, Mercer County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
206 S.E. Third, P.O. Box 227, Aledo (61231), 309-582-2517. —206 N.W. 6th. Aledo (61231).
309-582-7053.
*Slaymaker, William H., (Kristine R.), B.A.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Montgomery County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
102 N. Main, Hillsboro (62049). 532-5763. —Apt. 2, 413 Dearborn. Hillsboro (62049).
532-3739.
*Slayman, Herman Hartsel (Sara B.), Ed.D., Ext. Specialist (with rank of Asst. Prof.). Div. of
Univ. Ext.
Rm. 302a. 715 S. Wood, Chicago, 663-7729. 663-7750. —125 St., Palos Park (60464).
448-6638.
*Sleator, Esther Kaplan (William W.), M.D., Consulting Pediatrician, Children's Res. Center.
105 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —605 W. Michigan, U., 344-3036.
*Sleator, William Warner (Esther K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics; Head of Dept.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1734. —605 W. Michigan, U., 344-3036.
*Sleep, Karen Allegra (Richard). Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall, 333-1735. —Apt. 9, 308 N. State, C, 356-7531.
*Slichter, Charles Pence (Gertrude A.), Ph.D., Prof. Dept. of Physics and Center for Advanced
Study.
311 Physics Bldg., 333-3834. —3012 Valley Brook Dr., C, 359-7795.
*Slife, Fred Warren (Eleanor), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy.
232 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —2025 Burlison Dr., U., 344-5208.
Sligar, Stephen G., M.S., Asst. in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —Apt. 107, 904 N. Broadway, U.
*Sloan, Kenneth Wayne (Mary Ann), D.V.M., Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of College of Vet. Med.;
Assoc. Prof, of Veterinary Physiol, and Pharmacol.
141 Vet. Med., 333-4291. —504 E. Pennsylvania, U., 344-5019.
*Sloat, Loyd Herman (Violet M.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —205 E. Sangamon, Fisher (61843), 897-3023.
Sloat, Phyllis Jean, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
246 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-1482 —205 E. Sangamon, Fisher (61843), 897-4023.
*Slotnick, Daniel Leonid (Joan K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Science; Dir. of Center for
Advanced Computation.
347 Advanced Computation, 333-0925. —R.R. 1, Dewey (61840), 586-4615.
Slovonsky, Lynn Sherwin, M.S. J., Asst. Prof, of Journalism.
14H Gregory Hall, 333-1508. —Apt. 11, 107 W. California, U., 344-5397.
*Slowik, John Henry, (Madeline G.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
336 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4660.; 310 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0324. —Apt. E-109, 1600 W. Bradley,
C
*Slowik, Madeline Gates (John H.), M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
52-56 Lincoln Hall. —Apt. E-109, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 356-5293.
Sluizer, Suzanne, Computer Programmer I Trainee, Center for Advanced Computation.
200b Advanced Computation. —Apt. 3d, 1205 W. Main, U.. 367-7999.
•Slusher, Robert Lewis (Lavonne C), M.A.T.. Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
2 Hort. Field Lab.. 333-6588. —1904 Greendale, C, 356-1090.
Smaga, John A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy, Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
321b Met. & Min. Bldg., 333-2088. —Apt. 4, 408 E. Stoughton. C. 359-1563.
Small, Erwin, D.V.M., M.S., Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
110 Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —58 E. Daniel, C.
'Small, Janice (Ronald M.). Secy., Dept. of Agronomy.
W-201 Turner Hall, 333-3420. —214 E. Daggy, Tuscola (61953), 253-2158.
*Smalley, Barbara Martin (Donald), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Comparative Literature.
133 English, 333-0006. —1006 S. Busey, U., 344-5520.
•Smalley, Donald (Barbara M.), Ph.D.. Prof, of English.
133 English, 333-0006. —1006 S. Busey, U., 344-5520.
Smelcer, Wilma Jean, B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
19 Commerce (W), 333-9344. —910 S. Third, C. 337-5007.
*Smetzer, David L. (Barbara L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Veterinary Physiol, and Phamacol.
265 Vet. Med., 333-3749. —1754 Valley Rd., C, 356-0892.
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*Smillie, Robt. D. (Dianne), Ph. ID.. Res. Assoc, in Chemistry.
374 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —Apt. 5, 212 E. White, C, 359-6999.
*Smillie, Dianne M. (Robert D.), B.A., Library Clerk II, Library Science Library.
308 Library, 333-3804. —Apt. 5, 121 E. White, C, 359-6999.
Smilowitz, Robert, B.C.E., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3216 Civil Eng., 333-6975. —409 W. Illinois, U., 367-2670.
Smith, Alean L, Clerk-Typist I, Learner, College of F.A.A.
110 Architecture, 333-1661. —504 1/2 N. Oak, C.
Smith, Amanda Jean, Clerk-Typist II, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0143. —1301 E. Laurel Drive, U., 344-7497.
•Smith, Ann D. (Elijah S.), Key Punch Operator II, Educ. Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0740. —1006 W. Hill, U., 367-3648.
•Smith, Arnold Ray (Carolyn), D.V.M., Ph.D., Asst. Prof., Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
42C Small Animal Clinic, 333-7075. —114 W. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5800.
Smith, Bessie, Work Program Participant, Kankakee County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901), 815-939-3626. —734 N. Rosewood, Kankakee
(60901), 932-9364.
Smith, Beverly A., B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
348 Burrill Hall, 333-8813. —112 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-0210.
•Smith, Beverly Ann (James G.), B.M., Asst. in Music.
100A Stiven House, 333-2471. —1402 E. Florida, U., 328-2736.
•Smith, B. Othanel (Tommie N.), Ph.D., Prof, of History and Philosophy of Education, Emeritus.
854 Islandway, Clearwater, Florida (33515), 813-446-2823.
•Smith, Brenda Joyce (Jerry L.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Urban and Regional Planning.
909 W. Nevada, U., 333-8558; 807 S. Lincoln, U., 333-7127. —702 N. Walnut, C, 359-5262.
•Smith, Carol Ann Payroll Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
125 Adm., 333-2190, 333-2191. —302-8 Woodhill Apts., Mahomet (61853), 568-3601.
•Smith, Cecil Dale (Harriet), M.S., Asst. Dean of College of Agriculture (with rank of Prof.).
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3380. —1002 Lincolnshire, C, 356-1039.
•Smith, Charles Edward (Cinthia Sue), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
1501 S. Oak Street P.P. Service Bldg. —315 S. Richman, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9554.
Smith, Darryl L., M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
390c Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1195. —Apt. 160, 909 S. Sixth, C, 332-4779.
•Smith, David Fredrick (Candace L.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, DeKalb County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
315 N. Sixth, DeKalb (60115), 815-758-8194, —1215 N. Somonauk Rd., DeKalb (60115),
815-758-5527.
•Smith, David Rex (Beverly A.), M.S., Asst. Plant Pathologist, Dept. of Plant Path.
242 Davenport Hall, 333-6240. —1 Oakwood, U., 367-3881.
•Smith, David W. (Sharon A.), M.S., University Fellow; Asst. in Agricultural Engineering.
310 Agr. Eng., 333-4216. —Apt. 9, 809 W. Illinois, U., 344-5306.
•Smith, Deborah Georgene (David B.), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Will
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 727-1173. —22 E. Bradford, Joliet (60433), 726-7561.
Smith, Dianna Lynne, M.S., Asst. in Library Science.
329 Library, 333-3281. —URH-404 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4709.
•Smith, Diane Lynn (Garry R.), Payroll Clerk II, Payroll Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
125 Adm., 333-2190. —1314 Hedge Rd., C, 359-2027.
•Smith, Donald Glen (Kathryn W.), M.S., A.F.M., A.R.A., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural
Economics.
301 Mumford Hall, 333-1813. —607 Sunnycrest Ct., U., 367-8872.
•Smith, Dorland (Dorothy G.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. Ill, Dept. of Dairy Science.
353 An. Sci. Lab., 333-0466. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2069.
•Smith, Dorothy Grace (Dorland), A.B., Adm. Secy., Dept. of Geology.
249 Natural History, 333-3542. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2069.
•Smith, Dorothy Mae (Philip W.), B.Ed., Asst. to Dir. of Natural History Museum.
435 Natural History, 333-6438. —710 S. Lynn, C, 359-6452.
Smith, Douglas W., Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —310 Crystal Lake Dr., U., 367-8572.
•Smith, Edward James (Emily J.), M.S., Asst. to Dir. of Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-1565. —605 S. Russell, C, 352-2538.
•Smith, Ester Gottlieb (Lawrence N.), M.A., Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
Rm. 216, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-1549. —403 Pfeffer Rd., U., 367-7954.
•Smith, Everett Gorsuch, Sr. (Gladys L.), Executive Aide, President's Office, Retired.
206 W. Iowa, U., 367-4884.
•Smith, Garry Ray (Diane L.), Accounting Clerk II, School of Life Sciences.
297 Morrill Hall, 333-6189, 333-3046. —1314 Hedge R,d., C, 359-2027.
•Smith, G. Frederick (Mary E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry, Emeritus.
309 Chem. Annex, 333-3626. —Apt. 307, 502 W. Main, U., 367-2917.
•Smith, Gordon B. (Donna), B.F.A., Production Mgr., Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
2-120 K.C.P.S., 333-6402. —621 W. Clark, C, 359-8715.
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'tSmith, Harman F. (Marie J.). B.S., Head of Hydrology Section, State Water Survey.
245 Water Resources, 333-0235. —2202 Rainbow View, U., 367-4193.
•Smith, Harriett I. (Charles W.), Women's Locker Room Attendant. Dept. of P E
I.M.P.E. Bldg., 333-8171. —Broadlands (61816), 834-3167.
Smith, Harriet Wallace, M.A., M.S., Geology Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration
223 Natural History, 333-1266. —1312 S. Race, U., 367-3965.
*Smith, Jack B. (Betty C), Housing Administrator II and Manager of Married Student and Staff
Housing, Housing Division.
1842 Orchard PI., U., 333-4365. —801 Ventura Rd., C, 356-4065.
*Smith, James G. (Beverly Ann), M.M., Instr. in Choral Music.
4-131 K.C.P.A., 333-3206. —1402 E. Florida, U., 328-2736.
*Smith, James Hammond (E. Jean), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics; Assoc. Head of Dept.
463 Physics Bldg., 333-4227; 215 Physics Bldg. —1738 Westhaven Dr., C. 359-1249.
Smith, James MacGregor, M.Arch., Instr. in Architecture.
4e Architecture, 333-7073. —808 S. Lincoln, U., 367-7606.
*Smith, James Michael (Mary C), B.F.A., Asst. in Art.
121 Fine Arts. —Apt. 1, 617 W. Hill, C, 356-5240.
•Smith, Jane Ellen (Joe T.), Clerk-Stenog. II, Dept. of Political Science.
361 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —808 S. Locust, C, 356-1034.
Smith, Janice Ann, B.S., Asst. in Speech.
230 Illini Hall, 333-2057. —Apt. 12, 1006 S. 3rd, C, 344-4545.
•Smith, Janice Bussell (Marvin F.), Clerk Typist II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-3907. —1111 E. Michigan, U., 344-5284.
Smith, Janice M., Ph.D., Prof, of Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ., Emerita.
1112 S. Pne, C, 352-8090.
•Smith, Jerry Edwin (Myrna D.), Compositor, Printing Div., Campus Publications Ofc.
234 University Press, 333 3934. —Box 137, Oakwood (61858), 354-4580.
*Smith, Johnette Anderson (Robert J.), Secy., Knox County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 127, 476 E. Main, Galesburg (61401), 309-342-4617. —452 E. Losey, Galesburg
(61401). 309-343-2579.
Smith, John W„ Grounds Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —305 S. Dodson Dr., U., 367-6771.
*Smith, Joseph Hestor (La Verne R.), A.M.T., Asst. to the Chancellor; Assoc. Prof, of English.
112 English, 333-6815. —1102 Devonshire Dr., C, 352-5702.
'tSmith, Joyce Ann (Daniel W.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Alumni Assoc.
227 Illini Union, 333-1471. —1118 W. Church, C, 352-9444.
*Smith, Kathryn Watford (Donald G.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
112 AND 116 U.H.S., 333-8348, 333-2870. —607 Sunnycrest Ct., U., 367-8872.
Smith, Kenneth, Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —517 N. State, Monticello (61856), 762-2417.
*Smith, Kenneth William (Rae V.), B.S., Mech. Engr., Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
921 W. Charles, C, 352-8152.
*Smith, Larry J. (Cherry), M.B.A., Data Processing Analyst I, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6289. —814 Scottsdale, C. 359-1044.
*Smith, Lawrence Norman (Ester), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
166 Met. Res. Lab., 333-4843. —403 Pfeffer Rd., U.
*Smith, Leslie G. (Cornelia H.), Ph.D., Principal Res. Scientist; Assoc. Director of Aeronomy Lab.,
Ept. of Electrical Eng.
101 Aeronomy Lab., 333-4152, 333-4157. —2305 Southmoor Dr., C, 359-6142.
*Smith, Linda Marie (Roger C), B.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Cooperative
Extension Service.
31 East, Amboy (61310), 857-3525. —R.R. 5, Princeton (61356), 875-3567.
•Smith, Marilynn J. (Richard L.) M.A., Library Clerk III, Catalog Dept. Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —708 S. Birch, U., 328-2437.
•Smith, Marion Beattie, Jr. (Kay M.), Asst. Tree Surgeon, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2201 Rainbow View Dr., U., 367-1897.
•Smith, Marjorie, Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Route 3. Box 109, Golconda
(62938).
•Smith, Mark Andrew (Linda A.), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
222 Arcade, 333-2186. —Apt. D, 1972 S. Orchard, U., 344-6626.
Smith, Marsha L„ Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Political Science.
361 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —Apt. 3, 412 W. Washington, C, 359-8924.
Smith, May, M.S., Serials Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library, Emerita.
1333 E. Water, Tucson, Ariz. (85719), 326-6159.
Smith, Mary Claire, Secy., Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —747 S. Mattis, C, 356-7342.
•Smith, Minerva J. (Lindbergh), Clerk-Typist II, Acquisition Dept., Library.
220a Library, 333-1055. —709 Bethume Court, C, 356-1510.
Smith, Dorothy M. (Ms.), Clerk-Typist I, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services, 333-2432. —2707 Trafalgar Sq., C, 356-2174.
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Smith, Ellen (Mrs.), Library Clerk III, Acquisition Dept. Library, Retired.
220 Library, 333-1056. —705 S. Webber, U., 367-6852.
Smith, Nancy Anne, Typing Clerk II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
248 Adm. 333-4568. —Apt. B., 1807 Sangamon, C, 359-7688.
•Smith, Nick Lee (Denise S.), M.S., Research Assoc, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
45 Children's Res. Center, 333-1850. —2405 Sharlyn, U., 367-1616.
•Smith, Norma Jean (Charles), Secy., Vermilion County, Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville, 442-8615. —R.R. 1, Dolan Rd., Catlin (61817), 427-5424.
•Smith, Norman B. (Dorothy), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 247, Sidell, 288-9316.
*Smith, Oleda (Wesley), Supervising Nurse, McKinley Hospital, Retired.
1502 W. Springfield, C, 352-5817.
*Smith, Oscar S. (Catherine D.), B.S., University Dir. of Nonacademic Personnel.
302 Illini Tower, 333-2590. —1103 Brighton Dr., U., 367-8552.
*Smith, Patricia Holmes (John T.), Library Clerk III, Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —3227 Cameron Dr., C, 359-7578.
Smith, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Typist L College of Com. & Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —10 Hedge Court, C, 356-3952.
Smith, Patricia M., B.F.A., Asst. in Art.
143 Fine Arts. —106 E. Chestnut, Bondville.
•Smith, Philip Wayne (Dorothy M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Zoology; Head of Section of Faunistic
Surveys and Insect Identification, State N.H. Survey.
287 Natural Resources, 333-6846, 333-6847. —710 S. Lynn, C, 359-6452.
•Smith, Phyllis Joan (Robert E.), Secy., Academic Year Institute.
221 Altgeld Hall, 333-2167. —612 Harding Dr., U., 367-0560.
*tSmith, Portia Allyn (George E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
200 Natural Resources, 189-263, 344-1481. —R.R. 1, Monticello Rd., C, 359-5878.
•Smith, Ralph Alexander (Christiana M.), Ed.D., Prof, of Aesthetic Education, Bur. of
Educational Research, and Dept. of History and Philosophy of Education.
288B Education, 333-6584. —2409 Carrelton Dr., C, 359-7425.
•Smith, Reba L. Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
421 Jersey, Qunicy, 223-3894; 330 S. 36th, Quincy, 223-8380. —909 Ohio, Quincy (62301).
•Smith, Richard E. (Helen), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
66 E.E. Bldg., 333-1954. —312 S. Johnson, U., 367-1630.
•Smith, Richard Goff (Lucille M.), M.A., M.S., Assoc. Reference Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library
Administration.
200 Library, 333-2290. —2202 S. Lynn, U., 328-1971.
•Smith, Richard L. (Marilynn), M.A., Asst. in Sociology.
342 Lincoln Hall. —708 S. Birch St., U., 328-2437.
•Smith, Richard Lee (Noreen), M.S., Asst. Mgr. of Illini Union Bookstore.
715 S. Wright, C, 333-2050. —1303 Garden Lane, C, 356-3112.
Smith, Robert Barton, Ed.D., Prof., School of Music and Dept. of Home Economics.
214 Child Development Lab., 333-0757: 333-3869; 4046 Music Bldg.. 333-2620. —412 W. Ells.
C, 352-6955.
•Smith, Robert Eugene (Phyllis J.), M.S., Publications Editor, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
123 Mumford Hall, 333-2548. —612 Harding Dr., U., 367-0560.
•Smith, Robert Joseph (Maragaret), B.S., A.B., Prof, of Architecture.
313 Architecture, 333-1057. —103 George Huff Dr., U., 344-5332.
•Smith, Robert LeRoy (Muriel M.), B.S., Electrical Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4159. —714 Dover PI., C, 352-6963.
Smith, Roger Kent, M.S., Asst. in Plant Pathology.
252 Davenport Hall, 333-0604; S-12 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —31 Wilson Trailer Park, R.R. 4,
U., 344-7810.
•Smith, Ronald Dee (Lupe), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
215 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2671. —Apt. A, 1830 Orchard Place, U., 367-5623.
•Smith, Ronald James (Merna C), Storekeeper III, College of Agriculture.
100 Agriculture Services Bldg., 333-3981. —712 S. Anderson, U., 367-2450.
Smith, Ruby Paulette, Clerk-Typist I Learner, Dept. of Geology.
249 Natural History, 333-3540; 254 Natural History, 333-3541. —904 N. Gregory. U.,
367-8861.
•Smith, Russel E. (Dorothy J.), B.S., Asst. in Food Science.
104 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4443. —Apt. 2, 104 E. John, C. 359-3253.
•Smith, Stanley Christopher (Doris Sines), A.B., Auditor, Business Office, Emeritus.
209 W. Oregon, U., 367-2293.
•Smith, Stanley Glen (Margaret J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Chemistry.
254B East Chem., 333-3839. —2608 Melrose Dr., C, 352-6061.
•Smith, Stanley Thomas (Nancy), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Dairy, Cooperative Extension
Service.
23 Dixon National Bank Bldg., Dixon (61021), 288-1354. —514 Heather Lane, Dixon (61021).
284-7001.
•Smith, Thomas Clark (Charlotte L.), Estimator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0785. —1503 Western, C, 359-1392.
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*Smith, Thomas Edwin (Gay), Accounting Clerkll. Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
112 Davenport House, 333-2186, 333-2187. —333 Logan, Mahomet (61853), 586-3191.
*Smith, Victor Norman (Betty R.), M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Williamson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 548, 309 N. Madison, Marion (6295.9), 993-3304. —1010 Roberta Dr.. Marion
(62959), 993-3003.
'tSmith, Virginia Colman (W. Calhoun), B.S., Account Technician II, State Geological Survey.
105 Natural Resources, 189-256. 344-1481. —2406 Slayback, U., 367-2145.
Smith, Warren Roger, B.S., Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
Dairy Round Barns, 333-0582. —803 W. Nevada, U., 344-1264.
"tSmith, W. Calhoun (Virginia C), Ph.D., Geologist in charge of Engineering Geology and
Topographic Mapping Section, State Geological Survey.
300 Natural Resources, 189-266, 344-1481. —2406 Slayback, U., 367-2145.
•Smith, W. Hayden (Minnie), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng., Retired.
713 S. Lynn, U., 367-4889.
*Smith, Wilbur David (Lela R.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Washington County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
135 W. St. Louis, Box 192, Nashville (62263), 618-327-8881. —R.R. 3, Box 1-A, Nashville
(62263), 618-327-3243.
Smith, William Albert, A.A., Water Station Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 355. C, 356-7678.
'tSmith, William Henking (Priscilla), M.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
202 Natural Resources, 189-258, 344-1481. —1319 Alms, C, 356-2271.
*Smith, William Kenneth (Henrietta), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —903 Fairoaks Dr., C, 352-8242.
*Smith, William Worth (Yvette G.), Janitor, Mini Union, Retired.
806 S. Prairie, C. 356-2739.
*Smithpeters, Marshall W. (Janet R.), Garage Attendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 4, C, 643-6415.
*Smock, Cloyd I. (Mary J.), Accelerator Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
341 Physics Bldg., 333-4432: 455 Physics Bldg., 333-4326. —503 S. Fifth, St. Joseph (61873),
469-7327.
*Smock, H. Richard (Laura M.), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology; Head, Course
Development Div., Instructional Resources Ofc.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —509 W. Pennsylvania, U., 344-3625.
Smoot, Peggy Jean, Secy., Johnson County, Cooperative Extension Service.
19 Court, Vienna (62995), 618-658-5322. —R.R. 2, Vienna (62995), 695-2311.
*Smoot, Raymond Walter (Hazel G.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Fairmount (61841), 758-2835.
*Smucker, Donald Ray (Bertha), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Vermilion County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 442-8615. —R.R. 1, Oakwood, 354-4909.
*Snavely, Robert James (Judith N.), B.A., Asst. in Secondary Education.
376 Education, 333-3643. —506 W. Healey, C, 352-1504.
Snell, Mary E., B.A., Res. Asst. in Business Administration.
910 S. Third, C, 337-5082.
•Snoeyink, Vernon Leroy (Virginia M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sanitary Engineering. Dept. of Civil
Eng.
3230C Civil Eng., 333-4700. —1304 Theodore, C, 352-0698.
*Snow, Edward G., (Eleanor L.), Data Processing Analyst II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-2098. —2003 Hemlock Dr., C, 352-7277.
•Snyder, Arthur E. (Margaret), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
379 Physics Bldg., 333-3525. —204 W. Pennsylvania, U., 328-1427.
'Snyder, Celia Gay (Donald R.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
144 M.E. Bldg., 333-1176. —Apt. 208, 813 Oakland, U., 344-0315.
•Snyder, David Warren (Marilyn T.), B.S., Asst. to Bursar.
162 Adm., 333-2184. —511 S. Willis, C, 352-2177.
Snyder, Deborah Darcel, Secy., Coles County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
703 Monroe, Charleston (61920), 345-7034. —Hazel Street, Oakland (61943). 346-3282.
•Snyder, Earl Manning (Julia P.), B.S., Accountant II, Accounting Div., Business Office, Retired.
902 W. Nevada, U., 344-1355.
•Snyder, Harold Ray (Mary J.), Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Chemistry; Assoc. Dean of Graduate College.
270 East Chem., 333-3469; 338 Adm., 333-0037. —708 W. Florida. U.. 344-6423.
•Snyder, James N. (Betty J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Computer Science & of Physics; Head of Dept. of
Computer Science.
252 D.C.L., 333-3426. —210 Mumford Dr., U., 344-5194.
•Snyder, Julia P. (Earl M.), Ad. Clerk, College of Communications, Retired.
902 W. Nevada, U., 344-1355.
•Snyder, Lynn J. (Louesa P.), M.Ed., Asst. Athletic Dir., Athletic Association.
121 Assembly Hall, 333-2240. —1118 W. Healey, C. 356-7049.
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*Snyder, Steven Daniel (Carolvn S.). Broadcast Engr.. Television Station.
1110 W. Main. L\. 333-3121. —718 S. Park. Monticello (61856). 762-2998.
'Snyder, Wesley Edwin (Rosalvn). M.S. .Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
3-119 C.S.L.. 333-6753. —Apt. 303. 2205 Hazelwood Dr.. U.. 344-7968.
•Socha, Daniel F. (Barbara). M.A.. Instr. in Art.
103 Surveying. 333-0577. —309 W. White. C. 352-1876.
Soderberg, Terry E., B.Arch.. Asst. in Architecture.
104 Architecture. —412 Illini Tower. C.
Sogin, Mitchell (Denise). Ph.D.. Rch Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-2938. —108 1/2 E. Daniel. C. 356-9398.
*Soh, Han (Howon C). M.A.. Asst. in Linguistics.
4029 Foreign Lang.. 333-2630. —Apt. 5. 1008 S. Busey. L\. 367-2653.
Sohn, Marjorie Ann, M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Clothing and Textiles Extension. Dept. of Home
Economics.
549 Bevier Hall. 333-2817. —508 S. Mattis. C. 356-4024.
'Sokolowski, Joan Marie (Richard J.). Clerk-Tvpist III. Dept. of Architecture.
117 Architecture. 333-1331. —Apt. D. 2081 S. Orchard. U.. 344-7972.
'Sola, Peter Andre (Mary Beth). Ph.D.. Visiting Lecturer in Elem. Educ.
319 Education. 333-" 125. —Apt. A. 1960 S. Orchard. U.. 344-4427.
•Solaun, Mauricio (John). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof.. Dept. of Sociology and Center for Latin American
Studies.
325 Lincoln Hall. 333-7119. —505 E. Oregon. U\. 367-2915.
•Solberg, Winton U. (Connie). Ph.D.. Prof, of History.
303 Gregory Hall. 333-9770. 333-1155. —508 W. Delaware. U.. 344-7080.
'Soldner, Wanda Idona (Leland). Work Program Participant. Williamson County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
618-993-3304. — R.R. 3. Marion (62959). 993-2435.
Solin, John Richard, M.S.. Res. Asst. in P
121 Gaseous Electronics Lab.. 333-2483. —909 S. Fifth. C. 332-4978.
•tSollo, Frank W., Jr. (Mae O.). Ph.D.. Principal Scientist. State Water Survey.
128 Water Resources. 333-2780. —45 G. H. Baker Dr.. U.. 328-3102.
•Soloman, William Harry (Leota M.). Battalion Fire Chief. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1902 Greendale Dr.. C. 356-6846.
Solon, Edwin G., B.S.. Asst. in Ornamental Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hon.. 333-7303. —Apt. 7. 1007 S. 1st. C. 359-8344.
Soloyanis, Susan C, A.B.. Asst. in Geologv.
Rm. 8. 408 S. Goodwin. U. —URH-396 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2529.
Somer, Lawrence Eric, MA. Asst in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. 333-2040. —URH-862 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4935.
Somers, Jean Elizabeth, A.B.. Adm. Asst. 1. University Ofc. of Nonacademic Personnel.
302 Illini Tower. 333-2788. —311 W. University. C. 352-3659.
•Somers, Paul Peter (Helen S.). B.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science. Emeritus.
311 W. University. C. 352-3659.
*Sommer, Sam Ray (Shelbv L.). Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.
Sonheim, Jeffrey, B.A.. Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —Apt. 6. 704 1 2 Stoughton. U.
•Sons, Glen Frederick (Ruby). M.S.. District Div. of Coop. Ext. Serv.,
210 Mumford Hall. 333-2665. 586-4871. —R.R. 1. Box 31. Mahomet (61853).
'Sons, Ruby (Glen F.). Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Veterinary Medicine.
131 Vet. Med.. 333-2760. —R.R. 1. Box 31. Mahomet (61853). 586-4871.
•Sonntag, B. (Heidi). Ph.D.. Visiting Asst. Prof, of Physics.
390g Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-7833.
"Soo, Shao Lee (Hermia). Sc.D.. Professor of Mechanical Engineering and of Nuclear Engineering.
123 M.E. Bldg.. 333-3288. —2020 Cureton Dr.. U\. 367-1049.
•Soong, Su-Tzai, (Meei-Meei). Ph.D.. Res. Asst. Prof.. Atmospheric Res. Lab.
5-125 C.S.L.. 333-8650. —1905 Meadow Dr.. C. 359-4755.
Sorell, Thomas Edward, A.B.. Asst. in Philosophy.
400d Gregory Hall. —URH-960 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4955.
•Sorensen, Larry B. (Helen). B.A.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
355 Physics Bldg. —Apt. B. 1906 S. Orchard. U\. 344-0693.
Sorenson, Spencer C, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
112c M.E. Lab.. 333-0529. —R.R. 2. C. 359-6048.
'Sorhaug, Terje (Anne-Marie). Lic.Agr.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
468 Bevier Hall. 333-1931. —Apt. C. 1827 Orchard PI.. U.. 344-3060.
Souder, Marjorie Ann, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
461A Freer Gym. 333-3096 —2312 Carlisle Dr.. C. 352-9166.
'Souder, Roy Earl (Therese). Junior Aircraft Maintenance Mechanic. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. 333-0072. —1810 W. Kirby. C. 352-5473.
Souillard, Alain B.A.. Asst. in French.
2726 Foreign Lang. —URH-278 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2475.
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Soulignac, Anne Marie, Licence, Asst. in French.
2022 Foreign Lang. —L'RH-123 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4627.
*Sourla, Eunice Collins (Eugene M.). A.B., Res. Assoc. President's Ofc Retired
1113 W. John, C, 352-8506.
Sourour, Ahmed Ramzy, Ph.D., Asst. in Mathematics.
306 Coble Hall. 333-6499. —804 W. Church. C. 359-3214.
Southam, John Ralph, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
241 Physics Bldg.. 333-2807. —Apt. 21, 508 S. Mattis, C, 356-4605.
•Southard, Margaret Ann (Scott W.). Clerk I. Housing Div.
150 Lincoln Avenue Residence. 333-0200. —1103 Rainbow View Dr., U.. 367-4588.
*Southwood, Kenneth E. (Janet). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
226 Lincoln Hall, 333-6398. —1002 S. Busey. U.. 344-0274.
'Southworth, Darlene H. (William), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Horticulture.
204 Vegetable Crops, 333-3438. —2502 S. Vine. U., 377-7510.
'Sowers, Franklin Lee (Clara M.), Locksmith II, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — 1312 S. Anderson. U.. 367-6369.
•Sowers, Jack Albert (Louise F.), Battalion Fire Chief, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —316 S. Garfield, C, 352-2576.
•Sowka, Audrey Olivia (Ralph R.), Secy, Cook County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 250. 10 N. LaSalle. Chicago (60602). 312-995-2620. —541 W. Hellen Rd., Palatine
(60067), 358-3595.
Sozen, Joyce Lorraine, Ph.D.. Visiting Lecturer in Theatre.
4-108 K.C.P.A.. 333-2894. —404 W. Pennsylvania. U.. 344-1962.
Sozen, Mete Avni Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3112 Civil Eng.. 333-3929. —503 W. Michigan. L'.. 344-7156.
•Spaeth, Joe L. (Mary A.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Sociology; Res. Assoc. Prof., Survey Res. Lab.
432 D.K.H.. 333-9202; 318 Lincoln Hall, 333-3253. —1708 Henry. C. 356-3291.
•Spaeth, Mary Arragon. (Joe L). M.S.. Res. Asst.. Survey Res. Lab.
404 D.K.H.. 333-2243. —1708 Henry. C. 356-3291.
*Spahr, Sidney Louis (Mary Ann), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Science.
215 Animal Sciences Lab., 333-2624. —3 Welland PI.. C, 352-2008.
•Slatt, Barbara Jean, (Stephen D.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
60 Adams Lab.. 333-4980. —405 W. Hill. C. 356-2925.
•Spalding, Fred LaVergne (Marcella W.). M.S., Assoc. Prof, of General Engineering. Emeritus.
112 Transportation, 333-1618. —1216 W. John. C. 356-1617.
Sparbel, Mary Lou, M.A., Asst. in English.
225 English. 333-2976. -112 Carrol. Mahomet (61853). 586-3246.
•Specht, Ralph Edward (Anita B.). Mill Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — R.R. 3. C. 586-2643.
•Speck, Mary Ann (Edward J.). Clerk-Stenog. III. Dept. of Civil Engineering.
2230 Civil Engineering Bldg.. 333-6910. —25 Howard. C. 352-5861.
Speck, Wayne Edward, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II. Dixon Springs Agri. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441 —R.R. 2, Brownfield (62911),
618-949-3352.
NtSpeer, H. Elizabeth (Jack R.), Tech. Asst.. State Geological Survey.
425A Natural Resources. 189-247, 344-1481. —304 Dodson Dr. West, U., 367-6908.
•Speir, Martha Ann (Lawrence E.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Edwards County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
17 S. Fifth, Albion (62806), 445-2934. —P.O. Box 203, 222 W. Main, Albion (62806),
445-3564.
Spek, Jaap Klaas, A.M., Audio Director. Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.
4-305 K.C.P.A.. 333-6709. —Apt. 310-W. 909 W. Oregon. U.. 344-6298.
Spellman, James Francis, M.A.. Asst. in Philosophy.
401 Gregory Hall. 333-6667. —709 N. Busey, U., 367-7661.
•Spence, Clark C. (Mary L.). Ph.D., Prof, of History.
443 B Gregory Hall, 333-4327. —1107 S. Foley. C. 356-4457.
•Spencer, Amelia (Samuel E.). Secy., Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
40 E. 47th. Chicago (60653). 996-4890. —9036 S. Wallace, Chicago, 994-3970.
•Spencer, Deanna Kay (Ralph). Clerk-Typist III, College of Education.
372 Education, 333-3863. —3 Glendale Dr., Homer (61849), 896-2292.
•Spencer, Hubert Weston (Blanche), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1. Pesotum (61867). 867-2367.
Spencer, Mima J., B.A.. Asst. Specialist in Education. Dept. of Educ. And Supervision Adm.
805 W. Pennsylvania. L\. 333-1386. —807 S. Birch, U., 328-1459.
•Spencer, Patricia Weller (Richard D.). Ph.D., Asst. Horticulturist, Dept. of Horticulture.
101a Hort. Field Lab.. 333-6588. —2403 Hathaway. C. 356-7359.
•Spencer, Ralph H. (Deanna). Accounting Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
126 Adm., 333-8851
•Spencer, Richard Dale (Patricia W.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
391 Adams Lab.. 333-3962. —2403 Hathaway Dr., C, 356-7359.
Sperber, (Mrs.) Miriam, M.A., Clinical Counselor (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Psychological and
Counseling Center.
248 Student Serv., 333-3713. —906 W. Nevada, U.. 344-1366.
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Sperling, Robert B., M.S.. Map and Geography Librn., Library.
418b Library, 333-0827. —306 S. Coler, U., 367-4763.
'Spies, Henry Raymond (Lois), B.S., Editor (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Small Homes
Council-Building Res. Council.
Rm. 103, 1 E. St. Mary's Rd., C, 333-0358. —800 LaSell, C, 356-4548.
*Spiller, Thelma Marie (Oliver), Secy., Grundy County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Room 204, 116 1/2 E. Washington, Morris (60450), 815-942-0177, 815-942-2725. —725
Division, Morris (60450), 815-942-4192.
Spillman, Robert William, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
49 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —205 S. Sixth, C, 359-9313.
•Spillman, Tom (Sharon), B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
405 Adams Lab., 333-1169. — 1819-D Orchard PI.. U., 367-0133.
•Spires, Georgie (Fred), Work Program Participant, Rock Island County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 30.9-755-2189. —725 Twenty-second St. A, Moline
(61265), 762-4703.
*Spitler, Francis A. (Beverly L.), Storekeeper I, Gen. Chem. Stores, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
55 Noyes Lab., 333-8168. —3212 Kimberly Dr., C, 356-1530.
•Spitz, Charles S. (Coletta), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
S. Lincoln Ave. Barns, U., 333-0472. —316 S. State, C, 356-9138.
•Spitz, Thomas (Myra), Building Operating Engr., Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E), 333-2114. —1107 E. Oregon, U., 367-5386.
Spitze, Glenna D., B.A., Research Asst., Survey Res. Lab.
3 D.K.H., 333-8269. —Apt. 2, 107 E. White, C.
•Spitze, Robert George Frederick (Hazel), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Economics.
315 Mumford Hall, 333-1820. —1406 S. Vine, U., 367-2919.
Spitzer, Victor Michael, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
53 Noyes Lab., 333-6722. —R.R. 1, Twin Orchards 73, U., 367-8804.
•Splittstoesser, Walter E. (Shirley), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology.
206b Vegetable Crops, 333-6666. —2006 Cureton Dr., U., 367-3330.
•Spodek, Bernard (Prudence), Ed.D., Prof, of Early Education, Dept. of Elementary Education.
302 Education, 333-1586, 333-6513. —1123 W. Charles, C, 352-1492.
•Spomer, Louis Arthur (Wilma E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology and Horticulture, Dept.
of Horticulture.
203 Orn. Hort., 333-8505; 3 Orn. Hort., 367-8537.
•Spomer, Wilma E. (Arthur), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
407 Adams Lab., 333-1169. —704 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-8537.
•Stack, J. D. (Christine), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
237d Physics Bldg., 333-4357. —306 W. Illinois, U., 344-6203.
•Sprague, Mark (Ann), M.F.A., Prof, of Art.
136 Fine Arts, 333-0634. —912 Devonshire Dr., C, 356-4084.
•Sprague, Robert Lee (Joyce), Ph.D., Dir. of Children's Res. Center
117 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —R.R. 2, C, 863-2039.
tSprau, Gerry Lynn, Crops Res. Helper, U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —Box 164, Bellflower (61724), 722-3244.
*Sprau, Lyle E. (Vivian E.), Assistant Grounds Gardener, P.P. Planning and Construction.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-2419. —Bellflower (61724), 722-3244.
•Sprau, Vivian Etta (Lyle E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
214 Talbot Lab., 333-2322. —Bellflower (61724), 722-3244.
•Sprengel, Herbert John (Marion), M.S., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
103a Transportation, 333-4309. —Box 2124, Station A, C, 367-8453.
•Sprenkel, Ellen Jane (Richard K.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A., 333-2371. —112 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7713.
•Sprenkel, Richard Keiser (Ellie), M.S., Res. Asst. in Entomology.
163 Natural Resources, 333-6823. —112 E. Chalmers, C, 344-7713.
•Sprenkle, Case M. (Elaine), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics.
439 Commerce (W), 333-4581. —1913 Harding Dr., U., 367-9869.
•Spriggs, G. Max (Phyllis), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Special Education; Chairman of Dept.
1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-6222. —1650 Valley Rd., C, 352-8183.
•Spriggs, Sandra Kay (William J.), Secy., Kankakee County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee (60901), 939-3626. —405 S. Foley, Kankakee (60901),
933-4329.
•Springer, Clifford H. (Lois L.), M.S., Prof, of General Engineering, Emeritus.
720 Overiver Dr., North, Ft. Myers, Florida (33903), 995-5198.
Springer, Deborah J., B.S. Asst. Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Coop. Ext. Serv.
128 1/2 N. Broad, Carlinville (62626), 854-5116. —Apt. B3, 345 Johnson, Carlinville (62626),
854-9063.
Springer, Patricia Jean, B.S., Acting Extension Adviser, Home Economics, Henderson County,
Coop. Ext. Serv.
Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-4071. —Stronghurst (61480), 309-924-2563.
Springer, Sally E., M.S., Asst. Prof, of Foods and Nutrition, Dept. of Home Econ.
349 Bevier Hall, 333-0557. —Apt. 207-K, 2020 N. Mattis, C, 352-0418.
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*Sprugel, Catharine Cornwell (George, Jr.), M.A., Res. Asst. in Psychology.
79 Children's Res. Center, 333-3996. — S. First Street Rd., R.R. 2. C, 344-6882.
*Sprugel, George, Jr. (Catharine C), Ph.D., Chief, State Natural History Survey; Senior Staff
Member, Center for Zoonoses Research.
175 Natural Resources, 333-6830. —R.R. 2, S. First Street Rd., C, 344-6882.
*Spurgeon, Stanley Eugene (Betty I.), Locksmith I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —722 S. Prairie, C, 352-4013.
Sredl, Henry John, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
347 Education. 333-2609. —701 Haines. C, 352-1744.
*Stadnick, Steven Jan (Candace), M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321f Talbot Lab., 333-3174. —506 N. Fair, C, 359-3308.
*Stadnick, Steven J. (Candace), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
321f Talbot Lab., 333-3174. —506 N. Fair, C, 359-3308.
*Staebler, Daniel J. (Shirley A.), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1345 Fairlawn Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-4430.
*Staebler, David H. (Colleen S.), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1484 Mather Dr., Rantoul (61866). 892-2279.
Stafford, M. Beth, M.S., Instr., Library.
220A Library, 333-1055. —205 S. Lynn, C, 359-2794.
*Stafford,Sidney M. (Sally), B.S..C.P.A., Dir., Business Affairs Ofc.
104 Coble Hall, 333-6797. —705 Hamilton Dr., C, 352-9292.
*Stagliano, Anthony J. (Deanna L.), M.B.A., Asst. in Accountancy.
2 D.K.H., 333-1613. —Apt. 1-5, 908 Crescent Dr., C, 356-8635.
'tStahl, George Robert (Judith L.), Hydrologic Technician, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
S-212 Turner Hall, 333-4370.; Soil Physics Res. Lab.. 333-6732. —1406 S. Grove, U.,
367-0579.
'tStahl, Richard Lee (Valerie), Supervisory Hydrologic Technician, U.S.G.S.
Carter Bldg., Ashley Rd., Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-242-4495. —1914 Olive, Mt. Vernon
(62864), 618-242-5920.
*Stahl, Virginia Lou (Ronald D.). Secy., Div. of Univ. Ext.
118 Illini Hall, 333-1460. —1606 Dobbins Dr., C, 352-1684.
*Stahl, Wilson M. (Catherine A.), M.S., Asst., Circulation Dept., Library.
203 Library, 333-2934. —Apt. 4, 410 W. Green, U., 344-6679.
*Stahlke, Herbert F.W. (Paulette E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Linguistics.
4111 Foreign Lang., 333-8993. —703 Castleton Dr., C.
*Stake, Robert Earl (Bernadine E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology; Assoc. Director of
Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0988. —304 W. Iowa. U., 328-2487.
'Stakelon, Thomas S. (Anne H.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
397 Physics Bldg., 333-6120. —2039-D Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-6953.
*Staley, Donna Dee (John), Secy., Administrative Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth, C. 333-3551. —23 Morningside Dr., St. Joseph (61873), 469-2164.
'tStaley, Elfrieda Ralls (Charles W.), Supervisory Clerk, Dept. of Military Science.
113 Armory, 333-3418, 333-1550. —307 W. William, C, 352-6021.
*Staley, Francis Stuart (Mildred L.), B.S., Housing Administrator II, Housing Division.
7 Noble Hall, 333-1766. —1407 W. Park, C, 352-3148.
*Staley, Seward C. (Helen E.), Ph.D., Sc.D., Dean of College of Physical Education and Prof, of
P.E. for Men, Emeritus.
107 Huff Gym., 333-2131. —31 G. H. Baker Dr., U., 367-1971.
*Stalker, Herman Lynn (Josephine), Instrument Maker, Nuclear Engineering.
106 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2487. —507 E. Water. Farmer City (61842), 928-8161.
"TStall, John B. (Bonnie R.), B.S., Engr., State Water Survey.
242 Water Resources, 333-0237. —1601 S. Maple, U., 367-6785.
*Stallman, William Edward (Margarite D.). B.S., Dir. of Space Utilization Ofc; Instr. in General
Engineering,
243 Davenport House, 333-1234. —1504 W. Charles, C, 356-4786.
*Stallmeyer, James Edward (Mary), Ph.D., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2118 Civil Eng., 333-3928. —1206 Belmeade Dr., C, 356-5847.
Stamas, Joan Diane M.A., M.S.. Cataloger, Library.
246 Library. —Apt. 9, 106 E. Healey, C, 359-7984.
*Stamm, Gary Melvin (Ruth), M.S., Motion Picture Production Asst., Motion Picture Production
Service.
501 S. Wright, U., 333-0279. —Apt. 101. 101 W. Park, U.. 344-6891.
Stamm, Judith N., Secy., Ford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 N. Hunt, Melvin (60952), 217-388-7791. —R.R. 1, Roberts (60962). 217-395-2313.
*Stamm, Ruth Ann (Gary M.), B.A., Clerk-typist III. Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
214 Talbot Lab., 333-2322. —Apt. 101, 101 W. Park, U., 344-6891.
Stanker, Larry Henry, B.A., Asst. in Geology.
101 Natural History, 333-4564. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
'Stanley, John Keith (Shirley A.), B.S., Dept. Business Mgr., Mat. Res. Lab.
201 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1372. —1006 W. Hill, C, 356-9546.
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'Stanley, William Oliver (Lola S.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Philosophy of Education. Emeritus.
774 Harbor Island. Clearwater. Florida (33515). 813-447-7463.
'Stannard, Lewis Judson, Jr. (Mabel). Ph.D.. Prof, of Agricultural Entomology: Taxonomist,
State Natural History Survey. Taxonomist. State Natural History Survey; Senior Staff
Member. Center for Zoonoses Res.
2-5 Natural Resources. 333-6846. 333-6847. —50" W. Michigan. U.
'Stanton, Charles (Margie V.), Water Station Operator. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1202 Northwood Dr.. C. 352-5036.
"Stanton, Margie V. (Charles L.). Locker Room Attendant. College of Physical Educ.
124 Freer Gym.. 333-0446: 117 Freer Gym.. 333-0470. —1202 Northwood Dr.. N\. C
'Stapleton, Harvey James (Joan). Ph.D.. Prof, of Physics.
403 Physics Bldg.. 333-0073. —305 Elmwood Rd.. C. 356-0422.
Stapleton, Patricia, M.A.. Asst. in Classics.
4058 Foreign Lang.. 333-7279. —Apt. 17. 1005 S. Sixth. C.
'Stark, Earl W. (Loretta). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Speech; Dir. of Hearing Clinic.
556 Illini Hall. 333-3103. —1808 Rebecca Dr.. C. 352-0685.
Stark, M, Dianne, M.A.. Asst. in English.
304 English. 333-2633. —209 E. Clark. C. 356-4398.
Starkey, Richard J., Computer Programmer II. Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-2113. —913 W. Vine. C. 359-4261.
Starkey, Robert W., Library Clerk III. Acquisitions Dept.. Library.
220a Library. 333-1056. —508 N. Griffin. Danville (61832). 446-4279.
'Starkey, William Ray (Mary Jo). B.S.. Data Processing Analyst III. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 555-4803. —2107 Gunn. C. 359-1351.
Starks, Marvin Earl, Assembly Hall Stage Hand Trainee.
Assembly Hall. 333-3144. —609 S. State. C, 356-5078.
'Starkweather, Eldon Lawrence (Dorothy). M.S.. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Greene County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
319 West Side Square. Carrollton (62016). 942-6996. —6 Teresa Lane. Carrollton (62016).
942-3049.
'Starr, James Robert (Kathervn L.). Glassblower II. Dept. of Animal Science.
11 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-0787. —1601 S. Anderson. L\. 367-7959.
Starr, Patricia R., Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
242c Burrill Hall. 333-0270. —506 Sunrise. L\. 344-6617.
Starr, Richard Douglas, B.S.. Asst. in Phvsics.
255 Physics Bldg. —LRH-434 Daniels Hall. L\. 332-2292.
Starwalt, Virginia Frances, A.B.E.. Secv.. McKinlev Hospital.
199 McKinlev Health Center. 333-0180. —Apt. 103. 902 S. Lincoln. L\. 344-4457.
'Staszak, Walter Martin (Marie). Agr. Gardener Foreman. Dept. of Horticulture.
Z1W042 Finlev Rd.. Box 220. Downers Grove (60515). 968-4030. —2414 Maple. Downers
Grove (60515). 968-2895.
"Staton, Joseph M. (Patricia A.), B.S.. Res. Asst.. Aviation Res. Lab.. Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab.. Airport. 333-3162. —Apt. A-3. 103 Paddock Dr. East. C. 352-6319.
'Statzer, Jacquelyn Linnae (Michael). Routing Dispatcher I. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-0340. —1600 W. Bradley. C. 359-4152.
'Stauffer, Russell Scott (Pearl B.). Ph.D.. Associate Prof, of Agronomy. Emeritus.
1202 E. Fairlawn. L\. 367-3735.
"Stauter, Lois Ellen (Dale E.). Clerk-Stenog. III. College of Vet. Med. 214 Vet. Med. Annex.
}}}-:r: —103 S. Ellen. Homer (61849). 896-2393.
"Stayton, David B.
I
Mildred J.). Housing Maintenance Inspector. Housing Division.
Rm. 2". 110" W. Green. L\. 333-0245. —Apt. 220. 1113 W. Green. L\. 344-1115.
"Staw, Barry, M. (Jane A.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
219 Commerce (W). 333-4533. —607 N. Orchard. L\. 344-1109.
"Stayton, Larry Ray iKaren L.). Cashier III. Bursar's Div.. Business Ofc.
100b Adm.. 333-4870. —204 E. Fourth. Homer (61849). 896-2091.
'Stayton, Theodore Roosevelt (Jane). Water Station Foreman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1603 W. Park. C. 356-4357.
Steckel, Gary Lee, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Metallurgy.
201 Met. and Min. —Apt. 5. 1806 W. William. C.
"Steele, Dolores Dana (Greg). Secv.. Bureau County. Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 1. Princeton (61356). 815-879-8016. —R.R. 2. Princeton (61356). 815-643-2544.
"Steele, Louise Whitten (James C). A. A.. Secv.. Business and Technical Writing.
313 D.K.H.. 333-1006. —"04 W. Washington. L\. 344-3522.
'Steele, Rita Kay (Benson). Work Program Participant. Hamilton County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
Courthouse Basement. McLeansboro (62859). 618-643-3715. —R.R. 4. McLeansboro (62859).
618-643-3970.
'Steer, John O. (Juanita). Storekeeper III. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
2 E. Armory. C. 333-3915. —14 S. Broadway. L\. 367-4844.
'Steerman, Jerome Joseph (Merle). B.S.. Lniversitv Health Physicist (with rank of Instr.).
61 Physics Bldg.. 333-3013. —1201 N. Coler. L..' 328-1217.
*
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*Steffensen, Dale M. (Margaret), Ph.D.. Prof, of Botany.
117 Morrill Hall, 333-3087. —403 W. Nevada. U.. 367-8812.
*Stegemeier, Henri (Mercedes K.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3024 Foreign Lang.. 333-6255. —604 Hessel Blvd.. C. 352-3107.
*Stegemeier, Mercedes Kahlert (Henri). M.A.. Asst. in Education.
3024 Foreign Lang., 333-6255. —604 Hessel Blvd.. C. 352-3107.
Stegmann, Brenda Lou, B.S.. Assistant Extension Adviser, Youth. Coop. Ext. Serv.
309 N. Madison. Marion (62959). 993-3304. —Apt. A. 1505 N. Glendale. Marion (62959).
997-1059.
Steidinger, Duane S., M.S.. Res. Asst.. Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L.. 333-2170. —Apt. 203. 1206 W. Stoughton. L\. 328-2805.
Steiger, Sue F., Library Clerk II. Acquisition Dept.. Library.
220a Library. 333-1056. —707 S. Sixth. C. 344-1789.
*Steimley, Leonard Leo (Ruth E.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics. Emeritus.
373 Altgeld Hall. —1110 W. Daniel. C. 352-3880.
Stein, Roger D„ B.A.. Asst. in Spanish
4017 Foreign Lang.. 333-8056. —Apt. 304, 706 S. First. C. 359-0136.
*Steinbeck, Paul William Ed.M.. Asst. Prof, of General Engineering.
210c Transportation. 333-0140. —16 Hagan Blvd.. U., 367-4944.
'Steinberg, Allan Leon (Cecile G.), B.A., Asst. Dir. of Lniversity Press.
101 Lniversity Press. 333-0955. —806 Richards Lane. C. 359-2607.
*Steinberg, Esther Reizman (Marvin). M.A.. Specialist in Automated Education. Computer-Based
Educ. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6381. —4 O'Connor Ct.. C. 356-6248.
'Steinberg, Marvin Phillip (Esther). Ph.D.. Prof, of Engineering. Dept. of Food Science.
S. Wing. Hort. Field Lab.. 333-1870. —4 O'Connor Ct., C, 356-6248.
*Steiner, Lucile (Alvin I.. Jr.). B.Ed.. Extension Adviser in Home Economics. Cooperative
Extension Service.
521 W. Main. Fairfield (62837). 618-847-4231. —16 Park Lane. Fairfield (62837).
618-847-5431.
*Steinkamp, Stanley William (Marjorie). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Economics. On leave of absence
first semester 1972-73.
458 Commerce (W), 333-4590. —602 W. Delaware. L\. 344-6049.
*Steinman, Warren M. (Janet), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, and Dir. of Clinical Programs. Dept. of
Psychology.
190 Children's Res. Center. 333-6578. —904 S. Orchard. U., 344-5928.
Steiskal, Theodore R., Jr., B.A.. Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth. Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 589. St. Charles (60174), 312-584-6166. —1221 Maple. Downers Grove (60515).
312-852-1944.
Steller, Gary, M.A.. Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall. 333-2099. —Apt. 117. 404 Edgebrook. C. 352-7562.
*Stellhorn, William H. (Nancy S.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
14 D.C.L.. 333-9310. —Apt. 6. 1527 Lincolnshire Dr.. C. 356-9550.
*Stelter, Mervyn Walter (Joan). Ph.D.. Assoc. Dir. of Housing for Student Affairs. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. 333-0616. —9 Alder Ct.. C. 359-0189.
Stelzer, Marcia R., B.A.. Asst. in Biochemistry.
415 Adams Lab.. 333-2013. —LRH-316 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4688.
Stemke, Francis William, Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, Gilman (60938). 265-4558.
*Stemler, Alan James, (Ann). B.S.. Asst. in Botany.
283 Morrill Hall. 333-6844. —807 S. Cedar. L".. 367-3693.
*Stemler, Anastasia Lambesis (Alan J.). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Crop Evolution. Dept. of Agronomy.
W-523 Turner Hall. 333-4376. —807 S. Cedar. L\. 367-3693.
Stenstrom, Patricia Fitzgerald, M.S.. Serials Cataloger. Library: Instr. in Library Administration.
220S Library. 333-3856. —2134 W. Illinois. L".. 328-1056.
Stephenitch, Paul D., B.A.. Asst. in Business Administration.
Apt. 13. 204 W. Washington. L.
*Stephens, Allen Ford (Jean E.). Res. Eng. Asst., Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
110 M.E. Lab.. 333-1711. —606 W. Iowa. L\. 344-6274.
Stephens, Barbara Goebel (Keith D.). B.S.. Acting Extension Adviser. Home Economics.
Montgomery County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
102 N. Main. Hillsboro. 532-3083. —Apt. 12, 227 Broad. Hillsboro. 532-2269.
Stephens, Jean Doris, Secy., Dept. of Physics.
437 Physics. 333-4452. —1103 E. Michigan. L\. 367-6962.
*tStephens, Jean Elise (Allen F.). B.S.. Tech. Assoc. Lniversity Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr.. C. 333-3150. —606 W. Iowa. L\. 344-6274.
Stephens, Rossie Mae, Work Program Participant. Cook County. Cooperative Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653). 312-663-4890. —8736 S. Indiana. Chicago. 651-1439.
*Stermer, William Henry (Vernna A.). Assoc. Architect. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
603 W. Haines Blvd.. C. 352-8198.
*Stern, Jacob (Marilyn). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
343 Education. 333-2608: 333-0807. —1001 W. Church. C. 356-3452.
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Stern, Ronald J., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
183 Commerce (W), 333-4515. —Apt. J-204, 1600 W. Bradley, C, 359-5240.
*Sternburg, James G. (Eileen), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology; Executive Secy, of Dept.
216 Morrill Hall, 333-1165. —107 E. Florida, U., 367-9857.
•Sterner, James N. (W. Joyce), Elec. Tech. II, Dept. of Civil Engineering.
1234 Civil Eng., 333-6917. —405 W. Washington, C, 352-2101.
•Sterner, W. Joyce (James N.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Civil Eng.
2129 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6900. —405 W. Washington, C, 352-2101.
*Sterrett, Herbert L., B.F.A., Art Editor, Campus Publications.
134 University Press, 333-9200. —106 E. Hill, C, 356-6947.
Steuernagel, Fred Werner, B.S., Regional Dir., South Illinois, Div. of Univ. Ext.
415 E. Main, Belleville, 235-3980. —Apt. 5, 9609 W. Main, Belleville (62223), 397-6091.
•Stevens, Benton T. (Tacy E.), Machinist Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —411 Avondale, C, 356-3440.
•Stevens, Donald L. (Susan), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Finance.
408 Commerce (W), 333-7099. —2118 Gunn Dr., C, 356-7310.
*Stevens, Ellen M. (Robert D.), Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administratrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —548 S. Piatt, Bement (61813), 678-8425.0987600C
*Stevens, Janet Gettings (Stan), B.S., Admissions /Records Officer I, College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall, 333-1701. —710 W. John, C, 359-8678.
*Stevens, Mildred (George L.), Clerk-Typist II, School of Life Sciences.
429 Natural History, 333-2039. —R.R. 2, U., 367-9803.
•Stevens, Rolland E. (Dorothy C), Ph.D., Prof, of Library Science.
316 Library, 333-0103. —305 Burkwood Ct., U., 328-1848.
•Stevens, Vernon Lee (Mary D.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —311 Ellen, Savoy, 359-5519.
*tStevenson, David Lloyd, (Isabelle), M.S., Assoc. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
425A Natural Resources, 189-228, 344-1481. —1004 Westfield Dr., C, 356-9253.
•Stevenson, Frank Jay (Leda J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Chemistry, Dept. of Agrony.
N-415 Turner Hall, 333-3650. —2010 George Huff Dr., U., 367-6708.
Stevenson, John, Equal Opportunity Officer I, Personnel Services Ofc.
Ill Personnel Services, 333-2139. —P.O. Box 2311, Station A, C.
*Stevenson, Marjorie Cleone (Herbert M.), Library Clerk III, Engineering Library.
221 Engineering Hall, 333-3576. —59 Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-4602.
*Stevenson, Norma Elaine (Jon M.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Mathematics.
273 Altgeld Hall, 333-3351. —41 Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-2771.
*Steward, Garland Henry (Phyllis M.), Instrument Technician II, School of Music, Retired.
911 W. Union, C, 356-2150.
•Steward, Phyllis D. (Michael C), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Inst, of Environmental Studies.
911 W. High, U., 333-4178. —303 Dodson Dr. E., U., 328-3060.
•Steward, Phyllis Lovingfoss (Garland H.), Secy., Dept. of Psychology, Emeritus.
911 W. Union, C, 356-2150.
•Stewart, Bryan D. (Kathleen), M.S., Extension Specialist, Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —1106 N. Union Dr., Monticello (61856), 762-3171.
•Stewart, Carol J. (James D.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Commerce.
146 Commerce (W), 333-4503. —2314 Barberry, C, 352-0188.
•Stewart, Charles Leslie (Ruth W.), Ph.D., D.Sc, Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
Apt. 3, 1509 Delmont Ct. U., 344-6389.
•Stewart, Charles Neil, Jr. (Lee M.), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-120 C.S.L., 333-6752. —304 Crystal Lake Dr., U., 367-5563.
•Stewart, Charles N. (Lee), Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-120 C.S.L., 333-6752.; 3-120 C.S.L., —304 Crystal Lake Dr. U., 367-5563.
•Stewart, Charmian Nancy (John C), B.S., Food Administrator I, Housing Div.
Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0843. —1208 E. Green, U., 367-5518.
•Stewart, Evelyn Lois (James E.), Secy., Dept. of Voc. and Tech. Educ.
347 Education, 333-0807. —Apt. 203, 302 E. Park, C, 352-0978.
Stewart, Helen T., M.A., Librn. and Asst. Prof., Emeritus.
1007 Spring, Grinnell, Iowa (50112), 236-5867.
•Stewart, James Lockhart, (Nadine), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
399 Adams Lab., 333-6587. —2020 N. Mattis, C, 359-9287.
•Stewart, John G. (Patricia), M.A., Visiting Lecturer, in P.E. for Men.
B61 Intramural-P.E., 333-7479. —2305 1/2 S. Anderson, U., 344-0059.
•Stewart, John O. (Sandra J.), M.F.A., Visiting Lecturer in Anthropology.
109 Davenport Hall, 333-8302. —1804 Carle Dr., U.. 367-0882.
•Stewart, Sandra M. (John O.), B.A., Res. Asst., Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —1804 Carle Dr., U., 367-0882.
*Stice, Leslie F. (Ann), B.S., Prof, of Grain Marketing Extension, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
421 Mumford Hall, 333-4132. —R.R. 3, C, 586-4487.
•tSticher, Lawrence A. (Inez B.), B.S.. Head, Adm. Section, State Water Survey.
154A Water Resources, 333-4977. —1103 W. Clark, C, 352-8357.
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TSticklen, R. William (Eunice K.), Business Manager. Athletic Association.
113 Assembly Hall. 333-1280. —1107 Broadmoor Dr.. C. 356-4563.
*Stifle, Jack Edward, (Shelby), B.S., Senior Res. Engr.. Coordinated Science Lab. and
Computer-based Education Res. Lab.
2-133 C.S.L., 333-4691, 333-6210. —2503 Pond, U., 367-8380.
*Stigers, Viola Daisy (James M.). Library Clerk II, Binding Div., Library.
12 Library, 333-1269. —1105 W. Green, C. 356-0051.
•Still, Steven Michael (Carolyn), M.S. Res. Asst. in Ornamental Horticulture.
100 Orn. Hort., 333-7303. —1508 S. Mattis, C, 356-5534.
•Stillinger, Jack, (Nina B.) Ph.D., Prof, of English; Member. Center for Advanced Study.
107 English, 333-3989. —806 W. Indiana, U., 367-3999.
•Stillwell, Henry Sheldon (Jo Lee). M.S., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.; Head of Dept.
101 Transportation, 333-2650. —2509 Stanford Dr., C, 356-1292.
Stillwell, J. R., Typing Clerk III. Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall. 333-3110. —1213 N. Hickory. C. 352-9467.
'tStilwell, Leland M. T. (Marie). M.D.. Team Physician, Athletic Association, Retired.
1304 Waverly Dr., C. 352-2152.
•Stinson, Craig M. (Nancy), B.S.. Asst., Div. of Intramural Activities, College of P.E.
170 I.M.-P.E.. 333-3510. —403 W. Healey, C. 359-7930.
*Stipp, Myron M. (Louise), Police Lieutenant, Div. of Campus Parking and Trans.
507 E. Daniel. C, 333-7217. —504 Sunnycrest Ct., E.. U., 328-1302.
•Stippes, Patricia (Marvin), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Information Services Ofc, Div. of Univ. Ext.
205 Arcade. 333-2177. —2115 Zuppke Dr., U.. 365-1063.
*Stites, Jesse LaVerne (Ruth). Carpenter Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2004 Hemlock, C, 356-8088.
Stockage, Steven E., A.B., Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang. —307 E. Armory, C, 367-6733.
*Stockanes, Harriet Price (Anthony E.). A.B.. Secy.. University Press.
100 University Press, 333-0952. —2201 E. Vermont, U., 367-2976.
Stockman, Thomas Joseph, B.B.A.. Accountant I, Business Ofc.
279 Adm.. 333-0780. —Apt. N-255, 1600 W. Bradley. C. 352-1810.
•Stockwell, M. Althea (Leon F.), Clerk III, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence, 333-3450. —1906 Melinda Lane. C, 352-2262.
*Stocum, David Leon (Laura B.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Zoology.
449 Morrill Hall, 333-3358. —1015 W. Park. C, 359-4171.
Stoddard, (Mrs.) Velma Roberts, Secy., University of Illinois Bands, Retired.
507 W. California, U., 328-2692.
•Stoeber, Edith Bernice (Peter), Chief Clerk, Graduate College, Retired.
25 E. John. C, 352-2847.
•Stoecker, Wilbert Frederick (Patricia L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
126 M.E. Bldg., 333-0916. —1506 S. Maple. U., 367-4147.
Stokes, Mamie (Mrs.). Work Program Participant, Will County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 Manhattan Rd.. Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. 722-9021.
Stokes, Margaret Elizabeth, B.A.. Computer Programmer III, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-2113; 300 Davenport House, 333-6349 —1412 Briarcliff Dr., U., 328-2900.
•Stolarsky, Kenneth Barry (Lana), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
244 Illini Hall. 333-3972. —Apt. 1, 206 E. California, U.
•Stolarsky, Lana Schaffer (Ken), M.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall. 333-3750. —Apt. 1, 206 E. California, U., 344-0924.
•Stoller, Edward William (Blanche), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology. Dept. of Agronomy.
215 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —708 Burkwood Dr.. 367-0904.
•Stolpe, Stanley George (Virginia S.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physiology and Biophysics.
425 Burrill Hall, 333-3123. —913 S. Foley, C, 356-9601.
Stoltey, (Mrs.) Margaret Clark, M.A., Asst.. Secondary and Continuing Education.
17 Education, 333-1499. —1007 W. Charles, C, 352-8213.
•Stoltey, Robert Edward, (Mary), Sound Technician Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —9 Tulip Tree, C, 352-6090.
•Stone, Bonnie B. (William F.), B.A., Clerk-Typist-III, Dept. of Psychology.
617 Psych. Bldg.. 333-3545. —R.R. 2. U.. 688.2561.
•Stone, Donald Bradford (Marilyn M.), Ed.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Health Education.
114 Huff Gym., 333-0173. —1824 Crescent Dr., C, 356-9687.
•Stone, G. William (Phyllis M.), M.S.. Assoc. Prof, and Assoc. State 4-H Program Leader, Coop.
Ext. Serv.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —2205 Brookshire Dr., C. 352-1267.
•Stone, Janis K. (Kenneth E.), M.S., Instr. in Textiles and Clothing, Dept. of Home Econ.
243 Bevier Hall. 333-3466. —1003 E. Mumford, U., 344-4641.
•Stone, Kenneth Eugene (Janis). M.M.S.. Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall. 333-2657. —1003 Mumford Dr.. L'.. 344-4641.
Stone, Marilena Mae Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Physics.
337 Physics Bldg.. 333-4362. 333-4209. —Apt. 22B, 1207-B E. Florida. Ul, 367-9036.
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Stone, (Mrs.) Nancy Kay, Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm. 333-4381. —3004 Ridgewood Ct., C, 359-3376.
*Stone, Phyllis M. (G. William), Meteorological Aide I, State Water Survey.
272 Water Resources, 333-7506. —2205 Brookshire Dr. E. C, 352-1267.
*Stone, Roger T., (Pam), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
524 Burrill Hall. —50 Carriage Estates, U., 367-0276.
*Stone, Susan C. (Victor J.), M.A., Res. Assoc, Housing Res. & Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-3735. —1804 Pleasant Circle, U., 367-7846.
*Stone, Victor J. (Susan C), J.D., Prof, of Law.
129 Law, 333-1843. —1804 Pleasant Circle, U., 367-7846.
*Stone, William Edgar (Wanda J.), Roofer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2506 1/2 E. Main, U., 367-7228.
*Stone, William F. (Bonnie B.), M.Mus., Lecturer in Music.
100 S.M.H. —R.R. 2, U., 688-2561.
*Stoneburner, Bernadine F. (George), Secy.,Fulton County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
P.O. Box 68, Lewistown (61542), 547-2206. —6 Melrose Dr., Lewistown (61542), 547-2798.
*Stonecipher, Jesse W. (Margie E.), M.S., Prof, of Aviation; Assoc. Dir. of Institute of Aviation.
Terminal Bldg., Airport, 333-2410. —56 Spring Lake, Mahomet (61853), 586-2364.
*Stonehill, David Lynn (Jean F.), Ph.D., Assoc. Dir., Computing Services Ofc.
179 D.C.L., 333-4103. —1003 W. Union, C, 359-8067.
*Stoner, Harold Graden (Avis W.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435. —1314 S. Frederick, C, 356-0786.
*tStoner, Marshall E. (June), M.S., Asst. Basketball Coach, Athletic Assoc.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3400. —1017 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 352-3859.
Stoner, Patricia K., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of General Eng.
209b Transportation, 333-0068. —304 S. Anderson, U., 328-2941.
*Stonestreet, Terry Wayne (Linda L.), Grounds Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —106 W. Center, Gifford, 568-6335.
Storey, Penny Key Punch Operator II, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —106 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-8349.
*Storm, Gary Allyn (Gretchen), Ed.M., Asst. in History & Phil, of Education.
360 Education, 333-6413. —2101 Burlison Dr., U., 367-3339.
*Stottlar, James Francis (Carline B.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
301 English, 352-0782. —709 Southwest Dr., C, 352-0777.
Stotts, Joseph N., Storekeeper II, Purchasing Div.,Business Affairs Ofc.
55 Noyes Lab., 333-8168. —202 Center, Mahomet (61853), 586-4435.
*Stouffer, Ernest Lawrence (Emma Mae), M.Arch., University Architect, Emeritus.
608 E. Green, C. —902 W. Washington, C, 356-1437.
*Stout, Betty J. (Fred), Secy., Effingham County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
109 S. Banker, Effingham, 217-342-4347. —122 Cedar, Stewardson (62463), 217-682-3542.
*Stout, Edward P. (Janet R.), Fireman, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3985. —1304 Eastern Dr., U., 367-9994.
*tStOut, Glenn E. (Helen L.), B.S., Asst. to the Chief, State Water Survey.
159 Water Resources, 333-3683. —1404 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-0947.
Stout, Lawrence Neff, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
236 Illini Hall, 333-1574. —403 S. Coler, U., 344-5731.
*Stout, William Fleming (Pauline E.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
310 Altgeld Hall, 333-1909. —901 S. Foley, C, 359-7057.
Strack, Judy A., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, University Ofc. of Management Information Systems.
251 Illini Tower, 333-0320. —705 N. Ohio, Tuscola (61953), 253-4506.
*Strang, Arthur Eugene (Barbara A.), B.J., Asst. Prof, of Communications.
117 Gregory Hall, 344-0277. —106 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-5295.
*Strater, Fredrick Kenneth (Laurian), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 S. Lynn, C, 356-3920.
*Straub, Frederick Guy (Nellie Cora P.), M.S., Met.E., Res. Prof, of Chemical Engineering,
Emeritus.
P.O. Box 2296, Station A, C, 352-1143.
*Strebendt,Frances B. (Richard E.), B.S., Computer Programmer II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3841. —Apt. 105, 824 Oakland, U., 344-5392.
*Strebendt, Richard E. (Frances), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
14 D.C.L., 333-8374. —Apt. 105, 824 Oakland, U., 344-5392.
*Street, L. Eugene (Mary E.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —1802 Diana Lane, C. 356-5210.
*Streeter, Harrison (Imogene J.), Ph.D., LL.B., Assoc. Prof, of General Engineering and of
Industrial Engineering.
312 Transportation, 333-0724. —Turner and Main. Mahomet (61853), 586-4704.
*Streetman, Ben Garland (Ann), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Assoc. Prof-
Coordinated Science Lab.
189 C.S.L., 333-6813; 378C E.E. Bldg.. 333-0488. —1609 Sangamon, C. 352-2920.
*Streff, Leo W. (Evelyn), Electronics Technician, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210, 333-6500. —426 E. Franklin, Paxton (60957). 379-4433.
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*Strehlow, Roger A. (Ruby), Ph.D., Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
H2A M.E. Lab., 333-3769. —505 S. Pine, C, 359-1985.
'Striegel, Charles Edward (Alice C), Brickmason, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —32 Foothill Rd., Monticello (61856), 762-7328.
Stringer, Ann E., B.A., Asst. in Library Science.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —401 S. Coler, U.. 367-4974.
Stringer, Mary E., B.A., Asst. in English.
217 English, 333-2855. —Apt. 2, 710 S. Broadway U.,uhpc328-2322. 356-9738.
'Strom, Mervin Lloyd (Sandra K.), Glassblower I, School of Chemical Sciences.
114 Noyes Lab., 333-3610. —2507 Sheridan Dr.. C, 356-3250.
•Strong, Jack (Kathryn J.), Electronic Technician II, School of Chemical Sciences.
125 Noyes Lab., 333-6035. —540 E. Pierson, Decatur (62526), 877-1130.
•Strong, Shirley (Walter), B.A., Student Affairs Coordinator for Student Development and Special
Programming.
174 Weston Hall, 333-0940. —908 Dogwood, C, 359-6636.
•Strong, Walter Lee (Shirley), M.A., Asst. Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs; Instr. in Political
Science; Dir. of Afro-American Academic Program.
512 E. Chalmers, C, 333-7781. —908 Dogwood, C, 359-6636.
•Stroshane, Ronald Michael (Katherine A.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
449 East Chem., 333-0655. —Apt. 102, 703 E. Colorado, U., 344-3104.
*Strout, Ross Pressley (Shirley K.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
104 M.E. Lab., 333-3054. —1202 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-4993.
•Stroyan, Susan Elizabeth (Richard L.), B.S., Asst. in Library Science.
329 Library, 333-0103. —42 Park City S., R.R. 2, Bloomington (61701), 829-7418.
•Struebing, Wesley A. (Sally D.), Computer Operator I, Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —Apt. 4A, 2016 Vawter, U., 344-1050.
•Stubbs, June Neiman (John C), B.S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Psychology.
427 Psych. Bldg., 333-7277. —1609 Chevy Chase Dr., C, 352-7464.
•Stubing, Peter Robert (Kathryn), M.D., Staff Psychiatrist, Health Service.
195 Health Center, 333-2709. —709 W. Indiana, U.
•Stucky, Galen Dean (Kaaren J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
252 Noyes Lab., 333-0889. —1004 Mayfair Rd., C, 359-3694.
Studencki, Anna B., B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
436 Adams Lab., 333-2852. —URH-340 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2246.
*Stukel, James Joseph (M. Joan), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mechanical Engineering and of Civil
Engineering.
166 M.E. Bldg., 333-0959; 3219 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6963. —2504 Bedford Dr., C,
356-5428.
Stupp, George Bernard, Jr., M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
237 C.S.L., 333-3559. —61 E. John, C, 356-0024.
"tSturmon, Sue Ellyn (Daniel E.), Accounting Clerk III, State Water Survey.
154 Water Resources, 333-4978. —808 E. Shurts, U.. 367-7778.
•Sturmthal, Adolf (Hattie), Doctor rer.pol., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
117 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-1487. —61 Greencroft, C, 352-1649.
*Sturts, Frederick Wayne (Doris I.), Building Service WorkerForeman, Housing Div.
Al Allen Hall, 333-1395. —607 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7224.
*Stutes, Maurice D. (Mrs.), Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2160. — 1305 Centennial, C,
356-5366.
•Stutzman, Helen Louise (Henry O.), Clerk-Typist III, Accident Compensation.
303 McKinley Hospital, 333-1080. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856), 762-5929.
•Stutzman, Henry O. (Helen L.), Storekeeper II, Housing Div.,
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-1248. —R.R. 1, Monticello, 762-5929.
•Subbarao, Karumuri V. (Sarala), M.A., Instr. in Linguistics.
3146 Foreign Lang., 333-7128. —Apt. C, 2023 S. Orchard, U., 344-3435.
•Subbarao, Sarala Karumuri (Karumuri V.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Botany.
116 Morrill Hall, 333-2919. —Apt. C.,2023 S. Orchard, U., 344-3435.
"tSublette, Doris Lucille (Richard), B.A.,M.S. Asst. Librn., State H.H. Survey Library.
196 Natural Resources, 333-6892. —505 S. Highland, C, 352-3703.
"tSublette, Richard Horace (Doris L.), M.S., Publisher and General Mgr., Illini Publishing Co.
20 Illini Hall, 333-3730. —505 South Highland. C. 352-3703.
•Suckow, Carol S. (Lee G.), B.A., Clerk-Typist II, Civil Defense Ofc, Div. of Univ. Ext.
117 Illini Hall, 333-4138. —509 Mitchell Court, C, 359-2754.
Sudduth, (Mrs.) Mary P. Secy., Dept. of Finance, Retired.
105 Sunset Bay Dr., Hot Springs, Arkansas, 525-1650.
Sudeth, Gary Lee, J.D., Res. Asst., Univ. Counsel's Ofc.
266 Adm. 333-0563. —Apt. J, 705 W. Church, C, 359-9527.
Suidan, Makram T., B.S.C.E., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3220 Civil Eng., 333-9312. —309 E. Green, C, 344-3571.
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*Sudman, Seymour (Blanche J.). Ph.D.. Prof.. Dept. of Business Administration. Dept. of
Sociology, and Survey Res. Lab.
427 D.K.H..'333-4276. —2302 Glenoak Dr.. C. 352-3857.
Sugimoto, Clyde Y., B.A.. Asst. in Zoology.
317 Natural History. 333-7428. —Apt. 102. 105 E. John St.. C. 352-8872.
Suharwardy, Mohammed I. H., M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3204 Civil Eng. —Apt. 2. 209 E. Clark. C. 359-8363.
Suhre, Dennis, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
119 Gaseous Electronics Lab.. 333-2483. —507 E. Clark. C. 359-4053.
Suhre, Margery Elizabeth, M.A.. Publications Editor (with rank of Assoc. Prof.). College of
Agriculture.
123 Mumford Hall. 333-6397. 333-2548. —1304 S. Maple. L\. 367-5295.
Sukach, John T„ Library Clerk II. Newspaper Library.
1 Library. 333-1509. —Apt. 3. 702 1 2 E. Green. U\. 344-5744.
*Sullens, Dorothy Elizabeth (Lewie V.). Maid. Housing Division.
420 Student Services. —30 Roxbury Rd.. L\. 328-2140.
Sullivan, Bernice Elizabeth, Secv.. Dept. of P.E. for Men. Retired.
406 W. Clark. C. 359-1404.
*Sullivan, Dorothy M. (John E.). Secy.. Dept. of P.E. for Men.
213 Huff Gym.. 333-1103. —507 W. Park. C. 352-5588.
*Sullivan, Edward Eugene, Jr. (Zohreh T.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English:
319 English. 333-2391. 333-2393. —1504 S. Grove. L\. 367-7857.
Sullivan, (Mrs.) Helen Louise B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Edgar County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
210-A W. Washington. Paris (61944). 465-2545 —101 Floyd. Paris (61944). 465-5133.
•Sullivan, Jeremiah David (Sheila B.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Phvsics.
237C Physics Bldg.. 333-1689. —604 Burkwood Ct. East. L\. 328-3257.
*Sullivan, Marilyn Elaine (Maurice D.). Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I. Dept. of Food Science.
104 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —1404 S. Western. 352-0187.
tSullivan, Mary Margaret, Res. Asst.. State Geological Survey. Retired.
512 W. Washington. C. 352-2066.
'Sullivan, Maurice Dean (Marilvn E.). Dairy Food Plant Attendant. Dept. of Food Science.
106 SW Hort. Field Lab.. 333-1870. —1404 S. Western. C. 352-0187.
•Sullivan, Robert Emmett (Dorothy C). B.S.. Div. Chief Accountant. College of Agriculture.
Ill Mumford Hall. 333-0001. —1102 Eastern Dr.. L\. 367-8102.
•Sullivan, Russell Neil (Margaret C). J.D.. LL.M.. Dean of College of Law and Prof, of Law.
Emeritus.
Apt. 202. 1275 Greenwich. San Francisco. California (94109). 776-5975.
•Sullivan, Wendell Stanley (Helen L.). Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2306 Roland Dr.. C. 352-6717.
•tSullivan, William Thomas (Marie W.), B.S.. Assoc. Professional Scientist. State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway. Peoria (61601). 309-674-5725. —513 W. Gift. Peoria (61604).
309-682-4260.
•Sullivan, Zohreh Tawakuli (Edward E.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English.
310 English. 333-2391. —1504 S. Grove. L\. 367-7857.
*Sumler, Claudia Burnett (David). M.L.S.. Bibliographer (with rank of Instr.). Library.
225 Library. 333-1349. —1809-1 2 S. Lynwood. C.
*Sumler, David (Claudia). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of History; Staff Assoc. College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall. 333-7741. 333-1155. —1809 1 2 S. Lynwood. C. 359-4806.
•Summers, Bertha G. (Randle). Cook. Illini Union. Retired.
203 N. 8th. Benton.
•Sumption, Merle Richard (Lois L.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Educational Administration and Supervision.
324 Education. 333-2155. —110 S. Sixth. St. Joseph (61873).
Sundmacker, Lester Edd, Painter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —34 Shemauger Trail. R.R. 4. U.. 344-3771.
Sung, Stephen Hei-Yuen, M.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
367f Noyes Lab.. 333-0558. —URH-188 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2446.
Suppe, Frederick Roy, Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
216 Gregory Hall. 333-4838. —109 S. Wright. C.
*Susedik, Anthony James, (Nancv M.). Electronics Technician Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6210. —2504 E. Main. L'.. 344-8712.
'Suter, Robert Henry (Barbara W.). B.S.. Asst. Chief Accountant. Accounting Div.. Business Ofc.
279 Adm.. 333-0780. —1503 Maplecrest. C. 356-8718.
•Sutherland, Helen Smith (Maurice L.). B.S.. Editor (with rank of Asst. Prof.). University Press.
Emerita.
404 E. California. U.. 367-3814.
Sutterlin, Wesley Louis, B.S.. Spectroscopist. Dept. of Chemistry.
148 East Chem.. 333-0327. —309 W. University. C. 359-1895.
Sutton, David C, Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
329 Physics Bldg.. 333-4359: Phys. Res. Lab.. 333-3190.
•Sutton, Joe Campbell (Nadine W). M.S.. Editor of Illinois Alumni News (with rank of Assoc.
Prof.). University Public Information Ofc.
227 Illini Union. 333-1473. —1914 Harding Dr.. U.. 367-4840.
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Sutton, Lee A., M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
379 Morrill Hall, 333-2938. —202 1/2 W. Green, U., 344-5585.
Sutton, Mary Frances, Clerk-Typist III, Home Economics Extension.
528 Bevier Hall, 333-0521. — R.R. 1, Philo (61864), 684-2283.
*Sutton, Robert M. (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of History; Chairman of Dept. of History; Director of
Illinois Historical Survey.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-4193; 1A Library, 333-1777. —1207 S. Busey, U., 344-4644.
Sutton, Stephen A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
301 Talbot Lab., 333-2658. —Apt. 6, 406 W. High, U., 367-7000.
*Suzuki, Michio (Naoko), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics; Member, Center for Advanced Study.
371 Altgeld Hall, 333-0759. —2406 Melrose Dr., C, 352-4091.
Svajlenka, Anthony Michael, B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —URH-184 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2443.
*Swafford, Betty P. (Robert M.), Work Program Participant, LaSalle County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —1104 Paul, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-3126.
Swaim, Joseph Vincen, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
208 Arcade, 333-2056. —Apt. 2, 1401 Silver, U., 367-8913.
*Swallow, George Brenton (Betty L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Jo Daviess County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
206 State Bank Bldg., Main St., Elizabeth (61028), 858-2273. —Route 20 East, Galena
(61036), 777-9318.
*Swan, Carroll Eugene (Sally S.), Instrument Maker, School of Chemical Sciences.
8C Adams Lab., 333-7650. —3 Orchard Lane, Camargo (61919), 832-9501.
"tSwan, Katherine N. (Larry D.), Jr. Tech. Asst., State Water Survey.
244 Water Resources, 333-4958. —37 Violet Dr., Rantoul (61866), 893-0239.
Swan, Morris Melvin, Main Desk Attendant, Illini Union.
Main Desk, Illini Union. 333-3685. —616 Haines Blvd., C, 359-4280.
*Swank, Charles William (Anna M.), Plumber, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —510 Crestwood, Danville (61832), 442-1477.
Swann, Sherlock, Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Chemical Engineering, Eng. Exp. Sta., Emeritus.
13 Adams Lab., 333-0136. —Apt. 205-E, 909 W. Oregon, U., 344-0653.
*Swanson, David L. (Nancy J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
166 Lincoln Hall, 333-1647. —1215 Thomas Dr., C, 359-9857.
*Swanson, Earl Raymond (Janice E.), Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management and Production
Economics.
300B Mumford Hall, 333-1828. —1907 Harding Dr., U., 367-7372.
Swanson, John Wesley, M.A., Prof, of Speech, Emeritus.
Whispering Pines, 3301 N. Calumet, Valparaiso, Ind. (46383). 344-7266.
*Swanson, Marcella (Raymond L.), Secy., Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Rm. 250, 10 N. LaSalle, Chicago (60602), 312-996-2620. —2115 W. Hickory Lane, Palatine
(60067), 358-3315.
*Swarr, Ralph Rohrer (Jane M), Ph.D., Clinical Psychologist, Psychological and Counseling
Center; Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
216 Student Services, 333-3712. —2017 S. Anderson, U., 328-3339.
"tSwartz, Ann (Dale E.), Clerk-Typist III, State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —302 Oak Dr., Atwood (61913), 578-2865.
*Swartz, Bruce H. (Linda), B.S., Asst., Div. off Intramural Activities.
170 I.M.-P.E., 333-3510. —Apt. 10, 407 S. State, C, 359-9674.
*Swartz, Linda Jo (Bruce H.), B.A., Asst., Catalog Dept., Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —Apt. 10, 497 S. State, C, 359-9674.
Swatta, Mark, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3109 Civil Eng., 333-6956. —URH-252 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2205.
Swearingen, Steven Lee, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4123 Civil Eng., 333-8347. —Apt. 104, 703 E. Colorado, U., 328-1309.
tSweeney, Bernice, Junior Professional Scientist, State N.H. Survey.
287 Natural Resources, 333-6846, 333-6847. —808 S. First, C, 356-0433.
*Sweeney, Daryl Charles (Lorraine), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
101 Vivarium, 333-0196.
*Sweet, Lynn D. (Lillian), Adm. Clerk, University Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A., 333-3523. —913 Holiday Park Dr., C, 352-6213.
*Sweetnam, Frankie Lee (William J.), Clerk-Typist III, College of Agriculture.
104 Mumford Hall, 333-3380. —610 W. Springfield, C, 356-0550.
*Swenson, George Warner, Jr. (Janice), Ph.D., Prof, of Astronomy and of Electrical Engineering;
Assoc, Center for Advanced Study (first semester 1972-73). On leave of absence second
semester 1972-73.
Observatory, 333-3090; 60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. —1759 Locust, Pasadena. Calif. (91106).
*Swift, Donald W. (Geraldine), B.S., Supervisor of Employment Services, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-3109. —14 Golfview Dr., Box 127, Savoy (61874).
*Swinehart, Cecil Edward (Ruth I.), B.S., Accountant II, Health Service.
115 McKinley Health Center, 333-9238. —312 W. William, C, 356-3413.
Switzer, Ralph, A.B., C.P.A.. Asst. in Business Administration.
124 D.K.H. —1405 Hollycrest, C, 359-2372.
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*Switzer, Robert Lee (Bonnie G.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry.
318D Adams Lab., 333-3940. —404 W. Michigan, U., 344-4682.
*Swope, Charles Richard (Kathryn A.), B.S., Extension Adviser in Agriculture, Franklin County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
321 S. Main, Benton (62823), 439-3178. —112 E. Bond, Benton (62823), 438-3273.
Swope, Jo Carolyn, B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Vermilion County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 442-8615. -^808 Hillside Dr., Danville (61832),
442-4124.
*Swope, Joseph Benjamin (Patricia), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —406 W. Linder, Tolono (61880), 485-5527.
Sye, Allen Edward, A.B., Asst. in Classics.
4016e Foreign Lang., 333-7077. —Apt. 4, 702 1/2 E. Green, U., 367-2346.
*Syfert, Cleo Loveless (Marjorie A.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —26 Foothill Rd., Monticello (61856), 762-7191.
*Sykes, Velma Ruth (Benny Lee), Clerk-Typist I, Graduate College.
321 Adm., 333-0032. —2801 Willow Park Dr., C, 356-7445.
•Symonds, Paul S. (Ilese P.), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2114 Civil Eng., 333-6928. —Apt. 6, 206 W. Washington, U., 328-1739.
Sympson, Marian, M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Asst. State Leader, Coop. Ext. Serv., Emerita.
501 W. Calhoun, Macomb (61455), 837-2234.
*Szabo, Steven (Madelyn), Ph.D. Principal Specialist in Education, Curriculum Lab.
1212 W. Springfield, U., 333-4447 —1008 S. Orchard, U., 344-5867.
Szirotny, June S., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
100 English. —826 W. Maple, C, 359-1202.
TSzluha, Adam, T. (Katalin, E.), Ph.D., Asst. Scientist, Water Quality Section, State Water Survey
Peoria, II.
Foot of MacArthur Highway, Peoria, 674-5725. —203 Castle Dr., Dunlap (61525).
*Szyman, Robert J. (Marie), M.S., Instr. in Rehabilitation Education, Recreation & Athletics Ofc.
136 Rehab.-Educ, 333-4606. —3 Newport Rd., U., 328-1254.
Tabaka, Kenneth Francis (Kathleen), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.
Tabaka, Paul Richard (Eleanor F.), Instrument Maker, Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
101 Transportation, 333-1104. —1404 W. Columbia, C, 352-3180.
Tabatabaei, Mousa Gargori, B.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3206 Civil Eng. —URH-357 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4820.
Taber, Merlin, (Marilyn), Ph.D., Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
Rm. 31, 1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261.; 55 E. Armory, C, —Apt. A, 1831 Valley Rd., C,
356-9346.
Tabor, Sharon Sue (Dean), Library Clerk II, Serials Dept. Library.
12 Library, 333-1997. —215 N. First, Fisher (61843), 897-7335.
Tachikawa, Mamoru, B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab., 333-1776. —URH-636 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2358.
Tades, Franz (Irmgard), Asst. in Germanic Lang, and Lit.
3135 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —URH-199 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2456.
Taggart, Elna (Lester D.), Secy., Cumberland County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 455, Route 121 East, Toledo, 849-2411. —P.O. Box 157, Toledo (62468), 849-2181.
Tague, James Robert (Kay), B.S., Asst. Prof, of General Engineering, Emeritus.
The Bayshore, 825 Bayshore Dr., Pensacola, Florida (32507).
Taira, Koji (Setsuko), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics, Dept. of Economics and in the Inst, of Labor
and Indus. Rel.
107 L.I.R., 333-1483; 440 Commerce (W), 333-4582. —207 Bliss Dr., U., 367-6222.
Takayama, Takashi (Leonora B. R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Economics and of Agricultural Economics.
302A Mumford Hall, 333-1814; 456 Commerce (W), 333-6401. —707 Brighton, U., 367-4735.
Takeuti, Gaisi (Harue), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
375 Altgeld Hall, 333-0515. —2511 Stanford Dr., C, 356-3295.
Takeuti, Gaisi (Harue), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
375 Altgeld Hall, 333-0515.
Talbert, David F. (Ginger), B.S.M.E., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
106a Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2487. —1710 Tara Dr., C, 356-1148.
Talbot, David J., B.A., Broadcasting Program Asst., WILL Television Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850; 1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —Apt. 422, 122 Holiday Pk. Dr.,
G, 352-7152.
Talbot, Emile Joseph (Elizabeth M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof.*of French.
2120 Foreign Lang., 333-2020. —712 Arlington Ct., C, 356-5508.
Talbott, Donald Rudolph (Mary A.), Refrigeration Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1704 Melanie Lane, C, 356-8241.
Talbott, Marlene Ann (William R.), Secy., Dept. of Agronomy.
230 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —408 S. Main, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7532.
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Talbott, Mary Ann (Donald R.), Clerk-Typist III, Housing Res. and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330. —1704 Melanie Lane, C. 356-8241.
Talley, Jean V. (James A.), Clinical Lab. Technician. College of Vet. Med.
119c Large Animal Clinic. 333-2000. —610 Haines Blvd., C, 356-5154.
Tallmadge, Ellenor, B.S., Editorial Writer, Public Information Ofc, Retired.
2450 Overlook Rd., Cleveland, Ohio (44106).
*Talmadge, Robert Louis (Phyllis W.), M.S., Prof, of Library Administration; Dir. of Technical
Services, Library.
302 Library, 333-0318. —503 Burkwood Ct., U.. 367-6750.
Tarn, Wing-Fai Walter, B.A., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
31 D.C.L., 333-1745; 400 Transportation, 333-3160. —1209 W. Clark, U.. 344-0127.
Tamasauskas, Algimantas V., B.A., Lecturer in Architecture.
103 Architecture, 333-1798. —Apt. 208, 703 E. Colorado, U., 244-5391.
'tTamburo, Richard P. (Marie), B.S., Assoc. Dir. of Athletics, Athletic Assoc.
112 Assembly Hall, 333-3631. —1701 Lincoln Rd., C. 352-0695.
•Tammeus, Wilber Harold (Bertha H.), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Extension, Emeritus.
Box 484, 109 Dean, Woodstock (60098). 815-338-2770. —Box 484, 415 W. South, Woodstock
(60098), 815-338-0946.
Tan, Sin-Leng (Swee-Gaik G.), M.Sc, Asst. in Mathematics.
201 Coble Hall, 333-2695. —2083-B S. Orchard, U., 344-2052.
Tanaka, Fumio (Haruyo), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Biochemistry.
393 Adams Lab., 333-3962. —209 1/2 W. Vine, C, 359-3489.
Tanaka, Hisako, M.A., Visiting Lecturer in Japanese, Center for Asian Studies.
Rm. 308, 1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —Apt. 310, 707 S. Sixth, C, 344-8306.
*Tang, Wilson Hon-Chung (Bernadette), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3148 Civil Eng., 333-6954. —1708 S. Prospect, C, 352-9789.
Tangman, Eric Scott, B.S., Asst., Dept. of Computer Science; Resident Adviser, Allen Hall.
94 D.C.L. —URH-470 Allen Hall, U., 332-3402.
•Tanner, John M. (Marjorie A.), A.B., Lt. Col., U.S. Army Assoc. Prof, of Military Science.
HOw Armory, 333-1551, 333-1550. —2411 Lawndale Dr., C, 359-7298.
Tanner, Sharon Lindsay (James F.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Saline County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
21 1/2 W. Robinson, Harrisburg (62946), 253-7711. —R.R. 2, Box 386. Harrisburg (62946),
252-6447.
Tanner, Steven Oliver (Marsha), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400a Gregory Hall, 333-7382; 105 Gregory Hall, 333-2889. —126 Paddock Dr. E., C,
359-8113.
Tanz, Christine M„ M.A. Visiting Res. Asst. Prof, of Communications, Inst, of Communications
Res.; Visiting Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
632 Psychology, 333-1547. —Apt. 11, 106 E. John, C.
Tao, William Y., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
94e D.C.L., 333-4390. —URH-325 Daniels Hall, U
,
332-2233.
Tarkoy, Peter J. (Betty), M.Sc, Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
B-213 Civil Eng., 333-6990; B-236 Civil Eng., 333-6993. —1304 E. Main, U., 367-6847.
Tarr, James Larned (Bonnie C), A.A.S., Mgr. of Photographic Services, Campus Public
Information Ofc.
Arcade Bldg., 333-4672. —2008 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6535.
Tash, John James (Patricia M.), Building Service Foreman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —201 E. Stoughton, C, 352-9632.
Tate, Barbara E., B.S., Clerk-Typist III, Rehab.-Educ. Center.
124 Rehab.-Educ, 333-4605. —Apt. 14, 402 S. Race, U., 344-4697.
Tate, Forrest Milo (Pauline F.), Physical Sci. Staff Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
64 East Chem., 333-0865. —1207 W. Daniel, C, 352o092.
"Tate, Morris E. (Judy C), B.S., Civil Engr., Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —P.O. Box 401, C, 367-2162.
"tTate, Pauline Frances (Forrest M.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, State Geological Survey.
136 Natural Resources, 189-216, 344-1481. —1207 W. Daniel. C, 352-5092.
Tatman, Carolina, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 318, 767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, 663-4893. —1624 N. Claremont, Chicago. 276-0937.
Tatsuoka, Maurice Makoto (Kikumi K.), Ed.D., Prof, of Educational Psychology and of
Psychology.
220E Education, 333-2533. —2210 Vawter, U., 328-2044.
Taubold, Richard Dale, B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
Tave, Douglas, B.A., Asst. in Zoology.
426 Natural History, 333-4859. —59 E. Springfield, C, 356-0259.
Tavis, Richard L (Mary L.), M.Arch., Assoc. Prof, of Architecture; Assoc. Head of Dept.
119 Architecture, 333-1331. —2018 S. Cottage Grove, U., 344-1729.
Taylor, Aubrey Bryant (Leora K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology, Emeritus.
435 Burrill Hall, 333-1938. —108 W. Washington. U., 367-4132.
Taylor, Bernard Daniel (Shirley M.), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1908 Kenneth, R. R. 2, 367-5204.
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"Taylor, Bruce Junior (Lucille V.), Laborer-Electrician Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1206 N. Willis, C, 356-3273.
•Taylor, Charles Edwin (Lucile N.), Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
300 Talbot Lab., 333-2659. —3306 Lakeshore Dr., C, 356-3552.
*Taylor, Charles Richard (Valeria J.), Ed.M., Prof, and Dir. of Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ.
Ext.
331 Mumford Hall, 333-8375. —304 Evergreen Ct. West, U., 367-8829.
*Taylor, Charles Robert (Claireda S.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Agricultural Economics.
331 Mumford Hall, 333-2647. — 1710-B James Cherry Dr., U., 344-8026.
•Taylor, Clarence Noble (Estelle R.), Mail Supervisor, Dept. of Plant and Services.
74 Adm., 333-2029. —1207 Carver Dr., C, 356-4705.
•Taylor, C. McNeill (Sherry Sue), B.S., Accountant II, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
125 Adm., 333-2190. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4860.
•Taylor, Craig David (Rosa Lee), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
335 Burrill Hall, 333-0065. —Apt. 107, 817 Oakland, U., 367-8502.
•Taylor, Daniel Jennings (Donna B.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Classics.
4047 Foreign Lang., 333-7116. —716 W. Indiana, U., 367-2594.
•Taylor, Darlene Camille (John), Work Program Participant, Jersey County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 618-498-2913. —R.R.I Jerseyville (62052), 618-885-5081.
•Taylor, Edna Ruth (David C), Secy., Dept. of Dairy Science.
315 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3463. —101 E. Lincoln, Ogden (61859), 582-7806.
•Taylor, Edward Allan (Jean I.), M.A., Asst. in English.
206 English, 333-3879. —306 E. Green, C, 359-2255.
•Taylor, Gwen Alda (Norman W.), B.S., Work Program Participant, Vermilion County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
3803 N. Vermilion, Danville (61832), 217-442-8615. —R.R. 1, Catlin (61817), 427-5414.
•Taylor, Ivan Dean (Mildred), Automotive Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2712 Alton Dr., C, 352-6682.
•Taylor, James William (Anne R.), Ph.D., Correctional Programming Specialists, Dept. of
Architecture.
1102 W. Main, U., 333-0312. —806 W. John, C, 356-0138.
Taylor, Judy Ann, Clerk Typist II, McKinley Hospital.
115 McKinley Health Center, 333-9238. —1103 Austin Dr., U., 367-7102.
•Taylor, Lois Lee (Everett L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Knox County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Box 127, Post Office Bldg., 476 E. Main, Galesburg (61401), 342-4617. —Box 91, Laura
(61451), 446-9007.
•Taylor, Lula L. (Karl), B.S., Asst., Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —URH-529 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4767.
•Taylor, Madge (Warren), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —202 N. Sycamore, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9053.
•Taylor, Oscar (Dorothy), Computer Programmer II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
143 E.E. Bldg., 333-0705. —3203 W. William, C, 359-4273.
•Taylor, Paul L. (Nellie H.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
135 Vet. Med., 333-6141. —1605 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-2884.
Taylor, Peggy Jo, B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
354 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2469. —R.R. 1, U., 643-6205.
•Taylor, Peter L. (Lois), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.; Univ. Fellow in Physics.
262 C.S.L., 333-3516. —1408 S. Vine, U., 328-3476.
•Taylor, Roger Harry (Marilyn L.), B.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Physics.
457 Physics Bldg., 333-4225. —2811 W. William, C, 352-5923.
•Taylor, Ruby B. (Paul), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Computer Science. *
252 D.C.L., 333-3425. —503 E. Van Allen, Tuscola (61953), 253-3923.
•Taylor, Sharon A. (William R.), B.S., Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4630. —33 Forsythia Dr.. C. 359-0366.
Taylor, Susan, M.A., Asst. Prof, of English.
3070 Foreign Lang.
•Taylor, Sylvia (Billy W.), Secy., Woodford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
117 Center, Eureka (61530), 467-3222. —512 Maple Dr., Eureka (61530), 467-2295.
Taylor, Yvonne Regina B.A., Resident Dir. of Weston Hall.
URH-152 Weston Hall, 333-1909.
Teall, Judith, M.S., Res. Asst., Inst, of Communications Res.
637 Psych. Bldg., 333-1547. —URH-208 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4643.
*Teel. Don (Hope H.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser I in Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service.
95 N. Seminary, Galesburg, Knox County (61401), 342-5108. —R.R. 1. Galesburg (61401),
343-2691.
•Teeter?, Mary M. (Albert T.) Clerk-Typist III. Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
208 Adm., 333-3507. —206 E. Barker, Tuscola (61953), 253-2943.
Tekeli, Sahim, B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2523 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-8613. —303 E. White, C, 352-4210.
Tempel, Barbara Ann, Payroll Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Ofc.
100B Adm., 333-2182. —Tolono, 485-5110.
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*Tempel, Maurice C. (Mary Lou), Building Service Sub-foreman, Housing Div.
Fourth Street Residence Halls, 333-0869. —508 W. Bradley, C, 356-5030.
Tempel, Patricia Ann (Donald J.), Clerk-Typist II, University Press.
103 University Press, 333-0950. —Ivesdale (61851), 564-3135.
*Temperley, Nicholas Mark (Mary S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Music; Chmn. of Div. of Musicology.
4080 Music Bldg., 333-1612. —805 W. Indiana, U., 344-1451.
Temple, Ralph, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —6 Heritage Rd., C, 359-2205.
Ten Cate, Lucia Palade (Dale), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4139 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —Apt. 301, 2109 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-2267.
Tenczar, Paul John B.S., Res. Assoc, Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —503 W. Washington, U., 344-0032.
Tenenbaum, Mara, B.Mus., Asst. in Music.
Rm. 206, 708 S. Mathews, U. —1002 W. Nevada, U., 344-8078.
•Tennyson, Lola B. (Robert), Typing-Clerk II, Stenographic Bureau.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-1601. —1406 Rosewood Dr., C, 356-9349.
Teodor, Pompiliu, Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of History.
314 Gregory Hall, 333-3799. —1834 Valley Rd., C.
"tTerrell, Mary Alice (Grant W.), Secy., Athletic Association.
121 Assembly Hall, 333-2240, 333-2241. —309 S. Russell, C, 352-6316.
*Terry, David Ray (Joyce H.), M.S., Educ. Specialist, Bur. of Educational Research.
284 Education, 333-1450. —Apt. 101, 2105 Hazelwood Dr., U., 328-3964.
Terry, Lillie M. (John E.), Head Cook, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. —305 E. Church, C, 352-0861.
Terry, Philip C. (Jean), B.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3111 Civil Eng., 333-6957. —2038-B Hazelwood Ct., U., 367-5755.
"tTerstriep, Michael Lee (Carol A.), B.S., Assoc. Engr., State Water Survey.
243 Water Resources, 333-4959. —19 Lange Dr., Savoy (61874), 359-5602.
Terwilliger, Edith R. (John), M.A., Res. Asst., Instructional Resources Ofc.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —801 W. Healey, C, 356-0963.
Terwilliger, John Elmer (Edith), Ed.D., Dir. of Administrative Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth, C, 333-3554. —801 W. Healey, C, 356-0963.
Tervydis, Janet Elaine (Algis P.), Clerk-Typist II, Visual Aids Service.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1362. —Apt. 301, 2116 S. Orchard, U., 344-1530.
Teska, James Allen (Betty Jean), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
Rm. 224c, 403 E. Healey, C, 333-4891. —1713 Fairlawn, U., 328-1432.
Theesfeld, Mary E., Clerk-Steong. Ill, Insurance Ofc.
B3 Coble Hall, 333-3112. —106 W. Central, Buckley (60918), 394-2257.
Tessin, Jerry G. (Kathryn), B.S., B.M., Promotion-Publicity Specialist, K.C.P.A.
K.C.P.A., 333-6700. —Rural Route 2, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7110.
Testin, Robert A. (Mary), B.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
220d Talbot Lab. —Apt. 3, 107 S. Prairie, C, 359-8356.
Teuscher, Edna Ruth (Charles E.), Clerk-Typist III, Graduate College.
330 Adm., 333-0035. —R.R. 3, C, 586-2754.
Tewes, Shirley Ann (Aubrey V.), M.L.S., Librn. (with rank of Instr.), Small Homes
Council-Building Res. Council and Children's Res. Center.
Children's Res. Center, 333-6434. —206 Hessel Blvd., C, 359-1297.
Texley, Ronald Francis, M.A., Supervisor of Services for the Blind and Deaf, Div. of
Rehab.-Educ. Services.
123 Rehab.-Educ. Center. 333-4604, 333-4605. —Apt. 5, 502 W. Hill, C, 359-7906.
Thackeray, Kathryn, B.A., Secy., Ford County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Hunt, Melvin (60952), 388-7791. —R.R. 1, Gibson City (60936), 388-2875.
Thai, Nancy Lynn, M.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
327 D.K.H.. 333-3093. —Apt. 23, 1205-a E. Florida, U., 367-7034.
Thayer, Chester Arthur II, (Barbara J.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
314 Noyes Lab., 333-8382. —Apt. D., 1963 S. Orchard, U., 344-7339.
Thayer, Gary R. (Nina), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
205 Nuclear Eng. Lab.. 333-4213. —1507 N. McKinley, C, 359-9007.
Thayer, Nina N. (Gary R.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
64 Noyes Lab., 333-3959. —1507 N. McKinley, C, 359-9007.
Theiler, Richard F., B.A., Asst. in Biochemistry.
209 Noyes Lab. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5322.
Theilmann, (Mrs.) Esther, Chief Clerk, Accounting Div., Business Ofc, Retired.
1709 W. Clark, C, 352-9116.
Theobald, Sarah Ann, Typing Clerk II, Correspondence Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall, 333-1321. —2705 Arlene Dr., U., 367-2741.
Thiess, Paul Eric (Carolyn R.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
102 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-1598. —814 W. Church, C, 352-6924.
Thode, Carolyn, B.S., Digital Computer Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing
Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4812. —2204 E. University, U., 328-2871.
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'Tholen, Eloise Jones (W. Marvin). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Morgan County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
East Morton Rd.. R.R. 4. Jacksonville (62650), 243-2900. —R.R. 2. Winchester (62694),
742-3475.
"Thorn, Wilbur John (Elizabeth J.), B.S.. Auditor, Auditing Div.
B-6 Coble Hall. 333-0900. —1703 Princeton. C. 356-9667.
'Thomas, Charles Scott (Nena). M.S.. Assoc. Editor, University Press: Instr. in Journalism.
1207 W. Oregon. U.: 333-0957.; 2121 University Press. —405 W. Green. U., 365-2520.
Thomas, Deborah Marion, B.Sc. Asst. in Food Science.
458 Bevier Hall. 333-4589. —URH-294 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2489.
Thomas, Estella Christine, Nuclear Data Analyst I. Dept. of Physics.
451 Physics Bldg.. 333-4226. —1601 N. Kiler Dr.. C, 359-5499.
'Thomas, Evelyn Marie (Floyd B.). A.A.. Clerk-Stenog. III. Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
P.O. Box 4348. Chicago (60680). 996-2623. —7239 S. Princeton, Chicago (60621), 873-5902.
"Thomas, Floyd Eugene, Sr. (Bernita L.). Billiard and Bowling Alley Attendant, Illini Union.
Bowling Lanes. Illini Union. 333-2415. —701 W. Maple. C. 356-3609.
'Thomas, Gleason (Louise). Eng. Res. Asst.. Dept. of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
Railway Wheel Lab.. 333-3797. —Box 127, Pesotum (61863), 867-2290.
'Thomas, Hollie B. (Susan J.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
352 Education. 333-3275. —301 Pell Circle. U., 367-6409.
'Thomas, Jacqueline Harris (Frank R.). B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Macoupin
Countv. Cooperative Extension Service.
128 12 N. Broad. Carlinville (62626). 217-854-5116. —118 Lakeview. Dr.. Carlinville (62626).
217-854-6255.
'Thomas, James Gladwyn (Helen H.). A.B.. J.D.. Prof, of Law. Emeritus.
1108 Country Lane. C. 352-8815.
'tThomas, Joephus, Jr. (Beverly). Ph.D.. Chemist, State Geol. Survev.
221 Natural Resources. 189-220. 344-1481. —R.R. 1. Wood Glen. Mahomet (61853).
586-2444.
'Thomas, Kenneth L. (Betty S.). Pipefitter. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —401 W. Madison, Chrisman (61924). 269-2265.
'Thomas, Lyell Jay (Ethel M.). Ph.D.. D.Sc. Prof, of Zoology and of Pariasitology. Emeritus.
Vivarium. 333-3431. —1112 W. Park. C. 352-3620.
Thomas, Richard W., B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
305d Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —URH-611 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2335.
Thomas, Robert Earl, Ed.D.. Prof, of Music and of Ext. in Music.
Room 202. 608 S. Mathews. L\. 333-1580. —1311 Brighton Dr.. U.. 328-2831.
'Thomas, Ronald Jay (Carolyn D.). Space Administrator III. Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House. 333-1232. —701 Adams, Monticello (61856), 762-7119.
'Thomas, Stafford Hundley (Susan M.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Speech.
125 Lincoln Hall. 333-2683; 333-8912 —1907 Bellamy Dr.. C. 356-0235.
'Thomas, Susan Bahlke (Hollie). Ph.D.. Asst. Dir. of ERIC Clearinghouse on Early Childhood
Education: Asst. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
805 W. Pennsylvania. U\. 333-1386. —301 Pell Circle. U\. 367-6409.
'Thomas, Vivian Maxine, Clerk-Typist III. Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
301 S. Wright. C. 356-2547. —P.O. Box 2115, Station A. C. 367-6055.
'Thomas, William Edgar (Joy M.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Accountancy and of Business Administration.
294 Commerce (W). 333-4542. —901 S. Busey. L\. 344-1791.
Thomassen, Cora E., M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Library Science.
320 Library. 333-1666. —1825 Valley Rd.. C. 356-4287.
Thomasson, James W„ B.S.. Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg.. 333-2327. —URH-319 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2227.
'Thompson, David Edward (Ramona) M.S.. Asst. and Res. Asst. in Elec. Eng.
200 E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-0208. —1014 W. Church. C. 352-3419.
"Thompson, Donald R. (Norma L.). Cryogenic Technician II. Dept. of Physics.
171 and 175 Physics Bldg.. 333-1918. —1221 Joanne Lane. C. 356-2102.
'Thompson, Earl G., Jr. (Denise N.). M.A.. Inst.. Dept. of Spanish. Italian, and Portuguese.
4129 Foreign Lang.. 333-8055. —Apt. D. 2030 S. Orchard. U\. 367-0690.
'Thompson, Inez Ruth (Glenn). Maid. Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —Box 309. Sidney (61877). 688-2034.
Thompson, Jack W., Flight Line Attendant I, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport. Savoy. 333-3907. —Camargo (61919). 832-9012.
'Thompson, John (Jean S.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Geography: Head of Dept.
220A Davenport Hall. 333-1881. —1733 Westhaven Dr.. C. 356-1910.
'Thompson, John Lawrence (Lois J.). Furniture Repairman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1210 W. Tremont. L\. 367-3818.
'Thompson, Kent Lee (Lana G.) Bldg. Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —908 E. Fair Lawn Dr.. L\. 344-4569.
'tThompson, Marcus Luther (Velma H.). Ph.D.. Principal Res. Geologist. State Geological
Survev. On leave of absence.
11 Natural Resources. 189-202. 344-1481. —303 W. Vermont. U.. 367-4396.
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Thompson, Margaret M., Ph.D.. Prof, of Physical Education.
211 Freer Gym., 333-3877. —3 Wildwood Lane, Mahomet (61853), 586-2810.
•Thompson, Marshall Ray (Lelah M.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
Ill Talbot Lab., 333-3930. —2110 Lynwood. C. 352-7320.
Thompson, Ora Lee, Food Processor
, Housing Div. Central Food Stores,
Central Food Stores. 333-1454. —1144 N. First, C.
Thompson, Ozell, Kitchen Laborer, Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2160. —1214 N. Sixth, C. 359-1332.
Thompson, Patricia A., B.A., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3136 Foreign Lang. —Apt. 1C. 1109 Arbor, U., 344-4175.
•Thompson, Paula Miller (Tyler B.). B.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
606 Morrill Hall. 333-2038; 135 Burrill Hall. 333-1069. —Apt. D. 1961 S. Orchard. L\.
367-3884.
•Thompson, Robert Allen (Ruth A.) Garage Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. — 113 W. Florida, U., 344-5785.
Thompson, Robert R., B.S.. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
5093 Music Bldg.: 155 E.E. Bldg. —Rm. 425 904 W. Green. U., 384-1163.
•Thompson, Ruth Almedah (Robert), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —113 W. Florida. U.. 344-5785.
•Thompson, Tyler Bruce, (Paula M.), S.B., Asst. in Chemistry.
257 Adams Lab., 333-3694. —Apt. D. 1961 Orchard, U., 367-3884.
•Thompson, William Neil (Geraldine P.). Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management and Policy, Dept. of
Agr. Econ.
314 Mumford Hall, 333-1817. —1607 W. Green. C. 359-3277.
*Thor, Alfred Uhno (Esther K.), M.S., Asst. Prof, of Agronomy, Emeritus.
709 S. Urbana, U.. 367-2501.
ktThor, Esther Klotzsche (Alfred U.), M.S., Home Adviser. Champaign County, Coop. Ext. Serv.,
Retired.
709 S. Urbana. U.. 367-2501.
•Thornberry, Halbert Houston (Kathryn W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Virology. Dept. of Plant Pathology.
Emeritus.
1602 S. Hillcrest. U.. 367-3390.
Thornburgh, Helen Marian, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
301 E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-2310. —Mansfield (61854), 489-2321.
•Thornburn, Thomas Hampton (Mary D.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2230D Civil Eng., 333-2543. —1010 W. Hill. C, 352-4476.
tThornburn, Timothy N„ B.A., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
257 Water Resources, 333-7383. —506 West Park. C, 352-9081.
•Thome, Marlowe Driggs (Merle C), Ph.D., Prof, of Agronomy.
201 Turner Hall. 333-3420. —2205 S. Cottage Grove, U.
'tThornes, Henry Franklin (Margaret), B.S., Business Mgr., Athletic Association. Retired.
Apt. 64, 101 W. River Rd.. Tucson, Ariz. (85704).
•Thornton, Dorothy Eileen (Leonard M.), B.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
178 Altgeld Hall, 333-1220. —Apt. 101, 908 S. Locust. C. 359-0426.
Thornton, Ruth Meece, Accounting Clerk II, Dept. of Psychology.
318 Psych. Bldg. 333-0647. —1103 N. Highland, U., 367-4707.
•Thorpe, Thomas (Susan S.), B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
59 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 304. 2104 S. Orchard, L\. 344-5207.
Thowsen, Arild, Sivilingenior, Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
4-103 C.S.L., 333-3202. —URH-312 Daniels Hall. U., 332-2219.
•Thrasher, Pauline Elizabeth (Joseph). Maid, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union. 333-3747. —903 Kinch, U., 367-3137.
•Thrasher, William Albert (Carolyn D.). Physical Sci. Tech. Asst.. Coordinated Science Lab.
140 C.S.L., 333-1710. —2207 Lantern Hill Dr.. U., 328-1723.
•Thrift, Robert Lyle (Claire Ann), B.S.. Spectroscopist. School of Chemical Sciences.
148 East Chem.. 333-0327. —R.R. 3. U., 367-0192.
Throckmorton, Earl Dorren, Janitor. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
602 W. Dodson Dr.. U.. 367-7767.
•Thrush, Harry L. (Mary Lou), B.S., Supervisor of Public Functions, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-6417. —Apt. 119. 502 W. Main. U., 367-1397.
Thudium, Doris Esther, M.S.. Psychiatric Social Worker; Asst. Prof, of Health Science.
153 McKinley Health Center, 333-2816. —1108 S. Lincoln. U.. 344-5439.
•Thuilliez, Marianne (Mrs.), Secy., Franklin County. Cooperative Extension Service.
321 S. Main, Benton (62812), 439-3178. —805 S. Snider, Christopher (62822). 724-4734.
•Thurman, Barbara Jean (Elewis). Typing Clerk II, School of Chemical Sciences.
271 Adams Lab., 333-1792. — 1432-B Hobson Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 893-1772.
•Thurmon, John Carl (Sue). D.V.M.. M.S.. Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —2003 Cureton Dr.. U.. 367-3230.
•Tibbetts, Allen Francis (Marjorie A.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1708 Burnetta. C. 352-7750.
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Tibbetts, Arnold MacLean (Charlene N.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
255 English; 333-3181; 315 D.K.H., 333-6514. —1902 George Huff Dr., U., 367-2815.
•Tibbetts, Charlene (Arnold M), M.A., Instr., U.H.S.
1207 W. Stoughton, U., 333-4490. —1902 George Huff Dr., U., 367-2815.
Tibbs, Roberta Jane, Key Punch Operator I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1053 —16 Juniper Dr., C.
Tice, Annette M. (Lee D.), Clerk-Typist III, Agricultural Communications Ofc.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —Apt. 4, 301 S. First, C, 359-0591.
Ticer, Kay Marie (Charles), Work Program Asst., Jackson County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1002 Hanson, Murphysboro, 687-1727. —Gorham, 565-2196.
Tidaback, Donald Wayne (Charlotte), Cylinder Pressman, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-2576. —1116 Lanore Dr., U., 367-1597.
Tiebout, Barbara, B.A., Library Attendant, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library. —304 S. Sixth, C, 359-7553.
*Tiebout, Harry Morgan (Sharon S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy.^
208 Gregory Hall, 333-0271. —2014 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6420.
•Tiebout, Sharon Smith (Harry M.), B.F.A., Asst. in Art.
2014 Burlison, U., 344-6420.
Tiedemann, H. Frank B.A., Commercial Artist II, Illini Union.
125c Illini Union, 333-3068. —1104 Silver, U.
Tillman, Albert Carter, M.A., Asst. Prof, of English.
311 English, 333-1656. —1109 S. Orchard, U., 344-7644.
Tilton, Richard A., M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res. Lab.
104 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2374; 142 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1170. —802 Richard's Lane, C,
359-3496.
•Timmons, Benjamin Finley (Beulah G.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Sociology, Emeritus.
1514 Kitchen, Jonesboro, Arkansas (72401).
•tTinberg, Gilbert Leroy (Elisabeth E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey, Retired.
5719 N. Forty-first, Phoenix, Arizona (85019).
•Tincher, Fred Allison (Lillian D.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser, Whiteside County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 815-772-4075. —701 N. Base, Morrison (61270),
815-772-4784.
•Tindall, Michael H. (Elaine), B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333-6837. —Apt. R, 607 W. Elm, U., 367-3399.
Tindill, Janis Lee, B.S., Library Clerk II, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031. —407 E. Green, U., 344-0631.
*Ting, Lucia L. (Peter D.), B.S., Clerk II, Special Languages Dept., Library.
227 Library, 333-1501. —Apt. D, 2060 S. Orchard, U.
*Ting, Peter Di-hsian (Lucia Leh-Mao), Ph.D., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
249 D.C.L., 333-6755. —2060-D S. Orchard, U., 367-9584.
*Ting, Tsuan Wu (Eutrice L.), Ph.D., Auditor, Auditing Div.
377 Altgeld Hall, 333-0407. —2113 S. Burlison Dr., U., 344-0585.
Tingley, (Mrs.) Jane, Secy., Alumni Relations and Records.
227 Illini Union, 333-1476. —Box 291, Savoy (61874), 356-6418.
•Tingley, Marjorie Ellen (Edgar G.), Secy., Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ofc.
107 Coble Hall, 333-6678. —Sidney (61877), 688-2065.
•Tinkham, Robert A. (Wilma L.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Educ.
348 Education, 333-1298. —1406 Dawson, C, 356-0755.
•Tippett, Muriel Croy (Luke A.), Secy., Cumberland County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P.O. Box 218, Route 121 East/Toledo (62468), 217-849-3931. —R.R. 2, Box 1, Toledo (62468),
217-849-3163.
•Tippy, Imogene (Paul), Library Clerk III, Law Library.
104L Law, 333-2913. —1515 W. Park, C, 356-2188.
•Tippy, Paul Homer (Imogene B.), M.A., Dir. of Correspondence Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall, 333-1320. —1515 W. Park, C, 356-2188.
Tipsword, Joseph Lee, Park Attendant, Robert Allerton Park.
Robert Allerton Park, Monticello (61856), 333-3287. —R.R. 2, Monticello (61856), 762-9434.
•Tipsword, Nancy Marie (Thomas N.), B.S., Clerk II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc,
223 Adm., 333-3505. —Apt. 12, 106 E. John, C, 359-8981.
•Tipton, Dorothy llene (Joseph L.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-506 Turner Hall, 333-4376. —2303 Campbell Dr., C, 356-4682.
•Tipton, Elmer David (Kathleen M.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1210 Williamsburg Dr., C, 352-7226.
*Titus, John S. (Patricia), Ph.D., Prof, of Pomology, Dept. of Horticulture.
102 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1521. —805 W. Nevada, U., 367-0531.
•Tobias, Joseph (Agnes M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Technology, Dept. of Food Science.
103 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4441. —208 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-6521.
*Todd, Florence Alice (William D.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —9 Maplewood. U., 328-2266.
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Todd, Kenneth S., Jr., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vet. Parasitology, Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene
359 Vet. Med., 333-4689. —1003 E. Florida, U., 365-3209.
Todd, Michael A., M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306c Talbot Lab., 333-0638. —113-1/2 Glover, U., 328-1160.
•Todd, Pauline M. (Kenneth), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Art.
143 Fine Arts, 333-0855. —211 S. Douglas, Villa Grove (61956), 832-8714.
*Togersen, Thomas Stanley (Josephine G.), Electrician, Operation and maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —309 S. Garfield, C, 356-2106.
*Toland, Delbert C. (Ruth), Driver, Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
400 Lake Dr., Branson, Mo. (65616).
Toledo, Argelia B., Assistant II, Natural Science Lab., Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene.
31 Veterinary Medicine, 333-4855. —7 Willowbrook Ct., C, 352-4790.
*Tomlinson, Robert M. (Elinor), Ed.D., Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education;
347 Education, 333-0807; 51 E. Armory, C, 333-2757. —2008 Silver Court (West), U.,
367-7533.
*Tomlinson, William W. (Elizabeth), M.A., Flight Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, Savoy, 333-2127. —1505 Delmont Ct., U.
Tomsula, Kathryn C, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4019 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —URH-269 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2466.
Tondeur, Philippe Maurice (Claire L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
209 Coble Hall, 333-2698. —1903 Hemlock, C, 356-1588.
*Tong, Hua-Ching Tong, (Ta-Tung), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof, of Metallurgy
205a Met. and Min., 333-6483. —710 E. Shurks, U., 344-6850.
Tong, Hua-Sou, B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Dept. of Met. and Min. Eng.
205a Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-3117. —URH-635 Daniels Hall, U.
Tooley, Clarence (Evelyn), Farm Laborer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson )62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R. 2, Simpson (62985).
*Tooley, Fay VanNisle (Rosemary), Ph.D., Prof, of Glass Technology, Dept. of Ceramic
Engineering, Emeritus.
204 Ceramics, 333-1770. —P.O. Box 698, Silver St. Granville, Ohio (43023) 582-2631
Torbit, James A. (Freda L.), Garage Attendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2287.
Torelli, Catino (Concepcion), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2515 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-4162. —Apt. A, 1906 S. Orchard, U., 344-5780.
Tortora, John O. (Janet), B.A., Res. Asst. in Physics.
490 Physics Bldg., 333-4918. —307 W. Elm, U., 344-8991.
Toth, Edmund F. (Georgena M.), M.S., Prof, of Architecture, Emeritus.
149 Dennis Dr., Queens Lake, Williamsburg, Virginia (23185), 703-229-1799.
Totsch, James Paul (Janet R.), B.S., Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —815 N. McKinley, C, 359-0162.
Tovrog, Benjamin S., B.A., Asst. in Chemistry.
350D Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —1208 W. Clark, U., 328-1760.
Tousey, Walter C. (Marlene L.), M.A., Asst. Dir., Administrative Studies Ofc.
909 S. Sixth, C, 333-3551. —1201 N. Coler, U., 367-2662.
"tTowery, Neil G. (Genie M.), B.S., Res. Asst., State Water Survey.
269 Water Resources, 333-4963. —1007 S. Victor, C, 352-9603.
Towle, Ross A., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
14 D.C.L., 333-9310. —Apt. 302, 1206 W. Stoughton, U., 367-2027.
Towner, Harry H. (Linda M.), B.S., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —Apt. 12, 1211 W. Clark, U., 367-8735.
tTownley, Enid, M.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey, Emerita.
1506 S. Race, U., 367-2579.
Townsend, Douglas Wayne, (June M. G), B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
213 Coble Hall, 333-6327. —Apt. 234, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-8055.
Townsend, Marsheneal, Clerk-Typist I, Dept. of Political Science.
361 Lincoln Hall, 333-3881. —604 N. Ash, C, 356-2109.
*Townsend, Rosa Luella (Kendall F.), Secy., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
147 E.E. Bldg., 333-2810. —2103 Rainbow View, U., 367-2212.
•Townsend, Walter Lloyd (Janice), M.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Cooperative Extension
Service.
135 W. St. Louis, Box 192, Nashville (62263), 327-8881. —R.R. 3, Nashville (62263),
618-327-8615.
Tracy, Janet F., M.S., Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
351 Education, 333-9144. —1706 W. White, C, 359-3082.
•Tracy, John Stephen (Joan), B.S., Res. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
405 Mumford Hall, 333-2657. —2 Westwood Place, U., 344-7344.
•Tracy, Paul Hubert (Rosamond E.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Dairy Technology, Emeritus.
P.O. Box 253, Deland, Florida (32720), 904-734-2096.
•Tracy, Robert R., B.S., Area Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman, Coop. Ext. Serv.
95 N. Seminary, Galesburg (61401), 309-342-5108. —P.O. Box 211, Galesburg (61401),
309-342-6821.
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•Trafton, Walter Elton, Jr., (Barbara M.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
363 Noyes Lab., 333-3776. —407 E. Stoughton, C. 359-7266.
'Trahern, Joseph Baxter, Jr. (Marjorie E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
305 English, 333-0401: 100 English. 333-2391. —1720 Lincoln Rd.. C, 356-5192.
•Trahiotis, Constantine (Margaret), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Psychology.
77 Psych. Bldg., 333-9076. —703 S. Frank Dr., 359-8370.
•Trail, James H., Jr. (Jacqueline), P.E., M.S.C.E., Civil Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-4122. —908 W. Charles, C, 352-0157.
•tTranquilli, John A. (Ellen), M.S., Res. Asst., State N. H. Survey.
275 Natural Resources, 333-6890. —R.R. 3, C, 586-3767.
Trautmann, George Joseph, Draftsman. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0923. —910 Bellepark Dr., C.
'Travelstead, Charles E. (Jeanne), LL.B., Asst. Prof., Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —2112 Campbell Dr., C, 352-0493.
*Travers, Kenneth J. (Janny Q.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics Education.
377 Education, 333-0654. —2112 Gunn Dr., C, 352-8111.
Trayser, Charles V. (Sara S.), D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
359 Vet. Med. Bldg., 333-4689. —708 S. Foley, C, 352-4199.
Trebilcock, (Mrs.) Lorraine Davies, M.S., Prof, of Textiles and Clothing, Dept. of Home
Economics.
139 Bevier Hall, 333-1833. —508 Hessel Blvd., C, 352-3723.
*Trees, Lealan (Audrey), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1225 Oakwood, Danville (61832), 442-5329.
*Trefz,Richard Joseph (Linda M.), B.A., Asst. in Geology.
Rm. 12, 408 S. Goodwin, 333-3448. —Apt. 140, 2118 S. Orchard, U., 344-6467.
*Treichel, Curtis Wynn (Linda), Instr. in Aviation, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2127; 318 Engineering Hall, 333-6132. —Box 302, 203 S. Dunlap, Savoy (61874),
356-3546.
Treichler, Paula A., Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer, College of L.A.S.
66 Allen Hall, 333-7881; 204 English, 333-3447. —204 N. Lincoln, U., 344-2096.
Trekell, Marianna, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E.
155 Freer Gym., 333-0470. —2001 George Huff Dr., U., 328-3128.
*Trelease, Pauline Armstrong (Sidney B.), M.S.W., Asst. Prof, of Psychology, Emerita.
156 Children's Res. Center, 333-0040. —1118 W. Armory, C, 352-3094.
Tremaine, Harold Lohmann (Kathryn D.), Greenhouse Nurseryman, Dept. of Botany.
204 Botany Annex, 333-3828, 333-3058. —2206 Rodney Dr., C, 352-4664.
Tremblay, Doria (Claudette), Ph.D., Specialist in Business Administration. Graduate School of
Business, University of Tunis, Tunisia, under Overseas Projects.
Tremblay, Michael A., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330n E.E. Bldg., 333-4955. —Apt. 9-A, 408 E. Stoughton. C, 356-1451.
•Trent, Robert L. (Dorothy J.), M.S., Visiting Prof, of General Engineering and Bioengineering.
Rm. 4, Transportation, 333-0531. —901 S. Prospect, C, 356-8218.
*Treseler, Fred (Pauline), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1217 Julie Dr., C. 352-2384.
•Trewin, David William (Paulette L.), Mech. Const. Supt., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-3267. —1805 Cynthia Dr., C. 359-2293.
•Trexler, Richard C. (Bernice), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
446J Gregory Hall, 333-9894. —1015 Frank, C, 359-0187.
•Triandis, Harry C, (Pola), Ph.D., Professor of Psychology, Dept. of Psychology and Inst, of
Labor and Indus. Rel.
329 Psychology Bldg., 333-1894. —1 Lake Park Rd., C, 356-4350.
•Triandis, Pola Fotitch (Harry). M.A., Res. Asst.. Ext. in International Affairs, Div. of Univ. Ext.
103 Illini Hall, 333-1465. —1 Lake Park. C
•Tribbey, Manetta Waldron (Emery G.), B.A., Asst. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Knox
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 127, Post Office Bldg., 476 E. Main, Galesburg (61401), 342-4617. —1430 N. Broad,
Galesburg (61401), 342-1921.
Triche, Jacqueline D„ B.A.. Asst., Student Personnel Ofc.
130 Student Services. —Apt. 38, 800 S. Mattis, C, 359-1017.
•Trick, Timothy Noel (Dorothe L.). Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering; Res. Assoc.
Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.
322C E.E. Bldg., 333-3803; 4-119 C.S.L., 333-0943. —4 Bellamy Ct., C. 356-2793.
•Trigg, James (Alice E.), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985), 618-695-2607.
•Trigger, Kenneth James (Florence V.), M.S., Prof, of Mechanical Engineering.
222 M.E. Bldg., 333-0639. —705 W. Columbia, C, 352-2560.
•Trimble, Richard Thomas (Delphine). M.S., Instr. in Physical Education.
180 I.M.P.E., 333-1680; 99b I.M.P.E., 333-7504. —1416 Scottsdale Dr.. C. 359-1874.
Trimpe, Dale, M.A.. Asst. in Student Teaching.
236 Education. 333-1096. —Bement.
•Trinkle, Allan Edward (Mary F.), Dup. Mach. Operator II, Stenographic Bureau.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-1601. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7250.
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Tripathy, Deoki Nandan, (Vidya), Ph.D., Teaching Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
68 Vet. Med., 333-1937. —Apt. D., 1902 S. Orchard, U„ 344-0345.
Trivedi, Kishor S., M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
249 D.C.L., 333-6755. —Apt. 2, 201 N. Goodwin, U., 344-1971.
Trjitzinsky, Waldemar J. (Barbara G.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics, Emeritus.
7 Water, Mattapoisett, Massachusetts (02739), 267-758-4485.
Troehler, Virgil Edward (Carley F.), Chief Clerk, Space Utilization Ofc.
237 Davenport House, 333-1233. —2203 W. Kirby, C, 356-1719.
Trotier, Arnold Herman (Eva M.), A.M., Dir. of Tech. Depts., Library, and Prof, of Library
Administration, Emeritus.
2405 Hibiscus, Sarasota, Florida (33579), 955-9702.
•Trotter, Eugene Edmund (Gale), M.S., Asst. in Agricultural Education
364 Education Bldg., 333-3478. —Apt. 204, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 367-6977.
Trotter, Terrel C, Jr., M.S.T., Res. Asst. in Educational Administration.
110 Education, 333-2800. —Apt. 501, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-4375.
'tTrover, lleah (James E.), Meteorlogical Aide, State Water Survey.
62 Water Resources, 333-4968. —303 Church, Savoy (61874), 359-5571.
Trover, James Edward (lleah W.), Operative Crane Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —303 Church, Savoy (61874), 359-5571.
Truitt, Roxanne, Clerk-Typist III, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3590. —Apt. 4, 1404 Silver, U.,
Truitt, Sharon Gael (Jack F.), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
451 East Chem., 333-0655. —Ill W. Washington, U., 367-6120.
Trull, George Albert (Charmion S.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Morgan County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
East Morton Rd., R.R. 4, Jacksonville (62650), 243-2712. —1226 W. Chambers, Jacksonville
(62650), 243-2784.
Trulock, Carol Louise (W. Dale), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Ofc. for Capital Programs.
610 S. Sixth, C, 333-2440. —710 Balboa Dr., C, 356-9743.
Trulock, William Dale (Carol L.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Aviation and Chief of Maintenance
Training, Inst, of Aviation.
Academic Ofc, Airport, 333-3035. —710 Balboa Dr., C, 356-9743.
Trump, (Mrs.) Henrietta Clara, Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
257 Adm., 333-0978. —308 W. Columbia, C, 352-6982.
Trump, J. Lloyd (Martha M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Education and Head of Teacher Placement,
Emeritus.
5525 Potomac Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. (20016), 202-362-7640.
Trupin, Carol, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of Tehran,
Iran,, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower, 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
Tsai, Yuh-Hua, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2516 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-2299. — 1111 W. Main, U., 367-7267.
Tsao, Shou-mei Susan (Hung Ping), B.S., Clerk II, Admissions and Records.
408 Met. and Min., 333-0306. —Apt. 110, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-5535.
Tse, Bernard K., B.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
203 D.C.L., 333-0658. —Apt. 21, 1211 W. Clark, U., 344-6868.
Tseng, Min Nan, M.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3119 Civil Eng., 333-6959. —306 S. 5th, C, 359-3387.
Tsuneto, Toshihiko (Minako), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Physics.
390t Mat. Res. Lab., 333-7231. —1109 W. Clark, C, 356-1290.
Tsui, Elizabeth Y., B.S., Res. Asst. in Biochemistry.
399 Adams Lab., 333-6587. —URH-469 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2542.
Tsung, Yean-Kai, (Nancy Y. S.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
252 Davenport Hall, 333-0604. —Apt. 334, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-0817.
Tucker, Amy Kathleen (George W.), Clerk-Stenog. II, School of Chemical Sciences.
68 Noyes Lab., 333-6136. —Thomasboro (61878), 694-4773.
Tucker, Charles E., Jr. (Francine G.), Adm. Asst. to Assoc. Vice-President for Planning and
Allocation.
248 Illini Tower, 333-0404. —353 S. Washington, Paxton (60957), 379-3262.
Tucker, James C. (Frances E.), Stage Mgr., Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-2923. —2603 Sangamon Dr., C, 356-4272.
Tucker, Jamice Anita (James), Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —12 Fifth, Joliet (60433), 722-1416.
Tucker, Ledyard R. (Leona), Ph.D., Prof., Depts. of Psychology and Educational Psychology,
and Center forAdvanced Study.
429 Psych. Bldg., 333-3486. —1704 Golfview Dr., U.
Tucker, Paul T. (Carolyn), M.S.E.E., Asst. Spec. Computer-based Educ. Res. Lab.
2-137 C.S.L., 333-2095; 252 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6210. —R.R. 3, U., 328-1073.
Tucker, Robert Russel, B.S., Supervisor of Residential Custodial Operations, Housing Div.
7 Lincoln Ave. Residence, 333-4771. —539 Randolph, Mahonut (61853), 586-3794.
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Tucker, Sandra Lee, B.S.. Medical Technologist. McKinley Hospital.
McKinley Health Center. 333-2750. —Apt. B. 1107 E. Florida. U.. 328-1192.
Tucker, William Bryant, B.A.. Asst. in Chemistry.
305f Noyes Lab.. 333-1776. —606 W. Ohio. L\. 344-5812.
"Tuckey, Stewart Lawrence (Frances G.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Dairy Technology. Dept. of Food
Science. Emeritus.
101 Dairy Manufactures. 333-4441. —919 W. Charles. C. 352-9244.
"tTullier, Stephen A. (Jane). Clerk I. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First. C. 333-6907. —1002 S. Second. C. 328-3850.
Tummelson, Jay M„ M.S.. System Programmer I. Computing Services Ofc.
183 D.C.L.. 333-6262. —615 W. Union. C. 356-1006.
Tuncalp, Secil, M.B.A.. Res. Programmer. Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L.. 333-2170. —616 E. Daniel. C. 344-0195.
"Tunnicliff, Jan Christine (Gerald T.). B.A.. Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
3029 Foreign Lang. —56 Ivanhoe Dr.. R.R. 4. U.. 344-8490.
"Turcott, Laverne (Bettv L.). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1622 W. Park. C. 356-2654.
"Turett, J. Barry (Christine). M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
310 Coble Hall. 333-6218. —Apt. D. 2006 S. Orchard. L\. 344-8562.
Turfa, Alexander F., Ill, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
173 Noyes Lab.. 333-7193. —Apt. 233. 1107 W. Green. U.
"Turgeon, Alfred J. (Jean C). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Turf Management. Dept. of Horticulture.
202 Orn. Hon.. 333-2123. —2221 Brookshire. C. 359-8064.
Turigliatto, Lucille, B.S.. Staff Asst.. President's Ofc.
369 Adm.. 333-1562. —506 W. Healey. C. 359-3501.
Turkowski, David Stanley, M.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
304 Coble Hall. 333-6407. —509 S. Fourth. C.
"Turnbull, Robert James (Patricia B.). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
330F E.E. Bldg.. 333-4207; 405 Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-0890. —2505 S. Cottage Grove. L\.
367-7679.
"Turner, Betty Jean (John). C.P.S.. Adm. Secy.. Dept. of Mathematics.
273 Altgeld Hall. 333-3350. —2103 S. Burlison. U.. 367-1052.
Turner, Bonnie Darlene, Clerk-Stenog. III. Adm. Data Processing
54 Adm.. 333-3840. —1408 Briarcliff Dr.. U.. 367-2423.
"Turner, Fred Harold (Elizabeth W.), Ph.D.. University Dean of Students. Emeritus.
232 Davenport House. 333-1230. —507 W. Washington. U\. 344-2247.
"Turner, George E. (Kai). B.Arch.. Lecturer in Architecture.
306 Architecture. 333-0202. —2605 Carrelton Dr.. C. 356-5999.
"Turner, Helen D. (Carl C). M.S.. Prof, of Home Economics; Acting Head of Dept.
260 Bevier Hall. 333-3790. —105 Magnolia Dr.. Villa Grove (61956). 832-9281.
"Turner, Hubert, Jr. (Ethel M.). Refrigeration Mechanic. Operations & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —109 Turner Dr.. Mahomet (61853). 586-3684.
"Turner, Ian B. (Patricia E.). M.A.. Res. Asst., History Graduate College and Illinois Histroical
Survev.
la Library. 333-1777. —12 Roxbury Rd.. U.. 367-3471.
"Turner, John M. (Bettv J.). Animal Caretaker III. Small Animal Clinic.
Small Animal Clinic. 344-5030. —2103 Burlison Dr.. U.. 367-1052.
"Turner, John R. (Delores ML), Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —252 E. Pine. Paxton (60957). 379-3806.
"Turner, Mary Hopson (Ronald B.). B.S.. Ext. Adviser in Home Economics. Warren County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
1000 N. Main. Monmouth (61462). 309-734-5161. —R.R. 4. Monmouth (61462).
309-734-7375.
tTurner, Patricia, B.S.. Lab. Technician II. State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First. C. 333-6907. —110 W. Charles. C. 359-0837.
Turner, Stephen Gregory, B.S.. Asst. in Mathematics.
210f Arcade. 333-2043. —Apt. 7. 504 W. Elm. U.. 367-6067.
"Turok, Frank (Norma). M.S.. Supt. of Robert Allerton Park & 4-H Memorial Camp.
Robert Allerton Park. Monticello (61856). 333-3287. —804 S. Madison. Monticello (61856),
762-7345.
"Turquette, Atwell Rufus (Maxine H.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall. 333-0253. —914 W. Clark. C. 356-5149.
•Turquette, Maxine K. (Atwell R). B.A.. Editor (with rank of Assoc. Prof.). Small Homes Council
Building Res. Council. Emerita.
914 W. Clark. C. 356-5149.
"Turyn, Alexander (Felicia L.). Ph.D.Dr.Phil.h.c. Prof. Dept. of Classics and Center for
Advanced Study. Emeritus.
4072 Foreign Lang.. 333-1008. —801 S. Maple. U.. 367-3911.
Tuttle, George Philip, B.S.. Dir. of Admissions and Records. Emeritus.
3928 Trask. Erie. Pennsylvania. 814-866-7323. 814-866-7323.
"Turtle, Thomas Elmer (Lucille ML), Storekeeper III. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —209 W. Jefferson. Villa Grove (61956). 832-9139.
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Tuveson, Robert Williams, (Mary Ellen), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Botany.
233 Morrill Hall, 333-6137. —Apt. 158, 2112 W. White, C
•Twardock, A. Robert (Mary K.), Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Physiol, and Pharmacol., and of Physiology
and Biophysics.
239 Vet. Med.. 333-1109. —1513 Waverly Dr., C, 359-1588.
tTwichell, James E., B.A., Lab. Technician I, State Environmental Protection Agency Lab.
2125 S. First. C, 333-6907. —Apt. 302, 2303 S. First, C, 384-5855.
*Twohey, Francis Patrick (Arline M.), M.D., Asst. Prof, of Health Science.
283 McKinley Health Center, 333-2826. —1004 Harding Dr., U., 359-4548.
Tyburski, Lawrence J., B.A., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. -URH-256 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2209.
Tymchyshyn, Roman E. (Patricia), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Theatre.
4-102 K.C.P.A.. 333-4165. —303 Elmwood. C, 356-0261.
*Tyner, Edward Henry (Helen C), Ph.D., Prof, of Soils, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-512 Turner Hall. 333-4376. —1119 W. Church, C. 356-3380.
*Tzeng, Oliver Chun-shun (Diana Yu-Maan), Ph.D., Assistant Prof., Center for Comparative
Psycholingnistics.
632 Psych. Bldg.. 333-1547. —2081-A S. Orchard, U., 367-1672.
Tzeng, Diana Yu-Maan (Oliver), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
223 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629; Dairy Science Nutrition Field Lab.. 333-2296. —2802AA S.
Orchard. U., 367-1672.
Tzeng, Sin-Fu (Yen-Shin), M.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
455 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-2090. —Apt. B, 2069 S. Orchard, U., 344-7423.
u
*Uche, Chukwudum (Ije C), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology and of African Studies.
221 Lincoln Hall. 333-2094. —905 S. First, C, 359-7290.
"Uchendu, Victor C. (Caroline). Ph.D.. Dir. of African Studies Center; Prof, of Anthropology.
Rm. 101. 1208 W. California, U., 333-6335. —2401 Barberry Dr.. C. 359-5993.
Udovic, Daniel J„ M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330a E.E. Bldg.. 333-4342. —URH-130 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4633.
"Uebelhoer, Darrell G. (Judith A.), Main Desk Attendant, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 333-3030. —1 Pulaski St.. Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853), 586-2349.
*Uebelhoer, Judith Ann (Darrell G.), Typing-Clerk III, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Services Bldg., 333-2144. —Lot 1, Candlewood Estates, Mahomet (61853),
586-2349.
Uhl, J. Jerry, Jr., Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
225 Illini Hall, 333-1541. —Apt. 2, 409 W. Elm, U., 344-7555.
*Uhl, Kenneth P. (Eleanor), Ph.D., Professor of Business Administration; Head of Dept.
350 Commerce (W)., 333-4241, 333-4240. —3203 Valley Brook Dr., C, 359-6854.
*Uhlenbeck, Olke C. (Karen K.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Biochemistry and of Chemistry.
322 Adams Lab.. 333-3943. —603 W. Green. C, 359-6849.
Uhlir, Richard Fred, Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Special Education.
Rm. 204. 1005 W. Nevada, U., 333-0260. —103 S. Dunlap, Savoy (61874), 359-1959.
Ula, Taylan AM, B.S., Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2519 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-6178. —Apt. 305, 502 E. Healey, C, 359-8634.
*Uleck, Ronald B. (Joyce L.), Ph.D., Forester. Dept. of Forestry.
208s Mumford Hall. 333-9281. —Apt. B. 1109 Willard. U., 344-8595.
*Ullom, Stephen Virgil (Judith). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Mathematics.
218 Coble Hall, 333-2268. —2010 S. Vine. U., 344-1772.
•Ullrich, Charles R., Ill (Victoria A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
119 Talbot Lab., 333-6163. —2206 Rainbow View Dr.. U., 344-3588.
Umemoto, Minoru, M.S., Asst. in Metallurgy & Mining Engineering.
314B Met. and Min.. 333-4738.
Umpleby, Stuart Anspach, M.A., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
360a Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6500. —509 1/2 E. Green. C.
*Underwood, James Robert (Hazel C), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —301 E. Ethel, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2577.
•Underwood, Robert E., Jr. (Nancy), M.A., Assoc. Dir. for Administration. University Honors
Programs.
1205 W. Oregon, U., 333-0824. —1911 Winchester Dr., C, 352-7276.
NtUnfer, Beulah Marie (Louis), Photographic Technician, State Geological Survey, Retired.
308 W. John. C. 352-9895.
•Unger, Otto Eugene (Alice D.), M.B.A., Asst. Dir. of Housing for Residence Hall Food Service
Planning, Retired.
1614 W. Union, C, 356-5857.
*Unwin, Stephen James Forman (Susan), M.A., Asst. Prof, of Advertising.
320 Gregory Hall, 333-2587. —205 W. Delaware, U., 328-2494.
•Unzicker, John Duane (Carol Ann), Ph.D., Asst. Taxonomist, State N.H. Survey; Asst. Prof, of
Zoology.
93 Natural Resources. 333-6846, 333-6847. —R.R. 1, Homer (61849), 896-2378.
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"Unzicker, Virgil Dale (Betty I.), Herder, Dept. of Dairy Science.
South Lincoln Ave. Dairy Barns, 333-0472. —1500 S. Western, C, 356-8678.
*Updike, Leonora C. (James), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, Dept. of Microbiology.
353 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —106 N. Washington, Sidney (61877), 688-2271.
Uri, Noel D., M.A., Asst., Survey Res. Lab.
11 D.K.H., 333-6572. —604 W. Michigan, U.
*Uroff, Benjamin (Margaret), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of History.
446E Gregory Hall, 333-4144. —2001 S. Vine, U.
*Uroff, Margaret Dickie (Benjamin), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
317D English, 333-9495. —2001 S. Vine, U., 344-1880.
*Urton, Gary D. (Sinda), M.A., Asst., World Heritage Museum.
484 Lincoln Hall, 333-2360. —Apt. A, 2025 S. Orchard, U., 344-1436.
"tUsadel, Helen Chu (Morgan B.), Asst. Geologlic Draftsman, State Geol. Survey.
113 Nat'l. Resources, 189-270, 344-1481. —707 E. Michigan, U., 344-0867.
Usry, Edith M.A., Mus.B., F.A.G.O., Professor of Music, Emerita.
3825 John Lynde Rd., Des Moines, Iowa (50312), 255-2439.
•Utterback, Wayne (Cleone), Main Desk Supervisor, Illini Union.
174 Illini Union, 333-1263. —2205 Pond, U., 344-6475.
V
*Vaaler, Gloria Lommen (Jeff), B.S., Res. Asst. in Food Science.
574 Bevier Hall, 333-1931. —207 W. Green, Savoy, 356-6848.
*Vaaler, Jeff David (Gloria), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
223 Illini Hall, 333-1898 —207 W. Green, Savoy, 356-6848.
*Vabic, Robert Matthew (Rose A.), Asst. Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4824. —2 Weaver PL, U., 367-0298.
*Vaicius, Richard James (Dolores A.), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —6 Salem Rd., U., 367-1420.
Valentine, Ira Peyton, Jr., Dup. Mach. Operator II, Stenographic Bureau.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-1601. —Apt. 203, 404 Edgebrook, C, 359-1104.
""Valentine, Lenore Anita (Dean H.), Typing Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
312 Min. and Met., 333-0306. —White Heath (61884), 687-5720.
*Van, Tran Bao (Tran Thi Thu), B.S., Res. Asst. in Ceramic Engineering.
108 Ceramics. —Apt. 305, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-0310.
*Vana, Richard E. (Martha Sue), B.S., Asst. in P.E..
B-98 I.M.P.E., 333-7553. —Apt. 14, 1211 W. Clark, U., 344-1079.
"Van Arsdall, Roy Neuman (Mary), Ph.D., Agr. Economist, Econ. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.; Prof.
of Farm Management, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
306B Mumford Hall, 333-0578. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-2134.
*Van Arsdall, R. Thomas (Elizabeth), M.A., Asst. in Geography.
137c Davenport Hall. —903 Dogwood, C, 359-6548.
*Van Arsdell, Paul M. (Sophia), Ph.D., Professor of Finance, Emeritus.
209 W. Michigan, U., 367-6430.
*tVance, Ellis Eugene (Grace M.), Ed.M., Assoc. Dir. of Univ. Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —2112 Noel Dr., C, 352-5546.
Vance, Gary Miles, B.S., Asst. in Aero, and Astro. Eng.
103 Aero. Lab. B, 333-1123. —Apt. 7, 710 W. Church, C, 359-0640.
Vance, Larry Jay, Tech. Draftsman-Illustrator I, Dept. of Physics.
104 Physics Bldg., 333-3434. —White Heath (61884), 762-2345.
*Vance, Mary Arntzen (Alex G.), M.S., City Planning and Land. Arch. Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of
Library Administration.
203 Mumford Hall, 333-0424. —Stoddard Acres, Monticello (61856), 762-3831.
Van Cleave, Kathryn Louise, Typing Clerk II, Alumni Relations and Records.
227 Illini Union, 333-1476. —1009 S. Busey, U.
*Vandemark, Joseph S. (Elizabeth O.), Ph.D., Prof, of Horticulture.
208 Vegetable Crops, 333-1969. —402 Evergreen Ct., U., 328-2894.
*tVan Den Berg, Jacob (Florence), M.S., Asst. Geologist, State Geological Survey.
234 Natural Resources, 189-227, 344-1481. —1205 W. Eureka, C, 356-4975.
*Vandendries, Rene Isidor (Vera A.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Economics.
318 D.K.H., 333-2849. —208 W. Iowa, U., 367-5138.
*Vanderhoef, Larry Neil (Rosalie), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Botany.
255 Morrill Hall, 333-9609. —1217 W. Green, U., 359-0053.
Vanderkolk, Richard John, M.S., Res. Assoc, Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162, 333-3250. —203 Dunlap, Savoy (61874), 359-5513.
"Van der Laan, Kenneth L. (Carolin), Ph.D., Asst. Forester, Dept. of Forestry.
565b Morrill Hall, 333-0894; 200 Vivarium, 333-2235. —305 Bliss Dr., U., 367-4250.
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*Vander Meer, Philip R. (Mary Ann), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —532 Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-5795.
"Vander Mey, James E. (Barbara), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
199 D.C.L., 333-4865. —2404 Sharlyn Dr., U., 367-2990.
•Vanderploeg, William Stevens (Cheri), A.B., Asst. in Philosophy.
105 Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —416 Fairlawn, U., 367-3388.
*VanDeventer, Prentice L (Ethel B.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —109 S. Poplar, U., 367-4862.
•Van Deventer, Reba Delia (John F.), Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
177 Adm., 333-0302. —810 S. Fair, C, 352-8395.
•Vandiver, Harold Dale (Hertha B.), Storekeeper II, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —2510 Trafalgar Square, C, 356-4949.
*Vandiver, Hertha Bowman (Harold D.), Adm. Secy., Center for Asian Studies.
1208 W. California, U., 333-4850. —2510 Trafalgar Square, C, 356-4949.
Van Doren, Mark Roberts, A.B., Asst. in Mathematics.
326 Altgeld Hall, 333-2859. —URH-233 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2186.
Van Duyne, Frances Olivia, Ph.D., Prof, of Foods, Dept. of Home Econ.
461 Bevier Hall, 333-1325. —604 S. Gregory PI., U., 344-1664.
VAN Dyke, Anne Elizabeth, M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health
Service and McKinley Hospital.
269 McKinley Hospital, 333-2827. —9 Hagan Blvd., U., 367-7783.
'tVan Dyke, Lindell Howard (Julia), M.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey.
425A Natural Resources, 189-294, 189-247, 344-1481. —5 Stanford PI., C, 359-4186.
*Van Es, Johannes Cornelis (Bette), Ph.D., Asst. Professor of Agricultural Economics and of
Sociology.
301a Mumford Hall, 333-7425. —3309 Brentwood, C, 356-1646.
*Van Holland, Charles (June), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Physics, Retired.
419 E. Eighth, Gibson City (60936), 784-4153.
Van Hooser, Marjorie llene, Secy., Marshall-Putnam Counties, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 6, 300 Edward, Henry (61537), 309-364-2356. —Box 134, La Rose (61541),
309-399-8262.
Van Hoozen, Allen L, B.S., University Fellow; Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330c E.E. Bldg. —Apt. 24, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 367-4200.
*Vann, Linda D. (W. Tom), Supervisor of Work Program Participants, Rock Island County, Coop.
Ext. Serv.
1188 John Deere Rd., East Moline (61244), 755-2189. —1015 Fifteenth, Rock Island (61201),
786-1016.
*Van Nord, Joan Elaine (Wayne), M.S., University High School Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of Library
Administration.
202 U.H.S., 333-1589. —1206 Eastern Dr., U.
VanOsdol, Carole Jean, M.A., Counselor, Foreign Student Staff Affairs Ofc.
310 Student Services, 333-1303. —Apt. 71, 303 Country Fair Dr., C, 359-3619.
*Van Ostrand, Roy DeWitt (Jane E.), M.S., Area Ext. Adviser, Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
212 Prairie, Danville (61832), 446-7556.
Van Rosendale, John R., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
326 Altgeld Hall, 333-2859. —Apt. 33, 512 E. Clark, C, 359-8369.
*Van Tassell, William Fred (Jean K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Aero, and Astro. Eng.
14 Transportation, 333-1043. —703 W. Haines Blvd., C, 359-5269.
*Van Valkenburg, Mac Elwyn (Evelyn), Ph.D., Visiting Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
359 E.E. Bldg., 333-7054. —1206 Mayfair Rd., C, 352-7682.
VanValkenburg, Janet Kay, M.A., Asst. in Germanic Lang. & Lit.
3132 Foreign Lang., 333-7654. —URH-480 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2553.
Van Weringh, Janet, B.S., Library Clerk II, Serials Dept., Library.
220s Library, 333-3856. —Apt. 3, 203 S. Wright, C, 352-9745.
Varel, Vincent H., B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
455 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —Apt. 5, 109 E. John, C, 356-7615.
""Vargas, Rosa (Maurilio), Secy, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 318, 767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622), 312-996-4893. —1940 S. May, Chicago
(60608), 243-2564.
Varshney, Pramod Kumar, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
324 E.E. Bldg., 333-4347. —109 E. Healy, C, 352-2696.
Vargus, (Mrs.) lone D., Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261, 333-2259. —301 Bliss Dr., U., 328-2066.
*Varner, Donald G. (Joyce), B.S., Asst. in Elementary Education.
390 Education. —2802 W. Kirby, C, 359-8359.
•tVarner, Ted R. (Charlotte M.), Jr. Professional Scientist, State N. H. Survey.
182 Natural Resources, 333-6836. —8 Lange, Box 245, Savoy (61874), 359-5554.
*Vasak, Janet Trzcinski (John M.), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
129 Altgeld Hall, 333-0805. —Apt. 3, 512 W. Park, C, 359-0251.
*Vasak, John Michael (Janet T.), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
126 Altgeld Hall, 333-4654. —Apt. 3, 512 W. Park, C, 359-0251.
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"Vassos, Nicholas (Daisy), Materials Technologist, Coordinated Science Lab.
140 C.S.L., 333-1710. —R.R. 2, C, 352-0648.
"Vattano, Anthony J. (Irene), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-2261. —207 Pell Circle, U., 344-2053.
"Vaughan, Andrew D. (Maureen), B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
241 S. Dewey, U.
"Vaughan, Herbert Edward (Irene F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
1210 W. Springfield, U., 333-0150. —907 S. Vine, U., 367-2980.
*Vaughn, James B. (Faye), Carpenter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1002 W. Tremont, C, 356-4413.
Vaughn, Joyce Mae, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Computing Services Ofc.
179 D.C.L., 333-0969. —105 Sherman, St. Joseph (61873), 46^-7130.
""Vaughn, Sharon Angela (Philip), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Accountancy.
250 Commerce (W), 333-4525. —1913 Weaver Dr., U., 367-4930.
*Vaughn, Stanley Eugene (Ruby L.), Animal Caretaker, College of Vet. Med.
Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —207 S. Washington, Mansfield (61854), 489-4851.
•Vaughn, Wayne L. (Evelyn M.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —105 E. Sherman, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7130.
*Vawter, Marvin Lee (Mary Ann), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English.
315b English, 333-3949. —1112 Crescent Dr., C, 352-4904.
"Veach, Robert Ross (Laura S.), System Programmer I, Computing Services Ofc.
185 D.C.L., 333-7159. —204 Thompson, U., 328-2188.
Veale, (Mrs.) Eula Hallie, Locker Room Attendant, Dept. of P.E. for Women, Retired.
301 W. Elm, U., 367-2146.
*Vega, Sandra (Richard), B.A., Admissions/Records Officer I, Ofc. of Admissions & Records.
100 Admi., 333-0413. —1009 W. Harvard, C, 352-0400.
*Velan, Yves Charles (Luisa), Licence, Prof, of French.
2154 Foreign Lang. —1303 Mumford Dr., U., 367-9539.
*Velu, John Gladstone (Gertrude), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Dairy Science.
220 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2629. —1806 Carle Dr., U., 344-8210.
*VenHuizen, Mary Jane (John W.), Secy., Whiteside County, Cooperative Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 772-2016, 772-4075. —R.R. 2, Box 121, Morrison (61270),
772-3059.
Venkateswaran, Subramanian, M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
305 Coble Hall, 333-6406. —Apt. 3, 404 E. Healey, C, 356-4429.
Venn, Raymond E., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —URH-608 Oglesby Hall, C, 332-5210.
*Vera, Deborah Kay (Luis), B.A., Asst. in Spanish
4131 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —203 Paddock Dr. East, C, 352-7008.
"Verdeyen, Joseph T. (Kathryn), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Nuclear
Engineering.
104 Gaseous Electronics Lab., 333-2480. —2111 Roland Dr., C, 352-6149.
Vereecke, Melanie, B.A., Asst., Education & Social Science Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —Apt. 2, 111 E. Healey C. 359-1863.
*tVermette, James Edward (Dena J.), B.S., Executive Dir. of Alumni Association.
227 Illini Union, 333-1474. —1115 Foothill Blvd., C, 352-6750.
*Vermillion, Donald (Thelma F.), Accelerator Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
204 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —910 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-6949.
*Vermillion, Joe Bernard (Mary G.), Sheet Metal Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Box 141, Philo (61864), 684-2729.
*Vernon, Edwin Wills (Ruth H.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Agricultural Communications.
62 Mumford Hall, 333-7117. —2310 Donnybrook Dr., C, 359-1358.
Vernon, Gregory Allan, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
290G Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1532. —606 W. Ohio, U., 344-5812.
*Verrier, Barbara Flack B.A., Res. Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
513 Burrill Hall, 333-0171. —1411 W. White, C, 356-8884.
"Versema, Connie L., Clerk-Stenog. II, School of Music.
Music Bldg., 333-2620. —411 W. Green, C, (61820), 359-8891.
*Vescelius, Gary S. (Patricia L.), M.A., Visiting Lecturer in Anthropology.
386c Davenport Hall, 333-8381. —Apt. 1118, Champaign Hilton, C, 344-0583.
"Vesely, Judith Lynn (Vincent V.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
Bank Bldg., Box 1, Elizabeth (61028), 858-2273. —R. R., Hanover (61041), 591-3480.
Veverka, Joyce Ann, B.S., Asst. in P.E.
B-95 I.M.P.E. Bldg. —Apt. 5, 407 W. White, C, 352-2635.
"Vicari, Margaret (Stephen), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
317 S. 11th, Springfield (62703), 525-7171. —2147 Renfro, Springfield (62703), 522-7743.
Vidas, Louise W. A.M., Asst. in English.
213 English, 333-6388. —201 S. Hartle, U., 367-0934.
*Viens, Claude Paul (Eleanor H.), Ph.D., Prof, of French, Emeritus.
Audubon Colony, Cedar Mountain, N.C. (28718).
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•Vigneulle, Roy M. (Margaret L.), B. S., Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
40 Burrill Hall, 333-4687. —1407 N. Market, C, 359-9425.
*Viles, Wendell Gene (Wanda J.), Routeman, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
Central Receiving Bldg., 333-1653. —509 N. Seventh, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2603.
Villacorta, Aurora S., M.S., Instr. in P.E.
B61 IMPE Bldg., 333-7479. —624 1/2 S. Fifth, C, 359-7817.
•Villalobos, Linda Kathryn spn(Raul A.), B.A., Typing Clerk III, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs
Ofc.
100b Adm., 333-2180. —Apt. 220, 502 W. Main, U., 344-2036.
*Vincent, Audrey M. (Lyle E.), Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth, Coop. Ext. Serv.
710 Maple, Rushville (62681):. 322-6233. —R.R. 1, Camden (62319), 322-3971.
•Violas, Paul Constantine (Patricia A.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof of History of Education.
369 Education, 333-6415. —210 W. Vermont, U., 367-1550.
"tVisocky, Adrian P. (Josie M.), M.S., Assoc. Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
241 Water Resources, 333-4960. —1412 Dobbins Dr., C, 359-3182.
"Viswanadham, Ramamurthy K. (Subhadra M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Mining & Metallurgical
Engineering.
209 Met. and Min., 333-2229. —Apt. 104, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 367-2689.
*Vizek, Marilyn Georgia (Jerome J.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
2 Psychology Bldg., 333-6478. —2502 Sangamon Dr., C, 359-3670.
Vliet James Henry, Storekeeper III, School of Chemical Sciences.
29A Adams Lab., 333-3257. —1104 W. Clark, U., 365-1116.
Voegtle, Michael Thomas, B.S., Accountant I, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3583. —810 W. Church, C, 356-4396.
*Vogel, Elva E. (Ramon), Clerk-Typist III, College of P.E.
119 I.M.P.E. 333-3806. —515 S. Lynn, C, 356-8293.
*Vogel, Ramon Franklin (Elva E.), M.S., Dir. of Equal Employment Opportunity for Construction
OFc.
267 Illini Tower, 333-7927. —515 S. Lynn, C, 356-8293.
Vogen, Thelma Fountain Supervisor, Housing Div.
Snack Bar, Illinois Street Residence Hall, 333-4635. —706 S. Broadway, U., 367-5611.
*Vogt, Richard Lee (Sarah Jane) M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
309 Coble Hall, 333-6219. —Apt. B, 1808 Orchard PI., U., 344-3207.
*Vogt, Robert L. (Marilynn K.), M.S., Maj., Asst. Prof, of Naval Science.
236b Armory, 333-1062. —2311 Tamarack Dr., C, 356-4728.
*Vokac, Lucy Marianne Vasile (Thomas J.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Veterinary Medicine.
355 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —3206 Ridgewood Dr., C, 359-9133.
"Volden, Mary K. (Orr E.), Secy., Dept. of Ceramic Eng.
204 Ceramics, 333-1770. —604 S. Gray Dr., Gibson City (60936), 784-5717.
*Volk, Helen Christine (Lorin P.), A.B., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Lake County,
Cooperative Extension Service, Retired.
Route 45, P.O. Box 306, Fairgrounds, Grayslake (60030), 312-223-4844. —518 Burdick,
Libertyville (60048), 312-362-2413.
*VON Fischer, William (Cordelia), Ph.D., Asst. Project Dir., Environmental Metals Project,
Environmental Studies Program.
202a Environmental Res. Lab., 333-7269. —Apt. 33, 1203a E. Florida, U., 344-5104.
Von Neumann, Alice Wyers (Mrs.), M.S.W., Specialist in Social Work. Children's Res. Center.
101 Children's Res. Center, 333-4123. —1215 W. William, C, 352-2140.
*VON Neumann, Robert A. (Mary W.), M.S., Prof, of Art.
103 Woodshop, 333-2569. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph, 469-7515.
*von Behren, Rose Eileen (Walter F.), Accounting Clerk II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1764. —606 N. Willis, C, 352-7548.
*Von Foerster, Heinz (Mai), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering and of Biophysics.
216 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2654. —4 Flora Ct., C, 356-5147.
Vorhaus, James L., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
247 Physics Bldg., 333-1065. —URH-214 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2169.
'tVoskuil, Walter Henry (Mary G.), Ph.D., Principal Mineral Economist, State Geological Survey,
Emeritus.
2173 Vale,. Reno, Nevada (89502), 323-5961.
Voss, (Mrs.) Clara Mae, Food Purchaser, Dept. of Home Econ., Retired.
Apt. 701, 825 W. Jefferson, Springfield (62702), 522-3090.
ktVoss, Earl E. (Barbara), B.S., State Soil Scientist, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3785. —2007 Winchester Dr., C, 352-3089.
*Voss, Edward William, Jr. (Vera), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Microbiology.
217 Burrill Hall. 333-0299. —2105 Noel Dr., C. 356-2048.
Vozenilek, Alice Work Program Participant, Whiteside County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61270), 626-3658. —1302 Prophetstown Rd., Rock Falls (61071),
626-1445.
Vyborny, Carl Joseph, B.S., University Fellow in Physics.
243 Physics Bldg., 333-2327. —URH-605 Daniels Hall, U.. 332-2329.
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*Waag, C. Michael (Karin), B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4142 Foreign Lang.. 333-8055. —508 W. Elm, U\, 367-9785.
Wachowicz, John M., Jr., C.P.A.. Res. Asst., College of Commerce and Bus. Adm.
214 D.K.H.. 333-2740. —Apt. 41, 800 S. Mattis, C, 356-0225.
*Wachs, Elisabth M. (Thoedore R.), Sekundarlehrpatent. Asst. in Education.
214 U.H.S.. 333-8203. —Apt. 2. 506 W. Stoughton. L\. 344-8320.
*Wachsman, Joseph T. (Nicole), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Microbiology.
241 Burrill Hall. 333-2067. —1111 W. Springfield, C, 356-5217.
Wachtel, Larry Lynn, M.S., Asst. Ext. Adviser, Youth, Jefferson County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
814 1/2 Harrison. Mt. Vernon (62864), 618-242-0780. —Lot 26, 1301 Park. Mt. Vernon
(62864), 618-244-0678.
'Wachter, Marcia J. (Thomas A.). Secy, School of Chemical Sciences.
164 East Chem.. 333-0675. —2004 W. William, C, 356-4228.
*Wack, Don Allen (Sharon), B.S.. Asst. Dir. of Space Utilization Ofc.
243 Davenport House, 333-1232. —804 S. Van Buren, Monticello, 762-7027.
*Wade, Ann (Michael). Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Graduate College.
333-4861. —706 S. Walnut, U., 344-3724.
*Wade, Dean M. (Diana). M. Mus., Asst., University Bands.
140 Band. 333-3025. —2005 Sangamon Dr.. C, 356-9363.
*Wade, Donald Lee (Edith), Animal Caretaker, College of Vet. Med.
207 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2349. —51 E. Healey, C, 352-2241.
*Wade, Her Beatrice (Arthur), Work Program Participant, Pulaski-Alexander Counties,
Cooperative Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964). 618-745-6310. —R.R. 1, Box 16, Tamms (62988), 747-2492.
*Wade, Kenneth Andrew, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —1401 E. Green. U\, 367-0658.
*Wade, Margarette (George. Jr.). Work Program Participant, Madison County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
422 Madison. Madison (62060): 618-656-4862.; Box 68. 900 Hillsboro. Edwardsville (62025),
—32 Grenzer, Madison (62060). 618-877-5848.
*Wade, Michael G. (Ann), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Professor of Recreation.
93 Children's Res. Center, 333-6434. —706 S. Walnut, U., 344-3724.
•Waggoner, James Wilton, Jr. (Sue Z. S.), M.S.. Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
102 Stock Pavilion. 333-1786: 110 Stock Pavilion. 333-1780. —P.O. Box 2815, Station A, C.
367-4638.
•Waggoner, Sue Z. (James W., Jr.), B.S., Clerk-Stenog. II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1420. —Apt. B, 1826 Orchard Place, U., 367-4638.
•Wagman, Morton (Marian V.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Psychology; Clinical and Counseling Psychologist,
Psych, and Counseling Center.
242 Student Services. 333-3717. —801 W. Indiana, U., 344-4116., 344-4116.
•Wagner, Bernard R. (Joyce M.). Ph.D.. Consultant (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Dept. of
Psvchology.
315 Psych. Bldg., 333-0632. —635 Crestline Dr.. Decatur (62526), 877-0422.
•Wagner, Betty Elaine (Everett), Clerk III, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
279 Adm., 333-0783. —Box 734, Tolono (61880). 485-5335.
Wagner, Frank Silas, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
357 Noyes Lab.. 333-6266. —606 S. Locust, C, 352-5309.
•Wagner, Gene Leslie (Marilyn J.). Mail Messenger. Dept. of Plant and Services.
74 Adm., 333-2029. —2509 Maplewood Dr., C. 356-3444.
Wagner, Gerald C, M.S., Instructor in Finance.
113 Commerce (W), 333-4509. —618 W. Hill, C. 359-1276.
•Wagner, Howard Fred (Dorothy M.), Plumber. Dept. of Plant and Services. Retired.
Horseshoe Bend. Arkansas (72536), 322-8479.
•Wagner, Jane Heaton (Ted), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Speech.
244 Lincoln Hall. 333-2683. —Apt. 1, 1404 N. McKinley, C, 359-7326.
tWagner, Lucy E. Clerk-Stenog. II. State Geological Survey.
215 Natural Resources, 189-275, 344-1481. —Apt. 12, 607 W. Healey, C, 359-0943.
Wagner, Mary Ann, M.A. Admissions /Records Officer I. College of L.A.S.
270 Lincoln Hall. 333-1741. —Apt. 1. 607 W. Springfield. C, 354-5933.
•Wagner, Martin (Nelle N.), M.A., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations.
227 L.I.R. Bldg.. 333-2383. —1506 S. Orchard, L\. 344-6482.
>
•Wagner, Melvin M. (Caroline C), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics. Assoc. Prof, of
Agricultural Economics.
435 Mumford Hall, 333-1825. —405 Dodson Dr. West, U., 367-0770.
•Wagner, Nelle Nordstrom (Martin). B.A., Res. Assoc, Bur. of Econ. and Bus. Res.
403 D.K.H., 333-2239. —1506 S. Orchard. U., 344-6482.
Wagner, Robert G., B.S.. Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —1110 S. Second, C, 367-7906.
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*Wahlfeldt, Fred William (Irene K.), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker.
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —R.R. 2, Fithian. 359-3010.
Waggoner, (Mrs.) Catherine Marie, Secy., Benton Area Ofc. Cooperative Extension Service
321 1/2 S. Main, Benton (62812), 439-4371. —1201 E. Main, Benton (62812), 438-5411.
Wagstaff, Samuel S., Jr., Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
377 Atgeld Hall, 333-0407. —Apt. 16, 205 E. Green, C.
*Waicukauski, John A. (Shou Ming), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
314 Noyes Lab. —Apt. 18, 203 Country Fair Dr., C.
Waindle, Louise Marie, B.S., Asst. in Biochemistry.
323 East Chem., 333-7098. —Apt. 13, 1201 W. Oregon, U., 333-1714.
•Wainscott, John M. (Mildred), Sound Technician, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
Bayles Lake, Loda (60948), 386-2130.
Wainwright, Thomas Robert, B.S., Program Adm. Asst., Animal Care Lab.
241 Vet. Med., 333-2564. — 1105A E. Harding Dr., U., 367-1576.
Wait, Debbie K., Key Punch Operator II, School of Chemical Science.
126 Noyes Lab., 333-3858. —Pierson Station (61947), 578-2298.
Wait, Jay Jenner, B.S., Asst. in Agricultural Engineering.
330 Agr. Eng. Bldg., 333-4216. —Apt. 302, 404 E. Green, U., 344-4840.
Wakat, Diane Kay, M.S., Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
17A Burrill Hall, 333-0738. —606 W. Elm, U., 328-1068.
Wakefield, Arlene Ann, Secy., Dept. of Horticulture.
124 Mumford Hall, 333-0351. —917 W. Washington, C, 359-4821.
*Wakefield, Nelson Dowell (Juanita P.), Ph.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Accountancy, Emeritus
South Race Street Rd., U., 344-6452.
*Wakeland, Howard Leslie (Betty L.), M.S., Assoc. Dean of College of Engineering; Prof, of
Agricultural Engineering.
101 Engineering Hall, 333-2282. —2213 Combes, U., 367-8606.
•Wakey, Gordon Elliott (Patricia D.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Rock Island
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
1188 John Deere Rd., R.R. 2, East Moline 309-755-2126. —532 E. Prospect, Geneseo (61254),
309-944-2058.
Walas, Joseph Thomas, B.S., Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg., 333-4505. —URH-509 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2301.
*Waldbauer, Gilbert Peter (Stephanie), Ph.D., Prof, of Entomology and of Agricultural
Entomology.
420B Morrill Hall, 333-1265. —1806 Maynard Dr., C, 359-3124.
*Waldbillig, Richard Gould (Shirley J.), Data Processing Analyst III, Campus Administrative
Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-6286. —1914 Winchester Dr., C, 356-5128.
*Walden, Margaret Ellen (James B.), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
152 M.E. Bldg.. 333-2027. —912 S. Vine, U., 367-4771.
*Waldron, Ruby Belle (Ralph H.), Food Administrator II, Housing Div.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2160. —1008 N. Division, U., 367-7090.
•Waldrop, Ralph Joseph (Judith L.), Fireman, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2606 Rolling Acres Dr., C, 356-5285.
Walfield, Alan M., B.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
302 Burrill Hall, 333-3750. —404 E. Green, U., 367-6263.
*Walgrave, Carmen Rojean (Richard L.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 E. Knox, Morrison (61275), 815-772-2016. —R. R. 1, Port Byron (61275), 309-523-5013.
Walker, Clareta, M.S., Asst. Prof, of Family Life Extension, Dept. of Home Econ.
563 Bevier Hall, 333-3196. —612 W. Iowa, U., 344-6276.
•Walker, Decker F. (Joanne), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Elementary Education.
307 Education, 333-1668. —1101 E. Washington, U., 328-1579.
•Walker, Don (Kathryn M.), Building Operating Engr., Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —112 W. Vine, Villa Grove (61956), 832-4942.
•Walker, Donald L., Jr. (Ruth), M.L.A., Assoc. Prof, of Landscape Architecture.
Rm. 107, 1203 W. Nevada, U., 333-0179; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —307 W. Washington,
U., 328-1530.
•Walker, Doris IMadine (James W.), Work Program Participant, Will County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —361 S. Des Plaines, Joliet (60436),
815-723-2247.
"tWalker, George Orell (Louise), M.S., Soil Scientist, Soil Conversation Service, U.S.D.A.
200 W. Church, C, 356-3787. —908 S. Foley, C, 356-5793.
Walker, Graham Charles (Janet E.), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
475 East Chem., 333-3509. —Apt. 6, 1011 S. Locust C, 352-2713.
•Walker, Harold L. (Dorthy J.), Elevator Mechanic, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P Service Bldg. —1208 North Willis, C, 352-3357.
•Walker, Janet Haliburton (Graham C), A.M., Asst. in Psychology.
437 Psych.; 333-4125.; 133 Children's Res. Center Bldg., —Apt. 6, 1011 S. Locust, C,
352-2713.
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•Walker, Jerry Lee (Shirley), Ed.D., Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
380 Education, 333-3675. —1805 Winchester, C, 352-7428.
•Walker, John Adams (Norma J.), M.S., Education and Social Science Librn.; Assoc. Prof, of
Library Administration, Library.
100 Library, 333-2408. —604 S. Busey, U., 344-4434.
*Walker, John Davies (Sharon), B.S., Asst. in Weed Science, Dept. of Agronomy.
230 Davenport Hall. —2203-303 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-5753.
*Walker, John Scott (Mary Bea), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
122 Talbot Lab., 333-3294. —703 Harding Dr., U., 328-2642.
*Walker, Joseph A. (Marcia), A.A.S., Veterans Service Officer, Student Personnel Ofc.
147 Student Services, 333-0058. —Wilson Trailer Park, Lot 1, U., 367-8184.
•Walker, Joseph Woodrow (Eula M.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1206 Joanne Lane, C, 356-4573.
•Walker, Mary Beatrice (John S.), Ph.D., Admissions /Records Officer I, Urbana Council on
Teacher Education.
120 Education, 333-2800. —703 Harding, U., 328-2642.
•Walker, Norma (John A.), M.A., Asst. in English.
225 English, 333-2976. —604 S. Busey, U., 344-4434.
•Walker, Petrea Inez (Arthur M.), Accounting Clerk II, Housing Div.
Central Food Stores, 33-1410. —107 Ennis Lane, U., 367-5538.
•Walker, Robert D. (Helen J.), Ed.M., Assoc. Prof, and Specialist, Natural Resources, Cooperative
Extension Service.
213 Mumford Hall, 333-2665. —608 W. Illinois, U., 328-1614.
•Walker, Robert L. (Marie H.), Space Administrator III, Space Utilization Ofc.
237 Davenport House, 333-1233. —1010 N. Randolph, C, 356-8897.
•Walker, Robert William (Thelma B.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Vocational and Technical
Education.
356 Education, 333-3165. —606 W. Stoughton, U., 328-1153.
•Walker, Stephen P. (Kristine), Audio-Visual Aids Technican I, Police Training Inst., Div. of
Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337; 103 Armory, 333-9571. —307 E. Elm, Villa Grove (61956), 832-9116.
•Walker, Thomas Jay (Martha A.), B.A., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Hancock County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
550 N. Madison, Carthage (62321), 357-2150. —229 First, Carthage (62321), 357-2555.
•Walker, Veronica Ziska, B.S., Library Clerk III, Circulation Dept., Library.
203 Library, 333-0313.
•Walker, William Hamilton (Shirley A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3129C Civil Eng., 333-6948. —2402 Melrose Dr., C, 359-2945.
•tWalker, William Harry (Marion C), B.S., Hydrologist, State Water Survey.
240 Water Resources, 333-0236. —2006 S. Anderson, U., 367-7290.
•Walker, William Morgan (Betty W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Biometry and Data Processing,
Dept. of Agronomy.
W-501 Turner Hall, 333-0158. —203 S. McKinley, C, 356-1430.
Wall, Alice Theresa, M.A., Adm. Secy., College of F.A.A., Retired.
606 1/2 E. Colorado, U., 367-6753.
•Wall, Barbara J. (Richard F., Jr.), Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —Box 157, Sidney (61877), 688-2423.
•Wallace, Dolores B. (James B.), M.F.A., M.S., Asst. Architecture Librn.; Instr. in Library
Administration.
202 Architecture, 333-0224. —R.R. 2, U., 367-6276.
•Wallace, Doris-Gene (John), Work Program Participant, Jersey County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
405 S. State, Jerseyville (62052), 618-498-2913. —418 Hollow, Jerseyville (62052),
618-498-4674.
•Wallace, James Barton (Delores B.), M.F.A., Assoc. Prof, of Art.
125 Fine Arts, 333-0872. —R. R. 2, U., 367-6276.
•Wallace, James D. (Sally F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy; Chairman of Dept.
105a Gregory Hall, 333-2889. —14 Montclair Rd., U., 344-3760.
•Wallace, Jerry Lee (Jo Ann), Laborer, Airport Plant and Services, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3204. —407 E. Main, Homer (61849), 896-2193.
•Wallace, John Raymond (Maureen L.), B.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
55 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. A, 1952 S. Orchard, U. 344-0275.
•Wallace, Karl Richards (Dorothy P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech, Emeritus.
16 Tyler PL, Amherst, Massachusetts (01002).
Wallace, Robin D., Clerk-Stenog. II, College of Physical Education.
107 Huff Gym., 333-2129. —Apt. 308, 57 E. Healey, C, 352-4650.
•Wallach, Barbara Price (Luitpold), M.A., University Fellow in Classics.
4046 Foreign Lang., 333-7149. —708 S. Urbana, U., 344-6622.
•Wallach, Luitpold (Barbara P.), Ph.D., D.Phil., Prof, of Classics.
4046 Foreign Lang., 333-7149. —708 S. Urbana, U., 344-6622.
•Wallat, Richard John, (Kathleen), M.S., Res. Asst., Dept. of Physics, Dept. of Geology, and
Mat. Res. Lab.
120 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4531. —204 W. Green, U., 367-1217.
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*Walle, Dennis F. (Patricia), M.A., Res. Asst., Graduate College and Illinois Historical Survey.
la Library, 333-1777. —Apt. 203, 2203 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-4159.
Walle, Joyce Ann, Secy., College of Vet. Med.
137 Vet. Med., 333-1192. —1011 S. Locust, C, 356-4310.
Wallen, Brian L, B.S., Asst. Dir. for Systems Development, Ofc. of Admissions and Records.
176 Adm., 333-0098.
*Waller, Clifford Elwood (Linda V.), Storekeeper III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1913 David Dr., C, 352-4584.
•Waller, Gilbert Raymond (Clarice H.), M.Mus., Prof, of Music and of Ext. in Music, Emeritus.
Theory Annex, 333-1580. —Apt. 204, 910 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 356-3828.
•Waller, Robert A. (Joan), Ph.D., Assoc. Dean of College of L.A.S.; Assoc. Prof, of History.
294 Lincoln Hall, 333-1747; 419C Gregory Hall, 333-1245. —301 W. Pennsylvania, U.,
367-0452.
Wallerstein, James W., B.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-2043. —URH-267 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4808.
•Walling, J. Christine (Berneth), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Animal Science.
102 An. Gen., 333-2903. —Box 119, Philo (61864).
•Wallis, Joe Denzil (Carol A.), Storekeeper II, Purchasing Div., Business Office.
Central Receiving Bldg., 333-0184. —513 E. Wabash, Rantoul (61866), 893-1775.
tWallner, Alice I. (Mrs.), Secy., State Water Survey.
144 Water Resources, 333-4956. —2306 S. Mattis, C, 352-6422.
Wallrich, Faye, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Div. of Campus Security,
101 N. Mathews, U., 333-3213. —507 W. University, C, 359-7627.
•Walraven, Donald Frederick, Jr. (Pauline), Stagehand, Assembly Hall.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —1206 S. Mattis, C, 359-5467.
•Walsh, Carol (Patrick), Typing Clerk I, Accounting Div., Business Ofc.
279 Adm., 333-0783. —1909 Melinda Lane, C, 359-4330.
•Walsh, Frances (John F.), Fountain Attendant Helper, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar, 333-2176. —1510 Garden Hills Dr., C, 356-0912.
•Walsh, James Richard (Rosella), Technician, Dept. of Ceramic Eng.
104 Ceramics, 333-3009. —805 Fairview, U., 367-9737.
•Walsh, John D. (Leona), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —706 S. Foley, C, 352-5057.
Walsh, Russell D., M.A., Supervisor of Educational Programs, Radio Station.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —704 Scovill, U., 367-2704.
*Walson, Robert Paul (Mary Ellen), M.S., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
313 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-4940. —Apt. 302, 406 W. Clark, C, 356-2802.
•Walston, Loren Robert (Helen L.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —309 N. Park, Gifford, 568-3356.
•Waltemath, Jack M. (Carlene), Combination Offset Pressman, Cameraman, and Platemaker,
Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4658. —11 Corrinne, Danville (61832), 442-6273.
•Walter, Harold Lloyd (Louise), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —405 S. Glover, U., 367-3007.
•Walter, Jane P. (John H.), M.A., Asst., Education and Social Sciences Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —2211 Valley Brook Dr., C, 359-0928.
•Walter, John Edward (Doris), Pipefitter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Apt. 2, 709 S. Randolph, C, 352-6449.
•Walter, John H. (Jane P.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
308 Altgeld Hall, 333-2431. —2211 Valley Brook Dr., C, 359-0928
Walter, William Charles, B.S., Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
138 D.C.L., 333-2170. —103 S. Glover, U., 367-6268.
•Walters, Carl Richard (Ellen M.), Storekeeper II, Purchasing Div., Business Ofc.
121 Armory, 333-2975. —507 W. Kirby, C, 359-2834.
•Walters, Charles Sebastian (Barbara P.), D.For., Prof, of Wood Technology and Utilization,
Dept. of Forestry.
219 Mumford Hall, 333-2773. —512 W. Washington, U., 367-2154.
•Walters, Eileen Jeanette (Ferdie E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
57 Vet. Med., 333-2449. —507 N. Swigart, C, 352-9515.
•Walters, Ethel Louise (Frank A.), Equipment Operator, Mailing Service, Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-0800. —4 Hill Ct., U., 367-3208.
•Walters, Orville Selkirk (Geneva), Ph.D., M.D., Res. Prof., McKinley Health Service, Emeritus.
815 W. Northcrest, Peoria (61614), 309-682-4037.
Walters, Patricia Lynn, B.A., Asst. Div. of English as a Second Language.
3070 Foreign Lang., 333-1506.
•Walters, Paul David (Joyce E.), B.S., Accountant I, Accounting Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
279 Adm., 333-0780. —507 N. Lynn, C, 359-0745.
Walters, Timothy Lawton, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
325 E.E. Bldg., 333-4344. —R.R. 2, U., 469-2256.
•Walters, Verle F. (Clara H.), Instrument and Measurement Techincian II, Dept. of Chem. and
Chem. Eng.
33 East Chem., 333-0865. —709 W. Stoughton, U., 344-7440.
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Walton, Eric Keller, Ph.D Res. Assoc, in Electrical Engineering.
300 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —602 E. Stoughton, C, 356-1230.
•Walton, Marion Charles (Leah S.), B.S., Accountant II, Water Resources Center.
2535 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-0536. —R.R. 1. Thomasboro (61878), 643-7127.
•Walworth, Edward Harvey (Frances E.), M.S., Farm Adviser, Warren County, Retired.
1142 E. Broadway, Monmouth (61462), 634-2885.
*Wang, Andrew Hwei-Jiung (Ko-hsueh), M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
70 Noyes Lab.. 333-3959. —Apt. 414, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 328-2832.
Wang, Chang-Yean, (Kathy), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
208 Arcade 333-2056. —Apt. D, 2038 Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-1906.
*Wang, Chiu-Tze (Pyng), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
245 Illini Hall, 333-3973. —Apt. 428, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-6022.
*Wang, Feng-Jou (Ya-Chu), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Food Science.
107 South Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —Apt. A, 2032 S. Orchard, U., 367-2126.
*Wang, Katy H. (Chang-Yean), M.A., Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —Apt. D, 2038 Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-1906.
*Wang, Louisa Ho-Ching (Kuan-Chung), M.B.A., Computer Programmer III, Campus
Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-3841. —Apt. D, 2062 S. Orchard, U., 344-6514.
Wang, Paul Jang-Ching, M.S., Res. Asst., Center for Advanced Computation.
Rm. 203, 1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-4233. —P.O. Box 2848, Station A., C, 356-0981.
*Wang, Priestley Jing-Kong, (Nancy Yat-Faung), M.S.E. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
93A Adams Lab., 333-2535. —Apt. 317, 1115 W. Green, U., 367-8103.
*Wang, Pyng (Chiu-Tze), M.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
204 Coble Hall. 333-2697. —Apt. 428, 1107 W. Green, U., 367-6022.
*Wang, Tun-Soo, (Lan-Lan), M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
439 E.E. Bldg., 333-6509. —Apt. 192, 2107 W. White, C, 352-6363.
*Wang, Wei-Yi David (Kai-Dee Alice), M.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
464 E.E. Bldg., 333-6435. —Apt. 211, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 328-2413.
*tWang, Wun-Cheng (Yueh-O), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
Foot of MacArthur Highway. Peoria (61601), 309-674-5725. —1611 W. Daytona, Peoria
(61614), 309-691-7779.
Wang, Yu, M.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
267 Noyes Lab., 333-1532.; 167 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4760. —Apt. 4, 808 W. Illinois, U.,
344-0769.
•Wanner, Brigitte (Dieter), Dr.Phil. Asst. Prof, of French.
2032 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —Apt. H, 705 W. Church, C, 359-8086.
•Wanner, Dieter (Brigitte), Dr.Phil, Asst. Prof, of Spanish and of Linguistics.
4150D Foreign Lang., 333-8278. —Apt. H, 705 W. Church, C, 359-8086.
*Wanzel, Robert J. (Mary L.), M.A., Ext. Communications Specialist and Instr. in Agricultural
Communications.
69 Mumford Hall, 333-4780. —106 N. Condit, Tolono (61880), 485-8885.
*Ward, Bert (Marjorie), Roofer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —109 W. Main, Sidney (61877), 688-2117.
Ward, Clarence Fredrick, Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1106 Scottsdale Dr., C, 359-3883.
•Ward, Dale Estol (Evelyn N.), Physical Science Staff Asst., Grad. College.
61 Physics Bldg., 333-3013. —407 W. Vine, C, 356-3236.
•Ward, Diana L. (James), Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Route 33 West, R.R. 1, Newton (62448), 618-783-2521. —R.R. 1, Hidalgo (62432), 793-2487.
•Ward, Eugene Marice (Joyce L.), Grounds Operating Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Broadlands (61816), 834-3352.
•Ward, Kathy J. (Gary L.), Accounting Clerk II, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
201 Davenport House, 333-4880. —1605 Sheffield Rd., C, 359-5025.
•Ward, Marjorie Lois (Bert J.), Clerk-Typist II, Admissions and Records.
100A Adm., 333-4381. —109 W. Main, Sidney (61877), 688-2117.
•Ward, Tom Robert (Sandra), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Music.
4022 Music Bldg., 333-3189. —2006 Garden Hills Dr., C, 352-6692.
Ward, Willis Wilson, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Dance.
162B Krannert Center, 333-1010. —702 S. Elm, C, 356-6982.
•Wardrop, James Lester (Carol H.), Ph.D., Asso. Prof, of Educational Psychology, Center for
Instructional Res. and Curriculum Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0988. —718 Southwest Dr., C, 359-4638.
Warfel, Janice, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Food Science.
106 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1876. —Apt. 9, 611 W. Healey, C, 359-4859.
•Warfield, Carol Larson (James E.). M.S., Instr. in Home Economics.
233 Bevier Hall, 333-0518. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856).
•Warmbier, Edmund (Mary A.), Electrical Foreman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
206 Ellen, Savoy (61874), 359-5439.
•Warmbier, Gerald T. (Judith K.), Photographer III, Photographic Service.
Arcade Bldg., 333-4677. —N. Jefferson St.. Mahomet (61873), 586-2434.
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•Warmoth, Patricia M. (Jerry), Clerk-Typist II, University Press.
103 University Press, 333-0950. — R.R. 3, C, 586-3036.
Warner, Coy Lynn, Animal Caretaker, Dept. of Animal Science.
101 Animal Genetics, 333-2901. —R.R. 1, Sidell, (61876), 288-9269.
*Warner, Jack (Marie), Meat Cutter, Housing Div.
1321 Central Food Stores, 333-1453. —1510 Thornton, C, 359-1290.
*Warner, Rose Elaine (Flavel E.), Secy, and Supervisor of Medical Records. Health Service.
180 McKinley Health Center, 333-2718. 333-0027. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853), 586-4695.
Warpinski, Norman R., B.S., Asst. in Mechanical Engineering.
22 M.E. Bldg. —318 Elmwood, C, 359-9244.
*Warren, Fonda Gail (Jerry L.), Secy., Center for International Education and Res. in Accounting.
320 Commerce (W), 333-4545. —911 Linview, U., 344-1753.
•Warren, Jerry Lee (Fonda), Mailing Service Asst. Supervisor, Mailing Service, Off. of Campus
Pulbications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-0800. ^911 Linview,U., 344-1753.
•Warren, Lillie M. (Jame), Work Program Participant, Cook County,8tinCoop. Ext. Serv.
40 E. 47, Chicago, 663-4891; 4022 State, Chicago, 538-2664. —Apt. 1503, 4844 S. State,
Chicago, 538-5127.
•Warren, Ruth M. (Alfred R.), Secy., Extramural Classes, Div. of Univ. Ext.
101 Illini Hall, 333-3061. —707 Burkwood Dr., U., 367-6821.
•Warren, William Thomas (Christine H.), M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
3-111 C.S.L., 333-3862. —1204 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-4558.
•Warrick, Elvin Schuyler (Ruth R.), A.M., Mathematics Librn. (with rank of Instr.), Emeritus.
709 W. Iowa, U., 344-5813.
tWarrick, Ruth Rachel (Elvin S.), B.S.. B.S.L.S., Tech. Librn., State N.H. Survey, Retired.
709 W. Iowa, U., 344-5813.
tWarsaw, Ronald Lee, Agr. Res. Technician, Regional Soybean Lab., U.S.D.A.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —Bellflower (61724), 722-3371.
•Warwick, Charles E. (Betty), Ed.D., Staff Associate and Coordinator of Campus Affairs, Ofc. of
Vice-Chancellor for Campus Affairs.
310 Student Services, 333-3853. —1102 McHenry, U., 367-0796.
Wascher, C. Margaret, Chief Clerk, College of Law.
111 Law, 333-6714. —726 S. New, C, 352-8180.
•Wascher, Edward Ervin (Lucille), Electronics Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
112 Physics Bldg., 333-2632. —1616 Jeanne, C, 359-1987.
•Wascher, Herman L. (Fay M.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agronomy, Emeritus.
26021 Cam. Adelanto, Mission VieJo, Calif. (92675), 714-586-5377.
•Washburn, Claudia Ann (Mark F.), B.S., Res. Asst., Survey Res. Lab.
436 D.K.H., 333-7328, 333-6774. —901 E. Oregon, U., 344-2350.
•Washburn, Jack V. (Beulah A.), Adm. Asst., Dept. of Vet. Clinical Medicine.
133 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7001. —2503 Combes, U., 367-3260.
Washburn, Theodore E., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
166 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4843. —Apt. 203, 312 S. Prairie, C, 356-1597.
•Washington, Adrienne LaVon (Bobby), Key Punch Operator I, Survey Res. Lab.
434 D.K.H., 333-7170. —Apt. 104, 216 E. Gregory, C, 367-7146.
Washington, Ellis Elloitte Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1104 N. Fifth, C, 356-0654
Washington, Gwendolyn L., Typing Clerk I, WILL Television Services.
1110 W. Main, U., 333-1070. —1624 Lowry, Rantoul (61866), 892-2052.
•Washington, Oshia Juanita (William H.), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
317 S. 11th Springfield (62703), 217-525-7171. — 17ll E. South Grand, Springfield (62703),
528-0224.
*Washom, H. Lee (Sharon), TSgt., Noncommissioned Officer in Charge of Cadet Personnel
Administration.
232 Armory, 333-1927. —10 Lilac Dr., Rantoul(61866), 893-0455.
•Wassom, Francis Floyd (Lois I.), Steam Distribution Operator, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —213 Hessel Blvd., C, 356-8022.
•Watanabe, Daniel Seishi (Sandra K.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Computer Science; Res. Asst. Prof..
Coordinated Science Lab.
130 D.C.L., 333-6903.; 3-141 C.S.L., 333-2595. —603 E. Scovill, U., 367-3142.
•Waters, Christine Ann (James M.), Digital Computer Operator I, Dept. of Civil Eng.
2145 Civil Eng., 333-2058. —610 S. Edwin, C, 359-0700.
•Waters, James (Christine), B.S., Computer Programmer I, School of Chemical Sciences.
126 Noyes Lab., 333-3858. —610 S. Edwin, C, 359-0700.
Watkins, Annette M., B.Mus., Asst. in Music.
Rm. 201, 708 S. Matthews, U. —1002 W. Nevada, U., 344-8078.
•Watkins, Bernice (L.K.), Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —639 E. 152nd, Phoenix (60426),
312-331-0619.
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*tWatkins, Donovon Mann (Sue E.), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
136 Natural Resources, 189-216, 344-1481. —2018 1/2 Cureton Dr., U., 367-7519.
Watkins, Georgia Mae, Secy., Livingston County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
222 1/2 W. Madison, Pontiac (61764), 815-842-3622. —R.R. 1, Cropsey (61731),
309-377-2627.
Watkins, Katherine Sue, Secy., Admissions and Records.
180 Adm., 333-2036. —507 Robinson Ct., C, 356-3763.
Watkins, Martha Lea, Clerk-Stenog. I, Bursar's Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
105 Davenport House, 333-2186. —105 S. Dodson Dr., U., 367-7982.
Watkins, Noel H., M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
177 Adams Lab., 333-3897. —205 S. Sixth, C, 359-9313.
*tWatkins, Sue Ed (Donovon M.), Supervisory Asst., Economic Entomology Section, State N.H.
Survey.
163 Natural Resources, 333-6656. —2018 1/2 Cureton Dr., U., 367-7519.
•Watrach, Adolf Michael, (Marian A.), M.R.C.V.S., Ph.D., Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
59 Vet. Med., 333-3613. —23 Baker Dr., U., 367-9955.
•Watrach, Marian Ann (Adolf M.), M.S., Res. Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
54 Vet. Med., 333-3613. —23 Baker Dr., U., 367-9955.
*WatSon, Avon (Olive E.), Janitor Subforeman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
908 S. Anderson, U., 365-1858.
•Watson, Daniel D. (Judy), Meteorological Aide, State Water Survey.
602 W. High, Freeburg, 539-5231.
•Watson, David J. H. (Shirley M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
283 Commerce (W), 333-4537. —2012 W. William, C, 352-4421.
Watson, F. R„ Ph.D., Prof, of Physics, Emeritus.
Mt. San Antonion Gardens, 900E-3 Harrison, Pomona, Calif.
•Watson, Patrick K. (Miki), Senior Lab Mechanic, Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435. —317 N. Fair, C, 356-2644.
•tWatSOn, Robert Otto, Jr. (June), B.S., Head, Administrative Services Section, State N.H.
Survey.
184 Natural Resources, 333-6832. —502 W. Florida, U., 344-1040.
•Watson, Victor N. (Rajeane), Fieldman, Dept. of Agronomy.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Simpson (62985), 618-695-2465.
•Watson, W. D. (Paula), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Astronomy and of Physics.
227 Physics Bldg., 333-7240; 109 Observaotry, 333-3090. — 1732-A E. Florida, U., 367-0712.
Watson, William Martin, M.S., Asst. in Chem. Sciences.
365C Noyes Lab. 333-8382. —Apt. 3-B, 1205 W. Main, U., 344-1305.
Watt, Jane Churchill, M.Mus., Prof, of Music, Emerita.
Apt. C-103, 1 Calvin Circle, Evanston (60201), 312-492-4817.
•Wattenberg, Albert (Shirley H.), Ph.D., Res. Prof, of Physics.
437B Physics Bldg., 333-4172. —701 W. Delaware, U., 344-5546.
•Wattenberg, Shirley Hier (Albert), A.M., Assoc. Prof., Jane Addams Grad. School of
Socialwork.
1207 W. Oregon, U., 333-6140, 333-2261. —701 W. Delaware, U., 344-5546.
•Watters, Donald Dean (Clara J.), Carpenter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —809 S. Sycamore, Villa Grove (61956), 832-8933.
•Watterson, Ray Leighton (Evelyn G.), Ph.D., Prof., Dept. of Zoology and School of Basic
Medical Sciences.
471 Morrill Hall, 333-2479. —1717 Lincoln Rd., C, 356-1916.
•Watts, Emily Stipes (Robert A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of English.
317C English, 333-9405. —1009 W. University, C, 352-0636.
•Watts, L. Jean (Virgil R.), Vari-Typist II, Stenographic Services.
1203 W. Oregon, U., 333-1601. —605 Elm, Mahomet (61853), 586-4491.
Watts, Rose Marie, Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Military Science.
113 Armory, 333-1550. —204 N. Division, Mahomet (61853), 586-2198.
•Watts, Virgil Ray (L. Jean), Furniture Repairman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —605 Elm, Mahomet (61853), 586-4491.
•Waugh, Carl Warren (Marjorie E.), Sound Technician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1508 Powers Lane, C. 356-3166.
*Wax, Loyd Monroe (Carolyn), Ph.D., Assoc. Profc of Weed Science, Dept. of Agronomy.
215 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —1005 Sunnycrest Dr., U., 367-0635.
•Wax, Steven G. (Kathleen L.), B.S.. Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
114 East Chem. —Apt. 5S, 804 S. Locust, C, 359-9465.
•Way, Nancy Ann (Stephen), Secy., School of Chemical Sciences.
168 Noyes Lab., 333-0539. —R. R. 4, U.
•Wayman, Clarence Marvin (Patricia L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Metallurgical Engineering.
115B Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-0919. —2204 Pond, U., 367-5607.
•Waymire, Kenneth J. (Muriel V.), M.S., Asst. Prof., Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
359 Armory, 333-2337. —Apt. 101, 811 Oakland Dr., 344-1010.
•Weasel, Arnold L. (Izetta). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —N. First and Oak Streets. Pesotum (61863). 867-3282.
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•Weasel, Doris (Wilbur), Fountain Attendant, Housing Div.
M.R.H. Snack Bar. 333-2176. —Pesotum (61863). 867-2261.
•Weasel, Janet Louise (Robert L.), Typing Clerk III. Personnel Services Ofc.
108 Personnel Services Bldg.. 333-2142. —Box 116. Horse Shoe Lane, Pesotum (61863).
867-2577.
•Weasel, Wilbur Orville (Doris). Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —N. First St., Pesotum (60863), 867-2261.
•Weatherly, Lillian Gertrude (Wallace B.), Cook, Housing Div.
Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-1290. —813 Hawthorne Dr., U.. 367-6940.
Weathers, Elizabeth A., Clerk-Typist I. Insurance Ofc.
B-3 Coble Hall. 333-3111. —209 W. University, C, 359-7850.
•Weathers, Linda Ann, (William L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Animal Science.
124 An. Sci. Lab., 333-3131. —1103 E. Delaware, U., 344-7697.
Weathers, Victor Lynn, B.S.. C.P.A.. Accountant I, Auditing Div.. Business Affairs Ofc.
B-6 Coble Hall. 333-0900. —Apt. 313, 707 S. Sixth, C, 344-7385.
Weathersbee, Paul S., B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
420 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1435; 422 An. Sci. Lab. —URH-863 Sherman Hall, C. 332-4936.
•Weatherspoon, Alvin (Josephine L.), Storekeeper II. Housing Div.
Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4647. —1118 N. Northwood, C, 359-1914.
Weathington, Fitcher L., Jr. M.A., Asst. Wrestling Coach; Academic Adviser, College of Com.
and Bus. Adm.
110 Men's Old Gym., 333-1252; 214 D.K.H., 333-2740. —Apt. 3, 1415 Kirby, C, 359-4118.
•Weaver, Alfred C. (Carol A.), B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L., 333-6837. —Apt. 231, 302 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-5372.
•Weaver, Bernell (Shirley), Pipefitter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1219 Redwood, C, 352-8735.
Weaver, Frances E., M.A., Asst. in Secondary Education.
398 Education, 333-9493. —Apt. 8, 1604 Coronado Dr., C, 359-0259.
•Weaver, Howard Eugene (Dorothy E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Recreation and Park
Administration.
104 Huff Gym., 333-4410. —605 E. Florida, U., 367-8615.
•Weaver, Loren Edmund (Kathryn M.), Airport Fire Marshal, Airport Plant and Services, Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport, 333-7728. —1012 W. Washington, C, 356-2908.
•Weaver, V. Clayton (Anne), M.B.A., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
203 Engineering Hall, 333-6165. —205 Country Fair Dr., C. 356-4316.
•Weaver, Walter Leslie, III, (Gwen), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
201 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-4499. —310 S. Locust. C. 352-0440.
•Webb, Arlene L. (Richard E.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Natural History Museum.
438 Natural History. 333-2517. —307 N. Highland, U.. 367-5900.
•Webb, Deborah, K. (Julius), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing Div., Business Affairs Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3594. —Apt. 3, 704 W. California, I 1 ., 344-2396.
•Webb, Donald G. (Roberta), B.S., Instr., Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
606 1/2 E. Green, C. 333-2337. —1007 Maplepark. C, 359-0422.
'tWebb, Donald Wayne (Lois G.), M.S., Asst. Taxonomist, State N.H. Survey.
296 Natural Resources. 333-6847. —2008 Boudreau Dr., U., 365-3143.
Webb, Frances E., M.A., Acting Asst. Dir. of Cooperative Extension Service.
520 Bevier Hall, 333-0520. —8 Canterbury Court, C, 352-7119.
*Webb, Harold Donivan (Margaret H.), Ph.D.. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
372 E. E. Bldg.. 333-4204. —812 W. Delaware, U., 344-4575.
*Webb, Margaret Hougham (Harold D.), M.S., Serials Cataloger, Library: Instructor in Library
Administration.
220S Library, 333-3856. —812 W. Delaware, U., 344-4575.
Webb, William J., Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —607 S. Broadway. U., 367-1071.
•Webber, Barbara Ellen (Donald R.), Clerk-Typist III, Police Training Institute.
235 Armory, 333-2318. —2601 S. Anderson, U., 367-4690.
•Webber, John Clinton (F. Frances), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Astronomy.
106 Observatory, 333-3090: 60 E.E. Bldg., 333-2930. —901 Centennial, C, 359-8656.
•Webber, Thomas Raymond (Ruth L.), Temperature Control Mechanic. Operation &
Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —311 S. Poplar, U., 367-1795.
*Webel, Stephen Kent (Janet B.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
103 Animal Genetics, 333-2901. —Lot 51, Wilson Trailer Court, U., 367-5862.
•Weber, A. Charlene (James), Clerk-Typist II, School of Music.
3046 Music. 333-1712. —1012 Eastview Dr.. Tuscola (61953).
•Weber, Alison Parks (Michael J.). M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4117 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —2024 Burlison Dr.. U.. 344-6004.
•Weber, Dorothy (Glenn), Computer Programmer II, Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-6384. —177 Union, Mahomet (61853). 586-3206.
•Weber, Edwin Alexander (Lorraine W.), Tab. Mach. Operator II. Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm.. 333-4824. —810 S. Race, U.. 367-4501.
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Weber, Evelyn Joyce, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Biochemistry, Dept. of Agronomy.
213 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —808 E. Mumford Dr., U., 367-8081.
*Weber, J. Arthur (Mary J.), M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
100 Agr. Eng., 333-2969. —806 S. Grove, U., 367-6349.
Weber, J. Roger, M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
301 Talbot Lab., 333-2658. —Apt. 109, 502 E. Healey, C, 352-9479.
Weber, Kenneth R., Ph.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Anthropology.
309d Davenport Hall, 333-4876. —121 W. Park, U., 344-3660.
*Weber, Larry Francis (Jane Ann), M.S., Res. Asst., Computer-Based Educ. Res. Lab and
Coordinateed Science Lab.
2-135 C.S.L., 333-6573. —908 W. Hill, U., 367-7076.
*Weber, Linda Marie (William), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Illinois Educational Consortium for Computer
Services.
162 Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6146. —Apt. 42, 1001 E. Colorado, U., 367-3922.
*Weber, Lorraine Wilson (Edwin A.), M.S., Library Tech. Asst. I, Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3477. —810 S. Race, U., 367-4501.
*Weber, Michael J. (Alison), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Microbiology.
221 Burrill Hall 333-2203. —2024 Burlison, U., 344-6004.
Weber, Patricia A., Typing Clerk III, Graduate College.
321 Adm., 333-0032, 333-0033. —202 1/2 W. John C.
Webster, (Mrs.) Kathryn Ament, M.L.S., Library Asst., Law Library; Inst, in Library
Administration.
104 Law, 333-2915. —705 S. Race, U., 367-5255.
Wechsler, Howard Jerome, Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of History.
Rm. 356, 1208 W. California, U., 333-9091. —Apt. E-3, 1605 Valley Rd., C, 352-5697.
*Weck, Larry Delno (Madonna M.), Ed.M., Asst., Educational Placement Ofc.
140c Education, 333-0740. —610 Richards Lane, C, 359-4829.
*Wedding, Nugent (Eileen B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Advertising.
115 Gregory Hall, 333-2587. —23 Montclair Rd., U., 344-5683.
*Weeks, Donald R. (Mary), Brickmason, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, U., 367-6522.
*Weeks, Francis William (Dorothy S.), M.A., Prof, and Chairman of Business and Technical
Writing, Dept. of English.
313 D.K.H., 333-1007. —713 W. Washington, U., 344-6510.
*Weeks, Gregory Paul (Katherine), B.S., Asst. In Chemistry.
362 Noyes Lab., 333-8382. — 1977-B S. Orchard, U., 344-7551.
*Wegeng, Kathleen (Mike), Keypunch Operator II, Admissions and Records.
116 Adm., 333-0413. —R.R., Villa Grove (61956), 832-7101.
*Wehring, Bernard William (Margaret), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Nuclear Engineering.
419 Ceramics, 333-0332. —1720 Bellamy Dr., C, 356-9250.
*Wei, Guang-Jong (Kwo-Tsair H.), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
165e Noyes Lab., 333-0626. —Apt. 634, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-4418.
Wei, John Shi Sun, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
342 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0324. —901 W. Main, U., 367-2065.
*Wei, Lun-Shin (Tarn Thi Dang), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Food Science.
114 South Wing, Hort. Field Lab., 333-1870. —2007 Rainbow View Dr., U., 367-9433.
*Weibel, Roland Oscar (Zelma), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Plant Breeding, Dept. of Agronomy,
Retired.
Tolono (61880), 485-5101.
*Weichenthal, Burton Arthur (Phyllis A.), Ph.D., Extension Specialist, Dept. of Animal Science.
326 Mumford Hall, 333-0013. —613 Evergreen Ct., U., 367-1919.
*Weichsel, Paul M. (Tauby D.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
121c Altgeld Hall, 333-0384. —305 W. Oregon, U., 328-1147.
*Weidemann, E. Sue (Joseph E.), Ph.D. Res. Asst. Prof, of Psychology; Res. Assoc, Housing Res.
and Development.
1204 W. Nevada, U., 333-7330, 333-6532. —R. R. 3, C, 352-5208.
•Weidemier, Lauren Lee (Steven G.), Chief Clerk, College of F.A.A.
114 Architecture, 333-6061. —2006 E. Vermont, U., 367-8766.
*Weidner, Diane (Wayne), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, College of Law.
209 Law, 333-0931. —1205 Garden Hills, C, 356-5473.
*Weidner, John F. (Susan C), M.S., Visiting Lecturer in Mathematics.
226 Illini Hall, 333-1863. —2505 Clifton Dr., U., 367-7097.
*Weidner, Mildred M. (Roy E.), Linen Maid, Housing Div.
Busey-Evans Halls, 333-7230. —2318 E. Main, U., 367-5751.
*Weidner, Roy E. (Mildred M.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —2318 E. Main, U., 367-5751.
Weinard, Ruth Elizabeth, B.S., Assoc. Editor of Illinois Alumni News.
227 Illini Union, 333-1473. —708 S. First, C, 356-906^.
'Weinbaum, Marvin (Francine), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
381 Lincoln Hall, 333-0796. —5 Burnett Circle, U., 344-3593.
Weinberg, Elliot Carl Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
223 Coble Hall, 333-4790. —706 S. Urbana, U., 367-8931.
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Weinberg, Ricky A., B.S., Flight Asst., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2127. —809 S. Busey, U., 344-3293.
Weindruch, Richard H., B.S., Asst. in Zoology.
483 Morrill Hall, 333-2308. —410 W. High, U., 367-7319.
•Weinstein, Martin Emanuel (Erika M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Political Science.
378 Lincoln Hall, 333-4711 —307 W. Vermont, U., 367-8056.
*Weinstein, Patricia E. (Michael), B.A., Library Tech. Asst. I. Biology Library.
101 Burrill Hall, 333-3654. —Apt. B, 2075 S. Orchard, U., 344-8544.
Weintrob, Deborah Lynn, B.F.A. Asst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
127 Fine Arts, 333-0418. —909 W. Oregon, U., 344-6181.
*Weir, Ann Lowry, (Eric E.), M.S., Asst. Editor, University Press.
120 University Press, 333-0957. —Apt. 3. 910 S. Locust, C, 352-2256.
*Weir, Mary Knox (Stanley L.), M.A., Instr. in Child Development, Dept. of Home Economics.
207 Child Development Lab., 333-3937. —602 W. Oregon, U., 344-4343.
*Weir, Morton Webster (Cecelia), Ph.D., Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs; Professor of
Psychology.
107 Coble Hall, 333-6677. —6 Concord, R.R. 2, U., 344-4123.
*Weir, Stanley Lewis (Mary), Instr. in Labor Education, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
231 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-0980. —602 W. Oregon, U., 344-4343.
Weisbach, Mark A., Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —407 1/2 W. California, U., 344-5870.
*Weise, Doreen E. (Allen W.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Animal Science.
132 Davenport Hall, 333-1168. —1404 Aztec Dr., C, 352-7722.
*Weisenberg, Joseph Oscar (Margaret M.), M.S., Dir. of Bur. of Business Management.
214 D.K.H., 333-2570. —904 Brighton Dr., U., 328-2452.
*Weisiger, George Bates (Hazel T.), J.D., Prof, of Law, Emeritus.
1408 S. Maple, U., 367-2835.
*Weisiger, Rita Maria (William M.), B.S., Res. Assoc, in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
215 Vet. Med. Annex, 333-2671. —Apt. 101, 505 S. Busey, U., 367-0004.
Weisman, LeRoy L., Building Service Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1016 Stratford Dr., C, 359-1438.
Weiss, Bernice Goldie, Typing Clerk III, Purchasing Div. Business Ofc.
223 Adm., 333-3597. —Apt. 6, 906 W. Nevada, U., 344-5449.
*Weiss, Jonathan D. (Helen M.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
104 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-2374; 145 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-1170. —Apt. 6, 207 E. Healey, C,
352-7850.
*Weisz, Chas. W. (Elizabeth M.), Fireman, Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
619 W. Church, C, 352-9103.
*Welch, Carl (Orlena), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.
*Welch, Eileen (James A.), Accounting Clerk I, Housing Div.
Snack Bar, Illinois Street Residence Halls, 333-4b35, 333-4636. —R.R. 2, U., 469-2385.
•Welch, Earl Franklin (Marlene), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 1, C, 863-2006.
Welch, (Mrs.) Irene, B.Ed., Asst. Prof., Cooperative Extension Service.
561 Bevier Hall, 333-2612. —Apt. 7, 406 E. Michigan, U., 367-7009.
*Welch, Louis Frederick (Marilyn), Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Fertility, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-316 Turner Hall, 333-4373. —2201 Vawter, U., 328-2564.
*Welch, Luther Claude (Agnes A.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —802 E. Florida, U., 367-6053.
*Welch, Marvin John (Yvonne F.), Pipefitter, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —803 Balboa Rd., C, 356-2690
*Welch, Orlena M. (Carl W.), Clerk-Typist III, Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0744. —1311 W. Washington, C, 352-6867.
Welch, Sheila Claire, Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Plant Path.
218 Mumford Hall, 333-3171. —305 S. Bryan, Sidney (61877), 688-2274.
*Weldon, Darlene June (Frank), Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls, 333-0575. — 1817 W. John, C.
"tWeldon, Dorothy Rae (David E.), Editorial Asst., State Geological Survey.
409 Natural Resources, 189-287, 344-1481. —1113 1/2 Joanne Lane, C, 359-2378.
*Weller, Allen Stuart (Rachel F.), Ph.D., LL.D., Dir. of Krannert Art Museum. Prof, of Art.
61 Krannert Art Museum, 333-6818. —412 W. Iowa, U., 344-6182.
*Weller, Charles Mac Naughton (Mary L.), Ed.D., Assoc. Prof, of Secondary and Continuing
Education.
394 Education, 333-6810. —603 S. Western, C, 356-6144.
*Weller, Richard D. (Vi), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, McDonough County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
Route 136 West, Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —832 Madelyn, Macomb (61455).
309-836-6601.
*Wellman, Albert Lewis (Gloria M.), B.S., Lt., Asst. Prof, of Naval Science.
240 Armory, 333-1061. —Apt. 2, 803 W. Springfield, C.
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Wells, Catherine Newton (Mrs.). Resident Dir.-Coordinator. Housing Div.
119 Busey Hall. —URH-Busey Hall. U.
"Wells, Claude Daniel (Myrtle V.). Building Service Worker. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union (E). 333-3030. —2414 E. Nevada. U.. 367-0294.
Wells, Elizabeth Ann, (Mrs.), Secy., Mat. Res. Lab.
202 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-1370. —P.O. Box 306. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7598.
"Wells, Joan G. (Paul J.). M.S. Cataloger. Librarv: Inst, in Librarv Administration.
246 Library. 553-3399. —2015 Silver Ct. East. U.. 367-2256.
"Wells, Joanne G. (Paul J.). M.S.. Cataloger. Library: Instr. in Library Administration.
246 Library. 333-3399. —2015 Silver Ct. E.. U., 367-2256.
"Wells, Maurice Russell (Juanita). Asst. Farmer. Dept. of Animal Science.
Dixon Springs Agri. Center. Simpson (62985). 618-695-2441. —R. R. 2. Simpson (62985).
618-695-2436.
"Wells, Paul John (Joan G.). Ph.D.. Prof, of Economics.
Ill Commerce (W), 333-4508. —2015 Silver Ct.. U.. 367-2256.
"Wells, Richard D. (Patricia). Pipefitter. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Senice Bids. —R. R. 1. Sadorus (61872).
"Wells, William Edward (Evelyn), Assr. to Military Property Custodian. Purchasing Div..
Business Ofc.
124 Armory, 555-015". —105 S. Webber. U.. 367-3718.
Wemhaner, (Mrs.), Mary Perkins, B.S.. Food Production Mgr.. Housing Div.. Retired.
Apt. 5. 63 Rutledge. Charleston. South Carolina (29401). 803-723-4378.
Wen, Kuo-Yen, B.S.. Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
293 D.C.L.. 333-6154. —401 E. John. C.
"Wen, Yi-Kwei | Irene i. D.Ene.S.. Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering
3213 Civil Eng.. 333-1328. —1001 Silver. U.. 344-8263.
"Wendelken, John Franklin (Janie L.). M.S.. Res. Asst.. Coordinated Science Lab.
1-111 C.S.L.. 333-4128. —2017 1 2 Cureton Dr.. 367-4369.
"Wendell, Henrietta June (James S.). Maid. Housing Div.
20 Student Services. —Box 12. Fithian (61844). 548-2277.
"Wendell, James Stanwood (Henrietta J.). Cylinder Pressroom Foreman. Printing Div.. Ofc. of
Campus Publications.
234 University Press. 333-2576. —Fithian (61844), 548-2277.
Wendell, Susan K., Tvping Clerk II. Insurance Ofc.
B5 Coble Hall. 333-3110. —1519 Summit Ridge. C. 356-1785.
"Wengert, Robert G. (Marina). Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Philosophy.
202b Gregory Hall. 333-4"04. —918 W. Church. C. 359-8246.
"Wenta, Joseph Vincent (Sini R.i. Elec. Eng. Asst.. Dept. of Computer Science.
22" D.C.L.. 333-1868. —R.R. 1. St. Joseph (61873). 469-7492.
"Wentling, Tim L. (Heather), Ph.D.. Res. Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
Rm. 123. 51 E. Armorv. C. 333-808~: 345 Education. 333-0807. —1622 Valley Rd.. C.
352-1833.
"Wentworth, Richard Leigh (Maiiene), B.A.. Assoc. Dir. and Editor (with rank of Asst. Prof.).
University Press.
124 University Press. 333-0957. —2503 Sheridan. C. 356-0383.
Wentz, James P., B.A.. Res. Asst.. Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
49 Children's Res. Center. 333-1850. —1103 E. Kerr. U\. 367-2090.
Wentz, James Paul, M.A.. Res. Asst. Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
49 Children's Res. Center. 333-1850. 333-1851. —1103 E. Kerr. U.. 367-2090.
"Wenzel, Harry George, Jr. (June). Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2524 Hydrosystems Lab.. 333-6998. —2110 Plymouth Dr.. C. 356-4278.
"Wenzel, Joseph Wilfred (Patricia J.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Speech.
175 Lincoln Hali. 353-4383. —^12 S. Elm. C. 356-9772.
"Wermers, Donald Joseph (Verla), Ed.D.. Asst. Dir. of University School and College Relations
Ofc.
351 Illini Tower. 333-2030. —2810 W. William. C. 359-3095.
Werner, Louis Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Philosophv.
105-B1 Gregory Hall. 333-6626. —301 W. Springfield. U.. 367-5991.
"Wert, Charles A. (Lucille). Ph.D.. Prof, of Physical Metallurgy; Head of Dept. of Met. and Min.
Eng.
201 Met. and Min. Bldg.. 333-1440. —1708 W. Green. C. 356-6600.
"Wert, Lucille Mathena (Charles A.). Ph.D.. Res. Asst. Prof, and Dir.. Library Res. Center.
220 tammy, 555-1980. —1708 W. Green. C. 356-6600.
"Wertz, Charles Edward (Dolores S). Asst. to Dir. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union. 333-0693. —504 E. Florida. L\. 367-2414.
"Wesley, Fort Junior, (Vera L.). Animal Caretaker I Learner. Dept. of Animal Science.
Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —412-E. Eureka. C. 356-8049.
"Wesoloski, George D., (Judith). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
328 Mumford Hall. 333-1247.
"Wessels, Warren Keith (Lois). Ed.M.. Asst. Dean of College of Agriculture (with rank of
Assoc. Prof.).
104 Mumford Hall. 333-3380. —1016 W. Daniel. C. 356-0790.
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*West, Charles Kenyon (Ann H.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
220A Education, 333-2533, 333-2604. —501 S. Westlawn, C, 352-0120.
*West, Vincent I. (Donna), Ph.D., Specialist in Agricultural Economics, Njala University College,
Private Mailbag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, West Africa, under Overseas Projects; Prof, of
Agricultural Economics.
'tWestemeier, Ronald Leo (Nancy M.). M.S., Asst. Wildlife Specialist, State N.H. Survey.
203 Bauer Bldg., Effingham (62401). 342-6075. —304 Popular Dr., Effingham (62401),
536-3152.
*Westendorf, Leroy William (Bertha M.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
217 M.E. Bldg.. 333-0699. —P.O. Box 117, Pesotum (61863). 867-2486.
Westergren, Gene F., B.A., Asst. Prof. Police Training Inst.. Div. of Univ. Ext.
606 1/2 E. Green. C, 333-2337.; University of Illinois Police Training Institute, Lisle (60532),
312-968-8096. —202 N. Ahrens, Lombard (60148), 312-627-8082.
*Westlund, George A. (F. Delores), B.S.. Principal Res. Programmer, Dept. of Computer Science.
11 IB Eng. Res. Lab.. 333-6215. ; 299 D.C.L.. 333-3412. —R.R. 1, Mahomet (61853).
586-2488.
•Weston, Gale Kozberg (William F.), M.L.S., Asst. Librn., P.E. Library; Instr. in Library
Administration.
146 Library, 333-3615. —Apt. 304, 2110 S. Orchard, U., 344-7484.
Weston, Janet Louise, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics. Emerita.
P.O. Box 2725. Laguna Hills, Calif. (92653).
*Weston, Jeffrey Mesirow (Nancy), M.A.S. Asst. in Accountancy.
270 Commerce (W), 333-4535. —Apt 6, 2012 Vawter, U., 344-5994.
*Weston, Patricia Gueritey (Paul). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —1421 Rose Dr., C, 352-1730.
*Weston, Paul Ernest (Patricia G.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
3-121 C.S.L.. 333-6753 —1421 Rose Dr.. C, 352-1730.
*Weston, William Francis (Gale K.). M.A., Res. Asst. in Physics.
112 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4531. —Apt. 304, 2110 S. Orchard, U., 344-7484.
*Westwater, James William (Elizabeth J.). Ph.D., Prof, of Chemical Engineering: Head of Dept.
114 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —116 W. Iowa, U., 367-6393.
*Westwater, James W. (Elizabeth), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemical Engineering; Head of Dept.
114 Adams Lab.. 333-3640. —116 W. Iowa. U., 367-6393.
*Wetenkamp, Harry R. (Kay L.), M.S., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
224 Talbot Lab., 333-2313. —1705 Mayfair. C, 352-2800.
*Wetenkamp, Scott F. (Joyce), B.S., Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
56 E.E. Bldg., 333-4406. —1310 Mumford Dr., U., 344-1129.
*Wetherell, Robert Milton (Peggy R.), M. Ext. Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Johnson County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 158, Vienna (62995), 618-658-5322. —R. R. 3, Box 454, Vienna (62995), 618-658-8238.
•Wetmore, Louis Bemis (Marion D.), B.Arch.. Prof, of Urban and Regional Planning.
909 W. Nevada. U.. 333-3890. —309 W. Elm. U.. 328-1053.
*Wetmur, James Gerard (Brigid M.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Cehmistry and of Biochemistry.
76A Noyes Lab., 333-3374. —1209 Devonshire Dr., C. 352-5900.
*Wettstein, Donald Lee (Karen J.), B.S.. Asst. in Agricultural Economics.
305 Mumford Hall, 333-1813. —Apt. B, 2065 S. Orchard, U.. 367-3795.
*Wetzel, Dorothy D. (Hubert J.). B.S.. Editor, Inst, of Labor and Indus. Rel.
123 L.I.R., 333-1488. —802 W. Florida. U„ 344-3896.
*Wetzel, Hubert Julian (Dorothy M.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Assistant State 4-H Program
Leader, Coop. Ext. Serv.
47 Mumford Hall, 333-0910. —802 W. Florida, U., 344-3896.
*Wetzel, John Edwin (Rebecca S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
226 Coble Hall, 333-6317. —Apt. 306, 703 E. Colorado. U., 328-1330.
*Wetzel, Norman Rodney (Janet). Ed.M.. Asst. in Vocational and Technical Education.
345 Education. 333-0807. —1624 Harper Dr.. Rantoul (61866). 893-3409.
*Wetzel, Rebecca Sprunger (John E.) M.S., Data Processing Analyst I, Computing Services Ofc.
169 D.C.L.. 333-6783. —Apt. 306, 703 E. Colorado, U.. 328-1330.
Weyand, Kenneth B., M.Ed., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-3035. —1214 Thomas Dr., C. 359-8746.
*Whalen, Arthur (Rosemary E.), Storekeeper III, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —904 S. Lynn, C, 356-8709.
*Whalen, Dorothy M. (Mike), Secy., Dept. of Psychology.
403 E. Healey, C, 333-1369. —2215 Squire PI. U., 367-7699.
*Whalen, Dorothy Marie (Jesse M.), Secy., Dept. of Psychology.
Rm. 204, 403 E. Healey, C, 333-1369. —2215 Squire Place, U., 367-7699.
Whaley, Alfred Sr. Res. Programmer, Dept. of Computer Science.
31D D.C.L., 333-8426. —1618 W. Williams. C.
*Whalley, Lawrence Robert (Judith K.), M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
393 Physics. Bldg.. 333-1930. —305 Brookwood. C, 352-4851.
*Wheatley, Harold D. (Helen L.). Building Service Worker. Operation and Maintenance Di\.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R. 2, 2303 Brownfield Rd. U., 367-2661.
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'Wheatley, Helen L (Harold D.), Clerk II, Illini Union.
Ground Floor. Illini Union, 333-3809. —2303 Brownfield R.. R.R. 2. U.. 367-2661.
•Wheatley, Norma (Charles J.), Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, —809 Fairlawn Dr., U., 344-5816.
•Wheeler, C. Dean (Mabel). M.S.. Res. Asst. in Physics.
493 Physics Bldg., 333-0505. —1109 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-3040.
Wheeler, James Walter, B.A.. Asst.. School of Chemical Sciences.
343 Adams Lab.
•Wheeler, Katherine McGraw (Parker M.). A.B.. B.L.S.. Catalog Reviser (with rank of Asst.
Prof.). Library, Emerita.
402 W. Delaware, U., 344-5840.
•Wheeler, Richard P. (Joanne E.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of English.
323 English. 333-7059. —1407 1/2 W. Park, C, 356-2599.
•Wheeler, Paula H., B.F.A.. Commercial Artist II. Agricultural Communications.
62 Mumford Hall, 333-7117. —6-A Tudor Court, C. 359-6816.
•Wheeler, Versie Lee (John). Work Program Participant. Pulaski-Alexander Counties. Cooperative
Extension Service.
124 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —P.O. Box 132. Pulaski (62976), 342-6462.
Whelan, (Mrs.) Betty M., Clerk-Typist II. Educational Placement Ofc.
140 Education, 333-0744. —Apt. 42, 1009 S. Mattis, C, 356-3202.
Whelan, Margaret Frances, A.B.. Technical Editor. Engineering Publications.
112 Engineering Hall. 333-1510. —326 Fairlawn, U.. 367-0291.
•tWhelan, Patricia Ann (Joseph A.). B.F.A.. Asst. Geol. Draftsman. State Geological Survey.
113 Natural Resources. 189-270, 344-1481. —402 Fairlawn Dr.. U., 367-7477.
•Whetstone, William Henry (Neva B.). B.S.. Traffic Mgr.. Purchasing Div.. Business Ofc.
223 Adm.. 333-3592. —2105 Campbell Dr.. C. 356-8525.
•Whisenand, Doris Helen (John L.). Chief Library Clerk. Acquisition Dept.. Library.
220A Library. 333-1055. —706 E. Fairlawn Dr., U., 367-7193.
•Whisnant, David Eugene (Joyce B.). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of English. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
100 English.
Whitaker, (Mrs.) Arthetta Cecil, Work Program Participant. Cook County. Cooperative
Extension Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventy, Chicago (60653). 312-663-4891: Apt. 108. 484; S. State. Chicago.
268-5121. —4356 S. Greenwood, Chicago, 548-0023.
Whitchurch, Shirley L., M.S.. Area Ext. Adviser, Resource Development, Cooperative Extension
Service.
321 1/2 S. Main, Benton (62812), 439-4371. —1012 Election, Benton (62812), 439-3985.
•White, Alma Evelyn, (W. Arthur), A.B., Secy.. Dept. of Animal Science.
124 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-3131. —603 E. Colorado, U., 367-2929.
•tWhite, Clarence Everett (Elwanda D.). B.S.. Asst. Entomologist. State N.H. Survey.
80 Natural Resources, 333-6821. —R.R. 2. U., 469-2553.
•White, Darlene T. (O. Dale). Chief Clerk, Correspondence Courses. Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall. 333-3758. —1503 Curtiss Dr.. U\. 328-2518.
•White, Donald L. (Judith A.), Auxiliary Operator. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —116 W. Lincoln, Ogden (61859). 582-7633.
'White, Elizabeth (Mrs.). Work Program Participant, Will County. Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd.. Joliet (60433), 815-723-2265. —2132 Englewood. Lockport (60441),
723-4493.
•White, Eva Rogene (Virgil G.). Typing Clerk III. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg.. 333-1150. —1620 Fairlawn, U., 328-1751.
•White, George Willard (Mildred K.). Ph.D.. Sc.D.. Res. Prof, of Geology. Emeritus.
419 Natural History. 333-2617. 333-2584. —305 S. McKinley. C. 356-4246.
•White, Gordon Eugene (Elizabeth A.), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Advertising.
5 Gregory Hall. 333-0967. —3309 Lakeshore Dr.. C. 356-0316.
•White, Harry Elwood (Betty J.). M.Ed.. Area Adviser. Farm Management Fieldman,
Cooperative Extension Service.
545 N. Eighth. Sheldon (60966). 429-3027.
•White, Herbert LeRoy (Bess C). C.E.. Supt. of Sanitation and Safety. Dept. of Plant and
Services. Retired.
507 W. Delaware. U.. 344-6935.
•White, Hub (Amy), B.Arch.. Assoc. Prof, of Architecture.
412 Architecture. 333-1330. —401 S. Busey. U.. 328-1830.
*V\ hite, Irene (Lafayette). Work Program Participant. St. Clair County. Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles. Belleville (62220). 618-233-0339. —118 S. 3rd. Brooklyn (62059),
618-274-1037.
'White, James A., B.S.. Coordinator of Insurance, Insurance Ofc.
P-3 Coble Hall. 333-3112. —902 Frank Dr.. C. 352-4589.
•Wnite, James Oliver (Mary K.), Ph.D., Counseling Psychologist. Mental Health Div.. McKinley
Health Center.
137a McK.nley Health Center, 333-3725. —Apt. E-l. 1607 Valley Rd.. C. 352-0932.
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White, John E., B.S., Asst. Extension Adviser, Youth, Marion County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Box 447, Salem (62881), 618-548-1446, 618-548-1326. —527 Oglesby. Salem (62881),
618-548-4661.
*White, Karen L (Michael K.) B.S., Personnel Officer I, University Ofc. of Nonacademic
Personnel.
302 Illini Tower, 333-2585. —Lot 39, 1010 E. Colorado, U., 328-1113.
White, (Mrs.) Leona Delores, Telephone Operator, Telephone Service.
45 Clark Hall, 333-0133. —202 E. Washington, C, 356-4804.
•White, Lorene Haynes (Thomas L.), M.S., Work Program Participant, Champaign County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
1715 W. Springfield, C, —612 E. Vine, C, 352-4737. 356-0805.
•White, Lucien Wendell (Lois S.), Ph.D., University Librn.; Prof, of Library Administration.
222 Library, 333-0790. —514 S. Willis, C, 356-0927.
White, Luther William, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
209 Arcade. —URH-230 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2158.
White, Maribeth S., Library Clerk II, Classics Library.
419 Library, 333-1124. —Apt. 11, 506 E. Springfield. C,
•White, Pamela S. (Greg), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Agri. Eng.
245 Agr. Eng., 333-3571. —25 Blue Spruce, C, 352-0875.
•White, Robert Allan (Wilma F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mech. and Indus. Eng.
127 M. E. Bldg., 333-3279. —2009 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-0356.
•White, Robert Curtis (Jane B.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Library Administration, Emeritus.
1004 N. Caribe, Tucson, Arizona (85710).
•White, Stanley Hart (Blanche L.), M.L.A., Prof, of Landscape Architecture, Emeritus.
1080 Sherman, Denver, Colorado (80203), 303-623-7605.
White, Veva Charlotte, Clerk I, Housing Div.
Taft-Van Doren Halls, 333-0532. —1003 S. Wabash, U., 367-5052.
•White, Violet (Warren), Work Program Participant, Marion County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
Box 447, 135 Lakewood, Salem (62881), 548-1446. —321 N. Lincoln, Centralia (62801),
532-4834.
'tWhite, W. Arthur (Alma E.), Ph.D., Geologist and Head of Clay Resources and Clay Mineral
Technology Section, State Geological Survey.
129B Natural Resources, 189-208, 344-1481. —603 E. Colorado, U., 367-2929.
•White, Wilma Lee (Garland), Computer Aide I, Computing Services Ofc.
162 D.C.L., 333-6203. —1207 Ellis Dr., U., 367-7502.
•Whiteside, John Simpson (Violet M.), Farm Mechanic, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R.R., Vienna (62995).
618-695-2470.
•Whiteside, Stephen E. (Carole), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
28 D.C.L., 333-6423. —1707 Tara Dr., C, 359-5922.
•Whiteside, William Franklin (Frances E.), M.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Cook
County, Cooperative Extension Service.
6657 South, Tinley Park (60477), 312-532-4369. —315 Todd, Park Forest (60466),
312-748-0933.
•Whitfield, Michael J. (Susan), M.A.. Asst. in Theatre.
4-122 K.C.P.A., 333-2371. —Apt. 32B, 1207B E. Florida, U.
"tWhiting, Lester Leroy (Marguerite S.), M.S., Geologist, State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
338 Fountain. Cherokee, Iowa (51012), 225-2963.
•Whitlock, Patsy Lee (John F.) Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Food Science.
580 Bevier Hall, 333-0516. —Apt. 203, 2101 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-7203.
•Whitman, George Bruington (Irene H.), B.S., Assoc. Prof, of Agricultural Economics, Emeritus.
2120 S. Vine, U.
Whitney, James C. (Linda M.) Asst. Chemist, State Water Survey.
229 Water Resources, 333-0802. —203 W. Oregon, U., 367-2856.
•Whitney, Robert McLaughlin (Ruth I.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Technology, Dept. of Food
Science.
202 Dairy Manufactures, 333-4441. —1706 Henry, C, 359-4419.
•Whitson, Evelyn Liddell Administrator II, Housing Div., Retired.
202 E. Mumford Dr., U., 344-6286.
•Whitson, George Martin III (Phyllis Ann), M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
124 Altgeld Hall, 333-2056. —Apt. 302, 2111 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-3569.
•Whitson, Phyllis Ann (George M.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Architecture.
104 Architecture, 333-1330. —Apt. 302, 2111 Hazelwood Dr., U., 344-3569
•Whitt, Dixie (Gregory), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Microbiology.
336 Burrill Hall, 333-0425. —308 W. Delaware, U., 328-2126.
•Whitt, Gregory Sidney (Dixie D.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
455 Morrill Hall, 333-4645. —308 W. Delaware, U., 328-2126.
•Whitt, Scott Sherman (Virnita C), Audio-Visual Technician I, Audio-Visual Aids Service, Div.
of Univ. Ext.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —516 Louisiana, C, 359-5423.
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*Whitte, Kenneth Michael (Anita R.). Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Southeast Street, Homer (61849), 896-2734.
Whittaker, Gary Fredrick, A.A.S., Electronics Technician I, Dept. of Astronomy.
Vermilion River Observatory, Danville, 446-7373. —2210 N. Washington, Danville (61832),
442-0605.
'Whitten, Dorothea S. (Norman E., Jr.), M.A., Assoc. Center for Latin-American Studies.
1208 W. California. U. —507 Harding Dr., U., 344-1828.
*Whitten, Norman E., Jr. (Dorothea S.), Ph.D.. Assoc. Prof, of Anthropology.
109 Davenport Hall, 333-3616, 333-8381. —507 Harding Dr., U., 344-1828.
'Whitten, William Lawrence (Kay A.), Accelerator Technician II, Dept. of Physics.
443 Physics Bldg.. 333-4175. —R.R. 1, Box 91, Ogden (61859), 582-6800.
Whitton, (Mrs.) Wanda Miller, Chief Clerk, Accounting Div.. Business Office.
247 Adm., 333-2655. —308 W. Columbia, C. 356-3571.
*Whyte, Lee (Winifred), B.S., Dept. Bus. Mgr., Dept. of Computer Science.
240 D.C.L., 333-3278. —707 Dodson Dr. W., U., 367-6552.
Wible, Eugene F., M.A., Asst. in Classics.
4050 Foreign Lang., 333-7279. —143 Newman Hall. 604 E. Armory. C. 344-1266.
*Wickersheimer, David Jerome (Hana), M.S.. Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
309 Architecture, 333-2025.
"Wickert, Marie Elizabeth (Stephen L.), Secy., Fulton County, Cooperative Extension Service.
P. O. Box 68. Lewistown (61542), 309-547-3711. —R.R. 2, Lewistown (61542), 309-547-3700.
•Wicklein, Andrew Albert (Josephine). B.S.. Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Will County.
Cooperative Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd.. Joliet (60433), 815-727-1173. —1822 Hillcrest Rd., Joliet (60432).
815-726-2980.
*Wicklund, Romayne Clare (Lila J.), LL.B.. Asst. Secretary, Board of Trustees; Asst. Secretary of
the University.
354 Adm.. 333-0053. —3006 Perkins Rd., U.. 367-6138.
*Wicks, Eugene Claude (La Vonne M.), M.F.A., Prof, of Art; Assoc. Head of Dept. On leave of
absence for second semester of 1972-73.
143 Fine Arts. 333-6632. —2121 Gunn Drive, C. 356-9428.
Wiczer, James J., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
46 E.E. Bldg., 333-4222. —Apt. 14, 58 E. John. C. 359-0105.
*Widdows, Barbara Dean (Marvin). Typing Clerk III. Accounting Div.. Business Ofc.
257 Administration, 333-2655. —1814 Larch PI., U., 367-7392.
*Widdows, Marvin E. (Barbara D.). Building Service Worker. Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1814 Larch PI., U., 367-7392.
*Widholm, Jack Milton (Sally). Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Agronomy.
234 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —1812 Robert Dr.. C. 359-1032.
*Wiebe, Paul D. (Donna), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Sociology.
342c Lincoln Hall. 333-6196. —802 1/2 S. Elm, C, 359-7256.
*Wieland, Patricia Ann (Gene A.), Clerk-Typist III. Dept. of Animal Science.
326 Mumford Hall. 333-0013. —10 Salem Dr., U., 367-3423.
*Wiemer, David F. (Barbara), B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. — 1944-B S. Orchard, U.. 367-4563.
*Wieneke, Gary Richard (June). M.Ed., Instr. in P.E. for Men: Asst. Track Coach.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3400. —807 Fairoaks Dr., C. 352-2459.
*Wienke, Barbara Lee (Verne E.). Typing Clerk III, Accounting Div., Bus. Ofc.
245 Administration. 333-0786. —307 W. Third, Homer (61849). 896-2191.
Wienke, (Mrs.) Leona Henrietta, Clerk-Typist II, Catalog Dept., Library.
246A Library. 333-2348. —1102 Grant PI.. U.. 367-6289.
*Wiens, A. Emerson (LaWanda J.). M.A., Res. Asst.. Bur. of Educ. Res.
288 Education. 333-3023. —Apt. 222. 2113 W. White. C. 359-4239.
Wierenga, Leanne Beth, M.A.. Asst. in French.
2090 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —Apt. 1, 1008 S. Busey, U.. 328-1373.
*Wiese, William F. (Alice R.), B.S.. Asst. to Dir. of Auxiliary Services.
420 Illini Union. 333-4937. —R.R. 2. U., 328-1575.
"tWiesenmeyer, Hilda Ruth (Frank M.). Jr. Science and Tech. Asst.. Section of Wildlife Res..
State N.H. Survey.
279 Natural Resources. 333-6857. —602 S. Walnut. U.. 328-2020.
*Wiesinger, Charlotte Eugenie (Gyula), Accounting Clerk III. Bursals Div.. Business Ofc.
210 Davenport House, 333-4880. —1609 W. Church, C, 356-8536.
Wiessner, John H., B.S.. Res. Asst. in Food Science.
205 Burnsides Res. Lab.. 333-1874. —606 S. Locust. C
*Wietecha, Edward J., Jr. (Peggy B.). B.A.. Asst. in Educational Psychology.
405 Engineering Hall, 333-3690. —R.R. 4. 11 Carriage Estates. U.. 344-6377.
Wiggins, Gary D., M.A., M.L.S., Slavic Acquisitions Librarian: Asst. Prof, of Library
Administrtion.
225 Library, 333-1349. —507 S. Johnson. U.. 344-4170.
Wiggins, Hilliard, Harman, B.S.. Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab.. 333-2105. —URH-461 Daniels Hall, U.. 322-2354.
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'Wiggins, Jerry Slater (Lynn), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology.
721 Psych. Bid., 333-6469. —508 W. Iowa, U., 344-0124.
Wiggins, Nancy Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Prof., Inst, of Communications Res.; Assoc. Prof, of
Psychology.
229 Psych., 333-4466. —1620 Valley Rd., C, 352-1017.
*Wight, James Kenneth (Linda), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
3113 Civil Eng. 333-6958. —Apt. B, 2034 S. Orchard, U., 344-6694.
'Wijsman, Robert Arthur (Gertrud Z.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics. On leave of absence for
1972-73.
273 Altgeld Hall. —507 S. Pine, C, 359-2215.
'tWilber, Harold T. (Rita), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geol. Survey.
202 Natural Resources, 189-258, 344-1481. —23 Raintree Dr., C, 356-3651.
"tWilbourn, Sammy Lee (Linda K.), Hydrologic Technician, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —804 Castleton, C, 356-8625.
*Wilbur, David James (Ronnie), M.S., Res. Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
46 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-7145; 290P Mat. Res. Lab., 333-7869. —908 Crestwood Dr., U.,
333-7145:
*Wilbur, Ronnie (David), B.A., Res. Assoc, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children.
47 Childrens Res. Center, 333-1850. —908 Crestwood Dr., U., 367-8019.
Wilcock, Josephone L., B.S., Asst. to Head of Dept. of Linguistics.
4098 Foreign Lang., 333-1433. —710 W. Michigan, U., 344-6966.
Wilcox, Thomas Richard, Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Computer Science.
197 D.C.L., 333-4872. —1114 E. Scovill, U., 328-2456.
*Wildemuth, Inez Marston (Robert E.). B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
205 S. Goodwin, U., 333-3370. —1221 Thomas Dr., C, 352-0671.
•Wilder, Billie Jean (Franklin A.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Psychology.
525 Psych. Bldg., 333-0519. —212 W. Birch, C, 359-2543.
*Wildhagen, Arthur Rudolph (Irene L.), M.A., Asst. Dir. of Public Information, Campus Public
Information Ofc.
125 Davenport House, 333-0566. —1215 W. Charles, C, 356-2183.
*Wildhagen, Irene L. (Arthur R.), B.A., Asst. to Curator of Herbarium, Dept. of Botany.
350 Natural History, 333-2522. —1215 W. Charles, C, 356-2183.
*Wiley, Fred R., Jr. (Margaret S.), Campus Trans. Operator, Operation and Maintenace Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 241, Sidney, 688-2450.
*Wiley, Norbert Francis (Sheila R.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Sociology.
319 Lincoln Hall, 333-4933. —1007 S. Busey, U., 344-1233.
Wilhelm, Barbara J., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
2129 Civil Eng., 333-6900. —1500 Anthony Dr., C,
*Wilhelm, Warren Joseph, Jr. (Carol Sue), Ed.D.. Dir. of Short Courses and Conferences, Div. of
Univ. Ext.
116 Illini Hall, 333-2880.
'Wilhelmson, Robert Bernard, (Betty), Ph.D., Res. Asst. Prof., Atmospheric Res. Lab and
Center for Advanced Computation.
5-119 C.S.L., 333-8651. —Apt. 10, 906 W. Nevada, U., 344-5729.
Wilhite, Jack E., M.S., Asst. in Secondary and Continuing Education.
376 Education, 333-3643. —701 N. Coler, U., 344-4739.
*Wilken, Delmar Francis (Phyllis), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Farm Management Extension, Dept. of
Agr. Econ.
452C Mumford Hall, 333-0752. —1205 Mayfair Rd., C, 356-6877.
*Wilkey, Frauliene (Elmer D.), Secy., Adams County, Cooperative Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 223-8380. —736 Adams, Quincy (62301), 222-5727.
*Wilkey, Violet, Chief Library Clerk, L.I.R. Library.
147 L.I.R., 333-2380. —210 N. McCullough, U., 367-3650.
*Wilkie, Brian (Ann), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
122 English, 333-4957. —1109 S. Second, C, 344-7196.
Wilkins, F. Michael, M.B.A., Asst. to Dir. of Agri. Exp. Sta.
109 Mumford Hall, 333-0240. —Apt. 301, 2303 S. First, C, 384-1736.
*Wilkins, Ronald Wayne (Sally F.), M.S., Asst. in Physics.
476 Physics Bldg., 333-3687; 290L Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4265. —2 Buena Vista Ct., U.,
367-2095.
•Will, Frederick L (Louise), Ph.D., Prof, of Philosophy.
200b Gregory Hall, 333-3195. —602 E. Harding Dr., U., 344-4307.
•Willard, Byron James (Rohoda P.), Toolroom Attendant, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1310 Briarcliff Dr., U., 367-1875.
Willcox, David A., B.A., Asst. in Computer Science.
1204 W. Springfield, U., 333-7107. —URH-205 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2160.
*Willenbring, Gordon (Bernice), Master Aircraft Radio Repairman. Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-0072. —910 Holiday Dr., C, 356-0022.
*Willenburg, Carolyn Q. (Wayne L.), M.S.. Multi-County Ext. Adviser, Cooperative Extension
Service.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton (62016), 942-6996. — R.R. 2, Carrollton (62016), 942-3528.
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*Willensky, Harvey (Marjorie), M.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
155 E.E. Bldg.. 333-2302. —Apt. 9, 800 S. Mattis, C, 356-8773.
Willfong, (Mrs.) Elsie Eveline, Clerk III, Admissions and Records.
10 Adm., 333-0416. —106 S. Leeney. Ogden (61859), 582-4885.
Williams, A. Richard, M.Arch., Prof, of Architecture, Emeritus.
1411 W. University, C, 352-4394.
Williams, Bennie F., Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension Service.
767 N. Milwaukee, Chicago (60622). 312-663-4893. —3940 W. Twenty-First, Chicago (60623).
521-6992.
•Williams, Betty L. (Jackie G.), Program Asst. Coop. Ext. Serv.
319 West Side Square, Carrollton (62016), 217-942-6996. —526 Clay, Roodhouse (62082).
Williams, Clarence, Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —1301 W. Beardsley, U., 328-2174
•Williams, David Lewis (Sylva A.), Ed.D., Asst. Prof, of Vocational and Technical Education.
354 Education, 333-3277. —705 McHenry, U., 367-3159.
•Williams, Delphenia M. (Jesse), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
317 S. 11th, Springfield (62703). 525-7171. —1605 E. Lawrence, Springfield (62703),
523-4701.
Williams, Earl H., Jr., B.S., Teaching Asst. in Agricultural Engineering.
310 Agr. Eng., 333-4216. —Apt. 203, 509 E. Stoughton, C, 352-9577.
Williams, Esther A., Ph.D., Asst. Res. Programmer, Dept of Psychology.
453B Psych. Bldg. 333-7531, 333-7815. —2204 Brookhaven Dr. 356-0216.
•Williams, Dorothy Watt (Wendell S.), B.A., Asst. Dir. of Campus Public Information Ofc.
122 Davenport House, 333-0567. —501 E. Mumford Dr., U., 328-1994.
•Williams, Frank O. (Jeane M.), A.B., Asst. Dir. of University Press.
800 Science and Engineering Ofc. Bldg., University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. Chicago
(60680), 996-5080. —1902 S. Anderson, U., 328-1127.
•Williams, Gertrude (Orville A.), Clerk-Typist II, Coordinated Science Lab.
224 C.S.L., 333-3600. —155 Paddock Dr. East, C, 359-8976.
•Williams, Henry Otto (Aldene V.), Janitor Foreman, Housing Div.
25 Florida Avenue Residence Halls, 333-0845. —903 S. Cottage Grove, U., 367-1621.
•Williams, Howard (Mary), Kitchen Laborer, Housing Div.
Gregory Drive Residence Halls, 333-3670. — 1115 W. Bradley, C, 359-6921.
•Williams, James L. (Ruth Ann), Tab. Mach. Operator III, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4824. —504 S. Parke, Tuscola (61953), 253-4328.
Williams, James Weldon, M.S., Serials Cataloger (with rank of Instr.), Library.
220S Library, 333-3856. —54 E. Daniel, C, 359-1185.
Williams, John C, B.S., Area Adviser, Farm Management, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
Apt. B. 103 S. Greely, Monticello (61856), 762-7443.
•Williams, John R. (Phyllis), Lab. Welder II, Dept. of Civil Eng.
1137 Civil Eng., 333-6913. —R.R. 1, Villa Grove (61956), 832-2254.
•Williams, John Wesley (Linda B.), M.S., Asst., School of Chemical Sciences.
376 Adams Lab., 333-3526. —Apt. B, 2082 S. Orchard, U., 344-0942.
•Williams, Kathleen M. (David W.), B.S., Statistical Clerk, Ofc. of Instructional Resources.
307 Engineering Hall, 333-3490. —Apt. 3, 1107 W. Oregon, U., 344-7286.
•Williams, Kenneth A. (Ruth). Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —709 E. Green, U., 367-2609.
Williams, Kenneth Emmet Crops Testing Technician, Dept. of Agronomy.
W-118 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —1209 S. Anderson, U., 328-1042.
•Williams, Linda (John W.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Physiology.
532 Burrill Hall, 333-9769. —Apt. B, 2082 S. Orchard, U., 344-0942.
•Williams, Maldwyn Griffith (Marianne M.), M.Arch., Asst. Prof, of Architecture.
403F Architecture, 333-0415. —811 W. John, C, 359-6130.
Williams, Martha E., M.A., Res. Prof., Coordinated Science Lab.; Prof, of Library Administration.
5-101 C.S.L., 333-1074. —6033 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago (60660), 312-275-6928.
•Williams, Mary (James), Work Program Participant, St. Clair County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
116 S. Charles, Belleville (62220). 618-233-0339. —4879 Converse, E. St. Louis (62207),
618-874-2786.
•fWilliams, Mary A. (Mark A.), Clerk-Typist, University of Illinois Employees Credit Union.
512 S. Third, C, 352-0414. —508 Ridgewood Ct., C, 356-9593.
•Williams, Mitsuko N. (Mark E.), B.A., Library Tech. Asst., Library of the Health Sciences.
495 Burrill Hall Addition, 333-4893; 101 Burrill Hall. 333-3654. —1503 Thornton Dr., C,
359-1945.
•Williams, Moyle Strayhorn (Mary J.), Ph.D., Assoc. Dir. and Prof., Cooperative Extension
Service.
116N Mumford Hall, 333-2664. —902 Westlawn, C, 352-7474.
•Williams, Murray Parke (Ruth L.), Driver, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —506 Lincoln, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2326.
•Williams, Nazree (Eddie T.), Work Program Participant Will County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (61433), 815-723-2265. —406 Dellwood Ave. Lockport, 722-2167.
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•Williams, Norma Jean (Joseph R., Jr.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Computer Science.
236 D.C.L., 333-6804. —R.R. 1, Box 57, Paxton (60957). 379-2601.
•Williams, Raymond Edmund (Beverly A.), Ed.D., Dir. of Teacher Education Services, Urbana
Council on Teacher Education; Prof, of Secondary and Continuing Education.
120 Education, 333-2802. —303 Sunnycrest Ct., U., 367-8773.
*Williams, Richard Carle (Helen M), Fire Equipment Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2706 Clifton, R.R. 2, U., 328-1715.
•Williams, Robert Steward (Barbara G.), B.S., Library Clerk II, Education and Social Science.
Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —2906 Maplewood Dr., C, 359-1820.
Williams, Rosetta, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services; 333-0869.; Taft-Van Doren Halls, —1304 W. Beslin, U., 328-1365.
•Williams, Roy Fredrick (Catherine K.), Steam Distribution Foreman, Operation & Maintenance
Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2303 Dale Dr., C, 352-5083.
Williams, Ruby Ann, M.L.S., Asst. Education and Social Sciences Librn; Instr. in Library
Administration.
100 Library, 333-2305. —202 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-5474.
Williams, Ruth W., Cook, Housing Div.
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls, 333-2160. —Box 24, Sidney (61877), 688-2218.
•Williams, Sheldon Ward (Mildred B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agriculture Economics. Prof, of Dairy
Marketing, Dept. of Agr. Econ.
301 Mumford Hall, 333-6313. —501 E. Oregon, U., 367-8169.
Williams, Verleaner, Clerk-Typist I, Graduate College.
311 Adm., 333-0036. —114 E. Garwood, C, 359-7381.
•Williams, Violet Mae (Robert D.), Library Clerk III, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-3479. —1009 N. McKinley, C, 356-3156.
Williams, Virginia Paramore, Work Program Participant, Cook County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
40 E. Forty-Seventh, Chicago (60653), 312-663-4890. —Apt. 6-M, 7251 South Shore Dr.,
Chicago (60649), 731-1233.
•Williams, Walter William (Lee O.), B.S., Dir. of Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4820. —1930 Maynard Dr., C, 352-5461.
•Williams, Warren Earl (Patricia A.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Biology.
363 Burrill Hall, 333-2195. —Apt. D, 1940 S. Orchard, U., 367-8821.
•Williams, Wendell Sterling (Dorothy W.), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics and of Ceramic Engineering.
106 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3524; 304 Ceramics, 333-0255. —501 E. Mumford, U., 328-1994.
•Williams, William K. (Binnie), A.B., M.Div., Ombudsman.
322 Ulini Union, 333-1345, 333-1346. —101 East Ave., Homer, 896-2149.
Williams, (Mrs.) Willie M., Keypunch Operator II, Campus Administrative Date Processing Ofc.
249 Adm., 333-4750. —3204 Kimberly Dr., C, 352-4971.
Williams, (Mrs.) Willie Mae, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —705 W. Vine, C, 356-1495.
•Williamson, Barbara Jean (Bobbie), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3129 Civil Eng., 333-6904. —1303 N. Sixth, C, 356-8750.
•Williamson, Earl (Belle), Farm Foreman, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-949-2101. —Simpson (62985), 618-695-2422.
Williamson, Harold Francis, Jr., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics.
144 Commerce (W), 333-4511. —1831 W. John, C, 356-9139.
•Williamson, Leland William (Florence C), Manager of Office Supply Stores, Purchasing Div.,
Business Ofc.
203 Central Receiving Bldg., 333-1040. —1307 W. Green, C, 352-3919.
Williamson, Lois Maurine, Adm. Secy., Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270D Education, 333-3771. —1106 S. Second, C, 344-7895.
•Williamson, Marvin E. (Golda), Herder, Dixon Springs Agr. Center
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Simpson (6298).
'tWilliamson, William R. (Mary L.), B.S., Chemist III, State Environmental Protection Agency
Lab.
2125 S. First, C, 333-6907. —206 W. Indiana, U., 328-1979.
•Williby, Richard McCoy (Alice I.), Custodial Supervisor, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —807 Westfield Dr., C, 352-1559.
•Williford, Barbara L (Elmer O.), Clerk-Typist III, Small Animal Clinic.
100A Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —412 N. Third, St. Joseph (61873), 469-2664.
•Williges, Beverly H. (Robert), M.A., Res. Assoc, Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-7749. —2305 Glenoak Dr., C, 352-2957.
•Williges, Robert Carl (Beverly A.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Psychology and of Aviation.
511 Psych. Bldg.; 333-2363; Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162. —2305 Glenoak Dr., C,
352-2957.
•Willis, Anne Margaret (William O.), Chief Clerk, Bur. of Institutional Res.
252 Illini Tower, 333-6793. —107 N. Lynn, U., 328-3271.
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*Willis, Charles Burton (June N.), Building Service Subforeman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1212 Redwood Dr., C, 356-4390.
*Willis, David Dean (Charlotte R.), Photographer II, Photographic Service, Campus Public
Information Ofc.
713 S. Wright, C, 333-4677. 333-4671. —2302 Broadmoor, C, 352-5789.
*Willis, Jeffrey O. (Linda C), M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
301 Mat. Res. Lab.; 333-2596.; B09 Mat. Res. Lab., —2410 E. Main, Lot 2, U., 367-0303.
*Willis, John Steele (Judith), Ph.D., Prof, of Physiology.
414 Burrill Hall, 333-0974. —611 W. Indiana, U., 344-6009.
*Willis, Judith Horwitz (John S.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Entomology.
317 Morrill Hall, 333-2454. —611 W. Indiana, U., 344-6009.
*Willis, Linda Carol (Jeffrey O.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Zoology.
549 Morrill Hall, 333-4971. —Lot 2, 2410 E. Main, U., 367-0303.
*Willman, Charles Edward (Leah R.), M.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Randolph County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
S. St. Louis and Belmont, Sparta, (62286), 443-3538. —R. R. 3, Sparta (62286), 443-3542.
tWillman, Harold Bowen, Ph.D., Geologist, State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
11 Natural Resources, 189-297, 344-1481. —411 W. Indiana, U., 344-5368.
Willmore, Tracy A., M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Ceramic Engineering.
303 Ceramics, 333-3831. —809 W. Illinois, U.
*Wills, Creed Airol (Betty), Eng. Draftsman I, Dept. of Physics.
104 Physics Bldg., 333-3434. —803 S. Foley, C, 356-6391.
*Wills, John Elliot (George Anne), Ph.D., Prof, of Farm Management, Emeritus.
1804 S. Vine, U., 367-1412.
*Willskey, Raymond L. (Dorothy), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —204 W. Charles, C, 352-9649.
*Willson, Mary F.spn(Robert A. von Neumann), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Zoology.
203 Vivarium, 333-0608. 333-1631. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7515.
Wilmot, Candace Clifford, B.S., Senior Res. Programmer, Computing Services Ofc.
183 D.C.L., 333-6262. —6 Buena Vista Ct, U., 367-7756.
*Wilner, Douglass O. (Jane L.), B.S.E.E., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
330-c E.E. Bldg., 333-4320. —809 W. Hill, C, 352-2805.
*Wilske, Eileen Puckett (Frederick P.), Secy., Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3621. —R.R. 4, C, 643-7208.
*Wilsky, Glen Victor (Ines M.), Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1507 W. Church, C, 352-3146.
*Wilsky, Herschel John (Imogene), Brickmason Foreman, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —707 Dover, C, 352-2995.
*Wilsky, Walter Frederick (Rose Mary), Senior Lab. Mechanic, Dept. of Civil Eng., Retired.
R.R. 1, Kenwood Dr., C, 356-6145.
*Wilson, Adran Lee (Betty J.), Administrator II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4394. —1402 Cambridge Dr., C, 352-3633.
•Wilson, Agnes Wood (A. Stewart), Secy., Public Information Ofc.
141 Davenport House, 333-6312. —1005 W. Healey, C, 356-0134.
Wilson, Allan M., M.A., Catologer, Library; Asst. Prof, of Library Administration.
246 Library, 333-3399. —312 W. Nevada, U.
*Wilson, Allen Bernard (Angeline), Electronics Eng. Asst., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
226 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2107. —2321 S. First St. Rd., R.R. 2, C, 344-0909.
*Wilson, A. Stewart (Agnes W.), Senior Lab. Mechanic, School of Life Sciences.
59 Burrill Hall, 333-0609. —1005 W. Healey, C, 356-0134.
•Wilson, Bobby Lark (Harris W.), Secy., Ofc. of the Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs.
107 Coble Hall, 333-4523. —1204 S. Carle, U., 367-1449.
•Wilson, Charles Kendall (Mary C), M.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4037 Foreign Lang., 333-8056. —Apt. 101, 2120 S. Orchard, U., 344-5976.
•Wilson, Curtis Marshall (Janice), Ph.D., Prof, of Plant Physiology, Dept. of Agronomy; Res.
Chemist, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
213 Davenport Hall, 333-1277. —104 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6148.
Wilson, Donald B., Library Attendant, Undergraduate Library.
Undergraduate Library, 333-1031, 333-1032. —Apt. 509, 707 S. 6th, C, 344-0806.
Wilson, Douglas G., B.S., Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
114 East Chem. —807 W. Nevada, U., 344-4320.
Wilson, Effie C, B.A., Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Lincoln-Nevada Residence Halls, 333-1575. —206 S. Prospect, C,
359-1948.
tWilson, Eleanore (Mrs.), Jr. Professional Scientist, State N. H. Survey.
279 Natural Resources, 333-6857. 333-6855. —406 W. Vermont, U., 344-6952.
•Wilson, Elsie Marie (Gary F.), Adm. Aide, School of Chemical Sciences.
HOC Noyes Lab., 333-0712. —2113 Duncan Rd., C, 356-1626.
•Wilson, Eula Veetrice (Ralph), Work Program Participant, Pulaski-Alexander Counties,
Cooperative Extension Service.
128 N. Oak, Mounds (62964), 618-745-6310. —P.O. Box 105, Olmsted (62970), 742-6783.
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Wilson, Forest Ray II, M.S., Asst. in Physiology and Biophysics.
537 Burrill Hall, 333-4717. —1109 W. John. C.
Wilson, Francis Graham Ph.D., Prof, of Political Science, Emeritus.
Cosmos Club, 2121 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. (20008), Dupont 7-7783.
'tWilson, George Miller (Jean G.), M.S., Asst. Geologist. State Geological Survey.
305 Natural Resources, 189-237, 344-1481. —505 W. Vermont, U., 344-6060.
Wilson, Grace, M.S., Prof, of General Engineering.
207B Transportation, 333-0897. —306 Sunnycrest Ct. W., U., 367-1283.
Wilson, Grace Elizabeth, M.Mus., Prof, of Music.
113 S.M.H.. 333-0403. —403 E. Colorado, U., 367-8814.
•Wilson, Harold Kenneth (D. Lucille), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Dairy Technology, Dept. of Food
Science, Emeritus.
506 S. Grove. U., 367-6819.
•Wilson, Harris Ward (Bobby L.), Ph.D., Prof, of English.
102C English, 333-3914. —1204 S. Carle, U., 367-1449.
•Wilson, Harvey L (Gail T.), B.S.. Capt., U.S.A., Asst. Prof, of Military Science.
208 Armory, 333-1550. —1813 W. John, C, 359-3224.
•Wilson, James H. (Jane), B.A., Asst. in Speech.
230 Illini Hall, 333-2057. —Apt. 3, 1211 W. University, U., 367-1319.
"tWilson, Jean Gilbert (George M.), B.A., Asst. Scientist in Economic Entomology, State N.H.
Survey.
164 Natural Resources, 333-6821. —505 W. Vermont, U., 344-6060.
•Wilson, Joseph G. (Theresa), Laborer-Electrician, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —610 S. 5th, Fisher (61843), 897-3830.
Wilson, Judith Kay, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dean of Students Ofc.
310 Student Services, 333-1302. —110 Buena Vista Dr., C, 352-3946.
Wilson, Judith Kay, B.A.. Asst. in English.
304 English. 333-2633. —1008 1/2 W. Green, U., 328-2714.
Wilson, Kenneth L, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
209 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-0365. —Apt. 4. 106 S. Glover, U., 367-2295.
Wilson, Leslie Charles, M.S., Teaching Fellow in Mathematics.
204 Coble Hall, 333-2697. —701 W. Michigan, U., 367-9699.
Wilson, Linda L„ Financial Aid Adviser II, Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth. C, 333-0100. —1515 Lincolnshire, C, 359-5728.
Wilson, Lonnie J., Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow in Chemistry.
350a Noyes Lab., 333-3059. —Apt. 8, 1727 Henry, C, 367-9579.
•Wilson, Marilyn D. (Michael G.), Keypunch Operator III, Administrative Data Processing.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —P.O. Box 2463, Sta. A. C
•Wilson, Michael George, B.A., Main Desk Attendant, Illini Union.
125 Illini Union, 344-1330. —P.O. Box 2463, Station A, C, 359-9861.
•Wilson, Nancy Ellen (David L.), Secy., Cooperative Extension Service.
302 S. Downend, Toulon (61483), 309-386,5421 309-286,5931. —R.R. 2, Toulon (61483),
309-286-5187.
•Wilson, Paul Thomas (Francis I.), B.S., Senior Ext. Adviser in Agriculture. Livingston County,
Cooperative Extension Service, Retired.
717 S. Mill, Pontiac (61764). 844-5623.
•Wilson, Richard Ferrol, (Pam A.), B.S., Res. Asst. in Plant Physiology.
160 Davenport Hall, 344-0622. —Apt. 6, 907 S. Mattis. C, 356-8288.
Wilson, Sheila Ann, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
273 Altgeld Hall, 333-1220. —Apt. 13, 602 E. Stoughton, C. 359-6076.
Wilson, Shirley A., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
210h Arcade. 333-2043. —Apt. 321, 502 W. Main. U., 344-4179.
•Wilson, Thomas Martin (Joyce A.), Building Service Worker, Health Service.
McKinley Hospital, 333-3263. —R.R. 1. Broadlands (61816), 688-2285.
•Wilson, Wilfrid (Ida L.), Dr.Math. et Phys.. Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics. Emeritus.
Calvin Dr., R.R. 7, Salisbury, Maryland (21801) 749-4975.
Wilson, W. Mark D., B.S., Res. Asst. in Animal Science.
264 An. Sci. Lab., 333-1334. —URH-1048 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4965.
•Wimber, Donald E. (Doris R.), Ph.D., Visiting Scientist in Botany.
113 Morrill Hall, 333-3087. —405 E. Colorado, U., 344-3316.
Wimer, David Cleveland, Ph.D., Prof, of Soil Science, Dept. of Agronomy, Emeritus.
1004 Franklin. Winthrop Harbor (60096), 312-872-4659.
•Winans, Wanda (Daniel), A.A.S., Secy., Edgar County. Cooperative Extension Service.
210-A W. Washington. Paris (61944), 465-2545. —R.R. 3,Chrisman (61924). 269-2937.
•Wimpee, John Frederick (Margaret A.), M.M., Instr. in Music.
102 S.M.H., 333-3188. —1205 E. Delaware, U.. 328-3646.
•Winburn, Ronald Leroy (Deborah L.), Eng. Draftsman I, Dept. of Civil Eng.
B-112 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6983. —1500 Westfield Dr.. C. 356-4264.
•Winchester, Ben L. (Bess), Temperature Control Mechanic. Dept. of Plant and Services, Retired.
1105 S. Orchard, U., 344-6836.
•Winchester, Bess Riggs (Ben L.), Chief Clerk, Agr. Exp. Sta., Retired.
1105 S. Orchard, U., 344-6836.
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*Winegardner, William Donald (Mildred M), Supervisor of Machine Shops, Dept. of Chem. and
Chem. Eng.
B-71 Adams Lab.. 333-4278. —Apt. 2, 1603 Valley Rd., C, 359-4509.
•Winfrey, Linda Geneva (Charles L.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, Dept. of Food Science.
204 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1877. —Apt. 8, 400 Briar Lane, C, 356-9630.
'tWinget, Delbert E. (Osie B.). B.S., Supervisory Hydrologist, U.S.G.S.
605 N. Neil, C, 359-3918. —4 Mayfair Ct., C, 356-4304.
Wingler, Lorna L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene.
359 Vet. Med., 333-4689. —Apt. R-326, 1600 W. Bradley, C.
*Wingstrom, Charles B. (Patricia), Acting Safety Coordinator, Safety Coordinator's Ofc.
222A Armory, 333-1106. —1921 Moraine Dr., C, 352-1304.
•Winkelhake, Jeffrey L. (Bonnie G.), M.S., Asst. in Microbiology.
217 Burrill Hall. 333-1738. —1205 E. Harding Dr., U.
Winkelmann, Gail L., Clerk-Typist L Engineering Placement Ofc.
109 Engineering Hall. 333-1960. —204 E. California, U., 367-9053.
Winske, Dan, M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
260 C.S.L., 333-3516. —URH-310 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2217.
Winsloff, Robert F., Building Service Worker, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —912 Hillside, Danville (61832), 443-3653.
'Winslow, Wayne (Naomi), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —P.O. Box 721, Tolono (61880).
'Winston, Morton Emanuel (Sally), M.A., Asst. in Philosophy.
400e Gregory Hall, 333-8135. —1203 N. Division, U., 367-9432.
•Winter, Frederick W., Jr. (Dottie), Ph.D. Asst. Prof, of Business Administration.
163 Commerce (W), 333-4512. —708 W. Green, C, 359-9033.
•Winter, Robert (Maureen), M.S., Planning Analyst, University Ofc. of Long-Range Planning and
Analysis.
208 Illini Tower, 333-1167. —1707 Carolyn Dr., C, 352-4856.
•Winterbottom, Don Bradley (Valerie A.), Asst. to Dir. of Ofc. for Capital Programs.
276 Adm., 333-3624. —R.R. 1, Monticello, 762-2743.
•Winterbottom, Russell E. (Shirley A.), Electronic Technician II, School of Music.
1156 Music, 333-4379. —R.R. 1, Monticello (61856), 762-4400.
Winterfeldt, Elnora Pearl, M.S., Assoc. Prof, and Asst. State Leader, Cooperative Extension
Service.
549 Bevier Hall, 333-2817. —1115 Broadmoor, C, 359-8213.
Winters, Judith Ann, B.A., Secy., Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Rm. 318. 767 N. Milwaukee. Chicago (60622). 663-4893. —419 South Blvd.. Oak Park,
312-848-7867.
Wiringa, Robert B., B.S., Asst. in Physics.
255 Physics Bldg. —URH-560 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4867.
•Wirth, Olive Sarah (Herman J.), B.S., Cook. Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-0700. —R.R. 1, Kenwood Dr., C, 356-0741.
•Wirth, Paul Richard (Carole J.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Richland County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
306 S. Fair, Olney (62450), 395-2191. —1519 Walnut, Olney (62450), 395-2868.
*Wirtz, Gerald Paul (Darlene), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Ceramic Engineering.
307 Ceramics, 333-0976. —R.R. 2, U., 367-1481.
•Wise, Betty Lee (Fred S.), Secy., Dept. of Civil Engineering.
201 Engineering Hall. 333-3820. —104 W. State, Mahomet, 586-2006.
•Wise, David Oakley, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4142 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —Apt. 2, 405 N. Race, 328-1484.
•Wise, Eugene (Maxine). Asst. Farmer. Dept. of Animal Science.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R. R. 2, Simpson (62985),
618-695-2692.
•Wise, Fred Sterling (Betty L.), B.S., Tech. Services Supervisor, Dept. of Physics and Mat. Res.
Lab.
104A Physics Bldg., 333-1376. —104 W. State, Mahomet (61853), 586-2006.
•Wise, Janet M. (Steven R.). Payroll Clerk I, Operation and Maintenance Div.
1501 South Oak, P.P. Service Bldg. 333-6480 —Rm. 303, 56 1/2 E. Green. C, 359-9104.
•Wise, Kenneth Douglas (Betty Lou), Mechanic, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1207 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6119.
•Wise, Olga J. (David), M.A., M.S.L.S., Librn., Coordinated Science Lab. Library.
269a C.S.L.. 333-4368. —Apt. 2, 405 N. Race, U., 328-1484.
Wiseheart, Wilma Ethel, Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-4771. —207 S. Draper. C, 352-5640.
Wiseman, Highland, M.S., Clerk III, Library, Retired.
Apt. 508. 302 S. Second, C, 352-5673.
•Wisniewski, Thomas Joseph (Virginia J.), M.Mus., Assoc. Prof, of Music.
608 S. Mathews, U., 333-1580. —2506 S. Combes, U.. 367-0695.
Witek, John James, Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall. 333-1737. —Apt. C60, 1600 W. Bradley, C. 356-9608.
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*Withee, Carl Joseph (Jean E.), M.S., Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engineering.
418 Ceramics, 333-0332. —Apt. 102, 300 S. Goodwin, U., 328-2170.
•Withers, Christopher (Donnis S.), M.A., Capt., U.S.N., Prof, of Naval Science.
236 Armory, 333-1061. —1003 Harrington Dr., C, 359-1320.
*Witherspoon, Vernell W. (Judean), Building Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —1409 N. Romine, U., 367-1365.
*Withrow, Stephen Parker (Lois J.), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
1-110 C.S.L., 333-4128. —622 W. Clark, C, 359-7420.
*Witney, Russell (Katherine), M.A., Asst. in French.
2148 Foreign Lang., 333-2021. —2 Patricia Ct., C, 352-6719.
*Witt, Frank E.L (Virginia L.) Tech. Service Supervisor, Dept. of Physics.
163 Physics Bldg., 333-3436; 333-3190. —1217 Thomas Dr., C, 352-9547.
Witt, (Mrs.) Dorothy, Secy., Iroquois County, Cooperative Extension Service.
123 S. Fifth, Watseka (60970), 815-432-2012. —223 Walnut, Milford (60953), 815-889-4603.
*Witt, William Harold (Edna L.), M.S., Assoc. Prof, of Vocational Agriculture.
434 Mumford Hall, 333-3873. —1708 Park Haven, C, 352-9046.
*Witte, Carl George (Grace J.), Janitor, Illini Union.
165 Illini Union, 333-3685. —806 Sherwood Terr., C, 356-8072.
*Witte, O. E. (Ardella A.), Project Engr., Operation & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-0828. —R.R. 2, C, 863-2692.
•Witter, Lloyd David (Carolyn S.), Ph.D., Prof, of Food Microbiology, Dept. of Food Science.
499 Bevier Hall, 333-0717. —406 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-8982.
tWitters, Juanita, M.S., Physicist, State Geological Survey, Emerita.
183 N. Main, St. Albans, Vermont (05478), 524-5658.
*Witz, Klaus Gerhard (Nancy C), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics.
222 Coble Hall, 333-6319. —503 W. High, U., 367-1390.
*Witz, Nancy C. (Klaus G.), B.A., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I, Dept. of Botany.
115 Morrill Hall, 333-2919. —503 W. High, U., 367-1390.
*Wo, Yiu Kwan (Catherine), M.S., Res. Asst. in Computer Science.
220 D.C.L., 333-4751. —Apt. B, 2044 S. Orchard, U., 344-7143.
*Woerpel, Janet (Willard D.), Secy., LaSalle County, Cooperative Extension Service.
Box 489, Ottawa (61350), 815-433-0707. —Timbercrest, R.R. 2, Marseilles (61341),
815-795-5038.
*Woese, Carl Richard (Gabriella H.), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
371 Morrill Hall, 333-9369. —806 W. Delaware, U., 344-0312.
•Wohlstein, Vonice J. (Ronald T.), Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Psychology.
617 Psych. Bldg., 333-3545. —806 Hawthorne, U., 344-7985.
Wojslaw, Richard Joseph, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
361 Physics Bldg., 333-4352. —URH-708 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2364.
*Wolcott, James Franklin (Linda E.), M.S., Res. Chemist, Mat. Res. Lab.
388 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-0386. —1915 Winchester Dr., C, 352-0870.
*Wolf, Don Lee (Doris J.), Stores Supervisor, Operations and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg., 333-1150. —R. R. 2, Homer (61849), 896-2650.
*Wolf, Jon R. (Jane), B.S., Mgr. of Farm Operations & Horse Farm, Dept. of Animal Science.
Horse Barn, 333-0347. —Apt. 204, 2301 S. 1st, C.
*Wolf, Robert Frank (Betty E.), Agr. Gardener, Dept. of Agronomy.
Agronomy Greenhouse, 333-2418. —1902 W. Kirby, C, 356-4788.
*Wolf, Robert Leslie (Joan), M.A., Res. Asst., Center for Instructional Res. and Curriculum
Evaluation.
270 Education, 333-0989. —703 W. Washington, U., 328-1314.
*Wolfe, Earl Clifford (Helen M.), A.M., Prof, of Labor and Industrial Relations, Emeritus.
229 L.I.R., 333-0982. —112 W. Mumford Dr., U., 344-6078.
Wolfe, Marguerite, Clerk-Typist III, Correspondance Courses, Div. of Univ. Ext.
104 Illini Hall, 333-3016. —105 W. Illinois, U., 344-6494.
*Wolfe, Phillip W. (Anna M.), SSgt., U.S.M.C, Adm. Asst. Dept. of Naval Science.
236g Armory, 333-1062. —2403 Sharlyn Dr., U., 367-2706.
*Wolfe, Ralph Stoner (Gretka), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology.
335 Burrill Hall, 333-0065. —1208 W. Healey, C, 359-4335.
*Wolff, Ernst (Kuei-ching), Ph.D., Consultant in Asian Bibliography; Prof, of Library
Administration.
227 Library, 333-1501. —305 W. Vermont, U., 367-2556.
Wolfgram, (Mrs.) Marion Nancy A.B., Secy., DuPage County Cooperative Extension Service.
Bldg. 4, Suite 320, 799 Roosevelt Rd., 469-2467. —850 Lorraine Rd.. Wheaton (60187).
668-2779.
Wolford, Donald J., B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
180 C.S.L., 333-6812. —URH-425 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2285.
*Wolfowitz, Jacob (Lillian D.), Ph.D., Prof, of Mathematics.
366 Altgeld Hall, 333-1716. —2114 S. Boudreau, U., 367-9082.
*Wolin, Eileen (Meyer J.), Asst. in Microbiology.
131 Burrill Hall, 333-1737; 458 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —1601 S. Hillcrest, U., 367-2217.
*Wolin, Meyer Jerome (Eileen), Ph.D., Prof, of Microbiology, Depts. of Dairy Science and
Microbiology.
460 An. Sci. Lab., 333-2090. —1601 S. Hillcrest, U., 367-2217.
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*Wolken, Dennis Eugene (Karen J.), B.F.A., Commercial Artist II, Design Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
134 University Press, 333-9200 —807 S. Market, Mahomet(61853), 586-2820.
*tWoller, Dorothy Margaret (James H.), Jr. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
254 Water Resources, 333-6800. —P.O. Box 324, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7320.
Wolters, Kathryn Ann (William E.), B.S., Ext. Adviser in Home Economics, Adams County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
330 S. Thirty-sixth, Quincy (62301), 217-223-8380. —R.R. 5, 6 Stone Haven, Quincy (62301),
217-223-1563.
*Wombwell, Mary Ann (Charles), Secy., Sangamon County, Cooperative.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —2313 Cahokia, Springfield (62702),
523-0053.
*Wong, Kam Wu (Betsy), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering*
2211 Civil Eng., 333-4312. —1508 Alma Dr., C, 359-0877.
•Wonneberg, Barbara H. (Stephen D.), B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Civil Engineering.
2129 Civil Eng., 333-6900. —306 W. Healey, C, 359-5075.
*Woo, Tony Cheng-Hsiang (Gloria J.), B.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-113 C.S.L., 333-3862. — 1932-A S. Orchard, U., 344-5778.
•Wood, Dennis Stephenson, (Anne), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Geology.
200 AND 201 Natural History, 333-2744. —504 W. Delaware, U., 328-3902.
*Wood, James Louis (Bonnie M.), Clerk-Typist III, Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Ofc.
107 Coble Hall, 333-2759. —R.R. 1, U., 328-2359.
*Wood, Jimmie Russell (Pam A.), Construction Laborer, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —R.R., Sidney (61877), 688-2576.
Wood, Kathleen Ann (Thomas), Clerk-Stenog. II, Student Financial Aids Ofc.
Rm. 109, 707 S. Sixth, C, 333-0100. —Box 171, Sadorus (61872), 598-3176.
*Wood, Mary Jo (Gary Lee), B.A., Asst. Adviser in Home Economics, McDonough County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
Route 136 West, Box 463, Macomb (61455), 309-833-2840. —Apt. 6, 369 Eggers Dr., Macomb
(61455), 309-837-2685.
*Wood, Mary Joy (Eugene T.), Secy., Dept. of Electrical Engineering.
153 E.E. Bldg., 333-2302. —105 Turner Dr., Mahomet (61853), 586-4763.
*Wood, Mary M. (Maurice W.), Payroll Clerk II, Housing Div.
420 Student Services, 333-1761. —307 W. Locust, U., 367-6706.
•Wood, Pamela Ann (Jimmie R.), Clerk-Typist II, Vet. Med. Extension.
281 Small Animal Clinic, 333-2907. —R.R. 1, Pleasant Hill, Sidney (61877), 688-2576.
•Wood, Raymond Francis (Erma), Supervisor of Credit Collections, Bursar's Div., Business
Office, Retired.
Box 136, Broadlands, 834-3073.
•Wood, Ruth (Aden), Maid, Housing Div.
420 Student Services. —105 Kyle, Ogden (61859), 582-7310.
•Wood, Susanne G. (R. Bruce), M.A., Res. Asst. in Plant Pathology.
10 Hort. Field Lab., 333-4723. —Box 1005, Tolono (61880), 485-4275.
•Wood, Vivian Louise (George D.), Admissions/Records Officerll, Admissions and Records.
100A Administration, 333-4381, 333-1198. —311 Edgebrook Dr., C, 356-0941.
•Wood, Walter William (Betty J.), B.S., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Elec. Eng.
300C E.E. Res. Lab., 333-2310. —43 Lange, Savoy (61874), 359-5664.
Wood, William Edward, M.A., Asst. in Psychology.
834 Psych. Bldg. —Apt. 6, 110 E. John, C, 356-2897.
•Woodall, Susan L. (Stanley Dyczkowski), B.S., Asst. Specialist in Education, Urbana Council on
Teacher Education.
120 Education, 333-2800. —1708 W. Park, C, 359-8778.
•Woodard, Avice A. (Lance), B.S., Secy., Admissions and Records.
408 Met and Min., 333-6805. —Oakland (61943), 346-2869.
•Woodard, Doyle Dwayne (Carol J.), Asst. Tab. Mach. Supervisor, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4833. —R.R. 1, Sidney (61877), 688-2046.
Woodcock, Larry R., D.V.M., Instr. in Vet. Clinical Med.
287 Small Animal Clinic, 333-7232. —Box 2116, Station A, C, 352-1200.
•Woodhead, Ronald W. (Kathleen), M.E., Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2122 Civil Eng., 333-0047. —610 W. Church, C, 359-4187.
•Woodhouse, John Barry (Barbara C), M.A., Res. Microprobe Analyst, Mat. Res. Lab.
67 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3888. —1412 Kinch, U., 367-7520.
•Woodis, Raymond A. (Caroline S.), M.S., Ext. Communications Specialist; and Asst. Prof, of
Agricultural Communications.
330 Mumford Hall, 333-1130. —304 E. White, C, 352-9570.
Woodley, Thomas Joseph, M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
308 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3827. —509 S. Fourth, C.
•Woodley, Thomas Roger (Patricia M.), M.S., Col. U.S.A., Prof, of Military Science.
HOw Armory, 333-0125, 333-1551. —2405 Lyndhurst Dr., C, 359-2108.
•Woodman, Donald L. (Linda A.), S/Sgt., Instr. in Military Science.
Ill Armory 333-3867. —715 Dover, C, 356-0925.
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•Woodrow, Herbert (Katherine L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Psychology, Emeritus.
915 W. White, C, 352-5614.
•Woodruff, Terry A. (Linda). B.S., Asst. in Chemistry.
78 Adams Lab., 333-4980. —Apt. 13, 1204 W. Stoughton, U.
•Woods, Dennis Meade (Nancy E.), B.S., Asst. Animal Scientist, Dept. of Animal Science.
Moorman Swine Breeding Res. Farm, S. Fourth, C, 333-2223. — R.R. 3, St. Mary's Rd., U.,
344-6200.
Woods, Dorothy Burres, (Mrs.), Secy., Dept. of Ceramic Engineering, Retired.
705 S. Urbana. U., 367-1993.
•Woods, George G. (Rosemary S.), Refreigeration Mechanic, Operations & Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —709 Dodson Dr. East, U., 367-4774.
•Woods, George Theodore (Helen), D.V.M., M.P.H., M.S., Prof, of Vet. Microbiology and
Public Health and of Vet. Res.
63 Vet. Med., 333-0141. —901 McHenry, U., 367-3416.
•Woods, Melanie Margaret (S. Tracy, Jr.), B.A., Affirmative Action for Equal Opportunity Ofc.
627 1/2 S. Wright, 333-6811. —506 W. Beardsley, C, 359-0847.
•Woodson, Cecile Marie (James T.), Work Program Participant, Sangamon County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
317 S. 11th, Springfield (62703), 217-525-7171. —1613 E. Reynolds, Springfield (62702),
528-5413.
•Woodward, Barbara Anne (James L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Horticulture.
103 Hort. Field Lab., 333-1520. —5 Southwood Ct., C, 356-4208.
•Woodward, Donald E. (Shirley), Building Service SubForeman, Housing Div.
Peabody Drive Residence Halls, 333-1439. —714 W. Maple, C, 356-6840.
•Woodward, Thomas Trask (Nancy D.), Janitor Foreman, Illini Union.
335 Illini Union, 333-2132. —1304 W. Clark, C, 352-9847.
'tWoodworth, Doreen Maxine (Roger), Clerk-Typist III, Univ. Civil Service System of Illinois.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3150. —R.R. 1, Box 100, Tolono (61880), 485-5126.
•Woodworth, Janet Louise (Donald D.), Secy., College of Vet. Med.
100 Large Animal Clinic, 333-2000. —R.R. 1, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7308.
•Wooldridge, Gertrude (Glen), Work Program Participant, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —Route 1, Box 234, Golconda
(62938), 618-683-3209.
•Wooldridge, Kent Ernest (Susan), B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
305 Coble Hall, 333-6406. —R.R.2, U., 344-4376.
•Wooldridge, Sarnie Jay (Heloris), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson (62985), 618-695-2441. —R. R. 2, Simpson (62985),
618-695-3418.
•Wooldridge, Susan G. (Kent E.), B.A., Asst. Editor, University Press.
118 University Press, 333-0950. —R.R.2, U., 344-4376.
•Woolen, Hubert Dean (Norma J.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —2206 N. Walters, C, 356-1479.
*Wooley, Ethel M. (Gerald V.), Bldg. Service Worker, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —500 Crawford, Villa Grove (61956).
•Wooley, Gerald Vane (Ethel), Painter, Housing Div.
14 Lincoln Avenue Residence. —500 Crawford, Villa Grove (61956), 832-8101.
•Woolley, Joseph Tarbet (Marnette), Ph.D., Plant Physiologist, Agr. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.;
Assoc. Prof, of Plant Physiology, Department of Agronomy.
S-212 Turner Hall, 333-4370. —8 McDonald Ct., C, 356-3261.
Woracek, David L., B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering.
113 Adams Lab., 333-3640. —Apt. 5, 209 E. Clare. C.
•Works, Bernhard Russell (Nancy), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Theatre.
4-115 K.C.P.A., 333-2876. —1905 Maynard Dr., C, 356-6293.
•Worley, Will J. (Carolyn J.), Ph.D., Prof, of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306E Talbot Lab., 333-1607. —2106 Zuppke, U., 367-4744.
•Worner, Jonfred Keith (Cynthia), B.S., Associate Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Sangamon County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
2449 N. Thirty-first, Springfield (62702), 525-4617. —1211 Interlacken, Springfield (62704),
787-3029.
•Worner, Ruth Arline (Eldon L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Dept. of Civil Eng.
3230 Civil Eng., 333-6968. —1909 Augusta Dr., C. 359-1857.
•Wort, Donald H. (Karen), M.Com., Lecturer in Finance.
109 Commerce (W), 333-4507. —407 W. Washington, U., 344-4711.
•Worthey, Walter Everette (Hazel L.), Painter, Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Lot 48, 604 N. Maple, U., 367-9903.
tWorthington, Jack L., B.S., Junior Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
134 Water Resources, 333-4954. —Apt. 6, 604 W. Main, U.. 367-6004.
"tWorthington, Robert Watson (Lorraine M.), Chief, Procurement Branch, U.S. Army
Construction Eng. Res. Lab. Newark Dr..
Newmark Dr., Interstate Res. Park, C, 352-6511. —2110 Tamarack Ct., C, 359-6813.
Worthy, (Mrs.) Elouise A. Asst. to Dean of Student Programs and Services; Executive Secy, of
Mothers Association.
110 Student Services. 333-7060. —5 Mayfair Ct., C. 356-2749.
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*Wortis, Michael (Ruth E.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
301A Physics Bldg., 333-4229. —904 W. California, U., 344-1739.
*Wortis, Ruth Emerson (Michael), B.A., Instr. in Dance.
2-162 K.C.P.A., 333-1010. —904 W. California, U., 344-1739.
*Wortman, Robert Hilton (Jean M), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Transportation, Dept. of Civil Eng.
304 Engineering Hall, 333-2467. —702 W. Michigan, U., 344-5205.
•Wozencraft, Barbara J (Howard D.), Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Zoology.
477 Morrill Hall, 333-2308. —Muncie, 548-2427.
*Wozniak, Louis (Jo Ann M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of General Engineering.
314 Transportation, 333-3413. 333-2730. —1 Rosewood PL, U., 328-1036.
Wray, Jerald Jean, M.S., Res. Physicist, Dept. of Physics.
472 Physics Bldg., 333-4873. —507 E. Illinois, U., 367-6441.
Wright, Betty Jean Work Program Participant, Cook County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
767 Milwaukee Chicago (60623), 663-4893. —Apt. 3, 4240 W. Ogden, Chicago, 521-9356.
•Wright, Beulah Cleyon (Carl R.), Junior Proofreader, Printing Div., Ofc. of Campus
Publications.
234 University Press, 333-4657. —210 Maple, Ogden (61859), 582-4750.
*Wright, David Terry (Shirley), Ph.D., Lecturer in Zoology.
539 Morrill Hall, 333-2502. —Box 958, St. Joseph, 1-469-7300.
*Wright, Erna Anna (Charles A.), Typing Clerk III, Dept. of Computer Science.
222 D.C.L., 333-6464. —R.R. 1, Ogden (61859), 582-4676.
*Wright, Harry Smith, Jr. (Helen H.), M.Ext.Ed., Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Pike County,
Cooperative Extension Service.
R.R. 3, Route 36, Pittsfield (62363), 285-2281. —R.R. 3, Pittsfield (62363), 285-4591.
Wright, Jackie Lee, Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Inst, of Gov. and Public Affairs.
1201 W. Nevada, U., 333-3340. —208 S. Fifth, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7240.
*Wright, James Richard (Suzie), M.Mus., Asst. in Music.
5019 Music. —709 S. Cottage Grove, U., 344-5004.
Wright, Jean, C.P.S., Adm. Aide, Inst, of Aviation.
Airport, 333-2410. —717 S. Prairie, C, 352-4395.
•Wright, Jean D. (Juanita), Asst. Farmer, Dixon Springs Agr. Center.
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center, Simpson (62985), 6189492101. —R.R. 1, Simpson,
695-2722.
*Wright, Jon Alan (Barbara M.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Physics.
301B Physics Bldg., 333-4409. —706 S. Lynn, C, 352-4468.
Wright, Josef Franklin, A.B., Dir. of Public Relations and Assoc. Prof, of Journalism, Emeritus.
1412 Pangola Dr., Ft. Myers, Florida (33903), 995-2969.
*Wright, Kenneth Ralph (Shirley F.), Building Service Worker, Operation & Maintenance Div.,
Retired.
504 S. Fair, C, 356-4382.
*Wright, Lyla M. (Daniel C), Lockerroom Attendant, Dept. of Physical Educ.
G42A I.M.P.E., 333-8171. —408 E. Franklin, Mahomet, (61853), 586-2133.
Wright, Neva Lois, Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Higher Education.
341 Armory, 333-1535. 333-4942. —410 W. Church, C, 333-1535,
*Wright, Nicola (Laddie), Clerk-Stenog. II, Div. of Parking, Traffic, and Transportation.
507 E. Daniel, C, 333-7217. —R. R. 1, Bement (61813), 678-2083.
*Wright, Richard Allen (Patricia A.), M.A., Instr. in Philosophy.
406 Gregory Hall, 333-7251. —Apt. C, 2079 Hazelwood Ct., U., 344-5302.
•Wright, Robert Clifton (Mary L.), M.A., Assoc. Prof, of P.E. for Men; Head Track Coach.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3403. —702 Fairway Dr., C, 356-0185.
•Wright, Robert Lewis (Helen E.), Supervisor of Equipment and Facilities, Div. of Rehab.-Educ.
Services.
151 Rehab.-Educ. Center, 333-4617. —South First Street Rd., C, 344-4811.
•Wright, Rollin G. (Helen), Ed.D., Prof, of P.E. Head of Dept.
120 Huff Gym., 333-2460. —2112 Galen Dr., C, 352-1658.
Wright, Virgina M. (Mrs.), Secy., McLean County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
202 E. Locust, Bloomington (61701), 828-9513. —8 Charles PI., Bloomington (61701),
829-7385.
•tWright, William H., J.D., Head Tennis Coach, Athletic Assoc.
123 Assembly Hall, 333-3400.
•Wrobel, Theodora (Joseph), B.A., Editor, Inst, of Aviation.
Aviation Res. Lab., Airport, 333-3162. —1019 S. Anderson, U.
•Wrona, Joseph Albert (Pauline J.), Electronic Technician II, School of Chemical Sciences.
31 Noyes Lab., 333-2545. —Candlewood Estates, 390 Wayne, Mahomet (61853), 586-2725.
*tWrona, Pauline J. (Joseph A.), Clerk Dictating Machine Transcriber, Agri. Res. Service, U.S.D.A.
226 Agr. Eng., 333-0808, 333-6459. —R.R. 1, 390 Wayne, Mahomet (61853), 586-2725.
*Wu, Chung Y. (Show Jen), M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
19n Noyes Lab., 333-7550. —Apt. 227, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-5782.
*Wu, Show-Jen Grace (Chung-Yung Robert), M.S., Res. As^st. in Food Science.
434 Bevier Hall, 333-4598. —Apt. 227, 1107 W. Green, U., 344-5782.
•tWuerch, Donald E. (Karen M.), M.S., Climatologist, State Water Survey.
161 Water Resources, 333-2213. —1105 Foothill Dr., C.
I
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*Wukovets, Josephine Veronica (Francis G.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Admissions and Records
69 Adm., 333-2530. —6 Rolling Hills, White Heath (61884), 687-5560.
Wulf, Arthur S., B.S., Resident Adviser, Saunders Hall.
URH-416 Saunders Hall, U., 332-3689.
Wunder, Susan Jean, B.A., Asst. in Geology.
143B Natural History, 333-0228. —501 W. Pennsylvania, U., 367-6284.
Wunder, Veronica Angela, D.L., Secy., Div. of Univ. Ext.
Rm. 302a, 715 S. Wood, Chicago (60612), 663-7750. —5319 S. Racine, Chicago (60609),
285-0822.
Wunderlich, Mitchell, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2142 Civil Eng., 333-6971. —202 N. Gregory, U., 344-6585.
Wurth, Linus Stephen, B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
222 Arcade. —20 Salem Rd., U.
*Wustman, John (Nancy), B.Mus., Prof, of Music.
108 S.M.H., 333-3557. —1502 S. Lincoln, U., 344-1787.
Wuthrich, Laurelee, Clerk-Typist III, Engineering Publications Ofc.
112 Engineering Hall, 333-1511. —302 E. Armory, C, 344-7244.
*Wyatt, Peggy Ann (Thomas N.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Ext. in Visual Arts.
127 Fine Arts, 333-0418. —Lot 42, Wilson Trailer Park, U., 344-4765.
*Wyatt, Stanley Porter, Jr. (Catherine B.), Ph.D., Prof, of Astronomy.
108 Observatory, 333-3090. —510 W. Michigan, U., 344-6349.
*Wyld, Henry William, Jr. (Jeanne-Marie), Ph.D., Prof, of Physics.
335 Physics Bldg., 333-1294. —1707 S. Vine, U., 367-7349.
*Wyld, Jeanne-Marie (H. W.), Ph.D., Asst. in Chemistry.
19a Noyes Lab., 333-2105. —1707 S. Vine, U., 367-7349.
*Wylie, Doris Keanea (Lorenzo P.), Chief Clerk, Personnel Services Ofc.
Personnel Service Bldg., 333-2145. —1208 W. Church, U., 365-1987.
tWylie, Ruth Anne, Secy., State Universities Retirement System.
50 E. Gerty Dr., C, 333-3860. —1208 W. Church, U., 328-1987.
*Wyman, Marvin Eugene (Betty), Ph.D., Prof, of Nuclear Engineering and of Physics; Chairman
of Nuclear Engineering Program.
216 Nuclear Eng. Lab., 333-2295. —605 Harding Dr., U., 367-7509.
*Wyninger, M. Aileen (Edmund), Secy., University School and College Relations Ofc.
338 Illini Tower, 333-1120. —622 W. Clark, C, 356-5570.
Yackel, Richard Alan, Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Electrical Engineering.
231 E.E. Bldg., 333-4341. —Apt. 16, 2018 Fletcher, U. 328-2620.
•Yacoumelos, Nick George (Ismini), M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
4150 Civil Eng., 333-6850. —1302 Briarwood Dr., C, 359-7075.
*Yamada, Masaaki (Jo Ann). M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
262 C.S.L., 333-3516. —Apt. 206, 502 W. Griggs, U., 367-2912.
Yamamoto, Jiro M.Sc, Asst. in Chemistry.
357 East Chem. 333-3526. —Apt. 5, 107 E. Chalmers, C. 344-0606.
Yancey, Genevieve, Work Program Participant, Winnebago County, Cooperative Extension
Service.
4311 W. State, Rockford (61102), 815-965-3704. —528 Howard, Rockford (61102).
*Yancey, Thomas Alexander (Catherine W.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Economics; Assoc. Dean of
College of Comm. and Bus. Adm.
260 Commerce (W.), 333-2747. 333-4584. —513 S. Edwin, C, 356-1540.
*Yancy, Leonard Thomas (Janet), Cryogenic Technician I, Dept. of Physics.
171 Physics Bldg., 333-1918. —339 Logan, Mahomet (61853), 586-2668.
*Yang, Bunli, M.S., Asst. in Physics.
390J Mat. Res. Lab., 333-3752.
*Yang, Chih Ted (Eveline Liu), Ph.D., Assoc. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey and Water
Resources Center.
241 Water Resources, 333-4960. —2311 Glenoak Dr., C, 352-3806.
*Yang, Kwang-Shi (Randy Y. N.), E.E., Senior Res. Engr., Dept. of Astronomy.
60A E. E. Bldg., 333-2931. —506 E. Scovill, U., 344-5966.
*Yajima, Katsusuke (Michiko), B.A., Res. Asst., Center for Internation Comparative Studies.
17 L.I.R. Bldg., 333-0984. —2010-C S. Orchard, U., 367-2044.
*Yankwich, Elizabeth Ingram (Peter E.), B.A., Asst. to Dir. of Center for Advanced Study.
912 W. Illinois, U., 333-6284. —604 W. Washington, U., 344-6385.
*Yankwich, Peter Ewald (Elizabeth I.), Ph.D., Prof, of Chemistry.
178 Noyes Lab., 333-3518. —604 W. Washington, U., 344-6385.
Yanushka, Arthur Anthony, M.A., Asst. in Mathematics.
213 Coble Hall, 333-6327. —508 E. White, C, 359-4383.
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*Yaphe, Judith S. (Michael). Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in History.
431 Gregory Hall, 333-7392. —Apt. 5. 407 W. Green U., 328-1285.
Yapp, Betty J., B.S., Clerk-Typist II, Home Economics Extension, Div. of Univ. Ext.
528 Bevier Hall, 333-0521. —605 W. California, U., 344-1066.
•Yapp, William W. (Charlotte R.), Ph.D., Prof, of Dairy Cattle Breeding, Emeritus.
220 Animal Sciences Lab., 333-2629. —802 W. Iowa, U., 367-3765.
•Yardley, James Thomas (Serena S.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Chemistry.
312B Noyes Lab., 333-6490. —1601 Rosewood Dr., C, 356-1063.
*Yardley, Serena Savage (James T.), M.A., Senior Res. Programmer, Center for Advanced
Computation; Asst. in Mathematics. On leave of absence first semester of 1972-73.
224 Coble Hall, 333-2699. —1601 Rosewood Dr., C, 356-1063.
•Yardy, Paul Walter (Jessie M.), M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Health Science; Staff Physician, Health
Service.
262 McKinley Health Center, 333-2739. —1104 Mitchem Dr., U., 328-2792.
Yarrington, Paul, M.S., Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
301 Talbot Lab., 333-2658. —516 S. Elm. C.
Yates, Barbara Ann, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Comparative Education; Associate Dir. of
International Programs and Studies.
301 Illini Tower, 333-6104. —510 W. John, C, 356-1633.
*Yates, Donald Edwin (Eva A.), Crops Testing Technician, Dept. of Agronomy.
S-118 Turner Hall, 333-4254. —807 Oakcrest, C, 356-0939.
*Yates, Elmer Robert (Dorothy T.), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Dept. of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.
319 Talbot Lab., 333-3515. —115 E. Holmes, U., 344-2252.
Yates, Hazel Anne, A.B., Adm. Secy., University Centennial Office and University Dean of
Students' Office. Retired.
1108 S. Lincoln, U., 344-0047.
Yates, Roger L., M.S., Res. Asst. in Vet. Path. & Hygiene.
359 Vet. Med., 333-4689. —Lot 18, Wilson's Trailer Court, U.. 344-5761.
*Yau, Leopoldo Dy (Bella Tan), Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
202 E.E. Res. Lab., 333-7132. —Apt. 10, 1401 Silver, U., 328-3833.
Yau, Shirley, M.S., Res. Asst. in Microbiology.
224 Burrill Hall, 33-2203. —Apt. 31, 1204 W. Stoughton, U., 344-1793.
Yavarone, Anthony Edward, B.S., Asst. in Electrical Engineering.
47 E.E. Bldg., 333-4182. —URH-764 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4915.
Yeager, Alice C, B.F.A., Asst. in Art.
121 and 131 Fine Arts. —Apt. 3, 107 N. Dunlap, Savoy (61874), 359-8776.
•tYeargin, Edna Mae (H. E., Jr.), Clerk-Stenog. I, State Geological Survey.
434 Natural Resources, 189-234, 344-1481. —205 Holmes, U\, 367-8808.
•Yeatter, (Mrs.) Grace McComb, Ph.B.. Library Clerk III, Education Library, Retired.
1014 W. Daniel, C, 356-1239.
*Yeh, Hsing-Chung (Donna), M.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306c Talbot Lab., 333-0638. —Apt. 10, 1107 1/2 W. Oregon, U., 367-7918.
*Yeh, Kung Chie (Margaret), Ph.D., Prof, of Electrical Engineering.
60B E.E. Bldg., 333-2931. —2514 Stanford Dr., C, 352-6219.
*Yeh, Shu-jen Chang (Hsing-Chung). Ph.D., Res. Assoc, 'in Food Science.
207 Burnsides Res. Lab., 333-1874. —Apt. 10, 1107-1/2 W. Oregon. U.. 367-7918.
*Yelm, Toby J. (Charles E.), Secy., Scott County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
24 S. Main, Winchester (62694), 742-3172. —433 W. Cherry, Winchester (62694), 742-3388.
*Yen, Andrew Chien-chong (Amy), M.S., Res. Asst. in Min., Met., and Pet. Eng.
433 Met. Res. Lab. 333-4983, —2006-A S. Orchard, U.
Yen, Ben Chie, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
2525 Hydrosystems Lab., 333-4934. —1001 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-2242.
•Yen, Jong-Tseng (Lei-Hwa Wang), M.S., Asst. in Animal Science.
323 Mumford Hall, 333-1247. —Apt. B. 1817 Orchard PI., U., 328-1031.
•Yen, Shee-Mang (Maria), Ph.D., Prof., Dept. of Aero, and Astro. Eng. and Coordinated Science
Lab.
110 Transportation, 333-6360: —405 E. Pennsylvania, U., 367-8856.
Yeung, Wilson Kam-Fook, B.Sc, Res. Asst. in Electrical Engineering
405f Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-0890. —Apt. 33, 1204 W. Stoughton, U.. 344-6419.
Yilmaz, Bahattin Salim, B.S., Res. Asst. in Chemical Engineering
113 Admas Lab., 333-3640. —URH-652 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4881.
Yimer, Makonnen, M.A., Res. Asst., Measurement and Research Div., Instructional Resources
Ofc.
307 Eng. Hall, 333-3490. —53 E. Daniel, C, 352-3209.
Yoches, Diane M., B.A., Library Clerk II, Home Economics Library.
314 Bevier Hall. 333-0748. —307 E. Illinois, U.
Yockey, Brenda Sue, Key Punch Operator II, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm. 333-4827. —319 W. Bond, Monticello (61856). 762-3156.
Yocom, C. J., Accounting Clerk II, Telecommunications Div.
420 Illini Union, 333-2275. —Apt. A-2, 101 Paddock Dr., C.
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*Yocom, Theodore Ralph (Elyzabethe J.), M.For., Assoc. Prof, of Forestry.
202A Forest Science Lab., 333-6258. —Box 142, 39 Lange Dr., Savoy (61874), 359-9622.
•Yoerger, Roger Raymond (Laura M.), Ph.D., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering.
107 Agr. Engr., 333-3000. —101 Holmes, U., 367-2412.
"tYohe, Gail Robert (Martha), Ph.D., Senior Chemist, State Geological Survey, Emeritus.
411 Natural Resources, 189-245, 344-1481. —313 E. Washington, U., 367-4289.
*Yohe, Martha T. (G. Robert), B.A., Asst., Dept. of Animal Science. On leave of absence.
313 E. Washington, U., 367-4289.
*Yokoyama, Kazuhiro Peter (Tsuneko O.), M.S., Res. Asst., Coordinated Science Lab.
3-113 C.S.L., 333-3862. —Apt. C, 2061 S. Orchard, U., 344-1894.
'tYonkers, Karen Ann (Kenneth), B.S., Res. Asst., State Geological Survey.
425 Natural Resources 189-296, 344-1481. —26 Wayside Rd., U., 344-0982.
*Yoos, Stuart Francis, Jr. (Carolyn S.), Res. Eng. Asst., Children's Res. Center.
29 Children's Res. Center, 333-8283. —305 S. Water, St. Joseph (61873), 469-7108.
"tYork, Nancy J. (Michael L.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Univ. Foundation.
224 Illini Union, 333-0810. —906 E. Harding Dr., U., 328-3673.
*York, Scott Bennett (Blanche O.), M.S., Dir. of Extrmural Classes (with rank of Prof.), Div. of
Univ. Ext.
101 Illini Hall, 333-3060. —702 Haines Blvd., C, 356-5912.
*Yoss, Kenneth Myron (Norma L.), Ph.D., Prof, of Astronomy.
102 Observatory 333-3090. —9 Shuman Circle, U., 367-1737.
Yosua, Frederick J., Jr., B.S., Asst. in Mathematics.
210 Arcade, 333-8126. —401 Illini Tower, C, 384-1125.
*Youmans, Ruth Elizabeth (Clark E.), Library Clerk III, Library.
246 Library, 333-3399. —R. E. 1, Ogden (61859), 469-2610.
*Youmans, William F. (Iola V.), Lead Operating Engr., Operation and Maintenance Div.
P.P. Service Bldg. —Fithian (61844), 548-2145.
*Young, Barbara A. (Richard), Clerk-Typist II, Dept. of Elec. Eng.
154 E.E. Bldg., 333-3958. —1802 Perkins Rd., U., 328-1001.
tYoung, (Mrs.) Blanche Penrod, A.B., Assoc. Editor, State N.H. Survey, Retired.
604 S. Gregory PI., U., 344-0323.
Young, Arthur Leighton, M.S., Prof, of Agricultural Engineering, Emeritus.
626 E. Twenty-ninth, Davenport, Iowa (52803), 319-323-1144.
*Young, Charles R. (Charlotte J.), M.D., Assoc. Prof, of Health Education; Psychiatrist, Health
Service.
145 McKinley Health Center, 333-2707. —1806 Joni Leann Ct., U., 367-7952.
*Young, Doris I. (Everett C), Clerk I, Visual Aids Service.
1325 S. Oak, C, 333-1432. —2704 Sheridan Dr., C, 359-5090.
*Young, George J. (Linda R.), B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adviser in Agriculture, Will County, Cooperative
Extension Service.
100 Manhattan Rd., Joliet (60433), 727-1173, 723-2265. —2113 Hanover, Joliet (60432),
723-8241.
Young, Harold Campbell, M.S., Prof, of Architecture.
117 Architecture, 333-1330. —211 S. Locust, C, 352-2665.
'Young, James Francis (Heather J.), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Civil Engineering.
3209 Civil Engineering Bldg., 333-6960. —1006 S. Orchard, U., 344-4089.
Young, Jerry C, B.S., Food Service Administrator I, Housing Div.
Food Service Ofc, Gregory Dr. Residence Halls, 333-3670. —Apt. 1, 1010 W. Church, C,
356-2740.
*Young, J. Nelson (Zerla M.), J.D., C.P.A., Prof, of Law.
237 Law, 333-0061. —2024 S. Race, U., 344-6768.
*Young, Leo C. (Mildred F.), Animal Caretaker II, College of Vet. Med.
100A Small Animal Clinic, 344-5030. —R.R. 1, Mahomet, 586-3387.
*Young, Lloyd Martin (Linda H.), Ph.D., Res. Assoc, in Physics.
124 Physics Res. Lab., 333-3190. —1807 Carle Dr., U., 344-5457.
Young, Louise J., Key Punch Operator I, Campus Administrative Data Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4827. —1636 Keesler Dr., Rantoul (61866).
Young, Olive Graves, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of P.E. for Women.
331 Freer Gym., 333-8561. —1418 Lincolnshire Dr., C, 359-2176.
'Young, Paul Thomas (Marvie N.), Ph.D., D.Sc, Prof, of Psychology, Emeritus.
336 Notre Dame Rd., Claremont, Calif. (91711), 714-624-7487.
Young, Raymond P., B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
152 D.C.L., 333-0643. —URH-517 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2309.
*Young, Robert Allen (Lucy E.), M.S., Forester, Dept. of Forestry.
21 1A Mumford Hall, 333-2777. —R.R. 1, White Heath, 687-4190.
*Young, Zerla M. (J. Nelson), B.A., Adm. Secy., College of Communications.
119 Gregory Hall, 333-2351. —2024 S. Race, U., 344-6768.
Youngblood, Pauline F., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II, Dept. of Microbiology.
231 Burrill Hall, 333-2568. —707 S. Wabash, U., 367-4660.
*Younis, Samir Mohamed (Eglal), M.Sc, Asst. in Agricultural Engineering.
319c Agr. Eng., 333-4216. —Apt. 406,300 S. Goodwin, U., 344-6525.
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*tYu, Ching-Chieh, (Stella). Ph.D.. Res. Assoc, in Economic Entomology. State N.H. Survey.
163 Natural Resources, 333-6659. —Apt. 7, 1107 1/2 W. Oregon. U., 344-5956.
*Yu, Seongjae (Aeyoung H.). Ph.D.. Asst. Prof, of Accountancy.
274 Commerce (W). 333-4536. —1719-1/2 Lynwood Dr.. C. 352-6865.
Yucemen, Mehmet Semih, M.S., Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
2111 Civil Eng.. Bldg., 333-6931. —Apt. 205, 502 W. Griggs, L\. 367-9768.
Yu-Dar, Fan, B.S., Asst. in Computer Science.
276 D.C.L.. 333-6837. —URH-721 Daniels Hall. U.. 332-2377.
Yung, Susan, M.A.. Asst. Program Dir. of Illini Union.
289 Illini Union, 333-3667. —Apt. 2. 604 W. Park. U.
Zablen, Lawrence, M.S.. Asst. in Microbiology.
365 Morrill Hall. 333-2938. —16 Lexington. U. v 328-3654.
•Zaccaria, Joseph Salvatore (Manthia), Ed.D.. Prof, of Educational Psychology.
188G Education. 333-2550. —1920 David Dr.. C, 352-0879.
*Zachay, Darwin Dean (Alberta R.). Master Aircraft and Aircraft Engine Mechanic. Inst, of
Aviation.
Airport. 333-0072. —304 E. Locust. Tolono (61880). 485-3985.
Zack, Edward D., B.F.A.. Asst. in Art and Design.
131 Fine Arts, 333-0856. —URH-1160 Sherman Hall. C. 332-4999.
Zack, Gregory W., M.S., Res. Asst.. Dept. of Elec. Eng. and Mat. Res. Lab.
214 E.E. Res. Lab.. 333-4149; 155 E. E. Bldg. —Apt. C. 102 X. Gregory. U., 328-3857.
Zagorski, (Mrs.) Joan Roach, B.F.A., Commercial Artist I. Small Homes Council-Building Res.
Council.
1 E. St. Mary's Rd.. C. 333-1802. —1605 S. Race. U\. 367-1410.
*Zahavi, Joseph (Shoshana). D.Sc, Res. Asst. Prof, of Matallurgy and Mining Engineering.
205A AND 201 Met. and Min. Bldg., 333-6493. —Apt. A, 2047 Hazelwood Ct., U., 328-1588.
Zaitlin, Mark P., M.S., Res. Asst. in Physics.
126 Physics Bldg., 333-2856. —Apt. 21. 205 E. Henley. C, 359-0153.
Zajac, Gerald W„ B.S., Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg.. 333-4505. —URH-86 Daniels Hall. U\, 332-2412.
Zajicek, Frank Edward, B.S.. University Fellow; Res. Asst. in Agronomv.
W317 Turner Hall. 333-4373. —URH-128 Sherman Hall, C, 332-4632.
*Zak, Adam Richard (Barbara). Ph.D.. Prof, of Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering.
106 Transportation. 333-4495. —2302 Brookhaven Dr.. C, 352-0807.
Zakharia, George F., M.Sc. Res. Asst.. Survey Research Lab.
3 D.K.H., 333-3494. —Apt. 11. 102 E. Armory, C.
*Zalucky, Henry K. (Maria), M.Sc, M.A., M.Sc, Instr. in Slavic Languages and Literatures.
3103 Foreign Lang.. 333-0682. —2016 S. Vine. U.. 344-4928.
*Zalucky, Maria (Henry), M.A., Instr. in Slavic Lang, and Lit.
3101 Foreign Lang.. 333-0682. —2016 S. Vine, U., 344-4928.
*Zamora, Betty (Antonio). Clerk-Typist III, Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work
1207 W. Oregon, U\, 333-2261. —905 W. Hill. U.. 367-9417.
*Zander, Dennis Roland (Sandra L.). M.S.E.E., Res. Engr., Dept. of Physics.
443 Physics Bldg., 333-4175. —Apt. 102. 818 Oakland, U., 367-5325.
Zane, (Mrs.) Nethel Mae, Clerk-Typist II. Mailing Service. Ofc. of Campus Publications.
1002 W. Green, U., 333-6101. —Apt. 5. 306 Davidson Dr.. C. 359-2232.
*Zanot, Eric J. (Judy), M.A.. Instr. in Advertising.
10 Gregory Hall, 333-0967. —808 S. Webber. U\. 344-6812.
*Zanotti, Kathleen Taylor (Harry). B.S.. Clerk-Typist II. Library.
220d Library, 333-3441. —1206 W. Clark. U\, 344-8604.
Zapf, Linda K„ B.A., Res. Programmer. Center for Advanced Computation.
202a Eng. Res. Lab., 333-7616. —29 Wilson Park, U., 384-5038.
Zapp, Philip E., A.B., Res. Asst. in Metallurgy and Mining Engineering.
313 Met. and Min.. 333-4940: 406 Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-3158. —Apt. 10, 307 S. Prairie. C.
359-5303.
*Zaring, Wilson Miles (Marjorie), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Mathematics; Dir. of Academic Year
Institute.
221 Altgeld Hall, 333-2168. —2208 Meadow Valley Rd., 356-9709.
Zaryouni, Mohammad-Reza, M.S.. Res. Asst. in Civil Engineering.
203 Engineering Hall. 333-6165. —P.O. Box 2132, Station A, C, 356-7563.
*Zaverl, Frank, Jr. (Loy), B.S., Res. Asst. in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
306c Talbot Lab.. 333-0638. —Apt. 1, 705 W. California, U., 367-7006.
'Zbinden, F. Maxine (Ray R.), Secy.. College of Com. and Bus. Adm.
260 Commerce (W), 333-2747. —207 S. Water. St. Joseph (61873), 469-7215.
Zborowski, Chester A., B.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
15 Commerce (W). —Rm. 1404, 409 E. Chalmers, C. 384-5705.
*Zegart, Lesley R. (Barbara), B.S., Res. Asst. in Dairy Science.
421 An. Sci. Lab.. 333-1435. —1508 N. Broadway, U.
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Zehngut, Dave, B.S., Asst. in Architecture.
104 Architecture, 333-1330. —Apt. 11, 1009 W. Main, U.
*Zehr, Chester (Marian), Broadcasting Engr., Broadcasting Div.
228 Gregory Hall, 333-0850. —R.R. 1, Box 114, Fisher (61843), 897-4351.
*Zehr, John E. (Betty), Ph.D., Asst. Prof, of Physiology.
532 and Burrill Hall, 333-7393. —1406 E. Florida, U., 344-2070.
Zehr, Stanley George, Assembly Hall Attendant.
Assembly Hall, 333-3144. —R.R. 1, Foosland (61845), 897-8677.
ktZehr, Wilmer D. (Evelyn), Tech. Photographer, State N.H. Survey.
466 Natural Resources, 333-6883. —1117 W. Springfield, C, 356-4164.
Zehren, Carol, Intern, Project in Teaching English as a Second Language, University of Tehran,
Iran, under Tehran Research Unit.
309 Illini Tower 333-1977. —Illinois Tehran Research Unit, Bahaarestan, Ave. Daneshkadeh,
Tehran, Iran.
*Zehrbach, Richard Reid (Kathleen B.), Ph.D., Assoc. Prof. Inst, for Res. on Exceptional
Children.
403 E. Healey, C, 333-4891. —2612 W. William, C, 359-6791.
*Zeigler, Diane J. (Robert G.), M.A.T., Student Teaching Supervisor, Dept of Elementary
Education.
390 Education, 333-3757. —Apt. 103, 310 S. Prairie, C.
Ziegler, Eugene L, B.S., Res. Asst. in Agronomy.
S-408 Turner Hall, 333-4250. —Apt. 1, 1724 Henry, C, 352-5330.
*Zeigler, Martin Luther (Sophia G.), Ph.D., Assoc. Vice-President for Planning and Allocation
(with rank of Prof.).
248 Illini Tower, 333-0404. —2008 S. Anderson, U., 328-2671.
•Zeigler, Robert G., (Diane), M.A., Asst. in History.
309 Gregory Hall, 333-2099. —Apt. 103, 310 S. Prairie, C, 332-4995.
*Zeilenga, Laura (Wayne), B.A., Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Architecture.
104 Architecture, 333-1330. —206 E. California, U., 367-4113.
Zeitz, Eileen Mollie, B.A., Asst. in Spanish.
4126 Foreign Lang., 333-8055. —BApt. 3, 58 E. Armory, C, 359-7976.
"tZelinsky, Charles John (Pamela K.), Supervisory Asst., State Geological Survey.
102E Nat. Res. Studies Annex, 333-3664. —2504 Trafalgar Square, C, 359-3423.
Zellermayer, Stephanie, M.A., Asst., Language Lab.
357b Eng. Res. Lab., 333-6500. —610 1/2 W. Oregon, U., 367-3669.
*Zemlin, Willard Raymond (Eileen C), Ph.D., Prof, of Speech.
338 Illini Hall, 333-3050. —1519 W. Park, C, 359-3416.
*Zerger, Richard Paul (Donna Kay), M.S., Res. Asst. in Chemistry.
264 Noyes Lab., 333-1532; 167 Mat. Res. Lab., 333-4760. —1105 W. Oregon, U., 344-4698.
"tZewadski, Robert Medbury (Donna J.), M.S., Assoc. Tech. Editor, State N.H. Survey.
189 Natural Resources, 333-6882. —509 S. Willis, C, 356-8077.
*Zgusta, Ladislav (Olga), Ph.D., Dr.Sc, Prof, of Linguistics.
4096 Foreign Lang. — 115 W. Michigan, U.
"tZiegenhorn, Russell D., (Ileatta K.), B.S., Asst. Professional Scientist, State Water Survey.
134 Water Resources, 333-4954. —711 McArthur Ct., U., 367-7212.
Ziegler, Richard E., M.B.A., Lecturer in Accountancy.
283 Commerce (W), 333-4537. —Apt. 262, 310 Holiday Park Dr., C, 356-7095.
Ziegler, Wandalou M., Chief Clerk, School of Chemical Sciences.
105 Noyes Lab., 333-1235. —905 W. Harvard, C, 352-4449.
*Ziel, Walter Bernard (Marian J.), B.S., Ext. Specialist, Police Training Institute, Div. of Univ.
Ext.
235 Armory, 333-2337. —207 Van Buren, Philo (61864),
"tZielinski, George P. (Donna), Tech. Asst., State Geological Survey.
P.O. Box I, Warrenville (60555), 312-393-1466. -Apt. 9, 1021 Tollview, Aurora (60505),
312-898-8444.
*Ziff, Jerrold (Jackie F.), Ph.D., Prof, of Art.
105 Mumford House, 333-4497. —104 Holmes, U., 344-2228.
Zimbleman, (Mrs.) Gilda Bernadine, M.L.S., Bibliographer, Acquisition Dept., Library.
220A Library, 333-1056. —1110 Centennial Dr., C, 352-7298
*Zimmer, Roily W. (Norma A.), M.S., Asst. Bursar, Business Office.
162 Adm., 333-2184. —206 W. Delaware, U., 367-2672.
Zimmer, Ronald Charles, Digital Computer Operator III, Campus Administrative Data
Processing Ofc.
54 Adm., 333-4812. —2702 1/2 S. First, C, 344-6616.
Zimmerly, Isabelle Marvin, (Mrs.), M.S., Asst. in Business Administration.
15 Commerce (W), 333-8270. —2019 Burlison Dr., U., 344-0887.
*Zimmerman, Donna Jean (Don), Clerk-Stenog. II, Survey Res. Lab.
414 D.K.H., 333-4273. —R.R. 1, Mansfield (61854), 489-3163.
*Zimmerman, Linda (Bruce), Clerk-Typist III, Agricultural Publications Ofc.
406 Mumford Hall, 333-3107. —1010 E. Colorado, U., 367-3451.
"Zimmerman, Marie F. (Paul C), M.A., Clinical Counselor (with rank of Asst. Prof.), Psych, and
Counseling Center.
237 Student Services, 333-3710. —1605 Oxford Dr., C, 352-8239.
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'Zimmerman, Vernon Kenneth (Marilyn), Ph.D., C.P.A., Dean, College of Commerce and
Business Administration: Dir., Center for International Education and Research in
Accounting: Prof, of Accountancy.
260 Commerce (W), 333-2747: 320 Commerce (W), 333-4545. —11 Carriage PI., C, 359-7512.
*Zinsmeister, Philip P. (Dorothy J.), PH.D., Visiting Asst. Prof, of Zoology.
518 Morrill Hall, 333-4846. —1603 Sheridan Rd., C, 359-9320.
Zirner, (Mrs.) Laura B., Specialist in Instructional Materials, School of Music.
2-138c K.C.P.A., 333-3254 —2002 Burlison Dr., U., 344-6998.
*Zoellick, Ruthann (William N.), M.S., Assoc. Librn., Education and Social Science Library.
100 Library, 333-2305. —3 Sherwood Ct., C, 359-5357.
'Zolomij, Robert William (Joanne M.), M. L. A., Asst. Prof, of Landscape Architecture.
Rm. 207, 1203 W. Nevada, U., 333-0179; 205 Mumford Hall, 333-0176. —803 Breen Dr., C,
352-3001.
*Zonn, Paul (Wilma), M.F.A., Asst. Prof, of Music.
5068 Music Bldg., 333-3635. —906 W. Columbia, C, 359-6820.
*Zorns, Orville Mack (Ruby J.), Res. Lab. Shop Supervisor, Dept. of Physics.
120 Physics Bldg., 333-3435. —1730 Paula Dr., C, 352-0947.
*Zorr, Joanne E. (William G.), Clerk-Stenog. Ill, School of Music.
3030 Music Bldg. 333-2620. —Apt. C, 2037 S. Orchard, U., 344-7507.
*Zorr, William G. (Joanne E.), M.B.A., Asst. in Business Administration.
19 Commerce (W). 333-9344. —Apt. C, 2037 S. Orchard, U., 344-7507.
*Zotz, Karen Lynn (John A.), B.S., Acting Extension Adviser in Home Economics, Cooperative
Extension Service.
930 W. Locust, Belvidere (61008), 544-2618. —3510 Harrison, Rockford (61108),
815-398-7276.
Zukor, Dorothy Jean, B.A., Asst. in Physics.
275 Physics Bldg., 333-4505. —URH-243 Daniels Hall, U., 332-2196.
*Zvilius, Martynas (Julia), A.B.. Systems and Procedures Analyst, Admissions and Records.
69 Adm., 333-2530. —502 W. Healey, C, 352-4641.
*Zvonar, Martin, John (Jo Ann), Ed.M., Instr., Inst, of Aviation.
Academic Ofc, Airport, 333-3035. —1512 Winston Dr., C, 356-3533.
Zwolanek, Helen Katheryn, M.A., Assoc. Prof, of Textiles and Clothing, Dept. of Home Econ.
133 Bevier Hall, 333-0114. —402 W. Birch, C, 356-0400.
*Zwoyer, Russell Edward (Janet M.), A.M., Principal Specialist in Education and Associate Dir.,
Curriculum Lab.; Dir. of UICSM.
1210 W. Springfield. U., 333-0150; 379 Education. —R.R. 2, U., 328-3273.
*tZych, Carmen Mary (Chester C, Jr.), Clerk-Typist III, Div. of Services for Crippled Children.
2125 First. C, 333-6528. —1116 W. Hill, U., 344-3857.
Zych, Donna, A.M., Asst. in Germanic Languages and Literatures.
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